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FOREWORD

This publication is a collection of articles, papers, talks, and

reports generated by the scientific and engineering staff of Goddard

Space Flight Center in the year 1963. Many of these articles

were originally published in scientific or engineering Journals or as

official NASA technical publications, while others are documents
of a more informal nature. All are reprinted here as nearly

verbatim as typography and format will permit.

The articles are grouped into broad subject categories, but no
detailed subdivision has been made. Within each category, the

articles are arranged alphabetically by author. An overall author

index is given in the back of the volume. A special Acknowledg-

ments section is also included, which lists the various journals and

other non-NASA publications from which particular articles have
been taken.

The years 1963 and 1964 are being published as whole-year
issues, and the resulting size dictates the use of two volumes;

the first volume is titled Space Sciences, the second Space

Technology. It is anticipated, however, that future issues will be

quarterly single volumes.

iii
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INTERPLANETARY DUST

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge concerning the origin, composition,

and dynamic properties of the cloud of dust par-

titles surrounding the sun is fundamental to any

extensive study of the solar system. Prior to the

advent of rockets, satellites, and space probes,

information concerning the physical and dynamic

characteristics of dust particles in space came

from a variety of ground-based experiments.
Meteor observations, using visual, photographic,

and radar techniques, produced measurements of

the mass, velocity, density, and composition of

individual meteoroids colliding with the earth's

atmosphere. These studies were limited to par-

ticle masses greater than 10 -4 gm until Gallagher
and Eshleman (1960) and Eshleman (1962) re-

ported radar observations of particles with limit-

ing masses of approximately 10 -6 gm. For par-
ticles with masses less than 10 -8 gm, photometric

observations of the zodiacal light, solar corona,

and sky radiance have represented the major

optical techniques used to obtain measurements

of the sizes and dynamics of dust particles near
the earth and in deep space. Composition, age,

and gross accretion rates of meteoroidal and dust

particle material have been obtained from analy-
sis of collections of remnants of these particles

surviving passage through the earth's atmosphere.
These collection studies include dust particles

with masses as low as 10 -l° gin. The direct study

of the physical and dynamic properties of dust

particles in space with masses between 10 -13 gm

to 10 -8 gm started with the measurements from

dust particle experiments on various rockets,

satellites, and space probes. Measurements ob-

tained from ground-based and space experiments

concerning dust particles with masses less than

W. M. ALEXANDER

Goddard Space Flight Center

10 -8 gm and analyses of these resulgs are sum-

marized in the following sections.

SUMMARY OF DIRECT MEASUREMENTS

Six different types of sensors have been used

to measure dust particle parameters including

momentum, kinetic energy, and penetration and

fracture properties associated with hypervelocity

impact. An acoustical transducer, mechanically

coupled to a metallic impact plate, has been the
sensor used in most of the dust particle space

experiments. Low velocity laboratory calibra-
tions have shown this detector to be sensitive

to the momentum of the impacting particles. A

sensor which detects a light flash when impacted

by a hypervelocity particle has also been used

and provided a measurement associated with the

kinetic energy of the detected dust particle. The
results of these measurements are summarized

in table 1.

The measurements from the first dust particle

satellite experiments, Dubin (1960) and LaGow
and Alexander (1960), showed that the average

flux of dust particles near the earth was higher

than expected from extrapolations of meteor
observations. Also, Alexander et al. (1961), re-

ported a marked increase in the dust particle

flux rate during the period of the annual Leonid

shower, figure 1. Dubin (1960) reported a "spo-
radic shower" measurement obtained from the

Explorer I experiment and Dubin et al. (1962),
summarized all the available evidence from direct

measurements of cosmic dust showers.

McCracken et al. (1961) reported the initial

results from the Explorer VIII experiment which
used an acoustical transducer. An average cumu-

lative mass distribution curve for dust particles
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TABLE 1.--D/rect Measurements Obtained with Acoustical Transducer and Light Flash Systems on U.S. Satellites and

Space Probes

Spacecraft and sensor

Explorer I "_..............

CAcoustical)

Vanguard III b............

CAcoustical)
Pioneer I c_...............

Acoustical)

Explorer VIII d...........
Acoustical)

Ranger I_................

Acoustical)
Midas IIt ................

CAcoustical)
_amos IIg ................

Explorer VIII h...........

'_Light flash)
iFtanger I ................

Sensitivity

dyne-see X 10 -z

(acoustical)

>0.5

>10

>0.15

2.5-24

25-25O

>250

>0.030

>0.3

>0.3

_q'ains

(light flash)

> 1 (prelim.)

> 1 (prelim.)

Exposure

(m'-sec)

1.8XlO 4

2.8X10 t

4.2X10 _

2.4X1_

Number of

particles

145

_3500

17

,_3650

_75

1 or2
64

67

4.3

8.8

110

179

Omnidirectional

influx rate

partieles_

1.7)<10 -_

2.0XlO -a

4.0XlO -3

3.0X10 -2
6.2X10 -4

,_,1.0MlO -s
4.0XIO

5.0X10-1

6.8XI0 -I

2.0X10 _

1.1X102

Initial reports:

(a) l)ubin (1960); (b) LaGow and Alexander (1960); (c) ])ubin (1960; (d) McCracken et al. (1961); (e) Alexander

and Berg (1962); (f) Soberman and Della Luca (1961); (g)Soberman and Della Luca (1961); (h) Alexander et al.
(1962); (i) Alexander and Berg (1(.}62).

T
J: Z

._E
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A " I

B

A AVERAGED 16 NOV - 18 NOV.

B AVERAGED I0 NOV. - 20 NOV.

G AVERAGED 18 SEPT. -9 OCT. /

,It._L--J--J.----L--L _ io , ,_ ,'. ; '.' .'o' _','_ ,'o;
I0 H 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

NOVEMBER

FIGURE 1.--Impact rates during the November 1959
interplanetary dust particle event.

near the earth was obtained from this measure-

ment. This curve was markedly different from

that expected from extrapolations of results from

meteor observations. MeCracken (19(i2) com-

pared the available results of all thc previous ex-

periments having acoustical sensors to the dis-

tribution curve obtained from the Exph)rer VIII

experiment and found excellent agreement.

All the available direct measurements obtained

with microphone and light flash sensors were re-

viewed by Alexander ct al. (1962), and an averagc

cumulative mass distributi(m curve for dust par-

titles near the earth with masses between 10 -j3

gm and l0 -6 gm was presented. This curve is

shown in figure 2.

IIemenway and Soberman (1961, 1962) re-

ported the results of analyses of dust parti(:lcs
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collected from a recoverable sounding rocket ex- lo5

periment. These results are also shown in figure 10'

2 and compared to the composite distribution
10 3

curve.

Two measurements of dust particle flux from 1-_ 102
space probes have been reported. Dubin (1960) _7

showed that the average flux in cis-lunar space _'e 10

was approximately 10 -2 times that near the earth. _ 1
The initial results from an experiment in inter- <

i0-i

planetary space (Alexander, 1962), showed a ×

dust particle flux 10 .4 times that near the earth. _ lo-2
Results of experiments using sensors detecting _z

10 -3

damage occurring during an impact were re- F-
ported by LaGow et al. (1961), and Davison <' 10-4

D

et al. (1961), and compared to the data from
all other direct measurement experiments by _ 1°-5

Alexander et al. (1962). lO-_

GROUND BASED MEASUREMENTS

Collections and analyses of remnants of mete-

oroidal and sut particle material from ocean

depths, mountain tops, and the Antarctic Ice

Cap were reported by Petterson (1960), Crozier

(1960, 1961, 1962) and Thiel and Schmidt

(1961). The measurements of annular accretion

rates as a function of particle size (5 to 15

diameter) from collectors placed at isolated high

altitude positions in New Mexico and analysis
of Antarctic Ice Cores are in excellent agreement.

The sediment cores from ocean depths indicate

an annular deposit which is one to two orders of

magnitude less than the other measurements.

Crozier (1962) analyzed the results of the various
collection studies and the dust particle distribu-

tion reported by McCracken et al. (1961), and

found an agreement within an order of magni-

tude for particles in a mass range of 10 -9 gm to

l0 -7 gm.
The results of an extensive set of measure-

ments from observations of the zodiacal light

and the solar corona were reported by Ingham

and Blackwell (1961). Dubiu and McCracken

(1962) compared the results of these measure-
ments and some of the earlier studies of the zodi-

acal light and solar F corona with the results of
direct measurements from various dust particle

experiments on satellites. This comparison of the

spatial densities derived from direct measure-

ments and zodiacal light studies indicated that the

10 -7

i0-8

10-14

E E

.I I I

RADIATION PRESSURE LIMITS

I I I I I

10-12 10-10

_,_>EXPLORER _ (MIC)

(_ VANGUARD
'_ EXPLORER I

PLONEER
_] RANGER _ (MIC)

MIDAS 'fi'
[_ SAMOS ]_

SLV1
• OSU ROCKETS

_> SPUTNIK
<_ LUNIK I

LUNIK
Ii] INTERPLANETARY STATIOr

(_ SOVIET ROCKETS

•_ EXPLORER VIII (PMT)
",J" RANGER I (PMT)

p AEROBEE NRL 25JUPITER AM-28
_. "_) VENUS FLY TRAP

\

\
\

\

\
k

10-8 10-6 10 -4

PARTICLE MASS (gm)

FIGURE 2.--An average cumulative mass distribution
curve for the vicinity of earth derived from all the
available direct measurements obtained with micro-

phone and photomultiplier systems. The influx rates
are omnidirectional values. A dust particle of mass
density p,_ is expelled from the solar system by radia-
tion pressure if its mass is less than that shown on the
lower abscissa opposite the particular value of p_.

spatial density of dust particles near the earth

was approximately 103 times greater than in inter-

planetary space.
Newkirk and Eddy (1862) studied the influx

of meteor particles in the upper atmosphere of the

earth (80,000 feet) from balloon coronagraph

observations. They showed an influx rate which
was less than the measurements from satellite

experiments but in excess of expected influx

rates from extrapolations of ground based meteor
observations.

ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

The results of direct measurements concerning

the flux of dust particles near the earth has given

added emphasis to considerations of a concentra-

tion of dust particles near the earth• Whipple

(1960, 1961) compared satellite dust particle
measurements and zodiacal light and solar corona
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photographic observations and concluded that

there was a concentration of dust near the earth.

Hibbs (1961) presented evidence for a dust cloud

near the earth from a statistical evaluation of the

altitude dependence of dust particle flux obtained

from the Explorer I experiment. These results

were further discussed by Dubin (1961) and

Hibbs (1961) concerning the statistical signifi-

cance of the data available from this experiment.

A group of letters by Bear (1961), Fremlin

(1(,}61) and Whipple 0961) discussed the exist-

ing evidences of such a dust cloud about the earth

and possible theoretical mechanisms for creating

such a (,loud. In particular, the mechanism of

gravitational attraction was explored. Singer

(1961) carefully examined the role of gravita-

tional accretion as a mechanism for creating a

dust cloud and concluded that this factor would

enhance the dust particle flux near the earth as

compared to deep space by no more than a factor

of ten.

Whipple (1961) also suggested that the flux

of dust particles near the earth could be ehnanced

by hmar ejecta being trapped in the earth=moon

gravitational field. Whipple (1962) reported on

the studies of meteoritic erosion in space as one

of the contributing mechanisms to tim spatial

density of dust particles in interplanetary space

and showed that these studies were in general

agreement with representative zodiacal light and

solar corona photographic observations. He con-

eluded, as did Dubin and McCracken (1962),

that these measurements indicated an inter-

planetary dust particle spatial density l0 -a times

less than the satellite direct measurement results

and this comparison showed good evideucc for a

dust cloud around the earth.

Carleton (1i)62) considered the relation of the

atmospheric dust measurements of Volz and

Goody (1962) to the problem of meteoric influx.

His analysis showed that the dust particle flux

near the earth, as reported by McCracken et al.

(1961), was a more than adequate source for the

incasurcd atmospheric dust. In fact, less than 1%

of the satellite measured flux was needed to

produce the required influx of dust into the at-

mosphere. Thus, he concludes that there is a

reservoir of orbital dust forming a cloud around
the earth.

The strongest additional evidence of a con-

centration of dust particles near the earth was

the direct measurement of dust particle flux in

interplanetary space from the Mariner II ex-

periment which showed a flux approximately l0 -4

times that near the earth. The satellite results

have produced a measurement of the mass dis-

tribution of dust particles in this cloud. An ex-

tensive measurement of the dynamics of these

dust particles has not been made and the mecha-

nism by which this cloud is created is not com-

pletely understood.
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INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS AS A CAUSE
OF COMET TAILS

DAVID B. BEARD* AND M. PAUL NAKADA

Goddard Space Flight Center

It has been generally recognized recently that

the historic explanation of comet tails in terms of

solar radiation .pressure by either light or par-

ticles is impossible. Solar light pressure has been

found to be insufficient by several orders of mag-

nitude. Coulomb collisions or acceleration coupled

with charge transfer by protons in the solar

wind have also been shown by Biermann and

Treffitz, 1 in particular, to be grossly insufficient

processes to account for comet tails streaming

within a cylinder of small diameter and great

length away from the Sun. It is the purpose of

this communication to point out that the gases

in cometary comas will be efficiently ionized by

the solar wind of ionized hydrogen emi)edded

in a magnetic field 2-4 and that au interplanetary

magnetic field will (;ouplc thc cometary gas to
the solar wind.

The neutral gases evaporated from comet mwJci

will be ionized I)oth hy thermal clectrous 4 in the

solar wiIl(l which have energies of several tens

of (_lc(_tr(nl volts and, as Heubncr 5has emphasized,

by Alfvdn's _ process of ionization of a neutral

gas t)y a fast moving plasma embedded in a mag-
netic field.

A comet head may be regarded as a densely

iolfizcd plasma essentially stationary in a high-

prcssurc solar will(l containing a low-pressure

magl_eti(., field movh_g with the wind. l(e(,ollt
satellite measm'emcrlts 4 have established that the

solar will(l coHsists of plasma the protons of

which have au isotropic thermal cnergy of a few

clcctroll volts ai_(l a kinetic energy due to their

stream vclo(.ity of a kilovolt or so. The inter-

*National Academy of Sciences--National Research
Council Research Associate with N.A.S.A. Permanent
address: Physics ])epartment, University of California,
Davis.

planetary magnetic field observed to be embedded

in the plasma is about 5 _¢ (1 _, is l0 -5 gauss).

Thus the magnetic pressure, H2/87r, is about

equal to the thermal (isotropie) pressure of the

wind in the moving co-ordinate frame of the wind.

The stream pressure of the solar wind, how-

ever, is the overwhelmingly dominant pressure

in space, heing two orders of magnitude larger

thaH the free space magnetic pressure, tlence,

the interplanetary magnetic field is compressed

against any obstacle such as the statiorlary plasma

provided by the comet coma or the stationary

magnetic field provided by the geomagnetic

dipole..lust as in the ('asc of the example fur-

nished by the geomagnetic dipole, 7 the inter-

pla_etary field is compressed against the ohstacle

offered by the comet coma so that the mag,letic

pressure i,wreascs to approximately equality

with the stream pressure. If the intcrplalmtary

field is parallcl to the solar wind velocity, the

compressed field tails off parallel to the solar

wind iu a cylindrical shape for a large distaHce

dowiistream from the comet coma COHfini,lg the

(:omet plasma within this volume. If the inter-

planetary field is perpendicular to the wind

velocity, the compressed field liucs ou the solar

side of the (:omct slip aromld the edge of the

comet and thell (..outimm moving with the solar

wind. 7 The (;omet plasma will become eml)edded

in the movitlg field lines all(l will I)e (.arrie(l radi-

ally away from the S(m, a(:quiring the vch)('.ity

of the magl_etic field as l leut)ner '_ tirst proposed.

Quite simply the magncti(, fi_dd may be re-

garded as the me(:hanism by which the solar wind

is efficiently coupled to the comet plasma which

Coulomb collisions are not able to provide. Fluc-

tuations in solar wind pressure, or the magneto-

hydrodynamic waves the fluctuations generate,
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will also create the accelerations in comet tails

which first led Biermann 2 to deduce the presence

of the solar wind.
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FORMATION OF THE SOLAR NEBULA

A. G. W. CAMERON

Goddard Space Flight Center

J. Gaustad has shown that no pause is to be expected in the free-fall collapse of an interstellar
cloud until the hydrogen and helium of the fragments become ionized. It follows that there cannot
be significant loss of angular momentum from the fragments during the collapse. The size and mass
distribution of the resulting nebular disks formed from the fragments are discussed. Following a
discussion of Mestel, it is concluded that two forms of mass distribution are possible, each with di-
mensions comparable to those of the solar system. In one, with axial condensation, there is shear
and further condensation to form a single star with accompanying planets seems likely. In the other,
without axial condensation, there is no shear and binary star formation seems likely.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper (Cameron, 19(i2) I discussed

a number of problems connected with the forma-

tion of the solar system. Among these was the

question of star formation and how it can lead
to the formation of a solar nebula from which

the planets can be formed. The stages discussed
were as follows:

1. The onset of gravitational instability in a

cloud of interstellar gas.

2. The collapse of this cloud in frcc fall and its

fragmentation into smaller sub-units.
3. The onset of a Helmholtz-Kelvin contrac-

tion stage in the fragments when the opacity

becomes high enough to prevent the escape of

the thermal energy generated by thc contraction.

4. Gravitational instability and (;ollapsc of the

fragments when the internal temperature riscs

high enough to start dissociating hydrogen
molecules.

5. Further I lclmholtz-Kelvin contraction after

the internal temperature has risca sufficiclltly to

doubly ionize helium throughout most of the
interior.

J. (laustad (1962) has recently calculated the

opacity of matter at low temperatures and den-

sities, and has arrived at the important conclu-

sion that stage three above does not exist. By

the time that the dissociation of hydrogen mole-

cules commences, the center is at only a small

number of optical depths. Hence the frce-fall

collapse is not checked.

This development necessitatcs some revisions

in my discussion of the formation of the solar

nebula, since it can no lo_lgcr be assumcd that

the dissociation and ionization collapse starts

from a state of hydrostatic equilibrium of a proto-

star. It is the purpose of this note to amcud thc

previous discussion.

THE NEBULAR DISKS

During the collapse of the interstellar cloud,

it appears that fragmentation will occur centered

about density fluctuations large enough to in-

dividually satisfy the Jeans' instability criterion

(Hunter, 1962). llence the fragments arc likely

to havc some sort of density maximum in the

central regions, but this will be very mild com-

pared to that in a structure in hydrostatic equi-
librium. Ilcncc for a disc.ussiou of the formation

of the solar ncl)ula it appcars reasonable to take

the fragment as a uniformly rotating, uniform

sphere, and to find what kill(l of thin disk is

formed when such a sphere collapses with local

conservation of angular momc_tum.

This problem has been discussed in connection
with the formation of galaxies by Mestcl (1962).

A brief adaptation of his discussion is given here.

It appears that the disk formed from the col-

l0
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lapseofthespherecanhaveeitheroftworadically
differentdensitydistributions.Considera par-
ticle in such a disk. In one case the gravitational

potential which governs the motion of the particle

depends essentially only on the mass interior to

the particle. This disk will be described as "ax-

ially condensed." In the other case the gravita-

tional potential depends in a comparable way
on the mass both interior to and exterior to the

particle. This disk will be described as "uniform."
Consider first the uniform disk. It has a mass

per unit area given by

a= _0[1-- (r/R)2] 'n (1)

where a0 is a constant and R is the radius. A

particularly significant property of this disk is
its uniform rotation at the rate

= [2_rGao/2R]ln, (2)

where _ is the angular velocity and G is the gravi-
tational constant. This disk can be formed from

a uniform sphere with exact local conservation

of angular momentum (MacMillan, 1930).

No precise analytical form is known for the

axially condensed disk that can be formed from

a sphere. However, Mestel points out that it

probably approximately resembles the following
form:

a'r' = constant (3)

_'r' = E2_rGa' r'] 1/2= constant. (4)

Here we have denoted by primed quantities

the same physical variables used previously.
This infinite disk has both the surface mass den-

sity and angular velocity varying inversely _s

the radial distance. The angular velocity is the
same that it would be if all the mass interior to

a given point were concentrated at the origin.

Mestel points out that, at least near the center,

the axially condensed disk can be derived with

approximate local conservation of angular mo-
mentum using the transformation

r' = ½_(r2/R ). (5)

It seems sufficient for the purposes of this dis-

cussion to assume that the nebular disk of equa-

tion 3 can be obtained from collapse of a uniformly

rotating uniform sphere. We shall cut off the
mass distribution at some radius R'.

DIMENSIONS OF THE DISKS

One of the most significant aspects of Gaustad's

work is to show that free-fall collapse of the inter-

stellar material is not interrupted until either

ionization of helium is completed, or the material

flattens to form a disk. I have previously shown

(Camerson, 1962) that the twist of the material

in an interstellar cloud remains small during free-

fall collapse provided it has an initial density
similar to the densest observed clouds. This

appears to be the optimum condition for the
initiation of gravitational instability. Hence there

appears to be no opportunity for any significant

transmission of angular momentum by magnetic

coupling to the surroundings. Thus we can as-
sume that the material forming any final disk

has the same angular momentum that it had as

part of the interstellar cloud. This allows us to
calculate the dimensions of the disks that may

be formed.

Let us suppose that the original spherical
volume had uniform density p, radius R_, and

angular velocity _0_. If this material flattens into
the uniform disk, then from the principles of

conservation of mass and angular momentum

we find

ao = 27r4G2p3Ri/_ 4 (6)

R = _i2Ri/_r2Gp (7)

Note the great sensitivity of the dimensions of
the disk to the initial density and angular velocity

of the interstellar cloud. This leads us to expect

that the radius of disks formed by the collapse

of interstellar clouds may be subject to consider-

able variability. If we express the total mass M
of the disk in solar units and the initial density

of the cloud in terms of the number density of

hydrogen atoms (assuming solar composition),
then

ao = 1.03)< 10 -4 M'I3r_H8/3 gm/cm 2 (8)

R = 2.08X 10a Mll3rtH -413 a.u. (9)

In these expressions we have also assumed

w_=10 -15 radians/second, corresponding to a
rotation of the interstellar cloud once per orbital

period in the galaxy.
For the axially condensed disk we find, in terms
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of theanalogousquantitiesof theuniformdisk:

a'r'= (25/367r)_0R (10)

R'= (127r/25) R. (ll)

It was previously argued (Cameron, ]962)

that a reasonable choice for the initial density

is n, = 103 cm -3 and that M might lie in the range

1 to l0 solar masses. This gives us nebular disks

with radii of a few tells of astronomi(:al units,

just of the same order as that of the solar system.

Indeed, the mass distribution in the axially con-
denscd disk then turns out to t)e rather similar

to those found previously for the collapse of

polytropic spheres (Cameron, 19(i2). ()lily the

axially condensed disk has a central body in

hydrostatic equilibrium, and its mass is very

small compared to that of the sun.

FINAL STAR FORMATION

It is now natural to inquire how stars (;an be

formed by further condensation from disks of

the sort discussed here. Only qualitative sugges-

tim_s can be made on this point at the present
time.

If a uniform disk is formed, its most important
characteristi(' feature is its mliform rotation.

There is clearly no tendency in such a disk for

a condensation toward the center. Indeed, the

mass in any radial interval increases toward a

peak at a radial distance of about 70% of the
radius of the disk. Note tha_ we could translate

an element of mass around its orbit without

cha_ging its angular momentum.

This suggests that such a disk may be unstable

against condensation into a binary star pair.
3"his would arise from condensation around an

ortiit toward any common diameter of the disk,
leading to the formation of two centers of mass

concentration. If all the mass of the disk noes

into a binary pair with equal mass division,

then the radius of the resulting binary orbit is

(3_r/25)R, from conservation of angular mo-
mentum. With disks of the dimensions to be

expected from the above discussion, this radius

agrees well with the most frequently observed

orbital radii of binary stars (Kuiper, 1951).
If an axially condensed disk is formed, then

everywhere there is a shear within the gas. As

was suggested previously (Cameron, 1962), any

magnetic field trapped within the gas will be

pulled out and strengthened by the shear. The

energy of the field must be derived from the

energy of differential rotation, and hence in

order to maintain Kepler motion the majority
of mass in the disk must move inwards, while

a small portion of its moves outwards to conserve
angular momentum. Thus there is a natural

tendency for a central condensation to occur from

such a disk, but it must I)e very difficult for a

second major center of condensation to be formed

against the tidal action of the central field. Hence

the axially condensed disk seems likely to lead
to the formation of shlgle stars, and there is an

opportunity for solid materials to condense out

of the gas and form planets. IIowever, the de-

tailed processes of the plalmt formation remain
to lie determined.
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THE COLLAPSE PHASE OF EARLY SOLAR
EVOLUTION

A. G. W. CAMERON

Goddard Space Flight Center

That phase of the contraction of a star in which H2 molecules are being dissociated and H and

He atoms are being ionized is examined, and it is found that a stellar configuration must be un-

stable against dynamical collapse during this phase. Quantitative calculations have been made with

polytropes of indices 1.5 and 3. The gravitational instability sets in for stars of one solar mass at a

radius of about 100 A.U. and ceases at about 1/3 A.U. If a star is rotating, having conserved angu-

lar momentum during its collapse, then it should flatten into a nebular disk without forming a

central body in hydrostatic equilibrium. Some physical parameters of possible disks are given.

INTRODUCTION

The riddle of solar system formation is one of

the oldest unsolved problems of scientific philos-

ophy. Serious speculation on this topic dates

back to Descartes. More than 300 years ago, he

advanced some ideas concerning the condensation

of the sun and planets from a chaotic mass of dust

and gas; these speculations bear a remarkable

resemblance to some of the ideas now accepted

about the formation of the solar system. In the

intervening three centuries, a great many schemes

for the formation of the solar system have been

put forward, some of them in remarkable mathe-

matical detail; however, they are only as plausible

as their assumed set of initial conditions, and the

initial conditions vary enormously.

The basic difficulty with the development of

such a theory is that we have very little concrete

information upon which to base it. Until recent

years, this information consisted only of a number

of remarkable regularities observed within the

solar system itself. There are basically two

regularities involved. One is the tendency for

alignment of the angular momentum vectors in

the solar system. This means that: (1) the

rotations of the sun, planets, and satellites tend to
have the same equatorial planes, and (2) the

motions of the satellites about the planets, and of

the planets about the sun, tend also to lie in the

same plane. The other regularity is that there

seems to be a smoothly increasing spacing be-

tween the orbits of the planets. When we examine

the nature of the regularities in orbital spacings,

the latter, known as Bode's law, is often more

impressive in its departures from strict regularity
than in its adherence to it.

In more recent years we have obtained much

additional information about the early history of

the solar system for the study of meteorites. These

objects are usually believed to be fragments of
asteroidal bodies that have been destroyed by

collisions. Thus, a study of the chemical and

physical properties of meteorites can yield much
information about conditions in the interiors of

asteroidal bodies. This subject is extremely

complicated, and the resulting interpretations are

still very controversial.
One of the more exciting discoveries of recent

years concerning the meteorites is the presence
in some of them of anomalous isotopic com-

positions of certain elements. These anomalies
take the form of excess abundances of isotopes

which are decay daughters of certain radio-
activities with half-lives of a few million years.

It appears that these radioactivities, though

now extinct, must have been present in the

meteorite parent bodies when they were formed.
From the abundances of these radioactivities

(deduced from the anomalous abundance of the

13
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daughterisotopes in t_he daughter elements),

much can be inferred as tO the time at which

chemical isolation of the meteorite parent bodies
occurred.

We may expect to obtain a great deal of

additional information about the early history of

the solar system when we begin systematic

explorations of the moon. Because of: (1) The

absence of erosion on its surface, and (2) its

apparently minimal amount of volcanic activity,

the moon has preserved a record of thc solar

system's early history that has long since been

eradicated from the earth. Thus, within the next

few years, it should become possible to extrapolate
the history of the solar system backward in time

with a great deal more assurance than can be

done at present. It is doubtful, however, that we
shall evcr properly understand the processes

involved in the formation of the solar system

solely from studies of this kind. We must combine

such findings with studies of star formation.

Most investigators have now come to view the

planets as having been formed by some sort of

condensation process of a nebular disk of gas
and dust that once encircled the sun. There is

considerable controversy as to how this disk was

formed, but many feel that it must have been a

natural consequence of the sun's formation. Thus,

it is desirable to study all phases of the star

formation process.

STAR FORMATION

The study of star formation and its relation to

the formation of the solar system has begun

much more recently than has speculation about

the formation of the solar system itself. Such

studies were not very meaningful until recent

years, when it became apparent that considerable

gas and dust lying between the stars is available

for condensation into new stellar systems; and

that some stars have been formed in our galaxy

within the last few million years. This has lead to

much speculation about the conditions necessary
for the formation of stars.

Other studies in recent years have shown that

the galaxy is much older than had previously

been thought. In particular, detailed studies of

stellar evolution conducted with large electronic
computers have given results that can be corn-
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pared with the Hertzprung-Russell diagrams of

old galactic and globular star clusters, and from

which the ages of the clusters can be deduced.

There is still much uncertainty about the resulting

ages, but it appears that the galaxy is at least

1 X 10_°, and possibly as great as 2.5 X 10 _° years

old. For comparison, studies of the relative iso-

topic composition of lead in the earth and in the
meteorites have shown that the solar system is

some 4.5X109 years old. Thus, the galaxy is

very nmch older than the solar system. Since the

galaxy was presumably composed entirely of gas

in the beginning, and since that gas now con-

stitutes only about 2 percent of the galactic mass,
it seems evident that star formation must have

gone on at a nmch greater rate in the early history

of the galaxy than it does at present. It _s_ems a

reasonable conclusion from this that at thee time

the solar system was formed, the galaxy vfas not

very different in appearance from that of/today.
Hence, we have some justification for I/elieving

that observations of star formation today are
relevant to the conditions under which the sun

was formed.

Nearly all studies of the star formation process

have concluded that stars are probably not

formed singly, but in associations or clusters

resulting from the contraction of an interstellar

cloud. The interstellar gas seems to be subject

to great fluctuations in both its density and

velocity distributions, the regions of greater

density being called clouds. There appears to be a

general concentration of the dense clouds toward

the spiral arms of the galaxy (the positions where

most of the newer stars are formed); there also

appears to be a direct connection between the

presence of dense clouds of gas and the formation
of stars in the arms.

We can readily understand the tendency of new
stars to form from dense interstellar clouds. Such

clouds are rarely in equilibrium; they usually

have a tendency to expand or contract. They will

expand if their internal energy, in thc form of heat

and turbulent motion, is comparable to or greater

than their self-gravitational potential energy. In

such cases, the expansion will usually be limited

by an external pressure, perhaps by the inter-

stellar magnetic field or by surrounding gas at

higher temperature. However, if the internal

energy becomes small enough as compared to the
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gravitationalpotentialenergy,thecloudtendsto
contract.Oncesuchcontractioniswellunderway,
it isdifficultto visualizeits stoppingshortofstar
formation.Asthedensityof thecloudincreases,
the efficienciesof its coolingprocessesalso
increase,andhence,its internalenergybecomes
very smallas comparedwith its gravitational
potential energy.This greatly reinforcesthe
tendencytowardcontraction.

As the contractionof a cloudproceeds,the
gravitationalpotentialenergyrapidlyincreases.
Consequently, small parts of the cloud are able to

contract individually, since the internal energy

of the gas in such small regions becomes small

compared with the gravitational potential energy

of the region itself. Thus, the cloud can fragment

into many different starts, ceasing when the

ultimate fragment becomes opaque to its own

radiation, so that the internal energy of its

constituent gas can no longer decrease relative to

its gravitational potential energy. Bodies have

then formed with masses approximately equal

to that of the sun. It is with the subsequent

evolution of such bodies that we shall be mainly
concerned in this discussion.

ANGULAR MOMENTUM

One of the principal questions with which we

shall be concerned regarding the early evolution

of a star, is the amount of angular momentum it
contains. We have some idea as to the amount of

angular momentum of the interstellar cloud
before the contraction starts. The motions of the

interstellar clouds seem to be constrained, at

least to some extent, by the presence of an

interstellar magnetic field. The ions of the inter-

stellar gas, both those produced by the photo-

ionization processes of starlight and those pro-

duced by the ionizing effects of cosmic ray par-

ticles, are bound in close spiral motions about the

magnetic lines of force. The collisions of the

neutral atoms in the interstellar gas with these

ions are sufficient to cause all of the gas to stay

closely associated with the magnetic lines of force.

Thus motion along these lines is easily possible,

while motion at right angles to them is very

difficult. Consequently, the interstellar magnetic

field must be trapped in the gas that condenses

to form the stars. Before the condensation starts,

the magnetic field may well constrain the motion

of the interstellar cloud so that it rotates once per

revolution about the center of the galaxy. This

corresponds to an angular velocity of 10 -'5 rad/sec
at the sun's distance from the center of the

galaxy. Random motions of the interstellar

clouds may well induce larger angular velocities,

but this value is the minimum angular velocity

that we might expect a cloud to possess.

When a cloud contracts and fragments to form a

cluster or association of stars, a general con-

servation of angular momentum must prevail,

and some of the cloud's initial angular momentum

will go into the orbital motion of the star frag-

ments about the center of mass. The fragments

themselves will also rotate more and more rapidly

as their contraction proceeds. The major question

seems to be: What role, if any, is played by the

trapped interstellar magnetic field in transmitting

angular momentum from the contracting cloud

to the stable surrounding interstellar medium?

A recent study by the present author indicates

that the contracting cloud does not twist appre-

ciably during its contraction and fragmentation

stage, so that presumably very little angular
momentum is transmitted to the interstellar

medium at such a time. A more difficult question,

which cannot be answered at the present time,
concerns the extent to which the individual

fragments may lose angular momentum through

torque transmitted from that part of the inter-

stellar magnetic field trapped inside the fragments

when they are formed. No studies have yet been

made of stellar models in this earliest stage of

contraction; we do not know how fast they

contract, nor whether they contain large internal
convection zones, which would tend to scramble

the internal magnetic field and isolate it from

that of the surrounding medium. Perhaps it is

best to proceed with two alternate assumptions:

that during early contraction phases the proto-

stars (1) lose most of their angular momentum,

or (2) lose none of their angular momentum.

HYDROSTATIC EQUILIBRIUM

Once a protostar is formed, an approximate

condition of hydrostatic equilibrium will be set up

throughout. This means that there will be a

central concentration of mass in the protostellar
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body,with the centraldensitybecomingcon-
siderablygreaterthan that in the outerlayers.
Againapplyingthe principleof conservationof
angularmomentum,wewouldconcludethat the
centralregionof suchprotostarswouldrotateat
a fasterratethan the outerregions.However,
such a differentialrotation throughout the
protostarcannotlongbemaintainedowingto the
actionof the magneticfieldtrappedinsidethe
protostar.Thelinesofforceof themagneticfield
staywellgluedtotheinteriorgasoftheprotostar,
regardlessof low temperature.This conditionis
causedbythepersistentstateof ionizationbeing
maintainedby radioactivesubstancescontained
in thegas(particularlythe radioactivityof the
isotopeK_°).The differentialrotation in the
protostardrawsout this magneticfield into a
spiralpattern,thuscrowdingthe magneticlines
of forceclosertogether,andincreasingtheenergy
in the magneticfield.Thisadditionalmagnetic
energycanbeobtainedonlyat tileexpenseof the
differentialrotationalenergy,and hencediffer-
entialrotationceases.Wemaythereforeregard
the protostellarbodiesas beingrigid rotators
duringthecourseof theircontraction.

Theauthorhasattemptedto determine,in a
roughway,thebehaviorofacontractingprotostar
by consideringhowpolytropiespherescontract.
A polytropicsphereis asphericalmassof gasin
whichthepressureis relatedthroughoutto the
densitybysomegivenpowerlaw.Suchpolytropes
havebeenstudiedin considerabledetailsincethe
latterpartofthe19thcentury,andhaveprovided
usefulapproximationsin somecasesfor the
conditionsto beexpectedin a stellarinternal.If,
throughoutthe polytrope,we havea relation
betweenthepressureP and the density p given by

P= Kp(,,+_)/,,,

where K and n arc constants, then n is called the

index of the polytrope. Two values of this index

have been used in this study to represent probable
extreme conditions between which the internal

density distribution of the protostars may fall. In

one extreme we let n=l.5, corresponding to a

sphere in which there is convection throughout.

In such a sphere the central density is approxi-

mately 6 times the average density. In thc other

extreme, the index n=3 corresponds to a stellar

model in which energy transport is principally by

radiation. In such a sphere, the central density is

about 54 times the average density.

As the protostar contracts, half of the gravi-
tational potential energy released will be stored as

internal heat, and the remaining half will be
radiated away from the surface. Indeed, the rate

at which this excess energy can be radiated from

the surface governs the rate at which the protostar
can contract. Until more realistic models of the

protostar arc constructed, we cannot say how
rapid this contraction would be.

As the contraction proceeds, the gravitational

potential energy being stored as internal heat

results in an increase in the central temperature.

This temperature is probably a few hundred

degrees Kelvin when the protostar is first formed

as a fragment, and increases in proportion to the

decreasing radius of the protostar.

When the central temperature has risen to the

vicinity of 1800°K, some rather interesting

phenomena take place. By far the most abundant

constituent of the gas is hydrogen, which will be in

the molecular form at such low temperatures.

When the tclnperature rises toward 1800°K,
however, not all of the remaining half of the

gravitational potential energy is radiated away

from the surface of the protostar; some of it goes
int_) the excitation of higher rotational and

vibrational bands of the hydrogen molecules.

Furthermore, at 1800°K, the dissociation of

molecular into atomic hydrogen begins; and this

too occurs at the expense of the remaining half of

the gravitational potential energy. Indeed, the

demand for energy to dissociate the hydrogen
soon becomes so great that the temperature at the

center of the protostar stops rising as rapidly as
one might expect. Far more energy would be

required to dissociate all of the hydrogen through-
out the protostar than is possessed by its gravi-

tational potential energy when the central

temperature has reached 1800°K. Hence, the

central temperature cannot increase appreciably

beyond 1800°K until a very large shrinkage of the
protostar has occurred and the excess gravi-

tational potential energy has gone into the

dissociation of the hydrogen molecul6s. Under

these circumstances, the proto_ar can no longer

remain approximately in hydrostatic equilibrium,
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but mustundergoa collapse in which the gravi-

tational potential energy necessary to dissociate

molecular hydrogen is rapidly released.

For a sphere of polytropic index n= 1.5, the

relation between the mass, radius, and tem-

perature is

M/R = 1.73)< 10 -_ T/_,

where M is the mass in solar units, R is the radius

in astronomical units, T is the temperature in

degrees Kelvin, and /_ is the mean molecular

weight of the material. For solar material contain-

ing hydrogen molecules, _ = 2.5. With T = 1800°K

and M=I, we have R=80 astronomical units.

For a polytropic sphere of index n= 3, the sim-
ilar relation is

M/R = 1.093 X 10 -5 T/_.

With _=2.5, T=1800°K, and M=I, we have

R- 127 astronomical units. Thus, a protostar of 1

solar mass unit, in which hydrogen molecules are

dissociated, would become unstable against col-

lapse when its radius shrinks to about 100 astro-
nomical units.

Let us consider a polytrope of index n--1.5

having no rotation. We wish to see how far the

collapse of such a polytropic sphere would proceed.

Let us assume its configuration to be at the stage

when most of the hydrogen molecules have been

dissociated throughout. It requires 4.48 electron

volts to dissociate each hydrogen molecule, and

hence the total dissociation energy of the hydrogen

molecules throughout the protostar is 2.69 X i045

M ergs, where M is the mass in solar units.

We wish to find out if the collapse will stop when

this total dissociation energy has become equal to

7.62 X 104_ M2/R ergs, half the magnitude of the

potential energy. If the collapse ceased at that

point, then, following the collapse, M=0.353R.

We would then have _=1.4, and the central

temperature would become T = 8.1 × 104 M/R, or

2.86X104°K. However, at this central tem-

perature, the hydrogen atoms are ahnost fully

ionized. Considerably more energy is required to

ionize a hydrogen atom than to dissociate a

hydrogen molecule; thus, it is evident that the

collapse cannot cease after the dissociation of the

molecular hydrogen, but must continue through

the ionization of the resulting atomic hydrogen.

If we were to make a similar calculation to find

the polytrope configuration at the end of the

hydrogen ionization stage, we would find that

helium (the second most abundant element in the

protostar) had become singly ionized throughout

much of the protostar's central region. Helium

ionization requires the absorption of yet more

gravitational potential energy, and therefore the

collapse will continue. In fact, the collapse must

continue until not only the hydrogen, but also the

helium, has become fully ionized, with each helium

atom losing two electrons. This condition of

instability was first pointed out by L. Biermann

and T. G. Cowling, 1but it has since received very
little discussion.

We may now ask what final configuration the

polytrope assumes, once all the ionization has

taken place. The sum of the hydrogen molecule

dissociation energy and all the ionization energies

is 3.3X104G M. Following the collapse, we will

have M=4.37 R; and, since g=0.665, the central

temperature will be T = 3.84)< 104M/R, or 1.68 X

105 °K. Thus, one solar mass will have collapsed

to a final radius of approximately 0.228 astro-

nomical unit. In the case of the sun, this is well

inside the present orbit of Mercury.

A similar set of conclusions follows for a poly-

trope of index n = 3; and we would find that the

final collapsed configuration was reached with

M=2.50 R and a central temperature 7' of

1.52 X l0 _ °K. The time required for a collapse of

this sort would be only a few hundred years,

starting from the initial configuration.

The protostar has now reached the configuration

at which F. Hoyle, 2 in a recent theory concerning

the origin of the solar system, assumed that the

sun became rotationally unstable at the equator

owing to the conservation of angular momentum.

The subsequent shrinkage of the protosun must

have been accompanied by the loss of mass in the

equatorial plane, in order to conserve angular

momentum. Hoyle assumes that this gas was

accelerated outward to larger radii by means of a

magnetic interaction between the gas in the
nebular disk and the sun. This interaction both

slowed down the rotation of the sun and drew the

released gas out into that region now occupied by

the planets. The planets supposedly condensed

out of this gas.
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FIGURE1.---Schematicrepresentationof the formation
of a nebular disk from a collapsing polytrope.

Let us now consider the alternative possibility

in which the contracting protostars lose none of

their angular momentum to the surrounding

interstellar medium. In this case, they become

unstable against the loss of mass at the equator
when their radii have shrunk to a few hundred

astronomical units. At the time that the central

instability sets in (resulting in their rapid col-

lapse), we would expect such protostars to be

already losing mass in order to conserve angular

momentum. Such protostars should remain rigid

rotators until their central temperatures reach

1800°K. Once the collapse gets underway, it

progresses too rapidly for the magnetic field to

maintain rigid rotation throughout the collapsing
polytropc: consequently, there will be a local

conservation of angular momentum. Thus a given

element of mass will be shed when its angular

velocity becomes sufficient to permit a Kepler

rotation of the element in the gravitational field
of the remaining mass at smaller distances from

the center of gravity.

A schematic representation of the process is

shown in Figure 1, where we see a protostar with

considerable distortion in the equatorial plane,

owing to its rotation. When the collapse starts at
the center of the protostar, mass is contimmlly

shed in the equatorial plane, and a nebular disk is
formed. Some gas may remain to form a central

star in hydrostatic equilibrium, about which the
nebular disk will rotate.

PARAMETERS OF THE NEBULAR DISK

The author has made some numerical calcu-

lations concerning the formation of such a nebular

disk. For this purpose, the mass distribution was

computed in cylindrical shells about an axis of

rotation through the center of the polytrope. It

was assumed that the mass of such a cylindrical

shell would be shed when the polytropc's radius

became small enough--that is, when its angular

velocity reached the Kepler angular velocity of a

particle ort)iting in the gravitational field due to

the polytrope's fractional mass enclosed by that
cylinder. The latter mass was assumed to be

concentrated at the system's center of gravity.

The resulting gravitational potential in which the

net)ular gas is presumed to move is an approxi-

mation, but it should be accurate enough for this
preliminary investigation.

The first significant result to emerge from this

analysis was the fact that there is no central body

formed in hydrostatic e(luilibrium. For both

classes of polytropes, the collapse leads solely to
the formation of a nebular disk, in which all of

the helium has t)een ionized. Although the density
of the nebula near the center of gravity is con-

sideral)ly greater than that near the edge, there is

no residual body at the ('eater.

Since the collapse of the polytropcs is initiated

by the dissociation of hydrogen molc(:ulcs, and

contimms owing to the ionization of Ilydrogen and

helium (involving temperatures in a range well

above l03 °K), it is evident that the nebular disk

will t)e initially formed at a high temperature. The

height of the nebular disk above the central plane

depends upon its temperature, but the pressure at

the center of the plane is independent of the

temperature to a first approximation. ()wing to

the high temperature in the disk at its formation,
the metals throughout the disk, as well as many of

the other lighter constituents, will I>e ionized. The

magnetic field, trapped in the body since its

formation from the instcrstellar medium, will

therefore remain trapped in the nebular disk. The

nebular disk will be sul)jcct to differential r<)tation

in its own gravitatioHa[ field, the immr portion

rotating more rapidly than the outer. This motion

will tend to draw out the magnetic lines of force,

thus crowding them closer together and increasing
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the magnetic field strength at the expense of the
energy in the differential rotation. This is a process

that tends to disrupt the nebular disk and, during

the process, the nebular disk must conserve its

own angular momentum. Conservation will occur
if most of the mass in the disk flows inward toward

the center of gravity, while the remaining mass
flows outward and carries with it much of the

angular momentum of the disk. From this point

of view, the sun would be formed from the mass

flowing toward the center of the nebular disk, as a

result of magnetic friction. The precise amount of

mass flowing inward to form the protosun may

thus depend upon accidental configurations of the

magnetic field; the effects would differ con-

siderably from one case to another. It may be

that in some cases the action of the magnetic field
would result in the formation of two or more

s .

centers of condensation, causing the formation of

a binary or multiple star system.

The mass deposited inside an arbitrary orbital

radius is shown in figure 2. Four different initial

cases are presented: polytropes of indices 1.5

and 3, and masses of 2 and 4 solar masses M0.

From this figure it may be seen that, if the initial

configuration is a polytrope of index 1.5, then 1

solar mass must be collected from within roughly

the orbit of Saturn. On the other hand, if the
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FIGURE 2.--Mass contained in nebular disks inside the
indicated orbital radius.
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FIGUR_. 3.--Surface density of gas in the nebular disks.

initial configuration is a polytrope of index n--3,
then 1 solar mass would be contained inside the

earth's orbit.

Polytropes of considerably greater mass than

that of the sun were initially assumed because,

after the sun has formed from the nebula, there

may be significant loss of mass. Herbig has

observed very rapid rates of mass loss from

stars in the later stages of their contraction

toward the main sequence. Such stars are called
T Tauri stars.

The surface densities in the nebular disk cor-

responding to these different assumptions are
shown in figure 3. The surface density is the total

amount of nebular disk mass (gin) per cm 2 of

area in the central plane. The corresponding
pressures in the disk's central plane are shown

in figure 4.

Some interesting chemical and physical prop-

erties are associated with high gas temperatures

and the range of pressure in the nebular gas

indicated by figure 4. The gas will form at a

temperature of several thousand degrees, and will

cool at essentially constant pressure in the central

portion of the disk. According to studies of J. A.

Wood, as long as the pressure in a gas of solar

composition remains above 10 -2 atmosphere, the

cooling curve will pass through a region of tem-

perature and pressure where liquid silicates and
iron will condense out. Wood has concluded that

chondrules, a very common feature of meteorites,
have condensed in this fashion. From figure 4, we

see that a pressure of 10 -2 atmosphere is likely
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FIGURE 4.--Gas pressure in the nebular disks' central
plane.

to be exceeded in the nebula out to about the

orbital radii of the asteroids. This is encouraging

in view of the fact that meteorites are probably

astcroidal debris.

The present combined mass of the planets

represents a very inefficient collection of con-

densable material from this nebular disk. If we

consider the inner planets to be composed

principally of metallic oxides, and the outer ones

of metallic oxides, water, ammonia, and methane,

then it appears that the present planets represent

only about 1 percent of the mass that was po-

1

lO-Z

_ 111-2

I= 10-a

t_l 10-4
r_

_10-5

e,

lO-S

tentially available for collection. Presumably

only those bodies that grew to a sufficiently large

size in a relatively short time were able to survive

the dissipation of the nebula; most of the smaller

bodies were swept along with the flow of gases

required to form the sun. We may therefore

expect that the outer portion of the solar system

contains a large number of rather small solid

bodies that have not collected to form planets.

Such bodies may include the comets.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It appears that the collapse of early solar

evolution is a very interesting phenomenon re-

quiring much additional study. Depending on

the amount of angular momentuln possessed by

the earliest phase of the contracting protostar,

entirely different configurations may result at the

end of the collapse period; and entirely different

views arise as to how the solar nebula, from which

the planets condensed, was formed. Thus, studies

of the problem of star formation are becoming

intimately associated with the investigations of

the early history of the solar system.
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NEUTRINO PROCESSES AND RED GIANTS

HONG-YEE CHIU*

Goddard Space Flight Center

It has been demonstrated that neutrino proc-

esses involving (ev)(ev) coupling in the current

theory of weak interactions are exceedingly

important in later stages of stellar evolution

when T > 6 X 108 °K(Chiu, 1961).

Recent work of Adams, Ruderman, and Woo

(Adams et al., 1962) has extended the importance

of neutrino processes to low temperature (down

to T = 108 °K) and high density (p = 10 v gm/cm 3)

when other neutrino processes become inactive.

They considered the collective mode of neutrino

production in a stellar plasma. Their result is

summarized in figure 1. A typical value for the

rate of energy loss is dE_/dt=200 ergs/gm-sec

at p--10 v gm/cm 3 and T=108 °K. This tem-

perature-density condition corresponds roughly

to that prevailing in the core of a red giant of

mass-l.3MG just prior to the helium-flash

stage. Models for such stars have been considered

in great detail by Schwarzschild and Selberg

(1962).

In a previous paper the author has considered

the importance of neutrino processes during the

gravitational contraction phase of a degenerate

stellar core. During the contraction phase,

gravitational energy is released, and the tem-

perature of the core will rise until advanced

nuclear reactions start. A special case of interest

occurs when the neutrino energy flux, L,, of the

core is comparable with its gravitational energy

flux, L ..... In less massive stars (M<Chand-

rasekhar mass limit), the advanced nuclear

reaction may not take place, and a direct evo-

* National Academy of Science--National Research
Council senior research associate with the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight
Center.

lution of stars into white dwarfs without involving

supernova explosion may be possible.
Using model 16 of the red giant models (M=

1.3MQ) studied by Schwarzschild and his

associates, and the results of Adams et al., we

have integrated the neutrino energy flux and
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FIGURE 1.--Rate of loss of energy by neutrino emission
(dE,/dt) as a function of the density p (Adams et al.
1962). The curves are labeled by the temperatures (in
millions of degrees) to which they refer.
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obtained:

L_=2.8L(D, L_ore= 13.2L(D,

where the value of Leo_ is taken from Schwarzs-

child'_model. Thus L_ is quite comparable with

L .... although it is small compared with the

luminosity of the hydrogen burning mantle. We

therefore suggest that, in future studies of red

giant models, neutrino processes such as those

considered by .tdams et al. (1962) may not be

p.eglected_

It is a great pleasure to thank Prof. Edwin E.

Salpeter for suggestions and discussions.
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ENHANCEMENT OF LIGHT OUTPUT FROM

A SUPERNOVA

S. A. COLGATE

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

AND

A. G. W. CAMERON

Goddard Space Flight Center

Interest has been aroused by the discovery that

certain radio sources are associated with super-

luminous objects in distant galaxies. In particular,

the source 3C 273 is 8-9 astronomical magnitudes

brighter than a supernova explosion at the maxi-

mum of the light curve 1, and much of the emitted

light appears to be synchrotron radiation 2. Oc-

casional flares occur in the light curve of this

object, during which an excess energy of _-_2 X 1046
ergs/sec is emitted within an interval of 105-106
see 1.

Among suggestions which have recently been

made to account for the large energy radiated by

strong radio sources we may mention the following
three:

(1) A chain reaction in a compact cluster of

older stars in which one type I supernova ex-

plosion triggers another 3.
(2) Collective formation of a cluster of more

massive stars with similar evolutionary time-

scales, which results in numerous type II super-

nova explosions in a limited period of time 4.

(3) Formation of a very massive star (10 L

l0 s M Q), which implodes, releasing a substantial
fraction of its rest-mass energy 5.

We have investigated a possible mechanism
within the framework of the second of the above

theories which may be able to account for the

intense light flashes observed in 3C 273 (ref. 1).

A normal type II supernova explosion would

23

not be visible against the strong light output

from the 3C 273 object. However, the energy in

one of the light flashes is the same order of

magnitude as the expected kinetic energy in the

ejected envelope from a star of 10-100 M Q which

undergoes a type II supernova explosion. If oc-

casionally circumstellar gas of density _10 -_6

g/cm _ accumulates in a very compact cluster of

massive stars, then the interaction of the shock-

ejected stellar envelope with such a gas could con-

vert much of the kinetic energy into visible light

in the required period of time. The postulated

gas density is much higher than normal interstellar

gas densities, which assures us that this mech-

anism will have only a rare occurrence, but it

would not be surprising to have such a density

accumulate in a region such as that under dis-
cussion.

The short time-scale of the light flashes indi-

cates that the energy must be released in a rather

small volume of space. Solar flares are believed to

result from the annihilation of magnetic field

energy in the solar corona; they last for _10 _

seconds. The annihilation time varies as the square

of the dimensions of the annihilation region. The

amount of energy released in a 3 C 273 light flash

is so many orders of magnitude greater than that

in a solar flare, and the duration is so little greater

that it is extremely unlikely that there is any

similarity in the processes. It seems very unlikely

that the light flash energy can be stored in space
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andreleasedby anytriggeringmechanism;such
storagewouldhaveto exceed200ergs/cm3 in the

volume that could be illuminated by a light

pulse in 106 sec.

Our philosophy in selecting the most likely

origin 5f the light flashes has been to minimize
the necessary energy content of the space within

which the light flash is to be produced. The follow-

(:rude analysis indicates that much of the kinetic

energy of a shock-ejected supernova envelope

(from a type II explosion) can be converted into

visible light if a significant fraction of the envelope

is slowed by collision with cireumstellar gases.

Massive stars are believed to undergo im-

plosioHs, that initiate type II supernova ex-

plosions, when nuclear evolution has converted

their cores to iron, and the temperature has risen

suffi(,iently to start the endothermic conversion
of the iron to helium. _ We have found that the

implosion of the core continues until ordinary
nuclear densities are somewhat exceeded. 7,8 In a

recent theory by one of us, 9 the deposition in the

envelope of the energy of the neutrino flux from

inverse _-dceay in the collapsing (,ore permits a
fraction (_-_1()%) of the rest mass of the core to

he converted into kineti(' energy of expansion.

The core is that fraction of the star that colapses

adiabatically and in these cah,ulatious it has I)een

--_2()% of the total mass. Thus a total energy

release of several solar rest masses (_3 X 1()5.tergs)

is predicted. The time of this release (_--_l()-a-10 -2
sec) is short enough so that a shock wave neces-

sarily forms in the star external to the core.

Initia!ly the shock wave will not be strong

enough either to reverse the implosion of the

matter or to ejec.t it from the gravitational po-

tential, llowever, as it proceeds outward it in-

creases in strength both beeause of the density

gradient and I)ecause of the additional neutrino

energy deposition. At some point the shock be-

comes strong enough not only to reverse the im-

ploding _,'elocity I>ut also to overcome the gravi-

tati<)nal' potential. The mattcr corresponding to

this poiiit asympt¢)tically approaches final ve-

locity after leaving the star, but the shock strength

whic, h ac(_eleratcd it, corresponded to the gra;vi-
tational energy per gramat the time of shock

passage. If nearly all the, mass of the star is

ejected, the mean energy of the shock becomes

_-_c2/50 erg/g. The corresponding mean ejection

velocity for the bulk of the mass of the star would

be u0 = 4X l09 cm/sec. Consequently, only a two-

fold increase in the strength of the shock as it

proceeds in the density gradient of the envelope

results in matter ejected with this velocity.

The increasing strength of such a shock as it

proceeds in the envelope has been previously
calculated in detailJ ° The resulting velocity dis-

tribution in the nonrelativistic region can be ap-

proximated by:

U=uo(lO_l/Mo) -115.5, M_Mo/IO (1)

where M is the integral mass external to the

matter the velocity of which is u, and u0 is the

mean velocity of ejection (4 X l(P (.m/see for 100

solar masses).

If ('ircumstellar gas of low density p surrounds

the supernova, then half the incident shock energy

Mn2/2 will be converted into heat in a distance R,

such that M =4_rR'Jp/3, in a time r= R/3u sec.
The factor 3 in the denominator of the last ex-

pression makes allowance for the fact that most
of the volume of the sphere is at a substantial
fraction of R.

The heat deposited l)ehiud the shock may

alternately be retained by the fluid or in the op-

posite limit may I)e completely radiated away.

If the heat is retained, then in a spherically di-

vergent flow the gas expands and the heat is

converted into kinetic energy, leaving only a

small fraction to be radiated away when the ex-

pansion causes the gas to become transparent.
In the present problem we seek the opposite

limit where the energy is radiated at the rate of

deposition. Two conditions ensure this rapid radia-
tion limit: (l) At thermal equilil)rium, the radia-

tion energy density Q is larger than the particle

energy density, (2) the radiation mean free path

(h) is larger than the particle thermal relaxation

length (l) behind the shock.
The last condition ensures that the thermal

energy gradient at the shock front is at least as

steep as Q/h, and the first condition ensures that

with this gradient the heat flow Qc/4 will be

.greater than the shock heating rate Q(u,-ul),
where u, is the shock velocity and ul is the fluid
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velocitybehindtheshock.Foru,, ui<<c:

(u.-uf)/u.= (_-1)/(_+1)

= (compression) -1 (2)

so that Qc/4 is always greater than the shock

heating rate.

We shall assume that thermodynamic equilib-

rium prevails, and then examine this requirement
to find the conditions that optimize the visible

radiant energy flux.

If we assume a uniform density distribution and

a mass equal to the incident mass, the total
radiation rate becomes:

w, = _ (Mu _-)/7-= 1.SMuVR

= 0.4m°'4_uo3Mo °'55 erg/sec (3)

which becomes as large as possible at the maxi-

mum ejected mass, M=Mo/lO, giving:

Wt max=0.15 Mouoa/R erg/sec (4)

The maximum spectral fraction will be radiated

in the visible when 3kT=h,,=5XlO -12 erg; or
T=l eV.

The initial density p0 corresponding to this

radiation rate is determined by:

or:

ca T4/4 = pou3/2

po= (L1 × 10-4T4)/Uo_ (5)

The radius for equal mass at this density is
determined by:

4rR3po/3 =M0/10 (6)

giving:

Wt max=O.O33uo2Mo213T 4t3 erg/sec (7)

Choosing T=I eV, u0=4×109 cm/sec, and

M0 = 100M ® gives Wt = 5 X 1046 ergs/sec, mostly
in the visible at a radius R=3×1016 cm.

The assumption of equilibrium must be ex-
amined for these conditions.

In general, the ion slowing-down path-length

due to dynamic friction with the shocked plasma

electrons is small compared with the total gas

thickness, provided the electron temperature is
held below 5 keV by radiation. Since the relative

ion energy is 8 MeV, this condition requires that

the electrons radiate at least 103 k T_. However,

either the electron temperature must be in equi-
librium with the radiation at a few eV, or low-

energy (a few eV) bound-bound transitions must

be available for non-equilibrium radiation as in

the solar corona. For the latter case to be effective,
the high atomic number species must not be corn-'

pletely stripped of bound electrons (three or more

must remain bound). This latter condition for

the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen group requires Te__

50 eV, so that again radiation in the visible

requires a relatively low electron temperature.
One is forced to the conclusion that should the

electron temperature rise above 100 eV behind the

shock front, the visible radiation would become

a small fraction of the total, and indeed the re-

maining radiation process, bremsstrahlung with

Compton scattering, is small enough so that the

electron temperature would run away to such a

high value, >>10 keV, that the ion slowing-down

length would become larger than the gas thick-

ness, and no further shock would occur.

Therefore, we must demonstrate a self-con-

sistent radiation loss rate large enough to main-

tain a low electron temperature at the heating

rate of the shock [-equation (5)J.

The collisional shock thickness is determined by

the dynamic friction between the electrons of the

shocked plasma and the incident ions of the cold

gas.

According to Spitzer, H the energy loss time of a

test charge of mass M and velocity u large com-

pared with the thermal electron velocity of an

ionized plasma becomes:

uaM 2
r, - sec (8)

( M/m) 8_e4n_z2zl 2 lnA

For the low densities involved, lnA_20, and

taking z = Zl = 1, the slowing-down length becomes:

L = T,U = 5.7 × lO-17u4/n, cm (9)

or:

L= lO-4°u4/po cm " . (10)

For the conditions of (6) and (7)this gives:

L/R=4.5XIO -3 (11)

which confirms that there is a small fractional
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shockthickness,providedthe radiationcooling
isadequate.

Theprincipalradiationlossfromsucha low-
densityplasmawill occurdueto the excitation
of bound-boundtransitionsof thesmallfraction
ofhighatomicnumberelementsz >__3. If we assume

an element composition similar to that of solar

matter, then the CNO fraction, f= l0 -3, becomes

the dominant radiation source. For transparent

plasmas in the temperature range 5-10 eV, ex-

tensive studies of radiation loss from low-lying
resonant transitions 12,]3 show that the effects can

be approximated by an effective allowed transi-
tion of l0 eV with a cross-section of l0 -is cm 2

for each atom. If the calculated radiation rate is

then greater than the shock heating rate, 7 the

electron temperature will fall to a low enough
value so that the radiation rate is limited to

partial blackbody radiation with a larger fraction
in the visible.

The energy radiation rate becomes:

W= (volume) neni(av,)(h_,) erg/sec (12)

With the assumption that nearly all the internal

energy is radiated behind the shock, the shock

compression would approach infinity, tiowever, an

upper limit is determined by the shock thickness,

since a thinner layer would be subject to Taylor

instability. The compression then becomes R/L

and the 'transparent' radiation rate becomes:

WR = 4_rR2Lf[-6 X 102a (R/L) po] 2 (av ) (hv) erg/sec

(13)

Using condition (6), which maximizes the total

available energy, and evaluating (_v) for 5<

T,_50 eV as 3X 10-7 cm3/sec results in:

W_=2.7XlO65 fMo3/u4R 5 erg/sec (14)

Comparing this with the energy generation rate

of the shock [-equation (4)] shows that for radii
less than the maximum R_,_ the resonant radia-

tion can be greater than the shock rate. Therefore,

the stability condition for a radiation-cooled shock
(:an be met and the maximum radius becomes:

Rmax = 3.7 X 10 TMfll4Moll2U-TI4 cm

which for f= l0 -3, Mo=IOOMQ, and u=4Xl09,

gives R_a_=3.7 X 1016 cm and a radiation rate of

5 × 1046 ergs/sec.

At least 90 percent of this radiation at the

maximum radius will be in the ultraviolet, but at

smaller radii the electron temperature will be

reduced and a larger fraction will be in the visible.

Consequently, it appears feasible to radiate an

amount of energy from a shell interacting with

circumstellar gas comparable with the amount

measured by Smith and Hoffieit. l

In addition, it can be noted that the thickness

of the required cireumstellar gas is small enough

(_<10 g/cm _) so that the cosmic ray spectrum
that may be produced by the shocked outer layers

of the supernova _° will be only slightly modified.

For general consistency, it is desirable to show

that the model of a supernova explosion used

here leads to the usual luminosity of a type II

supernova at the maximum of the light curve,

if there is no circumstellar gas present. The ab-

solute photographic luminosity of a type II super-

nova at maximum is approximately --18 (ref. 14)

corresponding to an energy emission in the photo-

graphic wavelength range of slightly less than

l043 ergs/see. We may estimate the light emission

from the expanding envelope in a very crude way

by considering the decrease in temperature of the

shock-heated envelope as it expands adiabatically,

and by assuming that this temperature is also

characteristic of the expanding envelope at optical

depths near unity.

We have seen that the outermost layers of the

pre-supernova are accelerated to near-relativistic

velocities. Henee, after shock ejection, such

layers will rapidly become optically thin while the

temperature is very high. The bulk of the material

is ejected at smaller velocities, and, as a result of

the contraction of the inner parts of the pre-

supernova, it will lie inside a radius _3X 109 cm.

This material will be heated by the shock wave

to temperatures _4X 109 °K (ref. 8). The energy

density of radiation will then considerably exceed

the thermal kinetic energy of the matter, and so

the adiabatic expansion will be approximately

characterized by a ratio of specific heats 7=_.

Early in the expansion, k,T/3>> (h_,)pu, so that

the lumminosity L _: Tr 2, where r is the radius

of the envelope near optical depth unity. We have
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T_ (density)I/3c:r -1. Hence L_:r. Later in'he

expansion, when k T/3 <_ (by)_g, L becomes a'sensi-

tive function of T; at the least L_ T4r2ccr -2

Hence it is evident that the maximum light emis-

sion occurs when T_-_104 °K. This will occur ap- 8.

proximately for a radius r_3 X 109(4 X 109/104) =

1.2 X 1016 cm. Hence Lmax,-._4_r2a T4_ 1049 ergs/sec.

There is great uncertainty in this figure, but it is 9. --

in order-of-magnitude agreement with the oh- 10.-

served luminosity.

This work was supported by the U. S. Atomic 11.

Energy Commission. 12.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF DISTANT COMETS

BERTRAM DONN

Goddard Space Flight Center

An analysis of spectroscopic observations and colors of comets with heliocentric distances
greater than 3.5 A.U. indicates that only sunlight scattered from solid gr'_ins can explain the data.
Orientation and curvature found by Osterbrock in two comets are consistent with the Bessel-
Bredichin tl_eory of comet tails. Because of these char.mteristics, Brandt's use of these comet t.Lils
to study the interphmetary medium is not valid.

INTRODUCTION

Valuable observations of the tails of two dis-

rant comets were obtained and analysed by Oster-

brock 0958). He found that the tails were inter-
mediate between the radial direction from the sun

and the tangent to the comet orbit. In his anal-

ysis, Osterbrock concluded that this result must

come about through the combined action of the

repulsive force of radiation pressure and the resis-

tive force of interplanetary matter. Interplane-

tary material was taken to be at rest relative to thc

sun and to have a density of 20 protons/era a.
Under these conditions he calculated the beha-

vious of possible components of the tails and con-

cluded that only the diatomic hydrides, CH, ()H,

NH or grains, small compared to the wavclcngth

of visible light, would satisfy the tail observations.

Radial tails were predicted for C,, CN or dust

coinparablc in size with the wavelength.

Although comet obscrvations are not nearly as

complete as one needs to derive a definitive model

of comet behavior, they are very cxtcnsivc.

Many significant and suggestive observations

are scattered through the literaturc pertaining

to comets such as in the reviews by Bobrovnikov

(1942), Richter (1954), Swings (1957) and cur-

rent announ('cmcnts. A comprehensive study

and digest of all this information would be of great

value for a theoretical study of comet phcnomcna.
A true understanding of comets should be based on

and explain the myriad variations of behavior

among comets. Such an approach is not yet pos-

sible, nor at this stage, desirable.

A more restricted attempt based on certain

generalizations of comet phenomena is possible.
If this is done, one finds that the conclusions

reached by Osterbrock arc not consistent with

the major kinematic and spectroscopic features of
comets. The most favored result is that the lumi-

nosity of distant comets arises essentially exclu-
sively from a dust scattered solar continuum and

lm resistive force seems necessary.

Osterbrock's conclusions concerning the inter-

action of the components of distant tails were sub-

sequently used by Brandt (19(il) to examine theo-
ries of interplanetary matter (Chamberlain, 1960;

Parkcr, 1961). Brandt proposed that Chamber-

lain's theory was in agreement with observations
whereas a large discrepancy occurred with Par-

kcr's solar wind concept was applied to comet
tails. As it will be shown in this note that the comet

tail model adopted by Brandt is not valid, the

analysis he attempted cannot be applied to the

interplanetary medium. Consequently, no choice
between theories of that medium can be made at

present based on ot)scrvations of distant comets.

The use of comets as probes for the solar system

has I)een pointed out on several occasions. Unfor-

tunately, as has also been pointed out, our know-

ledge of comets is too incomplete to realize this

possibility.

COMPOSITION

Spectroscopic ot)servations of comets beyond

3 A.U. show a continuum only. In most instances

this is definitely a scattered solar continuum

28
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(Swingsand Haser,1957;Walker,1958).The
first spectraof Halley'sCometin 1909(Bobrov-
nikov,1931)werepredominantlycontinuous,with
possiblya trace of emission.Walker'sobser-
vationof CometBaade,1954h,at 4 A.U. fell in
the interval coveredby Osterbrock'sobserva-
tionsandshowednotraceof emission.It is dou-
blysignificantinbeingthemostdistantspectrum
of a normalcometandalsoin contradictingthe
proposalthat thevisiblecomponentswerediato-
michydrides.

The remainingdistantspectrawereof comet
Schwassmann-WachmannII during active
periodsandallshowedareflectedsolarcontinuum
only.

Thefollowinganalysisshowsthatthecomaand
tail luminosityof CometBaadecannotbe ex-
plainedby molecularemissionstooweakto have
beendetectedspectrographicallyby Walker.In
particular,thediatomichydridescannothavecon-
tributedto theyelloworredphotographsorto the
visualphotoelectricmeasurements.A dustscat-
teredsolarcontinuumwouldfit theseobservations
andiscompletelyconsistantwithallspectroscopic
observationsof distantcometsandparticularly
thatof CometBaadeby Walker.

Osterbrockremarksthat blue,yellowor red
imagesof CometBaade,takenwithina fewdays
ofeachother,didnotshowanymarkeddifference.
AlsoWalker's(1958)threecolor photoelectric
measurementsgavea B-V color index of -{-0.80,

slightly redder than for the sun, B-V=0.64.

The intensity of light in the spectrum of the comet

conforms closely to what would be expected for

sunlight scattered by particles of a few-tenths

microns. For the three simple hydrides suggested

by Osterbrock, all emissions are below 4300 A.

These would not show with yellow or red filters

and they cannot have been the source of light in

the coma or tail photographs.

Cometary spectra have been reviewed by Swings

(1957) and by Swings and Haser (1957). The

species CH, NH, OH can be identified only a little

beyond 1.5 A.U. Their presence at 4 A.U. would

not be expected. All ionized molecules also fade
out between 1.5 and 2 A.U.

The principle emission features in comet belon.g
to CN and C2. The former are all less than 4300 A

except for the red CN system which would not

show on Osterbrock's plates. CN has been de-

tected at the greatest distance from the sun but

disappears at about 3 A.U. The Swan bands of C2
in comets occur only in the region from 4700 to

5450 A with appreciable intensity. They would

contribute to the yellow image but would be

negligeable for the red. The C2 emission tends
to fade out somewhat before CN. Two other

neutral constituents have been identified. The

"4050" bands of C3 are an important feature.

These appear in the blue only and can be seen to

nearly 3 A.U. NH2 is associated with a series of

strong bands between 6000 _. and 6600 _,. Weaker
bands extending to 4200 A are possibly also pro-

duced by NH2. These emissions disappear at
about the same distance as C3.

A combination of CN, C2, C3, and NH2 could

account for blue, yellow, and red images. How-

ever, these molecules do not behave alike with re-

spect to extension into the head (Swings, 1957;

Swings and Haser, 1957) and the photographic

images would be different. Neither does it seem

too likely that they could be combined to give the

U-B and B V color indices found by Walker.

l_Tot only do the ionic species, mainly CO + and

N2 + disappear at distances between 1 and 1.5 A.U.

but the tails they produce are long and narrow.

The bands of these ions are also dominantly in the

blue region (Swings and Page, 1950; Miller,

1958).

It seems certain that the direct photographs of

Comet Baade cannot be produced by the known

cometary emissions.

0sterbrock suggested that the tail could be

composed of dust with a scattering cross section

reduced by a factor of 104 from that for micron

diameter particles. If this were the case, the scat-

tercd light would be much more intense at short

wavelengths than the spectra of colour measure-

ments show. Swings (1962) points out that dust

particles in the head and in the tail may be of dif-
ferent dimensions. However, the light scattered

by tail particles is not blue as would be the case for

very small grains (Liller, 1960).

The spectroscopic evidence supports the conclu-

sion that the observed component of distant tails
is dust with dimensions of the order of the wave-

length.
In his latest paper on the use .of comet tails as
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probesof interplanetaryspace,Brandt (1962)
comparesthedeviationof tails from the radial
directionfor heliocentricdistanceslessthanand
greaterthan2 A.U.Straighttailswithin2 A.U.
arecomposedof molecularions,primarilyCO+
whereaswehaveconcludedin this sectionthat
beyondabout2A.U.thedominantorsoleconstit-
uent is dust.Therefore,Brandt'smodelfor the
velocityanddensityvariationof interplanetary
gasdependsuponaninvalidargument.It would
bemoreappropriateto considerwhytheapparent
compositionof cometschangesso markedly,as
this maybe relatedto the environmentof the
comet.A discussionfromadifferentpointofview
isgivenin sectionIV.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES:

KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS

The other major conclusion reached by Oster-

brock and adopted by Brandt was the necessity

for a resistive force acting on the material of the

tail. It does not appear any more necessary to

introduce a resisting medium in order to explain
the shapes of tails of distant comets than for
comets near the sun.

The study of comet forms (Bobrowlikov, 1951)

shows that tails having a continuous spectrum

deviate considerably from the prolonged radius
vector in the direction opposite to motion of the

nucleus. For these tails, relative repulsive forces

near unity arc found. Therefore, near the sun

tails with continuous spectra behave exactly as at
greater distances.

For Comets Baade and Mrkos, tails 3' to 8' in
length are of the order of 106 kin. Using an aver-

age expansion velocity of 0.5 km/sec (Bobrov-

nikov, 1951) we obtain an interval of about 20

days to form the tail. For the angle _ between the

radial direction and the line to the end point of the

central line of the tail, the expression from
Bessel's theory given by Wurm (1959) becomes:

2(2p),/2 _1/2
tan _= (1)

3r (1 _ _) 1/2 •

Here, p is the parameter of the orbit and equals

2q, _ is the ratio of the repulsive force to solar
attraction and _ is the radial extent of the tail.

According to Osterbrock's analysis, the radial and

tangential components of the tails are about equal.

The _ component is then about 0.01 A.U. and

inserting values for all quantities but (1-_) m,

equation 1 becomes:

tan _= 0.07/(1 __) 1/2. (2)

A value of _ of 0.99 fits Osterbrock's results.

The calculation of the position angle of the tail of

Comet Humason (1961e) at 5.2 A.U. by Guigay

(1961) supports this result.

Osterbrock reported that the tails usually had

slight curvature. This feature can also be explained

by standard comet-tail theory because of the

geometry of the situation which Osterbrock called

attention to in regard to a different aspect. For

the tails studied by Osterbrock the angle between

the orbit plane and the plane of the sky through
the comet was 75 ° at its mininmm and became

90 ° when the earth crossed the line of nodes. The

foreshortening factor fell between ¼ and 0 for the

radial component. The perpendicular component

on the other hand always lies nearly at right

angles to the line of sight with a foreshortening

between about 3 and 1.

Figure 1 shows the shape of a tail inclined 45 ° to

the radial direction from the sun according to

equation 2. The dashed curve is the projected tail
seen from the earth with about the minimum dis-

tortion expected. This was obtained by fore-

shortening the _ component by a factor of -_. As

the average tail has less curvature than the

1.0
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FmVRE 1.--Predicted shape of tail.
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projected tail of figure 1, one expects to observe

tails with only slight curvature.

In addition to projection effects, two other
factors must be considered. These are: Variations

of _, and ejection of matter from the nucleus over a

range of angles. When all these factors are taken

into account, the problem of the shape and
orientation of tails of distant comets does not

appear to differ from that for nearby comets. In

particular, the introduction of a resistive force is

no longer necessary.

It is possible that at 4 A.U. comet tails are dif-

ferent. The scanty available data does not indicate
such to be the case.

The variety of cometary features include be-

sides the coma and tail, transient phenomena as

halos, fans, jets and envelopes (Bobrovnikov,

1951). All these phenomena are associated with

the head of a comet. With exception of the flares
or halos of Comet Schwassmann-Wachmann II

which occur between 5.5 and 7 A.U. these events

are generally limited between 0.5 and 1.5 A.U.

Although not characteristic of distant comets, the

flares do tell something about the behavior of

molecular species which have a bearing on Oster-

brock's analysis.

At 1 A.U., CN and C2 halos maintain their

spherical shape for several days (Bobrovnikov,

1931, 1951). As Wurm (1961) points out this

requires that the repulsive force on these molecules

must be very small. The generally circular inten-

sity contours for C2 and CN in the coma (Yoss,

1953) supports this conclusion. The behavior of
C2 and CN near the sun is in contradiction with

Osterbrock's calculations which indicated a strong

repulsive force from radiation pressure at 4 A.U.

The source of this discrepancy is not clear.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The preceding discussion of the limited data

from spectra and colors of distant comets confirms

the prevailing opinion that only scattering from

solid grains is observed at large distances. Bobrov-

nikov (1927) reported visual observations of three

bands corresponding in position and brightness

with the C2 Swan bands in Comet 1927, IV

(Stearns) at 3.7 A.U. This appears to be the most
remote distance at which cometary molecules

have been observed. How do we explain the

failure to detect gas beyond 3 or 4 A.U. as no

mechanism for ejecting only solid particles from
the nucleus can be devised?

We cannot conclude that no gas is present at

great distances for the observations are not nearly

complete or sensitive enough. But there seems to

be no question that the observable ratio of dust to

gas becomes very large. The very low relative

intensity of the emission when the comet has

receded requires a reduction in the relative

density of luminous molecules for nonflaring

comets for which the coma is in a quasi-steady

state. The situation during a flare when again

only dust is detected may be different because of
the short duration of the outburst.

Oort and Schmidt (1951) have presented evi-
dence for a greater dust concentration in their

"new" comets, i.e., those having made only one or

two near solar passes. A very old comet as Comet

Encke has a nearly pure emission spectrum. By

dividing comets into four groups according to

"age" they found some indication that older

comets possessing stronger emission also showed

stronger brightness variation with solar distance,

r. The luminosity of "new" comets varied on

the average as r -2"8 whereas for "old" periodic

comets the luminosity variation was r -4-2.

Comet emission luminosity usually is attributed

to vaporization of gases and excitation by solar

radiation (Bobrovnikov, 1951). Similarly, the

intensity of the solar scattered continuum depends

upon ejection of grains and scattering of incident

light. Each of the two factors for bands or contin-

uum varies as r-: and the resultant intensity

ideally goes as r -4. Observations yield an average

exponent somewhat less than 4, Bobrovnikov

(1942) obtained a value of 3.3 for all comets

without regard to spectra.

The formation of emission bands actually in-

volves three processes. In addition to vaporization

and excitation, a step involving the production of

the observed radicals from stable parent species is

required. The photodissociation process intro-

duces another factor of r -2 causing the theoretical

emission luminosity to vary as r -6.

Observationally and theoretically the emission

luminosity varies more rapidly than the contin-

uum luminosity by a factor r -2. This corresponds

to a ratio of 16 as the comet goes from 1 to 4 A.U.
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and would significantly contribute to the earlier

disappearance of the emission spectrum.

A discrepancy between the observed and

theoretical luminosity variations by a factor of

roughly r 2 exists for both the emission and contin-

uum spectrum. This casts considerable uncer-

tainty on the validity of this interpretation and

poses a problem for interpretations of comet

luminosity in general. Without, however, more

complete observational data, including photo-

metric studies of emission t)ands and continuum

over much greater ranges of distances than arc

currently available one cannot say how real the

diserepan('y is.

What is definite is the decrease of the emission

spe(,trum at a more rapid rate than for the contin-

uum. No conclusions can t)e reached until system-

atie ot)servational studies of distant comets have

shown what effects one is trying to explain.

Until further progress has been made, the use

of comets as probes of the solar system will remain

very restricted and conclusions derived thereby,

uncertain.
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THE ORIGIN AND STRUCTURE OF ICY
COMETARY NUCLEI

BERTRAM DONN

Goddard Space Flight Center

The composition and structure of icy conglomerate comet nuclei formed by an accumulatisn
process in the primordial solar nebula is examined. In addition to the constituents usually proposed
more complex and reactive molecules are expected. A significant proportion of compounds stable
only at low temperatures should occur also. The mixture of ices and meteoric matter would fo_m
an aggregate with a density of a few tenths of a gm per cma. An H20-ice nucleus is stable to radii of
10 km. For larger objects compression begins to occur at the center causing the structure of small
comets and the outer regions of large comets to differ from that of the interior. Cometary meteor
showers suggest that such differences do exist.

NUCLEAR MODEL

Many general properties of comets can be ac-
counted for by the icy conglomerate model for

the nucleus described in considerable detail by

Whipple (1950, 1951). As originally developed,'

this model cannot explain the appearance of

radicals and ions as close to the nucleus as they

are observed (Wurm, 1962). This is a major

defect but it can conceivably be explained by a

revised composition (Haser, 1955; Donn and Urey,

1956; Donn, 1960) or by some type of corpuscular

or plasma interactions (Wurm, 1962; I.A.U.,
1962).

In addition, the varied appearance of different

comets under similar conditions suggests that con-

siderable variation of the structure or composition

of the nucleus exists. With this possibility left

open, we examine the origin, internal structure,
and development of an icy conglomerate nucleus

of the type proposed by Whipple. The preserva-

tion of comets is assumed to be by the distant

comet cloud model of Oort (1950) or some varia-
tion of it.

The nucleus has a diameter of the order of a

few kilometers and is a more or less spherical block

consisting of about 75% condensed volatile

material of the light elements, hydrogen, carbon,

nitrogen, and oxygen. The remainder is composed

of nonvolatile particles. These are some mixtures

of metals (iron, nickel), metallic oxides and

silicates, and possibly carbon.

The detailed chemical composition and physico-

chemical processes of comets are a complex prob-

lem which will be treated separately from the
physical aspects of the nucleus which are the

concern of this paper. The assumed elemental

composition represents the relative'cosmic abun_

dances of Suess and Urey (1956) modified by a

large deficiency of those gases which under the

conditions that prevailed prior and during the

time of formation, could not form condensable

compounds (Brown, 1952).

Urey (1952) has discussed the chemical-equi,

librium in the solar nebula for temperatures of

300 ° and 1200°K. ttis thermodynamic equilib-

rium will be modified by two factors: (1) Chemical

effects of energetic radioactive decay products and

energetic solar corpuscles (Hoyle, 1960; Fowler

elal., 1961); (2) the probable very low tempera-

ture of formation because of shielding of solar

radiation by the condensed grains (Levin, 1957;

0pik, 1962). The first factor will dissociate mole-

cules producing various radicals and the second

will result in a complex and partly noncquilibrium

composition in the solid (Thrush, 1960; McGee,

1961; McGee and Martin, 1962; Papazian, 1960).

Table I shows the adopted composition. It is

33
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TABLEI.--ProposedChemical Composition of Nucleus

Material

Saturated volatile ..........
Unsaturated (reactive) .....

Inert, nonvolatile ..........
Free radicals ..............

Constituents

H20, CH4, NHs .....................................................
H202, N_H4, NH2OH, HCN ..........................................
C2H2, C_H4, more complex organic molecules inorganic and organic com-

pounds stable at low temperatures only.
Silicates, metallic oxides, reduced metals (7) carbon grains (?) .............
H, NH, OH, CH, CH_, etc ...........................................

Concentra-
tion

Percent
40
30

3O
1

similar to one proposed previously (Donn and

Urey, 1957,) except that the concentration of

trapped radicals is reduced to a very low value in
line with experimentally measured concentrations

(Pimentel, 1960; Brown et al., 1962; Florin et al.,
1962). The concentrations of all are estimates.

They are dependent upon the effectiveness of the

two factors previously mentioned as well as the

temperature, pressure, and other details of
formation.

Whipple proposed a low density for the nucleus.

In view of the fragile character and low density

of cometary meteors (Jacchia, 1955; Opik, 1958)

a similar structure for the icy matrix in which

the meteoric particles are embedded is required.

The embedding and the preservation of dust-ball

meteors in a dense icy mass is an unlikely process.

Levin (1962) has suggested certain problems

with this picture of the comet-meteor structure.
However, his difficulties are eliminated by the

mechanism for the formation and aggregation

of solid particles described by Donn and Sears

(1963). Their mechanism for the origin of comets

is developed further in the next section.
The reactive composition of tabl_ I requires a

low temperature to prevent rapid reaction of un-

stable species. The structure of the nucleus is

also very dependent upon the temperature. It

was pointed out (Donn and Urey, 1957) that
because of the large proportion of volatile material,

nuclear temperatures would be low. Surface tem-

peratures are probably below 150°K, well within

1 A.U. Detailed calculations of temperatures of

various kinds of ices have since been published

(Squires and Beard, 1961; Watson et al, 1963).

Interior temperatures tend to be more representa-

tive of aphelion distance (Minnaert, 1948) and

therefore always well below 100°K even for short

period comets.

An increase of temperature from any source,

e.g., solar electromagnetic or corpuscular radia-

tion, would result in decomposition of the low-

temperature-stabilized molecules. The fragments
would react in various ways releasing additional

energy and causing further heating. This is a
modification of the free radical mechanism pro-

posed for cometary flares (Donn and Urey, 1956).

Reactions may take place in the surface layer
of the nucleus or in the voids of the porous, low

density matrix. When the reacting species emerge

into the coma, the density becomes very low and
all reactions are "frozen." A large proportion of

radicals characteristic of flames (Gaydon, 1960)

thus may persist in the coma.
Reactions of frozen, unstable molecules in

sufficient magnitude causing the two above pro-
cesses to occur could account for some of the

problems of cometary phenomena. These and re-
lated matters will be examined in detail in a sub-

sequent paper.

THE ORIGIN OF ICY COMETARY NUCLEI

Ter Haar (1948) and Urey (1952) found that
condensation of all known cometary radicals

could have been incorporated into the comet as
stable molecules at 100 A.U. from the sun. The

reduced temperature pointed out by Levin (1957),

Urey (1958), and Opik (1962), would permit

cometary material to condense much closer.

Urey and Opik concluded that hydrogen con-

densed at Jupiter's distance.
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In orderto accountfor thecontinuedexistence
ofcometsOort(1950)proposedacloudofcomets
at 105A.U.Theseformednearthesunandwere
transportedto the distantcloudby a combina-
tion of planetaryandstellarperturbations.An
essentialfeatureof the presentpaperis the ac-
ceptanceoftheideathatcometscouldformduring
thedevelopmentofthesolarsystem.It shouldbe
notedthat if cometscouldform nearthe sun,
theycoulddothesamearoundotherstarswhere,
however,the detailsof formationand conse-
quentlytheir structureand compositionwould
vary.

DonnandSears(1963)pointedout that the
irregularfilamentarystructureexpectedfor crys-
talsgrowninspacewouldleadto rapidgrowthof
low densityaggregates.Dragby the gaswould
reduceimpactvelocitiestometers/sec,facilitating
thestickingofparticlesuponcollision.

Lowvelocitiesof impactwerealsorequiredfor
the compositionandlowdensityof the nucleus.
If cometscontainmaterialasvolatileasnitrogen
and methane(meltingpoints63°K and 89°K,
respectively),and if the temperaturein space
were50°K,about1cal/gmwouldberequiredto
melt the particle.Thiscorrespondsto velocities
of 0.1km/secwhichisa lowerlimit asonlypart
of the energyof a collisiongoesinto heat.The
vaporpressureof all moleculesof interestis at
leastseveralmm of mercuryat their melting
pointsandtheywouldvaporizerapidlyif heated
neartheirmeltingpoint.Temperaturesnearmelt-
ing wouldhaveconsiderablychangedthe struc-
ture in additionto causinglargelossof material.

A velocityof 0.1km/seccorrespondsto about
200 miles/hr.Experiencewith hurricanesand
tornadoesdemonstratesthatsuchvelocitieswould
producea highlycompactnucleuswithoutthe
necessityof melting.Windsof 50 miles/hror
0.025km/secproducecompactedsnowwithdensi-
tiesof 0.3-0.5gm/cm3(Seligman,1936).Aslong
asnomeltingoccursfrozengasesgenerallymay
behavesimilarlyto snow(anexperimentalstudy
of this subjectis beingplanned).Consequently,
accumulationvelocitiesaslowasdeducedabove
indicateanaccretedicymasswill haveaninitial
densityofabout0.3gm/cmaor less.

A high gasabundancewascertainlypresent
duringtheearlystagesof accumulationandthe

conditionfor low impactvelocityof grainsor
smallaggregationsexisted.Consequentlythelow-
temperaturestablespeciesincludedin table I
wouldnotbedestroyedduringtheaccumulation.

Thehypothesisof this paperconcerningthe
composition,density,andmechanismof forma-
tionof cometsappearsto beself-consistent.

AccordingtothemechanismofDonnandSears,
manycometarynucleiformed.A largefraction
went to form the giant planets(Opik, 1962;
Whipple,1958)andsomemayhavecontributed
totheterrestrialplanetsalso.Asplanetarymasses
formed,largeperturbationsof unaccretedcom-
etarynucleioccurred.Oort'spreservationprocess
then ejecteda large number from the solar

neighborhood which eventually found their way

into the distant cloud. Another large fraction was

ejected from the solar system itself.

It should be noted that Lyttleton's (1953)

mechanism of capture from an interstellar cloud

could possibly develop along the lines described

by Donn and Sears with the separate grains col-

lecting into larger aggregates. This would lead

to icy nuclei and remove some of the major

difficulties with Lyttleton's suggestion (Whipple,

1961).

STRUCTURE OF THE NUCLEUS

Structural characteristics of condensed gases

other than water vapor or of a mixture of several

condensed gases are not known. However, for an
icy H20 nucleus, results of glacier studies are

available and may be applied to the comet

problem. If we assume that a mixture of ices

generally behaves similarly to ordinary snow and

ice, we can obtain some idea of the structure of

cometary nuclei.
The central pressure Pc, surface gravity, g, and

velocity of escape, V_, of a sphere of radius R

and mean density _, are given by:

Pc = _G_2 R _ ( 1 )

g =-_'G_R (2)

V, = (_)1/_R (3)

Table II shows the three quantities for nuclei

of mean density unity and R = 1, 10, and 100 km.

It is of interest to note that the escape velocity,

for a 100 km diameter nucleus with _-- 1 gm/cm 3,
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TABLEII.--Mechanicaland Dynamical Properties of Comets

R
(km)

O ......

00 ....

Pe

(dynes/cm _)

1.4X10 a
1.4X105
1.4XI0 7

g
(cm/seC)

0.02;

0.2
2

(km/sec)

8)<10 -4
8)<10 -3
8X10-2

is just at the border line for causing some fusion

and at the point where a low density snow does

not form because of the impact vch)city.
Snow densities under various (:onditions of

packing have been determined in alpinc glacier

studies (Seligman, 1936, 1941) and antarctic

snows (Crary, 1`()61).

The usual density of newly fallen snow is

0.03-0.05 gm/cm :_ (Seligmafi, 1936). Snow which

has fallen at very low temperatures (--15°C)

and in windless conditions can have a density

as low as 0.01. The lowest reported density has

been 0.004 (Chur(;h, 1,(}42). Under terrestrial con-

ditions the density inere, ases through settling, to

().()2-().:{ gm/em ._. Wind also packs snow to a
density of al)out (I.3.

As the snow I)ccomes further transformed into

ice, the variation of density with depth has I)een
determined by Seligman (19-I1) and his co-

workers for a teml)cratc , alpine glacier, and by
Crary (1961) for an antarctic snow tield. The

latter's density-depth curve has been smoothed

and converted into a density-pressure relation.

This is shown in Figure 1. Antarctic temperatures

were always below about -20°C whereas melting

oc(',urred during the summer months in the glacier

and the temperature was always near the melting

point at a depth of 15 m. Near the surface, densi-
ties in the two (,ascs were similar, al)out 0.3

gnC('nV. The alpine densities t)ecame slightly

greater at greater depths, probably because of

higher temperatures.

The principal mo('hanism of density increase

in the early stages, especially whelk no melting

occurs, is sublimation and recrystallization of the

snow (Seligman, 193(i, 1941), a process which

must "dso take p]a(.e in comets over long periods

of time. Evaporation from sharp corners and

l)oints, with reeondensation on less highly curved

surfaces preferentially occurs. The pointed, fluffy

snow crystals transform into hexagonal, trans-

parent icy crystals with concomitant reduction in

volume and increase in density. _Thc final transi-

tion to glacier ice requires pressure and flow of

the crystals. The resulting pressure-density curve

depends upon the extent of trapped air and any

applicability to cometary problems vanishes.

A comparison of Fig. 1 with table II shows that

for an assumed mean density of 1 gm,/cm '_ and

R less than l0 km, the central pressure is only

sufficient to produce a density of 0.45 gm/cm 3.

As initial densitics of 0.3 gm/cm :+would occur by

accretion, a high density icy nucleus would not
form.

Studies of natural snow deposits do not suffice

to determine the behavior of extremely loosely

packed material because wind packing increases

the density to about 0.3 gm/cm 3 by the time any

appreciable depth has accumulated. The lowest

densities in figure I, therefore, exaggerate the

effect of pressure. The results deduced above are

upper limits for densities or lower limits for radii.

For densities above about 0.4 gm/cm :_the curvc

should t)e independent of initial density and con-

clusions concerning larger nuclei are not affected

by the low pressure unecrtainty.

The postulatcd actual mu:leus is composed of
one-tifth nonvolatile meteoric material. If this

consists of compact grains of silicate minerals

and metallic oxides, their mean density would be

between 3 and 4 gm/cm '_, and the I)ulk density

of the nucleus averages out to I gm/cm 3.For dust-
ball mctcors dcnsitics are about the same as for

the volatile nuclear matrix in which they are

O.

0.6

0.$

O_ 0.4

7
o.3

0.2

0.1

J

PRESSURE (lOSdyn.I/cm _}

FIGURE 1.--Compression of snow.
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embedded,andthe overall density of the nucleus
remains low.

The combination of figure- 1 and the central

pressures of table II suggest that compression of

the porous structure of the nucleus begins to
occur for diameters between l0 and 100 km. A

number of physicochemical effects should occur

as this happens. It appears most interesting to

follow this line of investigation more fully but

only a few remarks will be made here.

Quantitative differences in the behavior of
nuclear structure with pressure will result when

correct density-pressure relations are known for
the constituents of the nucleus. However, the

qualitative behavior will not change. With un-

stable molecules, the thermal and chemical effects

suggested below may have pronounced effects.

Whipple (19(10) has ('ommentcd on certain ob-

served differences among shower meteors (Jacchia,

195(i). There are indications that large, old comets

have less fragile or larger meteoroids associated

with them, than do new comets or small comets.

This is suggestive of building up of mcteorids in

the interior of comets and for particles from the

core of large comets to be stronger as well as

larger than the general meteoric particle. Whipple

(19(il) also proposes a solution to the anomalous

increase (Oort and Schmidt, 1,951), of the ob-

served gas/dust ratio in older, periodic comets

compared to "new" comets. The hypothesis is

that the small grains tcnd to aggregate into larger

ones in the interior of comets, with a concomitant

reduction in light scattering cross section. This

reduces the continuous solar spectrum relative to

the molecular emission spectrum.

The density-pressure curve of figure I for con-

densed water can bc expected to resemble this

relation for other substances. The major change

should bc in the pressure scale. It may be signifi-

cant that for ordinary snow the behavior under

pressure indicates that crushing in the deep

interior, and consequently heating, should begin
at diameters of the order of l0 km or somewhat

larger.

Be('.ause comets accumulated under low gas

pressures, unlike the case of falling snow, com-

etary ices may be less easily compacted. The

absence of an adsorbed gas layer will allow closer

contact between grains and increase the adhesion

(Salisbury et al., 1963). Salisbury et al. found

much stronger adhesion with powdered silicates
sifted at l0 -9 mm Hg than in air. At 10 -5 mm the

degree of adhesion was similar to that in air.

The compaction of snow may indicate a weaker
structure than will result for cometary ice. Another

consequence is that the behavior of terrestrial

snow may be representative of more volatile

substances if they accumulate in a high vacuum.

Such an effect if indeed applicable to comets
would make our use of data from terrestrial snow

deposits more valid for the cometary nu(deus.

A diameter of l0 km, the maximum size of a

stable nucleus deduced above, is the estimated

present diameter of comets Halley and Encke.

Their original nuclei must have been considerably

larger (Whipple and Hawkins, 1959). Whipple
(1961) suggests a factor l0 in mass for the original

nucleus of Halley's comet. We can tentatively

conclude that for bright, and hence, large comets,
the interior of the nucleus does not resemble the

outer fluffy structure of comets. The compression
will have heated the core, modifying the composi-
tion of the volatile matter and the structure of

the nucleus. This would be the first stage of the

transformation from cometary into asteroidal ob-

jects as the mass accumulated and internal pres-
sures increased (Whipple, 1958; Ringwood, 1959).

The ('.ontinued growth and transformation into

giant planets has been suggested by Opik (1962),

and Whipple (1958).

After a number of returns to perihelion the

outer, uncompactcd material will be lost and the

denser, partly transformed ices exposed.

A quantitative extension of these descriptional

ideas appears possible on the basis of the calcula-

tions presented here. Further developments must
consider in detail chemical reactions produ('ed by

the compression, and consequence of the chemical

energy released (Donn and Urey, 1!)56). A sub-

sequent paper will examine chemical processes

and the chemical composition for icy nuclei.
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PLANETS AND COMETS: ROLE OF CRYSTAL
GROWTH IN THEIR FORMATION

BERTRAM DONN

GERALD W. SEARS

Goddard Space Flight Center

The application of crystal growth theory to the formation of smoke particles from the primordial
solar nebula indicates that solid particles with filamentary structures would form. Such particles
would facilitate successive aggregation into planets, comets, and asteroids. The difficulties associ-
ated with the aggregation of spherical smoke particles would thus be avoided.

The earth and meteorites probably formed by

accumulation of solid particles at temperatures

below about 600°C. 1,2 This concept has been ac-

cepted in nearly all recent attempts 3,4 to make

models of the synthesis of the solar system which

would fit the requirements of current theories of

stellar evolution. These studies suggest that some-

time during the process, conditions favorable for

the formation of small solid particles occurred.

The fundamental problems are the detailed mech-

anisms of nucleation and growth of the primary

particles and the mechanisms by which these

particles aggregated to build larger objects.

Several suggestions have been made concerning

the latter: water and ammonia near the melting

point by Urey (ref. 2, p. 122), oily substances by

Hoyle, 5 and unspecified surface phenomena by

Wood. _ These investigations assumed that spheri-

cal or equidimensional particles were present.

We consider the formation, structure, and

properties of solid particles in the solar nebula

according to crystal nucleation _ and growth

theory. 8 The particles are expected to grow as
filaments 9 and then platelets I° or combinations of

both. These extremely nonspherical crystals with
few crystal defects are referred to here as whiskers.

We propose that these whiskers have properties

that enable them to collect efficiently at first into

loosely compacted aggregates resembling the lint

balls that are often under beds, and then into
larger objects.

39

Crystal formation from a supersaturated vapor

phase occurs in two steps. The formation of the

smallest stable volume of a crystal (about 30

molecules) is called nucleation. Subsequently, the

crystal volume increases by the mechanisms of

crystal growth.

Nucleation may occur either on a particle of a

foreign solid (heterogeneous) or in the vapor

phase in the absence of foregin particles (homo-

geneous). The rate of nucleation is, in either case,

a very sensitive function of supersaturation.

If the saturation vapor pressure of the bulk

nucleating phase is p0 and the partial pressure of

the parent vapor phase is p, the supersaturation

ratio a is given by

_=P/Po (1)

and supersaturation, _, is defined as

_=_--1 (2)

According to classical nucleation theory, 7 the

nucleation rate, dN/dt, nuclei created per cubic

centimeter per second, for homogeneous nucleation

is given by:

dN/dt = B exp ( -- A� T 3 ln2_) (3)

For a given nucleation process, A is constant and

B is approximately constant. T is the absolute

temperature.

The extreme sensitivity of nucleation rate on

supersaturation or supercooling provides the
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characteristicfeatureof nucleation.Thereis a
criticalsupersaturation,a*, belowwhichnuclea-
tion doesnot occurat an appreciablerateand
abovewhicl_it occursat arapidlyincreasingrate.
As nucleationoccurs,the supersaturationis de-
creasedaI[dnucleationagainceases.

Thegrowthofanucleusoccursbytheadvance
of the boundarysurfaces.For a perfectcrystal
surface,continuedgrowthrequirestheformation

"T-
b-

eD B A

1 l ,_ l .L..... __ I
a - 0.02 SUPERSATURATION

FmuaE 1.--(A) Theoretical curve for growth by two-
dimensional nucleation. (B) Typical experimental
curve.

of new steps on the surface H by a process known

as two-dimensional nucleation. A sensible growth

rate usually requires a supersaturation greater

than 50% for two-dimensional nucleation to occur.

A schematic plot of growth rate of a perfect

surface from its own vapor is shown in figure 1A.

Experimental curves, figure I B, do not display
the critical supersaturation characteristic of nucle-

ation proccsses.

Frank r' pointed out that actual crystals arc
not perfcct but almost certainly contain screw

dislocations. Thesc are defects that provide growth

steps of such a nature that the completion of a
surface layer perpetuates rather than removes the

defects as indicated by figure 2. This eliminates

the necd for the formation of new steps by two-

FmuaE 2.--Intersection of screw dislocation with crystal
surface. The blocks represent molecules.

dimensional nucleation and allows the crystal to

grow at low supersaturations. Figure 3 shows the

appearance of the surface after several layers

have been deposited upon it.

Ifa nucleus contains a single screw dislocation,

it will grow at low supersaturations as a whisker 9,_3

whose axis coincides with the acting screw dis-

location. If the nucleus contains a planar set of

screw disl(rcations TM it will grow as a very thin

platelet. If it contains a three-dimensional array

of screw dislocations, it will grow as an equiaxial

crystal.

Siace the presence of s(',rcw dislocations in

growing crystallitcs allows e(luilibrium of the

supersaturated vapor phase with the stable

crystal phase, the dislocations guarantee that the

supersaturation rapidly diminishes after nuclea-

tion. Only those nuclei containing screw disloca-

FmURE 3.--Spiral growth at screw dislocation.
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tionscangrow,andthe resultantsmokemust
containwhiskersor remainsupersaturatedat
leastto the degreerequiredfor two-dimensional
nucleation.Growthat intermediatesupersatura-
tionsoccursat certainre-entranttwinboundaries.

Nucleipresentin thepre-planetarynebulafrom
theinitial interstellarcloudarelikely to leadto
screwdislocationsin the growingcrystal.9,'_,15
Nucleiformedat highsupersaturationsalsocon-
tainmanydefects'6andcangrowas an array, of

whiskers, 17 Radiation damage offers a possible
source of screw dislocations which could offer a

path to whisker formation.

We conclude that in the solar nebula a large

fraction of the small crystals will be in the form

of whiskers. Since perfect nuclei will be unable to

continue growing in the presence of whiskers, the

condensed solids on a mass basis will consist pre-

dominantly of whiskers.

Recent experiments at Cornell University TM have

shown that powders ground to 15 tL diameter

adhere readily on impact at velocities up to 15

cm/sec. They produce loosely packed structures

that were called "fairy castles." These are very

similar to our postulated lint balls.

The structure of filamentary particles would

readily lead to coagulation by collision. The large

ratio of surface to mass for whiskers compared to

equiaxial particles further enhances the accumula-

tion process. Any mechanism for forming ag-

gregates of solid particles will be much more effec-

tive for whiskers than for spheres or equiaxed

particles.

It is proposed that the whiskers collided to form

lint balls. These balls provided a trap for spherical

or equiaxed particles and also provided a tre-

mendous internal area for absorption of noncon-

densable and slightly condensable gases.

Several properties of whiskers are of importance

in the aggregation process.

I. Whiskers have strengths characteristic of

perfect crystals. In general, they can be deformed

3% to 5_0 elastically. TM As an example, a whisker
of pure iron 2° has withstood a tensile strain of

4.9_v or a stress of 1.9X106 psi. For comparison,

an ordinary iron crystal has an elastic limit of

about 5000 psi. In bending, an elastic strain of
6% has been observed 2_ compared with 0.01%

elastic stain for ordinary pure iron.

2. Metal whiskers would not break into frag-

ments upon mutual collision, but would, plas-

tically, deform and intertwine. A lint ball of

whiskers should be able to catch a relatively high-

speed whisker or equiaxed particle.

3. A whisker has such a high ratio of surface

to volume that any heat generated during a

collision would be radiated away rapidly so that

evaporative losses would be held to a minimum.

A metal whisker 1 t_ in diameter mounted in a

vacuum of l0 -8 mm-Hg has been observed to

cool at 300°C/sec from an initial temperature of

100°C at an ambient temperature of 25°C. 2'

4. The large ratio of surface to volume would

provide a large cross section for whisker whicker

collisions as compared with collisions between

equiaxed crystals by as much as a factor of 100.

5. The junctures of whiskers and the disloca-

tions generated during plastic flow associated with

collision would create many internal sites suitable

for further growth.

Throughout the solar nebula in the region now

occupied by the planets, conditions were such

that nonvolatile compounds such as silicates,

some metals, and metallic oxides could condense.

At some distance out in the nebula, temperatures

were low enough for volatile substances, for

example, water , ammonia, and hydrocarbons , to
condense alsoY Shielding of solar radiation by the

grains _2,23would have brought the zone of volatile
condensation in much closer to the sun. If the

shielding were sufficiently effective it may have

permitted hydrogen condensation as 'well. 22,_4
A significant fraction of whatever substances did

condense would have grown as whiskers.
Because of the high temperatures that were

produced in the collapsing cloud (ref. 2, p. 122)
some of the condensed particles may have melted.

Wood 6 has proposed that meteoritic chondrules

were formed as liquid drops which then solidified

or were possibly melted. Whatever processes did

occur, in order to have the solid particles accrete

into planets and meteorites, a majority of them
must have formed as whiskers or on nuclei which

grew as whiskers.

The time scale for accumulation of planets is

an important consideration and requires careful

analysis. Calculations have been carried out _5-27

for processes in which no mechanism of coagula-
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tion wasgiven,but highefficiencyof collection
wasassumed.In the calculationof Chandra-
sekhar_7and yon Weizsacker_6a periodof the
orderof 108yearswasobtained,if it is assumed
that therewasnosignificantdepletionof cloud
material.Foramodelinwhichthegrowingplanets
usedupall thematerial,Schmidtobtainedtimes
of severalyears.Opik'sstudies28of collisionsand
accretionin interplanetaryspaceareapplicable
andsuggesttimesof 106to 107years.29

A clusterof grainswouldhavea very low
density,perhapsabout0.1 g/cm3and possibly
evenlower,ratherthandensitiesof 3 to 8g/cm3
characteristicofstonesormetals,whichisusually
assumed.Becauseof the low density,particles
largerbyafactorofabout5thanthesecalculated
by Hoyle3wouldbe carriedalongby the gas.
This correspondsto a minimumdiameterof
500cm.

Whateverthedetailedprocesses,at somestage
the "lint-ball"aggregatesgrew.VonWeizsacker,
in his treatmentof theproblem,_6derivedturbu-
lent velocitiesof 3 to 10 km/secwhichwere
impartedto thesmallgrainsaswell.Thevelocity
mustbelimitedto a valuewhichwouldpermit
whiskersto coagulate.Iron whiskerscouldprob-
ablysurvivesuchimpacts,silicatesaremuchless
likely tosurvive,andiceandothercompoundsof
low boilingpointwouldcertainlynot survive.A
lowervalueseemsrequiredwith a concomitant
increasein time of accumulation.However,it
appearsthatrelativevelocitiesforcollidingsmoke
particlesandsmallaggregatesweremuchsmaller.

Thedistancehwithinwhichthesmokevelocity
relativeto thegasis reducedin the ratio 1/eis
given by _7,3°

_,_, (pp/pg) r (4)

p,, is the particle density, Po is the gas density,
and r is the effective radius. This must be multi-

plied by the ratio of particle velocity to thermal

gas velocity when the ratio is less than unity.

When in addition the particle diameter is greater

than the mean free path which was presumably of

the order of centimeters, Stokes law must be used.

These different cases will not materially affect

the conclusions. If we adopt p,,= 1 g/cm 3, p_=

l0 -'2 g/cm 3 (ref. 3), and r= l0 -4 cm, then X = 1000

km. For lint-ball aggregates with small pp, _ is
still less.

The relative velocity of small aggregates was
determined by the turbulent velocity of the gas

within distances less than about 1000 km. A very

small relative smoke velocity could not have
existed or the time of accumulation would have

been excessively large.

The properties of whiskers considerably reduce
the restrictions on the characteristics of the solar

nebula in order for accumulation to occur.

As the aggregates grew, large relative velocities

could develop between large aggregates and much

smaller ones. Because of the porous, low-density

structure of the large objects they could absorb

the smaller ones with considerable efficiency, that
is with little loss of material. Collisions between

roughly equal size aggregates are much more

difficult to analyze but considerable fragmentation

is likely. A consequence of a high relative velocity

between large and small aggregates would be a

tendency for the larger objects to sweep up the

smaller fairly rapidly and to facilitate growth.

Small nonvolatile coagulates which formed in or

moved into regions where much volatile matter

condensed would have been trapped in a porous,
snow-like mass. Such combinations of volatile

and nonvolatile low-density aggregates would

account for Whipple's icy conglomerate comet

nucleus21 For this reason cometary grains are

probably representative of the primordial con-
densate22

When solar heating vaporizes the ices of the

comet nucleus, single whiskers, small fluffy ag-

gregates, and trapped spherulites are released.

Because of their large surface to mass ratio the

more whiskery particles would be more readily

carried along by the cometary gases and would

also undergo greater repulsion by radiation pres-

sure than the spherical or equiaxial particles.

The difference between head and tail particles,

to which Swings 33 called attention, may be pri-

marily in the shape of the grains. This could be

tested by observation2'

Aggregates containing many grains which are

released by the vaporization of the comet nucleus

would spread out along the comet orbit. They

would have the porous, fragile structure ascribed
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_o dust ball meteors associated with comets (ref.

30, ch. 9; 35; 36).
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DISCOVERY OF A COMET, 5 ° FROM THE SUN,
DURING TOTAL ECLIPSE OF JULY 20TH, 1963

FRANCOIS DOSSIN ANDP. SWINGS

Goddard Space Flight Center

During the total solar eclipse, observed in tile Northeastern States (Maine), a systematic
search for faint comets, close to tile sun, has been carried out by means of several cameras, equipped
with filters. On seven plates, a nonstellar object, which exhibits cometary characteristics, has been
found.

As part of the Goddard Space Flight Center,
Astrochelnistry Section, program of cometary

studies, a systematic search for faint comets
during eclipse w_s carried out. It has been sug-

gested by the following considerations. It is

generally observed that the luminosity of a comet

is considerably increased when approaching the

sun. The chance of detecting an intrinsically

faint comet is the more increasing as one can

observe it closer to the sun. The light of the latter,

scattered by the earth's atmosphere, generally

prevents astronomical observations in its direct

surroundings. The use of big telescopes and large

focal length allows indeed to see the stars in

daylight; but for extended objects, as comets,

only the ratio of luminosity must be taken into
account.

Accordingly, two solutions occur for the search

of faint comets near the sun: either avoiding

atmospheric diffusion by means of rockets and

satellites, or taking advantage of total eclipses of
the sun.

Until we can use the first solution, we organized

an expedition in order to take some photographs

of a large region of the sky, covering more than 20 °

around the sun, during the total solar eclipse of

July 20, 1963, observed near Caratunk, Maine

(USA).

Photographic equipment was composed of:

five K-37 cameras 02" focal length; f:2.5),

two K-24 cameras, modified, (36" focal length;

f:7.5), one K-40 camera (40" focal length; f:7)

and two refracting telescopes (2" diameter) each

equipped with a photographic Leica (17" focal

length; f:8 and 34" focal length; f: 16). All these

instruments were equatorially mounted with a

driving device to compensate for the rotation of
the earth. The cameras were loaded with Eastman

Kodak Super XX films. Two of the K-37's had a
Kodak Wratten No. 45 filter, of which maximum

transmission (35_Y(_) is on the wavelength of the

cometary emission band (1-0) of C2 (47,37 _-).

Two others were fitted with a Kodak Wratten

No. 22 filter. (Transmission: 80¢_, for Na emission
58:)0-58,)6 3,).

The fifth one had no filter; other instruments

were also working without filters. During the

60 seconds of totality, several pictures, with

exposure times between 2 and 45 seconds, were

taken, with the various cameras.

Atmospheric conditions were poor and most of

the photographed field was covered with clouds. In

the few clearer parts of the sky, the photographs
show Venus and a few stars. In addition a slightly

diffuse object, which cannot be identified with a
star or another known celestial object, was found,

very well marked on all the seven plates taken

with one of the K-37 cameras, equipped with a

blue filter K.W. 45, (C2 region). The same part of

the sky was covered with two other cameras of

the same kind (K-37), one of them without filters,

the second one with a yellow (Na) filter K.W. 22.

On none of the four correctly exposed plates can
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theobject be distinguished from the background,

which is quite dark.

Finally one of the f:7.5 cameras gave us five

pictures, where two stars of the same region
(fl and K Geminorum) appear, but the nonstellar

object was not found on those plates.
To conclude: only the camera which shows

together the most favorable conditions for

detecting a comet with a normal emission spec-

trum (strong C_, faint continuum) reveals that

new object, and does it on the whole series of

seven plates, taken with exposure times from 3
to 18 seconds.

Thus I propose that it is a new comet. Measures

of the position were done on all plates l_ing the

only two available references: the c_ter of the
moon and f_ Geminorum.

The results are in good agreement and give

the following approximate position: a=7h46m;

5--+25023 ' . The diameter of the photographic

image corresponds roughly to 3 p of arc. No
appreciable central condensation can be seen.
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DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF

DUST SHOWERS
COSMIC

M. DUBIN

NASA Headquarters

W. M. ALEXANDER AND O. E. BERG

Goddard Space Flight Center

Over the past several years direct measurements of cosmic dust by means of rockets and satel-
lites have yielded two separate sets of data indicative of interplanetary dust showers consisting of
particles whose mass is less than 10-8 gm. These cosmic dust showers were observed with micro-
meteorite detectors consisting of piezoelectric crystals and photomultipliers for detecting the light
flashes from particle impacts. The Explorer I interplanetary dust stream was detected for about a
10-hour period beginning on February 2, 1958. The peak impact rate was nearly 50 times the average
rate over the remainder of the 12-day period of the experiment. From the limited data it may be
shown that this stream was nearly in the ecliptic in a direct heliocentric orbit. This shower does not
correspond to a known annually recurring meteor shower.

A second stream of interplanetary dust has been detected with satellites and a sounding rocket.
This stream appears to recur annually with a peak intensity on November 17. It was first detected
in 1955 from an Aerobee rocket and was recognized in the November 1959 data from the Vanguard
III satellite. Preliminary analysis of the Explorer VIII data indicates that it probably was also de-
tected in 1960. The dust stream characteristics correspond to those of the Leonids which have a
heliocentric velocity of 72 km/sec. The data supporting the detection of these two interplanetary
dust streams are presented and discussed, and the physical significance of these measurements re-
viewed. Although direct measurements from satellites have been made over a period of about four
months and during the time of other known meteor streams, only these two interplanetary dust
streams have been detected thus far by direct measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The cometary origin of meteor streams is well

established by the fact that the orbits of several
meteor streams have been associated with

comets. During the process of comet disinte-

gration, particles are dispersed along the helio-

centric orbit, and it appears reasonable to assume

that for annually recurring meteor streams the
age of the meteor stream is related to the uni-

formity in the counting rate of shower meteors.
The tremendous number of meteors observed in

the Draconid display in 1946 is evidence of the
recent formation of the stream from the common

comet Giacobini-Zinner. Dispersion of dust par-

*An exponent in the distribution function which indi-
cates the rate of increase in number with decreasing mass.

ticles in the meteor stream from interplanetary

forces resulting from the Poynting Robertson
effect, corpuscular bombardment, and other

radiative forces, is expected to be increasingly
pronounced with decreasing dimensions of the

dust particles. The extension of the range of
measurements of meteoritic material to smaller

masses by direct measurements with satellites

may, therefore, improve our knowledge of the

history and age of meteor streams.
The number distribution of meteors has been

measured as a function of visual magnitude by

visual and optical methods, and as a function of

electron line density along the trail by radar.
Browne et al. 1have determined such distributions

for the Perseids, Quadrantids and the Arietids.
For the Perseids it was found, for example, that
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relative to the distribution of sporadic meteors,

there was a depletion of the small meteors for

visual magnitudes greater than 7. Weiss 2 has

measured distribution functions for the Geminids,

the _ Aquarids, and the 7/ Aquarids, as well as

the sporadic meteors. Although the distribution

function was found to vary for different meteor

streams, only the daytime Arietids has an "s"

value* equal to 2.7, compared to an s of 2.0 for

sporadic meteors, and was the only shower with

an s greater than 2.0.

Direct measurements of micrometeorites or

interplanetary dust have been made by the United

States with a number of satellites, rockets and

probes. Significant data samples have been

obtained on four satellites: Explorer I (1958a),

launched February 1, 1958, perigee 355 km,

apogee 2550 km; Vanguard III (1959_/), launched

September 18, 1959, perigee 509 km, apogee

3751 kin; Explorer VI (1960_), launched August 7,

1959, perigee 186 kin, apogee 39,000 kin; and

Explorer VIII (1960_), launched November 3,

1960, perigee 425 km, apogee 2300 km. The results

from Explorer I have been reported by Dubin a-5

and Hibbs 6,7. The results from Vanguard III have

been reported by LaGow and Alexander, s and

data from Explorer VIII, with distribution func-

tions and reviews of the data have been reported

by McCracken et al. 9,1°
The direct measurements of cosmic dust refer

TABLE 1.--Impacts per Station Pass for 1958 Alpha.

Universal time

Feb. 2:

1512 ........

1833 ........

1930 ........

1933 .......

2033 .......

2139 .......

2238 .......

2338 ........
2339 ........

2340 ........
Feb. 3:

0043 ........

0132 ........

0138 ........
0139_

0141 ........

0142 ........

0258 ........

0334 ........

0338 .......

0344 .......

0344 ........

0349 ........

0539 ........

0750 ........

0958 .........

1200 ........

1405 ........

Number of hits

2

5

2

1

4

2

2

5

11

7

7

2

4

5
12

2
3
4

1

1

2

1

7

2
2

0

5

Duration of pass

(sec)

687

159
233

69

787
221

691
192

366

174

832

213

259

187

261

7

180

213
126

71

192

338
142

527

952

663

Station

Santiago, Chile ..........................

Woomera, Australia .....................

Quito, Ecuador ..........................

Fort Stewart, Ga ........................

Woomera, Australia .....................

Fort Stewart, Ga ........................

Woomera, Australia .....................

Ehrlick, Kansas City, Mo ................

Fort Stewart, Ga ........................

Havana, Cuba ..........................

Woomera, Australia .....................

Temple City, Calif ......................

Blossom Point, Md ......................

Ehrlick, Kansas City, Mo ................

Fort Stewart, Ga ........................

Havana, Cuba ..........................

Woomera, Australia .....................

Temple City, Calif ......................
Ehrlick, Kansas City, Mo ................

Fort Stewart, Ga ........................

Havana, Cuba ..........................

Antigua, B.W.I ..........................

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Calif ..........

Quito, Ecuador ..........................

Santiago, Chile ..........................

Santiago, Chile ..........................

Santiago, Chile ..........................

Impact rate

(hits/sec × 103)

2.9

31.0
8.5

14.5

5.1

9.1

2.9
26.3

30.0
40.0

8.4

9.3

15.5

26.5

46.0

286.0

16.7

18.7

8.1

14.0

10.4

20.8

7.0

3.8
7

7.5

Average Feb. 2-12, 11 days ............................................................ 1.5

Average Feb. 5-12, 8 days ............................................................ 0.43
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to particles of masses less than 10 -8 gm or greater

than +20 on the visual magnitude scale. Daily

variations in the flux of cosmic dust particles

greater than an order of magnitude are often
observed. There is excellent evidence that two

cosmic dust showers or streams have been detected

by these direct measurements. One of these dust

streams, detected by Explorer I, permitted a

determination of an approximate radiant; the

other, however, has been detected oil more than

one occasion and apparently is related to an

annually rccurring meteor stream.

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Cosmic Dust Shower, February 1958

Evidence of a cosmic dust shower was apparcnt

for a 10-hour period beginning on February 2,

1958 from Explorer I data. The detector was a

piezoelectric crystal with an average threshold

sensitivity to micromcteoroid impact of 2.5 X l0 -3

dyne-see and could detect particles of masses

8 X 10 -r' gm and greater with an average impact

velocity of 30 km/scc. The data from Exph)rer I

was in real time, and it was recorded only while

the satellite was over a telemetry receiving station.

The data in the interval from Fel)ruary 2, 1512

hours to Fct)ruary 3, 1405 hours (_reenwich time
has been tabulated in table 1 for each pass over a

telemetry station, hupacts wcre recorded for
every pass, except one, during the interval of the
cosmic dust shower. Included in tat)lc 1 arc the

station h)cation, the number of hits during each

pass, the time of each pass, and the numt)er of
hits pet' second.

The impact rate from table l has been rcplotted,

in polar coordinates, as a function of time (figure

1). The immr (,ross-hatched circle represents the

zero level, or zcro hits per second and the next
riug the average impact rate of the latter 8 days

of the 12-day period that the experiment was

opcratiw;; i.e., 0.43× 10-_ hits/see. The avcrage

impact rat(; over the 12-day period is the next
circle an(l was 1.5×l() -_ hits/see. The plotted

points are the real-time readout rates during the

shower period, lCrolu this figure, it is quit(; evident
that the impact rates during the shower period

were nearly two orders of magnitude greater than

the average of the latter two-thirds of the measure-

ment period.

The dots in figure 1 represent the impact rate

for all stations except for Woomera, Australia,
which is represented by squares. All of the dots in

figure 1 refer to receiving stations in essentially
the same time zone covering about a 3-hour period.

During the maxilnum of the shower intensity the
local time for the stations in the United States

and South America was early evening, which is
indicative of a meteor stream in a direct helio-

centric orbit. Evidence for the stream being in the

ecliptic is derived from the fact that the stream

was detected by northern as well as southern

hemisphere receiving stations.

The Australian data from five passes provide
additional evidence for a ineteor stream with a

direct heliocentric orbit, for it may be noted that

the impact rate at Woomera as a function of time

is at first high, then decreases, and again increases.

The Woomera impact rate was near a minimum

when the impact rate at the other stations was
near a maximum. Since the longitude at Woomera

differs from that of the other stations by about

180 °, the earth should have shielded the satellite
over Woomera from the meteor stream. The

apogee (2550 kin) of Explorer I was near Woomcra

on this date and hence, the effect of the earth's

shiehting at Woomera would I>e incomplete. Figure
1 has t)een shadowcd to indicatc approximately

the extent of the meteor stream which appeared to

have lastcd about l0 hours. There was no known

meteor stream related to the cosmic dust shower

detected by Explorer I.

on_vers_-u Tlmt (hours)

oooo

FeBruary 3 07oo 22oo FeBrUarY 2

O

oaoo/ 200o

18oo

o(_oo i0 2o _o 4o 5o

/ / , '

osoo 1ooo [:,oo 1400 _oe

F](_uR_: l.--Impact rates during the February

intcrplanetary dust particle event.

1958
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Annually Recurring Cosmic Dust Shower
in November

In November a cosmic dust shower was detected

by both satellites and sounding rockets. It was

first recognized from the micrometeoroid data of

Vanguard III, although it was first detected in

1955 from an Aerobee rocket. The analysis of

additional data from Explorer VIII is still in the

preliminary stage, but it supports the fact that

this shower reoccurs annually.

A number of rocket flights were carried out by

Berg in 1955 and 1960, using a micrometeorite

detector which detected the impact-flash of light

resulting from the hypervelocity impact of the

particle on an aluminum-coated lucite, or quartz

surface. The results of the rocket flight in 1955

have been described by Berg and Meredith. 11

Figure 2 schematically presents the detectors

used on three separate rocket firings. The first

of these firings was made with Aerobee NRL-25

on November 17, 1955, at 0215 MST. A 1P21

photomultiplier tube was used to detect the light

flashes from impacts on an aluminized lucite cone

with a light sensitivity of 10 -4 lumen-sec/m 2.

Assuming that 0.002 percent of the impact energy

is transformed into visible light, a detector would

be able to detect particles of mass greater than

10 -13 gm. Berg found that 101 impacts had been

observed on the telemetry record in the 84-

second period when the rocket was above an

altitude of 85 km. Below this altitude the impact

rate decreased fairly symmetrically on both the

upward and the downward trajectory. The area of

the detector was 75 cm: and the impact rate was

1.6 X 102 impacts/m2-sec.

This rather high impact rate observed on NRL-

25 remained an anomaly for a number of years.

This experiment was repeated by Lovering 12 in

I_ I,'J

AEROBEE AEROBEE - -- JUPITER

NI_I-Z5 I-- 4:12 '\\ AM/ER
I /

• I

_ _40T0__LUCITE MUtT QUARTZ _MU_ QUARTZ QUARTZ
IP21 PHOTO-

FIRED :0215 RRED: 1340 RRED: 194.7

NOV 17, 19515 MAR 25,1960 JAN 25 _1960

AREA_ T5 cm z AREA: 75 cml AREA= 185 cm =

FIGURE 2.--Light-flash micrometerorite detectors used
on sounding rocket flights.

i

a:

i
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, ,T] oo
n gld -IdUl

A AVERAGE NO_ 16- NOV. (8

B AVERAGE NOV.IO- NOV20

C AVERAGE SEPT. IS-OCT.9

I I i 1 I i__l I

HOURS
_0 II IZ 13 14 15 IS 17 18 19 20

NOVEMBER

FIGURE 3.--Impact rates during the November 1959
interplanetary dust particle event.

Australia; no impacts were observed on a single

rocket flight. In 1960, Berg repeated the experi-

ment on an Aerobee NASA 4.12 and on a Jupiter
AM-28. Aerobee NASA 4.12 with a 75 cm 2

detecting surface and with the 1P21 and 6199

photomultipliers was launched on March 25,

1960, at 1340 EST. One impact was observed on
the 1P21 and two events were observed on the

6199. The impact rate was 1.2 impacts/m2-sec

and the exposure area-time 2.4 m_-sec. On the

NRL-25 Rocket the exposure area-time was
0.64 m_-sec. Similarly, on the Jupiter AM-28

fired on January 25, 1960, a space-oriented de-

tector with 185 cm _ was exposed at 1947 EST.

The 6199 photomultiplier was used with a quartz

cone. Also included was a calibrated light source

which gave a 50-microsecond light pulse every 26
seconds and indicated that the experiment was

working correctly. The arca-time of the exposure
was 2.4 m2-sec. Four events were detected which

gave an impact rate of 1.6 impacts/m2-sec. Thus,
three separate rocket flights of an experiment
similar to that flown in 1955 were carried out and

not one of them was able to confirm the results of

the 1955 flight within a factor of 100 for the

impact, rate.

Although it had been surmised that the rocket

data could be explained by a dust shower; this
hypothesis was rather clearly confirmed by

Alexandcd 3 using the micrometeorite data from

Vanguard III. The Vanguard III micrometeoroid
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experimentconsistedof four piezoelectric crystals

with a threshold impact sensitivity of 1 ×10 -_

dyne-sec. Assuming an average impact velocity

of 30 km/sec, particles of mass greater than 3.3 X

10 -l gm could trigger the counter on the satellite.

Data were recorded for 78 days with the total

number of events approximating 5000 impacts.

Real-time data were not obtained on Vanguard

III except in rare instances, although the data

sample was much greater than on Explorer I.

Figure 3 presents the impact rate as a function

of the data from November l0 through November

20. The impact rate marked C is the average rate

from September 18 through October 9; B the

average from November 10 to November 20, and
A the average from November 16 to November 18.

It is quite evident that in the period from Novem-

ber 16-18, there are periods when the impact rate

was two orders of magnitude greater than the

average marked C (also the average of the 78-day

period). It is interesting to note there were rapid

fluctuations in impact rate during the period of the

shower, and that several orbits showed no or very

few impacts, even though extremely high-

impact rates were observed for small segments of

the orbit. These rapid fluctuations in the impact

rate are probably real fluctuations in the spatial

density of interplanetary dust particles.
The Aerobee NRL-25 was fired on November

17, 1955, at 0215. This is the same time interval

of the intense impact rate as observed oil Van-

guard III and leads to the hypothesis that both
measurements detected a shower and that this

cosmic-dust shower recurs annually. From the

times of the Vanguard III data and the Aerobee

NRL-25, it is possible that that shower is related

to the Leonid meteor stream. Preliminary analysis

of the Explorer VIII data from the light-flash

micrometcorite experiment using a 6199 photo-

multiplier with 1000A evaporated layer of

aluminum indicates than an impact rate similar
to that observed on NRL-25 was also observed

in November 1960, during approximately the

same period. However, these data are still being

analyzed and are not in a form which could be

used to prove or disprove the annual recurrent

nature of this cosmic-dust shower. The piezo-

electric experiment on Explorer VIII was oriented

so as to be shielded from the Leonid radiant; and,

in fact, the microphone of this spin-stabilized
satellite did not detect a shower at this time.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Evidence for large fluctuations in the flux of

cosmic dust has been presented from the available
data on direct measurements of cosmic dust

using satellites and rockets. In addition to daily

variations often greater than an order of magni-

tude in the cosmic-dust flux, two sets of conditions

have occurred which may be attributed to cosmic-

dust streams. Large fluctuations are also apparent
in the streams themselves.

Although the total amount of data available

from direct measurements is still fairly small,

these two cosmic-dust streams represent a large

fraction of the total number of impacts recorded on

all the satellites. The total number of impacts

recorded on Explorer I was 145 and the number

of impacts which may be associated with the

cosmic dust shower is 66--nearly half silnilarly,

on Vanguard I!I, of a total number of approxi-

mately 5000 impacts, about 2800 of these impacts

occurred during the cosmic-dust shower between
November 16 and November 18. Even if the

number of ilnpacts recorded thus far on Explorer

VIII and on all other space vehicles were included

in the total, the number of events occurring in

these streams represent a considerable fraction of

this total. By comparison, the number of meteors

in meteor streams observed by optical, visual and

radar detectors is only about 10 percent of the

number of sporadic meteors similarly observed.

On the other hand, Gallagher and Eshelman, _

have reported that a large fraction of the meteors

observed with the highly sensitive radar equip-

ment capable of detecting meteors of approxi-

mately visual magnitude (-t-14) appear to be in

streams. Thus we wonder whether this supports

the hypothesis that there is a continuous gener-

ation of dust by disintegration of conglomerates

of interplanetary material and that the lifetime

of the dust in interplanetary space is quite short--

and thereby explains the relative unimportance

of the space density or background density of

sporadic dust particles. On the other hand, if

the rate of dispersion of dust particles after

disintegration from a large conglomerate were
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rather rapid, and if the rate of removal of dust

were slow, then the large majority of the dust

particles would be isotropically dispersed; and

the variations in the cosmic dust flux as detected

with satellites would be small and the number of

sporadic dust particles would far outweight the

component of dust in showers. Additional meas-

urements are certainly required to determine the

generative and destructive characteristics of

interplanetary dust.
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AN INTERPRETATION OF BETA LYRAE

SU-SttU HUANG

Goddard Space Flight Center

To exphfin tile fl Lyrae system's peculiar spectroscopic and photometric behavior, a model in
whi(.h the prim:try component is assumed to be the less massive of the two components has been
constructed. ConscquelJtly, a theory of emission lines th'_t predicts 'l redsbiftcd l)eak superimposed
on a broad emission line has been proposed. Tile observed shift in the w-velocity of the emission
pc-_ks is thereby understood. Finally, the evolution of tbc component stars leading to the present
situ'Ltion is discussed.

A MODEL OF THE SYSTEM

In the present paper we shall present a model

of the _ Lyrae system in whi('_h the secondary is

more massive than the primary component ((lapo-

sehkin, 1!)56; Ihmng, 1962; Woolf, 19(i2). We

propose that the system is similar to the Algol-

type l)inarics. The B8 primary, like the se('ondary
in the Algol-type variat)lcs, has ('ompletely tilled

its C(luipotential lobe, while the more massive

secondary, like the primary il_ the .Algol-type

variahl('s, is (,omparatively smalh_r in size and is
surroLmd(_d by a rotating disk. The rotating disk

resembles the rotating rings suggcst(_d by Joy

(1942, 1947) for the Algol-type stars but is dense

and therefore opaque. This disk cuts off' a con-
siderable amount of the radiation received from

the secondary at all phases and obscure.s a part

of the primary component during principal

eclipse. Figure I illustrates two views (front and

edgewise) of the model proposed here. For reasons

that will be _pparent later, the inclination of the
orbital plane, whi('h is assumed to he identi('al

with the plane of the rotating disk, is not exactly

90 °. Thus, wh(,n seen from the earth, the surface

of the disk is projected on the celestial sphere in
a significal_t area.

As a result of this ol)seuring disk, whi('h plays

an importal_t part in the phenomenon of this

system's (._(qit)se, the relative temperature de-

termined by the depths of both primary and

secondary eclipse is no longer meaningful. This

can easily be understood when we realize that

the opaque disk has its own temperature.
It naturally follows from the existence of the

opaque disk that the sum of radii RI-FR2, as

derived from the. duration of eclipse, no longer

represents the sum of radii of the primary and

secondary components. Instead, it is the sum of

the radii of the primary eomt)ollent and the

obscuring disk. Aceordi_lgly, we should be able

to observe, as we a('tually do, the B8 component
(turitlg principal e('lipse I)e(,ause the obscuring

disk e('lipses only the (,elltral zone of the stellar
disk of the primary component. Thus the light

curve will behave, as regards its duration of

eclipses, like a contact hinary, while actually it

is not. This removes the difficulty arising from

the relative sizes of the two components.
Let us now examine the size of the secondary

component. Assuming the mass ratio, we (:an
derive the masses of both components from the

mass function ohtained ol)scrvationally. If the

sc('ondary should I)e a main-sc(lUCllC(; star, wc
could estimate its radius from the mass. Tal)le l

lists the values of the radius R2, estimated in

this way for different values of a=ml/m2 and

for two values of the orbital plane's inclination, i.

In all cases R2/a appears to t)e very near to 0.1.

The radius of the primary (.omponent, R_/a

may bc derived from the size of the inner (,ontac, t

surface, as all ol)scrvational re.sults point to the
fact that it fills one lobe of the surface (Kuiper,

1941 ). It is also given in the table.

52
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From the relative size of the primary and the
secondary components obtained in this way, we
must conclude that either (1) the secondary com-
ponent is actually larger than that we have esti-
mated or (2) the projected thickness of the opaque
disk on the celestial sphere is quite large; other-
wise we will not obtain a primary eclipse as deep
as that observed. This conclusion may not be
true if a is considerably smaller than those values
listed in table 1--a situation which we will not

consider seriously at present. Then, according to

the first alternative, the secondary component is
not a main-sequence star. The second alternative
suggests that the inclination, i, differs appreciably
from 90 °. Both alternatives may be true. We
shall return to the nature of the secondary in the
last section of this paper.

The projected area of the disk on the sky de-
pends on the extent of the disk itself, as well as
on the inclination of its plane. Although we can-
not know at this stage the exact size of the disk,
it is apparent that it must lie within that lobe of
the inner contact surface that surrounds the

secondary component. Therefore, the upper limit

of the disk's radius, denoted by R2', may be
obtained from the dimension of the inner contact

surface and also is approximately given in table 1.

Some interesting features of the light-curve

T¥

----i_ g

FmURB 1.--Two views of the proposed model of the

Lyrae system. The upper one is a view of the plane of

the orbit (the XY-plane), where P and S denote, re-
spectively, the primary and secondary component.

The obscuring disk is rotating differentially around the
secondary within one lobe of the inner contact surface

whose intersection with the plane of orbit is represented

by a figure-8 curve in the diagram. The lower one is a
side view of the system. The emitting atoms fall into

the secondary from all directions. If the inclination of

the inclination of the system is not exactly 7r/2, this
spherically symmetric distribution of emitting atoms

will produce an asymmetric profile of the emission

lines, as observed, because of the presence of the ob-
scuring disk.

TABLE 1.--Possible Dimensions of the System

.20........

.24........

}.28........

L32 ........

).36........

.40........

.44........

.48........

R,/a

0.24
0.25

0.26

0.27

0.28

0.29

0.30

0.30

R2'/a*

0.49
0.48

0.47

0.46

0.45
0.44

0.43
0.42

V, sin/t

(kin/see)

53

57
62

67

71

75

79

83

m2

In m(D

12.2

13.1

13.9

14.8
15.7

16.7

17.6
18.6

i =90 °

a

In 101_

cm

3.95

4.O8

4.21

4.34

4.47

4.61

4.74

4.87

R_/a$

0.096

0. 098

0. 099
0.100

0.102

0.103

0.104

0,105

m2

In mO

13.6

14.5

15.4

16.4

17.4

18.5

19.6

20.7

i=75 °

a

In 1012

cm

4.09

, 4.22

4.36

4.49

4.63

4.77

4.91

5.04

R2/a$

0.101
0.102

0.103

0.104
0.106

0.107

0.108
0.109

*The listed values in this column give the upper limit of the lateral extent of the opaque disk.

tThe listed values in this column denote the projected rotational velocity of the primary component if rotation is
synchronized to orbital motion.

:_The listed values in this column represent the ratio of the radius of the secondary to the separation under the con-

dition that the secondary be a main-sequence star.
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obtained by /_ Lyrae may be understood qt_ite
naturally in terms of the present model.

First, the primary eclipse is asymmetric, with

the decline steeper than the rise (Stebbins, 1916).

This is perhaps due to obscuration by those gases
just streaming out from the primary component.

They provide an opacity in addition to that

produced in the gaseous disk. These gases will

either join the disk or disperse away, depending

on their angular momentum. Consequently, very

little is left when we observe the system at phases
before principal eclipse.

Second, the depth of principal eclipse varies

between 0.8 and 1.1 mag in blue light, according
to Guthnick (1945-46). This variation was not

noticed in recent observations by Wood and

Walker (1960); since their observations covered

only two consecutive principal eclipses, they sug-

gested that the variation in the depth of princi-

pal eclipse noticed by Guthnick might occur over

a period of years instead of weeks. If so, the cause

of the variation must be stable over a short time,

say a few cycles, but unstable over a long period,

say a few years or so. It follows from this reason-

ing that the cause cannot be a star, which should

not change in a few years; neither should it be

randomly flowing gases, which should change from

cycle to cycle. A rotating disk consisting of gases

can perhaps fulfill the stringent conditions of

semistability deduced from observations. Its

intrinsic thickness or its extent may vary over a

period of a few years, causing a change in the
depth of eclipse.

While the basic structure of the rotating disk

does not change from cycle to cycle, it'is reasonable

to expect that there are minor fluctuations, in

the density as well as in the extent, along the

edge of the disk. Such fluctuations may be the

cause of minor irregularities in the light-curve

observed from cycle to ('ycle.

To test the hypothesis of the disk, we may

suggest observations of the light-curve in the

infrared region, where radiation emitted by the
disk itself may reveal its existence.

Assuming the secondary component to be more

massive, can we understand the system without

introducing the obscuring disk? An extended

scattering atmosphere that fills up the lobe of

the inner contact surface around the secondary

may explain the fact that the light from the

primary can be seen during principal eclipse,

even though the secondary is larger than the

primary. But it is difficult to see how an extended

scattering atmosphere can be supported by a star

whose light we do not even observe. Also, there

is no spectroscopic evidence of the presence of a

scattering atmosphere.

INTERPRETATION OF SPECTROSCOPIC RESULTS

Spectroscopically, Struve's (1941) interpreta-

tion can easily be incorporated into our disk

model. The violet-shifted lines seen immediately

after the conj unction during principal eclipse show

the ejection of mass from the primary. We are

able to see these lines, in spite of the presence of

the disk, because the inclination of the orbital

plane differs from 90 °. However, the red-shifted

satellite lines seen immediately before the con-

junction cannot be said to be coming from the

secondary, which, according to our model, does

not fully fill the equipotential surface. We suggest

that this system of spectral lines is connected

with the rotating disk around the secondary.

What we observe may be either the rotating

stream that is spilled over the main disk or a

stream that is diverging from the disk to return

to the primary.

It is interesting to note here that, within the

range of mass ratios assumed in table l, the

spectroscopic data lead to rotational velocities

for the disk of the order of 200-400 km/sec at

points near the inner contact surface. These

values are comparable with the radial velocities

of the two systems of satellite lines during prin-

cipal eclipse, as the violet-shifted lines indicate

radial velocities of 80-360 km/sec and the red-

shifted lines 120-200 km/sec (Struve, 1957). We

can easily understand why the red-shifted lines

should cover a smaller range of velocities than the

violet-shifted lines. While the ejection of gases

naturally spreads a wide range of velocities, the

gaseous particles will somewhat equalize their

velocities through collisions when they move

around the secondary. Furthermore, according

to the present model, the stream corresponding
to the red-shifted lines must be weaker than the

primary stream just ejected from the primary,

since some of the primary stream may coalesce
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with thediskor bedissipatedin otherwaysin
thecourseof arevolutionaroundthesecondary.
This predictionalso agreeswith observations
(Struve,1941).

As regardsthe B5 spectrumobservedin this
system,the introductionof the rotatingdisk
aroundthesecondaryintroducesnocomplication
intoStruve's(1941,1950,1957,1948)interpreta-
tionofa shellaroundtheentiresystem.

Becauseoftheclosenessofthetwocomponents,
wecouldexpectaxialrotationandorbitalrevolu-
tion to besynchronized.But, if weshouldfollow
the conventionalmodelof a moremassivepri-
mary,wewouldimmediatelyseethatsynchroniza-
tioncouldnotbethecase(Struve,1957),asthe
observedrotationalvelocityof theprimarycom-
ponentisonlyabout45km/sec(Mitchell,1954;
Struve,1958),while,accordingto a previously
acceptedvalueof ml/m2=1.5, the synchronized

rotational velocity should be of the order of

180 km/sec.

In order to explain this contradiction, Kopal

(1959) suggested that synchronization had been

disrupted by the star's rapid rate of evolutionary

expansion. According to Kopal, axial rotation

and orbital revolution are indeed synchronized

before the primary departs from the main se-

quence. As the star expands, however, rotation

slows down as a result of conservation of angular
momentum.

Since the adjustment time of a stellar envelope
to an external field is shorter than the orbital

period, tidal bulges will move in such a way that

they are always pointing to the companion star.

Such a tide will perhaps induce a rotation of the

surface layer not greatly different from that to

be expected from the state of synchronization in

a relatively short time. Therefore, it is hard to

reconcile the observed rotational velocity of only

45 km/sec to the synchronized velocity of 180

km/sec, even with the assumption of evolutionary

expansion. Only a reversal of the relative masses

of the two components can reduce this serious

discrepancy to a reasonable situation, as can be

seen from table 1, where the projected rotational

velocity of the primary, Vr sin/, under the condi-
tion of synchronization is given as a function of a.

From the luminosity of the star we have con-

cluded that a perhaps lies between 0.26 and 0.44

(Huang, 1962). Now, if we accept 45 km/sec as

the observed rotational velocity, we find from

table 1 that the deviation from synchronization is

within reasonable limits and may be due to several

factors. The mass ratio may be even slightly less

than the suggested limit of 0.26; the observed

rotational velocity may be underestimated, or, in

view of rapid evolution, a slight deviation from

synchronization may be intrinsic.

A THEORY OF EMISSION LINES

The density of material, although high in the

equatorial plane, must decrease rapidly on both

sides of the disk as we move away from the plane.

Thus gas away from the plane is rare but extends

a large volume. Seen from the earth, it is projected

either on the opaque disk, which must be at a

temperature much lower than that of the B8

component, or on the dark sky. Hence we propose

that the emission lines are produced mainly by

the material in this volume. Those particles that

stray from the main disk most likely have small

components of angular momentum in the plane

of the disk; as a result, they will eventually fall

into the secondary component. When the atoms

depart from the disk, they have low excitations

corresponding to the temperature of the disk.

Once high above the main disk, they are exposed

to, and consequently excited by, the radiation
coming not only from the primary but also from

the secondary. Thus these excited atoms will

eventually emit radiation that we see as emission

lines. Since atoms are excited at places high above
the disk, emission takes place dominantly when

the atoms are falling down toward the secondary
star.

To derive the profile of the emission lines, let

us first consider an ideal case, in which the

emitting atoms have a spherical symmetry with

respect to the secondary star and fall to the

star with a constant speed V. We choose the

center of the secondary component as the pole

of a spherical co-ordinate system with the polar

axis in the direction of the line of sight, and we
assume that the natural width of the emission

line is infinitesimally narrow, so that the broaden-

ing of theline is solely due to the Doppler effect.

As the radial velocity of an emitting atom at

any point (r, 0, _) is v = V cos0, which is inde-
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FIGURE2.--Profiles of emission lines according to the pro-
posed model. The emitting atoms have (A) a uniform
speed of V= 1 toward the secondary and (B) speeds of
falling toward the secondary distributed according to
Eq. (5) with V0 =1 and n=l.l.

pendent of _, it follows that the intensity of
emission line between v and v+dv should be

given by

v) dv=Advf (1)

where A is a normalizing factor and the wave-

lengths are expressed in terms of velocity.

Since the inclination of the orbital plane, and

consequently of the opaque disk, has been assumed

to be different from 90 °, we observe only one half

of the emitting atoms, the other half being ob-

scured by the opa(lue disk. Of course, if the radius

of the opaque disk is not much larger than the

radius of the sphere in which thc emitting atoms

are confined, we can still see part of the other
half. Ilowcver, in a binary system like 3 Lyrae,

where the primary component is continuously and

energetically ejecting mass, the equatorial plane

must be populated with absorbing material even
outside the opaque disk. Perhaps the equatorial

plane outside the opaque disk is transparent to

continuous radiation, but the opacity at wave-
lengths insid'e spectral lines is most likely ap-

preciable. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume

that only the emitting atoms located on this side

of the obscuring disk impress their mark on the
photographic plates. Thus the limits in the inte-

gral in e(luafion (1) can be found easily in terms

of 0 or v. A simple geometrical consideration

shows that for 0<0<0j, where O_=½7r-i, the

integral extends from +=0 to _=27r. As 0 be-

comes greater and greater, the range of the inte-

gral diminish6s eontimmusly and finally vanishes

at 0 = ½7r+i. In this way we derive the broadening

function as follows:

I(v; V) dv=dv/V

I (v; V) dv = (dv/,rV) 17r--
t

(V cosO_<_v<V), (2)

cos_l[< 1lV_-v _)'_jj

(0<v<V cos01), (3)

r tan01 ]

I (v; V) dr= (dv/_rV) c°s-l[ (V_-_-_ 112J |

(--V cos0,<v<0). (4)

Figure 2 (A) illustrates the profile of this broaden-

ing function for V=I and cos0_=0.98, which

corresponds to an inclination of about 78°.5.

The broadening function just derived shows
the basi(: feature of the emission lines observed

in 3 Lyrae, namely, a positively shifted emission

peak superimposed on the broad background

emission (Sahade et al. 1(.)5(,)).

The previous calculation represents only an

oversimplified model for the formation of emission

lines. In reality, the emitting atoms do not fall

into the secondary component with the same

speed. The line profile given by equations (2)-(4)

should be further broadened by the nonuniformity

of falling speeds of emitting atoms.

Sinee the time for a particle of speed V to

travel a distance ds is ds/v, the distribution func-

tion of V should he l/V. If the c.utoff speeds at

both ends are V0 and nV0, respectively, where n
denotes a numerical factor greater than l, the

normalized distribution function of V will be

f(V) dV= (Inn) -_ dV/V, (5)

and the profile of emission will now be given by

y(v) dv=dvf l(v, V)f(V) dV. (6)

Evaluating the integral in equation (6) after

equations (2)-(4) have l)een substituted, we

obtain the final profile, which can be represented

in six intervals of v by six different expressions.

We have computed the profile with V0=l,

n=l.l, and cos0_=0.98 according to the six ex-

pressions and have presented the result in figure

2(B). The profile shows a broad feature and a
peak shifted toward the long wavelength, as

observed (ttouziaux, 1958). However, the com-

puted peak is not so high as the observed one.
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Sinceit wouldbeunreasonableto assumethat
n< 1.1 and since the predicted profile will have

an even lower peak if n > 1.1, we have to admit

that the simple model of a spherically symmetric

distribution of emitting atoms cannot quanti-

tatively explain the observed emission peak, al-
though it is adequate to account for the broad

emission feature that moves with the secondary

component.

To understand the emission peak, we should

remember that the infalling emitting atoms must

be more densely distributed near the plane of

the disk. It can be seen easily that this asymmetry

in distribution of emitting atoms tends to in-

crease the intensity of the emission peak.

According to our model, the shift of the emission

peak is always toward the long-wavelength side

and depends on the velocity of infalling atoms.

Since the shift persists in all phases, it reflects in

the shift of "_ velocity, as observed. The exact

value of the radial velocity corresponding to the

emission peak, however, depends on several

factors: (1) the motion of the secondary com-

ponent, (2) the velocity distribution of the falling

atoms, and (3) the deviation from spherical

symmetry. Consequently, its velocity variation

may not be a good measure of the orbital motion

of the secondary component. The radial velocity
estimated from the center of the broad emission

feature is not affected as sensitively by the second

factor, as can be seen from figure 2(B) ; but it is

difficult to measure its position in practice be-

cause of the absorption line or lines that cut
into it.

That the emission lines move in phase with the

secondary component suggests that the secondary

component is much smaller than its corresponding

lobe of the inner contact surface. Otherwise, there

will be no space in which to put the emitting

material. A natural deduction from this suggestion

is that the secondary is smaller but more massive

than the primary.

EVOLUTIONARY SIGNIFICANCE

Why should the primary component, which is

less massive and therefore evolves more slowly,
have reached the giant stage, while the more

massive secondary component is underluminous?

Sahade (1958; also see Struve, 1958) suggested
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that, as a result of more rapid evolution, the more

massive secondary component had already passed

the giant stage and had now assumed a position

on the H-R diagram below the main sequence.

In addition to Sahade's interpretation, we venture
to propose here two more possibilities for the

sake of further investigation.

1. The angular momentum of the prestellar
material that finally condensed to become the

secondary component may be extremely large

and therefore retard the process of its contrac-

tion, as a star had to dissipate the angular mo-

mentum first before successful contracti0_). Con-

sequently, the secondary component has, to

begin with, a long lag in evolution. The rotating

disk we have proposed, in order to explain various

observational results, may represent the remnant

of the prestellar gases of high angular momenta.

2. Originally the mass of the primary is larger

than the secondary. When the primary has

reached the giant or supergiant stage (e.g.,

Schwarzschild, 1958) and starts to eject mass

through the inner contact surface, the secondary

is still on the main sequence because of its rela-

tively slow rate of evolution. The ejected mass

of the primary falls into the secondary, as would

be expected. Since the primary is more massive

to begin with, a mass transfer in this way renders

the separation between the two components

smaller and smaller (Huang, 1963)--a process

which, when combined with the effect of change

in mass ratio of the two components , makes that
lobe of the inner contact surface around the pri-

mary shrink fast and therefore further enhances

the ejection of mass from the primary. For this

reason, the time scale of a close binary in this

mode of mass exchange is necessarily short; this

explains why _ Lyrae is an unusual object in the

galaxy. The shortening of the separation will stop

only when the masses of two components become

equal. After this point, a further transfer of mass

from the primary to the secondary will reverse

the trend and widen the separation. This is the

present situation of/3 Lyrae. Perhaps the absolute
dimension of the lobe of inner contact surface

around the primary does not change greatly at

this stage, as the effect of increase in separation

is compensated for by that of the change in mass

ratio. Therefore, according to our interpretation,
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the phase of drastic exchange of mass between the

two components is now over. Soon (astronomi-

cally) there will be no transfer of mass and con-

sequently no increase in period or widening of

separation. Actually, this tendency is already

shown incipiently in the equation of observed

times of light-minima (e.g., Sahade et al. 1959),

from which we can see that, while the third term

definitely indicates the increase in period with

time, the rate of increase is slowing down because

of the negative sign in the fourth time.

This kind of mechanism of mass exchange be-

tween the two components of a close binary was

first suggested by Crawford (1955) and by Kopal

(1955) for explaining the characteristic properties

of the Algol-type binaries, although Kopal (1959)

has since reversed his stand. For whatever merit

the mechanism has for explaining the Algol-type

binaries, we consider that this mechanism is

what is happening to B Lyrae right now.

Because of the mass accretion, the secondary

is perhaps in a stage of gravitational contraction

of the secreted mass and therefore is under-

luminous with respect to its present mass. This

explains, in addition to the obscuring disk, why

we do not observe light from the secondary even

during principal eclipse. However, when its

thermal state is adjusted to a level corresponding

to its new mass, it will become a main-sequence

star. Eventually it will evolve to the giant stage

and perhaps eject mass. A transfer of mass from

the secondary back to the primary will start a

new cycle of change in the period, as well as in

the separation, in the manner we have described.

Long before that, the secondary component

would be more luminous, and the names of pri-

mary and secondary components would have to

be interchanged in the astronomically not distant

future. Therefore, in _ Lyrae we obtain a situation

in which the brighter component always fills the

equipotential lobe and ejects mass toward the

fainter component.
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JEANS' CRITERION OF GRAVITATIONAL
INSTABILITY

SU-SHU HUANG

Goddard Space Flight Center

Five years after Newton had published his law

of gravitation, some one wrote him, asking

whether the gravitational force would account for
the condensation of matter into stars. In a letter

dated December 10, 1692, Newton replied*:

"It seems to me, that if the matter of our sun

and planets, and all the matter of the universe,

were evenly scattered throughout all the heavens,

and every particle had an innate gravity towards

all the rest, and the whole space throughout which

this matter was scattered, was finite, the matter

on the outside of this space would by its gravity
tend towards all the matter on the inside and

by consequence fall down into the middle of the

whole space, and there compose one great spherical

mass. But if the matter were evenly disposed

throughout an infinite space, it could never
convene into one mass; but some of it would

convene into one mass and some into another, so

as to make an infinite number of great masses,
scattered great distances from one to another

throughout all that infinite space. And thus might

the sun and fixed stars be formed, supposing the
matter were of a lucid nature."

Thus, Newton, by his physical insight antici-

pated theory of condensation of matter in the

universe more than two hundred years before

Jeans in 1902 gave an exact mathematical treat-

ment for the problem.

Jeans' treatment is a highly involved one and

we cannot reproduce it here. However, we may

describe the physical ideas underlying his mathe-

matical calculations and then see whether we may

derive his result without going too deeply into
mathematics.

*This letter is quoted in Jeans' well known popular

book, "The Universe Around Us," published by Cam-

bridge University Press, 1944 (4th ed.).
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Jeans considers an extended medium of gas

and examines what would happen if a wave of
disturbance should be created in this medium.

Now let us first recall our common experience.

When we throw a stone into a still pond of water,

a train of waves is produced by this disturbance.

When we strike a bell in a belfry, chime is heard

miles away. The disturbance--this time the vi-
bration of the bell--creates in the medium of air a

series of sound waves which carry the vibration

into a large distance.
The waves Jeans has considered in the extended

medium is nothing more than a kind of sound

waves. In physics we have learned that sound

waves are composed of alternative condensations

and rarefactions. A condensation holds together

temporarily a large amount of molecules in the

medium only to be dispersed again into a rare-

faction as the wave passes. Because of the mass

concentration the condensation exerts a higher

gravitational attraction on the neighboring par-

ticles than anywhere in the medium outside

condensations. In the ordinary sound waves this

excess in gravitational pull of a condensation is

infinitesimal and has absolutely no perceptible

effect. But when the same phenomenon happens

on a large scale, the gravitational force of the

condensations may become very important.

Now waves are measured by the wavelength.

In the case of sound waves, the wavelength is the

range covered by a condensation and a rarefaction,

which correspond respectively to a crest and a

trough in water waves. Hence the size of the

condensation increases with the wavelength. And
as the size of the condensation increases in-

definitely, a state will be reached such that the

mutual gravitational attractions among the

particles in the temporary condensation become
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sostrongthat theywill notdisperseafterwards.
Thecondensationsbecomepermanent.Whenthis
h_ppens,the extendedmediumis said to be
gravitationallyinstablebecauseit will not remain
asanextendedmedium.Insteadit will coagulate
into manybiglumpsof masses,asNewtonhas
envisaged.

From a long mathematicalanalysisJeans
derivedthatthecriticalwavelength,h0,ofdensity
fluctuationthat will causeinstability in an
extendedmediumisgivenby

_o2= _TV2'/3Gp

which is Jeans' criterion of gravitational in-

stability; any disturbance that has a wavelength

equal to or greater than k0 produces a collapse of
the extended medium into individual permanent

condensations. In the equation, p is the density

of the medium, V is the mean velocity of the

particles of which the medium is formed, 7 is the

ratio of specific heats which also depends upon the
nature of gas in the medium, and G is the usual

gravitational constant. The gas which pervades

interstellar space is dominantly composed of

atomic hydrogen, so _/may be set equal to 5/3.
The radius of a condensation is roughly equal to

one-half of the wavelength because, as we have

said, a condensation and a rarefaction together
stretch a complete wavelength. Therefore, ac-

cording to Jeans' criterion, the radius of per-

manent condensation, R, should satisfy the

following inequality,

R2>__0.44 V2/Gp in c.g.s, units.

Before we begin to discuss the consequences of

gravitational instability in an extended medium,

let us now examine whether we may obtain

Jeans' formula by some simple calculations.

Indeed if we look at the physical situation that

leads to condensations, we do find a simple way

for deriving Jeans' criterion.

Consider a spherical condensation of mass M

and radius R. What is the minimum velocity

that a particle on its surface nmst have in order to

escape from the condensation? This minimum

velocity is obviously what is known as the escape

velocity and is given by the well known expression

(2GM/R) 1/2. According to this expression the

escape velocity of the earth for example is 11

km/sec while that of the moon is 2.4 km/sec.

This explains why the moon cannot hold an

atmosphere. The velocities due to molecular

motion at temperatures existing on the surface of

the moon would be greater than its escape velocity

and all molecules would escape it even if it origi-

nally had an atmosphere.

Similarly, for the condensation we have dis-

cussed, the molecular velocity V must be smaller

than its escape velocity, if the condensation is

going to hold itself permanently. Otherwise the

entire condensation will evaporate away because

the condensation, unlike the solid body of the

moon, is composed completely of gaseous and

dust particles. Therefore from the present simple

consideration, the criterion of instability in the
extended medium should be

V2<_2GM/R

which is equivalent to

R2>0.12 V2/Gp in c.g.s, units,

if we remember that M=(47r/3)Rap. When we

compare the present inequality with Jeans'

original one, we have admitted that we did not

obtain exactly the same expression. However, the

two differ only in the numerical factor. The

radius itself derived in the present way is about

one half that given by Jeans. However, wc should
not be overconcerned with this difference in the

numerical factor. In problems such as the con-
densation in an extended medium we only expect

an answer in the order of magnitude and a nu-

merical factor of 2 does not make much difference

to our understanding of the problem. On the

other hand this simple derivation gives us a clear

concept of why an extended medium should
become instable.

We can now obtain an expression of the total

mass, M, of the condensation directly from

Jeans' original formula if we again make use of the

relation M=47rR3p/3. Instead of density, p,
astronomers often measure the mass concentration

in the interstellar medium in terms of the number,

N, of hydrogen atoms per Cln 3. This means that

the mass of N hydrogen atoms per cm a is equal

to the density but does not imply that all matter
in the medium is in the form of hydrogen atoms,
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althoughthey are indeedthe dominantcon-
stituent.ExpressingV now in km/sec we obtain

M = 2.73 X 104 V3/N 112solar mass

after the numerical factor has been evaluated. It

is interesting to note that M is inversely pro-

portional to N 1/2, because in the medium of a

small density it needs a large mass to hold the

constituent particles together permanently.

The density in interstellar media fluctuates

greatly from one region to another, ranging from

1 to well over 1000 hydrogen atoms per cm a.

There is evidence indicating that interstellar
matter is in a state of turbulent motion. In fact

such a turbulent motion may be regarded as the

cause of disturbance which leads to density waves

in the medium lust as the wind in the atmosphere

produces sound waves.
It is difficult to estimate the turbulent velocities

in the medium. On the other hand thermal

velocities of hydrogen atoms in the regions

remote from hot and luminous stars (i.e., in the

so-called H1 region) have been estimated to be

1-2 kin/see which corresponds roughly a tem-

perature between 10 ° to 100°K. In the accompany-

ing table we have listed the lower limit of M for

several possible combinations of V and N. From

the reasoning given before, V actually should

include turbulent velocity of the medium and will

assume a much higher value than what are given

in the table. Also, in the interstellar space near

hot and luminous stars where hydrogen atoms are

ionized (i.e., in the so-called HII region) thermal

velocities of hydrogen atoms are much higher.

Consequently the masses of condensations in the

TABLE 1.--Masses of Condensations in M Q According to
Jeans' Criterion of Instability

N in No. of H/cm 3

1 .........................

10 ........................

100 .......................

1000 ......................

V in km/sec

1 2

2.73X104 2.18X105
8.63X103 6.91X10*
2.73X10 s 2.18X104
8.63X10 * 6.91X10 a

interstellar space could be much greater than the
tabulated lower limit.

A close examination of the table leads us to

conclude that the first fragmentation of the

gaseous medium that was to become our Milky

Way system cannot be stars because the mass of

each condensation is too large. Considering the

huge amount of mass in each condensation we

would suggest that it represents a mass con-

glomeration which evolves to become a star
cluster.

Perhaps the globular cluster were first frag-

mented in this way from the general galactic
medium when the latter was still confined in a

spherical volume. The condensation resulting

from the first fragmentation will contract because

of the mutual gravitational forces among its parts.

As the condensation contracts, the density in-

creases. A second fragmentation following again

Jeans' mode of instability may occur in the

contracting condensation. Because of a large

density in it, the masses resulting from the

second condensation process will be small ac-

cording to the formula given before and may be

of the order of stellar masses. In this way stars

are formed in the clusters. However, astronomers'

opinions are divided as to whether the stars are

indeed fragmented according to Jeans' mode in

the second process.

While stars are being shaped in the globular

cluster, the molecules in the galactic mass suffer
numerous collisions thcmselves. Now if the matter

does not possess a net angular momentum, such

collisions would not affect the general shape of

the body. However, if there exists a net angular

momentum as does the primaeval galaxy, the

collisions would tend to modify gradually the

general form of the galaxy from a spherical to a

disk-like structure. This is due to the dissipation

of kinetic energy in the direction perpendicular

to the plane of rotation associated with the net

angular momentum. It can be easily seen if we

consider two streams of particles colliding in that
direction. Their velocities will neutralize each

other and the kinetic energy will be dissipated

away through radiation. But if the collisions take

place in the plane of rotation, the velocities of

particles cannot completely cancel each other

because the angular momentum has to be con-
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served.In thiswaytheverticalvelocitycompo-
nentsof particlesdecreasecontinuously.As a
resultthegaseouscondensationbecomesflattened
into a diskwhich is the galacticplane.Thus,
objectsin the galacticplanestill moverapidly
aroundthe centerof the galaxy.In the solar
neighborhoodthis rotationalvelocityis of the
orderof200kin/see,but theverticalcomponents
of their velocitiesare smallcomparedto this
value.Globularclustersandstarsalreadyformed
whentheprimaevalgalaxywasstill ofaspherical
form wouldnot collapseinto the diskbecause
theydonot collidefrequentlyamongthemselves
asthegaseousanddustparticlesdo.Unlessthey
collidebodilykineticenergycannotbedissipated
throughgravitationalinteractionalone,provided
that wedo notconsiderthedissipationthrough
gravitationalwaveswhich is exceedinglysmall
anywayif presentat all. Hencethe globular
clustersand other extremelypopulationII
objectsmaintain a substratumof spherical
distributionin thegalaxyto thisday.

Oncethe gaseousand dust particleshave
collapsedinto the galacticplane,the medium
will alsobecomeunstableaccordingto Jeans'
criterion.Perhapsthecondensationthusformed
arethoseinterstellarcloudsof whichwenowsee
plentyinthegalacticplane.Starsarethenformed
in thesecloudsfollowinga processwhichmayor
maynotberelatedto Jeans'modeof instability.
In anycasethegalacticclustersandassociations

areformedin theclouds.A nearbycloudcomplex
existsin theOrionregion,whichisrichinhotand
luminousstarsof spectraltypesO andB. Some
of the mostconspicuousnebulaein the sky in-
cludingthe famousemissionnebulain Orion
belongtothiscomplex.

That 0 and B stars are continuallybeing
formedin thecloudisnowbeyonddisputebecause
the0 andearlyB starswitha lifetimelessthan
l0syearson the mainsequencemustbenewly
formed.However,whethertheir formationis a
direct consequenceof Jeans'gravitationalin-
stabilityisnotcertain.

Many astronomersincludingJeanshimself
havealso suggested that galaxies themselves are

formed from fragmentation of the primaeval

medium in space according to Jeans' mode of

instability. This is of course precisely what was

conjectured by Newton in the letter we have

quoted in the beginning of this article. However,

how the galaxies were formed depend greatly on

the structure (or model) of the universe. Also, an

application of Jeans' criterion to the fragmenta-

tion of galaxies from the primaeval medium that

pervaded everywhere in the universe is com-

plicated by the fact that the universe is expanding.

Therefore the importance of Jeans' gravitational

instability in its astrophysical applications may

not be as ubiquitous as when Jeans first formu-
lated it. But it remains a fundamental con-

ception that every astronomer should remember.



MODES OF MASS EJECTION BY BINARY STARS AND
THE EFFECT ON THEIR ORBITAL PERIODS

SU-SHU HUANG

Goddard Space Flight Center

Three modes of mass ejection from one or both components of a binary system have been
idealized and their physical characteristics discussed, in order to predict their effect on the orbital
period of the system. Also, the consequence of synchronization of axial rotation of component stars
with their orbital revolution is examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

The observed period of an eclipsing binary is
defined as the time interval between two con-

secutive minima of light-variation. Thus, even

if the intrinsic period of the binary itself remains

invariable, the observed period can still undergo

periodic changes when other orbital elements,

such as the longitude of periastron, vary with

time (Tisserand, 1895; Kopal, 1959). The com-

plicated variations in the observed periods of

many eclipsing binaries may be due to this

mechanism. On the other hand, Wood (1950)

has suggested that the change in orbital period

may also be caused by ejection of mass. Indeed,

if the direction of ejection is at random, like the

prominence activities in the solar atmosphere, the

mass ejection over a long period of time would

statistically follow a spherically symmetric pat-

tern, However, in a relatively short interval the

ejection of mass may be more pronounced in the

direction of orbital motion of the component star
than in the reverse direction at one time and vice

versa at another time, resulting in a complicated

change in the orbital period. For this reason,
Wood's suggestion merits further study in our

search for the underlying reason for the change in

orbital periods of many eclipsing binaries, al-

though this opinion is not shared by some (e.g.,

Kopal, 1959).

Our interest in the mass variation of stars in a

binary system arises from the study of _ Lyrae.

Its period has been increasing since the earliest

record (Kopal, 1941), indicating no periodicity

in the variation. This result, combined with the

evidence derived from other empirical data

(Kuiper, 1941; Struve, 1941), led us to suggest

that the increase in period may be attributed to

the mass loss by one or both of the two com-

ponents stars (Huang, 1956). More recently, be-

cause of the change in our understanding as re-

gards the relative masses of the two components

of this peculiar system (Huang, 1962a; Woolf,

1962a), the increase in period may also be at-
tributed to the mass transfer from the less massive

but more luminous primary to the more massive

but less luminous secondary component (Woolf,

1962b).

The effect of mass ejection by one or both of

the components or of mass transfer from one to

the other on the orbit of the binary depends not

only upon the amount of mass lost or transferred

but also upon the mode in which the mass is

being lost or transferred. We propose here to
formulate a few idealized cases of the mass-loss

process and examine the effect on orbital period
in each idealized case.

The variations in period, P, in semimajor axis,

a, and in eccentricity, e, of the relative orbit in

terms of the variations in masses, ml and m2, of

the two components, in orbital angular momentum

per unit reduced mass of the system, h, and in
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the dynamical
reducedmass,
(Huang,1956):
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and

energyof the systemper unit
E, can be written as follows

ha h (ml--I-m2) hE

a ml+m: E ' (1)

,,hP h(m_+m:) 3 hiE

I' - rnl+m2 2 -El' (2)

e he h(rn_+m_) 1 hE _h
-- = (3)
l--e °" nh+m2 2 E h

Equations (1)-(3) are formal in nature because

they express the changes in ort)ital elements in

terms of the changes in E and h, both of which

depend critically on the mode of mass ejection or
mass transfer and are difficult to evaluate in

general except in the few idealized cases that will
be discussed below.

II. JEANS'S MODE

One of these idealized cases was first studied by

.leans (1924, 1925) and will hereafter he called

"Jeaus's mode of mass ejectiou." It assumes that

the mass of the component star decreases grad-

ually, leaving no reaction on the binary system

by this process. This assumption is realizable in
the loss of mass of a star in the form of radiation

as a result of the equivalence of energy and mass.

lndeed, this is what prompted Jeans to study this

mode. Since then it has been applied to cases

involving direct loss of mass (Iluang, 1956;

Bocrsma, 19(il). The physical circumstance of

actual mass ejection that may be approximated

t)y Jeans's mode must satisfy two conditions: (1)

the ejection of mass has a satistically spherical

symmetry and (2) the velocities of ejection must

be very high, for otherwise the ejected mass would

exert a strong a(:tion on the star and conse(lucntly
depart fi'om the underlying assumption of the

mode. Ac(,ordiug to these conditions, the loss of

mass resulting from a supernova explosion, as

proposed by Blaauw (19(il) for the origin of the

O- and B-type stars with high ve]ocities, and the

loss of mass by the ordinary novae (Ahncrt, 1959)
wouhl closely approximate this mode.

It can easily he shown (Iluang, 1956) that

Jeans's mode of ejection leads to

_h/h = 0

and

hE/E=2_(ml+rns)/(m_+m2), (4)

which immediately yields the following results

due originally to Jeans:

_a/a = -- h (miTre2) / (mlq-m2),

_P/ P = -- 2_ (rn_-k-m2) / (rn_ +m_),

and

e he/(1-e :) --0, (5)

when we substitute equations (4) in (1)-(3).

The parameters E and h, while convenient to

use under some circumstances, are not simple

physical quantities. We are more interested in the

dynamical energy and the angular momentum per

unit mass, denoted, respectively, by E0 and h0,
than those per unit reduced mass E and h. Since

Eo and E are simply related by

Eo = [rnlm_/ ( m_--km_) 2]E (6)

with a similar relation between h0 and h, we can

readily obtain the variations in E0 and h0 in

Jeans's mode of ejection as follows:

hho t$mlk_hm2 2h(rnl-{'-rn2)
h-_= ._, _ m,+m, ' (7)

hEo
_ hrnl+_m2. (8)

E0 n_l m2

Thus, in contradistinction to h, the angular mo-

mentum per unit mass changes in Jeans's mode.

If only one component is ejecting mass, we

may set hm2=(). It follows from equation (7)

that _ih0>0 if m_>m2 and hh_!<0 if m_<m_ be-

cause hm_ is negative. This result is self-evident,

as the ejection from the more massive component

carries away an angular momentum per unit

mass less than the average value and thus leaves

the remaining system a higher h0 than before.

In equation (8) we may note the dynamical

energy per unit mass of the system has increased

as a result of mass loss in Jeans's mode, since

negative 5nq, _irn2, and E, necessarily lead to a
positive hEo. Thus not only is energy supplied to

the ejected matter, but also the dynamical energy
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perunitmassof thebinarysystemhasincreased
astheresultofmassejection.

An extremecaseof Jeans'smodeof ejecting
matterfroma binarystaris that in whichthe
ejectiontakesplaceinstantaneouslyratherthan
continuously.If theejectedmassexceedsa cer-
tainamount,it wouldresultinacompletesepara-
tionof thetwocomponentstars,aswaspointed
outbyBlaauw(1961),whohasassumedacircular
orbit for thebinary.A generalizationto elliptical
orbit isstraightforwardandyieldstheresultthat
the two componentsof a binarysystemwill be-
cometwo singlestarsif the amountof ejected
mass,- A (miTre2), satisfies the following con-
dition:

-- A (ml+rn2) >_½(r/a) (mwbm2), (9)

where r represents the separation of the two stars
at the instant when the instantaneous mass

ejection, according to Jeans' mode, takes place.

It follows from relation (9) that, in order to dis-

sociate a binary, it is most favorable to have

mass ejection occur at or near the periastron and

least favorable at or near the apastron. Now

when the orbit is eccentric, the components

spend most of their time near the apastron. There-

fore, we would expect binaries with high ec-

centricities to be less likely to be dissociated in

this way.

III. SLOW MODE

While Jeans's mode represents one extreme of

mass loss with high velocities, the other extreme

of losing mass with slow velocities provide us with
the second idealized case that is tractable. When

the ejection velocities from the component stars

are low, the ejected matter will not be expected

to escape out of the binary system. Consequently,

the total angular momentum of the system will
be conserved, although the total dynamical energy

of the system can very either way, depending on

the manner in which the ejected matter flows in
in the system.

We may divide this mode into two cases: (1)

the mass ejected is falling back either to the

original star or to its compansion, and (2) the

particles ejected from the less massive component

form, after many collisions among themselves, a

rotating ring around the more massive component.

Perhaps the second case is observationally more

important than the first because we cannot di-

rectly observe the mass transfer from one to the

other, but many Algol-type variables are actually

found to have rotating rings around their more

massive components (Joy, 1942, 1947; also

Sahade, 1960).

Since we do not know the variation in E0 in

both cases of the slow mode of ejection, we

cannot determine _P/P (or _a/a) and e _e/(1-e 2)

simultaneously. However, this does not prevent

us from expressing _P/P in terms of _h/h and

e _e/(1--e_). By eliminating 5E/E from equations

(2) and (3) and expressing _h/h in terms of

_ho/ho, we obtain the following equation for the

change in orbital period:

/iP 4_(mwl-m_) [_ml _rn2\ , 6ho 3e _e

(10)

and a corresponding equation for _a/a.

The equations for _P/P and _a/a thus obtained

are quite general. Now, in the case of simple
mass transfer from one component to another,

the total mass and the total angular momentum

of the system must be conserved. Hence we have

_(m_+me)=O and _h0=0, (ll)

which, when substituted in equation (10), leads to

_P 3/m_--ml\_rnl 3e _e-- (12)P

For binaries of small eccentricities, the second

term in the right-hand side of equation (12) may

be neglected. Thus we arrive at the result that
a transfer of mass from the more massive com-

ponent to the less massive component (i.e.,

ml>rn_ and _ml<0) makes the period decrease

with time, and a transfer of mass in the reverse

direction (i.e., rn2>ml, _m_<O) results in an

increasing period.

In explaining the peculiar behavior of the 3

Lyrae system, we have suggested that the pri-

mary, which is less massive now, was originally
more massive (Huang, 1962b). The reversal of

relative massiveness between the two components

can be most efficiently realized by a direct transfer

from the primary to the secondary component.

That the period of 3 Lyrae increases constantly
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provides independent evidence that its primary

component that ejects gases is the less massive

one.

In accordanse with previous results (Huang,

1962a; Woolf, 1962a), we assume the mass of the

primary of B Lyrae to be 5m® and that of the

secondary 15m@. If we use the average value of

dP/dt of 9.38 seconds per year as the rate of in-

crease in period (e.g., Kopal, 1941), we find from

equation (12) that the rate of transfer of mass

from the primary to the secondary must be

dml/dt= -2.1X l0 -s mQ/year, (13)

in order to account for the observed rate of in-

crease in period. That the increase in period of

Lyrae is due to mass transfer from the primary to

the secondary was first mentioned by Woolf

(1962b).

On the other hand, if the primary ml is ejecting

mass according to Jeans's mode, we have

dml/dt= -8.4)<10 -_ mQ/year, (14)

which is equivalent to 5.3 X l021 gm/sec. From the

data obtainable from the spectroscopic observa-

tion, Struve (1958) has shown that the rate of

mass loss of the system cannot be considerably

greater than 4X102° gm/sec. Unless the mass is

dissipated mainly through corpuscular radiation--

a possibility that cannot be entirely ruled out--

we must again accept the conclusion that mass

is being transferred between the two components

of this peculiar system.

The second possibility of the slow mode of

ejection is the formation of a rotating ring around

the more massive component by the matter

ejected from the less massive component. Qualita-

tive arguments can be given to show that the

formation of a ring around the less massive com-

ponent due to ejection of the massive component

is unlikely (Huang, 1957).

The change in orbital elements as a result of

ring formation may be easily formulated under

some simplifying assumptions. Consequently, we

may suppose that, in the process of ring formation

around the more massive component, there is a

change only in orbital angular momentum but no

change in the total mass of the system, namely,

$(ml+m2)=0. If we assume, without loss of

generality, that the less massive m2 is ejecting

mass to form a ring rotating around ml in the

same sense as the binary motion, we have

_ho/ho = "r_ ( _m2/m2) ; (15)

where

"y1=[(ml+m2)al/mla(l--e2) ] tl2 (16)

and ai is the radius of the ring around m_. In

deriving equation (15), we have assumed that

the circular motion of the ring is under the gravi-

tational attraction of m_ alone. It follows from

equations (10) and (15) that

_P _m2. 3e_e

-k-:. m--?+i (17)

where

e, =3(7_--1 +_22). (18)

TABLE 1.--Values of a for Different Combinations of ai/a and m_/ml(e = O)

a_/a

0.2 ...............................

0.3 ...............................

0.4 ...............................

0.5 ...............................

0.6 ...............................

0.7 ...............................

0,8 ...............................

re#m1 = t

+0.14
+O. 51

+0.82
+0.10
+1.35
+1.57
+1.79

rod,n1 = t

--0.45

--O. lO

--0.19

+0.45
+0.68
+0.90
+1.10

m_/,n, = t

--0.75

--0.41
--0.13
+0.12

+0.35
+0.56
+ O. 75

mdm, =

--1.05

--0.73

--0.45
--0.21

+0.01
+0.21
+0.40

m#,m=_

--1.29
--0.98
--0.71
--0.48
--0.26
--0.07

+0.11
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The value of a, that enters into _1, according

to equation (16), depends on the amount of

angular momentum that the ej ected matter carries

away from m2, i.e., on the mode of ejection.

The value of a depends on the relative size of

the ring as compared with the semi-major axis

axis of the binary system, as well as the mass

ratio of the two components. Table 1 lists values
of a for a few combinations of ai/a and rn2/rnl

for the case e = 0. Those cases represented in the

lower left corner are not realistic, as the ejected

particles cannot form a stable ring under the

strong perturbation by m2 even if they possess

the necessary angular momentum for forming it.

The ejected matter will either escape or form a

ring around the entire system--a case that will
be discussed in the next section.

After we have excluded the cases entered in

the lower left corner of the table, we are still

left with values of a both positive and negative.

Thus formation of a ring around the more massive

component can change the orbital period in both

ways, but the change will, in general, be small.

IV. INTERMEDIATE MODE

By "intermediate mode" of ejecting mass from

a component of the binary system we mean that
the ejection velocities are large enough to over-

come the attraction of both components, so that

ejected particles are able to penetrate the inner

contact surface of the system (e.g., Kuiper, 1941).

As a result, the mass may either escape or form a

a ring rotating around the entire system. In the

first case we may express the change in orbital

period in terms of the ejected mass and the angular

momentum carried away with it. If he is the
angular momentum per unit mass that has

escaped from the system, we have

_ho he--ho (_(ml+rn2)
(19)

ho - ho ml+m2

Now, if he>ho, i.e., if the escaped matter,

-_(rn,+m2), carries away more than its average

share of angular momentum, then 6h0 will be

negative, as indeed one can see from equation

(19), since 6(m,+m2) is negative. On the other

hand, if h_ < h0, _h0 will be positive.

Substitution of equation (19) in equation (10)

will give the required formula for the change in

orbital period in terms of h,. However, the equa-

tion thus derived is only of a formal nature, since

we cannot estimate the value of he by any ob-
servational means.

The situation becomes more tractable if the

escaped particles form an observable ring around

the entire system. The ring, if it should be formed

at all, must be large compared with the binary

system itself, for otherwise it will not be stable

under the attraction of two revolving stars.

Hence, as a first approximation, the particles in

the ring may be regarded as moving under the

gravitational attraction of a mass mlA-rn2 located

at the center of mass of the system. Furthermore,

because of frequent collisions among particles

themselves, we may expect the ring to be circular.

If the ring is revolving around the center of

mass with radius, as, and in the same sense as the

binary motion, we obtain, for the angular mo-

mentum per unit mass of the ring,

h. = [G (mlWm2) ae] 112, (20)

which must come from the binary system itself.

Now, if the mass in the ring is -_(ma+m2), we

derive from equations (10), (19), and (20) the

following equation for the change in period:

_P= (l+33,2)_(ml+m2) /am1 _m_\ 3e <$e
P mlWm_ 3t-_-1 +-m--22)+ 1--_ '

where
(21)

(m,-f-m2) 2.[ a. -i1,2 (22)
_Vi= mlm2 [a(l_e2)J "

For binaries in circular motion, i.e., e=O, it

can be shown that 5P/P decreases if

(a,/a) >_ 1, (23)

which is, of course, true for all rings formed

around the entire system.

We should emphasize that the three modes of

mass ejection are introduced only as idealized

cases. The actual mode of mass ejection is most

likely a combination of these idealized modes,

since particles ejected from the component star

are expected to have wide ranges in velocity and

in angular momentum per unit mass. Even with

frequent collisions among themselves, it is hard

to imagine that they will completely equalize
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their velocitiesand therebyfollowany oneof
the threemodesdiscussedpreviously.Thus,in
thecaseof f_ Lyrae, we have concluded that the

increase in its orbital period is most likely due to

a transfer of mass from the primary to the second-

ary component. However, it should be noted
that it also develops a ring, or a shell, around the

entire system, as has been pointed out by Struve

(1941). Consequently, the _ Lyrae system is

losing mass in at least two different modes. How-

ever, since the period is increasing, the dominant
mode of mass ejection in the system probably
follows the slow mode.

V. COUPLING BETWEEN ORBITAL MOTION

AND AXIAL ROTATION

The finite size of component stars in a close

binary system gives rise to a number of dynamical

problems, such as the precession and nutation of

the components (Brouwer, 1946). In the present

section we shall consider only the problem of

coupling between orbital motion and axial rota-

tion in connection with mass ejection from the

component stars, since angular momentum may
be transferred from orbital motion to axial rota-

tion, and vice versa, through tidal interaction.

Complicated as the problem is quantitatively,
we (:an nevertheless understand it in a more or

less general way.

If the mass ejection occurs in a relatively short

time compared with the time scale over which

the tidal force produces an appreciable effect, the

orbital and rotational angular momenta may be

regarded as completely independent without any

kind of coupling. Consequently, all results derived

in the previous sections apply to this case. On

the other hand, if mass ejection from the com-

ponent star takes place over a period of time long

enough for the orbital motion and rotation to be

strongly coupled, we have the other extreme case

in which the two kinds of motion are perpetually

synchronized. Indeed, in most close binaries so

far observed, synchronization appears to be the

general rule (Swings, 1936; also Struve, ll)5()).
If axial rotation and orbital motion are syn-

chronized, wc may expect, as we shall assume in

the following discussion, that the rotational axes

of both components are perpendicular to the

orbital plane. With thi s assumption we can pro-

ceed to study the change in orbital period as a

result of synchronization.

We shall discuss it in the same sequence as we

have studied the non-interacting cases in the

previous three sections. However, Jeans's mode,

which imposes the condition _h = 0, automatically

fixes the amount of change in orbital angular

momentum in the process and consequently pre-

cludes any consideration of axial rotation. Hence

we have only to examine the remaining two modes.

In the first case of the slow mode, both total

mass and total angular momentum, _, of the

binary system are conserved. Since the latter is

is given by

U= (m, Tm2)h_T (27r/ P) (m_k_2-Fm2k_), (24)

where kx and ks are radii of gyration of the two

component stars, we have, in the case of mass

transfer from one to the other component, a

change in h0, due to the changes in P, rex, m2, k_,

and k2, given by

_ho/ho = ( A_T A2) ( _P/ P)

/ _ml _m2 _kl _k2\

--_kA ,--_I -I- A,--_2 + 2A ,-_I -k-2A ,z ), (25)

where

and

A,=[-(mlTmt)/m,(l--e_)'t_J(k,/a) 2 (26)

A_ = [-(m, Tm2) /ml ( 1 --e _) it2] (k_/a)_. (27)

The changes in k_ and k2 may be affected both by

the process of mass transfer and by internal

evolution of the star, such as in /_ Lyrae (e.g.,

Kopal, 1959).
Equation (24), when combined with equation

(10), leads to the following result:

(1 --3A,-3A2) (_SP/P)

_3/.l+A_|__ l+Al'X . 3e _ie
-- /_m,+ 1---_e_- \ m2 m_ / --

--6_At-_I+A2-_ ). (28)

If we eompare this equation with the corre-

sponding one in equation (12), we find that the

difference arises only from terms involving A_

and A2. First, we have the multiplying factor
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(1-3A1-3A2), whoseeffectis to increasethe
variationin periodascomparedwith the non-
couplingcasefor the sameamount of mass

transferred from one component to the other.

This is understandable, as a slight increase in P

(or a) makes rotation correspondingly slower as

a result of synchronization. Consequently, the

angular momentum is fed from rotation to orbital

motion to make the change in P greater than that

predicted in the non-coupling case.

Second, the term, 3[-(A2/m2)--(A1/ml)]_ml,

which may be expressed in the form

3 (ml+rn2) 2
mTm_mE (k#a) 2- (k,/a) ]6rnl,

results from the change in rotational angular
momentum as a result of transfer of mass. Thus,

if, let us say, kl > k2 and if mass is transferred from

rnl to m2, the condition of synchronization cuts

down the rotational angular momentum in favor

of orbital angular momentum. The net result is

to increase the period more than would be ex-

pected from the noncoupling ease, as is indeed

shown by this positive term.

It is simple to interpret the terms involving

_k_ and 51c2, since an increase in kl, k2, or both

will take angular momentum away from orbital

motion, in order to keep up the state of syn-

chronization and thereby reduce the period.

As regards the second case of slow mode in
which a rotating ring is formed around the more

massive component, we can similarly obtain the

following equation for determining _P/P:

(1 --3A1--3A2) (_P/P)

[a--3A2 3A1_ 3e _e [ _kl _k2\
=|--+_'l_m2+_-6l A1---[- A 2--l,

k m2 rrtl/ 1 --e \ kl k2/

(29)

which corresponds to equation (17) in the non-
interacting case.

In the intermediate mode, we have the varia-

tion in h0 given by an equation similar to equation
(19) but which now involves A_ and A2. This

equation, together with equation (10), leads to

an equation for _P/P which involves, among

other factors, h_, i.e., the angular momentum per

unit of escaped mass. If a rotating ring is formed

around the entire system, so that he may be esti-

mated, as in the previous section, the variation

in P may be expressed in the following equation:

(1--3A1--3A2) (_P/P) = (1 +3_,2)

_(ml+rn2) 3e _e
X --}--- -- 3 ( 1+ A 1) (_m,/m_)

ml+m2 1 --e 2

[ _kl _k2\

(SO)

which corresponds to equation (21) in the un-

coupled case.
Comparing the case of perpetual synchroniza-

tion with the case of no coupling [-i.e., eqs. (28),

(29), and (30) versus, respectively, eqs. (12),

(17), and (21)], we find that the difference be-

tween the two extremes of coupling in all cases
lies only in two factors: one is the multiplying

factor (1-3A1--3A2) and the other is an ad-

ditive term,

--3[A_ ( _ml/m_) + A2( _m#m2)

+2A_ ((_]Q/ki) + 2A2( _k#k2) ].

Thus the seriousness of the difference may be

seen from the magnitude of A1 and A2.
Let R_ and R2 be the radii of the two com-

ponents. Then the ratio k_/R1 or k2/R2 may be

calculated, once the stellar model is assumed.

At the same time, the ratios R_/a and R2/a may

be obtained from photometric data. Therefore,
(kl/a) 2 and (k2/a) _ can be estimated. If the mass

ratio of the binary is also known, we can compute

AI and A2. Let us now examine the values of A_

and A_ for a few well-known binaries.

Without doubt the most important case of

synchronization is the group of binaries of W

Ursae Majoris type, because they are probably in

physical contact and must be synchronized in
rotation and orbital motion (e.g., Struve, 1950).

For this type of star we may roughly set m_ = m2
and use the values of (k/R)2=O.065 computed

from a solar model (Motz, 1953), for both com-

ponents. The value of R/a may be set to _ for

both components because they are in contact.
In this way we find that A1 and A_ are approxi-

mately equal to 0.025. Hence the correction factor
due to synchronization is quite appreciable.

In the case of the Algol-type binaries, the dif-

ference in 5P/P as predicted from the two extreme
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cases of coupling is slightly smaller. In the case of

Algol itself, we have Ri/a = 0.23 and R2/a = 0.24.

If we take the solar value for (kl/R1) _ of the main-

sequence primary component and a value of 0.012

(Motz, 1952) corresponding to a giant for

(k2/R2) 2 of the subgiant secondary component,

we have Al=0.021 and A2=0.0007 if we adopt

a mass ratio ml/m3=5 (Meltzer, ]957). There-

fore, for Algol and, in general, for systems like it,

As may be neglected. However, A_ is large enough

to make the results in the coupled case signifi-

cantly different from those in the uncoupled one.

If axial rotation and orbital motion are neither

completely coupled nor completely independent,

the problem becomes much more difficult be-

cause then a satisfactory treatment must take

into account the time scale of mass ejection, as

well as that of momentum transfer between the

two kinds of motion. Formally, however, we may

treat the problem by assuming that only a part

of the angular momentum of axial rotation is

coupled to orbital motion and use the following

interpolation formula:

(ml-l-m2) how ( 27rc / P ) (mlk12-t-m2k22)

in place of the total angular momentum given

by equation (24). tlere c is a parameter that is

connected with the degree of coupling. Thus c = 0

for the case of no coupling (secs. II-IV) and c = 1

for the case of synchronization. Intermediate

coupling may be expected to give values of c

between these two limits. The variation in orbital

period may now be simply obtained by multiply-

ing every A_ and As by c in the resulting equations

for _P/P.
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RECENT ADVANCES CONCERNING THE EARLY i
HISTORY OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

SU-SHU HUANG

Goddard Space Flight Center

The universe may be in a steady state as some

cosmologists assert or it may be evolving as others

are convinced; but there is very little doubt that

chemical elements heavier than hydrogen were

"cooked" inside stars. Therefore it may be reason-

ably assumed that in the very beginning our

galaxy was formed primarily of hydrogen with

little of heavier elements as they were yet to be

formed in the stars. Consequently the first gen-

eration stars formed in our galaxy some 10 billion

years or more ago were also made up originally of
pure hydrogen.

As a result of energy loss through radiation at
the surface, a star will contract if there is no other

energy source inside the star besides the grav-
itational one. The contraction of the star releases

the gravitational energy which supplies the

energy that is lost at the surface and also raises

the thermal energy content in the interior. Hence

the internal temperature of the star steadily
increases as it contracts until it becomes so hot

(10 T °K) that nuclear burning of hydrogen takes

place in the central core.
The onset of thermonuclear reactions of con-

verting hydrogen into helium inside the star

arrests its gravitational contraction because now

the energy released from nuclear reactions

compensates completely the energy radiated away.
This characterizes the main-sequence stage of

stars. While this stationary state with a complete
energy balance will last a very long time because

of the prodigious reservoir of nuclear energy, the
latter is nevertheless not limitless. Eventually

the hydrogen in the central core will be exhausted,
leaving only helium in it.

The helium does not enter into thermonuclear

71

reactions at the temperature at which hydrogen

is "burning." The reason for this lies in the

different electric charges that hydrogen and

helium nuclei carry. In order to find two atomic

nuclei to enter a nuclear reaction, they must first

be brought close together. Now all nuclei are

positively charged and consequently repulse each

other with a force proportional to their charges.

To ensure nuclear reactions the physicist in the

laboratory bombards one species of reacting

nuclei with another of high speeds out of an

accelerator. The high speed is to overcome the

electrostatic force of repulsion so that the bom-

barding nuclei can penetrate the bombarded ones.

In the stars no physicists are there to accelerate

the nuclei. How could the nuclei be brought to-

gether to ensure reactions? It is thermal velocities

that are responsible for overcoming the electro-

static repulsion. This is why the nuclear rcactions
in stars are called thermonuclear. Now the helium

nuclei are doubly charged and exert stronger

repulsive forces among themselves than do the

hydrogen nuclei which are only singly charged.

As a result higher velocities, and consequently in

the case of stars, higher temperatures, are needed
before helium nuclei enter into reaction than those

required in the hydrogen "burning."

Therefore after the exhaustion of hydrogen in

the central core, the nuclear flame will spread

from the hydrogen-depleted core out to where

hydrogen is still rich. Since the central core now

has no nuclear energy source, it again contracts
as the gravitational contraction is the natural

tendency of a self-gravitating system. The

gravitational energy released in the core will

heat the helium core and raise its temperature to
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wherehelium beginsto enter thermonuclear
_'eactions(108°K). The net result of nuclear

burning of "helium" is to convert helium to stable

carbon. Thus, the elements that lie between helium
and carbon in the periodic table are bypassed by

helium "burning." But other species of atomic

nuclei, it is now believed, call all be produced in

successive stages of thermonuclear reactions that

are taking place in the star as its temperature
increases.

It first appears that formation of heavy ele-

ments should have nothing to do with thc heavy

elements that are now found in thc solar system,

especially in the terrestrial planets. Actually most

elements heavier than hydrogen that constitute

our planet and even our owls bodies were manu-

factured in the stars in the maturer we have just
described. This is because at the late stage of

stellar evolution when the temperatures reaches

several billion degrees, the star will collapse. The

physical reasons of stellar collapse at the late

stage are too long to be described here. Sufticc it

to say that it is the result of a rapid loss in one

form or another, of thermal energy of the star.

A rapid loss of energy reduces the central pressure

and upsets the pressure balan(,e that is necessary
to maintain a stable star. The result is an in-

evitable stellar collapse. Some astronomers very

wittily compare the rapid energy loss in a star at
this stage to a sudd(_n wave of withdrawal of

money from a t)ank, since both lead to catastrophe
of no small degree.

When the central region of the star collapses, its

outer part falls catastrophically inward as a

cosmic avalanche, releasing a large amount of

energy which causes the temperature of the
infalling material to rise rapidly. The rise of

temperature accelerates the thermonuclear re-

actions which in turn leads to a rapid release of
nuclear energy. According to calculations such a

cyclic process of temperature increase and energy

release takes only a second or two before energy

generated becomes so huge that a catastrophic
explosion has to occur in the star. This kind of

stellar explosion has indeed been observed in the

supernova outbursts.

This violent event practically turns the star

inside out and spreads all its heavy elements
formed in its long history of evolution into space.

In this way, the interstellar medium is continually

enriched by chemical elements other than the

primeval hydrogen. When the next generation of

stars are formed from the interstellar clouds they

will no longer be composed solely of hydrogen

even at the very beginning of their existence.

They will contain traces of heavy elements from

the debris of the first-generation stars. Now

except this difference in the original composition,

the second generation stars will evolve along the

path taken by the first generation stars. That is

to say that more nuclear species heavier than pro-

ton will be formed by nuclear processes in the

stars and spread in the interstellar mcdia after

explosion. In this way as more and more stars

pass through the cycle of their life, more and
more helium and heavier elements will be mixed

in the interstellar clouds.

At this point it may be of interest to note
that if we should like to use the word "evolution"

in the same sense as geneticists use it in biological

evolution, it is this change in the chemical

compositions of the newly born stars from gen-

eration to generation that really characterizes

evolution of stellar species, while stellar evolution

in the sense we astrophysicists ordinarily luean

should be called stellar growth and decay.

The enrichment of interstellar clouds t)y heavy

elements through stellar explosion is not an idle

speculation but has a sound support from obser-
vations. For it is now a well known fact of obser-

vation that there is a definite metal deficiency in

the Population II stars which were formed in the

early stage of our galaxy as compared with the

Population I stars which have been forlned only

recently after cons of enrichment of heavy ele-
ments in the medium from which these new stars

are formed.

Our solar system, formed smnc 4.5 billion years

ago, must have been formed after many gener-

ations of stars explodcd and spread their debris of

heavy elements in the medium from which our

solar system was emerged. Therefore there was a

great deal of heavy elements in the day of its
formation. Some of these heavy elements have
found themselves in the earth and other terres-

trial planets, in asteroids and meteorites and in

comets and interplanetary grains. These of course
are all old stories well known among astrophys-
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icists who have an interest in the origin of the solar

system. But recently a very interesting paper has

been published by W. A. Fowler, J. Greenstein,

and F. Hoyle of California Institute of Technology

in Geophysical J. of RAS (5, 148-220, 1962) that

throws new light on the early history of the solar

system. It concerns the abundances of the nuclei

of the isotopes D 2, Li 6, Li 7, Be 9, B 1°, and B n.

By the process of nucleosynthesis in stellar

interiors as briefly described earlier in this

article, it is very difficult to explain the presence

of these nuclei. In the process of hydrogen

"burning" in the main-sequence stars, D 2 is

produced in equilibrium abundance in a ratio

D_/H 1 in the order of 10 -17 which is many orders of

magnitude smaller than the 1.5X10 -4 found on

the earth. Also, the isotopes of Li, Be, and B are

bypassed in the nuclear synthesis in the stars by

the formation of C 12 from helium nuclei, as we

have mentioned before. Even if they were formed

by some unknown mechanism, they would still

be rapidly destroyed in stars by nuclear reactions

before and at the stage of hydrogen burning. Thus,

Fowler and Burbidges suggested several years

ago that these nuclear species are obtained in

nuclear reactions of a nonthermonuclear character

at the stellar surface. However the paper by

Fowler, Greenstein, and Hoyle mentioned before

gives a more definite scheme of production of these

species and derives interesting results as regards

the early history of the solar system from an

investigation of their abundances.

Fowler, Greenstein, and Hoyle (hereafter

Fowler et al.) assumed strong electromagnetic

activities at the surface of the primeval sun.

Particles, mainly protons, are accelerated by

these activities to high energies. According to

them, the formation of Li, Be, B can be obtained

in the spallation process by these high-energy,

nonthermal particles in interaction with rela-

tively cool, moderate density material. Spallation

is a kind of high-energy nuclear reaction that

releases a large number of protons and neutrons.

The protons and neutrons may be ejected, as the

result of the reaction, individually or combined

in the form of a-particles or even heavier nuclei.

Thus, D, Li, Be, B and other nuclei may be

ejected or remain as residues. In both cases they

are said to be spallation products. That these

TABLE 1.--Abundances and Cross Sections (Taken from

W. A. Fowler, Science, 135, 1037, 1962)

Isotope

n 1 ............

D 2 ............

Li s............

Li T............

Be 9...........

B lo ............

B 11 ............

Meteoritic or tero

i restrial abundance*

4)<103

0.6

7.4

92.6

20.0

4.5

19.5

Spallation products

(cross section in

mbarn**)

100

15

15

11

38

11

*Based on the scale Si = 10 6.
**Millibarns = 10 -27 cm _.

nuclei can be formed in this way has been amply

demonstrated by the production of them by

spallation of heavy nuclei in cosmic radiation and

in high-energy laboratories.

For reasons that will be explained later the

relevant spallation in the solar nebula occurred

in an intermediate stage of the formation of

terrestrial planets, namely after the planetary

material had separated from the sun but before

the planets themselves have been formed. It is

assumed that solid condensations (planetesimals)

were imbedded in a gaseous medium and were

revolving around the sun. They were bombarded

by high-energy particles, mainly protons, from

the sun, producing these light elements as spall-

ation products on their sur_e layers. The

planetesimals will eventually coalesce to become

the planets and the parent bodies of the mete-

orites.

Doubtless the high-energy particles generated

on the surface of the young sun must have pro-

duced spallation products of Li, etc., in its own

atmosphere. Thus, the fact discovered by Bonsack

and Greenstein recently that Li is unusually

abundant in the atmospheres of T Tauri stars

gives a strong support to this theory of element

formation, since T Tauri stars, just as the prim-

itive sun, are stars still in the stage of gravitational

contraction that leads to the main sequence.

Let us now consider clues to the early history

of the solar system as derived by Fowler et al.

table 1, which is taken from Fowler's paper in
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Science (135, 1037, 1962), gives a comparison
between the observed abundances and cross

sections of spallation yields of the nuclear species
concerned. The meteoritic or terrestrial abun-

dances are listed in the second column according

to the scale with Si = 106. Cross sections of spaU-

ation products are given in colunm 3 which should

represent the relative yields of various nuclear

species in spallation. When we compare the

second and third column it can be easily seen that

the two do not run in proportion as we would

expect if spallation is the only reaction that

involves these nuclei. The even-A isotopes Li 8
and B 1°are very low in abundance relative to the

odd-A isotopes Li 7, Be 9, and B n. This, according

to Fowler et al., is due to the fact that nuclei

were subjected to slow neutron reactions simul-

taneously with the process of spallation. The

even-A isotopes Li 6 and B I° have large cross

sections to capture neutrons at low energy levels

and thereby their abundances are lowered. On the

other hand the odd-A isotopes Li 7, Be 9, and B 11

do not react with neutrons at low energy; their

abundances are not affected by thermal neutrons

(i.e., neutrons at thermal velocities). This is a

very convincing explanation for the discrepancy

between the actual abundances and spallation

cross sections, since neutrons are produced in the

spallation processes in abundance.
From these considerations Fowler et al. are

able to compute the neutron flux at the time when

these light elements were formed as spallation

products. The physical basis for this kind of

calculation is easy to see. Let us take the case

of B 1°and B _I. As we have said before, the abun-

dance of B _l is not affected by the presence of

neutrons while that of B TM depends upon them.
Therefore the ratio of the abundances of these

two isotopes must be determined by the neutron

flux times the time interval that B _° is exposed to

neutron flux. In this way they derived a neutron

flux of 1.3X10 _ neutrons per cm 2 per second if

the time of spallation activity is taken to be l0 T

years. The flux will bc higher if time is shorter than

the assumed value because it is the product of the

flux and time interval that is determined by
calculation.

With this value of neutron flux, the Caltech

scientists went on to compute the formation of

deuterons as a result of capture of neutrons by

protons. By the capture process as well as by

direct production of deuterons in spallation they

found an abundance ratio of D2/H 1 in the ir-
radiated material ten times the terrestrial value.

This result points to the fact that only about 10_

of the terrestrial material have been irradiated by

thermal neutrons. Indeed this must be the case,

for otherwise nuclear species with large cross

sections for neutron capture such as Gd _57would

have practically disappeared from the terrestrial
material.

If only 10% of the terrestrial material has been

irradiated by thermal neutrons, it is most likely

that only the outer layers of the solid bodies
formed by the material have been exposed to
neutron flux.

Now, it can be found from the geometrical cross

section for the nuclei in the planetesimals that the

mean free path of high-energy protons is about

40 cm. Therefore if the bodies are spherical in

shape we may take the outermost spherical shell

of 40 cm in thickness as containing the material

that has been irradiated by high-energy protons

and subsequently by thermal neutrons. The

condition that the mass in this shell is about 10¢_

of the total mass of the spherical body gives

direetly the radius of the sphere to be about l0
meters.

On the other hand we may also argue that the

radii of condensations at the time of spallation

might vary over a wide range of values. Then the

large bodies of asteroidal sizes such as suggested

by R. A. Fish, G. G. Goles, and E. Anders of the

University of Chicago would have suffered

practically little effect percentagewise of spallation
while bodies of radii less than l0 meters would

have received its full share, making the over-all

effect of irradiation at 10%. For this reason the
value of about 10 meters as derived by Fowler

et al. means only a sort of average value. What is

sure from this study is that spallation took place

after condensations had appeared in the solar
nebula.

Fish, Goles and Anders further examined the

energy for physical and chemical processing in the

meteorites. They concluded that olfly extinct

radioactivity seems to meet all requirements as

the energy source and cited an example of A1_6
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whichhasa meanlife timeof 106years.Because
of theshortlife timeof thoseextinctradioactive
elementsit is evidentthat the parentbodiesof
the meteoritesmust haveaccreted within 10

million years after the nucleogenesis that pro-
duced these elements.

Other extinct radioactive nuclear species are

p29 (j. H. Reynolds of Berkeley) and Pd 1°7

(V. R. Murthy of La Jolla). They have mean life

times of 2.5)<107 and 107 years respectively.
We have reasons to believe that both were

present in some meteorites. Indeed Reynolds
found that the Richardton stone meteorite is

heavily enriched in Xe m which is the decay

product of Im. All these examples show that
the time from the nucleosynthesis to the for-

mation of the parent bodies of meteorites could

not have exceeded 106 to 10 s years. In a longer
time than these values these short-lived radio-

active nuclides would have all decayed.

This short timescale for the formation raises a

very serious difficulty as to how the parent bodies

could have been formed so quickly. According to

the theory of Fowler et al. the difficulty can be

easily explained since it is assumed that I _29,

Pd 1°7and AF 6, like Li, Be, etc. were directly formed

in the parent bodies of terrestrial planets and
meteorites.

It is doubtless that hydrogen was present during

the synthesis of terrestrial deuterium, lithium,

beryllium and boron. In the first place, the

hydrogen is effective in bringing neutrons to

thermal velocities by collisions. Also, the for-

mation of deuterium requires the presence of

hydrogen to capture neutrons. On the other hand

hydrogen could not be as abundant as in its

natural cosmic proportion. For if so, hydrogen
would have captured all neutrons, leaving nothing

for Li 6 and B TM. This would contradict the fact

that Li 6 and B 1° are much less abundant than

Li 7 and B n as shown in table 1. A quantitative

examination by Fowler et al. indicates a hydrogen
content of HI=8X106 on the Si=10 6 base. On

the same scale, H 1= 3.2 X 10 TMin the sun and H 1=

4)< 103 on the earth at present. Therefore at the

time when Li and other light elements were

formed as spallation products, hydrogen was less
abundant than it is in the sun but more abundant

than it is on the earth.

From this consideration, Fowler et al. have
concluded that the material that was to form the

terrestrial planets had been irradiated by high-

energy particles from the sun at the time when the

material, in its course toward the formation of

terrestrial planets, had nearly, but not yet com-

pletely separated from hydrogen. This shows that
the terrestrial planets have not evolved by dissi-

pation of hydrogen from very large protoplanets
in which hydrogen was present originally in the

same proportion as it was in the young sun. These
conclusions agree with the results from other

considerations (chemical and geophysical) that

have been summarized in "The Planets" by Urey

for example.

Fowler et al. further pointed out that H = 8 X 106

is close to twice the present value for terrestrial

oxygen (O = 3.5 X 106). It could indicate that

hydrogen and oxygen were trapped in the chemical

combination of H20, presumably as ice, in the

primitive planetesimals.

At about the same time nuclear clues were

being sought for the formation of terrestrial

planets, C. Hayashi of Kyoto University, during

his stay at the Goddard Space Flight Center,

studied the pre-main sequence evolution of stars

in general and of the sun in particular. He has

pointed out that the photospheric boundary
condition must play an important role in pre-main

sequence stars. As a result of this consideration

he found that in the early phases of contraction,

the star must be completely convective and its

luminosity higher than that derived from radiative

equilibrium, although the final approach to the

main sequence still follows the models calculated

some years ago by Henyey, LeLevier, and Levee.

Because of the high luminosity the rate of gravi-

tational contraction takes place more rapidly

than we thought previously and the time scale of

contraction is greatly shortened.

Not only does Hayashi's theory of pre-main

sequence stars have a sound theoretical basis, it

also explains several observational facts. One of
them is connected with the abundance of nuclear

species. It has long been known that Li is depleted

in the sun while beryllium has a normal abun-

dance. This indeed was a very puzzling fact. Now

according to Hayashi's calculation the maximum

temperature at the bottom of the convective
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regionin the contractingsunis just enoughto
destroyLi bynuclearreactionsbutsomewhattoo
lowtodestroyBe.

Hayashi'sclassicalworkshaveinducedmany
astrophysiciststo turn their interestto theearly
stagesofstarsandthesun.Oneofthemorerecent
worksof sucha natureis by J. Faulkner,K.
Griffiths,andF. Hoyleof CambridgeUniversity,
whichis publishedin the recentissueof M.N.
(126,1,1963).

Aswehaveseenearlierill thisarticle,Fowler
et al. requirenuclearactivitiesarising from
thermalneutronsproducedin the spallation
process.Now Faulkneret al. observedthat
thermalizationof neutronsseemto requirethe
presenceof hydrogen,not in gaseousformbut in
condensedform. Also, there is evidencethat
condensedwateris indeedpresentin all meteor-
ites.In factFowleretal.alsosuggestediceto be
presentinplanetesimals.Nowif all theactivities
from the spallationto the formationof the
terrestrialplanetswere taking place ill the
contractingphaseofthesunandif thesunat that
stagewasasluminousasispredictedbyHayashi,
it wouldhardlybepossibleat thedistanceof one
to threeastronomicalunitsfromthe sunfor the
condensationof waterfrom the gaseousphase.

Faulkneret al. regardthis discrepancyvery
seriousandgo on to exalnincHayashi'sresult
critically.Theydrawa list of factorsthat were
not includedin the workof Hayashiand R.
HSshirelatingto contractingstars.Someofthese
factorsconcernthemathematicalapproximation,
whileotherswith improvementof opacity.When
these factorsare improvedand calculations
made,theyhavefoundthat Hayashi'sessential
resultstill holdswithonlyasmallchangein the

evolutionarytrackof thestar on the H-R dia-
gram.ThereforeFaulkneret al. considerthe
conflictbetweenHayashi'seffectandtherequire-
mentof watercondensationin the regionnow
occupiedby terrestrialplanetsunsolvedand
suggestthat the presenceof a strongmagnetic
fieldin the star maysuppressthe efficiencyof
convectionandtherebyreducetheluminosity.If
so,the behaviorof theearlysunwasinherently
differentfromthat ofstarsofapproximatelysolar
massnowobservedin the youngclusters.This
suggestionmay havesomeappealfor further
investigationbut isnot tooconvincingasof now.

Actually,insteadof theviewtakenbyFaulkner
et al. whochallengeHayashi'sresult,we may
look at this conflict in a different light. The solar

nebula may be opaque enough to ensure a low

temperature at places where the terrestrial

planets are now making their periodic revolution.

Indeed, according to E. Opik of the University of

Maryland and more recently to B. Donn of

Goddard Space Flight Center, and G. W. Sears,

of the Molecular Physics Laboratory at Rochester,

N.Y., shielding of solar radiation by grains is

very effective to lower the temperature in the

solar nel)ula. Thus, while the sun might shine

brightly in its early phase of evolution as Hayashi

predicted, water could still I)e condensed from the

gaseous phase to the liquid and even to solid

phase in the regions of terrestrial planets. There-

fore, contrary to Faulkner et al., we would con-

clude that the two investigations--the one by

Fowler et al. on nuclear clues and the other by

Hayashi on the solar history--have no basic

conflict. In fact they represent two of the most

significant advances in our understanding of the
origin of the solar system in recent years.



TRANSFER OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM BETWEEN
EJECTED PARTICLES AND THE BINARY SYSTEM

SU-SHU HUANG

Goddard Space Flight Center

Transfer of angular momentum between the ejected particle and the binary system itself has
been studied numerically in the framework of the restricted three-body problem and the general
behavior of such transfer for particles of high velocities of ejection is elucidated. Tables are given
for the angular momentum that will be carried away to infinity under various initial conditions of
ejection.

In the previous paper (Huang 1963) we have

seen that the change in orbital period of a close

binary system as a result of mass ejection by its

components depends greatly on the angular mo-

mentum per unit mass, he, of the escaped particles.

Therefore, it is important to know how much

angular momentum is carried away per unit mass

under any given initial condition. It is the purpose

of this note to give, by numerical computation,

some ideas about the behavior of angular-momen-

tum transfer between the ejected particles and
the binary system itself and to show that he of

a particle at infinity, denoted by h .... may be
obtained for a given set of initial conditions by

integrating the equations of motion of the particle
over a relatively short period of time. All symbols

used here have the same meanings as in the

previous paper unless otherwise stated.

Since we are interested only in close binaries,

it is permissible to set e = 0. Then the equations
of motion become identical with those in the

restricted three-body problem. In this paper we

shall investigate the transfer of angular momen-

tum by the use of these equations.

Several authors, including Kuiper (1941),

Kopal (1956, 1957), and Mrs. Gould (1957, 1959),

have derived many orbits for gaseous particles

in a close binary system from the solutions of

the restricted three-body problem. One disad-

vantage of this kind of calculation is that it is
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impossible to compute the orbits and plot them

for all conveivable initial conditions. Also, even

if they were all plotted, it is difficult, if not im-

possible, to derive from these highly complicated

and seemingly irregular orbits much information

that may throw some light on the actual motion

of gaseous particles in the system. Worst of all,

such an approach necessarily neglects the col-

lisions of particles themselves, although collisions

cannot be neglected in this case (Pendergast,

1960). Consequently, with only a few exceptions,

direct integration of the equations of motion has

yielded few results of any great physical signi-

ficance. However, as we shall see, useful informa-
tion can be obtained by investigating the angular

momentum of the particle as a function of time.
Let us (:hoose a co-ordinate system (x, y)

rotating with the circular motion of the binary
stars around the center of mass of the system.

Furthermore, we take the total mass of the system

as the unit of mass, the separation between the

two components as the unit of length, and l/(27r)

of the orbital period as the unit of time. Thus, if

denotes the mass of one component that is

located at (l-it, 0), the other component will

have mass 1--1* and be located at (--_, 0) in the

rotating co-ordinate system.

The equations of motion ('an then be written

in a dimensionless form (e.g., Moulton, 1914),

which will not be given here. The angular mo-
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mentumperunit massi,J_thepresentsystemof
units,he, is now given by

he=x(dy/dl) --y(dx/dt) +x2+y _. (1)

From the equations of motion, we can easily
show that

( xx,
h,-- t0 r3 ([ --_,- rE r_]J

--[1 (2xx, x,2\-]-3/2]_--(u2 _)J I dr' (2)

where r2=x2_y 2 and xl=-# and x2=l-_.

When the third body is far away from the

system, the changes in x and in y are dominantly
due to rotation of the co-ordinate system. There-

fore, we may write as a first approximation,

x=r cost, y=-r sint. (3)

If we substitute x and y given by equations (3)

in equation (2), we find that he assumes the

following form:

ft t dtf(r, cost).
sint

0

If we regard r as constant, the integral vanishes

when we integrate over a complete period of the

binary motion, i.e., from t=to to t=to+2_. Thus

we derive the conclusion that no net angular

momentum is transferred in a physically signifi-

cant degree over a period when the particle is

far away from the system.

If we expand the expressions in the square

brackets in the integrand of the integral in equa-

tion (2) in terms of l/r, and take only the first

term, we obtain

he - 3_ (1 -u) (cos2t0- cos2t), (4)
4r 3

if we again make use of equations (3) and set r

as constant during integration. Thus the angular

momentum of the particle at any moment follows

a double sinusoidal curve of decreasing amplitude
as r increases. The curve has maxima at x=0

and minima at y=0. Results of actual computa-

tions completely verify this prediction, which is

based on our approximate calculation. In figure l
we have illustrated for t>7.2 the variation of

angular momentum of the third body ejected

from one of the components under the initial
conditions

x=0.85, y=O, dx/dt=4, and dy/dt=O,

with _= 0.3. This kind of fluctuation in angular

momentum is common to all particles that are

escaping to infinity with reasonable speeds. Since

the angular momentum which a particle under a

given set of initial conditions will possess at in-

finity can be calculated, we now have only one
value instead of an endless orbit to associate with

a given set of initial conditions.

Another advantage of treating the angular mo-
mentum instead of the orbit itself comes from the

consideration of collisions. In the case of the

orbital method, a collision between two particles
transforms the orbits to two completely dif-

ferent orbits. We can predict nothing about the
behavior of the orbits before and after the col-

lision. It is for this reason that the orbit approach

faces its greatest weakness in treating the motion

of gas in close binaries.

The situation becomes quite different when we

use the angular-momentum approach because a

definite relation exists that links the dynamical

state of particles before and after collision. The

total angular momentum of colliding particles is

conserved in the process of collision. If many

particles are involved in collision, the net result

of interchange in angular momentum among the

colliding particles tends to equalize the angular

momenta of individual particles. Thus the chaotic

motion of particles will turn more or less into

streams. This is why gaseous rings can be formed

by ejected matter. The angular momentum per

unit mass in the stream can be obtained by taking

the average of the same quantity for all the indi-

vidual particles involved. In this way we may

look upon the angular-momentum consideration

as a link hetween the orbital approach and the

hydrodynamic approach to the problem of stream

motion in the binary system. While the present

paper does not include a study of collision, it is

evident that, for fast ejection, the results tabulated

here can be applied, as an approximation, to ag-

gregates of particles if we use the average values
as the initial conditions.

We have computed the stabilized angular mo-

mentum for eight groups of sets of initial condi-
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TABLE 1.--Eight Groups of Initial Conditions
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No,

). ...............................

3 ...............................

7 ...............................

1--_

1--_

1 --_--r2

--/_ --rl

--_ Trl

r2

--r2

0

0

rl

0

0

dx/dt

0

0

V

V

0

0

V

V

dy/dt

V

V

0
0

V

V

0
0

Type of ejection

Front.
Rear.

Exterior.
Interior.

Front.

Rear.

Exterior.

Interior.

tions that are given in Table 1, whe_:,rl and r_

represent, respectively, the radii of the two com-

ponents. These groups include the cases of ejection

in four mutual perpendicular directions for each

component, as the integration has been confined

in the x--y plane. The computation was carried

out on the 7090 IBM computer at the Goddard

Space Flight Center, the machine program being

written and actual computation supervised by

Clarence Wade, Jr. An accuracy of at least six

significant figures was maintained throughout, as

judged by the constancy of the Jacobian constant.

1"0298111

5O

48

h_/he, o 46

44

42

4O

1.029838_
I i tio 2o 30 U

t

FIGURE 1.--The variation in angular momentum of a
particle escaping from a binary system. It is the typical
behavior of an escaping particle that its angular mo-
mentum undergoes damped oscillations before reaching
a value that it will carry to infinity.

In most cases an accuracy of eight significant

figures has been achieved over the entire range

of integration.

As may be expected intuitively, the transfer of

angular momentum from the binary system to

the particle takes place most appreciably when the

particle is near to one of the components, and

this is verified by our extensive computations.

Therefore, one cannot easily predict the angular

momentum of a particle as a function of the time

when it is confined to the system.

Our interest, however, concerns only the escaped

particles, for which the pattern of transfer is

relatively simple. In the case of ejection from the

front of the star (i.e., in the direction of its orbital

motion), the angular momentum of the ejected

particle starts from a positive value, decreases

gradualiy, and then stabilizes to a smaller positive

value after a series of fluctuations mentioned

before and shown in figure 1. In the case of ejection

from the rear side of the star (i.e., against the

direction of its orbital motion), its angular mo-

mentum is negative at the time of ejection. It

increases through the interaction with the binary

system itself and, as in the other case, stabilizes

through fluctuations to a negative value. Thus, in

both cases, the continuous interaction after ejec-

tion neutralizes a part of the angular momentum

acquired at the time of ejection.

In the case of outward ejection along the x-

axis (positive for the component with mass

and negative for the other component), the

angular momentum initially has a positive value,

increases gradually, and then stabilizes, after

damped oscillations, to a constant value without

further significant change afterward. Thus a par-
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ticle finally possesses more angular momentum

than its initial value. In all cases the faster the

initial velocity of ejection, the shorter the time

for the particle to reach the stabilized value of

angular momentum. Also, the angular momentum

is stabilized to a value nearer to its initial value

in the case of a fast ejection than in the case of

slower ejections.

TABLE 2.--Angular Momentum of an Escaped Particle as a Function of Initial Conditions

No. of group

1

(r, = 0.15)

2

(rl = 0.15)

3

(rt = 0.15)

4

(r_=0.15)

10

V

15

-4

-6

-10

-15

10

15

-4

-6

-10

-15

he,o

he,_

he,o

he,aa

{:::0

{::::
he,o

h,.o

he,_

h,,o

he,m

he,o

tt=O.1

4. 4325

4. 299

6.2325

6.145

9.8325

9.780

14.3325

14.298

--12.6675

-12.635

1.1025

1.1107

1.1025

1.1065

1.1025

1.1040

1.1025

1.1033

0.5625

0.8265

0.5625

0.8201

O. 5625

0. 8156

0.5625

0.8138

tt=0.2

3.8625

3.620

5.4625

5.305

8.6625

8.569

12.6625

12.600

--2.5375

--2.320

--11.3375

--11.277

0.9025

0.9178

0.9025

0.9097

0.9025

0.9053

0.9025

0.9038

0.4225

0.8954

0.4225

0.8819

0.4425

0.8730

0.4225

0.8693

g=0.3

3.3125

2.987

4.7125

4.503

7.5125

7.390

11.0125

10.931

--2.2875

--1.9970

0.7225

0.7440

0.7225

0.7322

0.7225

0.7262

0.7225

0.7242

0.3025

0.9264

0.3025

0.9067

0.3025

0.8941

0.3025

0.8891

#=0.4

2.7825

2.402

3.9825

3.742

6.3825

6.242

9.3825

9.290

--2.0175

-1.6802

0.5625

0.5890

0.5625

0.5739

0.5625

0.5667

0.5625

0.5645

0.2025

0.9172

0.2025

0.8936

0.2025

0.8788

0.2025

0.8730

#=0.5

2.2725

1.8669

3.2725

3.019

5.2725

5.125

7.7725

7.676

--1.7275

--1.3703

0.4225

0.4523

0.4225

0.4348

0.4225

0.4270

0.4225

0.4525

0.1225

0.8659

0.1225

0.8421

0.1225

0.8269

0.1225

0.8209
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TABLE 2.--Continued

81

No. of group

5

(r_ = 0.2)

6

(rl = 0.2)

7

(rl = 0.2)

8

(r1=0.2)

V

-4

-6

-10

-15

4

6

10

15

--4

--6

--10

--15

h_,0

he,co

{2:::

h,,o

he,co

he,o

he,co

h_,o

h¢,¢o

he,o

he,_

h_,o

he,co

h.,o

he,co

{ :oo

tt=O.1

0.4500

0.3414

0.6500

0.5839

1.0500

1.0121

1.5500

1.5252

--0.3500

--0.2598

--0.5500

--0.4909

--0.9500

--0.9147

--1.4500

--1.4264

0.0900

0.1004

0.0900

0.0940

0.0900

0.0914

0.0900

0.0906

_=0.2

0.8800

0.6907

1.2800

1.1633

2.0800

2.013

3.0800

3.036

-0.7200

-0.5613

--1.1200

-1.0154

-1.9200

-1.8572

0.1600

0.1773

0.1600

0.1669

0.1600

0.1625

#=0.3

1.3300

1.0862

1.9300

1.7779

3.1300

3.042

4.6300

4.572

--1.0700

--0_8639

--1.6700

--1.5334

--2.8700

--2.788

--4.3700

--4.315

0.2500

0.2713

0.2500

0.2589

0.2500

0.2532

g=0.4

1.8000

1.5262

2.6000

2.427

4.2000

4.010

6.2000

6.134

--1.4000

-- 1.1669

0.3600

0.3830

0.3600

0.3699

0.3600

0.3637

_=0.5

0.0100

0.2968

0.0100

0.2976

0.0100

0.2948

0.0100

0.2933

0.1600

0.1611

0.0000

0.5220

0.0000

0.5148

0.0000

0.5073

0.0000

0.5040

0.2500

0.2515

0.0100

0.7059

0.0100

0.6891

0.0100

0.6768

0.0100

_:6720

0.3600

0.3617

0.0400

0.8428

0.0400

0.8184

0.0400

0.8027

0.0400

0.7968

2.2900

2.010

3.2900

3.111

5.2900

5.186

7.7900

7.721

--1.7100

--1.4697

0.4900

0.5126

0.4900

0.5000

0.4900

0.4938

0.4900

0.4918

0.0900

0.9296

0.0900

0.9020

0.0900

0.8848

0.0900

0.8783

The case of inner ejection along the x-axis (i.e.,

negative velocity for the g component and positive

velocity for the 1--g component) is more com-

plicated than the other cases, as we would expect.

Actual computations show that it differs from

the other cases mainly when the velocity of

ejection is high, for then the particle will either

simply fall into the companion component or be
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strongly perturbed by it during a close encounter

such that the angular momentum is greatly modi-

fied. Thus we cannot make a general statement

about the angular momentum for high velocitics

of ejection. However, it is interesting to note that

for intermediate velocities, say between 4 and 15

in our units, the stabilized value of angular mo-

mentum does not vary greatly with the initial

velocity.
Some of the numerical results obtained for

various sets of initial eonditions are given in
table 2 according to the order listed in table I.

For the first four groups we have adopted r2= 0.15,

while for the last four groups r_ = 0.20. Five values

for u and four values for V have been used for

each group. There are two entries for each com-

bination of _ and V, the first one being the initial

angular momentum he.0 corresponding to the

initial conditions and the second being the sta-

bilized value of angular momentum, i.e., h ....

The values he._ in most cases were obtained after

we integrated the equations of motion up to

t = 20. But in some cases where the convergence

is slow, we have to reach t = 50 before a stabilized

value can be determined accurately.

Only velocities greater than 4 are included in

the table because it is difficult to present a clear-

cut picture of the ejected particle even when the

result is represented in terms of angular mo-

mentum. In other words, the present analysis does

not help much the problem of gaseous motion in-

side the close binary system, but, whem combined

with the results obtained in the previous paper,

it does help us understand the effect of ejection of

mass to infinity on the orbital period of the binary.

For higher velocities of ejection than the listed

values, the particle will practically carry the initial

value of angular momentum to infinity, except in

the case of interior ejection.

It is a pleasure to express my sincere thanks to

Mr. Clarence Wade, Jr., who performed the inte-

gration on the IBM 7090 computer at our Center

and to Mrs. Priscilla Week, who plotted, in the

course of the present investigation, a number of

curves, including the one presented here.
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PRELIMINARY STUDY OF PERIODIC ORBITS OF
INTEREST FOR MOON PROBES. II

SU-SHU HUANG AND CLARENCE WADE, JR.

Goddard Space Flight Center

Under the approximation of the restricted three-body problem, two families of periodic orbits
that enclose both the earth and the moon in the plane of the earth-moon orbit have been derived
and their initial conditions tabulated. Their stability is examined by investigating the variation of
the difference of two successive periods with cycles. In the last section, two sequences of initial con-
ditions have been studied in order to find some periodic orbits in the three-dimensional case. Among
those investigated, none with the desired characteristic, namely of enclosing both the earth and the
moon, has been found.

TWO FAMILIES OF DESIRED ORBITS

In a previous paper (Huang, 1962) in which

some of the symbols used here have been defined,

we have studied, under the approximation of the

restricted three-body problem and by means of

numerical processes, some interesting orbits which

may provide a useful background for deriving

periodic orbits for the moon-probing vehicle in

the actual earth-moon-sun system. While it has

been pointed out that two families of periodic
orbits exist--one of direct motion and the other

of retrograde motion--for the case P� P0 = _, only

one orbit in each family has actually been given

in the previous paper. In the present section we

shall give a series of orbits in each family, which
are obtained with the aid of an IBM 7090 com-

puter.

Previously, the method of successive approxi-

mation was based on the idea that the third body,

in a periodic orbit, should recover its initial posi-

tion and velocity after a certain period of time.

Such an approach, though direct and obvious, is

not the most efficient. A new scheme is thereby

introduced by which the desired orbits can be

derived rapidly.

In order to see this new scheme, let us define

the period p of a nearly periodic orbit by the time

interval between two successive crossings over

the x axis by the third body at points near to

each other. It is apparent that the period thus

defined for a nearly periodic orbit changes from

cycle to cycle. Thus, we may denote pl, p_,

p3, "", P., "'" as the periods of different cycles.

All of them may be obtained by interpolation

from the results of integration of the equations of

motion. Needless to say, we should have pl=

p_ = p3 ..... p= =... for the true periodic orbits.

Thus the following quantity:

A_+I,== p,+l--p,, (1)

measures the deviation from the periodic orbit.

Following the previous paper, we specify the
initial conditions as

x=x0, y=0, x=0, y=y0, (2)

and integrate the equations of motion many times
for a fixed value of x0 but with a series of values

for ?_0which are different from one another only

slightly. For each y0 we obtain a value A_: after

integrating the equations up to t>p_A-p2. The

desired orbit is obtained by finding the value of

y0 which makes A2.: vanish, a process being per-

formed by interpolation. Since _2._ is very sensi-

tive to the change in y0, the process of successive

approximation operated in this way converges

rapidly. Thus, we have determined six periodic

orbits for each family. They are so chosen that

when the third body is on the far side of the moon,

83
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TABLE I.--Initial Conditions for Periodic Orbits in
Direct Motion

XO

--0.39215

--0.37215

--0.35215

--0.33215

--0.31215

--0.29215

y0

--1.6102480

--1.6102481

--1.7014694

--1.7014695

-- 1.7982280

-- 1.7982281

--1.9013902
--1.9013903

--2.0120181

--2.0120182

--2.1314275

--2.1314276

pl

11.643597
11.643566

11.780075

11.780050

11.900590

11.900571

12.004325

12.004311

12.092292

12.092282

12.166330

12.166323

A2,1

--0.000457

--0.00038(

--0.00017_

+0.000161

--O.O0002f
+0.00017_

the closest distance between them lies between

0.08 and 0.20. The results of computation are

given in table I for the direct orbits and in table II

for the retrograde orbits. The integration as

performed by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta

TABLE II.--Initial Conditions for Periodic Orbits in

Retrograde Motion

method with double precision on the IBM 7090,

with At=0.0078125. Therefore, the constant of

motion maintains its constan.cy in every case for

at least six significant figures for a time interval

of 47r. Lagrange four-point inverse interpolation

was then used to compute the value of p_ from

the integrated values of y(t).

For each value of x0 in both tables, two values

of ?)0 are given--one with A2,, being positive and

the other with A2., negative. Therefore, the cor-

rect value of _)0 for each x0 that corresponds to

the periodic orbit must lie somewhere between

these two tabulated values. Itere we can clearly

see how sensitive A2., is with respect to the

change of _)0.

TABTE III.--Variation in Period for the Direct Orbit

(x0 = -0.31215).

yo = --2.0120181

An+l,n

An+l'n An,n_l

-- 0. 000105

+0.00090(.) 8.7
--0.(X)7777 8.6

+ 0 .*066079 8.5

-0. 644121 9.7

_o = --2.0120182

in+l ,n

,1,0.000014
--0.000131

+0.001124
-().(D9618

+0.0SI65_
--0.841578

An+l ,n

9.4

8.6

8.6

,_.5

10.3

xo yo p, A2,,

--0.49215

--0.47215

--0.45215

--0.43215

--0.41215

--0.39215

2.1636769
2.1636770

2.1937505

2.1937506

2.2272677

2.2272678

2.2645059

2.2645060

2.2645061

2.3058168
2.3058169

2.3516410

2.3516411

12.836882

12.836887

12.791218

12.791223

12.755097

12.755102

12.726637

12.726642

12.726648

12.704262

12.704268

12.686682

12.686689

.1.0.000002
-0.000013

•1"0.000009
--0.000005

•1"0. 000004
-- 0. ()001)11

•1"0.0(X)015
0.00O000

--0. Ol)0017

+0.000010
-- 0. 600007

+ 0. 000009
-- 0. O00011

Needless to say, the present procedure does not

provide an analytic proof of the existence of the

computed families of orbits. However, it does give

an intuitive assurance that such families may

perhaps exist in a rigorous sense.

STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The stability of a periodic orbit in tim restricted

three-body problem may be learned from what

Poincar5 has called characteristic exponents in

the solution of the Hill equation which has been

recently studied by Message (1959). It is now

easy to study it. lterc we shall present a more

intuitive and much easier way for demonstrating

the stability or the instability of a periodic orbit

by investigating the change, in period, i.e., A,+_,,,

of the (n+l)th cycle from the nth cycle.
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If a periodic orbit is stable, any orbit in its

neighborhood deviates from it always by a small

amount as time increases. Consequently, An+.,

must oscillate without increasing its amplitude

with respect to the increase of n (which is equiva-

lent to the increase in t). On the other hand, if the

amplitude of A,+l.n increases with n, the periodic

orbit cannot be stable. Hence the problem of

stability reduces to one of investigating the be-

havior of A,+I., with respect to n, which can be,

of course, obtained in the course of numerical

integration of the equations of motion.

In the previous paper we have demonstrated

by graphs that the direct orbit is unstable while

the retrograde orbit is stable. Here we shall

illustrate quantitatively the instability of the

direct orbit and the stability of the retrograde

orbit by tabulating A_+I._. Table III lists the

successive periods p, for two values of y0 in the

next to the last case in Table I. Here we see

A,+I._ fluctuates from positive to negative and

vice versa with increasing amplitudes until its

magnitude is so large that the orbit can no longer

be regarded as nearly periodic. Indeed, the in-

crease in amplitude of A,+l.n with respect to n

can be fairly represented by an exponential func-

tion as the ratio of the two consecutive A's, i..,

] _X,+_.,/A .... 1 I as given in the third and fifth

column is approximately equal and is greater than

one. This clearly shows the characteristic of in-

stability.

On the other hand, the periodic orbits in retro-

grade motion are stable, because A,+_,_ oscillates

with a nearly constant amplitude. For example,

the variation in a_+L_ with n for the case (xo=

--0.43215) which corresponds to the fourth case

given in table II, is listed in table IV for four

different values of Ay0 and where _Xy0 represents

the deviation of y0 from the correct value of the

periodic orbit. For each Ay0, the oscillation of

A,+L, does not increase in amplitude as n or t

increases. Moreover, the amplitude becomes

smaller and smaller as the deviation 5y0 decreases.

This is, of course, the characteristic of a stable

orbit.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE

We have tried to find some periodic orbits on

which the third body encounters the moon at

regular intervals. The introduction of the third

dimension into the problem broadens the choice

of the initial conditions and consequently com-

plicates the processes of finding the desired orbits.

We have, therefore, to limit our choice of initial

conditions to the following combinations:

x=x0, y=0, z=0,

_=0, y=yo, Z=Zo. (3)

TABLE IV.--Variation in period (A,,+U _) for the retrograde orbit (x0= -0.43215)

yo

npl

). .......................................

) .......................................

) .......................................

|0 ......................................

|2 ......................................

|3 ......................................

2.2645060

12.726642

0.000000

+0.000002

- O. 000003

-0.000001

+ O. 000004

- O. 000003

+ O. 000002

O. 000000

-- O. 000003
-O.O000Ol

+0.00O0O6

-0.000005

+0.000001

2.2645065

12.726670

-- O. 000079

TO. 000082

- O. 000006

- O. 000077

- O. 000087

-0. 000013

- O. 000073

+0. 000089

-- O. 000022

-- O. 000066

+0.000089
--0.000027

-- O. 000059

2.2645070

12.726698

--0.000158

+0.000164
--0.000012
--0.000152
+0.000169
--0.000021
--0.000149

+0.000177
--0.000039
--0.000136

+0.000178

--0.000046

--0.000130

2.2645075

12.726726

-- O. 000237

+0. 000246

--0.000018
-- O. 000227

+ O. 000252
-- O. 000034

--0.000217

+ O. 000259
-- O. 000054

-- O.0OO202

+0.0OO263
- O.000072
-O.O00186
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TABLE V.--First Sequence of Initial Conditions which Lead

to pl (z = 0) = p_ (y = 0) (xo= - 0.39215)

$ x(y = z = 0) pj

O.075
O.105

O. 135
O.165

O.195

0.225
O.255

O.285
0.315
0.345

0.375

0.4O5

0.435

0.465

0.495

0.525

0.555

0.585
0.615

0.645

0.675

1.88403

1.75045

1.75491
1.82376

1.89940

1.97678

1.97886

1.98049

1.98166

1.98237

1.98263

1.98244

1.98179

1.90610

1.97913

1.83067

1.69759

1.63092

1.75632

1.75205

1.88475

--0.3916

--0.3921

--0.3921

--0.3885
--0.3917
--0.4169

--0.4167

--0.4165
--0.4164

--0.4162

--0.4160

--0.4158

--0.4156

--0.3919

--0.4151

--0.3891

--0.3920

--0.3922

--0.3921

--0.3921

--0.3921

12.5757

12.5655
12.5661

12.5583

12.5772

12.5408

12.5419

12.5428

12.5438

12.5448
12.5457

12.5467

12.5476

12.5810

12.5494

12.5653

12.5688

12.5694

12.5756

12.5762

12.5846

Even with this limitation we still find that there

are too many initial conditions to be studied. We

have chosen among them two sequences given by

(1) x0 =-0.39215,

(2) x0= --y0. (4)

In the first case the sequence is obtained by vary-

ing Y0 while in the second case by varying x0.

The second sequence corresponds to the launching

of the third body with a velocity perpendicular

to the plane of orbit of the moon.

TABLE VI.--Second Sequence of Initial Conditions which

lead top_(z=O)=p_(y=O)

yo 8o x(y=z=O) p_

--0.39215
--0.37215
--0.35215
-0.33215
--0.31215
--0.29215

1.98258

2.05440

2.13174

2.21547

2.24207
2.34458

--0.4159

--0.3927

--0.3695

--0.3467

--0.3120

--0.2921

12.5463

12.5479

12.5495

12.5510

12.5850

12.5863

Generalizing the procedure we have proposed

in the first section, we now define a period of the

nth cycle with respect to the xy plane, denoted by

pn(z=0), as the time interval between the

(n_l)th and the nth passage of the third body

through the xy plane at x near to the initial value

x0. Similarly, we define the period of the nth cycle

with respect to the xz plane, denoted by p_(y=0)

as the interval between the (n-l-1)th and the

nth passages of the third body through the xz

plane near to x0.

Let us now consider the first sequence by assign-

ing numerical values to y0 and zo, and integrate

the equations of motion. It is evident that for an

arbitrary pair of values for (y0, z0), pl(z=0)_

pl(y=0). Therefore, we fix yo and vary z0 until

p,(z=0) =pl(y=0) (,5)

is satisfied. In this way one value of _0 is obtained

for each fixed value of y0. Similarly, we have

found one value z0 for each given value of x0

in the second sequence that leads to Eq. (5). In

tables V and VI we have given the results of our

computation. All pairs of initial conditions given

here yield to orbits that satisfy Eq. (5). Since

this is only a probing investigation of periodic

orbits for moon probes in the three-dimensional

case, computation was performed by the machine

only with single precision. Consequently fewer

significant figures are given in these two tables

than in other tables in this paper.

The condition given by Eq. (5) is not sufficient

to warrant a periodic orbit. In fact, most are not.

In order to be periodic they must furthermore

satisfy either the conditions pl (z = 0) = pl (y = 0) =

4_ and x(t=4_-) =Xo or the conditions

p_ (z = 0) = p_ (y = 0) = p_ (z = 0) ....

=p_(z=O) =pn(y=O) .... .

We have examined only cases which are to satisfy

the first set of conditions, i.e., the period is equal

to exactly two complete revolutions of the moon

around the earth. These conditions make the

actual search for periodic orbits in the three-

dimensional case extremely tedious. On the other

hand, if a periodic orbit should be derived in the

framework of the restricted three-body problem,

perhaps we could expect that a similar orbit may
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be derived in the actual system of the earth and

the moon by modifying the initial cond4tions.

When we examine the variations of pl we find
that some initial conditions must exist which

lead to

pl(z--O) =pi(y-=0) =4_r.

For example, the desired initial conditions perhaps

lie near y0=0.135 in the first sequence. However,

the orbits which are obtained by these initial

conditions do not pass around the far side of the

moon, although it appears that they are stable in

the sense defined in the previous paper.

For the second sequence we obtain two values
of z0 for each x0 that lead to pl(y=O) =p_(z=O)

but neither of them is equal to 4r for the range of

x (from -0.29215 to --0.39215) considered.
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MODELS FOR STARS OF VERY LOW MASS

SHIVS. KUMAR*

Goddard Space Flight Center

Completely convective models have been constructed for stars of masses 0.09, 0.08, 0.07, 0.06,
0.05, and 0.04 (solar units), taking into account the nonrelativistic degeneracy of the stellar mate-
rial. Tile properties of these models are presented in tabular form and in the form of graphs. It is
shown that there is a lower limit to the mass of a main sequence star. The stars with mass less than
tbis limit became completely degenerate stars or "black" dwarfs as a consequence of the gravita-
tional contraction and therefore they never go through the normal stellar evolution.

INTRODUCTION

Very little observational or theoretical infor-

mation is available concerning the structure of

stars of very low mass. In this paper an attempt

will be made to study the internal structure of

stars of mass M<0.1MO by using suitable

theoretical models. In particular we shall be con-

cerned with the effects of degeneracy on the

structure of stars having masses between 0.0921/(D
and 0.04M (D.

THE EQUATION OF STATE FOR THE
STELLAR MATERIAL

We shall use here the following equation os

state for the partially degenerate matter (Tolman,
1938):

v_, 3/2)
P = Pn + Pe = NnkT + Ne V(a,1/2) kT , (1)

where I' is the total gas pressure, Pn is the pres-
sure due to nuclei which are assumed to be non-

degenerate, I'. the pressure due to electrons, N.

the density of nuclei, N_ the density of the elec-

trons, k the Boltzmann constant, 7' the tempera-

turc, and the function V(a, p) is defined by

1 ff zP dz (2)V(_,p) = _ e a+' + 1

where a is a parameter which is a function of Ne

and the temperature, and p is equal to _ or ½.

*l)r. Kumar was a National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council Postdoctoral Research As-
sociate with the NASA. He is now with the Physical
Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad-9, India.

The equation of state (equation l) is derived by

using the Fermi-Dirac statistics and is valid for a
mixture of nuclei and electrons in which the

velocities of electrons are small as compared with

the velocity of light. At high densities, the elec-

tron gas becomes degenerate but the degeneracy
will be nonrelativistic in the stars of low mass

because we do not expect to have densities higher

than 104 gm/cm 3 in these objects.

MODELS FOR STARS OF VERY LOW MASS

In order to evaluate physical quantities such
as the central temperature and the central density,
we have to make use of certain models for the

stars under study. Now, we are primarily con-

cerned with these stars when they are contracting

or when nuclear reactions involving the destruc-

tion of H 2, Li 6, LV, and B_9 are taking place. In
both cases we can assume that the models are

completely convective, as has recently been shown
by Hayashi (1962). Therefore, we study the struc-

ture of stars of low mass by assuming that they

can be represented by spheres of polytropic index

1.5. Before we derive the expressions for the

temperature, density, and pressure inside the star,

let us introduce here, following Tolman's notation,

the degeneracy parameter y given by

N,h m

y = 2(2_rm kT)a/_ (3)

It can be shown that

y : v(_, t/2). (4)

88
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Denoting V(a, _)/V(a, ½) by D(y), we obtain

from equation 1 :

,M.p N° +S (5)
T = k p N + D(F)N e '

where p is the density and u is the molecular

weight defined by

1 3 {_-- = 2x+ _- Y+ z . (6)/_

Here X, Y, and Z are the abundances, by weight,

of hydrogen, helium, and heavier elements, respec-

tively. If we write

N. +Ne (7)
A(y) = N +D(y)N ,

then the equation of state (equation 5) takes the
form

/_Mx P
T k p A(y). (8)

This form of the equation is similar to the equa-

tion of state for the perfect gas:

p.M H P
T - (9)

k p

Because of degeneracy of the electron gas, we

have an additional factor A(y) in equation 8.

Using the equation of state (equation 8) and the

fact that the star is in convective equilibrium we

obtain the following expressions for the tempera-

ture, density, and pressure at any point inside
the star:

M (10)T = 1.246 x 107 _ '_ A(y) 0(_:),

M (11)
p = 8.446 _- 0(_) _/2

M 2

V = 8.680 x 10Is_- 0(5) s/_ , (12)

where 0(_) is the Lane-Emden function for the

polytrope of index 1.5 and

r (13)
= 1.905 x 10 l° R

r being the distance in centimeters measured

from the center. Here M and R are expressed in

solar units. Because the models chosen for study

are in convective equilibrium, the quantity A (y)
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is a constant throughout the star. The fact that

y or A(y) has the same value in all regions of the

star is something unique to the completely con-

vective models, as has already been pointed out

by Limber (1958) who studied completely con-
vective models for M dwarfs. It is this fact that

greatly facilitates the computation of models for
stars of low mass. At the center of the star

M (14)Tc = 1.246 x 10 7 p-"_ A(y) ,

M (15)
Pc = 8.446 Ra ,

M 2

p = 8.680 × lO_s--_-. (16)

Therefore, degeneracy of the material does not

affect the central density and the central pres-

sure while it introduces a multiplicative factor

in the expression for the central temperature To.

In order to determine To, we must know A(y)

as a function of M, R, and _. From equation 3

and the definition of Ne, we obtain

P (17)
y = 6.185 x 10 7 (1 ¢X) T3/2

Eliminating T and p between equations 17, 11,

and 10, we obtain

5.205 _ 1o -2 (1 ÷x) 2/_ (18)
A(y) = y2/3 MI/3/_R

Thus knowing y, we can obtain A(y) for a given

M, R, and _. The equations developed here have

also been used by Limber (1958) in his study of

the late type main sequence stars. However, we

intend to apply this procedure not to the main

sequence stars but the contracting stars of very

low mass. We now apply these equations to com-

pute the physical structure of the stars of very
low mass.

COMPUTATION OF THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE

We compute the physical structure for stars

having the following two chemical compositions:

1. X=0.90, Y=0.09, Z=0.01;

2. X=0.62, Y=0.35, Z=0.03.

For each chemical composition and a given mass,
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TABLE 1.--The Relation Between y and D(y)

y D(y) y

0.000
0.001

0.005
0.010
0.015
0.020
0.025
0.030
0.035
0.040

0.045
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.20
0.30

0.40

1.0000
1.0002

.0009

.0017

.0023

.0035

.0043

.0053

.0061

.0070

.0078

.009

.011

.012
1.014
1.016
1.018

1.035
1.053
1.070

0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

l.O0
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

I 0.00
15.00
20.00
30.00
40.00

we compute Po To, Po A(y), and y at several

values of the radius. The relation between y

D(y) and D(y) which is needed for these computations

is given in table 1. This table has been prepared

1.088 by making use of the tables of the Fermi-Dirac
I.I05
1.122 functions computed by McDougall and Stoner

1.140 (1938). For the first composition, tables 2 to 7

!.157 give the physical quantities for M=0.09, 0.08,

1.174 0.07, 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, and at several radii for

1.341 each mass. No models have been computed for
1.5O4
1.661 those radii at which electron conduction becomes

1.814 very important, and consequently the assumption

1.962 of convective equilibrium does not hold. For each

2.107 mass, the computation of models was stopped

2.248 when the degeneracy parameter y reached a value
2.386
2.521 close to 15. When y reaches this value, the

3.158 material becomes appreciably degenerate and

3.744 only then does the electron conduction become an

4.808 ' efficient process for heat transport. However, to

5.772 obtain a rough estimate of the central density

and central temperature at a smaller radius, one

more model was computed for each mass by

TABLE 2.--Physical Properties of the Models

Y = 0.09 Z = 0.01 M ass = 0.09 _ = 0.534X =0.90

Radius Y Lambda (Y) Density (C) Temperature (C) Pressure (C)

5.000 ..........................

4.000 ..........................

3.000 ..........................

2.000 ..........................

1.500 ..........................

1.0OO ..........................

0.9OO ..........................

0. 800 ..........................

0.7OO ..........................

0.6OO ..........................
0.5OO ..........................
0. 400 .............

o.3oo............. :::::Z::::::
0.2OO .........................

0.190 .........................

0.180 .........................

0.170 .........................

0.160 ..........................

0.150 ..........................

0.140 ..........................
0.130 ..........................

0. 120 ..........................

0.115 ..........................

0. loo ..........................

0.0173
0.0238
0.0375
0.06(30
0.1060
0.1980

0.2335

0.28OO
0.3450

0.4380

0.5840

0.8500

1.3750

3.0900

3.3900

3.8300

4.3900

5.0800

6.1000

7.3700

9.3500

12.5000

15.0000
32.2000

1.00OO

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000
0.9823

0.9778

0.9745
0.9691

0.9645

0.9552
0.9298

0.8989

0.7972

0.7780

0.7574

0.7322

0.7059

0.6662

0.6295

0.5784

0.5163

0.4770

0.3288

6.081E 03

1. 188E 0"2

2.815E 02

9.502E 02

2.252E 01

7.601E 01

1.043E 00

1.485E 00

2.216E 00

3.519E 00

6.081E 00

1. 188E 01

2.815E 01

9. 502E 01

I. 108E 02

1.303E 02

1.547E O2

1. 856E 02

2. 252E 02

2.770E O2

3.460E 02

4. 399E 02
4.998E 02

7.601E 02

The limiting radius =0.0819

1.198E 05
1.497E 05
1.996E 05
2.994E 05
3.993E 05
5.883E 05

6.506E 05

7.295E 05

8.291E 05

9.627E 05

1.144E 06

1.392E06

1.794E 06

2.387E06

2.452E 06

2.520E 06

2.579E 06

2.642E 06

2.660E06

2.693E 06

2.665E 06

2.577E 06

2.484E 06

1.969E 06

1.125E 11

2.746E 11

8.680E 11

4.394E 12

1.389E 13

7.031E 13

1.072E 14

1.717E 14

2.928E 14

5.425E 14

1.125E 15

2.746E 15

8.680E 15
4.394E 16

5.395E 16

6.698E 16

8.418E 16

1.073E 17

1.389E 17

1.830E 17
2.462E 17

3.391E 17

4.020E 17

7.031E 17
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TABLE 3.--Physical Properties of the Models

Y =0.09 Z =0.01 Mass = 0.08 = 0.534
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Radius

°D00 ..........................

.000 ............ _ .............

.000 ..........................

.000 ..........................

0.0184
0.0258
0.0396

0.0725

Lambda (Y)

1.0000
1.0000
1. 0000

1.0000

Density (C)

5.405E 03

1.056E 02
2.503E 02

8.446E 02

Temperature

1.065E 05
1.331E 05
1.774E 05
2.662E 05

1. 500 ..........................

1 000 ..........................

900 ..........................

.800 ..........................

0 700 ..........................

• 600 ..........................

.500 ..........................

.400 ..........................

300 ..........................
• 200 ..........................

190 ..........................

180 ..........................

170 ..........................
160 ..........................

150 ..........................

140 ..........................

130 ..........................

120 ..........................

100 ..........................

0.1130
0.2100
0.2480

0.2980
0.3670
0.4670
0.6200
0.9100

1.4700
3.2800
3.7100

4.2000

4.8100

5.6200

6.7500

8.3000
10.7500

14.8000

41.0000

1.0000

0.9822
0.9769

0.9724
0.9672

0.9611

0.9548
0.9240

0.8948

0.7858
0.7622

0.7407

0.7165

0.6862

0.6478

0.6048

0.5481

0.4798

0.2917

2.002E

6.757E

9.269E

1.320E

1.970E
3.128E

5.405E

1.056E

2.503E

8.446E

9.851E

1.159E

1.375E

1.650E

2.002E

2.462E

3.075E

3.910E

6.757E

01

01

01

00

00

00

00

01

01

01

01

02

02

02

02

O2

02

02

02

3.549E 05

5.229E 05

5.778E 05

6.471E 05

7.355E 05

8.527E 05

1.017E 06

1.230E 06

1.588E06

2.092E 06

2.136E 06

2.191E 06

2.244E 06

2.283E 06

2.299E 06

2.300E 06

2.244E 06

2.128E 06

1.553E 06

(C) Pressure (C)

8.888E 10

2.170E 11

6.858E 11

3.472E 12

1.097E13

5.555E 13

8.467E 13
1.356E 14

2.314E14

4.296E 14

8.888E 14

2.170E 15

6.858E 15
3.472E 16

4.263E 16

5.292E 16

6.651E 16

8.477E 16

1.097E 17

1.446E 17

1.945E 17

2.679E 17

5.555E 17

The limiting radius = 0.0852

making use of the condition of convective equi-

librium. When y has a value of 30 or 40, electron

conduction may destroy convective equilibrium

in the central regions; still the convective model

should give numerical results which have the cor-

rect order of magnitude.

For a given mass and chemical composition,

there exists a limiting value of the radius below

which there exists no model, for the material has

become completely degenerate. At this stage, the

star begins to approach closely a cooling curve in

the H-R diagram. This limiting radius is obtained

by using the asymptotic relation for D (y) :

D(y) : 0.4836 y2/3 (y _ co) . (19)

From equations 7 and 19, we have

N + N

A(y) Nn + 0.4836 y2/3 N (y _ co) " (20)

It is nOW a straightforward procedure to obtain

the limiting radius from equations 18 and 20.

The limiting radii obtained in this way agree with

those computed from the mass-radius relation for

completely degenerate configurations. In figures

1 to 6, pc and Tc have been plotted as a function of

radius. (The figures follow the text.) As the radius

of the star is decreased, the central density keeps

on increasing while the temperature Tc shows an

interesting variation. At first it increases and then

reaches a maximum value. As the radius is further

decreased, the temperature begins to decrease.

This behavior of the temperature is due to the

effects of degeneracy. We can visualize it physi-

cally in this way: When the radius changes from

a large value to smaller ones, the star of a given

mass can be pictured as a contracting star and

only a part of the energy released by gravitational

contraction is absorbed by the stellar material.

However, when the material has become partially

degenerate, the energy absorbed does not manifest

itself as thermal energy. When partially de-

generate gas is compressed, energy is needed to
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TABLE 4.--Physical Properties of the Models

X = 0.90 Y = 0.09 Z = 0.01 Mass = 0.07 tt = 0.534

Radius Y Lambda (Y) Density (C) Temperature (C) Pressure (C)

4.000 ..........................

3.000 ..........................

2. 000 ..........................

1. 500 ..........................

1.000 ..........................

O. 900 ..........................

0.0275
0.0423

0.0780

0.1210
0.2250

0.2660

1.0000
1.0000

1.0000

0. 9890

0.9811
0. 9749

9.238E 03

2.190E 02

7.390E 02

1.752E 01

5.912E 01

8.110E 01

1.164E 05

1.553E 05

2.329E O5

3.071E 05

4.570E 05

5.046E 05

0.800 ..........................

0.700 ..........................

0.600 ..........................

0.500 ..........................

0.400 ..........................

0.300 ..........................

O. 200 ..........................

0.190 ..........................

0.180 ................... _ ......

0.170 ..........................

0.160 ................... = ......

0.150 ..........................

0.140 ..........................

0.130 ..........................

0.125 ..........................

0.115 ..........................

0.3190

0. 3940

0. 5010

0. 6780

0. 9800

1.6000

3. 5800

4.1000

4. 6700

5. 4000

6. 3900

7. 7000

9. 6500

12. 7500

15.0000

23. 4000

0.9715
0.9646
0.9588
0.9403
0.9195
0.8845
0.7752

0.7455

0.7215

0.6936

0.6585

0.6203

0.5718

0.5114

0.4759

O.3768

1.155E 00
1.724E 00
2.737E 00
4.730E 00
9.238E 00

2.190E 01

7.390E 01

8.620E 01

1.014E 02
1.203E 02

1.443E02

1.752E 02

2.155E 02

2.691E 02

3.027E 02

3.887E 02

5.656E 05

6.419E 05
7.443E 05

8.760E 05

1.071E 06
1.373E 06

1.805E 06

1.828E 06

1.867E 06

1.900E 06

1.917E O6

1.926E 06

1.902E O6

1.832E 06

1.773E 06

1.526E 06

1.661E 11

5.251E 11

2.658E 12

8.401E 12

4.253E 13
6.483E 13

1.038E 14

1.771E 14

3.282E 14

6.805E 14

1.661E 15

5.251E 15

2.658E 16

3.264E 16

4.052E 16

5.092E 16

6.490E 16

8.401E 16

1.107E 17

1.489E 17

1.742E 17

2.432E 17

The limiting radius = 0.0891

bring the degenerate electrons closer and there-

fore the central temperature remains constant for

a while and later it begins to decrease as a result

of further contraction.

For the central temperature, the solid curve

represents those models in which electron con-

duction is supposed to be negligible. We have

assumed that as long as y remains equal to or

less than 15 the stars under study can be repre-

sented accurately by completely convective

models. The dotted part of the R--To curve repre-

sents models for which y is greater than 15 and

therefore this section of the curve is not too ac-

curate. The solid vertical line in each graph gives

the limiting radius for a given mass. Table 8

gives the values of radius R, To, and pc corre-

sponding to the stage of maximum central tem-

perature. The values of pc and R for the stage of

complete degeneracy are given in table 9.

In order to show the difference between the

convective models composed of partially de-

generate matter and of perfect gas we have com-

puted the variation of temperature inside a star

of mass 0.07 and radius 0.5. In table l 0 are given

the temperature distributions for the two cases.

It also gives the density distribution and pres-

sure distribution which are the same for both

cases. In figure 7, these results are shown graphi-

cally where x, the distance from the center of the

star, is defined by x = 0.27374.

In tables i l to lli, physically quantities are

tabulated for the second chemical composition

and figures 1 to 6 show the variation of T,: and pc

as a function of radius. Since the central density

is independent of the chemical composition, the

R-p_ curve for a given mass is the same for the

two compositions considered here. The broken

curve in each of these graphs shows the R-To

relation for the second composition. The dotted

part of this curve has the same signiticancc as the

dotted part of the curve for the first composition.

The broken vertical line shows the limiting radius
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TABL_ 5.--Physical Properties of the Models

X = 0.90 Y = 0.09 Z = 0.01 Mass = 0.06 _ = 0.534

Radius Y Lambda (Y) Density (C) Temperature (C) Pressure (C)
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3. 000 ..........................

2.000 ..........................

1.500 ..........................

1.00O ..........................

O. 900 ..........................

0.800 ..........................

0.700 ..........................

0.600 ..........................

O. 500 ..........................

0.400 ..........................

0. 300 ..........................

0.210 ..........................

0.200 ..........................

O. 190 ..........................

0.0460

0.0844

0.1310

0.2430

0.2875

0.3470

0.4270

0.5470

0.73O0

1.0600

1.7500

3.6700

4.0800

4.6400

1.0000

1.0000

0.9876

0.9810

0.9745

0.9670

0.9624

0.9520

0.9424

0.9183

0.8767

0.7646

0.7481

0.7299

1.877E 02

6.334E 02

1.502E 01

5.068E 01

6.951E 01

9.898E 01

1.477E 00

2.346E 00

4.054E 00

7.918E 00

1.877E 01

5.472E 01

6.334E 01

7.388E 01

1.331E 05

1.996E 05

2.629E 05

3.917E 05

4.323E 05

4.826E 05

5.498E O5

6.335E 05

7.525E 05

9.166E 05

1.167E06

1.454E 06

1.493E O6

1.519E 06

0.180 ..........................

0.170 ..........................

0.160 ..........................

0.150 ..........................

0.140 ..........................

0.135 ..........................

0.120 .........................

5.3100

6.2100

7.4000

9.1000

11.7000

13.7000

24.7000

0.6971

0.6650

0.6289

0.5843

0.5295

0.4956

0.3754

8.689E 01

1.031E 02

1.237E 02

1.502E 02

1.847E 02

2.060E O2

2.933E 02

1.546E 06

1.562E 06

1.569E 06

1.555E 06

1.510E06

1.466E 06

1.249E 06

3.858E 11

1.953E 12

6.172E 12

3.125E 13

4.763E 13

7.629E 13

1.301E 14

2.411E 14

5.000E 14

1.221E 15

3.858E 15

1.607E 16

1.953E 16

2.398E 16

2.977E 16

3.741E 16

4.768E 16

6.172E 16

8.134E 16

9.408E 16

1.507E 17

The limiting radius =0.0938

TABTE 6.--Physical Properties of the Models

X = 0.90 Y = 0.09 Z = 0.01 Mass = 0.05 _ = 0.534

Radius

3 000 ..........................

000 ..........................

1. 500 ..........................

1.000 ..........................

.900 ..........................

800 .... 7 .....................

700 ..........................

600 ..........................

.500 ..........................

.400 ..........................

300 ..........................

210 ..........................

200 ..........................

• 190 ..........................

• 180 ..........................

• 170 ..........................

• 160 ..........................

.150 ..........................

. 140 ..........................

.120 ..........................

0.0500

0.O925

0.1440

0.2670

0:3160

0.3810

0.4690

0.6100

0.8100

1.1700

2.0000

4.2100

4.7800

5.5000

6.2000

7.4000

8.9000

11.3000

15.0000

35.0000

Lambda (Y)

1.O900

1.0000

0.9851

0.9790

0.9722

0.9653

0.9607

0.9406

0.9344

0.9144

0.8526

0.7145

0.7148

0.6871

0.6681

0.6289

0.5900

0.5373

O.4754

0.3162

Density (C)

1.564E 02

5.279E02

1.251E 01

4.223E 01

5.793E 01

8.248E 01

1.231E00

1.955E 00

3.378E 00

6.598E00

1.564E 01

4.560E 01

5.279E 01

6.157E 01

7.241E 01

8.596E 01

1.031E 02

1.251E 02

1.539E02

2.444E 02

Temperature (C)

1.109E 05

1.664E 05

2.185E 05

3.257E 05

3.594E 05

4.015E 05

4.566E05

5.216E 05

6.218E 05

7.606E 05

9.456E 05

1.175E 06

1.189E 06

1.203E 06

1.235E06

1.231E06

1.227E 06

1.192E 06

1.130E 06

8.767E 05

Pressure (C)

2.479E 11

1.356E 12

4.286E 12

2.170E 13

3.307E 13

5.298E 13

9.038E 13

1.674E 14

3.472E 14

8.477E 14

2.679E 15

1.116E 16

1.356E 16

1.665E 16

2.067E 16

2.598E 16

3.311E 16

4.286E 16

5.649E 16

1.046E 17

The limiting radius = 0.0997
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TABLE7.--PhysicalProperties of the Models

X -- 0.90 Y = 0.09 Z = 0.01 Mass = 0.04 _ = 0.534

Radius Y ! Lambda (Y) Density (C) Temperature (C) Pressure (C)

_.000 ..........................

I. 500 ..........................

.000 ..........................

D.900 ..........................

9. 800 ..........................

9.700 ..........................

9.600 ..........................

9.500 ..........................

0.400 ..........................

O. 300 ..........................

O. 250 ..........................

O. 240 ..........................

O. 230 ..........................

O.220 ..........................

0.210 ..........................

0.200 ..........................

O. 190 ..........................

O. 180 ..........................

O. 170 ...........................

O. 160 ..........................

O. 155 ..........................

O. 140 ..........................

0.1040

0.1610

0.3000

0.3550

0.4270

0.5290

0.6830

0.9100

1.3400

2.3000

3.3700

3.6900

4.0600

4.5000

5.0500

5.8000

6.6500

7.8000

9.4000

11.7000

13.3000

22.2000

0.9882

0.9848

0.9759

0.9691

0.9640

0.9551

0.9397

0.9313

0.8996

O.837O

0.7780

0.7630

0.7470

0.7293

0.7072

0.6747

0.6510

0.6176

0.5775

0.5303

0.5027

0.3965

4.223E 02

1.001E 01

3.378E 01

4.634E 01

6.598E 01

9.850E 01

1.564E 00

2.703E00

5.279E00

1.251E 01

2.162E 01

2.444E 01

2.777E 01

3.173E 01

3.648E 01

4.223E 01

4.925E 01

5.793E 01

6.876E 01

8.248E 01

9.072E 01

1.231E 02

1.315E 05

1.747E 05

2.598E 05

2.866E 05

3.207E 05

3.632E 05

4.169E 05

4.958E 05

5.986E 05

7.426E 05

8.283E 05

8.462E 05

8.645E 05

8.823E 05

8.964E 05

8.979E 05

9.120E 05

9.133E 05

9.042E O5

8.822E 05

8.632E 05

7.538E 05

8.680E 11

2.743E 12

1.389E 13

2.117E 13

3.391E 13

5.784E 13

1.072E 14

2.222E 14

5.425E 14

1.715E 15

3.555E 15

4.186E 15

4.963E 15

5.929E 15

7.141E 15

8.680E 15

1.066E 16

1.323E 16

1.663E 16

2.119E 16

2.406E 16

3.615E 16

The limiting radius = 0.1074
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FIGURE 1.--The central temperature and the central

density in completely convective models. Mass = 0.09.
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FZGURE 3.--The central temperature and the central

density in completely convective models. Mass = 0.07.
F[GUaE 5.--The central temperature and the central

denfity in completely convective models. Mass =0.05.

for a model of a given mass having the second
composition. For this composition the properties
of the stars at the stage of maximum central

temperature are given in table 8, whereas those
corresponding to the stage of complete degeneracy
are given in table 9. The temperature and density
distribution for a star of mass 0.07 and radius

0.5 for this chemical composition are given in
table i 7 and they are shown graphically in figure 8.
It is interesting to plot the central density--
central temperature relation for a given mass in
the temperature-density diagram in which the

degenerate region can be separated from the non-

degenerate one. For the first composition figure 9
shows the positions of various models in such a
diagram. For a given mass, the logp_-logTc gives

an evolutionary path for a contracting star.
Figure l0 shows the same graph for the second
chemical composition. The boundary between the
nondegenerate and degenerate regions is obtained
by equating the electron pressure from the perfect
gas law to that obtained from the equation of
state for a completely degenerate gas.
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FIGURE 4.--The central temperature and the central FIGURE 6.--The central temperature and the central
density in completely convective models. Mass = 0.06. density in completely convective models. Mass = 0.04.
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TABLE 8.--Properties at Maximum Central Temperature

i I x = 0.90

Mass t

Radius

q .09 I 0.14

,08 I 0.14

,07 I 0.15

4,06 I 0.16

( ,05 I 0.18

y = 0.09 Z = 0.01 × = 0.62 Y = 0.35 Z = 0.03

Temperature Density Radius Temperature Density

2.693 × 10 6

2.300 × 10 6

1.926 × 10 6

1.569 × 10 6

1.235 × 10 6

9.133 × 10 s

2.770 × 10 2

2.462 × 10 2

1.752 × 10 2

1.237× 10 2

7.241 × 101

5.793 × 101

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.12

0.13

0.14

4.420 x 10 6

3.761 × 10 6

3.151 × 10 6

2.574 x 10 6

2.018 × 10 6

1.500 × 10 _

5.711 × 10 2

5.076× 10 2

3.421 × 10 2

2.933 × t0 2

1.922 × 10 2

1.231 × 10 2

107

3

E

105

i [ i i i i i I i i I

X -.90

Y-.09

De nsit.L.._ Z -.01

RADIUS 0.5

Temperature \

..... Perfect Gas \

LUo, 0o \

I0'

,oO_
r"

c_

,d

O

E

i i i , , i g'_-1 I I

X " .62

Y = .35

Density Z == .03

MASS - .07

. RADIUS'= 0.5

Temperature
..... Perfect Gas \

D ioe :eroteGos=..._x_x X!__

, I0'

C3

L , , _ L , J l I0-' I0" , [ J [ _ _ l l _ , I 1(5I
.0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 I. .0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 I.

X X

FmurE 7.--The temperature and density distributions in FmurtE 8.--The temperature and density distributions in
a completely convective model. Population II. a completely convective model. Population I.
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TABLE 9.--Properties of the Completely Degenerate Models

97

x = 0.90 ¥ = 0.09 z = 0.01 x = 0.62 Y = 0.35 z = 0.03

Mass

Limiting Limiting Limiting Limiting
Radius Density Radius Density

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.0819

0.0852

0.0891

0.0938

0.0997

0.1074

1.384 x 103

1.092 x 10s

8.357 x 102

6.141 x 102

4.261 × 102

2.726 x 102

0.0628

0.0653

0.0683

0.0719

0.0764

0.0823

3.069 x 10 3

2.427 x 10 s

1.856 x 10 3

1.363 x 10 3

9.471 x 10 2

6.059 x 10 2

X = 0.90

l"

0.0000

0.0547

0.1095

0.1642

0.2190

0.2737

O.3284

0.3832

0.4379

0.4926

0.5474

0.6295

0.6842

0.7390

0.7937

1.0000

T._nlm lO.--Temperature, Density, and Pressure Distributions

Y = 0.09 Z = 0.01 _ = 0.534 Mass = 0.07

Temperature

Perfect Gas Degenerate Gas

9.316 × 10 s 8.760×

9.255

9.071

8.772

8.369

7.874

7.304

6.676

6.007

5.317

4.620

3.595

2.943

2.326

1.750

0.000

x 10 s 8.702 ×

x I0 s 8.530 x

x 10 s 8.248 x

x 10 s 7.869 x

x 10 s 7.404 x

x 10 s 6.868 x

x 10 s 6.277 ×

× 10 s 5.648 x

× 10 s 4.999 x

× 10 s 4.344 x

× 10 s 3.380 ×

x 10 s 2.767 ×

x 10 s 2.187 x

x 10 s 1.646 ×

0.000

IO s

10 s

10 s

i0 s

10 s

IO s

iO s

10 s

10 s

10 s

10 s

10 s

10 s

10 s

i0 s

Density

4.730

4.683

4.545

4.322

4.027

3.675

3.284

2.869

2.449

2.039

1.675

1.134

8.400 × 10 -l

5.903 x 10-z

3.853 × 10 -1

0.000

Radius = 0.5

Pressure

6.805 x I014

6.693 x 10 z4

6.366 x 10 z4

5.430 x I0 z4

5.204 x 1014

4.469 x 1014

3.703 × 1014

2.958 x 1014

2.272 x 1014

1.674 x 1014

1.179 x 1014

6.295 x 1013

3.817 x 1013

2.120 × 1013

i.103 x 1013

0.000
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TABLE 11.--Physical Properties of the Models

X = 0.62 Y = 0.35 Z = 0.03 Mass = 0.09 t_ = 0.659

Radius

000 ..........................

.000 ..........................

.000 ..........................

.000 ..........................

500 ..........................

.0O0 ..........................

900 ..........................

0.800 ..........................

.700 ..........................

0.600 ..........................

0.500 ..........................

.400 ..........................

.300 ..........................

.200 ..........................

.150 ..........................

.140 ..........................

.130 ..........................

.120 ..........................

.110 ..........................

.I00 ..........................

.098 ..........................

.096 ..........................

.090 ..........................

0.080 ..........................

Y

0.0105

0.0150

0.0231

0.0427

0.0660

0. 1218

0.1430

0.1715

0.2110

0.2665

0.3550

0.5080

0.8180

1.6600

2.9000

3. 3900

4.0200

4. 8900

6.2000

8.3000

8.9300

9.6000

12. 2500

22. 5000

Lambda (Y)

1.0000

1.0000

1. 0000

1. 0000

1. 0000

1.0000

0.9880

0.9851

0.9802

0.9787

0.9701

0.9548

0.9267

0.8673

0.7970

0.7696

0.7366

0.7035

0.6580

0.5932

0.5770

0.5616

0.5089

0.3810

Density (C)

6.081E 03

1.188E 02

2.815E 02

9.502E02

2.252E 01

7.601E 01

1.043E00

1.485E 00

2.216E 00

3.519E00

6.081E00

1.188E 01

2.815E 01

9.502E 01

2.252E 02

2.770E O2

3.460E 02

4.399E 02

5.711E 02

7.601E 02

8.076E 02

8.592E 02

1.043E 03

1.485E O3

Temperature (C)

1.478E 05

1.847E 05

2.463E 05

3.695E 05

4.927E 05

7.390E 05

8.112E 05

9.100E 05

1.035E 06

1.205E 06

1.434E 06

1.764E06

2.283E 06

3.205E 06

3.926E 06

4.062E06

4.187E 06

4.332E 06

4.420E 06

4.384E 06

4.352E 06

4.323E 06

4.179E O6

3.519E 06

Pressure (C)

1.125E 11

2.746E 11

8.680E 11

4.394E 12

1.389E 13

7.031E 13

1.072E 14

1.717E 14

2.928E 14

5.425E 14

1.125E 15

2.746E 15

8.680E 15

4.394E 16

1.389E 17

1.830E 17

2.462E 17

3.391E 17

4.802E 17

7.031E 17

7.623E 17

8.278E 17

1.072E 18

1.717E 18

The limiting radius = 0.0628
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TABLE 12.--Physical Properties of the Models

X = 0.62 Y = 0.35 Z = 0.03 Mass = 0.08 _ = 0.659

Radius

.000 ..........................

.000 ..........................

.000 ..........................

,000 ..........................

L.500 ..........................

L.000 ..........................

.900 ..........................

.800 ..........................

.700 ..........................

.600 ..........................

).500 ..........................

). 400 ..........................

.300 ..........................

• 200 ..........................

). 150 ..........................

). 130 ..........................

). 120 ..........................

).110 ..........................

). 100 ..........................

.099 ..........................

). 098 ..........................

). 090 ..........................

). 080 ..........................

Y

0.0115

0.0160

0.0244

0.0453

0.0700

0.1295

0.1520

0.1820

0.2240

0.2840

0.3780

0.5400

0.8700

1.7700

3.1800

4.4000

5.4500

6.9800

9.5500

9.9000

10.2500

14.6000

28.9000

Lambda (Y)

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.000O

0.9867

0.9841

0.9797

0.9755

0.9675

0.9536

0.9251

0.8647

0.7806

0.7257

0.6800

0.6299

0.5620

0.5542

0.5491

0.4691

0.3363

Density (C)

5.405E 03

1.056E 02

2.503E 02

8.446E 02

2.002E 01

6.757E Ol

9.269E 01

1.320E00

1.970E 00

3.128E00

5.405E00

1.056E 01

2.503E 01

8.446E 01

2.002E 02

3.075E 02

3.910E 02

5.076E 02

6.757E 02

6.964E 02

7.179E 02

9.269E 02

1.320E 03

Temperature (C)

1.314E 05

1.642E 05

2.190E 05

3.284E 05

4.379E 05

6.569E 05

7.201E 05

8.080E 05

9.193E 05

1.068E 06

1.271E O6

1.566E06

2.026E O6

2.840E 06

3.418E 06

3.667E 06

3.722E O6

3.761E 06

3.692E 06

3.677E 06

3.680E 06

3.424E 06

2.761E 06

Pressure (C)

8.888E 10

2.170E 11

6.858E 11

3.472E 12

1.097E 13

5.555E 13

8.467E 13

1.356E 14

2.314E 14

4.286E 14

8.888E 14

2.170E 15

6.858E 15

3.472E 16

1.097E 17

1.945E 17

2.679E06

3.794E 17

5.555E 17

5.783E 17

6.023E 17

8.467E 17

1.356E 18

The limiting radius =0.0653
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TABU 13.--Physical Properties of the Models

X ffi0.62 Y = 0.35 Z= 0.03 Mass = 0.07 u = 0.659

Radius Y Lambda (Y) Density (C) Temperature

).000 ..........................

l:. 000 ..........................

3.000 ..........................

_.000 ..........................

1.500 ..........................

1.000 ..........................

D.90O ..........................

D.800 ..........................

0.700 ..........................

0.600 ..........................

0.500 ..........................

0.400 ..........................

O.300 ..........................

0.200 ..........................

O. 150 ..........................

O. 140 ..........................

O. 130 ..........................

O. 120 ..........................

O. 110 ..........................

O. I00..........................

O. 098 ..........................

0.095 ..........................

O.080 ..........................

0.0125
0.0170
0.0262
0.0483
0.0748
0.1382
0.1628
0.1950
0.2400
O.3050
O.4050
0.5810
O. 9350
1.9400
3.5000

4.1000

4.9400

6.1500

8.0500
11.2000
12.2500
14.2000
4O.0OOO

1.000O

1.00O0

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9892
0.9852

0.9828
0.9780
0.9726

0.9660
0.9493
0.9218

0.8502
0.7649
0.7379
0.7014
0.6579
0.5980
0.5288
0.5091
0.4741
0.2825

4.730E03

9.238E 03
2.10OE 02
7.390E 02
1.752E 01

5.912E 01
8.110E 01
1.155E 0O

1.724E 0O

2.737E 0O

4.730E 0O

9.238E 0O

2.190E 01
7.390E 01
1.752E02
2.155E02
2.691E 02
3.421E 02
4.442E02
5.912E 02
6.282E 02
6.896E 02
1.155E 03

1.150E 05
1.437E 05
1.916E 05
2.874E 05
3.832E 05
5.686E 05

6.292E05

7.0OlE 05
8.030E O5

9.317E 05
1.110E06

1.364E 06

1.766E0O
2.443E0O

2.931E06

3.029E06
3.101E06

3.151E 06

3.125E 06

3.039E 06

2.986E 06

2.868E 06

2.030E 06

(C) Pressure (C)

6.805E10
1.661E 11
5.251E 11
2.658E 12
8.401E 12
4.253E 13
6.483E 13
1.038E14
1.771E 14
3.282E 14
6.805E 14
1.661E 15
5.251E 15
2.658E 16
8.401E 16
1.107E 17
1.489E 17
2.051E 17
2.905E 17
4.253E 17
4.611E 17

5.222E 17
1.038E 18

The limiting radius = 0.0683
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TABU 14.--Physical Properties of the Models

X = 0.62 Y = 0.35 Z = 0.03 Mass = 0.06 _ = 0.659

Radius

:.000 ..........................

_.000 ..........................

_°000 ..........................

.500 ..........................

.000 ..........................

).900 ..........................

}.800 ..........................

). 700 ..........................
).600 ..........................

). 500 ..........................

).400 ..........................

). 300 ..........................

).200 ..........................

). 180 ..........................

). 150 ..........................

). 140 ..........................

_. 130 ..........................

3. 120 ..........................

3. 110 ..........................

3.100 ..........................

D.090 ..........................

Y

0.0186

0.0284
0.0521
0. 0810

0.1500
0.1760
0.2110

0. 2600
0. 3300

0. 4400

0. 6330

1. 0250
2.1500

2. 6400

3. 9300

4. 6800

5.7000

7.1800

9.5500

14.0000
24.8000

Lambda (Y)

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

0.9862
0.9847
0.9819

0.9762
0.9715
0.9623

0.9440

0.9053
0.8355

0.8094

0.7424

0.7100

0.6712

0. 6270

0.5624

O. 4800

0. 3639

Density (C)

7.918E 03
1.877E 02

6.334E 02

1.502E 01

5.068E 01
6.951E 01

9.898E 01

1.477E 00

2.346E 00

4.054E 00

7.918E 00

1.877E 01
6.334E 01

8.689E 01

1.502E O2
1.847E 02

2.307E 02
2.933E 02

3.807E O2

5.068E 02

6.951E 02

Temperature (C)

1.232E 05

1.642E 05

2.463E O5

3.284E 05
4.859E 05
5.390E 05
6.047E 05

6.870E 05

7.977E 05

9.482E O5

1.163E 06

1.487E O6

2.058E 06

2.215E 06

2.438E 06
2.498E 06

2.544E 06
2.574E 06
2.519E 06

2.365E 06

1.992E 06

Pressure (C)

1.221E 11

3.858E 11

1.953E 12

6.172E 12

3.125E 13
4.763E 13

7.629E 13

1.301E 14

2.411E 14

5.000E 14

1.221E 15

3. 858E 15

1.953E 16

2.977E 16

6.172E 16
8.134E 16 •

1.094E 17

1. 507E 17
2. 134E 17

3. 125E 17
4.763E 17

The limiting radius = 0.0719
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TABLE 15.--Physical Properties of the Models

X = 0.62 Y = 0.35 Z = 0.03 Mass = 0.05 tt = 0.659

Radius Y Lambda (Y) Density (C) Temperature (C) Pressure (C)

4. O00 ..........................

_.000 ..........................

[_. 0OO ..........................

1.500 ..........................

1.000 ..........................

0.900 ..........................

0.800 ..........................

O. 700 ..........................

0.600 ..........................

O. 500 ..........................

0.400 ..........................

0.0202

0.0310

0.0575

0.0886

0.1645

0.1930

0.2315

O.285O

0.3630

0.4850

0.7080

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

0.9854

0.9841

0. 9807

0.9758

0.9688

0.9584

0.9309

6.598E 03

1.564E 02

5.279E 02

1.251E 01

4.223E 01

5.793E 01

8.248E 01

1.231E 00

1.955E00

3.378E 00

6.598E O0

1.026E 05

1.368E 05

2.053E 05

2.737E 05

4.045E 05

4.489E 05

5.033E 05

5.723E 05

6.629E 05

7.869E 05

9.554E 05

0.300 ..........................

0.200_: ........................

0.180 ..........................

0.160 ..........................

0.150 ..........................

0.140 ..........................

0.130 ..........................

0.120 ..........................

0.110 ..........................

0.090 ..........................

1.1400

2.4000

3.0000

3.9100

4.55O0

5.50OO

6.7500

8.7000

12.0000

38.0000

0.9038

0.8249

0.7899

0.7426

0.7171

0.6794

0.6390

0.5814

0.5132

0.2909

1.564E 01

5.279E 01

7.241E 01

1.031E 02

1.251E 02

1.539E 02

1.922E 02

2.444E 02

3.173E 02

5.793E O2

1.23715 06

1.693E 06

1.802E 06

1.905E 06

1.963E 06

1.992E 06

2.018E 06

1.989E 06

1.915E 06

1.327E 06

8.477E 10

2.679E 11

1.356E 12

4.286E 12

2.170E 13

3.307E 13

5.298E 13

9.038E 13

1.674E 14

3.472E 14

8.477E 14

2.679E 15

1.356E 16

2.067E 16

3.311E 16

4.286E 16

5.649E 16

7.598E 16

1.046E 17

1.482E 07

3.307E 17

The limiting radius =0.0764
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TABLE16.--PhysicalProperties of the Models

X = 0.62 Y = 0.35 Z = 0.03 Mass = 0.04 tt = 0.659

Radius

.000 ..........................

.000 ..........................

.500 ..........................

.000 ..........................

0.900 ..........................

,800 ..........................

• 700 ..........................

.600 ..........................

• 500 ..........................

.400 ..........................

.300 ..........................

.250 ..........................

.200 ..........................

• 190 ..........................

• 180 ..........................

. 170 ..........................

.160 ..........................

. 150 ..........................

.140 ..........................

.130 ..........................

.120 ..........................

.lO0 ..........................

Y

0.0350

0. 0642

0. 0995

0.1840

0. 2160

0. 2590

0. 3200

0. 4090

0. 5460

0. 7930

I. 3000

1. 8000

2.8000

3.1300

3.5400

4. O3OO

4.6900

5.5500

6. 7500

8.5900

11.4500

30.5000

Lambda (Y)

1.0000

1.0000

0.9893

0.9852

0.9833

0.9803

0.9731

0.9639

0.9540

0.9298

0.8917

0.8615

0.8017

0.7836

0.7629

0.7378

0.7114

0.6764

0.6393

0.5836

0.5216

0.3187

Density (C)

1.251E 02

4.223E 02

1.001E 01

3.378E 01

4.634E 01

6.598E 01

9.850E 01

1.564E 00

2.703E00

5.279E 00

1.251E 01

2.162E 01

4.223E 01

4.925E 01

5.793E 01

6.876E 01

8.248E 01

1.001E 02

1.231E 02

1.538E O2

1.955E 02

3.378E 02

Temperature (C)

1.095E 05

1.642E 05

2.166E 05

3.236E 05

3.588E 05

4.025E 05

4.566E 05

5.276E 05

6.267E 05

7.634E 05

9.762E05

1.132E 06

1.317E 06

1.355E 06

1.392E 06

1.425E 06

1.460E 06

1.481E 06

1.500E 06

1.474E 06

1.428E 06

1.047E06

Pressure (C)

1.715E 11

8.680E 11

2.743E 12

1.389E 13

2.117E 13

3.391E 13

5.784E 13

1.072E 14

2.222E 14

5.425E 14

1.715E 15

3.555E 15

8.680E 15

1.066E 16

1.323E 16

1.663E 16

2.119E 16

2.734E 16

3.615E 16

4.863E 16

6.698E 16

1.389E 17

The limiting radius = 0.0823
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X = 0.62

TABLE 17.--Temperature, Density and Pressure Distributions

¥ = 0.35 Z = 0.03 _ = 0.659 Mass = 0.07 Radius = 0.5

I"

R

0.0000

0.0547

0.1095

0.1642

0.2190

0.2737

0.3284

0.3832

0.4379

0.4926

0.5474

0.6295

0.6842

0.7390

0.7937

1.0000

mem

Perfect Gas

1.149× 10 6

1.141 × 10 6

• 1.119× 10 6

1.082 × 10 6

1.032 × I0 s

9.711 × 10 s

9.008 × IO s

8.234× i0 s

7.409 × 10 s

6.557 × I0 s

5.698 × 10 s

4.434 × IO s

3.630× lO s

2.869 × 10 s

2.159 × 10 s

0.000

)erature

Degenerate Gas

I.II0 × 10 6

1.103 × 10 6

1.081 × I0 6

1.045 × I0 6

9.971 × 10 s

9.382 × 10 s

8.702 × I0 s

7.954 × 10 s

7.157 × 10 s

6.335 _ 10 s

5.504 × 10 s

4.283 × 10 s

3.506 × 10 s

2.772 × 10 s

i.086 × 10 s

0.000

Density

4.730

4.683

4.545

4.322

4.027

3.675

3.284

2.869

2.449

2.039

1.675

1.134

8.400 × 10 -I

5.903 × I0 -l

3.853 × 10 -I

0.000

Pressure

6.805 ×10 14

6.693 × I0 14

6.366 × I0 14

5.430 × I0 14

5.204 × 10 14

4.469 × I0 14

3.703 × 10 14

2.958 x 10 14

2.272 × 10 TM

1.674 x 1014

1.179 × 10 14

6.295 × 1013

3.817 × 10 13

2.120 × I013

1.103 × I013

0.000
i
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NON- DEGENERATE

moss- 08

O7

.06

.05

mass-.04

radius-2.0-

5.1 T

50
-3.0 -20 -I.0

i

DEGENERATE I

b
i

0.0 1.0 2.0 50

LOG (pc)

4.0

FIGURE 9.--The temperature-density diagram for com-
pletely convective models. Population II.

DISCUSSION

The numerical results presented here show

clearly that for a given composition, there exists a

limiting mass below which a contracting star can-

not reach the main sequence stage, because the

temperature and density at the center are too low

for hydrogen burning to start. Instead the star

becomes a degenerate star as a consequence of the

contraction. After the star has evolved beyond

the stage of maximum central temperature, further

contraction will take it towards the stage of com-

plete degeneracy. Thus, all stars having a mass

less than a certain limiting mass ultimately be-

come completely degenerate objects without ever

going through the normal stellar evolution. The

exact determination of this limiting mass for a

given composition requires a knowledge of the

luminosity of the contracting stars which can be

obtained if we know the atmospheric structure in

addition to the interior models computed here.

Suitable model atmospheres for contracting stars

of low mass are being computed which, together

with the interior models presented here, will give

us not only the evolutionary tracks in the H-R

166

6.5
X- .62

64 Y- .35

Z - .03

6.3 -- _" .659

62-

61

60-

-5.9

5.8

o, 57

5.6

55

5.4

5.5

52

5.1

5.0
-30 -20 -IO OO IO 20 5.0 40

LOG (pc)

FIGUI_ 10.--The temperature-density diagram for com-
pletely convective models. Population I.

diagram for these stars, but also the limiting mass

which gives a lower limit to the mass of a main

sequence star and the time scale for the Helm-

holtz-Kelvin contraction. If we assume reasonable

luminosities for these stars, we find that, for stars

with population I composition, the limiting mass

is approximately 0.07. Similarly for the popula-

tion II stars the limiting mass is _proximately

0.09.
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COSMIC-RAY-INDUCED STABLE AND
RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES IN METEORITES

MICHAEL E. LIPSCHUTZ*

Goddard Space Flight Center

Meteorites, the only extra-terrestrial solid objects currently available on the earth, are being
extensively studied by many investigators. Data now available enable us to reconstruct some
features of that period when meteorites were exposed to cosmic rays.

A brief discussion of meteoritic types is followed by presentation of the results of radiochemical
and mass-spectrometric investigations on meteorites. From the amounts of cosmogenic stable and
radioactive species present, conclusions can be drawn concerning the duration of cosmic ray ex-
posure, the spectrum and intensity of the incident cosmic ray flux, the pre-atmospheric size and
shape of the meteorites, and the terrestrial history of these objects. To close, a brief discussion of
some, as yet unanswered, questions concerning meteorites is presented.

INTRODUCTION

In the few years since the first artifical earth

satellite was launched, direct measurements of the

interplanetary radiation environment have be-
come relatively common. Such measurements (:an

indicate only what is occurring hcrc and now. They

cannot, for example, tell us whether the cosmic

ray intensity or energy spectra have varied in the

last few million years or whether the intensity is
the same near the sun as near Jupiter. Related

questions, such as the erosion rate of solid objects
by high velocity dust particles or the probability

of an object's collision with large pieces of cosmic

"debris," are also difficult to answer by use of

artificial probes. Effects due to these processes are

detectable only in objccts that have been in space

for very long periods.
Meteorites are both the oldest material and the

only extra-terrestrial samples of which we know.

They are therefore unique objects by which the

early nuclcosynthetic and space environmental
conditions can be examined. It is the purpose of

this paper to review some of the significant oh-

*l)r. Lipschutz, on active duty with the U.S. Army, is
stationed at Goddard Space Flight Center.

servations regarding intcrplanctary environments
as deduced from the study of meteorites.

The principal classification of meteorites is on
the basis of physical appearance. Those that are

almost pure iron-niclek alloys arc called siderites.

Stony-iron meteorites (siderolites) are further sub-
divided into pallasites in which the stony con-
stituents are embedded in a matrix of metal, and

mesosiderites, in which bits of iron-nickel are in a

stone matrix. Stony meteorites (aerolites) are

divided into chondrites, containing spherical in-

clusions called chondrules, and achondrites. The

number and proportion of each class 1 are listed
in table 1. "Falls" refer to meteorites that are

seen to fall and are recovered, while "finds" are
meteorites whose falls have not been witnessed.

It seems probable that the falls more nearly

represent the preterrcstrial compositional distri-
bution of meteorites than the finds, which would

be biased in the direction of the more easily

recognized irons. The average chemical composi-
tion 2 of both iron and stone meteorites is listed

in table 2. In general, only a few elements are

abundant enough to concern the scientest study-

ing cosmic radiation effects; these elements in-

clude Fe, Ni, O, Si, and Mg.

106
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TABLE 1.--Classification of Various Types of Meteorites 1

107

Types of meteorites

rons (Siderites) ..........................................

4ony-Irons (Siderolites) :
Pallasites ...........................................

Mesosiderites .........................................

;tones (Aerolites) :
Chondrites ...........................................

Achondrites ..........................................

Falls Finds

42

2

l0

523

56

5O3

37

18

254

ll

Percent

falls

6.6

0.3

1.6

82.7

8.8

Percent

finds

61.1

4.5

2.2

30.9

1.3

Total .............................................. 633 823 100 100

Recovered meteorites range in mass from a few

hundredths of a gram to 60 metric tons2 Larger

meteorites have at times hit the earth: The object

that created the "Great Arizona Meteorite

Crater" weighed between l04 and l0 _ metric

tons/ and the shock pressure generated by its

impact was more than sufficient to convert graph-

ite to diamond. 5 Brown G,7 has reported on the

in-fall rate of meteorites of various masses.

It is generally accepted from theoretical studies s

TABLE 2.--Average Chemical Composition of Stony and
Iron Meteorites 2

Element

() .....................

Si ....................

Mg, ...................

C_t ....................

ii ....................

A] ....................

N _ ...................

Cr ....................

K ................

C ....................

Co ...................

Ti ...................

Weight percent

Stone

meteorites

35.71

23.31

18.07

13.87
1.80
1.73

1.53

1.52
0.65

0.32

0.17

0.15

0.12

0.11

0.11

Iron

meteorites

89.70

0.08

9.10

0.12

0.62

0.1_

that most, if not all, meteorites come from the

asteroidal belt--a group of small planctsimals

rotating about the sun in orbits between those of

Mars and Jupiter. On the basis of chemical and

mineralogical studies Urey 9 suggestcd that some

meteorites come from the moon's surface. It is

not certain that this is thc case; the only recovercd

meteorite whose orbit was calculated ]° came from

the asteroidal belt.

COSMIC-RAY-INDUCED NUCLEAR REACTIONS

While objects are in space, they are being con-

tinuously bombarded by high energy cosmic rays.

Even the earth is subjected to this bombardmcnt,

but its thick atmosphere (1010 gm/cm 2) absorbs

most of the particles and allows but a few to

strike the surface.

Most studies of cosmic ray interaction with

meteoritic material have employed mass-spcctro-

metric and radiochemical tcchniques, and ac-

cordingly this same approach will be emphasized

here. l lowcver, other means carl be used in study-

ing interplanetary environments, l loutermans and

coworkcrs ]1 have studied the thermolumines('ent

glow curves of some stony meteorites to measure

their accumulated radiation dosage. I Ieymam_ and

Fluit/_ using 20-Key A + atoms, have estimated

thc rclative spaec erosion ratcs of stonc and iron

meteorites by studying their surface "sputtering."

The application of other physi(.al tc(:hniques to

investigations of this type would indeed bc of

valuc.

Cosmic ray primaries are about 87% protons
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and13%alphaparticles.Secondaryparticlesthat
consistmostlyof highandlow energyprotons,
neutrons,andmesonsareproducedby theinter-
actionofprimariesandmatter.Nuclearreactions
that canbe inducedby suchparticlesmay be
groupedinto threecategories:spallation, neutron

capture, and stripping. In general, it may be said

that any encrgeti(:ally possible nuclear reaction

that can occur, will.

The first, and most important, of these re-

actions, spaUation, occurs when a high energy

particle strikes a nucleus and deposits enough

energy to "evaporate" some nucleons. The result-

ing atom may bc either radioactive or stable,

and can differ in mass and atomic numbers by as

few as I or 2 or as many as 40 to 50. Such a re-

action may be represented by

zM A+p--*X (n+p) -_-aN b, (l)

where Z and A are, respectively, the atomic and

mass numbers of the targct nucleus M; n repre-

scnts a neutron; p, a proton; and N, the product

nucleus. X, a, and b arc integers that, to a first

approximation, arc dependent on the energy of

the impacting particle. Some of the n and p that

are produced may t)e asso(:iatcd as nuclear frag-

ments, such as heavy hydrogen or helium nuclei.

Examples of Reaction I are:

_61_'e56-J-lpL_261"e)5(tl/2 = 2.6 years) -F.u'-{-ip x, ( l a)

26Fes6-j-jpk-_21Sc4a (stable)-{-6 ,pl-_-(i 0rt 1, (lb)

_6FeS¢-l-jpL-hsAl'26(tl/2 = 7.4 X 1()5 years)

-J-141pl_-170n 1. (lc)

Neulron capture occurs when a low energy

neutron produced by a reaction of type I strikes

a nucleus. It may t)c represented by:

zM A +(,nl-_zM a÷l-l-'y. (2)

The product is one atomic numbcr different from

the target nucleus. I,;xamples are:

2sNi'_sW,n'--_:sNi'_o(t,/2 =8.0X I(P years)-t-% (2a)

_TCl:'_-k,,n'--hTC] :_a ([i/2 = :{.()8 _ 1(P ycars) -F 7. (2b)

The thinl type of interaction, the stripping re-

action, occurs wh(;n an alpha parti(.]c more or less

elastically strikes a nuch;us. In this ('ase a mn'_lcon

is stril)l)ed from the all)ha particle, and the frag-

ment continues on. These reactions may be repre-

sented by:

,Mb-l-_He4--*iH3(tl/_ = 12.4 years)

-_N"{-X(nTp), (3a)

,Mb_-_He4--_2He3 (stable)-F_N_-FX(n-Fp). (3b)

Nuclei heavier than about mass 64 (nickel)

are quite rare in meteoritcs, so that the amount of

material produced by fission is negligible.

DATA FROM METEORITES

There recently have been several studies aimed

at determining the primary and secondary cosmic

ray spectra at various depths in iron meteorites.

The calculation of the spectra is not at all

"straightforward" bc('ausc both primary and

secondary particles can cause nuclear reactions.

Goel, _3 on the basis of nuclear-star production in

iron, has calculated the relative production rates

of several spccific nuclides in iron; the agreement

between his calculations and the observed ratios

is fair. I)crhaps the most successful calculation to

date has been that by Arnohl ct al., _4 whose results

agree well with the observed concentrations of
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FIGURE 1.--Energy spectrum of nuclear particles in a
small iron meteorite; A - 100 gm/cm _, B - l0 gm/cm _,

C--primary spectrum (after Arnoht, reference 18).
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nuclides in the Aroos meteorite. 15,16,17Figure 1,

from Arnold's review TM of cosmic ray interactions

in meteorites, shows the derived spectra of
Arnold et al. _4Geiss et al. 19have shown that the

center of an iron meteorite, _13 cm in radius,

will be bombarded by 1.1 proton equivalents

(E>_ 1 Bev)/cm2-sec or by 2.7 × l0 '6 protons/cm 2

in 860X106 years (the irradiation period of

Aroos*)--the equivalent of several weeks ir-

radiation in a terrestrial synchro-cylotron. De-

tailed studies are presently being made of nuclear

production rates at various depths in simulated

meteoritest (reference 20 and others).

Geiss et al. 19and Honda et al. '5 have shown the

spectrum and intensity of cosmic radiation to have
been constant to within at least a factor of 2

over the last 107 years. The variation within the

past 105 years has apparently been less than 10%, :1

although Voshage 22 has indicated that between

106 and 4X107 years ago the intensity, more or

less suddenly, increased by a factor of 1.3 to 1.8.

Over the past 108 to l09 years the intensity has

been similar to that at present. 14

Whether the sun is a significant source of cosmic
radiation is thus far uncertain. Stoenner et al.

(reference 23_) found little difference (_< 15 per-

cent) in cosmic ray flux near the sun or in the

asteroidal belt. Fireman and DeFelice, 24 however,
reported that the flux near the earth is about twice

that in the asteroidal belt. The significance of the

sun as a cosmic ray source should be clarified in the
near future as data on nuclear reactions in artificial

satellites accumulate (references 25, 26, and 27:_).
Fireman, 2son the basis of material recovered from

Discoverer XVII _atellite, suggested that solar

flares contain an appreciable amount of tritium.

Very recently Fireman, DeFelice, and Tilles§ have

reported on some cosmic ray and solar proton in-

*Lipschutz, M. E., "A126and Ti 44 in Some Iron Mete-
orites and Their Exposure Ages," to be presented at the
American Geophysical Union meeting in April 1963.

_Davis, R., Jr., et al., "Cosmic Ray Produced Ar 37and
Ar 39Activities in Recently Fallen Meteorites," to be pub-
lished.

:_Also, see program of meeting on "Scientific Results
From a Naturally Recovered Satellite," Trans. AGU
43(4): 423, 1962.

§Fireman, E. L., DeFelice, J., and Tilles, D., "Tritium
and Radioactive Argon and Xenon in Meteorites and
Satellites," IAEA Preprint No. SM 33/44 (1962).

duced activities in a number of rocket and satellite

fragments. Their findings indicate that the No-

vember 12, 1960, solar flare contained approxi-

mately 1% tritium and that the earth's radiation

belts contain about 1 to 4% trapped tritons. Fire-

man et al. have concluded that the trapped

tritium is more energetic than is flare tritium and
has a mean lifetime of about 2 months. It would

be instructive to examine the D/H ratio in some

of these rockets and satellites. The magnitude of

any anomalously large ratio (greater than the

terrestrial value of 0.00014) in concert with the

observed T/H ratio would give some information

on hydrogen trapping mechanisms, solar chromo-

spheric thermonuclear reactions, etc.

Questions of some interest are whether the rate

of space erosion of meteorites is high and whether

any direct evidence of impacts between large

meteorites (asteroids) can be obtained. In an ex-

tensive review of meteorite ages, Anders _9 con-

cluded that preterrestrial erosion is relatively un-

important in the history of meteorites. Atmos-

pheric ablation, on the other hand, does affect

the size and shape _°.3_,32,33of recovered meteorites

(figs. 2a and 2b). Figure 2b is an illustration of a

case where a meteorite (Carbo) was fractured late

in its history--probably on entering the atmos-

phere. 29On the basis of exposure ages (see below)

Vilcsek and W/tnke 34 concluded that the giant

Sikhote Alin iron meteorite had undergone several

breakups while in space.

Anders 29 has reviewed the subject of meteorite

ages in great detail, and only a few of the sig-

nificant points will be mentioned here. In its most

general form, the cosmic ray exposure age r of a

meteorite is given by:

=K(_R/_S)/(S/R), (4)

where K is a proportionality constant and OR/¢_S

is the relative production ratio of some stable S

and radioactive R species. A very comprehensive

discussion of types of age determinations is pre-
sented in Anders' review.

Thus far, it would appear 29 that many of the

iron meteorite age determinations fall into two

groups: 2.5 to 3X10 s and 5 to 6×10 8 years. The
ages of the stone meteorites are, in general, much

lower than those of the irons, with discrete groups

being more apparent. Kirsten et a12 6 presented
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3.40

u_ REFERENCELINE

FmURE 2.--Contours of constant He 8in two iron meteorites; crosses ( × ) indicate actual He a determinations, and dots (.)

indicate interpolated values. (a) Grant iron meteorite (reference 31); (b) Carbo iron meteorite (reference 32); open

contour lines to the right indicate a recent fracture.

24

data that indicate groups at 0 to 0.1 ×108 and

0.15 to 0.3X l0 s years (fig. 3). One stone meteorite _o 20-

has been irradiated by cosmic rays for only about '"{n
.

<_ 16-
105 years, :_ while the "oldest" meteorite, all iron, o

apparently has been irradiated for about 15 X l()S _ 12
years. 17 It is usually assumed that the exposure age a:

represents the time elapsed since the individual m

meteorites were broken from their parent bodies. z

Also assumed is that effects due to subsequent

space erosion and breakup arc insigniiicant. If, as

it now appears, these groups are real, they repre-

sent major collisions in the asteroidai belt around

I() 7, 2X l() 7, 3X I() _, and 5X l() _ years ago. Future

effort will undoubtedly reveal whether these

groupings are the result of breakups or are due to

I_1 Chondrlte!'7"2]Achondrlte

4

o I-I
| io ,o 2o 3o 4o 50 eo i;o l;o

EXPOSURE AGE (millions of years)

.r-_, ¢_ r_

FIGURE 3.--Cosmic ray exposure of some stony meteorites

(after Kirsten et aL, reference 35).
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some other cause (e.g., space erosion). It might be

mentioned at this point that some recent investi-

gations* (references 37, 38, and others) have

shown that meteorites are quite durable objects.

one iron has been found to have been on tile earth

for _'3 X 105 years, 15 and two stones for >_20,000

years27,_8 In most other cases, meteorites' resi-

dence on the earth has been longer than 300 to

1500 years. Considering the effects of terrestrial

weathering, such "ages" are indeed impressive.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this discussion we have reviewed soma recent

studies of interplanetary radiation and its effects

on solid objects. If an attempt is made to extra-

polate into the next few years, we can expect to

learn a good bit more of the relatively recent

(< 106 to l0 s years) history of our solar system.

In particular, the importance of the moon as a

source of meteoritic material, and the number of

collisions in the asteroidal belt, may be settled.

Too, we may begin to estimate the rate of col-

lision of large objects with dust and larger "debris"

and to set narrower limits for temporal and spatial

cosmic ray variations. By then we will no doubt

be studying actual lunar and planetary material

in the laboratory. The experience and knowledge

gained from previous research on meteoritic extra-

terrestrial material will be invaluable.
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ALUMINUM-26 IN IRON METEORITES AND
THEIR COSMIC-RAY EXPOSURE AGES

MICHAEL E. LIPSCHUTZ*

AND

EDWARD ANDERS

Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear ,Studies, University of Chicago

The A126and Ti44contents of 10 iron meteorites were determined by "),-'7coincidence counting
of separated fractions. The A12_contents, ranging from 0 to 2.84 dpm/kg, were lower by factors of
1.5 to 3 than literature values obtained by/_-counting. This discrepancy is apparently caused by a
f_-emitting impurity that interferes in E-counting, but not in the 3'-'Y coincidence method. From
the Ne 21content of these meteorites, the following cosmic-ray exposure ages, in million years, were
calculated (relative to Grant = 640 m.y.) : Arispe = 110, Aroos = 950, Duchesne = 170, Norfolk =530,
Odessa = 360, Sandia Mountains)__70, Santa Apolonia = 670, Sikhote-Alin = 330, Treysa = 400. In
most cases, these values agree rather well with previously determined K4°/K 41and ClS6/Ar se ages.

Except for the observed falls Aroos, Sikhote-Alin, and Treysa, none of the above meteorites
contained any detectable Ti 44activity. Evidently the terrestrial ages of these meteorites are long
compared to the half-life of Ti 44,_150 y. The absence of Ti44activity in Norfolk shows that it can-
not have been associated with a 1907 fireball, as had been previously supposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past several years cosmic ray ex-

posure ages of iron meteorites have been deter-

mined by many investigators. However, the ages

obtained for the same meteorite by different

methods are often in disagreement--differences

of a factor of two being, quite common with

occasional differences as high as a factor of ten

(Anders, 1962). These disagreements may be due
to a number of causes which include: diffusion

losses of gaseous nuclides (Fireman and De Felice,

1960, Geiss, Hirt, and Oeschger, 1960, Bain-

bridge, Suess, and W_inke 1962); terrestrial ages

comparable to the half-lives of the radionuclide

measured (Fisher and Schaeffer 1960, Honda,

Shedlovsky, and Arnold 1961, Vilcsek and W_inke,

1961); variations in nuclide production rates due

to shielding (Hoffman and Nier, 1958, 1959,

1960) ; actual age differences in various portions of

the meteoroid owing to the exposure of fresh

surfaces by multiple collisions (Vilcsek and

*On active duty with U.S. Army.

W_nke, 1961, 1963); and secondary production

processes which depend on variables other than

exposure time [e.g. thermal neutron capture by

lawrencite (Goel, 1962)--FeC12].

In order to develop a dating method which

would be relatively insensitive to at least some of

these effects we isolated A126 and, in addition,

several other cosmogenic radionuclides, including

Ti 44, from iron meteorites. The A12G contents,

combined With Ne 2_measurements, were used to

calculate cosmic ray exposure ages.

Aluminum-26 (t_ n = 7.4 × 10_ years; Rightmire,

Kohman, and Hintenberger, 1958) decays pri-

marily (84%) by positron emission (Kohman,

Rightmire, Ehmann, and Simanton, 1957) while

Ti 44 decays by electron capture to 4 hr-Sc 44

which, in turn, decays largely (93%) by positron

emission (Blue and Bleuler, 1955). Thus both of

these nuclides can be counted by 7-_ coincidence

spectrometry. This technique discriminates very

powerfully against _-emitters and most _-emitters,
so that the samples need not be processed to the

same high degree of radiochemical purity required

113
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in counting. In fact, this technique has been

utilized by several investigators (Anders 1960;

Gfeller, Houtermans, Oeschger and Schwarz,

1961; Mayer-BSricke, Biswas, and Gcntner,

• 1962; Fireman, Fazio, and DeFelice, 1963) for
quantitative determination of A126 by non-

destructive counting of various stony meteorites.

Since A12Gand Ne 21 are 3035 mass units re-

moved from the principal target nucleus, Fe 5G,

they are produced mainly by high-energy cosmic-

ray primaries. Therefore, their production cross
sections should have nearly the same energy-and

depth-dependence. It is true that both nuclides

may be produced in high yield by spallation of

phosphorus or sulfur. However, the phosphorus
content of iron meteorites is usually less than

0.5_ and thus its contribution to the meteoritic

contents of A126 and Nc 21 should be negligible.

Sulfur occurs mainly in the form of troilite (FeS)

nodules which are normally avoided in sampling.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

1. Counting

The application of _,-_, coincidence spectrom-

etry to the measurement of f_+ emitters has been

described by Anders (1960) and by Viste and

Anders (1962). Briefly, the technique involves

coincidence counting of the 0.51 Mev photons

produced in 180 ° angular correlation by the

annihilation of positrons emitted by the radio-
nuclide.

Two coincidence spectrometers were used in this

study. The first consisted of two 3.8×3.8 cm.

NaI (T1) scintillation crystals mounted on EMI

type 9536 photomultiplier tubes.* The resolution

of these detectors for the 662 Key gamma ray of

Cs _37 were 10.1 and 9.5% and their counting

efficiencies were 8.3 and 8.1_. The positron

counting efficiency of the coincidence mode was

found to be 1.49:t:0.04_/v as determined by
calibration with a National Bureau of Standards

Na _ sample. This standard, NBS No. 4922, had a

positron specific activity of 7.81+0.16 X106

_/min./ml. in October 1954. In making decay

corrections a Na 2_half-life of 2.58 years was used.

*The 90 gram Toluca troilitc nodule was counted by
6.4X3._ cm COl)per-canned NaI (TI) crystals spaced 2.3
cm apart. The counting yield was 1.75±0.06_v.

The second spectrometer system is shown

schematically in figure 1. Detectors 1 and 2

(D1 and D2) were two 3.8X5.1 cm NaI (T1)

scintillation crystals on Dumont type 6292

photomultiplier tubes. Their resolutions were 8.4

and 8.7% and their counting efficiencies, 13.0

and 12.7% respectively. The coincidence counting

efficiency was 2.43:t:0.07_.

Samples were counted in cylindrical lucite

capsules, 20.5 mm o.d., 14.0 mm i.d. and 1.7-4.2

mm. thick. They were covered at either end with

0.25 mm electrolytic-copper discs sealed on with

Eastman 910 adhesive. A constant spacing of
6.30 mm between the detectors was maintained

by means of a lucite sample holder.

The detectors were surrounded by an annular

anticoincidencc Geiger counter inside of a massive
shield constructed from concentric sleeves of cast

iron, electrolytic copper and high-purity bismuth.
Between the bismuth and the anticoincidence

counter were sleeves of 0.225 cm thick high-

purity cadmium and 0.025 cm thick electrolytic

copper, to degrade bismuth X-rays. The doors,

hinged at either end, were made of cast iron and
bismuth slabs.

The signals from the detectors were fed into a

dual amplifier (Nuclear Data ND500), set so as to

pass gamma rays in the 475-545 Kev energy

Anti - colnc I

ISc4 I_-

Fmum_ 1.--Block diagram of counting equipme.t. Pulses
from the detectors (D1 and D2), after passing through
the cathode followers (CF), enter the pulse height
analyzers (PHA). Signals from these are fed into the
coincidence circuit (Coinc) where they may be blocked
by anti-coincidence-ring pulses (Anti-coinc) or establish
a mutual coincidence in the energy region 475-545 Key.
The sealers (Sc) record pulses from the individual units.
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TABLE I.--Description of Meteorite Samples Investigated
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Meteorite and year of fall

xispe .......................

_roos (1959) ..................

'_anyon Diablo ................

)uchesne ....................

_rant ........................

anta Apolonia ...............

lorfolk (1907?) ...............

}dessa .......................

Sandia Mountains .............

;ikhote Alin (1947) ............

likhote Alin III (1(.}47) ........

?oluca (Troilite) ..............

?reysa .......................

?reysa II (1916) ..............

Recovered

mass

(kg)

3(.)8

150

>30,000

22.8

480

1315

23

> 10,000

45.4

>23,000

>23,000

>20,000

63

63

Source

Mr. G. I. Iluss ..........

Dr. M. Ilonda ..........

Dr. T. P. Kohman .......

Mr. G. I. Huss ..........

Dr. M. Honda ..........

Mr. G. I. Huss ..........

Dr. B. Mason ...........

Dr. M. Honda ..........

Mr. G. I. Huss ..........

Dr. D. Heymann ........

Dr. M. Honda ..........

Mr. G. I. Huss ..........

Dr. O. A. Sehaffer .......

Dr. M. Honda ..........

Remarks

Saw cuttings.

Previously separated A1203 and TiO2 (Honda

and Arnold, 1961).

Previously separated TiO_.

Saw cuttings.

Previously separated A1203 (Honda, et al,

1961).

Saw cuttings.

Saw cuttings.

Previously separated A1203 (Honda et al,

1961).

Saw cuttings.

Meteorite solution (Heymann and Schaeffer

1961).

Previously separated TiO:.

Single nodule.

Shavings.

Previously separated TiO2.

interval. The anticoindence signal was used to

gate the output of one of the amplifiers before it
entered the coincidence circuit.

Total sample counting times ranged from 12,000

to 40,000 minutes. Individual samples were

counted alternately with background for periods

of 1000-3000 minutes. The dual amplifier was

usually calibrated daily and was seldom found to

drift as much as 1%. On those occasions when

drift was greater than 1%, the count was dis-
carded.

Because of the constant spacing between

crystals, background count rates were nearly

constant. Normally, the gated detector registered

1.80-t-0.05 c/m and the ungated detector, 2.48±

0.05 c/re. On those occasions when one of the

detectors varied beyond these limits, the count

was discarded. The coincidence background was

3.78±0.15 X 10 -3 c/m.

2. Chemical Procedure

Table I lists sources and descriptions of the

individual samples. Iron meteorite samples of

60-190 grams (usually in the form of saw cuttings)
were dissolved under reflux in concentrated

hydrochloric and nitric acids, or in 2M sulfuric

acid if CP 6 was to be determined. In the latter

case 12.9 mg of C1- carrier and 0.40 mg of CP 7

spike were added before solution of the sample
was begun. Magnetic particles still present in the

residue when solution was apparently complete
were dissolved in HNO3 and the solution from

this step was added to the main solution. Those

samples which had been dissolved in sulfuric acid
were then oxidized under reflux with 15% H202

and the chlorine was precipitated as AgC1 and
filtered.

After removal of about a_o of the filtrate for

later analysis, the following carriers were added:

Ti (50.5 mg), Mn (13.1 rag), A1 (300 rag), and

Be (9.4 mg). No carrier was added for Ni as a large

amount of nickel is present in all iron meteorites.

Owing to anodic oxidation of Fe + + to Fe + + +

it proved impossible to remove iron by electrol-

ysis. For this reason, most of the Fe + + + was
removed by solvent extraction with isopropyl
ether from 8N HC1 solution (Sandell, 1944,

pp. 28-29).

The solution, at this point usually about 8

liters, was concentrated by distillation of hydro-
chloric acid, and the residue was dissolved in

distilled water and diluted to 1-2 liters until the
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TABLE II.--Results of A126 Determinations

Sample

t_rispe*..............................

?)uchesne* ...........................

_lorfolk ..............................

andia Mountains ....................

Weight of

sample

(g)

130• 2

190.1

gO. 0

Chemical

yield

(%)

Net count rate

(c/1000m)

106.6

79

89

65

2.70±0.56

2.16±0.73

6.32±0.70

3.03 .4-0.64

Disintegration rater

(dpm_kg)

]ikhote Alin I ........................

]anta Apoloni:t* ......................

Foluea Troilite .......................

rreysa I* ............................

_.roos**..............................

3rant** ..............................

)dessa** .............................

55•8

100.2

90•1

100.0

254

459

3540

96

85

97

-0.60 ±0.43

1.64±0.36

95

90

54

33

0.77.4-0.38

1.17±0.57

1.7 .4.2.1

4.67±0.61

6.78 ±0.70

9.62 4-0.84

12.62±1.16

2.024-0.22

2.84±0.60

--0.31-t-0.22

0. g0-4-0.3(.)

0.66±0.32

1.5 ±1.8

2.66 4-0.35

1.51 ±0.15

1.90+0.17

O. 56 ±0.048

*After the sample was dissolved, 10% of the solution was reserved for later analysis.

**These samples were previously chemically separated by Honda and coworkers at La Jolla.

t84% $+ enfission.

:_1.49%-eounting efficiency.

solution was about 1N in H2S04. This solution was

electrolyzed with a mercury cathode* at 10-20

and a voltage of 3.4 volts until loss of color
indicated that removal of Ni + + and Co + + was

complete.

The solution from the electrolysis was then
concentrated to 1.8N in sulfuric acid and titanium

was precipitated by 4¢,_, p-hydroxyphenylarsonic

acid solution. This procedure is quantitative for

amounts of Ti as small as 17 mg (Simpson and

Chandlee, 1938). The precipitate was ignited to

TiO2 well-ventilated hood and fumed to dryness

with HF solution to volatilize silicon as SiF4.

After another ignition the chemical yield of the

titanium was determined gravimetrically and the

Ti02 was then placed in a sample mount and
counted. No correction for meteoritic Ti was

necessary as Wiinke (1960) has found this to

range from 0.6 to less than 5 ppm in 4 iron
meteorites.

The filtrate, after removal of titanium, was

evaporated to near dryness and poured into

concentrated NaOH solution to precipitate in-

soluble hydroxides (including U and Th). After

centrifuging the solution and washing the precip-

itate with 20_, NaOH, the supernate and washes

*See Maxwell and Graham (1950) and Page, Maxwell

and Graham (1962) for reviews of the method.

were neutralized with concentrated HCI to a

pH of 8.0-8.6 and centrifuged. The amphoteric

hydroxide precipitate was then washed with a
buffered wash and dissolved in concentrated

HCI. Aluminum was then precipitated with

8-hydroxyquinoline (Flagg, 1948) and ignited to
A120_. After gravimetric determination of the

chemical yield the A120:_ was compacted on a

hydraulic press into small pellets using mineral oil

as a binder, and counted. The yield was not

corrected for aluminum originally present since

its content in iron meteorites is very low.

III. RESULTS

The data obtained are listed in tables II and III.

The uncertainty in each case is the statistical

standard deviation of counting since all other

experimental uncertainties are trivial compared
with this value.*

*The absolute Sikhote Alin I A126 disintegration rate

may be somewhat uncertain. This sample was received

as a solution (table I) to which unknown amounts of A1

and Ti carriers had been added. The aluminum chemical

yield was arbitrarily estimated at about 85%.

This estimation should not be in error by more titan

about 10%. The Ti yield was estimated by averaging all

of the other Ti chemical yields (except that of Sandia

Mountains). This estimate, too, should not be in error

by more than 10%.
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TABLEIII.--Resultsof Ti _4 Measurements
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Sample

_rispe* ..............................

_orfolk ..............................

_anta Apolonia* ......................

_ikhoteAlin I ........................

Freysa I* ............................

_roos** ..............................

Weight of

sample

(g)

130.2

80.0

100.2

55.8

I00.0

254

Chemical

yield

(%)

88

92

89

91

100

90

Net count rate

(c/000Om)

0.12-4-0. 64

0.15-4-0.64

0.34-4-0.75

0.15-4-0.52

1.27 _0.53

1.52-4-0.73

6.9 ±1.1

rreysa II** .............................................................................

_anyon Diablo*** ..................... 219 92

_ikhote Alin III** ................................................. 2.944-0.87

l

Disintegration rater

(dpm/kg)

O. 076 -4-0.26

O. 20 -4-0.44

0.083+0.29

1.11 -I-0.46

1.23 _0.59

2.28 _0.36

2.32 4-0.43

1.46 +0.43

*After the sample was dissolved, 10% of the solution was reserved for layer analysis.

**These samples were previously chemically separated by Honda and coworkers at La Jolla.

***This sample was previously chemically separated by J. Kaye at the Carnegie Institute of Technology.

t93°/o positron emission.

:_1.49% counting efficiency.

TABLE IV.---Comparison of A1 _6 and Ti 44 Samples by _ and "y-'y Counting

Sample

Al2e

_roos ....................................

3rant ...................................

)dessa ..................................

_ikhote Alin ..............................

rreysa ..................................

Ti 44

_roos ...................................

_ikhote Alin III ...........................

rreysa II ................................

_,--_ counting

(dpm/kg)

1.51-4-0.15

1.88±0.16

0.56 4-0.048

0.80±0.39

2.664-0.35

2.28 4-0.36

1.464-0.43

2.324-0.43

counting

(Honda et al.)* t_/_'-_'

(dpm/kg)

13.6 q-0.4 2.44-0.3

_ 3 . 67 -4-0. 24 2.0-4-0.3

1.17-4-0.06 2.1 :i:0.2

................................

................................

14.4 =t=0.4 1.9-4-0.3

81.8 +0.4 1.2±0.4

83.0 -4-0.7 1.3-4-0.4

counting

(other)*

(dpm/kg)

34.70+0.70

45.5 ±l.O

80.62±0.09

81.39±0.12

s3.1 4-0.7

81.73=1=0.18

1.744-0.9

_0.99±0.18

67.4 -4-1.2

73.18-4-0.46

*Corrected value (see text).

Honda and Arnold, 1961.

2 Honda, Shedlovsky and Arnold, 1961.

3 Crevecoeur and Schaeffer, 1962.

4 Ehmann and Kohman, 1958.

5 Sammet and Herr, 1963.

6 Chakrabartty, 1961.

Kaye, 1963.

a Honda, 1962.
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1. Comparison of Samples by Both Beta and
Coincidence Counting

Unfortunately, our results disagree with all

previous determination of A126 in iron meteorites,
and these determinations, in turn, disagree among

themselves (table IV). All, except our results,

were obtained by beta counting.* Before we can

calculate any cosmic-ray ages from our AF 6 data
we must establish which os these values most

nearly represent the true A126 content of meteor-
ites.

The disagreement is most crucial between our

results and those of Honda et al., since both

measurements are made on identical samples

(supplied through the courtesy of Dr. M. Honda).

Evidently, Honda's results, obtained by fl-

counting, are systematically higher than our _/-_,

measurements. This discrepancy might be ex-

plained in two ways.

(a) Errors in Absolute Calibration of the _-'y or

counters.

Honda et al. (1961) calibrated Geiger counters

used in their work by National Bureau of Stand-

ards beta emitters and natural K _° samples, with

appropriate corrections for self-absorption. Ob-

served counting rates were converted to absolute

disintegration rates by applying corrections for

sample length, self-absorption, chemical yield,

and decay modes.

Our _-_ spectrometers were calibrated by a
National Bureau of Standards Na 22source. Since

Na 22is a positron emitter it provided a simple and

direct means of establishing the counting efficiency

of our spectrometers for other positron emitters
such as Al 2Gand Ti44-Sc 44.

That this error is not the source of the dis-

crcpancy is indicated by the inequality of the

ratio of the _ to _-_ count rates (table IV, column

4). This ratio varies over a considerahle range from
1.2 to 2.4. An error in calibration would result in

constant ratios.

*The original wdues published for Grant and Odessa

were high by a factor of 1.17 owing to a numerical error

(llonda et Id., 1961). The wdues in table IV have been

h)wen!d by this factor which should also be applied to the

published result for Williamstown.

(b) Impurities.

Beta-emitting impurities in the samples of

Honda et al. would increase the fl count rate

relative to the _-_ rate. Unfortunately, owing to

the low counting rates it was not feasible to look

for such impurities by taking beta absorption

curves. Three years after the original measurement

of the A126 beta activities, Honda recounted his
Odessa and Aroos A1203 samples and found

that their specific activities had decreased by

about 20-30% (private communication) due to
decay of some contamination. Further recycling

by Honda subsequent to our measurements

actually increased the specific activities--showing
that some contaminant was being introduced.

The _ coincidence method, on the other had,

is much less sensitive to contamination since only

positron emitters, which are rare, and nuclides
with two coincident gamma rays of more than 0.5

Mev energy could interfere. While we have no
conclusive evidence that our samples were entirely

free of such contaminants, we have reason to

believe that they were not present in significant
amounts. Four of our samples (tables II and III)

gave activities essentially equal to zero; and if the

average activity of these samples, --0.08:t:0.28

c/1000 minutes is taken to represent our con-

tamination level, the correction to our results

Q POSTATMOSPHERE MASS LESS THAN I000 kg

C) POSTATMOSPHERE MASS MORE THAN IO00kg

• I I I I I I I _ I

0,31 0.30 0.29 0.;>8 0.27 0.26 0.;'5 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.21

He3/He 4

FIGURE2.--A1 _6content of iron meteorites as a function of
depth and size. The curves are derived from Signer and
Nier's (1959) data for Ne u. With the exception of
Arispe, the meteorites lie in the region of the diagram
appropriate to their mass.
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TABLE V.--Cosmogenic Noble Gas Contents
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Meteorite

Lrispe ..................................

,roos ...................................

)uchesne ...............................

_rant ...................................

lorfolk .................................

_dessa ..................................

andia Mountains ........................

anta Apolonia ...........................

ikhote Alin .............................

'reysa ..................................

Ne 21

10 -s cc (STP)g

1.0

8.15

2.0

'7.0

8.7

1.16

0.5

2.3

1.44

6.2

HeS/Ne _1

92

80.5

65

' 76

70

89.0

100

83

86.0

80

HeS/HO

0.23

0.259

0.27

10.27

0.31

0.249

0.23

0.26

0.238

0.29

HO/Ar _8

77

58.5

53

' 59

57

61.5

1O0

67

70.0

63

Reference

(2)
(_)
(2)
(_)
(2)
(')
(2)
(2)
(')
(2)

' Mean value (see text).

2 Signer, 1963.

s Signer and Nier, 1962.

' Schaeffer, 1963.

would amount to 5-15%. Further supporting

evidence for the validity of our results comes from

figure II to be discussed below.

2. Interpretation of the A126 Measurements

There is yet another way to check the reason-
ableness of the data. In a "normal" meteorite

(cosmic-ray age longer than several half-lives of

A126; no decay of A126 since fall), the A126 content

is mainly a function of depth. Hence it must be

consistent with other depth-indicators, such as

the Hea/He 4 or the He3/He 4 ratios.* Figure II

shows a plot of our A126values against the HeS/He 4

ratios. Actually, these two depth indicators differ

in one important respect. The A126 content depends

on the absolute flux of high-energy particles. At a

given depth, it is therefore higher in a small

meteorite than in a large one, since the former

receives cosmic rays over a solid angle close to

4r, while the solid angle for the latter is con-

siderably smaller, approaching 2rr for meteorites

of very large size. The He3/He 4 ratio, on the other

hand depends on the ratio of the two fluxes

*We are greatly indebted to Professor Peter Signer for

permission to use some of his unpublished data. These

preliminary results (table V) have been assigned a con-

servative uncertainty of ±10% of the absolute isotopic

concentration. The HeS/He 4 ratio of these samples is more

accurately known, however, and has been used in the dis-

cussion which follows.

(high-energy to total). Consequently, it depends

primarily on depth, and only to a lesser degree on
size.

To illustrate this effect, we have included in

figure II three curves showing the relation between

A126 content and He3/He 4 for spherical meteorites

having pre-atmospheric masses of 103, 104, and

>>2 X 105 kg. These curves were derived from the

data of Signer and Nier (1959) by plotting the

relative Ne 2' production rate versus the He3/He 4

ratios corresponding to these masses and assuming

the A126 production rate to equal that of Ne 21.
The relative curves were then converted to an

absolute scale by normalizing the curve for

2X103 kg to the observed A12G and HeS/He 4
values for Aroos and Grant.

The agreement of the A126 values with the

curves is very gratifying. All the small meteorites

except Arispe fall near the 100 kg curve, and all

the large ones, between the 104 and 2X105 kg

curves. The point for Arispe falls in a "forbidden"

region. Small meteorites cannot have so low a

He3/He 4 ratio, and large meteorites cannot have

so high an A126 content.

We cannot rule out the possibility that the

Arispe "anomaly" is merely due to an error in the

A126 or HeS/He 4 measurement. The latter is

backed up by the I-Ie/Ne ratios reported by

Signer (1962) and by Voshage and Hintenberger

(1963): 163 and 159. Both these values suggest
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that Arispewasa very largemeteorite,thus
supportingthe He3/He4 result. The AI e6 result,

on the other hand, stands alone, and we have no
conclusive evidence that the A126 value is not too

high because of contamination. A more pleasing
alternative is that Arispe, like Odessa and Sikhote

Alin (Vilcsek and W/_nke, 1961, 1963), has under-

gone repeated breakups during its cosmic-ray

exposure history. Pieces that were located below
the surface until a recent breakup will contain

stable noble gases in proportions characteristic of

heavy shielding, while its radionuclides, having

been produced mainly during the last few half-

lives, will occur at the high levels appropriate to

surface regions. This point is discussed further in
sec. D-4.

The low A126 value for Sandia Mountains may

indicate a high terestrial age, or very heavy

shielding. The latter explanation is to be preferred

according to Occam's principle, since the He3/He 4

ration independently suggests a large preatmos-

pheric mass.

One comment should be made concerning the

troilite nodule that we examined. The 2_ upper

limit of 5 dpm A12_/kg of troilite is an order of

magnitude lower than expected for surface

material. This implies that the nodule came from

a depth of at least 50 cm below the preatmosphcric

surface of the meteroid. Should this particular

nodule contain the radiogenic lead reported by

Marshall and Hess (1961), Urey and Murthy

(1963) and Murthy (1963), then their hypo-

thetical preterrestrial alteration processes must

have injected it to at least this depth. However,
the prcterrestrial origin of this lead has been

questioned (Anders, 1963).

It is evident that at least some of the A12_

measurements by ¢_-counting gave erroneously

high values due to contamination. We cannot

prove conclusively that all such measurements are

likewise in error. However, the values reported in

the literature (table IV) are often higher by factors

of 1.5 to 3 than our highest values (Norfolk,

2.84 dpm/kg; Treysa, 2.66 dpm/kg). By every
available criterion, these two meteorites are small

and relatively unshieldcd. The C136 content of

Trcysa (20 dpm/kg) is nearly as high as the

highest value ever observed: 25.4 dpm/kg for the

Charlotte meteorite (Vilcsek and Wiinke, 1963).

Consequently, it is highly unlikely that any iron

meteorite has a true A126 content appreciably

above 3 dpm/kg. For large iron meteorites, the

limit should be even lower. Most of the published

A126 values exceed these limits, and we therefore
believe that these results should be confirmed by

coincidence counting.

3. TP4 Measurements

Our results are listed in table III. In most of the

meteorites examined, the Ti 44 activity was zero

within experimental error. Only the observed falls,

Aroos, Sikhote Alin, and Treysa, showed measure-

able Ti 44activity.

TABLE VI.--Terrestrial Ages

Meteorite

Arispe .................
Norfolk ...............
Santa Apolonia .........

TO4/A12e
2a limit

--<0.37
-<0.3_
-<1.0

Terrestrial
age (years)

2a limit

>_3OO
>_30O
>_9O

From the Ti44/i126 ratios in our samples, lower

limits can be placed on their terrestrial ages

(table VI). We have assumed an initial Ti44/A12_
ratio of 1.5--that in Aroos--and a Ti 44 half-life

of 50 years (Honda and Lal, 1961).

From table VI it may be seen that the terrestrial

age of Norfolk (supposed to have fallen in 1907-

Prior and Hey, 1953) is greater than 300 years.

Nininger (1937) has previously pointed out that

this meteorite appears somewhat weathered and

therefore fell prior to 1907. Schaeffer (personal

communication) has observed no 325-ycar Ar 3_ in

this meteorite. Thus it appears most unlikely that

Norfolk fell some 56 years ago.

4. Cosmic-Ray Exposure Ages

For an iron meteorite whose A126 and Ne 2t

contents are known, a cosmic-ray exposure age,

T, can be calculated:

T=k×Ne_t/Ao×p(A126)/P(Ne 21) (1)

where /_ is a numerical constant equal to 5.11 X

10 _6 cm -3, Ne 2_ is the concentration of Ne 2t in
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TABLE VII.--Cosmic Ray Exposure Ages
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Meteorite

_rispe ...................................

_roos ...................................

Ouchesne ................................

]rant ...................................

_orfolk ..................................

)dessa ..................................

_andia Mountains ........................

_anta Apolonia ...........................
_ikhote Alin I ............................

l'reysa I .................................

AI=/Ne _1X 106

years

110=t=25

950-4-130

170-4-30

640-4-60

530-4-130

3604-45

70

670 -4-340

330±110

400±75

885 ±90

920±45

695-4-

585±

610±55

Cla6/Ar _ X 10 e

years

t440±30
**690 =t=70

t540±30

**640+70

*'570=t=60

t460±50

*'310±30

*'430±40

t450±30

A#9/Ar _** X 106

years

650±70

340±30
370±40

*Voshage and Hintenberger, 1962.

**Heymann and Schaeffer, 1963.

tVilcsek and WKnke, 1963.

units of 10-_ cm (STP)/g, A ° is the saturation
activity of A126in units of dpm/kg, while P(AP 6)
and P(Ne 21) are the production cross sections for

A12G and Ne 21 in an iron meteorite.

This relation implicitly assumes a constant

cosmic ray flux, no space erosion, and a depth-

independent production ratio for the two nuclides.

To a first approximation at least, this last assump-

tion is fulfilled by nuclides similar in mass but

quite far removed from the target nucleus, Fe 56.

Inasmuch as the relative production ratio of

A126 and Ne 21 has not been directly measured, one

must obtain it by indirect methods. The theo-

retical ratio, at a depth of 100 g/cm 2, is 0.41

(Arnold, Honda and Lal, 1961). An empirical

value can be calculated from the A1:6 and Ne 21

contents of a meteorite whose exposure age has

been well established by several independent

methods.

Of the meteorites investigated, we selected

Honda's Grant sample as the normalization

standard; partly because the statistical counting

error was smaller for this sample than for any of

the others, and partly because the exposure age

of Grant has apparently been very well established

at about 0.6-0.7 AE (Signer and Nier (1962),

Heyman and Schaeffer (1963), and Voshage and

Hintenberger (1963)). The APG/Ne 21 exposure

ages listed in table VII are normalized to an

assumed age of 0.64 AE for Grant. Any error in

the normalization standard will, of course, change

the absolute values of the AP_/Ne 2x ages in table

VII while leaving their relative standing un-

affected.

Although the cosmogenic gas content of

Honda's sample of Grant was not measured di-

rectly, it may be quite reliably estimated. The

sample, which consisted of saw cuttings from a

central cut through the meteorite is probably

representative of the slice studied by Hoffman

and Nier (1958). From the published Ne 21 con-

I I I I I I I I i I I I I i DI i

SANDIA MTS.

ARISPE _ + O 0

DUCHESNE

SIKHOTE ALIN 0 :0

_SSA o _
--SYMBOLS_----

TREYSA 0 Cl_-Ar_,Cl_- Ne 2' _ _-c--'_ [_ +

n Ar3e-Ar_Ar39- He3 ;

NORFOLK Ar 39_sc 4_ [_
+ INDIRECT CI _

GRANT ,', He_ - [Re4,Ne2',Ar _ _) _t"

SANTA ¢ K4°-K m

APOL.ONIA I i I
AROOS io _]i I , I ll,I I I I I_
).02 0.04 0.06 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 2

FIGURE 3.--Comparison of A126/Ne 21 ages with determina-

tions by other methods. The lengths of the blocks indi-
cate error limits.
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tours, an average Ne _1content of 7.0 ems (STP)/g

is found by numerical integration. Combined with

the A12_ content from table II, this gives a pro-

duction ratio, P(AI2e)/P(Ne 2_) of 0.34.

The Al26/Ne _ ages are shown in figure III,

together with exposure ages previously deter-

determined by other methods (see the review by

Anders (1963) for the data and individual refer-

ences).

Regrettably, the data do not provide an answer

to a question of fundamental importance: Whether

meteorites are produced continuously, or in a few
discrete events. Some slight tendency toward

clustering is evident in the figure, (fig. III) but

the sample is too small, and the errors are too

large to permit any definite conclusions to be
drawn. Nevertheless, a few interesting trends

emerge from the data.

In 3 out of 5 cases the Al2S/Ne21 ages agree

quite well with the K4°/K '_ ages. The disagree-

ment for Treysa is moderate, allowing for errors in

both the K_°/K 41method and the normalization.

For Arispe, the discrepancy is large, possibly due

to multiple breakups of this meteorite, as dis-
cussed below.

A comparison of Aroos and Grant, two well-

studied meteorites, is instructive. Three methods

(K4°/K 'l, He_/He 4, and Al_6/Ne21) consistently

show Aroos to be older by a factor of about 1.4,

whereas the C13_/Ar 36 or Cl36/Ne _1methods seem

to indicate approximately equal ages for both

meteorites. Prior to the availability of our

A126/Ne 21 data, this discrepancy was blamed on

space erosion (Goel and Kohman, 1963). In their

point of view, meteoritic material is constantly

being eroded by dust. Thus, a short lived nuclide,

such as C136 (t1/2=308,000 y) records the cosmic-

ray flux during the last million years or so, when

most of the overlying material had already eroded

away. K '°_'1 and He 3,', on the other hand, were

produced throughout the entire cosmic-ray ex-

posure era, and were mainly produced at a lower

rate, while the meteorite was still heavily shielded.

In this event, the A126 age of Aroos should agree
with the C136 ages, since both nuclides have half-

lives of less than l06 years. They do not. Evi-

dently, the short C13_ ages of Aroos cannot be

blamed on space erosion. It seems that some

other unknown factor, either chemical or nuclear,

raised the Cl a_ content of Aroos above its proper

level. Perhaps the same factor, whatever its
nature, was also responsible for the curious depth

variation of C136 in Canyon Diablo, observed by
Goel (1963). The inferences drawn from these

observations, i.e. strong time variation of cosmic

radiation, and rapid space erosion, are rather

unorthodox. Perhaps this depth variation should

be verified by A1s6 measurements, before these
conclusions are accepted.

The ages for Sikhote, Alin, and Odessa agree

rather well, except for the low values. The latter

were obtained on different samples of these

meteorites, and have been attributed to multiple

breakups, which exposed fresh surfaces from

time to time. The short Al26/Ne 21 age of Arispe

may well be due to the same cause. Both the He3/

He' and Ne3/Ne 2_ ratio suggest a very large pre-

atmospheric mass for this meteorite. Yet its

postatmospheric mass is low (_200 kg); it is not

associated with a crater, and its high A126 content

(fig. II) also suggests that it spent the final phase

of its history as a small, poorly shielded object.
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COHENITE AS A PRESSURE INDICATOR IN
IRON METEORITES?

MICHAEL E. LIPSCHUTZ*

Goddard Space Flight Center

AND

EDWARD ANDERS

Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies, University of Chicago

Cohenite in iron meteorites must have formed below the a-_ transformation temperature,

probably at 680°_20°C. Laboratory experiments on the decomposition of Fe3C at high pressures

fail to show the stabilization predicted by Ringwood, and it has therefore been necessary to revise

the high-pressure portion of the Fe-C diagram. If iron meteorites had cooled slowly at pressures

of 30-60 kb (Ringwood and Kaufnmn, 1962), cohenite should have decomposed in a matter of hours

to grapbite or diamond, at temperatures below 640 to 565°C. The times actually available for de-

composition were longer by factors of l010 to 1011, and one must therefore assume that nucleation

was inhibited by a factor of this order.

If the iron meteorites had originated at low pressures, precisely the same assumption (nucle.t-
tion inhibited by a factor of 1010-10 _1)must be made. I Ience there is no longer any re,mon to attribute

the surviwd of cobenite to high pressures. Laboratory experiments show that the decomposition of

cementite at 680°C and 1 atm can indeed be inhibited by factors > l() _. It does not seem unreason-

able that meteoritic cohenite, having a much higher degree of crystal perfection, should be inhibited
in its decomposition to an even greater extent.

Ringwood (1960) has argued that the presence

of cohenite [(Fe, Ni)3C] in iron meteorites implies

high pressures in the meteorite parent bodies,

since the pure compound Fe3C is thermodynam-

ically unstable at low temperatures and pressures.

In a later paper (Ringwood and Seabrook, 1962),

he showed that cohenite had a very low phos-

phorus content (0.10-0.49 wt pet), and was

therefore not stabilized by phosphorus, as we had

suggested (Lipschutz and Anders, 1961a). He

also noted that individual cohenite crystals

heated to 750°-950°C decompose in a matter of

hours, and argued that this evidence supported

his earlier conclusion.

Although we are impressed by Ringwood and

Seabmok's evidence that the phosphorus content

of cohenite is too low to stabilize it to a significant

extent, we find ourselves unable to accept their

*On active duty with the U.S. Army.

conclusion: that it was stabilized by high pressure.

In this paper, we want to direct attention to

certain factors that have not received sufficient

attention in previous papers on the subject.

124

1. FORMATION TEMPERATURE OF COHENITE

Let us first discuss the formation of cohenite

in terms of the binary Fe-C phase diagram (fig. 1),

and then make the necessary allowances for the

ternary Fe-Ni-C system. Even cohenite-rich

iron meteorites generally have carbon contents no

higher than 0.4-0.6 weight percent, that is, less

than the a-_ eutectoid composition (0.80%C).

For structural reasons, carbon is much more

readily soluble in face-centered cubic _-phase

than in body-centered a-phase. Hence a hypo-

eutectoid iron-carbon alloy of the carbon content

of Canyon Diablo (0.6 wt pct; Brentnall and

Axon, 1962) cooling from high temperatures
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FIGURE1.--Iron-carbon phase diagram (Hansen, 1958).
When a hypoeutectoid alloy ( <0.80 weight percent C)
crosses the line GS on cooling, a-iron precipitates until
the residual v-phase has reached eutectoid composition
(point S). Only then, at 723°C, does Fe3C appear.

remains homogeneous w-phase down to about

750°C; then, carbon-poor a-phase begins to

precipitate, and the residual w-phase becomes

progressively richer in carbon until the eutectoid

temperature (723°C) has been reached. At this

point, the alloy breaks down into a-phase and
metastable cementite.* Although graphite is the

stable reaction product, metastable cementite is
favored on kinetic grounds. Thus the steel

industry is able to produce cementite in multi-

megaton quantities annually.
In the presence of nickel, the situation changes

slightly (fig. 2). Nickel stabilizes the w-phase,

causing the w-field in fig. 1 to extend to lower

temperatures and perhaps to higher carbon con-

tents. On cooling, the carbon again remains in the

w-phase (taenite), while carbon- and nickel-poor

a-phase (kamacite) precipitates. But there is no

longer a eutectoid temperature at which taenite
breaks down into kamacite and cohenite. Even

below 723°C, carbon-rich taenite persists, stabi-

lized by its nickel content. As the kamacite grows

at the expense of taenite, nickel and carbon

concentrate in the taenite, until the alloy becomes

saturated with carbon. At this temperature, well

below 723°C, cohenite makes its first appearance:
cohenite crystals nucleate at the kamacite-

*We shall use the terms cementite for the pure compound
Fe3C, and cohenite for the meteoritic mineral (Fe, Ni)aC,
containing about 2% Ni.
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FIGURE2.--Iron-nickel phase diagram (Owen and Liu,
1949). An alloy of 7.5% Ni remains homogeneous
taenite down to 740°C, where kamacite first appears.
On further cooling, carbon remains in the taenite until
its solubility limit is reached. At this point, Fe3C pre-
cipitates.

taenite interface, and continue to grow while
more and more carbon is being rejected by the

shrinking taenite lamellae. This continued slow

growth over a substantial temperature range

permits cohenite crystals in Fe-Ni-C alloys to

grow much larger than the microscopic carbide

particles in pearlite, the Fe3C/a-Fe eutectoid,
which precipitates in Fe-C alloys on a very much

shorter time scale and at a far higher degree of

supersaturation. It does not seem necessary to
invoke metastability (Ringwood, 1960) to account

for this size difference.

The actual temperature at which cohenite

first appeared can be estimated from Brentnall

and Axon's (1962) data. They reheated cohenite-

bearing samples of Canyon Diablo at atmospheric

pressure, and found that cohenite crystals redis-

solved completely in their kamacite matrix at

700°C in 7 days, but remained unchanged, except
for a thin ferrite halo, at 650°C. These experi-

ments do not quite duplicate the formation

conditions of cohenite, since the cohenite is now in

contact with kamacite of 7% Ni, rather than the
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FZ(;URE 3.--Phase diagram for iron-carbon system (<0.8
weight percent C). Adapted from Lipschutz and Anders

(1961a), but with Darken and Gurry's (1951) thermo-

dynamic data for Fe3C substituted for the original
values. Metastable phases resulting from the decom-
position of FeaC are enclosed in brackets. Cementite is

stable only in the field CHBJ, but it can form as a

metastable phase everywhere to the left of the -y-iron
field.

The points represent experimental measurements on the

decomposition of Fe3C (Lipschutz and Anders, 1961b).

Filled circles: extensive grapbitization; half-filled circles:

partial graphitization; circles with horizontal bars:

amorphous carbon recovered after dissolving sample in

acid, but this carbon may have formed during dissolution

rather than during heat treatment (see text). Decomposi-

tion of cementite in its apparent stability field shows that
the true stability field of cementite must be smaller than

that indicated in this diagram.

original taenite of perhaps 8-11_) Ni. Neverthe-

less, the error thus introduced is negligible for our

purposes, and we can conclude, for Canyon

Diablo at least, that the formation temperature of

cohenite (at 1 atm) lies between 650 ° and 700°C,

most probably near 680°C. Although this figure

is uncertain by perhaps :E20°C, the conclusions

reached in this paper are quite insensitive to an

error of this magnitude.

2. DECOMPOSITION OF COHENITE TO GRAPHITE

OR DIAMOND

Cementite is thermodynamically unstable at

low temperatures and pressures:

Fe3C--+3Fe-kC (graphite) AF°_,= --4._ kcal/mo]

(Darken and Gurry 1951).

However, this reaction proceeds with a large,

positive volume change (5V2m=-t-3.419 cc/mol).

Ringwood (1960) therefore pointed out that the

negative free energy would be canceled by the

PAV term at sufficiently high pressures.

However, we have emphasized in several of our

papers (Lipschutz and Anders, 1961 a, b) that

diamond, rather than graphite will be the stable

reaction product at pressures above the diamond-

graphite transformation line. Consequently, the

following reaction must also be considered:

Fe3C--*3Fe_-C (diamond) AF°2_=--4.1 kcal/mol;

AV298= _-l.500 cc/mol

If the pressures needed to stabilize cementite

are calculated for both reactions, the following

phase diagram results (fig. 3).* From this diagram

it is seen that if iron meteorites had cooled iso-

barically at 30-60 kb (Ringwood, 1960, 196I;

Ringwood and Kaufman, 1962), cohenite should

have decomposed to diamond and kamacite at

temperatures of 420-290°C. To explain the

survival of cohenite, it is necessary to assume that

the reaction rate was very slow at these tem-

peratures. We shall return to this point later on.

However, the decomposition of cementite at

high pressures has been studied experimentally

(Lipschutz and Anders, 1961 b), and the results do

not show the stabilization predicted by Ringwood

on the basis of Darken and Gurry's data. At

temperatures of 550 ° to 650°C and pressures of 35

kb (fig. 3) cementite decomposed, in a matter of

days, to crystalline graphite.

Clearly, the stability field of FeaC is nmch

smaller than indicated by Darken and Gurry's

data. To bring this dicegram into accord with the

*In this diagram we have used Ringwood's choice of

thermodynamic data (_F°29+ = -4.76 kcal/mol, Darken

and Gurry, 1951), instead of the wdue from NBS Circular

500 (AF°_0B= --3.5 kcal/mole) used in our earlier paper.

This change shifts the intercept of lines AB and CD with

the abscissa to higher temperatures, but leaves their slopes

virtually unchanged. The 7-a eutectoid temperature at

high pressures was taken from Cl.mssen's (1(.)63) paper.

tAt temperatures below 550°C, only amorphous carbon

rather than crystalline graphite was found after dissolving

the sample in HCl. Although control samples of cementite

not subjected to heat treatment left only a minute trace of

residue after HC1 treatment, we are not certain that the

amorphous carbon actually formed during heat treatment

rather than during dissolution in acid. Perhaps the heat

treatment induced some subtle changes in the cementite

that favored the formation of carbon over hydrocarbons
in its reaction with acid.
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experimental data, it is necessary to shift lines AB

and CD to the right, by an amount correspond-

ing to an error of about 2.3 kcal/mole in the

standard enthalpy (fig. 4). Such an error is entirely

consistent with the uncertainty in Darken and

Gurry's extrapolation, since the data from which

they derived AH29s ° show several conflicting

trends (fig. 5 in their paper).

This change in the diagram may seem arbitrary,

but it must be remembered that the point under

discussion is the stability of Fe3C at high pressures.

Experimental data on the behavior of FeaC at

high pressures must therefore be given greater

weight than stability relations derived by in-
direct methods.

Now we are in a position to estimate the

formation and decomposition temperature of

cohenite, at any pressure. Three cases will be
considered.

A. Cooling of iron meteorites at pressures no

greater than 2.7 kb (the central pressure in Ceres,

the largest asteroid). As pointed out above, the

formation temperature of cohenite will be _680°C,

about 40 ° below the a-Fe/_-Fe eutectoid tem-

perature (fig. 4). Since the cohenite is formed

as a metastable phase, its decomposition tem-

perature will also be 680°C, and the expected

decomposition product, graphite.

B. Cooling of iron meteorites at 30 kb, the

4C
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FIGURE4.--Revised phase diagram for iron-carbon system
(<0.8 weight percent C). As in figure 3, with lines AB
and CD shifted to the right in order to account for the
observed instability of Fe3C at high pressures. The sta-
bility field of cementite has now contracted to the re-
gion CJD.
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FIGURE 5.--Rate of decomposition of cohenite and
cementite. The points through which the 50% graphiti-
zation line has been drawn are from Klein; the three
points in the -y-field, from Ringwood and Seabrook; and
the remaining points, from this study.
Cementite samples heated at 680°C for 970 hrs. failed

to show any graphitization whatsoever, although similar
samples with pre-formed nucleation centers show 1%
graphitization in 0.03 hrs. Cohenite samples decompose
somewhat more readily, but the graphitization is localized
at cracks.

minimum pressure which Ringwood and Kaufman

(1962) consider suitable for the formation of the

Widmanstiitten pattern. At this pressure, the

a-Fe/7-Fe eutectoid temperature is depressed to

_680°C (fig. 4) and if we once again assume that

cohenite formed 40 ° below the eutectoid, its

formation temperature will be 640°C. Even at

this high pressure it cannot form as a stable phase.

Just as in case A, it will form as a metastable

phase, and its decomposition temperature will

hence equal its formation temperature, 640°C.

C. Cooling of iron meteorites at 60 kb, the

upper limit of Ringwood and Kaufman's pressure

range. Proceeding as in case B, we can estimate

the formation temperature of cohenite as 580 °. It
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is nowformedasa stablephase,however,and
doesnotbecomeunstablewithrespecttodiamond
until thetemperaturehasfallento 565°C.

It isnowclearthatevenat thehighestpressures
consideredby Ringwood,coheniteis not "sta-
bilized"permanently.Onfurthercooling,cohenite
becomesunstableagain,and shoulddecompose
to graphiteor diamond,asshownbelow:
Pressure(kb)......... 0 30 60
Decompositiontemper-

aturc(°C).......... 680 640 565
l)ecomi)ositionproductgraphitegraphitediamond

At thesetemperaturesthe Widmanst_tten
patternhadnotyetdeveloped.Sinceitsformation
requiresvery slowcooling,on a time scaleof
millionsof years,one must ask whetherthe
survivalof coheniteat thesetimesandtemper-
aturesisconsistentwith laboratorydataon the
kineticsof cementitedecomposition.

3. RATE OF DECOMPOSITION OF COHENITE

Ringwood and Seabrook attempted to deter-

mine this rate by heating individual cohenite

crystals to temperatures of 750°-950°C. Un-

fortunately, these results are not germane to the

problem. A single cohenitc crystal heatcd by

itself represents a hypereutectoid alloy with 6.7(_,

C; when heated above the a-Fc/7-Fe cuteetoid

temperature, it must decompose to graphite and

7-iron saturated with carbon. Meteorites, on

the other hand, are hypoeutectoid alloys (>__0.8_)

C). As noted above, cohenite will not appear in

these alloys until _680°C, when the taenite has
become saturated with carbon. At and below

its formation temperature, cohenite can only

decompose to a-iron* and carbon. Above its

formation temperature, cohenite will redissolve

in the surrounding kamacite, as soon as the _-7

eutectoid temperature for an Fe-C alloy with 7e_;
Ni has been reached. But this situation is artificial,

and has no bearing on the survival of cohenite in

the meteorite parent bodies, under conditions of

monotonic cooling.
Hcnce it is essential to determine the de-

*This is a consequence of the low Ni-c,)ntent (_-_2%) of
cohcnite. The Ni-Fe alloy formed in its decomposition will
be low in Ni, and a(.(.ording to either figure 1 or 2, this
2dl,)y can exist only in the _-form at or beh)w the c,)henite
formation teml)crature.

composition rate of Fe3C below the eutectoid

temperature. A thorough study of this subject

was made by Klein (1934). He found that the

decomposition of Fe3C in the temperature range

550°C to 700°C obeys first-order kinetics (with a

short induction period attributed to diffusion of

carbon from FeaC to graphite nuclei). The acti-

vation energy is 42 kcal/mole.

Figure 5 summarizes the available data on the

decomposition rate of FeaC. Two straight lines

with slopes of 42 kcal/mole have been drawn to

represent Klein's data for 50_)_ and 1% graphiti-

zation. The 50¢_) line has been extended into the

v-region, with an activation energy of 58 kcal/

mole (Kunyavskii and Khudokormov, 1960).

Ringwood and Seabrook's points, corresponding

to "complete" graphitization, lie somewhat above

the 99(yc line, but the disagreement is not serious
in view of the uncertainty in defining "complete"

graphitization.

Of course, only points in the a-region are

pertinent to the problem. In order to provide
data on the behavior of cohenite in this region,

we heated cohenitc-bearing Odessa samples and

a ceinentite (white cast iron) sample (3_)C) to

680°C for varying lengths of time. Nickel diffusion

is negligible at the timcs and temperatures

involved, and the results on both cohenite and
cementite can therefore by discussed in terms of

the binary Fe-C diagram. According to Klein's

data, the samples should have been 50¢y() graph-
itizcd after 1.8 hours. Actually, the cementite

sample showed no decomposition whatsoever
(<<1%) even after 970 hours, while the cohenite,

after heating for 355 hours, showed partial

(_10%) graphitization, localized at cracks.
That cracks, by providing nucleation sites,

accelerate graphitization, had already been noted

by Brentnall and Axon (1962). They found that
cracked cohenite lamellae in Canyon Diablo

graphitized readily at 708°C in 24 hours, but that a

single uncracked cohenite crystal inerely dissolved
in the surrounding metal, without showing any

trace of graphitization. We were able to produce
the same contrasting behavior in the cementite

sample, by crushing it at room temperature with a

static force of 10,000 kg/cm2. * During heat treat-

*This experiment was suggested by Prof. O. J. Kleppa
of the University of Chicago.
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ment, the crushed sample graphitized at cracks 
(fig. 6), in contrast to the uncrushed sample. 
Cohenite, on the other hand, decomposed a t  
cracks to about the same degree, regardless of 
whether the sample had been crushed or not. 
Presumably sufficient cracks had been produced 

parent body, or during impact with the earth, so 
that further crushing did not cause a significant 
increase in nucleation centers. However, there is 
every reason to believe that the cohenite crystals 
were free of cracks until the breakup of the 
meteorite parent body. Estimates of their de- 
composition rate should hence be based on 
uncracked material, free from shock effects. 

iE thc cohcEiltc d n h g  bre&?lp Qf the MPtMTitP 

FIGURE 6.-Effect of crystal perfection on graphitization 
rate. An untreated cementite sample (a) showed no 
graphitization after 355 hr at 680"C, while an identical 
sample (b) crushed with a static force of 10,OOO kg/cm2 
before heat treatment graphitized readily at cracks. 
Although the area photographed WBS rather more ex- 
tensively cracked and graphitized than the sample as a 
whole, a measurable degree of graphitization was visible 
thrv~ghrxt  th_p ~ p ~ ~ i w ~ .  C=r~rn~nt i t e :  F =ferrite 
(*iron) ; G =graphite. 

As little as 1% graphitization would have been 
easily noticeable in the cementite sample heated 
a t  680°C for 970 hrs. Actually, not a trace of 
graphite was found, although 1% graphitization 
should have taken only 3 x hours, according 
to Klein. Hence the observed rate is a factor of 
>>3x104 sInwer the3 that expected from- Klein's 
kinetic study! 

But this disagreement is not entirely un- 
expected. As pointed out by Ringwood (1960), 
Klein (1934), and many others, the graphitization 
of cementite requires nucleation centers : graphite 
particles, other impurities, or crystal iniper- 
fections. Normally such centers are produced by 
heating the alloy in the y-region above the 
eutectoid temperature. If this step is omitted, 
graphitization in the a-region is inhibited. Klein 
remarks that white cast iron of the same com- 
position as his samples, but without nucleation 
centers . . . "did not decompose a t  temperatures 
up to 700"C, even after heating for many days". 

Xow we can return to the central question of 
this paper: the survival of cohenite in meteorites. 
We saw above that the stability field of cohenite 
is quite narrow even a t  high pressures, and that it 
should decompose to diamond or graphite on 
cooling. We must now determine whether the 
rate of graphitization is slow enough at the 
decomposition temperature to permit its survival. 

Let us consider the three cases for which we had 
previously determined formation and decom- 
position temperatures of cohenite. The tiiiie during 
which cohenite finds itself at  elevated tem- 
peratures and hence is in danger of decomposition, 
is determined by the time needed to form the 
Widmanstatten pattern. At low pressures, a 
cpe!ing m t p  of lfin" per niillion pears seems to be 
required (Wood, 1963). At higher pressures, the 
7-a transformation temperature is depressed ; to  
allow the necessary diffusion of nickel to take 
place, a slower cooling rate and longer time riiust 
be assumed. Ringwood and Kaufnian (1962) 
estimate a formation time of lo5 years. This is 
equivalent to an average cooling rate of 11°C 
per million years, if the entire temperature drop 
from 1500°C to 400°C is assumed to have taken 
place in this interval. 

Once the temperature has fallen below the 
decomposition temperature oi cohenite, 'id, the 
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TABLE I.--Comparison of Cohenite Decomposition Rate with Times Available for Decomposition

Pressure
(kb)

_2.7 ...................

30 ......................

60 ......................

Cohenite

Formation
temperature

(°C)

680°
640°
580°

Decomposition
temperature

(°C)

680°
640°
565°

Predicted time
for 1% decom-

position
(hrs.)

0.026
0.068
0.56

Effective time
at decomposition

temperature
(yrs.)

2.4X10 a
2.9X10 s
1.5X106

Inhibition
factor

8.1 X 101°
3.7 X 10n
2.4X10 l°

reaction will proceed continuously. Owing to the

exponential decrease of the rate constant with

temperature, most of the decomposition will take

place near Td. In fact, one-half the total decom-

position will take place in the first half-life, defined

as the time during which the temperature de=
crease causes the rate to drop to one-half its
initial value. It follows that the total decom-

position, during cooling from Td to some final

temperature where the rate becomes negligibly

slow, will be exactly the same as if the sample had
been held at Td for an "effective time" equal to

one mean life (t1_2/0.693). These effective times,
or times available for decomposition, may be

compared directly with the decomposition times

predicted from laboratory experiments (table I).
The last colunm gives the inhibition factor: The

ratio of the available decomposition time to the

time required for 1% decomposition in the

laboratory.

Clearly, cohenite has failed to make use of the

opportunity to decompose, although the available
times were 101°-10 n times longer than those

required for 1% decomposition. This is equally

true at high and at low pressures, and it is no

longer possible to attribute the survival of cohenite

to high pressures.
In making this comparison, we have tacitly

assumed that the decomposition of cohenite to

diamond will proceed at about the same rate as its

decomposition to graphite. This assumption is

probably justified. The rate-determining step in

the decomposition reaction is probably not the

diffusion of carbon atoms through a-iron (for

which the activation energy is only 20.1 kcal/

mole, Wert 1950), but the rearrangement of iron

atoms in the cementite lattice to the body-

centered cubic structure of a-iron. The activation

energy for the latter process should be the same
reagrdless of whether carbon is eliminated as

graphite or diamond.
One might be tempted to rescue the high=

pressure hypothesis by some special assumption.

Could it be that the decomposition rate of Fe3C at

high pressures is much lower than the rate at

1 atm upon which these comparisons are based?

Fortunately, there exist laboratory data on this

question. Cementite heated under 35 kb pressure

graphitized extensively after 48 hrs at 600°C and

69 hrs at 650°C (Lipschutz and Anders, 1961b).

The half-times for graphitization at these tem-

peratures, as given by Klein's data, are 13 hrs and
3.3 hrs. Hence there is no significant difference

between the high=pressure and low=pressure

decomposition rates in the laboratory.

It does not seem possible to attribute the sur-
vival of cohenite to stabilization by trace elements.

The present phosphorus content is evidently too

low, and nickel, although present in greater

amounts (Brown and Lipsehutz, 1963), can at

best stabilize it by 0.20 cal mole -_ deg -_ due to

the entropy of mixing.

Only one possibility seems to remain: slow
nucleation. Our own experiments show that

absence of nucleation centers inhibits graph-

itization of cementite at 680°C by a factor of

> 3 × 104. Other authors (Hickley and Quarrell,

1954) have observed factors of > 105. In meteor-

ites, factors of 10_°-10 n are needed, and while we

do not expect to be able to prove experimentally
within our lifetimes that such factors are realistic,

we want to point out a few reasons why nucleation
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mightbeslowerin meteoriteparentbodiesthan
in thelaboratory.

Nucleationin commercialalloys is usually
enhancedby Si or Al; apparently,becausethe
(1100)planesof graphitenucleatereadilyonthe
(110)planesOf cristobaliteandv-alumina(Hiekley
and Quarrell,1954).In supportof this mecha-
nism, theseauthorsshowedthat the rate of
graphitizationwasvery slow in vacuo, but in-

creased with increasing partial pressure of oxygen.

Cohenite-bearing iron meteorites have un-

doubtedly formed under an exceedingly low

partial pressure of oxygen, and they do not con-

tain cristobalite or -y-alumina. Any other oxides

present are usually localized in troilite nodules
where they are out of contact with the cohenite.

Other types of nucleation centers, such as dis-

locations, cracks, and impurities, are likely to be

much rarer in cohenite crystals grown by slow

cooling during 105-10 ° years than in commercial
alloys cooled within minutes or hours. The

activation energy for graphite nucleation on
cristobalite is 79 kcal/mole between 800 and

1000°C (Burke and Owen, 1954), but for less

favorable nucleation centers the activation energy

may well be considerably higher. Finally, the
free-energy difference between cementite and

graphite is so small near its formation tem-

perature, that it may be more than offset by the
surface energy, which will favor millimeter-sized

cohenite crystals over AngstrSm-sized graphite

nuclei. To sum up the matter: If relatively im-
perfect cementite crystals heat-treated in the

laboratory show inhibition by factors of > l05, is
it entirely unreasonably to suppose that the

larger and much more perfect meteoritic cohenite

crystals were inhibited by factors of 101°-10117

Ringwood (1960) has argued that iron meteor-

ites, having cooled slowly through the temperature
range 1000°-700°C where "graphite nuclei are

readily and quickly formed", should provide

a favorable medium for the decomposition of

cohenite. Actually, the opposite is more likely to

be true. Hypoeutectoid alloys will not form

graphite nuclei, since they can retain all their

carbon in solution down to 680°C, where cohenite

first forms. Hypereutectoid alloys, on the other

hand, will precipitate graphite at temperatures

above the eutectoid, but since carbon can diffuse
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freely at the enormously long cooling times
available, this graphite will segregate at the

periphery of tro'Jite nodules, rather than remain-

ing dispersed in the metal, where it might later

provide nucleation centers for the decomposition
of cohenite. This is in accord with observation:

graphite is never found in the metal but only in
and around nodules of other minor constituents.

We admit that the notion of reaction inhi-

bition by a factor of 1011grossly violates one of the

most basic premises in geology and meteoritics:

That times were long enough for equilibrium to be

reached. Every effort should therefore be made to

find alternative explanations of the survival of

cohenite. However, one point may already be

stated with emphasis: cohenite initially stabilized

by high pressures becomes unstable again on

cooling, and cannot survive, unless its decom-

position is inhibited by a factor of 1011. Since

inhibition by the same factor is required at low

pressures, there is no longer any reason to regard

cohenite as a "pressure indicator" in iron meteor-
ites.
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EVOLUTION OF O STARS. I.
HYDROGEN-BURNING

RICHARD STOTHERS

Harvard College Observatory and Goddard Space Flight Center

The evolution of an O-type star of 30 M® is considered from its initial main-sequence state to

the point where the hydrogen content of the core has decreased from 70% to 7% by weight. The O

stars are characterized by convective instability in the envelope and the full CNO-cycle of energy
generation. Radiation pressure is important throughout the star, and electron scattering dominates

the opacity. The inhomogeneous models consist of four zones: (I) a radiative envelope retaining the

initial composition, (II) an outer semiconvective zone with a continuously varying composition

that has a discontinuity at the interface with (III) an inner radiative zone also with a continuously

varying composition, and (IV) a homogeneous convective core. Due to increasing radiation pressure,

the semiconvective zone grows more rapidly outward than inward, but produces little effect on the
important stellar quantities. The mass fraction of the core decreases from 0.60 to 0.34 and the mean

hydrogen content of the star gets 40 per cent depleted. The age, 4.7 million years, is shorter than

that for other sequences computed for stars of mass _30 M@ because of a higher luminosity. This

is mainly the result of choosing a higher mean molecular weight and CNO content.

INTRODUCTION

It is believed that the early-type spectra of the

H-R diagrams of very luminous OB clusters and

associations can be explained by a main sequence

of rapidly evolving massive stars. Schwarzschild

and Hfirm (1959) showed that the upper end of

the main sequence of stable stars may lie at about

60 M@; this should correspond to the hottest of

normal 05 spectra.

Sakashita, Ono, and Hayashi (1959) have

studied the evolution of a star with mass 15.6 M G

and initial spectrum B0, and found a growing

convective instability in the envelope. This in-

stability does not occur in stars with mass

<10 M@ (Schwarzschild, and H/irm, 1958) and

remains negligible up to about the mass they

chose. For more massive stars, however, it must

be taken into account. Increasingly important is

the role of O 1_ in the hydrogen-burning reactions.

At temperatures above 3Xl07 °K (the central

temperature of the main-sequence model for a

star of 15.6 ME)) the CNO-cycle replaces the

CN-cycle. Thus we find characteristic of the O

stars: (1) convective instability in the envelope

and (2) the complete CNO-cycle.

The massive stars with 3I <10 ME) have been

discussed by several workers (Taylor, 1954;

Kushwaha, 1957; Blacker, 1958; Henyey, Le-

Levier, and Levfie, 1959; Hoyle, 1960). These

stars are characterized by a shrinking of their con-

vective regions. Their evolution is perhaps best

described by Kushwaha (1957).

In this paper we propose to study in detail the

early evolution of a star with mass lying in the

region of the O stars, heretofore studied only

approximately (Blackler, 1958; Schwarzschild,

and Hiirm, 1958; Henyey et al., 1959; Hoyle,

1960). We choose a mass of 30 2liE) and consider

the evolution to the point where the hydrogen

content of the core drops to 10% of its initial

value.

133
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ASSUMPTIONS

The usual general assumptions are made.

1. Mass loss is neglected for the early evolu-

tionary phases, following, for example, the sum-

mary by Deutsch (1960) and the note by Huang,

Milligan, and Stecher (1962). Were mass loss

significant, it should be easily observable (Mustel,

1959), since even among the late-type giants where

the surface gravity is much lower, mass loss is not

always observed.
2. Rotation is neglected. Although more mas-

sive stars on the main sequence arc observed to

rotate faster, supcrgiants have little or no rota-
tion. Theoretical justification exists for the neces-

sary braking during evolution (see, e.g., IIuang
and Struve, 1(.)60). Even rotation during the main-

sequence phase probably produces little mixing,

since the observed Trumpler effect in galactic

clusters suggests evolution without mixing for

many of the early-type stars (Deutsch, 1960).

In fact, theory predicts longtime scales of mixing,

and Mestel (1959) has calculated that there will

be mixing between the core and envelope only if

the star is near disruption. By neglecting rotation,

we also neglect departures from spherical sym-

metry.

3. No convective overshooting and consequent

mixing occurs between any of the convective-
radiative interfaces in the star. Sakashita and

Hayashi (19(i1) have discussed this assumption.

4. The turbulent mixing in the core is complete

and maintains a steady homogeneity of com-

position.

Calculation of the structure of the star is con-

siderably simplified by the following additional
conditions.

1. The surface temperature of the O and early

B stars is so high that the outer convection zone is

negligible. This means that we may consider the

envelope as in radiative equilibrium out to the
boundary.

2. The convective core contains such a large

fraction of the stellar mass that effectively all of

the nuclcar energy generation occurs there.

3. ])cgeneraey does not set in even at the

center. If wc may extrapolate the results of

]layashi and Cameron (1962) for a star of

15.6 M®, the gas will remain nondegenerate at

least up to the carbon-burning phase.

4. The opacity may be assumed with good ac-
curacy to depend only on electron scattering (cf.,

Hayashi and Cameron, 1962).

Appreciable structural complications occur in

very massive stars, however. Radiation pressure
must be fully taken into account throughout, and

the inner part of the envelope becomes con-
vectively unstable. Thus, simplification of the

physics is offset by increasing structural dif-
ficulties.

GENERAL STRUCTURE

The internal structurc of very massive stars

is now fairly well understood, as the result of the
accumulated efforts of several workers over the

past few years. Following the work of Taylor

(1954) and Kushwaha (1(.)57) on stars of mass

less than l0 M Q, in which a shrinking convective
core leaves behind a radiative intermediate zone

with continuous gradient of mean molecular

weight, Schwarzsehild and Hiirm (1958) showed

that in stars of higher mass, radiation pressure

makes the rcgion just outside the core convcctively
unstable. Convection mixes the composition until

the unstable zone attains convective neutrality.

The resulting distribution of chemical composition
was determined by equating the radiative and

adiabatic temperature gradients.
Sakashita et al. (195(.)) pointed out that the

existence of a gradient of mean molecular weight

will in turn act to suppress the convective motion
in the semiconvective zone. Therefore, a term

including this gradient must be added to the

adiabatic temperature gradient. They also showed

that the predominance of electron scattering in

the opacity requires the region at the boundary
of the core to be in radiative equilibrium, in order

to preserve continuity of the radiative energy

flux. Assuming, however, t_hat the convective
motion in the intermediate zone is sufficiently

effective, Sakashita and Hayashi (1(.)59) discussed

the case of a star of 46.8 M ®, in which the purely

radiative zone does not appear because of over-

shooting mass motion. This may be true in the

case where hydrogen has not been extensively

depleted in the core, but eventually continuity
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of theradiativefluxat theboundaryof thecore
will requirea radiativezoneto form insidethe
semiconvectivezone.

SakashitaandHayashi(1961)improvedtheir
modelbydividingit intofourzones:(I) ahomo-
geneousradiativeenveloperetainingthe initial
composition,(II) a semi-convective outer inter-

mediate zone, (III) a radiative inner intermediate

zone, and (IV) a homogeneous convective core.

In this paper their notation will be followed. We

introduce the following subscripts: 0 for the

boundary of the core in the initial model, 1 for

the Interface I-II, 2 for the inner boundary of

zone II, 3 for the outer boundary of zone III,
and 4 for the Interface III-IV.

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Chemical Composition

The initial composition at age zero is assumed
to be

Xe=0.70, Ye=0.27,

Ze=0.03, XCNo=Z/2. (1)

This is the same composition that Str6mgren

(private communication) uses for the upper main

sequence. The CNO abundance was estimated

from Cameron's (1959) revision of the Suess-Urey
table of element abundances.

Opacity

The opacity is due to Thomson scattering by
free electrons:

_=0.19(1+X). (2)

Equation of State

The equation of state is

P= (k/tLH)pT+ (a/3) T 4. (3)

Energy Generation

The most recent calculation of the energy-

generation rate for the CNO-cycle is due to

Reeves (1962), who used the results of Caughlan

and Fowler (1962). The rate may be represented

with sufficient accuracy for the temperatures of

our models by

= eoXXcNopT _, (4)

with _= 15 and loge0=- 106.6. Actually, for the

early models oxygen is not quite yet in equilib-

rium. This formula is accurate to within 15 per-

cent, the estimated probable error of the exact
formula. The reaction N14(p, "_)O 15 appears now

to be nonresonant, so that the major uncertainty

lies in the extrapolation of the experimental data

on 016(p, _)F n to low energies. Fortunately, the

badly known O17(p, a)N TM rate does not signifi-

cantly affect the energy generation for tempera-

tures above 2X 107 °K (Reeves 1962).

It may be noted that the values of e obtained

from the formulae of Fowler (1960) and Bur-

bidge, Burbidge, Fowler, and Hoyle (1957) are

the same as Reeves's values to within 15 per-

cent, for the temperatures of our models.

BASIC EQUATIONS

The basic equilibrium equations are

r dP GM(r)p
V,

P ar rP

r dM (r) 47rr3p

M(r) dr M(r)
i_

TdP dL(r)
- -- =n+l, _, (5)
P dT dM(r)

where the radiative and adiabatic indices, n, are

given by

167rcG ( 1 -t3) M (r)
(n+l)rad--

_L(r)

(n+ 1) ad = 4-- [-1.5/_2/(4-- 313) ]. (6)

In addition, we have the following two equations

governing the distribution of chemical composi-

tion in zones II and III, respectively

-_3 d logu[-(nq-1)rad]-l=[-(nq-1)_d]-lq-4 /3--'d logP'

tL= tt,[M (r) /M (r) ,j-x,, (7)

where _ refers to the point at which the mass

fraction is equal to that of the core of the previous
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model.The compositionexponents_, are dis-
cussedin thefollowingsection.

We introducethe followingnondimensional
variables:

r=xR, M(r) =qM,

P=pPo, T=tTo (zones I-III), (8)

r=x*ro, M(r)=q*Mo,

P=P*Po T=t*Tc (zone IV), (9)

where

Po = GM2/4_rR 4, 7'0= t_,HGM/kR,

k [3(1-Bc)_ _/2

ro=--_--_cl_ _ ], Mo=ro(kTc/_cgG).

(lo)

Then since effectively all the nuclear energy

generation takes place in the core, we may set
L(r) = L in zones I-III and obtain

dp/dx = -_pqZ/z_t,

dq/ dx = f3px21/ t,

dt/dx = -- C ([3pj/x2t4) ,

[3=l--A(t4/p) (zones I-III), (ll)

with

d log/ [d logt 1 d logp 14- 3_
ax =t x (n+l)a j

and
(zone II), (12)

l=l,(q/q,) -_' (zone III), (13)

where

1+X
l=l.t/p_, j

t'_ 1TX_
A = 47ra/3 (_H/k) 4G_M2,

3 / k \4L

C = 0.19(1 +X_) _,_)

For the core we have

dp*/dx * = - Bp *q*/x *2t*,

dq*/dx* = Bp*x*2/t *,

I t* dp*
dl*/dx* = --

(n-l-1)ad p* dx* '

/_= 1- (l --[3,,) (t**/p*) (zone IV).

(14)

(15)

Given/_ and M, the solutions of zones I and II

are specified by the luminosity parameter C. The

solutions of zone III require an additional param-

eter, the composition exponent X. The core solu-

tions are specified by _,:.

To obtain the luminosity, we integrate the

energy generation [equation (4)_ over the con-
vective core:

v _ ,_ e 2 _--2..... [tt_HG\ M +- / x4'_ / p4'_ / h'_

Xl,:2fo_4*_p*2l*'-2x *_"dx*. (16)

Since L is determined directly from the param-

eter C, we can obtain R. Then all the physical
variables in zones I-III follow from the trans-

formations, equations (8) and the first two equa-

tions of (10). The central temperature is ob-

tained from T_=TotCt4*, whereupon all the

physical variables in the core follow from equa-

tions (9) and the last two equations of (10).

Near the surface and center a starting series

must be applied before beginning the integration

of equations ( I 1-15). We have

q=l, p=t4/4C, t=4_0(x-_),

_o = 1 --4A C (surface) (17)

and

q* = _'c"_lf__.,$3, p*= 1 -_B,Zr .2,

1 _c 2
t*= 1 x .2 (center), (18)

6 (n+l)_

for x close to I and x* small, respectively.

CONSTRUCTION OF MODELS

The initial model contains only a radiative

envelope and convective core, and is homo-

gencous throughout. Thereafter, an evolutionary

sequence is produced by incrementing logC. The

method of Sakashita and Iiayashi (196l) has

been followed. First, families of solutions are
computed for zone IV, characterizcd by/3,., and

for zone III, characterized by _ aud fitted to

zone I as if there were no growing convective in-

stability. Zone III is fitted to the core in U, V

and (n+l). The semiconveetive zone II is now
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V

3

I 2U

FIGURE 1.--Evolution of the model sequence in the U-V

plane. The envelope solutions are designated by their

logC values. Dots and jumps represent the fitting points.

The extended dashed lines separate the zones, which are

designated by Roman numerals. The dashed lines in the
solutions represent the assumed radiative zone.

taken into account by reintegrating zone I and

adopting equations (12) when (n-l- l) r_a =

(n_-l)_a. Since no nuclear reactions occur out-

side the core, the total amount of hydrogen and

helium mixed must remain constant. Moreover,

the convection will steepen the gradient of mean

molecular weight near the Interface II-III, so

that we make the approximation of specifying a

discontinuity in # here. The determination of q2,

which equals qa, and fitting of the zones II and

III are made according to the conditions

q2 f qq3
(Xe--XII) dq= (Xe-XIII) dq,

ql o

U3/ U2 = Va/ V_ = _._/ _2. (19 )

The inward growth of zone III can be handled

by a method described by Kushwaha (1957) for

less massive stars. At the mass point q, where the

core of the previous model ended, zone III is

integrated inward with a new trial composition

exponent h,, using the previous set of h's for those

outer subzoncs of zone III not affected by mixing

from the semiconvective zone. The integrations

of zone III are always begun with h0 at q0, the

mass fraction of the core in the initial model, and

are fitted to a radiative envelope (zone I) that is

calculated without scmiconvc(.tion.

The time step, Ar, is computed in the usual way

(Schwarzschild, 1958, p. 196).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 contains the results for the initial

homogeneous model and four inhomogeneous

models in which the zones were integrated with

the help of an IBM 7090 computer but fitted by

hand. The fitting on the U-V plane is shown in

figure 1, where the dots and discontinuities repre-

sent fitting points. The zones outside the core are

marked off by dashed lines (not to be confused

with the lines representing the assumed radiative

zone that becomes semiconvective). Only the core

solution for B = 1 is plotted, for the sake of clarity.

The change of mass contained in each zone

during the course of the star's evolution is shown

in figure 2. It is interesting to note that while the

semiconvective zone grows rapidly outward, it

moves inward only slightly. Figure 2 and table 1

show also that by the time the hydrogen content

of the core has dropped to 10% of its initial value,

both the mass fraction of the core and the mean

hydrogen content of the whole star, )(, have de-

creased by about 40%.

I.O

0.8

0.6

q

0.4

0.2

I I I I

I Radiative Envelope

II Semi-Convective Zone

"_'__] Radiative Intermediate

IV Convective Core

__A J I 1

I 2 r(inlO ly3r) 4 5

FIGURE 2.--Evolution of the structural zones in a star of

30 M (D during hydrogen-burning.
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In figures 3 and 4 the hydrogen content is

plotted as a function of mass fraction for the

evolutionary models here considered. Dots and the

vertical discontinuities represent fitting points.

Clearly, the decrease of X through the semicon-

vective zone is far more gentle than its decrease

in the radiative intermediate zone; this is to be

expected from the mixing process. The jump in

mean molecular weight at the interface grows to

about 5% in the last model. Eventually, the dis-

continuity may no longer be considered a good

0.8

0.6

X

0.2

I I I

Model 0

I

2

:5

4

i , i I

0:4 0.6
q

, I ,

0.2 O.e 1.0

FIGURE3.--Depletion of hydrogen as a function of mass
fraction for the evolutionary models of a star of 30 M ®.

I I l I

Model 0

0.'70 I

0.65 4 3 2

X

0.60

0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70
q

FzGVaE 4.--Detail of the depletion of hydrogen in the
semiconvective zone for evolutionary models of a star
of 30 MQ.

1(Xc =Xe) and a later model (Xc = _Xe), whenever

the later model was given or calculable by inter-

polation in the given sequence. The various models
are arranged in order of chemical composition

(toward older population I), based primarily on

the initial hydrogen content and secondarily on

5.5

approximation. However, it is clear that the semi-

convective zone has little effect on the important
quantities L, Te, q4, Xc,/_c, and T_. 5.0

Figure 5 shows a luminosity-temperature plot •

of the evolutionary tracks of our model (30 M Q ) "4"

and the model calculated by Sakashita et al. _o

(15.6 ME) ) to roughly the same amount of hydro- 4._
gen depletion in the core. The more massive star

has an initially steeper rise in luminosity, due to

the greater mass fraction contained in the energy-

producing core. When the discrepancy between

the measured ultraviolet fluxes of early-type stars 40

(Stecher and Milligan, 1962) and those predicted

on the basis of model atmospheres is resolved, it

will be possible to compare our results with the
observations of OB clusters and associations.

Several other workers have considered the

evolution of stars with mass ---_30 M E). In table 2

we have summarized the data on the initial model

4.7

I I I

_ \/.,..,__ 30 Me
_ Xj,= 0.70
\ Ye = 0.27

\
\ Ze = 0.03
\

\\\ XcNo= Z,/2

°\\¢.,

/_ 15.6 Mo
\

\\ / X_= 0.90
\\\¢/ Y, = 0.08

,(\ Z=,=0.02

%_"\ Xcw= Z,,/3
%,,

[ I I
4.6 4.5 4.4

log Te

FIGURE5.--The evolution of stars of 30 MQ (this paper)
and 15.6 MG (Sakashita, 0no, and Hayashi, 1959) is
compared on a plot of luminosity vs. effective tem-
perature.
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TABLE 2.--Comparison of Evolutionary Model Sequences for Stars With M _ 30 M Q

Source

Henyey, LeLevier, and

Levee (1959) .......

_tothers (1963) .......
Schwarzschild and

H_trm (1958) .......

Hoyle (1960) .........

Haselgrove and Hoyle

(1959) ............
Blackler (1958) .......

Blackler (1958) .......

M

:MO:

30

30

28.2

30.1

30.2
32

32

Xv _ Xe

Xe

0.68
0.70

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.76

0.85

Ye

0.31
0.27

0.22

0.23

0.24

0.2375
0.1475

Ze

0.01

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.0025
0.0025

XCNO

0.0025

0.0150

0.0043

0.0053

0.0053

0.0025

0. 0025

u84M3

1.00

0.95

0.68

0.82

0.82
0.94
0.73

log

L/L@

5.121

5.148

5.035

5.093

5.080

5.018
4.938

log

T,

4.604

4.639

4.630

4.644

4.635

4.621

4.598

Xo= IX.

log

L/LQ

5.32

5.37

5.30

5.38

5.2

log

Tc

4.56

4.59

4.57
4.69

4.56

r(lO 6

yr.)

3.4
4.0

5.2

5.4

6.3

the metals content. We have by the lase equation

of (14), L_pe4M 3 for an opacity due solely to

electron scattering, and have listed the quantity

#2M 3, normalized to the first entry in table 2.

Comparison with the trend of log(L/LQ) is

reasonably good. The small differences are due

to differences in the chosen surface boundary con-

ditions, opacity, nuclear energy generation, and

method of integrating the basic equations. More-

over, because of increasing radiation pressure the

mass-dependence of L is more like M _._ at 30 M Q

(Ilaselgrove and Hoyle, 195(.)).

The arrangement of models in order of decreas-

ing luminosity is fortuitously the same as that

in order of decreasing CNO abundance, except for

the rather anomalous model of Henyey et al.

(195(.)). But since the CNO abundance regulates

the rate of energy generation and varies by a

factor of six in table 2, it can considerably alter

the rate of consumption of hydrogen fuel. The

change of time scale can better be seen by the

following consideration of the total luminosity.

Since #e_X -_ for small Z, L_X -4 for approxi-

mately equal masses. Then T_XL -_ or T_X _,

which gives the evident treand in the last column

of table 2.

Work is currently in progress on the further

evolution of a star of 30 M (D into the gravitational

contraction phase during hydrogen exhaustion.
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and Dr. Leo Goldberg for advising this work.
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NEUTRINO EMISSION, MASS LOSS, AND
THE FREQUENCY OF SUPERNOVAE

RICHARD STOTHERS*

Goddard Space Flight Center

Without steady mass loss during the red-giant phase, most stars with mass above the Chandra-
sekhar limit should evolve into type II supernovae, but the predicted number of supernovae is much
larger than the observed number. Although mass loss considerably lowers the predicted number, its
effect will be reduced because of neutrino emission which decreases the time scale of the late phases.
However, by use of presently known rates of stellar evolution and mass ejection, it is shown that loss
of mass with or without neutrino emission will roughly account for the observed number of type II
supernovae. Thus neutrino emission is not contradicted by observations of supernova frequency.

INTRODUCTION

Against the current theory of progressive

nucleosynthesis in stars (Burbidge, Burbidge,

Fowler, and Hoyle, 1957) is raised the serious

objection that far more supernovae should bc
observed than is the actual case. For instance, on

the assumption that every star with mass above
the Chandrasekhar limit (1.4_G) gets rid of its

excess mass by supernova explosion, we compute

for the Galaxy with _2 × 109 stars of _ > 1.4_ Q

and average lifetime --_3X109 years (Schwarzs-

child, 1958) a frequency of at least 200 super-

novae per 300 years. This is too large by two orders

of magnitude, compared with the observed

frequency of about 1 supernova every 300 years

(Zwicky, 1958). This well-known result was

obtained by Schwarzschild (1958) in two slightly

different ways, using the death-rate function and
the observed numbers of white dwarfs.

It is now apparent that many stars undergo
extensive mass loss in the form of "winds" during

the red-giant phase of their evolution (Deutsch,

1956a; Weymann, 1962). This is believed to
account for most of the excess mass that nmst be

expelled. On the neutrino theory of late stellar

*Now at IIarvard College Observatory.

evolution, however, the time scale is so shrunken

that mass loss due to winds may be ineffective,.

and the neutrino luminosity rises so high that

energy requirements can force stars of relatively
low mass to evolve to the supernova stage (see,

e.g., Chiu, 1961a,b). These considerations would
lead us to expect again a higher frequency of

supernova outbursts. It is the purpose of this

paper to see whether the theory of neutrino
emission is in conflict with observations.

EVOLUTIONARY TIME SCALES

Detailed stellar models have been computed

for the late evolutionary phases only in the case

of three masses >I.3_J_(D (see table 1 and

references). Accordingly we list the three closest
masses from the observed mass-spectrum relation

tabulated by Schwarzschild (1958). The main

sequence lifetime, rms, is defined as the time

required for a star to burn 13v/,) of its hydrogen.

Hayashi and Cameron (1962a,b) and Hayashi,

Hoshi, and Sugimoto (1962) have computed
models for a star of 15.6_Q as a red supergiant.

The lifetime of carbon-burning is 2.3 X l05 years

and of the later phases, --_6 X 105 years, without
neutrino emission. These lifetimes are shortened

142
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TABLE1.--StellarLifetimes and Mass Loss During the Red-Giant Phase

_/_0"

18 ...................

4 .....................

1.4 ...................

Sp*

B2
B8
F1

logrm, t
(yr)

7.6
8.4
9.6

[ogrrg (yr) with-
out v-loss

6.0
>6.6
>7.4

Logfro (yr) with
v-loss

>4.9
6.0

>7.4

4X 10-6
>3XlO-S

References
for _rv§

1,4
2,4
3

*Observed mass-spectrum relation for the main sequence (Schwarzschild, 1958, p. 277).
tComputed by Schwarzschild (1958, p. 277) as the time required to burn 13% of the hydrogen.
$Observed by Deutsch (1956) and Weymann (1962) for a Her(_49_j_(3, Weymann 1960) and a Ori(_209)2(3), re-

spectively.
§Sources are (1) Hayashi and Cameron (1962a, b) for a star of 15.6992(3; (2) Hayashi, Nishida, and Sugimoto (1962)

for a star of 4 _(3; (3) Schwarzschild and Selberg (1962) and Schwarzschild and Harm (1962) for a star of 1.3 _ (3; (4)
improved values of Hayashi, Hoshi, and Sugimoto (1962).

to a total of at most 8X104 years if neutrino

emission is included. Reeves (1962) also estimates

that the time scale is reduced by a factor of 10
because of neutrino emission.

A star of intermediate mass (4992@) makes a

brief excursion into the G and K giant region

during helium-burning, but does not become a red
supergiant until the onset of carbon-burning

(Hayashi, Nishida, and Sugimoto, 1962; Hayashi,

Hoshi, and Sugimoto, 1962). It spends 1 X106

years burning carbon, and, extrapolating from
the results on the star of 15.6992(3, we estimate

that it spends at least 3 X 106 years in the later

phases. This number may be considerably under-

estimated, as degeneracy in the core will occur

in the case of a star of 49)2 (3,-whereas in the case

of 15.699_(3 it is very slight. In fact, Hayashi,

Nishida, and Sugimoto (1963) found that _49)_(3

represents a critical mass below which degeneracy

occurs in the core just before helium-burning. The

red-giant lifetime with neutrino emission in-

cluded is 10 e years (Hayashi, Hoshi, and Sugimoto,

1962).

The evolutionary track of a star of 1.3992@

enters the G-K re&giant region during gravi-
tational contraction and the onset of helium-

burning. Degeneracy in the core raises the time

scale to rrg> 2.5 X 107 years (Schwarzschild and

Selberg, 1962; Schwarzschild and Hi_rm, 1962).

Presumably, after a brief period of nondegeneracy

following the helium flash, the further evolution

of the star is finally limited by renewed de-

generacy, and the star becomes a white dwarf or

type I supernova (population II and due to an

entirely different mechanism; see Hoyle and

Fowler, 1960) without returning to the red-giant

region. Plasma neutrino emission will have some
effect on the luminosity of the core of the star,

but not on the total luminosity (Chin, 1963b),
and is therefore not believed to affect the time

scale significantly.
Although the models for these three stars had

different assumed initial chemical compositions,

the time scales of evolution, especially during the

later phases, should not be affected too much by a

change in initial composition, at least to within

the accuracy we require (cf. table 1).

MASS LOSS

We now turn to the problem of mass loss by

stars in the form of winds or ejection of shells. The

solar wind carries away 3 X 10-149)2(3/year, which

is completely negligible (Parker, 1963). Under-

hill (private communication) obtains obser-

vationally a mass loss of 10 -_ to 10-79)2(3/year

for Wolf-Rayet stars and believes that the

normal O stars would have this rate reduced by a

factor of 10. For a Be shell star (109_ (3), Underhill

(1960) obtains 10-79_ (3 /year, to be reduced by a
similar factor for the normal B stars. Hence with

main-sequence lifetimes of 5X10 _ and 1X108

years, respectively, the mass loss even from O
and B stars is negligible during the main-sequence

phase of evolution.

During the red-giant phase, however, obser-
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vationsshowthat masslosscanbeconsiderable.
Weymann(1962)obtainsfor a Orionis an outflow
of 4 X 10-6_®/year. Allen (1955) gives for a star

with its spectral type (M2 Iab) a mass of N20

2)_®. The corresponding escape velocity is con-

sistent with the assumption of outflow of material.

Deutsch (1956a) obtains a mass loss of 3X10 -8

_q)/year for a Herculis. This star is a visual

binary with a computed mass of 159)2q) for the

more massive M component. However, its spectral

and luminosity class (M5 II) would indicate a

mass more like 4_(D (Allen 1955). Moreover,

Weymann (1960) has pointed out that the inter-

preted velocity of outflow is not consistent with

the escape velocity calculated for 15!_J_(D. He
uses Wilson's (1960) distance determination for

a Herculis and inspection of the H-R diagram of

galactic clusters to suggest that the mass of the

M component is --_4_q). We adopt this mass in
table 1.

Hayashi, Hoshi, and Sugimoto (1962) found
that the main effect of mass loss is to reduce the

effective temperature. Now Deutsch (1960)

showed that mass loss is vastly more efficient at

the lower temperatures. Since stars with 9)2>4

9)2(3 spend less time in carbon-burning than in

the later phases (without neutrino emission), the

average rate of mass loss will be greater than that

indicated in table 1. Moreover, Deutsch's value
of the loss from a Herculis is a lower limit, and he

points out that significant loss may even occur at

the earlier spectral types, which would include

part of the helium-burning phase of a star of

49_Q (Deutsch, 1960). Since the rate of loss

should be roughly independent of stellar mass,

perhaps Weymann's value is a better average.
Therefore it seems that mass loss will be effective

in reducing the mass of a star with initial 4_ q)
to below the Chandrasekhar limit. The star will

then become either a white dwarf with a core

composed of the products of carbon-burning or

perhaps a supernova of Type I. Table 1 also

suggests that mass loss will be effective even up t_)

15-209)2® (main-sequence spectrum B2) for the
case of no neutrino loss. Stars with _ < 49)2 Q will

ahnost certainly lose some mass, cool off, and

avoid type II supernova explosion, with or with-
out neutrino emission.

If mass loss is not efficient enough, however,

ordinary evolutionary processes will make super-

novae out of all stars with _>4_Q (B8);

with neutrino emission, mass loss will certainly be
inefficient for the more massive stars because of

the drastically reduced time scale, as indicated in

table 1 for 18_Q (B2). So we shall regard NB8

as the critical spectral class for which earlier stars

become supernovae on the neutrino theory.

We note, parenthetically, that observations of

globular and open clusters support the theoretical

results that main-sequence stars evolve into red

giants (at least the stars of low and intermediate

mass). For the massive stars the evidence from

OB clusters is suggestive (Hayashi and Cameron,

1962a,b), even though not required (Chiu,

1963a). Moreover, star-counts and the distribution

of M giants in the field (Deutsch, 1956b) support
this view of evolution.

STELLAR STATISTICS AND FREQUENCY OF

SUPERNOVAE

We must now estimate the number of O and B

stars in the Galaxy. Roberts (1957) used Shnirel-

man's (1952) value of 1.8X106 B0-B5 stars to

obtain 2.5×106 B0-B7 stars. Rubin, Burley,

Kiasatpoor, Klock, Pease, Rutscheidt, and Smith

(1962) list 1440 O-B5 stars within a radius of 3

kpc around the sun; this value is estimated to be 5

per cent complete. If we assume with Rubin et al.

that the radius of the Galaxy is 15 kpc, we obtain
a total of 7X105 O-B5 stars in the Galaxy. By

extrapolation we get 1 X 106 O-B7 stars. Parenago

(1948) and Roberts (1957) obtain 6X103 0 stars

in the Galaxy. Therefore we estimate that there

are 5 X 104 O-B2 stars. Using the main-sequence
lifetime of the latest star in a small spectral

TABLE 2.--Predicted Frequency of Supernovae for Various
Speclral Groups

Sp. group

O ...............

O-B2 ...........
O-B5 ...........
O-B7 ...........

No. of stars

6XlO 3
5X104

7-18X10 _
1-2.5X106

log
r.,s yr

6.6
7.6
8.0
8.3

SN/300 yr

0.5
1
4-6
6-10
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interval, we divide the number of stars in the

interval by rm_ to obtain the predicted number of

supernovae (SN). The cumulative spectral inter-

vals and numbers of supernovae are listed in

table 2.

The observed frequency of both type I and type

II supernovae in external galaxies is one in 300-

400 years (Zwicky, 1958). The uncertain complete-

ness of the searches and intragalactic extinction

indicate a true frequency that is higher by an

unknown factor. The three, well-authenticated

supernovae in our own Galaxy were of type I

and show an apparent frequency of 1 SN/300

years. Other supernovae have been recorded in

our Galaxy (Kukarkin, Parenago, Efremov, and

Kholopov, 1958), but their type is unknown.

However, type II supernovae are known to be

more common in general (Payne-Gaposchkin,

1957). Hence we shall accept for our own Galaxy

the "true" extragalactic rate of type II super-

novae as > 1 SN/300 years.

We recall from the first paragraph of this paper

that without mass loss the frequency of super-

novae should be greater than 200 per 300 years.

This is too large by about two orders of magnitude.

From table 2 we note that on the basis of mass

loss with or without neutrino emission the pre-

dicted frequencies (despite the uncertainties in

arriving at them) fall within a reasonable range of

the observed frequency. In fact, if Payne-

Gaposchkin's (1957) estimate of at least 8 type

II SN/300 years in the Galaxy is correct, the

neutrino hypothesis improves the agreement.

Hence we conclude that the assumption of

neutrino emission is at least not contradicted by

observations of supernova frequency.

I am indebted to Drs. Hong-Yee Chiu and

A. G. W. Cameron for criticisms and discussion.

It is a pleasure to thank Dr. Robert Jastrow for

the hospitality of the Institute for Space Studies.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE'THEORY OF
CRITICAL INCLINATION OF CLOSE

EARTH SATELLITES

SHINKO AOKI*

Goddard Space Flight Center

A higher order theory of the motion of close satellites in the vicinity of the critical inclination

is developed for the case of small eccentricity as well as moderate eccentricity. Terms up to the third

order of magnitude are included for a potential which is plane symmetrical. It is shown that solu-

tions up to this order can be obtained by using only Jacobian elliptic functions for the case of small

eccentricity. However, for moderate eccentricity, elliptic integrals of the second kind or the Jacobian

zeta-function are required. To obtain further approximations, elliptic integrals of the third kind are

necessary for the case of small eccentricity; but_ for the case of moderate eccentricity only the

Jacobian elliptic functions and elliptic integrals of the second kind are required. In any case, the

solutions are, in general, periodic functions--as is well known from the form of the equations of
motion.

INTRODUCTION

Many authors have shown their interest in teh

motion of close earth satellites near the critical

inclination (for example, references 1-5). How-
ever, almost all of these authors have considered

only the first terms, which are of the order of the

square of J2 in the equations of motion. However,
it was first shown by Izsak 5 that continuations

of the ordinary treatment of the libration to the

higher approximations would break down; and,

in the case of small eccentricity, some libration
of a peculiar kind including the next order of

magnitude would occur. The first term, which
has e02 as a factor, is so small that the next order

term--which would be considered as a higher
order of magnitude in the normal case--becomes

the same order of magnitude as the preceding

term. However, he presented this only for a

consideration of the form of the Hamiltonian;
he did not try to solve the equations of motion

with time as the independent variable.

Here some expressions for these solutions will

*NAS-NASA Research Associate.

be presented, not only for the case of small ec-

centricity, but also for the normal case including

terms up to the third order of J_ in the original
equations of motion, where J_ is the coefficient

of second zonal harmonics of the earth's potential

and J4 is assumed to be of the order of the square
of J: and, further, J6 to be of the third order of

magnitude. The odd harmonics will be totally

neglected. A higher order theory including these

terms is under consideration, but must be treated
in the future.

The method adopted is to introduce inter-

mediary solutions, of which the argument hu is

only slightly different from time (the independent

variable) except for a constant factor, and such
that by which the amplitude of the libration or

the change of states--in other words, a transition

from revolution to libration--is fully determined.

In the case of small eccentricity, the intermediary

solution can be obtained by the following in-
tegration:

= h. du,

¢(i- a sin2 (1-fl sin2
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where _/2--_1 is the mean value of the argument

of perigee and X is constant; this integration can

be performed even if only the Jacobian elliptic

functions are used, as will be seen in a later
section. *

Further approximations, beyond the afore-

mentioned order of magnitude, would require
more complicated calculations. Some comments

will be made on the subject although explicit

formulas are not included. Izsak, after removing
the so-called periodic perturbations, wrote the

equations of motion:

dp (_
d_- 8w '
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In this paper we have started with a Hamil-

tonian similar to the one used by Izsak but have
added some additional terms in order to more

easily consider the higher order terms; although

this explicit evaluation, from the coefficients of

zonal harmonics of the earth's potential and from

the integration constants, is not given. We are

concerned with the solutions of the equations of

motion which contain the Hamiltonian up to the

order of f:

dw 0_

d-7- - _'

where _ is the mean value of the argument of

perigee; p is some function of G, the conjugate

variable to _; and

= A(p) + j B(p) cos 2co ,

h(p) = p2 + _ a p, .

• = A(p) +.iB(p) cos 2_ + j2C(p) cos 4_ ,

although some comments will be made on ob-

taining higher order approximations.

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

We shall now consider the following equations:

dp = a__¢¢ I

d'r aco '

d_ 8_

d-T = - a--_'

(1)

B(p) : _ flapn , where

f, : - ,

,/

j -- =-_ +J po-2 > 0 ,

,3 J2 no

: 4

Since r has a factor of J_, the terms of the order

of j in @ correspond to those of the order of J2 2

or J_ in the original equations of motion.

*A list of symbols is given in app. A.

• = A(p) + j B(p)cos _co + j2C(p)cos ¢co ,

A(p) = £a p" ,

n=2

B(p) = _ _nP" ,
0

C(p) = _.. T, Pn ,
0

and a,, /_,, _. are constants which satisfy as>0,

#0>0.

In order to remove the first degree term of p

in the Hamiltonian function, we change the vari-

able p to x = p--p (cos 2¢o) such that

a(_)x = a(a_-) = o. (2)
=0 P=II}

If we take the terms up to f in equation 2, we
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have

from which

P

Thus, the equations,

are obtained with

Jfllcos2_ + J271cos4w+ 2(a2+jfl2cos2w/p + 3a3p_ = 0 ,

- --- + - -3- -J¢os o, .
2 a2 2 a_ 8 a2 /

dx a¥
d_ = a_J '

clw #_
-- -- _ --

d'r aX '

(3)

(4)

where

a 0

= a 0 + a 2X 2 + a 3 X 3 + a 4 X 4 + ... ,

(-* - o/jfloCOS2_O + j2 _-/312ct 2 I + 9' COS4c° + ....

a2 = a2 + J 2- 2" a3/_l a COS 2co + .-. ,

a 3 = a 3 + • , . ,

(5)

a 4 = a 4 + , . . .

We have considered terms up to the order of j_ in _I,, assuming x is the order of jll_. We know that

: j r, (6)

where P is cons&nt, is an integral of equation 4. Neglecting higher order terms, we can easily obtain
an expression for x from equation 6:

X = XI - 2 a3a_ IX12 + _- a4a2 I + a2-2 , (7)

XI 2

where

Rewriting xd in the form

(jr-ao) .2-I ;

: cos. )
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where
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= r%-z j ,

[_ (_ 3PI = r-I /3o+Jr /_2a-1+_%/_1% - '

and putting co1= (_/2) -oJ, we have

d_ 1

2a2X + 3a3X 2 + 4n4X3

da) 1

'- _1/2 (_ a4 %- l _ _ %
2a 2p.l/2XO [I +a 3 a 2 I XO +

= d'r ,

where

(8)

XO = a2 Ct2" 1 tJ'- 1/2 _1

= ¢I + Psin2c.l+Qsin4c#I

3 ;,)p = __or-I + j 2%'I-_-%/)I_

•

(9)

INTERMEDIARY SOLUTIONS

From the denominator on the right side of equation 8 we can see that it will be zero if, and only if,

xo=0, provided u=0(jr) is small. This means that the essential character of the trajectory is de-
termined entirely by x0. In the case _1 is real--which includes, in general, j_ terms of the equation of

motion, Thus, x0 discriminates among three kinds of motion: libration, revolution, and the critical case.

Therefore, we first must consider

d_v I d_ 1

I + Psin'c_ 1 + Qsin4w!

Putting sinS¢l = x, we have

¢(l-asin'_,) Cl-flsinw,l

= du °

dx
du =

2¢_-x_ _ (i+_+_')

(10)

; (]1)
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and, putting y = x -x, we have

du =

or

- dy - dy
=

¢4(y-I) (y2 +py+Q) 1/4(y-I} (y-a) (y-,B)

du

- dz

¢4(,-e,)

where

P-I
z : y+_,

and

I__ 2 P-I -_I(el, e,, eh) = + -_'3 a + --_'-', fl + .

Thus, we have

z=_(U-Uo),

where (Pu is the Weierstrassian elliptic function of the second order. We assume that the integration
constant is such that

u 0 = 0 ,

which corresponds to the initial condition of _1=0 when u = 0, as will be seen later. Then we have

or

and

¢I + Psin2oq ÷ Qsin'_ I -- giu" hju(l ÷ fi2u) "I

In the above expressions,fju isan associatedprimitiveellipticfunction of the firstorder,_ whose poles

are u=O and 2o0gand whose zerosare u=o: I and ¢i+2_o within a parallelogram (2wl,4wg),where we

have

f= dz

_op ¢4(z-e,) (z-e)(z-e.) '
p

with p=f, g, h and wjq-wg+wh=0. The other gju and hju are given by permutations of (f, g, h).

However, this expression is so general that, at first glance, we cannot see how the function behaves

for real values of u, which is the only case of interest. Therefore, in order to clarify its behavior, we shall

divide the problem into several cases.

(i) a, _ real: Libration and critical cases

( a ) 1 <__ < a <_y, libr at ion within --c_-ll2_sinwl__a-ll2

Since

P-I a- 1

sn 2
(12)
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where XS=a--1 and kS= (_-1)/(a-l), we have

sln 2 oJ 1 =

sn 2 (_kU, k)

a - cn2 (_u,k)

(13)

Xo = ¢1 + Psin2_ 1 + Qsin4oj I
(a- I} cnku dnk u

_-c_ (_u, k)

The case 1 _<y _ __< a does not correspond to

any real case in the theory of the critical inclina-

tion of close artificial satellitesS; therefore, we

omit this case here, although similar expressions
are obtainable if we substitute sin_ = cos001 instead

of sin_ in equation 1.

(b) $<1 <a<_y, libration within

-- a -1/s__ sinoJi < a -m

Since

P-1 a-fl

where h2=a--$ and k s= (1--t_)/(a--_), we have

sin 2 w I
sn2{_u, k)

=

a-flcn 2 (ku, k)

and

(a - _) cn (hu, k)
XO =

-_ cn 2 (ku, k)

Since

(c) /_<a<l <y, revolution

pu

P-1 I-Z
= P + --3-- + sn 2 {_.u,k) '

where h_= I--_ and k s= (a-_)/(1--f_), we have

and

sin2 _1
sn 2 (ku, k)

=

l-flcn 2 (ku, k) '

(1-fl) dn(ku, k)

(a') l <$:a<y, critical

Since snhu--* tanhhU when k--q, we have

s in 2 c_l
sinh a hu

a cosh 2 ku - 1

where _ = _- 1 and

a-1
Xo =

= cosh 2 _u - I

(b') /_<l=a<y, critical

From either case b or c, when k--_l, we have

sin2 wl
sin h a ku

=

cosh2_u-_

and

(I - _) cosh ku
X0 =

coshaku - fl '

where h s = 1 --fL

(ii) a, _ imaginary: Revolution

Here the direct transformation from (P-functions

to Jacobian elliptic functions does not give a real

function. Therefore, another type of transforma-

tion is used, as is described by Whittaker and

Watson (reference 7, p. 513), since P and Q
are real.

If we apply the transformation

X-B
y = Cx--_=-A- ,

where

XO = l-flcn 2 (ku, k) h : - 1 - f'T+P+Qp+Q
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where

-I + yr_+p+Q
p+Q

-2- p- Q- 2 fi+p+q
P+Q

to equation 11, we then have

d%
du =

_/1 + Psin2w I + Qsin4%

= dy

2_ ¢(l-y 21 (k'2 +k2y_ '

k2 : 1/1 + P + Q = _{1-a) (1-fl)

k 2
: - P- 2 + 2 I_-_P+Q = a + fl - 2 1

4 _ri+ P+Q 4 f{1-a)(l-ill +_- "

Accordingly, we obtain

, :
It should be noted that the form of y in equation

14 yields a real function, when k2>_0 and 1 > k 2> 0.

This is made possible by choosing an appropriate

sign of the above root function (which is, of

course, a double-valued function) in such a way
that

_'I+P+Q _>0 ;

this is possible because P and Q are real and

satisfy the inequalities

1 + V + Q : 1 + - Ip2-4Q) > 0 ,

(P+2} 2 < 4(I+P+Q} ,

since

A : p2-4Q<0 "

Choosing the integration constant u0 = 0, and using

the addition theorem, we have the following ex-
pressions:

sn2 (_.u, k)
X : sin2 _1 = 1 - cn 2,x.u + ,k2 cdz ,ku

and

XO :

x.a (1 - k 2 sn2_u ¢d2 ,_u)

1 - cn2 ,ku + _.2 cd 2 ,_u

Consider the critical case when the descriminant

A goes to zero. If --P=a+f_>2, then k 2 ap-

proaches to unity; and the above expressions, of

course, tend to case ia'. On the other hand, if

--P=a+B<2, then k2-o0; and this case tends
to be a special case of case ic.

(iii) a =/_= 1, critical.

In this case Equation 10 may be expressed
directly as

dw/sin% = --du,

from which we obtain sinw = 1/(u2+ 1) 1/2, or

sinwl= u� (u2+ 1) at2,

where the integration constant is chosen such that

Wl = 0 when u: O. Consequently,

X0= cos%l= (u2+l) -1.

Table 1 summarizes the data from the three cases.

THE CASE OF SMALL ECCENTRICITY

If _0(_e0 2) and F are of the same order of

magnitude as j, then the argument given for the

equations of motion becomes somewhat simpler

because x is of the order of j so that the terms

a3x 3and a4x 4in equations 5 are negligible provided

we include terms up to the second order in these

equations. Moreover, in the expression _xo_ it is

sufficient to consider only terms up to the second

order. In the case of small eccentricity near the

critical inclination, _0 itself (equations 5) would

be of the order of j2, which is also negligible, s

Thus, in this case, the intermediary solutions

described in a previous section would give suf-

ficient accuracy provided that we take Equations 1
to the second order.
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3
Now putting " ' have8o=_80, r =jr' we

q = _r'-'_12_2-1 '

: j2 F, a 2-t ;

from which we obtain

, (, )-- ± %-, .

From equation 8 we have

U --

157

]

CASE B CASE A J

/
j,.,_ _o'2 or2 l

1 iii

a 6 b

1

4B_ ,22

M

FIGURE 1.--Criterion for several cases, expressed by

parameters r' and _0' in units of (1/4) (_:a2-0. The
respective cases are described in table 1.

2a 2 tr_'r ,

where

= j2 r, %-I

If F'>Bo'_a28C 2, a and 8 become imaginary so

that this case corresponds to the case ii.

On the other hand, F'<8o'2a2B1 -_ corresponds

to case i or case iii. The subdivision within case i

can be obtained easily

if

if

80'-- (812/4¢z2) < F' < ½80',

0 < F' <80'-- (812/4a2),

and if

then case ia;

then case ib;

F'_>8o'-- (812/4ot2) and ½8o', then case ic.

Rewriting the above and combining it with the

real/imaginary criterion results in the following
scheme:

Case A

if

:: z? z; 2%
flo >- or -_- < ' -

' 2% /3o _, < /3t2

0 <_ I _' < 80 t- (812/4a2),

if

80'-- (812/4a2) < F' < (8o'2a2/812),

then case ib;

then case ic;

if

Case B

or

if

(8o'_a2/812) < F', then case ii.

80' < (_:/2o_)

8o'-- (8_2/4a2) < (8o'2a2/ 8_ 2) < (8o'/2)

0<_F'<_0'-- (812/4Ot2), then case ib;

if

80 t- (_12/4Of2) < r t < (80'20_2/812), then case ia;

if

(80'2a2/87) < F', then case ii.

The critical cases are easily obtained by com-

paring the above scheme with table 1. In order

to be able to distinguish between the different

cases, a diagram is drawn with the parameters

expressed by F' and 8o' in units of 87/4a2 (fig. 1).

Now, the period of sin_l in terms of r is given by

4K
T -

2_/2 i r' v2
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TABLE 2.--Behavior of the Period and the Character of the Motion

Cote ii a ' a b b b ' c c ii

Period T _ co

Character*

Remark

/
L L L

= 1
k = 0

*The ablxeviations are as follows: Revolution, Critical, and Librarian.

C

a = 1
k -- 1

(i/__)N, . 2=2i

R R

where the complete elliptic integral of the first kind,

K = J0 1/1-k_i- 2_, -- 2 _ ' _'l'k' . (15)

Accordingly, if in figure 1 we take a point which is moving around the critical point iii in a counter-

clockwise direction, we will find the change of the period and of the character of the motion as

given in table 2.

In any case the solutions of equations 1 up to the order considered here, are given in case ia by

using equations 3, 7, 9, 12, and 13;

sn 2 A.U

cos 2 6o = Sin2 a_ 1
ct - cn 2 ,ku

/9 = p + _ -- p + /21/2 XO

1 /31 sn 2 X.u

= -_ i % a- cn 2xu

where

v1/-r-r (a- 1) cnkudni_u
+ i V_ - cn 2 h.u

, (1 -)= -2"/3o'P'-t + 1/1 - 7',_t 2,_o '-_%t ,

ka _- 1
= a-=T ' h.u = 2 alVd-2"--Ia_/21-''t/2 i, r .

For the other cases, we can easily obtain the results from table 1 in a similar manner.

THE CASE OF MODERATE ECCENTRICITY

In this case, we expand a and B into power series in j. From the expressions of equation 9 it
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follows, by neglecting high order terms, that

f

- F - J %flo - '

: ,\ra_o- _o- _, +_ 0-/--/
t

Here, except for the critical case, we have only one of two cases: ib or ic

Case ib : Libration

From equations 8 and 10 we obtain

(16)

du

a3 /'] 0-4 7 0- 2\ : 20-2_z1/' d_r ,-3 , (17)

from which, expanding it into a power series in _1/2, we obtain

du -_ "'/2×o + -2--S_'2+ W a2_J/_>_o-J: 2%_'/'d_, (18)

up to the order _ = 0 (j), which corresponds to j2 in equation 1. We also have, from equations 7 and 8,

Now, putting
0- 3

a2

3 0-4 15 0-_

°-2 = - 2_ + 8 a_ '

into equation 18 and using xo=cnXu to the required order, we have

(19)

du(l+cr l_l/2cnku+o'2_cn 2ku) = 20-2_l/ld.r

It is known that (reference 9, pp. 58 and 62)

i'cnvdv k -I sin (ksnv) ,

du I "

O< k2< 1 ,

j'[o.v dv:
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where E(v) is the elliptic integral of the second kind such as

E(v) : dn 2 vdv •

Accordingly,

_.u z : _ (1 +a2_s)u + _l/z 1/2 k -I sin "s (k sn_u) + k-2_2/_Z{_.u) (20)

Z(v) : E(v) - EK-sv ,

: 1 + k-2(EK-I-1) ,

,._/2= (I - k 2 sin 2 v) I/2 dv

#o

= "_F _, _ ; 1;k 2 ,

(21)

and K is given by equation 15.

Equation 20 has a form

Xul = _ (1-t-a_#s)uq-(periodic terms in Xu with the period 4K).

Therefore, by inversion, it follows that

tu = tlu_+ (periodic terms in X_ul),

where

X1 : _ ( 1 q-_2#s)-1.

Thus

where

KU : v'r - al _ k-' sin -1 (ksnv'r)

+ a12/_cn_Tk -I sin-l(ksnv_) - a2/_k-2Z(wr) ,

(22)

v : 2a I _r_ ,k.l

: 2_v2 jv2rv= (_-/3),/2 (l-%_s) ,

and/c 2= (1 --/_) (__/_)-s. The other notations, al and a=, are given by equations 19; s by equation 21;
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and a, fl by equations 16. Then,

X = COS 2 _0 ----

sn2 (ku, k)

a - /3cn2 (ku,k)

X = "4 ,.3-_ _- c._u-_-_ --cn2_u

+_-T_-_o-_- -_--:T-,+_- _;--/_-'>,-j•

Therefore, we have, neglecting higher orders, the following forms as the solutions of equation 1,

COS 60

1 a3]-'

1 Z,r _jr/'l Z2 yo

l_,Z0 s_]Z0_
2 _] + -_--T'-_-F"% 2]

where Xu is given by equation 22. The order of magnitude adopted here corresponds to the second order

of equation 7.

Case ic: Revolution

In this case a formula similar to the aforementioned one can be given:

du(l+O-l_I/2dnh.u+o-2_dn2_.u) : dlj I ,

from which we have

)ku I = Xu + Crl/Zl/2 am&u + cr2/zE(&u)

1 7r K- t t) Xu4.0_ I p.t/2 ._ + a2 #EK-

l_ 77 U) k-2 Z(/_u)+ crop, t/2 m_u- _-K k + or2#

(23)
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Putting

= 2a2 p.l/2 (1 _fl)ll2 + o_1 p.i/2 -_- K-I +cr2_E K- -1

we have, by inversion,

a _K -1 T)Xu = vT - _1,ul/2 mvT-_-

+ al2bt nvr-'_'-K -I mvT-_- v -%,_Z(ur) ,

where

k 2 : (a-fl)(l_fl)-I.

We note that alpl/2amXu, the second term of the right side of equation 23, also contributes to the

change of the period-contrary to case ib, where the corresponding term, alpU2k -1 sin -1 (ksnXu), is purely

periodic provided 0 < k 2< 1. It is easily seen that, roughly speaking, case c corresponds to case b where

k > 1. At any rate, for the former case we have the following solutions of equation 1 :

P = P + X = dn_u- 2 J _2 sn2_u- 2 i a22 dn2h-u

GENERAL SCHEME OF THE FURTHER

APPROXIMATIONS

In order to solve the equations with higher order

terms, it is first necessary to solve an equation such

as equation 6 which contains these terms. Even

if the original equations of motion are limited

to finite terms, the equation 6-type of equation

is, in general, an algebraic equation with cos2_
as the unknown. When combined with the second

equation of equation 4, we find that (d/dv) (cos2_)

is equal to an algebraic function in cos%. The
solution of a differential equation of this kind

would involve Abclian integrals--many valued

functions, more complicated than the elliptic inte-

grals. Therefore, the solution becomes so compli-
cated that we cannot see the general character

of the motion at a first glance. However, if we

restrict ourselves to the solution of a real function,

the complicacy would be much reduced.
In this section we are concerned with the cases

where the character of motion is quite similar to

the former cases, except for slight changes caused

by the higher order terms.
Now, we consider the equations of motion in

the form

dx/ dT = --O_ / O_,

d_l/ d T = O_t/ Ox,

where

_ = Jao (sin2o_l, i) + _2 a.(sin2°Jl, J) Xn

and a,(n=2, 3, .-.) is a power series in j,
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as(sin2o_1, 0)=a2.o and is a constant which corre-

sponds to the previous case if a2.o = _2.

From the integral _I,--jF = 0, we obtain

,a:: (_+_" .-2_ : 4.,j(r-ao) -- :a n X )

from which

2a2x = 7? + _b 7/n .
1

Thus, we have

( O'_/ Ox)-I d_l = dr

or

7)-1(1 + _:Cn _n)-I dw I = constant, d,

If the solution of _-]d_l=du* could be ob-

tained in a simple way, as in the previous cases,

then using u* as an intermediary parameter

would be a direct extension of the previous cases.

But this integral is, in general, an Abelian inte-

gral as we have just stated. A general treatment

is not suitable for practical purposes. As an

alternative, we shall consider the following

situations.

a: Case of moderate eccentricity

Let a0(sin2o_l, 0)=a0,i sin2oh, ao,l>0; then the

solution of a0(sin_o_l, 0)- r--0 is

sins _1 : ("o.1)-1r. (24)

Now, we denote one of the solutions by a-l:

ao(sin%,i) -r : o,

the first approximation of whi'ch is equation 24.

We then have

,)]: .,(1
where m = 4Pa2.0 j. Therefore,

where _2 = 1 -a sin2wl and

Now

7) = 1r_-_ _ (l+_nSin2na_l) '

Here we again divide the problem into two subcases:

= #1 ]/2 dT.

(25)

Case ib: o_> 1

We have

}/E-sin _1 = sn (_.u, a -1/2)

= ¢l-a sin2 co 1

= cn (h.u, a -1/2 )

_. = a l/2 ;

then

[l+_/z n/2 f n (a-lsn2al/2u)(cn r'al/Su)]-ldu = _zt 1/2 dr
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or

[1 + E/z n/2 gn (a-I sn2 al/2 u) cn n a 1/2 u] du = /£11/2 dT , (26)

where g, is a power series in j with the coefficients

polynomials in a-_sn2Xu. Therefore, the integra-

tion of equation 26 is expressed as

u + EBnjcnnkudu = _V=T , (27)

where B, is a numerical constant. This integra-

tion is carried out by the use of the Jacobian

elliptic function and the Jacobian zeta-function

(see reference 10, p. 164). Thus, the final form is

expressed by

Xu-ka periodic function of hu = constant-r,

where the constant factor in the right side is

g_mh[-l+0(j)]. This is an extension of equa-
tion 20.

Case ic: _ < 1

From equation 25 we have

sinoJ1 = sn_, 0.1/2) ,

:  nCo.o1/'),

therefore,

[l+E_'/2f (snZu)dnnu]-'du = pl1/'d_
or

[1+_ /zn/2g n Csn2u) dnnu] du = /_!1/2 d-r .

In this ease we have, instead of equation 27,

U + _C fdnn _t,-lu =
J

I

where the integration will be carried out, as above,

by using the Jacobian elliptic function and the
Jacobian zeta-function. Thus we have

u-l-a periodic function of u = constant-r,

where the constant factor in the right side again

is/_11121-1Jr0(j) 7-

f]: Case of small eccentricity

In this case the most important factor in F--a0

(sin%_, j) is not the 1--a sin%l term, as in the

previous case, but is (1--a sin%_)(1--t_ sin%),
where both a and/_ are of the order of 1. Therefore

we cannot expand each of the above factors into

power series beginning with a constant term.

Or more concretely, hereafter aoj is assumed to

be of the order of j: aol=ja'oj and, also, it is
assumed that

ltm j'la° (sin2°Jrj)j-o : a°°'| sin2_Jl + ao.2 stn4ojl '

where a'0.1 corresponds to/_0 _, and a0._ to -- (1/4)/_2a2-k Also, we denote by a -_, f_-_ the solutions of

which approach the solutions of

ao (sin2col, j)- j r' = 0 ,

F' - a ' sin2wl sin 4oJI : 00,1 - ao,l '

As before, we have

4a2j [JV'-ao(Sin_J,, i)]

where m = 4 F'a2,o j2. Therefore,

1 + Zh n sin 2" wl)

: #11/2 XO(l+ZflnSin2"_l/ ,

:
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and, as before,

(28)

Since x0-1 dwl =du, we have, for case i (except for

the critical cases) :

sn2 (_u, k)

x : sln 2 _1 = P-q cn a (ku, k)' (29)

where h, k, p, and q can be obtained in table 1,

according to the respective cases. Further,

(p -q) cn_l hu dnEz _.u

Xo = p - qcn' k) ' (30)

where el, e2=0 or l, but both are not zero at the
same time.

Now, from equation 28 we have

[1 + E/ttn/2 fn(X)x0"]-I du : /_1'/2 dz
or

d. : .,,,,d., (31)

where gn is a polynomial of x. Thus, for n even,
g, has the form

: c, (s., 40), (3e)

where G1 denotes a rational function of the argu-

ment. The integration of equation 32 produces an

elliptic integral of the third kind, in general, un-

like Case _ (reference 10, p. 164). On the other

hand, for n odd,

gn = (]2 ( sn2 _u) cn el A.u drl _l _.u ,

the integration of which requires only the Jacobian
elliptic functions.

For case ii, however, the equations correspond-
ing to equations 29 and 30 have the different

forms; but all the functions g, have a single form
such as equation 32.

In any case, we have, after integration of equa-
tions 28 or 32, the form

_u-t-a periodic function of _u = constant, r,

from which we obtain

Xu = constant- r

+a periodic function of constant, r.

It should be noted that the odd power terms

in equation 31 do not contribute any change to

the period of libration, where e_= 0, which corre-

sponds to the case of libration.

DISCUSSION

The denominator of the right side of equation 11

is a square root of a quartic of x. A general treat-

ment of such a case was carried out by Andoyer u
and extended by Hagihara 12 in connection with

the libration problem of asteroids (see also refer-

ence 13). Both of them used the F-function of

Weierstrass; nevertheless, we feel the integration
form described here is more suitable for this

special case, owing to the fact that only real

functions are involved. For example, if /3-_0 in

equation 10,

dco I

= du ,

I - k2 sin2coI

where k2=_, from which, if 0<_<i, we have

sin_=snu, which is,of course,a limiting case

of ic,etc.Thus the present work representssome
naturalextensionsofthe derivationofwell-known

Jacobian ellipticfunctions.

For the numerical computation, integrating

equation 17 in the literalform may not neces-

sarilybe the best way, for a direct numerical

integrationof equation 17 ismore effective,since

itsdenominator generallydoes not become very

small--otherwise,the numerical integrationwould

lose its validity.However, the problem of in-

versionofa numerical functionstillwould remain.

CONCLUSION

Equations 1, which have terms up to second
order of j, have been solved both for the case of

small eccentricity and for moderate eccentricity.

In the former, the intermediary solutions them-

selves are sufficient for the present discussion,

since the solutions have an accuracy of the order

of 1 for cos_ (neglecting the order of j) and of the

order of j for p (neglecting fl). This accuracy cor-

responds to the order of j2 in the Hamiltonian,

since p has the factor of j and the argument of the

solution is neither r alone nor multiplied by a

constant factor of order of 1, but r multiplied

by that of order j.
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On the other hand, in the second or normal

cases, the solutions have the accuracy of order j

for cos_ and j3/_ for p, which corresponds to j_

in the Hamiltonian.
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Appendix A

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Jacobian elliptic functions (see pp. 154 and 157)

Parameter of Weierstrassian elliptic function (see p. 153)

Complete elliptic integral of the second order (see p. 160)

First order elliptic function associated with the (P-function (see reference 6 and p. 153)

Harmonic coefficient of the earth's potential (see p. 150)

Modulus of the Jacobian elliptic function (see pp. 153 and 156)

Complete elliptic integral of the first order (see p. 158)

Weierstrassian elliptic function (see p. 153)

Jacobian elliptic function (see p. 154)
Time

Period of the solutions (see p. 157)

u will equal t, except for the constant factor, if higher orders are neglected (see p. 157)

X _ sin2wt _ cos2w

a, fl, a_, fl_, _'_

P =jP'
),

P

03

Constants

Energy constant (see p. 151)

Constant factor in the argument of the Jacobian elliptic functions (see p. 157)

Variable related to the eccentricity (see reference 5 and p. 150)

Mean argument of the perigee

_1= (_/2) -_

o_s,_g, _h Semi-periods associated with the Weierstrassian elliptic function (see p. 153)
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AN ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION OF
MUSEN'S THEORY OF ARTIFICIAL

SATELLITES IN TERMS OF THE ORBITAL
TRUE LONGITUDE

ANN E. BAILIE AND DAVID FISHER

Goddard Space Flight Center

Analytic solutions to order ks of the differential equations of Musen's Theory of Artificial
Satellites are presented. These solutions include long-period terms and terms with small divisors
derived from the k2_approximation as well as from the third and fourth harmonics of the earth's
potential. The results obtained herein may be used for computing orbits of artificial satellites to the
first order, for checking the machine programming of the numerical theory, and for comparing
Musen's theory with other artificial satellite theories. In addition, these results may be incorporated
into the numerical theory to broaden its applicability, particularly in the case of nearly circular
orbits.

INTRODUCTION

Musen's theory of artificial satellites _ in terms

of the orbital true longitude permits numerical
calculation of the perturbations of a satellite's

orbit due to the earth's potential field. The degree
of accuracy is limited only by the knowledge of

the earth's potential field and the capabilities

of the computer. This theory is also a useful tool

for improving our knowledge of the geodetic

parameters of the earth's potential. However, any

numerical theory has the disadvantage that the
characteristics of the solution--such as its be-

haviour for nearly circular orbits or in the vicinity

of the critical angle of 63.4°--are not explicitly

given. In addition, comparison with other satellite

theories is virtually impossible.

For these reasons the development of an analyti-

cal solution of Musen's theory was undertaken.

Since the theory has been adopted by NASA for

orbit computation in its numerical form, an
analytical solution is particularly useful--first as

a check for the machine program, and secondly

as a first approximation to the numerical series.

For example, substituting the analytical expres-

sion of (l--c), the motion of the argument of

perigee in the plane of the orbit, to order k__,

into the numerical program would eliminate a

division by e0 which would cause trouble in the

case of a nearly circular orbit.
The basic arguments in this report are expressed

in terms of the orbital true longitude v. They are

the true anomaly of the auxiliary ellipse,

_=cv-,_o=V-[ ( l-c)v+_o_;

and the argument of latitude of the auxiliary

satellite,

v = gv-e o = v-[(1-_)v+%] .

Since the departure point is arbitrary, a0 is taken

equal to 00. All other nomenclature has been kept

the same as in Musen's paper_:

a the semimajor axis,

e the eccentricity,

h= Ea(l -e 2) ]-_/2
i the inclination of the orbit plane to the

Earth's equator,

n = a -3/2, the mean motion,

p=a(1--e2).

0 the right ascension of the ascending node

a the angular distance of the node from the

departure point X,

the elliptic cv-1to.

168
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PERTURBATIONS IN THE ORBIT PLANE

The derivative of Hansen's W function in terms of the orbital true longitude as given by Musen is

_vv = ho 2 _'v 2 -- cos (_ - V) - 1 - e o cos
ho2

_fl h

- 2_ _o sin (_- ¢p)

For the first approximation of W, we let

u = _ = ho2 (I + eo cos d),

h ho
- 1 ,ho - h

_W

i o

_I = sin -_- ,

i o

_4 = cos -_- ,

_k2 = ,k3 = O.

The disturbing function is taken to be the same as that given by Musen:

= k2u3 (1 -3_b 2) + k3u4 (3_ -S_b 3) + k4u s- (3 -30_p 2 + 35_b 4) •

After substituting this into equation 1 and expanding, we develop a trigonometric series for dW/dv.

The quantity (1--c) is determined in such a way that no sin_ term appears in dW/dv. The first ap-

proximation to (l--c) is
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FromthesecondapproximationofdW/dv we determine the value of this secular term to order k_2:

C ----

15

-480 °: , ,4eo,)oo,',o

(2)

The integration of dW/dv yields

The constants of integration Co and C1 are determined from dno 6z/dv in such a way that no constant

and no cos_ term should appear in that derivative. Finally l_ (the function needed to obtain no _z,

the perturbations in the mean anomaly; and (1 T_), the perturbations in the radius vector) is itself

obtained from W by setting _--4:

_ : Co+ C, ¢os_ +_-_^eos [if+ _n] +_--_S,in [i_+(2k+ 1)V]. (4)

The perturbations in the mean anomaly are developed from the derivative 1

dv ho 2_, ; (5)
1 +--

or, in a more convenient form,

where

ho _/ (_ = f/po.
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For the first approximation of dno _z/dv we let

v= O, dno _z/dv = 0

in the right-hand side of equation 6, and we have

171

In the second approximation, equation 7 is used in the last term of equation 6 and v2 is obtained from

_:u(l+v).

_= (e/po)2(_u/ho2)_.

Thus, the second approximation to order k__ becomes

dn0_z 7 '
-W-_j2

Consider the expression

(8)

IV = _ + T cos (p + IF sin q),

and the definitions of E, T, and _I, (reference 1) we see that the next approximation after h/ho = ho/h = 1
is

ho 1. h 1.
_"_- : -_= and _'_o = +3=' (9)

. : . ÷ + ½.o'W. (10)

whence

After determining a first approximation of all of the perturbations to order k2, including the

parameters which will be discussed below, we use the results in the original expression for the disturbing

function and in equation 1 to determine a second approximation of dW/dv. These terms were the k2_,

k3, and k4 terms. In the process of integration some of the terms in dW/dv are divided by (c-g) or a
multiple of (c--g). Individually, c and g are both of the order of 1, but (c--g) is of the order of k2.

Hence, from the second approximation of dW/dv we obtain some first order terms in W.

The expression, to order k_, that we obtained for Hansen's W function, is developed as follows:

W = _ + T cos q_+ _Psin _, (11)
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+$k_h:(,- oo,',0)I- ,2°o,2.- _o co,(_+2,)- 1_%cos

3 ks

+_- _ho 2 e o sin i o sin (#- V)

15 k, r! 8 cos4i 0 ]

- _ _ ,0'%'L-- 3oo.._0- 1-__o._-l;joo.(,_- 2..); (12)

I1 2eo + %3Y = + k2ho 4 (1 - 3 coS2io) e° + 1 + _/1- %2
12 + 3% 2) cos

- 6eo cos 2_- %2 cos 3_]

J
(

+i _,0'(_-oo.._0)i_,_0oo__+ (_+_%_)co._+_)

÷(12-_%_)oo.c_-_)÷ l_eooo.(2_+_)

I (20% + lOeo3) cos 2 iO ] _+ 20% + eo 3 - I - 5 cos 2 io
cos (2_ 277)

+ 3% 2 cos (3# + 2"0) + 3% 2 cos (3# - 2"r/)1
F

+ i __2ho2k_ (2 + %2) sin io sin (_- _)

s k, [ 8 :o,'i o ]
4 k 2 h4 (2% + eo3) [-1 - 3 cos 2i o .... cos (2_ - 277);I 5 cos2i0J

(13)
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1 [( ]= - _k2ho 4 (1 - 3 cos2io) 12 + 9% 2) sin _ + 6% sin 2_ + e 2 sin 3_

lkuho4 (1- cosUio) _.36e o sin 2V + (28 + 11% 2) sin (_ + 27)+

k

+ (12- 21% 2 ) sin (_ - 2_7) + 18% sin (2_ + 277)

+ [20%+ %3_ 20% cos 2i o - (100%- 20eo3)COS 4i 0 100% 3 cos e i._o._

1-S cos2i o +(1--- 5co---_io)_ sin(2_-2_7)k

1

+ 3% 2 sin (3_ + 2_7) + 3eo 2 sin (3_- 2_7)_

- k-"2 h°2 sin i 0 1 cos (_: - "17)1- 5 cos _

5k, [4 ks ho' 2%+ e2 - (6% + Set) coS2io

(16% + 12% 3) cos 41 o 16% 3 cos 610- ]
+ ....

1 - S cos 2 i 0 (1 - Scos'i0) _ sin (2_- 2_). (14)

Substituting equation 12 into equation 9 gives us the expressions for ho/h and h/ho to order k2:

h_._o=
h

1 - kaho ( (1- 3 cosaio) (2 - _)

k2ho 4 (1 - cos2i0)(12 cos 27 + 4e o cos (_ + 2r_)

1
+_

+ 12% cos (e- 2_) - 0a - cos--------ai0-__ cos (2e - 2W)

1 k
_ 2 ."3 ho_ e0 sin i0 sin (_- 7)

I(2

5k,+ 4 _2 ht e02 - 3 COS2i 0
8 cos4i0 ] cos

(15)
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and

h ho
- 2 - -ft.

ho

The perturbations of the radius vector can be expressed most easily as the perturbations of its

reciprocal u from equation 10. Remembering that 1_ = W I_=_ we have also

1 [( . ] (16)u = a ÷ _ho 2 4 + e o cos _)= + 3Ycos_ ÷ 3_sin

From this we obtain

F

. : _ + _-k,ho'(1- 3 :o.'io) [10- 3°: - 8A- eo_

4eo(l + %') el+ cos _ + %2 cos 2

f

1 k he (1 - cos2io) t(16 + 24e2) cos 2"0 + 20% cos (: + 2"0)
-3-_ 2o

%.

+ [8%-3eo 3 (40eO + 20e°_)c°s2i° 20%3 cos' io_

+ 4e0_ cos (2_ +2V) - 20% 2

II 20 cos2io_ %3 - 1 - 5 cos2io

1 - 9 cos2i o

1 - 5 cos2io

cos (2_ - 2v)

-20-c°s41-----2;I cos (3_ - 2_)1(1 - S cos2i0)

I k3

4 k 2 h: sin i0 [(2+ 5% 2) sin W - 4% sin (_ - W) + 3eo 2 sin (2_ - _?)]

sk, (I-8"_ho 6 I- 3 cos2io

8c°s4io \V 2

-- _--'__2 Jl8e o cos (2_- 2V)
1 s :o. io/L

I 2e°$ c°S2io _cos+ %3 + I - S coS2iO/ (3_- 277)

4e° 3e°_ I - 5 cos2io/ (_ - 2"0 .
(17)
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Thefinalperturbationin theorbitplaneto be
determinedis the perturbationof the mean
anomaly,no _z. This is obtained by substituting

the expressions for l_ and _u into equation 8

and integrating. It is of interest to note that any

terms with an argument of (_--_) or any multiple

of it will, when integrated, produce a term of a

lower order than in the expression for dno 5z/dv.

Hence, we develop l_ to order k22 to determine
all terms of order k2 in no _tz. On the other hand

it might be expected that from the long period

terms of order k2 in dno _z/dv we would obtain

some terms of zero order in no _z, but this was

not the case. All the long period terms generated

in dno _z/dv of order k: independently canceled

one another. Consequently, in our expression for
no _z the short period terms come from I_ of

order k2, and the long period terms come from
IV of order k2_ and from the second term in equa-

tion 8, also of order k22. The equation for no _z

(equation 18) is given as appendix A because of

its length.

PERTURBATIONS OF THE POSITION OF

THE ORBIT PLANE

The perturbations of the position of the orbit

plane are developed by determining the h param-

eters and the secular motions of the argument of

perigee and of the ascending node. By definition,

the osculating values of the argument of perigee
and of the node are

= (u- c)v + no- ao + N+K + ¢ (19)

and

e = (1- h')v + 0o - N+ K. (20)

The h parameters are defined by

i
_x = sin _ cos N,

i
As : sin _ sin N,

i
ha : cos _ sin K,

(21)

i
_4 = cos _ cos K.

They include all the periodic perturbations from

the position of the mean node, from the mean

argument of perigee, and from the inclination.

The derivatives of the h parameters as given by
Musen are

2

dv = + - _2 + -W u--_ _--_cos i, (22)

dv = - - _, - -W u---_ _--_cos i, (23)

dv - + _, + -W- u--_ _--_ cos i, (24)

By determining the derivatives of _2with respect to the h's to order ks and substituting them into the

foregoing equations, we develop a series for each of the ), parameters. The secular terms h' and g are

determined from equations 23 and 24 in such a manner that no constant term should appear on the right-
hand sides. And from the second approximations of the h derivatives, we determine these secular terms
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to order k22, that is,

g =
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_k:_: I("0-,_ e:..eo _)°O:'o

(_,0-,44_o: +,o:)°°:_ol_
J

(26)

(1 - h') =

3 E/- g k22hO 8 88 - 40 V_ - eo2 + 9% 2) cos i 0

.J

From equations 26 and 2 we obtain the secular motion of the argument of perigee:

g - C 32k2h:(1 s oo.2i0)

" _( _%_/ (_'_ ÷+ _ k 4 ho s 12 + - 126%2 / cos2io

32_-k:":[(162 6,_i %,+25%,)

196 + 189% 2) cos4iol

- (1500-672 ,Jl--%2 + 126%2 / cos2io

+ (2810- 1440 _/I-%2 + 45%2)cos.ion.

_]

The analytic expressions for the _ parameters obtained are as follows:

,o ,oI_ 1_1 = sin -_ + k 2ho 4 sin i o cos i o cos _- cos 2_ + _ e o cos (_ + 2_)

3 _o_ (I-15co,%) ,7
+ _-% _o,(_- 2_) - 16 (1- s co,2i0) _o, (2_'- 2_'/

1 ks io

+-4 _h_ %_o,i o_o_- T_i_(_-_)

5 k4 i 0 (1- 7C0S2i0)

+g _ h: _2 "*" *0_°" *o_°" 2 (1_5_O:,o) _o,(2_-2_1 ;

(27)

(28)

(29)
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_2

m

io _3 3 1

+ k2ho 4 sin i o cos i o cos _-_-e o sin _ - _ sin 2n - _-e o sin (_ + 2_))

3 F e2(S+3co,io- 18cos2io)
+ _ e o sin (_ - 2_) + L- 8(1-5co,2io)

+ e°2 (5 + c°s i° - 6 c°s2i°) (1- 15 c°s'i°)? )),6 oo.2---]'o5 s,. 2.

+ _ _-_aho2eoCOS i o cos _- 1- 5 cos2i 0 /cos (_- q)

k 4 io 14-7cos2i o

r=

+ _ _ ho 4%2 sini Ocos i Ocos=2 LI 5cos2i 0

(s + _os io - 6 oos'i0)(I - 7 oo,'io)7 (30)

_k 3

io _3 3 1

= k 2 ho4 sin i o cos i o sin ]-\_ e o sin _ - _- sin 2_ = _-e o sin (_ + 2_)

3 [ ,o_(8-3co,io- 18cos_io)
+ _-e o sin (_- 2_) + L- 8(I-5cos2io)

+ eo2 (5- cos io- 6_ cosaio) (I _--15 cosaio)_ sin (2_-2_7_

16 il 5 cos_i0 )2 J ,j

1 k3 i 0 (1 + 2 cos i0 - 3 cos210_co s
4 k 2 ho2 eoc°s io sin "_- 1 - 5 cosaio / (_- 7))

5k4 io [4=7cos' i 0 (5- cos io -6 c_sa io) (1 - 7 cos' io) 1-'2[_=_2 504 e 2 sini, cos iO sin'vl- 2(I -5COS 2{_*-so_' i0 io)_
sin (25-2v) ; (31)
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_'4

io io [3 1

cos -_- - k 2ho 4 sin i o cos i o sin -2-L _c°s 2V + 3"eo cos (_ + 277)

3 1
+ _ e 0 cos (_ - 2_) - i-6 eo2

1 - 15 cos21o

1- 5 cos2i o

k$ i o1

+ _---ho _ _o _os io sin_ ,i.(_ - _)

5k. io(:-Tco.,,o)- cos (2_ - 2V)
8k-22 h04eo2sinioc°siosin-2 - _5cos2io

(32)

CONCLUSION

An analytic development of Musen's true

anomaly version of the Hansen theory to the

first order has been presented. Expressions for

the W function, u, h/ho, no _fz, and the h-parame-

eters have been given, as well as analytic repre-

sentations of the secular motions of the node and

argument of perigee for this theory.

For nearly circular orbits the expression for

(1 --c) can be inserted directly into the numerical

program of this theory, thus eliminating the only

division by e0 which could be a point of slow or

no convergence.

We see that this theory, as well as other general

perturbation theories, 2._,4 cannot be used for orbits

with inclinations in the neighborhood of 63.4 de-

grees: since that is the value for which (1 -- 5 cos_i0)

goes to zero, the series for the perturbations will

not converge and will have no meaning.

The appearance of a coupling term kak4/k_ 3 in

the perturbations of the mean anomaly was an

unexpected result. This is due to the use of the

pseudo time in Hansen's theory.

Finally we conclude that, whereas an analytic

development is useful for understanding the

makeup of this theory, for comparison with other

general perturbation theories, and for checking

out the coding of the numerical program, it is

impracticable for general use even to the first

order.
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Appendix A

EQUATION FOR THE PERTURBATION OF THE MEAN ANOMALY

Because of its length equation 18, the perturbation of the mean anomaly, was not included in the

text and is given here.
To reduce the length of equation 18, the following substitutions are used:

c; : 4- 2,fi-..'.

ee

A : 0 • _') (1o- s_, ÷_,).

B : (1_-_9'(s - -' • _').

o -- 0 +_')'(7-7p, • _.).

z : O + _')" (_4 - sr_, • sp').

F = (, • _,)' (,, - ._, ÷ sB') ,

o = 0 + P') (as - 21is,+ 7_' - p,) .

. : (, +/_')' (,4 - 14_'÷ _' - _'),

x : (1 +/_,)' (42 - s4_,, _7_' - s/3,).

With these substitutions equation 18 is:

k,ht(:-s _o.,,.) {[. ,]

. [.:(-,. _o:)._ (,-o.....), - _ .: (,-o;),-_ o].,.

[ ..']
[-': ]
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A SATELLITE ORBIT COMPUTATION PROGRAM
FOR IZSAK'S SECOND-ORDER SOLUTION

OF VINTrS DYNAMICAL PROBLEM

RAYMOND V. BORCHERS

Goddard Space Flight Center

This report extends the results of Vinti and Izsak and presents a computational procedure de-

signed specifically for Izsak's second-order solution of Vinti's dynamical problem. With this pro-

cedure, the coordinates and velocity of an unretarded satellite can be obtained from a knowledge of

its initial conditions r and v.

In this procedure, the derivation is given for the complete set of six canonical constants from
initial conditions. Three of these have been determined by Vinti and the remaining three by the

author. All six of them are assumed known in Izsak's solution.

This report includes an adaptation of a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme specifically designed

to solve a certain system of nonlinear equations introduced by Vinti for the purpose of numerically

factoring a certain quartic equation. The solution by this method can be used instead of certain in-
finite series to obtain Izsak's elements a and e. An example is included to illustrate how these ele-

ments may be obtained by the Newton-Raphson method.

Appendix B gives the derivation of exact expressions for the components of velocity in Vinti's

accurate intermediary satellite orbit using Izsak's orbital elements. The derivation is one of the

necessary steps in comparing such a method with others.

INTRODUCTION

This report provides a computational procedure

for determining the orbit of an artificial satellite

in the earth's gravitational field. The procedure

is based on Izsak's second-order solution of Vinti's

dynamical problem. 1 This computing procedure

differs from many other methods in that the po-

tential function is included in an analytic solution

of the equations of motion. This is advantageous

because the difficulties associated with the slow

convergence or divergence of some series expan-

sions used in orbit calculations are avoided; also

the problem of small divisors is avoided. Another

advantagc of this procedure is that it does not

involve several multiplications of Fourier series,

a task common to certain satellite programs.

Although Fourier series are well adapted to nu-

merical computation, it is ccrtainly desirable from

the standpoint of machine storage and computing

time to minimize the total number of such series.

In many satellite theories, Fourier series are used

from the very beginning to obtain successive

approximations of different orders to the solution.

The use of Vinti's potential minimizes the use of

perturbation theory; Izsak _ states that the ob-

lateness perturbations which are not accounted

for by Vinti's potential can be treated by a first-

order method, that is, witliout multiplications of

Fourier series.

As was pointed out by Izsak 2 it is advantageous

for several practical purposes to have satellite

orbits with very small eccentricities. Since the

eccentricity never appears as a divisor, this pro-

cedure is valid for arbitrarily small values of e

or e=0. However, we must avoid polar orbits

and orbits which have inclinations of less than

2 degrees.

Vinti 3 found an axially symmetric solution of

Laplace's equation in oblate spheroidal co-

ordinates which may be used as the gravitational

potential about an oblate planet. This potential,

which leads to separability of the Hamilton-

186
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Jacobi equation, is a remarkable approximation
to the actual gravitational field of the earth in

that it fits the zeroth and second zonal harmonics

exactly and accounts for over half of the fourth

zonal harmonic. Naturally, the oblateness per-
turbations are only a part of the factors which

affect the satellite motion. Other perturbations
not accounted for in this procedure are the effects

of the odd harmonics, the residual fourth har-

monic, the lunar-solar forces, and aerodynamic
and electromagnetic drag.

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM

In Hamiltonian form, the equations of motion

of a dynamical system of n degrees of freedom

assume the forms

where H(ql, q2, " ", qn; pl, p_, "., p,; t) is the

Hamiltonian function (in which time appears
explicitly) of the system with n generalized co-

ordinates ql, q2, "" ", qn and the conjugate mo-

menta pl, p_, - • -, p_.

Solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation

a_ (q a_ a_ a_ /a"_'-+ H ,' q2' "''' qn; Oq-"_ ''-_2 ' "''' O-_a = 0,

where I_V is Hamilton's characteristic function,

is equivalent to solving the Hamiltonian equations

of motion (equation 1). If it is possible to separate

the variables in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation,

then the solution can always be reduced to
quadratures.

Vinti's dynamical system belongs to a class of

systems which are scleronomic, conservative, and
holonomic. Furthermore, it belongs to a class of
dynamical systems which are said to be of

St_ckel's type. The separability properties of the

Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the form solved by
Vinti follow from certain conditions determined

by Stitckel. The separability of the variables

occurs only in certain coordinate systems.

The oblate spheroidal coordinate system is re-

lated to the geocentric rectangular coordinate
system by

x = }/(p" ÷c_)}/1-o_cosa,

is the geocentric distance of the satellite; p, _,

and a are the coordinates in the oblate spheroidal

system; and c is a constant defined by Vinti's
expression

c2= J2aB _, (2)

where J2 is the coefficient of the second-degree

Legendre polynomial in the earth's force func-

tion F. The quantity F is expressed as

r - Jn Pn ( sin 8 ) ,
n=

where 8 is declination of the satellite, aE is the

earth's equatorial radius, and # is the product
GM where G is the gravitational constant and M
is the earth's mass.

The potential which Vinti obtained in oblate

spheroidal coordinates is

p2 + C2O-2

y = p21/-_+--_)/1 - <72 sinm '
Similarly, the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian are

Z = /:_,

where x, y, and z are rectangular coordinates; r

1 2 - #P
H = _-U p2 + ca#2 '

1 2 #P
L = _U + p2 + c2_2 '
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where the speed of the satellite U is found from

p2 + c2cr2

U2 - _2 +
p2 + c 2

The generalized momenta are defined by

OL
= t

Pp

OL
P_ - ab'

8L
P,, = -_-,

The Hamiltonian does not contain the time explicitly, so the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is

where, in the limit as c2-_0 of Keplerian motion, h is the total energy in the orbit; h is always negative.

The implicit equations of motion for the determination of p, a, and _ are _

O_ = fP p2 dp fo _" cr2da _ _

a@ p dp +e d,7

1

Og' = ca_ p dp _ 1_ cla
7¢ (p,+¢,) + : n,

!

where

/ (3)

The symbols h, _, G, -- t, &, and _ are a canonical

set of constants of integration. In the limit as

eL*0 of Keplcrian motion, the canonical constants

have the following meanings:

total energy in the orbit, h is always

negative;

total angular momentum;

(_ z component of the angular monmntum,

is positive or negative according as

the motion is direct or retrograde;

--t time of perigee passage;

argument of perigee; and
right ascension of the ascending node.

Exact expressions for three canonical constants
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61,62,and 63, denoted by Izsak as h, _, and G,

respectively, are determined from initial values
of the coordinates and their derivatives? Numeri-

cal values of these _'s are used to determine a

certain set of orbital constants a0, e0, and i0 (the

initial values of the semimajor axis of the orbit,

the eccentricity of the orbit, and the angle of

inclination, respectively). These are used to find

the m, p_, A, and B (the perigee of the orbit, the

apogee of the orbit, and coefficients in the quartic

polynomial F (p)--see Appendix B--respectively)

necessary to factor

F(p) : - _"1 (p-p,)(p,-p)(p' +^p+_) , (4)

where m=a(1--e) and p_=a(l+e). Similarly,

this same quartic designated by Izsak as P(p),

equation 3, can be factored into a form which is

equivalent to that of F(p), equation 4. That is,

P(_) : -2_(p,-_)(p-_,)[(p--_)'+.'_'] ,

and we find that

pe-}-A p"F B = (p--aK) _--]-a_X_.

The values for pl+p2, mp_, A, and B are de-

termined initially by solving the following system

of nonlinear equations:

-1

Pl + P2 - h : -]za I : 2a 0 ,

1 _ c2 ÷n+p,p,- (p,+ p,)A : _,-_o_11 : _op0,

Pl + P2) B - pl P2 A = -tzal-lc2 = 2a 0 c 2 ,

: c,(o _o )o:1:

Vinti 4 has given a second-order solution of this

system by a method of successive approximations.

However, if higher order accuracy is desired, it is

first necessary to obtain additional terms in the

series solutions; this is a laborious task. A nu-

merical method to obtain the solution is given

in the next section.

NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION SCHEME

The solution of a set of nonlinear algebraic

equations usually involves a great deal more work

than that needed for linear systems. When n,

the number of equations, is large, the solution of

linear systems entails considerable computation

time even on high-speed computers; the solution

of nonlinear systems may often be almost pro-
hibitive.

The Newton-Raphson method 5,6,7can easily be

applied when a solution is required for only a

few equations.

To solve a system of nonlinear equations such as

(p,+p_)-^ --2_o, (5)

n+p,p_- (Pz +p2)^

(Pl + P2) B - PlP2 h =

= c 2 + aoP o , (6)

2no c2 ' (7)

PlP28 = aoPo c_ sin2 io ' (8)

with unknowns (m+p_), pw_, A, and B by the

Newton-Raphson iteration we begin with a trial

vector

X(k+l) = X(W) - ]-lF(X(W) ) ,
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Denoting equations 5, 6, 7, and 8 by f,, f_, fs, and f4, respectively, that is,

f,(x,,x_,x,,x,): (p,÷p,)-^-2.o,

= B + Pl P2 (Pl +p=) ^ - c2- - a0 P0 '

= (Pl +p2) B- PIP2 ^ - 2aoc2,

f4(xl, xa. xa, x4) = pjp_ B-aoPoC2sin2io ,

we introduce the usual Jacobian matrix

J • a (,,, "5. x,. ,,,)/

I 0 -I 1

-^ I -(p,+p,)

-h -Pl P2 Pz +p

B 0 Pl P2J'

(lo)

It will be noted that for the initial vector, the Jacobian determinant can be written

1 0 -I 0

0 1 -2s o 1

IJI = 0 0 -aop o 2-.0 =-aoaPo2 =-ao4(l-eo_) 2"

0 0 0 ao Po

The condition that I J I is not close to zero will be satisfied provided e0 is not close to unity.

Next, we determine the exact inverse of equation 10; only the final result is given here:

where

Zli =

Zl_ =

Zla -

J'l ----

Itt Zt t

Zt2 Zta

Z2t Za2 Z23 Z24

Zjl Zj2 Z_s Zs4

41Z#2 Z43 Z4

1-I(PlP2-B)(B-A2)A - BA (A+pt+P2) 1

Pl P_ - B
A
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A + Pl + P_

ZI4 = A

Z21

Z22

= A- f (PlP2)(A+Pl +P2)(B-A2) - BA(A+Pl +P2)2 + I_[(PlP2-B)I_ + A(A+Pl +P2)] t

-- I - A '

z23 = - (PlP2)Z,,

Z24

(p,_,)( +̂_,+_,)

-(^+_,+_,)_+(_,p,-8)+^(+̂p,+p,)
= A

Z31 (Zlt-I) I(PlP2-B)(B-A2) - BA(A+pI+P2)I

Z32 = Z12 A
(_,_,)^+(p,+p,)B

(Pl P2 - B)

- (A+pl +P_)

Z34 = ZI4 =

B2(Pl +P2) + BA(Pl P2)
Z41 = BZ32 - A

B(Pl P2 -B)
Z42 = BZ13 - A

-B(A +Pl +P2)

Z43 ---- BZ34 ---- A

Z44

where

= -- Z33 + AZ34 =
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The Newton-Raphson iteration can now be written

= ix/ ,l _ z,, z,, z,,
x/,+, I z,, z,, "-,dUd "
x,( k+l \x,(_)] \z,l z,2 z,3 z,,/\f,I

A solution will have been obtained when

M_x (x[k+1). -x[ k)) =< _ ,

where e is any tolerance sufficiently small to

obtain the degree of accuracy desired.

The first-order solution through/Co is obtained
in one iteration by beginning with the zero-order

solution of equation 9. It is expected that four
iterations will be sufficient to obtain the solution

through 0 (k03).

Table 1 gives the solution to the system as

computed on the IBM 7090 using a single precision

floating point Fortran program. The solution of

equations 5 through 8 was obtained accurately

to seven significant digits in four iterations with
_= I0-7.

The initial values of the unknowns, together

with other necessary constants were computed

from orbital data on Explorer XI (1961 _).

We immediately obtain the values of the ele-
ments a and e from

Pl + P2

8 = 2 '

1 4Pl p2e = (P, +p,),

DETERMINATION OF CANONICAL CONSTANTS

FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS

If the initial conditions (denoted by zero sub-

scripts) to, x0, y0, z0, _0, _)0, and z0 are known, we

can determine a complete set of canonical con-

stants a, e, S, --t, _, and 00essential to Izsak's
second-order solution. The canonical constants

have the following meanings:

a semimajor axis of the orbit,

e eccentricity of the orbit,

S sine of the inclination of the orbit,

TABLE 1.--Numerical Results Obtained with the Initial Conditions

Pl + P2 = 2ao = 15.0588664,

PIP2 = ao Po = 56. 2660106,

A = 0.0,

B = 0.0,

c2 = J2a_ = 0.044029034,

sin io = 0.474484778,

= 1.0 x 10-7.

Iteration

Number Pl + P2 PlP2 A B

15.0497347

15.0497213

15.0497213

15.0497213

56.1626263

56.1624885

56.1624877

56.1624877

-0.00913084351

-0.00914439194

-0.00914439194

-0.00914439209

+0.00991251186

+0.00993078329

+0.00993078336

+0.00993078336
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--_ in the limit as c_--)0 of Keplerian motion

--_ is the time of perigee passage,
in the limit as c_--_0 of Keplerian motion

is the right ascension of the ascending
node,

co a constant of integration.

We first give the method of determining a, e,
and S. The following expressions are computed:

r2 : x2 + Y2 ÷ z2 '

p2

"2 = _'2 + 92 + _o2 .

\r2 - c,/J

°: = .: - o' ÷ +_,o'- o'/j '

ro_o = Xoko ÷ _'o_'o ÷ Zo£o '

Poro}o + C_aolo

p2 + ¢'°2

"% ro i'o + Po io
b ° = Pg + C'ao_ , (11)

where a0 takes the sign of z0. Next, the following

expressions are computed:

1 _°o

- -( :). o,,o.

• _ °

_3 = XO YO YO Xo '

0"2 = I - 0"02 - 2°"1 C' 0"02

y' = _ = COS' i 0

_/1 - y' = sin i o ,

c'

Ko = p.._ ,
o-

Pl + P2 = 2Pox-:*[1 - Kox2Y2 - Ko2x2Y' (2x2 - 3x2y_' - 4+ 8y 2) + -..] ,

= Po_X-2[X + KoY2 (x'-4) - Ko2Y'(12x 2 - x4 - 20x'y' - 16 + 32y 2 + x4y ')Pl P2 + "''] '
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1
a = _-(p|+p:i) ,

\

1 - e 2
4Pl P=

z

(,, ÷p:i):i,

: (,:i-,,)
Pl + P:I

= )fl- (1-e:i)

[ , ]7/o : (sinio) 1 -1Kox:iy:i +'_'Ko_x'y' (7y:i-.) + "" , (12)

where _0_ sin/= S. Alternately 7o may be computed from

: 5(o:-o:)+ +

We now have determined Izsak's elements a, e, and S from initiM conditions; these elements are

accurate through O(k0_) and are used as input to the orbit computation procedure.
We are now ready to determine the remaining canonical constants -t, fi, and w. We set _b= E = 0

whenever e=O. If e_O, we determine E from

since

E = taftl
I Po ro_o + c:iaoio I ,-_ ¢(p - a_):i + a:ik:i (a-P0) J

s - PO
cos S = ae '

sin E =
Po ro ro + c:iao io

ae]/-_ ¢(p-aK):i + a:ik:i

where p02is given by equation 11, c is given by equation 2, and

E 1a:ik:i = a:i :IS' (1-e:i):i (I-S:I)(1-SS') + "'"
(13)

v:i(l-S:i)le:i v'(1-S:i)(l-4S:i-e') + .... (14)-- - * (I-e:i)'

-2G

The angle _ is completely determined by

COS _ :

= a-Fi/_. (15)

.cos E - e, (16)
1 - e, cos E '
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sin E

sin _ = I - e. cos E

where e, is given by

e. = e I +_(1-2S 2)

We next determine the angle _ from

G o

si_¢ = -_-, s/o,

(17)

(18)

(19)

-aoro_o + Po_o

COS _ =

where (1--e _) is given by equation 12 and

v2 S 2

1 - e _

4v4 S2 •

 tl-s,) ,-.'.

(20)

(21)

+ 4v_ S_ 4v 4 S2 , •..+ .

Next we compute a "mean anomaly"/_/from

= £ - K, esin £ - K2_ - KSsin¢ + K, sin2_ + Ks¢ - Ks sin 2¢ ÷ K 7sin4¢ ,

where

_=(z-s'_ v'(1-s9

u2 I)/-I-_-e.2S2_7'. 1)/_-_-e_[(24-96S'÷78S4) - (8-11S 2) $2e2] '
K2 = 2(l-e) 16(1-e2) 3 L"

(22)

(23)

(24)

= v4 D/_- e2 (4 _ ss2) s, e ,
K3 4(1-e_)S '

(25)

3v4 1}/'_-e2S 4 e 2

z, = 320 -,_)'

Ks = "_'_'_ e 2 ) 16(1-e2) 3"
-)

(26)

(27)
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where

S 2 ,
(28)

v4 _ S4 .
K, = 64(I - e')' (29)

We can now compute -t as follows:

-_ -- --- t t

6

.jr-fif, 3v2(i-S2) 3v4(l-S2)
6=

- 2(l,-e') + 8(l-e')' [(l÷llS=) -(l-SS')e']

The fight ascension of the satellite a is determined from

X o

- °°°t °

COS _L

(30)

sin
YO

When the fight ascension a is known, the right ascension of the ascending node _ is computed from

where

Rl -

+ R4sine + Rssin2¢ - R ssin3¢ - R)

_, ¢i - s, ,_,¢i - s, [(30-3ss,) (2(1 - e') 1-6_-e=_ + + 3S')e =]

sin4¢ ,

(31)

3_4 ¢]'- s 2
- S2 (32)R, 32(1 -e')' '

Rs : "'2(1_---_')2_2_'1--:-'_'+ e _'] * V'lf(l_e,)4_ - S = [(24_56S1) - (4+64S,)e1 _ (2+3S1) e4] , (33)

-e')' ÷ 4(1-e=) ' [(4-28S') - (6+7S') e' e , (34)
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(35)

_ v+ _ - s 2

R. 4--(i:++)+(2-s') ++, (33)

_ v4 _'[ - $2R, 64 - _-_ (_÷s,) _, . (37)

We next compute W and V, which are analogous to the argument of latitude in Keplerian motion

and the true anomaly in Keplerian motion, respectively, from

W = ¢ - M I sin2_ + 3M 2sinaAb,

where

V : _b + L 1 sin 2¢ + L 2 sin 4¢ , (38)

M, = _ 1+ 7 ,

L 1 = : +-_- ,

_4

L2 - 256 "

The mean argument of perigee¢_isgiven by

= W-V.

The constant of integration c_is given by

co : W - (l+e)V ,

where

_ (12-tss_)
4(I-o+)+

÷ z"4

64 (1- e2) 4 I(r_ - 1_96_2 % 10_SS4)

- (t+4+_sss_-mos4)+_]+ ... (39)
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ORBIT COMPUTATION PROCEDURE

With the exception of the velocity formulation,

the computational procedure developed here
makes use of the unmodified expressions of Izsak. 1

Input

The ll inputs are: a, e, S, --t, _, oo, JR, a_,

,, At, and T/. The six inputs a, e, S, --t, _,

and ¢0are constants of integration (see definitions

on p. 192). The other inputs have the following

meanings:

JR the coefficient of the second-degree Le-

gendre polynomial in the earth's gravita-

tional potential,

aE the earth's equatorial radius,

, the product GM where G is the gravita-
tional constant and M is the earth's

mass,

At time interval of integration,

Tf final time.

The following values of ,, JR, and aB determined

by W. M. Kaula s were used in the computations:

# = 3.986032 X 102 megameters 3 ksec -2,

J2 = 1.0823 × 10 -3,

aE = 6.378165 megameters.

Equations and Fundamental Constants

From Vinti's expression (equation 2) and the

input constants determined by Kaula, we have
c=0.20983097 megameters. In addition to aRX:

(equation 13), _ (equation 14), -2h (equation

15), cos_ (equation 16), sin_b (equation 17), e.

(equation 18), l_ (equation 21), (_2-F),2)/_

(equation 22), fi (equation 30), V (equation 38),
and e (equation 39), the following equations are

used in the computation:

C 2
zj2 = ---

a2 '

v2 e 2
k2 - S2

(1 - e21 _

_4 e2 r

(, +s.e']+

and the generalized Kepler equation

E - Klesin E = _(t-t ¢) + K2¢ + K_sin_b - K4

where the K_ are given by equations 23 through 29.

The right ascension a is computed from

sin 2¢ - K s¢ + K esin2¢ - [7 sin4¢ ,

,, = _ ÷ t..-' (¢i - s,t.._) - R,¢ * R,._._ - R._ - ..._,,_

(40)

- R ssin2¢ + R 6sin3_ + R 7 sin 4¢ ,

where the R_ are given by equations 31 through 37.

The argument of latitude _b is computed from the following equations:

, = (l,,)v÷,,,

_b = W + Mi sin2W + M2 sin4W + -''

The mean argument of perigee _ is computed from

= eV+_ ,
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The anomalistic mean motion n_ is computed from

= ,_ _:pj -32s,+2ss')+..n_b

The motion of the node _ is computed from

3v2 ¢1 - s-------_ 3v4 ¢I - s2 r, _ ]

-__ 2(1_e2), + _(i:_i; L_18-13s2)+24S'e2j .... .

The oblate spheroidal coordinate _ is computed from

a = ssin_b .

199

The z component of the angular momentum

is computed from

_j2 = -2_a,(1-S 2) (1-e 2) \ v2S'_] v2 .

The oblate-spheroidal coordinate p is computed
from

p = ,(1-_:o,E) .

Initially for t--l0 we start with values _b and
4_determined from equations 16, 17, 19, and 20
to solve the generalized Kepler equation given
by equation 40 using a Newton-Raphson iteration
scheme. We test I E(_i+l, _b_+_)--E(_i, _bi)l <e,
where e>0 was chosen to be 10-_. In general,
only two or three iterations are required before
sufficiently accurate values of E, _b, and _b are
obtained. The oblate-spheroidal coordinates p, a,
and _ are then computed; p, a, and a are then
used to calculate x, y, and z.

OUTPUT

This program generates position and velocity

for equally spaced intervals of time. Oblate-

spheroidal coordinates are defined by the equa-
tions

y = __-o-2_i,_..,

Z = /DO" ,

1" -- VP2 + C2(1-°-2) "

The formulas for velocity are given in appendix
B, they are

ph
k = -_y +x 2 ¥c2 1-'a2

__ i

9 = +_( + Y p2 + c---_- 1 - a 2

where

_
h p2 + (:2cr2 ae

cr = '1/'- 2_ _ + ,x."
/0 2 + (:2 0-2 a 1_ _2

=

--_I - f 2 sinZ¢ cos_ '

&
(p,+c,)(1 -_,2)-
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REMARKS

The computational procedure as it exists in

this report was programmed by the author in

single-precision floating-point Fortran for an IBM

7090 computer at the Goddard Space Flight

Center. All machine results were compared with

hand calculations and the practicality of the

method was confirmed. The procedure is presently

being compared with both single and double

precision numerical integration.
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Appendix A

A

a

as

a0

B

C

E

E(_, ¢_)

E(_.,, _+1)
e

eo

e.

F

F(p)

f_,fz, f3, I.

G

H

H(ql, q_, ..-, q,,;

pl, p_, ..., p,,; t)

I

i

J

IJI
J2

Ki

Ko
k

l

L

M

LIST OF SYMBOLS

coefficient in the quartic polynomial F(p). See appendix B.

canonical constant, one of Izsak's elements, semimajor axis of the orbit.

the earth's equatorial radius.
initial value of the canonical constant a.

coefficient in the quartic polynomial F(p). See appendix B.

a constant defined by Vinti's expression c2= J2aE 2.

a canonical constant; in the limit as c_0 of Keplerian motion _ is the total angular
momentum.

angle corresponding the eccentric anomaly.
the ith value of the eccentric anomaly.

the (i+ 1) th value of the eccentric anomaly.

canonical constant, one of Izsak's elements, eccentricity of the orbit.
initial value of the canonical constant e.

second eccentricity.
the earth's force function.

quartic polynomial fundamental to Vinti's theory.
representation of a set of four equations to be solved by the Newton-Raphson
method.

the gravitational constant.
a canonical constant; in the limit as c_-4} of Keplerian motion G is the z component

of the angular momentum. (_ is positive or negative accordingly as the motion is

direct or retrograde.
the Hamiltonian.

the Hamiltonian function (in which time appears explicitly) of a dynamical system

of n degrees of freedom with n generalized coordinates q,, q2, •" ", q, and the con-

jugate momenta p,, p_, • •., pn.
a canonical constant; in the limit as c2--*0 of Keplerian motion h is the total energy

in the orbit and always negative.

one of Izsak's elements, inclination of the orbit.

angle of inclination.

initial angle of inclination.
the Jacobian matrix of the Newton-Raphson method.
the Jacobian determinant.

the coefficient of the second-degree Legendre polynomial in the earth's gravitational

potential.
notation used for the coefficients in Kepler equation.

the value c2/ Po _.

modulus appearing in elliptic integral of the first kind.

modulus appearing in elliptic integral of the first kind.

the Lagrangian.
the earth's mass.
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;/

n_

P0

P(p)

Pp, P_, P,,

Q(a)
R_

r

r0

S

T:
t

to
At

U

V

y

v0

W

X

x, y, z

x0, y0, z0

_o, _)o, _o

Z_j

O/

_1, 1_2, and _3

"mean anomaly".
the anomalistic mean motion.

a constant used in the generalized Kepler equation, the auxiliary mean motion.

the value a22/_.

quartic polynomial fundamental to Vinti's theory.

the generalized momenta.

quartic polynomial fundamental to Vinti's theory.
notation used for the coefficients in the equation for right ascension of the ascending

node.

the geocentric distance of the satellite.

the initial geocentric distance of the satellite.

canonical constant, one of Izsak's elements, sine of the inclination of the orbit.
final time.

time.
initial time.

time interval of integration.
a canonical constant; in the limit as c2--*0 of Keplerian motion --t is the time of

perigee passage.
the speed of the satellite.

a "true anomaly" analogous to that in Keplerian motion.

the potential which Vinti obtained in oblate spheroidal coordinates.

velocity of the satellite.

initial velocity of the satellite.

"argument of latitude" analogous to that in Keplerian motion.
Hamilton's characteristic function.

a trial vector for the solution of a set of nonlinear equations by the Newton-Raphson
method.

coordinates in the rectangular system.

the initial values of the coordinates in the rectangular system.

the velocity coordinates in the rectangular system.

the initial value of the velocity coordinates in the rectangular system.
element of the inverse Jacobian matrix.

the right ascension of the satellite.
Vinti's canonical constants denoted by Izsak as i, _, and (9 respectively.

the declination of the satellite.

the motion of perigee.

an arbitrarily chosen small positive real number (used as a tolerance in the Newton-

Raphson method).
the motion of the node.

_0_ sin/= s

K

/a

p2

p, 0", C_

PO_ frO, _0

li, _, &

po, _'o, _o

Pl

a series used in the computation: defined by equation 14.

the product GM where G is the gravitational constant and M is the earth's mass.

a dimensionless parameter of the order l0 -3 in the case of the earth.

coordinates in the oblate spheroidal system.

the initial condition of the coordinates in the oblate spheroidal system.

the velocity coordinates in the oblate spheroidal system.
the initial conditions of the velocity coordinates in the oblate spheroidal system.

perigee of the orbit.
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P2

0)

apogee of the orbit.
"true anomaly".
"argument of latitude".
a canonical constant; in the limit as c2-_0 of Kcplerian motion fi is the right ascension
of the ascending node.
a canonical constant, one of Izsak's constants, a constant of integration.
a canonical constant; in the limit as c_--*0of Keplerian motion & is the argument of
perigee.
the mean argument of perigee.



Appendix B

DERIVATION OF THE VELOCITIES IN VINTI'S ACCURATE INTERMEDIARY ORBIT OF AN
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE

INTRODUCTION

Izsak B1 has given an analytic solution for

Vinti's intermediary orbit, with both periodic and

secular terms correct through the second order in

a certain oblateness parameter 3,=c/a (to be

defined later). His solution giving the position
vector of the satellite makes extensive use of

Jacobian elliptic functions, linear transforma-

tions, and mappings in the complex plane. Vinti B_

also has given an analytic solution to this problem

of satellite motion using rapidly converging in-

finite series instead of Jacobian elliptic functions.

His solution not only gives the periodic terms

correct to the second order, but also the secular
terms to an arbitrarily high order.

This appendix presents the derivation of the

velocity vector through the use of equations from

both Vinti and Izsak. However, the orbital ele-
ments used in this derivation were introduced

by Izsak.

DETERMINATION OF VELOCITY

The oblate spheroidal coordinates p, a, and
are defined by

x = ¢-p_ + c 2 _ cos_ , (B1)

y : ¢'p2 + c2 _ - _ sina , (B2)

z : p a. (B3)

r = v'p= + ¢'(1 -o-') , (B4)

where a is the right ascension of a satellite; r is

the geocentric distance; and c is a constant defined

by c_= J_aB 2. The quantity J_ is the coefficient

of the second-degree Legendre polynomial in the

earth's gravitational potential

- r - Jn_--_'-) Pn(sin 8)

where _i is the declination of the satellite, a_ is

the equatorial radius of the earth, and # = GM,

where G is the gravitational constant and M the
mass of the earth.

Differentiating equations B1-B3 with respect
to time we find

PP (B6)
x = -_.y + x = + c 2 1_-_2 '

(pp_ ab ) (B7)9 : +ax+y 2 +c2-1:_2 ,

: pb+ah. (B8)

Squaring and adding equations B6-B8 we obtain

U2 : 12 +92 + 12

p, +¢, / ÷ _ )" ÷ (p, ÷ o,)(x . (B9)

The expressions for p, b, and & can be obtained from the following equations, which define the gen-
eralized momenta:

_ aL as _ (B10)
PP a_ - hi= _ : _ = ± p2 + c_'

204
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_ at. = h_dr as _ (Bll)
Pc, 8b = _ = i 1- _ '

where

h ]2 =

_ aL _ h_ & 85 ^,P= aa = Tg" = 6 , (B12)

p2 + c2cr 2 p2 + C2{72

p' + c' h/ = 1 -a' ' h/ = (p, + c')(1 -a=) , (B13)

P(p) = 21_p' + 2_o' - (_' - 2c'fi)p' + 2c'/_o - c'(_' - (_') , (B14)

QC,7) = -2curia * - (_= - 2e=1_)¢' + (_, - 5=) , (B15)

S= S(p, _, a) is the action function, and L is the Lagrangian given by L= T--V, where

l(ds_ _
T = 2_dt/

-/6o
V = V(p, or) =

p2 + C2,_2

Here ds/dt is the speed along the path and V(p, _r) is the potential function introduced by Vinti. m

The radicand in equation B10 can be written in the form

P(p) = -2f1(p- pt)(p, - p)(p- pa)(p- p,) , (BI6)

where pl, p_, p3, and m are the zeros of P(p). Izsak m has given the zeros in the form

Pt = a(1 - e), p_ = all + e), Ps = a(K - ix), P4 = a(K + iM. (B17)

The orbital elements a and e are the semimajor axis and the eccentricity of the orbit, respectively, even

though it is not an exact ellipse. They are defined by the first two of equations B17. The quantity i is

the imaginary unit (- 11/2).

If we substitute m and m from equations B17 into equation B16:

P(_) : -_(_- _,)(_,- _)[_' - _"*_+-'F' +_')]
The quantities K and KS+ k s are given s' in terms of a, e, and s = slnl, where I is the inclination of the orbit:

= 7;=(1-s')(I -e' -7's2) (BIB)
(t -e, -_,)(, -e' -_,,,) +4_',, '

K' +;_2 - _"s= [(1 -'e' -_")(1 -e' -_,'s') +4_,'] (B19)(, - e' - _')(1 - o' - _'_') +4_'_'
where 7 = c/a, a small dimensionless parameter.

*The caret above h, c, and G (that is, _, _, and _) indicates canonical constants, referred to by Izsak (reference B1),

where _ is the total energy in the orbit and always negative, _ is the total angular momentum, and _ is the z component
of the angular momentum, positive for direct motion.
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The quartie Q(#) contains only even powers of # and can be written

where the four real zeros of Q(#)=0 are +#1 and :t=a2: 0_<_1<1, #2>>1. As pointed out by Izsak, m
e oscillates between the values -_l and -t-#1. Therefore, _r_is a convenient parameter to use as the sine
of the inclination I of the orbit.

When we introduce Izsak's formulas,

p! = a(1 - e), P2 = a(1 ÷ e} ,

p = a(1 - ecosE) ,

al -- s : sin I ,

a : s sine ,

_ s2
_ - 12

(72 (_2 '

S 2

¢,s, - "'0 - +

where Eis the eccentric anomaly and _ is the argument of latitude, and several of the aforementioned

relations into equations BlO and Bllwe obtain

_ ¢7_ (B20)
Pp p2 + C2 ae ¢p2 - 2aKp + a 2(K 2 + _2) sine ,

_B 2

P= - 1-a 2 c _ ]/_K2+ >,2 {I- /2sin29 co,¢. (B21)

The coefficients and the roots of the quartic equation P(#) =0 can be related to those of Q(a) =0

in the following manner:

2a(1 + K) = -_ , (B22)
h

82 - 2c21_

2_

= c2 2 + , (B23)
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2a'I(1 - e')_ + (K' +_2)] = -c'_h ' (B24)

_2 - 52

.'(I-e')(_'+_2):-c5 2_

(B25)

Consider the following expression for 12 given by Izsak m

:y28______2F(1 _ e5 _ _,2)(I - e2 - _'582) + 4_2s 2 7 . (B26)
12

I-e5L9 -e5-_5)(I-e5-_5,2)+4_5J
If we substitute c/a for v and solve for s2/l_ we obtain

s2 a2(i - e2)f["2(1 - e 5) - C5][.5(I - e 5) - C2S 2] + 4"5C'15 C5 ],[a2(I - e') - c2] [a2(I - e 2) - cSs 2] + 4a2c5s 2 " (B27)

Next we introduce a parameter p = a(1--eS), the semilatus rectum, which Vinti 82 uses in his oblateness

parameter k = c2/p2.It is clear that equation B27 can be written

_± : -__F(ap- c')(.,- c5.')+ ,.2c, 1 (828)
,2 °5L('_-°5)(.__°5.3)+ 4.2¢5,,j

From equation 4.13 of reference 82:

(.p _ ¢2)(.p _ c%_) +,.2¢,
B : ¢272 (.__ c5)(,p - ¢'72) +4.2c272' (829)

where y0 = s = sin/, we see that c4s4/l 2= Bap. Solving for c2s_/l 2 from equation B23 and inserting it into

equation B25, we obtain

52 = (I- s2)(e2 + 2c21_s5) • (830)

From equation 823,

__2 s5

: -c 5(1 - s 2) +c 2_- . (B31)2fi

Multiplying equation B28 by c_ to obtain c_s_/1_ and inserting it into equation B31 we find

-_2 F (aP- c2)(aP- c's2) + 4a2c5 7

__.__.= _¢2(,__2)+._L("__¢2)(.__¢5_5)+,.2¢5_2j (B32)

Vinti has given an identical result in equation 4.15 of reference B2:

-2_1_ ---"o_o= _¢2(,-7:)+.,L(',-¢5)(.,_¢27:) +,.2¢57:] , (B33)

where ao is a semimajor axis, po the semilatus rectum. Since h=o_l, c=o_2, and G=a3, we can easily re-

write equation B30, using equation B33, to obtain the final result for G,

5 = e 1--- (1- 85). (B34)
aoPo /
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Equation B34 is equivalent to Vinti's equation 4.15a of reference B2:

!

a3 : a2 1 - cos I.
a0P0 /

Using equation B34 we obtain, as in equation B12,

P= = d. (B35)

It should be noted that the following formulas relate K and _2-{-k_ to Vinti's A and B:

a=(_' + _') = B , (B36)

- 2aK = h. ,.

where A and B are given by equations 4.12 and 4.13 of reference B2:

(B37)

A ----

- _.o.(1 - ,2) ('p - ¢',2)
(ap - c2)(ap - c=V2 ) + 4,'c2v2

(ap - c2)(-p - c'V2) + 4.2c2
= ¢'"2 (.p _ c.)(.p - C',o') ÷ 4.'¢',o'

(B38)

From Vinti's equation 4.16 (reference B2) we have

¢2 (ap - c=)(ap - c2,2) + 4a2c2_?2]"_2-'= --"p (ap - c a) (ap - ¢2V2) + 4a,c2 - = c'v2 (l_p)-', (B39)

where _= as. Using equations B36-B38, together with the values for P(p) and Q(a), we find that in
Vinti's notation the quartics P(p) and Q(a) can be factored in the form

F(p) = -2%(p= - p)(p- p,)(p= +kp+B) , (B40)

_l,) -- -_=.c'(,, - 7')(7; - ,'). (B41)

where _=a.

The following equations for h, _, and & are easily obtained from equations B10-B13, B20, B21,
and B35:

= _ (B42)
/_ p= + C=a, ae ?fp2 _ 2aKp + a:l(K = + k :1) sine ,

82

= p= + c2a2 c ___'1 - l=sln=¢cos¢, (B43)

(p' + c')(1 - a_-) " (B44)
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If we write the equations for p, a, and _ in Vinti's notation, we obtain

r4"

_r_ 2a 1
/_ = '02 + C21./2 ae )/p$ +Ap + B sinE, (B45)

_r_ 2a 1

77 - p2 + c2_72 C_7o_72 y' 1 - q2 sin 2_b cos _b, (B46)

a 3

(p2 + c2) (I - 7/2)' (B47)

where q-- _0/_2.

Now, substituting equations B42-B44 into equations B6-B8 we obtain the following:

-(_y xa _ Fpe Irp 2 -2aK_
sine

-1
e 2or a

Kv_ + x2 Irl - Z=sin2@ cos@| (B48)
1 - 0.2 c /

= +Cax + ya _ F_Pe Irp 2 - 2aKp + a'_ K(__
sine

(p' +¢,)(I - p, ÷ L p' +

o. _ a _+ X2 il - Z= sin 2¢ cos ¢] (B49)

1 - o.2 c _.j

p2 + c=o.2 P _ _ + L2 #1 - l 2sin2_b cos@

-I

+ae ip2 - 2aKp + a2(K2 + E=) sinZJ. (BS0)

The velocity components given above are now being used in an orbit determination program

formulated by the author.
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COMPUTATION OF GENERAL PLANETARY
PERTURBATIONS, PART I.

LLOYD CARPENTER

Goddard Space Flight Center

A computer program for automatic computation of first order general planetary perturbations
is described. The program is based on Hansen's theory as given in the Auseinandersetzung. As ex-
amples the general perturbations of six minor planets are given.

INTRODUCTION

The need for general perturbations of minor

planets, comets, and artificial satellites has been

widely recognized, and these series developments
remain of interest despite well developed tech-

niques for numerical integration on electronic

computers. For purposes of long range predictions

and studies of stability of orbits with peculiar

elements, the perturbations in series are of particu-

lar importance. As artificial satellites are launched

into orbits with larger semi-major axes, the study
of their behavior under the influence of the moon

will bear close resemblance to the planetary or

cometary problem. Advances ill the speed and

capabilities of electronic computers have reduced

the programming of general perturbations to a
reasonable task.

With these facts in mind a program was de-

veloped for automatic machine computation of

general planetary perturbations using Hansen's

theory as given in the Auseinandersetzung

(1857). _ Hill's modification for computing the

perturbations in the radius vector 2 and Herrick's

suggested use of Gibbs' vectorial elements have
been included. Hansen's method was chosen be-

cause it can be applied to a wide range of ec-

centricities and inclinations. No exposition of the

theory will be given since no modifications have

been made. The details involved in the computa-

tional procedure are presented in appendix A.
Perturbations for several minor planets are given

in appendix B.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF COMPUTATIONS

The computational procedure was taken from

Herget 3 except that the Laplace coefficients are

computed directly. The program takes the ele-
ments of the disturbed and disturbing bodies as

the input data and prints out the coefficients in

the series for the perturbations of first order as

the results. The time required on the IBM 7094

for each set of perturbations is approximately 1

minute per planet.

The following set of equations is used in de-

veloping the series for the perturbations (refer-

ence 3, equations 8, 6):*

3aO : 3m' aA -! + (-3]() ,

ar _-r- : aA-3 - (3all) + _'(-3_)

*See appendix A for notation used and computational details.

210
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Thedisturbedpositionvectoris thengivenby

= (1 +_) [A(_o_-_) + s_i_ + Co]

The velocity vector may also be determined, but
with less accuracy, by evaluating the derivatives

of the series for the perturbations. Thus for any
given time the osculating elements of the disturbed

motion may be obtained. Taking v= dr�dr where

r=k(t--to) and k is the Gaussian constant, we
have

+,,..,{c_,.,o,+,oo.,jiy+- + C

where

dE

_- =
a .'tV2 + _ (nSg)

I - ecosE

and the derivatives of the perturbations are com-

puted by using the relation

d 1 d

The example given by Herget 3 of the perturba-

tions of (1286) Banachiewizca by Jupiter was

used to check all the intermediate results during

the programing process. After the program was
completed, a comparison was made with the first

order perturbations of (13) Egeria computed by

Hansen and given in his original work.' The

agreement in the perturbations due to Jupiter

and Saturn in this case were most encouraging,

the largest difference between corresponding

periodic terms was less than 1 second of arc,
while for the secular and mixed terms the differ-

ences were of the order of 10 -4 seconds of arc or

less. For the small perturbations due to Mars

there was some disagreement. These comparisons

were made without including the constants of

integration, since Hansen computed these terms

once including the perturbations due to Jupiter,

Saturn, and Mars together. Additional compari-

sons were made with various perturbations which

have been computed using the same method.

The elements given by the original authors were

used for these comparisons. The examples of

perturbations given in appendix B are based on

the elements of minor planets given in reference 4

and the elements of Jupiter given by Clemence. 5

The main differences in the perturbations com-

puted using different sets of elements appear in

the terms affected by the constants of integration
and in the long period terms associated with
small divisors.

CONCLUSION

We now have the facility for automatic com-

putation of Hansen's first order planetary per-

turbations. These perturbations are sufficiently

accurate for the practical purposes of identification

and producing ephemerides in the case of plane-
tary-type motion.

Several authors have made contributions to

the development into Fourier series of lunar per-
turbations of artificial satellites. The works of

Kozai6; Musen, Bailie, and UptonT; and Kaula s

should be mentioned. The analytic development

in powers of the ratio of the semi-major axes con-
verges rapidly for close earth satellites, but for

more distant satellites the convergence is slow.

For the latter eases one must apply harmonic

analysis as in Hansen's planetary theory. For
this reason the program described in this article

is now the most efficient method of treating
periodic perturbations of cislunar satellites.

The continuation of this work has several

different aspects. A problem of considerable inter-

est and importance is increasing the range of ap-

plicability so that general perturbations of highly
eccentric orbits can be computed. A modification

of the present program which accomplishes this

purpose by direct double harmonic analysis will

be described in part II. A corresponding program

is plaimed using the mean anomaly as the inde-
pendent variable for greater convenience in

evaluating the perturbations. For greater ac-

curacy it is desirable to have a program for the

computation of perturbations of higher order.

For this purpose the equations in rectangular co-

ordinates given by Musen and Carpenter 9 have a

convenient form for programing. First order

perturbations in rectangular coordinates will be

compared with Hansen's perturbations. It also

would be desirable to have a program using mean
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O_ a(A_ 3 r,_3) Zo;]2 _-_ _- rile _ ,

W : _' + Nar dE ,

fQ ¢)0R : a 2 _ dE ,

nSz = _W(1 - ecosE) dE ,

1 e 1 -
: -_x o -_X= -_W

u = R .

A major part of the computation is spent in

the development of A-I and A-8 where h is the

distance between the disturbed and disturbing

bodies. These quantities are expanded into double
Fourier series in terms of the eccentric anomalies

by taking the first 16 Laplace coefficients and

applying harmonic analysis with 24 equally

spaced values of the eccentric anomaly of the

disturbed body. Representing the argument of
any term in the form (iE--jE'), the terms which

are computed correspond to j=0 through 15 and

i=j--ll through j_'ll. The derivatives of the

disturbing function

0 (3a_2)/OE, ar (O_2/Or), and a 2 (O_/OZ)

are obtained by simple operations on the series A-1
and A-3. These series are then transformed to

arguments of the form (iE-j4_) where

¢h= (n'/n ) ( E--go) + go'

by applying the Bessel transformations. The

multiplications by the M, N, and Q expressions
which are given in the Collection of Formulas

are combined with the term by term integrations

by forming sums of products of coefficients and

dividing by i-jn'/n. The constant terms yield

terms factored by E after the integration, and

these are converted to coefficients of time by

replacing E by nt_ e sinE. The replacement bar

operation is accomplished by considering the

temporary angle H to be the same as E and com-
bining corresponding coefficients. After the formal

integration is completed, the constants of inte-

gration are determined so as to satisfy the initial
conditions.

The perturbations are used in the following

manner. For any given time, solve the Kepler's

equation

E - esinE = go + n (t-to)

to obtain the undisturbed eccentric anomaly E.
E must not be reduced modulus 360 ° because it

appears in the noninteger multiples through _.

With this value of E the argument for each term

is computed:

n' - _o')

Evaluate the series for n_z, _,and u by multiplying

the coefficients by the cosine or sine of iE--j4_

and adding the terms of the series. With the value

of n_e Kepler's equation is solved for the disturbed

eccentric anomaly

g - esing = gO + n (t-to) + nSz .
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elements and a program for orbit correction based

on general perturbations.
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Appendix A

COLLECTION OF FORMULAS

NOTATION

the osculating elements of the disturbed body.

the orbital elements of the disturbing body.

the disturbing function.

the position vector of the disturbed body.
the velocity vector of the disturbed body.

the position vector of the disturbing body.

r'= Irl

A
m r

_--m' ar. r'/r '8.
H

E

A

B

C

Z

n_z

lJ

U

4_= n' /n (E-- go) _ g0'-

E0

b,(i)

the mutual distance A2=r_+r'2-2r.r '.

the mass of the disturbing body.

the fictitious eccentric anomaly to be replaced by E after the integration.

the eccentric anomaly of the disturbed body.

the vector of length a in the direction of perigee of the undisturbed orbit.

the vector of length a (1-e_) 112in the direction 90 ° in advance of perigee of the
undisturbed orbit.

the vector of length a in the direction of the angular momentum of the undis-

turbed orbit; the vectors A, B, and C are referred to the equatorial system of
coordinates.

the coordinate in the direction of C.

the perturbation in the mean anomaly.

the perturbation in the length of the radius vector.

the perturbation normal to the orbit plane.

the eccentric anomaly of the disturbed body at the epoch.

the obliquity of the ecliptic.

the Laplace coefficients.

For purposes of computation, the remaining symbols used in the Collection of Formulas are de-

fined by the expressions in which they appear.

THE PROCEDURE

1. Take the osculating elements

a, e, i, c_, _, go, n

of the disturbed planet and the elements

a', e', i', cJ, _' go' n°, m'

of the disturbing planet as input data.

214
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2. Evaluate the vectors

A = aG(E) •

coswcos_} - sincosin_lcos i

coswsinl! + sin co cos_lcosi

sin cosin i

- sin co cos l} - cos w sin l_cos i\

-sincosinQ + cos co cos l_ cos i/ ,

/cos co s in i

C = aG(e)

sin fl sin i /

• - cos fl sin i ,

cos i

and the corresponding primed vectors for the disturbing planet. The rotation matrix G(e) refe

the vectors to the equatorial system of coordinates:

G(c)

1 0 0 /

= 0 COS _ - sin E

0 sin _ cos c

3. Compute the dot products

A • A', A • B', B • A', B • B', C • A', C • B'.

4. Carry out steps 4a through 4e for each of the following values of the eccentric anomaly E of the

disturbed planet: E=O °, 15 °, 30 °, ..., 345 °

a. Compute the following quantities:

r = a(1-ecosE)

KcosqJ = 2e' a '2 - 2eA • A' + 2A • A'cosE + 2B • A' sinE

K sin ¢ = - 2eA • B' + 2A • B'cosE + 2B • B' sinE
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b. Solve by iteration for C, q, and Q starting with Cw/q2=O, where w--a%'_:

K cos
q cos Q =

1 + Cw/q 2

K s in ¢
q sin Q =

1 - Cw/q 2

w

C = H + _-(q sinQ) 2 •

c. Compute the following quantities:

A : q
C + _'C_ _ q2

Q' : Q- E

W e

l.S _- cos Q

w

1.5 _" sinQ'

15 cos 2Q'

sin 2Q'

d. Compute the Laplace coefficients b8 (i) for s= ½ and _ and j=O through 15 as follows:

i. Compute bl/2 (14) and bl/2 (1_) by numerical evaluation of the integral

j.rr / 2
b (J) 4 Aj sin 2j 0I/2 : _" dO.

o _1 - A2 sin 2

ii. Compute b_/2(i) for j= 13, 12, • •., 0 by the recurrence relation

iii. Compute b3/2'_5) from the equation

l+A 2 A

_(2) : -29 (i-^_)_b,(::)+s8 (I-^_)_b,(::)
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Compute b3/2(j) for j= 0, l, • .-, 14 from the recurrence relation

b(J) : +11 (I+^_) ^
3. I2j _-^'J'l-_2b,(/_ - 212j+1) (1-^')" b'W')

217

e. By taking k= q/2A, compute the following for s= 1 and -_ and j=0 through 15

k-S b: j) cos j Q'

k-'bO) sini O' .

5. Compute the coefficients Cj,h*, Si,h*, Cj,_*', and Sj,h*' in the following expansions by harmonic

analysis of the tabulated values:

 ,b:,,oosj0 : [c" ]j.hCOS (hE) + Hi: h sin (hE)
h

k-Sbs())sinjQ' : _. [C.*_'cos (hE) + Si*h Sin (hE) ]L j,n , y
h

for s=½ and _; j--O through 15 and h=O through 11.

6. Compute the coefficients cij and sii in the following expansions

[C - qcosIE-E' +Q,)]-s : Z _. [cijc°s(iE-JE') + sijsln(iE-iE')]

i i

for s = { and a ; j = 0 through 15 and i =j- 11 through j+ 11 using the formula

= Z
J

.

.

-(k-sb (i)sinj Q') sinj (E-E')]

Evaluate the coefficientsC_jand S_#inthe series

I W I -s1 - _'cos (E+E' +Q') : I + _-_. [Ci,j cos(iE-iE')+ Si,j sin (iE-jE'} ]

i, )

for s=½ and _, and j=O, 1, and 2 by harmonic analysis over E of the coefficients in the first three

terms of the binomial expansion of the left-hand side.

Obtain double Fourier series for A-_ and A-3 from the product

W ] -sA -2, : [C - qcos(E-E'+Q')]-* 1- _-cos(E+E'+Q')

9. Expand (a'/r')a in a cosine series in E' by harmonic analysis of the expression

(l-e' cos E'} a
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10. Evaluate the coefficients in the expression

(2r • r') = 2ee' A • A'

-2e'A • A ° cosE - 2e ° B " A' sinE

+[A'A°-B'B °] cos {-E-E °) - [B'A' +A'B*] sin(-E-E °)

- 2eA'A °cos(-E') + 2eA" B' sln(-E °)

+[A'A' +B'B'] cos(E-E') + [B'A°-A'B .] sin(E-E') .

11. Evaluate the coefficients in the series

-3}( -

12. Evaluate the coefficients in the series

3aft

2T; (2r • r ° )

= 3m'aA -l + (-3]() .

13. Evaluate the coefficients in the series 0 (3a_2)/OE from those of 3a_ by differentiating term by term.

14. Evaluate the coefficients in the expression

a°2e °2 a2e2

(r.2-r2) : a'2 - a2 * _ - 2

- 2a,2e'cos (-E') + 2a2ecosE

aO2 e,2 a2 e 2
+ _cos (-2E') - _ cos2E .

15. Evaluate the coefficients in the series

Jfl 1 m' (r'2-r 2) A-3 (3aft) +T(-3_()aro_- = -_- a -

16. Evaluate the coefficients in the expression

Z'= -- C. A'e'-t-C-A' cos (-- E') --C.B' sin (-- E').

17. Evaluate the coefficients in the series

a 2 (O_//cgZ) = m'a ( A -3- r '-3)Z'.

18. Compute the Bessel function coefficients:

Pk(J) = _Jkoj (ke °) for k, j = 1,2,3, "'', 15,

e w

v0_') = - T'

Po(i) = 0 for j J 1 ,
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19.

where

and

(-1) _ (_)2_+=

Jm(x) = _ " l! (/+m)!

l=O

J_m(x) = (-1)=J (x) .

Transform the series for 0 (3aa)/0E, ar (O_/Or), and a s (Oa/OZ) from arguments of the form iE--jE'

to arguments of the form iE--jg' using the expansion

fa_

COS _,sin (IE-jE') = pk(j ) cossin (iE- kg')

k=-m

for each term.

20. Transform the series for O (3a_)/OE, ar(O_/Or), and a2(O_/OZ) from arguments iE--jg' to argu-

ments iE--j4_, where ¢= (n'/n)E-- n _ n( / )go+go, using the expansion

+m

COSsin (iE- jg') =

k=-Co

Jk-i (je n° cos"-n)sin (kE-j¢) ,

where the Bessel functions are computed as in step 18.

21. Evaluate the coefficients in the expression

1 1 2
Q = esin(E)-_-e2sin(2E) + _-e sin(H+El

-_-esin(H) + 1 + e 2 sin(H-E) --_esin(H-2E) .

22. Evaluate the coefficientsinthe series

R /0[a2

(constants of integration are determined later). If, from step 21, we write Q in the form

and if a s (O_/OZ) is written as

V _
Q : / ' Qk. I sin (kE + Ill}

k,l

[Ci,j cos (iE- j¢) + Si, j sin(iE-j¢',]

i,j
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then R may be written as

R : coE + ClEC°sH + ssEsinH

+ _ _A-1.i.i cos(LE-J qb-H) + Bol,i.is_n(iE-J _b-H)
i.i

÷ Ao.i.j cos (iE- j_} + Bo. i.i sin (iE- j4_)

+ A,1.i.icos {iE- j_b+H) + B+l.i.i sin li.E-jqb4"H)]

where

1
CO -- --_ _-'_ /Sk,O - S_k,O) Q k,O '

k

o, : Qk.,,
k

S 1

_-l.i,j

i_
k

: I - _. Ci÷k, i Qk. 1 '

B-l,i,j

Ao,i,j

_o,i,j

I

_ _ Si*k'J Qk'l '

1 __

2(i_j _)_(C,÷k.i-C'-k'j)Qk'°'

1

= -- [Is -- Ci.k, j Qk,l '

A"'i'i 2(i- J'_')

= 1

B+l'i'J 2/i-J _i _k -Si"k'J Qk,l
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except that for i=j= 0 all these coefficients are zero. For j= 0 the coefficients with negative values

of i are combined with the coefficients with positive values of i. That is, A-1,-_,o is added to A+l,_,o

etc., where i is positive.

23. Evaluate the coefficients in the series

u = R;

24.

The bar operator means that u is obtained from R by considering the argument H to be the same

as E and adding corresponding coefficients. Thus, u will contain

c0E + ciEcosE + siEsinE

pluspureperiodictermswhere,forexample,thecoefficientofcos(iE--j_)willbe

A_l.i+1. j + A0.i. j + A+ l.i-l.j

Evaluatethecoefficientsintheexpressions

M 1 - _ e 2 2e e2

: -_ +3(I-o_)cosIE)-6(l_e_--------_cosC2EI

e e 2 4 - e 2

_)'l-e2"C°S(H) +)(3,1_e2---------_cos(H+E) + 3(1_e2 ) cos (H-E)

and

e

3 (I- e2)c°s (H - 2E)

e e 2 e 2

e 2 - e 2

(1-o_1 _i_(H) (1- o_) sin (H-E)
e

+ _ sin(H-2E)

25. Evaluate the coefficients in the series

If

_[__ d(3afl} dfl]W = • _ + N • ar-_- dE .

Z
3 Mk. _ cos (ICE+ ZH) ,

k.

N = _ Nk,_sin(kE+lH ) ,
k,l
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and

0 (3all) _,,I C )1= . . i,jcos(iE-j_b) + Si,isin(iE-j¢
l,}

'° Z[ ]ar Or - ci,jcos (iE-j¢) + si,jsinliE-j¢}
l,J

then W may be written in the same form as R in step 22 with

'-_I_ -,-_,,o),,..o(,,,..o-s_,,.o/,,,.o],c o = 2 Ck. o = , +

-- 1o, _z[/,:,,.o,,::_,,.o/,,,,,.,.,-(s,,.o-s,.o),,,.,],
.k

B-I. i, j -

A0,i,i - 1

B0, i, i :

1

A+1'i'i 2(i 1-j-_) _k (- Si-k'J Mk' I - Ci-k'J Nk") '

= 1

B+l'i'J 2(i-j _-_) _k (Ci-k'jMk'l- Si=k'JNk'l)

26. Evaluate the coefficients in l_ from W by considering H to be the same as E and combining coeffi-

cients as in step 23.
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27. Evaluate the coefficients in the series

72 =

(x o + eXl)
W---- - -T '

where X0 is that part of the W series which does not contain H in the argument and X1 is the re-

maining part of the W series with the temporary argument H set equal to zero. Thus, for example,
the coefficient of cos (iE--j4)) in _ would be

[ )]1I .. - _-IA-,._÷,.j + Ao.,.j +^÷,. _,.j]- _- Ao.i. ) + e (A_l.i.j +A+I i j i

28. Evaluate the coefficients in the series

nsz =fW(1-ecosE) dE.

The coefficient of E _ in n_z should be zero.

29. Evaluate the coefficients in the series for dv/dE and du/dE from the corresponding series for _ and
u by differentiating term by term.

30. Convert the terms factored by E in each series to terms factored by time by replacing E by nt_
e sinE.

31. Compute numerical values of n_z, v, u, l_, dv/dE, and du/dE corresponding to the epoch of oscula-

tion by evaluating the series with E set equal to E0. Denote these values by zero subscripts.
32. Evaluate the constants of integration:

c°sZo (du) sinEo
11 = -Uo 1 - ecosE o + _ o 1 - ecosE o

sinEo _ (du) c°SEo- e
12 = -Uo 1 - ecosE o _ o 1 - ecosE o

c°sEo (d_,_) sinEok, = -[4Wo+6_o] 1 _ ec°S_o -2 o 1 - ecosE o

sin E o d(_) cos E o - ek2 = - [4W+67/o 1 - ecosE o + 2 o I - ecosE o

and

C - go

ko = - klc°sEo - k2sinEo- Wo

[(1 - _ e 2) slnE o - _" sin2E01 kl + IcosEo - _-cos2Eo] k 2

- {n8z) ° .
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33. Add the constants of integration to the series coefficients:

a. In n_z add

sin E

b. In v add

c. In u add

2 e(-__o-__,)+(-__,)oo._ (-__,)_._

(-lie) + (/1) c°sE + (/:z)sine .

34. Print out the coefficients in the series for the perturbations.



Appendix B

SOME FIRST ORDER PERTURBATIONS

First order general perturbations due to Jupiter are given for six minor planets:

(13) Egeria

(1286) Banachiewizca

(132) Aethra

(241) Germania

(1274) Delportia

(1373) 1935 QN.

The orbital elements of the minor planets were taken from the Ephemerides of Minor Planets for

1962. m The elements of Jupiter were taken from Clemence B2 using the values given for 1950:

M'=302?36489T0?08308578116 (JD-2433282.0)

J=274.14275 }

fl'= 99.80204

i'= 1.30710

Ecliptic and Mean Equinox 1950.0

e'=0.04846063

a'=5.20298098 a.u.

n'=O?O8308578116/day

m'= 1/1047.355

The value of m'is taken from the American Ephemeris and Nautical Ahnanac.

225
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M0
317864

(13) Egeria

Epoch 1938Dec 8.0 ET=JD2429240.5

T=0.0001 (JD-2429240.5)

_= 78.013

_= 43.563

i= 16.537

Ecliptic and Mean Equinox 1950.0

e=0.086199424

a=2.5770 a.u.

n=0723825639 per day

M0'=326.57371

A B C

--1.2775339 --2.1720939 +0.5054949

+1.6594002 -- 1.3084250 -- 1.4705535

+1.5017412 --0.4020153 +2.0549637

Egeria is the planet for which Hansen originally computed general perturbations B3 and later pub-
lished tables. B4 Further investigations and comparisons with observations were made by Hoelling B6

and Samter. B6-g_
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Perturbations of E#eria
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(n6z. 104) degrees r" 106 /z- 10 _
I J

cos sin cos sincos sin

5363 T 0 T

--293 T -- 105 T

6T 2T

363 O

--715 631

17 --20

--1 1

17 --11

--27 46

--321 112

8T

92 T

-218

--545

9

1

-11

8

--68

0T

--256 T

--0

-- 622

2

1

--19

--8

-- 196

--19T

224 T

22

--106

--2

0

14

28

--24

8

-2

1

36

--462

--379

10

0

1

--20

--1860

26

--37

0

--0

2

--10

--48

13

2

7

--39

7

--0

--1

0

41

1

2

--1

1

-0

--I

33

--492

--523

II

1

1

--50

-- 1658

2029

7

-1

-1

-7

9O

15

4

-1

53

2

8

--4

1

55

-8

5

--3

0

--3

_--0

0

30

217

546

2

--1

--0

--52

-237

- 1728

--63

--0

--I

--6

--56

--20

--6

-2

--15

--4

--I0

5

1

7

6

--5

3

--0

2

--3

--3

--31

-- 190

-- 396

1

0

--0

21

106

20

--46

--1

0

-0

--13

--53

17

--I

--2

--38

8

0

1

3

34

2

2

--2

--5

--0

1

--23

58

17

--5

0

0

18

59

--457

--4

1

-O

6

--14

1

0

2

--2

12

-3

0

--2

1

--14

--3

1

--0

--1557 T

0

-- 403

--1

0

11

52

--37

--24

1

--0

43

--61

--25

3

--0

-0

--33

16

- 196

--I

1

--1

2

--20

-16

1

--O

--2

--15

1

--0

0

--2

10

--1

1

0
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Perturbations of Egeria--Continued

3
4

5

6

7

(nSz •104) degrees

cos sin

5 --1
1 2
I --1

--1 --0

5
1
0

--0
0

1
--1

-1

2

-0

-0

0

-0

-2

cos

0

--3
1

0

0
-2

0
0

-1

v. 106

sin

3

1

1

--1

1

1

1

-1

0

-0

-1

Cos

-1

-1

-0

0

-0

-1

-0
0

-0

-0

0

_. 106

sin

1

-1

1

-0

0

-1

0
-0

-0

-0

0
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M0=2157072

_= 100.709

_=201.315

i= 9.707

Mo'= 2.06202

(1286) Banachiewizca

Epoch 1951 Dec 20.0 ET=JD 2434000.5

T = 0.0001 (JD-2434000.5)

Ecliptic and Mean Equinox 1950.0

e=0.093256863

a=3.0219 a.u.

n=0718762278 per day

A B C

+1.5869835 +2.5537900 --0.1852088

--2.5133799 +1.4943933 --0.7496642

--0.5443193 +0.5453495 +2.9215716

The general perturbations of Banachiewizca were previously computed and given by Herget B8 as
an example.
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Perturbations of Banachiewizca

(n_z. 104) degrees p. 106 g- 10 _

I J

cos sin cos sin

--2

-1

0

1

2

3

-1

0

1

2

3

4

cos sin

--9587 T 0

--633 T 309

15 T --7

--4814 0

--3496 --1822

81 36

1 0

--16 4

88 52

856 --257

--1 4

2 --1

--2 --I

68 83

--2884 --5998

--2380 --3346

58 87

1 1

--5 -- 1

--87 --34

853 -- 103

131 --195

--5 5

--0 1

--0 --0

--0 11

T

T

T

--25 T

--271 T

447

1616

9

0

7

31

139

1

2

2

105

1094

3172

--4

--1

--1

--11

94

233

2

--1

0

13

0T

-- 552 T

-0

-- 3058

--1

-1

17

1

457

17

3

0

-74

--605

--2250

-2

1

8

76

577

174

--1

--1

12 T

--127 T

10

110

-3

-0

6

--21

4

18

--1

-0

--156

92

144

--10

0

6

-11

90

6

-4

0

0

--15

361

--162

56

--1

--1

2

190

34

--1

0

--1

66

1

12

-- 6

--372

--358

27

--1

--1

--59

78

--35

13

--0

1

--14

--4_

9

2

132

357

--24

1

--2

--21

--52

37

--25

--1

1

11

50

--11

--3

74

-- 150

70

1

2

11

146

47

--0

1

2

24

4

16

--9

21

46

--3

1

3

0

23

13

--1

1

--1

5

12

0

0

--1733 T

0

--84

2

--0

--20

-- 102

60

47

--1

--1

21

--49

--37

8

--0

--6

--40

93

13

--3

0

--1

--9

1

-78

2

--2

-0

--10

43

3

--1

--0

--3

3

--12

4

--1



I J

2 7

3 7

4 7

5 7

6 7

7 7

3 8

4 8

5 8

6 8

7 8

8 8

3 9

4 9

5 9

6 9

7 9

8 9

9 9

5 10

6 10

7 10

8 10

9 10

5 11

6 11

6 12
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Perturbations of Banachiewizca--Continued

(n_z • 104) degrees p"106 tt. 106

cos sin cos sin

--0

56

46

8
--2

--1

--0

11

4

2

--2

1

-1

1189

--7

2

--1

--0

0

1

1

0

-1

0

-1
-66

64

-4

5

-2

-0

4

-6

3

0

-I

1

-314

- 102

3

1

-1

0

2

-1

1
-0

-0

1

-2

-1

-12

-51

2

-7

3

-0

-1

6

-4

0

1

1

14

90

-I

-I
1

-0

-1

O

-1

0
0

-0
2

-0

sin cos

-O 1

-4 1

38 1

11 3
-2 -1
-2 0

0 0
6 1

5 3

2 -0

-3 -0

1 0

1 -1

20 -1

-5 16

2 1

-1 -1

-0 0

1 -0

1 0

1 1

-0 -0

-1 -0

1 0

1 -0

1 1

0 -0

1

-3

23

2

0

0

-1

1

-1

1

-0

0

-3

3
-31

1

0

-0
O

0

0

O

-O

0

0

-0

231
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M0= 1457191

w=253.349 TM

_=259.662

i= 25.161

(132) Aethra

Epoch 1(,)25 Jan 10.0 ET=JD 2424160.5

T = 0.0001 (JD-2424160.5)

Ecliptic and Mean Equinox 1950.0

e=0.38276405

a= 2.6123 a.u.

n=0723344222 per day

Mo'=264.49794

h B C

- 2.0941885 - 1.0306821 - 1.0926239

1.4719146 - l. 8(i(17(`)86 - 0.7579083

- 0.5214907 - 1.1300793 -t- 2.2485237

Aethra is an interesting planet having a large eccentricity and inclination. Its general perturbations

were previously computed by tlerget. B9 Accurate spceial perturbations using Musen's method m° were

included in a differential correction by Musen BH and revealed certain errors in the observations. There

is a term of long period corresponding to i-- 5, j = 14.
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Perturbations of A ethra
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(n6z. 104) degrees v-106 _. 106

I J

cos sin cos sin cos sin

--3

--2

--1

0

1

2

3

4

--2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

--2

--1

0

1

2

3

4

5

--1

0

1

2

3

4

5

16316 T

581 T

--56 T

8984

-1097

0T

980 T

-- 101 T

0

2087

--353T

--923 T

--1230

--1960

0T

507 T

--0

--967

182 T

--475 T

-- 156

268

112 --230

--1 3

0 --0
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(2_1) Germania

Epoch 1951 Dec 20.0 ET=JD 2434000.5

T = 0.0001 (JD-2434000.5)

M0=237?440

Ecliptic and Mean Equinox 1950.0

e=0.095828379

a=3.0524 a.u.

n=0718481972 per day

Mo'= 2.06202

A B C

+2.9435085 +0.7494468 --0.2933036
--0.8069138 +2.6685677 --1.2160512

--0.0423471 +1.2444521 +2.7843020

First order general perturbations of Germania were previously computed by Kline and Herget m2

and compared with special perturbations in order to draw conclusions concerning the accuracy of first
order general perturbations.
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Perturbations of Germania
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Perturbations of Germania--Continued

237
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(1274) Delportia

Epoch 1932 Oct 20.0 ET = JD 2427000.5

T =0.0001 (JD-2427000.5)

M0=214774119

= 242.98033 /

Ecliptic and Mean Equinox 1950.0

e=0.1130022

a= 2.2290079 a.u.

n=0729616788 per day

M0 _= 140.46156

A B C

--1.9192056 +1.1226357 --0.0922681

--0.9698111 -- 1.7192724 -- 1.0167650

--0.5870198 --0.8299533 -}-1.9814519

First order general perturbations of Delportia were previously computed by Herget m8 and used to

produce the ephemeris presently in use.
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Perturbations of Delportia
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Mo=2937612

(1373) 1935 QN

Epoch 1941 Jan 6.0 ET=JD2430000.5

T=0.0001 (JD-2430000.5)

w= 99.051

_=298.068

i= 38.902

Ecliptic and Mean Equinox 1950.0

e=0.32158820

a=3.4111 a.u.

n=0715644444 per day

M0'= 29.71890

A B C

+ 2.0607314 -- 1.8497219 -- 1.8902002

@0. 7243470 +2. 5384346 -- 1. 9809114

_- 2.6199827 T0. 7530860 -{-2.0343883

(1373) was chosen as an example because it is one of the most interesting minor planets. It has a

large eccentricity and inclination and is the only known planet for which there exists a libration in the

argument of perihelion, m4 The secular perturbations have been computed by Smith m5 using Halphen's

method. Smith's results verify the libration in perigee and disclose large secular perturbations in the

eccentricity and inclination. There is no dominant small divisor for small values of the indices, and the

series for the perturbations converges very slowly. The term i = 8, j = 15 will contain some inaccuracy

since the series are not computed beyond j= 15. There will be another significant term at i= 9, j= 17.

A further study of this planet will be given in the future.
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Perturbations of (1373)
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Perturbations of (1373)--Continued
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A DEVELOPMENT OF THE EARTH'S
GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL FROM THE
SIXTH THROUGH THE TWELFTH ZONAL

HARMONIC

m

THEODORE L. FELSENTREGER

Goddard Space Flight Center

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to express that part of the earth's gravitational potential from

the sixth zonal harmonic through the twelfth, along with its partial derivatives with respect to

an inertial geocentric coordinate system, in a form suitable for inclusion in the numerical integra-

tion of position partial derivatives for an earth satellite. Values for the harmonic coefficients are also

given.

The earth's potential is

where

_=GM

R = radius of the earth

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

U= (_/r) E1 - _ ( R/r) nJ.P. (sin_b) 1,
n_2

J. =zonal harmonic coefficients (n = 2, 3, -.-)

P, = Legendre polynomials (n = 2, 3, ... )

= geocentic latitride.

The Legendre polynomials are

P6 (sin_) = -_ (231 sin6_ -- 315 sin4_ - 105 sin2_-- 5)

P7 (sin¢) = _ (429 sinT_-- 693 slaSh-l-315 sin3_-- 35 sin_)

Ps(sin¢) =_(6435 sinS¢ - 12012 sin%_-6930 sin4¢ - 1260 sin:¢_35)

Pg(sin¢) =_(12155 sin%--25740 sin_¢-_18018 sinS_b-- 4620 sin3_b-_315 sine)

P10 (sine) = _ (46189 sini°_-- 109395 sinS_-{-90090 sin6¢- 30030 sin4¢-t-3465 sin_¢-- 63)

Pn (sin_) -- _ (88179 sin_ -- 230945 sing_ - 218790 sin_¢- 90090 sin%W 15015 sin3_-- 693 sin¢)

P_2 (sin_) = _ (676039 sin_2¢- 1939938 sin_°_-2078505 sinS¢- 1021020 sin_

-t-225225 sin_b--18018 sin_T231).
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We consider an orthogonal, earth-centered inertial coordinate system in which the z-axis coincides

with the earth's axis of rotation. Then,

z = r sin_

r = (z2+y2+z _) 112.

For the disturbing function

12

F = (u/r) _ (R/r)nJ.P_(sin_b),
n_6

we have

F= ( _/ r ) [ ( J 6RS/16r 12) (231zS -- 315z4r2 T l OSz2r4- Sre )

.-[- ( JTRTZ /16r 14) ( 4'29ze-693z4r2--k 315z2r4- 35r6 )

( JARS/128r TM) (6435z s -- 12012zSr __ 6930z4r 4-- 1260z_r 6_ 35r s )

" _ (JgRgz/128r TM) (12155zS--25740z6r2T18018z4r4--4620z_r6T315r s)

-[- ( J loRlO/ 256r 2°) (46189z 1°- 109395zSr2-_-90090z6r4-- 30030z4rS-l- 3465z2ra--63rl° )

-{- ( JuRUz/256r _2) (88179z l°- 230945zSr2_ 218790z6r 4- 90090z4r6T 15015z2r s- 693r 16)

( JI2R12/1024r _4) (676039z _2-1939938z_°r_W2078505zSr 4-1021020z_r 6

T 2'25225z4r s- 18018z2rl°-t-231r12) 1,

OF//Ox = -- (#x//r 3) [-(7 J6R6/16r 12) (429z 6- 495z4r 2_- 135z2r 4- 5r e)

(9JTRTz/16r 14) (715z 6- lOOlz4r2_ 385z2r4-35r 6)

(45 JARS� 128r 16) (2431 zs - 40()4z6r 2_ 2002z4r 4-308z2r6T 7r s )

(55 J9 Rgz/128r TM) (4199z s- 7(.)5(iz6r2_ 4914z4r 4-- 1092z_r 6_ 63r s )

-_ (33 J _oR_o/256r2O) (29393z_O _ 62985zSr _-_ 46410z6r 4- 13650z4r 6-{-1365z_r s - 21 r 1°)

-{-(39 J_ Ritz� 256r _) (52003z 1°- 124355zSr __ 106590z6r 4-- 39270z4r 6_ 5775z2r s -- 231 r _°)

(91 J12 R 12/1024r 24) ( 185725z 12-- 490314zl°r: - 479655zSr 4- 213180z6r _

-{-42075z4r s- 2970z 2r_°_ 33r _2)1,

OF/Oy = - (py/r 3) _ (7 J_R6/l(ir _2) (429z _- 49,Sz4r_-_- ] 35z2r 4- 5r 6)

(9 JTR_z/1 (ir TM) (715z e-- 1001 z4r__ 385z_r 4-- 35r 6)

_- (45 JARS� 128r _6) (2431 zs- 4()04zSr __- 2002z4r 4--308z2r e-_ 7r s)

( 55 J 9Rgz/128r TM) (4199zS-- 795(izer2 T 4914 z_r4- 1092z_reT63r s)

( 33 Jlo R lO/256r_O) (29393z_O _ 62985zSr 2_ 46410z6r 4-- 13650z4r 6-t- 1365z2r a-- 21 r _°)

_- (39 J _ R Hz/25(ir 22) (52003z 1°-- 124355zSr 2_- l ()()590zSr 4-- 39270z4r e_ 5775z_r a- 231 r _°)

-t- (91 ,I_2Rr_/1 ()24r 24) ( 185725z _- 490314z_°r2-{- 479(i55zSr _- 213180zer 6

Jr 42075z4r s -- 297()z_r TM-t- 33r r_)_,
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OF / Oz = -- (_/r _) [-( T J 6R6z /16r 12) (429z6 -- 693z4r2 W 315z2r4 = 35r6 )

-b (JTR_/16r 14) (6435z 8-12012z6r2W6930z4r4-- 1260z2re-} -35r8)

W 9J sRSz /128r 16) (12155zS - 25 740z6r2-_18018z4r4 - 4620z2r6 _ 315r s)
"W

( 5J9R9 /128r TM) (46189z 1°- 109395zSr2-}-90090zer 4- 30030z4r6-b 3465z_rS-- 6'_rlo)

-{-( 11Jlo Rl°z/256r 2°) ( 88179z 1°- 230945 zSr_-{-218790z6r 4-- 90090z4r 6-{-1501 _z_r8- 693r 1°)

-}- (3 J n Rn / 256r n) (676039z 12-1939938zl°r2-_-2078505z6r 4-1021020z6r 6

-t-225225z4r s- 18018z2rl°-}- 23 lr TM)

-t- (13 J l_R12z/ l O24r 24) (130007 5z12--4056 23 4z_°r2_ 484 984 5 zSr4-- 27 71340z6r 6

-}-765765z4r 8-- 90090z2r16 _- 3003r 12)_.

HARMONIC EFFICIENTS

Values for the zonal harmonic coefficients as given by Kozai _ are

J6=0.39±0.12X 10-6

J7 = --0.470±0.021 × l0 -6

Js= --0.02±0.02X 10-6

J9=0.117±0.025 X 10-6 .

Values presented by Kind-Hele, Cook, and Rees 2 are

J6 = 0.72±0.2 X 10 -6

Js-- 0.34±0.2 X 10-6

J10 = -0.50±0.2 X 10-e

J12 = 0.44±0.2 X l0 -6.

(A value for Ju could not be found.)
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COMPARISON OF THE VON ZEIPEL AND MODIFIED
HANSEN METHODS AS APPLIED TO

ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES

DAVID FISHER

Goddard Space Flight Center

The solutions to the problem of the near earth satellite without drag obtained by applying the
yon Zeipel method and the modified Hansen method are compared. Formulas are derived for oscu-
lating elements when the modified Hansen theory is expressed in terms of orbital true longitude.
Differences in the arbitrary constants are tabulated. Transformations that rel'_te the time element
of the two theories are also given.

INTRODUCTION

Widely different theories are often used in

computing orbits of artificial satellites. It is of
interest to examine the results of different theories

when they are applied to the basic problem of the

near earth satellite without drag. Of special

importance are the major theories of celestial

mechanics introduced by Brouwer 1 and by

Musen 2.3 in solving this problem.

Brouwer 1 applied the method of von Zeipel to

the near earth satellite problem and obtained

analytic representations for the osculating

Delaunay and Keplerian elements. The results are

given by Brouwer to order J: in the elements and

j:2 in the mean motions, where J2 is the coefficient
of the second zonal harmonic of the earth's

potential, and equals the quantity 2k2 appearing

in the articles of Brouwer and Musen. Musen, 2,3

on the other hand, first modified Hansen's method,

then by applying it to the same problem of the

near searth atellite without drag, showed how to

obtain the psoition of the satellite in a semi-

analytic manner to any prescribed order of J2.

The solution of the satellite problem in terms of

orbital true longitude by Musen 3 is considered
below.

The results obtained by Brouwer are given in a

form convenient for comparison with the results

of many authors. Indeed Kozai, 4 Garfinkel 5 and

others have readily compared their solutions with

Brouwer's. However, since Musen's formulations

of the problem are intended to provide numerical

results of high precision for the position of a

satellite, explicit analytic formulations of the

perturbations of the elements do not appear in

his articles. For that reason, formulas are given
here for elements derived from the modified

Hansen theory in terms of orbital true longitude
so that the results of Musen and Brouwer can be

compared.

As would be expected, the differences between

the two theories are exhibited in the respective

choices of the arbitrary constants and in the

arguments of the trigonometric terms. The
constants of both theories are discussed and

presented in tabular form. The transformations of

the variables of the angular arguments are

presented. Therefore, when the solutions to the

satellite problem are carried out to the same order

in J2 by the methods of Brouwer and Musen, full

correspondence can be obtained by taking into
account the differences in the constants and the

angular variables.

THE OSCULATING ELEMENTS

The definitions of the osculating elements

appearing in Brouwer's article may be found in

248
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any text on celestial mechanics--for example,

Brouwer and Clemence. 6 It is, moreover, a

relatively simple matter to find expressions for the

osculating elements of the modified Hansen theory

as expressed in terms of orbital true longitude;

these differ from the corresponding formulas of the

modified Hansen theory as expressed in terms of

eccentric anomaly given by Bailie and Bryant 7

since the W functions differ slightly. To indicate

how such representations of osculating elements

are derived, we shall now review briefly some of

the concepts and definitions of the modified

Hansen theory as expressed in terms of orbital

true longitude.

DEFINITIONS FROM THE MODIFIED HANSEN THEORY

When the differential equations given in Musen's articles 2,8 are solved, expressions for the com-

ponents E, T, and _, of the I_ function, for the X parameters, and for the perturbation of the pseudo-

time no _z result. The functions E, T, and _I, are expressed in terms of orbital true longitude and are

related to osculating elements by the formulas

T --

_I J --=

h0 h
-i -_+2_o ,

h (ho)2_00 e cos ¢ - I +-_ e0

h
2_ e sin ¢

"o

(1)

Here --_ is the deviation of the osculating true anomaly from the true anomaly of the auxiliary ellipse,

e the osculating eccentricity, and h is proportional to the reciprocal of the Delaunay variable G; that is,

G=#/h. (2)

The quantities ho and e0 are the elements of Hansen's auxiliary ellipse.

The X parameters are defined by the formulas

kz = sin--_ cos N k] = cos "_ sin K

i i

_2 = sin'_ sin N X4 = cos'_ cos K.

(3)

Here i is the osculating angle of inclination of the orbit plane and corresponds to I in Brouwer's develop-

ment. The quantities K and N are Fourier series of the order of the perturbations and do not contain
secular terms.
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The angular variables are given by the formulas

f = cv - _ro - ¢ ,

,_ = (g-c)"+ ("o-°o) +_ +x+N

8 --- (1 - h')v ÷ 0 o + K - N

(4)

The quantities f, _, and 0 are the osculating true anomaly, argument of perigee, and longitude of the

node, respectively. The quantities g, c, and h' in the right-hand side of equations 4 are proportional to

the mean motions of the argument of latitude, mean anomaly, and the longitude of the ascending node,

respectively. The quantities To and 80 are prescribed constants.

The time element of the auxiliary ellipse is denoted by the symbol z and is often called the pseudo-

time. When orbital true longitude is the argument, the mean anomaly of the auxiliary ellipse is c(no)nz.

The symbol no appears with different meanings in the articles of Brouwer and Musen; therefore, the

symbol (n0), is adopted here instead of the no appearing in Musen's article. The quantity Sz is the

deviation of the pseudo-time from the unperturbed satellite time.

OSCULATING ELEMENTS FOR THE MODIFIED HANSEN THEORY

By inverting equations 1 and 3 it is readily found that

(1 ; 2;2 )G = = _-o --$+_- + ....

e = eo +21 (T- eo_.) + _4 eo_s - 4=T +--eo ] + ....

= cos i = cos i 0 1 + + + ...

(5)

Similarly, the quantities associated with the angular variables are found to be

K+N =

K - N =

: - ...

k s k2 _.

i o + . __io - i_ cos i o
cos 2 sxn 2

k s k2

----7 o - x_ - _ cos i o
cos _ sin _-

k s k 2

COS 3 _- 10
_ Sins "__

xo +-----i-:.
cos 3 -_- sin s

J¢ ..- t

+ ....

(6)

It is instructive to derive an expression for the perturbation of the radius vector of the satellite

using equations 5 and 6. This leads to an important result already given in the modified Hansen theory.

If u denotes the reciprocal of the radius vector of the satellite, and _ the deviation of an osculating

element from its value in the auxiliary ellipse, then

_. : u-. : h o-aT;_ +_ + _f (7)
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TABLE 1.--Conslanls Appearing in lhe Satellite Theories (Order J 2)

Quantity

/z
G = -h-

H
-_ = cos i

mean motion of

mean anomaly

• -

Brouwer's Notation

(von Zelpel method)

G u

_,2j_(1 - 3 co,2Z")
S.'G"' (, - 3_'2 - 2_'' )

COS I"

_,F i,

dt

Musen's Notation

(modified Hansen method)

c 1 - eOc 0

e0 + 2

cos i 0 +--_-

c (n0)H

from _ and T. Constants also appear in the
solution for the elements by Brouwer. In order to
compare the two theories the constants of the
elements G, e, and cos/ with respect to true
anomaly are found from Brouwer's development

to order J2. Similarly, constants with respect to
orbital true longitude are found in the article of
Bailie and Fisher s and are listed in table 1.

The constants appearing in Table 1 are defined
as follows:

T}'1 =

" 3 no_2 ]2
(1-3¢os 2 I')

--Kt : no 4 L' O"3

C o

C 1

3 h4°(1 )= 1 + _'J2--_ - 3 cos 2 i 0 ,

3 .: (1 3 ,o)(, 2= _- J2 -- - c°s2 -
/z 2

4 eo ,_2

(11)

These values are taken from the article of Brouwer and from the article of Bailie and Fisher. s

The relations between the mean motions of the argument of perigee and the longitude of the node
in the articles of Brouwer and Musen are given by the formulas

dg"
= (no)" (g - c) ,

dh"

= (no)" (1 - h')
t (12)
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But we have

h 2

u = --fi-(l+ e cos f)

h
= 2-fi(1 + e cos f)

_u h 2
= --fi-cos f

eh 2

= - /_ sinf

h:
: -7 (I + e0 cos 7)

(8)

where f=f-_; and from equations 5 and 6 we have, to order J_,

T- eo _

8e - 2

?
_f = -¢ : _ ._-- .

(9)

Substituting the required quantities from

equations 8 into equation 7 we get, to order J2,

1 h: _ W

_u - 2 _ w +_u (10)

where I_=2-_T cosf-{-_sinf,which isconsistent

with the resultsof the modified Hansen theory.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS TO THE FIRST

ORDER IN J_

By solving the equations given by Musen, first

order analytic solutions for the quantities 2, T,

q,, and the X parameters were obtained by Bailie

and Fisher. 8 When the analytic expressions for 2,

T, and _I, are substituted into equations 5 immedi-
ate agreement is obtained with the periodic part of

the elements G, e, and I obtained in Brouwer's

solution. Similarly, agreement for the periodic

part of the expressions for the angular variables
and 0 given by equation 4 with the variables g

and h can be readily obtained, when the analytic
results of Bailie and Fisher are introduced.

It has now been indicated that the periodic part

of the solution of the elements of the satellite

problem by Brouwer and Musen agree to the

first order in J2. Although differences in the

arbitrary constants and arguments of the trigono-

metric terms do exist, they do not appear in the

first order solutions for the trigonometric parts

of the elements since they have J_ as a nmltiplier.
These differences are exhibited in the terms of the

second order and are discussed below.

THE ARBITRARY CONSTANTS OF THE THEORIES

Differences of order J_ appear in the arbitrary
constants of the solutions of the satellite problcm

by Brouwer and by Musen. The quantities co

and cl eosf in Musen's work are added to the

function and consequently the constants co

and c_ are added to 2 and T; These constants thus
occur in the solution for those elements derived
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Formulasto orderJ22 for these mean motions are

given in the article of Brouwer and the article of

Bailie and Fisher. At first sight the terms in J22

seem to disagree. However, by taking the relation-

ships given in table 1 into account, full agreement

is obtained to order J_ in the mean motion of the

variables as defined in equations 12.

The differences in the constants given in table 1

will also be exhibited in the coefficients of trig-

onometric terms of order J2 _ in the elements

derived by the methods of Brouwer and of Musen.

Additional differences appear in these coefficients

and are due to differences in the arguments of the
trigonometric terms. We shall now describe these.

THE TIME ELEMENTS OF THE THEORIES

In the yon Zeipel method adopted by Brouwer

the true anomalies f and f' appear; Brouwer then
shows how to relate these true anomalies to the

true time of the satellite. In the Hansen method

modified by Musen the true anomaly of the auxil-

iary ellipse f (or _ as it is denoted by Bailie and

Fisher s) appears; Musen shows how to relate
to the true time. The true anomalies in the two

theories differ by trigonometric terms of order

J2; consequently, it is logical to apply Taylor's
theorem to find the relation between these two
true anomalies.

We recall that the true anomaly is a function of

the eccentricity as well as of the mean anomaly,

as is shown by the equation of the center. 6 Also,
we have

f o.o = T - _ "_
(13)

Je osc = eo + 8e

where fore and eos¢ are the osculating true anomaly

and osculating eccentricity, while _b and _e are
of order J_.

The quantity f appearing in Brouwer's article

is related to the osculating mean anomaly I by
the equation

d_f (d/ = 1 -co2) :_2 (1 + e 0 cos f)2 (14)

We then find by Taylor's theorem that

F(f) = F(f) + (qb+ Df e) DFs _-_ , (15)

where

 2 e0cos )Te = 1 - eo2 sin f (16)

Equation 15 transforms a function of the true

anomaly of the auxiliary ellipse, f, to a function
of the true anomaly f appearing in Brouwer's
article. To extend this transformation so that a

function of f may be expressed in terms of the

mean true anomaly f', we simply apply Taylor's
Theorem again to obtain

( Df df ) DFF(f-) : F(f') + ¢ +_ Se +--_/ (17)¢u _ '

to the first order in J2. Here f' is the mean true

anomaly in the sense given in Brouwer's article

and may be evaluated by Kepler's equation for a

given instant of time. The perturbation Al is the

deviation of the mean anomaly from its mean

value and is given by the formula A1= --OS1/OL'

in Brouwer's article. It may also be found from
the variation equation in terms of orbital true

longitude by the methods adopted in the article
of Bailie and Fisher.

In particular, if F(f) = sin.-(, we have

(¢ Df dfs/)sin T = sin f' + +--De Se +_ cos T .(18)

The multiplier of cosf is of order J2, so that when

f' is given f may be found by successive approxi-
mations.

It is possible to arrive at equation 17 by ap-

proaching the transformation from a somewhat

different point of view. From the work of E.
Brown 9 we have

df Df

_f : _- _t + _e _e (19)

Since the symbol/t refers to the deviation of the

osculating element from the corresponding ele-

ment of the auxiliary ellipse, we have

$' = I - [C(no), z + /0"] ' (20)

where the quantity in brackets is the mean

anomaly of the auxiliary ellipse. Since by table 1

c(no)H--dl"/dt (21)
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and

z-t=_z,

df 3f df
-_-c(no) R _z : ¢ +_e Se +-_--_ , (24)

we have, from equation 20,

$1 = [/-(-_t_t + 10_)]-c(n0)x $z (22)

When only the short period terms of the mean

anomaly are considered, we have

_l = ,_l-c(no)u $z. (23)

Or, substituting in equation 19, we find

which equals the multiplier of OF�Of in equation

17. Consequently, equation 17 may be thought of
as transforming a function of the pseudo-time z

to a function of time t (to order J_) by the relation

F(z) = F(t)-4- (OF/Oz)_z. (25)

In order to complete the transformation, the

argument of perigee is taken into consideration.
From equations 4 it is seen that a term pro-

portional to the equation of the center must be
included in the transformations. It then follows

that

where

F( f, w) 8f df ) 8F 3F= F(f',g') + ¢ +-_._e +"_" at _ + (g - c)(f - _)--_' , (26)

= (e-e)v÷ (%-eo)

If F(f') and F(f', g') in the right-hand sides of

equations 17 and 26 represent periodic terms of

order J_, then the subsequent terms in the right-
hand sides of these equations will be of order j2.

Thus, by means of equations 17 and 26, it is

possible to derive comparisons of the periodic

terms of the two theories when they are both

developed to order J22.
Kozai I° has extended the work of Brouwer _ to

order J22 in the periodic terms and J28 in the

secular terms. Unfortunately, a corresponding

extension has not been made of the analytic

results of Bailie and Fisher. s However, for the

purpose of checking the formulas of the present

paper the author has obtained the development of

only the short period terms of the Delaunay
variable G to order J22 in terms of orbital true

longitude. This was done so that comparison could

be made with the corresponding terms obtained

by Kozai using the method of von Zeipel. For

this variable, agreement was obtained.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The solutions to the problem of the near earth

satellite without drag given by Brouwer 1 and by

Musen 2,3 agree when carried out to the same order
in J2. Due allowance must be made for the dif-

ferences in the constants and in the ways of ex-

pressing the time element.
The differences in the arbitrary constants have

been tabulated here to the first order in J2, and

transformations have been given relating the true

anomaly of the auxiliary ellipse to that of the
satellite.
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Appendix A

ANALYTIC RESULTS FROM THE MODIFIED HANSEN THEORY

By solving the equations given by Musen, 1 first order analytic solutions for the quantities E, T,

9, ),2, ),3, g, 1 --h', and g-c were obtained by Bailie and Fisher.* These are listed here for the convenience
of the reader.

To conform to modern notation, the quantities k2, k3, and k8 appearing in the modified Hansen

theory are here designated by J2/2, J3/2, and -J4/8, respectively. In formulas A1 through A5 the

quantities g and c introduced by integration have been restored, along with the quantity _; these were

set equal to unity by Bailie and Fisher who were then concerned only with terms of order J,.

-= -- 2-J2-_-

9 h°4 (1 - cos 2 io) COg2__......._+ e o + eo
-"4-J2--_ C + 2g

- _ 02 - cos (2_ - 27))
I - 5 cos 2

+ 16 J2 6*2 e°2 1 - 3 cos 2 i o - I - 5 cos 2 i o

cos (_ - 2_)
2g - c

3 J_ hg
2 J2 _ e o sin i o sin (_ - _)

cos (2_ - 2_) ; (A1)

1 h°4 (1 - 3 cos 2 i0) I2eo + 8e° +4e°a_ 1 J2 ho4
T: gJ2--_ L l+_J a ¢ _2

] h°4 (1- cos 2 io) {Be O-

at

+ 6e 0 COS 2_ + eo 2cOs 3_ + I_J2-_

(1 - 3 cos 2 iO) [(12 + 3e_) cos

cos 2W

cos (_ - 2W) cos (2_ + 2_)

+ (28 + 5e02 ) cos c(_+ +2g2W) ÷ (4 - e_) 2g - c + 12eo c + g

I I (HOe° + tOe°a)cos 2 io.l+'3- 20e° + e°a - -1 _ 5 COS 2 i0 COS(2_ - 27)) + 5eg

_o_(_-2_)_ I J3h0_
+ e02

3c - 2g _ --2-]_2 --_-- (2 + %2) sin i o sin (_ - 77)

cos (3_ + 2_)
3c + 2g
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I 8 cos 4 i o ._5 J. h04 (2eo + eo3) 1 ° 3 cos 2 i o 1--5c -'-_s_ i0]
+ 16 J2 #2

cos (25 - 2v)
(A2)

1 J2 ho4 (1 - 3 cos' io) I(12 + 9eo 2) sin _ + 6eo
8 c _2

sin 25 ÷ eo2 sin 3_1

3 ho' (1- ¢o: i0)l_2_o+ _" J2--_

sin 2_
c +2g

sin (_ - 2_) + 12eo
sin (_ + 2n)

c+g

(lOOe o - 20e03) cos 4 i 0

+_I20eo "_e03 - 20eo c°s2 io- 1 - 5 cos2 io

t-

3c + 2g 3c - 2

S J4 ht _ (6eo ++ 16 J2 /_2 eo + e03 - Sed) COS2 LO

(tOe0 +12e:) COS' i 0 16eo 3 cos' i 0

1 - 5 cos2 io + (l'Scos _ ioY2] sin (2_ - 2W) ;

si_ (2_ - 2n)

(A3)

_'2 l sin (_ ÷ 2_)

i 0 sin _ sin 27) - eo

3 J2_ sin i o cos i o cos-_- 2e o_ -

_:(s+3co_io-18_°:io)sin (_ - 2_) + _ _ .....
+ eo 2g - c - 6(1 5 cos 2 io)

_: (s + cos io - 6 co: ij)(_-,ts . _j_., <_ - 2_>
+ 12(1 - S cos 2 io) _

II i0 - 3 COS2 io
io - 2 cos_ "-z jcos (5 - "0)

1 J_ ho2 cos
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5 J 4 ho 4 io _4-7 cos2 i o

16 J2 _2 %2 sin i o cos i o cos_- LI 5 cos 2 i o

(5 + cos i0 - 6 COS 2 i0) (I - 7 cos 2 i0) q

; (A4)

io { stnp___sin2_ sin (_ ÷ 2v)
3 __h_ sin io cos i0 sin--2 2eo c g - eo + 2g

sin (_ - 277) V eo2 (8 - 3 cos i o - 18 cos 2 ie)

e2(S-_osi0-6cos'io)(1-IS_os'_0)_ }+ Y2it- _;-oJ -@ ,_,,(2_- 2_)

5 J4 h_ i o [4 - 7 cos 2 i o

+ 16 J2 _2 eg sin i0 cos i0 sin-_--L1 s cos'i0

(s-_o,i0-6 _o,'i,)(1-7 _os'i0)7
- 2iI:--scos_io)2 -jsin(2_- 2_) ; (A5)

h4 15 hS
O (2 + iO 7 cos 4 io)g = ' + 23--J2-_"-c°s'/_ i0 +32"J4--_ 3e02) (3 c°s2 -

+ 3___j22 hoS [ ] (A6)(110 - 48 _ri--ee2 + 13ee2 ) cos 2 i o - (290 - 144 _':"-_o + 9eo 2) cos 4 i o ;

1 - h _ -: -2-j23 __he4., cos i 0 - _15 J, -_hoS (2 + 3eo2 ) (3 cos i o - 7 cos 3 io)

3 h:[(8 ]
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15 hS [
_ 3 h°4 (1-s _os2 o

g - c - -'4"J2-'_ io) - i'2-8 J.--_" (12 + 9% 2 ) - (144 + 126% 2 ) cos 2 i 0

+ (196 + 189% 2 ) cos4 io]

- _j2-_ 162 - 64 _/_- %2 + 25%2) _ (1500 - 672 _ + 126% 2 ) cos 2 io

+(_1o- 144oOr-%,+4,o:)oo_.*o] (_8)

where

_" = cv - "rro and r/ : gv - 0 o
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HYPOTHETICAL FOUR-BODY PROBLEM AND
ITS APPLICATIONS: AN ESTIMATE OF THE
EFFECT OF THE MOON AND THE SUN ON
THE SYNCOM ORBIT

SU-SHU HUANG

Goddard Space Flight Center

A hypothetical system has been constructed by assuming that the center of mass of two finite
bodies which are revolving around each other in circular orbit is itself circling with a third finite
body at a large distance around the center of mass of the entire system. This somewhat artificial
system is an idealization of the earth-moon-sun system. Thus, any satellite that moves in the latter
system may be treated, as an approximation, as an infinitesimal fourth body in the hypothetical
system, thereby constituting a hypothetical four-body problem.

An investigation of the energy integral of the hypothetical four-body problem confirms that
the motion of an artificial satellite in the earth-moon-sun system may be treated with a good ap-
proximation, as two three-body problems.

An application of the problem thus formulated is found in the study of the general behavior of
the syncom orbit in the presence of the moon as well as the sun. It appears that the presence of both
destroys the perfect synchronization of the axial rotation of the earth and the revolution of the syn-
com satellite around it. It appears that the period of the fourth body around the earth fluctuates
with the relative motion of the sun with respect to the earth-moon system. However, the deviation
from the perfect synchronization is exceedingly small as would be expected and has no practical
significance.

I. FORMULATION OF A HYPOTHETICAL

FOUR-BODY PROBLEM

In a previous paper (Huang, 1961) it was sug-

gested that the motion of an artificial satellite in

the sun-earth-moon system may be treated as a

combination of two restricted three-body prob-

lems. The hypothetical four body problem pre-

sented in this paper is a mathematical formulation

of this suggestion.

Let the masses of the artificial satellite (i.e., the

fourth body), the earth, the moon, and the sun

be denoted respectively by m, ml, m2, and m3.

Since the separation of the earth (mr) and the

moon (m2) is much smaller than the separation

of the earth-moon system as a whole from the

sun, and since

ms:>)mt _ mm))m,',._O , (1)

we may, when dealing with the general behavior

of the artificial satellite, approximate the sun-

earth-moon dynamical system by a somewhat

artificial system of two masses mt and m2 rotating
in circular orbits around their center of mass 0'

which in turn is rotating in a circular orbit around

the center of mass O of the entire system. We

denote At and Am, respectively, the distance from

0 to ms and to O' and write

A=AI+Am (2)

Let us consider two rectangular coordinate

systems (_, 77,_) and (_', _', _'); both have their

origin at the center of mass O of the three finite
bodies and both are fixed in space. The 0_'_'

plane represents the orbital plane of O p (which is
the center of mass of ml and mm) and m3 around

O while the 0_ plane is parallel to the orbital

plane of mt and mm around 0'. We now choose
the intersection of these two planes as the _-axis

260
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in the (_, n, i-) system and also as the _'-axis in

the (_', n', i-') system. Consequently the other co-

ordinate axes of both systems are fixed by the

right-hand rule.

We now choose ml+m2 as the unit of mass, the

separation between ml and m2 as the unit of

length. Thus, if we denote m2=_, we have rot=

1--_. Also, the unit of time is so chosen that the

angular velocity of ml and m2 around O' be unity.

It is easy to see that expressed in this system of

units, the gravitational constant in Newton's law

of gravitation is equal to one.

Thus, the equations of motion of the infinites-

imal body m in the (_, 7/, i-) system are given by

.... _)_-5 _-_s _-_3dS_ (1 --_-- --m3 --
dt 2 rl 3 r23 ra3

(3)

d2n (1 __)n-nl 7--n2 n--n3.... g .... (4)
dt2 rl 3 r2 3 ?//3 r3 3

1£ )i--- i-1 i--- i-2 i--- i-3dg--i-=-- (1-- -_-- --m3 -- (5)
dts rl 3 r2 3 r33

where rl, rs, and ra are respectively the distance of

m from ml, m2, and m3 while (_1, 71, i-1), (_2, n2, i-2),

and (_3, ha, i-a) are respectively coordinates of

ml, m2, and m3.

Assuming that o_ is the angular velocity of 0'

and ma around 0 in the 0_'7' plane and a is the

angle 0'O_' at time t=0. In the adopted unit

system

o_= _ (ml-_-ms-_-ma)llS/A 3/2"] (6)

Therefore, the coordinates of O' in the (_', n', i")

can readily be written. By a simple transformation
of coordinates we have found that the coordinates

of O' in the (_, n, i-) system are:

fo, = A2 cos (_t-t-a)

nO' = As sin (_t+a) cos/ (7)

i-o, = As sin (_t-t-a) sin/

where i is the inclination of planes O_n and 0_'7'.

The coordinates (_3, 73, i-3) of m3 can be obtained

simply by replacing As in (7) by -A1. Both

and i are assumed not to change with time.

Since m_ and ms revolve with unit angular

velocity around 0', their respective coordinates

(_1, nl, i-l) and (_s, 72, i-s) in the (_, n, i-) system

can now be readily found.

and

_1= _O'-- D cost,

nl = nO'--U sint,

i'1 = i'o,,

(8)

_2= _o' + (1 -- _ ) cost,

ns=no,+ (1--_) sint, (9)

i-_= i-o,,

if we start to count time (t=O) when x-axis

points to the same direction as the _-axis.

Now we furthermore introduce a rotating co-

ordinate system (x, y, z) centered on 0'. Let the

O'xy plane coincide with the orbital plane of ml

and ms around each other. Hence it is parallel

to plane O_n and the z-axis parallel to the i--axis.

This system of coordinates is assumed to be

rotating with ml and ms. Therefore, we can fix

the x-axis such that it will always pass these two
finite bodies. The transformation from the (_, n, i-)

to the (x, y, z) system is governed by the following
equations :

_= _o,+X cost--y sint,

n= no,+X sint+y cost, (10)

i-=i-o,+z.

Substituting (9)-(10) into (3)-(5) and uti-

lizing (7)-(9) we can derive the equations of
motion of the fourth body in the (x, y, z) system

as follows:

dSx dy A 2602x3 x -- Xl

(1-.)dts A

X -- X2 X -- X3

-- - -- (ll)
-- _" r2 $ m3 r3 3

dSy . dx A 2wSYa (1-_)Y_ Y-_-t-z-_ = y A -- _rs3

Y--Y3 (12)
-- m3ra---_-

d2z A 20flz3 z z z -- z3

..... ma-:-_- (13)dt 2 A (1-_)_ #r2_ -3
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where

Xl = --#, x_= 1-_, (14)

and

x3 = - A [-cos (o_t+a) cost+ sin (,.0t+_) cosi sint-],

y3 = - A [-sin (oJt+a) cosi cost- cos (o_t+o_) sint-],

za-- -A sin (wt+a) sin/. (15)

Equations (11)-(13) may be also expressed in
the form

d2x dy 0 U
clt2 z_----_x (16)

d2y. _dx OU (17)

d2z/dt 2= 0 U/Oz (18)

if we define

U= ½(x2Wy 2) - (m3/ A a) (x3x +y3yT z3z )

+ 1--______+_+ m__3 (19)
rl r2 r3

From (16)-(18) we obtain

dx 2 dy 2 dz 2 ' OU

where C is an integration constant. The integral

in (20) may bc transformed to the following form:

ov f'(m 
Ot Jo\a" _ (k-(o). (r×A) dt (21)

where k is a unit vector in the z-direction and

represents the angular velocity vector of the revo-
lution of ml and _n2 around 0', while _o is the

angular velocity vector of the revolution of O'

and m3 around O. In the (x, y, z) coordinate

system, the _o vector has the following three

components--o_ sini sin/, -oJ sini cost and _ cos/.

Both r and A 5eprescnt vectors from O' to m and

to ma respectively; their magnitudes are r and A.

If we now compare the energy expression given

by (20) in the present four-body problem with

the well-known Jacobi integral of the restricted

three-body problem, we find that the former

differs from the latter only by the following three

terms:

A1-- -- 2 (m3/ A _) (x3x + y3y + z3z ) + (2m_/ r_ )

+2f0'(_ r_)[-(k--'_)'(r×A)-] dt. (22)

In the neighborhood of the earth-moon system

r/A is a small quantity. Therefore we may expand

these extra terms into a power series of (r/A).
Since

r3-_ = A -1 ___ (r/A)"p_ (cosO), (23)
rim0

where p, (x) is the Legendre polynomial and O is

the angle between two vectors r and A, it can be

easily shown that

h_= 2 (rn3/A)[-1 +½ (r/A)2 (3 cos20 - 1 )_

(m3)fo'(r)2_AA rXA--6 cosO lsinO I (k--[o). irXi------_ldt,

(24)

if we neglect the third and higher order terms of

(r/A).
In the case of the earth (ml)--moon (m_)--

sun (m3) system, o_has a magnitude of 0.07474.

Consequently the scalar product of three vectors

that appear in the integrand is of the order of

unity and both terms on the right side of (24) are
of the same order of magnitude with respect to

(r/A).
Equation (24) shows that the system of zero-

velocity curves of the restricted three-body

problem (e.g. Darwin 1897) is not changed by

the presence of the third finite body if we maintain
an accuracy to the order of r/A, since 2m3/A is a

constant and may be absorbed in C. Thus, in the

neighborhood of the earth-moon system the

motion of an infinitesimal body follows with a

good approximation the same kind of restriction

as is imposed by the restricted three-body prob-

lem even in the presence of the sun.

If m_, m_, and m3 are moving in the same plane,

wc have the same equations of motion that are

given by (11)-(13). The only simplification oc-

curs in the expressions of x3, ya, z3 and h_ which
now become

x3 = - A cos[ (o0-1 )t+_J

y3 = -A sin[- (o_-- 1)t+a-] (25)

za=O
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and

AI= (m3/A )[2+ (r/A )2 (3
L

cos20-1)

]--3(1--_0) sin20 dt . (26)

They are obtained by substituting i=0 in (15)
and (24) respectively.

II. THE FOUR-BODY PROBLEM IN A DIFFERENT

REFERENCE SYSTEM

While in the previous section we have investi-

gated the effect of the sun on the infinitesimal

fourth body in the neighborhood of the earth-

moon system, we now plan to examine the general

behavior of the motion of the fourth body when

it is quite remote from the earth-moon system.
In this section and this section alone we will

denote ml the#un, rn2 the earth, and m3 the moon

and choose a system of units such that both the

total mass ml-[-m2-}-m3 and the separation be-
tween ml and the center of mass O' of m2 and ma

are unity. In a similar way we choose the unit of

time so that the gravitational constant G is one.

Thus, the angular velocity of ml and O' around 0

is one while that of m2 and m3 around O' will be

denoted by ¢o--a situation just reversed of the

previous section.

We now write the equation of motion in the

(_', _', i") system which is defined in section I

and like the (_, 7, _) system, is at rest in space.
We further denote

ml= 1-#, m2=m, m3= #2. (27)

Hence because of our choice of units # = #1q-#2.

Let the distance between O' and m2 (#1) be a1

and between O' and m3(#2) be 32 and write

a=al-}-a2 (28)

which is a small quantity compared to one in our
system of units.

The equations of motion in the rest (_', _', _')

system can now be transformed to a (x', y', z')

system rotating with ml and 0'. The origin of the

(x', y', z') system is at 0 and the x'y' plane co-

incides with the (_'_') plane with the x'-axis

perpetually in the line joining ml, O, and O' (the

positive x' direction is taken to be from O to O').

Thus, the coordinates of ml and O' in the (x', y', z')

system are respectively Xl'=--#, yl'=Zll=O,

X'o, = 1--#, Y'o, --Z'o, = O.

The equations of motion in the (x', y', z')

system can be easily found from this transforma-

tion from the (_', _', i") system to the (x', y', z')

system. They are

d2x ' d___ .x'-- Xl' x' -- x2'dt 2 2 =x'-- (1--#) _ #1 r23

! !
X -- X3

--#2-- (29)
r33

!

d_y ' , dx' ' (1--#)r_-

d2z' z' Zv--Z2 t

-- (1--#)---= --#1
dt2 rl o r2a

Y' -- Y=' Y'-- Ya'
-- #1 #2

r2a r3a

(30)

ZP-- Z3 t

#2_- 7- (31)
r3

where (x2', y2', z2') and (x3', y3', za') are the co-
ordinates of m2 and m3 and are functions of time.

If we denote a the angle that O'm3 makes with

O_ at t=0, these coordinates are given by the

following expressions:

X2'= 1 -#-alrcos (¢ot-{-_) cost

q- sin(_0tq-a) cosi sint], (32)

y2' = alrcos (00tq- a) sint

- sin (oatq-a) cos/cost], (33)

z2'= al sin (,.0tq-a) sin/. (34)

The expression for xa', ya', and z3' can be obtained

from (32)-(34) respectively by replacing al

by - a2.

Equations (29)-(31) can be reduced to the

form as given by (16)-(18) with x, y, z replaced

by x', y', z' respectively. However, U is now given

by

1 -- # #1 #2
U=_(x'2q-y'2)q---q---q -- (35)

rl rl ra

which is slightly different from the corresponding

expression given by (19) in the previous section.

Integrating the set of equations of the form
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given by (16)-(18) we derive an equation
identicalto (20)only with x, y, z replaced by

x', y', z'. However, the expression of O U/Ot is

different in the present case.

Let al be a vector from O' to ms (_1) and a2 from

O' to m3(u_). If 0 is the angle between a2 and the

negative x'-direction, we can express OU/Ot in

the present case in the following form:

0"-[= _'2a2 -;-3\r._

• {-- (e--k). [-rX (a2/a_)-]+ (1--/_) (d/dt) cosO}.

(36)

where _ and k denote respectively angular velocity
vectors of m2 and m3 around O' as well as ml and

O' around 0. Therefore, k is unit vector in the
z' direction.

Comparing the energy integral derived in the

present case with that of the restricted three-body

problem, we find the following difference:

h2_---{ --2jo-- Ot dt (37)r2 r3 ro,

where r'o, is the distance of the fourth body from

0'. If we combine m2(_,) and m3(_2) as a single
body of mass _,-4-_=_ place it at O' the four-

body problem reduces to the three-body problem

with which we have compared our result.
We can expand l/r2 and 1/r._ into a series of

Legendre polynomials. Taking a, and as as small

quantities, we obtain the dominating terms for 52
as follows :

A2= ala2g{ 3 c°s2¢-- 1 . . [t cos¢[-ro,3 +_Jo r-_/[ (_-k)

• (rX_)-- (l--it) d cosO] dt} (38)

where _ is the angle between O'm and O'm3.
Since we now consider the motion of m at

distances far away from m: and m:_, all quantities

such as ro, and r have the order of magnitude of

unity. This leaves 52 to he a second order (a_a._)

small quantity. It should be noted, however, that

which enters in (38) directly through (ca-k)

and indirectly through O and _ is much greater

than unity. But we should also remember that

the unit of time adopted here is very large if it

is expressed in the c.g.s, units. Therefore in a
time interval that is less than a month or so, the

integral is still of the order of unity. Over a longer

time, the factor cos¢ and cosO will prevent the

integral to rapidly increase with time. It follows
that the motion of the fourth body in places far

away from the earth-moon system are governed,

in an approximation correct to the first order of

small quantity a, by the same system of zero-

velocity curves that arc derived from the re-

stricted three-body problem by replacing the

earth and the moon by a fictitious mass equal to
the sum of the two at their center of mass. In

this way we show that the motion of an infinitesi-

mal body in the sun-earth-moon system can indeed

be regarded as two three-body problems correct

to the first order approximation as we have sug-

gested before (Huang, 1961). In practical cases,

however, the motion of an artificial satellite

away from the earth-moon system will be affected

by other planets and their satellite systems. Con-

sequently the hypothetical four-body problem

loses its realistic significance.

III. APPLICATION: ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECT OF

THE SYMCOM ORBIT BY THE PRESENCE OF THE

MOON AND THE SUN

In order to numerically estimate the effect of
the moon and the sun, let us first compute the

syncom orbit under the attraction of the earth

alone. Needless to say the orbit must be affected

by the nonspherical symmetry of the earth but
we shall not ('onsider this effect in this paper as

it has been extensively studied in rcccnt years

(e.g., Brouwer and Clemence, 19(il). Thus the

syncom orbit around a spherically symmetric

earth alone in space is a circle. In the unit system
detined in section I, wc have found that the

period of the syncom circular orbit is 0.22934.

This period corresponds to a radius of a = 0.109588

and a vclocity in rest space of v=3.0023(i9.
l_et us ncxt consider thc effect of the moon

alone on the syncom orbit. Now in order to have

a syncom period of 0.22934 with rcspect to fixed

stars, the period in the rotating frame of reference

of the x, y, z system should be 0.23803 because of

the advance of the moon during the revolution
of the satellite. In other words, we must look for
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an orbit of this period in the x, y, z system of

the restricted three-body problem. Such an orbit

can be easily derived by successive approximation.

Corresponding to the mass ratio of the moon

to the total mass of the earth-moon system,

is taken to be 0.012149 in our computation. A

few periodic orbits which are given in table 1

and which are in the neighborhood of the syncom

orbit are first found and their periods determined

by numerical integration of equations involved

in the restricted three-body problem (Huang

and Wade, 1963). The integration was performed

with double precision by C. Wade, Jr., on the

IBM 7094 digital computer at the Goddard

Space Flight Center. From the periods of these

preliminary orbits we have found, by interpola-

tion, the initial conditions that would lead to the

desired orbit with a period of 0.23803, namely

the syncom orbit in the presence of the moon.

In making the computation we have used only

the two dimensional case, assuming that the

moon's orbit and the earth's equator lie in the

same plane. While such an assumption does not

reflect the reality, it does, nevertheless, give an

order of magnitude estimate of the effect of the

moon oil the syncom orbit.

The initial conditions of the syncom orbit in

the three-body problem are:

Xo= --0.1217296, yo=O,

_0=0, ?)0= -- 2.893009. (39)

When this orbit is plotted, we find that its differ-

ence from the circular one, which we would have

in the absence of the moon, is very small. The

diameter of the orbit along the x-axis is 0.219171

as compared with 2X0.109588=0.219176 of the

circular one. Therefore, the presence of the moon

only makes the diameter along the x-axis of the

syncom orbit slightly shorter.

The initial vclocity v0 in the fixed frame of

reference is simply ?)0q-x0 and is equal to

-3.014739 from (39). Referred to the center of

the earth the initial velocity at x0 is _loq-xo-xl

which is equal to -3.002590. These values should

be compared with _0 = -3.002369 for the syncom

orbit if the earth were spinning alone in space.

Next we consider the effect of both the moon

and the sun on the syncom orbit. The inclusion

of the motion of the sun as well as the moon in

TABLE 1.--Initial Conditions for Periodic Orbits (in the

Restricted Three-body Problem) Which Have Nearly the

Syncom Period yo=_o=O

XO

--0.1216
--0.1217
--0.1218
--0.1219

--0.1220
--0.1217296

,_0

--2.894916

--2.893445

--2.891975

--2.890507

--2.889042

--2.893009

0.237590

0.237928

0.238266

0.238604

0.238943

0.238028

Jacobian

constant

9.7071672

9.6992269

9.6913067

9.6834005

9.6755026

9.6968849

our search for the syncom orbit naturally leads

to the hypothetical four-body problem formulated

in section I.

Now, an examination of (11)-(13) shows that

the equations of motion of the hypothetical four-

body problem differ from the corresponding

equations in the restricted three-body problem

only by the presence of the extra terms

m3/ A 3(x3x q-yay-kzaz ) q- (m3/r3 )

= (ma/A) E1 q- ½(r/A)2 (3 cos20-1 ) q--.- ] (40)

that occur in the potential function U.

Since U enters into the equations of motion

only through its partial derivatives, the first term

in the expansion on the right side of (40) produces

no effect on the equations. Thus it becomes evi-

dent that if the infinitesimal body _s moving inside

the earth-moon system, as is the case of the syn-

corn satellite, the effect of the sun is small,

because the largest relevant term in the per-

turbing function is of the order of mS-/A a. For

the syncom satellite we may set r=a=0.11.

With ma=3.291 X105, A =3.892X102, m3r2/A a is

less than 7 X l0 -5.

We shall assume that the three bodies--the

sun, the earth, and the moon--are revolving

around each other in the plane of the earth's

equator. Therefore, we have numerically studied

only the two dimensional case with a=0. The

integration of (ll)-(12) was performed by C.

Wade, Jr., on the IBM 7094 computer, again

with double precision. The accuracy of the inte-

gration can be ('hecked by the constancy of C in
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TABLE2.--TheVariation of pn- po of Nearly Periodic Orbits in the Hypothetical Four-body Problem Under the Initial Condi-

tions xo= -0.1217296, yo=_o=O and yo Listed in the Table (po=0.23802760)

n (Number of cycle)

1 .......................

yo= -2.893009

--0.4455X10 -_

yo= -2.89298

--1.1273X10 -a

pn -- P0

yo= -2.89302

--0.1872X10 -a

yo = --2.89304

0.2827X10 -5

2 .......................

3 .......................

4 .......................

5 .......................

6 .......................

7 .......................

8 .......................

9 .......................

10 ......................

11 ......................
12 ......................

13 ......................

14 ......................

15 ......................

16 ......................

17 ......................

18 ......................

19 .....................

20 .....................

21 .....................

22 .....................

23 .....................

24 .......................

25 ......................

26 ......................

27 ......................

28 ......................

29 ......................

30 ......................

31 ......................

32 ......................

33 ......................

-0.4139

--0.3561
--0.2842

--0.2209

--0.1710

--0.1501

--0.1740

-0.2336

--0.3155

--0.4109
--0.5212

--0.5987
--0.6434

--0.6553

--0.6195

--0.5540
--0.4258

--0.3185

--0.2351

--0.1457

--0.1159

--0.0980
--0.1457

--0.2231

--0.2!)47

--0.3722

--0.4318

--0.4735

--0.4496

--0.4318

--0.3662

--0.3066

-- 1.0975
--1.0435

--0.9771
--0.9190
--0.8788

--0.8639
--0.8952
--0.9622

--1.0546
--1.1589

--1.2662
--1.3467

--1.4033
--1.4003
--1.3646

--1.2811
--1.1768
--1.0516
--0.9384
--0.8490

--0.8192

--0.8013
--0.8430
--0.8967

--0.1544

--0.0961

--0.0220

0.0443

0.0987
0.1196

0.1062
0.0436

--0.0354
--0.1367

--0.2261
--0.3215
--0.3632
--0.3692
--0.3334
--0.2738

--0.1457
--0.0443

0.0391
0.1226
0.1583
0.1583

0.1106

0.0391

0.3166
0.3770
0.4571
0.5264

0.5860
0.6143
0.6024
0.5472
0.4742
0.3818
0.2805
0.2000

0.1553

0.1434

0.1762

0.2537

0.3431

0.4563
0.5458

0.6173

0.6352

0.6411

0.5815

0.5279

(20)/in the same way as it is done in the restricted

thre_-body problem by the constancy of the

Jacobian constant.

If wc now apply the same initial conditions

given by (3(.)) that correspond to the syncom orbit

in the restricted three-body problem to the present

case of the hypothetical four-body problem, we

find some interesting facts in our numerical calcu-

lation. But before presenting these facts it is

necessary to define 'period' for orbits which are

not rigorously periodic. We shall define it, in the

case of the orbit circling around the earth, as

the time interval between two successive crossings

over the negative x-axis by the fourth body.

Since the period thus defined chang(_s from cycle

to cycle for any nearly periodic orbit, we have to

distinguish the periods of the different cycles.

We shall denote p,, the nth period, as the interval

t)etween n-lth and nth crossing of the negative

axis.

In table 2 we present the result of our computa-

tion, where (p,--po) is given respectively in the
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FmURE l.--Small fluctuations in period of the syncom orbit due to the presence of both the moon and the sun. In the
figure, n denotes the number of cycles that the satellite revolves around the earth since the initial time and is marked
on the time axis while p_--p0 measures the departure of actual periods in different cycles from the perfect synchroniza-
tion. The period, 2_r/(1_) of the relative motion of the sun with respect to the earth-moon system is also marked on
the time axis in order to show that the dominant period of fluctuation is one-half of the periods of the relative solar
motion.

second column, p0 is, of course, the syncom period

of 0.2380276 obtained previously in the three-

body calculation.
Two immediate conclusions can be drawn

from an inspection of table 2. In the first place,

the periods are now less than those of the syncom

orbits. Secondly, the perturbation by the sun

produces small oscillations in the period of the

fourth body.

In Fig. 1 we have shown the variation of

P,,--po with the number of cycle, n, and conse-

quently with time, t. The time axis in the figure

denotes time at the end of each cycle. The period
2_/(1-_) of the relative motion of the sun with

respect to the earth-moon system is marked on

the time axis. Thus, it appears that the variation

in pn-po has a dominant period of _r/(1--_0)

although it is quite evident that it also involves

other periods since the amplitude of variation of

P_--p0 is not constant.

We have also integrated the hypothetical fourq

body problem for a few cases with the same

values for x0, y0 and _0, as given in (39) but with

slightly different values for _)0. The results are

given in the third, fourth, and fifth columns of

table 2. It appears that the change in Y0 shifts

the variation upward or downward on the pn-p0

axis as a whole. However, the periodic change is

not greatly affected by the small difference in

y0. An analytical theory for the variation in p_-- p0

is now in progress.

The restricted four-body problem is not limited

in its application only to the syncom orbit.

Indeed, it may also be used to estimate the

effect on the moon's motion due to the perturba-

tion by planets other than the earth, or in general,

the effect on motion of any natural satellite by

the presence of planets other than its own parent
one. Such an approach to the study of motion of

a natural satellite follows directly from Hill's
(1886; also see Brouwer and Clemence, 1961)

original idea that a certain part of the moon's
motion that is due to the attraction of the sun

may be computed by a simplified model implied
in the restricted three-body problem. Similarly

the small effect of Jupiter, say, on the motion of

the moon may be understood by the hypothetical

model implied in the present four-body problem.
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PERIODIC ORBITS FOR MOON PROBES

SU-SHU HUANG

Goddard Space Flight Center

A general discussion is presented on the broadening of scope, purpose, and--consequently--
technique of celestial mechanics as a result of the space age. The discussion is focused on the time
scale of the objects being studied. In order to differentiate from the more rigorous part of classical
celestial mechanics, the name Space Mechanics is suggested to cover this field of study, which is
empirical in purpose and numerical in approach.

In the sense of Space Mechanics, some periodic orbits that enclose both the two finite bodies
have been investigated within the framework of the restricted three-body problem. This represents
only the first step in looking for orbits that will permit a moon-probing vehicle to make periodic
encounters with the moon on its other side. Two families of periodic orbits have been found--one
stable, one unstable--in the orbital plane of the hypothetical moon. Such periodic orbits also have
been sought outside the orbital plane. Although a periodic orbit has been obtained numerically, it
does not enclose the moon.

TIME SCALES AND METHODS OF APPROACH

Since the coming of the space age, the purpose

of celestial mechanics and, consequently, the
technique and concepts involved have been

drastically broadened. This broadening of the

scope results from the time scale of objects under
study. Before man introduced artificial satellites

and space-probing vehicles, the objects of study
in celestial mechanics were confined to celestial

bodies that are naturally present in the solar

system. These bodies have been in existence,
according to most astrophysicists, cosmic chem-

ists, and geophysicists, for a time scale of about

4.5 billion years. With a background of such a long
time scale, it would be absurd to talk about an

orbit that lasts less than, say, a few thousand

years. Indeed, a periodic orbit in celestial me-

chanics generally was expected to be a mathe-

matically rigorous solution of the equations of

motion. Since the problems are so difficult that
only men of considerable mathematical talent can

make contributions, celestial mechanics naturally

becomes a branch of mathematics. In the past

centuries many great mathematicians have left
their marks in this field.

Our interest in space exploration by means of

probing vehicles has modified this situation. We

can ask, "What is the time scale of rockets that

man on the earth has sent, or will send, out to
space?" Without doubt, many of them will last as

long as the solar system itself. However, we are

not interested in their entire life span. For the

exploration of space, the upper limit of useful
rocket life will perhaps be of the order of 100

years. In most cases, the useful life span of a
space-probing rocket will be much shorter than
this limit.

One hundred years is chosen as a critical time

for two reasons. First, it is of the same order of

magnitude as the life span of an individual human

being. We should remember that the space
vehicle is used for experiments whose purpose is

to understand the physical nature of an astro-

nomical universe. Whether in physics, chemistry,
or biology, an experiment is expected in general

to be performed in a length of time shorter than

the life span of the investigator who designs the

experiment in the earthbound laboratory. This

attitude probably will not change drastically for

experiments in the spacebound laboratory. Thus

a time scale of the order of 100 years for per-

forming an experiment may be regarded as a limit

269
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in mostcasesof spaceexploration.Secondly,a
i roundtrip inafreeorbitfromtheearthto Pluto,

the outermostplanetin thesolarsystem,would
alsobeof theorderof magnitudeof 100years.

' Nowthisdoesnot meanthat spacetravelshould
be limitedforeverto the solarsystem,but the
stepfrominterplanetarytravelto a visit to our
stellarneighborsis wider than the stepfrom
Columbus'voyageacrosstheAtlanticOceanto
theastronaut'strip to themoon.Thusconsidering
interstellartravelat thepresenttimeis thinking
way into thefuture.For thesetwo reasons,we
shouldbeconcernedin the nextdecadeor two
mainly with orbits of space-probingvehicles
havinga lifetimeoftheorderofmagnitudeof 100
yearsor less.

As a result, the methodfor attackingthe
problemsin celestialmechanicsbroadenscorre-
spondingly.Whileit wouldbemostridiculousto
suggestthat a numericalsolutionbeattempted
for the entiresolarsystemin the next billion
years,it is within reasonto usethe electronic
computerfor solvingmanyproblemsconnected
with rockettrajectoriesin thesolarsystemduring
a timeintervalof a fewhundredyearsor less.
Broadeningthe scopeof celestialmechanicsas
thus understoodmay be regardedby many
investigators,with justification,as its "de-
generation."ThereforethenameSpace Mechanics

is proposed to cover that part of celestial me-

chanics used to meet the conditions required by

certain kinds of experiments in space research.

Thus studies of the trajectories of all kinds of

probing vehicles belong to the domain of space

mechanics. In this way, celestial mechanics will

maintain its traditionally high level of mathe-

matical requirements while the numerical results

of space mechanics will satisfy scientists who

design the spacebound experiments.

A PROCEDURE FOR DERIVING PERIODIC ORBITS

With space mechanics in mind, we will talk
about periodic orbits for the moon probe. The

periodic orbits are supposed to enclose both the

earth and the moon and, for practical reasons, to

pass around the moon at short distances. Ob-

viously this is a very difficult problem and perhaps

has no solution in the rigorous sense. Because of

the presence of the sun and the eccentricity of the

moon's orbit, it is not certain that we can find

such required orbits--which will last for the time

interval of a few years. The present paper serves

only as a prelininary probing toward this end. It is

because we have studied solely the orbits of a test

particle with negligible mass in a hypothetical
circumstance that the moon is assumed to be

revolving in a circular orbit around the earth in

the sun's absence. This problem is known as the

restricted three-body problem in celestial me-

chanics (recently reviewed by Szebehely. 1 The

periodic orbits thus found s encourage us to search
for the desired orbits in the actual earth-moon-sun

system, although they do not insure that periodic

orbits lasting one or more years in the actual

system will necessarily be found.
We will undertake our search of periodic orbits

in the restricted three-body problem by successive

approximation. Thus we first neglect the mass of

the moon. Then, if an orbit meets the condition

of periodic encounters with the moon, it must

satisfy the following equation:

p/po=n/m, (1)

where p0 and p are respectively the periods of the

moon and the third body and where both n and m

are integers. Equation 1 determines the semimajor
a of the orbit of the third body; that is,

a = (n/m) 2/*

if the radius of the hypothetical moon's orbit is

taken as the unit of length. Because of the require-

ment that the third body, which will be a moon-

probing vehicle, must pass the other side of the

moon at a comparatively short distance from it,

the semimajor axis a, or equivalently the ratio of

integers n/m, must be limited to a certain range
of values. Since any two successive close en-

counters between the moon and the third body

take place in a time interval of npo, a small value

of n is preferred ill order to have frequent en-
counters. It is because of these two conditions

that there are only a few desirable choices for the

value of n/m. The value n/m = ] proved suitable

for our purpose, while Message 3 and Newton _
have separately studied the case of n/m = ½.

With the ratio n/m (or the semimajor axis a)

fixed, we still have a wide choice of possible

orbits because of the freedom in assigning values

to the orbital eccentricity. Also, the orbital
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motion of the third body can be in the same di-

rection (direct motion) as, or in the opposite

direction (retrograde motion) to, the motion of the

moon. Therefore we have two families of desired

orbits if we consider only close encounters at the

apogee of the third body's orbit. In the case where

n/m> 1, another two families of desired orbits

may be obtained for encounters at the perigee of

the third body's orbit. However encounters at the

perigee are not of interest for the present purpose.

Thus we shall confine our present study to the

two families of orbits resulting from close en-

counters at the apogee.

The above considerations are based on the

assumption that the moon has a negligible mass.

We now reason that these two families of periodic

orbits may exist even when the mass of the moon,

though small, is not negligible. By direct compu-

tation two families of periodic orbits have indeed

been found for a mass ratio of the two finite bodies

corresponding to the earth and the moon.

No analytical proof of the existence of these two

families of periodic orbits has been attempted,

since the problem is treated as an empirical one

and the desired results are derived by numerical

experiments. However the procedure by which

these orbits are derived may provide some

intuitive ground to believe in the existence of the

periodic solutions in the mathematical sense.

Let us first introduce a rotating coordinate

system with the origin at the entire system's center

of mass and with the x axis joining the two finite

bodies. Let us assume that the third body has the

initial conditions given by

X=Xo, y=O, a_=0, y=yo.

We can then define the period pn of the nth cycle

of a nearly periodic orbit by the time interval

bet_veen the n+l and nth crossings of the x axis

by/the third body at about the initial value x0.

Thus pn can be obtained by interpolation from the

results of numerical integration. For a true

periodic orbit, it must necessarily be true that

Pl = P2 .... p.= "" •

and the difference between two successive values

of p's; that is,

An+l ,. = Pn+l -- P_

measures the deviation from a periodic orbit.

TABLE 1.--Deviation from Periodicity (xo = --0.39215)

Direct orbit Retrograde orbit

- 1.6102479

- 1.6102480

--1.6102481

--1.6102482

-0.001294

-0.000457

+0.000380

+0.001216

Yo A_

2.3516409 +0.000026

2.3516410 +0.000009
2.3510411 --0.000011
2.3516412 --0.000030

Now we can describe our procedure: First, a

value of x0 is arbitrarily chosen and a few trial

values of y0 are surmised (from the case when the

moon's mass is neglected). We then integrate the

equations of motion for the restricted three-body

problem and obtain, by interpolation, A2.1 for

each trial value y0. Table 1 illustrates the results

for two orbits: one direct, and the other retro-

grade. We assume the initial condition that yields

A2a=O

to be the one that leads to the desired orbit. Thus,

the correct initial value of #0 should be somewhere

between those given in the second and third lines
of the table.

A STUDY OF STABILITY

Next we examine the stability of the obtained

orbits by investigating the variation in h.+,.,

.0002

.0001

7 0

--.0001

--.0002

STABILITYOFTHERETROGRADEORBIT

A A

FIGURE 1.---Stability of the retrograde orbit showing the
variation of A,+,.n with n. The amplitude of variation

appears to be proportional to the deviation A_)0 of the

initial ejection velocity from the correct value. This
figure provides a heuristic argument for the existence of

periodic orbits in a mathematical sense.
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with n. We immediately find that, in the case of
direct orbits, An+l.n oscillates with an ever in-

creasing magnitude roughly as the exponential

function of n. This clearly indicates instability of

the periodicity. For retrograde orbits, on the other

hand, the variation in 5n+l.n with n for each given

slightly different from the correct y0 of the

periodic orbit is simply oscillatory without any

increase in magnitude, as figure 1 shows. More-
over, the amplitude of variation in 5.+_., de-

creases with the decrease in the deviation of y0

from the correct value that corresponds to the

periodic orbit. This shows most clearly that the

periodic orbit is stable under a small change in the
initial conditions.
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THE COMPARISON AND COMBINATION OF
SATELLITE WITH OTHER DETERMINATIONS

OF GEODETIC PARAMETERS

WILLIAM M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flight Center

Three areas of geodetic interest can be defined in which it is desirable to compare satellite

results with those obtained by terrestrial and lunar methods:

1. Variations in the gravity field. Determinations from satellite orbits of tesseral harmonics

need an independent check. Terrestrial gravimetry at present is of dubious adequacy, except to

confirm the order of magnitude of the variations determined by use of autocovariance analysis. An

excellent partial check on the phase as well as the amplitude of the variations is the astro-geodetic

geoid. For comparison satellite data must be transformed from a harmonic to a spatial representa-

tion.

2. Station positions. Satellite data so far have yielded only the rather negative conlcusion that

the position determinations of the major continental geodetic systems are probably correct to

within 100 meters.

3. The scale relationship between laboratory and satellite systems, most conveniently ex-

pressed in terms of GM. An appreciable discrepancy already exists between the GM value obtained

from lunar observations and that obtained from terrestrial geodesy. Thus far, satellite results in

this area are inconclusive.

INTRODUCTION

The fullest utilization of satellite geodesy

requires the development of methods to compare

its results with those obtained by other means.

Satellites, after all, are rather limited as measuring

devices. Therefore, their results are subject to

distortion and independent confirmation is de=

sirable. Such confirmation is difficult; in fact, our

interest in satellite geodesy is largely generated by

the incompleteness and distortions of other
methods.

This paper is a brief commentary on satellite

geodesy in relation to conventional methods. We

shall discuss this subject from three standpoints:

the geoid (or gravitational field) ; station positions;

and the scale relationship between satellite and

laboratory measuring systems.

THE GEOID

The results of satellite orbit studies to obtain

details of variations in the earth's gravity field

are presently somewhat static, because orbital
variations which must be used to determine the

tesseral harmonics accurately are orders of

magnitude smaller than variations used to
determine the zonal harmonics. To enable

analysis of such variations, significant improve-

ment is needed in at least one of the following

respects:

1. Better orbits-perigees above 800 km, eccen-

tricities on the order of 0.01-0.12, and a variety
of inclination.

2. Frequent accurate tracking of all parts of

the orbit, both day and night sides.

3. Better physical models of the upper at-

mosphere.

4. Better data analysis techniques.

Items 1 and 2 are already forthcoming, so it is

timely to consider what sort of independent

checks might be available.
The first and most evident of such checks is the
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e o

FIOUI_ 1.--Geoid heights (meters) based on astro-geodetic data (reference 6).

latitude variation observations indicating that the

harmonic U_1, which would exist only if rotation

of the earth was not about a principal axis, is

negligibly small. It is thus hoped that satellite

orbit analyses incorporate a sufficient variety of
conditions that y_l can be included in the solution;
its difference from zero in the results will then be

some measure of reliability of the determinations
for other harmonies.

Further checks from terrestrial geodesy are the

gravimetric and astro-geodetic data. Both are

very incomplete. It is doubtful that any existing

treatment of gravimetry is adequate: Those of
Heiskanen 1 and Kaula 2 depend too much on step-

by-step extrapolation and correlation with topog-

raphy; those of Jeffreys 3 and Zhongolovitch 4 are
distorted by approximations used to overcome the

poor distribution of observations. The recent

results of Uotila, _ based on much more data, may
constitute an appreciable improvement.

The astro-geodetie geoid is good but is limited

in coverage. Figure 1 shows the latest geoid

T_LE 1.--Gravitational Harmonics Obtained from Satellite Orbits

(multiply by a scaling factor of l0 -6)

Conventional
in

Cn,m Sn.m

2 2 2.1 -0.8

3 0

4 0 1.80

4 1 -1.2 -0.2

5 0 0.30

Partly Normalized

A = Bn..

10.1 -3.7

2.30

1.80

-5.5 -1.0

0.30

Fully Normalized
A B

n,m n,m

3.2 -1.2

0.87

0.60

-1.3 -0.2

0.09

RMS

Geoid Height

Contribution (meters)

*22

6

4

8

±1
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published by Fischer. 6 Heavy arrows have been

inserted on it to mark all major slopes which

might be indicated by satellite orbits--those

longer than _ wavelength (22} °) of a fourth degree

harmonic and having a geoid height change of

more than 40 m. Figure 2 shows the geoid cor-

responding to table 1, which consists of results

derived solely from satellite data. The zonal

harmonics in table 1 are rounded-off averages of

the results obtained by the principal investigators,
with greatest weight given to those of Kozai;7 the

n,m = 2, 2 and 4, 1 harmonics are those given by
Newton, 1 at present the only published data at

least partly satisfying items 1 and 2 on the list

given above. C,._, S. ,_, A .... and B. ,_ in table 1

are as defined by the International Astronomical

Union recommendation2 A.._ and B..m are the
coefficients of

n-D
--5--

co,- 
" 2"-mr ,:=o

(n-m-2t)! (-1)t sinn-m-2t(p i n_ ,

(_o = 1; K = 2, m _0);

and they have the advantage, for geophysical

purposes, of being identical with the rms ampli-
tudes.

On figure 2 arrows have been drawn in locations

corresponding to those on figure 1. The solid

arrows indicate agreement, and the dashed

arrows disagreement, with the astro-geodetie
geoid. The only major feature for which there is

good agreement is the hollow in the center of Asia.

Some of the discrepancies might be explained by
the third degree harmonics which are absent from

the satellite geoid, but it is disappointing that

there is not better agreement in the north-south
direction, in which the zonal harmonics would be

expected to prevail. It is disturbing that the

dominant term in the satellite geoid, A_,_,/_2,2, is

the most poorly determined: the partial derivative

of the longitude of Transit IV-A (196101) along

its orbit with respect to -42,2,/)_,_, is about half the
derivative with respect to A4.1,/_a-

The satellite geoid does not compare any better

with any of the gravimetric geoids which have

7

I°?° "__
o

_o !::.

bo

o m o

Fmvl_ 2.--Geoid heights (metem) based on satellite data (references 7 end 8).
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TABLE 2--Comparison of Spherical Harmonics from Satel-
lite Motions with the Order of Magnitude Predicted by
Autocovariance Analysis of Gravimetry

(multiply by a scaling factor of 10-6)

• i

3 + 1.2"/

4 +0.62

5 +0.25

0.87

0.60, -1.3, -0.2

0.09

been published. An improvement might be

obtained by applying to the gravimetry the

generalization of linear autoregression for non-

uniformly distributed data. But we do have one
limited category of gravimetric data which

agrees well--the degree variances from auto-
covariance analysis, which afford a check on the

order of magnitude of the harmonic coefficients of

the third and higher degrees. Table 2 compares the

magnitude of coefficients predicted by the auto-

covariance analysis in s with those from table 1.

Results are not yet sufficiently accurate to make a

precise definition of the geoid a matter of concern

in any comparisons. An interesting study by

Pellincn 1°gives effects on the order of =t=0.08 × 10-6

•on AI._, /_l.m from the higher order term in

Molodenskii's theory.

STATION POSITIONS

Since the errors in station positions connected

to the major geodetic datums are believed to be

smaller than the principal effects of the tesseral

harmonics on satellite orbits, determinations for

datum shifts so far are even more speculative than

those for the gravitational field. Experience has

borne out the estimates of station position

accuracies fairly well: Usually position shifts of

less than 100 in arc required to get a best fit to
satellite observations for stations connected to the

principal geodetic systems of America and of

Eurasia-Africa, but shifts of more than 100 m are
ordinarily needed for a station on an isolated

system such as Hawaii, Australia, or Argentina.
The sets of observations have not been well-

conditioned enough, however, to give results which
could be called conclusive.

SCALE RELATIONSHIP

Despite drag and other complications, the

semimaior axis giving a mean motion that fits
observations of a satellite over more than a few

days is rather accurately determined--usually

with a proportionate error of less than 10 -6.

Holding fixed station positions, or the differences

between them, suggests a possibility for deter-

mining the scale relationship of the satellite

system to the cgs system. This relationship is

usually expressed in terms of GM, which ties

together time and length through Kepler's law:
n_a3=GM. There now exists a proportionate

discrepancy of 3 × 10-_ between GM from terres-
trial data and GM froln the lunar mean motion

and radar distance measurements. In the terres-

trail determination the most likely defect is the

equatorial radius as found by fitting the astro-

geodetic to the gravimetric geoid; in the astro-
nomic determination, the most likely defect is the

lunar mass deduced from the lunar inequality
found from observations of Eros. 1_ A deter-

ruination of GM from satellite motions with the

station positions held fixed depends on the

accuracy of these absolute positions--at best the

proportionate error is on the order of 5X10 -6,

whereas a determination with the differences

of positions held fixed depends on the accuracy of

the triangulation connecting the stations--the

proportionate error is on the order of 3X10 -6

for transcontinental distances. However, neither

way can be considered independent of the deter-

mination made entirely from terrestrial data.
Determinations from satellite orbits so far have

indicated proportionate changes on the order of

10 -5 in GM--without, however, any marked

consistency.
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FdETERMINATION OF THE EARTH'S
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

WILLIAM M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flight Center

In all three principal methods of measuring the earth's gravitational field--gravimetry, satellite
orbit perturbations, and astrogeodetic networks---both mathematical theory and observational

techniques have been developed in recent years to more than sufficient accuracy to define and de-
termine the irregularities of the field significant on a planetary scale. The common defect of all three

methods is inadequate distribution of observations. At present, the different methods agree only for

major features such as the Indian Ocean minimum, and the normalized spherical harmonic coeffi-
cients of the potential Cam, Sn,, are known to be of an order of magnitude of about ±l.3X10-_/

(n-l) with an uncertainty of about ±0.6 X 10-* for the tesseral terms. Gradual improvement is

anticipated with additional observations and the application of better statistical techniques made

possible by modern computers.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this review is the determination

of the earth's gravitational field, given measure-

ments that are adequate in accuracy but incom-

plete in their distribution. The emphasis will be

on the wide-scale variations of the field rather

than on local variations. In accordance with this

emphasis, we shall usually employ the spcctral

representation of the gravitational field rather

than the spatial.

Detailed discussion will be attempted only for

developments since the advent of artificial satel-

lites in 1957. Earlier developments are described

adequately in publications generally available: the

texts by Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz (1958),

Jeffreys (1959), and Bomford (1962) ; the Hand-

buch der Physik articles by Garland (1956) and

Jung (1956) ; and, recently translated into English,

the important treatise by Molodenskiy, Yereme-

yev, and Yurkina (1960).

MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF THE GRAVITY

FIELD

The Reference Figure

The physically logical referencc figure is that

of a rotating fluid in equilibrium. The principal

variable involved in such a model is the radial

dcnsity distribution. The theoretical investiga-

tion of rotating fluid models of the earth is still

being pursued, principally by Lcdersteger (19(}2;

see this reference for earlier papers).

The more mathematically tractable ellipsoid of

revolution, which differs by quantities of the order

of l0 -_ from a rotating fluid, is generally used in

practice for a reference figure. A closed expression

for the gravity (i.e., gravitational attraction plus

centrifugal force), first obtained by Pizzetti

(1894), requires the use of ellipsoidal harmonics.

For practical application, the present accuracy

of determination of the gravity field makes it more

convenient to use series developments in spherical

harmonics. For an ellipsoidal figure specified by

an equatorial semimajor axis a, an equatorial

gravity _/,, a polar scmiaxis b, and a rate of rota-

tion _, formulas of sufficient precision for the

subsequent discussions in this review are (Jung,

1956, pp. 542-562; Heiskanen and Vening-

Meinesz, 1958, pp. 51-53; Bomford, 1962, pp.

414-416)

f= (a--b)/a (1)

m = o_2a/._ , (2)

kU = a_,,[-I --fq- _m--._mfq-O (if) J (3)

278
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3"= 3"J-1 q--( _m-- f -- l-_ mf) sin2_ba

q-(_ f_-_mf)sin24Jo+O( j_) _ (4)

r, = aE1 -- ( fq- _ p) sin2_aq - _ p sin4_aq-0 (f_) 3

(5)

(6)

(7)

J_= If(1-½f) -½mE1 -]m-_ f]-t-0(if)

J4 = -_¢_s f(7f-5m) +O( if)

b = (k21I/r) E1 - J2 (a/r) eP2 (sinq_)

- J, (a/r)'P4 (sin_) -t-0 (f) J (8)

where k is the gravitational constant, 21I is the

mass, _ is the geocentric latitude, ¢_ is the geodetic

latitude, r, is the radial spherical coordinate of

the surface of the ellipsoid, _ is the gravitational

potential, and the P, are Legendre polynomials.

Equations 3 through 7 are essentially those given

by Helmert (1884) and are used by most geo-
desists. Another set derived by DeSitter (1938)

is preferred by most astronomers.
The expression of the external field of an ellip-

soid of revolution has recently been developed in

series to higher-order terms by Cook (1959),

Hirvonen (1960), and Lambert (1961) and ex-

pressed in closed formulas by Caputo (1963).

Variations in the Field: First Approximation

To accommodate departures of the gravita-

tional potential of the earth from the reference

figure, the field can be expressed as a sum of

spherical harmonics:

co

V = (kM/r) E1 q- ___ (a/r) _
r_e

n

• Y].P._(sin¢) {0._ cosmX-t- S... sinmX}_ (9)
m_0

The gravitational potential V is positive, follow-

ing the sign convention of astronomy and geodesy.

The absence of n = 1 terms from (9) means that

the coordinate origin coincides with the center
of mass.

/5.m(sinq_) is the Legendre assoeiated poly-

nomial. The overbar signifies a normalization; the

one we shall apply in this review makes

fo2"f-'/'2[., t J J[cos] q'/5._ (sin,)Jsin_mX| cos_ d, dX=4_r
(10)

so that

p.m(sin¢)=[ (2n+ l ) (n-m) _(2-'_'d ] '/' __L (n+m).

COSm_

2"

2_ (--l)'(2n--2t) !
• _ sin"-'-e'_ (11),-0

where _0,_ is the Kronecker delta, and k is the

integer part of (n--m)/2.

The coefficients (_.... S,,, are independent

parameters

(_20= - J2/51/e_-0.0004842 (12)

All other C_, S,m are 0(10-6). The magnitude

of f (or J2 or C20) means that variations of the

field referred to the ellipsoidal surface r, expressed

by (5) can be expressed by the C,_, S:,m with a

proportionate error of only 10 -*. The variation
most commonly referred to the ellipsoid is the

geoid, i.e., the equipotential surface of the family
defined by (9) for which V is equal to the U of

(8) on the ellipsoidal surface in (5). Expressed

in this manner, the geoid height is

N= ( V-- U) /3"= T/3" (13)

The ellipsoidal surface r, is an equipotential

for the gravitational potential U plus the cen-

trifugal force potential ¢:

_b= (½¢oe) re cose_b (14)

Measurements of the gravity acceleration can

be referred to the geoid through leveling observa-

tions. To compare the observed acceleration g
with the acceleration 3' on the reference model,

we must therefore allow for the height dif-

ference N:

[0(v+_)
Ag=g(r, WN) --3"(r,) = --[ _n ] .... +_

+[o,(U+J/)N_ t o(U+,/,) ] (1,_)

where the derivations are normal to the ellipsoid.

Using (13) and taking the spherical approxi-

mation --2"_/r for 03"�Or, we obtain

Ag= (OT/On) --2T/r (16)
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Thelast termin (16) is usuallyreferredto as
Bruns'term.

For the coefficient"._.m,/_.m of a particular

term in the spherical harmonic expression of /_g,
we obtain from (9), (15), and (16)

.4 .... /_.m = y(n- 1) { C.m, S.m} (17)

To relate the geoid height N at a particular

point to the anomalies _g over the surface of the

earth, we develop the anomalies in spherical

harmonies about the point as a pole and use the

orthogonality relationships between spherical har-
monics to obtain:

N= R-- f. S(cos0) _g d_ (lS)4r_, phere

where

S(cos0) = _ (2n+l)'/!/5,(cos0) (19)
n=2 n-- l

P,(cos0) is the normalized zonal harmonic. The

closed form of S(cos0) is Stokes' function rStokcs,
1849) :

S(cos0) = csc_0--3 cos0 ln(sin½0+sin2½0)

-6 sin_0-F1--5 cos0 (20)

The similar function for the slope of the geoid,

or deflection of the vertical, was obtained by

Vening-Meinesz (1928) and de Graaff-tlunter
(m:_.,).

If the coordinate system were rotated and the

generalized additional theorem applied to the
spherical harmonics, the coefficients (_..... S,,,

referred to the new axes would be expressed

entirely as functions of the coefficients of degree

n referred to the old axes. Furthermore, the

quantity

rn

remains invariant under rotation (Kaula, 1!)59b).

Thus, the 'degree variance' a," is a measure of

the amount of variability in a certain wavelength

that is independent of the coordinate axes' di-

rections. By summary a," over n from 2 to iniinity,

we obtain the mean square amplitude.

The foregoing relationships were all derived on

the assumption that the functions were harmonic,

which requires that the geoid be external to all

masses. Since the actual geoid is not external to

all masses, hypothetical transfers of mass must

be made before 'reduction to sea level' of gravity

observations and application of Stokes' function.

This problem has historically occupied most of

the attention of physical geodesy (Heiskanen and

Vening-Meinesz, 1958, pp. 147-186; Bomford,

1962, pp. 416-446). Advocates can still be found
for most of the reductions that have been proposed

in the past. The free air anomaly, which implies

that the external topography is condensed in a

thin layer just below the geoid; smoothed modifi-

cations of the free air anomaly (de Graaff-Hunter,

19{)0) ; the isostatic anomaly, which implies that

topographic excesses and deficiencies are re-

distributed uniformly through the crust (Pratt-

IIayford compensation) or transferred to the

crust-mantle interface (Airy-Ileiskanen compen-
sation); and even the Rudzki anomaly, which

implies that the external masses are replaced by
internal masses yielding the same gcoid (Teug-

strom, 1962) are all still applied for geodetic

purposes, while the Bouguer anomaly, which im-
plies comi)lete removal of the mass excess and

deficiencies, is most often applied in geologic

interpretation.
The frec air anomaly is the most often used,

mainly for the practical reason that it does not

require detailed evaluation of the topography

(except for the local area). As Levallois (1(.)62)

emphasized, all the methods of reduction can be

considered as equivalent provided that the fin-

direct effect' (the effect on 5g of the geoid shift

that occurs because of the implied mass transfer)

of cach method is properly taken into account.

l lencc the practical distinction becomes which

type of anomaly can be considered as most

'representative'; i.e., for which type can the ob-

served point values be illterpolated most easily.

Isostatic anomalies are generally regarded as

the most representative, but they are also the

most laborious, since it is difficult to automate

estimation of topographic elevations. Work is

continuing to facilitate Airy-lleiskanen isostatic

redu(,tions, such as, e.g., the reduction maps for

the distant zones of the lsostatic Institute (Kitrki

et al., 19(il ). For analytic application of the Airy-

l ieiskanen isostatic reduction to spherical har-
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monies,formulasof Jung(1952)areconvenient.
The isostaticreductioncanbe expressedas a
powerseriesin h(_, k), the height of the solid

surface, and w(_, k), the depth of the water. By

expressing w as a surface coating, Jung develops

the isostatic correction in terms of the spherical

harmonic expansion of the topography plus water

to quadratic terms in the topography of the form:

_g,. _{e.EEJ.+f.[E 1.} (22)
n=0

where EE-]. and _-E2_. are the sums of terms of

degree n in the harmonic expression of

E = h-- (1.03/a0) w (23)

and its square, and e, and f, are functions of the

depth of compensation and the crustal and

mantle densities. The functions en and f, contain

terms of the form {1- (1-t)2n+l}, where t is the
ratio of the compensation depth to the earth's

radius, and so (22) is probably imprecise for
higher values of n for this reason as well as be-

cause of the lack of higher powers of E. For the

purposes of this review, (22) can be considered a

means of estimating Ag where E is known but

not g.

Variations in the Field: Higher Approximations

As in ally problem, further elaboration can be
made either in the reference model or in the ex-

pressions of departures from the model. The first

type of elaboration was made by Sagrebin (1956)

who refined Stokes' formula (equation 18) to an

accuracy of order ff by using elipsoidal harmonics;

his solution has since been improved and corrected

by Molodenskiy et al. (1960) and by Bjerhammar

(1962b). These investigators found that the error

in Stokes' formula was indeed of the order of f,
i.e., 20cm or less in N.

The principal theoretical developments in physi-

cal geodesy in recent years have been in nonlinear

expression of the departures from the model by

considering the problem at the physical surface of

the earth rather than at the geoid, thus eliminating
the inaccuracies due to ignorance of the density

within the earth. These developments were initi-

ated in a paper by Jeffreys (1931), and have been

carried forward principally by Molodenskiy (1945,

1948). Full details are given by Molodenskiy et al.

(1960), and a brief summary by Molodenskiy

(1962). The derivation of the method currently

applied in the USSR starts with the expression
of the disturbed potential T in the form of a

surface layer _ on the physical surface of the

earth. Taking the derivative of T normal to the

physical surface, using the Bruns' equation 16,
and allowing for the slope of the surface with

respect to the equipotential, we obtain an ex-

pression for the free air anomaly AgF in terms of
integrals over the equipotential surface S. When

we assume that the projection of the surface layer

onto a sphere S, of radius R, can be expressed

in terms of a power series over the discrepancy
between S and S, the solution is obtained as a

successive approximation in four cycles, n=0

through 3, over (setting negatively subscripted
variables zero)

R fh--ho[
G.= J ro---TkRX__l-_(h-ho)x._2

h- ho 2

G, 3 f
x. = _-+ ,--:_,.l G.E S (cosO)- ½3d_

_ori AgF

(24)

(25)

where h0 is the 'normal' height at the point where

the quantity on the left is computed, h is the

'normal' height at the location of the quantities
within the integral, r0 is the chord distance of the

sphere between the two points, a is _he slope of

the surface at the point of computation, and the
integration is over the unit sphere. The 'normal'

height differs from the orthometric height in that

the normal gravity is used in place of the true
gravity g. Then to obtain T, the disturbance of

the potential:

T.=RfG.EZ(cos0)--½Jda

1,,_ f(h--h°) 2
-_aj _o3 X.-2 da (26)

T=__,T, (27)
n
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Similar formulas are derived for the deflection of

the vertical.

Theoretical developments similar to Moloden-

skiy's have been made by Levallois (1957),

Arnold (1959a, b), de Graaff-Hunter (1960),

Hirvonen (1960), Moritz (1961), Bjerhammar

(1962a), and Cook (1963b). Summaries and com-

parisons are given by Arnold (1960a), Hirvonen

(1961), Tengstrom ( 1961 ), and Molodenskiy et al.

(1962), who criticize the approximations made
in some of the other theories.

Examples of the numerical significance of the

improved theory are given by Molodenskiy et al.

(1960), Arnold (1960b), Tengstrom (1961), and
Pellinen (1962). The conclusion is that the dif-

ference in geoid height is always small, of the

order of tens of centimeters at most, but that the
effect on the deflection of the vertical can be

appreciable, several seconds of arc, in extreme
situations. Of particular interest for the deter-

mination of the long-wave components of the

field is the computation by Pellinen (1962) of the
effect of the GI term from (24) on the low-degree

harmonics. He found that the rms effect up

through degree 3 was ±0.20 regal on the normal-
ized Ag coefficients, or about :b0.15 X l0 -8 for the

potential coefficients C_nm, S,_.

STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Random processes referred to two types of

continuums are of concern: time series, which

comprise the perturbations of a satellite orbit,
and distributions over a spherical surface, which

comprise the variations of the earth's gravity field.

We shall first discuss heuristically the general

questions of spectral analysis and estimation by

quadratic sum minimization, and then apply the

conclusions to the particular cases of time series

and distributions over a spherical surface.

Spectral Analysis and Quadratic Sum
Minimization

Discrepancies f(s) observations from a mathe-

matical model that are small enough to be con-

sidered as linear can be represented as a linear

transformation of a set of parameters x:

f(s) -- cr(s)x sC S (28)

The superscript T denotes the transpose. The

coordinates s may be of any number of dimensions.

S is a subspace, not necessarily connected, of a

total space T. Some of, or all, the parameters x
are members of an enumerable infinite set which

are orthogonal over T; i.e., the square array

A= fTc(t)cV(t) dr (29)

is diagonal (dr is an element of volume in T).

The functions c(t) are usually normalized so that

the diagonal elements of A are either 1 or a con-

stant times fr dr. x can be divided into subsets
x. such that c.r(t)x_ is invariant under rotation

of the coordinate systems. The quadratic sum

o_2=X_TX_ (30)

over one of these subsets is the degree variance,

already mentioned in (21) for the case of T

which is a spherical surface. For many phe-

nomena, only the a. _ are of interest, and not the
individual components of x_. Usually it is assumed

that the random process is isotropic, i.e., the co-
variance

K (r, s) =El f(r)f(s) } (31)

where E denotes the mean value over T and is a

function of only the distance (the length along

the geodesic) between r and s. Under isotropy,

the covariancc can be expressed as

K(r, s) = _-_k,c_o(dr,)a_ 2 (32)
n

where d,, is the distance between r and s, c.0 is a
member of c,, and k_ is constant. The process of

spectral analysis is that of forming numerical esti-

mates of K(r, s) and then using the orthogonality

expressed by (29) to determine the a_2. The
principal problem in this process is sampling: (1)

the distribution of sample points, considering the

wavelengths corresponding to the highest degree

aj-' anticipated to be significant (the "aliasing"

problem) ; and (2) the weighting, if any, applied

to take into account the incomplete extent of the

observed subspacc S with respect to the total

space 7' (the "window" problem).

If the individual components of x_ are wanted,

or if some of the parameters of x are not coeffi-

cients of orthogonal functions, then spectral
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analysisisinsufficientandquadraticsumminimi-
zationmustbeapplied.In thiscase,theestimates
K(r, s) are still made, but the x are determined

so that, subject to (28),

f_fsxTc(r)K-l(r, s)cr(s)x dr ds=minimum (33)

where the inverse K-l(r, s) is a function such that

fsK-1(r, s)K(s, t)ds=5(r, t) (34)

where 6(r, t) is the Dirac delta function. The
solution is

x=WfsfsC(r)K-_(r,s)f(s)drds (35)

where W is a symmetric matrix whose elements
are the estimated variances and covariances of

the x's: e.g., a,_/N, for the orthogonal function

coefficients, where N, is the number of terms of

degree n.

The minimization of (33) is most generally

proved as the determination of the projection

crx in the subspace specified by the chosen ele-

ments of x of the vector f(r) in a Hilbert space

with metric K-l(r, s), or measure K(r, s).

More familiar is the form of (28) and (33)

where (1) f(s) is evaluated at a finite set of

points, and (2) for some of the parameters in x

there is no a priori estimate of the variances.

Also the covariance matrix W of the x may be

known rather than K, the matrix equivalent of

K(r, s). In this case, the set of points can be

expressed as a vector, and the varianceless part

of x broken off as a separate vector z:

Cx+Mz = f (36)

(f--Mz) TK-_ (f--Mz) = xTW-_x = minimum (37)

At least one element is nonzero in each row of C.

Solution by the method of Lagrangian multi-

pliers obtains:

x = WCrK-,EI - M (MTK-'M)-IMmK-']f (38)

z= (M_-ZM)-XM_K-'f (39)

where

K-- CWC T (40)

and I is the identity matrix. The covariance
matrix of z is

V= (MrK-IM) -' (41)

and of the corrected x

U: W- WCTK -I

× I-I-- M (MTK-IM)-IMrK-I]CW (42)

The rows of WC r (and columns of CW) in (38)

and (42) need be only those of the elements of

x of interest. If K is calculated by (40), however,

the W must include all parameters of appreciable

effect. Conventionally, the elements of x are some-
times referred to as "observations" and the ele-

ments of z as "parameters"; mathematically, the
distinction is whether or not covariance W can

be preassigned.

Sometimes there are added to the system of (36)

and (37) "side conditions":

Nz :k (43)

is a minor complication that can be removed by

eliminating a corresponding number of elements
in z.

Ordinary least squares is the case in which

C=W=I (44)

Prediction and interpolation by linear regression

is the case in which it is desired to estimate f

in the subspace T- S:

f(r) :cT(r)X rE T-- S (45)

or, letting g be a set of values of f in T-- S and D

be the corresponding array of CT'S, and using (38)

(assuming no z)

E{g} : DWCTK-_f = Bf (46)

A result that is also arrived at through solving

the Wiener-Hopf equations for the regression co-
efficient B is

DWC T = BCWC r

Kos: BKss (47)

Sometimes the solution for x or z is made in

stages, with different condition equations 36 in

each stage, either because the nature of the process

is evolutionary (e.g., orbit predictions) or be-

cause a single stage computation would be too
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unwieldy.In thiscase,thevectorxforaparticular
stagecanbe consideredas consistingof three
parts:(1) newobservationsx_,with associated
coefficientmatrixC_and covariance matrix Wz;

(2) old observations xu, with associated coefficient

matrix C_ and covariance matrix W_:

Wu = PuUoPu T (48)

where U0 is the U computed by (42) in the pre-

vious stage, or a submatrix thereof, and P_ is a

propagation or transition matrix taking into ac-

count change of the parameters (or "state vari-

ables") specifying the reference model; and (3)

previously estimated parameters x_, with asso-
ciated coefficient matrix Cz and covariance

matrix W_:

W_ = P_V0Pz v (49)

where V0 is the V of (41) or a submatrix thereof.

The Cx, C_, Ca are combined to form a new C

and the Wx, Wu, Wz are combined to form a new

W for another solution according to (36) through

(41). In calculating the residuals f for each new

stage, the corrections x, z from previous stages
are incorporated in the reference model.

The foregoing discussion is a consequence of
attcmpts to combine ideas of timc serics analysis

of Bartlett (1956) and l)arzen (l(.)61) with least

squares and its generalization as given by Arley

and Buch (1950) and Brown (1955, 1957). The

results can probably be found to be subsumed in

the general treatments of Bochner (1955) and

Yaglom (1961) by those able to cope with the
recondite mathematics therein. The derivation of

(36) through (42) has reccntly been discussed in

detail by Stearn and Richardson (1962). The

linear regression prediction of (45) through (47)

is applied by Moritz (1962b) to observations on a

plane and by l)arzen (1961) to time series in

continuous, rather than discrete, form. Special

cases of the staged computation of x_, xu, x, with
Wu, Wz calculated as in (48) and (49) are:

(l) the optimal prediction of Kalman (1960):

W,, C_, and M are 0; and (2) the Bayes estima-

tion of Parzcn (19(i2a) and the preassigned co-

variance of Kaula (1961c): Wu and Cu are 0;

P, is I; and C_, C_, M, f have the forms

cx= {c_/o} c_= Io/--I}

_: {M,/I} f: {f/o} (5O)

Another variation of estimation by quadratic

sum minimization is Gram-Schmidt orthogonali-

zation (e.g., Robinson, 1959). The function f(s)
of (28) is represented as

f(s) =dTy sE S (51)

where the functions d are orthogonal over S,

not T; i.e.,

fsd (s) d r (s) dr = I (52)

the identity matrix. Setting

Bd=c (53)

we get

BB T = f cc v dr (54)
Js

B is thus not unique. The Gram-Schmidt ortho-

gonalization process finds a unique B by requiring

that, for the arbitrarily selected scquence of func-

tions in c, B is triangular. Letting the subscripts

on di, c_ denotc ordering in the arbitrary sequence

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization yields

d,(s) =c,(s) (5_)

)
i>1 (5c))

If the x of (28) has a finite number of members,

x can be determined by simple least squares; i.e.,

in (39) z represents x, K is I, and M is the array

of values of c and f is the array of values of f

for a set of points or volume element means. In

practice, x has an infinite number of members,

and it is not known beforehand which are siglliti-

cant; also, the disposition of S within 7' may be

such that MrM approaches singularity, so that

it is computationally impracticable to iHvert. If

Gram-Sehmidt orthogonalization is applied, then

by (52) MrM is diagonal and (39) degenerates

to a simple Fourier analysis in which the coeffi-

cients are determined one by one until it is de-

cided that nothing more of significance is being

found. (lram-Schmidt orthogonalization thus is a

systematic method of estimation that avoids the

inversion (MVM) -_ of simple least squares or the
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inversionK-1 of quadraticsum minimization
(equation35 or 38 with M=0). It does not,

however, abolish the "window" effect--the dis-

tortion of estimates of lower-degree coefficients

by higher-degree variations--and by avoiding the

assumptions of stationarity and isotropy of spec-

tral analysis and quadratic-sum minimization it

is accordingly a less effective predictor of the

variations in the subspace T-S.

A technique similar to Gram-Schmidt ortho-

gonalization in principle is step-wise least squares:

the parameters in x are determined one each or

one subset at a time, and the contribution of a

particular set is subtracted from f before deter-

mining those of the next set. This method is com-

monly employed in excessively large problems

when the parameters are not coefficients of orthog-

onal functions. It could perhaps be considered

as a special case of the staged least squares (equa-
tion 50) in which Wz is set zero, but differs in

that the same condition equations 36 are used

repeatedly with different sections of the lYI matrix

set zero, which implies that the situation must
approach orthogonality for the procedure to be

justifiable.

Time Series

Probability models of time series, and the anal-

ysis of continuous or uniformly spaced observa-

tions thereof, have been developed in considerable

detail (Bartlett, 1956; Grenander and Rosenblatt,

1957; Blackman and Tukey, 1959; Parzen, 1961).

Applications to geophysics have been discussed

by Holloway (1958), Munk and MacDonald
(1960), and Van Isacker (1961).

The time series of significance in the present

problem are vector quantities characterized by a

discrete spectrum of fixed phase and amplitude

plus a continuous spectrum of noise (Kaula,
1963a) :

x:(t) =6l Y_:. expl-iX.t3+ ¢1:(_o) exp[-i_oQ dw

(57)

where the subscript f denotes a vector component

and n denotes one of a set of frequencies; 6l

denotes the real part, i is ( - 1) 1/2,and the vectors

a:_, _:(o_) are complex. The X, are all known;

the a:,, are linear functions of a set of parameters

pt, less than N in number, which it is our problem
to determine. The duration T of observation of

the time series is such that the discrete spectrum

stands out above the noise; i.e.,

[3:(w) (2_r/o_T)<<a:_ o_:>X,, (58)

but

B](co)(2zc/coT)>>a:, some w<<X,, (59)

If the x:(t) were continuously observed with ob-

servational errors random, the condition expressed

by (58) would assure that the p_ could be ac-

curately determined. In the problem of interest,

however, the x:(t) are incompletely and inter-

mittently observed, and furthermore the observa-

tions are affected by unknown biases; i.e., x:(t)

must be replaced by

Oxf
x:(t) I • Oq,,, J

(60)

where I(t) is unity during observation and zero

at other times, and the number of components

denoted by j is less than those denoted by f.

Under these circumstances, the effective orthog-
onality expressed by (58) is destroyed and the

condition expressed by (59) greatly increases the

length of record required to estimate the param-

eters p_, q_ by ordinary methods such as simple

least squares, as well as increasing the chance

that sources of systematic distortion could be

hidden in the noise _:(_0).

The problem of spectral analysis of time series

with missing observations has been treated by

Jones (1962) and Parzen (1962b). These dis-

cussions treat I(t) as an "amplification factor":

x (t) = I (t) y (t) (61)

and show that for covariance estimates for any

lag v

(v) = R_(v)/R, (v) (62)

The condition expressed by (59) suggests, how-

ever, that the time series itself would be useful

to determine only the eovarianee due to the low-

frequency continuous part of the spectrum, and

that since the Oas./Opz are known it would be
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better to obtain estimates of the high-frequency

discrete spectrum effects from independent esti-

mates of the variances of the p_'s. The practical

problem then becomes the large dimension of the

covariance matrix which must be manipulated
in computation.

Distributions Over a Spherical Surface

Spectral representation on a spherical surface is

discussed by S choenberg (1942), Obukhov (1947),

Kaula (1965b), and Jones (1963). In this case,

the coordinates s of (28) are latitude and longi-
tude (¢, _) and the functions or(s) are surface

spherical harmonics. With the normalization speci-

fied by (10) and (1l), and the assumption of

isotropy, the covariance of (32) becomes

h'(r. s) = ZE_.V(2n+l)'n]P.o(COSO..) (63)
n

The distributions over a sphere significant in

the present problem are scalar quantities charac-

terized by spectrums with significant contributions

from wave numbers as high as 4000. ttence the

sample to determine the covariances K(O,,), and
thence to estimate the a_'s for small n's should

be large and randomly distributed to avoid

aliasing (Shapiro and Silvcrman, 1960). Further-

more, in (38) and (39) the matrix K employed

must be calculated directly from the estimated

covariances K(0,_) and not from W, as stated

in (40).
The cross covariance between two different

variables f, h on a spherical surface, assuming

isotropy, will be

K_(O,.) = _"_[z,( fh) / (2nT1)112]D,(cosO,.) (64)
n

where

I z,(fh) l<_[a_2(f)a_2(h)] 'n (65)

If f is known over part (S) of the sphere, and h

is known over all (T) the sphere, the best esti-
mate of a coefficient C_m(f) will be the weighted

mean of the estimate obtained from the f in S
by (35) and the estimate obtaincd using C_(h)

and the cross-degree variance a,(Jh) :

,[ a2(f) fsc._.(r)K_X(r ' . , a.(fh)._ .,,E{C,,_( f) } = (p.TpD-[p.,2--n_ _ s)f(s)dr as--rph_,mtn, ]a,,n)

p.=[a2{(_(f) IfE S}] -_

(66)

[ a'2(f) II a':(f) fsc_m(r)K-l(r, ds} ]-J=L2--_! 2n+! fs s)c,m(s)dr
(67)

((is)

Similarly, for the optimum estimate of f at a

set of points in T- S a modification of (46), (47)
can be used :

where

in which

X [Vgh-lKglKH-lfTVgh-IKg_Khh-lh] (69)

Vg/= Uoo-- Kg/K//-_K/o

Voh= U_o- KghKhh-lKhg

(7O)

(71)

U_ = Ia_{ 1} (72)

If it is assumed that f can be estimated from h

by some physical rule such as the isostatic rule

of (22), then the foregoing statistical treatment

should be applied to f less that part of f accounted

for by the physical rule. This treatment is to be

emphasized if the parameters of the rule were

determined from samples of extreme, rather than

average, characteristics, as were those of the iso-

static reductions (I teiskanen and Vening-Meinesz,

1958, pp. 187-221).
Spherical harmonic analysis is most common in

geomagnetism, where the standard methods have

been to interpolate to a latitude and longitude

grid, to fit Fourier series to parallels, and then to
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fit Legendrefunctionsto theparallelcoefficients
(ChapmanandBartels,1940).Fougere(1963),
determinespolynomialsbyGram-Schmidtorthog-
onalizationand then determinesthe spherical
harmonicscorrespondingto thosepolynomials
foundsignificant•Themethodsappliedin geo-
magnetism,bypassingthecovariancematrix,seem
possible,however,only becauseof therelatively
smallcontributionofhigherharmonics•

USE OF GRAVIMETRY

Observing System

A review of gravimetric techniques will appear
shortly (LaCoste and Harrison, 1964; see also

Harrison, 1962). Of principal concern in the pre-

sent review are the distribution of gravimetric

data and the magnitude of possible systematic
errors•

The distribution of available gravimetry is

shown in figure 1, which is based on the map of
Uotila (1961) updated by information from

Worzel et al. (1963) and McCahan (1963). The

principal defect of the distribution has always

been, of course, the correlation with topography,

both on the wide scale shown by figure 1 and

locally, as, for example, in observations being
conducted mainly in the valleys of mountainous

areas and on the islands in archipelagoes. The

principal difficulty in improving worldwide cover-

age is the development of economic airborne

gravimeters with accurate velocity determination

or seaborne gravimeters capable of obtaining ac-

curate results in a reasonable rough sea.

Systematic errors possibly affecting series of

observations which either are the principal data
for an appreciable area or provide the reference or
calibration net for other observations include:

(1) connection of national and other gravimetric

systems to the world reference network; (2) cali-

bration: the scale factors utilized for gravimeters;
(3) referral of seaborne measurements to land

reference stations; (4) navigation errors affecting
the position and E6tvos correction for airborne

and seaborne gravimetry; and (5) horizontal ac-
celeration and level error effects on airborne and

seaborne gravimetry. Errors ill categories (1), (2)

and (3) are discussed by Woollard (1961);Wool-

lard and Rose, (1963). Woollard (19(il) con-

cludes that the principal gravimetric systems are
connected with an average error of about +0.4

mgal on the basis of gravimeter connections since

1948 and pendulum connections since 1(.)53.

Morelli (1963) is more pessimistic, citing as an
example a range of :_.2 mgal in values obtained

for the Rome reference station by various ob-

servers since 1960. The principal improvement

Fmum_ 1.--Distribution of available gravimetry.
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needed is more reliable north-south pendulum

lines to calibrate gravimeters.
The referral of measurements at sea to land

reference systems appears to be poorer: Woollard

(1961) concludes that Vening-Meinesz's pendu-

lum values are probably reliable to =t=2 mgal

through measurements made on land with the

pendulums, even though 13 of 24 comparisons
with Vening-Meinesz's harbor measurements dif-

fer by 5 or more regal. Comparisons from track

crossings of different cruises are somewhat better,

usually averaging -4-5 mgal, which includes other
effects. Navigation error is generally considered

to be the principal source of error in air and sea

measurements, limiting their random accuracy

to -4-3 to -4-5 mgal (Itarrison, 1(,)(i2). There does

not secm to be any estimate of systematic naviga-
tion error, ttorizontal acceleration and level errors

dependent on the heading of the ship relative to

the sea of several milligals have been reported

(Allan et al., 19(i2). Serious systematic effects of

this sort, however, must be less than the -4-5 mgal

of crossing comparisons with submarine measure-

ments avoiding sea swell effects.

It appears that the most likely source of sig-

nificant systematic error in gravimetry is in the

connection to the reference system of a cruise of
marine measureme_lts which cor_stitute the sole

data in an appreciable area, but that this error is
less than 5 regal.

The absolute value of gravity is needed for

comparison of results obtained from gravimetry
with thosc from satellite orbits. The correction

to the t'otsdam standard is currently estimated

to be about -13:t:l mgal. Improvement is anti-

cipated from several determinations in progress
(Cook, 1963a).

An important practical task is the collection

and processing of the millions of gravimetric ob-
servations that have been made. The leader in

accomplishing this task has been W. A. Heiskanen,
who established the gravity centers at the ]so-
static Institute in Ilelsinki and thc Ohio State

University in Columbus. Descriptions of the col-

lection and processing arc given by Uotila (19(10)

llciskancn (1962). Other collections of gravity

data exist at the U. S. Naval Oceanographic
Office in Washington and the Bureau Gravi-

metriquc Internationale in Paris. Standardization

of punched card format for single observations is

being worked out by these centers. To exploit

fully the existing gravimetry for determination
of the worldwide field there is still needed agree-
ment on a standardization of the local treatment

to obtain area means for, say, l ° by 1o or 100-km
by 100-km blocks, as described in the next sec-

tion, and of the recording thereof on punched
cards or other automated form.

Local Treatment

Gravity anomali(_s caleulated at observation

points cannot be used directly in the determina-

tion of covariauces, harmonic coefficients, and

gcoid heights as described in preceding sections
of this review because of the needs to smooth out

the high amount of local variability; to remove,

as much as possible, the effect of correlation of

observation distribution with local topography;

and to keep the computations to a manageable
size. The first two of these desiderata indicate

the use of a gravity reduction which takes into

account the topography, l lowever, only Tamfi

(1948) and Uotila (19(12) have utilized isostatic

anomalies. All other cah:ulatioJ_s of the geoid from

gravimetry have placed greater cml)hasis on the

third of the desiderata and have applied at most

a simple linear correlation formula to reduce free

air gravity anomalies to the mean elcvatioll of the

area they represent:

Agm = ao--i-bft (73)

where /_ is the mean elevation, ltirvonen (1934)

and Dubovskiy (Molodenskiy, 1945) did Hot

apply any such correction in their early determi-

nations; Jeffreys (1943) and Zhonglovich (1952)

applied the correction to the anomalies for l0 °

by l0 ° squares, which were the direct mean of

observed values in I ° by 1° S(luarcs; llciskanen

(1957), Kaula (1959a, b), and UotiIa (19(;2)

used mean anomalies of I ° by 1° squares cor-

rected to mean elevation and then applied step-

by-step, or Markov, extrapolation and inter-

polation to obtain the mean values of 5 ° by 5 °

squares. The formation of the mean anomalies for

l ° by 1° squares was done largely by Uotila

(1960), who found mean values of b of 0.118

mgal/metcr on land and 0.069 mgal/meter at
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sea.In caseswherethedistributionof observa-
tionswithrespectto elevationina 1°by1osquare
wasinsufficientto determinea gradient,Uotila
usedthe gradientsfrom nearbysquaresor the
meangradientsofall squares.

Calculationsof isostaticanomaliesfor muchof
the available gravimetry have been made at the

Ohio State University, the Isostatic Institute

(Heiskanen, 1962), and the Bureau Gravimetrique

Internationale, but published maps of the reduced
anomalies have been limited to a few areas such

as Europe and North Africa (Coron, 1962).

The development of computers encourages the

application of analytic techniques to replace

graphical methods for smoothing, averaging, etc.
There have been several papers on use of Fourier

series (Tsuboi, 1959); (Bullard and Cooper,

1948); (Tomoda and Ati, 1955); (Dean, 1948)

and polynomials (Oldham and Sutherland, 1955) ;

(Brown, 1956) ; (Grant, 1957) ; (Krumbein,
1959) ; (Grant and Elsaharty, 1962) ; (Mandel-

baum, 1963). However, most of these have been

devoted to the problem of "continuation" (Peters,

1949) ; (Hirvonen, 1952) ; (Tengstrom, 1959) ;
(Orlin, 1959); (Strakhov, 1962) (extrapMation

upward, to match airborne measurements, or
downward, to determine crustal densities) and

assume a fairly good distribution of observations.

The most extensive application of Fourier methods

has been by Kivioja (1962), who applied them to

gravity anomalies over areas up to 10 ° by 35 °.

He found distance over which Fourier predictions

could be extrapolated to be less than 4 °.

The most important application of gravity
anomalies has been, and probably will continue
to be, the determination of crustal structure in

conjunction with seismic and geologic data; e.g.,
Woollard, (1959) ; Woollard et al., (1960) ; Press

(1960); Talwani et al., (1961); Oliver et al.,
(1961). This circumstance suggests that the

geology and seismology of an area can be used

to predict gravity anomalies where gravimetry is

lacking. These geologic methods have been applied

most extensively by Durbin (1961) and Woollard

(1962). For the south central United States, where

the rms anomaly is =t=21 mgal, Durbin (19(il)
reports startlingly good results: the rms error of

such predictions is only _10 mgal. The situation
does not appear to be so clear-cut in the more
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FIGURE 2.--Estimates of local and regional covariance of
gravity anomalies.

voluminous study by Woollard (1962), partic-

ularly for less stable regions. Also, one suspects

that in many areas lacking gravimetry the

geologic mapping will also be inadequate.
Statistical analysis has been applied to local

variations of gravity anomalies by de Graaf-

ttunter (1935), Hirvonen (1956, 1962), Kaula

(1957, 1959a, b), Baussus (1960, 1961), Moritz
(1962a, b, c), and Rapp (1962). Fundamental

to these analyses is the covariance function, as

defined by (31). The principal defect of these

analyses is the lack of adequate samples (as well

as an adequate sampling theory) to obtain nu-

merical estimates of covariance. The largest

sample yet analyzed was by Kaula (1959a, b),

consisting of nine areas each about 220 km square

in size and containing 52 to 140 members. Taking

the data in blocks, rather than long lines, severely

limits the number of independent estimates, be-

cause of the high correlation that will exist be-

tween two product pairs which are approximately

parallel. The results obtained are shown in figure 2,
together with those obtained by Kaula (1957)

from profiles across the United States and Hirvo-

non (1962) and Rapp (1962) from samples in

Ohio and Finland, which unfortunately appear to

be areas of smaller than average anomalies.
Hirvonen finds from his sample that the formula
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for covarianceoverdistanced,

K (d) = Ko/( 1 +c 2 d2) (74)

where K0 and c are arbitrary constants, fits quite

well, which is convenient for analytical develop-
ment of other functions. However, a negative

exponential form K0 exp{--bd} or lower exponent

on d in (74) appears to fit better to the larger

sample of Kaula (1959a).
More commonly used than the covariance in

earlier studies is the mean square anomaly for a

square of side length s, related to the covariance

Kd by Hirvonen (1962) :

where

r=d/s

G,2=fo4_WKddr (75)

W=(2_-8r+2r2)r 0<r<l (76)

W = [-27r- 4 - 2r2+8 (r _- 1 ) lt_

-8 tan-l(r2-1)It2Jr r>l (77)

If a single observation at the center is taken as

representative of a square of side length s, it will

have a mean square error of representation:

E_ 'z= Cos - (I. 2 (78)

The rigorous method of extrapolating and inter-

polating anomalies is to use the linear regression

coefficients as specified by (46) and (47) (Baussus,

1960; Moritz, lg(i2b). Moritz also generalizes the

linear regression to include the topography and
anomalies corrected for linear correlation by e(lua-

tion 73. Kaula (ll)59a, b) applied extensively to

1° by I ° square means the method of Markov

estimation in terms of gravity and topography,
which estimates for the (iA-1)th member of a

series of step-by-step extrapolations

E{Agi+l ] hi+l, Agi, hi}

°_xP{Ag_+l=X, h_+l [hi, Agi} dx
--03

_ . (7_))
l'{hi+l [hi, zlgi}

As Baussus (l!)(i()) pointed out, this Markov
estimation assumes that the covariance function

K (d) can be represented as a ncgatiw_ ext)onential

of d. If K(d) is better represented by ttirvonen's

form (equation 74), appreciable improvement is

obtainable when we use suitably spaced "next-

to-nearest" as well as nearest neighbors in esti-

mation (Moritz, 1962b).
The statistics of other functions can be derived

as linear transformations of those for gravity

anomalies, either with or without the inter-

mediary of a spectral representation: anomalies

at higher altitude (Kaula, 1959a; I lirvonen, 1962;

Moritz, 1962a, c), geoid heights (Kaula, 1959a),
and deflections of the vertical (Kaula, 1959a;

Kaula and Fischer, 1959).

Worldwide Treatment

The statistical analysis of local variations de-
scribed above has been extended to larger areas

by llirvonen (1956) and Kaula (1959a, b). For
covariance estimates, Kaula used, in addition to

the local samples, eight regional samples covering

an area about l0 ° by l0 ° with 56 to l l5 members

each (see figure 2), plus a single world sample

consisting of 569 5 ° by 5 ° mean anomalies based

on observations in 18% or more of their I ° by 1°

squares. The covariances obtained are shown in

figures 2 and 3. Table I gives the spherical har-
monic degree variances ag{Ag} derived from the

covariances by spectral analysis, as described by

(32) and (29). These results are certainly of the

correct order of magnitude, but the analysis needs

to be redone with a properly randomized sample

(of., Shapiro and Silverman, 1960). Ilirvoncn
(1956) did not have the eomputcr facilities neces-

sary to make an extensive estimate of covariance,

and so he used mainly mean square mean G, 2

and error of representation E,'-', based on five

regions averaging 8 ° by 8 ° plus the data of Tanni

(1(.)48). Ills results imply a more gently varying
field than Kaula's.

These authors and Cook (1950, 1951 ), Kaula

(1957), and Molodenskiy et al. (196()) devote
considerable attention to estimating the accuracy

of determination of the geoid height and slope

at specific points, given either the actual data
distribution or a hypothetical dense net within a

given distance of the point. Ilirvonen's and
Kaula's studies yield uncertainties that are prob-

ably too low, owing to the samples used and the

assumption of randomness of 30 ° by 30 ° square
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TABLE 1.--Degree Variances of Free Air Gravity Anomalies (Kaula, 1959b)
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means; Cook's and Molodenskiy's studies yield

uncertainties that are probably too high because of

use of the least-squares-determined spherical har-

monic coefficients of Jeffreys (1943) and Zhonglo-

rich (1952), respectively.

The principal point of difference in various at-

tempts to determine the external field from the

incomplete information shown in figure 1 has

been on whether or not, and how, to utilize the

topography as a means of interpolating and extra-

polating over great distances. Dubovskiy (Molo-

denskiy, 1945), and Tanni (1948) used the topog-

raphy by assuming zero isostatic anomaly in the

unsurveyed areas. Kaula (1959b), using the

topography by applying the Markov extrapola-

tion technique of equation 79 to 5 ° by 5 ° means

worldwide, probably obtained results similar to

isostatic assumption although less susceptible to

bias because of its broader statistical basis. In

applying numerical integration, Heiskanen (1957)

assumed zero free air anomaly with respect to the

200

150

IO0

50

0

- 50

20" 4O" 6O" 80" IC*O o 120" 140 ° 160" IBO"

FIfiUl_ 3.--Estimated worldwide covarianee of gravity
anomalies.

International Formula and Zhonglovitch (1952)

assumed zero anomaly with respect to his least-

squares-determined third degree figure. Analyses

limited to best fits to the observed gravimetry

are those of Jeffreys (1943), Zhonglovich (1952)

for harmonic degrees two, three, and four, and

Uotila (1962). All these solutions employed

simple least squares; i.e., the harmonic coeffi-

cients were obtained as parameters z in (39) with

coefficients C and covariance matrix W of the

diagonal form specified by (44). To overcome the

ill-conditioning due to neglect of covariance,

Jeffreys (1943) grouped his data heavily into 30 °

by 30 ° square means and omitted all harmonic

coefficients that the normal equation diagonal

coefficient and constant indicated as making a

small contribution before determining the re-

maining coefficients through degree 3 by least

squares. Zhonglovich (1952) used the 10 ° by 10 °

square means and tried several-least squares solu-

tions for different harmonics up through degree 4

before choosing as best a step-wise solhtion in

which the coefficients for each successive degree

2, 3, 4 were determined from the residuals with

respect to previously determined degrees. Uotila

(1962), benefiting from considerably more data,

determined harmonic coefficients up through de-

gree 4 by direct least-squares fit to 5 ° by 5 ° mean

anomalies, holding the harmonics (n,m) = (1,0),

(1,1), and (2,1) zero and (2,0), (3,0), (4,0)

fixed at satellite-determined values.

Jeffreys (1959, 1961) rejects use of the topog-

raphy for long-range estimation; it is not clear

whether he does so because the earlier determina-

tions of gravity at sea obtained mostly positive

anomalies, because the long-wave correlation is
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small Ei.e., q,(fh) small for small n in equation

64-], because the applications of the topography

have involved the questionable isostatic or

Markovian assumptions, or because, as a geo-

physicist, he is interested in estimating the ampli-

tude, rather than the phase, of the variations. In

any case it seems clear that (1) a solution opti-

mum in the sense of quadratic sum minimization

will be the one using the most information [-i.e.,

the estimate by (72) will be better than that by

(35) J; (2) the optimum estimates will be smaller

in the mean square than the true values as a

consequence of the smoothing effect of any pre-

diction procedure; and (3) the appropriate meas-

ures of amplitude alone are the degree vari-
ances _n2.

It is difficult to characterize any of the existing

solutions as approximations to the solutions de-

scribed by (35) and (66), so that it is not clear

to what extent they fall short of fully exploiting

the available data. In principle, the general solu-

tion up to about 12th degree harmonics should be

easy with modern computing facilities: the half

wavelength for the 12th degree is 15 °, there are

about 160 15 ° by 15 ° squares with observations,

and the 160 by 160 covariance matrix can be
stored all at once in the core and inverted in a

couple of minutes in an IBM 7094 computer. The

topography can also be incorporated in a more

effective manner than before by using a new

development thereof in spherical harmonics by

Bruins, (Vening-Meinesz, 1959).

USE OF SATELLITE ORBITS

Observing System

The principal types of satellite tracking that

have produced results useful for geodesy are es-

sentially those described in the review of Kaula

(1962a) :the 500-ram focal length f/1 Baker-Nunn

tracking cameras; the 1000-mm focal length, f/5,

modified aerial reconnaissance cameras, fixed and

equatorially mounted; the Minitrack 108- and

136-Mc/s radio interferometers; and the Transit

324- to 162-Mc/s radio Doppler trackers. The

most important recent instrumental development

has been the Anna geodetic satellite (Macomber,

1963), which incorporates magnetically oriented

xenon-gas-discharge lamps capable of generating

a flash of 8800 candle seconds along the axis, in

addition to radio transponders and beacons.

The distribution of the tracking stations of some

of the principal systems used for geodesy is shown

in figure 4. The nonuniformity of distribution

FIGURI_ 4.--Some satellite tracking systems used for geodesy: C, Baker-Nunn cameras; D, transit Doppler receivers; I,
Minitrack radio interferometers and Mots cameras.
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gives rise to some statistical problems because of

the limited coverage of an orbit by a limited

number of stations. Solving the spherical triangle

formed by the orbital plane, the equator, and the

meridian of a particular longitude _, we obtain

w-t-f= sin-' (sin¢/sini) (80)

_2-0=},-cot-1]-+(tan2i csc2q_-sec2i)'/2_ (81)

where i, w, f, and _ are, respectively, the inclina-

tion, argument of perigee, true anomaly, and longi-

tude of the node of the orbital ellipse, and 0 is
the Greenwich sidereal time. Since the inclination

i varies but slightly, a station of position (qL _')

can observe the satellite only near certain values

of w+f and _-0. For fairly well-distributed net-

works of about twelve stations, such as the

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Baker-

Nunn cameras and the Applied Physics Labo-

ratory transit Doppler stations, the distortion due

to this effect is probably slight except for series of

camera observations dependent on solar illumina-

tion over durations short compared to a full cycle

of nodal motion with respect to the sun; i.e., less
than a few months.

For the purpose of determining orbital varia-

tions, the random errors are quite satisfactorily

small for all the systems mentioned above except

the Minitrack interferometers, for which the effect

of ionospheric refraction irregularities on observed

directions are of the order of ±0.0005 to +0.001,

or ±100" to ±200". Ionospheric refraction is also

probably a source of some systematic error in the

Minitrack system. In the transit Doppler system,

ionospheric refraction is believed to be largely

eliminated by simultaneous transmission on two

frequencies, and the most probable source of

systematic error is shifting of the reference fre-

quency provided by the oscillator in the satellite,

to the extent that the frequency is often taken as a

separate unknown for each observed pass. The

principal likely systematic error in camera ob-

servations is in the timing of observations of

sunlit satellites, caused by difficulties of syn-
chronization of the camera shutter with the clock

and by error in the propagation delay time, pos-

sibly of the order of 0.001 second.

From the point of view of determining the

gravitational field, the greatest systematic error

common to all observational systems is error in

tracking station positions. Error of positions of

stations within the same triangulation system

with respect to each other should be less than 20

or 30 m; the principal possible exceptions are the

positions of stations in South America and South

Africa with respect to those in the same system
in the northern hemisphere. Errors of position of

triangulation systems with respect to each other
and to the center of mass of the earth should be

less than 100 m for continental systems and less
than 500 m for isolated stations. In addition to

these errors that should exist, there have been
cases where mistakes of as much as a kilometer

have existed in station positions.

Dynamics

The aspects of celestial mechanics important to

understanding of close satellite orbits are explained
in recent texts such as those of Baker and Makem-

son (1960) and Brouwer and Clemence (19(31).

Satellite orbit dynamics with emphasis on geodetic

applications is discussed by Kaula (1962) and

Mueller (1963).

The theoretical problem of satellite orbits is to

solve the equations of motion:

} = V (V+ Rs) + VvR_ (82)

where V is the gradient with respect to position,

XTvis the gradient with respect to velocity, V is

the earth's gravitational potential as given by (9),

Re is the gravitational plus radiation pressure

potentials of third bodies (sun, moon, etc.), and

Rd is the atmospheric drag potential, a function of

both position and velocity of the satellite. The
information we wish to extract from satellite orbits

rests in V, and so for the moment we neglect the

other two potentials. The three second-order equa-

tions (82) are generally reduced to six first-order

equations by change of variables:

_= _C,/s) (oV/o_,) (83)
J

The simplest set of six variables s would, of course,

be the position vector components Ix, y, z} and

the velocity vector components {2, y, i}, referred

to inertial space with origin at the earth's center.
These six variables can be transformed to the six

parameters of a Kepler ellipse with one focus at

the origin: {a, e, i, _2, _, f}. The relationships be-
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FIGURE 5.--4)rbit and coordinate systems.

tween these parameters and the earth-fixed co-

ordinates {u, v, w} arc shown in figure 5. In the

angle ,o+f, o_is the argument of perigee, the angle

from the ascending node _ to perigee, the point of

closest approach of the ellipse to the origin, and f

is the true anomaly, the angle from perigee to the

satellite. Alternate ways of expressing the anomaly

of the satellite are Kaula [(1962) p. 194J the
eccentric anomaly E:

tan½E_-E(1--e)/(l+e)_ _12tan-_ f (84)

and the mean anomaly M:

M = E--e sine (85)

The form of (83) in which s is the six Keplerian

elements is advantageous because in the case of a

purely central field; i.e., V is kM/r, the only

nonzero rate of change is that of the anomaly;
furthermore, for the mean anomaly M it is con-

stant (Kepler's third law):

n = )_I = (kM)II2a-312 (8(i)

where M on the right is the mass of the central
body.

In the case of a satellite moving in the actual

potential field of the earth, by ((,)), for which the

departures from a central field are 0(10-3), the
Keplerian elements are still convenient because the

rates of variation ,_ in (83) will be small except
for 21_/,and hence representable as perturbations

of the elliptic motion. The form of (83) for

Keplerian elements is (Brouwer and Clemence,

]961, p. 289; Kaula 1962, p. 1!)8) :

a= (2/na) . (OV/OM)

l--e 20V (l-e2) in OV
d_-

na2e OM na_e O_

cos/ OV (l--e2) 1/20V
+

na2(1--e2) ]/2 sin/ Oi na'2e Oc

cosi
di/dt - (0 V/O_) -- [na 2 ( 1 - e_-)lr" siniT-_ (0 V/09)

na _( 1 - e2) 1/2sini

= [na:( ] --e 2) _/2 sini-]-l. (OV/Oi)

l_I = n 1-- e2 o V 20V
na2e Oc na Oa (87)

As is indicated by figure 5, it is a purely geometrical problem to transform V(r, d_, _) as given by

(9) to a form V(ft, i, _, a, e, M) suitable for taking derivatives in (83). The solution which is given by
Kaula [1961a-]:

¢o n n

V=kM[r-lWa-'_'_.(aJa)"_-_N..,_'_F..,.(i) • _ G.pq(C) S.,_.q(¢o, M, fl, 0) _
n -- 2 m --O p--O q----co

(88)
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where the normalization factor

N,,m =[ (2nW l ) (n-m) !(2-_om) ] 1/_(n--Fro)! (89)

x-.(m_ . __(n--m--2t-_-s_ [ m--Scl(2n--2t)! sin"-m-2ti-z_| |cosi___| _ (--1) c-_ (90)
F_mp(i)= t!(n_t)!(n_m_2t)2:.__t . _s) c _ c ) p-t-

in which t is summed from 0 to p or k (defined after equation 11), whichever is less; s, from 0 to m;

and c, over all values making the two binomial coefficients nonzero;

P'-' [ n--1 pl [2d+72p'la.p(2p-.) (e) = ( 1 -- e2) (,n)-- _ (½e) 2_+.-_v, (91 )
d=0 2dTn--2p

where p'=p, p_n/2, p'=n-p, p<_n/2, for q=2p-n; for q_2p-n, more complicated infinite series

are required (Kaula, 1961a, equations 24-26) ; and

[
Cnm_nm j(n_m)odd](n--m)....

S,,_vq(w, M, 9, O) =, cos{ (n-2)w+ (n--2pWq)M+m(_2--O) }
k

_nrn (n--re)even

+[_nmJ(n_m)oddSin{(n--2P)_°+(n--2p+q)MTm([t--O)}
(92)

Other expressions are given by Musen (1960)

and Groves (1960). If V as expressed by equations
88-92 is differentiated and the derivatives are

placed in (87), the form of S,mpq in (92) indicates

that a, _, di/dt must be sinusoidal. If we assume

that these sinusoidal variations are small enough

that a, e, i can be considered as constant on the

right of (87), then (92) further indicates that

only &, _t, and __/have constant terms, and that

these terms arise from cases where n is even, m

is zero, p is n/2, and q is zero. Hence to a linear

approximation, (87) can be integrated assuming

a, e, i, n constant (except for n in 3_/, the variation

of which is obtainable from equation 86 and d)

and M, _, _t secularly changing.
However, since C2.0 is 0(10 -3) while all the

other C_ and S_ are 0(10-6), a linear approxi-

mation does not suffice for C2,0: terms with coeffi-

cient C2,02 are required. As usual when a problem

becomes nonlinear, it becomes appreciably more

complicated, and care must be taken in defining

the constants of integration. The obvious choices

are the values of the Keplerian elements at a

particular instant of time, i.e., the osculating ele-

ments. The osculating elements are the constants

of integration when the problem is solved in a

purely numerical manner.

When the problem is developed further for an

iterative or analytic solution, however, it is

usually found more convenient to define the con-
stants as elements of a fictitious reference orbit

or an intermediate orbit. In some theories this

intermediary is defined geometrically, as, e.g.,

representing all constant and secular terms of the

actual orbit; in other theories it can be defined

dynamically as corresponding to a constant part

of the potential V. Other aspects in which theories

may differ are the coordinate system; the inde-

pendent variable; the orbital elements---often a

canonical set is used, i.e., one such that the C,_

in (83) consists of only one nonzero constant per

row; and the point at which the development of

the problem changes from algebraic to numerical.

This large variety of possibilities gave rise to a

large number of theoretical papers in the period
1957-1961 on the orbit of a close satellite of an

oblate planet to at least 0 (J2 _) in secular motions

(J2 is --5_/2C2.0). The theories that probably
have been used the most are those of Musen

(1959), who adapted the Hansen lunar theory to

a form suitable for solution by iteration; Brouwer

(1959), who applied Von Zeipel's method of

canonical transformation with a purely Keplerian

intermediary; Kozai (1959a, b), who extended the
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Lagrangianequations87 to higherorderterms;
Vinti (1959,1961)andIzsak(1960),whoboth
separatedtheequationsof motionby usingellip-
soidalcoordinates;King-Hele(1958),whoem-
ployedaKeplerianellipseof fixedinclinationand
perigeeargumentasintermediaryandsolvedin
successiveapproximationsaccordingto powersof
J2 and e; and Merson (l(.)61), who made a develop-

ment similar to King-Hele's starting from osculat-

ing elements when the satellite is at the node.

(Sec Kaula (1962) for more description and

comparison. )

Since 1960, more theoretical attention has

turned to the problems of resonance associated

with close satellites. The problem of critical in-

clination in the vicinity of sec -1 51/_, or 63°26 ',

at which perigee motion is zero, is of relatively

little geodetic interest; the most complete solu-

tion is probably that of Izsak (1962), as extended

by Aoki [-lq63J. Of much more geodetic signifi-
cance are the 24-hour orbits (semimajor axis

42,000 km), which resonate with tesseral har-
monics (_.... S.., for which n-m is even, since

h+_+_t-o _0 03)

The problem of orbits to which (93) applies

with potential

V = (I,:M/r) + R

= k31_r-l+ (ae2/a3)N22F22,,(]200S2200_ (94)

has been analyzed by Blitzer et al. (1962, 19(;3),
who used a linearizcd system of differential equa-

tions; by Muscn and Bailie (19(i2), who isolate
(_-t-_+M--0) as a canonical element and de-

velop the IIamiltonian in powers of the ratio

(OR;/OL)/(O2R/OL'2), where L= (kMa)W'-; and by
Morando (19(13), who applies Von Zeipel's method

and develops the determining function in powers
of (C2_+ $2: _) 1/4.

Elaborately developed theories such as those

of Musen (1959) and Brouwer (1959) are ad-

vantageous to analyze secular changes for zonal

harmonics and to conserve computer time when

observations are infrequent (say, an average of

less than one per hour). Computation of orbital

arcs of a few days or h,ss using frequent radio

tracking is still done mostly by numerical in-
tegration.

As m'_cessary as a corre('t dynamical theory,

and often more laborious, are differential correc-
tion systems to determine from observations the

numerical values to use in the theories. Examples

of differential correction programs for close satel-
lites are those of Vcis and Moore (1960) and

Mersou (1963). The geometrical aspects of dif-
ferential correction schemes are fairly compli-

cated but straightforward (see Veis (1960) and

Kaula (1961a, 19(12) for details). The statistical

aspects are not so complicated, but are much

less satisfactorily treated, partly because a rigo-
rous treatment would require excessive computer

storage and time, and partly because adequate
statistical models are lacking. Satellite orbit ob-

servations always have an appreciable amount of

serial correlation, principally because of the ina-

bility to account for air drag. llowever, the sta-

tistical analysis of satellite orbit accelerations has

received relatively little attention, the only active

worker thereon being Moe (1963). No differential
correction method takes into account correlation

between observations of different passes, as sug-

gested in the section of this review on time series.

The most elaborate treatment existing (Kaula,

1963b) allows for correlation within a pass and

applies various other devices such as giving greater

weight to the a,,ross-track than to the along-track

coinponent of an observation; preassigning vari-

ances and covariances of parameters being de-

termined in the analysis, so that mathematically

they become "observations"; and weighting ob-

servations a(.cording to their distribution with

respect to phase angles believed eritical.

Determination of Zonal Harmonics

For the principal secular or long-period effect
of a zonal harmonic, m =0, the disturbing terms

in (88) can be taken as:

Long period R,,o - - kM ,1,, (a_"/a "_ 1)

I, tt even• F.,ok(i)(].k(2k--n)(e) (95)

12 sin_, n odd

where ./. is -- (2n+ 1) _/2(_.,0. The linear perturba-

tions can be obtained by using this disturbing

function in the Lagrangian equations of motion

87; in addition, nonlinear terms J(-' and ,l._J.,

n odd, need to be taken into account.
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Thecustomarymethodof determiningthe J,'s

from satellite orbits is to analyze the long-term
variation of orbital elements determined by a
differential correction fit to observations over a

few days at a time. Precautions that must be

taken in analyzing secular changes of the node _2

and perigee w to determine even degree zonal
harmonics include:

1. The set of satellite orbits used should have a

variety of inclinations sufficient to separate the
different harmonics.

2. The constants of integration determined by

analyzing observations must be consistent with

the algebraic form of the terms containing
j_2 ((_2,02 in our notation).

3. The mean value of the constants of integra-

tion must be accurately determined for the dura-

tion from which the secular rates _, & are de-

termined. It is also to be emphasized that mean

values of the constants of integration will differ

from mean values of osculating elements for some

theories (e.g., the inclination in the theory of

King-Hele (1958), or the mean motion in the
theory of Brouwer (1959). Averaging of the ele-

ments a and e is important in order to remove

secular drag effects; if the a, e used are not

average values, but rather values for some epoch

noncentral to the duration used, about the best

that can be done is to use the perturbation in

mean anomaly to correct node and perigee assum-

ing the perigee height to remain fixed (O'Kecfe

et al., 1959; Kozai, 1962, 1963a) :

(5, _) 7-e
h(i2, w) AM (96)

3n l+e

The effects of errors he, hi, Aa in the orbital
elements on determination of the secular rate

of the node are (Kozai, 1962) :

,aft = 5l [4e/ (1 - e_)-]he

--tan/hi-- (7/2a) ha} (97)

For some satellites of high inclination, error in
determining zonal harmonics will thus come more
from error in the mean inclination than in _ itself.

4. If luni-solar attraction, radiation pressure,
and other perturbations are not removed in de-

termining the mean values of the constants of

integration, they can distort determination of the

rates _ and & not only through purely secular

effects but also through periodic perturbations. A

periodic perturbation h (_2, w) sin {Kt- k } will affect

the apparent secular rate from observations lasting
from tl to t2 by an amount _(_, d_) :

_i(_, &)_h(_2, ¢o)[sin{Kt2--),}--sin{Ktl--k}] (98)
12-- tl

5. If the perturbations are removed in deter-

mining the constants of integration, in addition

to direct effects hi(t2, w), the interaction of per-

turbations he, hi with the secular effect of J2

may cause an indirect effect h2(_, _) large enough
that it should be taken into account:

_x'(U"_) -O(g_' _') f he dt+_f hi dtoe (99)

6. Satellites with low perigee, nonspherical

shape, and large area-to-mass ratio should be

avoided because of the difficulty in calculating

drag and radiation pressure effects on the mean

elements and the secular rates, particularly on &.

7. Use of orbits provided by routine prediction

services should be avoided, because of possible

imprecision in the definition of orbital elements

and inaccuracy in the determination thereof.

The most important recent analyses of secular

motions have been by Kozai (1962) and King-

Hele et al. (1963). Kozai uses _ and _ of thirteen

satellites ranging from 32.9 ° to 66.8 ° in inclina-

tion. However, he weights the data inversely

proportional to the squares of tihe _gtandard devia-

tions, which vary greatly, so that the result is

almost entirely determined by the _ of 1960_2

(inclination 47.2 °) and the _ and tb of 1959_, and

19597 (inclinations 32.9 °, 33.4°). King-Hele et al.

(1963) used only the nodal motion _ of seven

satellites at widely spaced intervals of inclination

from 32.9 ° to 97.4 ° and weighted each satellite

about equally. However, to obtain inclinations

above 53.8 °, they used elements provided by

routine prediction services. The disagreement be-

tween the results of Kozai (1962) and King-Hele

et al. (1963) in table 2 at this late date is disap-

pointing. What are required are accurately de-

termined orbits of high inclination. A limited

amount of the requisite data are now available

in the form of 552 precisely reduced Baker-Nunn
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TABLE 2.--Zonal Harmonic Coefficients of the Gravitational Field

Coefficient*

J2 X 10 6...............

Ja )< 10 6..............

J41< 106 ..............

J5 X 10 e..............

Newton

et al.

(1961)

--2.36

--0.19

J6 × 10 6............................

Smith

(1961, 1963)

1083.15

-2.44

-1.4

-0.18

0.7

Kozai

(19621

1082.48

--2.56

--1.84

--0.06

0.39

Shelkey

(1962)

1082.61

--1.94

-- 1.52

--0.41

0.73

King-Hele

et al.

(1963)

1082.86

-1 .O3

0.72

Anderle and

Oesterwinter

(1963)

1082.47

--2.48

--1.40

--0.14

J_X10 e.............. -0.28 0.30 --0.47 ............................................

JsXll} _........................................... --0.02 .............. --0.34 ..............

JoXlO _......................................... 0.12 ............................................

Jl°Xl06 ..................................................................... I I 0.50 ..............

*J. = -- (2n + 1 (_.o) _

camera observations over 54 days of 191ila_1,

which has inclination 95.9 °, perigee height 3500

km. The observed nodal motion _2 determined as

a byproduct of analysis for tesseral harmonics

(Kaula, 1963d) is +0.21037°+0.0001()/day. In-

cluding a luni-solar effect of -0.00006°/day, the

calculated motion _ is +0.21034°/day using tile

J2 through Js of Kozai (1962), and 0.21056°/day

using the J2 through Jl_ of King-Itele et al.

(19113).
The determination of the odd degree zonal

harmonics is somewhat easier, since there do not

appear to be any other significant effects of period

2_,/6. The principal precautions are to include the

TABLE 3.--Determinations of GM

Method

errestrial geodesy ............

unar motion and radar dis-

tanee.

unar motion and trianguhted
distance.

unar probe and Doppler ......

lose satellite and l)oppler .....

!lose satellite ,'rod camera ......

Reference

Fischer (11,162)

Kaula (19611))

a, from Kaul'_ (1961b)

3'_ from Uotila (1 q621

Y,_i)lee et al. (1963)*

Fischer (1962)*

Crommelin a

Fischer (1962)*
O'Kcefe and Anderson a

tlamilton et td. (19631

Anderle and Oesterwinter

(1(`}63).

Kaula (1963b), 1960,2

Kaula (1963d), 1961 at_

Sources of error

fTriangulation_

_Gravimetry f

Lmmr radius

Lunar radius ;
Triangulation)

Observational

Station position

Observation.'d

Orbit perturbations

Triangulation
Orbit perturbationsJ

GM

102' cm 3 see -2

3. 986040

3. 986020 4-1). 000028

3. 986O57

3.!1Sfi451

3.1.186078

3.986016 4- 0. 006025

3. (`1_5881`1

3. 986037 4- 0. 000012

3. (,)85(,)(,)3 4-0. 000011

*These references are sources for only the distance to the nearest point of the moon; a lunar radius of 1738.7 km and

a lunar nu_s of 1/81.3015 haw_ been used to calculate the wtlues of GM given in the last eohmm.
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J2J,, terms, following (99), and the drag cor-

rection of (96) (Kozai, 1959a). Results by the

principal investigators are given in table 2.

Determination of GM

The rapid motion of artificial satellites suggests

that their mean motion may serve as an accurate

method of determining GM, the product of the

gravitational constant and the earth's mass,

through Kepler's equation 86. Drag and radiation

pressure have their greatest effects on the mean

anomaly, however, and so it is particularly de-
sirable to have a satellite for which these effects

are minimi'zed and readily calculable: spherical,

low area-to-mass ratio, small eccentricity, high

inclination, perigee height above 1000 km. De-
terminations of GM from such satellites have been

made as byproducts of tesseral harmonic analyses

by Kaula (1963b, d), using camera observations,

and by Anderle and Oesterwinter (1964), using

Doppler observations. The determination from

camera data depends on the geodetic triangula-

tion connecting tracking stations to establish

scale; that from Doppler data may be affected

by ionospheric refraction effects. A more distant
satellite would reduce these effects: in this cate-

gory are the use of a lunar probe (Hamilton et al.,

1963) and those methods measuring the distance

of the moon by radar (Yaplee et al., 1963) and

by triangulation (Fischer, 1962). The radar

method now obtains an internal accuracy of

±200 m for the distance of the moon by correct-

ing for the variations in topography on the moon's

surface. Both the radar and triangulation methods
are affected by error in the radius in the moon in

the direction of the earth, for which the scatter

of different determinations is about 2 km, equiv-

alent to a variation of 0.00007X10 TM m_/sec _ in

GM. Another possible source of error in the ratio

t_ of the moon's mass to the earth's, appearing

in the modified Kepler equation

GM=n2a_[(1W_)3/(1--[-tt) -] (100)

where fl is the effect of the sun on the mean dis-

tanee. When the astronomical unit found by radar

measurements to Venus is used, the values of _-1
deduced from the lunar inequality (the monthly
revolution of the earth about the center of mass

of the earth and moon) based on observations of

Eros range from 81.26 to 81.36. A new determina-

tion of the inequality from Doppler observations

of the Mariner 2 Venus probe yields a preliminary

value of 81.3015±0.0033 (Hamilton et al., 1963).

Determination of Tesseral Harmonics

The determination of tesseral harmonics from

satellite orbits depends principally on the terms

in the disturbing function, (88), for which the

argument is { (n- 2p) o:-t-m (_2-0) }, and for which
I q I is small. Because of the unavoidable inclusion

of the earth's rotation rate _), the frequencies in-

volved differ by orders of magnitude from those

involved in analysis for zonal harmonics, and so

the problems are quite different. On the one hand,

long-term-drag, luni-solar, and radiation pressure

effects are of little influence; on the other hand,

errors in station position and nonuniform distri-

bution of observations become important. Usually

the frequency of observation is not much higher

than the frequencies of the orbital perturbations

caused by the tcsseral harmonics; hence it is not

possible to employ the method of first determining

smoothed osculating elements from the observa-

tions and then analyzing variations in these ele-

ments. The analysis must be made directly in

terms of the observations themselves; i.e., there

must be formed a partial derivative of each ob-

servation with respect to each of the parameters

sought. A rigorous solution will then follow that

of the times series of equations 57-60, in which

x/(t) are the Keplerian elements, pz are the gravi-

tational coefficients, yj are the observations, and

qm are thc corrections to station position co-

ordinates. The difficulty in the rigorous solution,

as stated, is taking into account the covariance

between observations, since this entails arrays of
dimension comparable to the number of observa-

tions. Furthermore, the statistical analysis of drag

effects has not been developed sufficiently (Kaula,

1961c; Moe, 1963). Consequently, in practice all

analyses have neglected covariance between ob-

servations of different passes and have applied
various devices to minimize the effect of this

neglect:

1. Higher weighting of the across-track than

of the along-track component of an observation is

used, because a proportionately much greater
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TABLE 4.--Harmonic Coefficients of the Gravitational Field

Coefficient

(]2oX 10 a............

(]22× 106............

S_: × 10 e............

(]3oX106 ............

(]31X 106............

$31X 106............

(?32× 106............

Sa2 X 10e ............

Kaulu

(1961b)

-484.23

0.75
-0.38

0.7_

1.03

0.39
0.97

-0.03

Uotila

(1962)

(--484.10)
0.69

--2.25

(o.91)
O.lO

-0.63

1.19

-0.22

Kozai

(1963b)

(-484.10)
1.11

- 1.47

(0.97)
1.75

0.14
0.34

--0.24

(_a3X 106............
$33 × 106............
('_40X 106............
(]41X 106............
$41 X 106............

C42 X 106............

,_42X 106............

(]43X 106............

S4aXlO 6............

(]44X 106............

'844X 106............

0.57
1.40

0.25
--0.63

--0.15

0.46
0.42
0.51

--0.01

--0.10

0.36

1.50 -0.45

2.44 0.60

(0.57) (0.61)
--0.15 -0.30
-0.20 --0.46

O.82 -0.18
0.46 0.21

1.20 0.59

--0.63 0.02

0.66 0.78

-0.12 1.26

Izsak

(1963)

(--484.10)
1.50

-0.62

(0. (,)7)
1.04

0.06

0.27

--0.53

0.51

0.89

(0.61)
-0.30

--0.34
0.16

O.55

0.36

0.25

0.46

0.77

Anderle and

Oesterwinter
(1964)

--484.09

2.85

-1.53

0.94

0.47

-0.71

Kaulu

(1963d)

--484.08
1.88

--1.38

0.97
1.52

0.14

-0.02
0.42

0.70

0.76

0.67

-0.33

Guier

(1963)

2.60

--0.99

1.64
0.18

0.84
--0.07

1.06

1.01

--0.60

--0.40
0.45
1.20

2.64

--0.60

0.37 -- 0.4(.)

0.01 0.27
0.35 1.19

0.17 1.33

0.41 --0.05

--0.01 --0.37

0.18 0.31

part of the drag effect is in the mean anomaly

than is true for the gravitational effects (Kaula,

1963b, Izsak, 1962).

2. The duration for which a set of reference

elements, or constants of integration, arc de-

termined is limited to one to four weeks. This

measure is also desirable to kccp the residuals

down to not more than a small multiple of the

anticipated gravitational effects.

3. Arbitrary polynomials are used to represent

some of the variation in mean anomaly.

4. The observations are weighted inversely to

their density with respect to the angle (_--0)

in an attempt to restore some of the orthogonality

of gravitationally caused variations to the varia-

tions caused by drag (Kaula, 1963b).

The nonuniform distribution of observations

arises from the geometrical effect described by

(75) plus, in the case of camera observations,

from dcpenddnce on clear weather and solar

illumination of the satellites. This nonuniform

distribution, the large numl)cr of parameters in-

volved, and the similarity of the perturbations

by different gravitational terms (1, m) and (n, m)

for which (l-_) is even, all combined to produce

an ill-conditioned least-squares solution from ob-

servations of a single satellite. The desirable

remedy is to combine several arcs of several satel-

lites of widely varying inclination in one solution.

]lowever, such a solution would involve well over

100 unknowns, so further compromises must be

made. These compromises have been of two

principal types:

1. Stepwise least squares. This method is em-

ployed by Izsak (1963), Andcrle and ()ester-

winter (19(i4), and others. For camera observa-

tions there arc two steps: in the first step, the

reference, elements for each orbital arc are de-

termined holding fixed the gravitational coeffi-

cients and station positions; in the second step,

the orbital elements are held fixed, while the gravi-

tational coeJiieients and station positions arc de-

termined from the residuals of the observations

with respect to these reference orbits. For Doppler

observations, there arc three steps: the above two

steps are preceded by a step in which frequency

constant and frequency drift corrections arc de-

termined for each pass. The likely defect of these

methods is that the parameters determined in the

earlier steps will absorb some of the effects of the
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FmURE 6.--Geoid heights referred to an ellipsoid of flattening 1/298.24, based on camera observations of satellites 1959a,,
1959,1, 1960_2, 19616,, 1961a_,, (Kaula, 1963d).

gravitational coefficients and station position
shifts. This defect may be particularly severe in

the case of orbital arcs with relatively few camera

observations. Izsak (1963) omits the worst of

such arcs, but this measure introduces further
chance of bias because the arcs so omitted will

tend to be those for which the apogee is in the

southern hemisphere, away from most of the

stations. Both Izsak (1963) and Anderle and

Oesterwinter (1964) make solutions in which all

station positions are allowed to move freely with

respect to each other; however, computer program

limitations do not permit them to determine all

the gravitational coefficients compatible with the

accuracy implied by this method.

2. Preassigned covariance matrix (Kaula, 1963b,

d). For each orbital arc, the gravitational coeffi-

cients and station positions are determined at the

same time as the reference elements. To keep the

solution from "blowing up" because of ill-con-

ditioning, a covariance matrix Wx is preassigned

to the gravity and position parameters in ac-

cordance with (50). The variances in W_ for the

gravitational coefficients are based on the degree

variances in table l; those for the positions of

major datums are based on the results of the

world geodetic system solution of Kaula (1961b),

and those for the positions of isolated stations on

statistical analyses of deflections of the vertical.

Stations connected by geodetic triangulation are

assumed to translate together, consistent with

an accuracy of about -+-20 m. The principal defect

of the preassigned variance and covariance method

is that it may influence the relative magnitude

of the results, particularly for harmonics causing

similar frequency perturbations in the orbit.

Earlier estimates of tesseral harmonics from

satellite orbits (Izsak, 1961a); (Kaula, 1961c);

(Kozai, 1961); Newton, 1962) yielded_a wide

scatter of results and arc of interest now only for

some discussion of methods. Table 4 gives the

most recent results of most of the principal in-

vestigators; those by Kozai (1963b), Izsak ( 1963 ),

and Kaula (1963d) are based on camera data;

those by Anderle and Oesterwinter (1964) and

Guier (1963) are based on Doppler data. In

addition to the gravitational coefficients given in

the table, Kaula (1963d) determined 10 tesseral

coefficients of degrees 5 and 6, plus 18 datum co-

ordinate shifts; Anderle and Oesterwinter (1964)

also determined 54 station coordinate shifts. The

most recent determinations from terrestrial data

(Kaula, 1961b; Uotila, 1962) are also given in
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table4.Figure6is thegeoidmapcorresponding
to thesolutionby Kaula(1963d).

USE OF ASTROGEODESY

The oldest sources of information about the

variations in the gravitational field are the slopes

of the geoid with respect to the surface of a
reference ellipsoid determined from the dif-

ferences between the astronomic and geodetic

positions:

7= (Xa- Xo)cos_b (101)

Along a line of geodetic triangulation or tra-

verse in azimuth A the slope will be:

t=v sinAT_ cosA (102)

and for the change in geoid height over an arc
distance • there is conventionally applied the

simple integration

NB=NA-R t dl (103)

where R is the radius of the earth.

However, if the triangulation from which the

geodetic positions (¢g, Xo) were calculated with a

scale correction R/(RTh) for reduction to sea

level altitude h (the "development method"),
then an error will accumulate because of neglect

of the further scale correction R/(RWN) for

reduction to ellipsoid (the "projection method").

After a few thousand kilometers, this error will
make a difference of several tens of meters in NB

calculated by (103). The elimination of this dis-

crepancy is known as the Molodenskiy correction;

given t, N calculated by (102) and (103) from

development-computed ¢g, Xu ,the correct slope

0 and height i" will be (Molodenskiy et al., 1960,

p. 33)

OB=gB'_- (0.4-- tA) COSg'-}-(_'A--NA) sin_b

1

-t-_f ° N cos(l--_b)dl

_B = N B+ R ( t._--O_)sin_b-{- ( _A-- N A) cos_b

-t- fo*N sin(l--_b)dl (104)

If geodetic control computed by the develop-
ment method is adjusted forcing conditions on

large circuits properly applicable only to pro-

1 o°o-o°4
0°4-0°7

1 0°7-1°0

I °O -I o5

1°5 <

Floun_. 7.--Distribution of astrogeodetic observations.
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jection-computed control, then (104) will not

remove all error. However, circuits large enough

for this distortion to be significant are rare.

The most extensive application of (101) through

(104) to astrogeodetic data has been by Fischer

(1959a, b; 1960a, b; 1961). Figure 7 shows the

distribution of the data she has applied. The

limited geographic extent of the astrogeodetic

data makes it primarily of value as an independent

check on the results obtained by gravimetric

and satellite means. The significance of the various

spacings of the astronomic stations in figure 7 is

that the principal source of error in determining

astrogeodetic geoid height differences is the error

in determining the continuously varying geoid

slope by interpolation between the observed point

values. For station spacings S in kilometers, the

mean square expected error in the geoid height

Es{ei 2} derived from the degree variances in

table 1 (extended to higher degrees) is approxi-

mated by (Kaula, 1961b) :

E_ {ei_-}_ (0.019 S- 1.4) 2 (105)

This rule probably gives an underestimate for the

geoid height crror resulting from arcs carried

through rugged topography such as that down the

west coast of South America. However, it seems
safe to conclude that the rms error for the relative

location with respect to each other of points in the

major systems shown in Figure 7 is of the order

of :t:15 m in the radial coordinate, as well as the

two horizontal. This estimate is confirmed by mis-

closures of less than 25 m for 10,000-kin loops

around the Caribbean (Fischer, 1959) and around

the Black and Caspian seas and through Turke-

stan (Fischer, 1961). (See Bomford (1960; 1962,

pp. 143-159, 325-327) for more detailed discus-

sion of triangulation and geoid height accuracy,

and Rice (1962) for an example of an optimum

geoidal section survey.)

There are several ways of combining astro-
geodetic and gravimetric geoid data. In the

U.S.S.R., gravimetry is used to interpolate de-

flections between astrogeodetic stations (Molo-
denskiy et al., 1960, pp. 125-141). The tra-

ditionally advocated method of combination is

to compare the astrogeodetic and gravimetric

geoid heights at a few carefully selected points

and then to minimize the discrepancy between

the two by adjusting the datum position and

ellipsoid parameters (Heiskanen and Vening-
Meinesz, 1958 pp. 299-310). This method has

been applied extensively by Rice (1952) to sixteen

stations in the United States and by Szabo (1962)
to 6 stations in the United States and 23 stations in

Eurasia. However, since there is still appreciable
error in the gravimetrically computed deflection

at even the best points (probably at least :t:1.5")

the logical conclusion is to compare astrogeodetic
and gravimetric geoids wherever the former is

available. Zhonglovich (1956) made such a com-

parison by minimizing the sum _-_{(_a-_o)2+

(}a--}o) 2} for the mean values of ninety-six 4 °

by 4 ° squares covering North America, using his

geoid (Zhonglovich, 1952) for oo, }fl. The mean

curvature of the ellipsoid he believed best fitting

yields an equatorial radius of 6,378,104:t:42 m

when the flattening of 1/298.3 is enforced. Fischer

(1960, 1961) minimized the sum _(N_--N_) 2 at

301 points at 5 ° intervals throughout the area

pictured in figure 7, using No calculated by

Kaula (1959a, b). Fixing the flattening 1/298.3,

the equatorial radius obtained varied from

6,378,160 to 6,378,166 m on different assumptions.

Kaula (1961b) used the same data as Fischer,
but applied a much more detailed statistical treat-

ment, in which 106 condition equations were
written requiring that the corrected differences in

astrogeodetic geoid height between mean values

for 10 ° by l0 ° squares agree with the difference
calculated from the corrected harmonic coeffi-

cients of the gravitational field. The quadratic
sum minimized was

minimum = XAWA--lXA -_- xGWG--IxG'_- XsWs--lxs

(106)

where xA comprises the corrections to the 106

astrogeodetie geoid height differences; Wa is the

associated covariance matrix, taking into ac-

count interpolation error, error of representation,

and the discrepancy between the actual geoid

and that represented by harmonics to the 8th

degree; xa comprises the 81 spherical harmonic

coefficients through the 8th degree; W_ is the

covariance matrix produced by the analysis of

gravimetry by Kaula (1959a, b) ; and x, and W.

pertain to supplementary measurements of secular

and long periodic satellite motions and geoid
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height matching between adjacent but uncon-

nected datums. A measure of the agreement be-

tween astrogeodetic and gravimetric geoids was

the value obtained for the quadratic sum of (106) ;

it was 44% higher than the mean x square ex-

pectancy. Increasing the standard deviations ac-

cordingly, 6,3(i7,163+15 m and 1/298.24+0.01

were obtained for the ellipsoid parameters. The

values of the harmonic coefficients obtained

through the 4th degree are given in table 4. The

standard deviations obtained for the tesscral har-

monic coefficients of degree n averaged about

=t=0.9 X 10-6/In- 1). The rms discrepancies from

the satellite solution of Kaula (1963d) are

+l.0X l0 -6 for degree 2, +0.6Xl0 -6 for degree

3, and -4-0.3X10 -6 for degree 4, so that the

disagreement is one which can be reasonably

expected.

CONCLUSIONS

The application of more elaborate statistical

_echniqucs made possible by modern computers

could very probably extract morc information

about the gravity field from existing data, both

gravimetric and satellite, and would facilitate

the planning of programs of additional observa-

tions, llowever, these elaborations would be

addcd to what is already a rather complicated

task of measurement, data processing, and theo-

retical analysis, such that both the benefits and

penalties of any modifications are difficult to

predict. Also, this review has not touched on

the geophysical application of gravity field. It

can be argued that an appreciable effort to de-

termine the gravity field is not worth while

because knowledge is lacking of the long-term

rheology of the earth's interior as well as the

mathematical techniques to apply all but the

simplest theologies. Certainly much of what has

been discussed in this review is not neccssary for

the application of gravimetry to study local and

regional variations in the crust. What part of it

is useful to study variations on a continental or

oceanic scale and the implications thereof as to

the state of the mantle is perhaps worthy of

consideration: To what harmonic degree should

the ficld be devclopcd to apply to ideas of a weak

upper mantlc or to (,onvcction currents? Arc the

degree variances a useful tool? Should coefficients

be derived by techniques which yield mean square

values smaller than those of the actual coeffi-

cients? The answer is probably the customary one

that we cannot predict what the future will want,

and hence should strive for the most accurate

representation possible.
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IMPROVED GEODETIC RESULTS FROM CAMERA
OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES

W. M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flight Center

Analysis of Baker Nunn camera observations of satellites 195(.)at over 1032 days; 1959n over
7(.)2 days; 1960L2 over 480 days; 1961_ over 150 days; and 1(,)61a8_ over 54 days yielded results

greatly improved over those previously reported. This improvement is primarily due to the use of
much more data and secondarily to various modifications in the method of analysis. As indieated

by the discrepancies between results from appreciably different orbits, tile datum shifts obtained
have standard deviations of +4 to :t:23 meters. The tesseral h,Lrmonic of the gravity field most

firmly determined appears to be J4_, followed by J22, J3_, J42, J4_, and J32. The prineipal sources of

error suggested are the influence of preassigned variances on separation of gravitational coeltieients

having the same periodic effects on an orbit (e.g., J22 and J42) and the hohling fixed with respect to

each other stations on the same geodetic datum, but they do not seem adequute to explain all syste-

matic diserepancies in the results. A comparison of gravitational :rod geometric geoid heights at

station positions gave a mean equatorial radius of 6,378,196:Lll m.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes appreciable improvement

over the results ot)tained by Kaula (1963a), due

both to additional ol)servations and to revisions

in the method of analysis. The discussion in this

paper follows (.losely that of Kaula (1963a) and

is limited to changes therefrom.

OBSERVATIONS

The precisely reduced Baker Nmm camera ob-

servations of 1959a, t959_, and 1960L2 from

launch until the end of 1961, of 1961_1 from launch

until the middle of 1961, and of l(.)(ila_i ill the

spring of 1(.)62 were analyzed. Thc observations

through mid-19(il have been published il_ the

catalogs compiled by Veis et al. (19(il-62).

No change was made in the methods of selec-

tion and convcrsio_l of observations. The mmlber

of observations of each satellite used is given in

table I.

GEOMETRY

The initial station po_itions used were the solu-

tions given in tabh, I of Kaula (19(i3a) with

corrections for errors in the computed positions of

three stations relative to the principal datums

provided by I. G. Izsak of the Smithsonian In-

stitution Astrophysical ()bscrvatory. Corre(',tions

to coordinates u_, u2, and u:_ in earth radii arc

listed in sequence (all values times 10-"):

San Fernando +5.6 -5.0 -8.5

Naini Tal +2.7 -5.0 +4.9

Curacao -- 1.0 0.0 +2.8

The datum shifts listed in table 2 of the present

paper apply to the starting coordinates in column

4 of tat)le 1 of Kaula (l(.)(13a) with the local ('or-

rections given at)ove.

DYNAMICS

The only change made, in the dynami,'al aspects

of the treatment was to omit entirely the long-

period and se(',ular perturbations that are due to

hmi_)lar attraction, radiation pressure, and drag

by a spe('ifi(,d atmospheric model. For the orbital

arc lengths of l0 to 20 days it was found that

these eff(,cts were adequately absorbed by an

arbitrary a('celeration in the mean anomaly. Their

in('lusion mad(, little differen(,e in the solutions

310
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TABLE 1.--SateUite Orbit Specifications

Epoch .....................................

Semimaior axis ...............................

Eccentricity .................................

Inclination ..................................

Argument of perigee ..........................

Longitude of node ............................

Mean anomaly ...............................

Perigee motion/day ...........................

Node motion/day ............................

Max. A/m, cm2/g ............................

Min. A/m, cm2/g .............................

Perigee height, km ...........................

Number of days ..............................

Number of observations .......................

1959_1

1959 Feb.

28.5

1.304585

0.16582

0.57381

3.36062

2.52442

6.00463

+0.09181

-0.06108

0.21

0.21

56O

1032

3513

Satellite

19597 1960t_

1959 Sept. 1960 Sept.

28.5 22.0

1.334500 1.250057

0.19008 0.01146

0.58212 0.82434

3.20403 2.26377

3.48304 2.28139

3.82408 2.72868

+0.08501 +0.05186

--0.05712 --0.05413

0.27 0.27

0.O4 0.08

510 1500

792 480

3034 2502

196161

1961 Feb.

20.0

1.252779

0.12135

0.67835

2.02733

2.76786

5.96587

+0.08315

--0.06347

15.9

15.9

640

150

1395

l(.)61a_t,

1962 Mar.

8.5

1. 568136

0.01197

1.67316

4. 28853

5.71336

1.51124

--0.01733

+0.00367

0.08

0.02

3500

54

552

TABLE 2.--Datum Shifts (in length units of 6.378165 m)

Datum
Coordinate 1959a_ 1959n 1960t2 1961_i_ 1961(_61 Weighted

mean

,mericas .............................

',urope-Africa ........................

iberia-India .........................

,ustralia .............................

• pan-Korea-Manchuria ...............

xgentina ............................

[awaii ...............................

AUl --02.5 --02.6 --03.7 --03.8 --06.4 --03.84-1.0

AU2 --04.7 --05.2 --09.6 --11.3 --04.2 --05.14-0.8

,lu3 --00.9 --00.5 --00.6 --01.9 --00.3 --00.44-0.2

Au, +06.5 +07.3 +06.6 +11.6 +04.6 +05,_-4-0.7

Au2 --07.8 --07.8 --09.3 --04.1 --10.2 --08.94-0.5

Au_ +02.0 +01.3 +02.2 --01.4 +02.1 +01 .(.)4-0.2

Au_ --16.3 --19.6 --1(,).6 --11.2 --26.6 --17.3-t-1.5

Au2 +09.6 +06.0 +06.7 +07.5 +03.0 +05.2-4-1.7

_u3 +10.8 +14.6 +10.0 +14.7 +09.4 +10.54-0.4

_u, --08.9 --11.5 --08.3 --08.5 --06.5 --08.(.)--I--0.5

2xu2 +04.1 +05.2 +13.0 +08.7 +0!).3 +09.4-4-0.7

Au3 +01.4 +00.1 +01 .S --00.1 +04.4 +01.54-0.8

,Su, +35.6 +37.9 +39.9 +50.7 +34.4 +38.3--+-1.6

Aue --03.7 +03.8 --02.4 --02.1 +00.0 --02.3-4-0.6

AU_ +10.0 +07.5 +09.9 +04.2 --06.3 +05.74-3.5

AU_ +03.3 +01.3 --05.2 +00.4 --00.3 --04.0-4-1.6

AU_ +06.1 +04.5 +16.0 +01.2 +15.2 +09.24-2.8

AUa --45.4 --48.6 --47.7 --67.9 --25.0 --45.54-3.6
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obtained for tesseral harmonics or station shifts--

if anything, they may have distorted the results
by shifting computed satellite directions farther
from those observed.

DATA ANALYSIS

Of the five techniques listed on page 478 of

Kaula (19633) only three were employed: pre-

assigning a covariance matrix V for the starting

values of parameters, assigning higher weight to

the across-track than to the along-track compo-
nent of an observation, and using arbitrary
polynomials.

The covariances and variances preassigned were

identical with those in Kaula (1963a) with the

exception of C21, $21, which were held fixed.

The observational variance employed was

(0.026 se(') 2 time and (9.2 sec) 2 direction for 12-

day arcs of 195931 and 19597; (0.047 sec) 2 time

and (13.4 sec) 2 direction for 20-day arcs of 1960_2;

(0.146 see) 2 time and (43.8 sec) 2 direction for 10-

TABLE 3.--Gravitational Coe_cient Solutions. Mulliply All Numbers by a Scaling Factor of 10 -6

Coefficient* 19593_ 95(,)_ [96(h_ 19615_ 19613_ Weighted
meq, n

_(_co................................................ 4.96 --8.88 --0.75 --18.5C

_(_2o................................................ --0.06 --0.06 --0.05 --0.29

(_22................................................ 1.30 1.36 1.99 1.80i

$22................................................ --1.74 --0.76 --1.63 --0.32
(_o ................................................ 0.97 0.96 0.98 l. 01

Csl ................................................ 1.3(} I .62 1.53 --0.96
$31................................................ 0.29 0.99 --0.10 --0.34

(_32................................................ --0.14 --0.13 0.29 2.35

S_ ................................................ O. 49 O. 29 O. 3_ --0.16
(_ss................................................ 0.36 1.11 0.42 2.36

*_3a................................................ O. 83 1.11 O. 8q O. 43

(_4o................................................. O. 6S O. 67 O. 61 --O. 35

(_41................................................ --0.3S --().3_ --0.33 --0.4_
,._ ................................................ 0.43 O. 53 O. 45 O. 43

(_42................................................ --0.1(] --0.1(} 0.02 O. 03

S/,_................................................ 0.5'2. 0.6S 0.36 --0.43

0,_ .............................................. __1 O.IS 0.35 0.50 0.44

,,_4a................................................ 0.2(,] 0.11 --0.00 0.16

(_44................................................ O. 12 0.01 --0.20 0.20

,,_44................................................ O. 11 O. 22 O. 36 O. 29

(_o ................................................ O. 02 O. 03 O. 03 0.01

C_ ............................................... -0.14 --0.02 --0.01 --0.63

S_ ................................................ --0.06 --0.03 --0.01 0.23

Cso ................................................. -0.09 -0.0_ -0.04 l. l0

C_ ................................................ -0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.26

,_ ................................................. -- O. 0(.1 -- 0.02 -- O. 07 -- O. 49

0_ ................................................ - 0.04 0.05 -- 0.01 - 0.07

Ss.., ................................................ --0.0q --0. l_ -0.01 --0.07

0_ ................................................ --0.02 --0.1(] O. 15 --0.02

,_s ............................................... --0.12 --0.01 --0.08 --0.06

(;_4................................................ --0.0(] 0.06 0.06 --0.19

,_, ................................................ --0.06, --0.09 --0.42 --0.30
(_o ................................................ O. 12 ! O. 12 0.07 0.09

--9.85 --2.46-1-2.36

0.0(1 --0.03 +0.02

2.52 1 .t_+0.29

-0.8(`1 -1.3S±0.17

0.(`)7 0.97+0.01

1.1s 1.52±0.03
0.4_ 0.14+-0.16

--0.84 --0.02+0.26

o.qs 0.42+-0.06
1.7(3 0.70+-0.26

-_ .3_ o.76+-o.2.q

0.62 0.(;7+-0.02
- _. oo -0.33 +-0. o_
-0.4z 0.37+-0.1_

0.47 0.01 +-0.02

0.06 0.35+-0._
0.17 0.17 +-0.()2

0.42 0.41 +-0.0_

--0.24 -- O. 01 +-0.08

0.32 0.18+-0.05

o.o2 o.o2+-o.o!
(t) -o. 13±o.0'_
(t) -o. oi +0. o_

--0, l 0 -- 0.09 ±0. ()_

- 0.09 - o. 05+-0. o_
- 0.06 - o. 06+-0. o

0.05 o.(n +-().m
o.m -o.o2+-o.o_
(t) 0.15±0.01

(_) -o.o_+-o.m
-o.ol -o.m +-O.Ol

0.03 -0.03±0.07
0.12 0.12+-0.01

*(?,,_ and S,_ are coefficients of spherical harnmnic terms kM/r(a/r),H,m such that _H,m 'z da=4r for integration
over the sphere. A(_oo and MT..,oare corrections to ().39t_6032 X 10 _ (I.0--0.00108236P_) cgs.

_No deternfinations of (?_, _, (?_s, S_3 were made from 196138_ because the partial derivatives of the orbit with re-

spect to these coetlieients were all smaller than the criterion 0.In m (Kaula, 1963a).
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day arcs of 1961_1; and (0.047 sec) 2 time and

(13.4 sec) 2 direction for 18-day arcs of 1961_1.

The principal criterion used in determining the

observational variances was the ×2 test; i.e., the

quantity

s= (fTW-If--zTMTW-If)/(n--p) (1)

should average 1 for several orbital arcs, where f

is the vector of observation equation residuals; W

is the covariance matrix of observations; z is the

vector of corrections to parameters; M is the

matrix parameter coefficients in the observation

equations; n is the number of observations; and

p is the number of free parameters. In forming

the covariance matrix W, observations in the

same pass were treated as having the same timing

error.

The arc lengths used were chosen after some

experimentation as giving a reasonable com-

promise between magnitude of residuals and
number of observations.

The use of arbitrary polynomials was held to a

minimum; i.e., the only one used was a t2variation

in the mean anomaly.

In determining the estimated mean value and
its standard deviation from several orbital arcs of

the same satellite, the weighting of a particular

arc was considered to be proportionate to its

degrees of freedom. The computer program limited
to fifteen the number of arcs that could be com-

bined at a time. In combining the results of

several sets of fifteen (or fewer) arcs, the weight
ascribed to the mean of each set was considered

to be the inverse of its variance, or standard

deviation squared.
In order that the final mean and standard

deviation reflect as much as possible any system-
atic differences which were functions of orbital

specifications, all sets were combined, with in-

verse-variance weighting, into four groups: 1959al

and 19597, twelve sets; 1960_2, two sets; 1961_1,

one set; and 1961a_1, one set. The final means

and standard deviations given in tables 2 and 3

are the result of an inverse-variance weighted

combination of these four group solutions. How-

ever, for most of the variables, the standard

deviations from combining the four groups were

smaller than the standard deviations combining

all sixteen sets at once, primarily because the

differences between the 1960_2 mean and the

1959al and 19597 mean were smaller than the

scatter of 1959al and 19597 solutions about their

own mean.

To avoid the tendency to prejudge the order of

magnitude of the solution, which is the main
defect of the preassigned-variance technique, some

computer experimentation was tried in deter-
mining the amplitudes of specified periodic varia-

tions, in place of harmonic coefficients, in holding
the reference orbit fixed, and in analyzing resid-

uals. Applying these methods to one satellite at a

time did not give as good results as the preas-

signed-variance method, to judge by the scatter

of solutions. To apply them to data from more
than one satellite simultaneously required con-

siderable program revision which did not seem

worth while because this method has been applied

extensively by Izsak (1963). Other changes tried

and dropped as unnecessary were deleting orbital

segments for which observations are scanty

and holding fixed the station shifts obtained

from the previous analysis of 1960_2 observations.

Also dropped was the device of weighting observa-

tions inversely as their density with respect to

the phase angle (node-GST).

RESULTS

The analysis described above took much time

to apply to the large quantity of 1959_ and
19597 data. The attempt to combine solutions

from different sets of arcs was not made until

this analysis had been completed. Consequently,

the good agreement shown by tables 2 and 3
between the results from 1960_2 on the one hand

and from 1959a_ and 19597 on the other came as a

pleasant surprise. The combination of results is

not as good, of course, as is suggested by the

formal standard deviations given in the tables;

in particular, the errors in difference of position
between stations in North and South America--

or between stations in Europe, Africa, and India--

which were held fixed with respect to each other,

are probably several times as great as some of

the stated uncertainties. The good agreement is

even more marked for the spatial representations

given in figures 1 and 2; e.g., for the seven most
extreme maximums and minimums in the Van-

guard geoid of figure 1, there are maximums and
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TABI,E 4.--Semidaily Perturbations of Satellite Orbits

315

Satellite

(l)
1959a, and

195!}n

combined.

I
I¢.)(IOL_ ....

I
i
I

I

Ele-

menu "OEl/&,2_

(E0

(2) (3)
M -2.!12

i 3.62

w 1.68

_] 5.54

M -6.01

i 5. ,18

w 2.59

_ -5.07

OEl/a_42

--5.89
1 12.21

4.22

O. O0

-5.08

20.$6

--3.26

106Xcomp

OEl/o06,_, AElo

(5) (_)
5.74 -3.93

3. $3 5.33

-- 24.58 1.20

4.88 --7.70

--0.86 --12.05

--0.34 10.81

-- 2. (i 1 --,i. 76

7.66 --10.12

OEZ/&_=

(7)
2.!12

3.1i2

-- 1.1i,_

5.5,1

6. (14

5..18

2.59

5.07

(s)
0.36

-5.S9

--12.21

-4.22

O. 00

--5.0_

-- 20.86

3.26

OEl / &q62

(9)

--5.74

3.83

24,58

--4.88

0._6

0.34

2.61

-- 7.66

l0 _ ×comp

AEI,

()0)
--3.91

--9.12

--7.09

--11.11)

--9.£11

l O.76

--11.7(1

--7.O7

The principal sources of systematic error likely

to t)(, common to satellites l!)5!)a_, l!)S!)_, and

lg(i0_e se(,m to t)e (1) that the magnitudes of the

restllts will be influenced by the preassigtmd

variances and (2) that the relative positi(ms of

tracking stations on the same geodcti(: datum

may be apprcciat)ly in error.

V(); _. p,'wam(,t('r whose e,fleets arc. fairly dis-
tinct in periodMties, etc., from those of other

parameters, it is implausible that its preassigned

variance could cause a correction that is to() large
or of wrong sign, lint it might cause a correction

that is too small, liowever, the variance actually

used in the analyses is not the estimated squared
mag, litude of the ('orreetion ae(c), but rather

No .=(c), where N is the number of orbital arcs in a

set. Since N was always between 10 and 15, this

seems to be no more than a mild restraint pre-
venting occasional ill-_onditioned ares from ob-

taining absurdly large corrections beyond the
range of iinearity.

Distortion caused by the preassigned variances

seems most likely to occur in separating gravita-

tional eoeffi,"ients whose principal effects are of
the same period; i.e., eoeffMents .l,x and Jkz such

that m=g and n--k is even. The most prominent

set of such coefficients is J2=, J42, and J6=, all of

which cause semidaily variations of argument

2 (.q--0). A way of removing some (but not all) of

the influence of the preassigned eovariances would
be to assume that what we have determined is not

the eoeftieie.nts themselves but the amplitudes of

semidaily variations in the orbital elements; e.g.,

for the cos2(ft--0) term in the variation of the

inclination

Oi - Oi - Oi
At= ,_ (,'e2+_-C_oa-77_,_ ( 6., (2_

0(,,,_2 3C'4,_ _' 01.62 -

The semimajor axis and the eccentricity }lave
no semidaily variation. If we omit the 1!1615_ and

ll)(ilaS_ results and assume that the similar

!9,'5!)al and 195!)r/ orbits should })e ('omlfined, we

have two sets of eight equations for three tin-

knowns. Using values (_=1.315X10 6, _q=_

--1.473X10 ¢', (_4_=__().I()lX10 8 _4.,=0.5(J7 x

10 ", (_---0.00i)XI0 _, _c-;6._,=--0.104XI0 6 for

the combined l!)5,()a_ and ll)5i)n sohltion (corre-

sponding to tigure l ) and using values fron_ table

3 for l!)(i()_ we get the computed amplitudes of

periodic perturbations in _'olumns (i and 10 of

table-l. ['sing thes(' amplitudes as tll(, ol)serva-

tioil equation constants alld solving t)y the rule

of minimizing _ (dAFI) _ yMds

('_ue- 1.85X 10 _

(?-,_ O.05X 10 _

O-,6_-O. lOX 10 _

F_,.,= 1.75X 10 _

c_= ().3'1X 10

C;_== 0.22X10

All the coeftieicnts are increased over the mean

in table 3 except f{4=, whieh hints of ill condi-

tioning, tlowever, it looks as though only (?_: and

_,, might have been significantly redu('ed t)3- the

preassigned-variance method.

The assumption made by Kaula (l!)(13a) that
the relative positions of tracking stations on the

same datum should be known through the tri-
angulation networks with arms error of ±20
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'H , '_I"i_:l,ltl,; 3. ('omlfim,d Iteoid. th.oid h_'i_hl,% in reelers, r('fcrrl,d t.i :in ellillsoid of thd,h'uiu!z I/..IS._.I, dt,tcrmiv,'d front
ollscrv:llion,s _lf s:_l_'lliles 1!I5!h_ 1!t.59_h I!)t;Ih:,, 191;Iris, and I!ttih.$_.
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TABLE 5.--Comparison of Geometric and Gravitational Geoid Heights
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St ation l )atum

Organ Pass ........ Am .........

Arequipa ......................
I

Cura_:m .......... I .............
Jupiter .......... I .............

Olifantsfontein .... EASI .......

San Fernando ....

Naini Tal ........ I............

Shiraz ......... [ .............
Woomera ....... tl Au ........

Tokyo ............ I JKM .......
i

VilN l)(flores _ _ [Ar ..........

Mtmi .......... H ...........

Geometric geoid

height,

m

-4

-16
25

-1,R

+22

+117
-17

q- 14

+47

+54

+10-1

+5.1

I
Gravitational geoid' I)iscrepaucy for

height, 6,;17,g, 11i5 m

m r, dius, m

--i0

--8

-10

-9

+5

+26

--41
--1,R

+24

4-4

+4

-12

+5
--8

--15

--9

+17
+9I

+24

+32

+23
+5O

+ 100
+55

l)isrrel)aney for
(i,37S,I 9(i m

radius, nl

_5

--3!)

--46

--,10

1-1

+ 60

-7

--S

,_1!1

÷ 69

+35

Note.--(leoid heights referred to ellipsoid of equatorial radius 6,37s,165 m, thttteifiug 1/2!)S.24.

heights du(, to the inability of the satellite orbits

to pick up tim shorter-wave variations would be

(107(i--4(i(i) '/2= _1_25 m.

The restflts of the comparison are shown in

table 5. Applying the mean correction of -F31 m

yields a mean equatorial radius of 6,378,1(.)(_±11

m and arms discrepancy of ±38 m, which implies

a rms radial position error of (382-252) _,'':- ±2!)

m. ()f the stations on the major datums, the (i()-m

uis(icpam.y for San Fernando causes suspicion of

local eommetion error; however, there is also a

6!)-m discrepancy for Villa Dolores, which was

free to move to its correct position.

The agreement of the combined solution in

figure 3 with astrogeodetie (Fischer, l!)61) and

gravimetric (Uotila, 1962) solutions is an im-

provement over that in Kaula (19(i3a), particu-

larly in showi.g a nmre pronounced negative in

the western Atlantic. The discrepancies whieh

exist may in part be ascribed to the method of

analysis of the terrestrial data, since the agree-

ment is appreciably better with the combination

of astrogeodetie, gravimetric, and satellite zonal

harmonic data of Kaula (1961), especially for

western Europe.

The reference ttattening of 1/'298.24 is used in

figures 1, 2, and 3 to facilitate comparison with

the results of Kaula (l!){il, 19(i3a). The ftatteuiug

equivalent to the solution ohtained for A(_ is

1/298.28. The .12 ('quivah'nt is 1082.48X10 _.

In ('ouclusiou, it (:a, be said that better rx-

plalmtious are needed for the systematic discrep-

ancies indirated by tables 3 and 5. ltowew,r,

considering that the observations used herein

deprudrd ,'m r'.'fle,:ted suu!ight; that th,'y w.,-e

all made more than 3 years before the minimum

of solar activity; and that the orbital spcritira-

tions are far from ideal, the prospe('ts arc bright

for extracti.g more informatio.i o. the gravita-

tional tMd from more recent and anticipated

satellites. It will be of particular iuterest to push

the analysis to a good determination of some

sixth- or eighth-degree harmo.ics to see whethex

or .ot they corroborate other indicators of a weak

upper nmntle.
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A REVIEW OF GEODETIC PARAMETERS

WILLIAM M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flight Center

It is recommended that the parametric values which are currently most used in orbital compu-

tation be adopted as provisional standards, rather than those which may be tile best available, be-

cause the "most used" values differ only slightly from the "best" values and further improvements

in the values are expected within the next 4 years. Some of these values are:

GM_ = 3.986032 X 102° cm 3 sec -2,

J2 = 1082.30 X 10 -6,

J3 = - 2.3 X 10 -6,

J4 = -- 1.8 X 10o"6,
a_ = 6,378,165.0 m.

With p.irameters such as the foregoing the most serious geodetic errors affecting astronomy are

tracking station positions. Standard methods of describing and transforming positions are suggested.

INTRODUCTION

This review recommends which geodetic parameters should be adopted as standard, the manner in

which the parameters should be expressed, and the values which should be adopted. In making these

recommendations, current practice, available determinations, and anticipated improvements will be

considered.

GRAVITATIONAL PARAMETERS

For the notation of the earth potential, recommendations have already been made by Commission

7 on Celestial Mechanics, of the International Astronomical Union1:

U z r_-[1 + _ Z (_)nPnm (Sifl_J)(Cn,mCOS mh. ÷Sn,=sin mk)] (1)

n=l m=O

where # = GM_, r is the distance from the center of the earth, R is the mean equatorial radius of the earth,

P,_ is the associated Legendre polynomial, _ is the latitude, and _ is the longitude. Alternative notations

recommended for the gravitational coefficients are

j. = -C.,0 (2)

and

(A.=.B.=) = L(n_m),. j n.m' , "

319
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These two additions are suggested:

1. Define

I (n *m)_ ill ,2(e.°,_.o) : {.-m}_{_.Ti}(:-_: {c.... s .),
(4)

where the Dirac delta _m° is 1 for m--0 and 0 for m _0. The C .... S,._ are coefficients of harmonics which

have a mean square amplitude of 1 for all values of n and m.

2. Define the mean equatorial radius more precisely as the equatorial radius of the mean earth

ellipsoid; i.e., the ellipsoid of revolution which best fits the geoid. This definition is consistent with

geodetic practice and involves the equatorial radius with only two of the set of orthogonal parameters

defining the radius vector of the geoid--the zeroth and second degree zonal harmonics. (The more literal
definition of the mean equatorial radius as the radius of the circle which best fits an equatorial section

through the geoid would connect the radius to the infinite set of even degree zonal harmonics.) An
alternative possibility for the equatorial radius in equation 1 is the mean radius of the entire earth which,

since it differs by a factor of 10 -3, would affect the value of J_. The mean radius seems slightly preferable

aesthetically, but current practice overwhelmingly favors the equatorial radius; a perusal of some papers

on close satellite dynamics and orbit analysis found ten workers using the equatorial radius but none

using the mean radius (in addition, five theoreticians did not define their radius).

To be consistent with the connection of equatorial radius to the mean earth ellipsoid, it is recom-

mended that the following be the relationships between the astronomical parameters _ = GM_ and J2 =

- 6'2.0 and the geodetic parameters R = a_, the equatorial radius; _,_, the equatorial gravity; f, the flatten-

ing; and _, the rate of the earth's rotation with respect to inertial space :2.3.4

where

[1 3 2 )]J= : 3f - - m - m- + +

_2a e

- _, (7)

The values of GM$ and J2 which are probably the most extensively used at orbit computation centers in
the United States are :5,6,7

GM® = 3.986032 ± 0.000030 X 102° em 3 see "2, _,

J
J2 = 1082.30 × 10 -6

(8)

In the alternative notation of Herrick, Baker, and Hilton 8 and Makemson, Baker, and Westromg:

k = (GM®)'/' = 0.019965049 megameter '/2 see -t. (9)
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ThevaluesofGM _ and J2 in equation 8 are consistent with these values for the geodetic parameters:

a = 6,378,165.0 + 25.0 meters,

T, = 978.0300 ± 0.012 cm sec -2,

f = 1/298.30,

= 0.729211585 x 10 -4 sec -l.
} (10)

The value for a_ is a compromise between the

solutions of Fischer, TM and Kaula, n and other
values which are unpublished. The _e value differs
from that of the International Formula and the

Potsdam System (978.0490 cm sec -2) in three

ways:

1. Correction to Potsdam System absolute
g (reference 12)=--0.0128+0.0003;

2. Change of flattening from 1/297 to 1/298.3 =
--0.0051 ;

3. Change of mean gravity over the earth's
surface (reference 11)=-0.0005±0.0012.

The correction to absolute g is a provisional

value and has not been adopted by the Inter-

national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics; an

improved value should be forthcoming within
the next few years from several determinations

in progress. '3 The correction to mean gravity is
negative, mainly because correlation between

gravity and topography was used to estimate

anomalies for the areas without observations,

which are predominantly oceans. Solutions by
Uotila which fit observed gravimetry and do not

use correlation with topography give positive

corrections ranging from _0.0004 to +0.0019

cm sec -2 (reference 14). Rather slow improvement

is expected; problems in observing gravity at sea

are not entirely solved. TM Some improvement

may also come from using the better statistical

techniques which larger capacity computers
permit.

The value of GM_ may also be obtained through

the modified Kepler equation by using the radar
mean distance of the moon A and the moon's
mean motion n:

n2(I +/3) 3

GM$ : A3 ,"M (11)
1 _'--

where /_ is the solar perturbation of the mean

semimajor axis and _M/]£E is the ratio of the

moon's mass to the earth's mass, equal to the
lunar inequality. 17 The most recently published

value for A is 384,402.1 ±.2 km. TM As pointed out]
by Fischer, this value should perhaps be corrected

because it is dependent on an excessively rounded-
off lunar radius of 1740 km. 19The mean radius of

the lunar limb is 1737.85±0.07 kin. Geometrical

determinations of the radius toward the earth

vary considerably; Baldwin's conclusion _° leads

to 1740.05 km, whereas Schrutka-Rechtenstamm 21

concludes that the bulge is too small to be deter-

mined. However, we are not interested in just
the long axis of a best-fitting triaxial ellipsoid, but

rather in the mean radius of the area contributing

to the leading edge of the radar return pulse,
which would fall within the =t=7° area of libration.

Contour maps of the moon (reference 22, for

example) indicate that the average radius of this

±7 ° area could differ by as musch as 2 km from

the best-fitting ellipsoid. If the lunar surface is

assumed to be an equipotential surface, then
using the moments of inertia obtained from the

physical libration yields _738.57 km as the radius

toward the earth. Letting A = 384,400.5± 1.2_m,

B= 0.0090678, n= 2.6616997 X10 -6 sec -1 (refer-

ence 23), and UM/UE=1/(81.375=I:O.026) (ref-

erence 24) gives

GM® = 3.986094 + 0.00004 X 10 _° em _ see -2

(12)

Using the _M/_E= 1/81.219 of Delano 25 reduces

GM_ to 3.986001 X 102° cm 3 sec -2, so the difference
from solutions based on terrestrial data seems"

largely explicable as an error in the lunar in-

equality. The larger computers of today permit
the application of more elaborate statistical

techniques than it was possible to apply in 1950

(the year Delano and Rabe published their work).
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However, since the stellar positions are a major

suspect for systematic error, it seems premature
to reanalyze the Eros observations before the

revised reference star systems are available. 26

Meanwhile, improved determination of the lunar

inequality may be obtained from radio tracking

of space probes such as Mariner II (1962 apl).

Also, since spacecraft have been launched into

high, nearly circular orbits such as those of

Midas III (1961a) and Midas IV (1961 a_), it may

be worthwhile to try to determine GM¢ from close
satellite orbits.

In addition to GM¢ and J:, standard orbit

computation programs usually incorporate J3 and

J4. The values which are probably most common

at U.S. computation centers are6:

J3 = -2.3 x 10 -6 ,

JJ4 = -1.8 x 10 .6 .

At present the best values of the zonal harmonics are undoubtedly those of KozaiT:

J2 = 1082.48 ± 0.06 x 10 -6 , ja = -2.562 ± 0.012 x 10-6, "_

J4 = -1.84 + 0.08 x I0 -6, Js = -0.064 ± 0.019 x 10 .6 ,

J6 = 0.39 + 0.12 x 10 -6, j, = -0.470 + 0.021 x 10 -6 ,

J6 = -0.02 ± 0.02 x I0-6, J9 = 0.117 + 0.025 x 10 -6.

(13)

(14)

Note that the J_, J3, and J4 now used, given in

equations 8 and 13, each differ from Kozai's

improved values by less than 0.3 X 10-e; and that
the coefficients J5 and higher are all very small in

absolute magnitude. Therefore, it does not seem

worthwhile to adopt values, other than those

already in general use, l_efore 1966 or 1967, when

analysis of geodetic satellite orbits observed during
the International Year of the Quiet Sun will be

completed.
Most of the current close satellite orbit analyses

for geodetic purposes seek tesseral harmonic

perturbations. In view of the smallness of these

perturbations, it does not seem appropriate to

adopt standardized values for the tesseral har-

monics C .... S .... The one exception might be

C_._, $2.2, for which an upper limit would be useful

because of its effect on supplemental energy rc_-

quiremcnts for 24-hr orbits. The most recent,

unpublished determinations of Izsak, Kaula,
Kozai, and Newton range from 0.9X10 -6 to

1.8><10 -e in amplitude (C_,_-S_.22) 1/2 and from

8 ° to 25 ° W in the direction of the principal axis

[½ tan-'(S_,2/C_,_)].

GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS

As shown by analyses involving large systems of

observations, I0,",19 the equatorial radius is a

derived, rather than a fundamental, quantity:

accurate knowledge of the radius is not necessary

to obtain other parameters, such as the lunar

distance, geoid undulations, or datum positions by

fitting of the astro-geodetic to the gravimetric

geoid. However, for astronomical purposes, it is
desirable to have a reference ellipsoid correct

within -4-50 m in order to obtain reasonably

correct positions of isolated tracking stations from
astronomic latitude and longitude. Also it is

convenient to have a unit of length approximating

the earth's radius for use in the potential formula

(equation 1) and for use as a base line to compare

or combine parallax observations. For these

astronomical purposes, the value of 6,378,165.0 m
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TABLE 1.--Corrections to u, v, w from Reference 11 (meters).

Datum Shift Au Av Aw

WGS-NAD -23 :_ 26 +i42 ± 22 +196 ± 22

WGS-ED -57 i 23 -37 ± 29 -96 ± 23

WGS-TD -89 ± 40 +551 ± 53 +710 ± 40
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given in equation 10 should be entirely adequate.

Marked improvement is not expected for about 5

years, by which time satellite observations should

contribute significantly to the strengthening of

triangulation systems and to the interconnect±on

of geodetic datums.

By far the most annoying problems in the

astronomical application of geodetic data pertain

to tracking station positions. Errors in the adopted

values of station positions, in conjunction with

drag and nonuniform distribution of observations,
prevent accurate determination of tesseral har-

monics and are even believed to be a major cause

of discrepancies in space probe trajectories. 27

These station position errors are due to both
inadequate data and mistaken treatment of data;

in descending order of reprehensibility they
include:

1. Weak, erroneous, or nonexistent connection

of tracking stations to local geodetic control (this

includes the moving of antennas by stations with-

out informing the computing center);

2. Failure to state the datum or ellispoid to

which tracking station positions refer;

3. Use of obsolete or erroneous standard datum

and ellipsoid;

4. An incomplete or ambiguous statement

about how datum or ellipsoid transformations
were made;

5. Failure to provide for geoid-ellipsoid differ-

ence in calculating heights;

6. Neglecting systematic error due to incorrect

observation (for example, no Laplace stations)

or incorrect adjustment (for example, arbitrary
scale changes or rotations) of geodetic control

connecting tracking stations more than, say,
1000 km apart;

7. Actual observational error of position.

In view of the number of geodetic datums and

corrections thereto, they do not seem to be

appropriate parameters to be adopted as standard

by an international organization, except possibly
for the large continental triangulation systems.

The corrections to coordinates u, v, w with positive

axes directed respectively toward latitude and

longitude (0 °, 0°), (0 °, 90 ° E), (90 ° N) obtained

in the world geodetic system solution of Kaula u

are listed in table 1, where NAD, ED, and TD

refer to the North American, European, and

Tokyo datums, respectively. The uncertainties in
this table are based on estimates of the errors due

to interpolation and representation in the astro-

geodetic and gravimetric geoids, and are probably

a fair measure of item 7 on the above list, but

may neglect significant effects falling under

item 6. The relationships of the rectangular

coordinates u, v, w to the geodetic latitude _b,

longitude _, and elevation h, referred to an

ellipsoid of parameters ae and f, are:

u = (9+h)cos¢cos)_ ,

V :-

W=

where 9 = %/(1-e'sin2¢) ''' and e 2

(9+h) cosCsink ,

-- 2f - f2.

(15)
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To help minimize the number of unnecessary

errors in categories 1 through 5 on the above list,

it is suggested that organizations be urged to

publish the following information pertaining to

each tracking station for which they publish any

precise observations of artificial satellites or

probes, or orbital data based thereon:

1. The names and coordinates of local geodetic

control points, both horizontal and vertical, to

which the tracking station is connected;

2. The geodetic datum and ellipsoid to which

the horizontal coordinates refer;

3. The organization which established the local

geodetic control points;

4. The manner in which the horizontal and

vertical survey connections were made from the

local control points to the tracking station;

5. The date of the survey connection and a

description of the termination point of the survey;

6. The geodetic (4, h, h) and rectangular (u, v,

w) coordinates of the station referred to the local

deodetic datum;

7. A statement of the geoid height, if any,

estimated for the station and the basis for the

estimate;

8. If the tracking station position has been

shifted for the purpose of referring observations

(direction cosines or altitude and azimuth) or

calculating orbits, the geodetic and rectangular

coordinates after the shift and the ellipsoid to

which the ncw coordinates refer.

Every item on this list is an action which must

be accomplished for any tracking station, but thus

far the Smithsonian Astrophysical Institute

Baker-Nunn camera network is the only one for

which even part of the list has been published. 2s

It is symptomatic of the difficulties which occur

that, since this publication, the coordinates for at

least 4 of the 12 Baker-Nunn cameras have been

found to be in error by 20 m or more. These

geometrical details of tracking station position are

rather uninteresting, but they must be examined

carefully and determined correctly if the full

potentialities of modern tracking techniques are

to be realized.
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SATELLITE ORBIT ANALYSES FOR GEODETIC
PURPOSES

W. M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flight Center

Tile difficulties in obtaining accurate determinations of tracking station positions and longi-

tudinal variations of the earth's gravitational field are not problems of mechanics, but rather of

data analysis: nonuniform distribution of observations, inadequacy of the mathematical model of

the atmosphere, and similarity of effects of different parameters on the same orbit.

Because the characteristic periocities of the geodetic effects f,fll in a different part of the spec-

trum of orbital variations from drag effects, the geodetic effects should, in theory, be determinable

even ttlough appreciably smaller. Given a statistic'fl model for drag effects, a generalization of linear

autoregression theory can be developed, which indicates, however, that in the computation arrays of

dimensions on the order of the number of observations must be manipulated. Hence either the num-

ber of observations treated must be limited or the rigorous treatment modified. The second alterna-

tive has been applied in analyzing Baker-Nunn camer'_ observations of satellites 1(.)59_-1, 1959_-1,
1960_-2, in which various empirical metbods are applied in place of allowing for the correlation be-

tween different observations. Some preliminary results obtained from 1960L-2 are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The geometrical _,2 and gravitational 2,3 problems

in analyzing close satellite orbits for geodetic

parameters beyond thc oblateness--station posi-

tions and the higher harmowfics of the gravita-

tional field--arc relatively straight forward, since

the effects iHvolved are small enough to be

treated as first-order perturbations. Since there

are numerous independent parameters, of which

several have similar effects oll a given orbit, two

factors the nommiform distribution of observa-

tions and the inadequacy of the atmospheric

model--require attention to some statistical

problems to attain fullest geodetic exploitation

of any acc.uratc satellite observations. This paper

has two main parts: (l) development of the ap-

propriate statistical theory and (2) numerical

results obtuined thus far from simpler approximate

methods.

II. THEORY OF NONUNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED

OBSERVATIONS

Wc start from the generalized li_mar autoregrcs-

si(m of prediction theory, 4,_ which states that,

given x(t) over and interval A <t<B, the opti-

mum prediction (in a least-squares sense)

E{ x (z) }, for z > B, can be cxprcsscd as

B

Elx(z)l=fAw(Z,t)x(t)dt , (1)

where w(z, t) is thc solution of

B

K(z,s)=fxw(z,t)K(t,s)dt, A<s<B. (2)

K(u, v) is the covariance bctween x(u) and x(v).

The modifications of (1) and (2) appropriate

to our problem:

(a) The variable x is a 6-dimeI_sional vector--

position and momentum of a satellite--so make

the replacements:

x (z)-_xl (z),

w(z, t)-_wi,,(z, t), (3)

K (z, s)---*Klo(z, s).

(b) Observations are not continuous over the

interval A, B, but are in several discomlected
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bits, so make the replacements:

S; S.°...... dt-= I(t)... dt, (4)
k k

where minimum ak _ A, maximum bk __B, I (t) = 1,

ak<t<bk, and I(t)=O, bk_t_ak+_ for any k.

(c) The xh(t) are not observed, but rather a

linear transform yi(t) of lesser dimension (e.g., 2
for photos, 1 for "range or range-rate), so make

the replacements

x_ (t)---_yj (t),

., Oyj(t) ,

w]_ (z, t )--*wsh (z, _) O_h (t ) = vli tz, t ),

,0yo(s) ,
Kig (z, s)--_Kf, (z, s ):--U--;_, = Iv1jc (z, s),

ax_ (s)
(5)

, Oyj(t),_ ,Oyc(s)

Kho (t, s)--_lxhgOXh(X) (t, S)O_u(S ) = Ljc (t, s).

In (5), and hereafter, the rule of summation

over repeated subscripts in a product applies.

(d) The observations Yi(t) may be affected by

errors in certain parameters (e.g., datum posi-

tion), so make the replacement

y_(t)--_?)j(t)--[Oyi(t)/Oq,,]E{qm}, (6)

where E{qm} is the correction to qm.

(e) We may not be interested in the xl (z), but

rather certain parameters p_ of which they are

functions (e.g., departures from secularly chang-

ing Keplerian elements are functions of param-

eters of the gravitational field and the atmospheric

model), so make the replacement

Elxf(z)}----_[Oxi(z)/Op{]E{pz}. (7)

Putting (3) through (7) in (1) and (2), we get

Oxf(z) E{pz I
Op_

=];I(t)vsj(z, t)[_(t)--Oyj(t) ....._q_ _tqm_Jdt. (8)

B

Mi¢(z, S)=/A I(t)vsj(Z, t)Lj_(t, s) dt. (9)

Over a finite interval of time, xl (z) which are

departures from a model of secularly changing

Keplerian elements (or a model taking into ac-

count any major periodic variations, such as

those due to J2, as well) can be represented by a

Fourier expansion

co

xi(z) =___]_ exp_ih_zJ. (10)
n=0

The aI_ are complex; _ denotes the real part,

and i is (--1)_12. In any practical application,.we

are concerned only with the finite interval

A <z<B, so

X_= 27rn/ (B-- A ). (11)

Also, in any practical case, a finite upper limit

can be taken for n; for satellite orbits, certainly

one such that 1/h=>20 minutes.

Apply the Fourier transformation

B

f A " " (i_z ) dzexp

to (8)and (9):

Oc_S_E{pl }
Op_

= f_I (t)_j_(t)[_i_(t)-- °YJ(t) Elqm} ] dt'Oq,_(12)

B

pi¢_(s) = /A I (t)_tlJ_(t)L_(t' s) dt, (13)

where pf,_ (s) and _t]j,(t) are the transformation

of Mf_(z, s) and vi_(z, t), respectively.

The advantage of the Fourier representation

in (12) is apparent. For the effect of any gravita-

tional harmonic, which has a discrete spectrum,

most of the Oc_]_/Op_ are zero, while in the equa-

tions where they are non-zero, the Oc_]_/Op_ due

to drag effects are negligibly small.

To solve (13) for the ftfi_(t) to use in (12),

there are needed statistical models for the gravita-

tional and drag effects on the orbit. Given these

models, the L_¢(t, s) can be constructed from the

Kh_ (t, s) by (5), while to obtain the pf_n (s) the

Fourier transform with respect to z must be

applied to K_(z, s) before applying the post-

multiplication Oy_(s)/Ox_ (s).

The statistical model for the gravitational part
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TABLE 1.--Coe_cients for Normalized Spherical Harmonics* Obtained From Satellite 1960_-2 (h_ = 1500 kin, i = _7 °, e = 0.01,

A/m =0.2 cm2/gm) Sept.-Dec. 1960. Five Orbital Arcs of 23 Days Each. Multiply by Scaling Factor 10 -_

Number of observations

151 ....................................

179 ....................................

126 ....................................

113 ....................................

110 ....................................

679 ....................................

(_21

0.17

--0.05

--0.13

--0.03

0.26

0.04

$21

--0.13

0.39

--0.01

0.12

0.25

0.13

C22

1.72

1.10

2.37

2.55

1.44

1.77

$22

--1.46

--2.91

--1.57
--0.96

--1.67

--1.81

1.82

1.43
0.34

1.76

2.26

1.50

0.00 0.09

--1.44 --0.68

0.12 --0.71

0.03 0.03
--0.39 --0.35

--0.41 -0.34

_-_41

0.16
1.13

0.09
0.64

.42(J

0.52

t"
* Functions Y,_ such that I Y_,J da = 4_r.

J_ phere

of KI_ is obtainable from the autocovariance

analysis of terrestrial gravimetry, 6 the orders-

of-magnitude of which have been confirmed by

the zonal harmonics thus far obtained from

satellite orbits.'

For the drag part of KI_ the appropriate data

are less sure, mainly due to the considerable

variation from one year to another and from one

altitude to anothcr. Such statistical analyses of

drag as have so far been carried out s,9 have t)een

on a limited variety of orbital specifications.

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF ACTUAL ORBITS

The aforedeseribed theoretical development has

not been applied in numerical computations be-

cause it has not yet been worked out to what

extent there can be modified the computational

manipulation of arrays of dimension comparable

to the number of observations, as is implied by

Eq. (13). Instead, it has been attempted to avoid

allowing for covariance between different ob-

servations by various devices, of more-or-less

intuitive justification, as described in references

9, 10:

1. Inclusion in the reference model to the maxi-

mum extent possible of the various longtcrm

effects: zonal harmonics, luni-solar perturbations,

radiation pressure, and drag by physical or em-

pirical models.

2. Weighting of observations inversely as their

density with respect to the angles critical for the

determination of the parameters of interest.

3. Use of the covariance matrix of parameters

as a means of combining results of different

satellites, or of satellite with terrestrial results.

4. Increasing the variance of observations and

TABLE 2.--Datum Shift for Woomera, Australia, Obtained From Satellite 1960_-2 Sept.-Dec. 1960. Units of Earth Radii.
Multiply by Scaling Factor 10 -6

Number of observations from Woomcra dU dV dW

30 ............................................................

25 .............................................................

!) ............................................................

20 ............................................................
26 ............................................................

-17.1
3.3

2.4

--4.8
-18.3

-16.3

39.6

- 9.9

- 19.4

- ,2.2

5.2

3.6

0.1

4.0

1.

110 ............................................................ --8.9 --2.7 3.4

U, V, W axes toward lat., hmg. of 0 °, 0°; 0 °, 90 ° E; 90 ° N, resl)ectively.
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their timingoverthat whichcanbereasonably
ascribableto the observationsand timing
themselves.

5. Useof arbitrarypolynomials.

Fromtheviewpointofthemorerigoroustheory
discussedin sec.II, devices1and5 attemptto
reducethesegmentof thespectrumwhichmust
beconsidered;device2 is an approximationof
what shouldbeobtainedfor _ij_(t); device2 is
anapproximationof whatshouldbeobtainedfor
_2ij,(t);device3 extendsthesetof observations
usedbeyondthosedescribedby I(t), A<t<B,

in the modified form of the solution obtained by

the added observations; and device 4 in effect

arbitrarily shifts the higher frequency (of the

order 0.1 to 1.0 cycle/day) part of the drag spec-

trum to a band of much higher frequency than

that of the observations.

These methods are being applied to Baker-

Nunn camera observations of satellites 1959a-1,

1959_, and recently, 1960_-2. These analyses are

being made for those high frequency (daily,

semi-daily, etc.) effects which should be expected

to cause perturbations of more than -I-10 -_ or

+70 m: the harmonics of the gravity field up to

n, m=4, 2, and the station positions for the

cameras located in Australia, Japan, Argentina,

and Hawaii. The atmospheric model of Jacchia n

is applied to the two Vanguard orbits (1959a-1

and 1959n), but none is used for the high, dense

Echo I rocket case (1962L-2). Orbital arcs of

about 20 days are used, and the arbitrarily poly-

nomials included go to t 4 in the mean anomaly

plus secular terms for the inclination and ec-

centricity. To absorb some of the high frequency

drag effect, the timing standard deviation is as-

sumed to be ±0.007 sec. The angle-_eighting

used is with respect to the angle (node-GST),

integral multiples of which appear as the argu-

ments of the principal tesseral harmonic effects.
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The observational residuals obtained from the

solution for each satellite are o¢_ the order of ± lO"

in direction and ±0.03 s time. The tests of agree-

ment between solutions from different orbital

arcs and of a negligibly small answer for the

"impossible" harmonic J:l have as yet been

satisfied only by the analysis of 1960_-2, for which

preliminary results are shown for some gravita-

tional coefficients in table 1 and for the position

of Woomera, Australia (which had the most

observations) in table 2. Since these arcs happen

to fall across the events of October and November

1960, appreciable improvement is expected.
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TESSERAL HARMONICS OF THE GRAVITATIONAL
FIELD AND GEODETIC DATUM SHIFTS DERIVED
FROM CAMERA OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES

WILLIAM M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flight Center

B_Lker-Nunn camera observations of satellites 1959_1 over 315 days, 1959 _ over 105 days, and
1960_2 over 294 days were .malyzed for 35 spherical harmonic coefficients of the earth's gravita-
tional field and for position shifts of six geodetic datums. Of the three satellites, only 1960L2 ap-
peared to have a sufficiently good observation distribution and small enough drag effects to yield
significant results.

The datum shifts obtained have standard deviations averaging 4-25 m in each coordinate.
The gravitational harmonic coefficients obtained appear to be .tppreciably different from zero for
indices (n,m) at (2,2), (3,1), (4,1) and (4,3). In particular, geophysically significant magnitudes
were obtained for J22:2.51 X l0 -6 and J81:1.79 X 10-e (normalized).

INTRODUCTION

The Baker-Nunn camera observations de-

scribed by Veis _,2 and Haramundanis 3 will

be analyzed by the methods described in refer-

ences 4-7. Solutions were made for all geodetic

and gravitational parameters estimated to have
effects of more than :i=20 m on satellite orbits.

The intent of the analysis was to apply all devices

short of allowing for covariance of observations at

different times. This intent resulted in programs

complicated enough that most of the time spent

was consumed by purely computational diffi-

culties. An IBM 7090 computer was used.

OBSERVATIONS

The Baker-Nunn camera system, its accura(;y,

and operatiorl by the Smithsonian Institutiorl

Astrophysical- Observatory are des('ribcd by

Ilenize, s Lassovszky, _ Wcston, '° Veis and

Whipple. H That the random error of the plate
measurements is of the order of ±2" has been

confirmed in this analysis by accuracy with :which

a line can I)c tilted to plotted residuals with respect
to an orbit of observations close tog(,th(,r it_ the

same pass. Since the significant timing error is

virtually constant throughout a pass, no such test

of timing errors is possible because of the dominant

effect of drag error in the orbit.

The Bakcr-Nmm camera observations as pub-

lished by Vcis _,2 and llaramundanis '_ are referred

to the 1950 mean positions of the stellar catalog.

For this analysis, the epoch of the right ascension

and declination was updated to the epoch of the

orbital arc fitted to the observations, taking into

account precession plus nutational terms of more

than 0':25 amplitude--i.e., the 18.6 year and semi-

ammal terms. A.1 times are given for the observa-

tions and are treated as equivalent to ephemeris

time. A small correction was applied in calculating

Greenwich Sidereal Times (GST) to allow for

the precession and mltation between the epoch
of the orbital arc and the instant of observation.

The above mentioned ±2" accuracy of fitting

of a line to residuals is appreciably smaller than

the residuals themselves, whi(.h indi('atcs that

extra observations within a pass did not add extra

weight to the orbit analysis, tlcncc, to conserve

computer time and to avoid overweighting certain

passes, observations were omitted which were
neither termilml observations of a pass nor oh-
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servations interior to a pass at intervals of 2
minutes or more.

The final rejection criterion applied was to

omit observations on days of appreciable atmos-

pheric disturbance, as measured by the geo-

magnetic index Ap. For the 1960_2 (Echo I

rocket body) analysis, observations were omitted

on days for which Ap exceeded 50; for 1959al

(Vanguard II) and 19597 (Vanguard III), when

A p exceeded 70. In some cases additional observa-

tions oil adjacent days were omitted to prevent

an orbital arc from bridging across days of high

Ap index.

The principal defect in the observations is, of

course, their poor distribution due to the de-

pendence oll reflected sunlight; to the limited

number of tracking stations--twelve; and, in the

case of 1959al and 19597/, to the closeness of the

satellite perigees.

GEOMETRY

The observation equation used was in terms of

the meridian and prime vertical components of

the plate measurement, assuming that the satellite

was oil the camera axis, 4,12 and consists of the

first two rows of the matrix equation:

O. COS : = +

where 8 is the declination, a the right ascension,

r the camera-satellite range. In equation 1, the

first two rows of (b/r)obs are zero, if the observed

_i, a are used in Rbx, the rotation matrix from the

inertial coordinate system to a rectangular system
with the 3-axis coincided with the camera-satellite

line, and the 1-axis in the meridian; q is the satel-

lite position in orbit-referred coordinates, with

the 1-axis toward osculating perigee and the 3-

axis normal to the osculating orbit; Rxq is the
rotation from orbit-referred to inertial coordi-

nates; C_ is a 3X6 matrix of partial derivatives

of the inertial rectangular coordinates with respect

to the osculating Keplerian elements, corrections

to which are symbolized by de; CxM is the row of
C_e corresponding to the mean anomaly; n is the

mean motion; dt is a correction to the time of

observation; R(--O) is the geodetic to inertial
rotation matrix, with the Greenwich Sidereal

Time 9 as argument; and duo is a vector of correc-
tions to station position. (Derivations of all these

variables are given in equations 46, 47, 52-60 of

reference 4, or equations 3.1-3.8, 3.11-3.15 of

reference 12.)

The partial derivatives in equation 1,

-_- _, o. a. ,. (2)Ct = _(acosS) : - n ,
t. _ o, 1,

_z {_, q +C_e de +Cz. odt - R, (- 0) duo}
, (1)

r

were not actually used to determine timing cor-

rections; but were used for three other purposes:

(1) A correction rCt/c was applied for the time

of travel of the signal (c is the velocity of light);

(2) a lower weight was given to the along-track

component than to the across-track component

of the observation, by giving each observation a

2X2 covariance matrix,

{=o},= c,_2 cj, (3)

where ad2isthe variance ofthe directionmeasure-

ment, a? isthe variance of the timing, and the

superscript T denotes transpose; and (3) the

residualsin along-trackand cross-trackcompo-

nents were computed by applying to (_,a cos_i)
residuals the rotation:

Rti

I C l C2 t

- C 2 C l

¢c/+c---7

, (4)

where C1, C2 are the two elements of Ct.

Consistent with the assumption, stated in the

introduction, of seeking all effects expected to be

larger than ±20 m, all stations were assumed to

have position error, but those stations connected
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Station

Organ Pass

Arequipa

Curacao

Jupiter

Olifants-
Fontain

San Fernando

Noini Tal

Shiraz

Woomera

Tokyo

Villa Dolores

Ma ui

TABL_ 1.--Tracking Station Data in Length Units of 6.378165 m

Latitude

and Longitude
(degrees)

32.4
253.4

-16.5
288.5

12.1
291.2

27.0
279. 8

-26. 0
28.3

36.5
353.8

29.4
79.5

29.6
52.5

-31. I
136.8

35.7
139.5

-31.9
294.9

20.7
203. 7

Datum

Americas

Europe-
Africa-
Siberia-
India

Australia

Japan-

Korea-
Manchuria

Argentina

Hawa i i

Starting
Coordinates

-240778.9

-810109.7
+533234.2

+304591.7
-909989.8
-281725.5

+353051.9
-912004.8
+208079. 7

+153068.1
-878214.3
+451581.1

+792726.2
+425915.7
-435196.6

+800481.9
- 87033.6
+591042.3

+159627.8
+857813.2
+487527. 7

+529444.8
+690490.0
+491723.2

-624562. 7
+586884.9
-513573.3

-618774.5
+527787. 3
+579917.5

+357509.6
-770550.4
-526083.5

-857008.8
-376954.1

+351587. 3

Preassigned
G

+ 3.0
:b 3.9
+ 3.1

+ 3.4
+ 2.9
+ 2.9

+11.3
_14.5
±13.2

_5.2
i6.9
i5.2

+28.4
+22 .8
±26. 2

+21.7
±35.8
+3L 1

Solution

Preliminary Final

-14.8

- 5.6
+ 3.3

+16.3
-17.8
+ 0.1

+ 6.4
+14.5
+ 2.8

0.0
+15.2
+ 1.9

+27 .I
- 2.2
+ 1.2

+ 1.8
+28.5

-53.3

-2.8+_9
-_8+!.8
-_2+1.0

+5.4+1.3
-8.0+1.4
+2.6+2.5

-15.0+4.0
+4.4+8.3
+8.7±6.5

-8.5+2.7
+6.8+3.4
+ .9+2.4

+36.9 + 3.9
+ 3.4+5.0
+ 3.3+6.6

+ 1.5+6.1
+14.1 + 7.9

-50.1 +4.7
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to the same geodetic system were assumed to

shift together. Hence the twelve cameras were
referred to six datums: foul" to the Americas

(Am) system; four to the Europe-Africa_Siberia-

India (EASI) system; and one each to the

Australian (Au), Japan-Korea-Manchuria

(JKM), Argentine (Ar), and Hawaiian (H)

systems. For the Am, EASI, JKM systems, the

starting station positions were those obtained in

the solution for a world geodetic system of

Kaula. 13For the Au, Ar, and H systems the posi-

tions calculated by Veis TM were taken and shifted

by placing tangent to the datum origin an ellipsoid

of flattening 1/298.3 and an equatorial radius of

6378165+N0 m, where No is the geoid height in

the vicinity of the datum origin as given by

Kaula. 13The initial station positions are given in

table 1, in length units of 6.378165 m referred to

the U coordinate system, with axes toward 0 °,

0°; 0 °, 90 ° E; and 90 ° N, respectively.

DYNAMICS

Variables in the observation equation (equa-

tion 1 ) dependent on the dynamics of the satellite
orbit are:

and

i_q = Ra(-l)) Rl(-i) Ra(-w) (5)

f a(cosE-e) ]

where E, a, e, i, _o, f_ are the osculating eeeentric

anomaly, semi_major axis, eeeentrieity, inclina-

tion, argument of perigee, and longitude of the

ascending node, respectively; and

d, : Jd,0' + c., dp, + %, dp, * %, dp, _ c.p alp, (7)

where e0' denotes the elements of an intermediate

orbit at epoch; p_, parameters expressing varia-

tions in the earth's gravitational field (such as

spherical harmonic coefficients); Pt, arbitrary

polynomials of the Keplerian elements; p_,

parameters of an atmospheric model and the

interaction therewith of the satellite; and pp,

parameters expressing radiation pressure effects.

The procedure used to compute the osculating

elements M, a, e, i, w, _2and the partial derivatives

matrices ], C_o, C_, C_, C_, was as follows:

Preliminary orbits were determined by iterated
differential correction fit to the observations

based on the parameters: (1) The constants of

integration of the orbital theory of Brouwer_5;

(2) the gravitational field parameters kM, and

zonal harmonics J2, J_, J4; and (3) arbitrary

polynomials in time of the Keplerian elements.

The principal purpose of this preliminary orbit

determination was to obtain osculating elements

at the instant of each observation close enough
to the true values that the corrections could be
considered linear.

The intermediate orbit elements defining the

preliminary orbit were used to generate Fourier

series expressing the effects of the several per-

turbations and the partial derivatives of the

osculating elements with respect to the parameters

of the perturbations.

For C_, the effect of spherical harmonics of the

earth's gravitational field, the disturbing function

developed in Kaula 4 was used:

aen/z J(n-m)!(2n+l)Km_ T._Rn= : --an+l f (n+m)! Fnm p (i) G pq (e)

p'O q=-Oa

• ÷ + + m

J

where _o= I; Km---- 2, m / O. (8)
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This disturbing function was used in the Lagrangian equations of motion (reference 16, p. 289) and

integrated under the assumption that a, e, i remained constant and M, o_, _2 changed secularly. The

program automatically determined for each spherical harmonic all terms above a specified minimum,

in absolute magnitude, and stored the results as subscripted numerical arrays to be multiplied by the

sines and cosines evaluated at the instant of each observation. An example of one of the 210 such partial
derivatives formed for satellite 1960_2 is

G]e

0_31 - 1.850cos (ca.+_-O) - O.O01cos (o_+M+_-O) + 5.058cos (-_+l)-O)

+ 0.002cos (-_-M+_)-_) - 0.609cos (-w-2M+_-0) . (9)

By using a rejection criterion of 0.1n _-2and applying it to partial derivatives of the elements hi+

_0+_ cos/, e2(_+_ cos/), _ sin/, e, i, and a between 1 and 6 significant periodicities were found for each
term.

The harmonics listed in table 2 were selected on the basis that they has arms anticipated effect
on the satellite orbit of +20m or more, using the degree variances given in reference 17.

As expected, the partial derivatives indicated poor separation of even degree harmonics of the

same order m. However, the effect of the different frequency odd--especially third--degree harmonics

was unexpectedly distinct. The even degree harmonics caused principally along-track perturbations

of frequency m(_--0), while the odd degree harmonics perturbed mainly the eccentricity (or perigee
height) for a nearly circular orbit.

For tesseral harmonic coefficients, initial values of zero were assumed; for zonal harmonic coeffi-

cients, the values of Kozai TM were used. For the gravitatio_,al effects of the sun and moon, the similar

disturbing function in reference 19 was used. All secular terms were retained, plus periodic terms of

more than 2 X 10-5 amplitude, of which 2 to 9 were found for each orbit. For the radiation pressure effect
of the sun, the disturbing function in reference 19 was used. Because of the irregular effect of the earth's

shadow, the perturbations were not integrated analytically, and a numerical harmonic analysis was
applied instead. A harmonic analysis interval of 15 days (or minimum period of 30 days) was found

sufficient to reflect all variations of more than 2X 10-5 amplitude. Partial derivatives were formed only
for one parameter: the mean (reflectivity X cross-sectional area).

For drag, the effect of an empirical atmospheric model was applied with density in the form2°:

, : . (10)
In equation 10, S is the solar flux of 10.7 (or 20) cm wavelength, h is the height above the earth's

surface, and ¢ is the angle from the center of the diurnal bulge and is determined by

{1, O, O}R 3 (Jk') ]11 (c) R 3 [X) Rmq
cos q_ = r ' (11 )

where X* is the sun's longitude, _ the inclination

of the ecliptic, and x is the lag of the atmospheric

bulge behind the sun.

The atmosphere was assumed to rotate with

the solid earth, and to have the corresponding

oblateness for a fluid. The customary assumption
of the drag force being proportionate to the square

of the velocity was made. The force components

(radial, transverse, and normal to the satellite

and its orbital plane) were used in the Gaussian

equations of motion (reference 16, p. 301) and

in numerical Fourier series developed for the

effects on the Keplerian elements. In generating

these series, second-order effects on the angular

elements dependent on the secular motions due

to the oblateness were included. With an analysis
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T._BL_ 3.--Eatellite Orbit Specifications

Orbital Data*

Epoch

Semi-major axis, a
(units of
6378165.m)

Eccentricity, e

Inc I;nation, i

Argument of
Perigee,

Longitude of
Node,

Mean anomaly, lg

Perigee motion/day, r_

Nodal motion/day,

Maximum Area-to-

Mass ratio (cm 2/gin)

Minimum Area-to-

Mass ratio (cm 2/grn)

Perigee height (km)

1960 e2

1960 Sept. 22.0

! .250057

.011459

.8243362

2.263771

2.281389

2.728678

+.051863

-.054127

Satellite

1959 _,1

1959Feb. 28.5

1.304585

.1658200

.5738098

3.360617

2.524415

6.004626

+.091813

-.061077

0.27

0.08

1500

0.21

0.21

560

1959

1959Sept. 28.5

1.334500

.1900819

.5821184

3.204033

3.483041

3.824077

+.085014

-.057119

0.27

0.04

510

*The six orbital elements at epoch ate the constants of integration as defined by Btouwer's theory (Reference 16).

interval of 3 days, variations as small as 3X 10 -8

amplitude were obtained in M.

For satellites 1959al and 1959_ the values of

the parameters in equation 9 as determined by

Jaechia 2° were used. For satellite 1960L2, c, a, and

]c were set equal to zero, and p0, m, H, b, n, and x

were determined so as to fit the atmospheric

models of ]larris and Priester? ' For }95i)al and

1959_, the Jacchia model absorbed most of the

long period drag variations, but did not fit varia-

tions characterized by periods of less than l0

days. For ]960L2, the Harris and Pricster model

did not reduce residuals significantly, and had a

negligible effect on the vahms determined for the

geodetic parameters; hence the model was

omitted.

In computing the effects of arbitrary poly-

nomials or the partial derivatives with respect

thereto, the second-order effects of the accelera-

tion based on the assumption of constant perigee

height (equations 5-14 of reference 22; equation

2.100 of reference }2) were applied.

In the partial derivatives J with respe('.t to the

intermediate orbital elements at epoch (equation

7), the effects of secular motions due to oblateness

were included (referen(;c 4, Equation 49). To

assure that the -/-20m spe(.ification was met, the

extension of Brouwer's theory to periodi(', terms

of order J_'-' by Kozai _a was examined but was

found not to be needed.

In the tinal orbit analysis, the various perturba-

tions we, re added to the osculating elements as
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determined from the preliminary orbit at each

observation. To keep these preliminary positions

close to the actual positions, the longer period

drag and radiation pressure effects were sub-

tracted from the arbitrary polynomials of the

preliminary orbit. Provision was also made to

eliminate any specified polynomials in the final
orbit determination.

Orbital elements for the initial epoch, and other

specifications, of each satellite are given in table 3.

DATA ANALYSIS

As discussed in references 5, 6, and 7, difficulties

are created by: (1) The nonuniform distribution

of observations; (2) the similarity of effects on

the observations of different gravitational co-

efficients and station position errors; (3) the

inadequacy of the atmospheric model; and (4)

the prohibitive amount of computing time which

would be required by a solution taking account
of serial correlation between different times. Five

methods were suggested to overcome these
difficulties :

1. Inclusion of all possible significant perturba-

tions by either physical or empirical models.
2. Preassigned variance and covariance V for

the starting values of parameters for which cor-

rections z are being determined so that the solu-
tion becomes4:

z : (MT W-' M + V-I)-' MT W-, f , (12)

where W is the covariance matrix of the observa-

tions, M is the matrix of partial derivatives in

the observation equations, and f is the vector of
residuals.

3. Assignment of higher weight to the across-

track than to the along-track component of an

observation, as described by equation 3.

4. Observations weighted inversely as their

density with respect to phase angles critical for

determination of the geodetic parameters, such
as node-GST.

5. Use of arbitrary polynomials.

To this list, we could add lower weighting--or
omission--of observations on days of considerable

atmospheric irregularity, according to some index

such as the aforementioned A,,.

The application of the first of these methods is

described in the section on dynamics. It was found
that inclusion or omission of effects which were

secular or of periods more than a few days had

very little influence on the values determined for
the station shifts or tesseral harmonics. The most

troublesome inadequacy was the inability of the

empirical atmospheric models to explain orbital

variations in the 1.0- to 0.1-cycle-per-day part of

the spectrum. The principal improvement pos-
sible would be to utilize the correlation of cor-

puscularly caused density variations with the A,
index34

The second device, specifying variance and co-

variance for the starting values of the parameters,

was necessary to avoid absurdly distorted results

due to the ill-conditioning caused by nonuniform

distribution of observations coupled with the

inadequate accounting for drag effects. For the

stations on the Am, EASI, and JKM geodetic

systems, the 9><9 covariance matrix generated
in the solution of reference 13 was used. For the

three isolated datums, the assigned covariance

matrices were based on assumed error ellipsoids

with ±35m vertical semi-axes in all three cases,

and horizontal semi-axes of :t:100m for Au;
:t:200m for Ar; and :t:250m for H. The smaller

uncertainty for the Australian system is based

on the improvement of its position obtained by

adjusting deflections-of-the-vertical: 4 For the

zonal spherical harmonic coefficients of the gravi-

tational field, the preassigned variances were

based on four times the uncertainties given by
Kozai. TM For the tesseral harmonics n,m=2,1

and 2,2, the preassigned variance of (2.0)<10-8) 2

was based on the order-of-magnitude of earlier

determinations of J22 by Kozai, 2_ Kaula, _ and
Newton? 6 For the tesseral harmonic coefficients

of the third and higher degrees the preassigned

a's in table 2 were computed from the degree

variances a2{ &g} in reference 17:

{ } : (13)
0"2 _-_nm OF Snrn (l't--l)2g 2 (2n+ I)

Probably, the principal defect of the preas-

signed variance technique is a tendency to pre-

judge the results, i.e., if two or more parameters
have similar effects on the orbit, the solution will

tend to be an overestimate for those corrections

whose absolute magnitudes are smaller than ex-
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pected,andanunderestimateforthosecorrections
largerthanexpected.In caseswherea seriesof
observationsof asatellitewerereferredto several
orbitalarcs,the datumandgravitationalcoeffi-
cientvariancesandcovariancesweremultiplied
by thenumberof orbitalarcs,sothat the pre-
liminaryestimatesdo not haveexcessiveinflu-
enceonthefinalmeanvalue.

The influenceof the parameters'preassigned
variancesandcovariancesontheresultdoesnot
dependon their absolutemagnitudebut rather
oil theirmagnituderelativeto thevariancesand
covariancesspecifiedfor the observations.This
effectis a consequenceof the quadraticsum
minimizationimpliedby equation12:

S = xTW-lx + zTV'IZ , (14)

where x isthe vector of correctionsto observa-

tions.Ifthe varianceassignedto the observations

isthat based on estimatesofpurely observational

accuracy:direction±2" (reference9);and timing

±0.002' (reference 10), then grossly distorted

values will be obtained for the geodetic param-
eters. This distortion is the result of neglecting

drag effects. If the covariance, from this drag,

between observations a few days apart is not

taken into account, the next best solution would
be to increase the variance of each observation.

The amount of the increase must be found by

trial and error. Thus, for example, for satellite

1960_2, initially variances were used of (20") 2=

(10-4) 2 for direction and (0.056') 2 for timing

over 23-day arcs. Solving a single orbit for all

the parameters resulted in rms residuals of
±4.5"=±2.2X10 -5 across track and ±9.7"=

:1:4.9X10 -_ along track. Since the mean range

of the satellite is 2100 km/sec and its motion at

right angles to the line of sight (equivalent to the

Ct of equation 3) averaged about 5.5 km/sec,
and since all of the ±2.2X10 -5 across-track

residual is ascribed to directional error, the timing

error is

¥ _ 2100 )/4.92 2.22_(t) _ n °.21o._-°2 :otto,, _ - x I0"s ± 0.017" .

A direction variance of (2.2X 10-5) 2 and a timing

variance of (0.017") 2 were applied in analyzing all

thirteen 23-day orbital arcs of 1960_2. The result-

ing corrections to the geodetic parameters are

appreciably larger than expected and are listed

as "preliminary results" in tables l and 2. Re-

adjusting orbital elements and arbitrary poly-

nomials while holding geodetic parameters fixed
obtained rms residuals of ± 13.2"= -I-6.45 X 10-5

across-track and ±28.5"-- ±l.38X10 -4 along-

track. Hence the small residuals for the single

23-arc had been obtained at the expense of dis-

torted geodetic parameters. The observation

variances were changed to (6.45X 10-5) 2 direction
and

[2100 (1.382- 0.6452 ),t2 X 10-4/5.5] 2= (0.046')2

timing for a repeated analysis to obtain the results
listed as "final" in tables 1 and 2.

Table 4 shows the distribution of observati(ms

with respect to some angles which appear as

arguments of the principal terms in the tcsseral
harmonics effects. In table 3 the observations are

sorted into 24 sets. The u_ observatiot_s in the ith

set all have the pertinent angle between

7r(i-1)/12 and _ri/12. The distribution is far

from ideal, but applying weighting factors

_":._n_/24nj appeared to have little effect on the
results. For the final analysis of the 1960t2 orbit,

weighting with respect to the angle node-GST

was applied.
Application of the final device, arbitrary poly-

nomials, was limited to the mean anomaly and

to the fourth power in time to avoid the ill-

conditioning which occurs in determining the co-

efficients of higher degree power series. Adding a

specification that the orbital residuals should not

average more than, say, ten times the ±20m

minimum amplitude effect sought sets a limit on

the length of the orbital arcs which can be treated.

This limit appeared to be about 23 days for

1960L2. The 21-day arcs used for satellites 1960al

and 19(i0_ resulted in residuals of ±3.6X10 -4
across-track and ±4.7X10 -4 along-tra('k, which

are appreciably in excess of the limit. Itowevcr,

the 21-day ares averaged only 35 observations

each, and shorter ares would have had so few
observations that an excessive amount of the
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T_LS 4.--N_, Counts of Observation Distribution with Respect to Orbital Angles

339

Satellite Satellite Observations

Angle 1960,2 1960,2 1960,2 1959cd 1959
(degrees) (_- GST) (_+_- GST) (- _ + _.- GST) (_- GST) (_- GST)

0- 15
15- 30
30- 45
45- 60
60- 75
75- 90
90-105

105 - 120

120 - 135
135 - 150
150 - 165

165 - 180
180 - 195
195 -210
210 - 225
225 - 240

240 - 255
255 - 270
270 - 285
285 - 300
300 - 315
315 - 330
330 - 345

345 - 360

Total

53

66
67
71
64
89
54

76
41

57
78
66
91

76
92
47

79
79
67
52
5O
55
43

49

1562

40
69

104

97
65
57
56
42
31
47

57
86
56
61
84

66
92
70
55
58
92
92
50
35

1562

93
48
88

61
65
77
69
74
59
65
89

68
59
47
41
58
53

93
60
64
65
51
69
46

1562

7
6
6

19
24
19

30
27
46
55
5O
27
52

45
31
52
46
58
29

17
30
20
17
14

730

2

1
3

17
11

7
12

13
9

14
8
3

19
12

27
23
16

8
11
13
14

4

3
4

254

effects of the geodetic parameters would have been

absorbed by the elements of the referencc orbit.

To combine the results of several orbital arcs,

the more rigorous method would be to use the

covariance matrix U of the corrections to param-

eters produced by each of the least squares deter-

minations to obtain a generalized weighted mean:

Mean : u;')-' u;' z, .

However, the mean solutions obtained in this

manner were so distorted that they merely served

as a forceful reminder of the falseness of the basic

assumption of randomness of observation errors.

Hence the solutions given in tables 1 and 2 were

calculated simply by ascribing to each arc a weight

proportionate to the total number of observations,

in the case of the gravitational coefficients; and

proportionate to the number of observations from

the datum, in the case of datum shifts. The un-

certainties given in the tables are standard devia-

tions computed in the customary manner from

the scatter of the results for the different orbital

arcs about the mean.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In view of the excessive number of determina-

tions of tesseral harmonics already published, it

was resolved not to publish any results which

did not satisfy the test that small values were ob-

tained for the harmonics C21, S21, known to be

vanishingly small from latitude variation observa-

tions. The analyses of the 1959al and 1959_

orbits failed this test. The preliminary results of

the 1960e2 analysis passed the test very saris-
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TABLE&--Comparison of Results from Different Orbital Arcs of 1960e2 for Some Datum Shifts

in Units of 6.378165m

Orbit
Number

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
I1

12
13

Argentine Datum Hawaiian Datum

Number of 5u 3 Number ofObservations Observations Au I _u 2 5u 3

18
12
4
6

28
16
7

I1
18
24
11
13
22

_u! Au 2

+21.0 +12.8
+41.6 -20.7
+89.8 -20.2
+46.4 -19.1
+43.7 +23.4
+47.9 + 0.1
+39.7 -14.8
+ 7.7 + 9.3
+35.4 +24.6
+45.0 -13.6
+57.7 -12.6
117.0 + 4.2
+26.0 + 8.0

114.0
-34.0
110.3
-21.5
-20.9
-14.1
- 0.4
+18.1
-5.8
+23.5
113.7
118.4
+28.9

2
14

4
6
3
8

19
7

18
10
20
16

0

-30.6
+22.2
112.6
- 9.9
-10.0
+23.6
110.6
+ 0.5
-24.4
-33.6
113.2
+ 6.5

+27.6
- 3.0

+17.1
+24. 2
111.7
+24.9
+13.4
+48.5

-16.5
+78.0

- 1.6

+17.4

-11.6
-43.3
- 7.9
-25.8
-62.0
-47.4
- 65.5
-54.0
-64.4
-52.7
-58.5
-31.9

factorily, as shown in table 2, and in the final

analysis (%, $2_ were held fixed as 0.

Several results show a convincing consistency

from orbit to orbit. Of the 18 datum coordinates,

8 have shifts more than twice their standard

deviations while, of the 26 tesseral harmonic co-

efficients, 7 have magnitudes more than twice

their standard deviations. Some of the more

marked consistencies, such as the C3_ coefficient,

the southward shift of the Hawaiian station, and

the eastward shift of the Argentine station are

listed in tables 5 and 6. The rms magnitudes of

the coefficients for the 3rd, 4th, and 6th degrees

are 0.50 to 0.70 of what was expected from the

autocovariance analysis--indicating perhaps that

the variances of the observations should be

decreased.

Exccpt perhaps for the equatorial ellipticity,

TABLE 6.--Comparison of Results from Different Orbital Arcs of 1960L2 for Some Gravitational Coe_cients

(All Values Multiplied by a Scaling Factor of 10 -6)

I •TotaI
Number of

Observat ions

151
161

73
B9

110
132
190
109
100
118
173

97

64

C2r+I 52'

2.50 I -0.99
1.98 _ -2.64

1.54 / -2.90
3.54 / -1.87
1.13 | - .68

2.23 / -2.20
1.82 _ -1.72
1.59 / -1.07
2.33I -i.45
0.65 / -3.94
1.16 / - .80

2.60 I - .270.90 -2.23

Gravitational Coefficients

/,.+/o+o,_o.+,o.+,,.o,,o.+,.61 -.90 [ .42 L 1.34[-.35 L - "_/
.75 .28 I--69/ .19/-.56 / -.26L
.51 .81 /-.33L .81/ .98 / -'°5/

1.B8 -.17 / .211 .201 .032I .61 i
i.59 .48 t - .90 / 07 / .14 / .22 /
1.65/ I-.46 / .02/ .70| / ." /
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n,m=2,2, good agreement with other recent

determinations from either satellite or terrestrial

data '3,2_,27 does not exist. However, for determina-

tions from terrestrial data which are poorly

distributed, too much individuality must not be

ascribed to the harmonic coefficients; and it is

better to make the comparison of spatial, rather

than spectral, representations. The geoid in

figure 1 corresponds to the final results given in

table 2. This satellite geoid agrees quite well in

the eastern hemisphere with both the gravimetric

geoid of Uotila :7 and the astro-geodetic geoid of

Fischer, 28 but in the Western Hemisphere the

agreement is poorer.

Undoubtedly, more information of gravita-

tional variations and station positions can be

extracted from existing Baker-Nunn camera ob-

servations. The question is whether it is worth

the computational effort, in view of the current or

anticipated satellites which will be more fre-

quently observed by Doppler tracking or optical

tracking with artificial illumination. Most of the

difficulties encountered in the present analysis

could be avoided with a satellite of, say, 1000 km

perigee height observed an average of 20 or more

times a day. However, a more rigorous statistical

analysis of a short arc of Baker-Nunn camera ob-

servations by the methods described in reference

6 will be undertaken, as well as the analysis of

Doppler observations by the methods described

in this paper.
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ORBIT PREDICTION ACCURACY THEORY

H. E. MONTGOMERY, R. C. BLANCHARD, AND F. WHITLOCK

Goddard Space Flight Cenler

This document presents the development of equations which may be used to estimate the at-

tainable accuracy of an orbit prediction. Given a schedule of observations with the corresponding

standard deviations of the measurements and an orbit defined by the orbital elements a, e, i, _, tp,

the equations of this report may be used to estimate the accuracy to which the orbit may be deter-

mined. Specifically, these equations may be used to estimate the variance-covariance matrix of the

orbital elements for a specific tracking schedule from which the standard deviations of the orbital

elements may be calculated. In addition, the method of calculating the confidence ellipsoid of posi-

tion and velocity is shown. These are diagonalized matrices whose diagonals give the principal

values of the variances in both position and velocity, respectively. The eigenvectors are calculated

to give the direction of the ellipsoids with respect to an orbital plane coordinate system. The analysis

is done for a variety of observations which include range, range rate, azimuth, elevation, and the

minitrack direction cosines. The weighted least squares criterion is used to establish the relationship

between the corrections in the orbital elements and the observational errors, that is, the residuals.

The required partial derivatives are calculated in closed form from two-body elliptical orbit theory.

INTRODUCTION

This report presents equations for determining orbit prediction accuracy. Mr. R. Lancaster of

the Goddard Space Flight Center provided constructure criticism of the theory and its documen-

tation. The original version of this analysis was carried out by Messrs. R. Leach, _ D. Kraft* and

R. Salinger 1 of the Martin Co. (under contract to the Godd_rd Space Flight Center, contract num-

ber NAS5-1611; task order i1).

The duration of the contract did not allow sufficient time for proper documentation and

checkout of the equations. Changes and additions have been made to the original analysis to com-

plete the development. Hopefully, this report will serve as a basis for further development of

the prediction accuracy program which is now in the "debugging" stage.

NOTATION

)
Al(o_), A2(_), A_(o_) Matrices which denote positive rotations through the angle _ about axes No. 1,

2 and 3; respectively.

A Azimuth of the vehicle as observed from a tracking station, defined by equation

27.

a Semimajor axis.

B The matrix which transforms a vector ill the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system into

the (x,+R, y_, z,) coordinate system (see app. A-3).

bo" ith row and jth column element of B.

C The column vector of orbital parameters a, e, t_,, co, 12, and i, respectively.

cx = cosx, shorthand notation used in appendix A.

D --[x_Sc,+y_)_+z,_]/p 3, shorthand notation used in appendix B-2.

t Currently a Goddard employee.

343
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E_

E(x)
E "

e

F (x, y., z.)

F(X, Y, Z)

F(_., y., _.)

F (X, Y, Z)

I

i
L

M_

mi

N

n

n, l, m

n

PpoB

Pvel

Q

[¢,
R

r

S

8X

t

to

tp

U(t)vol

X, Y,Z

5(', _', g'

Eccentric anomaly.

Expected value of the variable x.

Elevation of the vehicle as observed from the tracking station, defined by

equation 26.

Eccentricity.

EOM_/Ox_, OM_/Oys, OM_/Oz_J, the row matrix of the partials of the ith observa-

tion with respect to the coordinates x., y. and z,. These are given in appendix B.

[OMdOX, OMjO Y, OM_/OZ], the row matrix of the partials of the ith observa-

tion with respect to the coordinates X, Y, Z. This is calculated by equation 43.

[OM_/O_, 8M_/O_)., OM_/O_._, the row matrix of the partials of the ith observa-

tion with respect to _,, _). and _.. These are given in appendix B-2.

EoM_/oX, OM_/O _, OMd021, the row matrix of the partials of the ith observa-

tion with respect to X, I2 and 2. These are calculated by equation 44.

The identity matrix.
Inclination.

Latitude of the tracking station.

Computed value of the ith observation such as range p, range rate hR, aximuth

A, elevation E, or minitrack direction cosines n, l, or m.
The ith measurement, such as, p, hR, A, E, n, l, or m.

The row matrix of the partials of the observations with respect to the orbital

parameters times al -_. This matrix forms a row of the A matrix. It is defined by

equation 36 or 42.
Number of observations.

Minitrack direction cosines, defined by equation 25.

Mean motion.

The matrix of the partials of the X, Y, Z with respect to the orbital parameters

a, e, t_,, _, _ and i. These are given in appendix C-1.

The matrix of the partials of )_, 12, Z with respect to the orbital parameters

a, e, tj,, o_,_ and i. These are given in appendix C-2.

The variance-covariance matrix of the orbital parameters, defined by equation 13.

The ith eigenvector as used in equation 62.

The equatorial radius of the earth (6378.165 km).

The geocentric radius vector to the orbiting body.

Magnitude of f.

The matrix which transforms a vector in the (x, y, z) coordinate system into the

(x, WR, y,, z,) coordinate system (see app. A-2).

--- sinx, shorthand notation used in apprneix A.

Time.

Reference time.

Time of perigee passage.

The variance-eovariance matrix of the variables X, Y and Z. Defined by equa-
tion 58.

The variance-covariance matrix of the variables X, 12,Z. Defined by equation 60.

Cartesian coordinates with the origin at the center of the earth, the X-axis in

the direction of the radius vector to the satellite, the Z-axis is in the direction

of the angular momentum vector and the Y-axis lies in the orbit plane to form
a right-hand set.

The velocity of the satellite relative to the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system (defined
by equation 32).

[
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2,_',2

x, y, z

x., ys, z8

COSol, COS_, COS')'
AC

AE

AM_

Am_

AX, A Y, AZ

a5¢, A_, A2
Ax,, Ay,, Az,

A2_, A_/a, A_,
6i

0

0

A

_8

#

P

p

ffl

00

00e

The projections of the inertial velocity onto the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively

(defined by equation 33).

Cartesian coordinates with the origin at the center of the earth, the x-axis in

the direction of the vernal equinox, the z-axis along the north pole of the earth,

and the y-axis forms a right-hand set.

Station centered cartesian coordinates assuming a spherical earth, the x,-axis is

normal to the sphere and is positive outward from the surface of the earth, the

positive y_-axis points toward the north and the positive z_-axis points toward
the west.

Time derivative of the x coordinate.

The minitrack direction cosines (equation 25).

The column vector of the incremental changes in the orbital elements, Aa, Ae,

At,, Ao_, A_2, and Ai.

An incremental change in the eccentric anomaly, E.

An incremental change of Mi.

--m_--M_0, the residual of the ith observation.

Incremental changes in X, Y and Z, respectively.

Incremental changes in )_, 17 and Z, respectively.

Incremental changes in x_, y, and z_, respectively.

Incremental changes in 2_, y_ and i_, respectively.
The error in the ith observation.

The column matrix of (_/ai) where i= 1, 2, ..., n.

The matrix which transforms a vector in the (x, y, z) coordinate system into the

(X, Y, Z)coordinate system (see appendix A-l).

True anomaly (equation 18).

Time derivative of 0 (equation 21 ).

The matrix of the partials of the observations with respect to the orbital param-

eters times a-'. It is defined by equation 35.

The right ascension of the meridian of a tracking station at time t (equation 30).

The ith eigenvalue as used in equations 61 and 62.

The right ascension of the meridian of the tracking station at time to.

The earth's gravitational constant (1.407645X10 '6 ft3/sec_).

The slant range vector. Its components are given by equation 22.

The magnitude of _ (equation 24).

The velocity vector of the satellite relative to the tracking station. Its compo-

nents are given by equation 23.

The component of _ along _ or the range-rate of the satellite. It is given by

equation 29.
The standard deviation of the ith observation.

The angle from the line of nodes to the satellite measured in the direction of

motion or the true anomaly 0 plus the argument of perigee ¢o. It is given by equa-
tion 19.

Time derivative of _b. It is calculated from equation 21.

The right ascension of the ascending node.

The argument of perigee.

The rotation rate of the earth (_= 7.29211585X 10 -5 rad/sec).

A T

A-l

Matrix Operations

Transpose of the matrix A.
Inverse of the matrix A.
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Subscripts

i ith observation.

j flh orbital parameter.
x_0 x evaluated at reference condition.

THEORY OF ORBIT IMPROVEMENT

Differential Correction Philosophy

The problem of orbit improvement involves

using the equations of motion along with observa-

tional data to determine the "best" orbit by some

appropriate statistical method. Observations cal-
culated from the determined orbit, defined by

the classical orbital elements a, e, t1,, w, _, i (or

any equivalent set such as x, y, z, _, !/, z), differ
from the measured observations due to the

following:

(1) Approximations involved in the theory of

orbit improvement and the mathematical

model,

(2) Inaccuracies in the preliminary orbit
elements,

(3) Errors in the observation.

Classically, six measurements are sufficient to
determine an orbit. If more than six measure-

ments are available, then the additional informa-

tion can bc used to smooth out a portion of the
errors. The "best" orbit is obtained in this docu-

ment by minimizing the residuals (the differences
between the observed and calculated measure-

ments) by the weighted least squares technique.
This method involves extracting information

about the orbit by "smoothing" the errors in the

observations. The process is statistical and

utilizes an estimate, a, (the standard deviation,

which is a measure of the validity of an observa-

tion) to estimate the uncertainties in the orbital

elements. The model used is the classical two-body

system.
The equations of motion are written as

d2_/dt2= -g (_/r 3) (l)

where _ is the geocentric radius vector from the

center of force to thc orbiting body, _ is tim

gravitational constant (1.407645 X 10 _6 ft3/sec 2).

The solution of equation l for observed data m_ is

M,(C,, C._, C:,, C4, C6, C,)=m, (2)

where C_, C2, Ca, C4, C6, Ce are the six constants

of integration, or the orbital parameters, a, e, tp,

_o, _2, i involved in the solution of this equation,
and Mi is the calculated observation obtained by

solving equation 1. The observed data, m_, can

be of the type range, range-rate, azimuth, eleva-

tion, direction cosines, or any other measurable

quantity. The constants of integration or orbit

parameters, C_, C2, Ca, C_, Ca, C6 could be solved

by taking 6 pieces of data, that is, letting i= 1

to 6. More data would produce redundant in-
formation. Since no measurement is exact, an

error 51 can be associated with the ith piece of

information. That is,

Mi(Cl, C2, Ca, C4, C5, C6)=m_--_i (3)

Equations 3 represent the functional relationship

which can be simplified by a linear approximation.

Expanding equations 3 in a Taylor series about
some initial estimate of the orbital parameters,

Cio, results in

6

M,]o-i- _ (OM,/OCj)]oACj= m,-- _, (4)
j-i

Defining the residuals by the difference between

the observed and computed measurements as

Ami = mi-- MJo

equation 4 becomes

6

Am,= _, (OM,/OCj)-]oACjd-6, (5)

These are the basic equations of the differential

correction technique. The process is to find the

change in the orbital parameters, ACj, given thc

n measurements, m_. The computed measurement,

M_ and the partials of the computed measurement

with respcct to the orbital parameters OM_/OCi_o

are obtained analytically from the two-body

model, given an initial estimate of the orbit

parameters, that is, C_J0 where i= 1 to 6. The

philosophy of orbit improvement might be

explicitly stated here as the utilization of more

than (i measurements to give the "best" answers

to equations 5. The only parameter in equation 5
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to adjust is the measurement errors, _. Conse-

quently, the process is reduced to a "smoothing"

of the instrument errors by making

(0/0AC_.) _ (6,/a_)2=0 (6)

where n is the number of measurements. Each

instrument measurement is weighted by a_-I,

where a_ is the standard deviation of the ith

measurement. The condition given by equation 6

is called the "weighted least square" orbit im-

provement criterion.

Weighted Least Square Estimate of the Variance-

covariance Matrix of the Orbital Elements

Equation 5, developed in the previous section

establishes the relationship between the residuals

Am/s and the incremental change in the orbital

elements, AC/s and the instrument errors, 6_'s.

Dividing the equation by o'_, the standard devia-
tion of the ith measurement results in

6

( Amdo'O-o'_-1 z (OM,/OCA3.aC_= 6,/o',
#=1

:For n measurements, the equations can be

written as column matrices as

Am1

O'1

am___2

O'2

I "
i

Amn

Lz

10M1 10M1 10M1 _

-- _C_-2AC2q- • • • +-- _Ac6O'I _1 aCl_-ffl O- 1

10M2 1 OM2 1 uv12 _
-- --ACt+-- AC2+...+-- =-ao6
o'_.0 C1 o'20C_ o'2

10M. _ 10M,, 10Mn C

61

0"1

6_

O"2

i o'n

Rearranging the middle column matrix, the above equation can be written as

Aml

O'I

Am2

o'2

Amn

L O'n

10Mx 10MI"'I OMI

0"1 de1 0"1 0C2 o1 £]C6

1 OMn 1 OM,, 1 OM
.... .o

o',, OC1 o',, 0C2 a. OC_

AC6A

61

(Xl

62

0" 2

6n

O"n

or equivalently written in shorthand as

am-- AAC = 6 (7)

Using the same notation, the weighted least

square criteria established in part A as

n

(o/oAc_) _2 (6,/_,)_ = o
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is written in matrix notation as

(O/oAC)_T_=O (8)

where

(_T_: AmTAm_ AmTAAC_ ACTATAm

+ACTATAAC (9)

and T denotes the transpose of the respective

matrices. Performing the partials with respect to

AC indicated by equation 8 gives the best estimate

of the orbital parameters in terms of the residuals,

or observational minus computed differences.

That is,

AC= (ATA)-'ATAm (10)

The variance-covariance matrix of the orbital

parameter corrections is

Q-E( ACAC T)

=E{ (ArA)-lATAm[(ATA)-'ArAm-] T } (ll)

It is assumed that there is no correlation be-

tween observations (i.e., the covariances are zero) ;
hence

E ( Amain T) = I (12)

and equation 11 becomes

Q= (arh) -' (13)

The Q matrix is called the variance-covariance

matrix of the orbital elements. This matrix gives

an estimate of the quality of prediction of the

orbital elements for a given tracking schedule.

The square root of the diagonal elements of this
matrix are the standard deviations of the orbital

elements. This matrix is calculated from two-

body theory and need only be calculated once

for a given orbit and set of data. The major ob-

jective of the following sections of this document
is to show how Q is obtained.

EQUATIONS OF THE ORBIT PREDICTION

ACCURACY PROGRAM

Satellite Position and Velocity Calculations

The calculation of the position and velocity of

the satellite at any time t in the planar polar

coordinate system (r, 0, _, r_), in the orbital

plane system (X, Y, Z, X, Y, 2), in the tracking

system (x,, y,, z,, 2,, _)_, i,) given the orbital

elements a, e, i, +o,_, tp is as follows: (See appendix
A for discussion of the coordinate systems).

Planar Polar Coordinate System

The position and velocity of the satellite for

any time t in planar polar coordinates is the

solution of the following equations:

n= (#)112a-3/2 (14)

M=n(t--tp) (15)

M= E--e sinE (16)

r=a(1--e cosE) (17)

O=2tan-_{[(l+e)/(1--e)-]ttanE/2} (18)

_=o+_o (19)

_= [(nae sinE)/(1--e cosE)] (20)

_=_h-- I_a(1--e2)-]ll2/r2 } (21)

where the determination of E= E(M), equation

16 involves an iteration procedure. The process

is as follows; assuming an estimate of the solution

as E0, equation 16 can be expanded in a Taylor
series about E0 (3). Keeping linear terms, then

M = Eo-e sinE0+ (1-e cosE0) AEo

or

M-- Eo-t-e sinE0
AEo-

1 -- e cosE0

Taking Et = E0-t-AE0, the process may be repeated

until there is no significant change in Et from
one calculation to another.

Station Fixed Coordinate System

The coordinates of the satellites in station

spacc are

[xlI?[ ly, =B 0 -- 0

z, 0 0

(22)

The velocity components of the satellite with
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respectto the stationare

I_"l I_l Irl
_I, =B rO +Se T 0 (23)

_, LO J LOJ

where the matrices B, S and 0 T are defined in

appendix A.

The slant range to the satellite is

p = (x2+y,2+z,2) _12 (24)

The direction cosines are

n = C0S¢_ = Xs/p

l = cosfl = y,/p (25)

m = cos'), = z,/p

The elevation angle is

E = ½_-- _ (26)

The azimuth is given by

cosA = ys/(y,2+z,2)_/2,

sinA = -z,/(y,2-l-z,2)_12 (27)

The slant range velocity of the satellite is
given by

,_= (x;+._;+ _,;)_ (28)

The radial component of the slant range veloc-

ity (referred to as slant range-rate) is given by

p, - (29)
P p

The tracking station location with respect to

inertial space at any time t is found by

X=_(t--t0)+X, (30)

where _e= rotational velocity of the earth
(7.29211585 X 10-_ rads/sec).

Orb/tel Plane Coordinate System

The position of the satellite in the orbital plane

coordinate system is given by

Z z I_.Z, _1

where B and 0 are defined in appendix A.

The velocity of the satellite in the orbital plane

coordinate system is given by

])" = r0- r0 (32)

_' LO J L-OJ

where (0, r0, 0) is the velocity of the (X, Y, Z)

system with respect to the (x, y, z) system at
latitude, L.

Define from equation 32 the nominal velocity

as;

12 --= r0 (33)

2 o

Prediction Accuracy of the Orbital Elements

The weighted least squares estimate of the

variance-covariance matrix of the orbital param-

eters was derived in section III-B, equation 13,

assuming no correlation between any observa-
tions. This relation is

Q= (ATA) -1 (34)

where

h _

1 OM1 1 OM1 1 OM1
-- __ .oo

0-1 OC1 0-1 0C2 al 0C6

1 OM2 1 OM2 1 OM2

0"2 0 C1 0-2 0 C2 0-2 O C 6

10Mn 10M. 10M

0-. 0CI 0-. 0C2 0-. 0C6
J

(35)
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The_ is theknownestimateof thestandard
deviationfor the ith measurement. OM_/OCj is

the partial derivative of the ith measurement

with respect to the jth orbit parameter.
These partials OMi/OC_ are computed in closed

form using the classical two-body orbit theory.

The assumption of this model is made since only

a few significant figures are required in the ele-

ments of Q.
The actual calculations of the partials ill the A

matrix are done by two straight forward calcula-

tions. That is, consider the ith measurement, or
the ith row of the A matrix as

N=_-I(OM,/OC,) where j= 1...6 (36)

Expanding the partials by the chain rule results in

1 [OMiOX OMiOY OMi OZ OMiOX
N=LL-aX oCit og oCi_--_ oCi_-_o-Cj

OM_OY OM, 0i] (37)
+ a_ acj t o-5 a-c__l

where j= 1...6
Define the row matrix

[OMi OM_ OMi'_
F(X, Y,Z)=--LO X , OY ' OZ] (38)

OMi OM_ OM_'_ (39)
F(X, Y, Z)-\O _ , 0]" ' _ l

and defining the 3 X 6 matrices as

Ppos-- , , where j = 1... 6 (40)
OCt

The ith row in the matrix of partials with respect

to the orbital parameters can be written sym-

bolically as

N=a_-_EF(X, Y, Z)-Ppo_TF(._', _z, 2)P_ol](42)

If thc observation is dependent only upon

position, then

F(X, Y', 2)=0.

This is true for calculations pertaining to range,

azimuth, elevation and the minitrack direction
cosines.

For the range-rate observations;

F(X, 12, 2)#0.

In otlaer words, the partials of range-rate are

dependent upon both position and velocity. (See

equation 29.)
The matrices F(X, Y, Z), F(J[, Y, Z), Ppo.

and P_,I contain partial derivatives and are
evaluated as follows:

Evaluation of F('X, Y, Z_ and F()(, Y, 7-3

These row matrices are given by

F(X, Y, Z)=F(x,, y., z,)B+F(:_,, y,, _,),._0 v

(43)

and

F(X, _, 2)=FC_., _9_L)B (44)

where

F(x., y., z.)-[ OM' OM,' OM,]
L ax, ' ay, ' _ J (45)

FOM_ OM_ OM_]

B is a matrix which is defined in appendix A-3.

The matrices F(x_, y_, z.) and F(_,, y., _.) are

presented in appendix B for different types of
observations. The matrices S and 0 are defined

in appendix A.

The proof of equations 43 and 44 is as follows:
Consider the ith observable M_

OMi OMi OM_
AM _= --Ax_-t--- Ay.--l--- Az,

Ox_ Oy, Oz_

OM_ OMi OM_
+-_:--. A_, +-UT-. Ay_+-::-. Az. (47)

ox_ o_/_ oz_

From appendix A-3

::j:BAY

LaZ_!

(48)
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and

Pq Pq
Ag_I=BIAYI-F SOTIAY I (49)

,_,J L,_2J L,_ZJ

Substitution of equations 48 and 49 into equation

47 gives the result that

AM,=(OM, OM_ OM,_B[
\Ox. ' Oy8 ' _z./ AXAYAZ'_T

[OMi OMi OMi_0y.
X/BE A2a/v,2J,+_o*E AXAYAZ] r} (50)

Or, using the aforementioned notation, equation
50 is written as;

AM_= IF(x., ys, zs)B+F(2,, _)., _.)SO r}

xE AXAYAZJr+F(2,, _)_, _,)B[- z_XAI2A2-I T

(51)
By definition

AM_=F(X, y,Z) _Y +F(X, £,2) A_

LAZ J LA2 J

(52)

Inspection of equations 51 and 52 leads to the
result that

F(X, Y, Z)=F(x., ys, z.)BWF(2., _)8, _),SO T

(53)
and

F(J;, _, 2)=F(2., #., _.)B (54)

Evaluation of Ppos and Pvel

The vectors (AX, Ay, AZ)r and (AX, AI2,
AZ) _ are related to the vector hC by the

relationships

z_Y = Ppo.AC (55)

L,_zJ

and

IAI? =

_2

Pvo_AC (56)

where Ppo, is a matrix which contains the partials

of the position coordinates X, Y, Z with respect

to the orbital parameters. The elements of P,o_
are given in appendix C-1; and where P_ is a

matrix which contains the partials of the velocity
components )(, 1_, 2 with respect to the orbital

parameters. The elements are given in appendix
C-2.

Confidence Ellipsoid of the Position and

Velocity Coordinates

The variance-covariance matrix of the orbital

elements, Q, is calculated by the method presented
in part B of this section. The square root of the

diagonal of this 6 X 6 matrix represents the stand-

ard deviation of the orbital elements for a given

tracking schedule and orbit. It is of interest to

investigate how the estimate of the errors in the

orbital elements are propagated in position and

velocity at various points in the orbit.

The variance-covariance matrices of position

and velocity at a given time are referred to as

position and velocity confidence ellipsoids. These

ellipsoids are the boundaries of a region in which

the satellite is located (in position and velocity

space) with a certain probability. That is, the

probability that an error in the satellite's co-
ordinate will be within the calculated standard

deviation is equal to the probability that the
value of the coordinate falls within that standard

deviation. For example, if the calculated standard

deviation in the X-coordinate is 20m, the prob-

ability that the satellite lies within 20m is 68.2%;

40m is 95.4%; 60 m is 99.72%. The calculation

of the variance-covariance matrix of position and

velocity at different times in the orbit is done by

the following:

Position Confidence Ellipsoid

The incremental change in the position vector

in the orbiting coordinate system at any time is
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obtainedby

AY =Ppo.(t)AC (57)

LaZJ

The variance-covariance matrix of the position

in this system is given by

Upo. (t)= PvoBQpTpoB (58)

where U,o,(t) is a 3)<3 matrix

Velocity Confidence Ellipsoid

The incremental change in the velocity vector

in the orbiting coordinate system at any time t is
obtained by

AY =P_,I(t)AC (59)

a2

The variance-covariance matrix of the velocity
in this system is given by

Uw, (t ) = Pv.,,QPVv_I (60)

where Uvcl(t) is a 3X3 matrix. The "sandwich"

transformations of equations 58 and 60 Call be

shown as follows: by operating both sides of

equation 57 by the transpose results ill

AX AX T = Ppo._C (Ppo_AC) r

-_ ppoaACACTpTpo s

taking the expected value of the above equation

gives

Upon-- E ( AXAX r) = P,o_QPT,o_

The same operation is done for obtaining U_e_.
The varianee-covariance matrix calculated in

the X, Y, Z coordinates normally have cross-

product terms. The 3 )< 3 matrices are diagonalized

to find the principal values (or eigenvalues) of
the variances. The eigenvectors, which define

the direction of the principal axis with respect
to the X, Y, Z axis, can be determined by the

following4:

For the 3X3 matrix, Upon, the roots of the

equation

I U.o.-Ih I =0 (61)

are found, giving 3 values of _,, called the eigen-

values of the Upo_ matrix. Defining the eigen-

vectors of _ (where i= 1, 2, 3 ) as/_, the relation-

ship for finding the components of the eigen-
vectors is

(Upo.-- IXi) Ri= 0 (62)

where, for a given h_ the 3 equations are solved

simultaneously for the components of /_. Similar

procedures can be used to find the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of _vel.
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Appendix A

COORDINATE SYSTEMS

A-1 TRANSFORMATION FROM THE INERTIAL

SYSTEM (x, y, z) TO THE ORBITAL PLANE

SYSTEM (X, Y, Z)

The coordinates x, y, z have their origin at the

center of the Earth, the positive x-axis in the

direction of the vernal equinox, the positive z-

axis along the north pole of the earth, and the

positive y-axis forms a right-hand set.

The coordinates X, Y, Z have their origin at

the center of the earth, the positive X-axis in
the direction of the radius vector from the center

of the earth to the satellite, the positive Z-axis

is in the direction of the angular momentum

vector and the positive Y-axis lies in the orbital

plane and forms a right-hand set.

These two coordinate systems are shown in

figure A-1 and are related by the transformation

where

c¢c_- s¢cis_

(A-1)

cCs_ + s¢cic_ schsi7

(- s4_s_ + c_hciciZ) cCsi I

I
-- sic_ ci I

The derivation of the 0 matrix is from the

following rotations

O= A_(4) )AI (i) A_(_ )

Z

Plane

Satell ire

Plane

GT_ Vernal Equinox

Fmum_ A±l.--Schematic of the Inertial Coordinates

(x, y, z) and the Orbiting Plane Coordinates (X, Y, Z).

A-2 TRANSFORMATION FROM THE INERTIAL

COORDINATE SYSTEM (x, y, z) TO THE STATION

COORDINATE SYSTEM (x_, ys, z_)

The coordinates x, y, z are defined in part A-1
above.

The station coordinates have their origin at

the station (assumed to be on the reference

spheroid), the x_-axis points outward normal to

the reference spheroid, the y,-axis is tangent to

the reference spheroid and it points north, the

z_-axis forms a right hand set and it points west.
These two coordinate systems are shown in

figure A-2 and are related by

::
353
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Ys

Zs i g

x Equotoriol Plone
Vernal Equinox

A-3 TRANSFORMATION FROM THE ORBITAL

PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM (X, Y, Z) TO THE

STATION COORDINATE SYSTEM (x,, y,, z_)

These two coordinate systems are defined in

parts A-1 and A-2. They are related by the

transformation

where

B = SO r

FIGURE A-2.---Schematic of the Inertial Coordinates

(x, y, z) and the Tracking Station Coordinates (x,, y,, z,).

where R=

(6378.165 km)

F cLck cLsk 1

sL

S--- I -- sLch -- sLsh cL

i oL sX -ch

the equatorial radius of the earth

The matrices 0 and S are defined in A-1 and

A-2 above, respectively.

For two body theory the satellite travels in

the X Y-plane and Y = Z = 0, hence



Appendix B

THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE OBSERVABLES WITH RESPECT TO THE STATION COORDINATES

B-l: RANGE, p

The matrix of the partial derivatives for the

range is given by

' 0y. '

differentiation of equation 24 give

from equations 25

F(x,, ys, zs)=En, lm-1

B-2: RANGE-RATE, pe

The range-rate partials are given by the follow-

ing two matrices

\Ox, ' Oy. ' Oz,/

\02, ' 0_), ' a_,I

By performing the indicated differentiation of

equation 29, the range-rate partials become:

F(x,,
LP P P J

Ftx., y., zs)= , ,
P pJ

where

The values of F(x., y., z_) and F(2_, y., i,)

computed from these equations are substituted

into equations 43 and 44 to give F(X, Y, Z)

and F(X, 1_, Z), respectively. Subsequently,

F(X, Y, Z) and F()_, 12, 2) are substituted

into equation 42 along with Ppo_ and Pv_l (from

appendix C) to give N. The matrix N is the ith

row matrix of the partials of the range-rate with

respect to the orbit parameters. Symbolically,

the row matrix of A is written as;

1
--_RE Oa ' Oe ' Ot_, ' &o ' 0_ ' Oi J

B-3: AZIMUTH, A

The matrix of the partial derivatives of the

azimuth is given by

' Oy, '

Differentiation of equation 27 gives

z, -y___ ]F(x_, y_, z.)= O, Ys2JrZs 2 , Ys2"_-Zs 2

The value of F(x., y,, z,) obtained from this

equation are substituted into equation (42)

along with Ppo, (from app. C) to give N. The

matrix N is the row matrix of the partials of the

azimuth with respect to the orbit parameters.

B-4: ELEVATION, E

The matrix of the partial derivatives of the

elevation is given by

F(x.,y,,z.)=[OE OE OE]Lax. 'ay.' 7z_z_

Differentiating equation 26 gives

F(x,, y., z_)=[c°-sp E-sinEc°sA' o , sinE sinA]p

The value of F(xs, y_, z.) obtained from this

equation is used to find N, a row cf the h matrix.

355
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B-5: DIRECTION COSINES, n, I, m

The matrices of the partial derivatives of the

direction cosines are given by the following:

For n:

F(x., y., z.)=[O_xx, , Onoy.' 02.1

Differentiating equation 25 gives

[ ?]F(x,, y., z,)= l--n2 --ln
p P

For l:

F(x., y,, z.)=[ 0_., Oy.Ol, O1.]

Differentiating equation 25 gives

F(x_, y., z.)=[_ n , 1-12p

-lm;]
For m:

Differentiating equation 25 gives

F(x.,y.,z.)= , p ,

Each direction cosine gives a row of A matrix



Appendix C

THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE ORBITAL PLANE COORDINATES WITH RESPECT TO THE

ORBITAL PARAMETERS

C-1:PM7 MATRIX

The Ppos matrix relates changes in the orbital

elements to corresponding changes in position by

Aa

Ae

AY = Ppos (C-l)
A¢o

AZ

Al2

_Ai.

The relationship between the (X, Y, Z) co-

ordinate system and the (x, y, z) coordinate

system is given by (see appendix A-l).

=o y t (c-2)

z_l

The matrix 0 transforms a vector in (x, y, z)

system to a vector in (X, Y, Z) system. The

vector (dx, dy, dz) transformed by the same
matrix 0 so that

Ay =e _y

AZ Az_

(C-3)

the relationships between

(x, y, z) and the satellites

orbital elements is given by

X[:10T[
the inertial system

position in terms of

r I

O l (C-4)

oj

differentiation of equations C-4 written sym-

bolically as

I Ax] Irl IArl
Ay =A(o r) 0 +o r 0 (C-5)

LA_J LoJ L o j

can be substituted into equation C-3 to obtain

IAX 1 IrlIArl

AY =OA(O r) 0 + 0 (C-6)

Az LO_l L o _l

Performing the operations indicated by equation

C-6 gives

A y = rAch+r eosiA9

(c+7)
AZ --r sini cos_bA_2+r sin_bAi_]

Total differentials are obtained by differ-

entiating equations 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19;

and eliminating the differentials AM, an, AE, AO.

The results are;

Ar=[1--ecosE-- 3eMsinE ]
2 (_Z-_ec---osE) JAaL

a(e-- cosE) esinE (p'_l/2
_--e cosE Ae-- (1--e cosE)\a} Atp (C-8)

and

(1-e2)II 2 _ /,u\ I]' Aa

A_b= Ao0+ (l_ecosE)21--a-lta) Atv--_M--a

+(l____e2)(2_esinE cosE--e 2) he} (C-9)

Equations C-8 and C-9 are substituted into

357
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equation C-7 and the elements of the Ppo.

matrix are the partials or the coefficients of ha,

Ae, Ai, Atp, 400, and 4£. By inspection of the

resulting equation, the element in the ith row
and jth colunn of the Ppos matrix are as follows:

Pu = 1 - e cosE--
3eM sine

2 (1 -- e cosE)

(e-- cosE)a
P12

(1-- e cosE)

-e sinE (_)1/2P13 = (1 - e cosE)

P14=P15=P16=O

- (1 -- e2) 1/2 3 M
P21 = -Jr

(1-e cosE) 22 a

( 1 -- e2) i/2
P22 =

(1--e cosE) 2 (1--e 2)

-- (1--e2) 1/2 r(_ 1/2
P2_ - (1 -- e cosS) _a_,a]

P2_ = r

P26 = r cosi

P2e =0

P3t = P82 = Pa3 = P34 = 0

P35 = -r cos¢ sini

P36 = r sine

sinE(2-e cosE-e 2)

C-2: P,_el MATRIX

The Pv.l matrix relates the changes in the

orbital elements to corresponding changes in

A =

LAZJ Lsini

velocity by

4£

42

= Pvel

-4a

Ae

At_

An

h£

_4/ J

(c-10)

The perturbation in _, #, and _ are projected

along the X, Y, Z axes by the transformation

5]2 =0 A# (C-11)

42 A__

The inertial velocity of the satellite may be

written as;

=0 r (C-12)

Differentiation of equation C-12 is written

symbolically as;

4y =4(o_) r_ +.(,_ A(4,) (C-la)

L4,J L o j

Substitution of equation C-13 into equation

C-11 yields

42 LOJ L 0

Performing the operations indicated by equa-
tion C-14 gives

A_-- r_A_ -- r_ cosiA_ q
/

_A_b+ rA_+ _ eosiA£ + _Ar ] (C-1 5)
/

(r_b sin_b--? cos_)A£+ (_ sin_Tr_ costS) 4i_.[
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The derivative of the eccentric anomaly, E, with respect to time is

= n� (1 -- e cos E) (C-16 )

Differentiation of C-8 and C-9 with respect to time gives

A_- _- _.l--e sinE(1 _,, 3ieEe- cosEC]. , sinEEa
2(1--e cosE)[ --e cos_)-t- (_--eco--_ _,,a-I- (1--e cosE) _(1-e_)Ae

(1--e cosE) _ \a] Atv (C-17)

and

A_-2e(1--ee)l12(sinE)JE[u_1124) _ -- _6e(1-ee)l/:EM (sinE)a(1--e eosE) 3 a l (1--e cosE)
3 (1 -- e2)112E / ha

+(l_e2)l/_(1_e cosE)a E-3e+2 cosETe3 (1+ sin2E)_Ae
(c-is)

Equations C-16, C-17, C-18, 20 and 21 are substituted into equation C-14 and the elements of the

Pvd matrix are the coefficients of Aa, Ae, Ai, Atp, A¢0, and Aft. By inspection of the resulting equation,

the elements in the ith row and jth column of the Pv_l matrix are as follows:

Pn-2(1--enosE) :[-esinEct ..... 3Me(e-- cosE)]' 3Mr4)(1--e:) 112_,-ecos_}± 1---_co-_ J-V2a(1-eeosE)2

n sinE
P12 = (1--e2)a -

(1--e cosE) a

re (1 --e2) it2 sinE (2--e cosE-e 2)

(1--e 2) (1--e cosE) _

p en(e--cosE)/g_ '1_ . r¢(1--e:)m (_,2
13= (1--e cosE)3_a/ "_ (1--e cosE)2a\a]

P16 _ 0

3e(1--e2)lt2nM sinE 2 (1-e2)l/2nr [ 3eM sine ](l--e2) 1/2 3 Mi'+r
P2'= (1--ecosE)22 a a(1--ecosE) 4 2a(l_ecosE)2 _-_ 1--ecosE-- 2(_--ec--_sE)J

rn

(1-- e2)1/27 sinE(2--e cosE--e2)ff (1_e2)1/2(1_ e cosE)4P22= (1--e cosE)2 (1--e 2)

X[-3e+2 cosEWe3 (1+ sin"_E)J+" 4a(e--_ co--_c°sE)

(1_e2),,27 ('_,/22re(1_e2),12sinEn[_,/2 $e sinE (_1,2

P_3=--(1--ecosE)2a_a] + a(-i--_osE--_ _a) (1--e_osEi\a]

P24 = i"
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P25 =/" cos/

P26=0

P31 = P32 = P3a = P34= 0

P35= - ? cos6 sini+r sin/sin¢_b

Pa6= _ sin_+r cos¢_b
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ON DETERMINING THE SECULAR AND CRITICAL
EFFECTS IN THE MOTION OF SATELLITES
BY MEANS OF A NONSINGULAR SET OF
VECTORIAL ELEMENTS

, 3-

5

PETER MUSEN

Goddard Space Flight Center

Under the influence of the sun and the moon a highly eccentric orbit of a satellite can become

a nearly circular one or a nearly circular orbit might become eccentric. In light of this I suggest a
combination of the Gibbsian rotation vector and the Hamiltonian vector as a nonsingular set of

elements to be used for all eccentricities and all inclinations. The method of Halphen is suggested

for the computation of secular effects, and the method of Liouville for the computation of the near

resonance effects caused by the commensurability of mean motions of the disturbed and the dis-

turbing body. The combination of these two methods can give information about the general be-
havior of the orbit of a minor planet over an interval of some thousands of years, and of an artificial

satellite moving in cislunar space over an interval of a number of years.

1" _

r--_

_, 7 =

M, c0, _i,e,n-

L=

AL=

c_=

P, Q, R =

X _

U_

E=

X=

h=

g=

i, j, k=

io, jo, ko =
F-

Fo =

Z=

NOTATIONS

the position vector of the disturbed body.
lrl.

the coordinates of the disturbed body in an ideal system of coordinates.

the standard elliptic elements of the disturbed body. The initial values of the elements

are denoted by a zero subscript.

the mean orbital longitude.

the perturbations in the mean orbital longitude.

p =a(1--e2).
the Gibbsian vectorial elements of the disturbed body. The elements of the disturbing

body will be designated by the corresponding symbol with a prime.

the true orbital longitude of the perigee reckoned from the departure point.

-- e sinx/p u2.

e cosx/p In.

the eccentric anomaly of the disturbed body.

E+X, the eccentric orbital longitude.

the vector appearing in the Hamiltonian integral of the two-body problem.

the Gibbsian rotation vector.

the unit vectors along the axes of an ideal system rigidly connected to the osculating

orbit plane.

the initial values of i, j, k.

the disturbing force lying in the orbital plane of the disturbed body.

the disturbing force F averaged over the orbit of the disturbing body.

the component of the disturbing force normal to the orbit plane of the disturbed body.
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Z0 = the component Z averaged over the orbit of the disturbing body.

X = the component of the disturbing force in the direction of i.

Y = the component of the disturbing force in the direction of j.

S = the component of the disturbing force in the direction of r.

T = the component of the disturbing force in the direction of kX r.

The gravitational constant is put equal to 1.

DISCUSSION

In a previous work I have emphasized the im-

portance of long-period effects for the estimation
of the lifetime of satellites moving in highly ec-

centric orbits (Musen, 1963). In that paper a

collection of formulas was given for the computa-

tion of the long-period lunar effects in the motion

of artificial satellites using Halphen's method

(Halphen, 1888).

Originally I suggested the use of the classical

elliptic elements, which are quite convenient if

the eccentricity does not become small. The

system of equations giving the variations of the

elliptic elements contains the eccentricity and the

sine of the inclination as "small divisors," thus

making the computation very difficult if the orbit

becomes a nearly circular one.

Unfortunately, this is exactly what may happen

to originally highly eccentric orbits in cislunar

space. Thc results obtained by Shutc (1962) on

the basis of Halphen's method show that under

the influence of the sun and the moon a highly

eccentric orbit can become a nearly circular one

or a nearly circular orbit can become eccentric.

Thus, the demarcation line between the two

extreme types of orbits is not clearly defined.

In light of the accumulated information, I

wish to reconsider the problem and to suggest a

nonsingular set of elements to be used for all
eccentricities and all inclinations.

This system consists of the vector appearing in

the Hamiltonian expression for the velocity in tim
two-body problem and of the Gibbsian rotation

vector (Gibbs, 1901). The Gibbsian vector deter-

mines the rotation of the orbital plane from its

initial position to the position at a given time. I
used the Hamiltonian vector (Musen, 1954) in

the vectorial theory of the perturbations of ele-
ments. The Gibbsian vector was used (Musen,

1961) in an article on the generalization of

Stromgren's method of special perturbations

(Stromgren, 1929).
The combination of these two vectors repre-

sents a nonsingular system of elements, because

no "small divisors" appear in the equations for

their variations. Two sources of difficulty associ-

ated with the determination of perturbations for

nearly circular orbits can be recognized. The first

is our tendency to obtain the unit vector directed

toward the perigee. This can be avoided by repre-

senting the position vector in terms of the Ham-

iltonian vector directly. The second source is the
use of the eccentric and the mean anomalies.

Both sources cause the presence of e as a small
divisor.

The difficulty can be resolved by combining

the perturbations in the perigee position with the

mean and the cccentric anomalies, thus intro-

ducing the eccentric orbital longitude instead of

the eccentric anomaly. Kepler's equations should
be rewritten in terms of the mean and the ec-

centric orbital longitudes. This fact was recog-

nized by Herget (1962), who used the Laplacian

and the Gibbsian vectors as a non-singular

set in the computation of special planetary

perturbations.
The Hamiltonian vector h is defined as

h =eQ/p u2 = ui+vj (1)

where

u=-(esinx)/p 112 v=-F(ecosx)/p 112 (2)

With the introduction the eccentric orbital

longitude of

X=E+x

and the unit vector

= i eosX+j sinX (3)
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the position vector of the satellite can be written

in a form depending directly upon the vector h:

c2a (a) 1/2

r=a_-- am+-----_hh._+ackXh (4)

=_i+_j

For the determination of p we have

1/p = (l/a) +h 2 (5)

The semimajor axis remains invariant under
secular action.

Eliminating E, M, and e from

r/a = 1-- e cosE

E-e sinE = M

in favor of X, L, and the components of h, we
deduce

r/a= 1 -cv coshTcu sinX (6)

- cv sinh- cu cos_ = L (7)

In addition to the vectors r and h, we will also
make use of the vector r0 and h0 obtained from r

and h by the substitution of (i0, jo, k0) for (i, j, k)

ro = _io+_jo h =ui0+vj0

Decomposing h along the axes rigidly con-

nected with the osculating orbit plane, we have

(Musen, 1954)

dhdt- (l+p) F- rr"Frp (8)

Designating by Fo the disturbing force averaged

along the orbit of the disturbing body, we have
for the secular effect in h

clh 1 r2_-_Y/ r\ rr.FOldL/
dt-_J_,c [tl+p) F°- rp j

(9)

Eliminating dL in favor of dh by means of (7)
we obtain

dh 1 2 r
--=--L _-(I +-_Fo--rr'F°-_ d)_ (10)
dt 2_ 0 I_\ P/ rp _la

We have

where A is the fundamental dyadic which was

used by Halphen to determine the components of

the averaged disturbing force F0 in the directions

of pr, Q,, R'. No attempt is made in this article

to modify the method of computing A. Desig-

nating the components of F0 in the directions of

i, j, r, by X0, Y0, So, respectively, we have

X0 = -- 2m'i- A- r (13)

Yo= -2m'j.A.r (14)

So = - 2re'r- A. r/r (15)

and

Zo = - 2m'k. A- r (16)

We deduce from (10), taking (13)-(15) into

account, the following two scalar equations for

the actual computation of the secular perturba-
tions in h:

du 1 L2"[(1 +p)Xo - _SO_d __-----_ o L\ p-Ja (17)

dv I 2. r
(18)

Introducing the Gibbsian vector g, we can

express the vector (i, j, k) of the system rigidly

connected with the orbit plane in terms of their

initial values (i0, fl, k0) and in terms of g. We

have (Gibbs, 1901)

U:Uo+[2/(l+g2)].[gXUo+gX (gXUo)] (19)

where U and Uo can take the following values

U=i, j, k, r, h

Uo = io, jo, ko, ro, ho

The differential equation for the variation of g

was established in previous work (Musen, 1961).
It is

dg/dt= [(l+g2)/4(p)l/2]Z(r+ro) (20)

From this equation we deduce for the secular

perturbations in g

1 l+g2 f2_Z0(r+r0) (r/a) dX (21)
dg/dt : 2_r 4(p)_12 do

Fo= --2m'(ii+jj.A-r (11)

r- F0 = -- 2m'r. A. r (12)

Taking into account

r=ro+[2/(l+g_)].[gXro+gX (gXro)] (22)
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and,decomposingg along the axes (i0, j0, k0),

g = glio+gEjo+g3ko (23)

we deduce the following three symmetrical scalar

equations for the actual computation of the

secular effects in g:

dgl 1 if" Zo _ "1
d--[=2-_ SO 2(_ln L{" -Fg_2),_

+(glg2--ga)_](r/a) dX (24)

dg._2= 1 fo 2" Zodt 2re 2(p) lfi[ (g_gS-t-ga) _

-[-(ld-g2')n-](r/a) dX (25)

dgad__[2-_1vf2" 2 Zo= (_1,2[ (g,g3- g_)

+(g_g_+g_),TJ(r/a) dX (26)

The components of the Hamiltonian vector

with respect to the inertial system are determined

using (19) thus:

h = h0+[-2/(1 +g_)-][-gXh0+gX (gXh0) ]

The Laplacian vector e =eP can be obtained
from the relation

e =chXk (27)

analytically, a small divisor will appear in the
denominator as a result of integration of the

critical trigonometrical terms.

However, such resonance effects can be deter-

mined analytically only under the restriction

that the eccentricity and the inclination are small

and that only one critical argument is present

in the trigonometrical development of the dis-

turbing function. In addition, in the existing

analytical theory the secular effect and the reso-

nance effect are treated separately.

In the real problems we might have more than

one critical argument, and the mutual effect of
the secular and the critical terms might not be

negligible.
No restrictions on the eccentricity or the

inclination can be imposed in the problem of
motion of a satellite in the cislunar space. For all

these reasons, I would like to suggest a method

of special perturbations for treating the com-
bined secular and resonance effects instead of

an analytical development.
Let us assume that

nP/n_,_p/p '

(p, p'>O and are relative primes) (29)

The arguments in the development of the

right-hand sides of the equations for the varia-
tions of elements are of the form

If we want to have the standard elements _2

and i, we can easily deduce them from the

vectorial equation

R = ko-}-[-2/(1 _}_g2)-][-g Xko-t-gX (gXko) ]

For the secular perturbations in the mean

orbital longitude we have

dL 1 /2" 2 r2So ... p(a)ll= [ dv
d---t=- 2-_ Jo a(a) l'2 a^-t-__ -_

In addition to secular effects, the resonance

caused by the commensurability of mean motions

of the disturbed and the disturbing body is of

great significance in the determination of the

orbital stability over a long interval of time.

If the process of integration is performed

iL-i'M'

Using the Liouville (1836) substitution

O=pi--p'M' (30)

L = p'_

we bring the argmnents to the form

(iv' -- i'p) _ + (i'/p') 0

Evidently an argument will be a critical one if

i=kp i'=kp' (k is a positive integer) (31)

If the last condition is not satisfied, the term

is a short periodic one. This leads to the conclu-
sion that the resonance terms in the equations

for variation of h and g are obtained by the

process of averaging with respect to _.
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i

Putting

1 2_

1 2_ r
(33)

1 fo 2" Z_b(g')(0) =_ 2(p) J-(ld-gl=)_

+ (g,g2--ga)?] d_o (34)

1 2. Z

_b(a')(0) =_ fo 2(P) 1/s[(glgS-fg3)_

+(l+g2S),] d_ (35)

1 2, Z

_b(g*)(0) =_ fo 2(P) m[(glg3-gs)_

+ (g_+g_g2),i] d_o (36)

1 [2_ 3/T Y k
2-; -h)e (37)

f0 112

1 2rS p(a)_ [_u¢(,)_ v¢(_)7
_b(L)(8) =-- 2-_ _ d_-{ al/2+pll 2....

(38)
and

1 fo _A°(_) - 2_ _b(x)(0) dO (39)

we deduce for the effect of the critical terms a set

of equations of the form

dx/dt =_b (_)(0) -- A0 (_)= A1 cos0d-B1 sin0

d-As cos20d-BRsin20+... (40)

In' these integrals de can be replaced by

(1/p') (r/a) dh. The upper limit becomes 2p'_.

The computation of the position vector of the

disturbing body is then performed using the
formulas

r'=P'a'(cosE'--e') -4-Q'a'(1 -- e,'2) 112 sinE' (41)

E'--e' sinE'= (p/p'). (X--cv sinX--cu cosX)

-- (1/p')O (42)

The effect of the critical terms decreases for

higher multiples of the argument 0. Assuming

that the effect of the critical terms with the

arguments 30, 40, -.., is negligible, we deduce

the following expressions for the coefficients of
the first four critical terms

A1 = ½[¢_(0) -- ¢_(Tr) _ (43)

B_ = ½[_b(_r/2) -- _b(3_r/2) J (44)

A2 = ¼[_b(0) -- _b(7r/2) d-¢_ (_r) --_b(37r/2) J (4,5)

B2 =¢(_/4) -- _ (q2-{- 1) [¢(0) -t-_b(7r/2)

-{-_(q2--1)[-_b(_) -t-_b(37r/2)_ (46)

Thus the problem of determining the coefficients
of the first four dominant terms is reduced to the

computation of four single integrals for each

scalar element. There is no necessity to perform a

double harmonic analysis in full. This method of

reducing the problem to the computation of

single integrals was suggested by Liouville (1836),
but it was not used before because the numerical

evaluation of all these integrals requires a large

number of subdivision points and the computa-

tion of a large number of special values of X, Y,

Z, S, T. Liouville's approach can be used con-

veniently only now with the advent of modern

electronic digital computers.

After the coefficients A1, B1, As, B2, ..., are

determined, the equations 40 are combined with
the corresponding equations giving the secular

derivatives of the elements. The combined equa-

tions are then integrated numerically. The value

of the critical argument to be substituted into

(40) is given by the equation

0 =i_Lo+AL+no(t-- to)

--i'[Mo' + AMo' +no' (t-to) ]

--F dt _ dt ]
o o

CONCLUSION

The combined effect of the secular and the

critical terms is decisive in the determination of

the orbital stability over a long interval of time.

The combination of Halphen's and Liouville's

methods can provide an answer valid at least

over an interval of some thousands of years for a

minor planet and over a number of years for a
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satellite moving in the cislunar space. Our ap-

plication of the method of secular effects led to

some conclusions that were not anticipated be-

forehand. It remains to be seen what interesting

consequences will follow from the superposition

of the secular and the critical terms and from

the computation of their direct actions as well as

their interactions.
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A DISCUSSION OF HAI PHEN'S METHOD FOR
SECULAR PERTURBATIONS AND ITS AP-
PLICATION TO THE DETERMINATION OF
LONG RANGE EFFECTS IN THE MOTIONS
OF CELESTIAL BODIES. PART I

PETER MUSEN

Goddard Space Flight Center

The long-range effects caused by the moon and the sun are of primary importance in establish-

ing the stability of highly eccentric satellite orbits. At present no complete analytical theory exists

which can treat such orbits. It is shown here that Halphen's method of treating secular planetary

effects can, by means of step-by-step integration, also be used to determine long range lunar effects

in the motions of artificial satellites. Halphen's method permits the numerical integration of long

range lunar effects over an interval of a few tens of years. The long range solar effects can be treated

by averaging the disturbing function over the orbit of the satellite. Halphen's method is applicable

to the determination of long range ("secular") effects in the motion of minor planets over the inter-

val of hundreds of thousands of years. We assume that no sharp commensurability between mean

motions of the disturbed and disturbing hodies does exist. A complete theory of Halphen's method

is presented in modern symbols. Goursat transformations and a summability process are applied

to speed the convergence of series which appear in the theory.

INTRODUCTION

In treating the problem of the orbital stability

of celestial bodies, the long-range effects are of

primary importance; but no complete analytical

theory considering these effects exists at present

for large values of the eccentricity, inclination,
and semimajor axis. To obtain information about

the changes of its orbit over a long time interval,

and hence information about the lifetime of, say,

an artificial satellite, we have to resort to numer-
ical integration.

Methods based on the use of an unaveraged

disturbing function, such as those of Cowell or

Encke, contain both the short and long period

terms; and in the case of artificial satellites, they

require that the interval of integration be much

less than the satellite's period, thus creating a

large accumulation of round-off errors. The main

long range effects in the elements are produced by

the long range terms in the disturbing function

and by their cross actions. The short period terms

can also produce long range effects through their

mutual cross actions in higher order approxi-

mations, but such effects are very small 1 and can
be neglected over a very long time interval. For

these reasons, and to diminish the accumulation

of round-off errors, it is necessary at the very
beginning to remove the short period terms from

the disturbing function or from the components of

the disturbing force. The problem thus formulated

does not differ from the problem of determining
the secular perturbation of planets and comets by

means of numerical integration using the Gaussian
method. 2 With the advent of modern electronic

equipment, such a solution of the problem has

become possible.

The use of Halphen's form of the Gaussian

theory 3 was suggested by the author as a practical

method for determining the long-range effects

through a step-by-step integration. 4 Previously

367
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Ha*,pben's method was not in use, probably because

of several numerical errors which appear in the

original publication. They were all corrected by

Goriachev, 5 whose name should be associated with

the method as well; and in its present form the

method should properly be called the Halphen-

Goriachev method. Some parts of Halphen's

original exposition can easily be recognized from

the modern standpoint as an application of the

calculus of dyadics (matrices) in a hidden form.

In the present exposition we shall resort to vectors

and matrices. The reason for this is not merely

the wish to modernize the notations, but because
the application of vectors and matrices removes

all the ambiguities and difficulties connected with

determining direction cosines when scalars are

used. The latter problems are, on some occasions,
sources of errors in Halphen's original presenta-
tion.

In Goriachev's work, all the formulas given in the

final collection are correct; however, there are some

misprints in the theoretical exposition. They are

corrected here. The author has suggested 4 the use
of the Goursat transformation _ and of the E-

summability process to speed the convergence of

hypergeometric series which appear in the
HaIphen-Goriachev method and to facilitate the

numerical computation.

A group working in celestial mechanics at
Goddard Space Flight Center has applied

Halphen's method of secular perturbations to the

motions of planets, comets, and artificial satellites.

The Halphen-Goriachev method was carefully

compared with some other existing methods

before it was recommended for large scale use. At

present, no exposition of Halpheu's method exists

in English. In undertaking this exposition, the

author was also motivated by the wish to present

an interesting and important theory to the

community of English-speaking astronomers.

SECULAR DISTURBING FUNCTION

The following notation will be used to describe

the motion of the disturbed body:

r the position vector with respect to the central
body,

r ° the unit vector in the dircetion of r,

P the unit vector directed from the central body
toward the osculating perigee,

R the unit vector, normal to the osculating orbit

plane, in the direction of angular momentum,
Q. = R XP,

e_ the osculating eccentricity,
a the semimajor axis,

b = a(1 -e2) m, the semimajor axis,
v the true anomaly,

E the eccentric anomaly,

g the mean anomaly.

Primed notations will be used to describe the

motion of the disturbing body. The position vector

of the disturbing body relative to the disturbed

body will be designated by p, where p=r'--r.

Let m' be the mass of the disturbing body, f be

the gravitational constant, and m be the mass of

the disturbed body. The mass of the central body

will be designated by M.

If the disturbing force

;;_ (1)

is developed into a double Fourier series with

arguments g and g', then the constant term in the

development is the secular disturbing force [-F-]
and we have

IF] 4rt2 r; _- dg dg' • (2a)

Thus [-F-] is deduced from the Equation 1 by

applying a double process of averaging over the
orbit of the disturbing body and over the orbit

of the disturbed body.

Writing the "area integral" for the disturbing
body in the form

r' _ dr' (2b)
dg' = -a-* b-"

we have

r' 3 dg' = 2n_ r °' dr' = 0 •
0

Thus the indirect part (-r'/r '3) of the disturbing
force does not produce any secular effects and

equation 2a takes the form

[F] 4'rr 2 p dg dg' •

Let us first apply to 1¢ the process of averaging

over the orbit of the disturbing body. This
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averaged force will be designated by F0:

fm ' ;0 !_ pVo = _ _ d_' • (4)

In the process of determining Fo the position of

the disturbing body is imagined to describe the

complete osculating ellipse. However, we are

interested neither in short period terms nor in

knowing at what moment of time the disturbing

body will occupy a particular position in its

ellipse. This process of averaging is evidently a

purely geometrical one.

The geometrical locus of vectors p is an elliptical

cone with its apex in the disturbed body. Taking

equation 2b into account, we can also write

the mass is distributed proportionally to the area of

the sector described by the radius vector r'.

Let p0 be the position vector of the central body

relative to the disturbed'body. Evidently

PO = - r .

Also let

h = Po " R'

be the projection of p0 on 1t'. We have

i
p = po + r

dr ' = dp ,

fret _027r

= P
F 0 _ r' 2 dr' • (5)

p3

If we consider two neighboring position vectors

p and pTdp with respect to the disturbed body m,

then r '_ dv'/2 represents the area of the elementary

sector with the apex in the central body (fig. 1).

Taking equation 5 into account and setting

we deduce

m' r'2dv '

d/_ - 2_a' b'

pF o = f -_ d/_ • (6)

This integral is taken along the ellipse of the

disturbing body in the direction of the motion.

Equation 6 represents the Gaussian result: F0 is

equal to the attraction of an elliptic ring over which

m

\

\ \\

dr

FIGURE 1.--Area of the elementary sector.

P0 ' P X dp = P0 " (Oo X dr' + r' X dr')

= Po " R' r'2dv ' = hr'2dv '

or

po-pX dP

r*2 dv' = h

As a result of the last equation, equation 5

becomes

fro' f _ p x
Fo = _ y /03 " PO "

(7)

Equation 7 introduces a dyadic

1 _l_l, × _, (8)
_) = _ J p_

closely associated with the problem of determining

secular perturbations.

Designating the unit vector in the direction of

p by p0 and substituting p = ppo into equation 8, we

can reduce (I, to the simpler form

_ : 1j_eoeo xdeo . (9)

The peculiar characteristics of the dyadic • are

that its first scalar invariant and its vector are

both equal to zero.

We have

1
po po deO (lO)¢ = _ • X = 0

J
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and

l po®_ : _- x (po x d_°) •

zero is necessary and sufficient for the symmetry

of the dyadic. Consequently, _ is symmetrical and

equation 7 can be written in the form

Developing the double cross-product in the form fm'_ • % fro' t'o " ¢ (12)
Fo : "rr a' b' h = va'b'h ;

and taking

p0 . clp0 = o ,

or, taking

.rad 0 ,°)

into account and putting

: (l) • PO

pO . pO : 1 1 fm'

: 2 _ Po " ¢) " So '

we can write
into account, we deduce

1 _ dP o (11)
(I)x - 2 : 0 " F 0 = gradp _ •

o

The condition that the vector of a dyadic equal By substituting

(13a)

(13b)

p : xi + yj + zk ,

p X dp : (ydz-zdy) i + (zdx-xdz) j + (xdy-ydx) k ,

into equation 8, the following expressions for the components of • are obtained:

1 _ x(ydz- zdy)_n : 2- p_ ;
(14)

1_ y(zdx-xdz)_22 = "2 p3 ;
(15)

1 z(xd - dx)
_a3 : 2 p3 ;

(16)

I _ x(zdx-xdz) l_ y(ydz-zdy) ;_12 = (I}21 = "2 ,03 : p3
(17)

1 _ y(xdy-ydx) _ _ z (zdx'-xdz) ;
_2a : q_32 : 2 p3 : ps

I _ z(ydz-zdy) I _ x(xdy-ydx) ;

(18)

(19)

p2 : x 2 + y2 + Z 2 .
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The process of integration is performed in the

direction of motion of the disturbing body.
We assume that the original system of coor-

dinates and the system attached to the apex of the

cone are both right-handed systems. By rotating
the system associated with the apex of the cone

it is always possible to reduce the equation to the
cone to its normal form

x 2 y2 z 2

--p +-_-+--r : 0 (20a)

and at the same time to cause all points of the

ring to have positive z-coordinates. Also, without

loss of generality we can assume that p, q, and r in

equation 20a satisfy the conditions p__<q <0 <r.

The direction of integration in equations 14-19

is positive in the system defined by the unit

vectors P', Q', R'. However, it can be positive or

negative in the system (i, j, k) of principal axes of

the cone. The direction of integration will be
positive in both systems if R'-k > 0 and it will be

positive in (P', Q', R') and negative in (i, j, k)
if R'-k<O.

Let

s : _p' +/3Q' +_,R' (20b)

be the position vector of the apex (of the disturbed

body) with respect to the center of the ring. We

agreed to choose the direction of k in such a way

that the z-coordinates of points of the portion of
the plane limited by the ring will be positive in the

system (i j, k); in other words we must have

- 3/R' • k > 0 .

From this we conclude that the direction of

integration will be positive in both systems if

_¢<0 and it will be positive in the system (P', Q',

R') and negative in (i, j, k) if 3'>0. A simple
geometrical drawing will confirm this fact. The

direction of integration can always be taken as

positive in the system (i, j, k) if the factor

Y sign T

is attached to the integral. We shall combine this

factor with the factor fm'/ra'b'h and we shall

postpone its introduction until the development

is completed. In order to investigate the form of q_

with respect to the system (i, j, k) let us choose as

the contour of integration the ellipse

x 2 y2 z 2

--+--+--=0
p q r

z = 1.

With the condition imposed by equation 21 the preceding equations 14-19 become

} (21)

1 ixdy 1 iydx 1 _ xdy - ydx¢1, : -_] p3 ' ¢22 = +_j p3 ' ¢_ = +7 p3
(22)

1 i xdx 1 _d_ l_d___¢'2 = +-2J7 ' ¢23 = +-2 ' _31 = -2 "

We have, in the different quadrants of the ellipse given by equations 21, the following:

(23)

x y dx dy - x dy +y dx x dy- y dx x dx

I + + -- + -- - +

II - + .... + +

III - - + - - +

IV + - + + - + +
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From this table and equations 22, we see that

q)nl < 0 , q)22 < 0 , _3a > 0

and, because of the symmetry of the contour of integration, each of the integrals in equations 22 is equal

to four times the integral taken over the first quarter of the ellipse (equations 21). Combining in equations

23 the elements which are symmetrical with respect to the x and y axes, we also conclude from the above

table that

_12 = _23 = _31 = 0 ,

and • takes its normal form

(D = _nl ii + _)22 JJ + _3a kk

in the system of the principal axes of the cone. (Vectors i, j, k are the unit vectors along the prin-

cipal axes of the cone.) In other words, both the potential

fro' 1 (13a)¥ - _a'b--'7_ "" _Po " _ " Po

and the equation of the cone can be reduced to their normal forms simultaneously.

In order to compute _11, _2_, (P3_ in the system defined by the principal axes, we can take the curve

defined by the equations

x 2 y2 z 2
-- +- + -- = 0 , x 2 + y2 + Z 2 = 1 (24)

p q r

as the integration contour. Taking the identities

(s-p) (q-r) + (s-q) (r-p) + (s-r) (p-q) = 0 ,

(25)

p(s-p) (q-r) + q(s-q) (r-p) + r(s-r) (p-q) = (p-q) (q-r) (r-p_ ,

into account, we can write the equations of the curve defined by equations 24 in the parametric forin:

p(s - p) (26)
x2 = (r-p) (p-q) '

q(s - q) (27)
y2 = (p-q) (q- r) '

r(s- r)

z2 : (q-r) (r-p) '

where s is a variable parameter. Considering the inequalities

p< 0 , q< 0 , r > 0 ,

(28)

p-q<O, q- r < O, r-p>O,

x 2 > 0 , y2 > 0 , z 2 -> 0 ,
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we conclude from equations 26-28 that s must satisfy the conditions

p_< s_< q, .

and that the two inequalities

373

(29)

pqr > 0 , (p-q) {q-r} (r-p) > 0 (30)

are satisfied for p, q, and r.
Taking into account the symmetrical form with respect to the z-axis of the contour of integration and

the fact that p= 1 on this contour, we can write equations 14-16 in the form:

®,, : 2 f xy, [acLo**l - d¢lo, y_] , (31)

@22 = 2 _ xyz [d(logx) - d(logz)] , (32)

_$3 : 2f xyz [d(logy) - d(logx}] . (33)

Now the integral is taken along the first quadrant of the contour. On the first quadrant we have y = 0
for s-_q and x=0 for s=p; and the integration is performed in the positive direction from the point

to the point

x = + _ r ' y : 0 , z = * , or s = q ,

¢(q _rx = 0 , Y = + q- r z = + r - q ' or s = p .

We deduce from equations 26-28:

1 ds (34)
d(logx) = 2"s -'--=-'p'

1 d_ (35)
d(logy} - 2 s - q '

I d_ (36)
dIlogz} = 2 s - r

In the first quadrant of the contour, we have

P_ _(s-p) (s-q) (s-r) •
xyz : - (p-q) (q-r) (r-p)

When equations 34-37 are taken into consideration, equations 31-33 become:

(37)

_ pCV_ #ri__p) I_-q_ _-_ • d_ (38)¢I)II : -- (p-q) (r-p) (s-q) (s-r)
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= fq' P_ _/(s- (s (s-r) • (s-r)(s-p)
•22 - (p-q) (q-r) P) _q) ds (39)

f_ _ _/{s-p} {s-q} (s-r) • as (40)• 3a = - (q-r) (r-p) (s-p) (s-q) "

The sign of the square root is chosen to be negative in order that the conditions _n <0, _22 <0, _33 > 0 be

satisfied. As before, the integration is performed in the positive direction along the first quarter of the

contour. Putting

1 I
eI = _'(2r-p-q) = r -_-(p+q+r} '

I 1
e2 = -$ (2q-r-p) = q - _ (p+q+r) '

1 1
ea = "_ (2p-q-r) = p -'_ (p+q+r) '

(41)

we have el-t-e_+e3=O. From p<q<r and

equations 41, we obtain

e I > e 2 > e 3 •

Let us now introduce in place of s a new inde-

pendent variable u, by means of the equation

1
s = p(u) +-_(p+q+r) . (42)

where p(u) is the Weierstrass elliptic function

satisfying the equation

,,2 (ol : (,(o1-o,) (p ul-e3) "

(43)

Equations 41-43 now become

s - p = plu) - es , (44)

s - r = p(u} - eI , (46)

ds = p' lu)du , (47)

1 *2
(s-p) (s-q) (s-r} = _'p (u} "

The process of integration in equations 38-40 is

performed in the positive direction from s=q

to s = p. We have for s =q

p(u) = e2 ,

and for s =p

p(u) = e a .

Consequently in the first quarter of the contour

the p-function is decreasing and p'(u) <0, or

1
i/(s-p) (s-q)(s-r) = --_-p' (u) (48)

s - q = p(u) - e2 ,
(45)

Substituting equations 44-48 into equations

38-40, we deduce

if _ p,2 (u) du*,, = (p-q) (r-p)" (p(u)-e2)(p(u)-e,) '
(49)

f p,2 (u) du"22 : 21 (P-_-r) " (p(u)-ea)(p{u}-e,) ' (50)
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1 f plr-0-q-r p,2 (u) du
Css : 2J (q-r) {r-p) " (p(u)-e3) (p(u)-e2) '

(51)

where the integration is still performed in the

positive direction over the first quarter of the

contour. Substituting the value of p'2(u) given by

equation 43, we obtain:

"2-*11 = C(q-r) [p(u)-e3] du , (52a)

1 f_-% : C(r-pl [p(u)-%]du , (53a)

where

, f2-Oas = C{p-q} [p(,,)-e,]du , (54a)

C = I/-ffqr
(p-q) {q-r} (r-p} '

and the path of integration is the same as for

equations 49-51. The complete contour is de-

scribed if the parameter u varies from a certain

given value U=Uo to U=Uo+4% where 2co is the
real period of p(u):

09 = _e 2 dx

J. 3 f4(x-e,)(x-e,) (x-.3)

Taking into account the fact that in our case the

integral over the first quarter is equal to one

fourth of the integral taken over the whole

contour, we have from equations 52a, 53a, and
54a:

lO TM2Ol, = C (q- r) [ p(u) - e 3 ] du , (52b)
o

_ulO +4c°2¢22 : C(r-p) [p(u)-e2] du , (53b)
o

_O ÷4w"2033 = C(p-q) [p(u)-%] du . (54b)
o

Taking into account the relations

p(u) = - _' (u) ,

_(u+4co) - _(u) = 4n ,

= _(_) ,

between Weierstrass functions, we deduce from

equations 52b, 53b, and 54b:

1
_,,, : - c(q- r) (7_3) , (55)

1
2-*_2 : - C(r-p) (r/+w%) , (56)

1
"2¢sa = - C(p-q) (T/+we,) . (57)

Eliminating ex, e_, es from the previous equations

by means of equations 41, we obtain:

2-_11 = - C(q-r) _+ p- 3 co

,2"_22 = - C(r-p) 7+ q- co , (59)

: -c,.-., 7+(. • (60)

Putting

M : C [(q- r)i i + (r -p)j j + {p-q)k k] (61)

and

N = C[(q-r}pii + (r-p}qjj + (p-q}rkk] , (62)
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we have, from equations 58-60,

1 p+q+r
-_ = My +1_ 3 _o • (63)

The next step will be to express • in terms of

the fundamental dyadic

ii jj kk
8 = --+--+--p q r (64)

and in terms of its invariants

k ! = p + q + r , (65)

k 2 : pq + qr + rp , (66)

k 3 = pq r . (67)

The dyadic O is closely associated with the cone;

its components in the inertial system and its

invariants (in terms of these components) can

be easily deduced. If the dyadics _, M, N are

expressed in terms of O and its invariants, then

the components of _,, M and N in the inertial

system can be obtained with no difficulty. Our

final goal ill this section will be to obtain an

expression for • and F0 in terms of invariants of

the cone, and in the system defined by the unit

vectors P', Q', R'.

The dyadic M can be written in the form of a

1963: I. SPACE SCIENCES

determinant with dyadical elements:

ii jj kk

M C p q r

1 1 1

Putting

A -- 0 -t = pii ÷ qjj + rkk ,

we deduce from equation 68 that

h

C kl2 - 2k 2

k I

p q r

M • 1 1 1 =

1 1 1

p q r

I

k I

P

1

1 1

P q

and also that

(68)

k 2

(69)

where I is the idemfaetor

I = ii +jj +kk.

Taking into account that

q r

1 1 - (p-q} (q-r} (r-p)
k s

1
r

C - (p-q) [q-r) (r-p} '

we deduce from equation 69 that

(70)

M =

(p_q)2 {q_ r)2 (r-p)2

However, it follows from equation 41 that

e 3 _ e 2 :

A I o

k: 2- 2k 2 k t 3

klk s 3k s k 2

P -- q i

(71)

e I - e s = r - p ,

e 2 - e l = q - r ,
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and thus equation 71 becomes

377

m -- -

(e,- (%- (%-

A I 0

kl2 - 2k2 k: 3

I¢1k3 3k 3 k2

The expression (el-e2) _ (e_-e3) 2 (e3-el) 2 is the discriminant of the equation

4(x-e,)(x-e2)(x-e3/ : 4x3-  x-% : 0,

(72)

- _2 = 4(ele2+%%+%el) ,

g3 : '_el e2 e3 '

and g2 and g3 are expressible as invariants of the dyadic 0.

We know, from either the theory of elliptic functions or the theory of equations, that

1
(p-q)2 (q_r)2 (r_p)2 : (e _e2)2 (e2_e3)2 (e3_el)2 : _.A ,

where

(73)

A : g_ - 27g] (74)

It follows from equation 72, by taking the form of the discriminant (equation 73) into consideration, that

A

1--_"_3M = (9ka-k `k2) A

+ ( k12k 2 - 2k_ - 3kI ka) I (75)

+ 2(3k2-k2)k _ 0 .

Thus the dyadic M is expressible as a linear combination of dyadics A =0 -1, I, and O. The left side of
equation 75a will be designated by u in accordance with Halphen's notations:

A
°

= 15 _ M (7ab)

The dyadic N (equation 62), like M, can also be written in the form of a determinant with dyadical
elements in the first row. From equation 62 we have

N
-C=

pii qjj rkk

p q r

1 1 1

(76)
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We deduce from equation 76 that

N
-- o
c

1 1 1

I 1 1
p q r

q-rr-pp-q
p q r

A

= k 1

3

I

3

k 2

M
C

(p-q) {q-r} (r-p)

k 3

; (77)

and from equations 73 and 75b we obtain

. 16 _ _, _ (78)
C - A "'C" = (p-q) {q-r) (r-p} "

The value of the determinant in the left side of equation 77 is

:2 . [(p2+q2+r2) _ {pq+qr+rp)]pqr

: 2 "[(p+q+r) 2 - 3(pq+qr+rp_]pqr

k 3

as can be shown very easily. Substituting the above value into equation 77 and taking equations 73 and
78 into account, we have

2(k12 - 3k2) N 1

k a "'C" = (p-q) (q-r) (r-p)

A I

k I 3 0

k2 1

3 k-"3 - "i'-6_3"3

(79)

By taking 1/C in the form (from equations 70 and 73)

I 1 A

_" = 1-6" (p-q)(q-r), ,w,,,3tr-p_ _4-i7-"

we finally obtain from equation 79

16--_ N 2(k__3k2 ) " -_6 A (hi I-3A) +(klk2-9k3) . (80)

In proving equations 75a and 80 we followed Halphen's reasoning closely, using dyadics instead of
quadratic forms. We have shown that the dyadic N, like M, is a linear combination of three fundamental
dyadics (A, I, O) with the coefficients dependent upon tile invariants of O.

In our proof we used the system of principal axes of the cone, but the use of dyadics leads im-
mediately to the conclusion that the properties of M and N expressed by means of equations 75a and 80
exist in any system of coordinates.
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Equations 75a and 80 can be written in the form:

379

where, as before,

16

M - _-----[(9ka-klk2) A + (kl2k2-2k_-3klk3) I

+2k3(3k2-k:) O].
1

A

(81)

(82)

: (p_q)2 (q_r)2 (r_p)2

I

- 16 (g:-27g]) .

Now, the discriminant of any cubic equation of the form

x 3 + a I x 2 + a 2 x + a 3 = 0

can be written as

For the equation

a12 a] - 4a13 a 3 + 18a| a 2 a3 - 4a2 a - 27a_ .

x _ - k I x 2 + k 2 x - k a = 0 ,

whose roots are the reciprocals of the characteristic roots 1/p, 1/q, 1/r, for the cone, we deduce that

1-6 = kl2k_-4kl3ka + lSklk2k3 - 4k_ - 27k_

In addition, from equations 41 and 65-67, we have

1
-'4921 = (p___ kl\ /q_ 1] _ ._ kl) + (q_ ._ kl) (r ___ kl/ + (r_ ._ kl/ (p_ _ kl),1 1 1

and, after some transformations,

(83)

4
g2 = "3 (k, 2-3k2) ' (84)

4

g3 = -_ (2k, 3-9k I k 2+27k 3) . (85)
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The next step will be to obtain an expression for • in terms of the invariants of the cone.

We deduce from equations 63, 82, 84 and 85 that

A second form of equation 86 that will be useful in further exposition is obtained by eliminating M in
favor of u:

2

(k ! I-3A) ]"

At this point it will be convenient to attach to • the factor

(87)

which was purposely omitted throughout the exposition starting from equation 22. Taking (equation 20b)

h = P0 " R' = - s • R' = - {aP' +flQ' +yB') • B' = - )'

into account and defining

(88)

2_ (89)B .= --'
_g2

we obtain from equation 87:

2fro° _ [.A _ I* - a'b' 1"71 "_B(k,I-3h)]" (90)

Now we can express the disturbing force F0,
averaged over the orbit of the disturbing body, by
the formula

F0 : _ " PO

or

Fo : -¢ • r , (91)

where + is now given by equation 90.
In a following chapter we shall derive ex-

pressions for the coefficients A and B in terms of
invariants of O.

ON THE FORM OF THE BASIC DYADIC • IN
TERMS OF INVARIANTS OF (_

Let us choose the system (P', Q', R'), with
origin in the center of the ring, as a basic reference
system. Let (a, f_, _), as before, be the coordinates
of the apex of the cone, (_, ,1, _) be the coordinates
of a point of the cone and (x0, y0, 0) be the coor-
dinates of the intersection of the generating line,

passing through ($, _, _), with the ring. Thus we
have

_:-,_ _ v-_ : _-__..._ (92)
a - xo /3 - Yo Y

and

X02 y02
+-- = I . (93)

a'2 b,2

If the origin of the coordinates is transferred to
the apex, then the coordinates of a point of the
cone become

x : 5 - a , y = ,7-/3 , z : _-'-/
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and from equation 92 we have

- _z - )'_y._ az "rx and Yo :Xo Z Z

Substituting these values into equation 93, we
obtain the equation of the cone in the form

z 2 (az- Tx) 2 (flz -),y) 2
- o. (94)

)'),2 a,2T2 b,_T2

The divisor _2 is introduced for reasons of

homogeneity and the condition

p_q<r

requires an arrangement of signs as in equation 94.
Therefore this equation can also be written in the
form:

where

v.e. v = O,

and

v : xP' + yQ' + zR' (95)

R'R' (aR'-yP') (al|'-TP') (_R'-)'Q') {fiR'-),O'}0 =
T2 a' 2 ).2 - b' 2 ),_ (96)

By again introducing s, the position vector of the apex with respect to the center of the ring

s = aP' + /9{t' + wR' , (20b)

we can write the dyadic ® (equation 96) in a contracted form:

s ×Q'O' Xs sXP'P' × s R'R'
O - .y2 + +-- ' (97)a'2 b'2T2 T 2

which is more convenient for the computation of invariants.

The form of O which we have used previously was

kk
i i J J + (64)O -- _-- +-5- r

and it referred to the principal axis of the cone.

In the process of computing the invariants we will follow the classical Gibbs notations 7 closely.
If a dyadic X is given in a reduced form,

X = al + bm + cn , (98)

then the adjoined dyadic X_ and the invariants X,, (X_),, X3 are given by the formulash

X2 : bXcmXn+cXanXl+aXblXm, (99)

X : a'l+b'm+c-n, (100)

(X2), = bXc " mXn+cXa, nXl +a×b • lXm , (101)

X3 : (a • bx e) (1 • .ix n) . (102)
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The reciprocal dyadic is given by the formula:

x2 (103)
X-I = "-_'3 "

Substituting into equations 99-103 first

sXQ' s×P' It'
= --, h = e = --,

a' 2 .)/2 b* 2 72 ,)/2

and then

l = O' × s, m = P' _, s, n = I|' ,

i j k
II -- -- ' b z -- , C ---- -- t

p q r

1 : i, m = j , n = k,

we compute 02, O,, (O2),, 03, and 0 -Z using both forms of 0 as given by equations 97 and 64, and compare

the results. After the substitution and some easy vectorial transformations based on

-%

a × (b × c) = ba" c - ca • b

/(a × b) • (c ×d) = a • ch • d - a • db • c

(104)

are performed, we obtain:

P'P' q'q' ss _ ii jj + kk
02 = I),2)/2 a,272 + a,2b,272 qr + r-"-p pq

(lO5)

i [ ] k2,
Os = a'2b'2"y2 a'2b'2-ct2b'2-f12a'2-'/2 (a'2+b'2) - k3

1 1 02 + f12 + ,y2 k l

(02) . = b, 2.y'-----_- - a, 2y----_ -4 = ,- a '2 b'2"/2 -_3

(106)

(107)

l 1

Oa a,2b,272 k 3
(108)

A : 0 -1 : as - a '2 P'p' - b '2 Q'Q' .

From equations 106-108 we deduce expressions for the invariants kl, k_, k3:

k I = ,:,) +/32 +72 _(a,2+b,2) ,

0o9)

(110)

k, : _"b'" - _'b" - fl'a'' - _2(,',+b',) . (111)
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k s = a'2b'2T2. (112)

The value (k3)m in equation 90 is positive. Consequently, from equation 112,

: a'b' I_J"

Substituting this value into equation 90, we obtain a final form of _:

¢ : 2fro' (_+Bv) , (113)

where

1

v : A - Tk, I . (l14a)

The expression (equation 91) for the disturbing force averaged over the orbit of the disturbing body now
becomes

F o = - 2fro' (A_- r+Bv" r) . (l14b)

Using equation 96 we can write O in the form

k s 0 = - b'29t 2 P' P' + b'2ay P'R'

- a'29" 2 V' _'

+ b'2aTIl'p ' + a'2-yfll|'Q'

In a similar way, from equation 109 we obtain

A : (a2-a'2) P'P '

+ a'2f-D_ Q'I{'

+ (a'2b'2-a2b'2-fi2a'2)R'lU .

+ a/JP'Q' + ag'P'R'

(115)

+a,oQ'p' +(fl2-b'2) Q'Q' +,z3yQ'R' (116)

and in addition we have

+ a9" II'P' + 9'_R'Q' + 9"2 B'll';

I = P'P' +Q'Q' +R'I|'. (117)

Now, substituting the results given by equations 115-117 into 75a and l14a, we obtain g and v in
the form of Halphen's matrices

F q

P'II P'12 H'I3

= /'/'21 P'22 /'L23

L "31 "32 P',! 3.__

(118)
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Z,'ll tZl2 P13

1"21 1"22

1"31 1"32

V23 '

1"33

(119)

where

and

/_11

,0-22

_33

_23

_31

3
(9k3-klk2) (a2-a '2) + k, (klk2-3k3) - 2k 2 + _g2 b'2_2 '

3 ,2T2(9ka-klk2) (_2-b'_) * kl (klk2-3k$)- 2k22 + _g2 a ,

3
(gk3-klk2) T2+k I (klk2-3kj) - 2k_ + _ g2 (a2b'2+f12a'2-a'2b'2) '

_2| : (9k3-klk2) a/J ,

3
_32 = (gk3-klk2) fit - _g2 a'2fl"/ '

3
/zl3 : (9k3-klk2) Ta - "_'g2b'2Ta ;

(120)

1
= 0.2 a2 _

b'll - a _ k I ,

1
= _2 _ b,2 _

1"22 3" k I ,

V33

l'!2

1/23

1"31

1
72 - _- k I ,

I_21

= =I_32

1" 13

(121)

The decomposition of • in the system (P', Q', R') takes the form

_ii = 2fro' (AP. ii +B1"il ).

Putting

x : r • P' Y = r • O' : • R'

(122)

(123)
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weobtaina decompositionof -F0:

- Fol = *11 x + *12Y + _bt3 z , (124)

x -- pt * ]1",

y = Q' • r,

Z = a a • I-,- Fo2 = "21 x +.22y +.23 z , (125)

-Fo3 = "31 x +*3zy +.33 z . (126)

The system of equations 124-126 gives

Halphen's decomposition of Fo along the axes

(P', Q', R'). Here, however, the author would

like to suggest a slightly different system of

formulas, which might be simpler to program for

computers. This system is based on decom-

positions of O and h as given by equations 97

and 109. Putting

(OI) = k 3 P' • O • r ,

(02) = k3{ )' " O ' r, (127)

(O3) = k3B' " O " r,

(AI) : P' • A • r,

(A2) =

(A3) = R'. A • r,

(128)

and taking the equations

s = r + a'e'P' ,

(129)

a'b'2e') ,2 ,

O,

a'b'2T {a'-ae') ,

s X r = a'e°P ' X r

into account, we deduce from equations 97 and

109:

(o,/ --

(o2) = (130)

=

(A,) =

(A2) = (131)

(As) =

Now let us introduce two vectors m and n by

means of the formulas:

aS " r - at2x,

/_S • r - b'2y,

_/s " r.

-(^1)= (A2)
Y (O2/I " l 9k3- ,k ill(k lk 2-3k3) - 2k22 = m2 ,

3
-_2

(132)

1
(AI) - _ k I x

1
= (A2) - _ kl Y

1
(A3) - _ k I z

n I

= n 2

n 3

(133)
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By takingequations75a,75bandl14aintoaccount,theexpressionsfor thecomponentsFol, Fo2, Fo3

take a more concise form:

FOl = - 2fro' (Am I +Bnl) , "_

FO2 = - 2fro' (Arn2+Bn2) ,

F03 = - 2 frn' (Am 3 +Bn3) .

(134)

EXPRESSIONS FOR THE COEFFICIENTS A AND B IN TERMS OF INVARIANTS OF O

In this chapter we present Halphen's theory concerning coefficients A and B with some modifications

which speed up convergence of the series. Our final goal will be to express the coefficients A and B (as

given by equations 88 and 89) in terms of invariants kl, k2, k3 of O. In order to do so we have to make

use of some theorems from the theory of the Weierstrass elliptic functions. We have the basic relations

p'_' (u) = 4p s (u) - g2p(u) - g$ , (135a)

1
[" (U) = 6p 2 (u) - _- g2 ; (135b)

and we also make use of the equation

O log or(u)

g2 Og3 + 18g 3
_ 1 u2 (136)

a logcr(U)ag2 23 _1 a2a(U)ou_ +8"g2

(reference 8, p. 393).

From the defining equation for the _-function,

1 a a(v)
Ou - _(u) ,

we deduce that

cdu) O u 2 a 2 (u)

(137)

(138)

but

_' (u) = - p(u),

and equation 138 can be written in the form:

1 a2a(u)
= _2 (u) - p(u) .

a--_ au 2

Substituting this result into equation 136 we obtain

g202 loga(u) a loga(u) _ 3 r_2 (u)- z3 p(u) + o_1 g2 u2a g3 + 18g3 a g2 -_

Introducing Halphen's linear differential operator D, defined by the equation

a 2 a

(139)

(]40)

(]41)

(142)
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we can write equation 141 in the form:

1
Dlogcr(u ) = _2 {u) - p(u) + _ g2u 2 .

387

(143)

Differentiating this result twice with respect to u and taking the defining equations 137 and 139 into
account, we deduce that

1
D_(u) = - 2_{u) p(u) - p'{u} +_'g2u (144)

and

1
Dp(u) = 2p' (u} _(u) - 2p 2 (u) + p" (u) - _- g2 • (145)

Taking equation 135b into account, we can reduce
the last result to

2
Dp(u) : 2p' (u) _(u) + 4p2 (u) --_g_ • (146)

Differentiating equation 146 with respect to u
we obtain

Dp' (u) = 6p(u} p' (u) + 2p" (u) (_(u). (147)

If we have a function F of g=, g3 of the form

w : F(v,g_,_) ,

and if v= ¢(g_, g_) is also a function of g2, g3, then

OF
D_ = _-CIX' + DF . (148)

In forming DF on the right side of the last
equation we consider v as a constant.

Designating, as before, the half of the real
period by co, we have

P'(_, gs, g3) : 0. v = _(_. g2, g3)" (149)

Putting v = _, w = 0, F= p'(_0, g2, g3) into equation

148, we obtain

p" (w, g2' g3) I)(.o+ Dp' (co) = 0 ;

and from the last equation it follows, by taking
equations 147 and 149 into account, that

v'(_. _, _)_ + 2,," (_. _. _) : o

or

I_ : - 2v. (150a)

Setting w=u, F=_(v, g2, g_), v=co in equation

148, we have

I)n = _'(o_, g2, g3)I_ + D_(_, 55, 53)-(1505)

From equation 144 it follows, by taking equation
149 into account, that

1
D_(co, 55, g3) = -2z/p(oJ, g2' g3)+652 (° "

Substituting this into equation 150b and taking equations 139 and 150a into consideration we obtain

1
= + 2_p(w, gs, 5,) - 2"p(_, g,, g,) + _ g,_,
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or, finally

1
i)v = +gga _" (151)

Writing the formula

P ' g2' g$ _P g2'

in the form

: ,

we conclude that if the argument u is considered

to be of the first dimension, then 9_ is of the minus

fourth dimension and ga is of the minus sixth

dimension. The diseriminant 5=g2a-27ga_ is of
the minus twelfth dimension and the absolute

invariant J = 9_8/A is of zero dimension. The real

semi-period _, being an argument, can be con-

sidered of the first dimension and, consequently,
x=,.,Am2 is of zero dimension. The function

p(u, g_, ga) is of the minus second dimension and

then _(u, g=, ga), because of the equation _'(u)=
-p(u), must be of the minus first dimension; in

particular, _l=_(u) is also of the minus first

dimension and, consequently, y,=_A-lm is of
zero dimension. As a consequence x and y' can be

treated as functions of only the absolute in-

variant J. By applying the operator D to A and J,
we deduce that

D_ = 0 ,

36 g_ ga
DJ = A

(152)

Eliminating g2 and g3 by means of the equations

j = g_3/A and J-- 1= 2793_/A, from equation 152,
we obtain

DJ = 4 I/3"Al/e j2/3 (j - 1} 1/2 . (153)

We have, taking equations 152 and 153 into ac-
count:

dx dx At/e j2/a (j _ 111/2 ; (154)
Dx = -d-_DJ = 41/'3_"j "

Dx = At/12 I_ . (155)

By substituting D_= -2_i = -2Am2y' (equation 150a and definition of y') into equation 155 and com-

paring the result thus obtained with the result given by equation 154, we have

dx 1
dJ - 2 1/3 (J -1)-1/2 j-2/3 y, . (156)

Taking equation 151 into account we deduce that

1 wA_l/Z2
Dy' = D (_ -1/12) = A-I/12 D{V) =-_g 2 (157)

Similarly to equation 154, we have for y'

dy '
Dy' : --_-j DJ =

4 l_" At/6 j2/a (j-l)t/2 . (158)

Comparing the two values of Dy', as given by

equations 157 and 158, we obtain

(_/s - 1

d-_ 24 1_ A-1/4 g2 _j-2/3 (j_ 1)-1/2 (159)

Eliminating g_ and _ from the last equation in

favor of J, h and x by means of the relations

g_ = AllaJ lla, (o= xA -1112, we obtain

dy' _ 1
dJ 24 _ {J- 1)-1/2 j-t/a x .

If we put

1
2---_ (J- 11-1/2 j-2/3

yt m y t

(160)

(161)
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then equation 156 takes the form

dx

d--J = - y " (162)

Eliminating y' from equation 160 by means of the

defining equation 161, we deduce that

dy
144J (J - 1) _- + 24y (7J- 4) - x = 0 . (163)

Eliminating y by means of equation 162, we now
have

d2x (2 7 )dx 1
JC1-J)--_+ _-_J d-]-- W4 × = 0. (164)

The last equation has the form of the hyper-

geometric equation

x(1-x) y" + [T-(a+¢ 3+ 1) x] y' -a/3y = 0

with a =/_ = _ and _,= _. Differentiating equation

163 and again taking equation 162 into account,

we obtain a hypergeometric equation for y:

d2y +(_53 _ 16.9 j) dy 169
J(1-J) --_ -_j - _ y = 0 (165)

with a = ¢_= _ and 3,= _.

For the purpose of determining the coefficients

A and B (as given by equations 88 and 89) it will
be convenient to use

X = _/4 (166)

and

Y : _g2 I/4 (167)

rather than x and y. The next problem will be to

determine hypergeometric equations of which X
and Y are solutions.

Eliminating co, n, g2 from equations 166 and

167 in favor of x, y, J by using

x

and equation 161, we obtain

= a_l/12 , y° : 7_-1/12 ' g2 : jl/3 AI/3

x : j-l/12 x, (168)

1

Y = 2---_ (J - 1)-1/2 j-7/12 y. (169)

Also, we introduce

: J- 1 (170)J

as a new independent variable instead of J.
The transformation of equation 164 by the introduction of X instead of x and of _ instead of J is a

transformation of the form y = x-"z, u = (x-1)/x applied to the hypergeometric equation

x(1-x) y" + [7-(a+fl+1) xJy' - afly : 0 .

We have x = i/(1--u);and by substituting

y = (l-u) = z,

dy u)a, 2 dzdx - (1- "_-u - a(1-u) a+l z ,

__ dz
d2Ydx2 : (l-u) _++ d2Zdu2 - (2a+2) (l-u)a+3"-'_u+(a2+a)(l-u)a+2 z ,
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into the original equation, we deduce a hypergeometric equation

d 2 z

u l-u +[7,- (0., +,/ .] d"-- 7t-5-- %/31z = 0

with

0.1 --- 0. ,

fll = a-T+ 1 '

TI = 0. + /3 - 7 + 1 .

_1 _2In our case a = B- x-z, _/- _, and aa = _,/31 = x_, _1 = ½, and the hypergeometrie equation of which X is an

integral is

A hypergeometric equation

has the integrals

daX 3 _.) dX 5
_(l-e)-_T +(1- 7 d-_- - 1--4-4 X = o. (171)

x(1-x) y" +[7-(a+fl+l) x]y' - 0.fly= 0

Yl = F(0., fl, 7, x), (172)

Y2 = x1-_F(a-7+l, fl-7+l, 2-7, x) , (173)

Y3 : F(0., Z, a+Z-7+l, l-x) , (174)

Y4 = (l-x) v-:'z F(7-_, 7-_, 7-_-_ +1, l-x) . (175)

If -_= a+/_, then the two last integrals coincide and an integral of the form

Ys = F(a, _, 1, l-x) log(l-x) + Z(1-x) (176)

will appear instead of the integral given by equation 175. The function Z(1--x) is developable into a

Taylor series illpowers of i--x.

For equation 171 the general integral can be written in the form

(, s , (' 11 )x : MF y_, _-,_, 5 + F ]_,_, _- 5 , (177)

or in the form

X = C a F i-2 ' _ ' 1, 1 - _ + Ca , _- , 1, 1 - _ log( 1 - _:) + Z( 1" _) ' (178)

where _ = 1 is a critical logarithmic point.
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However,for _=1 wehave,fromequation170,J= oo and, consequently, n=0. Thus, the case

_= 1 corresponds to the case of a double root of the equation 4x3--g_x-g3=O; and these roots become

e I = + _ (179)

e2 = % : -_ " (180)

Substituting these roots into the formula for the real semi-period

_ 1 l "/2 &b k2 :

w _ el e3 Jo _ 1 - k 2 sin 2 qb

we obtain

e 2 - e$

e I - e$

77

co - _ 12g 2

or

X : co _ - _ for _ : 1 (181)

Thus the value _ = 1 cannot be a logarithmic singularity of X and, consequently, the value of C2 in

equation 178 must be zero. The integral of equation 171, which is of interest to us can be written either

in the form given by equation 177 or in the form

x : ClF(lJ5 s, _, 1, 1-_)- (182)

Putting _= 1 and taking equation 181 into account, we obtain

: __ _ s 5 ) (183)

A linear relation must exist between the two expressions for X (as given by equation 177 and 183),

which will help us to determine the values of the constants M and N. We can use the following relation

between three solutions of the hypergeometric equation:

F(a+fl-7+l) r (1- 7)
F(a, fl, a+fl-T+l, l-x) : F(a-T+I) F (fl-T+l) F(a, fl, "y, x)

F(a+fl+l-'y} F (v-l)
+ F(a) F(fl) x 1-_ F(a-)'+l, fl-)'+l, 2-)', x) , (184)

which is the form given by Erd61y et a12 By inserting into

_77_
l_(z) F(1-z) = sinrrz
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first, z='y and then z = _-1, we obtain

F('),) F( 1 --),)
r(:_- 1) = - r(2-_,)

Now the relation of equation 184 can be written:

F(a+/3-7+ 11 F(1-7)
F(a, fl, a+fl-7+l, l-x) --'' F(a-7+l) l-'(fl-7+l) F(a, fl, 7, x)

F(a+fl+l-7) P(7) F(I-7) x,_ _ F(a-7+l, fl-7+l, 2-7, x) (185)
- r(2-_) r(a) r(,e)

Setting a= _,/_= _, _ = 1, x = _ in equation 185, we obtain

(, s ) r,,,r(_) (, 5 , )

-'_ r(-_)_(_) r (5) _(,2,12,

Putting first n = 3, z = --_z, and then n = 3, z = -¼ into the Gaussian formula

we obtain

(2v)("-*V_
n-1

F(nz + 1)

: _r (_)
(_) _(5) _r (_--)'

(¼)

(186)

We also have

and

r = _-F_.

Substituting these values of gamma-function combinations into equation 186, we obtain

, _(_-) , 11
(187)
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Multiplying both sides of the last equation by r/(12) 1/4and taking equation 183 into account we have

r 3

In order to simplify the last equation we shall make use of the B-function:

f'B{u, v) = 2 x 2u', (1-x')"' dx , (189)
#0

and
r{u} r(v}

B(u, v) - r(u+v) (190)

Setting, in the last equations, first

1 1
= _, v = 5

and then

we have

Taking into account

3 1
u :_. v :_,

B(3. _) : : .,._(,-.,)-"_.. :

,-,_(_): _(_)

and

_(¢):

and introducing a new variable y = xm instead of x, we have

= dx

2 r(-_ ¢T-_'
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And equation 188 takes the form

x I_- = 2A, F (1 ' 12-'2"5 1 , _:) _ BI )/_F (1_ ' -1_- ' -_2-'11 3 _) ,

where

(191)

f I dxA 1 =
0 _-- x 4

- 1.311028777145 ....

fo x 2 dxB1 = _ :_ :4 - 0.599070117367 ....

Halphen used _2(_)--Xxf2 instead of X. From equation 191 we have

.... _ _- e) (192)

and from equation 183

_(5) = CIF , _, 1, 1- _ , (193)

where C1=_(3)'14. Goriachev used both forms of xI,(_).

Equation 192 is convenient if _<½ and equation 193 is preferable if _½. However, remembering

that a hypergeometric series converges rather slowly, we shall find it more convenient to transform

equation 193 to a fast convergent form and to use the transformed series throughout the interval 0_< _ < 1.

By applying the Goursat transformation 6

, : F 2_, _-fl+_-, a+_+_, 1+ lCT-:-_-/

to equation 193, we obtain

_(_:) _ _ ¢ 2 F , _', 1,- 1+ f-_ "4f_

The hypergeometric series which appears in the last equation is an alternating series and its convergence

can be sped up considerably by applying the Euler summability process.

The general formula of the Euler summability process as applied to the series aoq-a_q-a2--ka3q-...

can be written in the forml°:

ak : al, + l im 1

m'®_ '_'t %.j _ • (195)
kffiO k_O pmj

For the hypergeometric series

,/_ (a, k) (fl, k)F(a, fl,T, x) : (I, k} (% k) xk '
k=O

(m, k) : m(m+ I) " " • (m+k- I) ,
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the formula (equation 195) takes the form:

F(a, /3, T, x) = (I, k) (T, k) + re-®lira (I, N+j) (T, N+j) 2p÷l "
k:O " _ P:J

395

Here, we have a = _, fl = _ and _z= 1. A high degree

of approximation is already obtained by setting

N=3 and m= 19. The final result is:

'/'

where

X (+ 2.3870942

- 0.0663082 w

+ 0.0225632 w2

- 0.0117691 w3

+ 0.0073743 w4

- 0.0051060 ws

+ 0.0037250 w6

- 0.0027325 w7

+ 0.0019070 ws

- 0.0011936 w9

+ 0.0006337 w l°

- 0.0002710 w 11

+ 0.0000884 w 12

- 0.0000205 w u

+ 0.0000030 w14

-o.00oo002 wIs ) , (196)

w 1+ ]_'

and the convergence is fast. The program written

by A. J. Smith, Jr., of the Theoretical Division,

Goddard Space Flight Center makes use of

equations 196 and 207.*

* This program will be discussed in the following part 2

of this treatise, by A. J. Smith, Jr., NASA TR R-194.

A comparison of Goriachev's computations for

the minor planet (1) Ceres (done on the basis of

equations 192 and 193) with the results obtained

by Smith using equation 196 shows a complete

agreement between the two methods of compu-

tation. The coefficient B (equation 89)

2_
B z -- •

_g2

which appears in the expression for the dyadic q_

(equation 113) and in the expressions for the dis-

turbing force F0 (equations 114b and 134), can

now be put into the final form. We have, taking

equation 196 into account,

¢y
B - -- _(_) . (197)

7rg2 _2

We have still to form a convenient expression for

the coefficient A (equation 88)

We have

16(3%)A = _--__-_ "

: 27 _2 (198)

g?

I_ = D g_ - D 1- = _-_ DJ; (199)

and by considering equation 153 we deduce

I_ = 4 '_ A l/e j-4/3 (j_ 1)1/2 (200)

from the last equation. Eliminating J and J-1

in favor of g2 and g3 by means of J=g23/A and

J- 1 = 27g3_/A, we deduce from equation 200 that

36 g3

D5 : -- A. (201)

We also have

3g 3

D[_2'/')'- ' : % _ (202)

and D_= -2_ (equation 150a).
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Let us now apply the operator D to w(4g2)m=_I'(D. Taking equations 201, 202, and 150a into

account, we deduce that

3 g3 36 g3

-2,_,_ _ : _t .a.,'c_

or

144¢_ 1

and thus

144 g3

A = ,gt _ _' {_) " (203)

Now by applying the formula

d _
d'-_ F(a, fl, 7, x) = --_- F(a+l, /2+I, )'+1, x)

to _(_) as given by equation 193 we obtain a value of _Y' (_) which may be substituted into equation 203

to yield

5g s _2-

- _,i_, 2, 1-

Taking the equation

j - 1 27 g_

into account, we deduce from equation 204, by eliminating g3 in favor of _ and g2, that

_ 13
= - 9 g/ _-F( 17

• -- ]'_ ' ]'_ ' 2, 1-_) " (205)

By applying the Goursat transformation

1 z)F(a, /3,a+fi-'_,

: (l_z)_,/2 (1+ l_--_z) 1-2_ ( 1 +fl_ 12 F 2a-l, a-fl+ "_, a "_,

to the hypergeometric series in the right side of equation 205, we obtain, finally,

:'- I/-_\_" '_/ _' _' 2, -? •
(206)
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The Euler summability process can be applied to the hypergeometric series of the last equation. We have

\
2, -w) = -3.7991784

+ O. 3693646 w

- O. 1556119 w 2

+ O. 0889726 w 3

- O. 0586828 w4

+ O. 0419870 ws

- O. 0313364 w6

+ 0.0233758 w7

- O. 0165247 ws

+ O. 0104483 w9

- 0.0055933 w t°

+ O. 0024083 w II

- 0.0007898 w l_

+ 0.0001837 w13

- O. 0000268 w 14

+ O. 0000018 w Is
(207)

where, as before, w= (1--_m)/(l+_U_). Equation 207 was used instead of Goriachev's tables in the

actual computations.

EQUATIONS FOR SECULAR VARIATIONS OF ELEMENTS

Let fm'S, fro'T, fm'Z be the radial, the tangential, and the normal components respectively of the

disturbing force F. We have" for the variation of elliptic elements a, e, _=_q-f_, L=g+_, i, and f_

da 2m' na 2 [ ae
/

d-'t- = M + m _S _-_ e 2
__ sinv+T T

dem'n-I,e',(ae na -e2d'_" = M + m [ S 11_[-__ e2 sinv+T r - M + m e Tr ;

d"t" = M + m - Sacosv +Ta 1 + • sinv + 2sin2 _"dT ;l-e 2

dL

d-V = M + m 2narS + 1- + 2 /1- e 2 sin 2 -_ -d-t-'

di m' na
Zr cos (v + oJ) ;

d'-_ = M + m if_ e2

d_ m' na
__ Zr sln(v+w) •sini _ = M + m r-

e2
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Let So, To, Z0 be the values of S, T, Z averaged over the orbit of the disturbing body:

S0 = _" S dg' ,

T O = _ T dg' ,

Zo = _ Z dg'

Averaging the equations for the variation of elements with respect to g and g' and taking the equations

rcosv = acosE - ae ,

rsinv = a_l - e 2 sinE ,

r = a - ae cos E ,

E - esinE = g ,

r
dg = _dE

into account, we deduce the following equations for secular variations of elliptic elements:

dt - M + m " _ eSosinE+T o dE ;

de
dt - m'na2M + m_/_ e2 12Tr o _]1- e 2 sinE+T O -'_ e+2cosE -_-ecos2Z dE ;

d-'t-= (M+m) e 2_ - S 0 (cosE-e)

( '+) 1 '++ T o I + _ " _/1--e_l_e2 sinE dE + 2sin 2 _ _i-

dL 2m' na 2 1 r 2_ r 2

= - M+'---_ " _ Jo So- _ dE +

di m' na 2 . 1 f2+

d-_ = {M + m) _ _" Jo

- e + 2 _/1 - e2 sin2 "2 "cI_-;

1+_

'[c ]Zo- _ cosE-e)cosoJ- ¢1- e' sinEsinc_ dE ;

d_ m' na 2 1 _nsin i dt - {M+m} _/_ " _-

r
Z o _[{cosE-e) sinw + _'- e 2 sinEcosw]dE •
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The values of So, To, Zo are computed analytically

by using the formulas developed in the previous

two sections. The integrals with respect to E are

computed numerically by giving E a set of

particular values conveniently distributed over

the orbit of the disturbed body.

The secular variation of da/dt is zero in this

theory and in the process of computation the

smallness of da/dt will determine the range of

validity of the theory and, at the same time, serve

as a check of the accuracy of the computation.

CONCLUSION

The collection of formulas given in appendix A

was programed for the actual computation of long

range effects in the motion of artificial satellites

and minor planets using step by step integration.

Halphen's method can be especially useful when

near-resonance conditions arise. In this case

difficulties are caused by the presence of a small

divisor of the form i&_-i%'Tj_-j'_ p if the

problem is treated analytically.

In the case of an artificial satellite Halphen's

method might give information on the long range

effects and the stability of orbit over the interval

of approximately 15-20 years. In the case of

minor planets, it can supply information about

the long range ("secular") effects in the elements

over intervals of hundreds of thousands of years;

the integration step can be taken to be 100-500

years. We assume that no sharp commensurability

between mean motions of the disturbed and

disturbing bodies exists. The secular variations of

the elements of the disturbing bodies are also

taken into consideration.
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Appendix A

COLLECTION OF FORMULAS

I. Elements of the disturbed planet:

go' a, n, i, co, fl, e, b.

Elements of the disturbing planet:

go: a', n', i', _' _.", e', b',

II.

I,Q,Iicossin 0py Qy Ry = + sin _I ÷cos_ • +cos i

P, Q. R, 0 0 + + sin i

#
Py' Qy R' = +sinf2' +cosf2' • +cos i'y

Pz' Qz' R_ 0 0 +I + sin i '

- sin • + s o_ + COS o_

+ cos 0 +

0 + cos co' - sinw' 0

-sini' • + sinw' ÷ cos _' 0

+ cos i 0 0 +

III. For example, for E-0 °, 10 °, 20 °, ." ", 350°:

IPP= Q' Qy'

R' 1_'
x y

py Qy Ry • a sin ;

R'_ P, Q, R s

a = x + e' a' , /3 = y, 7 = z.

IV.

kL = a 2 + f12 + T2 _ (a,2+b,2)

k a = a,a b,2 - b,2 a2 - a,a ,6a -.(a'_+b 'a) T a

k a = a,2 b,2 72

4

g:l = 3" (k_ - 3k._)

4

40O
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27g 2

k_ = 9kj- k I k 2 ,

k, = k,(k,k 2-3k_) - 2k_.

V.

_ 144

B - V(_)

_ 1 - )/-_-
w

1+¢_-

× (+ 2.3870942

- 0.0663082 w

+ 0.0225632 w 2

- 0.0117691 w 3

+ 0.0073743 w 4

- 0.0051060 w s

+ 0.0037250 w e

- 0.0027325 w 7

+ 0.001.9070 w 8

- 0.0011936 w 9

+ 0.0006337 w 1°

- 0.0002710 w 11

+ 0.0000884 w 12

- 0.0000205 w la

+ 0.0000030 w_

- 0.0000002 w is)

144
× --_-¢_- _,(_) 2 _7/6

: ×
× (- 3.7991784

+ 0.3693646 w

- 0.1556119 w _

+ 0.0889726 w 3

- 0.0586828 w 4

+ 0.0419870 w s

- 0.0313364 w 6

+ 0.0233758 w7

- 0.0165247 w8

+ 0.0104483 w9

- 0.0055933 w I°

+ 0.0024083 w II

- 0.0007898 w 12

+ 0.0001837 w _

- 0.0000268 w 14

+ 0.0000018 w Is)
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at, = k4 (a2_a,2) + ks + 3 g2k3
2 a,2

3 g2 k3
a,_2 = k, (f12_b,2) + ks + __ b_......__ ,

3
a3_ = k, _" + ks + 292 (a2 b,2+f12 a,2_a,2 b,2) .

a12 : a21 = k t a_ ,

3
a23 = a32 = k4 J_/ - 2" g2 a'2 j_ '

3
a3t = at3 = k 4 Ta - _g2 b'2 Ta ,

1
al't = a2 - a,2 - _-k I ,

, = f12 _ b,a 1a= - _ k I ,

, = T2 1a_ - "_ k: ,

a12 821

a _- # = _ iaZ1 a32

ft3_| = * =

Aii = aij Pt + a.'.tj B

Aij = Aii•

(i, j = 1, 2, 3}

VII.

F= At: At2 At, . x

Fy = - 2 A2t A22 A2.a • •

F 31 A32 A3

VIII.

r = a(l-ecosE)
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x
= -- t

c¢1 r

fl =" _°
r

z

-TI = -- 'r

EPf3 -- q,' q; - R

R=' R_'

_2 : al 73 -- 71 a3

T2 = fl a3 -- al f3 -

J

IX.

X°

IllSo at Bit Ts F

To = aa fla ")'2 " Fy •

a_ fs )'

da _ 2m' na s I {'2,_
M+m "_- Jo (eSosinE+T 0 l_-_-_-ea)dE ,

de m' na 2 t/1 - e 2
= M+m • _ So / 3 ' )1_I -e 2 sinE+T o -_-e+2cosE -_-ecos2E dE ,

I_I c +)_ ]dvz m' na 2 I/1 - e 2 1 - So 1 - e 2d--t = (M+m) e " _ (cosE-e) + TO I + I . _ e2 sin E

dL

dt Yon",J'o+ ,-+ + (_) ,_M + m " _ S O • -- dE + -- + 2 _- e 2 sin 2 -_ _-_-,
a2 I +

di m' na 2 . 1 fO |w_t" = (M+m) _

i d_

dE + 2sina-_z _ '

d_ m'na 2
sin i-_ =

r[ ]Zo- _ (cosE-e)cosc_- '(1"- e 2 sinEsinco dE ,

(M + m) 1/1 - e 2 ' J+i"rt 1__ " _ Z 0-_ (cosE-e} sinco+ _- e a sinEcos+o dE .



ON LONG RANGE EFFECTS IN THE MOTION
OF ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES

PETER MUSEN

Goddard Space Flight Center

The long range effects as caused by the moon and the sun are of primary importance for es-
tablishing the stability of highly eccentric orbits of satellites. For the time being no complete ana-
lytical theory exists which can treat such orbits. The use of Halphcn's method of treating secular
planetary effects was suggested for the determination of the long range lunar effects in the motion
of artificial satellites.

This choice permits the numerical integration of long range lunar effects over an interval of
many years. Numerous examples are computed and plotted. Tim long range solar effects are treated
by averaging the disturbing function over the orbit of the s,_tellite.

The effects in the motion of a 24-hour satellite caused by the ellipticity of earth's equator are
treated using a resonance theory.

This paper contains results obtained by a group

working in celestial mechanics in the Theoretical

Division at the Goddard Space Flight Center.

Consideration is given to the long range effects

in the motion of artiticial satellites with large

eccentricities, large inclinations and large semi-

major axes. The effects of the moon and the sun

and the irregularities of the earth's gravitational

field are considered. In treating the problem of

stability of such satellites, the long range effects

are of primary importance, but no purely analyti-

cal theory considering the long range effects for
such extreme elements exists. One has to resort

to numerical integration in order to obtain in-

formation about the stability of the orbit over a

long interval of time and about the lifetime of the
satellite. The methods based on the use of an

unavcragcd disturbing function, like Cowell or

Enckc, contain both the short and the long period

terms, and, in the case of artiiicial satellites, re-

quire that the interval of integration be much less

than that of the period of the satellite. The main
long-range effects in the elements arc produced

by the long range terms in the disturbing function

and by their "cross actions". Tim short period

terms can produce long-range effects through their

mutual (:ross actions in higher approximations,

but these are very small (Brown and Shook, 1933).

For these reasons, as well as to diminish the

accumulation of round off errors, it is necessary

to remove the short period terms from the dis-

turbing function or from the components of the

disturbing force from the very start.

The problem thus formulated does not differ

from the problem of determining the secular effects

of planets and comets by means of numerical

integration using the Gaussian method (1818).

With the existence of modern electronic equip-

ment such a solution of the problem has become

possible.

The use of llalphen's form (1888) of the

Gaussian theory was suggested by the author as a

practical method for determining the long-range
luuar effects in the motion of artiticial satellites

(Musen, l:)()l ). The secular changes in the moon's

elements as well as the perturbations in the

satellitc's elements caused by the earth's ot)latc-

ness were included into the programing of the
method for the use of IBM 7090.

l lalt)het:s method previously was not in use,

probably, because of several numerical errors

which appear in the original publication, rrhey

404
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were all corrected by Goriachev (1937), whose

name should be associated with method as well,

and in its present form should justly be called

the Halphen-Goriachev method. The Halphen-

Goriachev method is based on simple operations

with matrices. The trigonometrical transforma-

tions which are so typical to Hill's method (1901)

are absent in the Halphen-Goriachev method.

The author has suggested (1961) the use of

the Goursat transformation (1881) and of the E-

summability process to speed up the convergence

4.o°

20 °

f ...o-a.a_2a2._

/

°Repubhcprogram

(Pl_takenjusloilerapogee)--
--/'/a/phenme/hod

700 ZOO 3OO d
Timeinorb//

4O5

Fro. 2--IMP inclination vs. time

kml I I

+7,4 _ iyeeht.

1 Ieo" _?Elzo853 _ _, I

I i,o "'g ",0 _

I _o.Sg,"zos . h '_
I_ -,_,23,,9 days before ./an g,g,1'g61{ "_
Effeds:

l' X moon (llalphen's me/hod_ I

4._Z'. OIZ Oterm series _ I [ X\

0 200 400 600 800 lOOO

Days from laun_

FIGURE 1.

of two hypergeometric series which appear in the

Halphen-Goriachev method and to facilitate the

numerical computation. All programing for the

use of the electronic machine was done by A.

Smith of the Theoretical Division.

A careful comparison of the Halphen-Goriachev

method with some other existing methods was

done before it was recommended for use on a

large scale. Figure 1 shows the results of a com-

parison of the Halphen-Goriachev method, as

applied to the determination of long-range lunar

effects in the motion of Explorer VI, with the

method based on the use of trigonometric series

as developed by the author, Bailie, and Upton

(1961). The lifetime prediction agrees with the

prediction by Kozai (1959).

B. Shute of the Theoretical Division has applied

the Halphen-Goriachev method extensively to

the investigation of long-range stability of artificial

satellites and compared the results for some satel-

lites with numerical integration using Encke's

method as programed by the Republic Aviation

Corp., Farmingdale, N. Y. Figures 2 and 3 show

the results obtained using both methods for the

hypothetical satellite IMP ("Interplanetary Mon-

itoring Probe"). This satellite has a semimajor

axis of 22 earth radii and an eccentricity equal to

0.95 initially. The comparison clearly indicates

a relative unimportance of short period terms and

of their long range cross actions over an extended

interval of time. One might expect that the effect

of such cross action terms will not exceed approxi-

mately 1% to 2% of the perturbations obtained

on the basis of the Halphen-Goriachev method,

providing that no sharp commensurability of

mean motions does exist.

Figures 4 and 5 show the results, also obtained

by B. Shute, for IMP over an interval of 12 years.

They show that for satellites of IMP type one

might expect large variations of the inclination

1,oo

aso

.._o,60

_ o,4o-

t_20

o/_epubhcprogram
(P/stakenjustafterapogee)--

--_ abe,,7me/hod

I00 200 3o0 d
TimeinorbH

FIGURE 3.--IMP eccentricity vs. time.
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and the eccentricity under the influence of the

moon. The lifetime of IMP will be approximately

8 years for these initial conditions. Such large

"secular" changes in the elements might also

take place in the core of minor planets and

comets, but we never will be able to observe the

accumulation of such effects directly. Similar

events take place in an earth-moon-satellite

system in a much shorter time. In that fact lies

the importance of artificial satellites for controlled

experiments in the domain of "secular" perturba-

tions and for sharpening the mathematical tools

of celestial mechanics.

The Halphen-Goriachcv method might be help-

ful in the problem of the determination of charac-

teristic points in the phase space of orbital ele-

i
a_

t_

\

/
/

0 1200 _O0 3600 d _800
Time in orb//

FIGURE 5.--IMP eccentricity vs. time, 10-year study.
tlalphen method (Moon only).

ments which are associated with the problem of

stability.

Let r be the argument of the perigee and -r'

be the longitude of the ascending node with

respect to the moon's orbit. Figure 6 is a plot of

the eccentricity versus a critical argument 4r-2r'

for some particular values of the initial elements.

The existence of a node is evident. Figures 7

and 8 give example of a focus for a direct and for

a retrograde motion of an artificial satellite. The

case of the retrograde motion shows more stability

than the case of the direct motion. This statement

can be easily proved analytically for small ec-

centricities and inclinations (Hirayama, 1927).

In a more general case the answer can be obtained

by systematic investigations based on the Hal-

phen-Goriachev method.

Finally, the same method can be used to deduce

i-

220 240

],.#s"

_ _ •o - _Iu33

_on?oon
i i i

80" 120"

6OOO

/

FIGURE 7.

280"
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76 t

long range variations of elements of comets and
_ 7_

minor planets. The variations of the elements of -_._

Encke's comet were computed as an example _

(fig. 9 and 10). The results agree basically with

the results obtained by Whipple and Hamid v

(1950), but the Halphen-Goriachev method gives 0t_

a period which is somewhat longer than that

given by Whipple.

Pelrogrode molion

220 240 260 2o00 300 320
1.1

S

I.o
fO000

Cl; 0_,

L_O* 120° 160" 200" 240° 280°

FIGURE 8.

Let Mo, % £, i, e, a, n, be the osculating ele-

ments of the artificial satellite referred to the

Earth's equator and let Mo', o_', £', i', e', a', u',

m' be the elements and the mass of the moon

referred to a fixed ecliptic and equinox. Put

Al(o_) = -3t-eosoe --sina

4-sina A-cosa

• i]Aa(a)=/+sina +cosa

I- O 0 +1

The following system of formulae, combined

from the system given by Goriachev (1937) and

from the system given in author's previous work

(1961) was used for the actual computations of

the long range lunar effects:

[P, Q, R-I= A3(£).A_(i).A3(c_)

_P', Q', R'-]= A_(_)-A3(£').Ai(i').A3(_')

,o -u

e S %

I

I

I e

Time

407

#s %
%

t

1

60 gOC_turie$100

FIGURE 9.---Secular perturbations of Encke's comet.

r= Pa(cosu--e) A-Qa (1 -e 2) z/2 sinu

_= P(a/a') (eosu-e) A-Q (a/a')

x (1 -e 2) 1/2 sinuA-e'P'

a=e'P', /_=_.Q', 3"=_.R'

KI= p2-- 2-4-e'2

Ks= (1 _#2) (1 _a2) ___ (2_e,2) 3"2

K3 = 3"2( 1 -- e '_ )

g2=}(K12--3K2)

g3 = _ (2K1 _- 9K_K_-4- 27K_)

= 27g_2/g_ _

61/2(g2) i/4 144
A --- -- (_) ,_2¢,(_)

9g2 a _r

B - _g2 (g2) 1/4_/(_)

_00F350"

_o01300'

,°°t;i
O" 0

•_'_ _de wr/. ecliphc

__ Arg ofper/_ee _

wH.ecliptic\

ZO 40 60 80Cenlurie_I00
T_me

Fzeurm 10.---Secular perturbations of Encke's comet.
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1-- (_)1/2

{ _116¢,(_)
= \] + (_)'/V

( + 2.3870942
- 0.0663082

+ 0.0225632w 3
-0.0117691w 3

+0.0073743w 4
-- 0.0051060w 5

+0.0037250w s

- 0.0027325w 7

+0.0019070w s

- 0.0011936w 9

+0.0006337w l°

-0.0002710w u

+0.0000884w '3

- 0.0000205w 1_

-4-0.0000030w '4

- 0.0000002w 1_)

K4 = 9K3-- K,K2

K5 = K, (K,K2-- 3K3) -- 2K23

an = K4 ( ot2-1 ) -4-Ks-l-_g2K3

( - 3.7991784
q-O.3693646w

-0.1556119w _

q-O.O889726w 3

- 0.0586828w4

+0.0419870w 5

-0.0313364w _

q-O.O233758w 7

-0.0165247w 8

-4-0.0104483w 9

-0.0055933w ,°

-1-0.0024083w u

- 0.0007898w '2

+0.0001837w '3

--0.0000268w'*

-4-0.0000018w 15)

a22= K4 (_ -- 1 -k e'2) -I- K5"4- _ [g2K# ( 1 - e'2) -]

a33= K4v3q-Ksq-_g_[a2(1 --e '_) -k-B2- (1 --e '3) ]

a12= a21 = K4ot_

a2s= as2 = (K4-- s_g2)_v

a3, = a,a = I-K, -- _g2 ( 1 -- e'3) -]Ta

a'u = a2-1 -- _K1

a'22 = #2_ 1+e '2- ]K1

a'3_= _2 _ _K 1

a'12 = a'21 = ot_

a'2a= a'32 =/_7

a'3l = a'13 = "ya

Then the dyadic _ is formed

_ = + A nP'P' -q-A ,2P' Q' -4-A13P' R '

A- As_Q'P' A- A22Q'Q'-f- A33Q'R'

A- A 31R'P' + A a2R'Q' + A a3R'R'

A is =aiiA +a_B

The disturbing "force" averaged over the orbit
of the moon is

Fo = -- ( 2km'/a '3) _r.

where k is the Gaussian constant.

So, To, Wo, the components of the disturbing

force in the direction of r, RXr and R, are

So = - ( 2km' /a '3) r-ir • ,t,. r

To= -- (2krn'/a'3)r-'(RXr) • q_.r

Wo = - (2km' / a '3) R. ,lD. r.

The equations for the variation of elements take
the form:

de [a(1--e3)]m f2_ 1
J0 [( --e2)I/2S° sinu+Todt

X (-_eq-2 cosu-½e cos2u)'] du

di [ a \,/3 1 f2, r

U,Jo

× cos_o--(1--e_) m sinu sin_-[ du

d_t / a \,/21 f2, r

sin/.--=[_/ --J. Wo-[- (cosu--e)dt \l--e/ 2_ o a

× sino_+ (1--e_) m sinu cosw_ du

d_- [a(l--e_) ;1/31[2"[
dt - e 2-_.% L -S°(c°su-e) + T°

>( (l -4-r l--_d_)(1-e2)W" sinu] du,

where r =w+f_.

The solar perturbations present less theoretical

and computational difficulties, than do the lunar

perturbations. The system of formulae (45'),

(46'), (47'), (57) derived in the author's previous

work (1961) is adequate to take all significant

long period terms into account. This system is in
use in the Theoretical Division for the determina-
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tion of the lifetime and the long range stability
of artificial satellites.

Tesseral harmonics in the earth's potential can

also introduce some long range effects, especially
if the mean motion of the satellite is commensur-

able with the angular velocity of earth's rotation.

The most interesting case of long range effects

produced by tesseral harmonics is the influence

of the ellipticity of earth's equator on the motion
of a 24-hour satellite.

This effect was treated by L. Blitzer, E. M.

Boughton, G. Kang and R. M. Page (1962) using

a linearized system of differential equations of

motion of the satellite and by Morando (1962)

using yon Zeipel's method. Sehnal (1960) treated

the same problem under the condition that the

commensurability is not very sharp and that it

would be possible to develop the integrals of the

problem into trigonometric series. He made use

of the elements of Delaunay

L, G, H, l, g, h.

The author and A. Bailie (1962) treated the

problem using the canonincal elements

xl = L, yl = l+g+h--n't

x2 = L-- G, y2 = - g

x3--- L-H, ya= --h+n't

The disturbing function F was taken in the form

F= Fo+Qo cos2yl+Q1 cos(2yl+2y2)

+Q2 cos(2yl+4y2),

where F0 is Brouwer's expression (1959) for the

secular part of the disturbing function to which

the term n'H is added. Brouwer's expression is

transformed to the set x_, x2, x3. The coefficients

Q0, QI, Q2 are:

Qo = + _ (I_A 22/a a) (1 + eosi) 2

fl 5_2_ 1 ael 35 e6_X _-_--_ T_- --__ ]

Q_= + _(_A_/ a_) sinS/(_e_+_e4+_'_-_ o)

where /z is the gravitational constant and A_2 is

the geodetic parameter associated with the _22_
tesseral harmonic.

Two cases are possible:

l) A stable case, when the conditions

( OFo/ aX O -- (oqo/ Ox, ) = o

for
__1

are satisfied and

2) An un-stable where

( OFo/Oxl) + ( OQo/OXO = 0

for

yl = 0, 27r.

The problem admits two integrals, the integral

of energy

F=--C

and

X3 _ Or3.

Let al, a2, a3 be the constants of integration asso-

ciated with x_, x_, x3 and for the stable ease put

R0 = F0-- Q0

and for the unstable case put

Ro= Fo+Qo

and let

wii=OaliOa2jRo(al, o_2, a3).

The case when w_0 is small is a near resonance

case and the integrals are not developable into

trigonometric series. Bohlin's resonance theory

(1889) can be used to solve the problem. The

complete integral of the Hamiltonian partial dif-

ferential equation

F= -Co-C1 .... ,

with

x1=OS/Oyl, x2=OS/Oy2,

is developed into series of the form

S = alyl + a2y2 -_- otay3 -_- _ (yl)

+E_2(y0 +_b_(y_, y2) ]+-"

with respect to the parameter w=w_o/W2o. The

function ¢_2 is a purely trigonometric function.

In the exposition, the value of Qo(a_, as, _3) was
considered to be of the order of w 2.

The constant of energy is also decomposed into
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a series in w. Thisdecomposition served to remove

possible zero divisors from the higher approxi-

mations by the particular choices of C1, C2, ---.

The constant Co is defined as

Co=-Ro(,_,, ,_s, ,_).

For the stable case the solution of the Hamil-
tonian was obtained in the form

S-_ (al+ A1)yl+asy2+aay3

+ f ( A 2-- A 3 co@y1) 112 dyl + A 4 sin2yl

+As sin(2yl+2y2)'h a6 sin(2ywF4ys)+.--

and for the un-stable case in the form

S= ( al+ B1) yl-t-asy_+a3y3

-{- f (B2+B3 sinSyl) lm dyc't-B4 sin2yl

-t-B_ sin(2y_+2ys) +Bs sin (2yl+4ys) +...

The coefficients A i and Bi are power series in w

with the coefficients depending upon al, as, a3.

They were obtained by the authors with accuracy

up to w 2. Determination of the integrals of motion

in the form

xi=OS/Oy_ i=l, 2, 3

(oCIo,_,) t = 8, = oS/o,_

did not present any difficulty.
For orbits with small eccentricities the terms

having the arguments 2yl+2ys, 2yl+4y2 are very

small long period terms. Thus, the main part of

the motion of the point (x_, xz x3; y_, y2, y3) in

its phase space in a stable case consists of de-

scribing ovals around the libration points in the

plane (x_, y_). The period of this motion is

(Q0_o) in L3_ w20 Q0 2ws0

W t

\w20 Q0lJ]

In the unstable case the argument yl possesses a

real secular terfiL which is not present in the

stable case Its value is

m =nl/P,

where

W t, z/ 3o...Qo_ °
n_ _- --_YWsot _l--t,i T Iw °

\w2o _2o /

W3o_2ktK[. Qo'_
P= -_w----±--| l --A--- ],

w_ _r k _go l

Q0'= (a/oax)Qo(a,, as, a3),

K is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind
with the modulus

k -= [B3/(Bs+B3) ]m

and the complementary modulus

let ----(1 --]c u) l/s.
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ON A MODIFICATION OF HANSEN'S
LUNAR THEORY

PETER MUSEN

Goddard Space Flight Center

A modification of Hansen's lunar theory is given in a form that permits a purely numerical
treatment of solar perturbations of planetary satellites or of perturbations caused by the earth in
the motion of hypothetical lunar satellites. The development of the coordinates and of the velocities
of a satellite is obtained in the form of a trigonometric series in four arguments with numerical co-
efficients. At the earlier stages of the computation we are not compelled to use tIansen's basic
W-function: We make use of the fictitious mean anomaly and the replacement "bar" operation--
two characteristic features of Hansen's theory--to set up a process of iteration in a convenient
form, rather than to compute W. The preference given to the method of iteration was motivated
by the circumstance that input information must not necessarily be limited to the choice of the
rotating ellipse as an intermediary orbit. A systematic investigation of the orbital stability of lunar
satellites can be based on the development given herein.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper a modification of Hansen's lunar

theory _ is given in a form that permits a purely
numerical treatment of solar perturbations of

planetary satellites as well as the perturbations

caused by the earth in the motion of hypothetical

lunar satellites. The development of perturbations

of very close lunar satellites does not present any

difficulty and therefore is not given here. The case

case of more distant satellites was treated by

Lemekhova _ on the basis of Delaunay's theory for
orbits with low inclinations toward the orbit of

the moon. At the present time we are not in

possession of a complete analytical theory of

satellites with highly inclined orbits, although

Delauauy's theory can be modified to become
valid for such orbits. Because of this circum-

stance, the use of a semianalytical theory is

suggested, as given in this paper.

Hansen's original lunar theory requires the use

of the derivatives of the disturbing functions with

respect to the eccentricity and the parameters

determining the orbit plane's position. This

means that a literal development of the disturbing

function must be obtained before the numerical

values of the elements can be substituted. How-

ever, with the advent of electronic machines, more

emphasis can be put on the development of

purely numerical theories.

Unlike Hansen's lunar theory, his planetary

theory 3 is a purely numerical one. For this reason

the theory of perturbations in the orbit plane, as

presented herein, takes Hansen's planetary theory,

and not his lunar theory, as a pattern. In addition,

at the earlier stages of the computations we are

not compelled to use Hansen's basic W-function.

Instead, we make use of the fictitious mean

anomaly and the replacement "bar" operation to

set up the process of iteration in a convenient

form, rather than to compute W. The preference

given to the method of iteration over the method
of computing perturbations of different orders

was motivated by the circumstance that input

information must not necessarily be limited to

the choice of Hansen's rotating ellipse as an

intermediary orbit. In addition, the programing

and the computational process become more
uniform if the method of iteration is used.

Only after the process of iteration is completed

411
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is the ]_-function formed in order to determine

the* perturbations in the mean anomaly and in

the ral_us vector.
The oh'bit of the disturbing body is taken to be a

moving ellipse.

The inclination of the satellite's orbit plane

toward the orbit plane of the disturbing body can

be large. For this reason we do not deduce the

standard development of the latitude into series,

but make use of four "redundant" parameters

introduced by the author in the theory of arti-

ficial satellites. 4 The introduction of these param-
eters makes all basic arguments linear in time

from the outset, and it permits us to deduce the

rectangular components of the position and

velocity vectors very_ easily.

The knowledge of these components facilitates

the computation of osculating elements.

To simplify the form of the development, we

take--as did Hansen--the orbit plane of the

disturbing body as a basic reference plane.

The effect of this plane's motion on the relative

motion of the satellite is very small and can easily
be taken into consideration.

The form of the disturbing function in our case

favors only the choice of time as an independent

variable, but not the true or the eccentric anomaly
as in the case of an artificial satellite of the earth.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING FUNCTION

For a satellite of negligible mass, we have

m" r2/3 2

+_ S 4- 4_, + + ....

(See app. A for list of notations.) Putting

T a"

S :" -- "a 7 's

F 8"

p = -- .8 r '

(1)

(2)

we deduce:

a' J " _ " s 2 _ p2

8 '4 . _ . S $ _ p2

m I a 4

ass

"D- ,°* t (a)

r_* a 2 8 _

+3_ m'a s a'I5 2 3 2s)a'4 " 7 sa -]P

m S B 4

+4_'7" ' s4 - s2p2 + I)4 + .... (4)
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and

We have

Taking the relations

a r' a_ m'a 2 a e

T. i-r_-g = 3--.T, s
• 8#3

_s a3 a*

m # 84

a'$

a #

S : cos (v-C) cos (v'-_') + sin (v-C) sin (v'-_') cos I ,

r 8 t
S=--. a 7 cos (v-_)_s(v'-_')

r a*

+a " r-'r sin.(v-¢)sin(v'-_b') cosl .

2N = _o + _o' -_-_'- 2% at ,

(5)

(6)

(6')

q_o - ¢o' - _ + ¢' + 2noVt ,

v = T + 77 o + n 0yt ,

t
v' = f'+ no + n0Y' t

into account, we deduce from the equations 6 and 6' that

S = +(____2) cos (_+T' +_+_') - _,_2 s_,_(T+T'+_+_')

+(_2-_I)cos(T-r+_-_')- 2_, s_.(_-Y'+_-_'), (7)

_ a a

a*
- 2x,_2_• _-=si.(T+P +_+_')

r

-- a _

+(_2-_)-:'_ cos(T-T'+_-_,)

"-' )I-- _3_4-_ " __, sin (f'-f' +co-w' (7')
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where

= % +n 0 (y+_-_) t ,

dO0 = 710 -- _0 J

oJ' : _o' + n o (y'+a+v) t

(ajOa = 7701 -- _0 a

(8)

(9)

The arguments o0 and o/are defined as linear functions of time from the very start.

The next step is to obtain the developments of

and

-_-" _--; sin

-- e
r a

__ ° -- o

a _,

These five series represent an input. They can be easily computed, even using a desk calculator, by means

of Cayley's scheme as shown on p. 415.

In this scheme we multiply every line of the upper part by every line of the lower part and add the

arguments together, then attach the sin or cos symbol to each term of the product. The upper sign of the

argument in the solar part is associated with the development of

a * COS

-_" ¥, sin (f+f'÷oJ+oJ')

and the lower sign is associated with the development of

.....¥ a' cos (T-T' +o_-o_')
B -_* Slrl

The numerieal values of e and e' can be substituted from the very start.
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r " 7-_ sin

1 1 7
-$2e '3--_4-e,s -2_5e'7 + ...

1 1 e, 4 115-_-e '2 -y_- - 3--6-_e'_ + ...

1 e' _- 1 5 e' 7-_- - e,3 - T_- e'S --/-_ + ...

I 17
+ 1 - e '_ - -6--_- e '4 - 2-_e '6 + ...

3 e' 7 31 "_2+_ -_e '3 +-_e's- e,7 + ...

17 47 1069
+--_e '2 - "i_- e'4 + 1----_e '6 ....

125
+ -_-e 6 + ...

+ -_ e $ - e 7 + • . .

3 3
+"_'_ e 4 + _ e 6 + o..

1 eS eS 1+2_ + +iT6 _7 + "'"

1 2 1 e4 25 e6
+_=e +'_ + I--'-0_ + "'"

3
-_-e (exact)

1 2 1 e4 29+ I -_-e --_ - 1-i-i-_e _ + -..

1 3e, _6eS _2e7 ++Te -_ + ....

3 3 111
+_-e 2 --_--e 4 + e 6 + -,.

1 ea _2 eS 2_0 e7+-_ -- + _- ...

125 125
+ _ e 4 - e 6_-_ + oo-

sill or COS

2g'

T-g'

O.g'

:l: g'

:!: 2g'

:t 3g'

• o . .

- Sg

- 4g

- 3g

- 2g

- g

O.g

+ g

+ 2g

+ 3g

+ 4g

+ 5g

+ 60 t

:r CO

............... o .... o ° .
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In the same manner we have:

r a I

a -_'

............. ° .......

9 81 729 e, _ ....+ T4- e'3 --_-_ e 's +_

1 __e,4 +__e, .+ _-e '2 - - ..,

1 e' 1 1 1 ,_
+'_- - 1"_ e '3 +_e 's -_e

+ I

1 e' 1 ,s 1 ,s 1
+_" - "_'_e + 38---_'_e - i--"_"_[_e* '

1 e,2 _--_-e,4 +_ e '6 ....+_-

9 e, s 81 ,s 729
+i-6- - "_"_-_"e + i--"_'_0"e '7 ....

• • • • • • , • , ° . • • o • • . . . • •

125 eS
- "_-'_ + .**

1
e 4 -_- e 6--_- + + .**

3 e3 45 eS 567 e7-TB + 2--_B" - I-'O_TO + "'"

1 e2 1 4-T +_-e - e6 + ""

I 3 _ eS + e7 _ .,
-_"e +'i_-e - _ ""

"F a e

8 X"#

1 e2+I+_

I 3 e$ 5 eS 7 e7
- "_--e +i6- -384" + _ - "

I e2 + 61_e 4 -_-2 e6 + • ..--_-

3 e_ 2-_ es 567 e7-]-_ + - 'I-O'_R_ + "'"

1 e4 1 e6-_ +T +

125 eS

• . . • , . . • • • ....... •

COS

- 3g'

- 2g'

-- g'

O.g'

+ g'

+ 2g'

+ 3g'

• ° • .

- 5g

- 4g

- 3g

- 2g

- g

COS

O.g

+

+ 21_

+ 3g

+ 4g

+ 5-'!
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PERTURBATIONS IN THE ORBIT PLANE

To determine the perturbations in the radius vector and in the mean anomaly, Hansen from the

very start introduces the function

(-_o o) P (10)W = _+ T P cosq_+_e +_ * _o sincp ,

where

ho h h e cos (X - no yt -7to) - e o (11)
= - 1 -_-+ 2_-_o - 3eo-_o 1 - %2 '

h ecos (X-noYt-%) - eo (12)
T= 2_o. 1-"o_

h esin (k- no yt -fro)

= 2_. 1 - %2 (13)

From the standpoint of the process of iteration the use of the elements

h o
-r-, T,

1]

would be preferable. We have 1

d ho c)l)
dt h - h 0-_- , (14)

dT 2aono _V(a o h 2 1__o2) e o hh__l al_ ao (r 01-2)t= no Y *+ _ L_-r -+ --" (15)ho2 1 - cost + 1 - %2 3-T-+ _ sin f _

d? (T _o e°)) 2aon° Pa° h2 1 ) - al-I ao ( 3 ))dt - - noY +2 " 1-_ + 1_=_o2_-_--+ho2 1_;o 2 sinf a-_r---_-cos f • r •

Taking into account

we transform equation 15 to the form

(16)

(17)

dT a_ a_ (18)
d---_= + noY_ + MI-_-+ NI " r-_r '
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where

_ 2% n o 1 ¥2 y 1 - -_o
1 - e 2 l-e 2- - 1 + 7) e 0 -eo2 • - (19)

and

N 1 2 ao n o - sinf _ ao is: 1- e o= a_ ¢i_-----'_--_eo -T" 1 + v

In a similar manner, using the basic relations

---7 sinf T= sinT I ( -+ 2_o
ao a: | - e0 2

d ¥ sinT
d-_-_o _o_ T =

- _- - e0 2

d 7 cos7 + eo

d"_ aT sinT - ¢1 - eo 2

we deduce from equation 16:

cos T + 3eo) dl ,

(20)

d_
dt T h e° //- - n°Y +2Foo 1 :e

o_ a_
+ N2-_-+ N2 • r-a_-r , (21)

where

M 2

N l

2 a o n o

cos T + 3%)

kI_o2 iI- sinT d_= ]+ - e° _o i-_ol _- -_o c°sT "

(22)

(23)
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Equation 14 takes a very simple form:

d ho a£] _
dt h - Ma-_-+ N3 " r-a-r'r '

419

(24)

N 3

t3 0 a o _2

M3 : 1 - %2 ao2 ' (25)

no a o ¥ eo sin T

% (26)1 - eo 2 _1-_ eo 2

Equations 18, 21, and 24 bear more resemblance to the equations from Hansen's planetary theory than

to the corresponding equations from his lunar theory, and they can be used to serve as a basis of a purely

numerical development. The value of noy must be determined in such a way that no purely secular term

is present in equation 21.

PERTURBATIONS OF THE POSITION OF THE ORBIT PLANE

In previous work 4 the author has established the following equations for the determination of X

parameters:

dKl 1 a_ [+ x. (T+_) xssintf+_) ] (27)d_t- = + no a;k2 + -2 hr _ cos -

dK2 1 c)_

at : - no _, + _hr OZ [-_3cos{Y+_) - _+sintY'+w)], (28)

dK3 I O_ [+ h. 2 {f+o)} + _I Sin(f-+w)] '
dt - + no V_-4 + 2 hr Y2 cos (29)

We have

Taking the relations

O"--Z : - m' - r' sin(v'-@'

* yaV =- f_ + ?TO + 130 t

sin I " (31)

and

#
Sb' : d/o - n 0 (a +77) t + K - N
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intoaccount,weobtainfromequation31:

_a--7: -m

Wehavefromequation7:

1 as (33)
2 0£1 - +;_lcos(f+f'+w+w °) -k2sin(f+f'+w+w' ) ,

1 0S

2 3£2 - - £2cos(f+f' +w+w # - £1sin(f+f'+w+w') ,
(34)

I aS
=

2 a_ 3 - ,k3 cos (f--f" +w-w' - £_ sin(f-f' +w-o:') , (35)

1 as
a #

20_4 +X4cos(f-f +w-o:' -A.3sin(f f +w-o_') • (36)

Substituting equation 32 into equations 27 to 30 and taking equations 33 to 36 into account, we deduce

the system of equations that replace Hansen's equations for his P, Q, and K parameters:

dkl 1 h a0n0 [+ an an aft] (37)d_ : +"o_,+_" _ (_2÷_:)_q-(_'_'+_,_')Tq-(_'_'-_'_')_-q'

on on an] (39)_3 I h ,o"o _(_,,+_)_÷(_,_+_,x3)_q+(_,___,_,)_G .
dt - + n0"X, + 4_00 "

[ on]dX, 1 h aon0 On Off _(X X,+X2X_)_ (40): • +(_,_+_;)TG +(_,_,-x,x_) a-, , •

If necessary, the effect of the secular motion of the disturbing body's orbit can be easily taken into

account. We have for this effect6:

d_ e

dI di' @, (41)d-"_= - --_ cos ( -cr') - _ sini' sin (_b'-cr') ,

dN 1[ di' tin' ] 1at = +2 ---_ sin (_b' -a*} + _ s[ni#cos(_b '-cr') ctg'_ I ' (42)
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dK 1 [ di' d_' ] 1d--t= +2 - _ sin(_b°-a') + _ sini'c°s(_ b'°-a') tg_ I " (43)

We can neglect the effect of change on i' on the motion of the satellite. Substituting

#
_b° = % - no (a + -q) + K - N

into equations 41 to 43 and putting

e = ('o' +_oy't-_') -_' , ,

we obtain the effect of the secular motion of the disturbing body's orbit plane on the relative position of

the satellite's orbit plane in the form:

d_ #

d_,_, 1 (+>,3cose sin0),siai' , (44)dt - : + _-4

0dr:'a_ 1 (+_,,cose_ _,3sir,0). s:ni :1- (45)dt - + 2

d_K 3 1 d_ °

(+_, e+x2 sine) sini'_T (46)dt- = + _ cos • '

dS_ 4 ! d_ a

- (+_2c°sO-_sin6)" sini'_- (47)dt 2

The combined effect of direct perturbations with the secular motion of the orbital plane of the disturbing
body is given by the system of equations representing the sum of equations 37 to 40 and of 44 to 47.

dAl 1 h a0 no

d_- = + n0 aK2 + 4 i-_0 " _
+ (+_.42+_.32) af_ _ (+L1,_4+_.2_.3) O_ _ (+L2k.4__.l_.3) af_ 1

dry1
(+ascos_+k(sin0) • sini'--_= ' (48)-7

d_ 2

dt i a_ + (+_.a,4+_.2_.3) ay_£_4.41

d_'

1 (+_.4cosO__. 3 sinO) • sini'-'d" _ '+-_
(49)

d_ 3
w
dt

1 h
a° no I + _ 2_ 0_ (+k,_,+_2_3)_ + (+_,-_,_3)

d_ °
1 _I/+kIC°S_+;_asinO \ • sini'__ '+: (50)
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1 d_'
--_ (+>,,cosO->,,sinO) • si,,i' d---_-" (51)

The values of a and )) must be determined in

such a way that no terms linear in time are

present in equations 49 and 50.

DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS OF

INTEGRATION

The series for ,I, has the form

u) = _. Ssin{ig+i'g'+jo_+j'_o') . (52)

, : t,l- (56)

At this point it is convenient to introduce Hansen's
E and W functions. We have x

ho h 3
: - 1 --K + 2 _- _-e o T • (57)

Taking equations 54 and 55 into account, we can

write the last equation in the form

and no additive constant of integration appears in
this development. The secular motion noy of the

perigee of the satellite in its orbit plane is deter-

mined in such a way that no constant term is

present in equation 21 for d'_/dt and, conse-

quently, no secular term appears in equation 52.
The series for

ho
-_ andT

both will have the form

_Ccos (ig + i' g' + jo_+ j' oJ ) ' (53)

and an additive constant of integration is asso-
ciated with the series of the form 53. Let

[_], [T], and [W]

be the series obtained by the formal integration

procedure as applied to equations 18, 21, and 24.
We then have

-_ : 1 + c, + : 1 + A . (54)

: %+ [vl , (55)

: - s_ - _ OoT + 2 (_2-_+...) (5s)

or in the form

( 3 )F- -- -3 c l-_-e oc 2 + [_-I ' (59)

where we put

3[El : - 3 -_-e o [TI

+ 2 (_' __3+...). (60)

The value for A in the last equation can be taken

from the previous approximation.

We put with Hansen:

3 +_ sin_ (61)Wo : _ +T cos_+'Fe

(-%-o - 3 ) -_ sinT" (62)-- "_ +T c°sf÷-2-eo + ? a_
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,We have:

- = cos T- -_o cos + _ sin T- _o sin '

(_ooo_)-/_ooo_)/ , n. dgn a0
n

(64)

¥ sinf - P sin_ = dEn ao
n

(65)

in addition,

(_o)'-(_o)':Z_ _ _'
dg n ao 2

n
(66)

The value of no _z taken from the previous approximation can be used in the computation of the right-

hand sides of eqtiations 63 to 66 for our purposes.

The generalized Hill's formula 7

dno _z _ + u2 noy _-2
: (67)dt no 1 - _2

can be written in the form

/]-_ %2 ao2

dno_z no v2(W+l) noy r 2
dt = no _ + (68)

I - _2 _ _ e° 2 a02

or in the form

where

(ino 8z no y _2
- - - + B , (69)

dt noWo )/1 _ %2 ao2

B = + (70)
1 - 92

The value of B is computed on the basis of the previous approximation. Designating by EI_oJ the value

of T_'oas obtained using the formal integration procedure, we have

(_) (_. _o)Wo = + -3c,-TeoCa + c, cos_+-_-e + [Wo] ' (71)
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and equation 69 takes the form

dt - no -3cl-2"eo c2 + n0c2
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3) ,cos_+Te o + [_]-_o sin_ ; (72)

3 ) _ no Y p2_o_ _ + _ eo ¢]- - %' _2 + "o [_o] + B • (7a)

Two constants of integration, cl and c2, must be

adjusted in such a way that no secular term and

no term with the argument g is present in no_z.

The part
n o y _2

°o[Wo]+.- ao

contains the term of the form

A l + A 2 cos o .

Let /9 be the coefficient of the term in (_/ao)

cos +-F+e0 having the argument g. No constant

term is present in (_/ao) cos +++e0. Thus we must

have

no -3c1-_-eoC2 + A I = 0 ,

n o carl + A 2 = 0 ;

and

c I
1 I AI 3 eoA2_

: + + ) •

After the constants cl and c2 are determined, wc

obtain the perturbations of the mean anomaly by

integrating equation 69 or 73. The perturbations

of the radius vector are obtained from the formula

ho 1 ho

= - 1 + 2--h--' 1 + v h-' (74)

which leads to the formula

1 1

= _(a-_)-_-(a+_iv , (75)

which is convenient for the use of the iteration

process. This formula was used by the author in

the artificial satellites theory. 4

])etermination of the integration constants

associated with the X parameters is done in

exactly the same way as in reference 4. We put

1 x (76)x, : _i.-_I o +-_-(^+B)+ [_] ,

x_ : [x_], (77)

_, : {x,], (78)

1 1
x, : cos_-I 0 +_-(A-_) + [%] , (79)

where FX ] (i = 1,2,3,4) are the series obtained by

the formal integration procedure as applied to

equations 37 to 40 and where A and B are the con-

stants of integration. We omit here the develop-

ment leading to the equations for the determina-

tion of A and B, because this development can be

found in reference 4, and give only the final results:

( ' , )A 1 + 2A cos _-Io+sin-'_'I o + (11) = 0 , (80)

( ' , )B '_ - 2B cos'_Io-sin_-I o + (12) : 0 ' (81)
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where

and

<,,,: oo°:<.,.,, ,°{(c<,1+c_,_)_+(c<,l-c_,1)_}

(12) --°o°.<..o.<,°{([_,]- [_,1):+([<_1+c_,l)_}•

DETERMINATION OF THE POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTORS

We determine the position of the satellite with respect to the moving system of coordinates, whose x

axis is in the orbit plane of the disturbing body and is directed toward the mean position of the pericenter;
the y axis is in the orbit plane of the disturbing body, normal to the x axis; and the z axis is normal, in

the positive direction, to the x and y axes. Introducing the matrices

A s (a) = 0 + cos a - sin ,

0 + sin a + cos

we have

Substituting

r =A_ (_'

A 3 (_)
I_ cos c_ -sins 0 1

= sin _ + cos a 0

0 0 +1

-7To'-noY't ) • AI(I)" A _ (_o+noYt-_)(l+w)

= 9o + no (n-a) - K - N ,

cos T_sinTi •
o

_' = ¢o' - no (V+ a) + K - N

into the last equation, we deduce

r = As (-_') • A • A_ (_) (l+u) (82)
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where

cost : ao (¢osZ-%) ,

Ysinf = ao _/1- eo2sine ,

E- eo sine = go + no t + no _z ;

where (Reference 4)

_11 = +_I2- _ -_3 2 + _ '

k21 = + 2(k3k4-_-lk2) ,

_'_2 : + 2(_1_4 -_2_3)'

_.3_ = __12_ k_ + _3 2 + _ •

For the absolute velocity, but decomposed along the axes of the moving system (x,y,z), we have

v = hA3(_b'-Tro'-noY't ) • A 1 (I) • A 3 (_(-_j) • f + .

0
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The last equation can be written in the form

v = hA3(-w') • A • A3 (w) • A3 (X-rro-n0Yt)

Taking the equation

f + X - _r o -- n O yt

into account, equation 83 can be reduced to the form

: ¥

f+

0

sinf-esin (X-Tr O-nOyll
v = hAa(-_') • A" A a (oJ) • cosf+eCOSo(X-Wo-noY .

Taking equations 12 and 13 into account, we have finally:

(83)

(84)

a 0 n o
= .v _ h 3 (-o/) • h • A3 (_) •

vl-e 0`

h 1 - %2

--_o _i_,7 - _T-- q'

1 - eo 2

+h--ooh (cos_+eo) +--T2

0

(85)

Equation 85 is analogous to equation 22 of the article published by A. Bailie and R. Bryant s on the
determination of the velocity of artificial satellites. The transformation from a moving system (x,y,z)
to the inertial system does not represent any difficulty and therefore is omitted.

Input information:

COLLECTION OF FORMULAS

gO' C_Ot C_Oe' IO' ao, eo, no ,

Basic arguments:

gO' a , e , 11, i ,

g : go + n o t g' :' go' + n O' t ,

= _o + no (y+a-7/) t ,

a a

co : _0 + n o (a+_+y _ ) t ,

: (vo' +noY't-a' ) - _'
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We make use of the following standard formulas of the elliptic motion:

a-o cos_ = -_-e o + 2_ p cosp7 '
$ =1

a-_ sincp = sinp'y '

P - 1 +_-e 0 - 2e 0
a o P

cos PT '

pA 3 _ Jp (PeO)
a° 2 : 1 + _- eo 2 - 4 p2

p=l

COS p_ '

+oo

p 1 + 2 Jp pe o cosp7 '

pml

÷ao

a, ( )---r = 1 + 2 pe' cospg'
r p

p=l

If preferred, Cayley's tables can be used instead of formulas given above.

a
p R

s, : (1+_) • _ "-_--r cos " _" '_+t' +_+_'_ .
U

i

s 2 : (I +u) • ,_ • _-r sin (_p+f-' +oJ+oJ') ,

S 3 --

s

(I +.) " o_--" _-_ " cos (cp-f' +o,-o_') i

S 4 =

p a l
• -- • ---':• sin (¢p-f-' +o;-o_')

(I +u) a0 r'

p A'

p = (I+,.,)_o • _ ;

1 as

"_ a_. I = +Xl ss - 'ks s2 = _s '

1 #s

2 a_.2 - -_.2ss - _.Is2

1 ,_s

2 _3 - -,ka s3 - _4 s4

I c_s

-- 0- 2 ,

: 0" 3 ,

: 0" 4 ;
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M !

M2

N, : 1 - eo2 ao _ -_-'-I"-V_ - - - 1 ,

N_ = (1-_J)'_ _o_o_ +2% + _-_o_-f-:-:_ _-_

+ - 1 e o ao _ _F_'-_o cosq> ,

M 3 = +

no ao p2

1 - eo2 aoZ

N 3

n o z0 p e 0 s£n

I-o] .o __Oo_

a '3 . 7.- . s 2 _ p2 ,

m' a 3

2 a_4
"7 "(_ s3

m' a 4

_3 = -- .'7 • s4 -T +_- p4 ,

: _l _" f2_, + f_3 + "'"

a_ a_l a_2 a_3

ay - -_-+-aT+-_ -÷ "",
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a_

p-_- = 2_ 1 + 3_ 2 + 4_ 3 + ... ,

a r _ a_ m_ a 2 a _
--. • -- .-----r• 3S
r _ _ = + ,3 ra

m' 8 3

8#4

,-- a a

°,.... ls )+ ,---]-" -_- " sa --'2- sp + --.
a

a_ a_
T i = Mi"_'-+ N i • p_- (i = 1,2,3) ;

F, = 2
a" T i

o,y---Z("o_')"

dT
dt - +no YW + F] '

( h.o)= -noY T + 2_-_o " 1-- eo2 + F2 ,

d ho

a't'-h- = F,, ;

(n = 0,1,2,3, ''') ,

G 1

G 2

G 3

1 h ao no

= "2"'_o " ]_-_ eo 2

1 h ao no
z

2 h o _f_ - e° 2

1 h ao no

: _-Eo" _-eo'

• "z'-'_ • +(_'_+_2)"_

-(;h;_,+_2_s) °,

-(%;_4-_,%) %] '

, ._'r. 1 ¥ u -(_42+;_32) a`

+(_', _4 +%%)°4]'

• "_'l+_Os -(_,'+_]1o.

+(_.,x.4+x.2x.a)crI
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G 4

+ (_2 _'4 - x, %) "1

- (_1 ;_4+_-_k3) %];

Hi = (no 8z) n (i = 0,1,2,3,4)
Oy"

n

d_- 1

d_t-- = + no a_'2
1 d_'

dh2 1 dD'
dt : - noaA, + H2 +7(+_,cosg-k3sinS) • sini ° _ '

dh3 1 dr)'
dt - + no'q£4 + Ha +2-(+k, cosg+kasin8 ) " sini' at

d&4 1 dD'
dt - - noT;_3 +a, +T(+a, si.e-%cose)"sini'-_-_ •

_], IT], (_l, [x,] {, = 1,2,3,4)
Let

be the series obtained by the formal integration process.

.o---fi-= I + cl + = I + A ,

T : c_ + [T] ,

= [l,],

[_] = 3-3 -Teo [T] +2 (_2_a3+...) ,

3
- _-_%T+2 (A2-_3+'''} ;/

_---_(.o'_) o
=/__._--wr..

n

dg a ao
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sinf - sin = n! " si_ ,
dg n ao

n

(¼;
_====j n. dgn a°2

n

W0 = [='] + [T] P cos _p +-_- e 0 + [_] -_o sin_ ;

: "o IT] _ cos?-_cos_ + [,] _*"?--;;o_*"_

"oY _-aT//¥_ _a__/ n oP2(1+W)

d_ = no -3cl--'_-e0c 2 +noC 2 cos_+_-e

n o y _2

-+ n o [Wo] + B ,
a 0 2

n o Y _2

" "_+ 3 = A 1°o[_o]-_ .: + A a cosg + ... ,

3

ao cos_ +_-e 0 : _ cosg + ... ;

A_ A 2 e o

c I = _ + _ '

0

c°sf*_eo + _ ho sin_

1 1
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{(E l) ( 1)}(11): ¢o_.i. _,]+[_,_+ [_]-[_ ,

(, 1)A2 + 2A cos _-Io+sin_-I o + (111 = 0 ,

( ' ' )B_ - 2B cos'_-Io-sin_-I o + (121 = 0 ;

1 1
a s --"singI o +'_'-(A+B) + [_s] '

1 1
_, : cosTI o +_-(A-B)+ [_'4];

A s (a) :

0 0

+ COS O. - sin ct '

+ sina + COS

A 3 (o.i = S n cL +COS ct ,

0 +

r = A3 (-_') • A • A3 (w) (1+9) sin ,

0 J

V =

a o n o

,_-_ %2 A3 (-J) " h • A3 (co)• 1(1 )I

- _- - e02

I(I-%_) ;+-F

x, s : +,,2 + x_- x32 + x_ ,
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CONCLUSION

A systematic investigation of the orbital

stability of satellites under different initial
conditions can be based on the development

given herein. In light of recent results concerning

the stability of lunar satellites by G. Chebotarev

and S. Kirpichnikov, 9which were obtained by the
method of numerical integration, it would be of

interest to investigate the problem using the

development into periodic series. We can expect

that one of the most influential long period terms
in the coordinates will be the term with the

period equal to the sidereal revolution of the earth
around the moon. The described method will be

programed by the Theoretical Division, Goddard

Space Flight Center, for computation on the IBM

7090. We have to expect that the number of terms

in the development either for planetary satellites

(with the exception of the moon) or for lunar

satellites will not be large, and thus the compu-
tation can be done with the limited accuracy.
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Appendix A

go

a,e,n

eo

f

g=go+not

go
h

ho

Io
-2K

l = go_not_no6z
m'

-2N

no

no_z

-- 2no(_t

_ 2noyt

I:

r t

S

T)

D!

,y
A

_1, _2, _3, _4

P

v o-Fnoyt

_r'oTnoy't

NOTATIONS

the mean semi-major axis of the satellite's orbit

the osculating elements of the satellite

the mean eccentricity of the satellite's orbit

the osculating true anomaly

the true anomaly of the disturbing body

the undisturbed mean anomaly of the satellite

satellite's mean anomaly at the epoch

= an/(1 - e_)1/2

= aono/(1 --e02) 1/2

the mean value of the mutual inclination of two orbit planes
the periodic part in _b--_b'

the perturbed mean anomaly of the satellite

the mass of the disturbing body

the periodic part in _b-_b'

the mean anomalistic mean motion of the satellite (a0 is defined as n0-_/3; the
gravitational constant is put equal to 1)

the perturbations in the satellite's mean anomaly
the secular part in _b-l-_b'

the secular part in _b--_b'

the position vector of the satellite, 1:= Irl

the position vector of the disturbing body, [r' I=1:'= _'

the radius vector and the true anomaly depending upon l,
cos f=a0(eos E--eo)

sin f=a0(1 --e02) 1/2sin E

E-- e0 sin E = 1

= cos (r, V)

the true orbital longitude of the satellite, reckoned from the departure point in the
satellite's orbit plane

the true orbital longitude of the disturbing body, reckoned from the departure point
in the body's orbit plane

the auxiliary mean anomaly; -_ is replaced by l at the later stage of computation

the distance between the satellite and the disturbing body

the parameters defining the periodic perturbations of the orbit plane,

_1= sin ½ cos N, _,2= sin 1 sin N,
h3= cos ½ sin K, h4= cos ½ cos K

the perturbations in the radius vector r,

r=(1+_)_

the mean orbital longitude of the pericenter of the satellite

the mean orbital longitude of the pericenter of the disturbing body

435
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P,

P,_

O- I

x

,/,o,¢o'

O_2/Or

o_/oz

the radius vector and the true anomaly depending upon the auxiliary mean

anomaly %

p cos _=a0 (cos _-eo)

p sin _=a0(1 --eo2) 1/2 sin

e-- e0 sin e = _'

the radius vector and the true anomaly depending upon g,

cos _=ao (cos _-e0)
sin _=a0(1 -e0_) 12 sin

- eo sin _= g
the true orbital longitude of the node of the disturbing body's orbit plane; the

fixed ecliptic and equinox serve as a reference
the true orbital longitude of the osculating pericenter of the satellite
the true orbital longitude of the common node, as reckoned from the departure

point in the orbit plane of the satellite
the true orbital longitude of the common node, as reckoned from the departure

point in the orbit plane of the disturbing body
the constant parts in ¢ and _'

the disturbing function

the radial component of the disturbing force

the component of the disturbing force normal to the orbit plane



ON THE MOTION OF A 24-HOUR

PETER MUSEN AND ANN E. BAILIE

Goddard Space Flight Center

SATELLITE

/
The theory and conditions for stability of a satellite with a 24-hour period are given. Bohhn's

resonance theory was applied to obtain the solution. It is shown that the integrals of the problem

can be represented in series form, with respect to the small parameter w, which is proportional to

the mean motion of the critical argument in a nonresonance case. Expressions for the period of

libration and the mean motion of the critical argument in the unstable ease are also given. A system

of formulas is presented which can be used to compute any particular case.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper the authors have investigated the stability conditions of a satellite with a period of

revolution approximately equal to 1 day. The criteria for stability are obtained in a form valid fo_ large

inclinations--provided that the 8 power of the eccentricity is negligible.

THE DISTURBING FUNCTION

The disturbing function consists of a secular part produced by the zonal harmonics k2 and k4, and

a periodic part produced by the ellipticity of the earth's equator. The periodic disturbing function has

the form

3 /_A22

F, = 27 (x2-Y2) " (1)

The x-axis is directed along the semi-major of the equator, and the z-axis is directed along the axis of

rotation of the earth. Substituting

x 1 + cosi 1 - cosi
r 2 cos(f+_,+_-n't) + 2 cos(f+w-fl+n't) ,

y - 1 + cosi 1 - cosi
r 2 sin(f+w+_-n't)- 2 sin(f+o)-l]+n't) ,

Z

-- = sin (f+co) sini
r

into equation 1, we obtain

FI - 8 a3 (1 +c°s i)2 cos ( 2f + 2w+ 2_- 2n't)

3 _A22 (a) 3
+ _[--_- sin2i cos (2_-2n't)

3

3 /_A22_ (1-c°si)2 (i) cos(2f + 2_-2_1+ 2n't) •
+ _ a 3

437

(2)
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Developing equation 2 into a series in terms of the mean anomaly I with coefficients developed in powers

of the eccentricity, and retaining the long period terms only, we deduce

where

F 1 = Qocos(2/+2w+2fl-2n't)

+ Q, cos (2/+2II-2n't) + Q2cos(2/-2_+2gl-2n't} ,
(3)

Qo = _--_ (l+cosi) 2 I- _ _- - e_ '

= -- sin 2 i _- + + -- e6 'QI /[ aa

2 1 e4
Q2 = _--_ (l-cosi) _ + _ e6 "

If the mean motion of the satellite is such that it causes the satellite to remain above a particular

longitude of the earth for some time, the first term in equation 3 is the most significant, and will be

treated in accordance with the theory of resonance. The last two terms will produce only small, long-

period terms in the osculating elements.

The coefficient A.22 is approximately of the same order as the coefficient of the fourth zonal harmonic,

and consequently, the secular part F0 of the disturhing function need not be developed beyond the

results established by Brouwer. t Adding the term n' [-tLa(1 -e 2) jr]2 cos i, produced by the rotation of the

earth to Brouwer's development, we have

H23 )H'

P'ak2 [ LS ( H2 i-14h+'TIT + _'_ _+ 1- _'_ _'_++ G,,,]

+,+,(,,+H,)+ _-'_ I-60 +9 G-_ Is,+,<+,2+")I-n_ *-26_-7 _ '

where L, G, and H are Delaunay variables

,:
and k+ and Ic+are the coefficients of the second and fourth zonal harmonics, respectively.
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Considering the form of the main argument, it is more convenient to use the canonical set of Poincare

• rather than that of Delaunay.

Thus

x I = _ = L, Yl = l + w + _ - n't ,

x2 = _ (i- 1_-:_) = L-G, and y2 = -co, and

-- -- _-

(4)

The complete Hamiltonian is

F=Fo+F1, (5)

but the disturbing function can be expressed more conveniently by means of the auxiliary quantities

xl, e, and _, where e=x_/xl, "y= 1-x3/xl. And the following relations exist:

L=Xl,

G/L = 1 -- e,

H/G = cos i = _,/(1 - e),

and

e2 = 2( - E2 .

The following expressions were used in the actual computations:

p2
Fo = n',),xl + --

2x12

/_4 k2

+ 2x-_ [- (1+ 3e +6_+ lO_ 3) + y2 (3+ 15e +45_2 + 105_3)]

_6 k_

XlIO
3 (4+14E+19e 2 21E$) - 3 _,2(16+114_+459e 2+1371_$)52 - iK

3 y4 (76+790e +4515e2+ 18755e3)]+_

+'i'65 ,y4 (14 + 196e + 1365e 2 + 6545e _) ]
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Qo -- x;

1 ),2 )]+ _ (36-108e -45e 2 -134e 3 '

% -- x_

Q' -- x; (s_'+2_3)- _0• (s_'÷7_') +

The first and second derivatives of F0 and Qo with respect to xl can be obtained by using the expression

F' OF 1 - 7 aF • OF
= _-x_ + x, _-_'

from which we obtain:

(40+154_+228_ =-273e 3) + _'_'
x I

3 .y3 (76 + 790e +4515e 2 + 18755e 3)9 ),, (64+494e+2142e _+6855e 3) --i_

3 74 (1064 + 11850e + 72240e 2 + 318835es)]+'Y2

_6k4 [15- _- 228e2+ 819e s) + -_ .),

-y

35 74 (28 +420e +3120e _'+ I5895e'L)] ;+1"_
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F0 ° = +

_'k; I+-- _ (1_8+_+ _4_- _S_) +_ _ (,28+,88_+_28_ +_i0_)
X112

9 -)A 3 7._ ( 1064 + 11850e + 72240e 2 + 318835e 3 )- _ ( 340 + 2668_ + 11550e 2 + 36085e 3) - _"

45 ./4 )]+ _ ( 532 + 6320e + 40936e 2 + 191301e 3

001

525 74 (14 + 224e + 1768,e2 + 9537E3)J ;+-_--

3tc¢4_22 1 (72_486e+765e2_595E3) +_7(6-29e+17e 2 21E3)
x 17 _

1 1
+ _ y2 (144-486e-225e 2-737E3)| ;

Qo" = + x_
- 2844c+ 6273£ 2- 5194_ 3) + _4 7 (720 - 4212e+ 3285_ 2- 3421E 3)

+ _ ( 432 - 1620e - 825_ 2 _ 2948e3 .

J

If only the secular and the first, most important, periodic terms of the disturbing function are

retained, we have:

F = Fo + Qo cos 2yl • (6)

The libration points and the points lying on the intersection of two branches of the separatrix are

determined from the equations

OF 0Fo 3Qo

Ox'-_ = Ox I + _ cos 2y 1

and

OF

0y x - - 2 Qo sin2y I
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if the values of x_ and x3 are fixed. From equation 6 we deduce that

_Fo _Qo
_xI + _x I - 0

for Yl : O, w,

(7)

(8)

DFo _Qo
_x, - _ : o (9)

37I
for y! - 2' 2 " (10)

The values y= _'/2, 3_/2 reduce the disturbing function (equation 5) to a minimum. Consequently,

they correspond to the stability position and determine the libmtion points. The set yl=O, _ gives

the points on the separatrix and corresponds to unstable positions. For satellites moving in the equatorial

plane the stable positions are on the equator's minor axis, and the unstable positions are on the major

axis. 2 It is convenient in the complete problem, as defined by equation 5, to retain the development

around the characteristic points defined by equations 7 through 10, and to write the disturbing function
in the form

F : Ro.+R 1 ,

where

Ro : Fo - Qo '

for the stable case, and

R ! = 2Qocos2y I

Ro : Fo + Qo ' (11)

R I = - 2Q 0 sin'y I + QI Cos(2y, +2)',) + Q, cos (2y i +4y,) (12)

for the unstable case.

The canonical transformation (equation 4) removes the time and the argument y3 from the dis-

turbing function. Consequently, this problem contains the energy integral

and the integral

is constant.

Ro + Rl = - C , (13)

., -- (,- oo.,) --o,
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THE STABLE CASE

By substituting xl=OS/Oyl, and x2=OS/Oy2 into equation 13, we transform it into a Hamilton-

Jacobi partial differential equation. Letting

s : So+ s, b,,)-+s2(y, . _,_)+% (y, . _.) "--,

C = C o + C l + C 2 + C$ + -'" ,

and

S 0 ---- aly I + _2Y2 + (_3y s '

where al and a2 can be considered as two constants of integration. We replace the partial differential

equation 13 by the system of Bohlin's equations. 3 These may be deduced by developing the left-hand side

of equation 13 into a Taylor's series about al, a2, a_:

1_o (a,, a 2, as) : -C o , (14)

-- -- + 2Qo c°s2Yt + Q, cos (2y, + 2y2) + Q, cos (2y, + 4)"2 ) : 0 . (15)%* OY2 + 2w2° \_Yl] + w*° OYt

ass ( aS,_8S2 #Sl aS2 1 /#S1_S
W01 Oy---2 + W'o +w20 "_l/ aY--=q + @Y--q =_a w'l + _ W_\_gY'/

i

+[:0o'oo,'y, o1' (_,+:,,) +02' ¢:_,,+',y,)]_'+ COS COS _ --

where

- C1 , (16)

_'".o (=,. =,. :s)
wil =

and

QI' = aa I

aQl (al' ct2' "3)

Equation 14 can be considered as u defining equation for Co.

Imposing on our solution an additional condition--that no secular term with respect to y2 is con-

tained in $1, S:, $3,..., but only in S0--we deduce from equations 14, 15, and 16 that

S, = ¢1 (Y,) '

Qt fl--/-'" (9,+ ) 'S, = ¢, (y,) - 2wo---_ sin (2yI+2y,) - 4w. sm 4y,
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and also

1 (17)
2"W2o ¢1,2 + wK) ¢1' + 2Qoc°s2Yl = 0 ,

1

%'(Wto+W_%') +_W3o _,3 + 2¢,'Qo'cOS2y, : -c, . (18)

From equation 17, we have the standard first approximation

where

and

6l '= -w-t-A, (19)

W -_ Wlo/W20,

w 4Q° (20)A = ± 2 _ __ COS 2 Yl "
w20

If

4Q o

w_.2 > 1 , (21)

then cos yl oscillates between the limits -(w/2)(w2o/Qo),l/_+(w/2)(w_o/Qo). m This condition (equation

21) can be written in the form:

F I ! 2 If /P( o -Q0) -4Q0(F0 -Q0 )<0, (22)

(where, in this case, the primes represent differentiation with respect to al), together with the condition

(to' - %' )_
cos2y, < 4Q ° (Fo-Qo)

which, for a certain moment of time, must be fulfilled for the motion to be stable. By eliminating _b_'

and cos2y_ from equation 18 by means of equations 19 and 20, we can write an expression for _b2':

The divisor A in the last term may become zero. Therefore, to remove a source of possible discontinuity,
we set

cl = _ + _- wa , (23)
W20

and ¢_' becomes a polynomial in A which, taking equation 20 into account, can also be written as

_; -- -_ -,0 -2o _o/*,o" -_ QoJ*20¢°_2Y,':_.2o-To) *^
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Setting

_-- _ -- -- ÷
A (l) w _ w w2° W2o Qo/W2o (24)

I , (-,o Qo'_,]_A(_) = w +2\W_o Qo/W ,
(25)

: ,ooE,:.oo,,/.l,oo= --w_° 1 +_\w_ °
>0, (26)

A (4) Oo ,Oo, : w_--_ W_o 2 Qo}'
(27)

QI

A(S) = - TWo I ' (28)

Q2

A(e) = -- ,
- 4Wo!

(29)

c)A(i)
_'_ = Ai(i) ,

)

0C
= nj ,

J

_- i(_-A (2) -- = M. ,
A(3) / J

we obtain the Hamiltonian function S with its integrals in the form:

and

S --
+ cc2Y2+a3y 3 ± ff ¢ A(2) -A(3)cos2yldYl(_,+A,'>)y,

+ A(')sin2y I + A(s)sin (2yI +2Ya) + A(e)sin (2y,

x I

os

o_y !
- (al ÷A(I)) + CA (2)-AO)cos 2yl

+ 4Y2) ;

(30)

+ 2A (4)cos 2y, + 2A(s)cos (2y,+2y2) + 2A(O cos (2y,+4y2) ' (31) "
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0S
X 2 = Jy 2

- a 2 + 2A (s) cos (2y I +2y 2) + 4A (b) cos (2y I +4y 2) ,

0S

x 3 - Oy z - a 3 ;

(32)

0s

Oa I
n I t +ill

1 A1(3) f

I dy1: (I+A (l)) y, ± M, ¢ A(_ - A(3) cos 2yl

¢A(2) - A(3)¢osay I dy I

+ A, (4) sin2y I + A (s) sin (2y, +2y2) + A (6) sin (2yl+4y:) ' (33)

a_S_S : A(I) + ± M2f dYl
Oa 2 n a t + /32 Yl Y_ J CA(_ _ A(3)cos2y I

1 A(3)

+ A2(4)sin2Yl + A(,)sin (2y, +2Y2) + A(')sin(2y, +4Y2) ' (34)

as : [ dy,
aa 3 - n 3 t + _3 A (1) Yl + Y3 ± M3j ¢A(2 ) _ A(3)cos2y e

1 A_(3)
±-_-_ fCA(_) - A(S)cos'y, dy,

+ A(4)sin2y, + As(S)sin (2y,+ 2y2) + A3(_)sin (2yI +4y2) • (35)

Inthisrepresentationthe termscontainingy.2intheargument areofthefirstorderwithrespectto

parameterk2.In addition,theseterms containeven powers of the eccentricityas a factorand con-

sequently,willbesmallfromthestart;thecomputationofthesecondordertermink2withtheargument

y2showsthatitcan be neglected.Allquantitiescanbe consideredasfunctionsofn_t+_, (i= 1,2,3)but,

ofcourse,onlyY2and y3willhave a secularterm,sinceyldoesnotpossessany suchterm.

ItisnotdifficulttocontinuetheprocessofcomputingS,ifnecessary.However,takingpresentday

knowledgeofthenumericalvaluesofgeodeticparametersintoconsideration,itwas foundthateventhe

developmentofequations31through35 provedtobeaccurate--fromthepracticalpointofview--overly

accurate.In thissolutionRI was originallyconsideredtobe ofthe secondorderwithrespecttow_0.It

nmst be pointedout thatthisclassificationispurelyformalistic,and losesitssignificanceafterthe

developmentiscompleted.The importantcharacteristicofthesolutionisthatitcan bedevelopedintoa

seriesinw, withthecoefficientsdependingupon al,a2,a._.The developmentisnot made in powersof

(k2)_/2asmight be expected.Thisfeaturewas observedinitiallyby Izsakainhissolutionofthe critical

inclinationproblem.
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The method presented here does not introduce the small divisor A in the determination of _b. which

appears in the expression for S.:

S.,=¢n(yl) +trigonometric terms in yl and y2.

Every _.' will be a polynomial in A, if the constant of energy C is decomposed properly, to remove the

poles with respect to A. This can be easily shown by applying the "from n to n+l proof," since the

equation for the determination of _bn' has the form:

_b'W2o h + P. (¢1'' ¢2'' "'" ' _n'-l; e°s2Yl) = Cn - 1 ,

where P, is a polynomial in ¢1', _2', "'" , 0,-1' cos 2 yl. The elimination of cos _ yl, by mcans of equation

17 and the proper determination of C.-1, will lead to the representation of _b,' in polynomial form,

providing it has been shown that _1', Ca', • "" , _',-1 are polynomials in A. Eliminating higher powers of A

in favor of xos 2 yl, we deduce that

_bn' = a n (Cos2y,)+ h_ n (cos2yl) ,

where a. and/_, are polynomials in cos 2 Yl with polynomial coefficients in w. This result is similar to that

obtained by Izsak 4 for the critical inclination problem. For the partial derivative of S. with respect to

y2 we have

JS

aY2 - TnO) (Y,' Y2) + ATn(')(Y,, Y2) '

where 7". (°) and T.m are trigonometric polynomials in 2yl and 2y_ with polynomial coefficients in w.

When integrated, this has been found to be purely trigonometrical with respect to y>

In the stable case yl will have a long period oscillation about _/2 or 3_/2. It is also of interest

to know the approximate period of this deviation in longitude. From equations 23 through 29, we have

1 w30
- _.+o (._) , (36)hi a) = - 1 3 %0

A1(2) = 2w + Fw30-3 QO']L"_o _J *_ _ o (._) , (37)

a(s) _ o (w) , (38)
A_

,ho  Qo'l
"' : * + _- L*,o- -_o] *' + o (.,) , (39)

M 1 Qo a

A{_ i -_;o" (4o)

Neglecting small long-period terms, we can write, from equation 32, the expression for the period of
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librationT:

M 1 I c°s-l(I/k) dy I

AI(3) f cos-l(l/k)

+-_-_ A}f_ | ¢1-k2cos'Yl dy l

jco,- I(-i/k)

where

Setting

we have

A(3) 4Q0
k 2 = -- =

A(2) w 2 W2o

kcosy I = sinu ,

and

cos-l( Ilk ) f,,/2

I dy | 2 du
[/1 - k2cos2Yl = -'_ ] _ I 1*_co|-l(-l/k) *'0 -- _ s£rl 2 U

_ 2_ (_)

cog'l( Ilk ) f'rr/2

¢ /1 - k 2cos_yi dy i = - _" / 1

Jcoe- |(-l/k) JO V 1 -

sin 2 u

: _

where K(1/k) and E(1/k) arc the standard elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds having the

modulus 1/k. In terms of the new variables,

- 2kA¢_-X_- -K •

Substituting equations 36 through 40 into equation 41 yields:

n I T = - _ __ Qo'
3 w20

(41)

Equation 14 and 23 give the expression for C--Co-I-C1, from which
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and

+ -- -- --...-5- + 0 (-_)• (42)

In order to find the period in the vicinity of the libration point, we expand equation 42 in powers

of 1/k. Since w approaches zero as the libration becomes smaller,

and for small values of 1/k,

, w _/_ -
0 ;

and

(1) _ 1 1 1co_-_ = -_ - _- _- + ... ,

I+) +( " )K = _- t+-+_+ ....

Consequently we deduce that

+{, °o, +i]}ii>= -- -- W +-'_0 -- + "

UNSTABLE MOTION

If the condition (equation 22) is not satisfied, the motion is unstable and the Hamiltonian function

takes the form

F : Ro + R I ,

with R0 and R1 defined by equations 11 and 12. Performing operations similar to the previous ones, we
find that

where

S = (+,+.,,,) y, +++y++ _ y, + f _.,+ +_,++_.2y, +,

+ B (4) sin2y, + B (s) sin(2y 142Y2) + B <`) sin (2y I +4Y2) ,

+ +++o(+++o+o+_+o (44>B<l) : - w-_w _- W2o 9o/W+o '

E ,l-.o+:)+IB_o = w2 *+Y\_-_+o- (44)

-- +-_- * ++\+T_+o- > o, (45)
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[1  Oo,1

*_o - _- %/*2o\

QI

B(S) = -_ ,
2w01

and

Despite the similarity between some A's and B's, they are not identical since different values of

Ro are used in each case. The constant of energy has the same analytical form as in the stable case:

W3o 1 (46)
c = -'Ro (0",' 0",) + --w_ *-_ *''

Thus we have, as in the previous case,

xl = 0"I + B(z) + ¢ B(_ + B(_ sin'y, + 2B(4)cos2y, + 9R(_ Cos (2yl+2y,) + 9R(6)cos (2Y, +4Ym) '

x, = 0", + 2BO) cos (2Ys+_Ym) + 4B(@ cos (2y1+4Ym) '

X 3 = 0, 3 i

and, putting

OB(i)
B.(i) _ ,

= 00"j

we have, designating by the additive constants of integration _,, _, 8a:

I dYs 1 B?) £n It + fl| (I +B,0))yl + Nz CB O) + B($)sln'y,

+ 8,(,) .i,, a, + 8?) .i,, (_,, + a,) + s,_') .i. (a, + %) ; (47)
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n2t + _
I dy 1= B2(1) Yl + Y2 + N2 ¢ B(2) + B(3) sin2 Yl

+ ] BO) + BO) sin2y I dy I

+ B (4) sin2y I + B2(S) sin (2y I +2Y2) + B2(6)sin (2y, + 4y2) ;

n3t +/33
I dy 1= B30) Yl + Y3 + N3 CB(s) + BO) sin syl

+ _ -_ BG9 + BO) sin zyz dYz

+ B3(4) sin2y I + B(s)sin (2y I +2y2) + B3($) sin (2y I +4ys) •

In the unstable case

B(29 + B(_) sin2 Yl > 0 (48)

and the square root of equation 47 (and its reciprocal) may be developed into a Fourier series in 2yl; the

argument yl will possess a real secular term, which is absent in the stable case. The coemeient of yl in

the right side of equation 46 is

2NI f'/s dY 1 1BIO) f"/s
P = I + BI(1) + -'-_Jo CB (2) + BO) sinSy I + _ BO) _o

Substituting in the integrand yl= (_/2)-_b, and

B(3)
k 2 =

BU) + B (_)

we reduce the integrals to the normal form and equation 49 becomes:

CB (2) + B O) sin2y, dy I (49)

where

2KN l E B: O)

P = 1 + BIO) + +-- "-- _B¢_ + BO) , (50)

(B (2) + B (3) _ B O)

/2 d¢ ,
K(k) = ¢I - k2sin2¢

and

w/2Elk) = ¢I - k ssin2qb d_b •
#0

Taking equations 43, 44, and 45 into account, we further deduce that

1 W3o
= - --+ O(w':') ,BIO) - I _ w ws°

(51)

/ W30
0_\

_) 0(.9 (52)
BIO) = 2w +_w_20 -3 "o/wS + °
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B[3)
- o(.), (53)

Bo)

and

N: = . + _ -3 .2 + O(w') (54)

It follows from equations 50 through 54, neglecting the terms of the second order in w, that:

1 "_o ,---4- I- , (55)p = -]Wwz °

where k' is the complementary modulus, k_Wk '2= I, and

[ ,(.. 7

From equation 46, neglecting terms of the third order, we have

aC 1/',0 ._._) (56)NI _ ww20 +: : - ÷3 ." •

Using equations 54 and 55, we can compute the mean motion vl = nl/P of the argument yl with an accu-

racy up to the terms of the second order in w. The value of _ denotes the speed with which the satellite

will depart from its original position over the earth's surface during the course of time.

CONCLUSION

The theory of motion of a 24-hour satellite under the influence of the el]ipticity of earth's equator has

been developed using a resonance theory. The expressions for the elements of motion can be represented

in the form of a series with respect to the parameter w, which would be closely associated with the mean

motion of the main critical argument (n-n')t-I-_-]-o_ in a nonresonance case. Canonical elements and the

Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equations were used to solve the problem. This method of solution

was chosen because of its flexibility with respect to the form of the integration constants which are

adjusted so as to remove small divisors from the solution.

The conditions are established for stable and unstable types of motion: no severe restrictions are

imposed on the values of inclination or eccentricity. The formulas are developed to the point where a

numerical development can be easily accomplished for any particular case. Using this method, an

extension of Hori's critical inclination theory 5 can be easily obtained. The method described herein can

also be applied to a more general case. If the ratio of mean motions is n/n'= 1/p, and not n/n'= 1 as in

our case, the theory given here can be easily extended by using the set of canonical variables:

Xl = T' Yl = pl + fl + o2 - n '

x 3 = _ _ - COS i ' Y3 = - _ + n't •

Comparing this theory with observations can help to better determine the coefficient of ellipticity of

the earth's equator
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ON THE GENERAL PLANETARY PERTURBATIONS
IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES

PETER MUSEN AND LLOYD CARPENTER

Goddard Space Flight Center

A new theory of general planetary perturbations in rectangular coordinates is developed.
Expansion of the potential in terms of multipoles and application of operator calculus yield a direct
and automatic way of forming the equations for the perturbations of any order. The perturbations
in the position vector are decomposed along the instantaneous position and velocity vectors of the
undisturbed motion and along the normal to the plane of the undisturbed motion. This decomposi-
tion leads to a direct method of integration and final formulas that arc in a convcnient form for
programming.

NOTATIONS

k

r

r= frl.
1"1,r2, r3, •. •
m
M

g/, e_ Tt_

ap,e t,n', *.*

the Gaussian constant.

the position vector of the disturbed

body.

the perturbations in r.

the mass of the disturbed body.
the mass of the sun.

the elements of the undisturbed

orbit.

the elements of the orbit of the

disturbing body.
h= l /[a(1--e2) J '1_

g the

go

gl

go t

f
e

R

v= i(O/Ox) +j
rI

mean anomaly of the dis-

turbed body.

the value of g at the epoch.

the mean anomaly of the disturb-

ing body.

the value of g' at the epoch.
the true undisturbed anomaly.

the eccentric undisturbed anomaly.
the unit vector normal to undis-

turbed orbit plane.

(O/Oy) +k(0/0z), the del operator.

the position vector of the disturb-

ing body.

the perturbations in r'. "_

m ! the mass of the disturbing body.

the fictitious eccentric anomaly, to

be replaced by e after the in-

tegration.

= (n'/n) (e--go) +go'

INTRODUCTION

In this article a new theory of general planetary

perturbations in rectangular coordinates is de-

veloped. It is based on the decomposition of the

potential in terms of multipolcs with the axial

vectors equal to the perturbations of different

orders, in a way similar to that of Dziobck (1892).
Another characteristic of this theory is that we

have applied operator calculus, instead of using
the method of variation of elements as an auxiliary

means as was done in the earlier work (Brouwcr,

i:)44).
The use of operator calculus is a more direct

and automatic way of forming the differential

equations for perturbations. The form of the vari-

ational equation to which the problem is reduced

suggests a form of decomposition of 13erturbations

simi.lar to the decomposition of the increment of
the position vector in the vectorial method of

orbit correction (Eckert and Brouwer, 1937).

The perturbations in the position vector are

decomposed along the instantaneous position and

454
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velocityvectorsof the undisturbedmotionand
alongthenormalto theplaneof theundisturbed
motion.Sucha decompositionleadsto a direct
methodof integrationthat is applicableto the
perturbationsof any order.The final develop-
mentsareobtainedin theformof trigonometric
serieswith the numberof argumentsequalto
thenumberofplanetsin theproblem.

The problemof generalperturbationsin rec-
tangularcoordinatesrecentlybecamethecenter
of attentionagain.Theworksof Danby(1962),
utilizingmatrices,andof Gontkovskaja(1958),
with the trueanomalyastheindependentvari-
able,especiallydeserveto be mentioned.The
generalperturbationsaredefinitelysuperiorto
thenumericalintegrationprocedurein theprob-
lemsoforbitalstabilityandlong-termpredictions.

Anotherreasonfor the revivalof interestin
generalperturbationsisthelaunchingofartificial
satellitesandplanets.Theproblemof motionof
distant satellitesin cislunarspaceis a typical
planetaryor cometaryproblem.Theimportance
of artificialsatellitesfor controlledexperiments
in celestialmechanicsliesin the contractionof
the timescale.Eventsthat occurovera period
of centuriesin a planetarysystemtakeplacein
a few yearsfor an artificialsatelliteunderthe
influenceof the moon.Finallythe development
of electroniccomputershasopenedbeforethe
celestialmechanicianpossibilitiesthathavenever
beforeexistedin thehistoryof science.

With moderncomputingmachineryit is now
convenientto computegeneralplanetaryperturb-
ationsforanycasesofinterest.Hansen'sclassical
theoryhasbeenprogrammedfor the IBM 7094
forautomaticcomputationoffirst-orderperturba-
tions.Aboutoneminuteof computertimeis re-
quiredforeachplanet.Thesymmetricformofthe
equationsin the presenttheoryfacilitatesthe
programingfor perturbationsof higherorders.
First-orderperturbationscomputedbythismethod
havebeencomparedwith theresultsof Hansen's
(1857-59)theory.

DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC EQUATIONS

The equation of the disturbed motion can be
written in the form

d2r/dt 2= _2V (r-'q-_) (1)

where

tL2= k2( M-{-m )

m' ( 1 r-r') (2)=_ Ir'-r[ r'-;/

The symbol V is the del operator with respect to r;

V = grad, (3)

and, similarly,

V' = grad,, (4)

Designating by ro the undisturbed value of r and

by rl, r2, r3, --., the perturbations of the first,

second, etc., orders, we have

r = ro+rl+r2+r3q- • • • (5)

and, similarly,

r' =ro'+rd+r2'+r3'+. • • (6)

Evidently

grad,_(r, r')=grad,o_(r0+rl+r2

+---, ro'+rl'+--.) (7)

grad,,_ (r, r') = gradro,_ (to+r1

+.--, ro'+rd+-.-) (8)

In the further exposition we will discard the nota-

tions ro and ro' and will use the notations r and r'

instead. In the same way we will use the symbols

V and V' to designate the del operators with

respect to ro and r0'.
Thus

V = gradr

V' = gradr,

as before, but a new meaning is attached to r

and r'. Equation 1 takes the form

(d2/dt 2) (rq-rlq-r2q-r3q- • • • ) = g_V expD (r-_q-_)

(9)

where

D = (rl- V+rl'. V') q- (r2. VTr2'- V')

q- (r3. V-fir3'. V') q- • • • (10)

The fact that r_, r_'(i=l, 2, 3, -..) can be con-
sidered as constants in the process of applying

the del operators leads to the development of
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the force function in terms of multipoles with the

axial vectors r_, r{ (i= l, 2, 3, .--). Such a type

of development is familiar from electrostatic
theories. We have

expD= 1 + (1"1.VTr_'- V') +[-(r2. V+r2'- V')

+l(r,. v+r,', v')_]+[(r3-v+r3'-v')

+ (rl. v+rl'- v'). (r_. v+r_', v')

+_ (r. V+r,'- v') 3J+- • • ( 11)

We use the following formulas representing the

potentials of multipoles with the axial vectors

x,y,z, .--:

(X" V) r-I = -- x. r/r a (12)

(x- V) (y- V)r-' = _x.y+ax.ry.r (13)
r3 r5

(x- V) (y. V) (z. V)r -1= (3/r _) (r.xy. z

+r.yz.x+r.zx.y)-- (15/rT)x-ry.rz.r (14)

By applying (ll) to r -I and taking (12)-(14)

into consideration, we have

(expD) r-1 = r -1 -- (rl. r/r 3)

r.r,. 3 (r.r,) 2 1 r,-r, 1q- --_ a4 '2 r5 2 r3 J

3r. r_r- r2 rl- r2-- -{_a ra r5 r a4 +

3 r.rtrl.rl ,5 "--[(r'ri)3-]---
+2 rs 2 r7 J

(15)

From the last equation we obtain

r [ rl 3IT. rl\

(v

r2 3rr.r2 3r.rlrx 3 rrl-rl 15 r(r.rl)q+
--.+--+--+___-_ _ _ r5 2 r7 J

-- [

f r3 3rr-r3 3

+[

15 3 rare. r_ 15 rr- r_r_- r_

+r.r2rl)--_rrl.rr2.rq 2 r_ 2 r7

Similarly we obtain for the disturbing force

(V expD) fl = vfl+ (r,- VVfl+r_'. V'Vfl)

-_- F (r2- VVfl+r2'. V'W2)

+½ (r_- V-l-r,'- V')W_-I- • • •

We have

where

(17)

From (18)

pression,

m' (1 r'-r_
_ = _-gg\;-7/ (_s)

9=r'--r

we deduce, besides the standard ex-

m'
Vf_=M q_m\pa r,3]'

(19)

also the expressions

m' ( 0 r 3r'r'-r\V'_2=_ m p3 r,3 [-_T_-) (20)

m' / I 30_)\

(21)

V,V_=Mm__'m(/' 3,9 I 3r'r'\_g__j+ \p: p5 r,3Jr., /
(22)

It follows from (21) -- (22) that

m' / r_ 300.ri\

r,.vv_=_k-_+7) (23)

_ m' (r,' 309-r,' r,' 3r'r'-r,'_
ri t • VPV_ -- _1 -Jr-77_pa p5 r_3 r,_ /

(i=l,2, ...) (24)

Substituting (16) and (17) into (9) we deduce

the differential equations for the computation of

perturbations of different orders:

d_r F#2r
dt_ _=0 (the undisturbed motion) (25)

15 r,(r.r,)=_k35 r(r-r,)a]... (16)
2 r_ 2 r9 J d_rldt2 _-_ r(_ 3rr.r,_=ffzV_7/ (26)
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dt2 _-t_2 = u2(rl. VV_t+r_'- V'V_t)r5 ]

+ 3u_r'rlrl -3 frl.rl 15. f (r'rl)2 (27)
r5 r5 r7

d2r3
• 2[r3[_ 3rr-r3)=u2(r2 .VV_tTr2,.V,v[t)

\r _ r5 ]

+½u2 (rl • V-[-rl' • V') 2V_

+ (3/r 5) _ (r. r_r2+ rrl- r2Tr- rzrl)

-- (15/r 7) a2rrl.rr2.rT_tL 2(1/r _)rlrl.rl

_ _2 ( 1/ r7) rr. fir1. rl

-- _-t_ 2( 1/r 7) r, (r-rl)2

-t--_u2 (1/rg) r (r-r_) 3 (28)

All the equations defining the perturbations of dif-
ferent orders have the form of the variational

equation

d2x [I 3rr\

(29)
One of the most convenient substitutions to inte-

grate this equation is the substitution

x = Tr+ (S/t_) (dr/dt) +zR (30)

A substitution of a similar type was used by
Kulikov (1950) to develop the equations of the
Eckert-Brouwer orbit correction method if F = 0.

It can be used profitably also in the theory of

general perturbations. In practical applications it

is more convenient to put

dr/dt = t_v (31)

and to write (30) in the form

x = Tr+ Sv+zR (30')

We have

dv/ dt = -- t_r/r 3 (32)

We deduce from (30')

) ( )ttS dS dz

dt _-/ _ r+ _T+_ v+_R (30")

Substituting (30') into (29) and taking (32) into

account we obtain

2T L2 2t_ dS\ {d2S dT\

r

+ [d2z . ._z_ R 2F
=" (33)

Multiplying (33) by

v×R R×r and R

and taking the area integral

hR.r×v=l

into account, we obtain

d2T
3tL2T 2t_dS tL2hF.vX R (34)

dt 2 r3 r3 dt

(d_S/dt _) +2tL(dT/dt) =_hF-R_r (35)

Equations 34 and 35 represent the generalized

Kulikov's results. In addition we have an equa-
tion of the standard form

(d_z/dt _) + (#2z/r 3) = _2F. R (36)

Equation 35 admits the first integral

+2uT=t,K_+ f u_hF.R×r dt (37)
.]

Substituting (37) into (34) we obtain

d2T , _ T ...... 2_K3
dt _ _--_-=t_m_-vx_- r_

+2fu3hF.R×r dt (38)
r_J

This equation can be integrated using Hill's

(1874) procedure and the result is

T= Klr cosf+ K_r sinf+ f (h_t_F. v × R +2t_hK3r3

+2 f _h_F.R×r dt)_r sin( f--f) dt (39)

where _ and f are considered as temporary con-

stants; after the integration they are replaced

by r and f.

Taking

R-rX_ =_r sin(f--f)
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intoaccountwecanwrite (39)in theform

T = Klr cosf + Ksr sinf + f (h_ttF- v X R -4-2h_tK3r3

+2 f h_u_Y.R×r dt)R.r×_ dt (40)

Considering the fact that i is a relative constant,

and taking (32) into account, we have

(u/ra)R.rX_= (d/dt)R._ ×v (41)

Integrating (40) by parts and taking (32) and

(41) into account we obtain

T = Klr cosf+K2r sinf+2K3+ A (42)

where

A =fh_#(F.vXR) (R-r×_) dt

+2fhu(F-R×r) (l+hR-v×_) dt (43)

Taking

f ar cosf dt= -[- _ent
n

+ (1--½d)sine--_e sin2eJ (44)

fr sinf dt= b( --cose+¼e cos2e) (45)
n

into account we deduce from (37) and (42)

S = +2aSt2Kl[_ent-k - (½e_- 1 ) sine+¼e sin2eJ

+2aSt2 (1 -e 2) 112K2. ( +cose-- _e cos2e)

--3uK3t+K4+B (46)

where

(47)

Similarly we obtain from (36)

z = Knr cosf+Ker sinf+ C (48)

where

CONSTANTS OF INTEGRATION

The determination of the constants of integra-

tion is especially simple if the initial conditions
for t = 0 are given.

In the further exposition we will use the
notations

_o= _(t)J,=0

(Oo= d,p /dt ]t=0

_oo'= d_/de[,=o

Let us assume that To, So, _h0, _o are given and

we have to determine the constants of integration.

From (37) we deduce immediately

K,= +2To+(l/u),_o--(fuhF.R×r dr), °
- (5o)

From (42) we obtain

Kiro cosfo+K2ro sinf0= To--2K3--Ao (51)

and after differentiating (42) we have

--K_uh sinfoTK2uh. (cosfo+eo) = To--Ao (52)

From (51) and (52) we have

K_ = ( To- Ao-- 2K3) h2 (cosfoTe )

-- (h/u)(7'o-Ao)ro sinfo (53)

K2 = (To--Ao--2K3)h 2 sinfo

+(h/u)(q'o-Ao)ro cosfo (54)

Taking the formula

d_ u d_

dt - r (a) u2 de

into account, we can write (53) and (54) in the
form

cosfo+e

KI = ( 7'0-- Ao--2K3)a( l

sinfo
-- ( To'-- Ao') (5:))

a(I -e_) "_

sinfo
K_= ( 7'0-- A°--2Ka)-(la

_e2_

cosJ_,
+ ( To'- Ao')

a(I _{32) 112
C=fhu(F.R) (R-r×_) dt (49) (56)
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andsimilarlywehave

cosf0+e
K5 = (z0-- C0)

a(1 --e _)

sinf0
(zo'- Co') a(1 -e 2)1/2 (57)

sin f0
Ks = (Zo-- Co)

a(1 --e 2)

cosfo
I- (zo'- Co')a( l_e2)l/2 (58)

Finally, from (46) we obtain

K4= (So--Bo) +2K,_(f r cosf dt),=o

A-2K2p(fr sinf dr)t=0 (59)

where the integrals

f r cosf dt and f r sinf dt

are taken in the form given by (44) and (45),

putting t = 0.
If the undisturbed elements are osculating at

the moment t = 0, then we put

To= T0=S0 = S0=z0=_0=0

There exists also the set of elements such that

To = A0 T0 = A0

S o= Bo So =/3o

z0 = Co _0= 20

and consequently

K1 = K2 = K3 = K4 = K5 = Ks = 0

In other words, the integration in (42), (46),

and (49) is performed only formally, without

adding any constant. Thus

T= A

S=B

z=C

where A, B, and C are given by (43), (47), and

(49). This set of elements is normally used in

many text books of celestial mechanics in the

representation of planetary theories. Of course,

its determination is associated with the repetition

of the orbit correction and the repetition of

computation of general perturbations, until the

convergence is reached.

With the program available at the Theoretical

Division of the Goddard Space Flight Center such

a procedure does not present any difficulties.

COLLECTION OF FORMULAS FOR THE

PLANETARY CASE AND PROGRAMMING

For the computation of the perturbations we

start with (42) through (49). The method of

computation will vary slightly, depending on
whether the integration is done with respect to

the time or the eccentric anomaly. When we use

the eccentric anomaly, the expressions other than

F take the form of simple polynomials in the

cosines and sines of the angles _ and _. In terms

of the mean anomaly these are replaced by series.

The components of the disturbing force are ex-

panded into trigonometric series by means of

numerical double harmonic analysis.

The amount of computation is reduced if the
coordinate axes are taken in the directions of

P, Q, and R. The matrix {P'Q'R'} is trans-

formed to this reference by premultiplying by

the transpose of {PQR}.

A large part of the computation will be spent

in the expansion of the components of the dis-

turbing force. The problem is reduced to double

harmonic analysis of the odd powers of 1/p, where

p is the mutual distance. Itansen's method using

Laplace coefficients has been programmed by one

of us and applied with complete success to the

computation of Hansen's perturbations of minor

planets. However, for highly eccentric orbits such
as that of Encke's comet the iteration process

involved in this method does not converge rapidly.

A program for direct double harmonic analysis

has been developed by Neal Paris of the Theoreti-

cal Division. The initial rcsults from this program
indicate that this method is the most efficient

and widely applicable. The development can be

done in the mean anomalies, the eccentric anoma-

lies, or in the variables e and _ so that the Bessel
transformations are eliminated. A collection of

formulas will be given for integration in terms of

the eccentric anomaly. This will also facilitate the

comparison with Hansen's classical method as

given in the Auseinandersetzung.
For the double harmonic analysis the numerical
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valuesof thecomponentsof thedisturbingforce
correspondingto givenvaluesof _ and _ are
obtainedfromtheequations

r=a(1--e cose)

r= aP(cose--e) +bQ sine

e' -- e' sine' = _o- (n'/n) e sine

r'=a' (1-e' cosd)

r' = a'P' (cosd-e') -}-b'Q' sine'
and

p2= r_-Fr t2- 2r. r'

For the first-order perturbations we have

F =m,(r'--r r')

If we put

N,= sin(_-e)-e sin_Te sine

N2=2--2 cos(_--e)

N3 = 1 --e cost

M, = a2F • ['P cose -_-( l -- e_) -,nQ sine-]

Ms = a2F • [---P sinew ( 1 -e 2) -1/2Q (cos e -e) -]

M3 = a3F • R (1 - e cose)

and

M4 = [M_N3 de
J

we have

and

c = fM,N1 de

The Value of 2114 at t=0 will be needed in the

determination of the constants of integration. It

is understood that _ is replaced by e after each
integration.

For comlmting the constants of integration the

series A, B, C and their derivatives are evaluated
at t =0. From these values and the initial con-

ditions we have

Ka = 2 To+ I-1/ro (a) _/2]So'-- (M4)o

__ , cOSeo
KI= ( To-- Ao-- 2K3)-- - ( To'-- Ao') smto

ro ro

sineo

K2 = ( To-- Ao--2K3)ro( l
I e2 _ 1_2

eose0-- e
+IT,_ A ,_

o o Jro(1--e2) 112

K5 = (z0- Co) cose0_ (z0' - Co') sine___0
r0 r0

sineo , _ ,. coseo--e

K6 : (Zo- Co) ro ( 1 _e_e2) 1/5'']- (Zo -- C'O ) ro-_ll 2

and

K4= (So-Bo) -Fa51_[(2-e 2) sineo-½e sin2eoJK1

@a 5/2( 1 - e2) 1l_[_ 2 coseo-t- ½e cos2eo-]K2

Adding the constants of integration to the series
we have

T: A + (2Ka-aeK1) +aK1 cose+bK2 sine

= B+K4+3a3/2(aeK_--K_) (nt)

+ 2a _12( 1 -- e2) 112K2 cose- 2a 51_( 1 -- ½e2) K1 sine

½_aSI2e( 1 --e 2) 1/2_K_ cos2e+½ (aS/'2e)Kx sin2e

and

z= C-aeKs+aK5 eose+bK6 sine

Finally, we have for the perturbations

6r= Tr+ Sv+zR

where 6r=rl, r2, --., and T, cg, and z are different
for the perturbations of different orders• The com-

ponents of 6r are referred to the rectangular co-

ordinates by taking

r=aP (cose--e) +bQ sine

and

v = _1/r(a) 112J_--aP sine+bQ coseJ

with P, Q, and R now referred to the equator in
the usual maturer.
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CONCLUSION

The system described in this article shares cer-

tain common characteristics with Hill's method.

In our system we have the decomposition of

perturbations along r, v, and R and in Hill's

method along r, R Xr, R. The directions v and

RXr do not differ much in the case of a planetary

motion. We integrate the equations for T and z

using the same procedure as in Hill's method.

Hill's method introduces a double and a triple

integral and seven interdependent constants of

integration. In the presented method there are

six constants and they are determined in a direct

manner.

The theory of general perturbations in rectan-

gular coordinates has also all positive charac-

teristics of Hansen's planetary theory. It is purely

numerical, and it is valid also for circular orbit.

The computation of perturbations of higher

orders is simpler in the method of rectangular

coordinates than in Hansen's method.

The decomposition of the potential in terms

of multipoles, the application of operator calculus,

and the substitution (30) is a direct and homo-

geneous way to obtain the perturbations of any

order in rectangular coordinates. Thus the ap-

plication of variation of elements, being unes-

sential to the problem, is elimina_l[4:: \

The final formulas are brought to the form

that facilitates the programing up to perturba-

tions of third order.
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STRESS DIFFERENCES AND THE
REFERENCE ELLIPSOID

JOHN A. O'KEEFE AND WILLIAM M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flight Center

In a recent communication, Hulley t has

connected gravity anomalies with other geo-

physical phenomena including faults and the pole

positions. Unfortunately, the latter suggestion is
not substantiated mathematically; for areas of any

extent and for realistic rheology the polfluchtkraft

can even be in the direction opposite that shown

in Hulley's diagram. _ In this work, Hulley made

use of diagrams of the contours of the geoid

supplied by Kaula. 3 The geoid contours to which

Hulley refers do not give a clear picture of the
distribution of the stress differences. This is

because the reference ellipsoid is an approximation

to the average ellipsoid. Stress differences, how-

ever, arise from the difference between the actual
form of the earth and the theoretical one for fluid

equilibrium. The flattening which corresponds to

fluid equilibrium is approximately 1/300 as was

pointed out by Henriksen 4 and later discussed by
O'Keefe 5 and Munk and MacDonald. 6 if we plot

the values of the gravity anomalies referred to an

ellipsoid with a flattening of 1/300, we get the

result as shown in fig. 1, which is based on Kaula's

work. In compaIison with Hulley's paper, fig. 1
indicates that there may be a relation between the

tectonic activity and gravity anomalies: at least

,.eJ? _o- _o-,_.-o-- J6c.- i ,..o --,_,o --.ao --.o--loo 4o-ao

,o ¢

FIGURE].--Gravity anomalies, in milligals, derived from satellite perturbations and referred to an ellipsoid with a flatten-
ing of 1/299.8.
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the strong positive anomalies in the East Indian

area appear to correspond with the maximum

tectonic activity.

On the other hand, it should also be pointed out

that there is a special explanation associated with

the largest part of the discrepancy between the

actual and equilibrium figures: the difference in

oblateness can be considered as a lag of 107 years

in adjustment to the slowing of the earth's

rotation. _ So it is not entirely clear what the

proper reference figure should be.

It is interesting to note that, regardless of the

reference figure used, the shape of the geoid does

not lend any particular support to the suggestion

of Girdler 7 that the rift valleys and the mid-ocean

ridges are the loci of up-currents in a convection

system. It has been shown, by Licht 8 for example,

that the top of a convection current should be in

the area of positive gravity anomalies.

The positive anomaly areas near Central

America, West Africa, and the East Indies are

not associated with any ocean ridges. On the

contrary, the ocean ridge system extending from

the Northwest Indian Ocean, around south of

Australia, and up to the East Pacific is strongly

correlated with a negative belt in the gravity field.

A similar negative correlation exists between

_" 463

heat flow and the g_vity field, as shown by Lee

and MacDonald, 9 whose harmonic analysis of

thermal measurements shows areas of maximum

heat flow in central Asia and the Eastern Pacific,

and areas of minimum heat flow in the South

Atlantic and Western Pacific.

The various correlations shown are suggestive

of what hypotheses to pursue, but they un-

doubtedly have a strong subjective element, and

need both firmer mathematical models and more

extensive data: in particular, more widespread

gravimetry.
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ON LAGRANGE'S THEORY OF THE
THREE-BODY PROBLEM

KARL STUMPFF*

Goddard Space Flight Center

Lagrange's famous studies of the three-body problem, presented in Tisserand's Trait_ de
M_canique C_leste, vol. I, are redevelopcd in modern mathematical expressions. This new portrayal
of a very old problem of celestial mechanics gives rise to various considerations which can be very
useful for the practical computation. In particular, the nine elements of the "reduced" three-body
problem are defined as a symmetrically constructed system of three groups of three elements each,
and their differential equations are shown. A byproduct of this study is a representation of the co-
efficients of the equation of the fourth degree for Lagrange's quantity p in symmetrical form.

INTRODUCTION

Lagrange's famous treatment of the three-body

problem is still the point of departure of many

studies on this difficult problem, which has never

been solved in its totality. Although Lagrange's

theory is interpretated excellently in its mathe-

matical elegance and clarity in Tisserand's text-

book of celestial mechanics,** it is intriguing

and, for modern application, practical to bring

forth even more the insight and beauty of this

theory by using modern mathematical representa-

tion. The following considerations are intended

mainly to serve the end of bringing this classic

theory, in new trappings, into the focus of celestial
mechanical study. Also, in the reconsideration

of this old problem, certain previously ignored

questions will be answered.

Lagrange presented the following postulate:

The general three-body problem can be solved

completely if it is possible to represent as func-
tions of time all those factors which are inde-

pendent of the special selection of the coordinate

system. The relative three-body problem (i.e.,

the problem of the motion of two bodies in refer-
ence to a third or of all three in reference to the

*NAS-NASA Rescareh Associate; Professor Emeritus,
G6ttingen University.

**Tisscrand, F., "Trait_ de M_anique C_leste," Paris:
(lauthier-Vilbtrs et Fils, 18_9, vol. I.

common center of gravity) requires 12 integrals,

3 of which determine the orientation of the system

in space. Thus by Lagrange's theorem only nine

integrals must be found, for the other three can

then be determined easily by a simple quadrature

based upon functions known.

According to Hesse, we call this problem of

seeking the nine "geometric" integrals the "re-
duced" three-body problem.*** It is easy to see

that this reduced problem can actually be satis-

fied by nine quantities which are invariable with

respect to coordinate transformation. The geo-

metric figure formed by the four vectors deter-

mining motion--the vectors of location and

velocity of the two bodies with reference to the
third--is determined by nine quantities which

are independent of the coordinate system. These

nine quantities are the values of these four

vectors and the five angles by which the vectors'

respective locations are fixed. The construction

of this figure from these nine elements is not

significant in itself, since the components can
be assembled in several different ways; but of

the various possibilities there will always be only

one that is compatible with the initial conditions

given.

These facts, easily understandable geomet-

***This is not to I)e confused with the restricted three-

I)ody pr(,I)lem.
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tions of equations 4 and 5. For instance,

p16-- (firs) = (r_, -r_--r3) =--pu--pla, (6)

P65 = (r_r6) = (-- r_-- r3) 2=pttq-paa-l-2pta. (7)

The second of these equations is identical to the

cosine theorem of plane trigonometry applied to

the triangle of the three bodies in figures la and lb.

Equation 3 is not symmetrical since it contains

only the invariables with the indexes 1 to 4; it

can be made symmetrical, however, if we use

Lagrange's quantity p.

Lagrange noted that the remarkable

tionship

2p = P14-- P_3= P_- pig = P_-- P_

exists among the invariables, for

p]4-- p_3= -- (P. q-p_2) "Jr-(p_TP_a) = P_-- p16,

and

p_4- p2a= - (puq-pu) q- (p,_q'p_) = pa6- p,_,

On the other hand, if we set

rela-

(s)

2Sl = P36 + P45'

2S3 = P2S ÷ PI6'

2S5 = P]4 + P23'

from equations 7 and 8 we obtain

PI4 = S$ + p, P2S = S_ + p, Pa6 = sl ÷ P

P23 = S5 - p' P]6 = s3 - P' P45 = Sl - p"

If equation l0 is substituted into equation 3 for p14 and p23,

Pl l

P21

M =

P$1

s s ÷P

PI2 P13 Ss + p

P22 SS -- p P24

S$ -- p P33 P34

P42 P43 P44

t (9)

(10)

= o . (11)

which is a fourth degree equation for p in which

the cubic term is missing:

p4--_Ap2-}-Bp-at-C =O. (12)

The coefficients of this equation are not con-

structed symmetrically however, if they are
determined by the solution of the determinant

(equation 11). But since p is dependent of the

mass favored (equation 8), it must be possible to

give to the quantities A, B, and C a symmetric

form based upon the three masses.
So far no effort has been made to show this

in extenso. In order to do so, 9 quantities which

form a symmetrical system will be selected from

the 21 invariables pn, p12, "-"p_, such as pu, pa3,

psi; P_2, p44, p_; p_, Pu, P_, or the squares of the

relative distances and velocities, and the scalar

products of the three vectors of location with

their respective velocity vectors. These nine

quantities shall be called the fundamental in-

variables of the reduced three-body problem. If

these quantities are known as functions of time,

all others can be derived from them, some with

lineax relationships like equations 6 and 7, some
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rically,arereflectedin themathematicalrelation-
shipsbetweentheelementsof motion.Therela-
tivevectorsoflocationoftwobodiesin reference
to the third arepl, p2,andtherelativevelocity
vectorslh, p2; and for convenience let

Pl = rl, pl -_ r2, p2 = r3, p2 : r4.

The geometrical figure formed by these vectors

(discounting the aforementioned additional pos-

sibilities) is determined by the scalar products

possible between them:

pab= (r,r_) =X,Xbq-y,ybq-Z_Zb, (1)

which form the matrix

IJ"Illu = " .... • (2)

lip,, "'" p,,[[

Because p_b=pb., this matrix will be formed from

10 different elements among which the identity

IMI Pl • I " "' PI4 I

Ip,, P,,I

xl Yl zl 0
• o , .

• • • ,

x4 Y4 z4 0

2

-- o (3)

holds; therefore only 9 of the quantities (equa-

tion 1) which are independent of coordinate

transformation are arbitrary, whereas the 10th
is a function of the others.

NEW FORM OF THE EQUATIONS OF

LAGRANGIAN THEORY

The beauty of the Lagrange theory can be

completely expressed only if we provide com-

pletely symmetrical formulas. This symmetry

cannot be attained if a dominant position is as-

signed to one of the three bodies, as in the above
discussion. Therefore we will introduce a refer-

ence system in which none of the vectors is

favored. For this purpose, we will call the three

masses ml, m._, m_ (fig. la) or m_, mi, mk (fig. lb),

where the indexes i, j, k traverse the values l, 3, 5

or their cyclic permutations. The relative vectors

between the masses mj, mk are then labeled

ri = m_lk

mS

m 3

ml r 5

(o)

mk

ffl.
1

(b)
Fmom_ !.--Relative positions of three bodies.

and form the closed train

ri -_-r_-_-rk ----0. (4)

The same also applies to the relative velocity

vectors; if we set

tl = 1"2, ta -- 1"4, t5 = r6,

or

tl = re, ti = r_, tk = r_,

where a=i_-l, fl=j+l, 3,=k-t-1 traverse the

values 2, 4, 6 or their cyclic permutations, then

it follows from the differentiation of equation 4
that

r,+r_+r_ =o. (5)

From the six vectors r_, ...r6, 36 invariables

(r_rb) =p_b can be formed, but only 21 of these

are different since p,b=pb_. Twelve relationships

exist among these quantities--equation 3 and

eleven others--by means of which the five

quantities P15, p25, "" "p65 and the six quantities

p_6, pB6, • • • p66can be reduced to the ten invariables

of the matrix (equation 2) using the linear rela-
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with the help of the Lagrange quantity p, which,
because of equation 12, will be a function of the
fundamental invariables. Twelve of the 21 in-

variables can therefore be expressed with p and

the 9 quantities. In actuality, we find

2pla -- p_-- Pll- P33,

2p_ = p_-- p_-- p_,

2p_ = p11-- P3a-- p_,

2p_6 = p22-- p_ -- p_,

2p51 = paa-- p_-- Pu,

2p62 = p4,-- p_-- p_.

(13)

Further,

(14)

and the remaining 6 invariables are obtained
from equation 10.

With the help of these relationships, it is also
possible to express the coefficients of the bi-

quadratic equation (equation 12) with the nine

fundamental quantities in symmetrical form. We
shall present only the results of this somewhat

complicated computation. If, for purposes of

brevity, we introduce

_bu= pup22 -- pl2_,

_bla= PnPe-- PuPil,

_bls= PuP_ -- P_P12,

_bsl= Ps3P_-- pI_p_,

_b3s= pssp_ -- p342,

_bs5= p3ap_ -- p_p_,

_b51= p_p22 -- p12p_,

_b6s= p_p_-- PuP_,

_b_= p_p_-- p_,

X13 =_3+¢3_,

X_ =_+_h_,

X_ =_+_,

we obtain

and

Pll P33 p_

B: p22 p44 p_

p_2 p34

(15)

(16)

4C = A _- (X_3X3_--t-X3_X_ T X_X_a) -}-2 (_buX_WC_aX_T_b_X_3).

The unhandy necessity of solving equation 12 can be avoided in all practical applications by using

the always available integral of the constant impulse moment. Actually, the two known integrals of the
reduced three-body problem can be expressed through the fundamental invariables and p. We have the

energy integral

h = 2_k-_-1 + m 3 + ms] - 3_- +--ms_ + ms = constant ; (17)

and, if

_bii = PiiPaa- Pi_ (i = 1, 3, 5; a = 2, 4, 6}

are the diagonal terms of the matrix elk (equation 15) and if

2¢jk = h + Xjk ÷ 2p _ ,
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the impulse moment is

or

-_ _bii Z Cjkg= = --- + 2 mjmk
i mi2 j°k

m I + m 3 + ms

g2 : G + _l'_"3m s (A + 2p') : constant . (18)

In equation 18 g is the length of the impulse moment vector which stands vertically upon the invariable

plane, and

Ctt ¢_3 Css X_s Xst Xt

ml2 + m_ m s _ + m--'_l+ mlm,

If the unit of mass is chosen so that m,+m3+ms=l, it follows from equation 18 that

2p 2= mlm3ms (g2_ G) -- A (19)

or, if p2 and p4 are eliminated with the help of equation 19 from equation 12,

A2 1 (20)
Bp = _ -C-'i_ m12m2m: (g2- G)2 .

Since g_ is known from the initial conditions of each special problem, o can be obtained from equation

19 or, if B is not equal to zero, from equation 20.

The differential equations of the relative three-body problem can be written in vectorial form:

r'i = -Plri + miR ' (i = 1, 3, 5; Y m i = 1) (21)

where

Pi = --

F i 3 o

. (22)
and

R = rl_ 1 + r3P 3 + r5# s

These differential equations are not independent of one another because of the relationship shown in

equation 4. Thus it is sufficient to solve two--perhaps those for rl, ra (two vectorial differential equations

of the 2nd order which form a 12th order system). But this system is not symmetrical since one of the

three xnasscs, perhaps ms, is given a favored position. Instead of this, however, the Lagrange theory

makes it possible to relate the problem's solution to the integration of nine first order differential equa-

tions for the nine fundamental invariables; i..e, a completely symmetrical system with no ulmecessary

components. In actuality, if we diffcrcntiatc the quantitics

Pii : (rlri)' Pia = (rlr_), Paa = (rata) (i : 1, 3, 5; a = i + 1) (23)

with reference to time and eliminate f, = f_ by means of equation 21, then

1 .
2- Pii = Pia '

I_la = Paa - PiiP'i * miPi ,

1 o

Paa = -PiaMi + miPa ,

(24)
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in whichweabbreviate

Pl = (fiR) = Pil_l + Pi3#3 + Pis#s , (i = 1, 3, s; "_L

Ja = 2,4,6) •
Pa = (r_R) = Pal_l + Paa#a + P_s_s •

(25)

The formation of the quantities p_ and p, from the fundamental invariables becomes even clearer if we

write

p, : .ij(._ - .,) +.,_(.. - .,) ,

.o : s_(.j - .,) +s_(_ - .,) +p(,. - .,)

2Pij = Pkk - Pli - Pjj; 2sk = Pk) - Pit = Pj_ "

(26)

If equations 24 are integrated (by using, for example, the numerical methods for the given initial con-

ditions), the problem is solved in principle and the integrals (equations 17 and 18) are available to check

the results. The Lagrange's differential equation for p,

2z : ",.s, (., - .,) +"_'s,(.s - ,,) +"s.,,(., - .,)

: EmiPjk(#j - /zk) ' (27)

can be added to the system (equation 24) as a 10th equation, and is remarkable in its simplicity and

symmetry, thereby making possible another thorough check.

Under certain conditions--especially if one of the three bodies has a considerably larger mass

than the other two and their orbits can be considered to be disturbed Kepler movements in conical

sections--it is useful to introduce, in place of the fundamental invariables, derived invariables which

are constructed to correspond with those used in the theory of the two-body problem.* If we set

G i

1
= __ = Pi-i 3/2

1" i3

ri Pia

ri Pii '

Paa

Pii '

Pi = 2#i - _i ,

_i

_i = _i - _i 2 '

(28)

*Stumpff, K., "Calculation of Ephemerides From Initial Values," NASA Technical Note D-1415, in publication 1962.
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thenthesequantities,asderivedfromequation24,satisfythedifferentialequations

h, : -3,,_, (or_, : r,_,),

Pi

_i = Ei - 2_i2 + mi Pii

P_

_, : -2_,(,, + _,) + 2m,,---:

Pa

Pi = - 2Pi_i - 2mi Pii

Pa

_i = -Gi (_i + 2ei! + 2mi Pii

m i

_i : -477,ai + 2_ (Pa - Piai)

(i = I, 3, 5;

a = i+l)
(29)

Since only three of the six quantities (equation 28) are independent, only three ol _the equation systems

(equation 29) need to be considered, i.e., _, a_, el. If we also set

, Pi

el = _i + ml Pii ' (30)

we obtain the system:

#i : - _i qi ' (or ri : riffi) ;

_i : E_ - 2ai2 (31)

/,, -_ _,, + 2.. +_, ,

where

m i

)'i : Pil (2p_ + 15i) • (32)

The _ are three functions of the invariables which, if m_ is one of the small masses, are called perturba-

tions. To show this, we form the equations

_, : _,_, +rA : r,(e_-o:) ,

° -o,') +.,]+
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by differentiating the identity r_2=x_y_2_-z_ 2. After elimination of a_ and e_._a_2 from these equa-

tions, there are three third order differential equations:

r"i

ri'r" i + 3ri_: i + ri 2 ri2T i : mi(2p. + l_i) , (33)

whose nine integrals also solve the reduced problem. Because _-:_p_ = )--_p_ =0, it follows from equation
33 that

an equation whose integral

yields the energy law.

1 . ri-_i i*r'i ÷ 3riri ÷ -- 0 ,

1 . + . __/)_-_. _ Iriri ri2 = constant

CONCLUSION

In the case of general three-body motion where the ratios of mass can have arbitrary values, we

always have to rely on numerical integration methods. We have a choice of integrating either the nine

first order differential equations (equations 24 or 31) or the three third order differential equations

(equations 33). The preferable method is determined by experience and available facilities. The system

(equation 33) would probably be preferred for program-controlled electronic computers, since it requires

only three, rather than nine, tables of differences.

For instance if the problem is to calculate disturbed planetary orbits, when ml denotes the mass

of the sun, and mo, m5 two small-planet masses (such as Jupiter, m3_10 -3 and Saturn, 3m5<10-4),

and if the perturbations of the second order can be ignored, we use the six equations (equations 24 or

31) or the two equations (equation 33) with i=3, 5. The disturbing functions _'3, _5, which are com-

pounded with small factors, are then calculated with the help of the system's undisturbed movement

which is known from the initial conditions. This process cannot be used in equations where i = 1; the

motion of the masses m3 and m_ relative to one another cannot (as can that of m3 or m6 relative to ml)

considered in first approximation to be a Kepler ellipse. It is unnecessary, on the other hand, to solve

the equation where i= 1, since its solution is implicitly a coproduct of the integration process leading

to the solution of the other equations.
It should also be mentioned that

d (ri_Pl)d'_- = - 2mlPa

and (34)

can be derived from equation 29. These equations are integrable for m_ = 0 and yield the known integrals

of the two-body theory:

r_2p_= 1/a_ = constant (energy theorem),

ri4Oi=p_= constant (area theorem).
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The task of carrying out the integration of the equations of perturbations according to a method

which has been earlier described for the solution of the undisturbed problem will be treated in a later

report. An attempt of this type has already been made for Hill's lunar problem,* a particularly simple

variation of the restricted three-body problem. The expansion of this result to include the general prob-

lem of disturbed orbits will be of considerably more interest.

*Stumpff, K., "Remarks on Hill's Lunar Theory, I and II," NASA Technical Notes D-1450, D-1451, in publication
1962.



THE LONG-PERIOD MOTION OF THE TROJANS 
WITH SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE

THEORY OF THUERING

KARL STUMPFF*

Goddard Space Flight Center

In 1930, B. Thuering published an approximative theory of long-period motion of the Tro}ans
as a restricted three-body problem. With this theory we can approximate the periodic orbits for all
amplitudes in such a favorable manner that the remaining deviations are at most of the order of
the mass of Jupiter (< 10-3). Thuering's solution provides a starting point for an exact theory of
the plane long-period Trojan orbits according to the method of thc variation of constants. Special
attention is devoted to the borderline case, in which the periodic orbits around L, and L5 overlap.
This bound'_ry orbit and its adjacent orbits run into the infinitesimal Charlier orbits around L3--
more specifically, into those of the hyperbola type.

INTRODUCTION

The first comprehensive attempt at devising a

theory of periodic motions around the Lagrange

libration centers L1, L2, • • • , L5 in the restricted

problem was undertaken by C. V. L. Charlier

around the turn of the century. This was a short

time before the discovery, in 1906, of the first

Trojan (the planet 588 Achilles) lent practical

meaning to this problem which formerly had been

of interest only to the theoretician. Charlier's

theory merely considered infinitesimal orbits

around the libration centers; i.e., orbits whose
distances from the libration center remain so small

that their squares can be neglected. Charlier
showed that there are two families of infinitesimal

periodic orbits around L4 and L_ (which form an

equilateral triangle with the two finite masses

Sun and Jupiter) in the rotating coordinate

system (in which the Sun and Jupiter hold fixed

positions on the x-axis) ; each of these two families

of infinitesimal period orbits consists of a group of

concentric, coaxial, and similar ellipses. In each

family, the rotation time of all members is equal.

The short-period orbits of one family have rotation

• NAS-NASA Research Associate; Professor Emeritus,
G/3ttingen University.

periods which are only a little longer than those of

Jupiter (To= 11.86 years) and which converge on

this value, if we allow the Jupiter mass to decrease

toward zero. Their ellipticity coefficient b:a

deviates only slightly from the boundary value

1:2, toward which it tends when m approaches 0.

The minor axis is pointed at the sun (with minor

deviations which also disappear when m goes to 0) ;

the major axis thus lies roughly along the tangent

of the Jupiter orbit at L4 (or L5 respectively).

This family of short-period libration orbits

has a very simple meaning which was apparently
accorded little attention in the literature. Let us

consider a planet moving around the sun in an

(undisturbed) elliptical orbit whose semimajor

axis and rotation period are equal to those of

Jupiter (a = 1, T = To) and whose eccentricity e is

so small that magnitudes of the order of e2 can

be neglected. Thus the orbit of this body in the

rotating system is a small ellipse around a fixed

point of a circle of unit radius, its ellipticity

coefficient is 1:2, its major axis is tangent to the
circle of unit radius, and its rotation period is To.

The family of the short-period libration orbits
around L4 or L5 thus converges if we allow the

disturbing mass of Jupiter to decrease toward zero

toward a group of Kepler ellipses with the same

473
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rotationtime,thesameperihelionlongitudeand
the minoreccentricitye, which serves as group

parameter.
The orbits of the second family--called Trojan

o_its--are concentric to and coaxial with the
former. If m is the mass of Jupiter measured in

units of solar mass, we have the following approxi-

mation: b:a= (3m),l/_T= To(4/27rn) _/2as the corn-

moll ellipticity coefficient and the common
rotation time of the orbit ellipses. For rn = 1/1,047,

we get b:a = 1 : 18.7 T= 148 years.

Attempts to extend the theory of the Trojan
orbits to noninfinitesimal areas around L4, L5 were

soon undertaken, such as the work by H. C.

Plummer, E. W. Brown, and others. 1._ These

investigations, confined to the consideration of the

squares of the planetoid coordinates in relation
to the center of libration, revealed a deformation

of the orbit ellipses as the distance from the center

increased: (1) a slight shift of the center on the

circle of unit radius, that is, in the direction

away from Jupiter; (2) the symmetry line of the

orbit hugs the circle of unit radius; (3) the curva-

ture of the orbit in the greatest elongations on the

side facing away from Jupiter is stronger than on

the side near Jupiter. ()n the other hand, the

rotation period--considering first-order terms--

remains unchanged and begins to increase

gradually only as the libration amplitudes grows

and as second and higher powers of the coordinates
are considered.

AN IMPROVED TROJAN ORBIT

The first attempt at obtaining a clearer picture

of the Trojan orbit of arbitrary amplitude width

was made as early as 1911 by E. W. Brown, 1 who

introduced the polar coordinates r, _ (where r

is the distance from sun, and _ the difference of

lengths of the planetoid and Jupiter). And he was

able to show that r-1 and q_ are, at most, of the

order of m, 1/2while _ and 4; are at most of the order

of m, etc. Thus thc orbit lies in the vicinity of a

circle of unit radius (fig. 1); and if we use a to

designate the average libration amplitude (the

average distance of the Trojan from the libration
center in the maximum elongations), then a(m) I/'-

is the order of magnitude of the maximum distance

of the Trojan from the circle of unit radius. In

addition, Brown succeeded in estimating the

distances of the Trojan from the libration center

in the elongations; in particular he found that, if

_0 = 60 ° is the length of L4 (related to the longitude

of Jupiter), the longitude of the longest elongation

on the side facing away from Jupiter approaches

180 ° , while that of the elongation near Jupiter
decreases to about 24 °. We thus have a boundary

orbit in the family of the Trojan orbits around L4

which, in the elongation facing away from Jupiter,

reaches to the opposite point of Jupiter relative
to the Sun and there meets the corresponding

boundary orbit around Ls, although the elongation

of the boundary orbits on the side near Jupiter

remains separated from Jupiter by a longitude

difference of about 24 °. The elongations of the

boundary orbits of L4 therefore are 120 ° and 36 °,

respectively, and the deviations of these orbits
from the circle of unit radius are of the order of

m_l_.
The motion theory of the real Trojans, of which

nine around L4 and five around L5 have become

known thus far, has been worked out by various

authors, of whom we shall mention only E. W.
Brown 3 and A. Wilkens. *-7 These theories concern

the spatial movement of these planets, including

all perturbations due to Jupiter and other planets,

especially Saturn. These orbits are not periodic.

In the plane restricted problem--a problem of the

fourth order represented by two differential

equations of the second order, every libration
around L4 (or L6) is composed of two independent
motions which have the characteristics of the two

Charlier families (expanded to noninfinitesimal

regions). In this problem we have periodic Trojan

SUN JUPITER

Fmua_ l.--Family of periodic Trojan orbits. The devia-
tion of the curves from the unit circle is exuggerated.
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orbitswith rotationtimes(equalto or greater
than 148a) obtainedby settingthe initial con-
ditions so that the short-periodcomponent
vanishes.ThustheseperiodicTrojanorbitsare
solutionsof asecond-ordersystem.

THUERING'S WORK ON LONG-PERIOD

LIBRATIONS

Owing to Thuering's work, 8 we now have an

approximated theory of these long-period libra-

tions. Simply and clearly, this theory gives

intermediate orbits, whose deviation from the

exact-period orbits does not exceed the order of m

even in the boundary case. Thus these orbits can

be used as approximations for an exact theory

and therefore provide a very clear picture of the

shape of the orbits and the form of motion within
them.

In a plane coordinate system, xl, yl are the

rectangular, heliocentric coordinates of Jupiter
which moves around the sun in a circular orbit

(radius al= 1). Thus, for Jupiter, we have:

rl = 1, the radius vector = 5.20 A.E.,

X1 = hi(t-to), the mean length,

ll -- _,1, the true length;

and we may let hi= (l+m) 1/2for the mean motion

in the time unit, if we set this time unit as equal to

(5.20)3/2/k average days. We also let x, y be the

rectangular coordinates and r, 1 the polar coordi-

nates of the Trojan.

As elements of the osculatory orbit of the

Trojan for any time t, we introduce:

a = major semiaxis,

e = sin _ = numerical eccentricity,

¢0= length of the perihelion.

Furthermore, let M be the mean anomaly, so

that l=h+2e sin M+terms of higher order in e,
where h=n(t-to)=a -3/2 (t-to) is the mean

longitude of the planetoid.

Using the canonic elements of Poincar6,

L = _, k = M+_,

p = 2 _sin 2(¢/2), q = -_0 ,

we obtain the following differential equations for

475

TROJAN

w v

SUN a- 1 JUPITER

FmuRE 2.--The triangle sun-Jupiter-Trojan.

the motion:

(L aF dp OF
dt - -_' d--t- = -_'

dk aF dq 8F
-_- = --_-, -_- : -_-_,

where the Hamilton function

F = -_-_-+ m

(1)

From figure 2 we have

s_= l +#--2r cos _I,,

xxl+yyl=r cos i,,

¢=l-ll

=_--_+2e sin M+. ..

= a+2e sin M+....

Now, in the osculatory orbit Brown showed that

e sin v
-

e')

where _ is, at most, of the order of m (for v = 90°).
From this it follows that e is also the order of m.

Therefore we shall develop F into a power series

of e,

F : Fo + eF t + e 2 F2 + •.. ,
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where Fo is free of the eccentricity e. However, F=F(r,¢), for, if we set up a=al(1-{-p)=l-{-P,

r=a(1--e cos E), _=a_-2e cos M+...,

F = F (p, a, ecosE, ecosM, "-') .

And for e = 0 we have

F o = Fo (P, ;_)

= F o (p, a)

= _ + m - (l+p) cos
(l+p){1-cosa) + p2

The differentialequationsI arelimitedto the secondordersystem,ifwe neglectmagnitudesof

the order of e, and of the order of m:

dL aFo
d-T = a;_ ,

or if we set up

L = _-+p .

d)_ OFo

dt aL '

they are limited to

a + _ (t - to) ,

JF o
dp_ + ,
dt - 2 11/V-'_-_'a

da OFo
-'aZ- : ¢i'+m + 2 1¢T-7"_-'_- . (3)

The remaining two equations of equation 1 are now superfluous, since p vanishes and q--00

becomes meaningless when e--0.

If in equation 2 we now ignore all terms of the order m s (noting that p_ is of the order of m), we get

F 0 : 2(1:_p) + m _- (l+p) COS
sin_

and

dF o
Oa : m ctcos + (l+p) sina

4 sin 2 _-

= m sin a a + P + '
8 sin 3 _- 16 sin 3
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ap = 2(1 +p)2 m cosa •

From the preceding two equations and equations 3, we get

and

dp I1 1 (1 1/1 (4)
dt - 2m l/i- + P sina - _ + P + a

8sin 3 _" 16sin 3 -_

cla P) -3/2 1)_-_m + 2m 1)rT_-_ _ -- _/dt - (1+ - a + cos (5)
sin _-

If we differentiate equation 5 again with respect to time and replace dp/dt with equation 4 and then
ignore all terms of the order of m _, we obtain

d2a _3m(1+p)-2 sina -_+p +
dt _ = 8 sin3_ 16 sTnS_ -

But according to equation 5, we have

da/dt = -_p-_terms of the order of m, and also, p2,

(7)

p and da/dt thus, as we said before, are of the
same order m. in If we now ignore in equation 6 all
terms of the order m 2, mp2, mp(dc_/dt), we may,
from equation 7, let

2 da (8)
P = -_ dt

and instead of the two differential equations of the
first order (equations 4 and 5), we obtain one

differential equation of the second order of a(t):

-- + f(a) _ + = 0dt _

where

1 ) (9)f(a) = 4msina 1 -- a
8 sin3_ -

The solution of equation 9 also determinates p
from equation 8 (except for terms of the order m).

The integration of equation 9 can be accom-
plished in the following elegant manner. We have a

known function of a,

= -ff(a) da

Now, if we let

= 4m

d_

dt : _(a) + _(a) , (10)

it suffices to determine -y(a), for afterwards p(t) is

obtained from equation 8 and a(t) by squaring

equation 10. From equation 10, it follows that

d2a de dT

dt 2 = dt + dt

= + daJdt

= d7 _ f(a) _ •

If we insert the above equation into equation 9,

we get
d_ da 3
dc_dt +_'f(a) : 0
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or

dT 3 f(a)
d--W = -4¢(a) +7(a) (11)

If, for the moment, we set

3
_b + T = 4t---t- (12)

This equation is integrable and, if ¢0 is an
arbitrary constant, we obtain

4 1 u
3-(¢-¢o } = u + l._7_

If, instead of u, we again introduce _ from

equation 12, we get

we find that

d dy
-ffff(_ + 9_) = - f(a) +_-

= ___3 d_ ,
4u 2 da '

or, if from equation 11, we set

d__
da - -uf (a) ,

we find that

du __43_a" = fu 2 (1 +u) ,

i,e.,

du : 4f (a) da
u _ (1 +u) 3

or

4 1
-T(% + T) = I. 4

1 +_(¢+_)

4
e -(4/3) (¢bo*Y)I1 +_'(¢+7_ = l , (13)

an equation which determines _=_(_, ¢0). Since

from equation 10, _ is of the order of m and 3, is

of the order m, in we can solve equation 13 by

using a rapidly converging power series. ]?rom

equation 13 and

4 da 4
Y = 3 dt = 3"(':J)+'Y),

4
z = ._ T_-w(_-_ o) J

we have

e "y (l+y) : e-z ,

i.e.,

1 1 1 11 -_y2 +_y3 __-y4 + .... 1 - z + z 2 .... ; (14)

and to a first approximation,

y_ _ 2z = _2 ,

where

= ± 2_-.

Therefore we can set up a power series of _" for

y and by comparing coefficients we obtain the

following from equation 14:

1 3_7 x- 1-_- _4 ±...y = ± _ _2 ± _3 _

or, if we neglect terms in _4 and higher terms

(which are at least of the order of m 2) we get

4 da
Y = _TK-

(1)'±_ 1 _: -_-_

We now have the approximation

da 3(1 1 ) _-_- = ±_-_ _-g-_

, (15)
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where for real orbits

¢ = 4m osa =¢o (16)
2s

THE MOTION OF THE TROJANS

The motion takes place in such a manner that a,

the longitudinal difference between Trojan and
Jupiter, fluctuates between two limits ai×a2.

These boundary points, which are return points
between the clockwise and counterclockwise

motions with respect to L4, are given by da/dt = O,

(i.e., _b=¢o). This equation, when x=sin(a/2),

can also be written in the algebraic form

xa -_-x - +T : o (17)

Equation 17 has, at most, two real roots in the

range 0<aX180 °, that is: for 0<xX1; for

_b0=-2m the double root is x=½, a=60 °. For

this value of the parameter ¢0, a is constant, there-

fore the planetoid remains constantly in L4. For

the boundary orbit, we have the maximum

elongation x= 1 in the side away from Jupiter

when a1=180 ° (i.e., for ¢0=-6m). The cor-

responding second root of Equation 17 results from

a2 = 23 :9. Figure 3 shows the position of the return

points for different values of _0 between -2m
and - 6m.

The maximum angular speed of the Trojan

relative to L4 occurs when d2a/dt2=O, because,

from equation 9, f(a)=0, since da/dt+¼ is not
equal to zero. But this condition is met for sin

a/2=½ (i.e., a=60°). The angular speed thus

-2m

-4m

-6m
239 ° 60" 90" 180"

(L4) It3)

• INFIN{TESIMAL ORBIT

SMALL AMPLITUDES

LARGER AMPLITUDES

- BOUNDARY ORBIT

FIGURE3.--Limits of _, for Trojan orbits of different
amplitude.

reaches its maximum if the planetoid, seen from
the sun, passes the libration center. When _ = 60 °

we get _b= -2m from equation 16 and hence, we

get 4_-ch=4m for case of the boundary orbit

(_b0= -6m). If we insert this result in equation 15
and if we consider that the time unit was so

selected that To=2r, and if we use the mean

day as the unit of time, we get for the maximum

angular speed in the boundary orbit +23'.'4 and

- 21 '.'9daily, respectively.

Since p is proportional to -_, it follows that

the motion occurs in the positive sense (counter-

clockwise) when the Trojan traverses that part of

its orbit which lies within the orbit of Jupiter. The

motion around L4 (this also applies to Ls) is thus

counterclockwise, and the angular speed is some-
what greater on the inside than on the outside

part. Thuering gives a rougher approximation to

the solution of equation 14 and obtains =& ....

±22':6, as a medium value.

The rotation time in the periodic orbit can be

obtained through integration of equation 15. From

dt : ±] / 1 c : (¢-¢o),¢ : ¢(-)
)

we get

t- o :
1)2J_o ±6_

which means that the time for the inside orbit arc

is

p! = da
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and the time for the outside orbit arc is

amlx

P2 = 34_f rla

Therefore the total rotation time is P=PI+P2.

Since the motion of the Trojan is always very

slow even in the boundary orbit, we find, on the

basis of the Jacobi integral y2=2f__C, that the

orbits are always near the Hill zero speed curves:

2t_--C = 0 and approa('h these curves pm'tieularly

closely at the return points. Fvery Trojan orbit

is therefore enclosed between two neighboring Hill

curves with slightly differing values of C. From

this wc ('an conclude that the boundary orbit,

whose outermost limit is at a = 180 °, will run into

that Hill curve which represents the boundary

ease between the isolated, bean-shaped curves

around L4 and L5 and the horse-shoe-shaped

curves which surround the two libration centers.

This boundary curve has a double point in La, the

libration center which is situated near the point

of the x-axis (x = - 1, y = 0) opposite Jupiter, and

has the abscissa x=- 14-(fi._)m (except for the

terms of the order of m2).

orbit itself makes the junction at L_ and is repre-

sented by the asymptote pair in the infinitesimal

range. Thuering's theory, which provides only an

approximation, also gives o=0, for &=0 (i.e., the

boundary orbit according to this theory does not

make the junction at L3, but at the opposite point

(-1, 0) of Jupiter). The deviation however is of

the order m--the order of the terms neglected in

Equation 7.

The second group of hyperbolas, whose shape is

flat, and which fills the right and left sector of

figure 4, has as common main axis the x-axis

itself, and all these hyperbolas thus intersect the

x-axis at right angles. They are tangent there to

those periodic orbits which jointly enclose L4

and L5 and must be considered as continuations of

the two groups of Trojan orbits beyond their

common boundary orbit. We can use the term

"Transtrojans" to describe the planetoids which

Y

BOUNDARY R BOUNDARY
ORBIT T ORBIT

CONCLUDING REMARKS

According to the Charlicr theory we have two

fanfilies of orbits around L3, as well as around all

other libration centers; one of these families is

periodic and, in the infinitesimal range, consists of

concentric, coaxial, and similar ellipses whose

ellipticity ratio for m+-0 is transformed into b:a =

1:2 and the rotation time becomes To. Like the

family of the short-period orbits around L4 and

L_, this family represents slightly cceentrie

Kepler ellipses which are little disturl)ed by

Jupiter. The second family e,onsists of nonperiodic

orbits, which can be represented in the vicinity

of L3 by a group of concentric, coaxial, and similar

hyperbolas or, rather, t)y two groups whose

common asymptotes touch the above mentioned

Hill boundary eurves in La. These conditions are

shown in figure 4; therc is no doubt that the

pointed hyperbolas in the upper and lower sector

of the figure belong to those Trojan orl)its around

L4 and Ls, wlfieh in the boundary orbit approa(;h

each other to iniinitesimal intervals. The I)oundary

Fmum_ 4.--Infinitesimal region around L showing the

Trojans, Boundary orbit and Transtrojans.
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wouldrunonsuchhorse-shoe-shapedorbits.Asa
matter of fact, theseTranstrojanorbits are
amongthe periodicorbits of the restricted
problem--andwecanobtainthemby numerical
integrationofthisproblem'sdifferentialequations,
if westart froma point on the x-axis which is

near L3 at slow speed perpendicular to the x-axis;

and if we vary the speed until the orbit turns

back on itself.

Thuering's later attempt to arrive at a periodic

orbit starting from the point (-1, 0) when _)= 0,

therefore was unsound and necessarily unsuccess-
ful.
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REMARKS ON HILL'S LUNAR THEORY, PART

KARL STUMPFF

Goddard Space Flight Center

I

G. W. Hill, by neglecting solar parallax and the eccentricity of the solar orbit, presented a

particularly simple form of the differential equation of the restricted three-body problem for the

motion of a massless satellite. In the present paper, the Hill equation is modificd to give a third

order differential equation for r--thc planctocentric distance ()f the satellite. And this equation can

be solved by iteration (if the satellite orbit is considered to be a disturbed Kepler ellipse). This new

solution is not only suitable for computer applications but it is independent of the coordinate system

and is valid for t)nth a fixed and a rotating system whereas Hill's solution was limited to simple-

periodic orbits in a rotating system. The discussion of Hill's lunar problem provides a simple example

of a method applicable also to more difficult problems such as the rcstricted three-body problem, in

which conic-section orbits can be considered good approximate solutions.

INTRODUCTION

By discounting the solar parallax, G. W. HilP

gave a particularly simple form to the differential

equation of the restricted three-body problem for

the motion of a massless satellite around a planet

in a (.ircular orbit about the sun. This relatively

simple problem offers tempting considerations and

experiments, which will be discussed here. In this

paper, it will be shown that the Hill equation can

be modified so that a differential equation of the

third order for r--the planetocentric distance of

the satellite--results, in which (besides r and its

derivations through the third order) only the

Jacobian constant occurs. And this equatiou can

be solved by iteration if the sateIlite orbit is

considered to be a disturbed Kepler ellipse.

HILL'S DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Hill's differential equations can be written as:

- 2_

where

=-,(_-3) , ) (1)

r$ '

r a = _2 ÷ _?a .

Here _, n are the right-angle planetocentric

coordinates of the assumed massless satellite S in

a coordinate system (fig. 1) which revolves with

the constant angular velocity n = 1. And we have

_1 ÷ m

. : : , (2)

for the mean motion of the planet P in its circular

orbit around the sun S, which is to be assumed at

a great distance, a, along the negative _-axis.

The units of mass are to be so selected that

equation 2 is valid. This is the case when we set

k= 1 and aa=ml+m where m_ is the mass of the

sun and m the mass of the planet. In addition, the

S

¢

FmURE 1.--Geometric representation of a massless

satellite S of a planet P.

482
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unit of mass is selected so that m = 1. In the case

of the motion of a satellite, or moon, about the

earth, m1_330,000 and the unit of time is equal to

1/k=58.d13244. It also follows that a=

(ml-4-m)l/3_._69. Thus equation 1 is obtained if,
in the differential equation of the restricted three-

body problem, ml and a are allowed to go towards

infinity so far that m_/a3--_l, but ml/a 5,

m_/a 7, ...---_0. This simplification of the problem

means that the sun, as a disturbing body, is

removed to any great distance desired (so that
its parallax at the earth-moon distance becomes

unnoticeably small), but that its disturbing effect

upon the satellite's motion (which is proportional

m_a -_) about the earth remains unchanged.

Hill's equations (equation 1) cannot simply be

transformed into the equations of the undisturbed

motion of the satellite, since the mass of the

disturbing body (the sun) does not occur explicitly

in them, but rather is implicitly contained in the

definition of the unit of length. The equations can,
however, be given a form which makes it possible
to combine the disturbed and undisturbed motion.
If we write

where

1- 1 + 2k)_;- 2h : ¢ ,.%- ,

¢2 + 72 = r2

(3)

then these equations assume the form of equation 1 for k = 1, whereas letting k = 0 yields the equations

of undisturbed motion (in a coordinate system revolving with the angular velocity n= 1).
Equations 3 have the Jacobian integral

2
_2 + _2 : r_(1-k) + T ÷ 3k¢2 - C . (4)

THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR r(t)

The two differential equations of the second order (equation 3) form a fourth-order system. In place

of them, a single fourth-order differential equation can be written for a suitable variable--perhaps r =

(_2A-*/)2_/2.With the help of the Jacobian integral, the order of this equation can be decreased by one, so
that we have a relation of the form

f(_, _, _, r; C) : 0 . (5)

This same consideration applies mutatis mutandis for the complicated probl_me restreint, which we will
discuss, but first we will make this experiment with the simple Hill problem.

If we differentiate

,5 : ¢2 +72 (6)
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three times, and if we eliminate _, _ by using equation 3 and 42+02 by using equation 4, we obtain

r_: + _2 "2(_-*q_:) ÷ 2r2(1-k) + 1 _2-- --+ 6k -C
r

- /" - 4kr_
r F'+ 3_i: = 6k(2_ - _/) r--_-

Equations 6, 7 and 4 form a system

_0 = r a = _2 + _2 ,

(7)

(8a)

¢, = rl = _ +nh, (8b)

¢2 = r _ + _a 1-_-- 2r a {l-k) + C = 2(_ - V_) + 6k_ a , (8C)

Ca = r 7" + 3_ _ + --_ + 4kr _ = 6k(2_-_) (8d)
r2

¢4 = ra(1-k) +r- C = + - 3k_ 2 , (8e)

in which five functions ¢0, "'" ¢4 of r, _, _:, "_', and C appear on the left and appear on the right as

functions of the four quantities _, n, 4, 7). Therefore, to obtain the desired equation in the form of equation

5, it suffices to eliminate the latter four quantities from equation 8.

ELIMINATION

It follows from equations 8b and 8c, and by taking equation 8a, that

2¢o_ = 2¢1_-¢2n +6k_an
(9a)

2_0 _ = 2_bl_ + _b_ _ - 6k_ $ .

If we multiply equation 9a by 4, equation 9b by 0, and add, we get

or, since from equation 8c it follows that Oi-v4 = _(_76k_),

If equations 9 and 10 are substituted into equations 8d and 8e, there results

%% = 6k[2¢t_- _(¢0 + _- 6k_)] ,

(9b)

(lO)

(lla)

_0¢4 = 4h a + _-(¢_ - 6k_a) a - 3k%_a , (llb)
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and from equation 8a

¢o_2 = _4 + 15v)2 . (llc)

The 6k} _ and the 6k(n terms can easily be eliminated from equations 11 by letting x = 6k} _, y = 6k}n, for
if we set

So +_2 -x = _ , (12)

from equation 11b we get

4(_o_,- _/) :
The above equation means that

is dependent only upon ¢0, ¢2, ¢4; i.e., upon r, _, _, C.

From equations lla, llc, and 12 we have

y,_ = 2¢,(% +% -_.) -¢o% .

-- x, + So'- 2_o(So+_,) •

(13)

y2 = _(qbO + _b, - k)' + 6kCo(q50 + qS, - k) ,

from which, we obtain a fourth-order equation in X by eliminating y:

_4 + _1_.3 + 0.2_2 + O.3), " + °'4

where the coefficients of _ are dependent only upon ¢o, • "" ¢4:

at = 2[¢o(3k-1)- ¢2] '

1
a2 = 4¢z2 - 9k2_b02 +_- a12 ,

% : -

= o (14)

(15)

It is worthy of note that ;" occurs only in _b3, specifically in the combination ¢0_b3--2_bl(_b0+_2),

which, in turn, appears only in a_ and a4. Therefore, if we set

f : ¢o¢_ - 2¢,(%+¢_) , (16)

we can also write equation 14 as

f' + 4¢,_f + x_(% + %_ + _) = 0 .

The above equation has the following solution:

or, if ez, _e are expressed by equation 15,

f : -2¢,;_± ;_ )/gk'_ 2 - [;_ +_o(3k-1) - ¢,]' (17)
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Equation 17, together with equations 13 and 16, provides the formal solution of the problem.

APPLICATION

If we consider the motion of the satellite as a disturbed Kepler motion, it is practical to recall that

for k = 0 the third of equations 7 transforms into the relation

r'F+ 3_ +-- = 0 (18)
!. 2

which can be integrated in a closed form. For, according to equation 8d, the disturbed motion is

But from equation 16,

therefore

i
r'/" + 31"F + --r= = % - 4k@l

¢0(*2 - 4k*,) : f * 2* 1(¢0 + *2 - 2k*o) ;

= 2¢1(*o + ¢2 - k - 2k*o ) :1:_.¢9k a¢O2 - [¢o + *2 - k - 3k*o]2 (19)

The right side of this equation becomes zero for k = 0, since, according to equation 12, _b0q-_2--_ = x = 6k_ _
also contains lc as a factor.

For the case in which the satellite's orbit can, to first approximation, be considered a Kepler ellipse,

the right side of equation 19 is small, i.e., of the order of the perturbation. We then have, for k= 1:

¢o r "F+ 31F *_-_ = 2¢](*: - ¢o - _) ± k}/9¢2 - (*: - 2¢0 - _)'

(20)
with

= ¢2 ÷ 2,0(¢, + - •

The sign of the square root is determined from the initial conditions of the problem. _ itself is certainly

positive if the motion of the satellite is direct,, for, by definition,

k = ¢o + '2 - 6k_2 = r2 + 2(_77-'q_) .

On the other hand, if, in the fixed xy-system, xo-yJc = r2¢ is the velocity at a given instant,

so that

Thcrcforc ), is positive even for ¢> --½.

The advantage of the differential equation (equation 20) is that it contains only one variable, so

that the expression for the perturbation (on the right side) also depends only upon r, ?, _ and C. In the

application of the methods of numerical integration, it suffices, therefore, to set up a single difference

table. This step could be of particular importance when working with electronic computers. The rela-

tively complicated structure of the disturbing function does not constitute an appreciable barrier for the
computers.

It nmst also be mentioned that equatioa 20 gives the function r(t) independently of the coordinate
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system selected, and that therefore its solution is as valid in a fixed as in a revolving system. It is here that

this solution differs from that which Hill gave for the system. 2 Hill's solution was limited to simple-

periodic orbits in a revolving _, _ system. Although the Hill experiments yield--of the known periodic

inequalities--only the so-called "variation" which is periodic in the revolving system, a similar analysis

of the differential equation (equation 20) would also yield the "large inequality" of the moon motion

(largest periodic term of elliptical motion), the "erection," and some other features. Likewise, con-

sidering the secular perturbations, we find the apsidal motion, but it is inherent in the problem that the

terms due to the solar parallax, the eccentricity and inclination of the earth's orbit do not appear.

Provided that we have succeeded in determining r = r (t)--either by numerical integration of equation

20 or by a theoretical formula (developed perhaps through a sufficiently converging series)--it is always

possible to determine the corresponding coordinate ¢(t) by means of a simple quadrature. By letting

_=r cos _ and _=r sin _, Hill's equations (equation 1) take the form:

= r COS ¢ ,

from which

(l: - r_ 2 - 2re) sine + (21"_ + r_ + 2r)cos¢
1

- r3 r sine

r" - re' - 2r¢ = 3rcos2_b -!

r 2 ,

2_¢ + re + 21" = -3rsin¢ cos¢
3

= - _- r sin2¢

(21)

follow. Hill has shown from the second equation

of equation 21 that r=r(t) is found by quadrature

if _b (t) is known, for it follows from

2¥(¢+1) = - + ,: sin2

that, with k constant,

k 3 r sin 2¢

r = _ exp --4-j-_-_-dt •

In the same manner we also find from the first

equation of equation 21 that

)-+ --_ 3cos2¢
r $

or

+ 1 = + -- + 1 - 3eosa¢ (22)
r$

from which it follows, by integration, that

* d_ (23)t - t o =

+I
eo -_+ 1 - 3eos2¢- 1

The above relation yields t=t(_) and, therefore

_=¢(t).

If _b=¢o+nt=¢o+t is the true length of the

satellite in a fixed coordinate system, then

r2 '

for undisturbed motion, if p denotes the parameter

of the orbit ellipse; we also have

therefore

"_f_ _1 (24)¢+1 = +r3 .

This differential equation can therefore be con-
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sidered as an approximation for equation 22 as

long as the term (1-3 cos_) in the radicand of

the square root remains small by comparison with

the other terms. For the earth's moon, which is

of particular interest here, this condition is still

satisfied, for, since the unit of length is so selected

that the mean earth-sun distance is about 69, the

average value of r (normally 390 times smaller)

is about _; the expression (_/r)+(1/r 3) is there-

fore of the order p/r 4or 1/r 3, or about 180, whereas
the attachment term varies from -2 to +1.

INTRODUCTION OF A NEW INDEPENDENT

VARIABLE

The form of the differential equation (equa-

tion 20) suggests a solving process which is a mod-

ification of that used in the undisturbed problem

(equation 18). If a new variable q is introduced

instead of time t by means of q = 1/r and the ini-

tial condition q(to)= 0 so that q disappears simul-

taneously and increases monotonically with (t-to),

we find that*

r w

= r'_l = _'
r

s

_: - 1" r #2 ,

r 2 r 3

_ " _ 'r" ,aT - r r r
r3 4 --_'- +3 r-'--_

(25)

With the above equations, the undisturbed

equation of motion (equation 18) assumes the
form

1( ,_..)r"_ r" + -----7---- r' = 0 . (26)

But since

-- --7 " +_ r' -- 0 , (27)

1 - r #
a2 =

r

is constant, and equation 26 goes over into the
integrable form:

r" + _2r' = 0 . (28)

On the other hand, in the disturbed problem
(Equation 20) we have

1 _ r"

r" + _ r' = _b(q) = ¢(r r' r",C)

or

r" + a2r ' = ¢(q) . (29)

where _b(q) represents the expression for the

perturbation (right side of equation 20) as a

function of q. And because of equation 27,

or

a.2 =

Therefore, if we set

g(q} =

we get

where

ao2 - r[q) dq , (30)

fo_ ¢
_b + r* ¥-dq (31)

r" + _r' : g tq) . (32)

ao_=(1--ro")/ro is a constant which is
known from the initial conditions.

If g(q) is a sufficiently small perturbation in the

interval [q[ <Q, the integration method described

in a companion paper 3 could be utilized. If, for

s=c_oq, we set co(s2)=cos s, cl(s2)=(siu s)/s,

c2(s 2) = (1-cos s)/s 2 and c._(s_) = (s-sin s)/s3,. . .,
then the recurrence formula

1/n! = c,+s2c,+2 (33)

and the differential equation

d
c qn+l__'-_q_,+l / = c q" (34)

*The dcriv_Ltes of q _rc denoted by primes.
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areapplicable.ThereforetheTaylordevelopment
1 1

.q2 + lr_,,qa + ...r{q) = ro +_ r e'q +_ r o

can, by replacing the reciprocal factorials with the expressions given by equation 33, be written

•,q, = ,o°(o,+ +r: +
If we again set s2= _2q2 and arrange aeeording to powers of q, we have

r(q) = ro + ro'clq + ro_c2q 2 + (ro" + ao2 re')caq 3 +(roiV + a_ro")c4q4 + "'" ,

a series which, because of equation 32, becomes

r(q) : ro *_o'¢,q ÷to%q2 +goCsq3 +go%qa +_o%qS + ... (35)

Now we set

roq = zr, (36)

where r=k(t-to) denotes the intermediate time expressed in units of 1/k days; we introduce the ex-

pressions 71, 72, 73, "'" (which are invariable against coordinate transformations) through

r o' = r 2TI, r; = r2T2. go = r:Ta, go' = r2Ta, ... ,

and we set

_'1T = T_|, _'2 T2 = _2' "'" "_n Tn ---- 7_n '

Equation 35 now assumes the form

•(_ : ,o[_+_,_,_+¢_,_' +¢,,,,' + "], (37)
a series, the terms of which are small above the third order, and which, in practical cases and for moderate

intermediate times, converges very rapidly. The association between r and q is provided by the differential

equation

But

d_- = r dq = ro [1 * c z _)zz *c 2 _2 z2 + "'" ] dq . (38)

role." z"dq = ro:_fc (zT)"dq = ro"*_.fc q"dq;

and therefore, according to equation 34,

j_ qn+l : gn+l Tn+l _- zn+lr 0 c n 77nzn dq = ron+l _'n Cn+l "Yn Cn+l q'_n Cn+l

If we divide the integral of equation 38 by T, we

obtain the main equation

1 = z + c 277z z 2 + c 3772z 3 + c a 7?3z a +

(39)

For undisturbed motion (g= 0), it limits itself to

the first three terms, since _a, 74, "" .disappear.

The c-functions

1 k2 k 4
c.(;_2) : _- (.*2)! + (.*4)! ....

have the always-real argument

Z2T2
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or, since

1 - r o

r 0 ro - Y ,

CLOSING COMMENTS AND OUTLOOK

The aforementioned integration method re-

places the numerical integration method of Hill's

differential equation (equation 1) for the case

where we can, as a first approximation, consider

the satellite motion as a Keplerian ellipse with

any desired eccentricity. This method permits the

determination of r(t) directly through iteration--

at least under some conditions, for a certain

fairly extended time interval in the vicinity of the

initial time to. The iteration process itself is limited

to the solution of the transcendental main equation

(equation 39), since the quantities go, go', "" .can
be derived from the initial conditions.

Here we have attempted to demonstrate this

method on a problem--Hill's moon problem--

which perhaps has little practical importance, but

is simple enough that its solution may be written

explicitly and understandably. Thus it serves as an

example for other, more difficult problems, which

can bc handled with the same general principles
and solved in the same manner. This method can

be used to attack certain special cases of the

probl_me restreint, in which conic-section orbits

can be considered good approximate solutions.

For example, we could consider the case of the

.sufficiently close orbit of an infinitesimal body

around one of two finite masses; i.e., either the

actual satellite problem in which the masslcss

body moves around the lesser mass (planet) or

the prot)lcm of disturbed planetoid orbits, when

the motion occurs about the greater mass (sun)

and the distance from the disturbing planet

remains sufficiently large.

In these cases it is also possible to apply the

aforementioned method rationally, since we are

again concerned with a problem of motion of the

fourth order, which can be reduced to the third

order by applying the Jacobian integral. But here

the difficulties are considerably greater, although
not insurmountable. The elimination process

described becomes much more complicated be-

cause the quantities to be eliminated (_, _, _, v)

appear not only in the distance and velocity of

the body in reference to its central mass, but also

in the distance and velocity in reference to the

disturbing mass. In Hill's problem, the last step

of this process leads to the elimination of _ from

the two algebraic equations (equations 13 and 14)

which are of the second and fourth degrees. The

resultant equation (equation 15), which solves

the problein, is therefore obtained in the form of

a six-row Sylvcster determinant which is set equal

to zero. The same process applied to the problgme

restreint leads to a correspondingly to-be-deter-

mined quantity _ that is to be eliminated from the

two algebraic equations of the 10th and }4th

degree, so that the final solution appears as a

24-row Sylvestcr determinant which is equated to

zero, the strict solution of which would be hope-

lessly con_plicated. However, as long as we re-
strict ourselves to those cases in which the motion

of the satellite or planetoid can be viewed as an

only slightly disturbed Kepler orbit, the elimi-

nation can be accomplished with the help of a

rapidly converging approximation process. The
demonstration of this must bc reserved for another

treatise.
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REMARKS ON HILL'S LUNAR THEORY, PART

KARL STUMPFF

Goddard Space Flight Center

II
_p

In 1879 G. W. Hill, using his differential equation system, found a series of direct lunar orbits,

which represent a simplification of the restricted three-body problem (neglecting solar parallax

and eccentricity). If T is the period of revolution time, and T=2_rm is fixed, the initial conditions,

G0(m), #0(m), and (_o=T0 =0), arc dependent upon m and give periodic solutions. Hill obtained these

functions in the form of power series, with respect to m, which converges rapidly for small distances

of the satellite; and he gave their first coefficients.
In the present discussion, Hill's coefficients are successively determined from linear equations

and are in the form of closed trigonometric expressions. Although this method--which does not

extend beyond the third order--is only an interesting attempt at achieving the same goal via a
different mathematical route, it does not extend as far as Hill's method (which may be carried out
to the fifth or sixth order without difficulty).

INTRODUCTION

In his famous writing of 1878, G. W. Hill I found a series of direct lunar orbits as solutions of his

differential equation system. This series constitutes a simplification of the problbne restreint (by dis-

counting the solar parallax). Hill found that if T is the (synodic) circuit time of the satellite and T = 2_rm

is fixed, the initial conditions are G0(m), _0(m), (t0 =*/0 = 0), and are dependent upon m as a parameter and

give such periodic solutions. He obtained these functions in a power series with respect to m, which

converge rapidly for small distances of the satellite (short circuit times, small m), and gave their first

coefficients. In the following examination, another method will be presented which leads to the same

goal, but which permits these coefficients to appear as finite trigonometric expressions.

HILL'S DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Hill's differential equations

(1)

where r_= _2+n_, are based upon the rectangular coordinates of a massless satellite in reference to its

central body (planet) and in a coordinate system which revolves at the same angular velocity, n= 1, as

the planet which orbits the sun (fig. 1). The location of the sun S is therefore assumed to be in the di-

rection of the negative _-axis, at any desired distance, so that the parallax of the sun can be discounted.

Under these circumstances, equations 1 apply for the satellite S. Periodic solutions can be expected if we

let the satellite start from a point (G0, 0) on the _-axis with a velocity (0, _0), whereby the initial (positive)

velocity must occur perpendicular to the G-axis and _0 will depend to a certain extent upon G0. Every

periodic solution of this sort is symmetric to both axes, since equations 1 do not change when _ is

491
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I

I o
!

FIGURE 1.--Geometric representation of a massless satellite S of a planet P.

exchanged with - _ and _ with - 7. If T = 2rm is the circuit time in such a periodic orbit, then the total
of these orbits also can be characterized by determining _0=_0(m), iTo=iTo(m) as functions of thc
parameter m.

]f r= 0 is the moment at which the satellite crosses the positive G-axis at right angles, then the
periodic motion has the form

_(_') = A xcosvr + A3cos3x,'r + A s cos5v'r + .... , _ (2)

J_(_-) = BlSinvr + B3sin3v-r + Bssin5x_r + ... ,

where _= l/m= 27r/T. For circuit times as brief as described (m-+0)--hence for very close orbits--the
perturbations by the sun become as small as desired. The above equations (Equation 2) now change into

_(r) : a cos vr, v)(_r) = a sin vr , (3)

or into the form of uniform circular motion, for circles arc the only undisturbed orbits which are sym-
metric to both axes. If we differentiate equation 3 any number of times, we find, for this boundary case
and for r=0,

m2._o(2.) _- (-xl"_o,

m2n-Iv_--I = {-1)"-I_o

The above equations mean that, for m-+0, the quantities

= -- - 1 , fll = +m_o" 1 '_o

_o(') %
% = +m"_ 1 , B,_ = -mSTo" 1 ,

_.<') ,oc')
% : -m°"_o " 1 , flS : +ms _- 1 ,

(4)

all approach unity.

If for the sake of abl)reviation we set l/r 8= _, then the differential equations (equation 1) can be
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written:

= 2_-_t_-3> ; and _ = -_-_, .

If we differentiate these equations any number of times and if we consider that uneven derivatives of

and _ and even derivatives of 71disappear for r = O, we then obtain the system:

-m 2

_o +'o: _++o- _o(,'o-3) ,

*°' _o"' : _'++o-[+;oC,'o-_)++o_o]_:o

.:_mE
to _:.) : :,:') - [+:"(,0-3) * _o_o +to.:"]

-m $

_o = -2+o-+o"to l

+"' -++o<., ('+o. ++o_)to +o(') = - +

-m 7

to ,,o<,): -m<+,- (,+o,,),++,o"+'o_+S++o,,")),

If these equation are multiplied by the factors to their left and if equation 4 is substituted they become:

% = -2m_I - 3m2 +_b, /+I = ¢'

0.4 = -2rap3 - 3m2a+, +¢v 2 , e 3 = -2m% +¢_1 '

_6 = -_n,_$ - 31112 _4 + <:Jl_4 ' _$ = -2ni°*4 + _$ '

% = -2rag 7 - 3m2% +¢v+ . fl:, = -2.x_,+ +,:;bys .

(5)

where

and, with

_0

= m2;o and ¢ = Z, = m_o ; (6)

_2 -m" _+o _'o(4)_0 /"t4 = + m4 //'0 /'/'6 "- m6 /z( 6 ) (7)
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Yl = _l , Y2 = a2 + _2 '

v3 = f13 + 3_2fll , u4 = a4 + 6_2a2 + _4 '

JVs = fls + i0_2 f13 + SP4 fit ' u6 = a6 + 15#2 a4 + IS_4 a2 + P6 •

(8)

If the quantities us, _4, "'" are eliminated from equation 8 by forming the even derivatives of g and

substituting their values for r = 0 into equation 7, the following system of recurrence formulas is obtained

for vi:

b, 1 = /31 ,

7,, S = flS - Sa4_'l + 10]]3 v2 - 10°"2 _3 + 5/31 v4 '

u 2 = -(l+l)a 2 + (l+2)fl]vt ,

-(l+l)a 4 + (3+4) f13u I - (3+6)a2v 2 + (1 + 4)fltv 3 ,

-(l+l)a 6 + (5+6) J_sv I - (lO+lS)a4v 2 + (lO+20)flav 3 - (S+lS)a2v 4 + (l+6)fllu s

(9)

In these formulas we again recognize the binomial coefficients of uneven order in the coefficients

of v_ with uneven indices, while the coefficients of v_ with even indices are made up of the binomial

coefficients of uneven and subsequent even orders. In all cases, the signs are alternating and the sum of

the coefficients is unity. However, this means that all v_, just as the al and f_i, approach unity for m-_0.

The same also applies for _band _b, as can be seen from equation 5. With the help of equations 5 and 9,

ai and _i can be determined one after another, in the order of increasing indices (_1, a2, f_a, a4, ""), as

functions of m, _b, _b.

The orbit of a satellite which originates from (_0, 0) at time r= 0 with the velocity (0, _}0)will be

periodic if it reaches the point (-_0, 0) at r=½T=_m. Therefore the periodicity conditions can be
written:

_(nm) = - _o ' V(_) = 0 , (10)

or, if we set up the Taylor series,

(_m)4 _) + ..._(_) = -5o = _o + . _o +_

• (rnn)a (_n)s .o(s) + ...v(_m) : 0 = "e'2o + --3T--. '_'o + --gT--.
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If we divide by 40and substitute the quantities of equation 4, we can then write

f(m) = 0 =

g(m) = 0 =

-rr2 774 7T6

2 - % _-. + a4-4T - %_-. + ---

_r $ _5

Zl '_ - Z3 _ + Zs 3T. .... -

(11)

On the other hand,

f(m)

g(m)

m2 m3 t

= fo + fo m + fo_ + fo_ + .... 0 ,

, m 2 m3

= go + gom + ge_ + go_ + .... 0 ,

(12)

if the index 0 is based upon m=0 and the derivatives according to m indicated by primes. The equations

12 are identities, since they are fulfilled for any given value of m. Thus the requirement of periodic orbits

is given by

fo = fo = fo : fo ..... o,
(13)JXo = Xo = go = go : .... o

In general, then, if n is any positive whole number or zero and if a_("),/_(") are understood to be the nth

derivatives of the quantities a_,/_ with respect to m for m = 0, then

fo = 2 -'_'. +'-_-. -'_-. + .... 1 + cos_ = 0 , J
go = _-_. +_.-'_. + .... sin_ = 0 ,

(14)

since all al, B_ assume the value 1 for m--)O, and furthermore

fo (n) = 0
772 'n'4 o,6( n ) 7r6= _%(-)_-+ %(-) _.- _. ÷ ...

,iT3 ,._S

go(-) = o = p_(")--p_(")_. +ps(") _. .... •

(15)

The equations 14 are identically fulfilled and only show that the arrangements were correct. For

additional computations we shall make an analysis of equations 15 for n = 1 explicitly; i.e.,

f;
T1r2 ,, 77"4

= 0 = %_. +% -4T %' _t_ _ -_. + o..

= o = ,_-_; _-. +_s _ .... "

(16)

We have shown above that it is possible to represent the quantities a_, f_ as functions of m, 4) and _b.
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Since _b and _b assume the value 1 for m = 0, and if we set

m2 m3
_b(m} = I + ap + a 2-2"T + aa-3"T + "'"

m 2 m 3

_b(m) --"1 + blm + b 2 _ + ba"_"" * "'"

it follows, for m = 0, that

¢_") = .o, ¢_o) = b .

From equations 5 and 9 we obtain, one after another, the equations:

(17)

(18)

a2' = -2ill - 2_ i' - 6m + qb' ,

_3' = -20"2 -2ma2' +_¢'_1 + _1' '

a4' = -2fla - 2mfla' - 6ma2 - 3m2a2' + ¢'u2 + ¢(-2a2' + 6fllfll')' etc.

If, "n these and the following formulas, we set m=O and consider that the ai, /_i, ,i, _b, and _b go

towards 1 and the derivations _b', _' towards a], bl, then, after some brief calculations, we get

a 2' _ a] - 2 ,

a 4' _ 6b 1- (a I - 2),

a s' _ 48b I - 21(a l-2) ,

_1' _ bl '

fla' " bl + (a!-2) ,

_S' " 191)I- 7(ai-2) ,

a s' - 234b1 - 113(a1-2), fl,' - 109b, - Sl(a]-2) .

If we substitute these expressions into equation 16, we get two linear equations:

Ab I - B(a I -2) = 0 ,

Cb I - D(a I -2) = 0 ,

the coefficients of which are reprcscntcd by the 7r-series:

•n4 776

A
Tr$

= 6_- 48 _-. + 234_ .... ,

(19)

.n2 .n4 .rr6 778

B = _+_-. - 21-_. + lX3_T " .... ,
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C = n --_- + 19-'_-- 109"-_. + "'" ,

497

7r 3 w5 -n7

D : -_-. + 7_. - 51_. + ""

This series can be easily summed, for from

.772 ,774 _6 _8

cos_ : 1 -_. *_. -_T +_- .... ,

1 1 772 w4 _s 778
"_'cos2_ = -_ - 2-'2-r. + 8"_'I - 32"_-. + 128-_-. .... ,

772 _r4 _6 ,_.8

2_sin_ = 4-_.w - 8_'i" + 12_]-. - 16_]-+ ...

we obtain by summation:

1
COS_ +-_- cos 2w +2_rsin_ 3 _(.___ _ 4 w6 .n8 )= "_-+ ÷_'r.- 21_'r. + 113-_-. ....

3
= )-+B = -2.

Similarly we represent A, C, D by closed expressions: specifically,

A : -3 + 2cosw + cos27r + 3vsinw : -4 ,

3 I
B = -_-+ cos_ +_-cos27z + 2_sinw - 2 ,

C = 2sin_ + sin2_r - 3_cosw : 377 ,

1
D : sinvz +"_-sin2_v - 27zcosTr = 2_ .

(20)

Since the determinant of the homogeneous system (equation 19), BC-AD=27r, differs from zero, it

follows that

a I : 2, b I : 0 . (21)

After al, bl are known, we can determine a2, b2 in a corresponding manner from the pair of equations

fo "= O, go ''= O. From these a pair of linear equations results:

Ab 2 - Ba a = X2 ,

(22)

Cb_- Da_ : Y_ ,

in which A, B, C, D are defined as in equation 20, and in which X2, Y2 represent new _-series. The co-

efficients of this _r-series can be determined numerically by using equation 21. With the values (equation
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20) for A, --- D, we find the general expressions

3 2
Ab - Ban = x,, , a. = -_X -_-Y. ,

1
Q)n - Dan = Yn ' bn = -Xn -_-Yn ,

where X., Yn are known, if all a_, b_ up to i= n- 1 are present numerically.

By carrying out this relatively easy analysis to the order n = 3, we obtain:

XI : 3 - 2cosTz - cos2n - 4,rrsin_ = -2B = +4 ,

19 3 3
X3 = -3 + -_-cosn + cos2"n - _-cos317 - _'-=sin= = -4 ,

15 5
Xs = --_- 2cosTr -"_-cos2"n - 3 cos3= - 36"nsin= = +I0 ,

Yl = -2sin_ - sin2n + 4ncos_ = -21) = -4n ,

19 3 3 3
Y2 = - _- sinIT + sin2_ -'_sin3_ +"2"-cosy : "_-_ ,

5
Y3 = -22sin_ -'_-sin 277- 3sin3n + 36_zcos_ = -36,n .

(23)

(24)

The first coefficients of the development (equation 17) are therefore known, and we obtain

m 2 m $

_b(m) = 1 + 2m + 9"_-.+ 57-_.-.+ "'" ,

and

11 m2 m 3
_(m) = 1 +-_- _-. + 26"]T + "'" •

But according to equation 6, we have

m 2 m 2 _o

so that we can also calculate _ and ¢ from Hill's power series for _0 and _0. This calculation yields:

m_ ms 1649 m4 1235611 ms (25a)
¢(m} = 1 + 2m + 9_ + 57_ + ---4--_ + 324 -b'T.+ "'" ,

11 m_ ms 3857 m4 23153 ms
¢(m) : 1 +_-" _ + 253T/+ 2---4- WT/ + 18 -_. + "'" ' (25b)

and completely verifies our analysis.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The foregoing method of obtaining Hill's coefficients is not intended to be more than an interesting

attempt to achieve the same goal via a completely different mathematical route. This attempt is interest-

ing for two reasons: (1) Because the coefficients of the series (equations 25a and 25b) are determined

successively from linear equations (equation 23) ; and (2) Because they are in the form of closed trigono-

metric expressions. It must not be overlooked, however, that this method--elegant though it may be--

does not lead as far as Hill's, the developments of which can be carried out to the fifth or sixth order

without difficulty. Here we could hardly pass beyond the third order--at least not with the method used,

which is, however, probably not the only possible one. The reason for this is as follows:

1. The method of determining the coefficients of the trigonometric formulas (equation 24) may be

demonstrated by using the example of X_, for which we obtain the _-series

,n2 174 _6 _8

Xl = -6-_-p. - 6_+ 198-_.-. - 2190_+ "-" . (26)

Then the arrangement

leads to the equations:

X 2 = a + bcosn + ccos2n + dcos3_ + elrsin_r "*

(='=' )a+b I-'_-. +-_-. ....

+ (1- 'n' 16_. _c 4-_-. + . - ---)

( _l _4 )+ d 1 - 9-_'. + 81_T ....

+ e 2"_. - 4"_'. ....

(27)

a +b + c + d = 0 ,

-b - 4c - 9d + 2e = -6 ,

b + 16c + 81d - 4e = -6 ,

-b - 64c - 729<I + 6e = 198 ,

b + 256c + 6561d - 8e = -2190 ,

(28)

the number of which can be expanded as far as the coefficients of the _-series are known. Only if the

first five of these equations yield the coefficients of the trigonometric arrangement (equation 27), will this
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formula solve the problem exactly; however, when the coefficients--a, ... e--calculated by means of it

also fulfill the other equations (cquation 28), a demand which could only be satisfied if it were possible to

find a law (and then to prove it) by which the terms on the right side of equation 28--the coefficients of

equation 26--would increase.
In the case of the developments (equation 24), it was possible to check the validity of the formula

with at least one of the supernumerary equations and to thereby prove it. Furthermorc, in this case, it is

not difficult to find the law of the progression of the coefficients. The agrccmcnt with the results of Hill
also vouch for their correctness.

2. The difficulties of extending this method begin with the determination of X4, Y4, for the nu-

merical values of the coefficients of the 7r-series (equation 26) increase extraordiuarily, and because until

now it has remained uncertain which formula (equation 27) would achieve the right goal. A trial of the
formul_

X4=a+b cos 7r-{-cos 2_+d cos 3r+e cos 4r+fr sin

and a corresponding one for Y4 has not succeeded, probably because the fornmla requires still more
terms--at least one with cos 5_r.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Further experiments with this mathematical problem could be useful and interesting, and we shall

conclude this report with some suggestions:

1. The expressions of cquation 24 can bc givcn in a simpler form. For instance, we could write

X1=2(1-cos _)+2 sin21r-4_ sin _,

and by the substitution of the "c-functions" known from the two-body motio,, 2

co = cos_, cI = (sin_)/_., c2 = (1-cosk)/_ 2 , c3 = (k-sin_)/k _ , ... ,

we then obtain,for _,--7r:

and

X 3

[(¢ )]X2 = .2 2 2 +c/I +_'c l(coc1-1 ,

YI
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2. Noticeable and displeasing is the fact that the expressions of equation 24 contain a rather large

number of disappearing terms, which are necessarily created by the algorithm which leads to them. It

should be possible to modify the process in such a way that these superfluous and complicating terms can

be avoided at the beginning. Here is a mathematical problem that is not only challenging, but its solution

would be very useful in celestial mechanics wherever the problem of seeking initial conditions for periodic

orbits exists.
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THE PERTURBATIONS OF A 24-HOUR NEAR

EQUATORIAL SATELLITE DUE TO AN
EARTH GRAVITY POTENTIAL THROUGH

4TH ORDER

C. A. WAGNER

Goddard Space Flight Center

This report extends previous investigations of 24 hours near equatorial earth satellites _-3 by

considering the motion of such satellites in an earth gravity field to 4th order. The three coupled

second order linear differential cquations of initial drift from a 24-hour equatorial circular reference

orbit, are presented. This linear system is analyzed for "stable regions" in the field within which

drift motion is sclf limiting. A somewhat simplified form of the linear equations are integrated to

give a general solution which describes the overall features of the motion away from injection.

ir
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ttB

R0 or R o

n, m

rl

r:, )_1, ¢1

T

_If, W

d

.y.,., J..,, B.m, 0,,,.

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h,

i, j, k, l, m, n

NOMENCLATURE

The earth's gravity field.

A point mass.

The earth's gravity potential field.

The earth's gaussian gravitational constant.

The mean equatorial radius of the earth ellipsoid.

When used in the earth potential function; indicates the harmonic of order n and

power m.
A nominal or calculated orbit radius at injection for a near synchronous earth
satellite.

Perturbation coordinates in radius, geographic longitude and latitude from a

reference equatorial orbit which is circular, having the near synchronous radius r,

and a period of exactly 1 sidercal day. Thcse coordinates measure the drift of a

near synchronous earth satellite from a point in space at a fixed r, from the c.m.

of the earth, moving along the equator at the earth's rotation rate so as to main-

tain a fixed geographical longitude at all times.

Dimensionless perturbation coordinates.

rl=Ar/r,, hl=AX (rad.), _I=A_ (tad.).

Dimensionless time variable. T = wt, where w = the earth's sidereal rotation rate,
and t is real time.

The earth's "constant".sidereal rotation rate.

The total differential operator.

Constants of the earth's gravity potential: Defined as they are used in the text of
the report.

Perturbation constants of the coupled linearized perturbation equations of motion
with respect to the synchronous circular orbit of radius r,.

502
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A, B, C, D, E,

A1, A2, A3

(.), (..)

r, O,

r, X, ¢h

_,_,$
_,o or _,o

q

i

Fp
P_

as

A differential operator. Thus, s°( ) = ( ); sl( ) =d( )/dT, s2( ) =d2( )/dT, etc.

And, So°( ) = ( ) at time T=O; etc.

Perturbation constants of the uncoupled perturbation equations of motion of the

near synchronous satellite of the earth.

Differentiation with respect to real time t, prior to (14), and differentiation with

respect to dimensionless time T after (14).

Real time, from a zero at the point of injection of the satellite into it's near syn-
chronous orbit.

Spherical coordinates of geocentric radius, inertial longitude from the vernal

equinox, and geocentric latitude from the earth's equator, locating the near syn-
chronous satellite .m in inertial space.

Spherical coordinates of the near synchronous satellite; geocentric radius; geo-

graphic longitude with respect to the Greenwich meridian, and geocentric latitude
from the earth's equator.

Unit vectors for the spherical coordinate system: r, 0, _.

The initial geographic longitude of the near synchronous satellite (i.e., the geo-

graphic longitude at injection).

An index for the coefficients of the drift equations (57). Also, a characteristic solu-

tion of the uncoupled equations of motion (36) (i.e., see equation 59).

A small parameter.

In addition to a perturbation constant, used as an index to the coefficients of the

drift equations (57).

A perturbation force on the near synchronous satellite.

The angular momentum of the near synchronous satellite.

A small change in the angular momentum of the near synchronous satellite due

to Fp acting for a short time.

The acceleration of earth gravity at the near synchronous radius r8:

gs- 32.15 (Ro/r,) 2- 32.15 X 0.02288 = 0.7355 Ft./Sec. 2

INTRODUCTION AND CHAPTER SUMMARIES

Much analytic work has been done recently on

the motions of a near synchronous satellite of an

earth with a triaxial (2nd order) gravity field) -a
The oscillatory movement of such a satellite

about the minor axis of the earth's elliptical

equator has been sufficiently well described. This

investigation into higher order gravity effects on

24-hour satellites was prompted by a recent re-

finement of knowledge about these higher order

anomalies. 4 The perturbation forces arising from

the higher order tesseral harmonics of the earth's

gravity field are small, but they are in resonance

on a 24-hour satellite. The major conclusion of

this investigation is that, while no absolutely

stationary geographic points exist for 24-hour

satellites in an earth field to 4th order, the overall

features of the regime of motion in the dominant

triaxial field (see ref. 2) still hold.

In part 1, the coupled linear system of initial

perturbational motion for an equatorial 24-hour

satellite in an earth field to 4th order (with a
circular reference orbit) is derived. The method

of derivation follows that in references 1 and 2.

The three transcendental equations for absolute

stability in the 4th order field are presented and

the two dominating equations are solved to deter-

mine four sets of injection radii and geographic

longitudes at which 24-hour satellites may be

placed and maintained with very low drift rates.

Approximate integrals of the linear system are

found to describe the drift at all longitudes

(equations 57).

In part 2, the inherent stability of the motion

about the 4 low drift points determined in part 1,

is investigated; following the method of refer-

ence 2.

In part 3, two examples of the use of the ap-
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proximate initial drift integrals (57) are given. A

case of perfect injection to give near maximum

drift rates, is solved and compared with the nu-

merically integrated drift for the same injection

conditions.

Appendix A contains formulas evaluating the

coefficients of the drift integrals (57) for a wide

range of injection conditions.

Appendix C gives a chart of the variations of

the longitude and latitude perturbation forces

around the equator at near synchronous altitudes.

Appendix D presents the equations and pro-

cedure for determining the injection radius and

longitude into a 24-hour orbit with minimal

initial perturbations, valid for any 4th order

earth field with small anomalies.

DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRALS OF PERTURBATIONAL MOTION FOR A 24-HOUR EARTH SATELLITE

The force field F of the earth on a mass point m at earth centered r, _, 0 in inertial space (see

fig. 1) can be written as;

_v_ _v_ _ _v_= .m _7r +¥W + reos¢ _gJ. (I)

where

".±2E lV E : -)- 1- p m(sin¢)J.m cos m (0 -- 0nm )

n=2 m=O

(2)

See appendix B, figure 1 below, and the nomenclature for the significance of the symbols and indices

in (1) and (2).

The XY plane is the earth's equatorial plane. 0,, is the inertial longitude of the principal axis of sym-

metry of the earth's mass distribution accounted for by the nm harmonic of the geopotential Vg.

The acceleration of m in inertial space r, 4, 0 is;

, : °o.,.,.,]

[ 1 d (r2bcos, ¢)]. (3)+ _ 'rcos¢ dt

Writing F=ma, implies the following three scalar equations in the r, 4), 0 components of force and

Z (North Pole)

Earth_ I/_ I nm nX,S of nlass

X (Vernal Equinox)

Fro. 1. Coordinate system referencing the motion of a
24-hr earth satellite.

Equatorial section of
the Earth Ellipsoid m (at time. t)

( looking south ) -._ nm axis of Earth
symmetry at time. t

r/
\ I  roenw, h,on .u e
\ [ /_ ._-'_ at hme. t

\ I /0_/.. )_W_,- _ree,_TilhleOn?_;ude

/_::_--"-"]__ l(OL)° X (Vernal Equinox)

Fro. 2. Section of the earth ellipsoid's equator showing

the relationship of the wlrious longitude references

used in this report.
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acceleration:

(4)

r dt (5)

d co, -- (,, e- e.) (6)r cos ¢ dt

The G's are gravitational force components per unit mass (see app. A).

Consider the X Y equatorial plane of the earth, with the earth's equator reflecting the mass dis-

tribution due to the nm harmonic of the geopotential (fig. 2). X is the geographic longitude of m. Bnm

is the geographic longitude of the principal nm axis of earth symmetry. It is clear from figure 2 that

_,- Bnm =0-0n_. The potential in appendix A is thus consistent with that in reference 4.

The reference orbit for the synchronous satellite is a circle in the equatorial plane of radius r,,

traversed at the earth's rotation rate. Therefore, we assume a perturbation solution to (4), (5), and

(6) of the following form:

0 = [-Initial Inertial Longitude.l-l- E (Earth Rate) (Time) -] _ [Geographic Longitude Perturbation-]

= + (7)

¢ : a¢; (8)

r : r s + Z_r , (9)

0_ is the time constant earth rotation rate. _0 is a constant equal to the initial geographic longitude

position of .m. Ah is the change in geographic longitude with time. Small r_ is a time constant initial

radius (the "synchronous radius") of m, to be determined later, hr is the change in radius of .m with

time. (0_)0 is the initial inertial longitude of Greenwich. The perturbation (7) replaces O--0n_ in the

force field of appendix A, by (0E)0q-_,0q-0_tq-A_q-0_. But 0_,_ = (OE)oq-OEt-'FB_m, from figure 2. There-

fore, the force field longitude arguments are, for the perturbation solutions;

)k0 -- _nm + _)k.

_o - ;_._ : _._ (10)

define new harmonic constants referred to the initial geographic longitude of m. Thus (7), (8), and (9)

are solutions to (4), (5), and (6) if;

Ai:- (rs+Sr)(_F + A;)2cos2¢ - (rs+ Ar)(_¢) 2 = Gr (rs+ Ar, A¢, Ah_+ 7..), (11)

1 d

(r +Ar) dt (r +At) 2 (_6)+ (r s +Ar).(;Z+A_) 2 cosA¢ sinA¢

: G¢(r s +Ar, A¢,A_.+T._), (12)
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1 d (rs +&r)2 (0z+LX:) cos2A¢ = Ge (r +&r,&_,&_+ T ).
(r s ÷Ar) cos¢ dt

(13)

Let w=0R.

Carrying through the indicated differentiations and substitutions, and ignoring all products of per-

turbations and/or perturbation rates (11)- (13) becomes;

r I * art + b_, + ck I + de I = e (14)

Ct + f¢1 + grt + h_'t = i (15)

XI ÷ i_l + krl + _ rl + met : n , (16)

The dots in (14)-(16) refer to derivatives with respect to a dimensionless time, T = tw. Thus;

d 1 d d 2 1 d 2

(IT w dt ; dT 2 = w 2 dt 2 "

The constants in (14)-(16) are:

R° 29,22 + 30 Jatcos_31
a = -l-w--_r a +6J20 - 36J22 _ cos

/Ro' / BoX'
- 300J,3_T ) cos 3"Y33 - 1x.25J4ok-_, )

/ ok' }- 3150144k-_ ) COS 4Y44 ;

I'
+ 225J42\rs / cos 2T42

(17)

b = -2; (18)

c = w2r3 8J22 sin2722 - 6J31_-_s ) sin73, + 180J33\r ] sin3Y33

(,),o }-75J42\r d sin2_42 + 2100J44 -_. sin4744 ;
(19)
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/_z f6 (RoSa _ 60ja2(Ro_ 3 75 /Rok4a - w2r3 J30\r / \r ] c°s2T32 + --_ J41t_-s)
=

_r ] cos 33,43 ;

cos T41

e = 1 + 1 -_ J'20t-_ ) +9J22 cos2_?22-6j31\r ] C0S)31

+ 60J33tr-_ ) ¢°s3) 33 + 8- J4o\r ] -

\rj c°s4"/44 ;

Z_ /R0k'

f =
f R 3

_ /'Ro__ /Rok_ 32 / o\

[Ro_3 15 [Ro_4 (Ro_4
+4sj33tr) _0_3_.+_-J,o\TJ -_o.J4,x,,i _0s2_4,

(RoV }+ 420J44t-_s ) cos4744 ;

_ f /RoV (Rok_
g : w2r3 t- 9J3° t-V:) + 90J32 t-7__) cos 2732

R 4105 { o_

- --T-J41 _Y-fl COS'_41

4 }+ 735J43 \r] cos 3"/43 ;

h = ., r /,or _j..(,o_'w,,--:_3°J'_t<)s_"2_3_- \rs] Sin')/4!

/R°_4 t+ 31SJ43 t_-s) sin 3Y43 ;

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)
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'°sJ-(R°/' t\%/ cos 3Y43 ;
(25)

-{ (/ : oi'/_E Ro 2 c°s29'_2-_ J31_r /j : w2r: 12J2 _ _ cos Y31 + 135J33_¥_) cos 3733

__oj,,(_o/' (_o/' }\ rs ] cos 2y42 + 1680J44 cos 4744 ;\r/
(26)

k - 2, (27)

_ { (R°) ' [Ro_3 [Ro\3

/ Ro\' / Ro_' "1
(28)

l\r/ 1

/e°\4 t+315J,3_-_, j sin37,3 ; (29)

n w2r'-'-s3L-J22_r*] sin2Y22- "_Jal\r ] sin73t +45J33\r / sir13/33

-lsj,_\,/ si.2>,_+4_oj,,_ / _.4>,, • (30)
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Writing (14)-(16)in operatornotation;(st=d/dT, s2=d2/dT 2, s=s t, s°= 1, etc,)

(s 2 +a) r I + (bs+c) ;k 1 + (d)¢l = e ,

509

(31)

(g)_, + (h)>_, + (_+f)¢, : i , (32)

(ks + l) r I + (s 2 + j) N 1 + (m)¢l = n , (33)

In (14)-(16) and (31)-(33); rl=Ar/r,, M=A),, Oa=A_: all dimensionless variables.

Solving (31)-(33)by Cramer's rule:

r!

e bs+c df

i h s 2 +

n s 2 + j m

s 2 + a bs + c d f
g h s 2 +

ks + l s 2 + j m

= {e[hm-s4-jf-s2(f+ j)]-i[m(bs+c )

Or

.... d (s 2+ j)l + n (bs 3 +cs2+bfs +c'-h))/{[s 2 +a] [mh-s'

.... s2(i + f)-if]-g[m(bs+c)-a (s: +i) ] + (ks +Z)(bs3 +cs2

• "" + bfs +cf-hd)}. (34)

- s o r t + (A) s 4 r I + (B) s 3 r I + (C) s 2 r x + (D) s 1 r I + (E) s o rl = ehm + ejf - ime...

"'" + idj + hcf - nhd. (35)

This result followsfromthe evaluation of the determinants because s(a, b, c, ...) =0, since a, b, c ...

are all constants. Summarizing, the three uncoupled linear equations of 6th order are:

[- s 6 + (A) s 4 + (B) s 3 + (C) s 2 + (D) s I + (E) s 0] r I = A1 ,

[- s 6 + (A) s 4 + (B) s 3 + (C) s 2 + (D) s 1 + (E) s °] _1 = A2 ' (36)

[-s 6 + (A)s 4 + (B)s 3 + (C)s 2 + (D) s 1 + (E)s o ] ¢I = An "
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The constants are;
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h : - a +kb- j - f , (37)

B = kc + Zb, (38)

C : mh - aj - af - j f + gd + lc + bfk , (39)

D : - grab + kcf + lbf - khd, (40)

E : amh - ajf - gmc + dgi + /cf - [hd, (41)

A 1 : ehm + ejf - imc + idi + hcf - nhd , (42)

A s : aim - anf - gem + gnd + lef - lid , (43)

A3 : aim - aij - gcn + gej + /ci - leh . (44)

Examination of (31)-(33) shows that for zero natural initial conditions; (r_=_1=_1=_1=)_ =kl =0,

at T=0)FI(T=0) =e, _I(T=0)=n and _I(T=0)=i. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the

perturbations to be zero for all time are, then, for the mass .m to be placed, with zero initial conditions,

into an orbit for which:

e =n =i =0. (45)

That this is so may be shown by successive differentiation of (31)-(33) for the higher derivatives.

They will all be zero providing only that the initial perturbation, perturbation rates and perturbation

accelerations are zero. But (45) are essentially three transcendental equations in the two unknowns _0

and r_ (the initial longitude and radius of the satellite). Therefore, there will be, in gcneral, no simul-

taneous solution except by coincidence of the constants of those equations. However, from what is

known at present about the earth's gravitational field (see ref. 4 and app. C), the perturbation forces

due to the latitude antisymmetry of the field (included in the i constant) are small compared to those

in the radial and longitudinal directions at near synchronous altitudes. The latitude perturbations, then,

may be neglected in considering the conditions for a near zero solution to (31)-(33). A plot of these

perturbation forces with h0 at an r, determined from e =0, is found in appendix C. It is postulated then,

and proved later, that essentially stable regions of the gravity field in geographic-geocentric coordinates

exist in the neighborhood of one or more points on the equator for which;

c =n =0. (46)
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In thedevelopmentwhichfollows,theearthgravityfieldofref.4 is used together with an earth rotation

rate from reference 5.

These earth constants are:

w = .7292115 × 10 -4 rad./sec.

_E = 3.986032 × 1020 cm.3/sec?

Ro = 6.378165 × 10 s cm.

J2o = 1082.48 × 10 -6

J3o = -2.56 × 10 -6

J4o = -1.84 x 10 -6

J2l = O.

J2_ = -1.2 x 10 -6

J31 = -1.9 × 10 -6

J32 = -.14 x 10- 6

J33 = -.10 x 10 -6

J41 = -.52 × 10 -6

J42 = -.062 x 10 -6

J43 = -.035 x 10 -6

J44 = -.031 × 10 -6

x22 = -26.4 degrees

X31 = 4.6degrees

>'32 = -16"8 degrees

x33 = 42.6 degrees

x4, = 237.5 degrees

X42 = 65.2 degrees

443 = 0.5 degrees

x44 = 14.9 degrees

(Reference 3)

(47)
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The two transcendental equations in _o and r, arising from (46) are:

w2r_ _ 1 3 /Ro_2 f /Ro_ 3 1t r /R°\_._ + -_J,0\_) +cO,Xo 6j=,_E) co=x3 +co=2Xo<_-9J,=t;:)co, 2_,,

7= <=o_'I I- I=°v 3)
+ -_- J,2_,-_-s) f + cos 3>,0 60J3,_)_'=) cos 34= .+ cos 440

{ <=0,' _ ,5 <=0,' _ r=o,' _. -525J,(\-/-_,) cos44. --g-j,ok_-_, j + sinXo 6J31\Y-J sin 43

{ 7, }+ sin24 o 9J22\r ] sin2k22 + 2-J42\r / sin244

{_(1o_=) _{1o") (48)+ si=340 60J33\r ] si. 34= * sin440 _-525j(,k)-_) si=44. ;

0 = =i. 40 _j_, co=4_, + =i,,_40 j_ ¢o=24_ - lsJ._\T:.) J

I( 1 I I' .I+ sin3_0 Sj33 cos3433 + sin4N 0 20J44\r / cos4N(

2

+ c°s40 J3t sin4a + c°s 2_'0 6J22 sin2_'22 + 15J(2

sin 244 + cos 340 45J33 sin 343 + cos 440 [ 420J((_TJ sin 4_. •

In general, for every finite zero r=, (49) changes

sign a minimum of two times and a maxinmm of

eight times over the equator. The earth constants

are such that for r=>Ro, the right-hand side of

(48) is very close to 1 for all points on the equator.

Essentially then, (48) and (4(,)) decouple. Equa-

tion (48) may be solved separately for a near

synchronous radius independent of longitude,

leaving a small longitude dependent residual.

With the near synchronous radius so determined,

the zero's of (49) establish (to high accuracy) a

minimum of two and a maximum of 8 potentially

stable points on the equator. The longitude de-

pendent residual of (48) may then be solved to

establish (to high accuracy) the radius to each

potentially stable point. The perturbation con-
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stants of the earth's gravity field are so much

less than 1., that the iteration need not be carried

further than that outlined above (see app. D).

The results of this iteration of (48) and (49)

with the earth constants of (47) are: The spherical

earth "synchronous radius" is;

r, (Spherical)

=138333942.5 Ft. (26199.6103 St. Miles). (50)

The "oblate earth" (including J20 and J40 po-

tential terms) "synchronous radius" is;

r_(Oblate)

= 138335648.5 Ft. (26199.9334 St. Miles). (51)

With the "oblate earth" synchronous radius

above, (49) becomes:

0 = .430 sin_0-4.37 sin2),0-k0.4175 sin3_0

-. 151 sin4_,0- 0.0345 cosh0 - 5.76 cos2h0

-[-0.538 cos3_0-t-0.257 cos4ho. (52)

The zero's of (52) which are the potentially

stable points around the equator, are at;

_,o=64.2 °, 155.8 °, 242.9 ° and 331.3 °. (53)

It is interesting to compare these potentially
stable longitudes with those which would be

present if all the tesseral and sectorial harmonics

except J22 are ignored. In the simpler field (the

so-called "triaxial" gravity field), the zero's of

(48) with the oblate earth synchronous radius of
(51) are at;

ho=63.6 °, 153.6 °, 243.6 ° and 333.6 °. (54)

In no case (with a full earth potential) do the

"stable" points differ by more than 2.37 from

those which exist in the simpler "triaxial" field.

The potentially stable radii to the longitudes

of (53) are:

r_(_o =64.2 °) = 138335637.5 Ft.

X (26199.9313 St. Miles) (55-A)

r, (ho = 155.8 °) = 138335660.2 Ft.

X (26199.9356 St. Miles) (55-B)

r8(_o=242.9 °) =138335635.2 Ft.

X (26199.9309 St. Miles) (55-C)

r,(ho =331.3 °) = 138335660.3 Ft.

X (26199.9356 St. Miles). (55-D)

The uncoupled linearized equations (36) may be

simplified and integrated directly by ignoring all

terms in the differential coefficients A, B, C, D

and E which are much less than 1. The driving

terms A_, As, A3 must retain at least one order of

smallness less than 1 so that the resulting solution

is sufficiently sensitive to drift acceleration. The

initial radius may be chosen for convenience as

the mean of those in (55). But to insure the

longest possible validity for the resulting solution,

it is probably best to solve e =0 for r, at the _0

from which the perturbation is desired. In any

case, r,= 138335647.7+12.5 ft for near zero solu-

tions to (36) with zero initial conditions. The

simplified uncoupled equations then become;

S + 2s 4 + s 2) r I = - A I

($6 + 254 + S2) _1 = - A 2 (56)

(s6 + 2s4 + s2) ¢1 = - A3 •

It may be verified that the complete solution to

(.56) is:

A T 2

a = c,. + C2T + (C3. +C.T) si.T + (C,. +C,T) cosT "2 ' (57)
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where:

.Aq : r I when q = 1

Aq = _ when q = 2 ,

Aq = ¢1 when q = 3.

In any dynamics problem utilizing the perturba-

tion solutions (57), 18 conditions on the perturba-

tions must be specified. The natural conditions

of initial position and velocity are the one's most

often encountered in practice, generating the

motion away from the reference position. For

this problem, the zero'th through fifth derivative

of (57) for each coordinate perturbation must be

evaluated at T=0. The zero'th and first deriva-

tives of the perturbations at T=0 (so ° and So 1)

are arbitrary, but must be small for this linear

solution to be valid for a reasonable length of

time. The second through the fifth derivatives of

the perturbations are evaluated successively

from (14)-(16) once the reference radius (r_)

and longitude (h0) are specified. The reference

latitude is zero. The coefficients Ciq(i = 1, 2, -* -6;

q=l, 2, 3) are then solved from the resulting

system of equations and appear in appendix A.

INVESTIGATION OF THE STABILITY OF MOTIONS IN THE VICINITY OF POINTS AT WHICH THE

LONGITUDINAL AND RADIAL PERTURBATION FORCES ARE ZERO

If the longitudinal and radial perturbation forces are zero, it may be verified that e =n =0 (see

app. B and C) and the linearized equations (31)-(33) become;

(s2 +a)r I + (bs+c)h. 1 + (d) qbI = 0 ;

(g)rl + (h)h.l + (s2 +f)¢l = i ;

(ks + /)r I + (s 2 + j)_l + (m)¢ 1 = 0 .

(58)

The characteristic equation of 58 is; (evaluating the differential constants of (36) for e =n =0)

q6(-1) + qd(-a+kb- j -f) + qa(kc+/b) + q2(mh-aj-af-jf +gd+/c+bfk)

+ q(- gmb + kcf + lbf - khd) + amh + dgj + /cf - lhd : 0 . (59)

The particular solutions to (58) will be constants:

rl (particular) =E/A1

_ (particular) =E/A2 (60)

_1 (particular) =E/A3.

To simplify the calculation of the roots of the characteristic equation (59) without losing anything

essential in the characteristics of the motion, we will ignore the lower order perturbation constants

and/or products of perturbation constants in each coefficient of (59). With this simplification and with

the large constants evaluated, (59) goes to:

q6(-1) + q4(-2) +qS(2c-2l) + q2(-1) + q(2c-2l) +3j : 0 . (61)

It is noted that the characteristic values of the motion from (61) are independent of the latitude per-

turt)ations of the earth's gravity ficld. Consider qm as solutions to (61), where q_._<<l. For these solu-
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tions, ignore orders of q smaller than qE Equation 61 in ql.2 then becomes;

q_ + 2(/-c)q- 3j = 0 .

The solutions to (62) are:

q1.2 = -(Z-c) :L [(l-c)2 + 3j] ½ •

Since [ l--c i, [3j I <<1; the approximation to (62) for these roots is valid.

There are also solutions to (61) ; I q I - (- 1) 1/2-Therefore, let;

q3.,I -- + (-1)_i + _3.,i '

where ie_,4 I <<1 With (64) in (61), (61) becomes;

[(-1)%+e3.436 + 2[(-1)_t+e3.414 + 2(/-c)[(-1)"t+,3.4] 3

515

(62)

(63)

(64)

+[<_,,.+,.,]_+[<-,>,++,..][_<,-_>]-_ : o.
Since I e3.<I <<1, the expansion of (65) ignoring terms in d and higher, is:

+ 2E (Z - c) (- I) _ + 2 (l - c) (- 1) _ + 15E i - 12e l + 6 (l - c) E1 (- 1) _

+ +2 = 0 .

This last equation reduces to:

E2[15-12+6(/-c) (- 1)_+ 1] + e[6(-l) % -8(-1) % - 6(/-c ) + 2(-1) _

q
+ 2(z-c) (-1)_j = 0.

Thus, the approximate roots to (65) are:

E 3 = 0 , £4

Similarly, letting:

- 2(/-c) [-3+(-1) m]

qs.+ : - (- 1)m + es.6 "

The expansion of (61), with the same order of approximation as for e3,+, reduces to:

°+[-<-1,.]_+,,_[-<-,>.]_++<_-_>_[-<-,>,+]_++,_[-<-,>.]+_(_-o><-,,,,

- 2e ( Z - c) (- 1) m - 2 ( Z- c) (- 1) m + lSe 2 - 12J - 6 ( Z- c) el (- 1)m + e2 = 0 •

(65)

(66)

(67)
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Therootsto theaboveequationare:

- (z - c>[- (- 1>.- 3] (68)
e s = 0 o 66 - 4

Thus (66) and (68) in (64) and (67) determine the other four roots to (61) as approximately:

[ 1 ] 3q3.s = +(-I)_' q4.6 = _(-1) s 1-_(Z-c) +_-(Z-c). (69)

Stability in the Triaxial Geopotential Field

In this case, /=c=0 at the points of zero

longitudinal and radial perturbation forces. The
four characteristic solutions are:

qi.2 (triaxial) -_ ±(3j) s , (70-A)

q3.4 (triaxial) -_ :t(-1) _ . (70-B)

While it is true that there are two more inde-

pendent complementary solutions to (58) that

may be found for the triaxial case, their constants
will be found to be zero when a natural set of

initial conditions are specified. For the triaxial

case, g=h=d=i=m=O. Therefore (58) un-

couples in the latitude variation and there are

only four characteristic solutions to the set in

the longitude and radial perturbations. It may

be shown that (70-A) and (70-B) are just these

four. It is interesting that the redundant q6.6=

±(-1) 1/2 are just the two characteristic solu-
tions to the latitude variation in the triaxial case.

On or Near the Major Axis in the Triaxial Field

3j()_0 = 153.6 °, --26.4 °) = +0.99X 10 -6 and the

motion thus has a slowly divergent component.

On or Near the Minor Axis in the Triaxial Field

3j(_0=63.6 °, -- 116.4 °) = --0.99°× 10 -6. The

motion consists of two nondampcd self-limiting
oscillations. One has a period in the neighborhood

of 1 day (from q'_,4). The other has a frequency

of (.99)l/2X 10 -3 =0.995 X 10-3 (dimensionless) =

0.995X10-aw (dimensions of time-0. This long

period oscillation has a period in the neighborhood
of

2_(rad./cycle) = 1005 days

.995 x 10-3 x 2_(rad,/day)

= 2.76 years .

Stability in the Geopotential Field Through
4th Order

For motion in the vicinity of the 4 points of

zero longitudinal and radial perturbation forces:

1. There will be four characteristic solutions

giving damped oscillations with periods near 1

day (q3,4,5,6) •

2. There will be two characteristic solutions

giving either a weakly negatively damped oscilla-

tion with a period near 1000 days, or two expo-

nentials, one of which is slowly divergent in
character.

For Motion in the Vicinity of the Zero Perturba-

tions at h0=64.2°: 1-c=--0.36XlO -9, 3j=

--1.026X10 -6. Perfect injection in the vicinity of

this quasi-stable point is thus followed by two

self-limiting oscillations with periods in the

vicinity of 1 day which are weakly positively

damped (q_,4,5,6). There is also a self-limiting
oscillation with a long period of 1/(1.026)'/2X

10-8=987 Days=2.71 Years, which is weakly

negatively damped (ql,2).

For Motion in the Vicinity of the Zero Perturba-

tions at _o=155.8_: 3j is controlled by the J2_

term, is greater than zero, and ± (3j) 1/2 is of the

order of ±10 -3. I l-cl is of the order of 10 -_ as
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before,sothat oneof thecharacteristicsolutions
will beaslowlydivergentexponential.

For Motion in the Vicinity of the Zero Perturba-

tions at _o =2_2.9i'(- 117.1/') : l-c = -}-5.3 X 10-9,

3j = - 1.123 )< 10 -6. Perfect injection in the vicinity

of this quasi-stable point is thus followed by two

self-limiting coupled oscillations with periods in

the vicinity of 1 day which are weakly negatively

damped (q3.4.5._). There is also a coupled self-

limiting oscillation with a long period near

1/(1.123) 1/2X 10-3 =944i Days =2.58 Years, which

is weakly positively damped (ql.2).

For Motion in the Vicinity of the Zero Perturba-

tions at _o=331.3°(-28.7°): 3j, controlled by

the J22 term, is greater than zero. -4-(33")1/2 is of

the order of 4-10 -3. [ l-cl is of the order of 10 -9

as before. Therefore, the resultant motion is

slowly divergent in character as one of the ql,2

solutions will be positive of the order of q-10 -3.

In conclusion, for the geopotential gravity field

through 4th order, two regions on the equator

have been found within which small initial per-

turbations in geographic longitude, latitude, and

radius are self-limiting in the sense that the re-

sulting motion of an earth satellite in these regions

is essentially harmonic in character with very

weak damping. These regions are in the neighbor-

hood of 64.2 ° cast of Greenwich and 26,199.9314

statute miles; and 117.1 ° west of Greenwich and

26,199.9309 statute miles from the center of mass

of the earth. They are both within 2½° of the

minor axis of the earth ellipsoid's equator. The

damping is of the order of 10 -9 wt, or of the order

of 10-st (days). Thus, initial amplitudes of the

damped harmonic perturbations in these two

regions suffer a twofold change in magnitude in
the order of

t = In (2)/10 -s = 6.93 )< 107 Days = 1.9 )< 105 Years.

These regions then, can be considered to be es-

sentially stable.

While the regions around 64.2 ° and 242.9 ° on

the equator have an inherent dynamic stability

in the sense shown above, the regions around the

zero perturbation points at 155.8 ° and 331.3 ° are

only very weakly dynamically unstable. This

may be shown by calculating the Ciq coefficients

of the divergent approximate integrals in equa-

tion 57. At the n=e=0 point where _0=331.3 °

and r8= 138,335,660.3 feet, assuming zero initial

perturbations and rates, the resultant motion is:

r I =" - 1.63 x 10-16 + (- 1.76 x10-16T) + (+2.64x 10 -16 -.815 x 10-16T) sinT

+ (1.63x 10"16-.88× 10-I_T)cosT - 21.3 x I0-24T2 , (71-A)

)tI -'-- 6.15 x 10-16 + (3.26x10-16T)+ (-4.89 ×I0-I_+ 1.76×I0-1eT)sinT

+ (+6.15x10-1e+1.63×10"1eT) cosT + 13.2 x I0-17T2 , (71-B)

4>I "- - 6.4 x 10-9 + (-23.7 ×10-14T)sinT + (6.4× 10-9 cosT) + 24.5 x 10-I_T2. (71-C)
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(71-A) predicts a change in injection radius of

only -0.0003 foot in 5 years. (71-B) predicts a

change in injection geographic longitude of only
+1.00X10 -6 degrees in 5 years. (71-C) predicts

a change in injection latitude of only +1.85 X 10-5

degrees in 5 years. These are all mean daily
drifts. The amplitudes of the daily oscillations

are even smaller quantities. The conclusion is

that station-keeping requirements for near syn-
chronous satellites placed with low initial rates

near the major axis of the earth ellipsoid's equator,

will be virtually unaffected by the noncentral

character of the earth's gravitational field.

INVESTIGATION OF THE DRIFT OF AN EARTH
SATELLITE INJECTED WITH LOW INITIAL RATES

AT OR NEAR THE EQUATOR AT ANY LONGITUDE

AND AT A RADIUS AT WHICH THE RADIAL
PERTURBATION FORCE OF THE EARTH'S

GRAVITY FIELD* IS ZERO

The general character of the drift following

near perfect injection at radii for which e is equal

to or close to zero, may be found by examining

the approximate integrals (57) and their coeiti-

cicnts. There is a coupled daily harmonic oscilla-

tion in the drift motion due to the eccentricity

introduced by the resonant longitudinal perturba-

tion force (when present) principally. This daily

harmonic oscillation is also partly due to coupling

from the latitude and radial perturbations. The

long term drift away from the injection point

predicted by (57) is controlled by the C:q and/or

Aq terlns. It may be seen by exanfining the order

of magnitudes of the coefficients in appcndix A,

that the long-term drift in radius is controlled by

C2_ which is about 2n for perfect injection

(so 1=so°=0). The long-term drift in longitude is

controlled by -A2/2 which is about -3n/2 for

perfect injection. The sign of n changes four times

around the equator. The following table shows the

dominant drift effect following perfect injection:

62.4 ° <:),o < 155.8 °:

155.8 ° < ho < 242.9 °:

242.9 ° < Xo< ;]31.3 °:

331.3° <Xo < 62.4°:

Sign (n) Sign (--n)

(dominant (donfinant
drift in drift in

radius) longitude)

+

-- + (72)

+

-- +

*See al)t)cndix B.

Thus the long-term radial and longitudinal drift

following near perfect injection at near syn-

chronous radii (e-0) around the equator has the

following character: (out of scale)

155(8°_.,../Major Axis of Earth's Equator

t-,-_f 2.2 o

/'% I / Earth's Equatorial Section

/ o.7ol _ .v_,
2429°"--- -Z_ a I ,<c" ,1 "_ / \

"/" _ 'I/..,NP.:_ / 0'6° I

"M4/_[, ,,_.>K _ / Minor Axis of

/"_ '_ast "_" Earth's Equator

1_'_12.3 ° ,",'_0o ( Greenwich )
331.3°/ \

Fro. 3. Long term radial and longitudinal drift following

near perfect injection at near synchronous radii

around the equator.

The long-term motion in longitude and radius is

thus highly suggestive of the coupled long-term
circulation about the minor axis of the earth

ellipsoid's equator predicted in reference 1 and

confirmed in the computer studies in reference 2,
both studies made with a triaxial gravitational

field. All the results of this study showing the

dominance of the ,122 (triaxial) term in the longi-

tudinal perturbations, point strongly to the con-
clusion that such a circulation about the "stable"

regions of zero longitude perturbation, exists for

the full earth potential as wcll.

The latitude drift following perfect injection,

predicted in (71-C) and, in fact for all injections
where the initial latitude rate is zero, is initially a

daily harmonic oscillation of small amplitude,

but entirely on one side of the equator or the

other depending on the sign of i which is propor-
tional to the latitude perturbing force at the

equator. Since J_0 (the so-callcd "pear-shaped"
harmonic of the earth's field) dominates i and it

is negative, the perturbing force is directed south

and the initial daily oscillation is southerly with
an amplitude of 2i. The orbital mechanics of this

interesting effect is illustrated in figure 4. Yr is

the southerly directed perturbing force causing a

change in angular momentum of the satellite of
_P,, from P,,. r is the radius vector to the satellite.

It is seen from fig. 4.A, that if Ep acts south after

an injection along the equator, the initial effect
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(NORTH)

.._ (NORTH)

.----s P; ,
Po

NEW POSITION OF NODES

-_" -_ jORIGINAL EQUATORIAL _NEAR
I" _ _; " ORBIT -- J _:::___-_ --
_L. _ _ / _ _ --..._ _'_'-_'_' MAXIMUM SOUTH

-'_ "7 \ / _ "/ ,I, EXCURSION

_, Fp . _ 'INCLINED ORBIT DUE _..... _Vv_,. .v_X -_
TO Fp ACTING ON SATELLITE _ 'P

AT THE EQUATOR

A. B.

Fro. 4. Effect of latitude perturbation on a near equatorial orbit.

of Ep is to swing the satellite into an inclined

orbit with the satellite moving south in this orbit.

The injection longitude is at the descending node.
Figure 4.B illustrates that when the satellite is

90 ° from its descending node, the effect of Fp is
to advance the nodes and leave the inclination

unchanged. At angles from the descending node
between 0 ° and 90 °, the effect is to advance the

nodes to a lesser extent while increasing the in-

clination. From 90 ° to 180 °, Fp advances the

nodes to the same effect as in 0 ° to 90 °, but the

inclination change is reversed. Of course, during

the southerly excursion, the earth's oblateness
acts to regress the nodes. But the oblateness com-

ponent normal to the orbit plane is extremely

small and the linearized solution implies that for

perfect injection into a very near equatorial

orbit at near synchronous altitudes, the nodes

actually advance about 180 ° per day; the latitude

perturbation effect far overbalancing the oblate-

ness. Furthermore, since the J30 perturbation

acts in this manner for all near equatorial orbits,

these orbits should show the same kind of effect;

rapid nodal advance during the southerly swing,

and regression during the northerly swing, both

tending to keep the satellite longer to the south

of the equator during every orbit regardless of
altitude.

In summary; the approximate drift of a near

equatorial, near synchronous satellite of the

earth, injected at a radius where the radial
perturbation force is near zero with near zero

perturbation rates; is given by the following

expressions;

rl -- X1-- (_1"---0, (72)

for injection at longitudes close to the four of (53)

where the longitude perturbation force is zero;

rl- +(2n) T+(--2n) sinT,

at other longitudes; (73-A)

M- 4n+ (--4n) cosT--_nT 2,

at other longitudes; (73-B)

@l-i- (2ng) T-- (i) cosT +_(hn-ij) T 2,

at other longitudes. (73-C)

In (73-A) and (73-B), the products of perturba-

tion constants (which would be of second order

smallness) have been ignored (see app. A).

The drift of a near synchronous earth satellite

injected with zero perturbation rates at -71.4 °

longitude from Greenwich (45 ° from the minor

axis of the earth ellipsoid's equator, and thus

having close to maximum longitude drift rates),

as predicted by (73), is:

Ar=259t--41.25 sin(2rt) Feet.

(t, in sidereal days). (74-A)

hh =34.2 X 10-6(1 - cos2rt) -- 505

X 10-6t 2 Degrees.

(t, in sidereal days). (74-B)
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FIG. 5. Comparison of numerically integrated and pre-

dicted longitude drift of a near 24-hr satellite in-

jected 45 ° east of the earth ellipsoid's minor equa-
torial axis with zero initial perturbation rates.
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(t, in sidereal days). (74-C)

Numerical integration (cowell step by step

method) of the equations of motion have been

carried out on an IBM 7090 computer and the

comparison with the predictions of (74) is illus-

trated in figures 5 and 6 for the longitudinal and

radial drifts to 30 days following injection. The

full results indicate that the linear theory of (57)

will predict the perturbations of a near syn-

chronous, near equatorial satellite due to a "full"

earth potential through 4th order, to within 2%

in the mean daily longitude drift, and 1% in the

mean daily radial drift for up to 180 days follow-

ing a near perfect injection. The numerically com-

puted latitude drift of the near synchronous

satellite is of the order of :l:10 -6 degrees, maxi-

mum, over 180 sidereal days, which agrees with

(74-C) in order of magnitude. Numerically inte-

grated drifts for the above example in a "triaxial"

(J20 and J_2 harmonies only) earth field show

errors of about 10% from the drift in a full po-

tential field in both radius and longitude to 180

days following injection. This "error" was re-

_ Numerically Integrated Drift /
/

_ With J2e and J22 only, in Geopotential//

_ (Triaxial_ //,/

-- With all Hl.arcmughiC2t_noGrc_Opotential,,,_/

_

l/ _ I I I I I I I I
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30

TIME FROM INJECTION (sidereal days)

Fro. 6. Comparison of numerically integrated and pre-

dicted mean daily radial drift of a near 24-hr

satellite injected 45 ° east of the earth ellipsoid's

minor equatorial axis with zero initial perturba-
tion rates.

duced to about _5% with the inclusion of the Jal

harmonic in the programmed potential function.

Inclusion of the J33 harmonic reduces the "error"

to about 1% over 180 days.

It should be noted that the linear theory pre-

sented in this report does not predict the build up

in eccentricity of the spiralling orbit of the reso-

nant near synchronous satellite. However, the

results of the numerical integration on the above

example show that the initial eccentricity of the

spiral orbit is well predicted. The radius in the

numerically integrated orbit has a daily oscilla-

tion of about :t: (34+5t) feet (t, in days) for a

period of 5 days following injection; which is in

excellent agreement with (74-A) considering the

inherent machine error in the numerical

integration.

CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions of this paper may be

summarized as follows:

1. There are four _ongitudes, located within 2½ °

of the axes fixed by the earth's elliptical equator,

into which a 24-hour satellite may be placed and

maintained with negligible drift for extended

periods of time.

2. At intermediate longitudes (about 45 ° from
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these "stable points") such a satellite will, even

if injected "perfectly," experience a minimum of

about 4 ° of drift in 3 months following injection.

3. Maximum drift of a perfectly injected 24-

hour satellite in an earth gravity field to 4th order

differs by about 10% from the drift experienced
in a triaxial field.

4. Except in the immediate vicinity of the "stable

points," the initial mean daily drift in radius

following a perfect injection into a 24-hour orbit

is proportional to time, and the initial mean daily

drift in geographic longitude is essentially pro-

portional to the square of time.

5. The maximum longitude perturbational force

on a 24-hour satellite in an earth potential field

to 4th order is approximately 12% greater than

the maximum perturbation experienced in a
triaxial field.



Appendix A _

THE EVALUATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS Ciq IN THE APPROXIMATE INTEGRALS (57), FOR A
COMPLETE SET OF INITIAL CONDITIONS So° AND so1 ON THE DIMENSIONLESS PERTURBATIONS

IN RADIUS, GEOGRAPHIC LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE

The zero'th through fifth derivatives of (57) at T=0 are given by:

So°Aq = Clq -_-Csq

solAq = C2q-_-C3q _[-C6q

802Aq = -_-2C4q-- Csq - A q.

8oaAq = -- C3q -- 3 C6q

sdAq = -- 4 C,q-q- Csq

"soSAq = + C3q -_-5 C6q

(A-l)

The solution of (A-l) for the coefficients C_q in terms of the initial conditions So° through 8o5 is:

Clq = 8o ° Aq-_ - ( 804 Aq-_- 28o2 Aq-_- 2Aq) .

C2q = (8ol + 8o5+ 2So3) Aq.

C_q= - ½(3So_+5So3)a_.

C4q = - ½(So4Aq+So2Aq+ A q). (A-2)

Csq = - (so4Aq+2so2Aq +2A q).

Ceq= _ (So5+80_)a_.

Differentiating (31)-(33) successively, the higher derivatives so2 through 8o5, in terms of so°, 8oI and the

perturbation constants (a, b, c, etc.) are:

8o2rl = -- aso°r_ -- bsolM- cso% l - dso°ckl-q-e.

So2M = - ksolrl - lso°rl -jso%l - mso°¢_l+ n.

8o2_1= - gso°rl -- hso°_l --fso°_bi-{-i.

so3rl = { ( -- a-q- bk ) sol-q-lbso °}rl-q- { ( - c) SoI + (bj) 8o0}_ + { ( - d) 8o1+ (bin) So° }_1 .... bn.

so3hj = [ (--I)sol W (-ka)soOlrl-q- { (-j-_kb)sol-q-(kc)so°}_l@ {(-m)so_+ -.. + (kd)so°}_l-q-ke.

So3_1 = ( -- g) solrl -- hsol_kl --fsol_bl.

so4r_= { (bl +ck )8ol + (a2-bka+cl+dg)so°}rl+ { (ab+bj--b2k )sol + (ac-bkc. . . +dh +cj)8o°}_,

+ { (bin) sol + (ad - bdk + cm + d f) So° }_1 - ae + bkc - cn - di.

So4M = [ ( jk + ak- k2b ) so1+ (kl- klb +al +mg) so° }rl + { ( j2 +ck +bl) 8o' + ( - kbj+. . . lc +rob) So° }_1

q- { (kd) soI + ( jm-- kbm +mf +ld) so°}_l+kbn-jn- el- mi.

522
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So4_1= { (kh) sol+ (fg+ag+lh) So°}rl+ { (bg)sol-_ ( fh+cg-_jh )soo}_+. . .

+{ ( f2 +gd+mh )so°}¢l--fi-ge--nh.

soSrl = { (a 2- bjk-- bak + cl +dg + abk + b_k2) So1+ ( - abl- bkl + b2k -- bal .... brag -cak ) so° }rs

+ (ac - bj2- bck-- b2l+cj- ckb +dh) Sos+ { ( -- abj +... kb_l- blc- bmh- c2k) so° }_1

+ { (ad-kbd+cm:_-fd)soS+ (--abm--jbm--mbf+...kb2m--lbd--ckd)soO}chl

+abn +jbn- kb2n +ebl +mbi Tcke.

SOShl{ ( jl-- kbl-- ck 2_-al +mg- lbk ) sos+ ( --jka-- ask _ bk2a -- ckl-- kdg .... bl2) so°}rl

+ { ( j2 _ kbj- lcab -- kbj+b2k 2+cl +mh) s'-_ ( -jkc-- kac T"" bk2c- kdh-- ckj- blj) so°}_1

+ { (m j- k bm + ld-_ mr) so_+ ( - kjd- ]cad +... bdk 2- ckm - kdf-- bin l) so°}_bl

_jke + ake -- bk2e + ckn _ dki _ bnl.

soS_bs= { (gf+ ag +hl-- gbk) sol-{- ( - gal- kha) so°}rl + { (hf+cg _jh-- kbh) Sos+... ( - bjg- kch) So° }hi

+ { ( f_--Fdg--Fmh)sol--_ (-bmg-khd)so°}g_l-_-bng--Fkeh. (A-3)

(A-3) in (A-2) determines the C_q of (57) for the "natural" initial value problem as;

Cu = {[ (bl+ck) -]So_+ [1 + (a 2- bka +cl+dg- 2a) _so° }rl

+ {[ (ab _-bj- b2k .... 25) -]soS+ [ (ac-- bkc +dh + cj- 2c) _so°}_l

+ { (bm) soS+ [ (ad- bdk+cm+.., df- 2d) -]So°}¢,+ ( - ae+bke- cn-- di+2e+2A,).

Cs2 = {[ ( jk + ak-- 2k - k2b ) -]sos+ [ (kl- klb _- al + m g - 2/) -]So°}rl

__{[(j2+...ck+bl)-]soS+[-(l_kbj+lcWmh_2j)-]SoO}_

+{[(kd)-]soS+ ... [(jm-kbm+ld+mf-2m) _so°}¢,+ (-jnWkbn-el--mi+2n+2A2). (A-4)

Cs3 = {[ (kh) -]soS+[ ( fg+ag+lh-2g) -]So°}rl+{ (bg)soS-_-[ ( fh+cg-_...jh--2h) ]so°}h_

+ {[(1 +f2+gd+mh-- 2f) ]so° }_bs+ (--fi-ge--nh+2i+2A3).

C21= [ ( 1+ a s- bjk -- 2bak + cl + dg _ b2k2- 2a + 2bk ) Sos_ ( -- abl- bkl +... b2kl- cak - bal-- bmg _ 21b) so°-]rs

+ [ (ac-- bj 2+c j- bck -- ckb - b2l+... dh-- 2c) soS+ ( -- abj +kb21- blc- bmh - c_k+ 2bj) So°-]hs

--_[ ( ad -- kbd + cm--_ . . .f d - 2d) so_+ ( -- abm -- jmb - mb f + kb_m - lbd - ckd + 2bm ) so°-]rh,

+ abn -_-jbn .... kb2n --_ebl+mbi-_-cke-- 2bn.

C22= [ ( jl- kbl- clc_--_al + mg- lbk - 2/) sol-_- ( - jka-- a_k + bk2a- ckl- kdg .... bl_+2ka) so°-]rl

+ [-( 1 --_j_- kbj- kab- kbj+b_k_+cl+mh .... 2j-_-2kb) Sos

+ ( --jkc- kac+bk_c- kdh- ckj- bjl--_2kc) So°-]hl

+... [ (mj-- kbm -_-ld--_ mf - 2m) so° --_ ( - kjd-- kad+ bdk _-- ckm - kd f .... bml + 2kd ) so°-]_l

-_jkc +ake-- bk2e + ckn +dki + bnl-- 2ke.

C2_= [ (gf +ag +hl-- 2g) SoS+ ( - gal- kha) So°-]rs+ [-(hf +cg +jh- kbh - 2h) sol+ .-- ( - bjg-- kch ) So°_hs

+ [ ( 1 --_f: +dg + mh- 2f) So'--_( -- bdg - khd ) So°-]Os+ bng + keb.
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C31= {[( - 3/2) (a 2- bjk- 2bak +clTdg+b2k 2) + (5a/2) - (5bk/2) ]So'

+..- [ ( - 3/2) ( - abl- bkl+b2kl+cak-- bal- bmg) -- (51b/2) ]So° }rl

+.-- {[-( -- 3/2) (ac-- bj 2+ cj-- ckb + dh-- b2l- bck ) - (5c/2) ]so'

+.-- [-( - 3/2) ( -- abj+kbSl- blc- bmh- cSk) - (5bj/2) ]so ° }_,

+'-- {I-(--3/2) (ad-kbd+cm+fd) -_-(5d/2) ]So1

-_-[-( -- 3'/2) ( - abm - ckd-jbm .... mbf-4- kbSm - lbd) - ( 5bm/2) ]So°}41

-_-( - 3/2) (abn + jbn - kbSn --kebl--k . . .mbi + cke ) + ( 5bn / 2 ) .

C32= [(-3/2) (jl-kbl-ckS-al+mg-lbk) 'k (5l/2) -]so'-4-

-_-{ [-( - 3/2) ( -jka- ask Jr'" bkSa- ckl- kdg- bl s) -Jr (5ka/2) ]so °}ri

-_ {[-( -- 3/2) ( js_ kbj-- kab- kbj+.., bSks-_cl+mh) - (5/2) ( -j +kb) ]so'

-t- ( -- 3/2) ( -- jck-- kac-Jr bkS6-- kdh .... ckj- bjl ) - (5kc/2) ]so° }_l

+ {['(-3/2) (mj--kbm--Fld-_-mf) -Jr (5m/2) -]so1

+... [ ( -- 3/2) ( -- kjd-- kad + bdk s- ckm- bml- kdf) - (5kd/2) ]So°}4i

.... (3/2) (jke--?ake-bkSe+ckn--Fdki--F-bnl) -_-5ke/2.

C33= {E( - 3/2) (gf +ag+hl- gbk ) + 5g/2]So 1+ [( - 3/2) ( - gal- kha) -]so°}rl

Jr"- {E( - 3/2) (hf+cg +jh- kbh) +5h/2]So I_- [-( - 3/2) ( - bjg- kch) ]so °}hi

-_ {r( .... 3/2) (ff+dg+mh) --kSf/2]sol+[(-3/2) ( -bmg--khd)_so°}rhi - (3/2) (bng+keh).

C4_= {- (1/2) (bl+ck) So1+ ( - 1/2) (a s+bka+cl+dg- a) So°}ri

+{ ( - 1/2) (ab+bj-bSk .... b) soX-_ ( - 1/2) (ac- bkc+dh-_cj-c)so°}h_

+{ ( - 1/2) (bm)sol+ ( - 1/2) (ad-bdk+...cm_-df--d)so°}4_+ (1/2) (ae+bke-cn+di+e- A1). (A-4)

C4s = {( -- 1/2) ( jk +ak- kSb- k) Sol+ ( - 1/2) (kl- klb +al+mg- l) so°}r_

+{ (- 1/2) ( js+...ck+bl)so_+ (_ 1/2) (-kbjTlc+mh-j)so°}M

+{ ( - 1/2) (kd)so_+ (- 1/2)--- ( jm-kbm+ldTmf-m)so°}_j

-t- ( - 1/2) ( -jn+kbn-el-mi+n- A2).

C4a-- {(- 1/2) (kh)soi+ (- 1/2) ( fg_-ag+lh-g)so°lr_

_-[-(-- 1/2) (bg)sol+ (- 1/2) ( fh+cg+...jh-h)so°]h_+E(-- 1/2) (fS_-gdWmh-f)so°_

+ ( - 1/2) (-fi-ge-nhTi- A3).

C5_ = [( - 1) (bl T ck ) So_+ ( - l) (a s- bka + cl + dg - 2a) so°]r l

+ E( - 1) (ab +bj- bSk .... 2b) so_+ ( - 1) (ac- bkc+dh +cj- 2c) so°-]hi

+[-(-1) (bm)so_ + ( - 1)... (ad-bdk +cm +df)soO74_wk (-1) (ae+bke-cn-di+ 2e+ 2A1).



Appendix B

THE EARTH GRAVITY POTENTIAL AND GRAVITATIONAL FORCE FIELD USED IN THIS REPORT

The gravity potential used is the exterior potential derived in reference 6 for geocentric spherical

coordinates referenced to the earth's spin axis and its center of mass (see fig. 1). The harmonic series
is truncated after J44.

VE= (try�r) {1- (Ro/r)2(J2o/2) (3 sin2_b- 1) -3(Ro/r)2J22 cos_ cos2(0-022) ....

-- (Ro/r)3(J3o/2) (5 sin3_b-3 sin6) - (Ro/r)3(J31/2) cos_b[15 sin2_b-3] cos(0 .... 031)

- (Ro/r) 315J32 cos2_ sin_b cos2 (0- 832)- (Ro/r) 315J33 cos3_b cos3 (0 .... 03a)

+Ro/r)4(J,o/8) (35 sin*C-30 sin2q_+3) - (Ro/r)4(J41/8) cos4_[140 sina_b .... 60 sin_-]

)< cos (0- 041) - (Ro/r) 4(J42/8) cos2_b[-420 sin_¢ - 601 cos2 (0 .... 04_) - (Ro/r) 4[J43/8]

X cos3_[840 sin_b] cos3(0-043) .... (Ro/r)4(J44/8)840 cos4_b cos4(0-044) } (B-l)

F =_F,-t-OFo,+_F_. (B-2)

Fr = .mG,=m( OVE/Or) ,

where ;

G, = (ttE/r 2) { - 1-4- (Ro/r)2[1.5J2o(3 sin2q_- 1) +9J22 cos2¢ cos2(0-022) "4"" .2(Ro/r) J30(5 sin2_b- 3)

X (sin_) -4-6 (Ro/r) J31 (5 sin2_- 1 ) eos¢ cos (0 .... 0al) -4-60 (Ro/r) J32 cos2¢.bsin6 cos2 (0-032)

-4-60 (Ro/r) J33 cos3_b cos3 (0 .... 033) -4-4-0.625(Ro/r) 2J4o(35 sin4¢,- 30 sin2_b,4,3) ....

-4-12.5(Ro/r)2J41(7 sin2_ - 3) cos_ sin_b cos(0-041) -4-" "37.5(Ro/r)2J42(7 sin s- 1)

X cos2_b cos2 (0- 042),4,'" 525 (Ro/r) 2J4a cos3_b sin_b cos3 (0- 043)

+525(Ro/r)2J44 cos_b cos4(0-044) 1}. (B-3)

Fo =m. Go = [m. / (r cos_b) ] (OVE/O0),

where:

Go = (gs/r 2) ( Ro/r) 2{6 J22 cos_b sin2 (0 - 022)+ 1.5 (Ro/r) J31[5 sin2_b- 1] sin (0 .... 0al)

-4-30 (Ro/r) J32 cos6 sin_b sin2 (0- 0a2) -4-45 (Ro/r) J3_ cos2¢, sin3 (0 .... 033) -4-2.5 (Ro/r) 2J4j

X [-7 sin26- 3 -] sin6 sin (0-041) +15(Ro/r)2(7 sin2_ .... 1) J42 cos6 sin2 (0-042)

+315(Ro/r)2J4a cos2_b sin_b sin3(0-04a) "4"" "420(Ro/r)2J44 cosa_ sin4(0-0,4) }. (B-4)

F_ =m. G_-- (m/r) (OV_/O¢_),

526
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C52-- [-( - 1) ( jk+ak--kb2--2k)Sol+ ( -- 1) (kl-klb-t-al-l-mg-21)so°-]rl

4- [ ( -- 1) ( j2-_ck 4-. . . bl) so_+ ( - 1) ( -- kbjWlcWmh- 2j) So°]h,

+[( - 1 = ( kd ) sol+ ( - 1) ( jm _-m f -- kbm + . . . ld - 2m ) so°_4_l

4- (- 1) (-jnWkbn--el-miW2n+2A_).

Cs3 = [ ( - kh ) so1+ ( -- 1) ( fg + ag +lh- 2g) so°_r, + [ ( - bg) so14- ( -- 1) ( fh 4-cg +jh- 2h ) so°_)_l

+-.-[(- 1) (ffWgdTmh-2f) so°J¢_+ (-- 1) (-fi-ge-nh+2iW2Aa).

C6_= _1/2 ( a2- bjk - 2bak + cl 4- dg - a + bk _- b2k 2) sol+ 1/2 ( - abl - bkl na b2kl- ba I.... bmg -cak + lb) So°_rl

+ ]-+ 1/2 (ac- bj 2- bck - b21Wcj - ckb +dh - c) so'+... 1/2 ( -- abj- kb2l- bcl - bmh-- c2k+bj) so°_,

_- [ 4-1/2 (ad - kbd + cm +...fd- d ) so' + 1/2 ( - abm -- jbm -- mb f + kb2m - lbd - ckd 4- bin) so°_4_

4-1/2 (abn +...jbn- kb2n +cbl +mbi +cke - bn ) .

C6_ = [_ ( jl- kbl- ck _+al +rag- l-- lbk ) sol+ 1 ( -jka- a2k +bk2a- ckl .... kdg- bl2+ka) 8o°-]rl

+[½ ( j_-- kbj- kab - kbj-_b_k_-_-cl+mh-j+.., kb) So'-_-_ ( -jkc- kac-_-bk_c - kdh- ckj4-kc- blj) so°Jh,

4- [½ (mj- kbm + . . . hi 4-mr-- m) so14- ½( -- kjd-- bml- kad -_-bdk 2- ckm 4-kd-- bdl .... kdf ) s_°_¢1

-_-½( jke _- ake -- bk2e _- ckn 4- dki-_- bnl- ke ) .

C63= [-1(gf + aq +hl- g) So'+ ½( - gal- kha) so°']rl + [-½( hf-_ cg +jh- kbh .... h) 801+ 1 ( __ bjg-- kch ) So°_l

+[-½(f2Wdg+mh-f)solT½(-bmg .... khd)so°74_,+½(bngWkeh). (A-4)
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where,

G_ = (_E/r 2) (Ro/r) 2{ _ 3JR0 sin_ cos_+6 J22 cos_ sin_b cos2 (0- 022) .... 1.5 (Ro/r) J3o (5 sin2_- 1)

X cosdp+l.5(Ro/r) J31(15 sin2_ - ll) sin_b cos(0 .... 031) +15(Ro/r) J32(3 sin2_b- 1)

X cos_b cos2 (0 - 032) +'-- 45 (Ro/r) J33 cos2_ sin_ cos3 (0- 033) +{-2.5 (Ro/r) 2J40 (7 sin2_b.... 3)

X sin_b cos_ +2.5 (Ro/r) _J41 (28 sin4_- 27 sin2_ +3) cos (0 .... 041) +30 (Ro/r) 2J42

X (7 sin2_b- 4) cos_b sin_ cos2 (0 - 042) +... 105 (Ro/r) 2J43 (4 sin2¢.b- 1 ) cos2_ cos3 (0- 043)

+...420(Ro/r)2J44 cos3_ sin_b cos4(0-044) }. (B-5)

The radial perturbation of the gravitational field referred to in this report is the residual of the sum of

the gravitational and centrifugal forces on .m at the moment of injection at the radius re. Since .m is

injected at an angular rate w for conditionswhere the initial perturbation rates with respect to the

reference synchronous orbit are zero, the centrifugal force on .m at the moment of this injection at r8 is;

_(+w2r,m). Thus, the radial perturbation force, as defined above, at the moment of injection is: radial

perturbation force =mw2rs+mGr. =mw2r, e. Thus, the condition for the radial perturbation force (for a

"perfect" injection, at injection) to be zero is: e =0.



Appendix C

THE MAGNITUDE

ON A

OF THE LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE PERTURBATION FORCES PER UNIT MASS

NEAR SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE, AROUND THE EQUATOR, DUE TO
THE EARTH'S GRAVITY FIELD

It may be verified from appendix B, that:

1. The longitude perturbation forcc per unit mass on the near synchronous satellite is given by;

Ge),,- (g,) (_), (C-l)

2. The latitude perturbation force per unit mass on the near synchronous satellite is given by;

(G,),. - (g,) (i). _C-2)

g, is the radial acceleration of gravity in a 1/r 2 earth field at the synchronous radius.

g, = pE/r, 2= FpE/ ( Ro ) 2-](Ro/r,) 2= 32.15 X 0.02288 = 0.735 ft sec 2 (C-3)

It is noted that at the synchronous radius;

pE/w2r, 3 - 1. (C-4)

In figure 7, the perturbation forces per unit mass are plotted for two earth gravity fields. One is for a

field through 4th order due to Kozai (1962), and the other is for a simpler triaxial field which includes

only the second order harmonic potential constants from the same source. It is seen that, while the

triaxial components clearly dominate the longitude perturbation force function, the maximum force in

the "full" field is 12% greater than the maximum force in the triaxial (table 1). The latitude perturba-

tion in the triaxial field is, of course, zero. It is noted that the extreme magnitudes of the latitude per-

turbation function around the equator are about one order of magnitude less than the extremes of the

Equalorlal Equalocmt E_ualOrml [_uat_rml
m,.or Ax,s Malor ax_s M,.or a_ls _alOr Ax,s

2.0' G

..... _____-2 -i ,_ ! T .....

2-i0 '

n to _1 120 t o 3oo 330 36O

GIOGNAI'ItlC IONGIIUDE oF NIAN EOHAIORIAt 24 ItOUH SAT[tLITE
AI iNHI:IION ( [),,9,_1" lulm (;teV,lW,th easl )

Fro. 7. The longitude and latitude perturbation forces on a near 24-hr satellite around the equator, due to the

geopotential of Kozai (1962).
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TABLE I

rriaxial field ..........................................

Full field .............................................

rriaxial field ..........................................

Full field .............................................

rriaxial field ..........................................

Full field .............................................

l'riaxial field ..........................................

Full field .............................................

Minimax (Ge) r,
(units of g_)

--1.65X10 -7

-I.51X10 -7

+1.65X10 -7

+1.78X10 -_

--1.65X10 -7

--1.85X10 -7

+1.65X10 -7

+1.53X10 -7

_o

(degrees)

18.6

21.7

108.6

109.7

198.9

200.0

288.9

282.3

% difference of minimax

Go between full and
triaxial field:

(full-triax./traix.) X 100

+8.5

+7.9

--12.0

--7.3

longitude perturbation function. This fact gives justification to the assumption that the regions of

stability for the near synchronous satellite may be considered to be fixed by the longitude perturbation

alone (i.e., by the zeros of n). It is also interesting that the minimum of the latitude perturbation in the

full field at synchronous radius occurs close to the dynamically unstable region near the earth equator's

major axis while the maximum latitude perturbation occurs near the dynamically stable region close

to the minor axis. This coincidence tends to minimize the drift in the neighborhood of the major axis.



Appendix D

PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING THE INJECTION RADIUS AND LONGITUDE INTO A NEAR

SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT WITH MINIMAL INITIAL PERTURBATION ACCELERATIONS

The two conditions for a minimal drift, near synchronous earth orbit, are assumed to be:

e =0, (D-l)

n =0. (D-2)

These two conditions give a set of four injection radii and longitudes for minimum drift in a near syn-

chronous equatorial earth orbit, with the potential of Kozai (1962). It can be assumed that injection at

the earth rate into an inclined orbit whose nodes are near these geographic longitudes at near syn-

chronous radii, will give orbits with similarly small nodal drift if the inclination is not excessive.
Let

r,=ro 4- Ar,, (D-3)

where r,>>ro is assumed and where ro is the solution to:

w2ro3/_E = 14-1.5 J 20( R o/r o): - 1.8 75 J40 ( R o/ro ) 4 (D-4 )

ro may be thought of as the synchronous radius for the "oblate" earth. With (D-3) and (D-4) in

(D-l) and (D-2), ignoring all powers of Ar,/ro greater than one and all terms in Jn,_Ar,/ro; the syn-
chronous conditions becomes:

hr,/ro = { (K31)1 cOS_o 4- (K31) 2 sin_o 4- [-(K2:) _4- (K42) 1-]cos2),o 4- I-(K22)2 4-"" (K42) 2-1sin2Xo

4-(K33)lcos3ho4-(K33)2sin3ho4-(K44)lCOS4ho4-...(K44)2sin4ho}/(3W:roa/_E), (D-5)

and

0 = (K31) 3 sinho 4- [-(K22) a4- (K42) 3-]sin2ho 4- (K33) _sin3_o 4- (K44) 3sin4;% 4-... (K31) 4 cOSho

4-[-(K:2)44- (K42)4-] cos2ho 4- (Ks3)4 cosaho4-" • • (K44)4 sin4_o. (D6)

In (D-5) and (D-6), the gravitational constants K are;

(K3t) 1= - 6J3] (Ro/ro) 3cosB3_,

(K22) t = - 9 J22 ( Ro/ro )2 cos2B22,

(K42) 1= 37.5 J42 ( Ro �to) 4 cos2B42,

(K33) _= - 60J33 (Ro/ro) 3cos3B33,

(K44) 1= - 525 J44 (Ro/ro) 4cos4B44,

(K31) 3= - 1.5 J31 ( R °/ro ) cosB31,

(K22) 3= 6J22 cos2B22,

(K42)3 = - 15 J42 (Ro/ro)2 cos2B42,

(Ks3) 3= 45 J3:_(Ro/ro) cos3Bs3,

(K44) _= 420J44 (Ro/ro) 2 cos4B44,

53O

(D-7)
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where

(K_m)2 = (K_m)l tan(nBnm), and; (Kn_)4=- (K_m)a tan(nBn_).

To solve (D-4) for the oblate earth synchronous radius ro, let;

ro =r01+Aro, (D-8)

where rOl is the "spherical earth" synchronous radius satisfying;

w2ro13/_E = 1. (D-9)

If Aro<<r01 is assumed, then with (D-9) and (D-8) in (D-4), ignoring the J,mz_ro/rol as of second order,

the oblate synchronous radius is determined from;

Aro/rol = ( Ro/rol)2[1.5J2o - 1.875J4o( Ro/ro_)213. (D-10)

The procedure to determine the elements of the "stable" synchronous orbit as outlined on page 508 is

as follows (the results for the potential due to Kozai (1962) appearing on pages 508 and 509)

1. Solve for the spherical synchronous radius r01 from (D-9).

2. Solve for the oblate synchronous radius r o from the results of the solution for z_ro from (D-10)

in (D-9).

3. Solve for the constants K in (D-7).

4. Solve for the "stable" synchronous injection or nodal longitudes _o from (D-6).

5. Solve for the "stable" synchronous radii r, corresponding to these longitudes from the results

of the solution for Ar_ from (D-5) in (D-3).

For the earth potential used, the magnitude assumptions in D-1 and D-2 are valid and the "uncoupled"

procedure 1 through 6 above establishes the "stable" synchronous elements to high accuracy.
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PRELIMINARY SOLAR FLARE OBSERVATIONS 
WITH THE SOFT X-RAY SPECTROMETER ON .< 

ORBITIKG SOLAR OBSERVATOR'YT I c) 

WILLI.4M E. BEHRING, WERNER M. IVEUPERT, AND JOHN C. LINDSAY 

Goddard Space Flight Cmkr 

A spectrometer carried by Orbiting Solar Observatory I (1962 < 1) and used for observing the 
solar spectrum from 10 to 400A is described. The instrument utilizes a concave grating mounted in 
grazing incidence, and an open-window photomultiplier. Rrsolution of approximately I A  is obtninrd 
throughout the wavelength region covered. Solar spectra obtained with this instrument during a 
rocket flight are shown, and tentative identification of the origins of observed spectral lines is listed. 
Preliminary satellite results obtained during a solar flare are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary experiment on Orbiting Solar 
Observatory I (1962 [l) was a soft X-ray spec- 
trometer designed specifically to make satellite 
measurements of the solar spectrum in the wave- 
length range from 109 to  400 A. As a result of the 
successful launching of the satellite into a nearly 
circular earth orbit (550 km perigee and 600 km 
apogee) and the subsequent successful operation 
of the experiment,, the first long-term measure- 
ments of the soft X-ray solar spectrum have been 
obtained. The purpose of this paper is to briefly 
describe the instrument, to illustrate its per- 
formance with data obtained from a rocket launch, 
and to present some preliminary satellite data 
obtained before and during the solar flare of 
ivlalcll 13, IYUL. 
X K  1 * r .  . - n e  

THE SPECTROMETER 

The angular aperture of the spectrometer is 
approximately 1.2" by 2.2". Hence, with mod- 
erately accurate pointing (within a few angular 
minutes of the center of the solar disk) the spec- 
trometer responds to the total light intensity 
emitted by the sun. The instrument's orientation 
is such that sunlight is incident perpendicularly 
on the front face, passes through the entrance 
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slit, and strikes a concave grating mounted in 
grazing incidence, the angle of incidence being 88" 
(fig. 1). The grating, an original u-hich was lightly 
ruled in a special glass by the Kobe1 Institute in 
Stockholm, has 576 lines/mm on a blank with a 
radius of curvature of 1 m. No reflecting coatings 

iron" "* c1 -* D i h d  nn 

G m t w  7 

I 

L.~-,< i;:* 

FIGURE 1 . 4 S O  I Spectrometer. 

were used on this grating. The diffracted rays 
continue on to the exit slit in front of the detector. 
The detector is mounted on a carnage which is 
driven on a circular rail so that the exit slit scans 
along the Rowland circle from 10 to 400 A. The 
plane of the exit slit stays approximately per- 
pendicular to t.he diffracted ray a t  all positions 
along the rail, thereby keeping the spectral 
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passband nearly constant for all angles of dif-
fraction. The 50-micron entrance and exit slits

provide a spectral passband of 1.7A and permit

resolution of lines 0.85A apart.
The detector used was an open-window mul-

tiplier phototube developed by the Bendix Corp.

specifically for use in this spectrometer and now

commercially designated 31-306. Photoelectrons

from thc tungsten cathode move along cycloidal

paths in crossed electric and magnetic fields
between two glass strips, each coated with a

scmiconducting secondary-emitting oxide layer.

One of the glass strips serves as a continuous

dynode. Each photoelectron is multiplied into a

pulse of approximately 106 electrons at the anode.
These electrical pulses are amplified and, after

coding to compress bandwidth, are recorded on a

tape recorder for later transmission to a ground
station.

The spectrometer uses about 1.3 w supplied by

the satellitc at 18 v de. About 1 w of this goes to

the oscillator powering the three-phase syn-

chronous motor, which requires about 300 mw at

137 cps to yicld 100 mw of mechanical output

powcr. The remainder of the power is uscd in the

multiplier and pulse handling circuitry.

All of the materials cxposed inside the spec-

trometer were tested at a pressure of about l0 -6

mm ]tg in order to eliminate any material that

had a high vapor pressure. Because the clcctronic

circuits were potted in a compound having a

high vapor pressure, they were enclosed in sealed

boxes vented to the outside through holes in the

spectrometer base plate. During assembly all the

parts exposed to the interior were carefully cleaned

so that they would be free of oil, grease, and other

contamiuants. The temperature of the instrument

was coi_trolled by the radiation balance. Most of

the outer case was polished. The central section

was painted black in order to keep the tem-

perature ('.lose to that of the satellite.

Alinement of the spectrometer was ac('om-

plished with the use of only visible light by means

of a fixture with a radius rod pivoted at the center

of thc Rowland circle; this procedure was de-

veh)ped on the basis of the method des(_rih('d by

l{atbt, nau and l'eerlkamp. _ Alinemellt h,sts were

performed with a source of earl)on K radiation.

A separate photomultiplier was used to provide a

monitor on the stability of this source. The

response to scattered hydrogen Lyman-alpha

radiation was checked with a closed hydrogen

discharge lamp. The specific grating used was
selected by means of comparative tests performed

on several gratings.

THE ROCKET FLIGHT

Figure 2 shows the solar spectrum obtained with

a similar instrument and a rocket pointing control

during an Acrobec rocket flight. In this spectrum

the wavelength regions of 120 to 170 A and 220

to 240A represent the average of data taken in
three different scans in an attempt to improve the

reliability of faillt lines and provide continuity in

the region originally containing wavelength
marker pulses. In the region below 100A evidence

of spcetral lines is inconclusive. Comparison of the
observed counting rates with laboratory scattered-

light measureincnts indicates that for the rocket

flight the signal attributable to the first order

spectrum becomes lost in the scattered light
below about 60A.

An attempt has been made to identify the

resonance lines of highly ionized atoms of the

heavier elements, l,ines produced by several

stages of ionization of C, N, and (), and also i)y

_Ig, Si, Nc, and Fe have already t)cen found at
wavelengths greater than 400A. Thc extension of

isoelectronic sequences to heavier elements leads

to resonance lines with wavclengths below 400A.

The wavelengths of some of the strong lines

observed are shown in table l, along with tenta-

tive identification of their origin. The tabulation

3OO _ 2_SA

120 140 160 180 200 220 230

WAVELENGTH (_,t_,)

304A

H, £1 L_-a
256A

5 _ 12co ! .,

oo J0o

240 26O 28O SO0 320 340 _0 3ao

WAVELENGTH (A.U,'_,.,)

FIOURE 2.--The solar spectrum from 120 to 400 A as

recorded near peak altitude (201-216 kin) during an

Aerobee rocket flight at 1433 GMT on September 30,

1961.
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TABLE 1.--Tentative Identification of Various Strong

Emission Lines in the Solar Spectrum

Elemcnt

Fc XIV, Fc XII .....................
Fe X ...............................

Fe XVI .............................

Fe XII .............................

Ni XV, Fe X ........................
Fc XIV .............................

Fe XVI .............................

Ni XV .............................

7Ni X_, _...........................

Hc II ..............................

Cu XIX ...........................

S i ...............................

A XIV .............................

He II, Ni XVII ......................
A XIV .............................

He II .............................

He II ..............................

Ca XV .............................

S IX ..............................

i iX ...............................

A XI ...............................

C1 IX ..............................

C1 IX ..............................

Wavelength

(angstroms)

370

366

365

361

360

347

345

341

335

333

320

316

315

312

304

293

274

271

264

263

256

250

244

243

234

227

220

211

204

202

195

193

192

188

186

184

182

180

177

174

171

of emissions compiled by Varsavsky 2 was used in

this work. The criteria for assigning values were:

(1) Agreement with theoretically extrapolated

values of the spacing and relative intensities of

members of a multiplet, with the assumption, for

the intensities, of an optically thin corona;

(2) approximate agreement in wavelength with

theory for lines not yet observed under laboratory

conditions; (3) observation of more than one stage

of ionization.

A preliminary analysis of the spectrum was

made for ions known to exist in the solar at-

mosphere. These are ions of Fe, Ni, and, with

lesser abundances, Ca and A. Identification of iron

multiplets on the basis of one observation is

difficult because of the presence of strong second-

order lines as well as the superposition of the

multiplets themselves. Only the Fe XV line has

been calculated with accuracy (by Edlen--see

reference 3), and it has been identified with a

strong line at 284A. The resonance lines of Ca

XII and Ca XIII (two ions observed in the visible

coronal spectrum) cannot be associated with any

of the emissions in the far ultraviolet spectrum.

Nor is a correlation observed, although it is

expected, for A X.

All of the foregoing assignments must be

regarded as tentative and are presented as "work

in progress." It is expected that it will be possible

to combine the application of satellite obser-

vations with further theoretical analyses to

achieve more reliable identifications.

Long term observations from OSO I will permit

additional conditions to be applied: (1) Constancy

in time of the ratio of intensities of the members of

a multiplet, under the assumption that the

opacity of the corona does not change with time;

(2) regularity in the variations of intensity

throughout the observed stages of ionizations;

(3) for each stage of ionization, agreement of

intensity variation with the corresponding vari-

ation in the visual coronal line(s) for that stage.

PRELIMINARY SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS

The Orbiting Solar Observatory I was launched

at 1606 U.T. on March 7, 1962, during a period of

low solar activity. The first flares observed after

launch were in McMath plage 6366, with helio-

graphic coordinates N10E66. The flares were of

importance 1 and 2-t- and occurred at 1407 and

1444 U.T., respectively. Figure 3 is an H-alpha

photograph of the sun showing the 2 + flare as it

appeared at 1543:22, considerably after maximum

(which occurred at about 1450 U.T.). The total

duration of this flare was about 2 hours. Iono-

spheric effects were recorded during the entire
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FIGURE 3.-Picture of H-alpha flare at 1453:22, March 
13, 1962; picture presented through the courtesy of the 
High Altitude Observatory (HAO), Boulder, Colo. 

life of the visible flare, and included an  SWF 
(short-wave fadeout) of importance 3, a 990/;, 
SPA (sudden phase anomaly), SCNA (sudden 
cosmic noise absorption) of importance 1 (20oj,), 
and SEA (sudden enhancement of atmospherics) 
of importance 2. Type 111 spectral radio bursts 
were observed on 2 1 4 1  Mc from 1514 U.T. to 
1632 U.T. and continuum bursts from 1519 to 
1550 U.T. Major bursts were also observed on the 
single frequencies of 108 and 2800 Mc. There 
was no evidence of energetic particle fluxes.' 

In  the time available, it has been possible to 

$00 101 PO0 Imo 8\00 ! IZW I- I I l l j l I j  IMW lYl0 I- 8700 1.00 I_ IOW 

UNIVERSAL TIHE 

FIGURE 4.-Relative solar flux at 304 A (middle) and 
284 A (bottom) during the March 13, 1962, flare 
(Wendelstein and Climax are observatories). 

reduce only partially the satellite data for the six 
orbits encompassing the visual flare. Two spectral 
lines were chosen for analysis: He I1 Lyman- 
alpha at 304A; and a line at 2848 (tentatively 
identified as an Fe XV line). These data are 
shown in figure 4, from which we observe two 
points. 

1. Increased emission coinciding with or pre- 
ceding visual observations or other indicators. 

2. Possible continued enhancement after the 
cessation of other indicators. 

Using values for these two lines before the onset 
of the flare and during the flare, we find the 
maximum enhancements for the lines were 1570 
for 304A and 28% for 2848. Typical error flags 
are shown to the left on the figure. Practically all 
the error is statistical, and is due to  the relatively 
small numbers of photons counted. The changes in 
the observed line intensities are larger than the 
expected errors and are believed to represent real 
changes associated with the flare. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As of April 13, 3962, OS0 I had made approx- 
imately 550 orbits of the earth, and 3500 spectra of 
the sun in the IO400A region had been collected. 
During this time 14 flares of varying importance 
occurred-the largest one, of importance 3, on 
March 22. It is believed that the OS0 data will: 

1. Aid in identifying the spectral lines; 
2. Allow limits to be placed on the continua in 

this wavelength region, for a quiet sun as well 
as during solar activity; 

3. Allow quiet-sun line intensity measurements 
to be made with some certainty; 

4. Determine line intensity enhancement, if 
any, before, during, and after visual flare 
activity ; 

5. Determine enhancement, if any, associated 
with other solar activities such as plage areas 
and spot groups ; 

6. Determine short time fluctuations in line 
intensities not associated with other easily 
observable phenomena. 

Analysis and interpretation of these results 
should throw light on the energy transport in the 
corona and the relaxation time of the corona, as 
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well as form the basis for a more complete model

of the chromosphere.
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The theory of refraction predicts that the setting sun or moon as seen from space should be
highly flattened. The Mercury Proieet Manned Space Flights MA-6 and MA-7 have provided
photographs of the phenomenon. To compare theory with observation, B. Garfinkel's Method I of
computing refraction for large zenith distances was used to construct theoretical solar profiles for
four true zenith distances of the center of the setting sun for comparison with the photographs
taken by Glenn and Carpenter.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the refraction of light by the

earth's atmosphere as seen from a space capsule

differs essentially from the problem as seen from
the surface of the earth. At the earth's surface it

is possible to calculate the astronomical refraction

within 1 second of arc by Comstock's formula

down to elevation angles of 15 ° above the horizon.

Comstock's formula which depends only on the

elevation angle and the index of refraction at the

observer, would be the same if the earth wcre flat

and surrounded by a 100-ft atmosphere. Near the

horizon, it is true, terms involving the scale

height and the curvature of the earth must be

introduced. The problem of the latcral displace-

ment of the ray by refraction is hardly considered,

except in certain eclipse calculations.

In the case of the capsule, on the other hand,

owing to the great distance (of the order of 1000

km) from the observer to the relevant region of

the atmosphere, the variation of the refractive

index with path is an essential part of the com-

putation. We cannot approach the problem

without a good knowledge of the scale height and
of the curvature of the earth. The lateral dis-

placement of the ray is relatively enormous.
The observation of the rising and setting of _he

sun in Mercury project manned orbital flights has
emphasized the need for a more complete theory.

The solar image should appear strongly

flattened--almost sausage-shaped. Astronauts

Glenn and Carpcnter obtained photographs of the

setting sun that illustrate this rather striking
effect.

A THEORETICAL SOLAR PROFILE

The general procedure for computing refraction
at extreme altitudes is presented in order to

540
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FICTITIOUS _OB_SER VEIR'S HORIZON

EFFECTIVE LIMIT
OF ATMOSPHERE

FIGVRE 1.---Geometry of a ray from the setting sun as
seen from the capsule.

construct a theoretical solar profile for com-

parison with photographic data. The procedure is

applied to Carpenter's orbital conditions on

May 24, 1962. The quantities to be determined

are the apparent zenith distance Z_,p and the

true zenith distance Zt,ue, as seen from the capsule.

To find these a ray through the atmosphere to the

capsule is idealized. The phenomenon occurs

effectively only for rays whose perigees are less
than 20 km above the earth's surface. Thus we

consider rays at 2 km intervals up to an altitude
h of 20 km.

In figure 1, the ray from the sun is traced back-

ward from the capsule C. In the first section, from

the spacecraft to the atmosphere, X is straight. If

the ray continued in this direction toward the sun,

there would be a point B of nearest approach to
the center of the earth O. This distance is denoted

by p, and the angle at the center of the earth from

the capsule to B by O. If B and p are known, the

apparent height of any point on the sun (as seen

from the spacecraft) could be calculated. To make

the calculation, the curving optical ray is followed

forward until it is refracted so as to be parallel to

the surface of the earth. This point is called the

perigee of the ray, and is denoted by G. The line

OG makes an angle O-t-r with OC, where r is the

refraction angle for the sun when it is seen 90 °

from the zenith by an imaginary observer at G.

If the straight portion of the ray is prolonged, it

will intersect OG at some point D. Then the

height of D above G is called the refractive height

s. For any given height, say G, the refraction

angle r at the horizon and the refractive height s

which depends on the true height and r can be

calculated. Then the right triangle OBD can be

solved for the distance p from the center of the

earth to the straight line prolongation of the space

portion of the ray C. The length p is denoted, by

analogy with the similar dynamical problem, as

the impact parameter.

Thus given p and the capsule height, the ap-

parent angles at the spacecraft can be calculated

as a function of O. The refraction angle R = 2r is
added to 0 to form the true zenith distance.

The computation of the refraction r=z--z',
where z is the true zenith distance and z' the

apparent zenith distance, for the imaginary

observer stationed at perigee, was based on the

rather detailed theory of B. Garfinkel (method I).1

The pertinent formulas are:

$

= T1/2 _ BiW i+l

cot # = TT -t/2cot z,

W = 1_"-2 ,

where z is 90 °, T the absolute temperature at h

divided by 273?0, P the pressure at h divided by

the ground pressure of 1.013 X 106 dynes/cm 2, B a

coefficient involving the index of refraction # and

the polytropic index n (for z=90°: B0=2012'._2,

BI= 168':2, B2=21':8, B'=3'_2, B'=0':5), and _/a

constant dependent upon n.

The temperature, pressure and density (_) of

the atmosphere at an altitude h were taken from
the Rocket Panel data? l_Iore recent data are

available from CIRA, 3 but the results are not

significantly different for this computation.

For greater accuracy than required here,
corrections to the approximations of Garfinkel's

method may be made with the formula:

+ e 3 + T 1/2 csc_ Ji w tan 2
10') i=o

E = _1 + _2 +E3 + c4 = FIPT-I/2 + 8n ,
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where F1, F_, Jo, J1, J_ are tabulated as functions

of 0, and g is tabulated as a function of 190°-zl
and h. Note that a factor of 104 was omitted in

Garfinkel's paper and c2 should be computed

according to the above equation.
The parameter s, which we called the refractive

height, is a refraction correction commonly applied

in calculations of times of contact in eclipses. The
derivation of s is to be found in Chauvenet. 4 His

equation 564 gives its relation to the index of

refraction as 1 +s/a= t_(sinz')/sinz, where a is the

mean radius of the earth (6,371,020m), tL the

index of refraction at h, z' the apparent zenith

distance (90 °) for a fictitious observer at G, and z

the true zenith distance (z'-Fr) at the same point.

When _, r, and s have been obtained, p is

obtained from the equation p=(a-l-h+s)cosr.

O is then determined from the relation cosO = p/H,

where H=a+h/he= 257,000m as determined by

the orbit computed from the final definitive

elements of Carpenter's orbit. Finally, Zap, and

Zt,ue are related to O and R such that Z&pp : 90 °+0

and Ztr,e=90°+(O-FR). The computed results
are summarized in table 1.

The flattening of the image of the setting sun

may be illustrated by plotting Zapp against Zt ....

An image representing the sun (to scale) may be

placed at any Zt .... and points around the limb,

UNREFRACTED REFRACTED

105.1 /

105.3 ," /

107.1 _.._.

107.3 / HORIZON (d)

"- _I" APPARENT RADIUS=O°.2632

107.5 .'L'a''* ,,,,,,,,, _ I |

106"0105.105"6105.4 105'2105.0

APPARENT ZENITH DISTANCE (degrees)

105.5

_ 105.7

105.9

_ 106.1

o 106.3

_ 106.5

)'- 106.9

105.184)

05.363

105.509 "_"

z

105.625

105.728 _

105.817

lO5.859
105.915
105.949 a.

105.915 '_

105.949

(105.975)

Fmvm_ 2.---Stages of the setting sun for four zenith
distances.

extended to the curve, may be located on the

Z_pp axis, thereby giving the apparent zenith

distance of each point. Since the horizontal axis is

not affected by refraction, parallels of altitude

(almucantars) may be laid off on the unrefracted

image of the sun, and similarly laid off on the

apparent image of the sun. The latter may be

rectified for easy comparison. The theoretical

profiles of four phases of a setting sun are illus-

trated in figure 2. Here Zt,ue versus Zapp is plotted

with images of the sun given for four true zenith

distances of the sun's center: (fig. 2a) Zt,,o=

105°455; (fig. 2b) Ztr,_=1067231; (fig. 2e)

Zt,_= 106°915 (sun's lower limb on the horizon)

and (fig. 2d) Ztru_=1070175 (sun's center on

horizon). The ratio of the vertical to horizontal

diameters are approximately 0.63, 0.36, 0.17, and

0.11 respectively. Considering the capsule angular

velocity (4°/min), we see that the entire effect
treated herein would occur for the astronaut

during a relatively short time interval (about

20 sec).

COMPARISON OF PHOTOGRAPHIC AND

COMPUTED DATA

Uncertainty of time in the photographic record

precludes an exact comparison of theory and

observations. However, figure 2c perhaps most

nearly simulates the photographs (fig. 3 and 4),

which show the effects of the capsule's motion--
somewhat increased vertical diameter and some

lateral motion--of the image but still demonstrate

the effect. Figure 3 was photographed on the

MA-6 orbital flight of February 20, 1962. The sun

was not seen then as a narrow, flat object, but

instead was seen to spread out about 10° on either

side and to merge with the twilight band. In the

original photograph the true setting sun and

horizon appear with reflections both above and

below. The phenomenon is perhaps more clearly

seen in the lower reflection, as shown in figure 3.

Figure 4 was photographed on the MA-7

orbital flight on May 24, 1962. At that time the

sun was observed to be definitely flattened during

sunrise and sunset and very similar to its appear-

ance in the photographs. The flattening effect of

refraction on a setting celestial object as seen

above the atmosphere--a condition simulated by
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the capsulein orbit--hasbeendemonstratedby
direct observationon the MA-6 and MA-7
flights. However,it is hopedthat on future
missionsphotographswith preciseobservation
times;andperhapsmeasurementsoftheapparent
verticalandhorizontaldiameterswith a sextant
will befeasible.
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THE EARLY EVOLUTION OF THE SUN

DILHAN EZER AND A. G. W. CAMERON

Goddard Space Flight Center

Hayashi has predicted that the early contracting sun should be highly luminous and fully con-

vectivc, if one makes a correct choice of the photospheric boundary condition in constructing solar

models in the contracting stages. We have constructed a sequence of models which fully confirm his

predictions. The maximum radius of the protosun consistent with gravitational stability is 57R G;

this has a luminosity of about 450 times that of the sun. As the protosun shrinks its stays fully con-

veer;re until a radius of less than 3RQ is reached; the luminosity centinues to decrease until a

radius of 1.7RQ is reached. The sun requires about 2 million years to contract onto the main se-

quence, but this number is very uncertain because of the unsatisfactory state of convection theories.

If the primitive solar material has the terrestrial ratio of deuterium to hydrogen, then a further

3X10 _ years is required to burn the deuterium. These numbers arc very much less than previous

studies had indicated. The degree of lithium burning in the outer convection zone of the sun is

highly uncertain owing also to the unsatisfactory state of convection theories.

INTRODUCTION

The early contracting phase of solar evolution

is of great interest to any theory of formation of

the solar system (see for example Hoyle, 1960;

Cameron, 1962a, 1962b). There is a tendency on

the part of scientists attempting to reconstruct

the history of the planets and meteorites to as-

sume that the sun had its present properties, or

at least that its luminosity was not greatly differ-

ent from the present one, during the earliest

history of the solar system. We shall see in the

course of this work that such an assumption is

questionable.

The first detailed study of an evolutionary

sequence of contracting solar models was carried

out by Henyey, Lelevier, and Levee (1955). This

work indicated that the sun gradually increased

in luminosity as it contracted. When nuclear

energy generation sets in and halts the contrac-

tion near the main sequence, a moderate decline

in luminosity takes place. The solar models of

Henycy et al. did not make provision for tile

possibility of an outer convection zone.

A more recent study has been carried out by

Brownlee and Cox (1961). These authors im-

proved the calculations of Henycy et al. by using

improved opacities for the solar interior, by in-

corporating an outer convection zone in the

models, and by putting in all the sources of nu-

clear energy generation, ttowever, they used

only a crude surface boundary condition. The

evolutionary paths followed by their models have

a general resemblance to those of |Ienyey et al.

Recently Hayashi (1962) has pointed out that

the surface boundary conditions in the more

extended models of Henyey et al. and of Brownlee

and Cox are not correct. The density of matter

in the photospheric layers of such models is much

too small. In the photosphere of the sun the

opacity of the material must be such that the

photospheric layer lies at about one optical depth

in the solar atmosphere. Thus Hayashi concluded

that a readjustment of the contracting solar

models would be necessary in which the density

of the solar photospheric layer would be greatly
increased.

Such a readjustment is possible only if there

is a complete reorganization of the density-radius

relation throughout the model. The models of
Brownlee and Cox had rather shallow surface

convection zones; an increase in surface density

would require that the surface convection zone
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shouldextendmuchfarther into the interior,
possiblyall thewayto thecenter.Sinceconvec-
tion is an exceedinglyefficientmechanismof
energytransport,the luminosityof the model
wouldthus dependentirelyuponthe rate at
whichenergycouldbe radiatedawayfrom the
surface.Now,the opacityof solarmaterialin-
creasesasthe temperatureincreases,at leastin
therange3X103to 104°K. Thusa highsurface
temperaturealsoassiststhe modelto attain a
satisfactoryphotosphericboundarycondition.
However,it shouldbenotedthatthisleadsto the
expectationthat thesolarluminositywasmuch
higherthan at presentduringthe contraction
phase.

Thepresentworkwasundertakento investi-
gatethesepredictionsof Hayashi.The results
reportedherearepreliminary,in thesensethat
isolatedsolarmodelshavebeencalculatedrather
thanevolutionarysequencesof models.No nu-
clearenergygenerationhasbeenincluded,so
assumedto be in homologouscontraction,so
that the luminosityderivesentirely from the
release of gravitational potential energy. It was

necessary to make an assumption about the dis-

tribution of this energy source. All models were

that the relative structure would not change in

an infinitesimal contraction. With assumptions

of this sort it is easier to explore the consequences

of variations in interesting physical parameters

entering into the models.

THE BASIC EQUATIONS OF STELLAR

STRUCTURE

Stellar models are calculated on the assump-

tion that the star is spherically symmetric and

in hydrostatic equilibrium. The equations that

must be satisfied by this structure are:

dM (r) /dr = 4_r2p (1)

dP(r)/dr= -G[-M(r)/r2-]p (2)

dL (r) /dr = 4_r2pe (3)

For radiative equilibrium:

dT 3xp 1 L(r)
dr 4ac T 3 4_r 2 (4a)

For convective equilibrium:

1 dT F--1 1 dP
(4b)

T dr F P dr

In the above equations, P is the total pressure

(gas plus radiation), T is the temperature, M(r)

is the mass within a sphere of radius r, L(r) is

energy crossing the surface of a sphere of radius

r per second, e is the energy produced per gram

per second, x is the absorption coefficient
(cm2/gm), and F is the effective ratio of the

specific heats. It differs from "y=cp/cv through
the inclusion of the effects of dissociation and

ionization of the gas, and it varies throughout the

convection zone of the stars. The assumption

F = constant = 5/3 corresponds to the assumption

that the stellar material is wholiy neutral or

completely ionized.

Equations (1-4) are more easily integrated in

electronic computers if they are expressed in

logarithmic form. Neither the pressure nor the

mass is very suitable to take as an independent

variable all the way from surface to the center.

Near the photosphere, where the change in pres-

sure is rapid compared to the change" in mass,

and the energy transport by convection should

be treated in the proper way, it is better to use

pressure as an independent variable. Then equa-

tions (1-4) can be written in logarithmic form

with pressure as an independent variable:

d lnr/d lnP =dr/dP

=-- exp(r+P- lnG-M-0)

d lnM/d lnP =dM/dP

= -- exp[-ln (4_r/G) +4r+P- 2M_

d lnL/d lnP =dL/dP

= - expFln (47r/G) +4r+

+P- M - L]

Radiative temperature gradient:

d lnT/d lnP =dT/dP = %ad = expEln (3/16_GaC)

+ lnx+L+P-M-4T]

The symbols indicate that r = lnr, M = lnM, etc.

The temperature gradient in case of convection
will be discussed later.
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Even though the above equations can be used

all the way from surface to the center, in cases

where the change in mass becomes very large

compared to the change in pressure, very small

steps are needed. Then it is better to take mass
as an independent variable. Our basic equations

become:

dr/dM = exp(M-3r- _-: ln4r),

dP/dM = -- exp[-ln (6/4_) +2M-P-4r],

dL/dM = exp ( t_-M-- L),

and

dT / dM = -- ex p[-ln ( 3 / 64acv 2) -{-L_-M

-4T-4r+ lnx_,

provided

I dT/dM[ < I[(F-1)/r-]/(dP/dM)[;

othcrwisc

dT/dM = I-( F -- 1) / F]/(dP/dM).

It should be noted that the second form for the

equation of energy transport is needed where the

radiative temperatm'e gradient exceeds the adia-

batic temperature gradient. Because the logarith-

mic mass is used as an independent variable only

deep in the stellar interior, we make here the

assumption that the full energy flux is carried by

convection and that the temperature gradient is

the adiabatic one. This assumption is good in the

deep interior but fails badly near the stellar surface

where the logarithmic pressure is used as an in-

dependent variable.

THE GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY SOURCE

In this study of early solar evolution, the energy

generation was assumed to be entirely due to
release of the gravitational potential energy of

the contracting solar mass.

The luminosity is

= foR47rr2pe (r)L dr

where e is energy released per gram of material

per second due to contraction of the star.

_( r) =dL(r ) /47rr2p dr

If U indicates the internal energy per gram of

material and V the specific volume, then at each

point in the star

OU/Ot = -e(r) - P(OV/Ot)

The change of internal energy is balanced by the

energy loss and the work done by the pressure.

The internal energy per gram of material at a

point inside the star is

U =c_T(r)

Assuming the ideal gas law governs the interior

of the star,

V = [1/(r- 1) _/[P (r)/p (r) 1,

where 1` is the ratio of specific heats at the point

considered. If we replace V by its reciprocal p,

then:

_ OP O1
l _(-p)+P'fft(p )'-_(r)-(r 1)

or

1 10P F P Op
= -- (5)

--_(r) (F--l) p Ot (F--I) p20t"

If it is assumed that the star is contracting

homologously, then the rate of change with time

of pressure and density at every point is com-

pletely determined by the rate of change in the
radius of the star in such a way that

(4P)-1 (OP/Ot) = - R -1 (dR�dr)

and

(3p)-lOp/Ot) = - R -1 (dR�dr)

Inserting these values in Eq. (5) :

3r-4 P(r) 1
---r-1 ' Rd/ "

Hence

=47r( 1 dR\ fR/3r--4\ ,,L
-R _tt )Jo _)P(r)r' dr.

N

The rate of contraction may be written

1 dR L

R dt R
4_f [(3I'-4)/(1'- 1)-]P(r)r 2 dr

Jo
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It maythusbeseenthatweareexpressingthe
reciprocaltimefor thecontractionrateasafrac-
tionof theratioof the luminosityto a measure
of thegravitationalpotentialenergy.Thequan-
tity J may be called the contraction parameter;

it is one of the fundamental parameters that had

to be adjusted in order to obtain consistent solar

models. It is by definition

J__

GM 2

4_'R E(3F--4)/(F--1)_P(r)r2dr

It may easily be seen that the contraction

parameter should not vary rapidly from one
solar model to a later one. If the sun were a

polytrope of index n with a constant ratio of

specific heats throughout, then we would have

(7-1) (5-n)
J=

37--4

OPACITIES

The computer programing code for stellar ab-

sorption coefficients and opacities (Cox, 1961),
which was prepared at the Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory, was kindly made available for the

present opacity calculations. The program was

run on an IBM 7090 at the Institute for Space

Studies for a temperature range of 2X103 °K

through 5X107 °K and a density range of 10 -12

through 103 gm/cm a, with a mixture containing

hydrogen, helium, and heavy elements having

mass fractions 0.602, 0.376, and 0.022, respec-

tively. The code requires use of the abundance of

each element separately.
The code could be run for a mixture of not

more than 11 elements. A modified version of an

abundance table (Cameron, 1959) was adopted

and the individual elements were combined to

give the representative abundances shown in
table I. The rather rare element K was retained

because of its importance in supplying electrons

for the formation of H- at low temperatures.

The processes which contribute to the opacity

calculation in the code are bound-bound absorp-

tion, bound-free absorption, free-free absorption,

electron scattering, negative ion absorption, and
electron conduction.

The bound-bound absorption by many lines

close together (blanketing) has been important

in stellar atmospheres and interiors. Its influence

on the opacity depends on the position of the

line in the emission spectrum and, to a lesser

degree, the shape of the line. In stellar atmos-

pheres Stark broadening of hydrogen lines is

dominant, but in the deep interiors of the star

collisional broadening is the most important

below 106 °K; lines can increase the opacity by a

factor of two or more. At the temperatures pre-

vailing in the interiors of stars, the increase is

about 10% of the total opacity.

The bound-free absorption depends on the

equilibrium number of electrons which are bound
in the various atomic states. When the ionization

of one element is completed, no more bound-free

absorption due to that element can occur. In

the mixture under consideration, the bound-free

absorption by the K shell electrons of iron keeps

the opacity moderately large up to several million

degrees.

At temperatures around 107 °K, most elements

in astrophysical mixtures have been ionized, and

free-free absorption in the field of hydrogen ions

becomes very important. The nuclear charge is

shielded by free electrons and ions resulting in a

decrease in the free-free absorption. But these

effects are about 10% or less at moderate den-

sities and temperatures around 106 °K. When

TABLE I.--A doptsd Abundances of Elements (Silicon = 106)

Element

n ................

He ...............

C ................

N ................

Abundance

3.2 X 1011
5.0X109
1.66X10 v
3.0X106

Element

O .............

Ne ............
A1.............
Si .............

Abundance

2.9044 X 107
1.7X107
9.5X104
2.303 X 106

Element

K .............

Ca .............

Fe .............

Abundance

3.3X103
1.99 X l0 s
2. 629X 105
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FIGURE l.---Opacities for lines of indicated density (gm/

cm 3) calculated as a function of temperature from the

Los Alamos Opacity Code.

electrons are degenerate, electron conduction also

contributes to the transport of energy. But these

cases are not important in the temperature and

density ranges wc are interested in.

The only negative ion of importance in astro-

physics is that of hydrogcn. At the low tempera-

tures such as occur at the outer layer of stars, H-

ions formed from the capture of electrons from

the metals keep the opacity still quite high. Both

H- bound-free and free-free absorptions con-

tribute to the opacity. Actually H- free-free

absorption, which depends on the number of free

electrons, is only important at wavelengths near

or longer than the H- bound-free edge.

Molecular absorption and Rayleigh scattering

have not been included in the opacity calculation.

Unfortunately very little is known about the

absorption due to molecules that form in stellar

atmospheres. Blanketing effects due to over-

lapping molecular bands should be very important

at these low temperatures. Therefore, the opac-

ities at low temperatures are very uncertain.

Rayleigh scattering, which is included in Vitcnse's

opacity calculations (Bohm-Vitcnsc, 1951), is

10°

10-I

t-

10_

10-11

10- i

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
TEMPERATURE (OK)

FmURE 2.--Details of the opacities at low temperatures.
The lines refer to the indicated densities.

usually not very important. Only at very low

temperatures and for low metal contents might

it become important.

The calculated opacities require corrections

due to the absorption by lines. A. N. Cox gives

these corrections as a graph (private communica-

tion) and the application of these corrections in-

creases the opacitics by a factor of 1.1 to about

3.0 depending on the density and temperature

combination.

Figure 1 shows the overall run of opacities

calculated for different densities as a function of

temperature. Figure 2 shows in more detail the

opacities at low temperatures.

These opacities have been stored in the machine

as a two-dimensional table corresponding to

discrete values of ln T and lnp. For a given lnT

and lnp combination the corresponding opacity

(lnx) was obtained by linear interpolation.

EQUATION OF STATE

The total pressure is given by the sum of gas

prcssurc plus radiation pressure,

P=Po+P,,
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Pg = (1+2) (NkT/V)

P_ = ½a T 3

where N is the number of atoms per unit volume,

V is the specific volume, and a is the radiation

constant; _ is the mean degree ionization and dis-

sociation defined by

where n_ are the degrees of ionization, x4 is the

fraction of hydrogen nuclei in molecular state,

and _ are the abundances by number of various

elements under consideration, with _--_vi= 1. The

partial electron pressure P_ and the partial

pressure of atomic hydrogen PH are given by

PE=2Po/(I+_,)

[1 +_,-- (x4/2) ]vlPo
PH--

1+_

The density p is related to P and T through the

equation of state

Pg = ((_/_)pT;

with the above definition for the mean molecular

weight u we have

_=#0/(1+2)

with _o=4/(4X+Y), where X and Y are the

mass fractions of hydrogen and helium,

respectively.

As a chemical composition we use 0.602 for the

mass fraction of hydrogen, 0.376 for helium, and

0.022 for the heavy elements. Hydrogen and
helium have each been considered in three states:

H2, H, H + and He, He +, He 2+. The dissociation

equilibrium constant for molecular hydrogen is

given by a polynomial of 0 (=5040/T) which is

used in the calculations of Vardya (1961).

logl0K(H2) = Iog(P2H/PH2 = 12.533505

--4.92516440+0.05619127302

-- 0.0032687661_

Here PH denotes the partial pressure of atomic

hydrogen, and PH2 that of molecular hydrogen.

The amount of molecular hydrogen is only calcu-

lated in the temperature range 1000 °K to
12009 °K.

The degree of ionization for each element is

obtained from the Saha equation;

+2Pg = ConstT 5/2 exp(-x_/kT)1 1

where xi is the ionization potential and k is the

Boltzmann constant. At each integration step

the program computes the degree of ionization
and dissociation.

CONVECTION

The existence of an outer convection zone

greatly affects the luminosity and radius of late

type stars. These two quantities are the boundary
conditions for the interior models of the stars.

Therefore, convection should be treated as ac-

curately as possible. We use Prandtl's mixing

length theory as applied by E. Bohm-Vitense

(1958).
In the ionization zone where the absorption

coefficient increases rapidly and the adiabatic

gradient decreases with increasing temperature,

the temperature gradient V=dlnT/dlnP be-

comes very steep and the local adiabatic gradient
Vad falls below it. Consequently the gas will be-

come unstable against convection. A tempera-

ture gradient will be set up in such a way that
the total flux will be carried partly by radiation

and partly by convection. Moreover, when con-
vective instability occurs, the turbulent elements

do not move strictly adiabatically. The rising

and falling turbulent elements and their sur-

roundings exchange heat; the temperatures of the
elements differ from their surrounding material.

If V'( = d In T'/d ln P) shows the logarithmic tem-

perature gradient of a moving turbulent element,

then the main equations for the convective theory
can be summarized as follows:

When the instability criterion

V_d < V

is satisfied, we have

F,ad + Foo. = Froth1 = L/47r R 2. (6)

The radiative flux is given by

F,_d = (16a T4/3xpH) V. (7)
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The convective flux is given by

F .... =%pT_(1/2H) ( V- V'). (8)

Here, cp is the specific heat per gram at con-
stant pressure, _ is the mean velocity of the rising

or falling turbulent elements, H = fftT//3_g is the

pressure scale height, and 1 is the mixing length, a
distance which a moving element travels before

disappearing into the surroundings. For most of
this work we have assumed l =H. Also g is the

gravitational acceleration and /3 is the ratio of

the gas pressure to total pressure. The mean

velocity is

= (//2) [(g/H) C_m( V- V') m. (9)

Here C takes care of the change of the degree of

ionization of matter with temperature and density

changes and call be expressed by

C = 1-[-(0 ln_)/(0 In T) _.

The temperature of a moving element is given

by a relation which represents the ratio of the

excess energy content of the element to its radia-

tion during its lifetime.

V I- V ,,, xpl _

V_a__=cvP12_T4V (10)

The adiabatic temperature gradient for a ma-

terial which is undergoing dissociation or ioniza-

tion can be obtained from the entropy condition.

The total internal energy of tlle volume V which
contains matter and radiation is the sum of the

kinetic and potential energies of the particles

and the radiation energy of the volume:

U = [--_(1 +2)kT+ _',v_x_]N+VaT 4.

For an adiabatic change,

dU+PdV =0.

The above two equations, together with equation

of state and the Saha equation for the ionization,

make it possible to give a general expression for

the adiabatic gradient in terms of known

quantities

V_,, = [ (d In T) / (d lnP) ]_d = F,/F_

/,', = (1 +a_) + (.5/.5) 2__,v,w,(1 --rl,) E_+ (x,/k T)

+4[-(1 --/3)//3-][-(1 +2) + (f,/f2) Y:w,n,(1--n,) "]

F2. = _ (1 +_) + __,v(q, (1 - _,) [_ + (x,/k T) -]2

[ __,v,'qi( 1 -- _,) (_ +x_/k T) -]2+_4(1 --13)
A

X[4(1 +a_)+f_ :)-"y,m (1- m) (_+_-T) ]

where f_=_+£2 and f2=22+£ 2- y]y_n_2. They

are taken as equal to 1+£ and 1 +_- (__,v_n_/uo)

in the case of dissociation of hydrogen molecules

under consideration. In this expression the varia-

tion with temperature of the molecular hydrogen

partition function was neglected because of the
small abundances of this molecule present in

any of the models calculated in this paper.
Should this assumption not be warranted, then

one should use the thermodynanfic functiofls given

by Vardya (1961). The specific heat cv, which is

the partial derivative of lr with respect to T,

may be written as

cv = ( SI/uo) F2.

The equations 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are the main

equations which will give us the real temperature-

pressure relation in the layers where convection
sets in. These five equations deternfinc the actual

logarithmic temperature gradient V, the logarith-

mic temperature gradient of tile turtmlent element

V', the velocity of the moving turbulent elements,
the amount of flux carried by radiation l,'_,,, and

that carried by convection F ...... satisfying the
condition that Fr_,d+F ..... is equal to total flux.

The convection will set ill when V>V_d. Since

the radiative temperature gradient is the largest
value that the actual temperature gradient can

take, then V nmst be between Vr_d and V_,,. It is

close to Vr_a if the greater part of the energy is

carried by radiation, and it has a v.flue slightly

above V,d if most of the energy is carried by con-
vection. On the other hand, if during the convec-

tion, the moving elements lost no energy, then
the temperature gradient of tile turbulent ele-

ments V' would be equal to V,,,. The moving

elements never possess a temperature gradient

steeper than the surrounding temperature gra-

dient, since a rising element radiates energy to its

neighborhood. Consequently the four temperature
gradients should always maintain the relative
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order
Vrad _> V > V' _> Vad-

We use the following procedure in order to

obtain the actual temperature gradient. Once T
and P are known at a point, a subroutine calcu-

lates the degree of ionization, the mean molecular

weight, the adiabatic gradient, the specific heat

cp, and C. The equations 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 can be

written in the following form:

wV+Q( v- v')3/2 = F

where

(6')

Fr,,i =wV (7')

F .... =Q(v-v') a/2 (8')

=ql( v- v') 1/_ (9')

(V'-V,d) = (9/4) (w/Q) (v-v') '/2 (10')

w = 16a T4/3xpH,

q2 =cppT(U2H),

q_=½1(g/H)lnC,

Q = qlq2.

These equations can be combined to give a cubic
equation

(Q/w) AV3+AV_+{(w/Q) AV+[- V_d-- (F/w) 1 =0

(11)

in terms of AV, where AV= (V--V') m.

If the radiative gradient becomes larger than

the adiabatic gradient, the cubic equation is

solved for AV by Newton's method. Then equa-

tions 9' and 10' give us V and V'. Fred and F ....

are obtained with equations 7' and 8'. We can

check whether the condition (6) is satisfied. If it

is not satisfactory, the values can be improved

by iteration.

At great depths, the elements move almost

adiabatically, and the actual temperature gradient

approaches the adiabatic gradient. Convection is

so efficient in transporting energy that we may

use the convective temperature gradient as defined

dT/dm = [-( F -- 1 ) / F _ ( dP/dm )

provided that the actual values of 1_ corresponding

to the physical conditions existing at every point
in the zone are taken into account.

ATMOSPHERIC CALCULATIONS

For an assumed mass, radius, and expected

luminosity of the configuration, the effective

temperature of the star,

Te ff = L/47rR2(_

is calculated. For the photospheric pressure:

dPpb/dr =g/x

where g=GM/R 2, x is the absorption coefficient

per gram of stellar material, and r is the optical

depth.
We start the calculations with an assumed

photospheric density pph, and X(Pph, Te) gives

us the corresponding photospheric pressure at a

chosen optical depth. Now the degree of ioniza-

tion and dissociation allows us to define the mean

molecular weight. From the equation of state:

I'=(_/tL)pT

a new p is determined. This procedure is repeated

until P,h, P,h, Te, X(pph, Te), and r are adjusted

at a selected optical depth. From the study of the

radiative transfer in stellar atmospheres, it is

found that the effective temperature of the stars

approximately corresponds to the temperature at

the optical depth r = 2/3. We therefore used r =

2/3 in the calculation of our stellar models. In

order to see the influence of different values of r,

we repeated the calculation for some models

using r=l and r=0.5. Due to the present un-

certainties in the opacity at lowtemperatures, no

attempt has been made to improve these crude

atmospheric calculations.

INTEGRATION PROCEDURE

To get the final model for a star of fixed mass

and radius, a computing program, using logarith-

mic variables, has been prepared for the 7090

computer which carries out the integrations and

fitting procedure entirely automatically. With a

fixed mass, radius, and trial luminosity of the

star, atmospheric conditions provide us the

boundary values for inward integrations. The

luminosity L and the contraction rate J are the

eigenvalues for these inward integrations. The
final model cannot be obtained unless we have
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FIGURE&--Diagrams showing the behavior of the homologous variables U and W as a function of the assumed surface
eigenvalues of the model, centered about the correct choice of these eigenvalues.

the right combination of L and J values which
suits the internal structure of the star.

Integration starts from the surface using lnP

as the independent variable. As a step size

& lnP=0.1 is stored in the machine, but the in-

terval is halved or doubled according to the size

of the derivatives. When the radiative tempera-

ture gradient gets larger than the simultaneously

calculated adiabatic gradient, the actual tempera-

ture gradient is obtained as explained above.

When dM/dP is larger than a preassigned value,

the program switches to the second set of equa-

tions in which the mass is used as an independent

variable. Special care is taken in order to keep a

uniform change in mass and pressure at the
switchover point.

Preliminary trial inward integrations are car-

ried out until the solutions reach within about 1%
of the mass at the center. Stability of the intc-

gration is checked in terms of homology invariants

U = (d lnM/d lnr) ; W = (d lnL/d lnr)

which both should approach 3 near the center of

the star. If the U value stays smaller than 3, the

trial luminosity should be decreased; if it stays

larger than 3 as the center is approached the trial

luminosity should be increased. The systematic
character of the W curve is also found to be a

function of the trial cigenvaluc of J. ]f W be-

comes smaller near the center, J should be in-

creased; however, if it passes 3, the value should

be decreased. Figure 3 schematically illustrates

the character of these (U, W) curves as functions

of the trial eigenvalues. The center sketch shows

the behavior of the (U, W) curves with the right

combination of eigenvalues L and J. The other

figures illustrate the misbehavior of the curves

with too large or too small combinations of the
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trial eigcnvalues.The programautomatically
checksU and W values and gives better trial

values according to the mass point where the

misbehavior starts and defines an upper and

lower limit for each one as long as the other is

behaving properly. The U value, which is the

ratio of the local density to the mean density,

needs special care in the ionization zones of hydro-

gen and helium. In these zones the local density

might decrease with increasing geometrical depth,

and our criteria for checking the stability of

integrations by means of U might misdirect us;
care is taken to avoid such misdirection.

The program tries to adjust the L and J values

until the integrations are carried out to within

1% of the central mass. The program then ob-

tains the trial center values for pressure Po and

temperature Tc by extrapolating from the values

where the properly behaving inward integrations

stop. The outward integration starts by series

expansion at the mass Mo=e-SM, where M is the

total mass of the star, and is carried out up to the

preassigned fitting point. The selection of right

L and J values is very important since they affect

the starting values of the outward integrations

through the energy generation equation. If the

trial eigenvalues of the integrations are far from

the real conditions that the star should have, the

fitting procedure is never achieved.

The fitting procedure is accomplished in the

following manner: Two other inward integrations

with small increments in L or J are performed,

thus providing three inward integrations with the
eigenvalues.

L, J

L, J+_J

L+_L, J

The comparison of these integrations at the pre-

assigned fitting point gives the dependence of

each dependent physical variables on the

eigenvalues:

_Yi in/_L, _Yi in/_J

where Y_ (i=l, ..., 4) are lnL, lnR, lnP, and

lnT, respectively.

A similar set of four outward integrations, from

the center to the fitting point are performed, with

the trial eigenvalues

Pc+_Pc, To, L, J

Pc, Tc+_Tc, L, J

Pc, To, L+6L, J

Pc, To, L, J+_J.

The results are compared with the outward inte-

gration of the eigenvalues Pc, To, L, J, in order

to obtain the eigenvalue dependence

_Yi out/_Pc, _Y_ out/_$Tc,

_Y_ out/_iL, _Yi out/($J

of the physical variables at the fitting point.

The corrections APe, ATe, AL, 5J to the trial

eigenvalues of Pc, To, L, and J, which will give

us smaller differences at the fitting point, can be

obtained by solving four simultaneous linear

equations,

_Yi out _Yi out
5D_ --- APc+--ATc

_Pc _T_

[_Yi out _Yi i,\ [_Y, out 5Yii_Aj__!

where ADi (i=1, ..., 4) are the differences at

the fitting point between inward and outward

integrations in physical variables. The procedure

is repeated using better trial values, until the

differences at the fitting point become smaller
than a desired value.

RESULTS

Twenty-seven models for the early contracting

sun, each corresponding to a radius expressed as a

multiple of the present solar radius, have been

constructed. The results of the computations have

been summarized in table II for fully convective

models and in table III for partially convective

models. Each column shows, in turn, the radius

in terms of solar radius, the luminosity in terms

of solar luminosity, the effective temperature of

the model, the contraction parameter, the central

temperature of the model, the center and surface

densities, and the ratio of the central density to

the mean density of the model.

For all models above 2.5 solar radii, the con-

vection is complete all the way to the center.
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TABLE II.--Characteristics of Fully Convective Models

R/R®

3

5

10

20

25

30

50

55

60

75

100

200

400

450

500

600

750

1000

L/LQ

3.470

8.790

28.677

88.910

124.68

165.30

343.91

414.50

475.13

651.82

976.72

2555.0

7325.4

8107.9

10730

16078

27900

62160

V¢

(°K)

4535

4432

4212

3941

3847

3768

3505

3502

3469

3358

3218

2894

2663

2575

2621

2646

2716

2874

J

2.107

2.080

2.041

2.015

2.020

2.062

2.607

2.436

2.824

3.024

3.699

3.156

2.785

2.486

2.604

3.329

3.165

0.595

Tcenter

(°K)

2. 923 X 106

1. 779 X 106

9.148 X 105

4. 758 X 105

3. 870 X 105

3. 269 X 105

1.902X105

1. 848 X 105

1.622X10 _

1.389X 105

9. 609 X 104

4. 723 X 104

1. 990 X 104

1. 722 X 104

1. 556 X 104

1. 348 X 104

1.166 X 104

1. 101 X 104

Pcenter

(gm/cm 3)

3. 721 X 10 -1

8. 301 X 10 -¢

1. 228 X 10 -2

1. 606 X 10-3

8. 794 X 10 -4

5. 377 X 10 -4

1.102>(10 -4

1.059)<10 -4

7.194 X 10 -5

4. 932 X l() -5

1. 872 X 10 -5

1. 637 X 10 -6

1.341X10 -7

6. 905 X 10 -8

3. 964 X 10 -8

1. 448 X 10 -s

3. 875 X 10 -9

1. 027 X 10 -9

Psurface

(gm/cm 3)

1. 829 X 10 -7

1.098 X 10 -7

6.197 X 10 -s

3. 638 X 10 -s

3. 089 X 10 -s

2. 722 X 10 -8

2. 048 X 10 -8

1. 855 X l()-s

1. 782 X 10 -s

1. 558 X 10 -8

1.313X10 -s

8. 595 X 10 -9

7.374X10 -9

8. 464 X 10 -9

6. 444 X 10 -9

4. 798 X 10 -9

2. 997 X 10 -9

1.445X10 -9

7.12

7.35

8.70

9.10

9.74

10.3

9.76

12.48

11.02

14.74

13.27

9.28

6.08

4.20

2.84

0.53

0.27

0.73

When the sun contracts to a radius smaller than

three solar radii, the radiative core starts to

develop. Additional characteristics for these

models are indicated in table IV; the second and

third columns give the temperature and density

at the bottom of the convection zone, the fourth
colunm the mass fraction inside the radiative

core which increases with decreasing radius; and
the fifth column is the fraction of the radius

covered by the radiative core.

In table V, we show the gravitational po-

tentiat energy, the thermal energy, and ionization
and dissociation energy, in ergs, for the indicated

models. Meanwhile, the fractional mass in the

form of molecules, neutral and ionized hydrogen,

and neutral, singly, and doui)ly ionized helium

are given. For the models R/RQ >57, the abso-

lute value of the gravitational poi_ential energy is

less than the sum of the thermal, ionization, and

dissociation energies of the material.

These models are in the region of instability

against gravitational collapse (Cameron, 1962a).

TABLE III.--Characteristics of Partially Convective Models

R/RS:)

1.00

1.20

1.50

1.60

1.75

1.85

2.00

2.25

2.50

L/L (D

4.06

3.73

1.70

1.09

1.15

1.32

1.56

1.98

2.44

(°K)

8169

7306

5374

•4658

4507

4538

4550

4551

4548

J

0.748

0.779

1. 234

2. 096

2.0_0

2. 088

2. 120

2.110

2.095

2. 270 X 10 7

1. 888 X 10 7

9. 622 X 108

5. 220 X 10 e

4. 574 X 106

4. 453 X 10 e

4.206X106

3. 848 X 10 e

3.512X106

Pceuter

(gm/cm 3)

479

263

41.62

4.644

2.210

1.796

1.302

0.884

0.647

P.urface

(gm/cm 8)

1.293X!0 -8

3. 035 X 10 -a

2.171X10 -7

3. 456 X 10 -7

3. 545 X 10 -7

3.228X10 -7

2.915X10 -7

2. 533 X 10 -7

2. 242 X 10 -7

p_/_

339

322

99.5

13.4

8.39

8.06

7.39

7.13

7.16
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TABLE IV.--Some Physical Characteristics at Base of
Convection Zones

R/R ®

1 •00

1.20

1.50

1.60

1.75

1.85

2.00

2.25

2.50

T

(°K)

6.68 X 104
7.10 X 104

1.46 X l0 s

2.58 X 106

3.00 X 106
3.29X106

3.31X106

3.35X106

3.38X106

2.66X10-s

5.08X10 -_

7.50X10 -2

7.68X10 -1
1.15

0.96

0.94

0.78

0.64

(Mr�M)

1.00

.99

.97

.60

.52

.40

.15

.08

.002

(r/R)

1.00

.99

.70

.51

•44

.40

.33

.17

.05

Hence, they are only of formal interest. The

collapse of the protosun continues until the hydro-

gen is fully ionized, 32% of helium is singly

ionized, and 66% of helium is doubly ionized.

This corresponds to a radius of 57RQ, at which

point gravitational stability sets in. The further

contraction of the protosun occurs on the Kelvin-

Helmholtz time scale.

In figure 4, the position of the models in the

Hertzsprung-Russell diagram is shown• The

threshold for stability corresponds to R =57RQ.

The luminosity of the protosun, corresponding to

this radius, is about 450LQ. For all models

above 2.5 solar radii, the convection is complete

all the way to the center. When the protosun

contracts to 3 solar radii, its central temperature

reaches about 2.9X106 °K and the luminosity is

about 3.47 times solar luminosity. With further

contraction a radiative core starts to develop at

the center. When the sun contracts to 2 solar

radii, the radiative core covers about 15% of the

mass and 33% of the radius. The luminosity

reaches its minimum value when the radius be-

comes about 1.7 times the solar radius• At that

point the radiative core extends to about 55% of

the mass.

With further contraction, the luminosity in-

creases slightly, and when the radius has con-

tracted to 1.5 solar radii, the radiative core covers

about 97% of the mass and 70% of the radius•

At that point, the central temperature reaches

about 9.6 million degrees. The last part of the

TABLE V.--Details of Internal Energies and States of Ionization

R/R (D

1
2

2.25

2.5
3.0

5

10

20

25

30

50

55

60

75

100

2OO

4OO

45O

5OO

6OO

75O

tO00

Egrav

9. 941 X 104s

1.714X1047

1. 527 X 1048

1.318N1046

1.150 X 1048

6. 991 X 1047

3. 492 X 1047

1. 868 X 1047

1. 522 X 104_

1. 287 X 104_

7. 501 X 1048

7.311X1046

6. 426 X 1046

5. 550 X 1046
3. 940 X 1046

1. 788 X 1048
7. 487 X 1045

6. 244 X 1045

5. 375 X 1045

4.138 X 104s

2. 892 X 1045

2.188 X 1045

Ethermal

5.150 X 1046

8. 636 X 1047

7. 653 X 1047

6. 545 X 1047

5. 772 X 1047

3. 529 X 104_

1. 799 X 104_

9. 723 X 1046

8. 024 X 1046

6. 926 X 1046

4. 738 X 1046

4.611 X 1046

4. 298 X 1046

3. 9601 X 1046

3. 454 X 1048

1. 450 X 1046

1. 062 X 1048

9. 581 X 1045

8.063 X 104s

5. 657 X 1045

4.088 X 1045

8.181 X 1045

Eioni,ation X(H2) X(H) X(H +) Y(He) Y(He +) Y(He _+)

2.957X1046 ............ neg 0.602 neg neg 0.376

2.941X1045 ............ 0.002 .600 neg 0.003 .373

2.938X1046 ............. 002 .600 neg .003 .373

2.938X1045 ............. 002 .600 neg .004 .373

2.936X1045 ............. 002 .600 neg .004 .373

2.932X1045 ............. 002 .600 neg .006 .370

2.818X1046 ............. 002 .600 neg .014 .362

2.874X1045 ............. 002 .600 neg .029 .347

2.842X1046 ............. 002 .600 neg .042 .334
2.809X1046 ............. 002 .600 0.001 .053 .322

2.669X1046 ............. 002 .600 .004 •107 •265

2.631X1046 ............. 002 .600 .006 .111 .259

2.583X1046 ............. 002 .600 .008 .131 .237

2.477X1045 ............. 003 .599 .018 .155 .203

2.263X1045 ............. 003 .599 .027 .227 .122

1.718X1@ 6 1.6X10 -5 .037 .565 .153 .222 .001

1.067X1@ s 3.2X10 -4 .191 .411 .368 .008 neg

9.394X1045 5.1X10 _ .240 .362 .375 .001 neg

8.161XI@ s 6.5X10 -4 .238 .364 .376 neg neg

6.364X1045 1.3X10 -3 .3542 .247 .376 neg neg

5.193X1045 4.4X10 -6 .4005 .2018 .376 neg neg

3.108X1045 6.8X10 -3 .476 .119 .376 neg neg
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FmURE 4.--The Hertzsprung-RusseU diagram for the

models of the contracting sun calculated in this paper,
with the mixing length equal to the pressure scale

height. Above the indicated threshold of stability the

models are of academic interest only since the thermal,
ionization, and dissociation energies exceed the magni-

tude of the gravitational potential energy. The models

are fully convective above the line of evolution away
from the threshold of stability as indicated at various

points along the track. The main sequence and tbe

present position of the sun are indicated by the dash-dot
line on the lower left and by ttm circle. The sun prob-

ably approaches the main sequence approximately
along the dashed line shown beyond the third last

calculated model.

L

Lo
lOC

calculated track, which corresponds to the points

1.2R® and 1RG, has no physical significance

since we did not consider the nuclear energy

generation in our model calculations. By the time

the sun contracts to that extent the central

temperature has become high enough to take into

account the energy generation by nuclear sources.

The start of nuclear energy generation will change

the route of the track and should bring the sun

down into the initial main sequence, probably

about as indicated by the dashed portion on the

lower left of figure 4.

In our calculations, we assumed that the effec-

tive temperature of the star corresponds to the

actual temperature at an optical depth 2,/3. It

can be argucd that this is not a good assumption.

In order to test the sensitivity of this choice, we

reconstructed some of the models by taking this

value as 0.5 and 1. The results for a partially con-

vective model 2RG and a fully convective model

20RQ corresponding to the optical depths

r=0.5, 2/3, and 1 are summarized in table VI.

An inspection of these results indicates that the

differences due to this choice can be considered

as insignificant.

Prandtl's mixing-length theory in the form

given by E. Vitense (1958) has been used in

treating the convcctiol_ in spite of some severe

defects in representing the convective heat fluxes

near the surface layers (Spiegel, 1962; Simoda,

1961). The mixing length used here is the vertical

distance that a moving clement travels before it

dissolves. It is usually taken as a constant multiple

of the pressure scale height. There are still great

uncertainties about the appropriate choice of this

constant. Therefore, it has been customary to

choose this ratio as a disposable parameter. We

constructed most of our models by taking this

parameter as unity. In order to see the influence

of different values for the ratio of the mixing

length to the pressure scale height, c_=l/H; we

constructed models 2RG, also using the values

TABLE VI.--Models with Effective Temperature at D_fferent Optical Depths

R / R G p T, p_,_f_,,, L J T_ po

2

2

2

26

20

2O

0. 5000

0.6666
1.0000

0. 5000

0. 6666

1.0000

452_
4550

4596

3926

3941

3971

2. 507 X 1()-_

2.915 X 10 -7
3. 556 X 10 -_

3. 120X 1()-s

3. 638 X 10-8
4.4_(i X 10 -a

5. 792 X l0 as

5.903X l(}aa

6. 145X 10"

3. 272 X 11)u

3. 323 X 10 _

3. 425 )< I()_

2.118

2.120

2.118

2.020

2.015

2.022

4. 203 X 108

4.206X106

4.218X106

4. 760 X 10 s

4.75_ X 105

4.754X105

1.314

1. 303

1.303

1.625 X 10 -a

1. (i06 X 10 -a

1. 619X 10 -3
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R/RG 1/H

2 0.5

2 1

2 2

2 3

20 0.5

20 1

2O 2

2O 3

TABLE VII.--Models with Different Mixing Length Assumptions

Ve

4091

4550

5119

5381

3355

3941

4583

4970

Psurfsee

4. 397 )< 10 -7

2.915)<10 -7

1.915X10 -7

1. 555 X 10 -7

6. 722 X 10 -8

3. 638 X 10 -8

1. 990 X 10 -8

1. 480 X 10 -8

L

3.858X1088

5.903X1088

9.450X1083

1.156X1084

V¢

4.140X1(_

4.206X10 ¢

4.347X10 c

4.331X106J

T

(cony)

1.745×1085

3.323×108_

6.077X1085

8.410X1035

4.718X105

4.758X105

4.790×105

4.807X105

(r/R) (Mr/M)

(conv) (cony)

0.42 0.25

0.33 0.15

0.23 O.O7

0.11 0.01

1.452 3.02X106

1. 303 3.31 X 10 G

1. 239 3.78)< 106

1.239 4.11X106
1. 578)< 10-8 .........................

1.606)<10 -8 .........................

1. 659 X 10 -a .......................

1. 668)< lO-a .........................

L/L ®

1.02

1.56

2.50

3.06

46.164

87.91

160.77
222.48

0.5, 2, and 3 for a. The results are summarized

in table VII. Figures 5 and 6 show the change of

luminosity and effective temperature. The in-

crease in a results in an increase in the luminosity

of the star. The relative increase in luminosity is

slightly greater in 20RQ which is a fully convec-

tive model. These results have special importance

in the sense that the luminosity of protosun might

be higher than the calculated one, if for a a more

realistic value turns out to be larger than one.

With a larger ratio of the mixing length to the

pressure scale height causing an increase in

luminosity, also there is an accompanying exten-

sion of the convection zone towards the center of

the star. In accordance with this, the temperature

at the bottom of the convective zone increases,

and reaches about 4.1X106 °K, for the model

2RC). The radiative core covers only 1% of the

L°2O

100

50

I i ,

R 20 R_,

i I I I

0,5 I 2 3

MIXING LENGTH/PRESSURE SCALE HEIGHT

5000

4500

m

4000

m

3500 c

3000

mass with the value a=3 while it is about 15%

of the mass with a = 1. These results are shown in

figure 7.

Convection sets in at the optical depths of

r=3.19, 3.25, 2.05, and 1.94 for r =0.5, 1, 2, and

3, respectively for 2R (9.

In the transition regions where the density and

the specific heat are low, the superadiative gra-

dient (V-V') and convcctive velocity _ show a

sudden increase in order to carry the required

amount of flux. In figure 8 we have plotted the

average convective velocity 0 versus logP for

20R (9. The increase in the ratio of mixing length

to pressure scale height results in higher convec-

tive velocities; the convective velocity approaches

that of sound and might initiate shock-wave phe-

nomena if a large value of the ratio a should be

the correct one.

L
L_

3

i

R-2R

I i L t

0.5 I 2 3
MIXING

5500

5000

4500

4000

LENGTH/PRESSURE SCALE HEIGHT

FIGURE 5.--The relation between luminosity and mixing FI(]UI_6.--The relation between luminosity and mixing

length for a solar model with 20 times the present radius, length for a solar model with twice the present radius.
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Wehavealsoinvestigatedthe effectof using
thedensityscaleheightasameasureofthemixing
length.Theprocedurehereis somewhatcompli-
catedbythefactthatthemodelssofardescribed
havea densityinversionimmediatelybelowthe
transitionregionin the photospherewherecon-
vectionbegins.Thisarisesfromtheeffectsof an
increasingopacitywithdepthandthecorrespond-
ingsteepeningof thetemperaturegradientneces-
saryto carrytheradiativeflux in theregionbe-
foreconvectionbecomesefficient.To avoidthese
complicationswetookasthemixinglengthin the

I.O I i l

_m2Ro

--Froctian of mass inside the radiative core

_-.... Temperatureat the bottom of convectivezone

.9

.8

.7

.6
Mr

M.5

.4

.3

.2

,I

/-f
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,/"

/

,/
./

/
/

o I 2 3
MIXING LENGTH /PRESSURE SCALE HEIGHT

4.5
-I
m

'IB
rtl
:o

4,0c_
:0
flq

o=
x"
v

_5

_.0

FIGURE 7.--Densities at the bottom of the outer con-

vective zone in the solar model with twice the present

radius, as a function of the assumed mixing length.

transition zone the actual distance required for

the density to increase by a factor c below the

point where convection commences. At greater

depths the local density scale height was used.

With these changes the density inversion nearly

disappeared. A model with radius 2RO had a

luminosity corresponding to a choice a = 1.4 for

the pressure scale height. A model with radius

20RQ had a luminosity corresponding to a

choice a = 1.8. These results are consistent with

some calculations for a solar model carried out

by Norman Baker (private communication).

The contraction time t for contraction between

R ¢_ cT ¢_ ¢1

R= d[Lo,.- ( I+;Th_ + I_ _,,,,+ I',,U..,, ) ] dR

t= L dR "
1

_8k

>-6
I..-

35
LzJ
>

4
N
_3

o
2

_7-- 7 7 l 1 l_{

ii/ vEloCiTY
//I

Mixing Length
7_ Curve Pressure Scale Height

II
II
I_ I

iI .'..... 3
[i \, ',,

li, \ ,

I. I\ _ \\,I I\ .. .

5 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO H 12
LOG PRESSURE (dynes/cm =1

FIGURE 8.--The average velocity of the turbulent ele-
ments in the outer convective zone for a solar model

of 20 times the present radius, shown for three assump-

tions concerning the mixing length. Also shown are the

sound velocities at various points of the transition layers

in the different models. The peak in the velocity curve

is not realistically determined because the peak struc-

ture is narrow compared to the mixing length.

This integration has been carried out graphi-

cally. The luminosity and radius versus time have

been plotted in figure 9, and ,dso indicated in

figure 4. It can be seen that the sun evolves very

rapidly away from the threshold of stability.

When it ceases to become fully convective its

L

and i0 z

R__
R o

Io

I
io_

Luminosity and Radius of

Early Contracting Sun

inosity

,o'_ ios ,o•
TIME (Years)

FIGURE 9.--The behavior of the luminosity and radius of

the sun as a function of time beyond the threshold of

stability.
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age is about half a million years; the time required
to contract from 57R® to 1.7R(D, the radius

corresponding about the minimum luminosity, is
about 1 million years. The sun reaches approxi-

mately its present position near the main se-

quence in about 2 X 106 years.
These times are much shorter than the earlier

estimates of the age of the sun at the end of its

stage of Helmholz-Kelvin contraction.
In the calculation of these results, no energy

generation due to the deuterium burning has been
included. Let us consider when the deuterium

burning would occur as the primitive sun
contracts.

The energy generation rate for deuterium

burning is given by

= 4.3 X 10_3(XHXDp/T6 v3) exp ( - 37.2/T6 '/3)

crg/gm sec

where XH and XD are the fractional hydrogen and

deuterium abundances by mass, and T6 is the

temperature in unit of l06 °K. If the primitive
sun had the terrestrial ratio of deuterium to

hydrogen, this deuterium would be destroyed by
thermonuclear reactions when the central tem-

perature reaches about 800,000°K. When the sun

contracts to 10 solar radii, the energy generation

by deuterium burning is equal to 1.03X1035

erg/sec. At this radius its luminosity is 28 times

its present value. The contraction would halt at

this point while the deuterium is destroyed. Since

the sun is fully convective, the material would
be well mixed inside the sun and the destruction

of deuterium would go on throughout the sun.

This deuterium burning stage of the early solar

evolution would add about 3×105 years to the

contraction age indicated in figure 9.

We should also give some consideration to the

present abundance of lithium in the sun. This

abundance is much smaller, relative to that of

similar elements such as sodium or potassium,
than is found for the earth and meteorites.

Thermonuclear reactions with hydrogen above

4,000,000°K rapidly destroy lithium. But we are

determining the abundance of lithium in its

surface layers. In order to find whether lithium in

the surface layers should have been depleted by

thermonuclear reactions, we must find the highest

temperature which the convection zone attains

i0-_

O.

E 10-7

_ I0-8

c-

O
°_

_ i0-9

I I I I I

LITHIUM BURNING IN OUTER
CONVECTION ZONE.

I I I I I I _

0.4 0.6 Q8 1.0 1.2 1.4
TIME(Millions of Years)

FmURE 10.--The rate of lithium burning averaged
throughout the outer convective zone for both isotopes
of lithium, as a function of the evolutionary time of
the solar models calculated with the mixing length as-
sumed equal to the pressure scale height. The total
depletion of the isotopes is obtained by integrating
under these curves•

at the bottom so that the material can be sub-

jected to these temperatures by convective
motion.

We can estimate how much lithium would

have been destroyed during the contraction phase

of the sun. Lithium contains two stable isotopes,

Li 6 and Li 7. The reaction rate for Li 6 (p, a) He 3

reaction per nucleus per second is

P/pXH = r (5.96 X l0 _2)/ T_m-] exp ( -- 84.149/T6 '/3 )

The similar reaction rate for Li 7 (p, a) He 4 is

P/pxH = [-( 1.20 X 1()") / T6m] exp ( -- 84.731/T6 _18)

If we assume that the mixing is sufficiently

rapid to keep the material homogeneous in the
convective zone, then the relative number of

lithium nuclei which have been destroyed in the

convective zone can be obtained by integrating
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thereactionratesthroughouttheconvectionzone
anddividingby the massremaininginsidethe
convectivezone.For thefully convectivemodel
thesurfacematerialiswellmixedwith thecenter
material,but thecentraltemperatureshavenot
risen abovethe critical valuefor the lithium
thermonuclearreactions.Whenthesuncontracts
to 3RQ,thecentraltemperatureis highenough
to considerthe thermonuclearreactionswith
hydrogen.With furthercontractionthetempera-
ture at thebottomof theouterconvectivezone
reachesthevalueslistedin tableIV. Thesetem-
peraturesaresufficientlyhighto depletetheLi6
by asubstantialfactor(3.24),but thedepletion
of Li7 is insignificant(1.4%). In figure10 is
showntl_erateoflithiumburningversustime.

In figure7, weshowedthechangeof tempera-
ture at the bottomof the convectivezonewith
differentassumedvaluesoftheratioofthemixing
lengthto thepressurescaleheight.With a larger
ratioof the mixinglengthto thepressurescale
heightthetemperatureat thebottomof thecon-
vectivezoneincreases.Consequentlythe deple-
tionof lithiumwouldbemorerapid.With a=3
for the 2RQ model,the outer convectivezone
reachesa temperaturewell over4X106°K. At
thesehightemperaturesthedepictionofLi7would
beappreciable(factor2.2).If theprimitivesun
containsaboutthesameamountof lithium,rela-
tive to sodiumandpotassium,asdo the earth
andthemeteorites,thenwecouldobtainabout
the observcdamountof depletionof lithium in
thesurfacelayersof thesunby assuminga fairly
largevaluefor theratioof mixinglengthof pres-
surescaleheightin constructingmodelsof the
contractingphases.

Someof theseresultsarequitesimilarto those
independentlyobtainedby R. Weymannand
E. Moore(tobepublished).Theprincipaldiffer-
enceisthatwefindagreaterprobabilityoflithium
burningthan they did, probablybecauseour
interioropacitiesaregreaterthan theonesthey
used,andhenceourouterconvectionzonesare
somewhatdeeper.

CONCLUSIONS

These calculations confirm Hayashi's prediction

that the early contracting sun should be highly

luminous and fully convective. We find that the

sun contracts to approximately its main scqucnce

position in 2 million years, but this figure may be

still further reduced owing to the great uncer-

tainties in the solar lunimosity that we found

associated with the theory of convection used.

The maximum radius of the sun is 57RQ ; models

with larger radii are unstable against gravita-

tional collapse. If the terrestrial ratio of deuterium

to hydrogen also existed in the early protosun,
then deuterium burning adds 3 X 10_ years to the

solar contraction time. We find that the outer

convection zone of the sun very probably became

hot enough to cause a significant depletion of Li 6,

but the depletion of Li 7 is highly uncertain and

depends on the details of the convection theory.
These conclusions have considerable relevance

for theories of the origin of the solar system, since

it appears that planets forming in a solar nebula
formed with the sun must be subjected to a high

temperature environment.
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THE ROLE OF PLASMA INSTABILITIES"
IN THE ORIGIN OF SOLAR FLARES

R. K. JAGGI

Goddard Space Flight Center

We have investigated the role of plasma instabilities in the origin of a solar flare. Three types
of stability problems are discussed: the magnetohydrodynamic instability of an infinitely conduct-
ing fluid, the instability due to the magnetic field gradients, and the finite conductivity instability.
These instabilities are examined in a situation that occurs when two plasmas trapped in a pair of
sunspot magnetic fields approach each other. The assumption of infinite conductivity gives rise to
stable situations. The instability growth time in the magnetic field gradients that exist near sunspots
is extremely large. The growth time for finite conductivity instability is of the order of a few seconds
or minutes, and we therefore believe that the flare can be produced by finite conductivity instabilities
in the solar atmosphere above a group of sunspots. Our analysis does not help explain the accelera-
tion of charged particles to high energies; for this, the problem of acceleration must be considered
separately.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been suggested (Parker, 1962; Dungey,
1961; Gold and Hoyle, 1960) that instabilities

may play an important role in explaining the

origin of solar flares. Dungey (1961) has sug-

gested that a pinch instability can take place in

the ionized solar atmosphere near the neutral

point of the sunspot magnetic fields and also

that runaway electrons may develop in the

transition region, leading to a two-stream in-

stability. The possibility of the pinch instability

is based on the assumption that a current may

be driven along the neutral point (or line) be-

tween two regions of oppositely directed mag-

netic fields to such an intensity that the self-

magnetic field of the current overpowers all

other forces. Although this may be a possibility,

our analysis in section 2 shows that such an in-

stability does not arise in the equilibriums con-

sidered here. Gold and Hoyle (1960) consider a

particular geometry of a complex sunspot group

(in relation to the problem of origin of flares)

in which a pair of bipolar sunspots is parallel to

another pair of bipolar sunspots. We shall con-

sider here the simpler geometry of four sunspots

each of which belongs to a pair of conjugate

spots arranged in a straight line. This geometry
is considered following Sweet (1958).

Severny (1958, 1959) and Severny and Shab-

hanski (1961) have worked out a model of the

pinch effect in the neighborhood of the neutral

point of the sunspot fields assuming that strong
currents are generated by the magnetic field

gradients. Severny arrives at the conclusion that

the plasma being compressed by the two sun-

spot fields is unstable when the magnetic pres-

sure is greater than the kinetic pressure of the

plasma. The result is that if a compression be-

gins it will proceed at an ever-increasing rate;

i.e., the pinch effect takes place. The phenomena

that take place in the chromospheric or coronal

plasma near the sunspot region are quite dif-

ferent from the pinch effect produced in the

laboratory. Figure 1 shows an equilibrium con-

figuration of the pinched plasma produced in

the laboratory. Figure 2 shows one of the pos-

sible equilibrium configurations that can arise

in the solar plasma before the occurrence of a

flare; this case is considered in detail in section

2. The basic difference between the two cases is

that, whereas in the first the magnetic field out-

side the plasma is a decreasing function of the

563
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Plasma with no t /_imagnt,tic field

)

Current sheath

Magnetic field _ I JI
due to the I
current sheath I I

(o, Br-_,o) in I
cylindri:ol .) 1

coordinates _'q

FIGURE l.--Pinched plasma produced in the laboratory.

distance, in the second it is uniform. We shall

show in section 2 that the equilibrium configura-

tion considered in figure 2 is stable. The phys-

ical season for the instability of the configura-

tion in figure 1 is that any plasma moving away

from the axis of the cylinder is at a point at

which the magnetic field, and therefore the mag-

netic force, is less, and the perturbation con-

tinues to grow. Similarly, if any part of the

plasma moves toward the axis of the cylinder it

VACUUM

PLASMA

t MAGNETIC

Bo (Magnetic field
oppositely directed)

Z

WITH NOI

FIELD I_l

B o

(Magnetic
field)

VACUUM

tTt

_ CURRENTSHEATH

FIGURE 2.--A possible equilibrium configuration before
tile onset of flare. The magnetic field on both sides of

a zero field region is oppositely directed. Outside is

assumed wmuum. The plasma, the current sheath, and

the magnetic fieht extend both ways, perpendicular to

the plane of the paper, up to infinity. The current in the
sheath flows in the Y direction.

is further pushed by the magnetic field due to

the increased magnetic force outside the plasma

cylinder. If we now consider the equilibrium

configuration of figure 2 we at once see that any

displacement of the plasma in or out of its regiou

is in the presence of the same magnetic force and

there is no cause of instability as in laboratory

pinches. The same holds for the equilibrium con-

figuration sketched in figure 3.

FIGURE 3.--Another possible hydromagnetic equilibrium

of oppositely directed magnetic field regions. The plasma

region and the current shea'_h extended to infinity in

Y, Z directions. Right-hand half-pl'me is filled with

plasma with magnetic fieht (0, 0, B0) in c'_rtesian co-

ordinates; the left half is filled with plasma with op-

positely directed nmgnctic fiehl (0, 0, -B_).

In sections 3 and 4 we shall analyze some of

+_he known instabilities that apply in the present

situation, with the understanding that an insta-

bility with growth rates of the right order con-

stitutes the flare phenomena, as an instability

helps to blow the material up. The discussion

presented here does not help in understanding

how the particles get accelerated to energies of the

order of a few million electron volts; for this, ac-

celeration processes must bc considered separately.

2. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY OF

EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS

Observations show (Saverny, 1958) that, before

the oe(_urrence of a flare, the sunspots are ap-

proaching each other with the velocity of a few

kilometers per second. Assuming that we have a

group of four sunspots arranged in a straight line

as consid(wed I>y Sweet (1958, fig. 3), let us sup-
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pose that a magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium is

reached when the two magnetic fields of the sun-

spot groups are separated by a distance 2x0 with

a region of zero magnetic field and hot plasma

between. For simplicity, we neglect the gradient

of the magnetic field on both sides of the zero

field region. The possibility of such an equilib-

rium configuration will be increased if it is proved

that the magnetic field gradients do not give rise

to any serious instabilities. In section 3 we will

show that the e folding growth time of any

perturbation due to the magnetic field gradient
instabilities is of the order 10 _°12 seconds. This

allows us to neglect any instabilities due to the

gradients of the magnetic field. The pressure

anisotropy instabilities do not arise in this case

because the collision frequency is sufficiently high

in the chromosphere as well as in the corona to

preserve the pressure isotropy during the com-
pression of the plasma. For coronal plasma of

N_-_10 s particles/cm 3, T_105 °K, the frequency
of electron-electron collisions is of the order of

2.5×103 per second and the mean free path of an
electron is of the order of 1 km. Since the time

involved in the flare process is of the order of

minutes, and the length is of the order of thou-

sands of kilometers, the pressure will be assumed

isotropic throughout the discussion.

The basic equations in this section are the

magnetohydrodynamic equations as used by

Kruskal and Schwarzschild (1954) and as further

employed by Jaggi (1962). With the isotropic

pressure the equations of motion are

p(dv/dt) +gradp = (1/c)j xB (1)

Op/Ot = -- div (pv) (2)

OB/Ot = curl (v × B) (3)

1 dp 7 dp

p dt - p dt
(4)

divB=0 (5)

curlB= (4_/c)j i6)

where the displacement current has been neg-

lected. As a possible equilibrium configuration for

the plasma let us assume that there is no magnetic

field in the plasma confined between two parallel

planes x=±xo. For X>Xo there is vacuum and

the magnetic field (0, 0, B0) is constant and

parallel to the surface. Taking the z axis parallel

to this magnetic field, we have a current in the

y direction at x= +x0. For x<xo the magnetic

field is (0, 0, --B0). The boundary conditions are

n. [S] =0 (7)

[p-[- (B2/8_) -]= 0 (8)

If we perturb the boundary of the plasma-
vacuum interface as

x = ±xo+i[(vn)x = ±Xo]/_

X exp(ik2yWik3z--i_t) (9)

where the perturbations of the physical entities

in the plasma are of tlle form (e.g., the pertur-

bation in the pressure denoted by subscript i)

pl=pl(x) exp(ik2y+ik3z-i_t) (10)

Linearizing equation 4 gives

Pl = _'2pl (11 )

where i-= (_po/po) 1/2 is the velocity of sound in

the plasma, and po and po are the equilibrium

pressure and density of the plasma, respectively.

We easily find that

B_=0 (12)

Pl satisfies the equation

(_2pi

--- (kl_+k_-_V_)p,= 0 (13)
ax 2

and has for its solution

Pl = AeK_+ Be -K_ (14)

with K = []¢12+k22(¢o2/_ 2) ]112.
Also

Pl = _2( A eK_+ Be--KQ (15)

v_= -- ( i_2k /_po ) ( A eK_-- Be -K_)

v_ = (_2k_/wpo) ( AeK_+ Be-KQ

v, = (_'_k3/cop0) (AeK_+Be -K_)

(16)

The solutions for perturbation in magnetic field
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in thevacuumx>xo and x<xo are, respectively,

BI_ = DKle -K`_

BI_ = Dik2e -KI_

B1 _= Dik_e -K ix

and (17-18)
Blx = DIKle K_z

BI_ = Dlik2e _:1_

B1, = Dlik3e K_

where K1 = (k22+k32) 1/2and D and D1 are constants

of integration; the factor exp(ik2y+ik3z--i_t) has

been omitted on both sides of equations 14 and

17-18 for convenience. Applying the boundary

conditions (7) and (8) at x=-_xo and x=--x0,

we obtain the dispersion equations

002(K1/V a2k32k ) [exp ( 2Kxo) -- 1 ] "

= [-exp (2Kx0) _-1-]

or (19)

_2 (K jV A2k32k) [-exp ( 2Kxo) + 1

= [-exp (2Kxo) - l -]

which show that 009cannot be negative, and there-

fore the equilibrium is stable.

The other equilibrium configuration considered

by us is shown in figure 3. For x>0, we have a

uniform plasma of density p0, pressure p0, and

the magnetic field (0, 0, Bo). For x<0, we have

a uniform plasma of density o_, pressure p_, and

magnetic field (0, 0, --B_). At x=O, we have a

current (c/4_r) (B1--Bo) in the y direction. Follow-

ing the analysis given above, we obtain the dis-

persion equation in the form

k 2+k 2_jD - (00Vk_2co2)3[-i- (00Vk3w,,2)

[k2_+k 2_t[_ - (00°-/k2co°-)J[l - (_Vk._Vo_)3]_/2]

where

co= (Tpo/po) 112 cl = (Tpl/p_) 1/2

Vo=Bo/(4_po) m Vl=B_/(47rpl) 112

If w2< 0, the left-hand side is positive and the

right-hand side negative. This shows that no

solution is possible for 002< 0; i.e., no instabilities

exist. For Bo=B1, po=pl, po=p_; i.e., the sym-

metrical case, the dispersion equation is of the
form

ku2__/_a2E1- (002///c32c02)][1 - (002/ka2Vo2) ] 0 (21)
[ l -- (_Vk_co2) - (00"/k_2Vo2)

which gives a quadratic equation having two

positive roots. Thus there arc no instabilities of

the current layer in equilibrium between two

ionized clouds having oppositely directed uniform

magnetic fields. If we take the gradient of the

magnetic field into account we predict that the

current layer will still be stable because the mag-

netic field on both sides has increasing magnitude.

3. MAGNETIC FIELD GRADIENT INSTABILITIES

We shall now show that there are no serious

magnetic field gradient instabilities for long wave-

lengths to affect the assumption of the equilib-

rium configurations studied in the previous section.

Krall and Roscnbluth (l!)(12) have considered a

plasma in equilibrium in a magnetic field of the
form

B = B0 ( l +ex) i_ (22)

where i, is a unit vector in the z direction. This

magnetic field configuration is quite suitable for

our problem. The distribution function for the
electrons and ions can be assumed to be

fo, = n(aff_ "2) (flj/_r) _'_ cxpE--a_(v_2Tv_ _) 3

X exp[---/3_(v, 2)jg (23)

where the subscript j refers to electrons (j=e)

and ions (.7"= i); g satisfies the equation

(dg/dx) -- (cBo/mc) [1 +_.r_(dg/dvy) =0 (24)

Choosing

g,= l --_'ExT½_x '_- (vy/_,) 3

g, = l -den+ _x2+ (vying)3
(20)

E1- (_2/_:,2v2) 3
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where d = eBo_/[4_-nk (Ti+ Te)-], n being the

number density of the particles, _t_=eBo/mc,

_=eBo/Mc, m= the mass of the electron and

M that of an ion, Krall and Rosenbluth arrive
at unstable solutions of the form e *t with the

growth rate s given by

/Te\ 2 7r_tl / Ti\ [2XT_'_

Re(s) -
{ [-E,( X T,/ Te) 32+7r2}2

for kRe< 1, el/e>>l, and

(25)

[Te\ w2 /2XTI\ /1 3 XTi_
4_'t_ ) expt-_-)_F't_, 2, _ ]

Re(s)

4T_ 1 3 T_\] 2 1)2
X(TrX)I'2{-_-_-[,FI(-_;_; X_)J +_I

(26)

for kRe>l, el/e>>l, whereR, and Ri denote the

Larmor radii of electrons and ions respectively.
Here X=2di_fl/ke should not be confused with

the coordinate x. k is the wave number of purely
longitudinal electrostatic oscillations of the form

E= ( Ek/I k I)e'k'"E_( X T,/ Te)

--_ exp (X T_/Te) / (X Ti/Te)

for large values of X, and _F_ is a confluent hyper-

geometric function. For the case of sunspot mag-
netic field gradients,

1 dB 1
e--- _ --_-- cm -1

B dx 101°

Bo_'10 3 gauss

X_'_0.243 (B2h / Te)

where _=27r/k. For T=5X103°K, _1 cm,

X_10 _3, i.e., an extremely large quantity. Equa-
tion 25 yields

Re(s) _10121/6 • 1036/elO12_._10-1o13 (27)

i.e., an extremely small number.

Conversely, if kR_>l; i.e., wavelengths less

than the electron cyclotron radius, the growth

rate is extremely large, of the order of inverse of

the growth rate for kR_< 1. This shows that only
extremely .small wavelengths are unstable. The

Debye length in the lower chromosphere is

(kT/4_-ne2)l12_"--5XlO-2 cm, and the electron

cyclotron radius corresponding to 5 X 103 °K tem-

perature is of the order of 10 -3 cm. Any wave-

lengths less than the electron cyclotron radius

will also be less than the Debye length, and the
theory may not apply. (This is satisfied in the

corona as well.) At any rate, the instability of

extremely small wavelength, although taking place
instantaneously, will not be efficient to enhance

the thermal and electrical diffusion of the plasma.

The magnetic field gradient instabilities dis-

cussed so far in this section are only important

much before the equilibrium between the mag-

netic pressure and the kinetic pressure is reached

(if it is reached at all) because of the condition

d/O>1 imposed on solutions 25 and 26. After

the compression continues, the temperature of

the plasma builds up; the pressure P begins to

increase until it is comparable with the magnetic

pressure B2/87r. The kinetic pressure develops
more rapidly than the magnetic, field pressure

(Severny, 1958, p. 321), and an equilibrium con-

figuration can be reached when P is comparable

with B2/8_ -.

It might be thought that the pressure ani-

sotropy instabilities can develop in this case, but
it can be shown that owing to the slow rate of

approach of the two sunspots and owing to the

high collision frequency the pressure anisotropy

cannot develop to the extent of producing an in-

stability. As has been mentioned earlier, the col-

lision frequency in the lower corona is of the order

of about l0 s per second, and, since the compression

time is of the order of hundreds of seconds, the

collisions will keep the pressure quite isotropic

in the present situation. It is only if the phe-
nomena take place in about 10 -4 second that the

pressure anisotropy can be important. To cal-

culate the magnetic field, the density, and the

temperature after the compression we may use

the adiabatic equations deduced by Chew, Gold-

berger, and Low (1956). With PII=P.L, these
equations are

pB2/N 3= constant (28)

P/NB = constant (29)
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from which we obtain

B3/N 2 = constant (30)

If Lo, Bo, Po denote the initial length, magnetic

field density, and the pressure of the plasma,

the quantities B1N1P1 for a given L1 can be

calculated from NILI = NoLo, B13/N12 = Bo3/No 2,

pI/N1513 = Po/No 513. For B0 = l03 gauss, No =

10X2/cm s, L0= 101° cm, To=LX 103 °K, we obtain

for Ll=107 cm, Nl=lO15/cm _, B1 =lO 5 gauss,

T1 = 5 × l05 °K. The collision frequency remains

about the same as before the compression.

4. RESISTIVE INSTABILITIES

The instabilities discussed so far apply in the

case of infinite conductivity of the plasma under

consideration. Recently some work has been done

assuming finite conductivity of the plasma (Furth

et al., 1963). We shall use the results to make an

estimate of the growth rates of resistive in-

stabilities.

The infinitely thin current layer as sketched

in figure 3 will now be assumed to have finite

thickness denoted by a. We will also assume a

magnetic field in the current layer. With finite

conductivity, equation 3 has to be replaced by

OB/Ot = curl (v x B) --curl[-(_/47r) curlBJ (31)

where ,7 is tile isotropic resistivity of the plasma.

The magnetic field in the current sheath has

the form

B=i,B,(x) (32)

Further assuming the current layer to be incom-

pressible (this amounts to using divv = 0 in place

of equation 2 and deleting equation 4), two un-

stable modes are deduced by Furth, Killeen, and

Rosenbluth for waves propagating in the z direc-

tion. They are called the rippling mode and the

tearing mode. The rippling mode arises in the

case in which the resistivity varies with distance

in the current layer; the growth rate of the in-

stability which is the inverse of the e folding

time of a perturbation is given by

Re ( s) = off/5 S215/4_'a2a (33)

where a( = 1/,7) is the conductivity of the plasma

in emu

S = lO-2FT2/(4,rPo/Bo)1/2j

T in electron volts, a=ka, where k is the wave

number of waves in the current layer (propa-

gating in the current layer). Also this instability

occurs for S -2/7 <a < S 2/3. Using a = 2 X 10 -14 T 3/2

emu, T=10 s °K, a=105 em (10 s °K--_86 ev), we

have S=7×103, and the e folding time which

is the inverse of Re(s) is of the order of 103/k m.

Now, from S-217<0_<_S 213 we get 2.8< 1/k< l0 s.

For long wavelengths, the e folding time for the

rippling mode is large. Only for small wave-

lengths, of the order of a few centimeters, the

times are reasonable and the instability of rippling

mode is important for the problem in hand.

The tearing mode is unstable for a < 1 or wave-

lengths greater than the thickness of the current

sheath. In this case the e folding time is of the

ordcr l0 s k "°15, where k_ 1/2500. This time will

be small for long wavelengths, and the order of

magnitude is also suitable for the problem.

The above results are derived on the assump-

tion that thc current layer is incompressible, and

it is proved by Furth, Killeen, and Rosenbluth

TAm_E l.--Rippling and Tearing Mode Instability

[If t, denotes the e folding time for the rippling mode, this table evaluates t,(k) _/5 =2.96X lO-_Tgt_°/Bo 2/5. The e folding

tilnc for the tearing mode is obtained from tt=t,lO4(k) 4/5]

T_ °K

10_

10_

I(P

107

B=10

gauss

44.4

3.7X102

2.96X108

3.72X1() s

B = 10_

gauss

18.6

1.48X102

1.17)< 10 a

1.47X10 s

B = 108

gauss

7.42

59

4.69X102

5.9 X 102

B = 10 _

gauss

2.96

23.5

1.78X10 _

2.24X10 _

B = 10 5

gauss

1.17

9.35

74.03

93.02

B = 10 s

gauss

0.469

3.72

29.6

36.58
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that the resultsare not much different if com-

pressibility is taken into account.

To arrive at the above figures, we have used

the temperature of 106 °K in the higher chromo-

spheric region. Some people (De Jagcr, 1959,

1961) are of the opinion that the temperature

of the chromosphere region does not rise very

much and that only the density becomes higher.

A differing view, based on theoretical models, is

adopted in section 3 of this article, following

Severny (1958). For this reason we have evalu-

ated the growth rates of rippling and tearing

modes in table 1. The magnetic field at the

neutral point, where the current sheath is formed,

will be weak. This is another reason why the

growth rate can drop off by several orders of

magnitude.

For the rippling mode the e folding time is ob-

tained by multiplying each member of the table

by (k-1)m. We find that

6.7 1

30.7 > (k-l) m > 10 -3

for the whole range of the table. The upper num-

bers apply for B=10, T=104; the lower, for

B = l06, T = l07. An intermediate value of 1 shows

that suitable time scales are obtained for almost

all the values of B and T in the table. The above

results are deduced for N_1015 particles/cm 3. If,

instead, we use N_10 _2 particles/cm 3, it amounts

to multiplying each number in the table by

103t5_4. N occurs in tr or tt as N -_15.

For the tearing mode the e folding time is

obtained by multiplying each member of the

table by 104(lc) 2t_, where, for the whole range of

the table,

2/6 0.0208

10-2> (lc) >0.0023"

The upper number applies for B = 10, T = 104; the

lower, for B = 106, T = 107. Assuming km to be of

the order of 10 -3, we see that the e folding times,

for large magnetic fields and small temperatures,

are reasonable. We therefore conclude that the

resistive instabilities give reasonable times for

the problem in hand.
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A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR SUNSPOT COOLNESS

R. K. JAGGI

Goddard Space Flight Center

We have developed a theoretical model for the behavior of sunspots as individuals. Two models,
called the current sheath model and the snowplow model, known in the theory of the pinch effect are
worked out for the present problem of the sunspot expansion. Using the observational fact that the
magnetic field of the sunspots grows to about 3,000 gauss in about 10 days, numcrical calculations
based upon the current sheath model show that the sunspot area grows with the magnetic field and
begins to pulsate when the magnetic field stops growing. The amplitude and frequency of oscillation
depend upon the mass in the current sheath and the maximum magnetic field. The model suggests
that the bright ring about the sunspots may exist at chromospheric height where the density of the
matcrial is about 109particles/cm 3.

INTRODUCTION

Among the unsolved problems in solar physics

reviewed by Goldberg and Dyer 1 is the difficulty

in obtaining a theoretical interpretation of the

mechanism of sunspot cooling. They proposed

two explanations: The gas prcssure in the sun-

spot is low because part of the total pressure is

exerted by magnetic forces; in that case the con-

figuration must approach an equilibrium in which

the sum of the kinetic and magnetic pressures

equals the kinetic pressure outside. The cooling

could also be due to the forced expansion of a

rising gas column. This second possibility is dis-
carded because there is no observational evidence

that the gas column is really rising. Many other

models used to explain the coolness are based on

the presence of a strong magnetic field (reference

2, p. 172). Biermann 3 assumed that the low tem-

perature is probably maintained by the strong

magnetic fields inhibiting convective transport

of energy, thus causing steep temperature gradi-

ents in the outer parts of the spots.

At this point it would be instructive to estimate

the time in which the sunspot region, radiating

like a blackbody, would fall from 6500 ° to 4500°K,

the temperatures of tile photosphere and a typical

sunspot respectively. If convection is completely

stopped, tile time of this temperature fall is deter-

mined by

L _- (nkT) = _rT4 ,

where a = 5.6 X 10 -_ erg/cm2-see-deg 4, and L, the

total depth of the cool region, is given by

L nk(6500 - 4500)t _- (7(5000)'s '

with k the Boltzmann constant and a the radia-

tion constant. For L= l0 s cm and n=l(W, the

above equation gives t_-_7.8 see, which shows that

the region will cool down instantaneously. Some
work has been done on the inhibition of convec-

tion in the presence of a magnetic field. 4,a The

difficulty with Biermann's explanation is twofold:

(1) it fails to explain the growth of the sunspot

area with time; and (2) the cooling appears 1

or 2 days after the observation of the magnetic

field. Also, any explanation of the sunspot cool-

ness must at the same time explain the Evershed

effect as well as the bright ring around the sun-

spots (as known by observation).

De Jager 2 has mentioned that the ions with

energies greater than 3 ev are reflected by the

sunspot's magnetic field; but this is only effective

in the upper, less dense part of the solar atmos-
phere and therefore does not explain lower tem-

perature at the photospheric level. The particles

570
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reflected by the strong magnetic field of the sun- x 3000

spot will leave the region only if the mean free

path is large enough to permit their escape. From _- _ 20o0

table 1 (in the last section of this paper), it is _ "

clear that the mean free path is large only in the _ _ Iooo

upper chromosphere. L q

OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Before considering the theoretical model, we

shall present some observational data. Most of

this material was given in two articles by De

Jager.2, 6

The development of sunspots forms part of

the development of a center of activity (CA).

De Jager 6 has divided the development of a CA

into four parts: (1) prespot phase; (2) spot

phase; (3) bipolar magnetic postspot phase; and

(4) unipolar magnetic phase. Of these, the second

is of most interest in the present problem. A

typical sunspot consists of an umbra and a

penumbra, where the latter shows a radial fila-

mentary structure, being slightly brighter than

the former. The mean umbral area of large sun-

spots is of the order of 5X10 -4 of the sun's

visible hemisphere and the radius of the umbra

is of the order of 2.2X109 cm.

In the prespot phase the development of a

bipolar magnetic field region as well as faculae

are observable without the spots. The limits of

the faculae coincide more or less with the sunspot

region. The spot appears 1 or 2 days after the

appearance of the magnetic field. The spot and
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Fmvm_ 1.--Variations of magnetic field strength over a

sunspot as function of radius from the center of the

spot. The distance to the spot center is expressed in
terms of penumbral radius.
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Fmu_ 2.--Variation of the field strength versus time in
days for a 55-day spot.

the magnetic field region increase in area simul-

taneously.

15-day time sequence of the development of

a typical sunspot group is given by De Jager

(reference 2, p. 167). On the first day a single spot

or a spot group without penumbra or without

bipolar structure is observed on the sun. On the

second day the bipolar group and penumbras of

some of the bipolar spots appear. From 5 to 10

days great bipolar spots as well as many small

ones appear. From l0 to 15 days great bipolar

spot groups remain without their small com-

panions. During this time unipolar spots may also

be observable.

Kiepenheuer 7 quotes Thiessen 8 as giving the

following radial distribution of the vertical mag-

netic field in a sunspot:

B_(r) _B_[-1 - (r2/b _) ], (1)

where b is the radius of the outer edge of the

penumbra, the subscript z denotes the z component

of the field and the subscript m the field at the

center of the spot, and r the radial distance meas-

ured from the axis of the spot. However, the

magnetic field distribution as determined by

Mattig 9 is of the form:

B_ (r) = Bm_l - (r4/b 4) ] exp ( -- 2r2/b2).

Figure 1 is an approximate representation of this

field (taken from reference 2, p. 156). At the

center of the spot the magnetic field B_ is of the

order of a few thousand gauss. Assuming B_ to

be 10 _ gauss we find that the magnetic pressure

B2/87r is approximately 4X 105 dynes/cm 2 and is

much higher than the kinetic pressure of the solar

photospheric plasma nkT_3 X 103. Thus the sun-

spot is under the action of strong magnetic forces.

Equating B_/8_ - with the kinetic pressure 3 X 103,

we obtain B_260 gauss. Therefore whenever the
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magnetic field is comparable to or higher than

this value the sunspot will be under the action

of strong magnetic forces.
The time variation of the magnetic field ob-

served over the sunspots is presented in figure 2,

which is taken from Cowling. '° Analytically the

curve may be approximated by

B,, = 3000El - exp (--t/2) _{ 1 -exp[(t/5.5) -- 107}

(2)

where t is measured in days.

We shall now discuss the adiabatic expansion

of sunspots for the two models known as the cur-

rent sheath and the snow plow models, in order

to determine thc rate of cooling in both instances.

THE CURRENT SHEATH MODEL

The basic equations of magnetohydrodynamics
are

dv 1
Nmi -_ : -_ j ×B - grad p , (3)

"_ = -div(Nv) .

4_

Curl B = --E'J (4)

div B = 0 ,

H
Hm

r

b

FIGURE3.--Modified form of figure 1 used in calculating
the expansion of sunspots.

The region occupicd by this current is called
"the current sheath." Equation 3 can be rewritten

as

d. 1 B2 1 (B'Y) B - grad pNmi "_" = -_-_ grad + _-_

In the present case the term (B-V)B =0 because
it is assumed that B is in the z-direction but there

are no gradients in the z-direction. Integrating

over the thickness of the current sheath, multiply-

ing both sides by 2_r, assuming that the accelera-
tion over the cross-section of the current sheath

and the density in the current sheath are uniform,
we obtain

qdt-Vs ÷ Pi - Po '

_B
5t Curl (vxB) ,

div E : 4_re ,

where the symbols have their usual meaning, e
is the charge density, and mi the mass of an ion.

From equations 1 and 4, we obtain, in cylindrical
coordinates

j= (cBm/47r)CO, 2r/b 2, 0-];

therefore the force,

c-ljXB = [B,,r/27rb2El - (r2/b2)-], O, 0},

is directed radially outward force. Consequently
the cylinder must expand in the radial direction.

To simplify the model we modify the distri-

bution of the magnetic field given by equation 1

in figure 1 to that given in figure 3. A portion of

the cylinder is assumed to have a uniform mag-

neti(, tield while the gradients of the magnetic

field are assumed to be in the rest of the cylinder.

where p0 is the kinetic pressure due to the gases

outside the cylinder, /)_ the average kinctic pres-

sure due to gases within the cylinder, and/_i the

average magnetic field within the cylinder, and M

the total mass contained in the cylinder, a has

been introduced to insure that only a fraction of

the total mass of the cylinder is contained in the

current sheath. We shall assume that p0 remains

constant and that p_= p0 at t =0. The changes in

_3000
0

C)

2000
b_

0

1000
L9

_E

g o
TIME

FmuaE 4.--Profile used to deduce equation lO.
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FIGURE 5.--Representation of equation 19.
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the kinetic pressure satisfy the ordinary adiabatic

law

P - Constant . (6)NS/3

If B0 is the initial magnetic field and r0 the initial

radius of the cylinder, the constancy of the mag-

netic flux in the cylinder gives

_r_B 0 = "r2Bi '

or

2Bi -- B0 (7)

Then, since N is proportional to 1/r 2, equation 6

yields

[ro_'°/3

= po T/ (8)

Substituting equations 7 and 8 into equation 5

gives

M d2r

_ = r +Po -P •

Now by writing r/ro=x, Bo2/8_po=t_ and

(m/27rapo)1/2t'=t the above equation becomes

_ 11 d2x fl + - 1 (9)
x dt' 2 x 4 _ "

To discuss the solution of equation 9, the de-

pendence of B on time must be known. According

to observations, equation 2, and figure 2, the

magnetic field rises in a matter of 10 days to a

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

TIME

FIGURE 6.--The solution of equation 10 for t_= 5, 10, 50.

value of about 3000 gauss and remains at that

value for about 40 days. Since the growth time

is comparatively shorter than the lifetime of the

magnetic field we may assume the magnetic field

as a function of time given by figure 4.

By assuming this magnetic field profile, it is

possible to integrate equation 9. The integration

yields

1
_2 I X2 --3 x-

1

If t' =0, x= 1, _=0 can be assumed as the initial

condition, then

_2 = (1_ x2)+ __ (1-x-_) + fl (1- x-2)

(10)

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect

to t'. Figure 5 shows the relationship of 2 and x;

and x= 1, x =x* are the solutions of

: o
Initially x is an increasing function of t because
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FIGURE 7.--A 55-day spot represented by equation 11 for i-=5.
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FmURE 8.--Representation of equation 11 for i" = 5.

_>0 at t=0. Figure 5 shows that x is an oscil-

latory function of t. A complete solution of equa-

tion 9, obtained on IBM 7090 computer, is repre-

sented in figure 6 for /_=5, 10, 50. Here, the

amplitude of oscillation increases with 8.

To obtain a solution of equation 9, in the

general case, where the profile of the magnetic

field is given by equation 3 we must be cautious.

If we use the expression for 1_ given in equation 3
the solution is unstable because _>0 for all t

and for any reasonable value of the magnetic

field strength. For this reason we assume that

the magnetic field is induced into the area at the

rate given by equation 3. The problem here is

to find a magnetic field profile which gives

Bo(t)/x 2 close to the curve given in figure 2 and

which gives a reasonably good fit for the area

variation. Assuming then that

: ,o/
where t is now measured in seconds and d is the

number of seconds in one day, we have--instead

of equation 9

dt 2 -x + x + _t__),o ,o),S.St I- e 2,, - e , (11)

where

d

t! =

B 2
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A solution of equation 10 for _=5, tl= 1 is pre-

sented in figure 7. The radius of the cylinder
reaches a value of 1.6, oscillates about it and

finally returns to its original value when the

magnetic field has disappeared. The period of

oscillation is 3 days and the amplitude of oscilla-

tion is about 0.25r0. Figures 8 and 9 present the

velocity dx/dt and the temperature ratio T/To
as a function of t.

The assumption tl = 1 corresponds to M/2_ro_po =
(86,400) 2 or a_._6X103 where we have used

ro=109 cm and p=104. Therefore, a fraction

1/(6X103) of the total mass of the cylinder is

contained in the current sheath. For much higher

values of a, the value of tl becomes large and the

period of oscillation of the cylindrical sheath may

become much smaller than that of figure 7.

throughout the interior of the cylinder. The cur-

rent sheath is in an infinitely thin layer of negli-

gible mass. As the sheath expands it collects all

the mass with which it comes in contact, as a

snow plow collects the snow in its path. If r0 is
the initial radius of the cylinder and r the radius

at any time t, the mass with the sheath is

7rNmi(r2--ro 2) where N is the average number

density of ions of mass m_. Newton's equation
of motion of the sheath then becomes

d [mNm dr" fB, 2 o)d-'¥ i(r2- to 2) "-_-_J = 2_r \8Tr +Pi- P

Using the transformations

r
-- =

ro X ,

THE SNOW PLOW MODEL

In the snow plow model, first discussed by

Rosenbluth, '' the magnetic field is homogeneous

B:
=

8_Po ,

l

FIOURE 10.--The solution of equation 12 for t3 = 5, 10, 50.

we obtain the equation

d--yr x2 - I) = x + x-T - , (12)

where equations 7 and 8 were used to express B_

in terms of B0 and /_ in terms of p0. With the

magnetic field profile of figure 4, this equation was
solved on an IBM 7090 and its solution is shown

graphically in figure 10. The initial conditions

satisfied by this equation are t'=O, x=l, 5¢=
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(/_/2)m The solution is shown in figure 10 for

/_= 5, 10, and 50.
A peculiar feature of this differential equation

is that while in the expanding phase the sheath
collects _atl m_ss with which it comes in contact;

however, in the contracting phase it is losing its

mass--not exactly in the same way as a snow

plow because the snow plow loses its mass in-
stantaneously when the direction of the velocity
is reversed. We can therefore only follow the

calculation of the snow plow model until the

velocity reverses in sign. For that reason this
model will not be discussed in detail.

300

2OO

100

THE EFFECT OF DENSITY AND PRESSURE GRADI-

ENTS ON THE DYNAMICS OF SUNSPOTS

The pressure and density both rise in the lower
levels of the photosphere. Figures ll and 12 show

the graph of the variation of the density P and

the pressure p from the surface of the photo-

sphere to the depth of a few hundred kilometers.

In the solar photosphere, the pressure rises more

rapidly with depth than the density. For example

4OO
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Fl(]v_ ll.--Variation of p versus height in tile solar

photosphere (taken from reference I0, p. 127, table II).
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FIGURE 12.--Variation of p versus height in the solar

photosphere (taken from reference 10, p. 127, table II).

at a depth of about 400 km the pressure is about
20 times that at the surface of the photosphere

and the density is about 10 times that at the

surface. If the photosphere is assumed to be

stratified, the lower layers have less amplitude
of oscillation than those at the surface. Also if the

lower layers oscillate independently the frequency
of oscillation can be different at the lower levels.

Replacing p0 with 20p0 in equations 5 and 8,
we obtain in place of equation 9:

1 d2x _ /3 + 20_o 20 . (13)
x dt '2 x 4 x._,j_

The solution of this equation is shown in figure 13.

The frequency of oscillation of x in figure 13

is about 0.75, and in figure (i it is about 3.2. Thus

the two periods of oscillation are

{'_r2
t, = 3.2 \ 2_'_po_] '

t_ -- o._).
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FIGVRE 13.--Representation of equation 13 for/_=5, 10,
50.

Therefore the ratio 0.75/3.2 = (p,/p)ll2 is greater

than or less than one depending on whether

p'_18.2p.

In order to draw any conclusions about the

frequency of oscillation we must know the varia-

tion of density with depth. From the figures given

by Minneart (1953), in figure 12, we find that

p''_lOp. We therefore conclude that the period

of oscillation at lower levels in the solar photo-

sphere is approximately the same as at the surface.

This subject will be taken up in a later paper.

THE BRIGHT RING AROUND SUNSPOTS

During the initial growth of the 55-day spot

considered the velocity of the current sheath has

a value of about 1-10 km/sec. Charged particles

with their thermal velocities suffer reflection from

these initially outward moving sheath and gain

energy. These particles will then move a few

mean free paths before loosing the energy gained

from reflection. Therefore additional light in the

solar photosphere or chromosphere, will be gene-

rated and a bright ring around a spot, with a width

of the order of a mean free path will be created.

The self-collision time of particles of mass m

and charge e is given by

1 $

m"2r( 3kT)_
t© -- 8 x 0.714nne4z 4 log A '

where

!

A - 3 (k3T3_ 2
2e2z 2 \7m]

Thus the mean free path is

L = ]/r_te

= (3kT) 2

8 x 0.714rme4z 4 log h

1.8 x lOST2

N log A

TABLE 1.--Mean Free Path of a Charged Particle for the Temperatures and Number Densities Shown

Temperature
(°K)

103

104

l0 s

I0e

Mean Free Path of Charged Particles

N = 10e part;cles
cm-3-

N = lO g particles N = 10 12 particles N = lO is particles
cm--7" cml cm-'_"

1.4x 10 4 19

1.1 x 10 s 1.4 x 10 g 1.9

.91 x i0 s i.1 x 10 s 1.4 x 102 .19

.79x 10 l° .93 x 107 i.1 x 10 4 14.5
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TABLE 2.--Variation of c/w_ with Number Density

N

(particles_
__---_-_-/

103

ioB

I0 g

1012

c/_p

1.7 x 104

540

17

1.7 x 10-2

and is independent of the mass of the particle.

In table I this quantity is given for N= l06 to

l015 particles/cm 3 and T= 103 to l() 6 °K. From

this table it appears that the upper chromosphere

is the region where the mean free path is meas-

urable by optical methods. Near the photosphere

the mean free path is too short and the thickness

of the bright ring will probably be too small to

be measured.

A radially outward moving current sheath

moving with a velocity of the order of 1 km/sec

produces a shock wave the thickness of which

is of the order of

!

3 ,,lO_°(lO-_)_-C

10 _- = 10 1

P (4 x I0Is x 2S × 10-2°)_

(reference 13) which is also too small. Table 2

shows the variation of c/oo I, with density.

It is only in the upper chromosphere that the

thickness of the shock is sufficient to be observable.

Therefore, according to the present analysis, the

bright ring should be observed to be expanding.
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SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF OSO-1 

JOHN C. LI?rTl)StlY 

Goddard Space Flight Center 

THE OSO-1 SPACECRAFT 

A new eta in the study of the sun from above the 
earth's atmosphere began with the successful 
launching of the 5rst Orbiting Solar Observatory 
on Alarch 7, 1962. Prior to this launch, measure- 
nients of solar radiations that are absorbed in the 
atmosphere had been made from balloons, rockets, 
and rather simple earth satellites. As a result of 
the various restrictions imposed by these tech- 
niques i t  was not possible to achieve a reasonable 
degree of observation continuity such as has now 
been acconiplished by the OSO-1. The character- 
istics of the spacecraft that made this performance 
possible were the ability of the spacecraft to point 
instruments accurately at the sun, a circular 
orbit of approximately 575-km altitude below 
most of the radiation belt but above the atnios- 
phere, and a tape recorder data storage system 
that supplied complete orbit coverage. 

The OSO-I, like many other satellites, used the 
gyroscopic properties of a spinning body for 
stability. However, unlike other spacecraft, an 
integral part of the OSO-1 was a unique biaxial 
attitude control system to point instruments at 
the center of the sun. The spacecraft, figure I ,  
(Dolder, Bartoe, Mercure, Gablehouse, and 
Lindsay') consisted of two parts, a wheel section 
and a platform upon which the solar cell array 
was mounted. The wheel section was spun to 
provide spacecraft stability, the spin axis being 
maintained approximately perpendicular to the 
solar vector with cold gas precession jets. Driving 
against the wheel section, an electrical sen-o- 
system oriented the platform perpendicular to the 
solar vector around the spin or azimuth axis. A 
second servo-system within the platform oriented 
nn i ns tnLCEEt2 tk2  sectin2 tn.5-ard the !?"E i2 

elevation. In  this manner, the pointed instrumen- 
tation section was oriented along the solar vector 
in two axes. The spin of the wheel system was 
maintained by a gas system mounted on the end of 
arms. 

A total of over a year's operation was obtained 
from the satellite with near perfect performance 
for approximately 3 months and real-time data 
recovery for a period of about 9 months. Although 

FIGURE 1 .--OSO-1 spacecraft. 

there were some problems with the pointing 

term pointing accuracy was within approximately 
2 minutes of arc in both azimuth and elevation. 

One might summarize the engineering firsts of 
OSO-I as follows: 

1. The first of the observatory spacecrafts, with 
demonstrated solar pointing more accurate than 
previously obtained with satellite or rocket 
systems. 

2. First long-time operation of d.c. torque 
inotow, bearings, slip rings, and other moving 

sys t2z  & x k g  thc !;Fc G f  the s&c!!k, tE,c !szg 

p r t ,  in the space PET'iP"I1II?PIlt fer 811 extended 
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ORBIT 1708

' 'l-
_it_i ' ! _i_ i!

, ,![',!_''l'll T,_:;ii, ..... r ,_, liI

iii!

OR BIT 5004

S-16 Goddard Pointed Experiment Data

Fmua_ 2.--Slip ring performance. (Data shown for
Orbits 1708 and 5004 were transmitted through slip
rings from sail to wheel section of the satellite.)

period of time, 18 months. An example of slip
ring performance is shown in figure 2.

3. A unique damper to minimize spacecraft
wobble.

4. First scientific spacecraft utilizing tape
recorders to obtain complete orbit data coverage.

THE OSO-1 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS

Extreme UV Spectrometer

The primary solar oriented experiment aboard

OSO-1 was a scanning spectrometer used for
observation of the solar extreme UV radiation

from 50-400A (Behring, Neupcrt, and Lindsay_).

During operation the spectrometer was pointed

at the centcr of the solar disk within approxi-
mately 2 rain of arc. In this orientation, radiation

from the entire solar disk and immr corona passed

directly through the entrance slit and struck a

concave grating nlountcd in grazing incidence,

the angle of im..idence being 88 °. The grating, an

original ruled in a special glass by the Nobel

Institute in Stockholni, had 576 lines per milli-
meter on a blank of I m radius of curvature. The

exit slit and detector were mountcd on a carriage

which was driven on a circular rail so that the

exit slit scanned along the Rowland Circle, where

the spectrum was focused, from 10-400A. The

plane of the exit slit was approximately per-
pendicular to the diffracted ray at all positions

along the track, thereby keeping the spectral
passband nearly constant for all angles of dif-
fraction. The 50-micron entrance and exit slits

provided a spectral passband of 1.7A and per-

mitted resolution of lines 0.85A apart. The de-

tector was a windowless photomultiplier developed

by the Bendix Corp. specifically for use in this

spectrometer. A tungsten photocathode was

chosen to minimize response to wavelengths

above ]500A, and to reduce changes in sensitivity

due to variations of the enlission properties of the
cathode.

The spectrum obtained from the spectrometer

over wavelengths of 170A to 400A is shown in

figure 3. The brightest emission line in the region

from 170A to 340A is the Lyman-alpha line of

ionized helium at 304A. In addition, numerous

other emission lines appear with combined flux

comparable to, or somcwhat greater than, that of

the helium line. Resonance lines of heavy ions (Mg

through Fe) are expected in this region, leading to

attempts (Zirin, Hall, and Hintereggera; Neupert

and Behring0, to identify the more pronlinent

features of the spcctrum in terms of such lines.

Other than the 304A line of He I I Lyman-palha,

the only lines identified with relative certainty
are the 284A line of Fe XV and the 335A line of

Fe XVI.

The months of March and April of 1962, were

ideal for a study of the solar EUV spectra (Neu-

pert, Behring, and Lindsay _) in that observations

could be made on bo¢h a quiescent and a dis-

turbed solar atmosphere. During the second week

in March the sun was especially quiet, the sunspot

number being zero on March ll. As the month

MI

Im

tm mm

Fm_r_- 3.--Typical solar spectrum 170 A to 400 A.
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FIGURE4.--Comparison of two spectra representing "quiet" and "active" sun.

progressed the solar rotation carried several

centers of activity across the visible hemisphere
of the sun. Definite enhancements in the solar

spectrum were associated with these centers of

activity.

Figure 4 presents two scans of the EUV spec-

trum which were obtained with a separation in

time of approximately 10 days. During the first

of these observations only one small region of
activity was present on the solar disk. In spite of

this low level of activity it is observed that the

Fe XV and Fe XVI lines persist as two of the

more prominent features of the spectrum. The
second spectrum was obtained while several large

and well-developed centers of activity were

present on the disk. Comparing these two spectra
we observe that the emission lines have increased

in intensity but not all by the same amount. The

Fe XV and Fe XVI lines, already prominent even
in the absence of solar activity, have increased in

intensity appreciably more than any other line

observed with certainty in this spectral range.

The He II line has also increased, but by a lesser
amount.

The relationship of these observed counting

rates to several ground-based measurements of

solar activity is presented in figures 5 and 6. In

figure 5, the He II radiation is compared with

daily values of the solar flux at 2800 mc, and with

the Zurich Provisional Relative Sunspot Number
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FI('URE 5.--He II Lyman-alpha line compared with
ground-based measurements of solar activity.

(ZPRSN). Also shown is an estimate of the

calcium plage area, each area being weighted by

the estimated intensity of the area on a scale from

1 to 5. Values for this computation were supplied

by the McMath-Hulbert Observatory. In figure

6, the daily values of solar flux at 2800 mc and

the Zurich Provisional Relative Sunspot Number

are compared with radiation due to the coronal

lines of Fe XV (284A) and Fe XVI (335A). The
estimated calcium plage intensity is also shown.

The spectral lines chosen for presentation here
were selected because they are reliably identified

o

l_r m Z _+ _ . r6=io4

MAR_HIt1_2 APRIL1962 MAY1962

FmuRE 6.--Fe XV and Fe XVI lines compared with
ground-based measurements of solar activity.

with particular ions, not because they convey

more than any other line in the spectrum the

changes in solar flux which occur with the appear-

ance of plage areas. In terms of fractional changes

in intensity, these three lines represent the
extremes which have thus far been observed in

the spectral region from 171A to 400A; only a few
faint lines have smaller nonflare variations than

the He II Lyman-alpha line, while no other lines

have increases as great as those observed for 284A

and 335A. A summary of the average increases in

counting rates for the period from March 9 to

March 23, 1962, a period of increasing solar

TABLE I.--Increases in Solar EUV Spectrophotometer
Counting Rates March 9, 1962 to March 23, 1962

Spectral range

171A-228A .....................
229A-300A .....................
229A-a05A .....................
305A-400A ........... _.........

Average counting
rate increase

Percent
55.
80.
52.
50 (estimated).

activity, is given ill table 1. The increase, weighted

by the intensity of each line, is computed for the

range from 171A to 305A, using 60 reliably ob-
served lines. The increase in the range from 305A

to 400A can only be estimated because of the

masking effect of second order images above 342A.

The values given in table 1 are, of course, ap-

propriate only for the particular interval in time

for which they were computed.
The initial analysis of only three lines (He II

304A, Fe XV 284A, Fe XVI 335A) already

indicates that the relative prominence of spectral

lines may depend upon the age of the center of

activity which is responsible for the increased

radiation. As an example of this, one may observe

(fig. 6) that the maximum enfission in the Fe XV

apparently occurs later in time than the maximum
for the 2800-mc radio flux or for the plage areas

observed during March, April, and May. In
addition to such a slowly changing effect, one

may note that localized perturbations appear

(March 7-9 and April 16-17) for which the

relative increases are considerably different for
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theheliumandthe ironlines.It appearsthat in
theseinstanceswe are observingphenomena
localizedat particularlevelsin the solaratmos-
phere.

1-1 1A X-ray Experiment

An experiment to monitor solar X-ray was

flown on OSO-1 by W. A. White 6 and R. M.

Young of Goddard Space Flight Center. The

detector was a beryllium window ion chamber

with a Xenon filling. The conversion efficiency as

a function of wavelength is shown in figure 7.

The full-scale sensitivity is dependent upon the

shape of the input spectrum. If the spectral shape
obtained by Pounds, Willmore, et al. 7 from the

satellite Ariel, which is consistent with a 2.8 (10) 6

°K plasma, is assumed the wavelengths contribut-
ing to the output current are in the interval 3-11A

and the full-scale sensitivity is 1.8(10) -3 ergs cm -2

sec -1. For comparison with earlier measurements

by R. W. Kreplin, et al. 8over bandwidths specified
as 2-8A, the full-scale sensitivity of the OSO-1

experiment is 3.6 (10) -4 ergs cm -2 sec -z.

If one computes the continuum flux to be

expected at these wavelengths from the entire

solar corona, the theoretical flux following the
work of Elwert 9 for an isothermal corona with

1.0

/ I/ CONVERSIONw,eoow
0.1 FICIENCY TRANSMISSIOI_

1(

0.01 I I I I I I
0.1 0.3 1.0 3 10

A IN ANGSTROMS

FIGURE7.--OSO-1 ion chamber efficiency as a function
of wavelength.
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FIGURE 8.---Slowly-varying component of solar X-rays
compared with 2800-mc radio measurements.

Allen's 1° electron density profile at 2.8(10) 6 °K

falls short of the lowest value measured by OSO-1

by a factor of the order of 15. In fact, the entire

corona would have to be at a temperature in

excess of 3.5(10) G °K to meet the lowest OSO-1

flux using such an all-continuum model. If one
assumes the contribution from line emission in

excess of the flux from continuum emission by a

factor of 15, the corona in its entirety would have

to be at a temperature of about 2.4(10) 6 °K; to

explain the lowest flux measured by OS0-1. For
more than 50% of the time the 0SO-1 flux ex-

ceeded this lowest value by at least a factor of 10.
From the fact that most of the time the solar

X-ray flux measured by 0SO-1 was much larger

than the lowest value (which is already un-
comfortably high for an isothermal corona with

uniform density profile, even with appreciable line
emission), we can only conclude that the source of

X-rays of less than 11A wavelengths must conform

to localized regions such as plages, as has been
observed for longer wavelengths.

A comparison of the slowly varying part of the

10-Angstrom X-ray flux with 2800-mc radiation

confirms that the localized sources of solar X-rays
are associated with centers of activity such as Ca

plages and/or sunspot groups. Figure 8 shows the
time history of both fluxes for about 2.5 solar

rotations in the early life of OSO-1. It can be seen

that the smoothed X-ray flux correlates with the

excess 2800-mc flux above a background of about

75 flux units appropriate for the "quiet" sun at

that phase of the solar cycle (Covington and
HarveyU).

The lowest X-ray flux measured by OS0-1

(April 6, 1962) was: for k<8A, 3.6(10) -5 erg cm -2
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FzauR_, 9.---Small X-ray flares.

see-l; for h<llA, 1.8(10) -4 ergs cm -_ sec-'. This

may be considered an upper bound on the X-ray

flux from the "quiet" sun. This flux occurred at a

time when only 3 plages of area >__ 1000 millionths

of a solar hemisphere were visible on the disk. The

nearest plage behind the west limb had set 3 days

previously, and the nearest behind the east limb

was not to rise until 1.5 days later. If we assume

that the X-ray emission is coming from 3 "pillbox"

volumes, one associated with each of the 3 plages,

each having its base area equal to the plage area

and furthermore having a height equal to ½ the

diameter of its base, the source volume is 3.85 X

1029cm. a The volume above on of the plages, No.

6"_79, was observed by Billings 12 on April 9, 1962,

to have a faint continuum enhancement from

whicil he estimated the electron density n,,=

0.5(10) l°. Using this as the electron density, and

assuming (as is most likely from such a weak

source, Ha|lain and Young, '3) the electron tem-

perature was not greater than 3.0(10) _ °K, one

finds that in order to obtain the X-ray flux

measured on OSO-1 the ratio of line emission to

continuum emission must be at least 10:l.* If

T,, was no greater than the 2.8(10) 6 degree value

obtained from the Ariel spectrum of April 27,

the ratio of line emission to continuum emission

must have been around 30 : 1.

Up to now we have discussed only the slopply

varying component of the X-ray emission: In

addition to these quasi steady-state conditions,

transient events (X-ray flares) lasting usually

from 10 rain to a couple of hours were fre(tuently

*A similar ('onclusi,)n has been stlggcst.cd })y l)ounds,

Wilmor,', I_rown, Norm:m, and S:tnf, wd (r,'f(q'ence 7)

I)ast.d Ul),m tim Ari(,l data.

observed. Such an event is shown in figure 9, and

should be compared with the quiet period of

similar duration shown in figure 10. The par-

ticular event of figure 3 contains a total energy

below 11A of approximately 2(10) 2_ ergs.

During the 9-day interval between launch and

March 16, 1962 (at which time the rising of plage

No. 6370 on the east limb supplied enough X-ray

emission to carry the experiment off-scale),

approximately 60 X-ray flare events lasting from

10 min to 1 hr were seen, and 4 events were seen

to last about 5 hrs.

During this same interval (1620 U.T. March 7,

1962, to 1620 U.T. March 16, 1962) some 33

H-a flares were reported by ground-based

observatories. Of these H-a flares, 6 would have

been unobservable from OSO-1 for various reasons

(satellite night, failure to command data storage

readout, etc.). Of the remaining 27 H-a flares, 3

occurred while the X-ray experiment was still

off-scale because of a previous large event. This

leaves 24 H a flares which can be tested for

correlation with the X-ray flares. Of this group of

24, it appears that I 1 correlate well, 3 definitely

have no counterpart in X-rays, and the re-

maining 10 are doubtful because of insufficient

data or an excessive time difference (> 10 rain).

Conversely, there are 6 full-scale or greater X-ray

events for which no tl-c_ flare was reported even

though observations were presumably being

made at the time. Ccltainly more observations

will be required I)cfore a definite statement can be

made regarding a correlation or lack thereof

between H-a flares and X-ray flares.

In looking for correlations with Sudden Iono-

spheric Disturbances, all X-ray events exceeding

the full-scale saturation level were barely de-

tectable (if observing conditions permitted) in

Sudden Phase Anomaly data for VLF trans-

X-RAY ION CHAMBER
% OF SCALE

12ol

100 J'-

'°i60

40 _

2

7:40
' ' ' ' ' I '5

7:50 8:00 8:10 8:20 8:30 8 40 8:0

TIME

FIGURE 10.--Typical "quiet" X-ray period.

9:00
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missions via the D layer. Only the large event of

March 13 was seen in ionospheric indices other
than SPA's. Correlation with transients in the

2800-mc solar flux is good; but again, full-scale

X-ray events are represented by extremely small

events (1 to 2 flux units) in the 2800-mc data.

Several apparent associations of certain X-ray

flares into groups displaying a definite pattern

were observed (White6). Figure 5 shows such a

grouping. Similar groupings are present in the data

for the first week in April; in fact, the one par-

ticular March group shown in figure 11 has an

exact April counterpart 27.1 days later, with

identical time-separations between events and

with identical peak excursions above mean back-

ground level. The envelope joining the peaks of

the flares within a group is found:

(a) to be a straight line, and

(b) to have the same slope (with either positive

or negative sign) from group to group.

These characteristics of the flare groups indicate

a constant time rate-of-change of X-ray source

strength. Source strength is a function of electron

density, of temperature, and of volume. It is

difficult to see why any time variation of either

electron density or temperature would be of such

a particular nonlinear nature as to constrain the

source strength to vary linearly with time. One is

left with the concept of a volume which is either

growing or diminishing at a constant rate, and

which on occasion serves as a reservoir of high-

10
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FIGURE 11.--Grouping of X-ray flares for period March 7-

March 9, 1962.

temperature electrons and ions interacting to

produce the X-ray flares.

J

Hydrogen Lyman-alpha Measurements

The solar hydrogen Lyman-alpha flux was

monitored from OSO-1 with an experiment per-

formed by Kenneth Hallam and Robert Young 13

of the Goddard Space Flight Center. The detector
used was a CS-2 filled ion chamber with a L_F

window.

The average solar flux measured in the spectral

region 1050A to 1230A was 4.9±0.1 ergs/cm_-sec

for the first 40 orbits. Lyman-alpha contributes

about 95% of the flux in this bandpass. The

remainder is mainly due to Si III, k 1206.5A.

After the first 230 orbits, the ion chamber sensi-

tivity declined at about 20% per week. This,

however, had no effect on short term relative
measurements.

A flare of importance 2+ on March 13 caused a

peak enhancement in Lyman-alpha of 5.3%. An

increase of 6.8% was observed during an im-

portance 3 flare on March 22. This represents a

local brightening in Lyman-alpha of between 5

and 150 times, depending on the background
situation.

20 Kev-1 Mev Gamma-ray Experiments

Two experiments to search for solar gamma-

radiation in the 20 Key to 1 Mev region were

flown by K. J. Frost, E. D. Rothe, K. L. Hallam,

W. A. White, and H. M. Horstman _4 of the

Ggddard Space Flight Center. The first experi-

ment consisted of a thin NaI(T1) crystal (2.22 cm

diameter X0.15 cm height) scintillation counter

surrounded by a copper shield. The objective of

this experiment was to search for solar brem-

sstrahlung bursts in the 20 to 100 Key range. The
second experiment consisted of three scintillation

counterdetectors. Two NaI(T1) (3.8 cm diam-

eter×3.8 cm height) crystals were placed in the

wheel section of the observatory and one (3.8 cm

diameter×5.08 cm height) CsI(T1) crystal was

placed in the pointed section. These crystals

measured the spectrum of gamma rays between

0.100 and 1.00 Mev with particular emphasis on

the 0.511-Mev positron-electron annihilation line
and its temporal variation.
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The resultsof the 20-100Key experiment
indicatethat the fluxfromthe quietsuncannot
beinexcessof 3.40-t-0.95photons/cm2-secin this
energyrange.At thistimenosolarbremsstrahlung
burstshavebeendetected.Thedatasurveythus
far includesmostof the informationacquired
duringthemonthsof MarchandApril 1962.It is
pertinentto note that no solarprotonevents
occurredduringthis period,at the timeobser-
vationswerebeingmade.Thecountingratein the
0.1to 1 Mev rangewasfoundto be4.7±0.5
counts/cm_-sec.Thedataalsoindicatethat the
upperlimit of the positron-electronannihilation
radiationftuxfromthesunis 0.6:L0.2photons/
cm2-scc.

Anothergamma-rayexperimentwasflownby
LaurenceE.Peterson,15Universityof California,
La Jolla,Calif.His experimentwasdesignedto
searchfor extra terrestrialgammarays in the
50Key3 Mevcnergyrange.Theapparatuscon-
sistedof a 2.5cmdiameterX1.25cmheightNaI
counterwitha 0.5cmleadcollimatingshieldfor
5(_150Keyphotons.A Comptontelescope,con-
sistingof a 3.2X3.2cm NaI counterin coinci-
dencewitha phoswichtypeNaI counter(5.1cm
diameterXS.7cmheight)provideda directional
detectorforgammaraysbetween0.3and3.0Mev.
Thecountingrateofthelowenergytelescopenear
0 geomagneticlatitudewas1.0-4-0.1counts/era2-
sec,mostofwhichwaslocalcosmicrayproduced
background.Thesolarfluxat theearthwasless
than1photon/cm2-secor 1.6X10-:ergs/cm2-sec
between50and150Key.Noincreaseswerenoted
duringthe fareson March11and March22,
]962,andnosignificantvariationsaboveback-
groundover the celestialspherehave been
observed.Typicaltotal ratesmeasuredby the
phoswichNaI counterat 0 geomagneticlatitude
were0.40and0.18counts/cm:-secfor photons
with energylossesof 0.3-1.0and 1.0-3.0Mev,
and0.35counts/cm2-seeforparticleslosingmore
than1Mev.Therespectiveratesat 40° geomag-
neticlatitudewere0.64,0.44,and1.6counts/era2-
sec.Mostofthegammaraysin thisenergyregion,
inunediatelyabovetheearth'ssurface,wereeither
duetoearthalbcdoorwereof localorigin.

Proton-Electron Experiment

A proton-electron analyser was flown on ()S()---1

by Carlton D. Schrader, Aerospace Corp., and

R. C. Kaifer, J. A. Waggoner, J. H. Zcnger, and

S. D. Bloom _6 of the University of California,

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. The objective of

the experiment was to detcrmine the time and

position variations of the fluxes of protons of

energies greater than 1.5 Mev and electrons of

energies greater than 110 Kev near the lower

boundary of the inner Van Allen belt. The detector

utilized the principle that in certain scintillators

protons and electrons produce fluorescent pulses

of distinctly different decay times. This made it

possible, through electronic pulse shape dis-

crimination, to employ a single crystal on asingle

photomultiplier to detect and separately count

both protons and electrons.

One of the most interesting preliminary results

was the discovery of a numt)er of "warm spots"

(as contrasted to the anomalous south Atlantic
radiation "hot spot") where the electron flux is

more intense, by factors up to 50, than the

average intensity. These warm spots are ap-

parently constant in timc, intensity, and position.

They are all located between latitudes 33°N and
33 ° S (the limiting orbital latitudes of the satellite)

and occur over Madagascar, western Australia,

eastern Australia, northwest of Hawaii, off lower

California and in the south Pacific. Preliminary

analysis has included the plotting of the warm

spot intensities as a function of the natural

trapped particle coordinates, B and L. The warm
spot intensity plots form well-defined curves in

B-L space, which differ, however, from curves for
similar B and L plotted from data recorded over

other geographical locations. Thus, instead of a

previously supposed longitudinal invariance, these
data seem to indi(,ate that at this altitude (near

575 km) there is a definite dependence on longi-

tude. The experimenters are attempting, in a

preliminary theoretical interpretation, to explain

the warm spots as I)cing duc to trapped radiation

which is being supplied at cquilil)rium rates from
the lower Van Allen zone. As these low-altitude

trapped clectrons drift eastward across the
Americas and the Atlantic they are lost because

of the South Atlantic anomaly which causes them

to mirrow below sea level. This accounts for the

low intensities for a given B and L in this region.

Fven though most of the electrons have just

been wiped out in their passage across the Atlantic,

warm .spots arc already reestablished just east of
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Africa. This is regardedas evidencethat the
warmspotsarebeingconstantlysuppliedfrom
higheraltitudes.

Thegeneralprotondataexhibitedlessstructure,
but an apparentsmallmonotonicincreaseof
protonintensityasa functionof time is being
investigated.To checkthis point further,it is
plannedto continueto recordadditionaldata
(availablefromthesatelliteona realtimebasis
until July 1962).Onlyone very low intensity
protonwarmspothasbeenobservedsofar, and
this is abovethe IndianOcean,betweenAfrica
andAustralia.

Alsoof considerableinterestwerethe many
narrow,but intense,peaksof bothprotonsand
electronswhichfrequentlyoccurredsuperimposed
onthe"normal"structure,presumedto bedueto
precipitationof previouslytrappedparticlesby
magneticdisturbances.Manysuchintensepeaks
werefound;e.g.,in thedataofMarch12,13,and
14,]962,a periodof unusualsolaractivity.The
artificial radiationbelt formedby the Starfish
high-altitudenucleartest (July9, 1962)wasalso
observedovera limitedareaandthesubsequent
timehistoryrecorded.

High Energy Gamma Ray Experiment

The high energy gamma ray detector aboard the

OSO-I was designed by G. G. Fazio iv of the

University of Rochester and the Smithsonian

Astrophysical Observatory to provide the first

view of a solar flare in the > 100 Mev region of

the electromagnetic spectrum. A partial analysis
of the data has shown no evidence for this radi-

ation from the sun, even during the importance 3

flare of March 22, 1962, and the importance 24-

flare of March 13, 1962. The upper limit of the
flux from each of these flares was estimated to be

10 -2 photons/cm2-sec, and that for the quiet sun,

7 X 10 -3 photons/cm2-sec. The flux from the total

sky was less than 6X10 -a photons per/cm2-sec

steradian. Locally produced background radiation

limited the sensitivity of the detectors. A more

complete understanding of this background radi-

ation will permit a sensitivity of 10 -_ photons per
cm _ per sec from the sun.

Solar Neutron Experiment

An experiment to detect solar neutrons was

flown on OSO-1 by W. H. Hess, TMof the University

of California, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

and Goddard Space Flight Center. The detector

was a BI°F3 proportional counter and the purpose

was to observe diurnal variations of its counting

rate, as well as the Hames sunset effect. Com-

bining data from 42 orbits gave essentially no

presunset maximum to within 10%. However,

there appeared to be a variation of the neutron

count rate from day to night. The preliminary ratio

of count rates day/night is 1.08±0.01. It is

currently uncertain whether there is associated

with this daytime neutron excess a concurrent

proton excess.

SUMMARY OF OSO-1 OBSERVATIONS

Observations of the sun were made by OSO-1

for a time period corresponding to approximately
three solar rotations on almost continuous basis

and on a real time over the ground stations basis

for approximately 1 year. The results reported

here were based upon partial analysis of the first
3 months data.

The observations of the solar spectrum between
170A and 340A have shown:

1. That the He II (304A) emission is enhanced

by a factor of about 33% during a period when the

Zurich Provisional Relative Sunspot Number
increased from zero to a maximum of 94 and the

2800-mc flux varied from approximately 76 to
125 X 10-22wm-2Hz -1.

2. The Fe XV (284A) and Fe XVI (335A)

coronal lines were enhanced during the same

period by a factor of approximately four.
3. The enhancement of He II (304A) and Fe

XV (284A) and Fe XVI (335A) due to plage

activity was larger than enhancements due to

flares that occurred during the 3-month interval
of the observations.

4. The variations in intensity of the He II

(304A), Fe XV (284A) and Fe XVI (335A)

represent the extremes observed. If one averages

60 of the reliably observed lines between 171A
and 342A the enhancement is between 50_ and

80_ for the time interval March 9 to March 23.

5. Although there appears to be a gross corre-

lation between solar activity indices (such as 2800-

mc flux) and the He II, Fe XV, and Fe XVI

fluxes, there are indications that the relative

pronfillence of the spectral lines may depend upon

the age of the center of activity.
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The 1-1lAX-ray measurements have observed

a slowly varying component which correlates with

the slowly varying component of the 2800-mc

solar radiation. A model for these quasi-stable

X-ray sources which fits the 0S0-1 data postu-

lates localized sources having the same horizontal

extent as Ca plages with thicknesses proportional

to their diameter, and having an electron tem-

perature of 2.8(10) 6 °K or greater and an electron

density of about 5(10) 9 electrons per cm 8. For

these conditions it is also necessary that the ratio

of line emission to continuum emission be at

least l0:1 and more probably 30:1.

In addition to a slowly varying component,

transient events (X-ray flares) lasting from 10

rain to a few hours were frequently observed.

Correlation has been attempted with H-a flares

with somewhat ambiguous results. X-ray flares

were frequently observed to be associated in

groups possessing a characteristic pattern; the

concept of a source volume varying linearly with

time is suggested to account for the linear envelope

of a flare group.

The average hydrogen Lyman-alpha flux was

approximately 4.9 ergs/cm2-sec and for the first

time an enhancement of Lyman-alpha has been

observed during solar flares. The enhancement

was 5.3_j during a class 2+ flare and 6.8¢yv

during a rather unusual class 3 flare (practically

no geophysical effects were observed for this flare).

No solar bremsstrahlung X-ray bursts (10-100

Kev) have been found in the data examined to

date. An upper limit for "quiet" sun X-rays of

this energy range was found to be 3.40-t-0.95

photons/cm2-sec. For 50-150 Key X-rays the

upper limit found was 1 photon/cm2-sec. No

gamma-rays > 100 Key have been observed.

The proton-electron experiment discovered a

number of "warm spots" below the normal inner

belt. These radiation "warm spots" apparently

were constant in time, intensity, and position.

They were found over Madagascar, western

Australia, eastern Australia, northwest of Hawaii,

off lower California and in the south Pacific.

To date no high energy gamma-rays (Energies

> 100 Mev) have been detected from the sun

either during a "quiet" sun or a solar flare.

The solar neutron experiment has detected a

very slight excess in neutron count from day to

night, 1.08-)-0.01. It is currently uncertain

whether this excess is real and whether there is a

corresponding proton excess.
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EMISSION OF EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
FROM SOLAR CENTERS OF ACTIVITY

WERNER M. NEUPERT

Goddard Space Flight Center

Line emissions at 284A, 304A, and 335A in the solar extreme ultraviolet spectrum observed by
OSO-1 have been compared with 2800 Mc emission and other indicators of solar activity. Increases

in these ultraviolet fluxes can be localized to active regions on the solar disk. Changes in the intensi-

ties of the lines are discussed in terms of changes in electron temperature and electron density of the

active regions. Certain assumptions made in the calculation of a coronal electron temperature from

the relative populations in two stages of ionization of an clement are examined, with the conclusion

that this calculation may not be valid for the particular case of the solar corona, yielding a fictitiously

low value if there is an outward expansion of ions from the base of the corona into a region of higher

electron temperature. A nonequilibrium formulation for the distribution of ions is presented which

may better describe the actual ion distribution in the corona. An approximate calculation shows

that an average radial velocity, outward, and small compared with the average thermal velocity of

the ions, is sufficient to explain the observed increase in height of the maxima of emission of the Fe

ion sequence with increasing stages of ionization in the undisturbed corona.

INTRODUCTION

A grazing incidence spectrometer, operating as a

pointed experiment on OSO-1 (1962 _1), has

provided the first observations of variations of

solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) fluxes due to the

presence of solar centers of activity on the sun's

surface. In another paper presented at this

conference,* these variations have been compared

with fluctuations observed in other ranges of the

solar electromagnetic spectrum; in this paper, the

variations in EUV fluxes will be discussed in terms

of changes in coronal electron densities and

coronal temperatures that may be derived from

them. Since the spectrometer has no inherent

spatial resolution, this discussion will center

around a comparison of EUV fluxes from the

entire solar disk, when no disturbed regions are

present, with fluxes observed when a well defined

center of activity is present on the disk. The

discussion is further restricted to three of the more

reliably identified lines in the spectral range of the

instrument: 284A (Fe XV), 304A (He II), and

335A (Fe XVI).

*"The Solar Spectrum from 50A to 400A," pp. 596-601.

VARIATIONS IN SELECTED EUV EMISSION LINES

A summary of the nonflare variations observed

in the above mentioned lines is given in figures 1

and 2, in which each datum point represcnts the

average of one orbit's observations (six to eight

spectral scans). The error bars indicate one

standard deviation in the data. The relationship

which these observed counting rates have to

several ground-based measurements of solar

activity is also presented. In figure 1, the He II

Lyman-alpha radiation is compared with daily

values of the solar flux at 2800 Mc (National

Research Council, Ottawa, Canada) and with the

Zurich Provisional Relative Sunspot Number

(ZPRSN). Also shown is an estimate of the

calcium plage intensity, computed for each day

by summing over the observed (foreshortened)

area of all plages, each area being weighted by the

estimated intensity of the plage, on a scale from

1 to 5. Areas were taken in millionths of the solar

hemisphere. Values for this computation were

supplied by the McMath-Hulbert Observatory.

A similar presentation is made in figure 2 for

observations of the coronal lines of Fe XV and

589
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Fmue_ 1.--Comparison of the He II (304A)line with

measurements made at radio and optical wavelengths.

Fe XVI. Two methods were applied for estimating

the instrument sensitivity at 284A and 335A. In

the first of these, solar fluxes observed at those

wavelengths by Hall, Damon, and Hinteregger, 1

whose instrument had been calibrated, were

compared to counting rates obtained by the GSFC

instrument on days of comparable solar activity.

The 2800 Mc daily flux was used as an index of

this activity. In the second, the sensitivity was

computed from estimated values of the grating

reflectivity and detector efficiency. Sensitivities
of 4.2×105 photons/cm2-sec-count at 284A and

COUNTS/_EC Fe IV

FI XVI

(335A)
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FIGURE 2.--Comparison of Fe XV (284A) and Fe XVI

(335A) lines with measurements made at radio and

optical wavelengths.

,8 X 105 photons/cm2-sec-count at 335A, represent-

ing averages of the values given by the twomethods, were adopted and satisfied the need for a

relative calibration at the two wavelengths. Their

use as absolute values of the sensitivity is not
recommended because of the limited validity of

the calibration procedure.

DISCUSSION OF THE DATA

Observation of the Quiet Corona

The use of OSO-1 as a long-term stable platform

has permitted the acquisition of a solar EUV

spectrum which can tentatively be associated with

a corona not disturbed by visible centers of

activity. This situation presented itself for a

short period of time on March 1 l, when a ZPRSN
of zero was reported. The American Relative

Sunspot Number was reported as zero on both

March l0 and March 11. In addition, no large

active regions had been associated with the face of
the sun turned toward the earth on March ll

during the preceding 6 months. A careful analysis

of the more intense emission lines, made for the

period from March 7 to April 5, demonstrates
that the lowest counting rates of the period were

indeed observed when the sunspot number was

near zero and the calcium plage area on the sun

was also at a mininmm. However, it is also (;lear

from an exainination of figures 1 and 2 that no
close correlation can be assumed to exist between

the EUV fluxes and any of the ground-based

observations. As figure 2 shows, counting rates

from the iron lines were lower on 1 May, when the

Sunspot Number was 49, than on 15 May, when

it was at 13. Likewise, although the agreement
between the radio data and EUV coronal fluxes at

times is striking (as for instance in the interval

from April 13 to April 25, a period of considerat)le

solar activity), this sindlarity is not consistent, as

the data taken from April 29 to May 15 shows:

A small maximum observed at 2800 Mc on May 1

to May 5 does not appear at 284A whereas on the

succeeding days, May 9 to May 15, a larger peak

is observed at 284A than at radio wavelengths.

The anomaly can be eliminatcd, at least in this

particular instance, by observing that the flux at

each wavelength depends on the age of the center

of activity being observed. The region under
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observationon May 1 to May 5 is a centerof
activity approximatelyone solar rotation old
whereasthe plageareasobservedon May 9 to
May 15are remnantsof activeregions4 to 5
rotationsold.Thetrendin thedataisconsistent
with a modelfor a centerof activity (CA)de-
scribedby De Jager,2 in which the centeris
initiallylocalizedin theloweraltitudesofthesolar
atmosphereandgraduallyexpandsintothequiet
corona.AfterthespotphaseoftheCAhaspassed,
theregionremainsasa magneticbipolarregion
whichmayhavequiescentfilamentsandperhaps
coronalraysassociatedwith it. The continued
enhancementoftheFeXV andFeXVI linesafter
all sunspotshavevanishedin theregionmaybe
an indicationof remainingcoronalrays.In any
event, theseobservationssuggestthat it is
necessaryto haveknowledgeof the recentpast
historyof solaractivityaswellascurrentdatain
orderto makea correlationwith theEUV radi-
ation.

Having establishedan emissionspectrum
correspondingasnearlyasthedatapermitto an
undisturbedcoronaas observed approximately

four years after sunspot maximum, we may

compute an electron temperature for the quiet

corona which is implied by the observed spectrum

The reason for choosing an undisturbed spectrum.
for this calculation is that we are forced to make

an assumption of the spherical symmetry of the

corona since the spectrometer has, inherently, no

spatial resolution and this assumption is best

satisfied when large scale structures, as evidenced

by EUV enhancements, are absent An electron

temperature may be derived 3 from the observed

ratio of intensities of two spectral lines originating

from two different ionic species of the same

element. Such a calculation has validity only if

both radiations originate in the same region
of the corona at some well-defined electron tem-

perature, and only if the ionization-recombination

equilibrium assumed by the theory is actually

present. These assumptions will be examined in

the following sections.

The ionization formula used to relate the

relative populations in adjacent states of ioni-

zation was that of Elwert. 4-5 Excitation cross-

sections were computed from the expression

derived by Woolley and Allen on the basis of the

classical Thompson atom. The oscillator strengths

were taken from Varsavsky. s It is found that an

electron temperature of 1.75 million degrees in

that part of the corona assumed to be the source
of both the Fe XV and Fe XVI radiations best

fits the observed data. The estimated possible

error in this value arising from uncertainty in the

relative sensitivity of the spectrometer at the two

wavelengths is 100,000°K. This result contrasts

sharply with the value of 800,000°K usually
obtained from observation of the forbidden lines

of Fe X and Fe XIV. Since both results are

ultimately based on the same theory of ionization

equilibrium, we are forced either to question the

validity of the ionization equilibrium assumed or

to postulate that a range of electron temperature

exists in the corona. Indeed the very observation

of six stages of ionization of iron, from Fe X

through Fe XV, excepting Fe XII in the visible,

coupled with the Fe XVI resonance transitions in

the ultraviolet, leads to the same conclusion.

EUV Radiation from Solar Centers of Activity

A discussion of the sources of radiation from

Fe XV and Fe XVI may be extended to include

centers of activity and plages since it appears from
the data that emission from these two ions is

intimately associated with these disturbances. In
this section we will consider whether or not a

unique change in electron temperature or density
or both can be obtained for the corona above

plages from the EUV data. A tentative analysis

has been made for changes observed in the 284A

and 335A counting rates between March 11

(ZPRSN equal to zero) and March 25 (ZPWSN

equal to 74). Although the latter date does not

represent the period of greatest deviation of the

spectrum from quiet sun conditions, it was chosen
because of the relatively well-defined configuration

of three plage areas near the central meridian at

that time. During this period the Fe XVI radiation

increased by a factor of 3.85, the Fe XV radiation

by 3.37, and the Fe XIV radiation (as estimated

from optical observations of h 5303) by 2.50. It is

obvious that the center of activity represents a

more complex change than simply an increase in

density in a volume having a uniform and non-

changing electron temperature. On the other hand,

it is also impossible to explain the changes in
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emissionas exclusivelydue to an increasein
electrontemperaturein a homogeneousvolume
of thecorona;that is,nooneunqueincreasein
electrontemperaturethecenterof activityabove
thatofthequietcoronacanexplaintheobserved
spectralvariations.FromthenearlyconstantFe
XVI/FeXV ratiothereisonlyasmalltemperature
increase,100,000°K,whereastheincreaseimplied
bytheFeXV/FeXIV ratio(usingk 5303data)is
morethan2½timesaslarge.Theinabilitytoobtain
consistentresultsunder the assumptionof an
isothermalcenterof activityagainsuggeststhat
not all spectrallinesareemitteduniformlyfrom
the coronabut that thoseregions(or region)
emittingFe XV andFeXVI radiationfromthe
quietcoronabecomerelativelymorepredominant
overcentersofactivityandplages.

EFFECT OF A CORONAL EXPANSION ON THE

CALCULATION OF AN ELECTRON TEMPERATURE

Discussion of the Ionization Equation

The inconsistcncies discussed in the foregoing

sections, as well as the long-standing discrepancy

betwccn the electron temperature of the quiet
corona obtained from forbidden emission line

intensity ratios and other values computed from

the electron density gradient has led to an analysis

of the ionization theory upon which the former

value is based: It appears that a combination of

two physical conditions may exist in the corona

which may produce this discrepancy:

1. An average time between ionizations or

recombinations which is large compared with the

time for equipartition of energy between the ions

and the coronal electrons;

2. A mass motion of ions through a region

having a high electron temperature gradient in a

period of time equal to or less than the above
mentioned time between ionizations.

First consider the existence of each of these

effects in thc lowcr corona and their influence on a

theory with ionization equilibrium assumed. An
estimate of the time between ionizations can t)e

ol)tained using values of the ionization cross-

section for iron ions given and discussed by Firor
and Zirin. 7 These cross-sections arc found to

increase only slightly with temperature (from

0.21Xl0 -12 (,m3/sec at 1.0X106 °K to (i.4Xl0 -12

cma/sec at 2.6 X 106 °K for Fe XII). The change

with stage of ionization at a given temperature is

still less sensitive, decreasing, for example, from

5.3 X ]0 -12 cm3/sec for Fe X to 2.0 X 10-12 cm3/sec
for Fe XIV at 2.0X 106 °K. A measure of the time

between successive ionizations is then given by

r _o_= N_/N,N_S (V) = 1/N_S(T)

where N_ is the ion density, N_ is the electron
density and S(T) is the ionization rate in em3/sec.

Taking a value for N_ of 3.5 × 10S/cm 3 at a height

of 1.02 RQ (where RQ is the solar radius) and

a S(T) of 3.0X l0 -_2 cm3/sec we find that a time of

th(_a'der of 1000 sec is required to ionize (without

recomt)inations) an asseinblage of ions from stage i

to stage i+ 1. On the other hand, the time required

to establish equipartition of energy between

electrons and heavy ions in the coronal plasma is

considerably shorter. This characteristic time can

be computed from an equation given by Spitzer 8
and is of the order of 20 sec for Fe XIII-electron

equilibrium at an electron density of 3.5 X 108/cm 3

and temperature of 2.0X]06 °K. The time for

equipartition is again inversely proportional to

the electron density, which leads to the relation

r _,,./roq,_constant>> l

for a given ion anywhere in the solar corona.

In considering the second condition stated

above we must restrict ourselves to regions of low

magnetic feld, thereby permitting an expansion

of the corona which results in the corpuscular

stream deduced by Biermann 9 from his work on

comet tails and was more recently discussed by

Parker. _° Using the continuity equation we can

compute the average solar wind velocity at any

height in the corona once its velocity and particle

density at another height have been defined.

Using as initial parameters u for r=l.43RQ, a

proton density of 1.8X10_/cm v and a solar wind

velocity of 66 km/scc, we find at 1.02RQ, where

the density is approximately 3.5×10S/cm 3, a

velocity of about 7 km/scc. From these figures we

may conclude that an ion may travel radially
outward at a distance of 103 to 104 km in the lower

corona before undergoing further ionization.

The rcsult of fulfilling both of the above con-

ditions is that an ion, in traveling along a positive

electron temperature gradient or in crossing a
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steepgradientrepresentinga largechangein
electrontemperature,very quickly attainsan
averagethermalvelocitycharacteristicof the
higher temperature(condition1) but carries
withit, fora much longer time and radial distance,
a history of any previous ionization equilibrium

(condition 2). Under such circumstances no theory

which postulates equilibrium between ionization
and recombinations can furnish a valid value for

the electron temperature of the region even if the

predominent ionization mechanism is electron

impact, and recombination is by radiative capture.

A kinetic temperature derived from line broaden-

ing may still be valid, however. Because of the

large increase in temperature over a distance of

10,000 km or less in the lower solar corona it

appears that the situation described herein may
well occur throughout the lower corona where
most of the coronal radiation is observed.

At any height in the corona, we then must re-

place the equilibrium equation

N _NeSI TM (T) = N _+INeQi+II( T),

where Q(T) is the recombination rate in cm3/sec 1,

with the more general equation

F >V. _0

where Y_ is the flux of ions in stage i of each
element.

For an optically thin corona of low density in

which photoionizations and three-body recom-

binations are assumed to be negligible we obtain

v . F _= N __INeS,_I_( T) - N _Ne[-Q,_-_( T) -t-S,'+_( T) ]

+Ni+INeQi+I_(T),

for each stage of ionization i of each element

present, together with

N(r) = _-_N_(r),
i

where N is the number density in each stage of

ionization. The summation is made over all stages

of ionization of the particular element being
considered.

For a spherically symmetric corona expanding

with velocity of magnitude v(r) we have, for the

total flux of a particular ion crossing a shell of

radius r,

Fi=47rr2N_(r)v(r).

By requiring a steady state ouSward flow (i.e., all

ions moving outward with the same average

velocity), we obtain

F0 = _-_F_
i

_47rr2NJr)v(r) = constant

In this case the summation includes all elements

present.

Using the notation P_ for the relative population

in each stage of ionization,

P_=N_(r)/N(r),

we obtain

N 2

(d/dr) P, = F:_4_ {Pi-lS'i-1 (T)

--P,[-Q_-_(T) + S,_+_( T)-] + P ,+_Q_+_( T) }

for each element and each stage of ionization.

It is possible to discuss the general behavior of

the system by considering the expansion of an

assemblage of ions from a region of low electron

temperature 105 °K to a hotter region of 106 °K,
the change in electron temperature taking place

over a distance of only a few thousand kilometers.

Examination of the equation for the lowest stage

of ionization present at 105 °K indicates that the

relative population will decrease, in the absence

of recombinations, by a factor of 1/e in a distance

of

Fo/4_r 2

N_2S(T)

which is of the order of 104 km. Including re-

combinations will increase this distance. Higher

stages of ionization will become more populated
with increasing height above the photosphere,

reaching an ionization equilibrium characteristic

of the higher temperature only in a distance of a

few tens of thousands of kilometers. It is precisely

in this height range that most of the coronal

radiation is observed.

Comparison with Observations

A small amount of observational evidence is

available which appears to support the scale
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computed.Beginningwith the lowerstagesof
ionizationof ironobservedin the corona,it has
beenfoundfor theundisturbedcoronathat:

1. The maximumin Fe XI emissionoccurs
below10,000kmabovethephotosphere(February
25,1952eclipse).12

2. Themaximumin Fe XIV occurs(statis-
tically)atabout18,000km.13

3. Theintensityof the FeXV lineat 7059A
decreasesmuchmoreslowlywith distancefrom
thelimbthandothelinesof FeX (6374A)and
Fe XI (7891A)(February15, 1961eclipse).14
Basedon the observationby 0SO-1that the
intensity of emissionfrom Fe XVI requires
emissionfrom0.1to 0.5of the solarcoronawe
mighthypothesize,in accordancewith themodel
beingpresentedhere, that the maximumin
emissionof FeXVI occursat about40,000km.
Becauseof therapidlydecreasingelectrondensity
with heightin the lowercoronathemaximumin
intensityof anion maybeverybroadandneed
not becoincidentwith the maximumin relative
population.

It isalsoof interestto reversetheproblemby
using the experimentaldata to estimatethe
radialvelocitythat wouldberequiredto achieve
the observedseparationsof maxinmmemission
assumingagainthat excitationsarc produced
primarilybyelectroncollisions.Usinganaverage
timebetweenionizationsof 1000 sec for stages

Fe XI through Fe XIV and 2000 sec for FeXV and
Fe XVI we obtain:

For the radial velocity of Fe XI through Fe

XIV,

_-_10,000/3000= 3.3 km/sec;

For the radial velocity of Fe XV and Fe XVI,

S_.._20,000/4000 = 5 km/sec

These vahms are comparable to the solar wind

velocity of the lower corona computed oil page 7.

By comparison, the average thermal velocity for

Fe ions at 2.0×106 °K is 16 kin/see. Since only

limt) observations of the corona are possible at

visible wavelengths, little or no shift in the

emission lines, due to their outward velocity,
should be ol)servable.

SUMMARY

Intensity variations of three spectral lines

observed in the solar EUV spectrum have been

presented together with a discussion of the slowly

varying component of solar activity which

accompanied these changes. The Fe XV and
Fe XVI lines are found to be prominent in the

solar spectrum even in the absence of solar

activity--a fact not expected on the basis of
observations of forbidden lines of iron in the

visible spectrum. It is found that a general

correlation with solar activity exists, with the

suggestion that an increase in these coronal
radiations occurs subsequent to appearance of a

center of activity as observed at 2800 Mc and may

linger in the presence of diminishing Cad- plages
after the cessation of solar activity in an active

region. The enhanccment at 284A and 335A is

nearly the same which implies little or no tem-

perature increase in active regions having no
yellow line (Ca XV) emission. These observations

are consistent with a model for active regions

which postulates both an increase in electron

density and an increase in the vertical range over
which radiation from Fe XV and Fe XVI is

emitted. The discrepancy observed between the

electron temperature obtained froin ion ratios

and that inferred from electron density profiles

for the quiet corona has led to the suggestion that

the former method may yield a fictitiously low

value if there is a streaming outward of ions from

the base of the corona. Air approximate calculation

shows that a radial velocity outward (small

compared with the avcrage thermal velocity of

the ions) is sufficient to explain the observed

increase in the maximum height of emission of the

Fe ion sequence with increasing stages of ioni-
zation.
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THE SOLAR SPECTRUM FROM 50A TO 400A

W: M. NEUPERT, W. E. BEHRING AND J. C. LINDSAY

Goddard Space Flight Center

A scanning monochromator, mounted as a pointed experiment on OSO-1, has been used for
observations of solar extreme ultraviolet r:_diation from 50A to 400A. The period of observation
was sufficient to observe a slowly varying component having a period ()f approximately 27 days and
correlating with solar activity. Thc enhauccmcnt of radiation during periods of activity was ob-
served to vary from line to line in the spectrum, depending upon the origin of the line in the solar
atmosphere. I),_ta showed an increase (33%) in the He II Lyman-Mphu (304A) flux, integrated over
the entire solar disk during a period when the Zuri(:h Provisional Relative Sunspot Number in-
creased from 0 (March 11, 1962) to a maximum of 94 (March 22, 1962). Enhancements of approxi-
mately a factor of 4 were observed for the 284A (Fe XV) and the 335A (Fe XVI) lines.

INTRODUCTION

A grazing incidence spectrometer has been flown

as a pointed experiment on OSO-1 (]962/'l) to

monitor the extreme ultraviolet spectrum of the

sun. Over 6,000 spectra were obtained at the rate

of about 100 per day from March through May

1962, corresponding to nearly :_ solar revolutions.

Intermittent operation has subsequently provided

spectra more than l year. This paper presents,
in a condensed form, the variations observed in
three of the more reliable identitied lines of the

spectrum: 284A (Fe XV), 304A (lie II) and

335A (Fe XVI).

The schedule of reduction of telemetry records

was designed to provide a coarse look (several

orbits per day) throughout the 3-month period

of continuous observation. This approach is not

suited for the detailed study of a particular event
for which one must have continuous data over a

period of hours. Therefore, transient phenomena

on the sun are only now being studied as data

reductions become more complete and the results

will be presented in a future paper.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECTROMETER

During operation the spectrometer was pointed

at the center of the solar disk, within approxi-

mately 2 minutes of are. At this orientation, radia-

tion from the entire solar disk and inner corona

passed directly through the entrance slit and

struck a concave grating mounted in grazing

incidence, the angle of incidence being 88 °. The

grating, an original ruled in a special glass by the
Nobel Institute in Stockholm, had 57(i lines per
millimeter on a blank with 1 m radius of curvature.

The exit slit and detector were mounted on a

carriage which was driven on a circular rail so

that thc slit scanned along the Rowland Circle,

where the spectrum was focused, from l 0A-400A.

The plane of the exit slit was approximately per-

pendicular to the diffracted ray at all positions

along the track, thereby keeping the spectral

passband nearly constant for all angles of dif-

fraction. The 5()_ entrance and exit slits provided

a spectral passband of 1.7A and permitted resolu-

tion of lines 0.85A apart. The detector was a

windowless photomultit)lier developed by the

Bendix Corp. specifically for use in this spec-

trometer. A tungsten photocathode was chosen to

minimize responsc to wavelengths above 15()0A,

and to reduce changes in sensitivity due to varia-

tions in the emission properties of the cathode.

CALIBRATION OF THE SPECTROMETER

The instrument was calibrated by: (1) ex-

posing the entire spectrometer to a beam of mono-

596
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chromaticradiationof knownintensity;or (2)by
evaluatingthe essentialcomponentsof thespec-
trometer (grating, detector,etc.), and then
computingthesensitivityof theinstrument.The
firstmethodwasusedat 44Ausingaproportional
counterfor determiningthesourceintensity.The
secondmethodwasappliedat longerwavelengths
(80A-400A).

In addition,acomparisonwasmadeof thesolar
fluxesobtainedagainstthe fluxesmeasuredby
Hall, Damon,andHinteregger1with a calibrated

rocket instrument. The comparison could only

be made in the region of overlap, 250A to 400A,

and would be meaningful only if the solar radia-

tion was the same. The 2800 Mc mean daily flux

recorded by the National Research Council,

Ottawa, Canada, was used as an independent
estimate of solar flux to choose the satellite data

for the comparison.
A best fit was made between these methods of

obtaining a calibration and yielded values of

8.0 X 105 photons/cm_-count at 335A and 4.2 X 105

photon/cm2-count at 284A.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Figure 1 presents a typical scan obtained over

the region, 170A to 400A. Several factors reduce

the usable spectral range of the spectrometer from

its nominal range of 10A to 400A. At wavelengths

below 100A the decreasing sensitivity of the spec-
trometer combined with an increase in scattered

light upon approaching the central image made

it impossible to distinguish a reliable spectrum

on a single sc.un. However, a combination of

several scans, using cross-correlation techniques,

has shown the apparent existence of a line emis-

sion spectrum in the region from 50A to 100A.

At wavelengths above 342A the second order

images of intense spectral lines (observed in the

first order above 171A) obscure a considerable

amount of interesting data. In figure 1 this effect

is indicated by cross-hatching those first order

lines which have strong second order counterparts

in the recorded spectrum. These second order

images were less prominent in earlier rocket

results, thus there is considerable dissimilarity

between the rocket and satellite spectra above

342A? For these reasons the obviously usable

range of the instrument can be considered to be

from 170A to 340A-a range which can be extended,

with special precautions, to cover the inLeival
from 50A to 400A.

The brightest emission line in the region from

170A to 340A is the Lyman-alpha line of ionized

helium at 304A. In addition, numerous other

emission lines appear with combined flux com-

parable to, or somewhat greater than, that of the

helium line. Resonance liens of heavy ions (Mg

through Fe) are expected in this region, leading

to attempts 2,3 to identify the more prominent

features of the spectrum in terms of such lines.

The difficulty of positive identification can be

appreciated more if, for example, we realize that

the resonance lines of all stages of ionization of

COUNTS/SEC.
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FmuR_ 1.--Solar spectrum from ITOAto 400A with second order line images indicated.
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FIGURE2.--Comparison of two spectral scans taken under
different solar conditions.

iron from Fe X through Fe XVI, with the excep-

tion of Fe XV, are expected in the small wave-

length interval from 335A to 390A3 The over-

lapping of these resonance multiplets combined
with second order contamination of shorter wave-

lengths makes positive identification a formidable

task. The resonance lines of Fe X through Fe XIV
have not been identified in the extreme ultra-

violet (EUV) spectrum although their intensity

as predicted by Ivan-Kholodny and Nikolsky 4

should permit their observation. Tousey, 5working

with a spectrum having higher resolution, reports
that no Fe XIV multiplet can be found in his

record. Because of these difficulties, discussion
will center around three of the more intense and

more reliably identified lines of the spectrum: the

Fe XV (3s 2 1So--3s 3p 'P°l) line at 284A; the

Fe XVI (3s 2S1/2--3p 2P°3/2) line at 335A; and, in

addition, the He II (ls 2S1/2-2p 2P°3/2,j/2) line
at 304A. The location of these lines is indicated

in figure 2.

TIME VARIATIONS OF THE EUV SPECTRUM

The months of March and April 19(i2 were

auspicious for a study of the solar EUV spectra

in that observations could be made on both a

quicsc.ent a_d a disturbed solar atmosphere.

During the second week in March the sun was

especially (luiet--the sunspot numt)er bcing 0 on

March 11. As the month progressed the solar

rotation carried several centers of activity across

the visible hemisphere of the sun. Definite en-

hancements in the solar spectrum were associated

with these centers of activity.

Figure 2 presents two scans of the EUV spec-

trum which were obtained approximately 10 days

apart. During the first of these observations

(March 13) only one small region of activity was

present on the solar disk. In spite of this low level
of activity it is observed that the Fe XV and

Fe XVI lines persist as two of the more prominent

features of the spectrum. The second spectrum

(March 23) was obtained while several large and

well developed centers of activity were present

on the disk. Comparing these two spectra we
observe that the emission lines have increased in

intensity but not all by the same amount. The

Fe XV and XVI lines, already prominent even

in the absence of solar activity, have increased

in intensity appreciably more than any other line

observed with certainty in this spectral range. The

He II line has also increased, but by a lesser
amount.

Time variations of these three lines as observed

for the first 1,066 orbits of operation are given

in figure 3, in which each datum point represents

the average of 1 orbit's observations (6 to 8 scans).

COUNTS/SEC

a (_]
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PLA6[ ntmoNs _,_ 6all9 _ _ ssa5 _ _ s416
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FmURE 3.--OSO-1 data for three spectral lines compared
with the appearance and disappearance of major plage
area,8.
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Error bars indicating one standard deviation in

the data are given for each wavelength. Also

indicated are the times of appearance and dis-

appearance of the major plage areas as cataloged

by the MeMath-Hulbert Observatory. The first

increase in the counting rates above the "quiet

sun values is associated with the appearance of

McMath Plage No. 6366 on the east limb on

March 1]. The slope of the He II curve is ob-

served not to change appreciably on March 17

as several more prominent plages appear on the

limb, although their appearance is obvious in the

radio data. The counting rate for the He II (304A)

line increases gradually to a maximum on March

23, after which it drops rather abruptly to an

apparent plateau. This sudden drop cannot be
unambiguously attributed to the disappearance

of plage region 6366 on the west limb, for it
follows quite directly after an unusual flare of

importance 3 observed in plage region 6370 on

March 22, for which data are not given in figure 3.

A gradual decline in readings is observed from

March 29 to April 7. A similar enhancement,

followcd by a return to near preplage rates, oc-

curred in April. Since the spectrometer did not

carry an internal standard (e.g., radioactive

source) it is impossible to state positively that

its counting characteristics did not change over
the period of observations. The consistent be-

havior of the data, however, as demonstrated in

figure 3, leads to the conclusion that no significant

change in sensitivity occurred throughout the

period of observation. (Subsequent analysis of

real time data after 1 year in orbit supports this

conclusion, even for the longer time interval.)

Also shown in figure 3 are the variations with

solar activity of the coronal Fe XV (284A) and

Fe XVI (335A) lines, the relative increases being

considerably larger than for the He II (304A)

line. A definite, although small, enhancement asso-

ciated with the appearance of plage No. 6366 is
observed in both the Fe XVI and Fe XV lines.

The possibility exists that the coronal emissions

appear slightly earlier as might be expected since

the coronal emission must take place at greater

heights than the calcium radiation. The most ob-

vious increase in intensity of these lines is associ-

ated with the appearance, in succession, of plage

areas numbered 6370, 6369, and 6373 on March 17

COUNTS/SEC
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FIGURE4.--Relationship of observed counting rates for
the He II Lyman-alpha line to ground-base measure-
ments of solar activity.

through March 19. The counting rates then in-

creased gradually throughout this period indicat-

ing that the enhanced emission was not from a

point source but rather from an extended volume

having as its base an area at least as large as the

underlying calcium plage. The disappearance of

area 6366 on March 25 results in a slight decrease

in counting rates, followed by a general decline

from March 29 through April 3 as the other plage

areas are carried off the visible hemisphere of the

sun by the solar rotation.

Although the horizontal scale in figure 3 is

inadequate for the display of transient phe-

nomena, at least one interesting event, associated

with a flare of importance 3, on March 22, can
be discerned. This flare was unusual in that the

ionospheric effects produced by it were more

nearly characteristic of a small (importance l)

flare. An enhancement was observed at 304A (not

plotted) simultaneously with the visible flare, but

not at 335A or 284A. Howcver, at the latter

wavelengths a significant enhancement was noted
one or two orbits after the visible maximum. The

peak point at 335A lies at eight standard devia-

tions from the mean of the day's observations

before the flare and represents a nearly certain

change in the EUV flux. Further analysis of this
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FIGURE 5.--Comparison of 304A data, normalized to a

"quiet sun," with calcium plage data and 2800-me

radio observations.

event covering the major lines of the spectrum

will bc prescnted in a future paper.

The relationship of these observed counting

rates to several ground-based measurements of

solar activity is presented in figures 4 and 6. In

figure 4, the He II radiation is compared with

daily values of the solar flux at 2800 Mc, and with

the Zurich Provisional Relative Sunspot Number

(ZPRSN). Also shown is an estimate of the

calcium plage area, each area being weighted by

the estimated intensity of the area on a scale from

1 to 5. Values for this computation were supplied

by the McMath-Hulbert Observatory.

A more detailed comparison is made in figure 5

in which the radio and He II fluxes have been

adjusted by dividing each observation by thc rate

observed for the "quiet sun." In addition, the

Ca + plage intensity has been adjusted to coincide

with the 2800 Mc enhancement on March 21.

This plot shows more clearly the close relationship

/_ _ }, Fe xv

[284A]

2o0 ,'_._ _,

O'

.1o-_ We -2H z-'/_÷'_ 16, io'_

6O

;_ _ / WEIGHTEDAREA 2 "104

MARCHIH2 APIIIL 1962 MAT1_2

FmuaE 6.--Relationship of observed counting rates for

the 284 Aand 335A lines to ground-based observations.

which has been known to exist for some time

between the 2800-Mc radiation and the plage

areas. The divergences of the He II (304A) line

from both of these curves is also shown. In figure 6

the daily values of solar flux at 2800 Mc and the

Zurich Provisional Relative Sunspot Number are

compared with radiation due to the coronal lines

of Fe XV (284A) and Fe XVI (335A). The esti-

mated calcium plage intensity is also given.

DISCUSSION

The spectral lines chosen for presentation here

were selected because they are reliably identified

TABLE l.--Increases in Solar EUV Spectrophotometer

Counting Rales, 9 March 1962 to 23 March 1962

Spectral Range (A)

171-228 .......................

229-300 .......................

229-305 .......................

305-400 .......................

Average Counting
Rate Increase

(Percent)

55.

80.

52.

50 (estimated).

with particular ions, not because they convey

better than any other line in the spectrum the

plagc-associated changes in solar flux. In terms

of fractional changes in intensity, these three lines

represent the extremes which have thus far been

observed in the spectral region from 171A to

400A; only a few faint lines have smaller nonflare

variations than the He II Lyman-slpha line, while

no other lines have increases as great as those

observed for 284A and 335A. A summary of the

average increases in counting rates for the period

from March 9 to March 23 1962, a period of

increasing solar activity, is given in table 1. The

increase, weighted by the intensity of each line,

is computed for the rangc from 171A to 305A,

using 60 reliably observed lines. The increase in

the range from 305A to 400A can only be esti-

mated because of the masking effect of second

order images above 342A. The values given in

table 1 are, Of course, appropriate only for the

particular interval of time for which they were

computed.
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The initial analysis of only three lines (He II

304A, Fe XV 284A, Fe XVI 335A) already indi-

cates that the relative prominence of spectral

lines may depend upon the age of the center of

activity which is responsible for the increased

radiation. As an example, the maximum emission
in the Fe XV (figure 6) apparently occurs later
in time than the maximum for the 2800 Mc radio

flux or for the plage areas observed during March,

April, and May. In addition to such a slowly

changing effect, one may note that localized per-

turbations appear (March 7-9 and April 16-17)

for which the relative increases are considerably
different for the helium and the iron lines. It

appears that in these instances we are observing

phenomena localized at particular levels in the

solar atmosphere.
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activity was larger than enhancements due to

flares that occurred during the 3-month interval
of the observations.

4. The variations in intensity of the He II

(304A), Fe XV (284A) and Fe XVI (335A)

represent the extremes observed. If 60 of the

reliably observed lines between 171A and 342A

are averaged, the enhancement is between 50 and

80 percent for the time interval March 9 to 23.

5. Although there appears to be a gross correla-

tion between solar activity indices (such as 2800

Mc flux) and the He II, Fe XV and Fe XVI

fluxes, there are indications that the relative

prominence of the spectral lines may depend upon
the age of the center of activity.
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SOLAR X-RAYS: SLOW VARIATIONS AND
TRANSIENT EVENTS

WILLIAM A. WHITE

Goddard Space Flight Center

Solar X-ray flux integrated over the interval 0.1-10A was measured from the OSO-1 satellite

in early 1962 using a xenon-filled ion chamber with a thin beryllium window. A slowly varying com-

ponent of X-ray flux was obsexved which correlates well with the slowly varying component of 2800

mc solar radiation. The component of the X-r._y flux can be accounted for by postulating localized

sources having the same horizontal extent as Ca plages with thicknesses proportional to their di-

ameter; and having an electron temperature of about 2.8)< l06 °K and an electron density of about

5(10)_ elcetrons/cm 3. A further conclusion is that for these conditions the ratio of line emission to

continuum emission is at least 10:1 and more probably 30:1.

In addition to a sh)wly varying component, transient events (X-ray flares) lasting from 10

minutes to a few hours were frequently observed. Correlations with H-a flares, with SID's, and

with 2800 mc transients have been investigated; the results show that as an indicator of local solar

activity, the OSO-1 X-ray experiment was more sensitive by a large factor than indicators based

on ionospheric effects or than indicators based on observations of solar flux in visible or radio wave-

lengths. X-ray flares were frequently observed to be associated in groups possessing a characteristic

p'_ttcrn; the implications are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

With the launching of the OSO-1 (1962 fl) on

March 7, 1962, it became possible for the first

time to point instruments at the sun accurately
and continuously for entire daylight portions of a

satellite orbit; for the 550-kin orbit of OSO-1

these observing time intervals were the order of

1 hr, separated by darkness intervals of about -_

hr. The observing periods were long enough to
disclose some interesting dynamic effects which

which would be difficult to study otherwise.

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS

0SO-1 provided coverage of the solar X-ray

radiation near a wavelength of 10A by means of
an ion chamber whose characteristics arc given in

table I. The conversion efficiency as a function of

wavelength is shown in figure 1.
The full scale sensitivity is, of course, dependent

upon the _hape of the input spectrum. It will be

shown that for nonflare periods it is reasonable to

assume a spectral shape consistent with a 2.8 )< 10 6

°K plasma: for such a spectrum, wavelengths

contributing to the output current lie in the

interval 3-11A; the full-scale sensitivity at such

times is 1.8 )< 10 -3 erg/cm2-sec within this wave-

TABLE 1.--Sensor Characteristics

Characteristic Value

Window material ...............

Window thickncss ...............

Total window area (two chambers

in parallel) ..................

Absorbing gas ..................

Gas pressure ...................

Ion chamber depth at normal inci-

dence ........................

Ion Pairs/erg ...................

Beryllium.

0.005 inch.

3.38 cm 2.

Xenon.

780 nun.

2.19 era.

2.8)<10 l°.

length region. For comparison with earlier meas-
urements _ over bandwidths specified as 2-8A, the

full-scale sensitivity over a band is 3.6×10-'

ergs/cm2-sec.

602
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FIGURE 1.--OSO-1 ion chamber conversion efficiency as
function of wavelength: The solid line represents the
theoretical values and the crosses experimental data.

INPUT SPECTRUM ASSUMPTIONS

Both of the full-scale flux values mentioned

above are computed for an input spectrum shape
equivalent to a 2.8X l06 °K plasma. The basis for
this choice is threefold:

I. A direct measurement of spectral shape

between 7 and 11A was made by Pounds, Will-

more, et al. 2 from the satellite Ariel (1962 al) on

April 27, 1962, at 2110 UT, 2 hours prior to a

small visible flare. The spectrum obtained by this

group fits a 2.8 X 106 °K plasma; integrating their

absolute flux values between 7 and l lA gives a

value for the integral of 1.2X10 -3 ergs/cm2-sec.
At this time the OSO-1 X-ray ion-chamber

experiment was off-scale, implying an integrated

flux over the same wavelength interval (that is,

7-11A) of > 1.7 X 10-3 ergs/cm2-sec -1, for the same

spectral distribution. The agreement between

OSO-1 and Ariel for the solar X-ray flux of April
27, 1962 is thus probably within a factor of 2.

2. An assumed temperature appreciably less

than 2.8X 106 °K would require too high an elec-

tron density to produce the X-ray fluxes measured
by OSO-1. This statement is true either if the

X-ray source is spread uniformly over the entire

corona or localized in centers of activity. If we

compute the continuum flux to be expected at
these wavelengths from the entire solar corona

(assumed isothermal at a somewhat lower tem-

perature, say 2.4 X 106 °K) we find that to produce

the lowest flux value measured by OSO:I, the

integral of the square of the electron density taken
over the entire corona is 55.3X1049. This value

should be compared with the value of 4.6(10) 49
obtained by Shklovskii 3 using the coronal model

of Allen, 4 or with the value of 3(10) _° obtained

by Elwert. s,G Thus the theoretical flux in the
continuum for an isothermal corona with Allen's

electron density profile at 2.4 X 106 °K falls short

of the lowest value measured on OS0-1 by a factor

of order 15. In fact, we must place the entire
corona at a temperature in excess of 3.5X 106 °K

to meet the lowest OSO-1 flux using such an all-
continuum model. If the contribution from line

emissions were allowed to exceed the flux from

continuum emission by a factor of 15, the corona

in its entirety would have to be at a temperature

of about 2.4X106 °K; but this, remember, is for

the lowest flux measured by OSO-1. For more
than 50 percent of the time the OSO-1 flux

exceeded this lowest value by at least a factor of
10.

3. An assumed temperature appreciably greater

than 2.8X 106 °K would be inconsistent with con-
current OSO-1 observations of the Fe XV to

Fe XVI ratio made by Neupert.*

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF X-RAY SOURCES

From the fact that most of the time the meas-

ured flux from OSO-1 was much larger than the

lowest value measured (which is already un-

comfortably high for an isothermal corona with

uniform density profile), we can only conclude

that the previously observed spatial localization

of sources of X-rays of somewhat longer wave-

length must also exist for wavelengths less than

10A, and inquire as to the conditions of tem-

perature and electron density likely to be found
in such local densifications. The observations of

Billings s show that occasionally temperatures as

high as 4.2X 106 °K and electron densities as high

*See pages 535-539.
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FIGUR_ 2.---Slowly-varying components of 2800 mc solar

flux and of ;_< 11A solar X-rays.

as 2×10'°/cm 3 are found: more usual values 9

run Te<3.5X 106 °K and ne<7X 109/cm 3.

SLOWLY VARYING COMPONENT

A comparison of the slowly varying part of the

10A X-rays with 2800 Mc radiation confirms

that the localized sources of solar X-rays are in

some way associated with centers of activity such

as Ca plagcs and/or sunspot groups. Figure 2

shows the time history of both fluxes for about

2.5 solar rotations in the early life of OS0-1. It

can be seen that the smoothed X-ray flux corre-

lates fairly well with the excess 2800 Mc flux

above a hackground of about 75 flux units appro-

priate for the "quiet" sun at that phase of the

solar cycle, s

The lowest X-ray flux (which may be considered

an upper bound on the X-ray flux from the quiet

sun) measured by OSO-1 (on April 6, 1962) for

TABLE 3.--Electron Densily for Plages of April 6, 1962

V¢

(10 6 °K)

2.4

3.0

3.5

n_ 2 dv

if a continuum

55.3 X 1049

ll.9XI049

4.9X1049

n_(10 '0 electrons/cm 3)

Ratio of line emission to

continuum

1:1

,_.6t

.2_
).Sq

3:1

1.90

0.88

0.56

10:1

1.14

0.53

0.34

30:1

0.68

0.32

0.20

_,<8A was 3.6X10 -5 erg/cm2-scc; for h(llA,

1.8×10 -4 ergs/cm2-sec. This flux occurred at a

time when only three plagcs of area >__1000

millionths of a solar hemisphere were visible on

the disk. The nearest plage behind the west limb

had set 3 days previously, and the nearest behind

the east limb was not to rise until 1.5 days later.

If we now assume that the X-ray emission is

coming from three "pillbox" volumes, one

associated with each of the three plages, each

having its base area equal to the plagc area and

furthermore having a height equal to one-half the

diameter of its base, we have the situation shown

in table 2. Using the total source volume obtained

from table 2, table 3 gives the value of fn,? dv

requircd to fit the observed X-ray flux of April 6,

1962 for several assumed temperatures, and shows

the resulting values of n_ for various assumptions

TABLE 2.--Plagesfor April 6, 1962

Observed calcium plage

McMath plageNo.

6377 ....................................

6378 ...................................

6379 ...................................

Area (millionths
of solar

hemisphere)

1600

1000

1000

Area (cm 2)

4.90 X 1019

3.06 X 1019

3.06 X 1019

Assumed X-ray source

Height (cm)

3.95X109

3.12X109

3.12X109

Volume (cm a)

1.94X10 _9

0.954 X 102_

0. 954 X 102_

Total volume .............................................................................. 3.85 X 1{p0
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regarding the relative contribution of line emis-

sion. 6 The volume above plage 6379 was observed

by Billings* on April 9, 1962 to have a faint
continuum enhancement from which he estimated

ne=0.5X101°. If this was indeed the correct

electron density, and if (as is most likely from

such a weak source 9) the electron temperature was

not greater than 3.0X 10e °K, table 3 indicates the
ratio of line emission to continuum emission was

at least 10:1. If Tewas no greater than the 2.8 X 10 s

°K, the value obtained from the Ariel spectrum

of April 27, the ratio of line emission to continuum
emission must have been around 30:1.

X-RAY FLARES

Up to now we have discussed only the slowly

varying component of the X-ray emission: in

addition to these quasi-steady-state conditions,

transient events (X-ray flares) lasting usually
from 10 minutes to a couple of hours were fre-

quently observed. Such an event is shown in

figure 3, and should be compared with the quiet

period of similar duration shown in figure 4. The

particular event of figure 3 contains a total energy
below 11A of 2× 1027 ergs.

Correlation with H-c_ Flares

During the 9-day interval between launch

and March 16, 1962 (at which time the rising of

plage 6370 on the cast limb supplied enough X-ray

emission to carry the experiment off-scale),

approximately 60 X-ray flare events lasting from

10 minutes to 1 hour were seen, and 4 events were
seen to last about 5 hours.

During this same interval (1620 UT March 7,

1962, to 1620 March 16, 1962) some 33 H-a

X-RAYIONCHAMBER
% OFSCALE
120

100

80

60
40

20_

0
I I I I I i

1:20 1:30 1:40 1:50 2:00 2:10 2:20
TIME

FmUR_ 3.--Typical small X-ray flare.

X-RAY ION CHAMBER

% OF SCALE

120 1

1001.--

611

TiME

FmVRE 4.--Typical "quiet" period.

flares were reported by ground based obser-

vatories. Of these H-a flares, 6 would have been
unobservable from OS0-1 for various reasons

(satellite night, failure to command data storage

readout, etc.). Of the remaining 27 H-a flares, 3

occurred while the X-ray experiment was still

off-scale because of a previous large event. This
leaves 24 H-a flares which can be tested for

correlation with the X-ray flares. Of this group of

24, it appears that 11 correlate well, 3 definitely

have no counterpart in X-rays, and the remaining
10 are doubtful because of insufficient data or an

excessive time difference (greater than 10 min-

utes). Conversely, there are six full-'scale or greater

X-ray events for which no H-a flare was reported

even though observations were presumably being

made at the time. Certainly more observations

will be required before a definite statement can be

made regarding a correlation or lack thereof

between H-a flares and X-ray flares.

Correlation with SID's

In looking for correlations with Sudden Iono-

spheric Disturbances (SID), all X-ray events

exceeding the full-scale saturation level were

barely detectable (if observing conditions per-

mitted) in Sudden Phase Anomaly (SPA) data

for VLF transmissions via the D layer. Only the

large event of March 13 was seen in ionospheric
indices other than SPA's.

Correlation with 2800 mc Transients

Correlation with transients in the 2800 mc

solar flux is good; but again, full-scale X-ray

events are represented by extremely small events

(1-2 flux units) in the 2800 mc data.
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showing grouping of X-ray flares.

Grouping of X-ray Flares

Several apparent associations of certain X-ray

flares into groups displaying a definite pattern

were observed; figure 5 shows such a grouping.

Similar groupings are present in the data for the

first week in April: in fact, the one particular

March group shown in figure 5 has an exact

April counterpart 27.1 days later with identical

time separations between events and with

identical peak excursions above mean background

level. The envelope joining the peaks of the flares

within a group is found: (]) to be a straight line,

and (2) to have the same slope (with either positivc

or negative sign) from group to group.

These characteristics of the flare groups indicate

time-rate-of-change of X-ray source strength.

Source strength is a function of electron density, of

temperature, and of volume: furthermore, it is

difficult to see why any time variation of either

density or temperature would be of such a

particular nonlinear nature as to constrain the

source strength to vary linearly with time. We are

left with the concept of a volume which is either

growing or diminishing at a constant rate, and

which on occasion serves as a reservoir of high-

temperature electrons and ions interacting to

produce the X-ray flares.

SUMMARY

A slowly varying component has been found in

the solar X-ray flux below l lA which correlates

with the slowly varying component of tim 2800 mc

solar radiation. A model for thcsc quasi-stable

X-ray sources which fits the OSO-1 data postu-

lates localized sources having the same horizontal

extent as Ca plages with thicknesses proportional

to their diameter, and having an electron tem-

perature of about 2.8×106 °K and an electron

density of about 5X l09 electrons/cmL For these

conditions it is also necessary that the ratio of line

emission to continuum emission be at least 10:1

and more probably 30:1.

In addition to a slowly varying component,

transient events (X-ray flares) lasting from 10 rain

to a few hours were frequently observed. Corre-

lation with SID's and with 2800 mc transients has

been obtained; correlation has been attempted

with H-a flares with somewhat ambiguous results.

X-ray flares were frequently observed to be asso-

ciated in groups possessing a characteristic

pattern; the concept of a source volume varying

linearly with time is invoked to account for the

linear envelope of a flare group.
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AN INTERPRETATION OF A ROCKET MEASURE.
MENT OF ELECTRON DENSITY IN THE

LOWER IONOSPHERE

A. C. AIKIN, JR., J. A. KANE

Goddard Space Flight Center

AND

J. TROIM

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment

A mid-latitude rocket measurement of electron density is presented for altitudes between 65
and 85 km. An interpretation of the profile indicates that the region between 70 and 85 km is ionized
by the action of Lyman alpha radiation on nitric oxide rather than by 2-8A X-rays. Possible ex-
planations are given for a minimum found in the electron density distribution in the vicinity of the
mesopause.

INTRODUCTION

Current theories attribute the formation of the

ionosphere below the mesopause to: (1) Ioniza-

tion of the major atmospheric constituents by

the highly variable 2-8A solar X-radiation; (2)

Ionization of the minor constituent, nitric oxide,

by Lyman alpha at 1215.6A; and (3) Cosmic

rays, which extend the ionosphere below 70 km.

The theoretical problem is further complicated

by the possibility of a wide variety of electron

loss processes including dissociative recombination

of an electron-ion pair and the formation of
negative ions.

A lack of quantitative data of the electron and

ion density distribution and too few attempts to
correlate observational results with the intensi-

ties of ionizing solar radiations, has made it

difficult to check the validity of any theory. This

paper will deal with the interpretation of a rocket

measurement of electron density in the iono-
spheric D region. The profile was obtained at

1930 GMT on March 8, 1963 at Wallops Island,

Va. for a solar zenith angle of 48 °.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An electron density profile (fig. 1) was obtained

using a Faraday rotation technique involving

transmission of a 3 mc signal from the ground to

the rocket. Each point is the average electron

density in the height interval indicated by the
vertical bar. The horizontal bar indicates the un-

certainty in the determination of this average

iooo t2_ I_O

OENSlTY(electr_ 3)

FIGURE1.--Observed electron concentration in the D
region and two theoretical profiles (solid curves).

value. This uncertainty is due to random echoes

from above the D region distorting the Faraday

pattern.

Below 75 km a knowledge of electron col-

lision frequency is necessary to deduce electron

densities from a 3 Mc Faraday rotation experi-

6O9
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ment. The Faraday rotation experiment by itself

allows the collision frequency to be determined

at a single altitude. This follows from the fact

that the sen _ of rotation of the plane of polariza-

tion is positive or negative for the collision fre-

quency v_ greater or less than the exploring fre-

quency. By noting the altitude at which the
reversal in the sense of the Faraday rotation is

observed a value vm= 13.8X 106/sec at an altitude
of (i] =1=2km is deduced. The value is consistent

with measurements made at Fort Churchill by

Kane) Clearly discernible from the profile are:

(l) The base of the E region, (2) The D region

between 84 km and 70 km; and (3) A region
below 70 kin which has been designated as the

C region. The minimum in electron density at
83.5 km coincides with the mesopause. Additional
evidence for the existence of the minimum has

been obtained on previous rocket flights from

Wallops Island.

INTERPRETATION OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY

PROFILE

In order to interpret the electron density profile,

it is necessary to consider the equations governing
the distribution of ions and electrons as outlined

by Nicolet and Aikin? Under conditions of

equilibrium :

n(NO)KiNoQLa • (1)

n(NO + )n =
aDNO +_ a i

n(O2 )Kio 2EQ,+Cl%c_
-(o2")-, : +;_,_ ; (2)

CLDO 2 i

n(N2) Kis2EQ,+%2c_
n(N2*)n : , (3)

• aDN2+_ a i

._ l.s × Io-'°[.<%>]'
k = -- : 0.44 , (4)

R e

n(NO')_n(O_') +n(S/) : (l+_)n . (5)

Thenumber of Lyman alpha or X-ray photons at

a given height h is represented by QL_ and Q_.

These quantities should be measured simul-

taneously with the electron density. K_ is the

ionization cross section and e the efficiency of

ionization, qo2 ca and qN2 eR represent the ioniza-

tion _rates due to cosmic rays and have been

assigned the values of 10 -17 n(O2) and 10 -17 (N:),

respectively. The quantities n(O2), n(N2) and

n(M) represent the number density cm -3 of

molecular oxygen, nitrogen and the sum of all
constituents. It will be assumed that the rates of

dissociative recombination between positive ions

and electrons of density, n_, measured by Kasner,

Rodgers and BiondV are operative, namely O/DN2

6XI0 -z cma/sec and _D()2=4X 10-r em:_/see. The

effect of negative ions, n_, is represented by X
which is the ratio between the rate of attachment

of electrons to molecular oxygen and photode-

tachment. The coefficients involved were adopted

from Chanin, Phelps and Biondi 4 and Burch,

Smith and Bra_Js('omb. 5 Negative and positive

ions recombine at a rate a_, which is taken to be

10 -_ cma/sec.

In order to determine the relative importance

of 2-8A X-rays and Lyman alpha in the forma-

tion of the D region two cases are computed. One

case (curve l) involves the ionization by solar

X-rays whose intensity is representative of a

completely quiet sun together with Lyman alpha

acting on nitric, oxide. The value of the Lymau

alpha flux as measured above the 1) region on a

subsequent flight is 2.4X10 n photons/era 2 sec

with a possible error of 25 percent. Good agree-

ment is found with the experimental cIectron

density data if it is assumed that aDNo = 4 × l0 -s

cma/sec and n (N O) = 1.5 X 10-_° n ( M ). It owever,

these values are not unique, since it is only possible

to determine the ratio n(N())/aDNo-t-kai from
the data.

Table 1 illustrates the distribution of X-ray

energy assumed. I)ounds 7 indicates that the in-

tensity values assumed for the completely quiet

sun case are in agreement with measurements

made during this portion of the sunspot cycle.
The second case considers ionization solely by

X-rays which are characteristic of a disturbed

sun. Since only a solar flare, which was not ob-

served, would give sufficient intensity to fit the

experimental data the observed profile is strong

evidence for the Lyman alpha hypothesis.
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TABLE 1.--X-ray Intensities for Various quiet and Dis-

turbed Solar Conditions

Wavelength

(i)

2 .................

4 .................

6 .................

X-ray intensity (erg/cm _ sec)

Quiet sun

lO-S

10-7

10-_

Disturbed sun

10-6

10-5

10-4

The portion of the theoretical electron density

profiles (fig. l) below 70 km illustrates the effect
of cosmic radiation. The observed electron densi-

ties between 65 km and 70 km are not in accord

with the theoretical prediction of a decrease in

electron density below 70 km. However, in this

region of the atmosphere the possible reactions

between the various neutral constituents, species
of ion and electrons are quite numerous and very
few of the rates of these reactions are known even

to within an order of magnitude.
Possible causes of the minimum at 83.5 km

include a decrease in the concentration of nitric

oxide in the region of decreasing temperature, and
the attachment of electrons to dust. The later

hypothesis deserves more attention in view of the

detection of dust in the vicinity of the mesopause

by Soberman, Witt, and Hemenway. 6

CONCLUSIONS

A measurement has been made at middle lati-

tudes of electron density between 65 and 90 kin.

The D region was characterized by a layer of

electron density which increases from 115:t:35

electrons/cm 3at 70.5 km to 700-1-50 electrons/cm _

at 82 km. These observations wer_ far better

agreement with a theoretical m,_ based upon

the ionization of nitric oxide by Lyman alpha

rather than with a model based upon ionization

by 2-8A X-rays. The nitric oxide density

assumed was of the order of 101° the total particle

density, and the dissociative recombination coeffi-

cient used in the calculation was 4 X l0 -s cm_/sec.

A decrease in the electron density has been estab-

lished in the vicinity of the mesopause.
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THE  FECT OF

ON THE

AURORAL BREMSSTRAHLUNG
LOWER IONOSPHERE

A. C. AIKIN AND E. J. MAIER

Goddard ,gpace Flight Center

Ionization of the lower ionosphere by electrons from a type I aurora is discussed. The primary
electrons produce ionization in the altitude range where in quiet conditions there is normally no
ionization at night, but where the ionization during the day results from solar Lyman a and X-ray
radiation. The bremsstrahlung resulting from the assumed flux of auroral electrons produces sig-
nificant ionization at low altitudes (50-70 km) where normally cosmic rays are the only source of
ionization. For certain values of the relevant parameters, predicted electron and ion densities, are
given here for comparison with the charged particle profiles calculated for the case of no auroral flux.

INTRODUCTION

Rocket measurements by McIlwain _have dem-

onstrated that for certain types of auroral events

a major portion of the luminosity can be accounted

for by the action of electrons with energies less

than l0 key. This energy is, however, insufficient

to allow thc particles to penetrate the D region.
The enhanced ionization of the lower ionosphere

during an auroral event is in fact caused by the

energy loss of electrons whose energy distribution
falls between 10 and 200 kev. In addition to

direct ionization, which occurs above 70 km, ion-

pair production can also take place as a result

of the indirect process of energy loss by radiation.

Meredith, Gottlieb, and Van Allen _ first demon-

strated that there was a photon flux in the energy

range l0 key to 100 key resulting from brems-

strahlung production by auroral zone electrons.

This radiation can penetrate well below 70 km
and leads to enhanced ionization of the lower D

region, which some investigators have called the

C region. That enhancement will be the topic of
this discussion. In addition to ionization by

bremsstrahlung it will be necessary to include

effects of background cosmic rays which are the

only source of ionization in this height range of

the earth's atmosphere in the absence of solar
flares.

The effect of auroral protons will be neglected.

For this type of event protons have in general

neither the flux nor the energy spectrum required

to change the ion and electron densities appreci-

ably. Loss processes considered important will be

discussed and electron density profiles for various
conditions will be derived.

DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THE

PARTICLES

In order to calculate the bremsstrahlung it is

necessary to know the number and energy distri-

bution of the auroral electrons at any atmospheric

depth x. It will be assumed that the incident flux
of particles is isotropic over a solid angle of 2r

steradians and enters tile atmosphere at a pitch

angle $ with respect to a vertical magnetic field.
McIlwain _has made a rocket measurement of the

electron spectrum during a type I aurora, ltis

result can be approximatcd by a differential

energy spectrum of the form

io=3E-" (1)

where E is the kinetic energy of thc particles, f_=

1.6 X l 0 .2 particlcs/cm_-scc-kev-ster, and n = 5.2.

612
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As the electrons penetrate to greater depths, their interaction with the atmosphere causes a change

in the form of the particle spectrum. This can be represented by an exponential attenuation of the

incident spectrum such that at any level x in the atmosphere the differential energy spectrum is given by

i(E,x) = io(E) exp --J0-0 hE= cos d?"sin 0 dd? (2)

where integration has been indicated over the polar angle and includes the pitch angle dependence.

Following Maeda 3 b = 3.15 × 10-7 gm/cm 2and m = 2.2. The values of b and m are valid for 5 < E < 300 kcv.

PRODUCTION OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG PHOTONS BY AURORAL ELECTRONS

The cross section per atom for production of photons of energy hv by an electron of energy E is 4

s , (3)q_E,hP) dv = "3aPo hv

for energies much less than 510 key. Here a represents the fine structure constant, p0 the classical radius

of the electron and Z the charge of the nucleus. The differential energy spectrum of photons dQ(hv)

emitted at an atmospheric depth x in a thickness dx is

I;dQ(hu)dv : k qb(E,hv) i(E,x) dE dx dv (4)
Ihy

where the electron omnidirectional differential energy spectrum i(E, x) described previously must be

employed, and k is the number of atoms per gram. Note that only electrons of energy E_> hv contribute

to the photon flux at energy hr. Thus the integration over E is carried out from h_ to ¢¢.

The total production of bremsstrahlung is then the integral over atmospheric depth of equation 4:

Q(h_,)dv = k _b(E,hv) i(E,x) dx dE dv (5)
_x=O =hv

The value x = 0.05 gm/cm 2 yields an attenuation of at least e -1 for 200 kev electrons. This, com-

bined with the relative sparsity (E-") of high energy particles allows us to set x=0.05 gm/cm _ as the

upper limit for the integration over the source volume. Evaluating equation 2 over x gives

foTM i(E,x) dx = 2- flb E"'n (6)

Then

where

.... , +Q(hv) dr, : _" In hv dE dv (7)

8 2
K/3 = 2_,flbk'_ a po Z2mc 2

= 1.62 x I0"_ fl .

Integrating by parts, we have

Q(hv) dv KB E .... l In (1/_ 2= dE
JE=hv

(8)

d_ 16 1

= K3 v 45 (hp)$
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The number of photons in the interval hvl to hP2 is

fh I hvl16 _2 d(hv) O.19fl× 10 -6 x 1
Q(hv) = _i_jhvt (hv) 4 = (hv) _ jhv2

(9)

Table 1 gives the number of photons/cm2-sec-kev as a function of bremsstrahlung energy.

Anderson and Enemark 5 have derived an expression for the number of photons per unit energy pro-

duced by electrons having differential energy spectra of the form BE -n and Ae -b_. Their calculation

differs from that of the present authors in the use of the range-energy relationship R = E/2000 gm/cm 2

to describe the stopping of clcctrons and in the use of a single bremsstrahlung radiation length, 1R, for

the production of X-rays. They obtained the result (for the case of a power law electron spectrum) :

B I.(1_1) 1 _ (10)Q(h_,,h_2) : 2000t. (n-l)(n-2) 2 h_ "'2 (h_ o- "

For l_ = 100 gm/cm 2 this reduces to

Q : 0.12 B x IO "6 hv a.2 (bY2)3.2 '

where B is in electrons/cm2-sec-kev. To compare

this to equation 9 we must'replace B by 2_B,

and we havc 5

E( 11 1

o = o.Ts_x 10-, h_,)_.' (h_,)_."

For the given input spectrum the present calcula-

tion thus predicts only about ._ as many photons.

ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION BY

BREMSSTRAHLUNG

Having obtained the radiation flux incident at

an atmospheric depth of 0.05 gm/cm 2, wc must

now consider the absorption of this flux as it

penetrates into the lower mesosphcrc and strato-

sphere. For the energy range of interest, l0 kcv

to 100 kev, the mechanisms for photon absorption

are (l) the photoelcctric effect and (2) Compton

scattering. In an energetic photoclc(:tric inter-

action essentially all the photon's energy is

transferred to the liberated electron. This electron

can then produce secondary ionization at tl_c rate

of 1 ion per 32 electron volts of energy. The

Compton effect, however, imparts a significant

fraction of the incident energy to the scattered

photon so that in a single inte_ra('tio.,t ol_ly a

fraction of the energy is available to produce

secondary ionization. Evans" has tabulated the

product, a:, of the Compton scattering cross

section ar and the average fraction of energy

transferred to the scattered electron for various

energies. This will be employed to obtain the

efficiency of ionization by the Compton absorp-

tion process.

The number of ion pairs/cm3-sec produced by

bremsstrahlung at any altitude below x=0.05

gm/cm ++is expressed by

hv
q = n(h) (_p + a.)_Q®<hv) e-" (11)

Ilcre n(h) is the number density of molecules at a

height, Q_(hv) is the photon flux given in table l,

and a+, is the cross section for photoelectric ab-

sorption as calculated by Gradstein. 7 The total

absorption of the bremsstrahlung photons is repro-

TABLE 1.--Auroral 5remsstrahlung production for various

photon energies

Mean Photon ( photons

Energy (key) \ cm2--'_-_c-kev]

10 113

15

20

30

40

50

60

80

20

5.0

1.25

.40

.15

.066

.024
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sented by T which is expressed as

T : , (12)

where An(h)H is the number of molecules between

the height where the photon flux is unattenuated

and any lower height h.

The foregoing expressions for q and T neglect

the effect of the energy released from Compton

interactions in the form of scattered photons.

This energy is considered as neither locally ab-

sorbed nor neglected, but as transferred to the

lower altitude region. An upper limit for the

ionization produced in the lower altitude region
has thus been computed. To assign a lower limit

to the ionization vs. altitude, the calculation has

been repeated with _r, the Compton scattering

cross section, in place of aa in equations 11 and 12.

This procedure regards all the energy of an elec-

tron involved in a Compton interaction as locally

absorbed, with none transferred to lower altitudes.

The results of this calculation were not sig-

nificantly different from those involving aa, and

will not be presented here.

Figure 1 illustrates the q's for different photon

energies resulting from the use of equation 11. It

can be seen that most of the bremsstrahlung ion-

pair production occurs for photons whose energy
is less than 20 kev.

In order to calculate the total ionization below

100 km it is necessary to include the effect of

cosmic rays and auroral electrons. Nicolet and

Aikin s have shown that the effect of cosmic rays

can be expressed as qcR=10 -17 n(h). Ionization

60 50 40 30 20 hv-15 key hu-10 key

70 :s_
60

S 5o

40

30 I

I0 -7 lO-S jO-5 i0-4 IO-S

iONIZATION ( ionpoirs)
cm3se¢

FIGURE 1.--Ion-pair production functions due to brems-

strahlung, as functions of photon energy and altitude.

energy loss by the primary auroral electrons is

given by

l_m s x -q_ = . Ke(E ) i(E,h) dE (13)
Emln

where p(h) is the atmospheric density at height
h and Ke(E) is the ionization energy loss formula

for electrons. The energy loss expression corre-

sponding to the exponential electron absorption
which has been used is

1 key

K(E) 3.5× 10-7 E1'2 _,/cm 2 (14)

for E expressed in key.

The integration involved in q_ can be carried

out analytically for incident spectra of the form

io(E) =HE-" where n=4.2 or 6.2

For the case n = 5.2, the values for q_ were obtained

by a graphical interpolation between the two

analytic solutions where the two theoretical ex-

pressions had been normalized to incident spectra

containing the same number of electrons at

energies above 10 kev.

A comparison between the rates of ionization

by cosmic rays, auroral electrons and brems-

strahlung is shown in figure 2. Below 50 km brems-

strahlung plays practically no part in the ioniza-

tion of the atmosphere for the number density

and energy distribution of the particles considered
in this work.

\ _ qr

uJ \ _

_ 60 \\ t

l f2z / \\

50 // \\

// \

I0 I0 II0 I0

IONIZATION ( ion poirs )
crn_ sec

FIGURE 2.--Iompair production functions for the various

ionization mechanisms, as functions of altitude.
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FIGURE 3.--Daytime ionization of the mesosphere due to
auroral electrons.

FIGURE 4.--Nighttime ionization of the mesosphere due
to auroral electrons.

In order to calculate the electron density it is

necessary to sum the q's described above and take

into account loss processes, which will be dis-

cussed in the next section.

DISCUSSION OF LOSS PROCESSES

Electron and ion densities in the ionosphere are

the result of both ionization and recombination.

It will be assumed that electrons are lost either

by attachment to form negative ions or by dis-

sociative recombination with positive ions. For

loss by dissociative recombination, rate coeffi-

cients of 3)<10 -s cm3/sec Aikin s,9 and 5XI0 -7

cm3/sec (reference 10) have been chosen to

exhibit the effect of this process on the distri-

bution.

Processes have been included for the formation

and loss of negative ions as discussed by Nicolet

and Aikin. s 02- is considered to he the predom-

inant negative ion. It is formed by the process of

three-body attachment for which the rate is

a = 1.5 X 10 -a° cm6//sec.

During the day, photodetachment is operative and

d = 0.44 sec -I.

At night associative detachment of the form

O2-+O-*O3+e

is included. This process has been assigned a rate

coefficient of ]0 -ia cm3/sec. Associative detach-

ment may be particularly important in auroral

events, since there is considerable dissociation of

molecular oxygen by auroral electrons as dis-

cussed by Maeda. 3
Ionic recombination of the form

XW-+ YZ+--_XW+ YZ

is operative and the rate coefficient a_ is taken to

be 10 -8 cm3/sec. At low altitudes the Thompson

three-body process must be included and

aT __A O-Sp

where/c is in mm Hg.

For a production function q the equations gov-

erning the distribution of ionization under equilib-

rium conditions are

q
N*N -

N+ : (I + k.)N : N- + N

N" l.s × 1o"_° n(O=) =

k'd,_ : N:, : 0.44

1.5 x 10 -30 n(02)2

(15)

_night 1o-, .(o)
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Figures 3 and 4 give the electron and ion

density distributions for an auroral event where

the incident electron flux is that described pre-

viously. Both day and night conditions are

described.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that bremsstrahlung resulting

from auroral electrons can be an important source

of ionization in the lower ionosphere. The effect

of the bremsstrahlung is to extend the region of

ionization of the primary electrons to altitudes

where normally cosmic rays are the only source

of ionization. When the energy spectrum of the

particles can be represented as 1.6X10 TM E -5"2

particles/cm_-sec-kev-ster, the ionization due to

bremsstrahlung plays a significant role from 50

km to 70 km.
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SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF
RADIO NOISE BELOW 10

AT LOW LATITUDES

COSMIC

Mc/s

J. K. ALEXANDER

Goddard Space Flight Center

Measurements of cosmic radio noise at 3, 4, 8, and 9 Mc/s by the Alouette satellite for transits
near Hawaii in November 1962, are discussed. The temperature speetral index for radiation aver-
aged over a hemisphere centered at declination= q-10 ° and right ascension=20 h is found to be
--1.8+0.3 in this frequency range. A correction for synchrotron emission from the artificial radia-
tion belt is assumed, and the resultant cosmic noise spectrum is found to sbow considerable flatten-
ing below 10 Mc/s in agreement with other measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The Alouette satellite was launched in Septem-

ber 1962, as a joint effort of the Canadian Govern-

ment and the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration to study the electron density

distribution in the upper ionosphere by the swept

radio-frequency sounding technique. In addition

to the ionospheric investigations which have been

discussed elsewhere (Chapman, 1962; Blumle,

Fitzenreiter, and Jackson, 1963) the sounder

receiver may be used to obtain an approximate
measure of cosmic radio noise intensities in the

1 Mc/s to 12 Mc/s frequency range. This report

presents the results of three sets of Alouette
cosmic noise measurements made over Hawaii in

November 1962, when the region of the galactic

plane between the center and Cygnus was above
the local meridian.

SATELLITE RECEIVER AND ANTENNA SYSTEM

The Alouette sounder .is a swept-frequency

pulscd sounder which covers the frequency range

0.5 to 12.0 Mc/s. A 100 #s pulse is repeated at a

rate of 67 pulses/second with a frequency sweep

rate of approximately" l Mc/s/s. A pulse timing

circuit provides for the sounder receiver to be

inoperaLive during transmission. The receiver

employs a wide-band preamplifier and two stages

of frequency conversion and has an 0.3 Mc/s

output bandwidth. Telemetry voltage for cosmic

noise measurements over a 40 db dynamic range

is provided by the AGC voltage used to control

the gain of the first IF amplifier. Sufficient inte-

gration occurs to smooth the pulse echo reflected

from the ionosphere so tt_at it does not appear

on the cosmic noise record. The frequency sweep

is repeated every 18 seconds so that between two

successive measurements at a given frequency the

satellite has moved approximately l ° in de-
clination.

The sounder antennas are a pair of orthogonal

dipoles, one 150 feet tip-to-tip, the other 75 feet

tip-to-tip, and are connected through parallel
matching networks to a transmit-receive switch

which provides isolation in excess of 50 db. Since

the matching networks are designed to provide a

reasonable match over a wide band, the 150 foot

dipole is effective over the range 1.6 Me/s to

4.5 Mc/s and the 75 foot dipole is effective over

the range 4.5 Mc/s to 11.5 Mc/s with a loss of
never more than I 1 db.

Since there is no inflight calibration of the

Alouette receiver parameters, the cosmic noise

measurements are based upon prelaunch calibra-

tion of the system gain and impedance and cal-

culated response characteristics. Since the mis-

match loss is severe below 1.6 Me/s and above

618
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11.5 Mc/s and since there is some uncertainty
about the system behavior in the transition region
near 4.5 Mc/s, only data in the frequency range
2 to 4 Mc/s and 8 to 10 Mc/s have been used
in this preliminary investigation. The satellite is
in a nearly circular orbit at an altitude of 1000 km
where the local plasma frequency is generally
near 1 Me/s, and, therefore, measurements below
about 3 Mc/s are subject to an additional un-
certainty due to plasma effects.

ANTENNA TEMPERATURES

The Alouette orbit is inclined to the equator by

80 ° so that at low latitudes the trajectory is one

of nearly constant hour angle. In November 1962,

the orbital plane was so oriented that the satellite

made a series of daily transits near the South

Point, Hawaii, tracking station in the late after-

noon when the ionospheric critical frequency was

above 10 Mc/s. Hence the ionosphere acted as a

shield to prevent interference from radio noise of

terrestrial origin which has been found to be a

considerable problem at times when the satellite

is above a region of relatively low ionization

density.

Figure I gives a logarithmic plot of antenna

temperature as a function of frequency for meas-

urements at 3, 4, 8, and 9 Mc/s taken on Novem-

ber 10, 12, and 21, 1962. In each case the satellite

was in the region 0 ° to -t-25 ° declination and right

ascension approximately 20 hours. Individual

measurements were averaged over the full time

the satellite was in range of the tracking station

to remove secular variations and any effects due

to satellite spin (_-_1.3 rpm), and then an average

of the antenna temperatures obtained for the

three transits was taken to construct the spectrum

in figure 1. Since the cosmic noise temperature

varies with frequency according to the power law

T _u_, the slope of the spectrum on a log-log

plot is equal to the temperature spectral index, a.

By fitting the best straight line to the points thus

obtained we may arrive at an estimate of the

temperature spectral index, which is found to be

a=--1.9. Due to the fact that the receiver re-

sponse is down (by an amount which is not pre-

cisely known) at 9 Me/s, the 8 Mc/s observation

must be weighted in accordance with the response

characteristics to select the best straight line.
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FIGVRE l.--Antenna temperatures as a function of fre-

quency for ALOUETTE cosmic noise measurements in

the region centered at declination =-t-10 ° and right

ascension=20 h. The dotted curve gives the calculated
contribution from the artificial radiation belt.

DISCUSSION

In order to relate the observed antenna tem-

peratures to the actual sky brightness at the

satellite we make some rather general assumptions

which, nevertheless, will allow us to obtain quali-

tatively good results. The satellite receives noise

incident directly from the hemisphere about the

zenith and noise reflected upward from the iono-

sphere below. The antenna temperatures derived

by averaging over a number of satellite rotations
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are therefore average values for the full sphere

about the receiver.

It is important to note that the satellite receives

noise from two major sources--cosmic radio radia-

tion and synchrotron emission from the artificial

radiation belt. Nakada (1963) has calculated the

temperature spectrum for the fission electrons 2

weeks after the Starfish explosion, and the values

derived from his spectrum are also shown in

figure 1. A correction has been made for the decay

of the belt assuming a 60-day half-life and for the

solid angle subtended by the radiation belt noise
source which was assumed to be 2_ steradians.

In the worst case, the belt subtends half the
antenna beam.

An estimate of the cosmic noise spectrum may

be obtained by subtracting the radiation belt

temperatures (divided by 2) from the values

obtained by the Alouette measurements, and this

is given in figure 2. If the noise from the artificial

belt is distributed over a solid angle which is
less than 2_ sterad then the correction to be sub-

tracted will be less, and the resultant tempera-

tures in figure 2 should be correspondingly higher.

The results obtained from the ground by Ellis

et al. (1962) for a similar region of the galaxy

are higher; however the two sets of data are found

to be in good agreement.

Among the possible sources of error in absolute

measurement of antenna temperature we must

include the following:

(1) Telemetry recording and readout ±5%;

(2) Interpretation of AGC calibration curves

±1 db;

(3) Measurement of receiver input impedance

±½ db;

(4) Receiver gain variations--unknown;

(5) Uncertainties in the matching network
4-1 db.

The net uncertainty, therefore, is estimated to

be on the order of ±50%. The possible error in

the spectral index, however, is not thought to
be as high since the probable effects of uncertain-
ties in the calibration and receiver instabilities

would be to move the curve as a whole rather

than to act only at one end of the frequency
range. It is important to note that the numbers

given here arc only rough estimates of the possible
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FIGURE2.--Resultant cosmic noise spectrum after correct-
ing for the artificial radiation belt. The temperatures
should be lower limits since the correction is for the
maximum likely contribution from the belt.

error since this is not meant to be a high precision
experiment. No attempt has been made to correct

for detuning of the antenna by the ambient

plasma, but these effects are not likely to be severe
for the particular set of observations under con-

sideration. The main effect of the radiation belt

noise is to make the total observed noise spectrum

steeper than it would appear to be with cosmic

noise as the only source, and hence the observed

flattening in the spectrum below 10 Mc/s appears
to be real.
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CONCLUSIONS

Alouette observations of cosmic radio noise

from the hemisphere centered at about 10 ° de-

clination and 20 hours right ascension have been

found to be consistent with a temperature spectral

index less than --2 in the frequency range 3 to

9 Mc/s. We must emphasize that the measure-

ments represent an average over this region which

includes radiation originating near the galactic

plane, the halo, and outside our galaxy. The ap-

parent flattening in the spectrum and low noise

temperatures may be due, in part, to increased

absorption in the galactic plane. By making a

correction for the noise spectrum calculated for

the artificial radiation belt, the data are found to

be in qualitative agreement with the observations

from the ground by Ellis and coworkers. The most

important needs in the future are improved flux

measurements below 5 Mc/s based upon an ac-
curate in-flight calibration of .the receiver and

antenna system and a clear understanding of the

behavior of the antenna in the ionospheric plasma.

The next step is the development of a space radio

telescope having enough directivity to permit

investigation of particular regions _ smaller

angular extent.
P
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CONSTITUTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
MAGNETOSPHERIC LEVELS

AT

S. J. BAUER

Goddard Space Flight Center

COMPOSITION

Prior to 1961 it was generally accepted that the

main constituent of the atmosphere above 300 km

was atomic oxygen up to an altitude of about 1000

km and that at higher altitudes hydrogen would

predominate. Direct experimental evidence for the

presence of neutral hydrogen in the outer at-

mosphere has come from the high resolution

Lyman _ spectrum obtained by Purcell and

Tousey [-1960]. From the absorption core of their

Lyman _ spectrum, the total content of hydrogen
above the altitude of the rocket measurement

has been determined. Johnson [-1961J has inter-

preted this hydrogen content to be distributed in

the form of a "geocorona." The problem of
interpretation of the Lyman a observations in

terms of hydrogen and its location with respect to

the earth has recently been reviewed ill detail by
Donahue [-1962J. The computation of the dis-

tribution of neutral hydrogen is complicated by

the fact that at magnetospheric levels "exo-

spheric" conditions prevail, i.e., the mean free

path of neutral hydrogen is greater than the

local scale height. Because of the escape of

particles with high velocities, the velocity dis-

tribution is, strictly speaking, non-Maxwellian
and the distribution of density with height does

not follow the simple hydrostatic equation, but

has to be computed by taking into account

ballistic escape, ballistic reentry and bound-

orbiting particles. Such computations have been

made by ()pik and Singer [-1961J and by Johnson

[H)61 _. Out to a geocentric distance of about two

earth radii, a simple hydrostatic distribution

however, still rcprese[_ts a reasonably good

approximation.

Photoionization and/or charge exchange with

oxygen ions of the neutral hydrogen of the geo-

corona lead to the protons constituting the

"protonosphcre." The ions at magnetospheric
levels are distributed according to a diffusive

equilibrium distribution, i.e., hydrostatically sup-

ported but constrained by the earth's magnetic
field. For ions the mean free path is short enough

so that the concept of an ion-exosphere is not

applicable [-Johnson, 1962_. While the diffusive

equilibrium distribution of an ionic species was

generally considered to be governed by a scale
height twice that of the corresponding neutral

species, it was pointed out by Mange [-1960, 1961_

that this coi_cept is not justified for a minor ion in

the presence of other ions. The electric field, which

is set up to prevent further charge separation of
electrons and ions diffusing under gravity, and

which is proportional to the mean mass of the

(singly charged) positive ions, causes the density

of minor light ions first to increase with altitude

until it becomes predominant, after which it shows

the usual exponential decrease with altitude

according to a scale height approaching twice

that of the corresponding neutral constituent.

Subsequently to Mange's independent derivation

of the equation governing the distribution of

singly charged ions in the prescn(.e of other singly

charged ions, it was realized that the same problem

had been solved before by Dungey [-1955], and

originally as long as four decades ago [-l)annekoek,

1922; Eddington, 1926]. The distrit)ution of

protons in the protonosphere according to this
concept, and their relation and coupling to the

ionospheric F-region where oxygen ions pre-

dominate, have been discussed ill great detail by

Hanson and Ortenburgcr [-1961].

622
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In 1961,Nicolet[-1961] suggested that neutral

and ionized helium should be an important

constituent in the upper atmosphere. He pointed

out that the presence of neutral helium would

provide a sensible solution to the problem of high

atmospheric densities at 1600 km deduced from

the drag of the Echo I balloon satellite. The first

experimental evidence, from charged particle

observations, for the importance of helium in the

upper atmosphere was presented before a session

of U.S. Commission 4 at the Fall-URSI Meeting

in Austin, Texas, 1961 [Hanson, 1962; Bourdeau,

Whipple, Donley, and Bauer, 1962]. Hanson

[,1962] inferred the presence of helium ions from

an ion density profile obtained by Hale (1961)
with a Scout rocket. Hanson concluded from the

analysis of this data that the concentration of He +

was in agreement with Nicolet's estimates and that

the layer where He + was predominant extended

over about 2000 kin, from 1200 to 3400 km, at a

time when the atmospheric temperature cor-

responded to 1600°K. He also suggested that He +

is lost by an ion-atom interchange process in-

volving molecular nitrogen, and that no large

diuranl change in the helium ion concentration

should occur. More recently Bates and Patterson

[1962] have shown that the loss process for He +

...;+_. _T • _ ...... :_1 .......... the one involving

02 seems to be responsible for the loss of He +.

The first dircct experimental evidence for the

presence of He + was provided by the ion retarding

potential measurement on Explorer VIII [Bour-

deau, Whipple, Donley, and Bauer, 1962]. This

measurement showed a ratio of He+/O + = 1.3-4-0.3

at an altitude of 1630 km, where the simul-

taneously measured electron temperature was
1750:L200°K. Additional evidence for a transition

from O + to He + rather than directly to H +, has
come from a rocket measurement of the electron

density distribution [-Bauer and Jackson, 1962].

The presence of He + and H + in the upper at-

mosphere has now also been identified directly

with an RF ion spectrometer [Taylor, Brinton,

and Smith, 1962]. More recently ion composition
measurements on the Ariel satellite have also

shown the presence of He + as well as a significant

diurnal-variation of the altitude range where He +

is the predominant ion [Willmore, Boyd, and

Bowen, 1962]. These data, as well as a recent

nighttime ion density profile obtained with a

Scout rocket [Donley, 1963], indicate that at low
atmospheric temperatures the layer where He + is

predominant is only a few hundred km thick

compared to a thickness of 4000 km at 1600°K

determined by Hanson, with correspondingly
lower altitudes of transitions from O + to He + and

He + to H +. Such a strong variation with tem-

perature in the thickness of the helium ion layer

in accordance with a suggestion by Bauer[,1963].

The possible presence of doubly charged oxygen
ions (O+ +) in the upper ionosphere has been

suggested by Nakada and Singer [,1962] on the
basis of the abundance of O + and an adequate

photoionization rate for their formation. In this

connection they have investigated the distribution

of multiply charged ions in an ion mixture, for

which no analytical expression of the kind derived

by Mange [-1960] exists, and have shown by

numerical intcgration that the concentration of
O + + would also increase with altitude relative to

O + and may, depending on loss rates, become an

important ionic constituent. The presence of O + +,
however, has not yet bccn verified experimentally.

TEMPERATURE

The kinetic gas temperature of the atmosphere

at magnetospheric levels has been determined

from satellite drag observations assuming model

distributions of the mean molecular weight. Above

300 km this temperature should be independent

of altitude because of the high thermal con-

ductivity. The kinetic gas temperature in this

isothermal region has been found to vary with the
solar cycle and to show short-term fluctuations
which are correlated with the 10.7 cm radiation

from the sun, as well as with geomagnetic activity

[Jacchia, 1961; Priester, 1961; Harris and

Priester, 1962]. A diurnal variation having a
minimum at 4 a.m. local time and a maximum at

about 2 p.m. is indicated from the satellite data.

While the kinetic gas temperature in the upper

atmosphere has only been inferred from satellite

drag measurements, direct measurements of the

electron and ion temperatures have been made

with the help of space vehicles. The vertical

profiles of electron temperature up to about 400

km have been measured by means of the Langmuir

probe technique [Spencer, Brace, and Carignan,

1962; Brace, 1962]. These measurements indicate
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that at midlatitudesfor quietionosphericcon-
ditions,thedaytimeelectrontemperatureattains
a maximumat about 230 kin, approaching an
isothermal behavior at altitudes above 300 km.

This measurement is in good agreement with

theoretical investigations [-Hanson and Johnson,
1961; Hanson, 1962; Dalgarno, McElroy, and

Moffett, 1962_ which show that, for solar ultra-
violet as the major heat source, the only de-

parture from temperature equilibrium would

occur in the region between 200 and 400 km

altitude. At higher altitudes the daytime electron

temperature and the ion (and gas) temperature are

expected to be equal, at least under quiet con-

ditions. A nighttime measurement of electron

temperature shows perfect isothermal behavior

throughout this altitude range [-Brace, 1962_.

Departures from thermal equilibrium extending

throughout the ionospheric F-region have been

reported for disturbed ionosphcric conditions at
middle latitude and appear to be the rule in

auroral regions [-Spencer, Brace, and Carignan,

1962J. The gas temperature in the upper iono-

sphere has also t)een determined from the ex-

ponential decrement of electron and ion density

profiles. These measurements show evidence of an
isothermal behavior, since the scale height of the

electron-ion gas is constant within a few percent

over an altitude range of a few hundred kilometers.

Temperatures derived from these scale heights,

assuming thermal equilibrium, have been found to

be in good agreement with kinetic gas tem-

peratures expected from the correlation with solar

10.7 cm flux, thus providing indirect evidence for

perature equilibrium [-Bauer and Bourdeau

1962_. Direct measurements of electron tem-

perature at magnetospheric levels have been made

by means of Langmuir probes on the Explorer

VIII satellite [-Scrbu, Bourdcau, and Donley,

1961_. These measurements also show, within

their error-limits, agreement with model values of

kinetic gas temperatures, except during the

sunrise period when high electron temperatures

seem to be prevalent. More recently, similar
measurements have been made on the Ariel

satellite [Willmore, Boyd, and Bowen, 19()2_ in

the altitude region between 400 and 1200 km

which indicate a latitude dependence, with

midday values of 1200°K at the equator and

1600°K at a latitude of 55°N. Preliminary topside

sounder satellite results are in qualitative agree-

ment with such a latitude dependence [-Knecht

and Van Zandt, 1963J. The Ariel measurements

also show high electron temperatures during the

sunrise period while at other times the electron

temperatures are equivalent to the simultaneously

determined ion temperatures.

Ion temperatures and the departure from

thermal equilibrium in the upper ionosphere have

also been determined by ground-based magneto-

spheric sounders using the incoherent backscatter

technique. Evans [-1962J has reported measure-

meats for a few days covering an altitude range up

to 800 kin, which show temperature equilibrium

(T+=T+) during the night as expected, but a

positive temperature gradient, and during the day

departures from equilibrium in the entire region

above 200 km. The latter can be interpreted

either as a constant ratio T,/T+, with T_ and T_

showing a height gradient, or as a variable ratio

T_/T+, with T_=constnat and an even stronger

height-dependence of T_. The time of maximum

departure from equilibrium according to his data

is at noon, reaching a value of 7'_/T+ = 1.6. This is

in disagreement with satellite measurements which

show high electron temperatures only during the

sunrise period, as well as with incoherent back-

scatter measurements by Bowlcs, Ochs, and

Green ['1962-], who also found the time of de-

parture from thermal equilibrium to be only

during the sunrise period and during disturbed

ionospheric conditions. The present discrepancies

between space-flight measurements of charged

particle temperatures and those determined by
means of the incoherent back-scatter technique

obviously need to be resolved. It should be under-

stood, however, that generalizations concerning

the thermal properties of the upper atmosphere

based as yet upon only a small number of obser-

vations may be premature.
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF A DIRECT MEASUREMENT
OF THE HYDROGEN AND HELIUM

ION DISTRIBUTION IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

S. J. BAUER

Goddard Space Flight Center

A recent daytime measurement of ion composi-

tion in the altitude region from 300 km to 940 km

by Taylor, Brace, Brinton, and Smith (19(i3)

allows some inferences about the physical pro-

ccsses govcrning the distribution of the light ionic

constituents II + and He +. Although the absolute
values for the ion concentrations derived from

the current-measurements of the ion mass spec-

trometer may be subject to some errors, useful
information call nevertheless be obtained from

these data. The observed proton distribution has

already been used by Hanson, Patterson, and

Degaonkar (l(.)(13) to deduce a value for the rate

coefficient of tire charge exchange reaction be-

tween hydrogen alld oxygen.

By using the ratio of the two observed ionic

constituents, n(H+)/n(II+), it is possible to de-

duce additional information on the physical pro-

cesses and structure parameters of the upper

atmosphere.

In figure 1 the ratio n(H+)/n(lIe +) based on

the experimental data of Taylor et al. (1963) is

plotted as a function of geopotential altitude. It

is quite obvious that the altitude distribution of

this ratio can be divided into three distinct regions

of behavior. These can bc explained as the result

of the predominance of either chemical processes

(charge exchange, photoionization and ion-atom

interchange or radiative rccombination) or dif-

fusion processes, or their combination as shown

in tire following:

I. The lowermost portion of the distribution of

n(II+)/n(l[e +) in figure I (;an be explained by a

chemical equilibrium distribution of the two ionic
constituents.
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It is now generally agreed that below 500 km

the charge exchange reaction between hydrogett

and oxygen governs the proton distribution (Han-

son et al., 1963). Thus,

n(n +) =_[n(U)/n(O)]n(O +) (1)

where n(X) is the number density of the con-

stituent X, which is distributed exponentially

eoc _oo

i4ct

o.i o2 013 05 06 08 09 I0

n(H*)/nlH.*)

FmUR_. 1.--The ratio n(H+)/n(He +) based on the ex-

perimental data of Taylor et al. (1963) plotted as a

function of geopotential altitude.

_ 7_x

with geopotential altitude according to its scale

height, H (X).

The photochemical equilibrium distribution of

lie + is governed by

n(He +) = I (Ile)n(lle) /Kn(02) (2)

where I(lle) is the photoionization rate coeffi-
cient for helium (Ilinteregger and Watanabe,

1962) and K is the rate coeliicient for the ion-
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atominterchangereactionwithmolecularoxygen,
nowconsideredto be responsiblefor the lossof
heliumions(BatesandPatterson,1962;Hanson,
1963).

It is easilyshownfrom (1) and (2), that for
thecaseof chemicalandthermalequilibriumthe
ratio of the two ionic constituentsfollowsthe
altitudedependence:

n(H+)/n(He +) =A expE-z/H(21)_ (3)

where A is a constant, z is the geopotential altitude

above the chosen reference level and H(21) is the

scale height corresponding to an effective mass

of 21 A.M.U. (It is interesting to note that the

altitude dependence given in (3) also holds even
if the He + and H + distributions were both con-

trolled by photochemical equilibrium, i.e., H +

being produced by photoionization and lost by

radiative recombination, assuming 0 + to be the

predominant ion). Making use of (3) for the

lowermost portion of the curve in Fig. 1 leads to

an upper limit for the netural gas temperature

of 1200°:t:60°K which is in good agreement

with the effective charged particle temperature

(Te+ Ti)/2 = 1235°:t:40°K inferred by Taylor et

al. (1963) from the slope of their total ion density

distribution. (The estimated neutral gas tempera-

ture for the time of this measurement, based on

s_.t.e!li_e drag observations (Jaeehia and Slowey,

1963), is 1050°K).

II. The uppermost portion of the n (H +)/n (He +)

distribution corresponds to a diffusive equilibrium
distribution.

It is now generally known (Mange, 1960) that

(unlike the behavior of neutral constituents) the

diffusive equilibrium distribution of minor ions

is not independent of other ionic constituents be-

cause of the presence of an electrostatic field

(proportional to the mean ionic mass and the

electron and ion temperatures) which is the same
for all ions in the mixture and counteracts the

gravitational force.

The diffusive equilibrium distribution of an ion

(Xi +) is given by:

n (Xi +) = no (Xi +)

X exp -- l_-r kTi] dz (4)
0

where H(X_ +) =kTi/migo, with k Boltzmann's

constant, Ti the ion temperature, ml the ion mass

and go the acceleration of gravity at the earth's

surface and where r = Te/Ti is the ratio of electron

to ion temperature, z is the geopotential altitude

and m+=_n(Xi+)mi/_'_n(Xi +) is the mean
ionic mass.

It is easily seen from (4) that the ratio of two

ionic constituents in diffusive equilibrium de-

pends on the ion temperature only, even if there

is absence of thermal equilibrium. For the two
ionic constituents H + and He + this ratio can be

expressed by

n(H+)/n(He +) =B exp[-z/H(3)J (5)

where B is a constant and H(3) corresponds to

the scale height for an effective mass of 3 A.M.U.

Using (5), an ion temperature T¢= 1300°:t:60°K

is inferred from the top portion of the curve in

fig. 1, in good agreement with the temperature

calculated for the chemical equilibrium region

and with the effective charged particle tempera-

ture inferred by Taylor et al. (1963).

III. The intermediate region in fig. 1 corre-

sponds to a variable scale height which is a

weighted mean of the scale heights for the dif-

fusive and chemical equilibrium regicns.

As the result of the foregoing discussion the ion

composition data of Taylor et al. (1963), can be

interpreted in the following fashion:

Helium and hydrogen ions are in chemical

equilibrium up to a geometric altitude of about

500 km. From this altitude to about 750 km, both

chemical and diffusion processes seem to be in-

fluencing the distribution, while above 750 km

the light ionic constituents appear to follow es-

sentially a diffusive equilibrium distribution. It

should be understood that departures from a true

diffusive equilibrium distribution evidenced in the

intermediate region may also arise from the effect

of an upward or downward flux of ions as shown

by Hanson (1963). The conclusion of diffusive

equilibrium for the light ions above 750 km is
difficult to reconcile with the observed decrease

of n(He +) at these altitudes, unless one is willing

to accept that the absolute values of the light

ion concentrations reported by Taylor et al.

(1963), are too low, or their values of total ion

density (and n(O +) which is inferred therefrom)
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are too high, or that a combination of these factors

is present. If the light ions were of comparable

order of magnitude with n (0 +) at altitudes above

750 km, n(He +) would indeed decrease with alti-

tude as shown by Taylor et al. (1963), even

though it is in diffusive equilibrium as indicated

above, without reaching a second peak in its

distribution. This fact can easily be verified from

equation (4) by using a mean ionic mass appropri-

ate to this situation. Itowcver, the magnitude of

the adjustment of the experimental data of

Taylor et al. (1963), required to produce the

above effect does not appear to be justifiable on

the basis of the internal consistency of their data

(Taylor and Brace, private communication).

The above conclusions, if supported by future

measurements, may seriously impede efforts of

explaining charged particle profiles in terms of a

ternary ion-mixture model in diffusive equi-

librium.

It is also quite evident that even measurements

of relative ion abundances can provide useful in-

formation on the physical processes in the upper

atmosphere. In particular, they can be used to

determine ion temperature, up to now a parameter

most elusive to direct measurements.
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SIMULTANEOUS ROCKET AND SATELLITE
MEASUREMENTS OF THE TOPSIDE

IONOSPHERE
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Goddard Space Flight Center

In view of the vast amount of data accumulating

from Alouette, the Canadian Topside Sounder

Satellite (Chapman, 1963), it is highly desirable to

establish the accuracy of this technique by com-

paring the electron density profiles obtained by

Alouette with similar data obtained indepen-

dently. This accuracy affects the geophysical

interpretation of the data as well as the possibility

of using the topside sounder to calibrate ground-
based techniques such as the incoherent back-

scatter radar. There are two possible sources of

errors in the electron density profiles derived from
topside sounders. The first one is associated with

the method of converting the observed ionograms
t,o ¢,,".... 1,eight ............. v,u-ies, it has now been established

that topside profiles agreeing within -4-5% in

electron density (or within -4-15 km in terms of

altitude) are obtained by using various methods

of analysis which differ significantly from each

other in their underlying assumptions. A more

serious problem is the uncertainty due to possible

deviations of the propagation paths from the

assumed vertical. In some cases the presence of
oblique propagation is quite obvious from iono-

grams whose analysis yield absurdly low values for

the height of the F2 maximum. However, in the
general case it may be quite difficult to assess the

contribution of ray bending to the observed virtual

depth and the resulting true height profile. Even

matching topside and bottom soundings at the

same location cannot quite resolve this uncertainty

because the height of the F2 maximum (which is
common to both observations) is the least ac-

curate point determined by either sounding
technique.
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A much more satisfactory test of the accuracy of
topside sounder measurements is to obtain a

topside profile at the same time and location by

an independent and reliable technique. For this

reason an ARGO D-4 rocket (NASA 8.14) was

launched from Wallops Island, Va. on July 2,

1963, to intersect the Alouette orbit. This rocket

carried two proven experiments each yielding

independently the charged particle distribution

in the topside ionosphere. The electron density

was measured by the well-established two-

frequency CW propagation technique as used in

previous high-altitude rocket flights (Jackson-

Bauer_ 1961); in this casu using 24.5 and 73.6

Mc signals. The ion density profile was measured

by an ion retarding potential experiment em-

ploying a planar ion trap, similar to that used in

past rocket and satellite experiments (Donley,

1963; Bourdeau, Whipple, Donley, and Bauer,
1962).

The date and time of the launching were

selected to provide adequate proximity for a
daytime comparison between the rocket and the

satellite data. During the month of July 1963,

these requirements could be met only on the
2d and on the 14th and in each case for a 10-

minute period in the late morning. In addition,

the practical requirements of the rocket flight,

which yield a profile along the trajectory rather
than vertically, dictated the need for stable and

uniform ionospheric conditions in the area over

which the comparison had to be made. The

geometry and timing of this rendezvous experi-

ment is shown in figure 1. Although time simul-
taneity of the measurements could not be achieved
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FIGURE ].--Geometry of the experiment. The heavy por-
tion of the NASA 8.14 flight path indicates the hori-
zontal range over which the ascent rocket data was for
altitudes between 300 km and 600 km. Crosses on the
Alouette flight path indicate locations and times corre-
sponding to satellite soundings used for the comparison.

for the entire rocket flight, it is seen from figure 1
that the ascent data at altitudes between 300

and 600 km (corresponding to the altitude range
in which the rocket data are most accurate) were

obtained within minutes of the closest satellite

data, and at an average horizontal distance of

about 300 km. The electron density profiles

derived from the Alouette ionograms were

virtually identical over the latitude range from

42 ° N. to 37 ° N. showing that there were no

significant north-south gradients in the topside
over a horizontal distance of at least 500 kin.

In addition preflight monitoring of the iono-

spheric conditions using bottomside sounders at

Wallops Island and at Fort Belvoir had revealed

uniformity in the east-west direction. Thus it

appears that the requirement for a stable and

uniform ionosphere was fairly well met during
this test. This factor is also of importance since

another coinparison was planned with an in-
coherent backscatter measurement made near

Boston, Mass. (42 ° N.) by J. V. Evans.

The results of this test are given in figure 2,

which shows the charged-particle density profiles

obtained by Alouettc, the rocketborne CW

propagation and ion trap experiments and the

ground-based incoherent backscatter radar. The
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NASA e14 {ION TRAP[_TS)
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FIGURE2.--Comparison of charged particle profiles ob-
tained by rocket, satellite and ground-based incoherent-
back-scatter measurements. Experimental errors in the
rocket and satellite data ._re discussed in the text.

rocket data is most accurate for ascent and for

altitudes below 700 km, as the result of the

trajectory achieved. Above 700 km the horizontal

component of the rocket velocity became large

compared to the vertical component, which re-

duced the accuracy of the rocket data. In the case

of the CW propagation data an obliquity cor-
rection has been made (Jackson and Bauer, 1961)

which assumes that the ionosphere is stable and

does not have significant horizontal gradients.

Assuming an uncertainty of 10c)_ in this obliquity

correction, yields an electron density error of 5%

at 700 km, increasing to about 15¢y(>at 860 kin.
Below 600 km the estimated error is less than 2(yc.

The ion trap experiment yields ion densities
from the measured collector current by assuming

that the rocket velocity is larger than the ion

thermal velocity and that the grid transparency

for ions in the same as the optical transparency,
which is consistent with results of previous flights

(Donley, 1963). The maximum error in ion

densities is about 5% (due to calibration and

telemetry scaling accuracy) below 700 kill and

about 10()_) above 700 km. The ion densities

shown in figure 2 include a correction which is

required when the ion trap is not in the direction

of the rocket velocity vector. In the upper portion

of the trajectory the angle of attack of the ion

trap becomes larger and this angle becomes an

important factor in the analysis. The increased

error in ion density above 700 km is due to the

uncertainty in our knowledge of this angle of
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attack.No ion densitycouldbeobtained below

367 km due to saturation of the ion trap.

The agreement between the two rocket-borne
measurements, is much better at altitudes above

700 km than could be expected on the basis of
the stated uncertainties of either measurement.

However, this agreement must be fortuitous since

comparison with the topside sounder at altitudes

above 700 km reveals differences in density of at

least 10_, allowing an uncertainty due to analysis

alone of about 5_i in the topside sounder profile.

A more significant comparison with the topside

sounder data can be made below 600 km, where
the rocket data is believed to be correct within a

few percent: in this region the rocket and the

satellite profiles agree within 8_ which is only

slightly greater than the combined uncertainty of

the two measurements. Although F2max was

poorly defined on the topside ionograms obtained

on this occasion, the height of this peak inferred

from the Alouette data appears to be too low by at

least 20 kin, which may be due partly to errors

inherent in the true height analysis and partly

to a propagation effect (slight ray bending).

A normalized electron density profile (N/Nm_,x)
derived from incoherent backscatter measure-

ments, assuming that Te/Ti, the ratio of electron
to ion temperature is constant, was supplied by

J. V. Evans. This normalized profile gave a height
for the V? pe_k ahuost identical to that derived

from the rocket data. The backscatter profile

shown in fig. 2 was obtained by adjusting the

normalized density profile at the F2 peak to

agree with the rocket data. There is excellent

agreement between the adjusted backscatter

data and the rocket data up to an altitude of

about 450 kin, implying that Te/T_ may indeed be

constant over this range. The disagreement at

higher altitudes could be the result of a height

dependence in the Te/T_ ratio; detailed infor-

mation on this behavior must await the complete

spectral analysis of the incoherent backscatter
data.

Plotting the rocket data and the satellite data

on a geopotential scale shows an essentially con-

stant logarithmic slope from about 275 to 475

geopotential km, indicating an almost constant

scale height, H'= k(Te+Ti)/m_go. Assuming that
the mean ionic mass m_ is 16 over this height

interval, the upper limit of (T_+Ti) is 2500°:t:

150 ° K. Based upon the flux of solar decimeter

radiation, the neutral gas temperature and the

assumed equal ion temperature at the time of the
test were estimated to be between 700 ° and 800 °

K. Thus over this altitude region the Te/T_ ratio

would be of the order of 2.5. A comparison of the
rocket and Alouette data were made with model

profiles assuming a ternary ion mixture in diffusive

equilibrium (Bauer, 1962). A differential least

square computer analysis was performed varying

the following parameters: Ti, Tc/T_ (assumed to

be constant with height), and the ion concentra-

tion ratios of He+/O + and H+/O + at the reference

level of 300 geopotential kin. The best fit was
obtained for values of T_ between 750 ° and 800 ° K

and for Te/T_ ratios between 2.3 and 2.9. The

equal concentration levels inferred from this fit

correspond to about 560 km for He + and 0 +,
and about 1600 km for H + and He +. It should be

understood that these numbers do not represent
actual determinations of the transition levels

(since T_/T_ may be altitude dependent) but

rather indicate that the experimental profiles are

consistent with a ternary ion mixture model. In

view of the fact that the experimefftal data used

for the model comparison are for altitudes less

than 1000 km, the accuracy of the upper (He +

to H I) transition level may be rather poor even

if the assumption of a constant T_/Ti were correct.

From the analysis of the retarding potential data

obtained during the rocket flight it may be pos-
sible to obtain also the variation of Te with altitude

as well as some additional information concerning

ion composition. When these data, as well as the

spectral data from the incoherent backscatter

become available, a more detailed interpretation

of the charge density profile in terms of its

structure parameters may become possible.
The above discussion illustrates some of the

limitations of the topside sounder data and some

of the difficulties encountered in determining the

basic geophysical parameters from these profiles
without additional information. From the stand-

point of accuracy however it can be seen that the

topside sounder profile compares well with those

of other established techniques. In view of its

broad geographic coverage, the topside sounder

satellite appears to be the most useful tool at the
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present time for the synoptic study of the upper

ionosphere, provided the limitations of the

technique are recognized and proper care is

exercized in the analysis and interpretation of its

data.
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POLARIZATION OF SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
AND THE QUASI-TRANSVERSE

PROPAGATION REGION

LEO J. BLUMLE

Goddard Space Flight Center

Recent observations of synchrotron radiation

from trapped electrons injected by the July 9,

1962, nuclear test have shown that the polariza-

tion observed after the radiation had propagated

through the ionosphere was slightly elliptical.

Ochs et al. (1963) concluded from the power ob-

served in the two propagation modes that the

source was slightly elliptical (axial ratio 3.9 to 1 ).

Westfold (1959) and Le Roux (1961) have shown

that synchrotron radiation would be composed of

two linearly polarized components, one along the

magnetic field and one perpendicular to the field.

Both authors have considered an isotropic flux

over the effective radiation pattern of the elec-
trons, and the results of their work indicate that

the total power for a fission spectrum at this
frequency would be distributed between the two

components, 88 per cent of the total power being

in the component perpendicular to the field.

Therefore we should observe a much larger power

ratio (7 to 1). If the pitch-angle distribution

were not isotropic such that there were fewer

electrons with higher pitch angles, the power ratio

would be even higher.

The apparent discrepancy between the observa-

tions and theoretical work (Peterson and Hower,

1963) can be resolved by consideration of the de-

polarization that results when the propagation

conditions are near the quasi-transverse (QT)
region (Ratcliffe, 1959).

633

Under quasi-longitudinal (QL) propagation

conditions a linearly polarized wave, upon enter-

ing the ionosphere splits into two modes, each of

which propagates with different phase velocities.

The mode polarizations are approximately circular

and therefore, as the wave propagates, the dif-

ferential mode phase velocity results in the well-

known Faraday rotation of the plane of polariza-

tion (Daniels and Bauer, 1959; Blumle, 1962). As

the QT zone is approached, however, the problem

becomes more complex. When we use the ac-

cepted magneto-ionic notation (Ratcliffe, 1959)

and ignore collisions, the QL approximation for the
refractive index is considered valid if

where

YT4/4 Y L_K<I -- X (1)

Y L = ( f H COS0)/f

Yr = ( fH sin0)/f

X =fNVJ_

f= wave frequency.

fn = plasma frequency.

fH = electron gyrofrequency.

8=angle between the wave normal and the

magnetic field.
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FortheQTregion,thesenseof the inequalityis
reversed.Figure1isaplotoftheratio

Yr4/4 YL 2

1--X

versus degrees from transverse for X=0.04 and

Y = 0.02, conditions which are typical for 50-Mc/s

observations near the magnetic equator. For other

conditions, the abscissa is simply proportional to

_ sin_0 tan20/(1 -X).

It can be seen from this plot that the QL ap-

proximation for the index is valid for propagation

possible to deduce the polarization of the source

because of this propagation phenomenon. This is

possible only if the differential phase path is

exactly an integral multiple of the wavelength.
Since the antenna used for these observations had

a 1° by 2 ° elliptical beam pattern, energy would
also be received in adjacent ray paths, preventing

the observation of this special case.
On the basis of this discussion, it appears that

the observed polarization of the synchrontron

radiation is not in disagreement with the work of

Westfold and Le Roux. The apparent discrepancy

is due to the depolarization of the radiation as it

passes through the ionosphere.
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FIGURE 1.--The QL-QT approximations for the phase
refractive index.
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FIGURE2.--Mode polarizations near the QT propagation
region.

at angles grcater than about 1.82 °, where

Yr+/4 YL 2(1 --X) = O.1 (2)

This conclusion is not entirely correct, however,

when we consider the mode polarizations. Figure 2

is a plot of the axial ratio of the polarization

ellipse. It can be seen that the QL condition for
the refractive index is achieved much closer to

the transverse than the condition for circular mode

polarization (unity axial ratio) associated with

the QI, approximation.

In fact, at 1.8 ° from transverse the axial ratio

is only 0.72 and approaches 0.9 only for angles

greater than 6 ° from transverse. Since all the

Jicamar('a measurements (Ochs et al., 1963) of

the synchrotron radiation were made 3 ° or less

from the transverse region, it is generally not

The initial polarization cannot be uniquely de-

termined from ground-based observations unlcss
a much narrower beam antenna is used in con-

junction with a detailed study of the mode polari-

zations and differential phase shift. It should be

possible to verify this propagation phenomenon by

using observations of the ordinary and extraor-
dinary modes from a beacon satellite as the

satellite passes through the QT region. To date, no
sucn observations have been made.
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ROCKET AND SATELLITE INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE IONOSPHERE

ROBERT E. BOURDEAU

Goddard Space Flight Center

GENERAL

In the triennium, a wealth of information was

gathered on the temporal, spatial, and energy

distribution of low-energy particles in all sub-
divisions of the ionosphere including the pre-

viously relatively unexplored regions above the

F2 peak.

THE D REGION UNDER QUIET SOLAR
CONDITIONS

Nieolet and Aikin (1960) proposed that the D
region (50 to 85 kin) is ionized by cosmic radiation

below 70 kin and in the 70- to 85-km region by

Lyman-a radiation acting on a minor constituent,

nitric oxide. On the other hand, Poppoff and

Whitten E1962] suggest that the upper D region

is characterized by a lower charged particle

concentration resulting entirely from 2 to 8A

X-rays. Smith [-1961] and Aono et al. (1961)

using rocket-borne dc probes with different

methods of analyses reported positive ion density

values systematically higher than even the

Nicolet-Aikin model. Whipple (1960), working

with rocket measurements of ion conductivity

(Bourdeau et al., 1959), computed a negative ion

density profile showing an abundance higher than

all theoretical estimates including those of Moler

(1960).

Important contributions to D-region physics

have come from long-term satellite observations

which show the Lyman-a flux to be relatively

constant with solar activity whereas the flux of

2 to 8A X-rays is extremely variable (Kreplin

et al., 1962). Solar radiation data important to

D-region ionization also are being obtained from

the Orbiting Solar Observatory (Lindsay, 1962)

and the Ariel satellite (Pounds and WilImore,

1962).

THE DISTURBED D REGION

An empirical correlation has been found be-

tween sudden ionospheric disturbances and the

times when the energy flux of 2 to 8A X-rays
measured on the Greb satellite exceeded a

critical value of 2 X 10-3 erg cm -_ sec -1 (Friedman,

1962). Rocket measurements of electron collision

frequency and density were obtained during the

early phases of a polar cap absorption (Kane,

1(.)60). A time history of D-region electron density

profiles during an entire polar cap absorption

event has been proposed by Machlum and O'Brien

(1962), by inserting proton fluxes measured on

the Injun satellite into a conventional equation
of ionization and correlating the results in time

with riometer absorption observations.

ION CONTENT OF THE LOWER IONOSPHERE

Altitude-dependent models of the production

rates of individual ionic species, principally N2 +,

02 +, and O +, have been proposed by Watanabe

and Hintcregger (1962) from rocket data obtained

by the latter on solar ultraviolet intensities. These

are considered qualitative because of the un-

certainty in atmospheric composition. Some

insight into the important ionospheric reactions

can be made by comparing these results with
rocket observations of the relative ion abundance.

The rocket ion spectrometer results of Johnson

et al. (1958) which were obtained at auroral
latitudes now have been extended to midlatitudes

636
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by TaylorandBrinton(1961).Thelatter results
confirmthe predominanceof the diatomicions
(NO+,02+) below200km andof O+ abovethis
altitudebut placea greateremphasison NO+.

ELECTRON DENSITIES IN THE LOWER
IONOSPHERE

Hinteregger and Watanabe (1962), again using

Hinteregger's rocket observations of solar radi-

ation intensity, suggested the relative importance

of individual wavelength bands to the formation

of the classical ionospheric regions, their most

controversial conclusion being a contradiction

that E-region ionization is due to soft X-rays.

New rocket methods of electron density deter-

mination were developed, principally an RF

probe operating above the plasma frequency
(Jackson and Kane, 1960) and an asymmetric

Langmuir probe (Smith, 1961). With the latter

device, Smith (1962) has studied the nighttime

E region, finding a two-order magnitude decrease

from average daytime electron densities. Values
of 3 and 1 X 103 electrons cm -3 were measured in

the 100- to ll5-km region at 22 h and ncar sunrise,

respectively. These nighttime profiles show a

pronounced valley above 115 km.

Smith (1962) experimentally defined one type
of sporadic E in terms of an ionization enhance-

ment of about a factor of 4 confined to a depth of
less than 0.5 km with a horizontal dimension

greater than 72 km. He suggests that these char-
acteristics are similar to those which led White-

head (1960) to propose that some types of E, are

caused by redistribution of electrons by wind

shear rather than local changes in electron
production or loss.

The availability of electron density profiles

obtained from rockets flown above the F2 peak

resulted in new attempts at empirical models

which interrelate the shape, the maximum electron

density, and the "scale height" of the F2 peak.

These empirical models vary in complexity from

the use of a constant scale height (Wright, 1960),

a scale height gradient (Yonezawa and Takahashi,
1959), and a variable scale height gradient

(Chandra, 1963). The controversy over the
relative influences of diffusion and radiative

recombination near the F2 peak continues (cf.

Sagalyn et al., 1963).

THE UPPER IONOSPHERE

Satellite measurements of charged particle

density were made by the use of ion traps (Bour-

dean, 1961) and RF probes (Bourdeau and Bauer

1962; Sayers et al., 1962). Sayers et al., working

with profiles constructed from Ariel satellite data,

claim to have discovered ionization ledges at all

latitudes between 0 ° and 55 ° varying from 1200

km at local midnight down to 600 km at midday.

On the other hand, charged particle density pro-

files with practically constant electron-ion scale

heights between 400 and 700 km were obtained

at midlatitudes from rockets by radio-propagation

methods (Berning, 1960; Jackson and Bauer,

1961; Bauer and Jackson, 1962; Knecht and

Russell, 1962), by the use of ion traps (Hanson

and McKibbin, 1961; Hale, 1961), and by RF

probes (Ulwick and Pfister, 1962). Their pre-

ferred conclusion is that the upper ionosphere is
isothermal and in diffusive equilibrium with

changes in electron-ion scale height due to

corresponding changes in the ionic mixture.

Knecht et al. (1961) obtained important diag-

nostic information on field-alined irregularities

from a rocket test of the topside sounding tech-

nique in a spread-F condition.

sity profile, concluded that a 2000-km-thick

helium ion layer lies between the upper F region

(where 0 + is dominant) and the protonosphere.

The first direct evidence for the importance of

helium ions was obtained by the use of an ion

trap flown on Explorer 8 (Bourdeau et al., 1962).

Mange (1960) set forth the governing equations

for the electron density distribution in a multi-

constituent ionosphere in diffusive equilibrium.

Bauer (1962, 1963) proposed that the thickness

of the helium ion layer should be strongly depend-

ent on the atmospheric temperature. This has

been corroborated by Willmore et al. (1962) who,

by the use of an ion trap on the Ariel satellite,
report He + predominant from 950 km to apogee

(1200 kln) for a daytime condition, but with

protons becoming important near apogee at

night. The large variability of upper ionosphere

ion transition altitudes is also confirmed by the

preliminary results from the Alouette topside

sounder satellite (Nelms, 1963; King, 1963;

Knecht and Van Zandt, 1963). Bourdeau (1963)
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points out that the end result is a higher electron

density above 1000 km at night than during the

day.

ELECTRON TEMPERATURES

Theortical calculations of electron temper-

atures based on the assumption of solar radiation

as the only ionizing source were made by Hanson

and Johnson (1961) and more recently by Hanson

(1962b) and Dalgarno et al. (1962). Observational

data have bccn reviewed by Bauer and Bourdeau

(1962). Serbu et al. (1961), using a gridded I,ang-

muir probe oil Explorer 8, obtained values of

1000°:t:200°K and 1800°:t:200°K as the extremes

of the diurnal electron temperature variation

above 450 km during November 1960. Aono et al.

(I(`)(H), using a rocket-borne resonance probe,

obtained electron temperature values which

caused them to conclude temperature equilibrium

at E-region altitudes. Spencer et al. (1(,)62)

obtained electron temperature data from a

synunctric Langmuir probe at altitudes between

100 km and the F_ peak. They concluded for an

auroral and/or a disturt)ed ionosphere that

significant departures fronl temperature equilil)-

rium could be expected at all altitudes of their

flights. The data from one of the flights were

ot)taincd at midlatitudes in a quiet ionosphere

and show lower electron temperatures in the E

and 1"2 regions than the other three flights.

Willmore et al. (l(.)(i2) have measured the diurnal

electron temperature variation in the isothermal

region above 400 km for May 1962, and propose a

latitude dependence with midday values of 1200°K

at the equator and 1600°K at 55 °, all having a

pronounced high value during the sunrise period.

ELECTRON CONTENT

Radio transmissions from satellites have been

used extensively for determination of clc(_tron

content between ot)serving sites and altitudes well

above the F_ peak. Ych and Swenson (1961)

reveal strong diurnal and anomalous seasonal

variation as well as a depression of electron con-

tent during magnetic storlns. (;arriott (1960)

reports gross effects (if large magnetic storms on

the electron content and the ratio of the electron

content above tim F_ peak to the content below.

Ross (1960) emphasizes strong seasonal effects

and magnetic control of the summer ionosphere.

Blumle (1962) obtains a diurnal variation at the

magnetic equator which is empirically in phase

with the diurnal variation of atmospheric tem-

perature.

SATELLITE RECEPTION OF VERY LOW

FREQUENCY

Reception of VLF signals on spacecraft was

obtained for the first time. Cain et al. (1961)

detected lightning induced whistlers on the

Vanguard 3 satellite and emphasized low night-

time absorption by the ionosphere and a high

occurrence near the equator. Leiphart et al.

(1962) reported reception of VLF on the Lofti

satellite from transmitters on the Earth's surface

and also noted less attenuation at night with

reception as far away as 10,000 miles. They

observed little attenuation with altitude and

18-kc time delays from l0 to 200 reset. Rorden

et al. (1962) reported Lofti reception of 18-kc

signals virtually everywhere by the whistler mode

in the ionosphere, with signal attenuation de-

pendent on the direction of the transmitter. They

observed one-hop echo delays of 20 to 50 msec,

and strong two-hop whistler echoes sometimes

exceeding the direct signal at the satellite.
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STRUCTURE OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE
DEDUCED FROM CHARGED PARTICLE
MEASUREMENTS ON ROCKETS AND THE
EXPLORER VIII SATELLITE

R. E. BOURDEAU AND S. J. BAUER

Goddard Space Flight Center

The ion composition measured directly at altitudes above the F2 peak by the Explorer VIII

satellite (1960 $1) is compared with the ion composition inferred indirectly from recent rocket meas-

urements of charged particle densities. These data show that there are two transition regions (from

O + to He + and from He + to H +) in the upper ionosphere rather than a single transition from O + to

H + as was previously believed. The results place the altitude at which O+/He + = 1 between 800 and
1400 km depending on the atmospheric temperature. The measured temperature in the upper iono-

sphere was found to be constant with altitude within a few percent and consistent with a previously
developed empirical relation which predicts the temperature as a function of diurnal time and of

solar activity. The determined altitudes of the ion transition levels are in good agreement with a

theoretical model which predicts these altitudes as a function of atmospheric temperature.

Langmuir probe measurements of electron temperature made on the Explorer VIII satellite,
together with those obtained on recent rocket flights, are compared herein with reference atmos-

pheres. This comparison favors the concept of temperature equilibrium in all but the lower F region

of the quiet daytime ionosphere. A revision of theoretical consideration.% b_pd on present knowledge

of ionizing radiation and energy transfer mechanisms, is offered to explain the observed detailed

altitude dependence of the difference between electron and neutral gas temperatures. From a com-

parison of Explorer VIII data and several rocket measurements of charged particle densities, a

diurnal temperature variation of about 80 percent is indicated in the isothermal altitude region of
the upper atmosphere.

INTRODUCTION

The structure of the upper atmosphere is de-

fined in terms of its density, temperature, and

chemical composition. This paper presents results

of studies on the structure of the ionized atmos-

sphere. The value of the charged particle data is

enhanced when, as is done here, the data are com-

pared with recent reference atmospheres and solar

radiation observations.

To establish a basis for discussion of the most

recent results, it will be helpful to summarize our

knowledge of upper atmosphere ionic composition

as it existed a year ago. The ions formed in the

greatest numbers in the lower ionosphere are N2 +,

O_ +, and 0 +. The N_ ions disappear very rapidly at

641

low pressures by dissociative recombination, 1 so

that their concentration is small. Chemical re-

actions of O + with molecular nitrogen produce

NO + , and the principal ions which exist below the

F2 peak are 0 +, NO +, and 02 +. Early flights of a

Bennett RF mass spectrometer in the auroral

zone showed that the ions below 200 km are

principally diatomic, 02 + predominating at the

lower altitudes. 2 More recently, flights of the same

experiment at middle latitudes have shown that,

of the two molecular ions, NO + was predominant

below 200 km. 3 In both sets of data, the ionic com-

position measured above 200 km was essentially

atomic in nature--mainly 0 +. Results from RF

spectromete# and ion trap 5 experiments flown on

Sputnik III (1958 _2) showed that 0 + remains
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pred°minant uP t° at least 800 km" In the early _} _ : : t

reporting of data 6,7 from a retarding-potential ex- _ 2

periment flown on the NASA Explorer VIII satel- ] _%

lite (1960 }1), it was demonstrated that O + pre- _"'l-

dominates at 1000 km in the daytime ionosphere. _ . •
In the absence of experimental results, it has _ ° I I I I I_

been generally believed that at an altitude of ap- _.........
COLLECTOR-TO-PLASMA POTENTIAL _=p (volts}

proximately 1300 km the ionic composition would .,,,,/,,,,,,............. --_-m___
change directly from atomic oxygen to protons. _ ..... _

One of the important results of the NASA iono- '_
spheric physics program has been the conclusion, ®
drawn from several experimental observations,

that an additional transition region must be con-
sidered and that a "helium layer" is interposed be- FmvnE 1.--Results of the Explorer VIII retarding-

twccn the regions where 0 + and II + predominate, potential experiment at an altitude of 1000 km under

Nieolet 8 had previously deduced from observa- daytime conditions. The instrument is shown sche-

tions of drag on the NASA Echo I satellite (1 (.)60 matically at the left.

_1) that neutral helium is an important constituent
at very high altitudes. His estimates of the neutral where V is the satellite velocity, 0 is the angle of

helium number density have subsequently been the sensor relative to the velocity vector, and e is

verified by ground-based optical experiments con- the electronic charge. To give accurate ratios of
ducted in the USSR2 the ionic constituents, the sensor must be pointed

Even though the discovery of the ionized in the direction of motion--a condition which,

helium layer is recent, it is already possible to because of the short active life to the satellite,

deduce a preliminary relationship between the did not prevail except in the altitude region be-

atmospheric temperature and the altitudes of the tween 700 and 1600 km, and then under daytime

O + to lle + and lie + to I1 + transition regions, conditions only. Experimental points for an alti-

Throughout this paper, we define the transitiou rude of 1000 km are shown in figure 1. The mono-
altitudes as those altitudes where the ratios tonically decreasing nature of the curve is charac-

O+/ttc + and l le+/II + equal unity. Four separate
measurements of the lower transition altitude and i 1 I I I

one of the upper transition altitude are available. 1.0 _ 1 ASSUMEDT+=, 1750"KPARAMETERS-

V = 6.5 X 105 cm/sec
IONIC COMPOSITION .+ 0.8

p-

We shall consider first the data from the Ex- "'

plorer VIII retarding-potential experiment, which _ 0.6 - Ratio He+/O + _

is illustrated schematically in figure 1. This ex- o 1- o
z 2 -- 0.25

perimcnt is based on the proposition that, be- o \\\ 3- 0.67 _
cause of the high satellite velocity, the kinetic uae_ 0.4- \\\ 4- 1.5

energy (relativet°thevehicle) °fani°nispr°- N __

"; 5 -- 4.0
portional to its mass. A measurement of this <

=E 0.2-
kinetic energy can be derived from the behavior :_o
of the collected ion current as a function of an z

applied retarding potential. Specifically, the po- 0 - I I I I
tential of the collector, relative to the plasma, - 0 2 4 6 8 10

at which one half of the ions of mass M+ are re- RETARDINGPOTENTIAL (volts)

tarded is given by
FmURE 2.--Theoretical retarding-potential curves for a

_n = [M+ ( V cos0) _/2e] ( 1 ) binary mixture of helium and oxygen ions.
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teristicof a single ionic constituent which, by

substituting into equation 1 the known satellite

velocity and orientation and the value of @R from

figure 1, is identified as O+. The abscissa in figure 1
is the collector-to-plasma potential @cp which is

the algebraic sum of the applied collector poten-

tial ¢c and the satellite-to-plasma potential ¢_

measured separately by a Langmuir probe.

Theoretical retarding-potential curves com-

puted from an expression given by Whipple 1°

for binary mixtures of helium and oxygen and of

hydrogen and oxygen are presented in figures 2

and 3, respectively. It is seen that an oxygen-

helium mixture is characteristically identified by

an inflection point, and an oxygen-hydrogen mix-

ture by distinguishable plateaus. The shapes of

these curves are relatively insensitive to the ion

temperature T+. Since the Explorer VIII data

at altitudes of about 1600 km are characterized by

inflection points, it was concluded that the pre-
dominant ions at this altitude are 0 + and He+. n

By fitting the experimental points to the family

of oxygen-helium curves shown in figure 3, it was

found that the lower transition altitude (O + to

He +) was about 1400 km for an atmospheric

temperature of approximately 1750°K.

Hanson, TM who first reported on upper atmos-

ohere helium ion.% h_ ;.a;_÷ly dctcrmined _--*'........... ...* UU bll

transition altitudes from the changes in scale

t I_ I ! !

1.0 1

ASSUMED PARAMETERS

" L + = 1750"K0.8
,,, = 6.5 X 10_cm/sec
nr
IZ

o 0.6-
Z

0 Ratio H+/O+
a 1--0

0.4 - 2 -- 0.25 -
.-,I

,< 3 -- 0.67
4-- 1.5

o 0.2-z 5 --4.0

o- I I I I I
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10

RETARDING POTENTIAL(volts)

FIGURE 3.--Theoretical retarding-potentia] curves for a
binary mixture of hydrogen and oxygen ions.

18C( 25OO

0+ + He+) _ (0+ + H*) NASA ST 7/P 21
I

160 ' WALLOPS ISLAND,VA
OCTOBER19,1961

1238 ESr 2O00

g t_o0 _

__ 1200 1500

g ,_g

" H*/O + ffi 10-'

40( +lO+ffi1o, _oo
lo' Io' Io' 1o.

ELECTRON DENSITY (el_tron/¢m ')

FIGURE4.--Comparison of the electron density profile
obtained by a radio propagation experiment with that
of a theoretical model.

height of an ion density profile obtained by Hale _3

in an ion trap experiment flown on NASA Scout

ST-2. The atmospheric temperature derived from

the scale height of the electron-ion gas in the

region between 1600 and 3400 km, on the assump-
tion of a mean ionic mass of 4 amu, was 1600°K.
The transition altitudes from O + to He + and from

He + to H + which Hanson estimated are 1150

and 3500 km, respectively. Figure 4 shows an

o|t_ef, rcm r]o_olty _._,c:l_ _t..^:--J.............. l,,.v..._ vou_ntuu b_/- D_Uel" and

Jackson" from a radio propagation experiment

flown on NASA Scout ST-7. The right-hand

ordinate scale is the true or geometric altitude,

while the left-hand scale is the geopotential height
which takes into account the altitude variation

of the acceleration of gravity. As illustrated, the

experimental data are more consistent with a

transition from O + to He + (solid line) than from

O + to H + (dashed line). In this ease, the inferred

atmospheric temperature is 1350°K and the transi-

tion altitude (O + to He +) is 1050 km.

Most recently, Donley (private communica-

tion) has made a direct measurement of He+/O +

from a retarding-potential experiment flown on

NASA Scout ST-9 into a nighttime ionosphere.

From a preliminary data analysis, the transition

altitude appears to be below 800 km at a time

when the atmospheric temperature was approxi-

mately 800°K.

Figure 5 illustrates the atmospheric tempera-

ture dependence of the transition altitudes as
determined from Bauer's theoretical mode 15 for
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4000 - Theoretical
• Bourdeau et al (Explorer VIII)
o Hanson (NASA ST-2)

Bauer & Jackson (NASA ST.7)

3500 o Donley (NASA ST-9) Preliminary

H+ = He +
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TEMPERATURE ('K)

FmuR_ 5.--Ion transition altitudes as functions of at-
mospheric temperature.

the electron density distribution in an isothermal,

three-constituent ionosphere in diffusive equilib-

rium. Three curves are shown: two for the upper

transition altitude (H+=He +) and one for the

lower (He + = O+). For the latter case, the predic-

tion assumes that the ratio He+/O+-_21 has the

value l0 -2 at 500 km, in accordance with the

experimental results of Bauer and Jackson."
Plotted on the graph are the four experimental

results referred to earlier, which show reasonably

good agreement with the theoretical curve when
we consider that the relative concentrations of

these ionic constituents may also vary with tem-

perature at the reference altitude.

The upper theoretical curve assumes that the
ratio tt+/O+- _31has the value 2 X 10-4 at 500 km,

a value representative of Hanson's current esti-

mates of proton concentration in the upper iono-

sphere. The other upper transition altitude curve

(_31=10-3) is included to illustrate the radical

reduction in the thickness of the helium layer

which would result if the relative proton concen-

tration were increased by a factor of 5 at the
reference altitude.

ALTITUDE COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTALLY

OBTAINED ELECTRON TEMPERATURES WITH

REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

It is of considerable importance to compare

electron and neutral gas temperatures, since their

relationship depends upon many parameters es-

sential to the quantitative confirmation of present

theories regarding the formation of the various

ionospheric regions. Because direct and indirect

measurements of charged particle temperatures
have been made under radically different condi-

tions, and because of the limitations of the kinetic

gas temperature models, various investigators

have provided conflicting answers to the impor-

tant question of temperature equilibrium between

electrons and heavy constituents. As this paper

will show, a consistent pattern can be found in

the temperature ratio of charged particles to

neutral gas by carefully separating the reported

data in altitude and possibly inl atitude, and more

importantly by treating conditions of quiet and

enhanced solar activity as separate cases.

Before proceeding, it is important to define our

use of the term "temperature equilibrium." Ac-

tually, because in the ionization process the elec-
trons are liberated with high initial energies,

their temperature T, will be higher than that of

the neutral gas T but will approach it asymp-

totically in time, depending on the efficiency of

the efficiency of the energy transfer mechanisms.

We shall define temperature equilibrium as exist-

ing when the difference between Te and T is
smaller than the estimated uncertainties in refer-

ence atmospheres and in experimental methods of

measuring charged particle temperatures. We can

estimate, perhaps optimistically, that for most

cases these uncertainties together are about 10%

of the absolute value of the kinetic gas tem-

perature.

From presently available data, an altitude com-

parison of electron and kinetic gas temperature is

best obtained by comparing Langmuir probe

measurements of electron temperatures with

recent reference atmospheres. Langmuir probes

have required considerable development in order

to overcome problems associated with the dis-
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turbanceintroducedinto themediumby a con-
ductingbody--problemssocomplexthat early
resultsundoubtedlycontainfirst-ordererrors.It
wasnot until 1961that electrontemperatures
closeto accepted kinetic gas values were first

reported for the E region, by Japanese investi-

gators, 16 and for the upper ionosphere, from the
NASA Explorer VIII satellite. 17

To perform a valid comparison of electron and

kinetic gas temperatures, it is necessary to select

electron temperature data representative of the

characteristic reference atmosphere conditions of

a quiet sun at middle latitudes. Reported electron

temperature results from only two rocket flights

and one satellite (Explorer VIII) meet these re-

quirements. These data are compared with the
1961 COSPAR International Reference Atmos-

phere (CIRA) in figure 6. The rocket Langmuir

probe data include the averages obtained by the

two probes flown simultaneously by the Japanese,
and results obtained by the Michigan group using

500

4oo

w

300

2OO

lOO

W
o

I I I 1 I
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FIGURE 6.--Comparison of the kinetic gas and experi-
mental electron temperatures for a quiet daytime
ionosphere at middle latitudes.

a bipolar probe flown on NASA Rocket 6.04. TM

All data in the isothermal region, including the
reference atmosphere, have been normalized ac-

cording to Priester's decimeter radiation relation 19

to the solar activity conditions prevailing at the

diurnal maximum of March 26, 1961 (the data

of both the Japan and Michigan rocket flights).

Also included on the graph for future discussion

is a measurement of the kinetic gas temperature

inferred on the basis of temperature equilibrium

from a measured electron density profile. 20

In view of the status of Langmuir probe tech-

nology and the limitations (imposed by the neces-

sity to assume a neutral composition) of reference

atmospheres, the foregoing comparison supports

the expectation--based on theoretical considera-

tions of ionizing radiation and energy transfer

mechanisms--of temperature equilibrium in all

but the lower F region of the quiet daytime
ionosphere. 21 The Japanese data actually show

lower electron temperatures than the generally
accepted kinetic gas temperatures below 170 km.

The Michigan values and the reference atmos-

phere are virtually identical between 140 and

190 km. The Michigan group reports that their

values below 140 km have larger uncertainties

than their other data. Taken together, then_ the

two sets nf reckct da_a indicate equilibrium be-
tween 100 and about 190 km.

In the F region between 250 and 360 km, the
Michigan electron temperature values are suffi-

ciently higher than those of the neutral gas that

the difference cannot be ascribed to inadequacies

of the reference atmosphere or to experimental

electron temperature errors. Consequently, this is

a definite indication that departure from tem-
perature equilibrium has been established for the

F region, with the maximum electron tempera-
ture values occurring at about the altitude of

maximum absorption of solar radiation.

The data obtained at apogee of the Michigan

flight, which occurred at 360 km (just above the
F2 peak), show a trend toward a return to tem-

perature equilibrium. As the next section of this

paper will show, it can be predicted by quanti-

tative revisions to the Hanson-Johnson hypothe-

sis that the electron and neutral gas become vir-
tually identical at altitudes between 400 and

500 km. This is indicated by the dashed extra-
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polation of the Michigan results in figure 6. There
are several experimental justifications for tem-

perature equilibrium well above the F2 peak.

Explorer VIII data yield electron temperature
values within 15% of those of the neutral gas

models. Although this small indicated departure

from equilibrium could be real, it is equally likely

that it represents inadequacies in the electron

temperature measurements. A second justifica-
tion is the observation from ground-based radar

incoherent baekscatter experiments22--which di-

rectly measure the ratio 7'_/Ti of electron and

ion temperature---that temperature equilibrium

prevails near the F2 peak throughout the day

except at sunrise and during disturbed ionospheric
conditions. The third justification comes from the

general agreement of temperatures computed from
measured scale-heights of the electron-ion gas

above the F2 peak with accepted values of neutral

gas temperature in the isothermal region. These
data are discussed in more detail in a later section.

The value given by Jackson and Bauer 2_)is in-

cluded in figure (i for comparison with the Lang-

muir probe data.
Since this comparison is for quiet ionospheric

conditions at middle latitudes, it does not include

results reported by the Michigan group TM on three

other NASA rocket flights, two obtained under

disturbed conditions and one in the auroral region.
Also excluded are the results of Smith 2:'on a NASA

rocket flight made within 24 hours of the onset of

a geomagnetic disturbance. The radar incoherent

backscatter results 22 have provided experimental

evidence that disturbed ionospheric conditions

result in values of T_/T_ of the order of 2.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE DIF-

FERENCE BETWEEN ELECTRON AND KINETIC

GAS TEMPERATURES

The most recent quantitative theoretical study

of the ionospheric electron temperature and its

relationship to the kinetic gas temperature was

made by Hanson and Johnson. 2) As figure 7 il-

lustrates, they concluded that the electron and

neutral gas temperatures are virtually identical
except at altitudes between l(i0 and 325 km. In

this section we shall summarize their hypotheses

and then suggest modifications which are more

consistent with thc data presented in figure 6.

Just after ionization has taken place the newly

liberated photoelectrons, which comprise less than

1% of the total electron population, have energies

exceeding that of the neutral gas by at least 14 ev.

The process by which this excess energy is trans-

ferred to upper atmosphere constituents is au

altitude-dependent phenomenon which may be
described as follows:

Below 225 kin, inelastic collisions with neutral

particles reduce the photoelectron energy to 2 ev,

the cutoff point of the excitation cross-section of

atomic oxygen. The 2 ev electrons then share

their energy with the ambient electrons, thus

raising the temperature of the lattcr above that

of the heavy constituents. Beeausc this process is

very fast, the electrons havc a Maxwellian energy
distribution--a conclusion verified experimcntaUy

by the shapes of the volt-ampere curves of those

Langmuir probes whose potentials are permitted

to reach the plasma potential.
After a Maxwellian distribution of electron

energy is established, the temperature difference

is calculated by relating the heat input to the

electrons to the heat lost by elastic collisions with

I ", 3..k I

i E, >_l_v !
To -- T = 2_____E.., |

E, >_ 2ev / ._"
, - T.

JOHNSON)

mo / I I I I
500 1000 1500 2000

TEMPERATURE (°K)

2500

FIOURE 7.--Theoretical considerations of temperature
equilibrium for quiet daytime conditions.
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heavyparticles:

2Q'(E1)/3Nek=(Te--T)/T,_, z<225 km, (2)

where Q' is the rate at which photoelectrons of

energy E1(2 ev or less for this case) are released,

Ne is the electron density, ]c is Boltzmann's

constant, and rn is the time needed for electrons

of energy E1 to transfer their excess energy to

neutral particles.

Between 225 and 350 kin, the process is the same

except that the time r_ needed for 2 ev electrons

to transfer their excess energies to ions is shorter

than rn; thus,

2Q' ( E,) /2Nek = ( T_- T)/r_,

225 kin<z<350 km. (3)

Above 350 lcm, the inelastic collision process is

no longer efficient, and the photoelectrons transfer

their energy directly to the ambient electrons,

raising the value of E_ to E2, that is, to 14 ev or

more depending upon whether two or one photo-

electrons are released per incoming photon:

2Q'(E2)/3N,k= (T_-- T)/r_, z>350 km. (4)

Hanson and Johnson calculated from available

atmospheric models that temperature equilibrium

as we have defined it would prevail except be-

tween 160 and 325 km, a region where high solar

radiation absorption is accompanied by moderate

values for the respective equipartition times. The

principal uncertainties in their computations result

from corresponding uncertainties in cross sections

and densities of the atmospheric constituents.

They noted, in proof of this, that an overestimated

excitation cross section of atomic oxygen caused
them to overestimate the altitude at which in-

elastic collisions become ineffective; and we shall

note below that this radically affects the altitude

domains in which the various energy transfer

mechanisms come into play. The rearrange-

ment offers one explanation for the experimental

results presented in figure 6.

The major effect of lowering the altitude above

which inelastic collisions are unimportant is that

the efficiency of energy transfer by elastic collisions

with ions is greatly reduced. If we must consider

equipartition times r_ based on electrons with

energies of 14 ev or greater rather than 2 ev at

all altitudes, we estimate that energy transfer to

ions does not control the electron temperature
below about 600 km.

Following this reasoning, we must now consider

two altitude domains below 600 km: an upper

portion where energetic electrons of 14 ev or

greater transfer their energy directly to the am-
bient electrons; and a lower portion where, be-

cause of the intervening inelastic collision process,

there are only 2 ev of energy available for selective

electron heating. In both domains the tempera-

ture difference (Te--T) is finally controlled by
elastic collisions with neutral constituents.

In order to provide new estimates of (T_-T)

at all altitudes, Q'(E) was calculated with

( Te-- T) values from figure 6 in the altitude region

where the difference is measurable (200-360 km) ;

equilibrium times r_ in accordance with Hanson

and Johnson; and electron densities measured

during the Michigan flight by an ionosonde and

by a rocket-borne propagation experiment. In

these calculations, a discontinuity appears in the

Q'(E) function at 325 km. This discontinuity

may be attributed to the transition altitude where

inelastic collisions are no longer efficient: Above

that altitude more energy (E2) is available for

selective electron heating; and the secondary

maximum in the Michigan electron temperature

profile (fig. 6) in the ;500-350 km region may

possibly be explained in this fashion. The new

equations which seem to apply below and above

325 km are included as part of figure 6.

By an extrapolation of the Q' (E) function, and
of the rn values given by Hanson and Johnson

(now reduced above 325 kin), and of the electron

density profile, we conclude for the ionospheric

conditions represented by figure 6 that the electron

and kinetic gas temperatures are virtually identi-
cal below about 190 km and above about 450 km.

Below 190 km, the justification is the reduction

of photoelectron energy by inelastic collisions to-

gether with high collision frequencies. In the

higher altitude region, it appears that the heat

input to the electrons is decreasing more rapidly
with altitude than is the combined effect of an

increasing equipartition time and a decreasing

electron density. This does require a somewhat

more rapid decrease in Q'(E) at the higher
altitudes than would be inferred from a recent

study by Watanabe and Hinteregger24; but, as
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FIGURE 8.--Electron density profile from a radio-propa-

gation experiment, illustrating the isothermality of the

upper ionosphere.

they point out, their analysis is a first approxi-

mation which can be refined as the atmospheric

composition and some photoionization and ab-

sorption cross-sections become better known.

DIURNAL AND SOLAR ACTIVITY VARIATION OF

UPPER IONOSPHERE TEMPERATURES

improved by comparing such models of the diurnal

and solar activity variations of neutral gas tem-

peratures with charged particle temperatures ob-
tained from measurements in the isothermal

altitude region. To do so, it is necessary to assume

temperature equilibrium well above the F2 peak;

this assumption was justified theoretically and

experimentally in the previous sections.

One method of deducing charged particle tem-

peratures above the F2 peak is to measure accu-

rately the electron or ion density profile. From

theoretical considerations as well as experimental

evidence, it is now well established that the dis-
tribution of electrons and ions at these altitudes

generally corresponds to a diffusive equilibrium

distribution. One such experimental evidence, a

day-time electron profile measured by a radio

propagation method, _° is illustrated in figure 8.

In such cases the slope of the charged particle

distribution is a unique measure of the scale

height of the electron-ion gas; and for regions

where one ionic constituent predominates it is

also a measure of the sum of the electron (Te)

and ion (Ti) temperatures. In general, the scale-

height of the electron-ion gas is given by "

H'=k(TeWT_)/m+g=[d/dz (lnN)J -1, (5)

Neutral gas temperatures above 200 km are

generally derived from an assumed atmospheric

composition together with atmospheric densities

computed from satellite drag observations. The

drag observations show that density variations

are correlated with solar activity. Although not

the source of upper atmosphere heating, solar
decimeter radiation--which is observable at the

earth's surface--is an indicator of this interrela-

tionship. Different empirical equations relating

the 10.7 and 20 cm solar radiation atmospheric

temperature in the isothermal altitude region have

been derived by Jacchia 25and 1)ricster. TM Jacchia's

equations are based on an atmospheric model

by Nicolet 26which includes the presence of helium

and in which the mean molecular weight is com-

puted on the basis of diffusive equilibrium of the

atmospheric constituents. Priester's model, on the
other band, makes use of a molecular mass varia-

tion typical of the 1961 CIRA reference at-

mosphere.

Theories of upper atmospheric heating can be

where m+ is the mean ionic mass, g is the accelera-

tion of gravity, N is the charged particle density,

and z the altitude. Thus, t"1' is a measure of

(T_+T_) or, in the case of temperature equi-

librium, of the neutral gas temperature T=

( T_+ T,)/2.

l)arenthetieally, the high degree of isothermality

in ( T,+ Ti) evidenced by the experimental results

in figure 8 provides additional support for the

assumption of temperature equilibrium well above

the 1¢2 peak. For this isothermality to occur with
radical differences between T, and T_ requires

the rather unlikely condition that the energy input

to the electrons Q'(E) decreases with altitude

identically as the combined rate of increase in

equipartition time and of decrease in electron

density.
Six rocket measurements of the altitude profile

of charged particle densities above the F2 peak

have been reported during the last year. In addi-

tion to those presented in figures 3 and 7, two

electron density profiles were obtained from the
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TABLE 1.--Rocket Measurements of Atmospheric Temperature above the F2 Peak
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Rocket flight

IASA ST-7..........................
[ASA ST-2..........................
[ASA 8.10...........................
[ASA 8.15 ...........................
[ASA 8.04 ...........................
[ASA 8.17 ...........................

Local time
(hours)

1238
1500
1502
1812
2044
2326

Temperature
(°K)

1350±100
1600±100
1640-t-90
1200±60
1240±70
800±40

Source of data

Bauer and Jackson (ref. 14)
Hanson (ref. 12).
Jackson and Bauer (ref. 20).
Jackson et al. (ref. 27).
Hanson and McKibbin (ref. 28).
Jackson et al. (ref. 27).

NASA topside sounder program, 2_ and the re-

maining two are ion density profiles. The six sets

of data are listed in table 1 along with the kinetic

gas temperature inferred from an assumption of

temperature equilibrium.

In figure 9 are plotted the Jacchia (dashed
lines) and Priester (solid lines) models of the

atmospheric temperature in the isothermal alti-
tude regions as functions of solar decimeter radia-

tion flux. For comparison, the temperatures from

r
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FmURE 9.--Upper ionosphere temperature as a function
of solar activity.

table I are located on the graph according to the
solar decimeter radiation observed on the indi-

vidual launch dates. Also included is a direct

measurement of the neutral gas temperature ob-

tained by Blamont et al? 9 from a sodium release

experiment flown on NASA Rocket 8.05. It is

important to note that the rocket data have not
been normalized for diurnal time.

The value of Blamont et al., 1475±40°K, which
was obtained at local sunset, is higher than

Jacchia's diurnal maximum value, suggesting that

the latter's daytime temperatures are too low.

One value of (TeA-T_)/2 obtained by a topside

sounder experiment (NASA Rocket 8.15) is in

very good agi_ement with the value given by
Blamont et al. in that it also was taken at local

sunset and it too is higher than Jacchia's diurnal
maximum curve. Three of the rocket measure-

ments of (T_A-Ti)/2 were taken within 2 hours
of the diurnal maximum. All 'three are consistent

with the data of Blamont et al. in that they are

higher than the temperatures in Jacchia's model

but lower than or equal to Priester's values for

the diurnal maximum. The remaining measure-

ments of ( T_A- T_)/2 are for nighttime Conditions.

One taken close to midnight (NASA Rocket 8.17)

agrees quite well with both Jacchia's and Priester's
values for diurnal minimum. This should be ex-

pected since little cooling will occur between mid-

flight and the diurnal minimum. The other night-

time value (NASA Rocket 8.04) was taken about

2 hours after sunset when the atmosphere was

cooling toward diurnal minimum. As expected,
this value falls between the diurnal maximum and
minimum values.

Considering that both Jacchia's and Pricster's
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FIGURE 10.--Diurnal variation of upper ionosphere tem-
peratures.

kinetic gas temperatures are inferred rather than

measured, the general agreement of the varioug

charged particle measurements with their tem-

perature models is reasonably good. It appears
from the daytime values of temperatures deduced

from charged particle observations, as well as

from the direct measurement of neutral gas tem-

perature given by Blamont et al., that the diurnal

variation of temperature in the isothermal region
is (:loser to the 80% suggested by I)ricster than

to the 35_) suggested by Jacchia.

Inasmuch as the rocket temperature measure-

ments arc in somewhat closer agreement with

Pricster's model than with Jacchia's, they are
plotted in figure l0 as a function of local mean

time to illustrate further the agreement with his

implied diurnal variation20 Electron temperatures
reported from the Explorer VIII satellite are also

included. All of these data have been normalized

to the average 10.7-cm flux for the month of

November 1960. It should be emphasized that the
individual electron temperature values from Ex-

plorer VIII have a 200°K error spread which is

not indicated on the graph. Assuming tempera-

ture equilibrium, it would appear from the Ex-

plorer VIII data that ])ricster's daytime values

are too low. ]lowevcr, there is a possibility of

second-order errors in these Langmuir probe meas-
urements of electron temperature2 _ There is fair
agreement between indirect mcasurcments of

charged particle temperatures and I)riester's

valucs, with a possible implication that the diurna!
maximum is broader than indicated.

VARIABILITY EXTREMES OF ELECTRON DENSI-

TIES IN THE UPPER IONOSPHERE

It has been brought out indirectly in the pre-

ceding section that electron densities in the upper

ionosphere are controlled by the atmospheric

temperature and ion composition. They are, of

course, additionally controlled by N .... values at

the F2 peak, which are in turn governed by ab-

sorption of solar radiation and by recombination

processes in the lower F region. In this section, to

illustrate the variability extremes which these

factors produce in upper ionosphere electron densi-

ties, we shall compare ionosonde data with elec-

tron density measurements by J. A. Kane (private

communication) using an RF probe experiment

flown on Explorer VIII.

With ionosonde data for N ..... values and with

the then prevailing diurnal variation of atmos-

pheric density, figure I l shows the extreme theo-

retical elcctron density profiles which--assuming

diffusive equilibrium and temperature equilib-

rium-would be expected during Explorer VIII's
active lifctime. The shaded areas indicate the

variability of electron densities observed by the

RF impedance probe. Each segment plotted at the

nearest 100 km level represents about 50 data

points.

In the RF probe experiment, which was ori-

ginally developed by Jackson and Kane, '_ the

inflight capacitance C of a shortened dipole

antenna is compared to the latter's free space

capacitance Co at a radio frequency f. The electron

density is computed from the simplified Appleton-

Hartree formula which relates N, to the dielectric

I000

EXPLORER VIII

PROBE DATA

(KANE)

2O0
DIURNAL MAXIMUM

o I I __/ ....
10 o I0' lo" 10'

ELECTRON DENSITY (el_trons/cm I)

FIGURE l l.--Comparison of electron densities from the
Explorer VIII RF impedance probe with theoretical
models.
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constant K of the medium as follows:

K = C/Co = 1 - (SiNe/f2), (6)

where f is in kilocycles.

The principal uncertainty in this measurement

is due to the ion sheath which forms about the

antenna; the error can be estimated from a

knowledge of the potential that the spacecraft

acquires relative to the medium23 In the case of

Explorer VIII, where satellite potentials varied

between approximately zero for daytime condi-

tions and --1 volt at night, Kane estimates that

the uncertainties due to the ion sheath corresponds

to electron densities of the order of 2X104 elec-

trons/cm 3. For this reason, values below 4×104

electrons/cm 3 were not considered in the data

recorded in figure I 1.

It was observed that whenever the satellite,

at perigee (425 km), was within 1 degree of

latitude and longitude of an ionosonde, the electron

density observed on the satellite was consistent

with what would be expected from the Nm,x value.

On some perigee transits occurring near local

midnight it was noted that fluctuations in the

electron density were less than 10% over a dis-

tance of the order of 500 km along the direction

of the satellite orbit.

As would be expected, the exn_rlm_ntal values
_4- zl
,_ _Jie lower altitudes, which correspond to a

nighttime condition, are in close agreement with

the theoretical diurnal minimum curve. The values

which exceed those of the model above 700 km

are attributed to the fact that in this region the

satellite was passing either into a sunrise or sunset

condition; in the former case diffusive and prob-

ably temperature equilibrium may not apply.
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EXPLORER
IN

VIII
THE

SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS
UPPER IONOSPHERE

R. E. BOURDEAU AND J. L. DONLEY

Goddard Space Flight Center

This is a more extensive report than earlier ones on upper ionospheric ion composition (Bour-

deau et al., 1962) and electron temperature (Serbu et al., 1961) and on spacecraft-plasma inter-

action (Bourdeau et al., 1961), all measured by use of Explorer VIII.

Results from an ion-retarding-potential experiment show that the upper ionospheric compo-

sition responds to the neutral gas temperature. Specifically, during the satellite's active life (Novem-

ber-December, 1960), O + ions predominated from perigee (425 km) up to about 800 km at night

and 1500 km at diurnal maximum; the base of the helium ion region was located at 800 km during

the sunrise period and at 1500 km in the daytime; the base of the protonosphere possibly was lo-

cated at 1200 km during the sunrise period and above 1800 km at diurnal maximum.

For the latitudes indicated, the electron temperature (T,) data--restricted herein to mag-
netically quiet days (A_< 15)--are consonant with current models of the diurnal electron density

behavior and with a hypothesis of solar ultraviolet radiation as the only ionizing agent. For the

6-hour period centered at midnight, the average T, observed at altitudes 425-600 km was 900°K

with a standard deviation of 150°K. There were no anomalously high values and no significant

change with magnetic dip (0°-75°N). For the period 10-16 hours LMT, at magnetic dips between

50-70°S and at altitudes between 1000-2400 km, the observed average T, was 1600°K with a stand-

ard deviation of 200°K when a small percentage of anomalously high values are excluded. The

most pronounced feature of the measured diurnal variation is that T, exceeds the neutral gas tem-
perature by a factor of about 2.5 during the sunrise period in the ,!titudc regiun 600-900 km. Ex-

planations are suggested for differences b_ween the Explorer VIII T, observations and other ground-

ba_ed and spaceflight measurements of upper ionospheric parameters.

The measured satellite-plasma interaction is consistent with theory, lending confidence to the

geophysical results described above. The observed "average" satellite potential varied from a few

tenths of a volt negative at night, to zero when the measured daytime charged particle density was

104 cm -3 and thence to a few tenths of a volt positive for daytime densities of 10 a cm -a. Superim-

posed on the "average" potential were experimentally observed potential gradients across the

satellite skin--an effect produced by the movement of a conducting body through a magnetic field.

The measured orientation sensitivity of three types of current flowing between the satellite and the
ionosphere is described.

INTRODUCTION

The Explorer VIII Satellite was devoted

primarily to the measurement of upper ionospheric

parameters by environmental sampling tech-

niques. Prior to this satellite launching, the

ionosphere had been studied mainly by classical

ground-based and rocket-borne radio-propagation

methods. The success of environmental sampling

methods depends on evaluation of the inter-

actions between a spacecraft and the surrounding

ionized medium. The relative sparsity of space-

flight observations on the interaction phenomena

dictated (1) that the spacecraft configuration be

as simple as possible and (2) that it carry support-

ing experiments designed specifically to study the

interaction and thus permit valid interpretation

of the geophysical data.

The interaction was minimized by restricting

the use of protuberances, by foregoing the use of

solar cells and so maintaining an equipotential

surface, and by limiting the telemetry transmitter

653
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FIGURE 1.-The Explorer VI11 satellite. 

power to a value which previous results showed 
would not seriously affect the vehicle potential. 
These factors proved advantageous in that the 
studied interaction is quite explainable from 
kinetic theory considerations as applied to 
satellites (Gringauz and Zelikman, 1957), thus 
lending confidence to the reported ionospheric 
parameters. However, the limited active life 
together with the nature of real time telemetry 
transmissions and the scarcity of receiving sites 
able to accept thc low signal levels restricted the 
acquired data to specific latitude, altitude, and 
temporal conditions. 

The satellite was launched on November 3, 
1960, into an orbit with a 50” equatorial in- 
clination, a perigee of 425 km, and an apogee of 
2400 km. The planned active life was 2 months. 
The spaeccraft (fig. 1) consisted of two truncated 
cones joined at the equator. Thermal coatings 
were placed on both cones in a pattern designed 
to maintain an equipotential surface. The spin 
rate at  injection was reduced to an orbital value 
of 22 rpni so that retarding potential curves 
could be obtained for a minimum orientation 
change. Of the 10 experiments, G are pertinent 
to this report. 

Two different but gratifyingly redundant 
electron temperature sensors were located near 

the forward end of the spin axis. One of these also 
provided data on the ambient electron density, 
the average potential +a of the satellite, and the 
behavior of the electron current i, from medium 
to satellite as a function of position relative to the 
velocity vector. This electron temperature sensor 
is visible in figure 1 ; the other was diametrically 
opposite. The remaining four sensors were on 
the satellite’s equator; two are seen in figure 1 
and the other two are diametrically opposite. One 
of these was a retarding potential analyzer 
designed to measure ion composition. The second 
measured the positive ion current i+ from medium 
to satellite as a function of position relative to the 
velocity vector. The third measured the sum of i, 
and the photocurrent i,. A comparison of the 
output of this sensor, when not oriented toward 
the sun, with the i, nieasurernent made near the 
forward end of the spin axis reveals the behavior 
of i, as a function of magnetic field orientation. 
The fourth experiment provided redundancy by 
measuring the sum of ie, i+ and ip, or the total 
current exchange between the spacecraft and the 
ionosphere. 

THE POTENTIAL OF THE EXPLORER Vlll SATELLITE 

The “average” potential of a conducting body 
at rest where 1W and magnetic fields and solar 
radiation may he neglected is given by 

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, e is the electronic 
charge, and J ,  and J+ are the respective electron 
and ion current densities in the undisturbed 
ionosphere. On the assumption of temperature 
and charge equilibrium bctwecn electrons and 
ions ( T ,  = T+, n, = n+), this reduces to : 

do= - (kT,/e)l~i[(m+)’’~/(m,)~’~] (2) 

where m+ and m, are the respective ion and 
electron masses. In a medium containing only O+ 
ions at a temperature of 1OOO0K, the computed 
potential is -0.44 volt. 

In the practical case of a conducting body 
moving with satellite velocity through the 
nighttime ionosphere, the average potential (again 
neglecting the effects of RF and magnetic fields) 
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isgivenby:

_o=-(kTJe)ln(f Jodse/ SJ+ dS+ ) (3)

where Se and S+ are the areas over which the

respective electron and ion currents are effective.

It can be shown that this reduces approximately
to

¢0_- (kTe/e)In(ve/V), (4)

where ve and V are the respective electron and

satellite velocities. For Te = 1000°K, the computed

average potential is approximately -0.29 volt.

This is to be compared with measured Explorer

VIII nighttime average potential values between

-0.5 and -0.75 volt for the electron temperature

indicated. This is an improvement by an order of

magnitude in the agreement between measured

and predicted satellite potentials over that

obtained by other investigators, specifically

Krassovsky (1959) who reported negative poten-

tials up to 6 volts from Sputnik III. Factors

which might contribute to the difference between

predicted and observed Explorer VIII nighttime

potentials are the presence of RF and magnetic
fields--which are not taken into account in

equation 4, and thus affect tile predlcLed r_ult--

and a contact potential which can influence the
experimental value. The rectification effect of the

antennas used for telemetry transmissions would

tend to make the vehicle potential more negative

than that computed from equation 4. The Jap-

anese work (Aono et al., 1962) on resonance

probes demonstrates that if the frequency of RF

transmissions exceeds the plasma frequency the

effect should be small. Whale (1963), on the

other hand, points out that this is so only for low

values of RF power. It is possible, therefore, from

the work of other investigators to show qualita-

tively that a large increase in potential would

not be expected for the amount of power (100 row)

and the frequency (108 Mc used by the Explorer

VIII telemetry system. However, these other

data are not quantitative enough to permit a

categorical statement that an increase of a few
tenths of a volt--which is the difference between

the predicted and observed Explorer VIII

values--is not possible from the RF rectification

effect. The earth's magnetic field can affect the

e]ectron diffusion current preferentially. However,

for the Explorer VIII form factor and orbit

considered here, E. C. Whipple, Jr. (private

communication) computes a negligible effect of
the magnetic field on the average satellite poten-

tial. Another possibility is an unknown in the

measurement of the spacecraft potential. This

measurement, described in detail in a later
section, depends on the assumption that the

aperture electrode of the measuring instrument is

at the same potential as the adjacent satellite
skin. Possible differing work functions could

result in different surface contact potentials and

consequently introduce an error in the measure-
ment.

Consider now the more complicated case of

daytime satellite potentials. Solar radiation causes
electrons to be emitted from the satellite surface

in such a way that

Vo-- -(kTJe)ln(f Je dSe

For the altitudes considered here, the photo-

current effect fJp dSp masks the ion diffusion

effect fJ+ dS+ and thus competes with electron

polarity of the satellite potential. For an orienta-

tion where the sun shines directly on the satellite's

equator, Se is approximately 4 X Sp. The observed

magnitude from Explorer VIII of Jp is 5 × l0 -9

amps cm -2 (Bourdeau et al., 1961), a value inde-

pendent of altitude for the particular orbital

elements. This is to be compared with a value of

2.3X10 -9 amps cm -2 previously measured by

Hinteregger et al., (1959) on a rocket at a lower

altitude. The transition from a negative to a

positive satellite potential for the Explorer VIII

case can be predicted to occur when 4J_ = en_v_ =

5X10 -9 amps cm -2. For T,= 1000°K, it is pre-

dicted that the polarity of the satellite potential
will reverse for 103 cm-3<n_<104 cm -a. This is

consistent with our observations that the average

daytime Explorer VIII potential was approxi-

mately -0.15 volts for nell04 cm -3 and a few

tenths of a volt positive at apogee when ne_---A08
em -s.

The motion of the satellite with velocity 17

through the magnetic field B produces an induced
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potential that is a function of position on the

satellite surface, where d is the vector distance of

_b= ¢0+ (VX/_)'d (6)

any point on the surface from the satellite center.

A satellite potential of _b0will be measured at all

points that lie on a plane through the satellite
center perpendicular to VXB. All other points

will be more positive or negative than @0as they

are situated on one side of this plane or the other

(fig. 2). The measurement (Bourdeau et al.,

1961) at an altitude of 1000 km shows a potential

¢ o PLANE

I

/
¢'= _o +(VxB)'d

FIGURE 2.--The induced emf effect.
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FIGURE 3.--Ion current monitor.

relative to the velocity and solar vectors. A typical

example is illustrated in figure 4. The absence of a

current when the sensor is pointed at the sun is

proof that photoemission from the collector has

been successfully suppressed. The observation

that i+ is zero in the satellite wake is to be ex-

pected from the relative satellite and ion velocities

and is definite but indirect experimental evidence

for an electron sheath immediately adjoining the
vehicle at this location.

When the sensor is pointed within 45 ° of the

velocity vector, the observed collector current is

given by the equation

i+ = a+n+AeV cos0, 0 <45 °, (7)

where a+ is the combined electrical transparency

of the grids for positive ions, A is the area of the

difference of 0.14 volt across the satellite equator,

a value consistent with that computed from
equation 6 using known values of V, /_ and d.

MEASUREMENTS OF PLASMA-TO-SATELLITE ION

CURRENT

The positive ion current i+ flowing from the

ionosphere was monitored by the sensor shown

schematically in figure 3. The inner grid is biased

negatively to suppress photoemission from the

collector and to remove incoming electron

current so that the collector responds only to ions

diffusing from the ionosphere.

As the satellite spins, it is possible to plot i+ as

a function of the azimuth angle of the sensor

° ? 7 36°

, L.,

0.,,

• 4 *%

_ L L 9IO

SOLAR A/$MUIH ANOL[ {deg,..,)

I II I r

• ••,,• •
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"• lIME 2_5Z tn
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PosndoN 8_'W _J'N
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vlt{_ClTV A/IMtJIH ANGLE (de,p.e.)

FmURE 4.--Ion current as a function of aspect.
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collector and 8 the angle between the sensor normal

and the satellite velocity vector. A comparison

of the measured i+ from this sensor with that
observed on an exposed collector described in a

succeeding section shows that the electrical

transparency a+ is equal to the optical trans-

parency (92%). Whenever, as in this case, the

average satellite potential is negative and V is

large compared to the thermal velocity of the ion,

the ion collection volume is computed from known

parameters and consequently the device provides

an accurate measurement of charged particle

density. Confidence in this statement is based on

the agreement between n+ values computed from

equation 7 with measured i+ values and electron

densities measured by the two-element electron

temperature experiment described in a succeeding

section. An even better test has been performed by

Donley (1963), who shows good agreement be-

tween ion densities obtained by a similar experi-
ment on a SCOUT rocket and electron densities

simultaneously measured by Bauer and Jackson

using radio-propagation methods.

When the angle of the sensor normal relative to

the velocity vector is 90 °, the observed i+ should

behave as though the body is at rest. Current

theory for this condition results in

i+ = ol+n+Aea/2_, O= 90 °, (8)

where a is the most probable thermal velocity of

the particle. We find that the observed value for

8=90 ° is larger than what would be computed

from equation 8 for reasonable values of ion

temperature. This discrepancy represents a gap
in current theories which assume a discrete

boundary for the satellite's surrounding io1_

sheath• The most likely explanation for the

difference is that equation 8 should be modified

to account for the effect on the positive ion

collection of electric fields penetrating the sheath

at the sides of the satellite (Schulz and Brown,

1955)• Another possible reason is that factually

we are not dealing with the planar geometry for

which equation 8 applies•

MEASUREMENTS OF PLASMA-TO-SATELLITE

ELECTRON CURRENT

It can be expected that the electron current

diffusing from the ionosphere to satellite would be

///_////SATE LLIT E SKIN

//// -_ /I//I/////

COLLECTOR
I I

15 V -_.-

TO TELEMETER

FIGURE 5.--Electron temperature probe.

modulated in accordance with orientation changes

relative to both the velocity and magnetic field

vectors. It is possible to present measurements

of these two effects separately by choosing data

obtained at critical satellite orientations. Specifi-

cally, we can examine measured electron currents

taken at small distances from the _b0 plane (cf.

Figure 2) where changes due to the magnetic field

effect are not permitted even though the space-

craft is spinning. Data were so obtained by use of

the experiment illustrated in Figure 5. The sensor
consists of two electrodes, an aperture grid main-

tained at spacecraft potential, and a collector.

The positive bias on the latter serves to e×c.ln__e

the effects of positive ion and of photocurrents,

resulting in unambiguous measurements of only
the electron diffusion current.

The result, in the form of a graph of electron
current as a function of orientation relative to the

velocity vector, taken when the average satellite

potential was --0.15 volt, is illustrated in Figure 6.
A maximum is observed in the direction of

motion and a minimum in the satellite's wake,

representing 15 percent more or less, respectively,

-a.5

-3.o

i -_.5
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°°°. • .•° "
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T_: 22:57 UT
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Fmu_ 6.--Electron current as a function of aspect.
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FIGURE 7.--Electron and photocurrent monitor•

to the diffusion of ambient electrons from the

ionosphere• The result illustrated in figure 8 was
obtained for an orientation such that magnetic
field modulation of the electron diffusion current

can be considered minimal• A large photocurrent
effect is observed whenever the sensor is oriented

within 45 ° of the sun. Elsewhere it is assumed

that we are observing only electron diffusion

current. As is expected, this current is a minimum
when the sensor is located in the wake. We addi-

tionally emphasize (1) that the small percentage
modulation is consistent with the relative electron

and satellite velocities and, (2) that an appreciable

than that measured for an orientation perpen-

dicular to the velocity vector. This modulation

index is explainable to the first order by the ratio

of electron-to-satellite velocity• The results do

contrast with those of Willmore et al. (1962) who

report at least an order of magnitude electron

current depletion in the wake of the Ariel satellite•

We have considered the possibility that the

discrepancy between the aforestated Explorer
VIII and Ariel observations is due to the fact that

the data illustrated in figure 6 were obtained near

the forward end of the spin axis and thus represent

results taken near the edge of the wake. This

consideration involves examining data taken

when the spin axis was perpendicular to the

velocity vector and obtained by use of an electron

current monitor situated on the satellite's equator•
A schematic of the electron current monitor is

illustrated in figure 7. This sensor responds to

photocurrent when pointed toward the sun and

,,I

SOLA_AZlMUlHANGLI _,l..,j,,,_,,_
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FIGURE8.--Electron and photocurrcnt as a function of
aspect.
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FIGURE9.--Total current monitor.

current is observed for P= 180 °, when the sensor

is extremely close to the center of the wake. We

still are left with a difference between the Explorer

VIII and Ariel results which perhaps is due to the

different spacecraft for m factors.

We now can consider magnetic field modulation

of the electron diffusion current by examining
measured values of total or net current to the

satellite surface. This was accomplished by

measuring the current to a collector flush with and

insulated from the satellite skin (fig. 9). This

particular sensor was located on the satcllite's

equator. A typical daytime result is shown in

figure 10. Three pronounced effects are evident:

(1) the peak ram ion current as the sensor most

nearly points in the direction of motion; (2) the

masking photocurrent as the sensor points to the

sun; and (3) the maxinmm electron current
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when_280 °. It is the latterobservationwhich
illustratesmagneticfield modulationof the
electroncurrent.A previousanalysis (Bourdeau

et al., 1961) shows that this maximum occurs

exactly when the azimuth angle between the

sensor normal and V XB is zero degrees, a position

where the satellite surface is driven most positive

by the induced emf. Since the electron current is

related exponentially to the surface potential, the

sharpness of the current variation near this

specific orientation is to be expected.

ELIMINATION OF INTERACTION EFFECTS IN

DERIVING GEOPHYSICAL PARAMETERS

It is possible from measurements of current

flowing to the satellite to extract information on

the ambient electron density and temperature and

on the ambient ion density and composition.
However, the complex behavior of the satellite-

plasma interaction, especially short-term vari-

ations of satellite potential and unwanted currents

require extreme care in so doing. Our methods of

deriving geophysical parameters can be described

by continuing reference to figure 10 and the dis-
cussion which follows.

To extract the ambient ion concentration, we

need to know unambiguously the behavior of i+.
It is seen from..... figure 1,1_ -_,,_-_ ff we were to use an

exposed electrode to determine n+, we have the

problem of accounting for unwanted masking

electron and photocurrents. This is most easily

accomplished by experimental separation in the

manner illustrated schematically in figure 3,

leading to the easily interpretable result shown in
figure 4. Accurate positive ion densities then are

obtainable by use of equation 7 provided that one

_OLAR A: _UTH ANNIE (J.y,

I_0 I_ _ _ 0T ...... 0 13_

4 0 i F AK V,_LLrC DATE _7 NOV, '60 I
/
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I
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FmUR_ 10.--Total current as a function of aspect.

precisely knows the angle of attack and provided

that _b0 is negative. The latter requirement arises

from the fact that a positive satellite potential

inhibits positive4ons from entering the sensor.
The determination of electron concentration

and temperature and of ion composition depends
upon a measurement of the electron or ion

diffusion current as a function of an applied

retarding potential. To accomplish this we must

insure that the measured current changes reflect

only those due to applied retarding potential. The

measurement of ion composition described in the
succeeding section was made at the satellite

equator. Again, separation of unwanted electron

and photocurrents was experimentally accom-
plished. We next need to account for orientation

changes of i+. This is accomplished by restricting

the reduced data to only that obtained when i+ is

orientation invariant, specifically obtaining a volt-

ampere curve when the sensor always was closely
pointed into the direction of motion.

Similarly, in extracting the electron parameters

we first experimentally separate out the unwanted
ion and photocurrents. We feel that this is es-

pecially important for charged particle densities

less than 10_ cm -_, since from figure 10 we know

that the unwanted photocurrent can exceed the

......... _ums_on current even when the satellite
is at plasma potential. Once the unwanted currents

are separated out, we only need account for
orientation changes in the wanted electron

diffusion current. With specific reference to

figure 5, it is seen that the electron temperature

sensor has two modes of operation. In the first

mode, no retarding potential is applied so that the

orientation sensitivity illustrated by figure 6 can

be measured. From this knowledge, we then can

take that volt-ampere curve in the second mode of

operation where the electron diffusion current

changes entirely reflect that due to the applied
potential.

SUMMARY OF ION COMPOSITION RESULTS

Ion composition was measured on the Explorer
VIII satellite by use of a sensor located on the

equator and identical to that illustrated in figure 3

except that a retarding potential was applied in

series with the collector. Previous publications

reported that O + was the predominant ion at
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I0

altitudes below 1000 km in the daytime ionosphere

(Bourdeau, 1961) and that helium ions become

important above this altitude again for the day-

time ionosphere (Bourdeau et al., 1962). In this

section, we extend the reported results to infer

the diurnal upper ionospheric ion composition

behavior for the period November-December
1960.

The principle of the experiment (fig. 11) is
based on the fact that an ion's kinetic energy

(relative to the satellite) is proportional to its

mass. In the upper ionosphere, we are concerned

principally with three types of ions: O +, He + and

H +. Whipple (1959) first set forth the theoretical
equations for the volt-ampere behavior of planar

iun traps. As illustrated in figure 11, the shape of

this volt_amperc curve is characterized by an

inflection point for a binary mixture of O + and

He + and by a plateau for a mixture of O + and H +.

In the illustration, the abscissa is tile ion retarding

potential, _b,, which is the algebraic sum of the

satellite and collector (Co) potentials. The ordinate
is the collector current normalized to that ob-

served at zero retarding potential.

The diurnal behavior of upper ionospheric

composition for the months of November and

December 1960, is illustrated in figure 12. The

two upper volt-ampere curves were taken for
different altitudes at times which, from the stand-

point of the neutral gas temperature represent
diurnal minimum conditions. We observe by

comparison that (1) the transition altitude where
0 + and He + ions had equal concentrations was at

about 770 km, and (2) at 980 km the predominant
ion was He + . In the latter volt-ampere curve, there

is slight evidence--from the sharp drop at zero

retarding potential--that protons become a trace
constituent at 1000 kin, so that the transition
altitude from He + to H + would occur at about

1200 kin. The lower two curves represent data

obtained midway between diurnal minimum and
diurnal maximum. We observe from the first

that O + ions dominated at 800 km and from the

second that the O+-He + transition altitude has

risen to 1500 km. We have observed some diurnal

maxinmm data where this transition took place

as high as 1800 km. Our daytime volt-ampere

curves show no trace of protons.

In summary then, the Explorer VIII retarding

potential experiment defines an upper ionosphere

where, in late 1960, O + ions predominated up to
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FIGURE 12.--Ion composition results.
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about 800 km at night and up to at least 1500 km

during midday. He + ions predominated from 800

km to at least 1200 km at night and from 1500 to

at least 1800 km at midday. This qualitatively

agrees with the theoretical work of Bauer (1963)

who postulates that these transition altitudes and

thus the thickness of the helium ion region can be

related directly to the neutral gas temperature Tg.
If we accept a value for To of 950°K at the diurnal

minimum, then the nighttime Explorer VIII

composition results correspond quantitatively to
Bauer's theoretical expectation. On the other

hand, if we accept current reference atmospheres

where the diurnal maximum T, is given at about
1400°K, then the measured O+-He + transition at

midday is somewhat higher than in Bauer's model.

There is closer agreement with Bauer's model if

the daytime electron temperatures discussed in

the succeeding section are representative of Tg.

The daytime O+-He + transition level is somewhat

higher than that inferred by Hanson (1962a) from

an ion density profile taken at a similar epoch of

the solar cycle.
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RESULTS

FIGURE 13.--Typical experimental electron temperature
volt-ampere curves.

The Explorer VIII satellite contained two

electron temperatur_ pr_h_o___...T_,,_ fi_'_ was the

two-electrode device illustrated in figure 5. In the

first of this sensor's two modes of operation, the

aperture grid was maintained at spacccraft
potential and the device was used to monitor the

orientation sensitivity of electron diffusion cur-

rent, a typical example of which is illustrated in

figure 6. In the second mode, a retarding potential

applied to the aperture grid permitted a measure-

ment of satellite potential and of the ambient

electron density and temperature. Typical volt-
ampere curves for three conditions are illustrated

in figure 13. Electron temperatures are computed

from the slope of the exponential portion of the

volt-ampere curves. Satellite potential is ob-

tained from the position along the abscissa of the

point at which the current departs from its

exponential behavior. Electron density is com-
puted from the electron current value taken at

this specific retarding potential. The first curve is

representative of midnight quiet ionosphere

conditions in the 400-600 km region, where values

of 900°K, 10 s cm -3, and -0.75 volt represent

typical values of electron temperature and density
and satellite potential. The second curve is

typical of midday quiet ionosphere conditions at

1000 km where T_, n_, and ¢, were typically 1600 °
K, 104 cm -a and -0.15 volt. The third curve is

typical of midday quiet ionosphere apogee

(2400 kin) conditions where T_, n_, and _, were

typically 1600°K, 103 cm -3 and _-0.25 volt.

Although by the method described in previous

sections, we have taken into account possible

errors in electron temperature determination due

to orientation changes of satellite potential and of

the three types of exchange currents, there is left a

possibility of error due to changes in the aperture

grid's electrical transparency with applied po-

tential. This possible error we believe to be small

from a comparison of the two-electrode results

with a different electron temperature experiment

also included on the satellite. Electrically this

latter experiment, located near the forward end of

the spin axis, was identical to that illustrated in
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FIGURB 14.--Measured diurnal variation of electron tem-
perature at mid-latitudes for magnetically quiet days
(A_ < 15).

figure 7 except that an electron retarding potential

was applied to the collector. This particular

experiment had a poorer telemetry resolution
than the two-electrode experiment hence these

data were not used extensively. For the times

it was used the electron temperature values agreed

with those from the two-electrode experiment.
The short active life of the Explorer VIII

satellite together with the nature of real time

telemetry transmissions severely limits our ability
to separate latitude, altitude, and diurnal vari-

ations of Te. This problem is made evcn more
difficult because the months of November and

December, 1960 were characterized by a number

of rather severe solar flares, truly an unfavorable

time interval for the proponents of temperature

equilibrium between electrons and heavy particles.

Accordingly, the presentation of these results has

been limited to "quiet" days, specifically when the

worldwide index (Ap) of magnetic activity was

less than 15. The nature of the coverage available

from the telemetry receiving network was such

that the data apply principally to magnetic dips
between 50 ° and 70 ° .

The average diurnal variation of T_ taken from

approximately 100 passages over a telemetry

station is presented in figure 14. Also shown is the

estimated diurnal variation of the neutral gas

temperature in the isothermal altitude region for

this level of solar activity, taken from Harris and

Priester (1(,)62). There is the need for an immediate

note of caution, we have made the questionable

assumption that the electron temperature is inde-

pendent of allitude, an assumption which can be
examined in some detail as the discussion is

developed. It is seen, firstly, that the average

electron temperature taken during the (}-hour

period centered around midnight is 900°K. The

individual data points showed a standard devi-

ation perhaps reflects expected daily variations in

the neutral gas temperature. The altitude interval

over which these nighttime data apply is 425-600

km. The rocket results of Brace and Spencer

(1963) justify the assumption that T_ should be
constant with altitude at the diurnal minimum.

Our average nighttime value of 900°K is in

excellent agreement with estimates of the neutral

gas temperature for this epoch of the solar cycle,

indicating no nighttime source of ionization for the

stated conditions. Although our nighttime values

were obtained principally for magnetic dips 50-70 °

N, the little data we have at other latitudes show
values that are within the standard deviation at

magnetic dips between 0 and 75°N. We did not

observe a single value outside this deviation for

A,<15. Our observation that the nighttime

electron temperature is consonant with the

neutral gas temperature contrasts with the

midnight rocket result obtained at a magnetic

dip of 70°N, for low geomagnetic activity by

Brace and Spencer (1963). Their value of about
1200°K was obtained in December 1961 when the

estimated 7'g was about 800 °, thus suggesting a

ratio of TJTo of 1.5. We tend not to ascribe the

different spaceflight results to the different ex-

perimental approaches used since, as discussed

later, the Explorer VIII midday rcsults are in
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harmonywith thoseof BraceandSpencer.They
ascribetheirhighnighttimevalueto thepossible
existenceof a local ionizationsource.Alouette
satelliteresultsobtainedin late 1962)(Knecht
andVanZandt,1963)showthat spread-Fcon-
ditionsarea characteristicfeatureof the upper
ionosphereabout70° magneticdip.Thisfeature
alsoprobablyis relatedto the existenceof a
secondaryionizationsource.Willmoreetal. (1962)
in their preliminaryanalysisof Ariel satellite
results(whichalsosupposesthatTe is independent

of altitude) report a latitude dependence of night-

time electron temperature with a spread that lies

just outside our standard devitation. Their high

latitude values are significantly above the neutral

gas temperature inferred from current reference

atmospheres. The most probable means of accom-

modating the Explorer VIII nighttime results

with these other spaceflight observations is to

suggest a nighttime ionization source at high

magnetic dips which grows in relative importance

as one approaches the year of minimum solar
activity.

Turning now to the midday 6-hour period

centered at 1300 LMT, the average observed
electron temperature for this time interval was

1600°K with a standard deviation of 200°K. This

portion of the diurnal variation was obtained at

altitudes between 1000-2000 km _nd mostly over

Australia (magnetic dip 50-70°S). We have not

included in this average a few percent of the total

number of observations where anomalously high

values were observed. These could represent
residual effects of solar flares which characterized

the active life of Explorer VIII. The average value
of 1600°K is within 200°K of current estimates of

the neutral gas temperature at diurnal maximum
for the period November-December 1960. Our

average value agrees well with other spaceflight

results obtained for the same latitude, similarily

"quiet" ionospheric conditions and during the

same epoch of the solar cycle. Hanson (1962)

infers from an ion density profile taken in October

1960 that (TeTT_)/2 was 1600°K, data which

apply to our altitude interval. When Hanson's

result is compared with the Explorer VIII Te

result, we conclude that T_-_T_ for this general
time interval and in this altitude region. We also

infer close equivalency of the charged particle and

neutral gas temperatures. Assuming altitude-

independent temperatures, the Explorer VIII
result also is in good agreement with the value for

(T_+T_)/2 of 1600°K obtained in the altitude

region 350-600 km by Jackson and Bauer (1961)

from an electron density profile measured on a

rocket launched in April 1961. Again assuming

altitude-independent temperatures, we also are in
good agreement with the March 1961 rocket

measurement of Te obtained at about 350 km by
Brace and Spencer (1963) who conclude:

"...thermal equilibrium is normal in the quiet,

daytime ionosphere at midlatitude, except in the
lower F-region (approximately 150-300 kin)."

We emphasize that all of the above described

rocket results and the conclusion of telnperature
equilibrium derived therefrom were obtained at

midday, at midlatitudes under quiet ionospheric

conditions and for a specific epoch of the solar

cycle. Evidence is growing that to generalize the

conclusion of temperature equilibrium for all

latitudes and for other portions of the solar cycles

would be premature. Brace and Spencer (1963)

report high electron temperatures in the auroral

region during 1960. Evans (1962) reports a value

for Te/T_ of 1.6 above 200 km obtained in 1962

at magnetic dip 70°N from ground-based in-

coherent backsetter observati9'_'._. The r_ported

high-latitude midday Te results from the Ariel

satellite (Willmore et al., 1962) have values

significantly higher than the estimate neutral

gas temperature for the pertinent time interval

(May, 1962). Since some of these data were ob-

tained at the quoted Explorer VIII latitudes, there
is an inference that the ratio Te/T_ tends to

increase considerably both as we approach solar

minimum and/or go to high latitudes.

We consider last the most pronounced feature

of the Explorer VIII diurnal Te variation--the

high electron temperatures observed in the sun-

rise period. These values of up to 2.5 times the

estimated neutral gas temperature were obtained

in the altitude interval 600-900 km at magnetic

dips 500-70 °. Bowles et al. (1962) report a maxi-

mum in Te/Ti during the sunrise period from

ground-based incoherent backsetter results ob-

tained at the geomagnetic equator. Evans (1962),

on the other hand, reports that T_/T_ reaches a

maximum at noon. Hanson (1962b) and Dalgarno
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FIGURE 15.--Qualitative diurnal variation of difference

between electron and ion temperatures, predicted from

diurnal variation of n (O) and n,.

et al. (1962) on the assumptions that solar radi-

ation is the only ionizing source and that the

excess photoelectron energy is deposited below the

F2 peak have estimated theoretically small

differences in Te and T_ in the upper ionosphere

but only for a midday ionosphere. Both works

relate the temperature difference (T,-T_) for

altitudes above the F2 peak to the ratio n(O)/ne 2

where n(O) is the number density of oxygen atoms.
Dalgarno (1963) using hypothetical values for ne

has extended the theoretical estimates to suggest

high electron temperatures in the sunrise period.

We have applied this reasoning to a more pracitcal

case by dividing the diurnal variation of n(O)

given by Harris and Priester (1962) by the di-

urnal n, 2 variation reported by Blumle et al.

0963) from thc Alouette satellite, both variations

applying to the period of late 1962. The result for

different altitude increments is presented in

figure 15. It shows that high electron temperatures

should be expected in the sunrise period but that
the effect becomes rather diffuse at altitudes

above 700 km. It additionally shows that the

temperature difference can increase somewhat in

the sunset period. We emphasize the qualitative

nature of figure 15 principally because (1) the

solar ultraviolet intensity was not measured at the

same time and (2) n(O) is an inferred rather

than a measured parameter. However if the shape

of the n(O) variation as a function of diurnal time

is correct, we would expect T,/T_ to be largest at
sunrise and increase somewhat at sunset for the

altitude interval of the Explorer VIII measure-

ments. We do observe that Te is a maximunl at

sunrise and that Te/T_ is somewhat larger at

sunset than at midday. The sunset data shown in

figure 13 were obtained between 600-900 kin.

We did not include in this averaging several higher

altitude observations where T, was higher than

the average curve. Hanson (1962b) has suggested

the possibility that some photoelectrons can

diffuse along magnetic field lines and deposit their

energy at higher altitudes. This would be critically

dependent on the relationship between magnetic

dip and the solar zenith angle. It is possible that

the higher Te values observed above 900 km at

sunset are related to this hypothesis.
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IONOSPHERE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR

IMPLICATIONS
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Electron temperature and ion density data, reported earlier in preliminary form, are rmriewed
in terms of their consistency with recent theories regarding thermal equilil)rium in the d&yt_ae

ionospherc..On the basis of these daytime data and the ionosphere theory, we conclude that; aolar
extrcme ultraviolet radiation (EUV) is the dominant heat source in the quiet mMlatitude iono-

sphere. This conclusion is suggested by the agreement betwcen the electron temperature profiles

measured under these conditions and theoretically prcdictcd profiles based on EUV radiation as

the only heat source. Measurements in the disturl)ed midlatitude and auroral gone ionospheres

suggest that, although EUV remains the donfinant heat source for electrons in the Fl region, an

addition,d heat source is effective in the E and F2 regions. Its effect is to extend the region of ther-

mal nonequilibrium both upward into the upper F region and downward into the E region. The

results of t_ more recent flight in the nighttime ionosphere are l)resented and diseussed. A horizontal

gradient in electron temperature found in the nighttime ionosphere is believed too al)rupt to l)ermit

a simil:_r gradient in the gas temperature and thus indicates that small but v._riable degrees of
therm,'fl nonequilil)rium (:an exist in the nighttiine ionosphcre. This is believed to I)e I)cc'_use of

particle flux_s whos_ heating effects are enhanced I)y the low v-flues of eleelxon density existing in
the nighttime F region.

INTRODUCTION

The solar energy incident upon the earth's

atmosphere in various forms (extreme ultraviolet,

X ray, corpuscular) ionizes neutral particIes in the

thermosphere and thereby generates electrons

having energies of tens of electron volts. Most of

this energy is lost by inelastic collisions with the

neutral particles, but the significant amount

remaining after the last inelasti(; collision (approxi-

mately 2 ev) is rapidly shared by clastic collisions

with the ambient electrons. Since the ambient

electrons represent only a minority constituent of

the ionosphere, this tends to raise the electron

temperature above the gas temperature and

produces a degree of thermal nonequilibrium in

the altitude region where these processes are

important. On the basis of these considerations,

several investigators (Hanson' and Johnson, 1961 ;

Hanson, 1962; Dalgarno et al., 1962) have calcu-

lated the degree of nonequilibrium to be expected

because of solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) alone.

Though their models of electron temperature

differ in detail, all show that the absorption of

EUV should cause the electron temperature to

excced the gas temperature between approxi-

mately 150 and 350 km in the quiet midday

ionosphere. Their results, to be shown later,

indicate that the T_/Tg ratio reaches values of 1.5

to 2 (between 150 and 350 km), depending on the

actual energy transfer mechanisms occurring

there, and that thermal equilibrium is probably

reestablished above 350 kin. It is important to

note that these authors have not considered the

666
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effects of other heat sources such as solar X

radiation and corpuscular radiation which may be

of great importance in the disturbed or higher-
latitude ionosphere and are probably significant

even under quiet conditions at midlatitudes.

Experimental data concerning thermal equi-

librium are conflicting. Evans (1962) has recently
reported radar backscatter measurements indi-

cating that the electron temperature above 300

km at midday normally exceeds the ion (and

presumably neutral) temperature by a factor of

1.6. Hanson and McKibbin (1961), Jackson and

Bauer (1961), Brace et al. (1962), and others

have, by assuming thermal equilibrium, used the

scale-height concept to interpret rocket measure-
ments of electron or ion concentration in the

upper F region in terms of atmospheric tem-

perature. The consistency of these data with

temperatures derived indirectly from satcllite

drag studies has been cited as partial justification

for the assumption of thermal equilibrium [-Bauer

and Bourdeau, 1962].

In a recent paper Spencer et al. (1962) re-

ported the data from a series of four daytime

direct measurements of electron temperature in

the E and F regions. These data confirmed that

the electron temperature exceeds the generally

,_,._p_u vmue_ of neutral particle temperature in

the F1 region, as had been predicted earlier by

Hanson and Johnson (1961) and later by Hanson

(1962) and Dalgarno et al. (1962). Itowever, only
the single flight of this series that was made under

quiet ionospheric conditions at Wallops Island

showed the negative temperature gradient in the

F2 region that would be required to permit a

return to thermal equilibrium there. The other

three measurements of the series, including one in

a disturbed ionosphere above Wallops Island and

two in the auroral zone ionosphere (Fort

Churchill), indicated that the region of non-
equilibrium extended to more than 400 km with

generally increasing temperature above the F:

maximum. These data tend to support Evans'
results.

Unfortunately there exist too few measurements

of electron temperature in the 150- to 450-kin

altitude range to permit us to decide which

electron temperature profile is normal: the

"quiet" ionosphere with its apparently well-

GUARD\ ]

ELECTRODE_ U

FICURE 1.--The measurement system employed in the
Dumbbell experiment. A modified sawtooth voltage is
applied between opposite ends of the symmetrical
system so as to drive the insulated hemisphere and its
associated guard negative with respect to the reference
end of the instrument.
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behaved region of thermal nonequilibrium be-

tween 150 and 350 km, or the "disturbed"

ionosphere in which nonequilibrium extends down

into the E region and well into the upper F region.

Since our earlier paper, in which preliminary
data from NASA 6.03 and NASA 6.04 were

presented, the analysis of data from these Wallops

Island flights hn.,_ been completed, enabling us to
confirm our earlier conclusions about thermal

equilibrium in the daytime ionosphere. In addi-

tion, a subsequent nighttime measurement at

Wallops Island has been carried out and the

data analyzed. It is the purpose of this paper

to present final data from the earlier flights, as

well as data from the more recent nighttime flight,

and to interpret the results of the entire flight

series in terms of their consistency with certain

aspects of ionosphere theory that have recently

been reported. Emphasis will be on the nighttime

data that has not been published previously.

THE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The direct measurement technique employs

a dumbbell-shaped symmetrical bipolar probe

that is ejected from the rocket vehicle at the base

of the ionosphere, rises to several hundred

kilometers, and returns to earth. While it is in

the ionosphere, a sawtooth voltage is applied to

a hemispherical collector, and the resulting
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FIGURE 2.--Final ionospheric data from NASA 6.03 (dis-

turbed day). The electron temperature T_ and the

positive ion density Np derived from the Dumbbell

volt-ampere characteristics are shown. The error flags

represent both spread in the data and possible errors

in the theory. Also shown are the electron densities N°

measured by the two-frequency beacon carried with the

rocket (courtesy W. Berning) and those derived from

ground-based ionosonde records.

currents are measured and telemetered to receiving
stations where the data are rccordcd for later

analysis in terms of the electron temperature and

positive ion density, point by point along the

flight path. Figure 1 shows the measurement
circuit. The magnitude of the recorded current

is proportional to the local ion density N_, a,d
the shape or curvature of each volt-ampere

characteristic is related to temperature of the

ambient electrons T,. Details of the measurement

theory and the methods of data analysis are

documented elsewhere (Spencer et al., 1962;

Hoegy and Brace, 1961; Brace, 1962).

FINAL DATA FROM DAYTIME WALLOPS

ISLAND FLIGHTS

The complete data from NASA flights 6.03

and 6.04 (previously reported in preliminary form)

are shown in figures 2 and 3, respectively. Also

shown are the electron density profiles derived

from a two-frcquency beacon expcriment (courtesy

of Warren Berning, BRL), which remained with
the vehicle after Dumbbell ejection, and the

electron densities derived from the ground-based

ionosonde records (courtesy of J. W. Wright,
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FIGURE 3.--Final ionospheric dat=_ from NASA 6.04

(quiet day). The electron teml)erature T, and the

positive ion density Nv dcrived from the ])umbbell

data are shown with the N_ vah,es from the tw,_-fre-

quency beacon and ionosonde.
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NBS). The combined effects of spread in the

individual data points and our estimate of the

uncertainty in the theory are indicated by the

error flags. The uncertainty in the theory tends to

be systematic and does not change the shape of
the profiles. These midday measurements were

carried out about 8 months apart at the same

midlatitude launch site (38°N); however, the
ionospheric conditions at the times of launch

were quite different. Magnetic storms were

reported by several observers (Lincoln, 1961)

during the days preceding the launch of NASA

6.03, July 29 to August 1, 1960. Although the

launch date was not listed as disturbed, the

severe depression of the F2 maximum, readily

apparent in both the electron and ion density

profiles, undoubtedly was part of the so-called

"after effect" of an ionospheric storm (Ratcliffe

and Weekes, 1960). The period immediately

preceding the launching of NASA 6.04, however,

was unusually quiet magnetically. In the dis-

cussion, the data from these flights will be con-

sidered in terms of the degree of disturbance of
the ionosphere.

NIGHTTIME MIDLATITUDE IONOSPHERIC

DATA

The most recent launching of the Dumbbell

series was carried out at Wallops Island shortly

before midnight on December 21, 1961. At an

altitude of 86 km the clamshell nose cone opened

and ejected the instrument into a region having
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an ion density Np below its limit of resolution

(Np < 1X 103 ions/cc). A small nighttime E region
was detected between 95 and 105 km above which

the current again fell below the detectable limit.
F-region currents were first detected above 204

km and were well resolved through apogee of the

flight, as shown in figure 4, which is a plot of the
ion current versus flight time. The times of F2

passage are clearly evident at 200 sec and 460 sec.
These values of ion current were used in the

appropriate equations (Hoegy and Brace, 1961)

to calculate the ion density values shown in figure

6. The E-region values of Np were near the limit
of detection but are estimated to be accurate

within a factor of 2. The accuracy at higher
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TABLE I.--Tabulated Dumbbell Probe Data

Altitude

(kin)

9(I ...............

I(X) ..............

110 ..............

12(I ..............

1311 ..............

1,t0 ..............

150 .............

160 ..............

170 ..............

1811 ..............

1 (.111.............

2(10 ..............

211) ..............

220 ..............

230 ..............

2-10 .............

25(} ..............

261/ .............

270 ..............

280 ............

290 ............

3110 .............

310 .............

320 .............

330 .............

3-10 ............

350 ..............

3(i0 .............

370 .............

380 ..............

390 ..............

,t00 ..............

410 .............

420 ..............

Te

(oi()

73O

131i0

lSl0

1825

1795

1770

17911

1880

20411

2220

2320

23,t0

2295

2215

2lSO

2185

224(I

23.t0

2.160

25,15

26110

2625

21H0

2if.l()

26,10

2(;50

2655

2685

27-10

281()

28,_11

2965

NASA 6.03 NASA 6.04 NASA 6.05

l)own-Leg Up-Leg l)own-Leg Up-Leg l)own-LegUp-Leg

N, %

05/ce) (°K)

1.05 ......

1.45 126(1

1.57 1590

1.72 15(;0

1.95 1370

2.28 1400

2.75 1620

3 .(IS 17S0

3.22 1910

3.51/ 20(i0

3.72 2250

3.81 2-176

3.75 2580

3.71 2580

3.62 25411

3.62 252O

3.82 2550

4.02 2610

4.21 2745

4.38 28.tl)

4 . .I0 2890

4 .*IS 29.10

-t. 58 291i5

4 . 33 2985

4. I{; 2!195

4.20 2995

4.24 29811

4.22 2965

4.07 21.15(i

3.94 2925

3.80 2915

3.82 21.).10

3.77 2(.)91)

AYp

(105/cc)

0.35

O. (,):_

1.56

1.7O

1.73

1.88

2.17

2.57

2. (.)3

3 .(10

3.02

3.2O

3.41

3. ,15

3.40

3.57

3.62

3.87

4.1)5

-I. 30

,1.61

-t. 7,t

4.60

4.3fi

4..I(}

-1.2s

4.1)s

3.98

3.92

4.00

4.1_

,1.02

3.74

3.73

(°1% /105/ec)

...... 0.31

...... 1.19

245 1.62

330 0.94

445 1.011

610 1.30

S00 ! 1.70

1070 2.45

1410 3.110

1730 3.60

2000 4.05

2160 4.95

22,10 6.00

2270 7.15

2250 8.00

2190 _. 811

2120 9.80

20.t5 I I .00

1970 12.25

1900 12.90

18,15 13.00

1810 13. I()

178O 13.25

1750 13.20

1725 12.85

1710 12.30

1701) l I . 50

1685 9.g(}

_/'e

(°K)

485

615

8,I0

1025

1210

138O

1545

1(i{)5

1S-lO

1950

2(120

2075

21 lO

2115

2080

211011

1930

1875

IS,H)

1810

178,"}

1765

1725

171111

1 t)90

1690

1685

j_7 P

(105/CC)

0.55

1.38

1.70

1.55

1 .85

2.1()

2. 'I{1

2.60

3.25

4.00

4.80

5.65

6.40

7.15

8.3O

9.35

10. 3(I

11.35

12.20

12.70

13.30

14.20

14.80

14.95

14.20

12.10

10.26

9.25

Te

/°K)

132O

1280

1290

1355

1-I I0

1-116

1419

1420

1412

1-I()9

1400

1377

1345

JW p

(105/ce)

0.25

0.98

1.43

2.711

4.40

5.80

6. {,15

7.75

8.26

8.55

S.75

8.70

8.5O

S.49

s. 63

8.85

Te

(°K)

935

1100

1225

1200

114(I

1185

1237 :

12-10

12-13

1245

124(,)

12,t(,)

1248

12-t-1

124(,)

Np

(10Uec)

0.02

0.18

I).47

0.98

2.30

4.05

5 .,15

6.60

7.90

S,75

9.20

9.44

9.49

9. ,10

9.20

8.97

8.82

8.85

altitudes is indicated by the error flags shown. Also

shown arc the electron density values N, derived

from an ionograln recorded at Walh)ps Island

during the tlight. The low ele('tron density made

the ionogram analysis dilii(:ult, particularly in

('onvertiag from virtual height (,,) a(:l, ual height.
This is evident from the diff(wen(.e in the altitude

of the 1,',, maximum indicat('d l)y the i(mosonde

data (350 kin) and by the probe data. The actual
altitude of the maximum (310 kin) is best derivcd

from the ion current data shown in figure 4. Note

that the maximums in the Np protiles arc less

pronommcd than those in the current data

owing to the correction for probe velocity in the

density calculation.
At}ove 240 km on ascent and 220 km on descent
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the charge densities, and therefore the currents,
were large enough to allow precise extraction of

the electron current from the volt-ampere char-

acteristics and thus permit analysis of the data in

terms of the electron temperature of the sur-

rounding plasma. Figure 5 shows the actual

temperature data points, each representing a

single probe characteristic, used to arrive at the

Te profile shown in figure 6.

The data from NASA 6.03, 6.04, and 6.05 are
tabulated at ]0-kin intervals in table 1.

DISCUSSION

The Quiet Ionosphere (NASA 6.04)

It is interesting to compare the electron tem-

peratures measured in the quiet ionosphere with

those calculated by Hanson (1962) and Dalgarno

350

300
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I--

200
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100

T

NUMBER DENSITY (x 104 PARTICLES/CC )
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o
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i

I
i
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_-_ oooo Ne IONOGRAM

]
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ELECTRON TEMPERATURE (°K)

FIGURE 6.--Ionosl)here data from NASA 6.05 (nighttime).

Te and Np v'thms from the Dumbbell are plotted with

the ionosonde values of N_. Between 105 and 'tbout 200

km the ion currents were too sm,dl to resolve. The

E-region wdues of Np were 4 X 103/c(; on the upleg and

2 X 103/cc on the downleg.

350

300

250

?
2O0

150

IO0

I THEOR_'TIC4L To
-- HANSON

OALGARNO

CIRA REFERENCE

1961 (OAY, J MEASURED

NASA 6.04

'J/
I I i 11

I000 2000 3000

TEMPERATURE ('K)

FIGURE 7.--Comparison of measured and theoretical

values of electron temperature in the quiet daytime
ionosphere.

et al. (1962) (figure 7). The CIRA 1961 average
maximum gas temperature profile is shown for

reference. As was mentioned earlier, both authors

based their computations on rocket measurements

of solar EUV flux and the important energy

transfer mechaHisms, ai_d both predicted a region

of thermal nonequilil)riuln in the/" region similar

to that evident in the electron temperature data

from this flight in the quiet ionosphere. Dalgaruo's

temperatures are shown as a range of values

(hatched area) corresponding to his selection of

combinations of the two most probable energy

storage mechanisms, namely, vibrational excita-

tion of molecular nitrogen and excitation to

metastable states of atomic oxygen. This stored

energy is later retm'ned in part to the electrons,

thereby further iuereasing their temperature

above that of the ueutral particles.
The agreemeut between these theoretical and

experimental temperatures demonstrates that

solar EUV alone is an adequate et_ergy source to

producc the observed eleetr<m heating in the quiet
daytime ionosphere at midlatitudes. If other heat

sources arc present under these conditions, their
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eft'cots nmst be masked by the uncertainty of the

neutral temperature existing at the time of the

electron temperature measurement.

The Disturbed Ionosphere (NASA 6.03)

The clearly different character of the disturbed

ionosphere temperature profile becomes cvidcnt

when it is compared with the quiet ionosphere

data ((ig. 8). The gross effect is an increased

ele(d,r(m temperature in both the E and 1"_ regions

with appare,tly little effc(,,t in the 1,'] region. The

steep temperature gradient between 105 and

125 kin, accompanied by a higher than normal

E-region density (fig. 2), is evidence of an addi-

tional energy input at these altitudes. It is not

yet clear, however, whether the higher tem-

peratures in the F.., region were caused hy an

increased heat input at these altitudes or by

sharing the existing EUV energy among the

rcduced number of ambient electrons there under

these conditions.

The Nighttime Ionosphere (NASA 6.05)

l)ossibly the most unexpected feature of the

nighttime temperature pr(>files (fig. (;) is the

temperature difference of the regions traversed on

ascent and descent. Although the dowHleg values

are in agre(,ment with the l!)(il ('IRA reference

gas temperatures, they are some 5 t<) 15 per cent

lower thaH the upleg values, l_oth profiles are

essentially isothermal with altitude in the F,.,

region, in agreement with heat (.oH(tucti<m theory

(Nicolet, 1960). Thus we interpret the change in

temperature occurring near apogee as evideH<'e

of a horizontal gradient traversed 1)y the instru-

ment in its largely horizontal path t.lu'ough tim F_

region.

(It is important to note that the nature of the

])umbl)ell experiment permits us to make de-

tailed comparison l)etween upleg arid dmvHleg

data with some assuran('e. This is true for two

reasons; first, the ejection of the device carries it

sufiieiently far ahead of the rocket, its exhaust
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FIGURE 9.--Plot of electron teml)er'tture versus horizontal

r:tngc. This reve'ds the tcmper.tture gradient, en-
countered near ,,q)ogcc of NASA 6.05, as a horizontal

gra(li(mt.
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gases, and its charged particle wake to eliminate

possihle perturbing effects on the collected

currents; second, the tunlbling motion of the

device permits the collectors to experience

identical orientation and velocity effects at
equivalent altitudes on ascent and descent. Thus

the ejection com,ept and tumbling motion permit
greater confidence that observed differences in

upleg and downleg data are due to natural

atmospheric variations rather than experiment

contamination or perturt)ations in the mode of

current collection. Periodic inflight calibration of

the current channels, using the sawtooth voltage

and a known resistance, provide added assurance

that any changes in measured parameters are not

caused by changes in the electrical charac.teristics

of the measurement system.)

To investigate further the nature of the

gradient, the temperature data points were re-

plotted versus flight time or horizontal range
(figure .9). Each point represents an average of the

groups of three points of figure 5. Here it is clear

that the entire change in temperature occurred

over a horizontal range of 75 kin. Since this

corresponded to only a 25-kin range in altitude,
the gradient must have been primarily horizontal
in nature.

A certain amount of horizontal gradient will

normally result from the diurnal temperature

variation experienced by the instrument as its

eastward horizontal motion and the elapsed time

of flight combine to change its local time by

approximately 30 minutes. However, currently
held eon(:epts about the nature of the normal

diurnal variation of neutral particle temperature

are not compatible with the degree of temperature

decrease observed. For example, the Harris and

Priester (1962) model (fig. 10) suggests that a

decrease in gas temperature of only a few percent

should be expected in the half-hour period shortly

before midnight. The upleg and downleg values

of NASA 6.05 and the apogee value of NASA 6.04

are plotted for comparison with the theoretical

model for a 10.7-cm flux of 150 X 10-22 W/(m 2c/s),
which corresponds generally to the levels of solar

activity in 1960 and 1961.

If we assume that thermal equilibrium existed

at apogee of the NASA 6.04 daytime flight, as

the approach of the temperature profile to an

2000

x 1500

,,=,

I000

500

I I I

Te (Apogee)

NASA 6.04,1961 ",,,,,,_o

Te (Upleg 8, Downleg)

NASA 6.0,5,1961

DIURNAL VARIATIONS OF THE NEUTRAL AND

ELECTRON TEMPERATURES

IN THE UPPER F-REGION

--Tg HARRIS AND PRIESTER MODEL

1960-1961

I I I
°o 6 12 18 24

LOCAL TIME (HOURS)

FIGURE10.--Comparison of neutral temperatures I-Harris
and Priester, 1962-] and electron temperature diurnal
variation.

isothermal suggests, and accept the current belief

that thermal equilibrium exists at night (NASA

6.05), we are tempted to infer from figure 10 that

the actual gas temperatures are normally some-
what higher than the Harris and Priester models

suggest, particularly at night.

An alternate conclusion is that thermal equi-

librium may not invariably exist in the nighttime

ionosphere. It is conceivable, for example, that

particle fluxes traveling along geomagnetic field
lines could selectively heat the electrons and raise

their characteristic temperature somewhat above

that of the neutral particles. A similar degree of
particulate heating would not be as noticeable in

the quiet daytime ionosphere (figure 3), since it
would be masked by solar EUV heating. If the

particle flux were inhomogeneous and time-

varying, different degrees of nonequilibrium would

exist over different parts of the earth, and hori-

horizontal gradients in the electron temperature
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would result. Furthermore, the geomagnetic

field at middle and high latitudes inhibits the

horizontal conduction of energy between electrons

in neighboring regions; thus horizontal tem-

perature gradients, once established, would be

maintained by a relatively small heat input.

Hanson and Johnson (1961) have shown that,

in the region above 300 km where the energy of

the thermal electrons is coupled primarily to the

ions, the difference between the electron and gas

temperature is given approximately by the

expression

Te- T,= 2.1 X l0 s QT_8/2/nc 2

where Q is the input energy in the units of ev/cmS/

see. Clearly the horizontal variatioi_ of T,, depends

not only on the variations in Q but on the vari-

ations it_ 7', and n,, as well. Note that the degree

of nonequilibrimn is particularly sensitive to n_,

since it enters as the square. The l0 percent dif-

ference in the ascent and desccnt values of charge

density, evident in figure 6, would alone induce a

20 percent difference in electron temperature,

somewhat greater than was actually observed. It

is significant that the magnitude of n_ observed on

both ascent aud descent of NASA 6.05 were well

below the normal midnight values. This would

contrihute to a larger value of (T,,-Tg) if an

energy flux were present.

A se(',ond utmxpcctcd feature of the nighttime

temperature profilcs is the "S" shaped variation

between 280 and 220 km for which no geophysical

explanation is offered. The currents were well

resolved through most of this altitude region, and

we are not aware of any instrumental errors that

could produce this effect.

Comparison of Midlatitude and Auroral Zone

Electron Temperatures

Other significant aspects of ionospheric be-

havior become apparent when the Wallops Island

data arc plotted with the temperature data from

two flights at Fort Churchill reported earlier

(figure l 1). Latitude effects are apparent in the

comparison of the Churchill (5!) ° ) data with the

daytime Wallops Island (38 ° ) data, and the

solar-cycle variation is evident in the generally

decreasing temperatures found on successive day-

time flights.

Latitude effects

The consistently higher electron temperature

observed in the auroral zone, particularly in the

E and F_ regions, and the gross dissimilarity of

the auroral zone and the quiet midlatitude pro-

files are interpreted as evident of a significant

additional energy source that may be more

important than solar EUV in these regions of the

auroral zone ionosphere. The highly variable

nature of the NASA 6.01 temperature data is

attributed to thc spread F condition that existed.

An intercsting similarity in all thc daytime

profiles is the tendency for the temperature in the

F_ region (approximately 200 kin) to be essentially

identical under a variety of ionospheric con-

ditions at both latitudes (59°N and 38°N). This is
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in the altitude range where solar EUV absorption
is greatest and is considered evidence that EUV

remains the most important source of energy in

the F1 region, even under magnetically disturbed
and auroral zone conditions.

Solar activity.

The effect of decreasing solar activity is
apparent in the monotonically decreasing electron

temperature at Fl-region altitudes oil successive

flights as the sunspot cycle proceeds toward its
minimum. The fact that this correlation does not

carry over to the E-region temperatures may be

related to other heating mechanisms which

become important in this region at higher latitudes

and under magnetically disturbed conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude on the basis of the data presented

here and current ionosphere theory that:

I. Solar extreme ultraviolet flux is the dominant

heat source for the quiet daytime F region at

midlatitudes (50 ° magnetic latitude).

2. An additional heat source, probably cor-

puscular, is effective in heating electrons in the E
and possibly the F2 regions of the auroral zone and

disturbed midlatitude ionosphere. However, the

constant electron temperature at 200 km, in both

the auroral and midlatitude ionosphere, shows
that EUV remains the dominant heat source in

the F1 region.

3. The "after effects" of a magnetic storm (the
decreased F2-region density and the increased

F2= and E-region electron temperature) continue

for at least a day after the magnetic indices have
returned to normal.

4. Particle fluxes may selectively heat the

electrons in the nighttime F region and produce

small but variable degrees of thermal nonequi-
librium.

The evidence for conclusion 1 is the agreement

between experimental electron temperatures
(NASA 6.04) and theoretical models of electron

temperature based exclusively on solar EUV

heating. The experimental evidence for con-

clusion 2 is shown in figure 11, and conclusion 3 is

based on figures 2 and 8. Figures 9 and 10 are
considered evidence for conclusion 4.

Perhaps investigators, more familiar with

particular aspects of ionospheric behavior, will

uncover relationships in these data that have

escaped us or will suggest alternate interpretations
of the effects noted here.

It is not yet clear from these and other reported
ionospheric data that the electron temperature

in the ionosphere is related in any simple way to

the gas temperature, except possibly under very

quiet conditions. Though the electron tem-

perature profiles from the single flight in the quiet

midlatitude ionosphere appear to validate the

theoretical approaches of Hanson (1962) and

Dalgarno et al. (1962) for the quiet ionosphere,
the data from the three other daytime flights

demand other heat sources and lead us to suspect
that a quiet ionosphere may have been so rare in

the 1960-61 period as to be considered anomalous.
Since it is the difference between the neutral

particle and electron temperatures that permits

transfer of much of the solar energy into the high
neutral atmosphere, we would expect the degree

of thermal nonequilibrium to be strongly depend-
ent on the solar conditions and the relative contri-

bution of the various forms of energy input at

particular latitudes and times of day. Thus the

electron temperature can be expected to be a

sensitive indicator of the kinds of physical

processes occurring in the thermosphere. Addi-

tional measurements which are planned will be

useful in evaluating new theories being evolved to

describe the regions and degree of thernml non-

equilibrium in the ionosphere for a wider range of
conditions.
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ELECTRON DENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN
THE UPPER F-REGION

S. CHANDRA*

Goddard Space Flight Center

A modified Chapman function with a variable scale height gradient has been found to be in
good agreement with the electron density distribution obtained experimentally within the height
range of about 100 km bclow the F2 peak to an altitude of about 700 kin. The scale height distribu-
tion derived from this model is also consistent with the neutral gas scale height of the 1961 COSPAR
International Reference Atmosphere.

INTRODUCTION

Although ionospheric investigations have been

carried on extensively for about three decades,

observational data were confined to the peak of

the F-region and below, while the region above the

peak remained unexplored due to the limitations

of ground-based radio sounding techniques. Only

recently, with the advent of rocket and radar

backscatter techniques, has it been possible to

explore the region A_hove the F peak and to obtain
some reliable observational data.

On the basis of their ion trap experiment from

Wallops Island, Va., Hanson and McKibbin 1

concluded that the ion-density profile between

350 and 750 km corresponds to a hydrostatic

distribution with a constant temperature of

1240°K assuming an ion mass of 16. Their meas-

urement corresponded to 8:40 p.m., about 2
hours after sunset. Jackson and Bauer _ obtained

a daytime (3 p.m.) electron density profile between

220-620 km from the same station which sup-

ported the concept of a hydrostatic distribution

above the F peak. Again assuming an ion mass of

16, they concluded the daytime temperature to
be about 1640°K.

The purpose of this work is to examine electron

density data in the light of the above findings and

to estimate some of the atmospheric parameters.

An analytical expression for the electron density
distribution will be formulated in terms of the

* NAS--NASA Post-Doctoral Associate.

scale height which best fits the observational data

and permits the determination of the scale height

and other relevant parameters.

EMPIRICAL MODEL OF THE F-REGION

Wright 3 proposed a model of the ionosphere

above the F2-maximum represented by a simple
Chapman function with a constant scale height of

100 km. Yonezawa and Takahashi, 4 who

developed an extensive theory ot F2 region,

showed that such a simplified version of the

ionosphere was not consistent with experimental

results in gencral. They attempted to fit an

experimental profile obtained by Garriott 5 with

a constant scale height gradient and found close

agreement only up to 100 km above the F2 peak;
the calculated and observed values were found to

differ considerably in the higher region. Yonezawa

and Takahashi suggested that a better fit with the

experimental results might be obtained by

assuming a variable scale height gradient.

With the availability a more reliable experi-

mental data, it is now possible to examine these

questions in more detail. In arriving at a model of

the electron density profiles, from near the peak

of the F2 layer to the region above, the following

known features of the electron density distribution
have been taken into account:

1. The region above 250 km is essentially

isothermal and may be divided into three parts
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accordingto the _cl.ativeconcentrationsof the
ionicconstituents.It is nowgenerallybelieved
thatoxygenionspredominateupto analtitudeof
about900kin,heliumionsfrom900kmto about
3000kin,andprotonsabove3000kin. Thethick-
nessesof theseregionsvary with atmospheric
temperature,6but thevariousionicconstituents
are in thermodynamicequilibriumwith the
neutralatmosphere.

2. Theelectrondistrit)utionnearthepeakofthe
F layer can bc approximatedby a parabolic
layerandthat abovethepeakby all exponential
layervaryingasexp(--z/H'), whereH' is the

scale height of electron ion gas. This region is

usually called an isothermal diffusive equilibrium

region. Since the predominant ionic constituent in

this region is O + and the neutral atmosphere also

consists predominantly of atomic oxygen, we may

write, assuming thermodynamic equilibrium,
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modified to include a variable scale height:

1 dz

N = Nmexp "_ - _ - exp

(2)

H'=2Ho (1)

where Ho is the scale height corresponding to

atomic oxygen.

3. In the region near the F peak the scale

height of the neutral atmosphere is height de-

pendent because, even though the region is

isothermal, the mean molecular mass changes

with height. It approaches, tto, the scale height of

atomic oxygen at heights well above the peak.

We will begin with a Chapman function

where N corresponds to electron density at

height h and h_ is the height of the maximum

electron density, N_. The physical significance of

the scale height h, will be discussed later. The

following analytical form for H has been found to

be compatible with the aforementioned features

of the F region:

:[, °"- - _ exp (-

(3)

where

h -a m
s z

z = "_o = Ho

Ho -H=

H o

and H_ is the "scale height" at the peak (z=0).

Equation 3 has been so formulated that with the

increase of z', H approaches Ho and reduces to a

constant scale height for a=0. For az'<<l,

equation 3 assumes a linear form. Substituting

equation 3 in equation 1 gives

= "( o.)N m exp _'- 1 - a exp - I z,(- exp . (4)
1 - a exp -

it is easy to verify that equation 4 reduces to the

appropriate forms near the peak and well above

the peak. In view of the different ion transition

regions, equations 3 and 4 are assumed to be valid

a few hundred kilometers above the peak where

O + ions are predominant.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND

EMPIRICAL DATA

From Equation 4, N/N,, may I>e plotted as a

function of z', for arbitrary values of a. This is

shown in figure 1 for values of a=0, 0.3, 0.4,

0.5, and 0.6. The curves corresponding to a= 0 is

equivalent to the simple Chapman function. The

paralnetcr a may be interpreted as an index which

measures the departure from the simple Chapman
function.

In order to verify that equation 4 is in agreement

with the measurements, wc shall consider the

electron density profile obtained by Jackson and

Bauer 2 and the ion-density profile by Hanson and

MeKil)bin, 1 shown in figures 2 and 3 respectively.
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FIGURE 1.--Empirical models of electron density distribu-
tion.

Equation 3 is completely determined for a given

set of values (Nm, hm, a and Ho) which can be

evaluated for any given experimental profile.

The numerical values corresponding to the

profiles shown are given in table 1. The compu-

tation was performed on the Goddard Space

Flight Center IBM 7090 computer by a differential

correction least-square fit.

In figures 2 and 3, equation 4 is compared with

_]3 _ _vp J-_o UX YD. JLb iS S_i bll_ b bll_

empirical formulation of electron density distribu-

tion is in excellent agreement with the experi-

mental data. Note that the value of a is higher

in the day than in the evening. Since a is an index

7OO

• JACKSONAND BAUER(April 27, l_l; 1502ESD

600 _'_,_ -- EMPIRICALMODEL(a - 0.,i_ ; HO . 102 kin)

3OO

2OO

12N ,"Z'-1 I I I I I I I I 106

ELECTRON DENSITY (cm -3)

FmURE 9..--Comparison of an experimental electron

density distribution (reference 2) with the empirical
model.

8O0

700

• HANSON & McKIDBIN (Nov 9, 1960;2044 EST)

-- EMPIRICALMODEL (a - 39; NO - 77km)

3O0

260104 I l J J J = = I =105 106

ELECTRON DENSITY (cm -3)

FZGUR:B 3.--Comparison of an experimental electron

density distribution (reference 1) with the empirical
model.

which measures the departure of equation 4 from

the Chapman function, it may be concluded that

the electron density distribution tends towards

the Chapman function after sunset. This con-

clusion was also reached by Yonezawa, Martyn,

Duncan, and Dungey 7-_° from purely theoretical

considerations.

In addition to the two experimental profiles

shown in figures 2 and 3, we have considered three

sets of unpublished data zm2 obtained during quiet

sun conditions, to test the validity of equation 4.

In all three cases the Wallops Island Data

(taken at 0947 and 2143 e.s.t., July 13, 1960 and

1817 e.s.t., June 24, 1961) were in excellent

agreement with equation 4 between the height

range of about 100 km below the peak to an

altitude of about 700 km.

SCALE HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

After the values of h,,, _ and Ho are obtained for

a given profile, equation 3 may be used to compute

TABLE l.--Nurnerical Values of the Parameters of

Figures 2 and 3

Profile

Electron den-

sity* .........

Ion density t ....

Time

(e.s.t.)

1500

2040

gm

(10Scm -3)

5.55

3.73

hm

(km)

280

313

hm

(kin)

102 0.48

77 0.39

*Reference 2.

tReferenee 1.
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peratures in the isothermal region derived

from the experimental data.

It is seen from figure 4, that the agreement

between the neutral scale heights of CIRA and

the scale heights derived from the electron density

data is very good considering the model atmos-

phere uncertainties. It may therefore be reasonable

to assume that the scale height derived from the

electron density profile is actually the scale

height of the neutral atmosphere. In the sub-

sequent discussion we shall use H for the neutral

scale height.

300

2o0

100 I I I i
40 50 60 70 80 90 1oo 110

SCALEHEIGHT(km)

FIGURE 4.--Comparison of neutral scale heights of CIRA

(solid curves) with the scale heights derived from

electron-density data (dashed curves).

H as a function of height. The height variation of

H is shown in figure 4 for the Jackson and Bauer,

Hanson and MeKibbin profiles and the neutral

scale heights of the C()SI)AI)_ International

Reference Atmosphere. 13 Since H approaches the

scale height of atomic oxygen in the region

well above the peak, the corresponding isothermal

temperature can be computed from the following

relation

H = kT/mg, (5)

where Ic is the Boltzmann constant, m the mean

molecular mass, T the temperature and g the

acceleration due to gravity. By taking m= l(i

and the appropriate value of g at 600 kin, the

isothermal temperatures corresponding to the

Jackson and Bauer and Hanson and MeKit)bin

profiles are about 1620°I( and l180°K, respec-

tively. These values arc within the limits assigned

I)y these authors to their temperature estimates.

For the sake of proper comparison, the mmmrical

values of the neutral scale heights of the reference

atmosphere have I)ecn normalized to the teln-

dN
d-T :

EQUATION OF CONTINUITY

The electron density and neutral scale height

distribution obtained in the proceeding sections

may now be examined in the light of the equation

of continuity, hi a horizontally stratified iono-

sphere, under the influence of the gravitational

field only, the continuity equation may t)e written:

dt - q -L- _-

where q and L are the rates of electron production

and loss, respectively, and WD is the upward

amt)ipolar diffusion velocity of the electron ion

gas, given by the following expressional:

W D -- -D _ _z + _zz +

where H' is the scale height of the electron-ion

gas, 7' is the temperature and the diffusion

coefficient

D = 4.5 x I0 "17 1T_ _i_ I , (8)

where I is the magnetic dip angle and n is the

density of the neutral atmosphere. For an iso-

thcrlnal region it can be easily shown that:

where n_ is the number density at the height of the

maximum. Equation 6, together with equations 1,

2, 7, 8, and 9, may be written in the following

form:

4"5 x 1017 Tisin2T IX, _ 2X(=_z H ) (_0 )1-'+ 4. nX + +2 -1 , (10)
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TABLE 2.--Numerical Estimates of the Production, Loss, and Diffusion Terms for Wallops Island

Altitude

(km)

255
280
306

331
357

L(=flN)

(cm-3 see-! )

124

84
47
25
14

18
37
36
29

22

q = L + div NW o
(dm'3_ec-1)

142
121

83

54
36

where

The last term in equation 10 represents the

effects of diffusion and may be computed for a

given electron density profile and a given value

of nm.

Assuming that the loss term is an attachment

type with a loss coefficient/_ given by Ratcliffe et

al.15 :

fl = 10-4 exp -----5=_--)sec-t

between the height interval of 250-350 km, we can

estimate the relative importance of the loss and

diF;usion terms. _urttmr, for a quasi-equilibrium

condition, it is also possible to estimate the rate

of production. Thus, by using the values of Nm,

Am, a and T corresponding to figure 2 and assmning

nm=2XlOVcm 3 at the peak (h_=280 kln), the

numerical estimates of the production, loss, and

diffusion terms can be tabulated for Wallops

island, Va. (I = 70°). In table 2, the last column,

which represents the production, is computed

under the assumption of quasi-equilibrium.

The numerical values of q shown in the last

column are in reasonable agreement with the

estimates of the production rate of O + given by

Watanabe and Hinteregger. 16

CONCLUSION

An analytical form of the electron density

distribution has been found which can be made to

fit observational data, with high accuracy, within

the height range of about 100 km below the F2

peak to an altitude of about 700 kln. This tech-

nique may provide a useful tool for matching--in

the region around the F2 maximum--the bottom-

side observations with the data from the Topside

Sounder Satellite. In principle it is possible to use

equation 4 to extrapolate the bottomside data of

the quiet ionosphere up to an altitude of about

700 km.

The scale height distribution derived from the

electron density data is consistent with the

neutral scale heights of the COSPAR International

Reference Atmosphere. By assuming that equation

4 is a solution of the equation of continuity and

using appropriate values for diffusion and loss

coefficients, the estimate of electron production

rate is found to be in reasonable agreement with

the values obtained from solar flux data by

Watanabe and Hinteregger. 16 Consequently, it

method and definitive rocket flights containing

simultaneous ionospheric, neutral atmosphere and

solar radiation experiments, to use ionospheric

data for studying the neutral atmosphere.
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PLASMA DIFFUSION IN THE IONOSPHERE

S. CHANDRA

Goddard Space Flight Center

Equations of motion appropriate to the conditions existing in the ionosphere are discussed with
a view to examine the condition for ambipolar diffusion (v_=v_). It is shown that for quasi-equi-
librium and isothermal conditions the required condition for ambipolar diffusion is given by curl
vXB=0. It is further shown that the assumption of ambipolar diffusion along the field lines leads
to the trivial situation of hydrostatic distribution of electron dcnsity independent of latitude.

These results are not in agreement with the generally accepted view that diffusion of the
plasma along the direction of the magnetic ficld can account for many geophysical phenomena in
the ionosphere. This disagreement is attributed to the fact that the assumption of field-aligned
plasma diffusion puts a constraint on grad n, which has not been taken into account by the previous
workers. It is pointed out in the present paper that the solution of ve and v_ in terms of the particle
densities and temperatures are not possible without the knowledge of the electric field. The theo-
retical determination of the latter appears to be extremely complicated and it seems desirable to
measure it experimentally.

INTRODUCTION

It now is generally accepted that diffusion

plays an important role in controlling the dis-

tribution of ionization in the F-region of the

ionosphere. The theory of diffusion appropriate

to the conditions existing in the ionosphere was

first proposed by Ferraro (1945) who treated the

electron-ion gas as a single constituent and showed

that the coefficient of diffusion of this gas is

reduced by the ratio of l:sin2I in the presence of

the magnetic field, I being the inclination (dip)

of the earth's magnetic field. According to Ferraro,

the vertical component of the velocity of diffusion

v_, for an isothermal condition is given by

vz = --D sin2IF-ne-l(One/Oz) -kill -1-] (1)

where D is the coefficient of diffusion, ne the

electron-density, H1 the scale height of electron-

ion gas, and z the altitude.
Based on equation (1) the diffusive equilibrium-

distribution at places other than the magnetic

equator is given by

ne =neo expl--- (Z--Zo)/Hl_ (2)

where he0 is the electron-density at height z0.

Equation (2) is in general accordance with the

experimentally observed distribution well above

the F2-peak both at midlatitudes and above the

the vertical diffusion is inhibited at the geo-

magnetic equator.
Several modifications have been proposed to

the original theory of Ferraro to take into account

the temperature gradient and the effect of hori-

zontal gardients but it has always been assumed

or implied that the diffusion is essentially ambi-

polar (re =v0, Johnson and Hulburt (1950), who

treated the problem of plasma diffusion in the

ionosphere in great detail showed that the elec-

tron-ion gas may diffuse together as a single con-
stituent in the absence of the magnetic field, with

a coefficient of diffusion and scale height twice

that of the positive ions. In the presence of the

magnetic field, however, diffusion is not ambipolar
and is affected by the force exerted by the mag-

netic field on the electrical currents.

In view of the generally accepted conclusion

that diffusion plays a significant role in controlling

the charged-particle distribution in the upper

ionosphere, it is important to examine if the condi-

tion for ambipolar diffusion actually exists in the
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ionosphere where the e_ect of the magnetic field

is significant. The purpose of this paper is to in-

vestigate this problem in dctail and to specify
the conditions which must be satisfied before the

assumption of ambipolar diffusion can justifiably

be used in the ionosphere.
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EQUATION OF MOTION

In a multiple-component gas under the action

of external forces, the equation of motion obeyed

by each constituent may be written in the form

proposed by Johnson (1951) and Schliiter (1951).

(0v_/0t) +v,. (0vs/0r) = - p,-l(0/0r) ._+F_

m,_.,
+ _ m.Wm_(V,-V.)(3)

particles: electrons, ions, and neutral atoms.

Further, to simplify our discussion we shall ignore

the effect of viscosity, Coriolis, and tidal forces

and consider the equation corresponding to quasi-
equilibrium conditions. The neglect of viscosity

removes the off-diagonal terms from the pressure

term. Further, p may be treated as a scalar given

by the equation of state

p, =n)cT, (6)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T, the

kinetic gas temperature.In a collision-dominated

plasma the assumption of isotropicity of pressure

is justified (Spitzer, 1962). Finally, we shall

neglect the quadratic terms in v, and its dcriva-

rive, thereby, linearising all the cquations. The

approximation made so far are just the ones

usually made in the study of the diffusion problem

in the ionosphere. The equations of motion for

neutrals, electrons, ions may now be written in

the following form

n_n,a._ (v_-- v_) +n,nia_ (v,-- v_) = -- Vp_-t-p,g
(7)

where the suffixes s and 1 stand for the type of the

particles and the various terms in equation (3)

may be defined as follows:

v_ = macroscopic velocity of the sth constituent

p_= density

_. = pressure tensor; in general its ijth element

is given by the following equation (Lamb,

1932)

(P,) ,i = [P,_ii+ ]p,y. ( Ov_k/OXk) _ij ]

-o.,7£ (o.,./Ox_) + (Ov_dOx,)-] (4)

where m stands for the coefficient of kinetic

viscosity.

Y. = (e_/m.) (E-}-v.XB) -_-2v.X(_- A_tidal-_-g (5)

where E, B, e. are, respectively, the electric field,

the magnetic field and the charge, all expressed

in MKS units, _tidal is the tidal force due to the

sun and the moon and g is the acceleration due

to gravity. The terms 2v.X(a, known as the

Coriolis acceleration appears because of the rota-

tion of the terrestrial coordinate system with the

angular frequency _a.

The last term in equation 3 rcprcsents the drag

term. The symbols m. and rn_ are the masses of
sth and/th kind of particles and v,t is the collision

frequency of sth kind of particles with /th. The

sumnmtion with respect to l is extended to cover

all possible collision partners including s=l.

In discussing the problem of diffusion in the

ionosphere we shall assume only three types of

= -- Vp_-l-p_g-en_(E-_-v_XB) (8)

nj_a_ (v,-- v.) +n,,n,om_ (v,-- v.)

where

=-Vp_q-p_g-t-n_e(E-t-v_XB) (9)

a_i = [-m.miu_i/(m_q-mi) n,] (IOA)

a..=Em.m.u_./(m.-k-m.)n.-] (10B)

a_.=Em(rn,,_,./ (rn,+m.)n..] (10C)

The suffixes e, i, n in equations 7-10 stand for

electron, ion and neutral molecule. For an iso-

thermal condition, a._, etc. may be treated as

constants.

The electric field E, in general, is the sum of

external and internal fields. Equations 7-9 should

be supplemented by Maxwcll's equations and

equations of continuity. We may then write

V.E = (n,-n.) (e/¢o) (11)

where _0 is the free space permittivity

VXE =0 (12)

V.n.y. = R_ (13)
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whereR, refers to the net volumetric rate of

creation of sth kind of particles.

We may derive from equations 7-9, the follow-

ing set of equations which will be useful in the

subsequent discussion.

nea enVe "_- n ic_ in vl __ Anv n --

neae,_+n_ai,_ n_(neaen+n_o_,) (14)

A_+A_+A_+e(m--ne)E+e(niv_-n_v,) XB =0

where

Ae,l,n= -- Vp_d,n+pe,_,ng

L(n,aen +nioli_) (v,--vi)"_-e(aenVi"_O_inVe) XB

+e ( Olen +O_in ) E = Olin ( Ae/ne) -- C_en ( Ai/n,)

where

L = {aei'_'-[nnaenaln/(neOten+niain) _}

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION

In the following we shall investigate the condi-

tion under which the electron-ion plasma may

diffuse together with a common velocity v
(usually called ambipolar diffusion or plasma

v, =vi =v (19)

substituting equation 19 in equation 17, we obtain

e(E+vXB)= ai, A_ _ ae, A_ (20)
Oten'gVain ne aen--_ain n_

It is clear that equation 20 must be satisfied if

equation 19 is valid. The required condition

therefore is given by

eVXvXB= VX[ ai"A_/n_ a_,,Ai/n____=0L_+.,----_ ._+.,_] (21)

since

V×E =0

It is easy to verify that the R.H.S. of equation 21

is zero for an isothermal condition. Thus, the

assumption of v,=v_ leads to the following
condition.

VXv×B =0 (22)

This condition is always fulfilled in the absence

of a magnetic field or when the motion is along

the field lines. The last condition is generally

assumed to be valid in the F-region and in the
following we shall examine this case in detail.

DIFFUSION ALONG FIELD LINES

From equations 14 and 19

v--v,_ = [-- A,_/ ( n_a_,, +nla,,_)n,,]

substituting equation 15 and equation

equation 23 and assuming

m,<<m_ and (n_-n_)/n_,i<<l,

we get

V -- Yn_--

(23)

20 in

2kT [ _ m_g_ (24)
nn(a, .__ain) _ne-- Vne-- 2kT/

equation 24, it is assumed thatIn deriving

T, = T_ = T. It is evident that equation 24 does

not explicitly depend on the magnetic field. In

the following, we assume for simplicity that

v_<<v. This assumption may not be justifiable in

general. However, it can be easily verified that

equation 22 still holds even in this case. Equa-
tions 22 and 24 thus lead to the following equation

eVXvXB

[ --2kT / m,g_ ]=VX/ -- -/n,-1Vne - XB =0
Ln, (a_n+a,n) \ 2k T/

(25)

Equation 25 specifies the condition for ambipolar
diffusion and must be solved to determine the

required distribution. In the case of field-alined

motion, i.e., when the plasma is diffusing along
the field lines, equation 25 is clearly satisfied. We

shall examine this case in the following.

In a spherical polar coordinate system co-

incident with the center of the earth, we may
write

--2kT r m_g 1
V'=n,(-_/_-+_,_)L ne- Or +_ J

-- 2k T On,
vo = n_-x- (26)

rOO

V_ -2kT he-l( r sin#)_ O_n,
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where r is measured positive outward and 0 and

denote the geomagnetic colatitude and longi-

tude. Further we may write

B = - B (it sinl+i0 cos/) (27)

where ir and i0 are unit vectors along r and 0

directions and I is the magnetic dip angle reckoned

positive when the north-seeking pole of the needle

points downward. The field-alined plasma diffu-

sion case using e(luations 2(i and 27 yields the

following equation

n_-l ( One/ Or) + (2H)-1 = r_e-ir-l ( One/ aO ) tan/ (28)

where

H = k 7'/mig

Equation 28 is a partial differential equation

and we shall make use of it in solving the equation

of continuity. Equation 13, putting R_=0, may
be written

V. ?beY = (1//'2) (0/0F) (r2l_,eVr) + (r sin0)-1 (0/00) (IgeVo sin0) + (r sin0)-1 (0/0¢) (n.v.) =0 (29)

Again from equations 15, 19, and 20 assuming mi"_m, and neglecting n. or n_ as compared to n. we

may write

n. -1 (Om,/Or) _ - m,,g/k 7'

rt,_rt,0 exp-- [ (r-- r0)/H-] (30)

where _*,0refers to the neutral density at height r0.

From equations 26, 28, 29, and 30 we get the following differential equation

o,j 3 3 , /3 \]

+(,_,,/2H){[H-_+(3/r)_+](tanO-O)[(3/r)+(2H-_)_} =0 (31)

In deriving equation 31, the dipole field approximation, i.e., tan/=2 cot0, has been assumed. The solu-

tion of equation (31) is given by

n,(r, 0) = A_(0) exp- (r/2II) +A.2(O) exp- (r/2II)f(r") -1 exp- (2r/It) (4+ tan20) dr (32)
d

where A_(O) and A2(O) are two arbitrary func-

tions of 0 but are independent of r and must be

evaluated to determine equation 32 uniquely. It

is seen, however, that if equation 32 is substituted

in e(luation 28 the only permissible values of

Al(O) and A2(O) are when

AI(0) = const : A1

A2(0) =0

If we allow any other value of A2(O), the resulting

differential equation of A2(0) has a solution which

is not independent of r. This, however, is self-

contr'Mictory. We thus obtain

.,, = A 1exp ( - r/211) (33)

A similar result m'_y I)e ot)t:fim'd if equation 31

is written in terms of variable of 0 instead of

variable of r. In this case wc obtain the following

differential equation.

0_n,_ l- r , -I cot0 0n_
_+[)_ -(1+4 cot'-'0) ]1 +-_ot,, 0 _-_ =0 (34)

The solution of equation 34 may be written in
the form

0) (1+3 C0S20) rl6H sin0 dO

(35)

where B_(r) and B2(r) are arbitrary functions of
r and must be evaluated from boundary condi-

tions. Again substituting equation 35 in e(luation

28 we find, following the arguments giv('n before,
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that
B=(r) =0

N_ =Bl(r) = const exp(-r/2H) (36)

which is equivalent to equation 33.

Equation 36 corresponds to the hydrostatic

distribution of electron density with a scale height
twice that of the neutral and is also obtained

when v=0.

As a result of the previous analysis it is clear

that the assumption of ambipolar diffusion in the

ionosphere requires that V X v X B = 0. In studying

the effect of ambipolar diffusion on the charged

particle distribution in the ionosphere, this point
must be taken into account. In particular, the

assumption of plasma diffusion along the field
lines leads to the condition of hydrostatic dis-

tribution implying that v=0, independent of

geomagnetic latitude.

DISCUSSION

The results obtained in the preceding section

are not in agreement with the findings of Kendall

(1962), Lyon (1963), Rishbeth et al. (1963), and

Goldberg and Schmerling (1963) even though all
these authors have studied the case of plasma

diffusion along the field lines. The disagreement

arises due to the fact that they have not taken
into account the additional constraint on Vn,_

given by equation 28 which automatically results

from the assumption of field-alined plasnm diffu-

sion. However, in the opinion of this author this

point nmst be taken into account. In view of the

great geophysical importance of this problem we

shall pursue this point a little further and in-

vestigate the limitations of solving this problem

when ve#v_. For the conditions existing in the

F-region where the gyro-frequency is much

greater than the collision frequencies it is shown

in the appendix that

v_ =e(-'y_+&_-/_) (E.h)h

-- (%,+&;'/_) (n_-Wp_.h)h

+(m_+m_iL_) (g-h)h (37)

v_ =e(_--_,_) (E.h)h--(5'_+5_%,) (_-'Vp,,.h)h

+(m_,_+mfi_'y_) (g-h)h (38)

where h is the utfit vector along thc field lines

and the coefficient _,_, _ etc. arc defined by equa-

tion A-3 in the appendix. It is evident fl'om equa-
tions 37 and 38 that both electron and ion veloc-

ities are along the magnetic field when their gyro-

frequencies are much greater than their respective

collision frcqucncies. However, it is not at all

evident that the magnitudes of the two velocities

are equal. It is not possible to make any further

simplification of equations 37 and 38 since the

mathematical problem leading to the solution

for the electric field is extremely difficult. In

order to avoid this difficulty one generally assumes

v_=v_=v. In this case the electric field can be

easily eliminated from equations 37 and 38 leading

to the well-known expression for the diffusion

velocity.

V = E_/e'Yi/('ye-_'_/i) ]{[-(2 �he) Vpe_- (T_e_-lYli)g] .h Ih

or in the component from

f/ _,On_ oT_ (2Hi)-') [ On_ , OT_\

[/ On_ ,OT_ (2H_)__ / On_ _ OT_\cosI +_r-'n_-_ +'l'_-'_) cos_I}
[\ or or

(39)

(4O)

where D=2kT_[3_3/_/(_,_+_)J may be inter-

pretcd as diffusion coefficient.

Equation 40 has been the basis of studying the

diffusion problem in the ionosphere. However,

in the light of the discussion presented in this

paper it is cvident that under the assumption of

v_=v,, the correct expression for v is given by

equation 24 which does not explicitly depend on

the magnetic field irrespective of the relative

magnitude of gyro and collision frequencies. The
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dependenceon the magneticfield comesfrom
equation22whichis the requiredconditionfor
Ve = V i.

Unfortunately, there is no simple way of solving

for ve and vi ill terms of the particle densities and

temperatures. Ill order to avoid the mathenmtical

complexities, it may perhaps bc desirable to

devise experimental techniques for measuring the

electric field. This will certainly t)e all important

step in our understanding of the very intricate

problem of diffusion in the ionosphere.

APPENDIX

If v,,<<v,, or vi, we may rewrite equations 8 and

9 in the folh)wing form.

v,_+£.v,.Xh='y_--eE+(A,./,_,_)_+&,vl (A 1)

v,+Mv,×h='yi[eE+(Ai/n.i)_+&v_ (A 2)

where h is a unit vector along the field lines and

the coefficients %, y_ etc. are given by the follow-

ing equations.

% = (n_a_+n,,a,,,) -1

"g i = ( neOGi'JvttnOein) -1

X_=eB.y, (A-3)

hi = -- eBy_

_e : ?tiOlei')te

_i : ?t'eOlei'_i

The coefficient X,. "rod M may be interpreted as

the ratio of gyrofrequency and the effective

collision frequencies of electrons and ions respec-

tively. Further, &, and _i are the coupling terms
between electron and ion motion through colli-

sion. Obviously, & and _fi are zero if v,,=v_ since

the terms containing a,,i are zero.

Equations A-1 and A-2 may be solved for

v,, and v_. We thus obtain

V e --

r X_q-M
+yell x G,I

k

where

1--X_M--6_& [ [- M()%+M) ] ,),,(G,-h)hI-(X,,+M)(M+M_flO _MX]
[ J(1-x_xi-_,,_i)-+(x_+xi) t " t ....

] ($;ydGi.h)h[ (X_+X;) 2 MX, +_;),ihXG,

(A 4)

G, = - eE + (A_/n,)

Gi = eE+ (Ai/nl) (A-5)

A similar expression can be written for vl by

interchanging the suffixes e and i.

At this stage it is appropriate to make a nu-

merical estimate of the coefficients X_, %, etc. in

order to get a physical insight of equation A 4.

For the conditions existing in the F-region, we

adopt the following numerical values of the colli-

sion frequencies as given by ('hapman (1956).

These frequencies correspond to his model

h(T=1480°). Thus we may write

Again

v_i = 268/sec

v_. = 37.4/sec

vi, = 1/sec

co,= eB/m,_ = 5.2 X I()"/see

where B=0.3Xl0 -4 Weber

_o_= eB/m.i = 1.5 X 10'-'/see

assuming m_= 19 ainu. Substituting these values

in C(luation 39 and neglecting m,, as compared to

mi we obtain

X,,_l.7Xl0 4

Xi_,__2.8X 10 _

yi_O.()X 10 '-,_see/kgm

y_3.5 X 10 27sec/kgm

&,_".88

&_1.54 X 10-'-'

l,'rom the above computations it is clear that X,
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and Xi>>l ; _te_l and _i<<l. With these approxima-

tions, equation A-4 can be written in the follow-

ing from

G_ hXGe

+_i[ Gi hXGi-- _+ (G,.h)h+--_. (i',,-_+h_ -_) ]

(A-6)

A further approximation of equation A-6 results

in the following equation.

Ve_ (G_'h) h+ _e_,, (G,.h) h (A-7)

Following the same procedure for v_, we may write

v("_i(Gi.h) h+ _e (G,-h) h (_8)

We may further write, assuming ne-Wpd'_ncWp_,

and substituting for G_ and Gi from equation A-5

v_=e(- _,+_7_) (E.h)h

- (_'_+fie'/_) (u,-_Vp_'h)h

+(m_/_+m_5,_/,) (g-h)h (A-9)

v,=e(_-_i_5,_) (E.h)h-- (7_+_tvy_) (ne-lVpe'h)h

+(m,_,+m_,'y_) (g-h)h (A-IO)
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ANALYSIS OF TOPSIDE SOUNDER RECORDS

R. J. FITZENREITER AND L. J. BLUMLE

Goddard Space Flight Center

A large nund)er of features e'm be seen (m the ionograms obtained by the Canadi'm topside
sounder satellite. The most useful feature for the calculation of electron density prolile is the ex-

tr.mrdin'try trace; however, t<) .mhieve accurate results, the effect of the geomagnetic field must
I)c carefully considered in the dat'_ reduction process. The mettmd of analysis we selected ,_ssumes

tlnLt sm_dl sections of the profile, c,m 1)e aI)proximated I)y eXl)Onential lamin'_tions. This method re-

quires fewer points than other first-order lamination techniques to achieve .t given a(:(:uraey. It is
usually ._ssumed in the 'malysis that the received echoes eorresl)ond to vertie'tl I)rol)ag.'_tion. This

assuml)lion is not"flw'_ys valid, and it can in some eases lead to large errors. The soun(h_r also ex-
cites the medium in the immediate vicinity of the satellite, giving rise to v'trious plasina resonances.

A graph is given which summ,trizes the h)eal effects th,_t "_r('_seen on the ionograms. This graph can

be used for a rapid identification of these resonances.

INTRODUCTION

The success of the tirst tot)side sounder satellite,

Alouette, launched on September 29, 19(12, has

provided a new means of studying the electron

density distribution in the upper ionosphere

(Warren, 1962; l'etrie, 19(i3; Lockwood, 1963;

Nelms, 1963; _Iuldrew, l(.)(i3a; Hagg, 19(i3). The

principal equipment on Alouettc is the ionospheric

sounder, which sweeps from 0.5 to l l.5 Mc/s

while the satellite moves about 80 km along its

1000-kin circular, 80 ° inclination orbit; this sweep

is repeated every 125 km along the orbital path.

The sweep and orbital charaeteristi('s l)rovidc ap-

proximately one ionogram per degree of latitude

for all except high latitudes. The orbital precession

of nearly --8 rain in time per day is such that,

by comt)ining southbound and northt)ound passes,

we can obtain data at all local mean times every

3 months.

It is the l)Url)ose of this t)al)er to discuss the

interpretation of tim data and to outline a tech-

nique for reducing Alouette data to electron

density distributions with height.

CHARACTERISTICS OF TOPSIDE IONOGRAMS

Illustrated in figure 1 are two examples of

typical Alouettc ionograms observed at mid-

latitudes and the corresponding N-h profiles.

These. ionograms differ from the conventional

bottomside ionograms in that the virtual depth

p', derived using the free-space wave velocity, is

measured down from the satellite. The ordinary,

extraordinary, and z-mode e('hoes arc idcntitied

along with the i)lasma resonances and ground

echoes.

The plasma resonances, first discussed by I,oek-

wood (19fi3), occurs at the electron gyrofrequeney

and its harmonics and at fre(tuencies where the

phase refractive index is intinite or zero at the

satellite. One additional phenomenon which is

similar in appearance to a plasma resonance occurs

on the ionograms when the refrae.tive index is

inihfit(, for the vertical ray. The conditions for

690
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FIGURE 1.--Typical middle-latitude ionograms and corresponding true height profiles.

691

all these phenomena are given by the following formulas.

_..2 -- 4"2
J XV J

f N2= ff'-P ff H

fN2=]2_ff.

f.2 =f_-f._

f_-f,?
fN 2 --

1- ( f._ cos20/f_)

X__I r ,) /29• --JN-IJ -

X= l + Y= l +( fH/f)

X= ]-- Y= l-- ( fziff)

X = 1-- y2 = 1 -- ( fH2/f 2)

1 -- y2 1 -- ( fH2/f 2)
X-

1 -- YL 2 1 -- ( fH _ COS20/J_)

where

f= wave frequency.

fN = electron plasma frequency.

fH = electron gyrofrequency.

O=angle between the wave normal and the

magnetic field.

The reflection conditions for the ordinary, z,
and extraordinary modes ( f0, fz, and f_) are:

fo = 10 -3 (80.6N) _/2

f= = 0.5 { -fH-P[fo2-p¼( f,?)]'r_ I

f:= 0.D { f,-FPfo:-P¼(f,_) Gw_i

where N is the electron density per cubic cen-

timeter, and all frequencies are in megacycles per

second. These "resonance" conditions are repre-

sented graphically in figure 2, where the abscissa

is the plasma frcquency fN, normalized with re-

spect to the electron gyrofrequency fH, and the

ordinate is the normalized wave frequency f/fg.

With a graph of this type, the identification of

resonances can bc rapidly verified. The zeros of

the refractive indcx are represented for the ordi-

nary, extraordinary, and z mode by the lines

labeled X = l, X = 1 -- Y, and X = 1+ Y, respec-

tively. The pole of the refractive index for the
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FIGURE2.--Propagation and resonance conditions in a
magnetoionic medium.

vertical ray occurs at X= (1- Y2)/(l -- YL 2) and

is illustrated (for Ys.= Y cos45 °) by the dashed

line. This condition can occur in the region

bounded by the curvcs X=I, Y=I, and X=

l-Y_. At the magnetic equator it will coincide

with the line X = 1-- y2, whereas at the magnetic

dip pole it will occur along the Y= l line if the

normalized plasma frequency is less than unity

and will coincide with the ordinary plasma reso-

nance (X = l) for normalized plasma frequencies

greater than unity. The line X = l -- Y" represents

the limit of z-mode propagation, and at this point

the refractive index is infinite in the plane perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field. The z mode can

therefore only propagate in the region bounded

by the culwes X = I -+- Y and X = l - Y", and the

ordinary and cxtraordinary modes can propagate

only in the regions above the curves X = l and

X = 1 - Y, respectively.

The plasma resonances observed at the electron

gyrofrequcncy and its first two harmonics are

represented by the dotted lines lal)eh'd Y= l,

-_, _. Others have shown that the X= I, l-Y-',
(:orrcspond to well-known plasma oscillations.

l?ora fixed elc(_tron density the propagation

conditions cncountercd as the sounder swcel)s

from 0.5 to l l.5 M('/s arc represented l)y the

vertical line AI on figure 2. As the sounder

sweeps up in frequency the normalized wave fre-

quency increases, but no propagation can take

place until the point B on the curve X= 1A-Y

is rcached, where propagation in tim z mode can

begin. This mode can propagate until X= 1--y2

at point E, where z-mode propagation in any di-

rection ceases. At point D, X= (1 -- Y2)/(l - YL 2)

for the vertical ray (at 45 ° dip), the group re-

tardation becomes very large as the energy propa-

gates down to the reflection point X= 1-]-Y and

returns. The process of propagating vertically to

a reflection point and back can bc represented by

a horizontal line such as I1(/ (for the ordinary

ray) if we neglect the variation of gyrofrequcncy
with altitude and further assume that plasma fre-

quen('y increases in the direction of propagation.

Propagation in the ordinary and extraordinary

modes begins when X_<I and X_<l--Y (points

C and F), respectively.

The gyroresonanccs can occur when the sounder

frequency is an integral multiple of the electron

gyrofrequency; i.e., Y=l, 2,_ }, etc. Alouette

observations of the gyrofrcquency rcsonan(:es,

phenomena that are well known in plasma physics

rescarch (Wharton, 1959), have been qualitatively

explained by Lockwood (1!)();{). The observed
"resonan(:e" at X= (1- Y:)/(1-- YL 2) for the

vertical ray can be simply explained by the large

l;----" .....
g .., . . T,.,,_.,-_*,.uL,. . . . .

FI(mRE 3.--Low-frequency oscillation observed in a
plasma resonance.
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groupretardationencounteredby the z mode as

it propagates to the reflection point and returns.
Such a resonance and its fine structure are

shown in figure 3, which is a photograph of 15

successive soundings separated by about 16 kc/s

in wave frequency. This figure is a plot of signal

amplitude (ordinate) as a function of time

(abscissa) as the sounder sweeps from 1.202 to

1.451 Mc/s. One-millisecond timing marks enable

the spectral components of this plasma resonance

to be easily determined. The principal component

of this resonance, 700 cps, does not change as the

wave frequency increases 16 kc/s per pulse. The

hydrogen ion gyrofrequency for this geomagnetic

location is within 5% of the measured principal

spectral component. For this location (133.5°E,
16 ....)._) _) and time (1623 UT, March 11, 1963),

hydrogen is believed to be the predominant ion

at the satellite altitude (Bauer, 1962). On the

basis of these considerations, the observed peri-

odicity may indeed be the hydrogen ion gyro-

resonance. This phenomenon is seen most fre-

quently in geomagnetic locations where the

magnitude of the field is largest, and on the con-

ventional ionogram display it appears as a broken

vertical line. The possibility that this oscillation

is introduced by the satellite receiver is being
invo_f.i ¢tnf._cl

As can be seen from figure 1, the z-mode trace

does not appear on every ionogram, and the

ordinary mode echoes usually are not seen at fie-

quencies much lower than the extraordinary exit

frequency (X= 1-- Y). J. W. King (private com-

munication) has observed some ionograms near

the magnetic equator on which the ordinary mode

echoes extend back to the ordinary exit frequency,
X=I.

The echoes observed above 4.5 Mc/s (foF2)

on the ionogram shown in figure 1A are returns

from the ground; similar echoes have also been

observed from sporadic E ionization on some

ionograms. Spread F is observed from the topside

and has been discussed by Petrie (1963) and

Kneeht and Van Zandt (1963). As will be indi-

cated later, oblique echoes have also been seen.

REDUCTION OF p'--f RECORDS TO N(h) PROFILES

The initial step in the analysis of Alouette data

is the conversion of sounding records to electron

density distributions with altitude from which

various ionospheric parameters can be inferred.

The relation between the measured virtual depth
of reflection p' from the satellite and the true

depth of reflection p is

P'= u'(f, N, B, O) dp (1)

The group refractive index, u', given by the ratio

of the free-space wave velocity to the group

velocity, is a function of the wave frequency f,

the electron density N, the magnitude of the

magnetic field B, and the angle 0 between the
wave normal and the direction of B. For vertical

propagation, 0 is the complement of the magnetic

dip angle. Although the group velocity Vg is a

known function of electron density (Shinn and

Whale, 1952), the determination of the depth p

at which reflection occurs; i.e., the point at which

V_-- 0, requires advance knowledge of the electron

density distribution N(p). The heart of the p'--f

reduction problem therefore lies in the inversion of

the integral in (1) that is necessary to determine p.

The problem must be approached by making

assumptions about the electron density distribu-

tion, thereby approximating the N(p) profile by

a model. Various methods have been developed

for the reduction of bottomside ionograms, and

with appropriate modifications they can be ap-

plied to topside ionogram reduction. These meth-

ods fall roughly into two categories corresponding

to the approximation made, viz, polynomial and

lamination techniques. The polynomial technique

developed independently by Unz (1961), Tithe-

ridge (1961), and Knecht et al. (1962) assumes

that the entire profile can be approximated by a

single polynomial in plasma frequency fN. A modi-

fication of the single polynomial technique

(Titheridge, 1961) approximates the profile by a

number of overlapping polynomials. Thomas ctal.

(1963) have applied the single polynomial tech-

nique to topside reduction for the special case in

which the geomagnetic field is neglected. The lami-

nation method originally developed by Budden

(1955) assumes that the profile can be approxi-

mated by a number of slabs or laminations, the

height increments of which are a function of elec-

tron density. Budden assumed the height incre-

ments to be linear in plasma frequency, fN (where
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fN= (8.98×10-3)N m with fN in megacycles per

second and N in electrons per cubic centimeter) ;

this technique has been used extensively by

Schmerling (1957) and others. Jackson (1956)

has developed a reduction method similar in prin-

ciple with height increments linear in electron

density. These lamination methods should prop-

erly be called first-order lamination methods, since

the height increments arc linear in plasma fre-

quency or in elcctron density. Other lamination

techniques developed by Paul (1960) and Doup-

nik (1963) assume height increments to be a

parabolic function of electron density.

In applying a lamination method to the reduc-

tion of topside ionograms, it is logical to assume

the height increments to be a function of the

natural logarithm of electron density, log(N),
since theoretical considerations (Bauer, 1962) and

rocket experiments (Jackson and Bauer, 1961;

Bauer and Jackson, 1962) indicate that the top-

side electron density distribution is essentially

exponential in character. A similar exponential
lamination technique has been proposed by King

(1960) for the analysis of bottomside ionograms.

The following sections outline the first-order

linear-in-log(N) lamination method and its appli-

cation to topside sounder ionogram reduction.

EXPONENTIAL LAMINATION METHOD

Lamination methods of p'-f reduction enable

the integral in (1) to be approximated by a sum-

mation, i.e.,

fo pi
p'_= u' ( f_, N, B, O) dp

,_ __,_ ,j(Pi--P_-I) (2)
j_l

where p_ and p'_ are the true depth of reflection

and virtual depth, respectively, for a wave with

frequency f, reflected at an electron density N_,

and ply= p'0=0. _',j is the group refrac, tive index

for the frequency J', as the wave passes through

the slab delined by the truc depths pj-1 and pj.

For cxaml)le , _7'._,:_ropr(,,_,,_ts tim average vahm of

u' in the third slab for the fre(luency which is
refh'_ctcd at the I)ottom of the fifth slab. The ex-

pression for _',j is

1 fpifit,3 pj_pi_ 1 pi_/(f_, N, B, O) dp (3)

The calculation of _'_j- depends on the electron

density distribution assumed within the slab. The

linear-in-log(N) technique described here assumes

that N(p) is a simple exponential within each

slab, i.e.,

N =Nj__ exp[-k/p--pj__) ] (4)

where N_-__ is the electron density at pj__, the
distance from the satellite to the top of the slab,

and (kj) -_= (pj-pi_l)/[-log(Nj)-log(Nj_x)] is
the assumed constant electron-ion scale height

for the slab. Solving (4) for p, differentiating

with respect to log(N), and substituting the

result into (3) yields

17',_= l-log ( Nj/ N i-I ) ] -_

log(Ni) t

• _og(yi__)U (f_, N, B, O) dN/N (5)

APPLICATION OF THE EXPONENTIAL

LAMINATION METHOD

The principal differencc_ between the reduction

of topside sounder ionograms and conventional
bottomside ionograms is that in the topside region

the plasma frequency is nonzero over the entire

ray path. A further compli(,ation is that the

magnitude of the geomagnetic field varies ap-

preciably over the ray path. For reduction of the
ordinary trace, the field variation can be ignored

for a first-order solution, but for reduction of the

extraordinary trace the magnetic field is a very

important parameter.
The electron density at the satellite is obtained

from

N,, = ( 1.2404 X l()4)J),, '' (6)

for the ordinary trac, c (X = I ) and

N,,= (1.2404 X 1()4) (f_,"--f_,fH_) (7)

for the extraordinary trace (X = l - Y). The terms

f,_ and f_, are the wave frequencies in megacycles

per second for the ordinary and extraordinary

modes, respectively, at which the virtual det)th

is zero, and fu_ is the electron gyrofre(luency at
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thevehicle.Thelocalgyrofrequencycanbeob-
tainedfroman inversecubeextrapolationof the
groundvalue,from gyrofrequencyplasmareso-
nances,or by meansof a polynomialfit to the
geomagneticfield.

Sinceionogramsdo not in generalshowan
ordinarytracefor wavefrequenciesmuchless
than that at whichpropagationin the extraor-
dinarymodebegins,theelectrondensityat the
satellitecanthereforeonlybcdeterminedby (7).

To beginthe calculationof the profile,we
computethe averagegrouprefractiveindex_'n
from(5) forthefirst laminationwhichisbounded
by the electrondensityNo at the satellite and

the electron density NI corresponding to the

frequency of the first point sealed from the given

p'=f record. From (2) for i=1, the true depth
is given by pl=p'l_'n. The true altitude hi is

found by subtracting pl from the satellite alti-

tude hr. To calculate the point on the profile
corresponding to the reflection of a wave fre-

quency fi, tile contribution to the retardation

of f.,. in the last lamination before reflection,

_'ii(pi-pi-1), is found by subtracting from p'i

the retardation due to that part of the profile
already determined; from this result and the

average group refractive index for the last lami-

nation, pi and hi are then found by the following

two equations:

i--1

P_=P_-_+[P'i-- _-_'ij(Pj--pi-1)/_'_i_ (8)
j=l

h_ =h_--p_ (9)

This process is continued until the entire profile
is determined.

MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS

Although the dip angle for a given geographic
location is nearly constant within the altitude

range of topside soundings, the variation of the

electron gyrofrequency can be as much as 25_v
over the range 250 to 1000 km. Therefore the

accurate determination of true height profiles
requires allowing for the altitude variation of

the magnitude of the field in the calculation of

the integrals in (5). This variation can be taken

into account by evaluating fH at the altitude cor-

responding to the bottom of each lamination and

assuming it to be constant throughout the lami-

nation. This value of fH iS used in computing g'
and, when the propagation is in the extraordi-

nary mode, fH is also required to compute the

upper limit of the integral of .' in (5). A slight

complication arises in computing the retardation
for the last lamination, since the altitude of re-

flection (and hence .f.) is not known initially.

This ditficulty is overcome in the following man-

ner: The average group refractive index Z'. is
calculated using fil evaluated at the altitude cor-

responding to the top of the layer, h_ 1, and from
(8) and (9) a value for h, is obtained. The value

of _'. is then recomputed using f. evaluated at
this initial h_, and a new value of h_ is determined.

Continuing this iterative process will not improve

the degree of accuracy appreciably because of the

approximation that .f. is a constant throughout

the slab. Doupnik (private commmfication) has

shown that by using Olfly the extraordinary virtual

depth for each lamination it is possible to im-

prove the approximation by calculating the field

as a function of altitude within the lamination,

since the slope of the electron density profile for

each lamination is the only unknown.

In most cases, the field compensation scheme

described above is sufficiently accurate, i.e., the
unceT't_tillf, lo_ h_ ,ha t.,,,, l._;_I.* _1_ 1 ,.............. ut, _l_.il_ll,a C/_llLlll_tblOllS due
to the field dependence are less than the un-
certainties inherent in the reduction method. It

has been found, however, that at locations where

the extraordinary exit frequency and the local

electron gyrofrequency are such that the field

parameter Y=f,/f is greater than about 0.7, the

uncertainty in the first few true heights of re-

flection below the satellite (-I-20 kin) is greater
than the combined uncertainty due to scaling,

computational, and satellite position errors

(4-10 kin). This uncertainty is due to the cx-

treme sensitivity of the index u' and of the

electron density calculations to slight deviations

in Y when Y approaches unity. As the sounding

frequency increases, Y decreases, and the un-

certainties in the remaining true height calcula-

tions due to the field dependence become small.

Rcduetion of the ordinary ray data is much

simpler, since the electron density at the bottom

of the lamination is known, and therefore the

height variation of Y within the lamination can
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FIGURE 4.--Comparison of first-order lamination methods
as applied to topside ionogram reduction.

be included more accurately by an iterative pro-

cedure. For the ordinary ray, the Y dependence

of du'/dY for u'>2 is large for two ranges of Y,

_ Y_,_ and Y>2. The range Y>2 is not en-

countered with the current topside sounder, and
t_alY__ is seldom encountered in the altitude range

where F' >2. Including the height variation of Y

within each lamination does, however, reduce the

error in a true height profile (for which Y=½

at the satellite) by nearly 3 km over the entire

profile.

COMPARISON OF LAMINATION METHODS

APPLIED TO TOPSIDE IONOGRAMS

When applying a lamination method to lone-

gram reduction, the error introduced by the de-
parture of the assumed from the actual electron

density distribution within each lamination can

be'determined by the numher of laminations re-

quired to define the profile accurately. A com-

parison of the three first-order lamination redue-

tion techniques applied to the extraordinary traces
of the same ionogram is shown in figure 4. The

solid curve is the profile obtained by the linear-

in-log(N) technique, while a single dashed curve

shows the profiles obtained by the linear-in-N

and linear-in-fN techniques, since these last two

agree with each other to within 4 kin. The maxi-
mum difference in altitude between the two curves

is about 20 kin. Sixteen laminations were used

in all three techni(lues. Doubling the number of

laminations in all three techni(lucs yields profiles

which are identical (within 3 kin) to the profile

represented by the solid curve. Therefore, to

calculate profiles of the same accuracy, fewer

laminations are required hy the linear-in-log(N)

technique than by the linear-iu-N or linear-in-f_

te('hniques. If a height variation of higher order

in log(N) were assumed, it is expected that even

fewer laminations would be required.

N(h) PROFILES

All methods of reducing ionograms to N-h

profiles assume that the wave normal is in the

vertical direction. There is, however, eviden('e on

some ionograms of field-aligned propagation.

Muldrew (19(13h) has discussed observations of

trapl)ing in field-aligned ducts near the magnetic

equator. Figure 5 is an ohserved topside ionogram
and two electron density distrihutions derived

therefrom, l)rofile A, ohtaiued on the assumption

that the propagation path was entirely verti('al,

is obviously in error beeause it yields an F2
maximum of l(P cl/cm '_ at 100 kin. l)rofilc B,

obtained on the assumption of field-alined propa-

gation, results in an Fz maximum at 251 km.

Although there is no direct evidence on this iono-

gram that the propagation is field alined, this

conclusion, based on the height of the F_ maxi-

mum, is the only reasonable cstimate of the actual
conditions. It should be emphasized again that

the overall error in any data point due to sealing,

computations, etc., is less than l0 kin.
It is well known that a cusp will appear on a

virtual height record whenever the slope of the

electron density distribution is large and rapidly

changing. The depth of this cusp depends prin-

cipally on the slope, and the shape is a measure

of the rate of change of the slope. The large cusp

in figure 5 at 1.65 Mc/s is produced by the change
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in scale height between 600 and 800 kin. This

cusp does not arise from the large values of the

group refractive index that occur at Y= l, since

the largest value of Y for this sounding is 0.7. If

the electron density distribution and electron gyro-

frequency were such that 0.9< Y< ).0, a sharp

cusp would be observed in the extraordinary trace

due to the variation of Y; however, this phe-

nomenon has not yet been observed, since the

electron densities observed at 1000 km are gen-

erally greater than 10 _ el/cm a.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Topside ionograms exhibit local phenomena

(plasma resonances), echoes from the topside

ionosphere (ordinary, extraordinary, and z propa-
gation modes), and echoes from below the F_

maximum (ground returns and sporadic E re-

flections). The range of extraordinary echoes ex-

tends rather consistently from the immediate

vicinity of the satellite to the reflection point,
and it is thus the most useful for calculating

electron density profiles. Lamination methods of

reducing p'-f records to N-h profiles have been

discussed and, in particular, a method using

logarithmic laminations has been developed and

applied to the topside ionosphere. This method

yields greater accuracy than other first-order
lamination techniques for a small number of

sample points. The height variation of the geo-

magnetic field is important in (1) the computa-

tion of the average group refractive index in each

lamination and (2) the calculation of thc electron

density at the boundaries of each lamination in
the case of the extraordinary ray.

A convenient means of identifying the plasma

resonances observed with a swept frequency top-

side sounder has been presented. In one of the

plasma resonances a spectral component has been
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observed that appears to correspond to the H +

gyrofrequency.

Some topside ionograms, reduced under the

assumption of vertical propagation, yield profiles

with a value of the F2 peak that is obviously too

low. It is suggested that in these cases field-

aligned propagation is the source of this error.
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ON THE HEIGHT OF AURORAL ABSORPTION

BENGT HULTQVIST*

Goddard Space Flight Center

The height distribution of the absorption produced by two different observed electron spectra,

N(E) dE=5X109 xp(--E/5) dE and N(E) dE=7X104 exp(--E/41) dE and also by the brems-

strahlung from the first mentioned one has been estimated. The results indicate that the absorp-

tion in the 60-90-km range, due to hard electron spectra, often may dominate, whereas the ab-

sorption caused by bremsstrahlung is smaller than that due to the primary electrons producing the

X-rays. These results arc discussed in respect to the height of the absorbing layer and the observed

very small variation of auroral absorption at sunrise and sunset.

INTRODUCTION

It was found in an early stage of the experi-

mental investigation of the ionosphere by means

of ionosondes that during aurora total blackout

of the ionosonde often occurs, indicating strong

absorption taking place below the reflecting layers.

That the main part of the ionization producing

the radiowave absorption that is characteristic

for magnetically disturbed conditions in the

auroral zone is located below the E-layer is
evidenced also by several other observations. The

few rockets containing electron density experi-
ments that have been flown into the disturbed

ionosphere in the auroral zone have all brought

down information showing that absorption takes

place well below the E-layer. Heikkila and Pen-

stone (1961), for instance, found a pronounced

peak in the height distribution of absorption per

unit length at 75 km and no measurable absorption
at all above 90 kin. The rocket measurements of

Seddon and Jackson, Kane and others (cf. e.g.,

Seddon and Jackson, 1958, and Kane, 1963) seem

not to have given any results showing so high

electron density up in the E-layer that the main

part of the absorption might have taken place

there. The Norwegian rocket measurements of

*NASA--National Academy of Sciences--National

Research Council Senior Postdoctoral Resident Research

Associate on leave of absence from Kiruna Geophysical

Observatory, Kiruna C, Sweden.

electron density in the lowest ionosphere have

shown strong increases in electron density in and

below the normal D-layer height interval during

aurora and magnetic storms (cf. Jespersen et al.,

1963). Multifrequency riometer measurements
often give equivalent heights below 75 km for the

absorbing ionization (Ziauddin, 1963) and the

time constants evaluated from absorption records

indicate similar altitudes (Ziauddin, 1961a;

Gustafsson, 1963). Furthermore, electron density

profiles obtained from partial reflection and cross-

modulation studies in the auroral zone show strong

increases in the electron density, and the absorp-

tion caused by it, below 80 km during aurora and

magnetic storms.
Some of the observational facts mentioned

above led Chapman and Little (1957) to propose

that bremsstrahlung X-rays, produced by the

primary auroral electrons, are responsible for the

major portion of the auroral absorption. However,

the absorption caused by bremsstrahlung from

primary auroral electrons, of the spectra observed

by McIlwain (1960), is probably considerably less

than that due to the primary electrons themselves

(cf. Aikin and Maier, 1963, and below). Practically

all the primary electrons found by McIlwain will

be stopped above 80 km and most of the absorp-

tion takes place above 90 kin.

Investigations of the variation of auroral

absorption in the twilight periods (Hultqvist,

1962, 1963; Brown and Barcus, 1963; Holt and

699
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Lan_lmark, 1963) have shown that the difference

betweer_ postsunrise and presunset (day) ab-
sorption on one hand and presunrise and post-

sunset (night) values on the other hand is much

less than expccted on the basis of the present

knowledge about the negative ions in the lowest

ionosphere. The two most probable alternative

interpretations of this observation have been

proposed to be the folh)wing: either the main

part of the ionization responsible for the auroral

absorption is situated above 90 kl_l altitude or the

ratio of negative loll to free electron densities, h, is

much less than hitherto believed (tiultqvist,

19()3t)).

Campbell and LeiHt)a(.h (1961) have calculated

the absorption taking place in the height interval
of the visual aurora from measured fluxes of

auroral light and the ratio of ionization and

ex('itation cross sections. They proposed that

som(,times all auroral at)sorption may take place
in the height interval where the visual form is
located. Oil the basis of this and the absence of

day night variation in auroral absorption, Brown
and Barcus (1963) concluded that auroral ab-

sorption usually takes pla(.c above 90 km altitude.
This first one of the two above mentioned al-

ternatives means, however, that all the obser-
vational evidence mentioned earlier for a low

altitude of the at)sorl)ing ionization should be

disregarded. This seems not very probable to this
author.

While the ro(.ket-measured auroral electron

spectrum of ]_'IcIlwain (1960) was very soft and

produced the ionization mainly up in the altitude

range of visible aurora (see below), some rocket

experiments in the auroral zone have shown

considerably harder electron-spectra. Davis ctal.

(l 9(i()) found the differential energy spectrum to be

proportional to E -2, while Mcl)iarmid et al. (1961 )

ol)scrved an exponential spectrum with mean

energy of 22 kev. In addition to these few isolated

rocket observations of harder electron-spectra,
there is now available results of satellite obser-

vations of similar high-energy electrons, ol)-

rained during many passages through the auroral

zones (]_aml et al., 19(13). These ol)servations

supp()rt the low altitude absorption alternative.

They will be discussed in this note and will first be

briefly descril)cd.
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OBSERVATIONS OF FLAT ELECTRON SPECTRA

IN THE AURORAL ZONE

Mann, Bloom, and West (1963) flew magnetic

spectrographs, covering the energy range 90-1200
key for electrons in the Discoverer satellites Nos.

29 and 31. These satellites were launched on

August 30 and September 17, 196l, respectively,
in near polar orbits, l)is(.,ovcrer 29 had a perigee of

160 km near the North Pole and an apogee of 610

kin. The perigee of 240 km was at 30°N for Dis=

coverer 31 alld its apogee was at 420 kin. The

opening angle of the instrument was small (about

2×4 degrees) and it was (,ontimlously directed

outward ahn_g the radius vector from the earth's
center.

Three diffcreiit types of differential ele(:tron

spcctra were found. ()he proportional to

exp(-E/5 kcv), i.e., the same as fouHd t)y

McIlwain (1960), was observed over the polar

caps and sometimes down to rather low latitudes,

especially in the northern hemisphere. The fluxes

of these steep spectrum electrons were sometimes

10-100 times greater than that found by Mellwain

(1960) to be associated with a weak aurora of

international I)rightness coefiicient (IBC) about

I. The differential energy spectrum obtained I>y
McIlwain was:

N(E) = 5 X 108 exp(- E/5 kev)

electrons cm-2sec _ster-lkev. -1 (1)

In the calculations below, a 10 times more intense

flux will be employed.
A second type of spectrum was ot)scrved only in

the region of the South Atlanti(; magnetic anomaly

and could bc interpreted as the lowest tail of the
VanAllen belt.

The third type of spectrum observed is the one
that is of most interest here. It was a class of

harder electron spectra than that reported 1)y

Mcllwain (1960), predominantly found in the
auroral zones. These electrons were observed

when the spectrometer looked within 10-20

degrees of the geomagnetic field lines. This

indicates that the electrons were injected into the

atmosphere. They were probat)ly primary auroral

electrons, according to ]_lann et. al. (19(13).

The spectra of this kind observed during 20

different passages through the auroral zones could
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begroupedintotwoclasseswithregardto energy
fall-off:onegivenbyNo exp(--E/25 kev) and the

other by No exp(--E/42 key). Some of the spectra,

however, had e-1 energy values as low as 15 key

and in one case a high value of 165 key was found.
The calculations below will be made for a

differential electron energy spectrum of

N (E) = 7 X 104 exp(- E/41)

electrons cm-2sec-lster-lkev -1 (2)

obtained from figure 5 in the report of Mann et. al.

(1963).

There was a magnetic storm when Discoverer 29

was in orbit and it was mainly in the course of

that storm that the hard electron spectra were

observed in the auroral zones. There was probably

a time lag between the start of the storm and the

onset of the electron bombardment, but due to
incomplete orbit coverage nothing definite could

be stated. The electron flux definitely diminished
as the storm waned.

ABSORPTION PRODUCED BY PRIMARY

AURORAL ELECTRONS, GENERAL

The exact calculation of the energy dissipation
of fast electrons in the atmosphere is very corn-

large single-energy losses occurring in both
radiative and inelastic collisions and also because

of the large angular deviations encountered by
the electrons in elastic collisions. Even the ex-

tensive numerical calculations of Spencer (1959)

give somewhat inaccurate results for large thick-

nesses of the absorbing material.

Maeda (1963) has given the following empirical
relation for the attenuation of electrons with

energies between 5 and 300 kev:

N(E,x) dE=No(E) exp(-0.318X107E-2.2x) dE

(3)

where No(E) is the initial differential intensity of

electrons with a kinetic energy of E, and x is
given in g/cm 2. This expression is based on

laboratory measurements and takes into account

elastic scattering. As soon as an electron has

undergone interaction, so its energy is outside the
interval dE at E, it is considered as lost from the

beam. In using expression 3 for calculation of the

energy dissipation, one thus considers the total

energy of an electron that has been inelasiically

scattered at an atmospheric depth, x, as dissipated

at that same depth. This gives some overcsti-

marion of the energy dissipation at small at-

mospheric depths and thus produces the ionizcd

layer at somewhat too high an altitude in the

atmosphere. On the other hand, since the electron

flux is certainly not attenuated in an exponential

way close to the electron range, it seems likely

that an overestimation is made also of the very

lowest part of the produced ionization, when

formula 3 is employed. It is, however, probable

that the errors in the height distribution of the

produced ionization are not large, measured in kin,

in the atmosphere whcre the density increases

approximately exponentially with decreasing

height. More on this in the discussion on page 704.

Expression 3 has the great advantagc of making

all calculations easy. It will be uscd below for the

estimates of the absorption caused by various

electron spectra. The geomagnetic field lines will
be assumed to be vertical in the auroral zones.

The flux of electrons with a pitch angle a at the

atmospheric depth x g/cm 2 is then given by

2_rN(a,x,E) dE sina da

= 27rNo(E,a)expV-x/z(E)cosaTsinc_dadE (4)

where 1/_ (E) = 0.318 X107 E -2.2 and No(E,a) is

the differential electron spectrum outside the

atmosphere. Based on the experimental results

reviewed above, it will be assumed that the low

energy spectrum [-a exp(-El5)] is isotropic over

the upper hemisphere, but that the high energy

electrons [-a exp(--E/41)] come in only within

one steradian around the field lines, and they will

be assumed to propagate vertically.

(a) Isotropic Flux

Integrating the pitch angle from 0 to r/2 and

substituting y = x/cosa we obtain

N(x,E)dE = 2_rNo(E)G[x/a(E)-I dE (5)

where GVx/a(E)-] is the so-called Gold integral

(cf., e.g., Rossi, 1952):

G[x/(r(E)-]= expV-xs/_(E)s -2 ds. (6)

dN (x,E) /dx = 2rN0(E). dG /dx

= 2_r[No(S)/a(E)-]niV- x/a(E)-] (7)
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wherd Ei[-x/a(E)-] is the exponential integral,

defined by

5-Ei(--y) = e-zz -1 dz. (8)

The energy dissipation rate to the atmosphere per

unit volume by electrons of energy E is given by

- p(h)E, dN(E,x)/dx

= 27rp(h)E[-No(E)/a(E) _Ei[-- x/a(E)-]

kev cm -3 sec -1 key -1 (9)

where E is measured in key and h is the altitude in

cm. By taking the avcrage amount of energy used

in production of one electron-ion pair equal to

32 ev, N0(E)=5X109 exp(--E/5) electrons cm -_

sec-ister-ikev -1 and 1/a(E) = 0.318 X 107E -2.2, we

obtain the electron production rate q(E,h):

q(E,h) = -- 3.12 X 1018. p(h)E -1.2

X e -_';5 El( -- 0.318 X 107E -2"%)

(Cln 3 sec key) -1. (10)

-- Ei(-x) goes to infinity when x goes to zero. The

expression 10 is valid when the isotropic flt'x out-

side the atmosphere has infinite extension in thc

horizontal plane. In pra(.tice this means that the

auroral electron bombardment must 1)c homo-

gcnous over areas several hundred kilometers in

extension for (10) to give correct results for small

atmosphcrie thi('knesses. This condition is cer-

tainly not fultillcd in most auroras. However, it

only influences the dissipation in the highest

layers of interest, making the electron dcnsity

larger. The absorption is in any case small there.

In the height interval where most of the energy

dissipation takes place expression 10 should be

accurate from that point of view.

(b) Vertical Incidence

For vertical incidence the expression for the

energy dissipation rate to the atmosphere per unit

volume by electrons of energy E is given by

- E.dN(E.h)/dh= p(h).E. [-No(E)/a(E)-]

Xcxp[--:c/a(E)_Kev(cm 3 see Key) -1 (ll)

and the ch',ctron production rate, q(E, h), for

No(E) = 7 × l04 cxp(-E/41) electrons cm -2 sec -1

kev -1, by

q(E,h) = 0.695 X l0 _3 p(h)E -1"2

exp(--E/41) exp(--0.318X 10 _ E-2"%)

electrons (cm 3 scc Kev)-L (12)

ABSORPTION DUE TO PRIMARY AURORAL

ELECTRONS AND BREMSSTRAHLUNG

With the use of equation 10 the electron pro-

duction rate q(E, h), due to a steep spectrum of

McIlwaiu's type but with a 10 times higher flux

(as found by Mann et al., 1963; it corresponds to

an aurora of IBC II) was computed for every

10th Key from 5 Kcv up to 65 Kcv, and for every

10th km between 70 and 130 kin. The total

electron production rate due to the complete

spectrum was obtained by numerical integration.

The stationary state electron density, N_, was

derivcd from

N_(h) = I-q/(1 -k-k). (aa-Fho_.)-] ';2 (13)

The profiles used by Nicolet and Aikin (1960),

Aikin (1962), and others, and the values a_=

4.6X l0 7 cm 3 sec-1 and a,= l0 7 (.m3 sec _ for the

dissociative (aa) and ion-neutralization (a,)

recombination coetiicients have bcen uscd. Finally

thc absorption per km height interval was com-

puted for the riometer frequency 27.6 Mc/s in

the auroral zone, using the old Appleton-Hartce
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FmURE 1.--The electron collision frequency, v, as a

function of altitude. Curve 1 has been drawn on the

basis of data presented by Holt (1963) for the lower

half of the altitude range. In the upper half curve 1

Ires boca extrapolated so that it parallels the curve

shown by Ratcliffe and Weekes (1960) in about the

same way as in the lower altitudes. Curve 2 is after

Nicolet (1959) below 90 km .rod after lhtnson (1961)
above 100 km.
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expression

dA/dh = 0.459 X 105 Nev/(3.34 X 10I6+ v2) (db/km).

(14)

Computations were made for the two electron
collision frequency profiles shown in figure 1.
v-profile No. I is probably more represeatetive for
the actual ionospheric situation at the lower
heights, where it is based on recent measurements
(Holt, 1963). With the use of v-profile no. 2 in

figure 2, absorption-per-kin values higher by a
factor of about two is obtained and the ratio

between the high-altitude and low-altitude ab-
sorption contributions is also a little changed, but
the differences are not of major importance here.
Below, only the results obtained with the use of
v-profile No. 1 will be presented. The probable
inaccuracy of the numerical absorption values will
be discussed in some more detail later.

The result of the computations is shown as
curves nos. 1 in figure 2a (for daytime) and
2b (for night). The total absorption amounts to
1.0 db in the day and to 0.9 at night, dA/dh has
its maxinmm at about 90 km during the day and at
95 km by night. Most of the absorption takes
place above 90 km.

Aikin and Maier (1963) have calculated the
electron production rate due to the bremsstrahlung
resulting from the electron spectrum measured by
McIlwain (1960) during an aurora of IBC I.
Their electron production rates, multiplied by a
factor of 10 to make them correspond to the
absorption given by curves Nos. 1 in figure 2
have been converted into absorption per km in
the way described above. The result is shown as
curves Nos. 2 in figures 2, a and b.
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FIGURE 2.--(a) is for daytime and (b) for night. Curves 1

in (a) and (b) show the height distribution of the ab-

sorption produced by the differenti.fl energy spectrum

N(E)=5.109 exp(--E/5 Kev) electrons cm -2 sec -1

ster -t Kev-L The total absorption values corresponding

to curves 1 amount to 1.04 db in the day and to 0.89 db

at night. Curves 2 give the absorption due to the

bremsstrahlung of the same electron spectrum. Total

absorption in the day is 0.27 db and in the night 0.061

db. Curves 3, finally, represent the absorption dis-

tribution produced by the differential energy spectrum

N(E)=7.104 exp(--E/41 Kev) electrons cm -_ sec -1

Kev-', coming in along the field lines. Total daytime

absorption is 1.9 db and the nighttime one is 0.52 db.
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The total daytime absorption due to

bremsstrahlung amounts to 0.27 db, or about

one-fourth of the absorption produced by primary
electrons. It has its maximum at about 60 kin.

The thickness of the layer at its half-value points

is 17 km. At night the total bremsstrahlung

absorption is very small, 0.06 db, i.e., about one-

fifteenth of the corresponding absorption due to

primary auroral electrons.
Finally the absorption due to the hard electron

spectrum N(E) dE= 7)< l04 exp(--E/41 kev) dE,

observed by Mann et. al. (1963), has been com-

puted using expression 12 for the electron pro-

duction rate and the same procedure as described

earlier for transferring q(E,h) into dA/dh. The

result is shown in figure 2, a and b, as curves
Nos. 3. The integration was carried out between

50 and 300 Kev. For the spectrum above, electrons

with energies less than 50 Key give negligible

contribution to the absorption.

The total daytime absorption was found to be

1.9 db and the nighttime one 0.5 db. The height

of maximum dA/dh was 70 km in the day and a

little less than 80 km at night. Thus the absorption

in the 60- to 90-kin height interval, due to the

hard electrons, is twice as large as that due to the

soft ones and one order of magnitude greater than

that produced by bremsstrahlung in the day.

DISCUSSION

The uncertainty in the numerical values

presented in figure 2 is large. The inac(.uracy in

the knowledge of the collision frequency intro-

duces a possible error in the absorption of a factor

of two or even more at the highest levels shown in

the figure. The density in the upper half of the

altitude range in figure 2 may vary appreciably

with local time and season. This together with the

low degree of accuracy in the existing experi-

mental density values for this region, makes an

uncertainty of a factor of two possible. In addition,

the use of the classical magnetoionic formula

result in values of dA/dh which, in certain

atmospheric depths, may be 50t_'_ too low (cf.,

e.g., Hult(lvist, 1963c).
It has I)ccn mentioned above that the cah'u-

lation of the electron production rate due to an

isotropic electron flux presumes a very large
extension of tim area of electron inilux into the

atmosphere. The area should be so large that

electrons entering at almost horizontal direction

at one side are stopped after having travelled a

small part of the distance to the other side. That
means that the dimensions of the area of electron

influx has to be many hundred kilometers. It is

certainly not true in nature that the electron flux

is homogeneous over such areas. It is known, for

instance, that the correlation of auroral absorption
records decreases to 0.5 for a distance between the

riometers of 300-400 km (Holt ct al., 1961). The

result of the assumption is that the absorption in

the upper levels is overestimated. However, the
influence on the total radio wave at)sorption is

probably quite small, as the absorption at fairly

great atmospheric depths dominates strongly. The
effect on the altitude of the absorbing layer of

using the simple expression 3 is certainly more

important.
It has been shown by Young (lt)56) that the

average energy lost per electron by a beam of
electrons of energies from a few Key to a few

tens of Kev in traversing an absorber is approxi-

mately equal to the energy, E0, of an electron with

an end-point range equal to the absorl)cr thick-
ncss. This was used by McIlwain (1(.)60) in de-

riving the spectrum of the electrons observed by

him in attrora. Mcllwain pointed out that if the

integral number energy spectrum can I)e repre-

sented by a function of the fornl c exp(--E/b),

where c and b are constants, then tim energy flux

emerging from an absorl)cr with an electron end-

point range energy of E0 will be cb cxp(-Eo/b).

Using this and the empirical relations I)etwecn

energy and practical range, R, for monocncrgetic

low-energy electrons by Katz and l'cnfold (1952),

the following expression can I)c derived for the

electron production rate, q(h) (el./cm 3 see), due
to an electron flux which is isotropic outside the

atmosphere

27rc l"'/2 Eo(O)exp_Eo(O)/b-]sinO dO

q(h)=0.O332 P 1-o R(O). [2.8.53-0.191 In E0(0)]

(15)

where R(0) can be taken equal to 1.36p (ram Hg/

cos0 for the height interval of interest here.
Numerical calculations have shown that the

equilit)rium electron density due to the soft

spectrum n(E) = 5 X 109 exp (- El5) electrons/era 2
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secsterKevobtainedwith theuseof (15)differs
by lessthan50%fromthosefoundby meansof
Maeda's(1963)formula3,exceptat thebottomof
the ionizedlayer (90kin) wherethe difference
amountsto ahuost100(7(.Thoseresultsindicates
that the useof Maeda'sattenuationformulais
notprobableto involveerrorsin theabsorption
per unit heightintervallargerthana factorof
twoin anypartof theheightintervalof interest,
exceptpossiblyin theverylowtail. Theeffectof
this on ratiosbetweentotal absorptiondueto
varioussourcesor on day to night ratiosis
probablysmallcomparedwithotheruncertainties.

Anassumptionofinfiniteextensionin thehori-
zontalplaneoftheareaof electroninfluxwasalso
madeby Aikin andMaier(1963)in their calcu-
lationof the ionizationproducedby bremsstrah-
lung. Sincethe bremsstrahlungphotonscan
travelveryfarinalmosthorizontaldirectionin the
upperlevelsof interesthere,the requiredex-
tensionoftheareaofinfluxisstill higherthanfor
the electrons.The effectof this assumptionis
probablythat thecalculatedionizationrate,due
to bremsstrahlung,is too high.It is difficultto
give quantitativevaluesof this overestimation.
In additionto thisuncertaintyin thecalculation
of the bremsstrahlungionizationrate,thereare
errnrsinfr,_a,,_AI_..+_-..... :-........... .y _,,__vec,.c approximations

and simplifications made by Aikin and Maier in

deriving the expressions for the X-ray flux and its

absorption in the atmosphere.

The conclusion of this discussion of the accuracy

of the absorption values given in figure 2 is that

only the order of magnitude is significant. The

ratios of the absorption values for the various

ionization sources and for the highest and lowest

altitudes in figure 2 are probably correct within a
factor less than four.

With the uncertainties in some of the param-

eters, of the order of magnitude mentioned, ex-

tensive calculations giving high degree of accuracy

in other parameters, seem not to be justified. It

may be of interest to mention that an absorption-

height distribution calculated on the assumption

that the electron flux consists only of the electrons
within one steradian around the field-line di-

rection, propagating strictly along the field lines,

instead of being isotropic over 2_ steradians, is
only about 50_ smaller than that obtained with

isotropic flux. The heights of the absorbing layers
and the shapes are similar in both cases. It is

therefore quite reasonable to make the simplifying

assumption of vertical influx for a rough esti-
mation.

(2) It can be seen in figure 2 that the absorption

deep in the atmosphere, due to bremsstrahlung, is

probably much less than that produced mainly

above 85 km by the primary electrons, for the

steep electron spectra found by McIlwain. For

decreasing steepness of the electron spectrum one

would expect an increasing importance of the

absorption produccd by bremsstrahlung because

of the increasing cross section for bremsstrahlung

production with electron energy. On the other

hand, when the primary electrons become more

energetic, they ionize lower down in the atmos-
phere; the height difference between the ionized

layers produced by primary electrons and the

bremsstrahlung decreases and with it the differ-

ence in absorption cross section for the electrons
in the two layers. This tends to make the brem-

sstrahlung less important. More calculations for

various spectra are needed before a general

statement about the importance of the brem-

sstrahlung in producing radio-wave absorption

can be given, but it seems probable that the, hlgb

altitude absorption due to primary electrons--

and to heavy auroral particles--is greater than the

absorption produced by bremsstrahlung for all
spectra of interest.

(3) For the parameter values used in the

calculations leading to the curves 1 and 2 in

figures 2a and b, we expect 1 db absorption at 27.6
Mc/s for an aurora of IBC II. To obtain the

corresponding absorption values for the same

electron energy spectrum for IBC I we only have

to divide by the square root of 10, as there is a

factor of 10 for the light emission, and therefore
for ionization rate, between each IBC value. Thus

an IBC I aurora (in the night) would only give
0.3 db due to primary electrons and 0.02 db due to

bremsstrahlung for a McIlwain spectrum. For an

IBC III aurora the corresponding values would be

3 db and 0.2 db, respectively. An IBC IV aurora,

finally, would give 10 db due to primary electrons

and 0.6 db because of bremsstrahlung.

(4) Figure 2 shows that the absorption pro-

duced at low altitudes by the fiat electron spectra
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observedby Mannet al. (1963),maybemore
importantthanthatduetotheverysteepspectra,
also observedby Mann et al. as well as by
McIlwain.The datapublishedby Mannet al.
(1963),donotgivetoo muchinformationabout
the rangeover which the hard electronflux
varies.Comparisonof curve3 in figure2 and
the absorptionto be expectedfor aurorasof
variousIBC,producedby electronswithspectra
of McIhvaiu'stype, show that the daytime
absorptionunder('urve3 dominatesoverthat
dueto low-energyelectronsfor IBC I and II
(fig. 2 illustratesthe situationfor an IBC 2
aurora)but not for III and IV. For nighttime
(fig. 2b) the absorptiondue to high-energy
electronsis greaterthan that producedby the
low-energyonesonlyfor IBC I aurora (with the

hard ele(..tron flux unchanged), while for IBC II

it is somewhat smaller. It seems, however, rea-
sonable to assume that also the flux of electrons

with fiat spectrum varies at least a factor of 10 up

and down from that used in this note, and that its

daily average value is correlated with the daily

flux of steep spectrum electrons. That this is so is

supported by the results of balloon observations

of X-rays. The absorption due to these high-

energy electrons will then be the dominating one

in the average.
Even if there should exist a statistical relation

betwcen the fluxes of steep=spectrum and flat=

spectrum electrons, it is most probable that wide

variations in the resulting total spectrum can be
found from one aur<)ra to another. One can expect

to see both auroras (weak <)ncs) without appre-

ciable absorption and strong absorption without
visible aurora. Such combinations can be ob-

tained from the two spectral types dealt with in

this note. The dissimilarity between the diurnal
variation curves for visual aurora and auroral

absorption may be understood on this basis.

From the report of Mann et al. (1963), one does

not get information about the occurrence fre-

quency of the two above-mentioned types of

spectra. The data from Injun I show that the

radio-wave abs(>rption is well correlated with the

flux of electrons of energy greater than 40 Key

(Maehlum and O'Brien, 1963). This, as well as the
good (_orrelation t)etween radio-wave absorption

and tluxcs of bremsstrahhlng X-rays of energies

up towards 100 Kev, indicates that auroral type
of absorption is not primarily caused by electrons

with the very steep spectrum found by McIlwain
(1960). The rocket observation of Heikkila and

Penstone (1961), on the other hand, can be
understood as an effect of a fiat=electron spectrum

without any contribution from the steep type.
(5) The day-to-night ratio of the absorption,

AD/AN, obtained from figure 2a and b, is, for

absorption due to low-energy electrons alone,

1.12; for the absorption produced by brem-

sstrahlung, 4.4; for absorption due to low-energy

electrons and I)remsstrahhmg, 1.:_4; for high-

energy electron abs<)rption, 3.7; and finally, for

the sum of absorption caused by low arid high

energy electrons and by brcmsstrahlung, 2.2.

The observed AD/AN value for auroral ab-

sorption is between one and two (1.1-1.2 according

to Hultqvist, 1962, 1!)63; about I according to

Brown and Barcus, 1963, about 2 according to

Holt and Landmark, 1963). l)robably it is fairly
close to rarity.

The absorption values shown in figure 2 were
calculated with the use of the height distribution

of _ (the ratio between negative ion and free

electron densities) used by Nicolet, Aikin and

others in the last few years.

()f the AD/:IN values obtained from figure 2,

which were given above, only the "h)w-cnergy

electron" one agrees with the observed value of

AD/AN. The experimental values of A D/AN were

obtained by averaging over all auroral absorption

events recorded over extended periods of time

(3½ years in Hultqvist's case).

It was mentioned earlier that there is experi-

mental evidence showing that auroral absorption

is usually not caused by low-energy electrons

alone. When assuming equal probability of

occurrenee of the steep- and fiat-electron energy

spectra, wlfich seems to be a reasonabh_ assump-

tion in absence of detailed statisti_,al data, one

would expect an AD/AN value of more than two,
as mentioned earlier.

It should be lncntioned here that the large

uncertainty in the absolute absorption values
does not affect the AD/AN ratio too nmch. The

AD/AN value is more dependent on the height
distribution. The larger the fraction of the total

absorption that takes place above 90 kin, the
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smaller the AD/AN value will be. From the dis-

cussion earlier, it can be concluded that it is more

probable that the calculated high-altitude ab-

sorption is overestimated than that it is too

small.

On the basis of what has been said above, it

seems possible to conclude that there is a sig-

nificant discrepancy between the AD/AN values

calculated on the basis of the )_ profiles of Nicolet

and others, on the one hand, and the observed

values on the other. This means that the observed

absence of day-night variation in auroral ab-

sorption is not due to the main part of the ab-

sorbing ionization being located above 90 kin.

The second alternative mentioned in the intro-

duction-that of the )_ profiles being lower than

believed before--is therefore supported by the

results discussed in this note.
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EVIDENCE FOR THE EFFECT OF CORPUSCULAR i

RADIATION ON THE IONOSPHERE 4

F. MARIANI*

Goddard Space Flight Center

The correlation of maximum electron density in the F region at noon with solar activity is in-
vestigated for both long-term and month-to-month variations, in data for 1937-57 from all existing
observatories. On the basis of noon-equilibrium between electron loss and ion production by solar
radiation, an ionizing effect, strongly dependent on solar activity and peaked at latitudes of 55°
to 65 ° is shown to exist.

This latitudinal variation suggests a corpuscular origin of the effect. The possible source of a
corpuscular flux is discussed. The energy of the ionizing particles is in the range of Kev. Quanti-
tative evidence is given that Van Allen belts could be an important, or possibly the main, source.

1. INTRODUCTION

........ _vuulv_ \*It_ll_Lll, IO_),Y ¢..I_IIKAL IOUU, llgtF

indicated as M1 and M2) on the variations of

electron density distribution in the F2 layer sug-

gest some latitudinal and l 1-year variations of

the solar ultraviolet radiation. The interpretation
of these results is rather difficult because the ex-

perimental data can be affected by other than

solar causes (local variations of atmospheric tem-

perature and winds, diffusion, etc.). Moreover, in

the study of long series of ionospheric data, one

cannot completely eliminate the "regular" effect
due to the seasonal variation of zenith distance

of the sun. Because of these difficulties, it is de-

sirable to apply statistical methods to the data

of all existing observatories. Local irregularities
and systematic effects in a number of observatories

are then easily recognizable, and some general
conclusions can be drawn.

It is the purpose of this paper to apply a sta-

tistical analysis to all ionospheric data collected

*NAS-NASA senior postdoctoral research associate, on
leave of absence from the University of Rome.

in the two ll-year periods, 1937-1947 and 1947-
1957.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND METHOD

OF ANALYSIS

In this study, we used the monthly median

values of f0 F2 at noon for about 70 observatories,
listed in table 1, whose data are published by the

Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the

National Bureau of Standards or directly by the
observatories.

For indicators of solar activity, we used the

monthly means of final sunspot numbers and of

sunspot areas, published by the observatories of

Zurich and Washington, respectively; the monthly

mean areas of hydrogen filaments and hydrogen

and calcium flocculi, deduced from the character

numbers published by the Astro-physical Obser-

vatory of Arcetri; and the monthly values of

heliographic distribution of chromospheric activity

published by the observatory of Meudon. De-

tails on the above parameters of solar activity are

given elsewhere. The method of analysis is the

7O9
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TABLE l.--Locations of Ob,,z_tarie_, Used, in Geomagnetic and Geographical Coordinates

d Observatory

Clyde ...........................................

Resolute Bay ....................................

Godhaw_ .......................................

Baker Lake .....................................

Narsassuaq .....................................

Reykjavik .......................................

Churchill ........................................

t)oint Barrow .....................................

TroIns() ...........................................

Kiruna .........................................

Fairb.mks (col.) ..................................

Anchorage .......................................

Illvernt!ss ........................................

Oslo ............................................

Winnil)eg .........................................

Uppsala .........................................

St,. John .........................................

Prince Rupert ....................................

()ttawa ..........................................

Lelfingrad ........................................

Shmgh ..........................................

l)e Bilt .........................................

Lin<tau .........................................

Moscow ........................................

Freiburg .........................................

Washington ......................................

Poitiers ..........................................

Sehw,trzenburg ...................................

Adak ............................................

Graz ...........................................

Tomsk ..........................................

San Francisco ....................................

White Sands .....................................

Baton Rouge .....................................

Casabl_mea .......................................

W.tkkanai ........................................

Alma Ata ........................................

I)ortorico ........................................

Akita ............................................

Tokyo ...........................................

Yamag'_wa .......................................

l)akar ...........................................

Maui ............................................

P[lJlaIntL .........................................

l)elhi ...........................................

Okinawa ........................................

Fornmsa ........................................

lbadan .........................................

Bombay ......................................

I)jibouti .........................................

Baguio ..........................................

Madras ..........................................

Geomag. coordinates

Lat.

82N

82N

80N

74N

71N

70N

69N

68N

67N

65N

65N

61N

61N

(10N

60N

59N

59N

5SN

57N

56N

54N

54N

5SN

50N

50N

50N

49N

4SN

47N

47N

45N

44N

41N

41N

3SN

35N

33N

30N

S9N

25N

SIN

21N

SIN

2IN

19N

15N

14N

IIN

10N

7N

5N

3N

Long. (east)

1

289

32

315

38

71

323

241

117

116

256

258

S3

11

323

106

21

2S3

351

IIS

S3

S9

94

121

9O

350

S2

S9

240

97

160

29S

316

334

69

206

152

2

205

206

19S

55

268

34S

149

196

lS9

75

144

ll4

I S9

150

Geograph. coordinates

Lat. Long. (east)

70N 291

75N 265

69N 306

64 N 264

6IN 315

64N 33S

59N 266

71N 20;{

70N 19

6SN 20

65N {4S

61N 210

57N 356

(iON 10

50N 263

60N 1

4SN 3O7

54 N 230

45N 2S4

60N 31

51N 359

5SN 5

52N l0

55N 37

4SN S

39N 283

47N 0

47N 7

52N 183

47N 15

56N 85

37 N 23S

33N 253

30N 269

34N 352

45N 142

43N 77

I SN 291{

,10N 140

36 N 140

;{1N 131

14 N 343

21 N 203

9N 2S0

29N 77

26N 128

25N 121

7N 4

19N 7;{

11N 43

16N 121

13N S0
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TABLE 1.--Continued ,
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Observatory

,_uam ...........................................

l'iruehy .........................................

[tuancayo ........................................

Leopoldville ......................................

_ingapore ........................................

Rarotonga .......................................
Buenos Aires .....................................

]'ananarive ......................................

lohannesburg ....................................

Capetown ........................................
Brisbane .........................................

Falkland Island ...................................

Watheroo ........................................

Canberra ........................................

Christchurch .....................................

Hobart ..........................................

Decepcion .......................................

Port Lockroy .....................................

Campbell Island ..................................

Macquarie Island .................................
l'erre Adelie ......................................

Geomag. coordinates

Lat. Long. (east)

212

148

354
84

173

274

9

113

91

80

227

9

186

225

253

225

7

4

253

243

231

Geograph. coordinates

Lat.

3N

1N

0.6S

3S

10S

21S

23S

24S

27S
33S

36S

40S

42S
44S

48S

52S
52S

53S

57S
61S

75S

13N

llN

12S

4S

IN

21S

35S

19S

26S

34S

27S

52S

30S

35S

44S

43S

63S

65S

53S

54S

67S

Long. (east)

145

79

285

15

104

200

302

48

28

18

153

302

116

149

173

147

299

297

169

159

140

same as that used in the previous papers M1

and M2.

Following is a list of symbols:

N=monthly median values of (f0 F2) 2, in

(Me/s) 2
Nj_=seasonal (12 month) variation of N

R = monthly mean of sunspot number

AR = monthly mean of sunspot area

At=monthly mean of hydrogen-filament area

A_H =monthly mean of hydrogen-floeculi area

Aaca= monthly mean of calcium-flocculi area

A_= one of the above quantities R, AR, AF, etc.

When the above symbols have a bar (for ex-

ample N, AF, etc.) they represent the calculated

corresponding value for the long-term (ll-yr)

variation.

3. THE CORRELATION OF F2 LAYER MAXIMUM

ELECTRON DENSITY AT NOON WITH SOLAR

ACTIVITY

We considered for each observatory simple and

double linear regressions of the maximum elec-

tron density at noon with one solar parameter A_

(or two different parameters, Ai and At) ex-

pressed in the analytical form

N =/V0(1 +a,.A_) (1)

for long-term variations or,

N--N_2= (N--Na2)o( I +o_,A_) (3)

N--Na2= (N--NI2)O(l+_A_+'yjAj) (4)

for actual month-to-month variations.

The quantities fT0 and (N-N12)0 represent the

values deduced from the secular variation and

from the month-to-month variation N-N_ at

minimum solar activity (A_=0), i.e., the elec-

tron density for an absolutely quiet sun.

In M1 we found for the years 1947-1954 a

remarkable dependence of ?_r and N-NI2 upon

the areas A F of hydrogen filaments, after eliminat-

ing the dependence upon the sunspot number; a

rough confirmation of this result was obtained in

M2 from the few available data corresponding to
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FI(JURE l.--Correlation of the long-term variation f+ attd

1_. The abscissae, in this figure "rod in the following

(figures 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8) is the "effective" latitude as
defined in section 3.1.

the years 1!)38-194.t. Comparison of rt,sults for

Northern and Southern l lemispht,res intli('ated a

noti(,eabh, asymmetry in tim correlations with A _.,

attd in arty ('ase a ('/(,ar latitudinal (,fleet with a

minimum at the (,(luator.

In order to improve the above results and to

see if they also apply to other phases of the solar

cyeh', we have since investigated the correlations

of eh,etron (hmsitics with as many solar param-

eters as possible. First we cah'ulated the siml)h'+

correlations of the tdet+tron densities with the.

sunsl)ot mHnt)er R, the areas .1_¢, ++l_,., .'l+z[ and

A®(+,+; later we looked for possibh, tq'f('('ts of tim

position of the perturbation centers on tit(, solar

disk I)y investigating some e,orrelations with tim

Mcudon tilament activity.

The ()vt,rall r(,sults of sut'h (,ahqflatio|ls give a

conclusiv( _ ('.onlirmatiou of a latitu(l(, efl'e(% of tim

rt'gr(,ssio)l (_o(,Ili('i(,nl.s in (,It(, four int,t,rvals 1938-

I!)4.1, l!)+i I(.)-17, I!).17-I!)5.1, I!)5.1 I!)57 v,'hi(4t ('or-

respond alternately to decreasing and increasing

phases of the solar cycle. For a few observatories

we could obtain only qualitative rather than

quantitative information, because of insufficient
data• These cases are not included in the quanti-

tative results wc given in the next sections.

We consider separately the cases of the long-
term and month-to-month variations.

3.1 The Case of Long-Term Variation/_

The principal results are given in figures 1, 2,

and 3, in which we show the quantities 1_'0 and

++ defined by (1) for the simple correlations of

/_0 with the sunspot number ]_ (tig. l), the area

At,, (fig. 2) attd the areas +(+H attd A+c+ (fig. 3),
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and AF.
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respectively. In all the diagrams we indicate on
the abscissae an "effective" latitude defined as

the arithmetical mean of geographical and geo-

magnetic latitudes. As found curlier in M1, such
a choice leads to some reduction of minor ir-

regularities in the distribution of the points on

the graphs and takes into some account the de-

pendence of the electron density upon both the

geographical and geomagnetic coordinates. In the

left half of each figure wc show the valucs of JY0,

in the right half the values of ai. The amplitude
of the standard errors is indicated for all the

calculated points•

A first interesting feature is the rather sym-

metrical distribution of N0 in the two hemispheres

for latitudes greater than 20 °. In the tropical
latitude belt N0 exhibits two relative maxima;

the maximum in the Northern Hemisphere is

rather localized while the position of the Southern

llemisphere maximum is not us clear, bccause of
the lack of sufficient expcrimental data at those
latitudes. The occurrence of such maxima in

tropical regions is a well known feature of the

F2 layer.

We can also compare the latitudinal variation

of -_'0 and the annual mean of cosx ..... where
x .... is the noon zenith distance of the sun.

Values of cosx .... are proportional to the noon

ionization intensity and, for the F2 layer, also

N= _,.

31
• y*ars 1947-54

¢
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FIGURE 3.--Correlation of the long-term variation in fi"
and 2i(_n (upper graphs) and N and ACe ° (lower
graphs).
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FIGURE 4.--Latitudinal variation of annual mean of
cosx .... (curve A) and of the amplitude of its seasonal
variation (curve B). The abscissa is the geographical
latitude.

approximately proportional to the noon electron
density• These values have been calculated

(fig. 4), taking into consideration the sphericity

of the earth and sunlight a,¢ iionospheric levels

(even during polar winter at noon in all the

northern observatories). By use of proper normal-

ization factors, we obtain u rather good fit of the
experimental values _0 with the annual mean of

cosx .... for latitudes higher than 300-35 °.

Some anomalous values are present in the

latitudinal distribution of N0, in particular the

rather high values at Huancayo and Leopold-

ville, which are at or very close to the geomag-

netic equator. Generally, as mentioned earlier,

local conditions (such as upper atmospheric winds,

anomalous temperature or concentration distri-

bution) can influence the electron density. At this

stage, thcn, we try to give a physical meaning

to the general behavior rather than to some par-

ticular anomaly, which must await a more refined
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theory.In theparticularcaseof equatorialdata,
for example,werecallthat thegeomagneticfield
alsoexhibitsananomalousbehavioron thegeo-
magneticequator,becauseof theequatorialelec-
trojetat ionosphericlevels.

Weconcludethat thevaluesl_r0, for latitudes

higher than 300-35 ° arc a rather good index of

the steady ultraviolet radiation at F2 levels.

If we now take into account the latitudinal

variation of tile regression coetticients _,, assuming

a dependence of N on the solar activity as given

ill (l), we would expect, within the statistical

and experimental errors, constant values at all

latitudes. This is not the case, however; a re-
markable latitudinal effect is apparent.

A tirst interesting feature appearing in this

latitudinal variation of the coefficients _, is an

appreciable difference between their values in
the Northern and Southern tlemispheres, when
we consider the correlation of l_' with /_ or fi._..

I h)wever, this is not the case for correlations with
+I+H or /1+<:,,. The existence of a difference be-

tween the two hemispheres was already shown in

M I for the years 1947-1(.)54. IIowever, it may be

only apparetlt, due to the particular solar param-

eters used in MI. A<',tually, the areas A+H and

//+c:_ may he a better index of solar activity than

are the parameters R and ,(i,, used in M l.

The most surprising feature of the latitudinal

effect is the sharp maximum of a, at latitudes of

55°-60 °. At first sight, an increase of a, with

latitude could be duc to the decreasing values of
A'o.Such an effect can to some extent affect the

variation of _+. IIowever it does not seem to be

the determining factor, since at northern latitudes

higher than 60 °, a+ first decreases remarkal)ly and

very steeply and then recovers to the equatorial
values, l:or extreme southern latitudes the de-

crease of _ cammt be checked because of the lack

of data; only its increase to 55 ° is observed.

A simple physical exph_nation of the above

latitudinal effect can be given in terms of two

superimposed effects. The first is a variation of

ultraviolet radiation within the solar cych'_, which

is present in all places. The other effect is a

latitu<lina! variation in corl)uscular radiation di-

rectly or indirectly coming from, or inlhwnced

by, the sun. If this is the case, one can study the

latitudinal variation of the absolute "corpuscular"

effect.

We can write equation (l) in the form

fiT= =_0[-1+aj_J+fo(_+--ai) +i+, (5)

wherc the first term represents the "ultraviolet"

effect and the last one the "corpuscular" effect;

the quantity a_ is assumed to be independent of

latitude. A possible value of a_ may be the mean
of the _+ values for tropical latitudes, which is

practically the same as that for very high latitudes.
A clear latitudinal effect is again apparent not

only in ai-al, but, above all, in x_o(_i-a:). This

last feature gives further evidence of a latitude

dependence of the abs<)lute intensity of the

"corpuscular" effect. For rcasous of brevity we
do not give diagrams of :_ro(ai-ai); we will

rather consider the correlations of month-to-

month variation which we study in the next

section and which, from the physical point of

view, are much more significant.
It should be emphasized that the _+ distritm-

tion has its maximum at lower latitudes than the

auroral zone; the lines of force between the geo-

magnetic latitudes 30 ° and 65 ° cross the equatorial

plane at geocentric distances of about 1.4 and
5.5 earth's radii, i.e. at heights of 2500 and

29,000 km at)ove the ground. At least from a
qualitative point of view, one couhl think in

terms of some conue('.tiou I)etweeu corpus(,ular

ionosl)heric effects and Van Allen radiation belts.

We shall consider this poillt later in section 4.
The double correlation with R and +1_,,,defined

by (2) was also tested, for the years 1944-1947

and 1954-1957; the same douhle correlation with

and +l_,.,for the years 1947-195-I, having I>een

already considered in M l. For the latter time

interval a latitudinal constancy of _R an(l a

latitudinal variatio,l of q_. was established; such

a feature is not confirmed during the two in-

creasing t)hases of the solar cycle, so that it must

be considered as a nonpermanent feature.

3.2 The Case of the Month-to-Month Variation

N-Nr2

This case is more expressive from the l)hysical

poiqt of view, t)ecause it takes into account the
actual unsmoothed month-to-month variation of

I)oth electron density and solar parameters.
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The results of our calculations are shown in

figures 5, 6, and 7. In this case, obviously, the
statistical errors are about an order of magnitude
greater than in the case of the long-term varia-
tion. The essential features of the behavior of

(N-N12)o and ai are clear. The statistical im-
provement with a sufficient amount of ionospheric
data can be seen by considering the 11-year period
1947-1957. The mean values of al for correlations
with monthly values of R and A F are again
greater in the Northern than in the Southern
Hemisphere, while this is not the case for the
correlations with A¢_ and A,c_ (fig. 7).

If we again assume a mean value ai of a_ for
the tropical belt of latitudes, we can write the
regression equation (3) in the form

N--N12 = (N--N12)oEl+a_A,W(a_--a,)A_]. (6)

Figure 8 shows the 1947-1957 behavior of

FIGURE 5.--Correlation of month-to-month variation
N-N_ and R.

FIGURE 6.--Correlation of month-to-month variation

N-N]_ and A_.

(N-N_)o×(a_--ai) which represents, as we
have already seen, an index of the absolute
latitudinal effect on the ionospheric electron
density.

Although the statistical errors are much greater
because of the combination of the errors in

(N-N_)o with those in a_ and a_, the latitudinal
effect is clearly enhanced.

For the double correlation defined by (4),
however, we again failed to obtain results having
some clear physical meaning.

3.3 Effect of the Heliographic Latitude of Solar

Disturbances

In order to look for a dependence of iono-

spheric electron density on the heliographic lati-
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tude of tim l)erturbation centers on the solar

disk, we studied the data collected by the ob-

servatory of Meudon on tilament activity, as a

function of heliographi(, ('oordinates. Such data

are given for each solar rotation period (27 days).

We, e+xpressed them in terms of terrestrial months

by making a weighted mean as follows: if in a

terrestrial month there are contained n days of tim

27 days of a solar rotation period and m days of the

following rotation period, and x and y are the,

nunfl)ers whi<'h express the tilament activity for

the, two rotation periods, the mean ten'estrial-

month a(!tivil,y is define(l as (,,r+,_y)/(n+m).

We have Sel)arately ('.onsider(,d the activity of:

(i) polar lilam(mts; (ii) (,(luatorial /ihmwnts; (iii)

tilanwnts betw('en tim h(,li<)gral)hi(' l:_titudes 30N

to 30S; (iv) filaments in the Norl,h(,rn Solar

lh'mispher(+; (v) tilaments in the South(,rn Solar
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FIGURE 8.--Latitudinal variation of (N-N_2)o(oe_-ai) for

the 11 years 1947-57. The values at latitude 59S refer

to the years 1954-57.

l lemisphere. In each case, the correlations do not

seem significant; the values of the (:oeffieients of

the linear regressions (I) and (3) exhibit notice-

able and irregular diffcren(:cs for different observa-

tories; in many cases negative values of N0 and

(N-N_+), were also obtained.

According to the present investigation, no sig-

nificant correlation appears to exist between the

ionospheri(: F2 layer and the, latitudinal distri-

bution of solar activity (:enters.

4. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE LATITUDINAL

EFFECT

4.1 The "Corpuscular" Hypothesis

On the basis of the conch_sion drawn from the

results of section 3, we give a tentative physical

interpretation of the latitudinal effect according

to the following hypotheses.

(i) The effe(;t is caused by a eorpus('ular radia-

tion impinging, with a (dmra(:teristi(', latitudinal

distribution, upon the upper atmosphere.
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(ii) The corpuscular radiation has a rather low

mean energy (of the order of Key or tens of

Kcv), so that it reaches the 200-km level, i.e.,

the F2 layer, but does not necessarily reach the

E layer (Mariani, 1957).

(iii) The intensity of the radiation depends

(as a first approximation) linearly on the solar

activity.

First, we estimate the order of magnitude of

the particle flux necessary to give the actual

ionization rate. Wc assume that a particle loses

all its energy in the ionization of neutral particles.

In the steady state which we may assume for the

F2 layer at noon, we write the equilibrium equa-
tion in the form

I--bne=O, (7)

where I is the production ratc, b is the effective

recombination cocfticient, and n_ the electron

density. By noting that the maximum values of

the ratios (o_i--a_)/ai at latitudes of 55°-60 °

generally have values between 1 and 2, one con-

cludes that the effects of the variable part of the

ultraviolet radiation and that of the corpuscular

radiation are comparablc, llowevcr, the total

ultraviolet contribution, proportional to l+a_Ai,

becomes more and more important with respcct

4-_vv _L__,l_ c_rpH_ul_l COlibl IUUblOII _ bnc solar

activity decreases. At maximum solar activity

(a conventional value of the sunspot number R

equal to 150) the quantities 1 +a;A_ and a_--a_

are about the same; in this physical situation, the

corpuscular ionization rate Ie is comparable to
the ionization rate I_ of the ultraviolet radiation.

Thus we have

Iu_I_,_I,_b_ (n_). (8)

If we put b= l0 -4 sec -_ and n_= l06 cm -3 (so that

the ionospheric layer has a critical frequency

fi_9 Mc see-'), we obtain, at the height of maxi-

mum electron density (300-350 km) :

Iu_I_,-_,)O ions cm -3 sec -_.

We now make use of the fact that the photo-
ionization rate at heights more than 300 km de-

creases exponentially (Watanabe and Hinteregger,
1962). We assume that above this altitude 50

percent of the ionization is due to corpuscular

radiation. Thus an estimate of the total corpus-

cular ionization in a square cm column of air

above 300 km at middle latitudes can be /total_

2X109 ions cm -2 sec-k If the mean ionization

loss is 35 ev/ion-pair, the corresponding kinetic

energy flux is Fr_7X10 TM ev cm -2 sec-'_-_0.1

erg crn -_sec-k For comparison, the total energetic

flux entering the atmosphere, assuming the solar

constant = 2 cal cm -2 min-' is 1.4 >(106 erg cm -2
see -1.

The above data allow a simple evaluation of

the order of magnitude of the rcquired particle

flux. If the particles can penetrate vertically to

a minimum altitude of 150 km, they have, if

they are elcctrons, a kinetic energy T_1500 ev.

However, the effect of scattering and of the geo-

magnetic ficld is that the path of the electrons

is not a vertical straight line. On thc average,

then, they stop at higher altitudes, i.e., in the F

laycr. The total incoming electron flux F_, at

maximum solar activity, can be estimated as

Fe = FT/15OO_,SX 107 electrons cm -2 sec-k

The velocity of an electron having an energy
T_-_1500 ev is v,_2.3)<109 cm scc-' so that the

partMc density in the incoming stream is of
the order of l0 -2 cm -'_.

If such a corpuscular radiation impinges uni-

formly on the upper a,tmo,_phora hot.woen_ the

latitudes of 30 ° and 65 ° (a surface of one third

of the total area of the earth), the total incoming
flux is of the order of 1026 electrons see-'. In view

of this intensity, it does not seem possible to

attribute such a flux of electrons to a primary

source other than the sun. On the other hand, the

particular features of the latitudinal effect exclude

the possibility that they are coming directly from

the sun along St6rmer trajectories. As mentioned

earlier, we may however assume that the elec-

trons are leaking from the Van Allen radiation
belts.

We may also consider the low-energy electron

fluxes measured by Krasovskii ct al. (1962) and,

more recently, by O'Brien (1962). Krasovskii

reports that at 45 ° geomagnetic latitude an energy

flux of dumped electrons of energy T_10 Key

between 10 .2 and 1 erg em -2 see-' was observed

during one pass of Sputnik 3. The more systematic

measurements of O'Brien, made on Injun I, gave

median fluxes of 106 trapped electrons cm -'_ see -_

with T>_40 Key. Corresponding to these in-

tensities, O'Brien reports average energy fluxes
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of trapped electrons with T>_ 1 Key of the order

of 1 to 10 erg cm -2 sec -I. We notice that the

above assumed electron energy of 1.5 Key is

just the averagc energy if wc assume, for energy

> 1 Kev, a power law differential spectrum with

an exponent _=4. Thus, the number fluxes of

trapped electrons with mean energy T= 1.5 Key

are of th(, order of 5X 109 cm-'-' sec -1. With "life-

times" of 10 :_to l() 4 sec, as calculated by ()'Brien

for partMes with T>40 Key, one computes

duml)cd electron fluxes of not less than 105 to

l() _ cm-'-' see-l; the (_orresl)onding energy fluxes

are not less than l() -4 to l() -:_ erg ('m -2 se('-L

If one ('onsiders that the measurements of

()'lh'ien have I)cen madc in a period of redueed

solar a(,tivity (R 50) and that the "lifetime"

of very low-energy ch,('trons may he suhstantially

lower than that estimated for electrons with

T>40 Kev, we can effectively consider the

duml)ed (,h,(:tron flux from Van Allen belts as an

important sour('e (or lhe sour('e) of the corpus(,ular

radiation in the F2 layer.

Sonw difli(.ulty ('ouhl arise h(,re from th(, fa('t

that the ('orpus('ular ionospheric ('ffe(_t d('('r(,ases

very sharply at, latitudes high(,r than 60 °, whih,

in l)racti('e the electron tlux(,s m(,asur(,d by ()'lh'i(,n

art, nearly ('m_stant at all latitu(h,s ut) to 7() °,

(,orl'('SpOli(lillg to tI inll+xinnlnl g(,o('(,lltri(' (tistallee,

of al)()ut I() earlh radii. ('o,,'(,rning this point, w(:

must bear in mind, how(,v(,r, that our r(,sults con-

('(,rn th(, state of tim i(,tOsl)h('r(' av(,rag(,d with

r('sl)('('t to the solar ('y('h,. ()n(, (,amtot (,x(.huh_

soin(, small year to year shift of th(, latitu(h, of

maximmn (.orpus('ular (,ff<,('i, in ])arii('ul'u' toward

h)w(,' ]alilu(l('s as solar a('tivity (h,<'r(,'_s(,s. If this

is ih(, (..is(,, (m(, can r(,as(mat)ly assnlll(' i[]at at

maximum solar a(.tivity lh(, m'_ximum ['m'l)US-

uulm' ('ff('('t may o('('m' al, higher g(,()magn('li('

latiiu(h,s, (it) ° to 65 ° or ('v('n higher.

,\ I'urlh(,r (luanlilaliv( , ('h,nwnl w(' (.an easily

(,ah.ui.m, is th(, int(,grai(,(1 flux ()f i)arlieh's durin_

the entire I I-y('ar solar ('y('h,. If w(' assume a

lint,at long-term tim(' wtri'di(m, and r(,memh(,r

that lhe al)ov(, ("d('uIat(,(l flux vahws refer io th(,

maximum solar "t('tiviiy, w(, (,slim't|e |hat the

integrah,(I el(,(g, ron flux (,nt(,ril_g Ih(' upper aimos-

phcr(' may b(' I():" (,h,,d,,rous. Th(, _.orr(,sp,,.lil_g

integrated (,n(,rgy, assuming a m(,'m {'ll{'Fgy {)f

Keys, is 10 '-'r't,) 10'-'" ergs.

One immediatcly sees that the above integrated

fluxes of particles and energy represent only a

very small part of the fluxes ultimately emitted

from the sun during its full cycle of activity.

4.2 Other Evidence for Corpuscular Effects and

Conclusions

Finally, we want to draw attention to the many

experimental indications of intensive particle

fluxes in the upper atmosphere. It is agreed that

polar aurorae are the result of corpuscular radia-

tion, although the origin is not fully understood.

Antonova and Ivanov-Kholodny (l(.)(il) point

out the possibility of a corpuscular origin of

nighttime ionospheric ionization; their calculated

flux of ele('£rons of about 100 ev would be I(P °

to l()H electrons ('m -2 set' t, to whi('h corresponds

an energy flux of I to 10 erg cm -2 sec-L These

electron and energy fluxes are l(P to It) + higher

than our minimum estimates. Such high fluxes,

t)ased on the assumption of a high value of the

loss coeflMent in the F2 layer (1() -7 to 1() -+

cm :_ s(,c -_) are probably overestimated, since the

actual coefficient appears to be much smaller.

Several experimental results (Boudeau and

Bauer, 1(.)62) in(li(_ate that, at altitudes approxi-

mately I)(,tween 150 and 350 kin, the eh,(4ron

t(,mp(,rature is higher than the ion t(,ml)erature.

lh)ur(h,au (1962) also points out th'_t "large

fhax(,s of (luasi-en(,rgeti(' partM(,s whi('h could

t)rovi(h' an additional ionization sour(,e have h(,cll

observe(l at some g(,ographi('al loeatiolls in the

ul)per atmosl)h(,r(,."

lhm'is and Priest(,r (1962), in their eah'ulated

th(,or(,ti('al too(Ms for the sol'u'-cy('h' variation

of the Ilpl)('r atmosph(,r(,, aSSlllnC all ultr'_violet

h(,at SOlll'('(' alld It ('()rpllSl!ll[al' h(,at st)Ill'('(', of

almost equal magnitude, ()f lh(' m'(h,r of I (,rg

('m 2 see _. ( '(mtrary 1,() (mr s('hem(', ]l()wt'v('r, the

•tssmn(,d ralio I)(,tw(,(,,t ('(,'l)US('ul'u" and ullra-

viol('| Iluxes does not vary during a solar ('yt'h'.

We _'(m('lu(h, lhal if t,]l(, el(,etron flux (.ah'ulaled

i_l st,'lion l.I is re'dly i)r(,s('nt in the F? ['_y(,r, it

i'()uhl i)ossihly (,'iginat(, in lh(' radiation I)elts; in

any _'as(,lh(,Van Allen helts ar(, a good res(,rvoir

of iouosl)h(,ri(, ionizing i)artM('s. This i)ossil)ility

ohvi()usly does not ('x('lu(le sorer' other .t(.(.(,l(,ra-

l i()lL m['(.hmlism acting on very l()w-(,n(,rgy ch'('-

t,r()ns "normally" I)r('s('nl, in t h(, Ul)l)(,r atnmsl)lwre:
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forexample,onecouldthinkin termsofanelectric
field,presentonly (or mainly) in the l_t*._ade
rangeinwhichthe"corpusculareffect"ispresent.
Froma generalpoint of view, it will bevery
interestingto studythe eventualdependenceof
the corpusculareffectonlocaltime,ashasbeen
donefor thepolaraurora.Actually,theexperi-
mentalparameter,theF2layercriticalfrequency,
is amoreor lessapproximateindexof ultraviolet
and corpuscularradiationonly nearnoon;at
othertimes,particularlyduringthe night, it is
controlledprimarilyby otherphenomenaastime
andheightvariationsofrecombinationorattach-
ment coefficients,temperaturevariations,con-
vectivemotions,etc.,sothat it cannotbecon-
sideredan evenapproximativeindexof the in-
comingcorpuscularradiation.At present,the
first andmoreimmediateexperimentalproblem
wouldbethe direct detection of very low-energy

particle flux at ionospheric levels; we hope that

this can be done in the near future.
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PITCH ANGLE DISTRIBUTION OF THE PHOTO-
ELECTRONS AND ORIGIN OF THE GEOMAGNETIC

ANOMALY IN THE F2 LAYER

F. MARIANI*

Goddard Space Flight Center

A major anomaly of the F region is the "equatorial" or "geom.tgneti(:" anomaly, which con-
sists of the pronounced minimum of f0F2 on the geom._gnetic, equ.ttor and two maxima near 20°
north and south geomagnetic latitude, at meridian hours _md in the afternoon, in every season. A
recent theoretical approach (Goldberg and Schmerling, 1963) favors the hypothesis that a diffusion
process from the equator .dong the magrmtic lines of forc(_ c'm produce the enhancement of f0F2 in
both hemispheres. However, it has t)cen suggested that this process alone is not sulIicient to explain
completely the observed anomaly (Risbbt_'t]b Lyon and ])cart, 1963).

It is the i)urpose of this letter to present in some det'Lil one simple mechanism which also may
play a role in the ext)lanation of the anomaly. This mech:mism is based on a more detailed analysis
of the physical processes that the photoeh_(;trons undergo in the upper atmosI)here.

It is generally assumed that the photoelectrons

produced in the atmosphere by solar ultraviolet

radiation undergo physical processes which ('on-

tribute to the F region electron distrit)ution only

'_t the altitudes where they are produced. In this

hypothesis no importance is attached to the

actual angular distribution of the photoelectrons

produced by the photoelectric cffect. This dis-

tribution (Heitlcr, 1944) is peaked at right

angles with respect to the direction of the incident

photons, according to a sin20 law (0 is the angle

between the photoelectron velocity vector and the

incident photon direction). On the other hand,

the incident photon beam, as a whole, is not

polarized, so that the azimuthal photocle(:tron

distrihution is on the average practically uniform.

At rather low altitudes, in the E and F 1 layers,
the thermalization lifetime of the produced photo-

electrons is very short, due to their small mean

free path with respect to all the possible physical

loss-processes. However this is not the case for the

upper F2 region, where we may assume (Hanson,

1962) that the most important energy loss of the

*NAS-NASA Senior l'(_std(mt(,r,'d Rese_m:h Ass(,ciatc,
on le'_ve of absence from the University (,f lh)m(,.

photoelectrons occurs in elastic collisions with

ambient electrons. An inunediate consequence of

the large mean frec path is that the photoelectrons

are subject to some motion after their production
rate can differ from the ease of "local" thermali-

zation. The perturbation is related to latitude and
to the time-variable effect of the geomagnetic

field on the sin_6 angular distribution of the

ejected photoelectrons. We suggest that what is

called "anomaly" could just be, at least partially,

the result of the redistribution of the photo-

electrons produced locally, due to the presence of
the geomagnetic field. Anyway, we must point

out that the experimental datum we have is the

density of the ambient thcrlnal electrons, so that

its comparison with the photoproduction rate

remains to somc extent arbitrary.

For a centered magnetic dipole with its axis

aligned with the geographical axis, the correspond-

ing pitch angle distribution is given by the

function (Marian|, 1963)

g(a) = ]sina[sin_a+sin2fl(1 - ]sin2a) ]

The quantity g(a) da gives the fraction of elec-

trons.era S.sec-I with pitch angle a between

720
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and aq-da. The angle/_ is the angle between the

direction of the incident photon and the geo-

magnetic field. This angle /3 is a function of the
geographical latitude A, the magnetic inclination

I, the local time • and the solar declination

according to the expression

cosfl = -sin_ cos(I+h) +cos _sin(I+A)cos@

In figure 1 the function g(c_) is plotted as a
function of pitch angle for different values of 13.

The photoelectrons with rather small pitch angles
can drift along the magnetic line of force within a

narrow cylinder whose radius has an upper limit

of some tens of centimeters. The photoelectrons

with high pitch angles, instead, cannot migrate

significantly. The fraction of photoelectrons with

intermediate pitch angles a actually able to
drift along the magnetic lines of force increases

sharply when [3 increases.

Figure 2 shows the percentage of photo-

electrons, cm -3. sec -I having pitch angles between

0 and a maximum angle am=54.6 ° for different
times at the equinoxes and the solstices. We

consider now what happens at low latitudes. The

0.75

0.6

/ I

_e -0 o

,e =20"

,8=40' .

ISOTROPIC

ISl_ _

,e.so- II

,60" I

//// / f I

, , , , , ,
20" 40 ° 60* 80" 90"

PITCH ANGLE a

FIGURE 1.--Pitch angle distribution of the photoelectrons
for different values of the angle ft. The dotted line gives
the distribution in the case of an isotropic angular dis-
tribution. The angle a,, is the abscissa of a point com-
rnon to all curves.

..... EOUlNOX

-- '[_E:CEMeER SOLSTICE

• -_ // //

Io .... EQUINOX _ -- I0

N_H _T H

LATITUDE

FIGURE 2.--Percentage of "escaping" photoelectrons.
cm-a.sec -_ (electrons with pitch angle less than a_)
as a function of latitude, at different times and seasons.
The local time is expressed by the hour angle _ (_=0 °
at noon).

less energctic of the upgoing photoelectrons are

gradually stopped along their spiral path toward

the equatorial plane and only the more cnergetic
ones can possibly reach the conjugate point. The

photoelectrons going down are instead lost in the

lower ionosphere where stopping processes other
than elastic collisions with ambient electrons

play a predominant role. Thus, their relative

contribution to the existing photoelectron pro-

duction rate is obviously small; this is not the

case of the upgoing photoelectrons, at heights

where the local production is very small.

Our problem is to estimate the "actual"

production at a given place A _ (fig. 3). In the scmi-

qualitative approach givcn in this letter, we make

the following assumptions:

(a) All photoelectrons produced below the

300-kin level cannot escape, independent of their

energy.

(b) The photoelectrons produced above 300 km

can escape according to the pitch angle distribu-

tion g(_) only if c__<am= 54.6 °.

(c) The escaping photoelectrons lose their

energy in elastic collisions with ambient electrons

without undergoing, on the average, appreciable

variation of their pitch angle a.

We remark that, at least at low latitudes, the

height profile of the photoproduction rate above
the 300-kin level at noon is ahnost insensitive to
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FIGURE 3.--A representation of the geomagnetic lines of
force. ])ifferent constant geometrical height lines are
shown, too. The clotted region indic_ttes the height
interwfl in the F2 layer, within which 'dl the energetic
photoelectrons are "loc.dly" h)st. The dire(',tion of sol.'_r
incoming radiation ,'tt equinoxes an(t solstices is indi-
c:tted.

latitude variations, so that we can make the

further hypothesis:

(d) The production rate between 40°N and
40°S at)ore 300 kin is a known function of the

height h, only.

At the points A], +12, A:_, etc., at a ('onstant

height h at)ore the gromld, the t'ra<4ion of l)]_oto-

eh,('trons al)le to ('s('ape upward or downward
along the magn(,ti(_ lines of for(,e_ is steadily

de(.r(,asing from ()° t() ;_5°, at, th(' e(luinox('s. As a

(_ons('(lU('n('(' of this ph()to(,h_(_tron drift, the

"a('tua]" l)ro(lu('lion is appre('iahly gre'tter at
tr()l)i("d latilud(,s than at the ('(luah)r.

()n lhe olh(,r hand we must also _'_k(, into

ae(.ount the fa('t that, due to the v('ry small

amhient ('h'(qa'(m density at. h(q_:hls al)ov(' I()00

kin, a certain ]atitu(h,-in(.r(,asing I)'n't ()f the

escaping t)hot()(,l(,(.tr()ns ('an l)()ssil,l.v ])un(,lrale,

more or less d('(l)ly a,'(',r(ling 1()their ('nergy, the

upper i()n()sl)hen_ inlo the Ol)p()sil(' Iwmisl)h('r('.

This effect can balance part of the "magnetic

depletion" effect at latitudes above about 20 °.

In practice, thc largest absolute contribution to

the escaping photoelectrons is confined to the
height interval between 300 and 500 kin.. The

total number of escaping photoelectrons has been

estimated (Hanson, 1962) to be of the order of
108 cm-2sec-L If they were uniforluly lost along a

line of force they could given an average supple-

mentary "production" density of 108/(average

length of magnetic line), whose upper lilnit cannot
be more than 1 elcctron.cnw_.sec-L Such a

"production" is possibly important only in the
equatorial region where it is distributed at higher
levels at other latitudes. The net effect could give

some contribution to the cxperimcntally observed

higher altitudc of maximum elc(;tron density at

the equator, despitc the lower altitude of the

maxinunn of the photoelectron production.

The magnetic depletion effect increases again

at latitudes above approximately 35 °. If we take
into consideration the latitudinal variation of the

atmospheri(, structure, which we completely

neglected here, and the minor effect between con-

jugate points, it seems reasonable to expect some

maximum of ionospheri(', electron density at some

intermediate latitu(le, possihly just in the tropical

region. ()n the other hand, we must expect some

apprecial)le lonl_itudinal dependence of the mag-

netic depletion effect due to actual in('lination of

the lnagnetic dipole axis with respect to the

geographic axis.

(_on('erning the (.,ontrit)ution of the magnetic

depletion at other times than noon, we s('e (tig. 2)

that the effe(4 is maximum just at noon; no

differential latitude depletion o('(qn's at the

e(luinox('s at (; a.m. (or (; p.m.), I)ecause the angle
fl is zero. llowever, the g(,omagn(,ti(, anomaly in

l,he lat(,r at't('rn()on or afl(,r sm_s(,t is ()h\'imMy an

eft'(,(q, of the hyst(,r(,sis fin', in ()l her words, ()f t}|(_

long lif(qim(q of the 1"2 lay(w.

Th(' silu:tli(m in solsli('('-mmflhs, for (,Xalnl)h' in

l)(,('e]nh(,r, may he as f()lh)ws: \Ve see, from

tigm'(' 2, lh'tt in this ('ase lh(, ma_n('t.i(' (h,ph,ti()n
('ffecl is a maximum at 10 ') latitu(h' south and the

nfinimmn del)h%ion ()(_curs wlwn A_25 ° in the

nm'th('r'_ ((v' winter) hemisl)h('r(' and A_50 ° in

the southern (or summer) ]wmisph(w('. There

mu_t Iw, in other wm'(ls, s()me s()uthwar(I shift of
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the equatorial minimum of the photoelectron

production. This is just what appears to be the

case, according to the analysis by Thomas (1963).

Moreover, within the limitations given by the

hypothesis (d), we can also expect a higher

electron production in the winter hemisphere at

low latitudcs. This could result in an important

contribution to the winter anomaly in this latitude

range.

At higher latitudes the percentage magnetic

depletion effect is greater in the winter hemisphere

than in the summer one. This is just in the opposite

sense to contribute to the winter anomaly. How-

ever no definite conclusion can be drawn in this

latitude range without taking into proper account

the latitudinal variation of the atmospheric

structure which is certainty much more effective

at solstices than at equinoxes in giving latitudinal

variations and differences between northern and

summer hemispheres.

A more quantitative approach to the problem

encounters difficulties because one must know, at

least approximately, the energy spectrum of the

photoelectrons and the true-height profile of

ambient electrons over a rather extended range of

latitudes and times. Work along these lines is now

ill progress. _ _ "
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A MODEL OF THE QUIET IONOSPHERE

J. CARL SEI)I)ON

Goddard Space Flight Center

Analysis of high-altitude, rocket electron ,rod ion density measurements suggests a simph'

model of the quiet ion(isphere,. Ne'er h ..... F2 the I)rofile is given by the "a-(_|lapnum" function,

i.e., the Ch,qmlan electron density equation with seex = 1 :rod the "scale height" H a constant. A

me.thod is given for determining h..... F2, N ..... F2, and H front N(h) data obt,fined from ion(igr'm_s.

Well above the peak, the profile is taken to lu_ve ,_ const.mt exli/menli.fl slope (if 200 km during the

(t_y _tnd 150 km during the night. If simull:meous ne,_rl)y nw'_surenl(,nis of the tot:d ele(_tron c(lll-

tent are av'dhflile, "_ nlore a(;cur,Lt(; shil)e can be conllmted , thus l)roviding the, Ira)file up to about
1000-kni altitude.

INTRODUCTION

Electron density profiles above the 1"2 maximum

obtained with rockets and satellites were sun>

marized by Wright (1960). He found that he

could obtaili an approxiniate agreement with

these results if hc used the Chapm,m electron

density equation with H considered constant at

100 kni and with sec x = I. Ile conlputed the ratio

of electron density above the nmxiimnn to that

below, but these rabies tended to b(; :_ little

higher than measured vahies, ttowever, sine(' the

eh'(;tron (h'nsity results were mainly obtained

from orbiting satellites and military rock(,ts, th('

accuracy was not of the best. Sul)se(luently ,

Berning (1960) obtain(,d a sum'ise l)rofile to 1500

kih)lnet(ws whMl when nornutlized (lid not agre( _

well with the l)r(wious l)ro/ih's that had been ob-

tained. Ills .'('suits iildicated the exist('llce of -t

eonsid(,rabh, gradMlt in the electron scale height.

This t)rofih' was, how(,ver, due to unforeseen

ciI'CUlIISIIIIIC('S, obtained at grolul(t SUlll'iS(' WhOll

(u)n(litiolls (;ouhl t)e oh:raging at a rapid rat(,. A

litth, later I_owh's (1961) l)ublish(,(I a daylinle

I)roli[(' (fl)tahl(,d by the in('.oh(,rent ba(!ks('att(,r

techniqu(, whi('h in(licat(,d an al)l)roxinutle (%tt)-

lll:tll distriliution with ll= :ll)out 90 kni. Ills

night prolih, indi(':ltes II = about 75 kin, alt]lmigli

the densities close I,o th(' iiiaXiliUllii :ire Sliiiit'what

[arl_er than ;1 ('h:it)lnan distriliutilin wilh this

s(qth, heighl.

Nisbet and Bowhill (1960) published a series

of profiles obtained with military rockets under

difficult scientifi(; conditions. They attempted to

compare their normalized results with a Chapman

distrilmtion using a varial)le neutral scale height

as given by I(:dhn'tn (1959). The ,tgreenie.nt was

not partic'ul:irly good. ]l(,rning (1961) rev(,aled

l)rofil('s showhlg it eonstallt so,de height II well

at)eve/I ...... F.,, of at)out l(10 kin in the (laythne an(|

72 kin (hirilig the ev(,nilig.

llallson and Mclqibbhl (19(i1) rl,ported ion

(hmsity lliOasurl,lli('lllS ilutt gave a v'ihie of H of

75 kin in the ev('nhlg fop altitudes well al)ov(' the

lllaXiliiillll (l(,nsily. l)in(,o et al. (19(i1) reported

Oll daytinl(, results obtained by illcoher(,llt I)ack-

se,atter techni(lues whi('h showed a so'tie h(,ight

gl':t(li('ilt existing sinlilar to the sunrise results of

Bel'llillg. More re(:(,ntly, ,Jackson and ]lJatlor

(1961) obtain('d it daytime profile witli a v'thle of

ll also givi,n :is I()0 kin.

This pap(,r will discuss the ele(;tron all(| ion

density results obt'dned with ro(,kets llllder (luiet

hinosph(,ri(, (_onditions and r(,asonalily favor'tble

seientifi(', conditioiis. A simph' rood(,] of the (luiet

ionosph(,re is obtainc(l whi(',ll ciui I)(, expressed

approxinliilely in allalytieal fornl. This model is

USO(I to develop 't lllOallS of obtaining from iono-

gr'illlS 'ill approxhilate electron d('nsity profile

and {,oral (,I(,etron cont('lit. It is also shown how

such data used in conjunction with total electron

724
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content measurements make possible the deter-

mination of the electron density profile above
hmaxF2.

DISCUSSION

If the results of Berning (1961), Hanson and

McKibbin (1961), and Jackson and Bauer (1961)

are examined near the peak of the F2, region, it is
found that the measured electron densities do not

follow a Chapman function with a scale height
as high as 100 kin, but these results are all in

agreement that well above the peak altitude a

constant exponential slope exists which, on the

assumption that the ion and electron tempera-

tures are equal, corresponds to a value of H of

about 100 km in the daytime and about 75 km in

the evening.

Yonezawa (1955a, b) showed that under the

influence of vertical diffusion and nighttime at-

tachment any N(h) curve will at night tend to
take the form of a Chapman layer of constant

"scale height" H and sec x=l, referred to as an

"a-Chapman" layer. Long (1962) showed that, if

the N(h) analysis of the ionogram includes an

",\\ 93
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FIGURE 1.--Chapman distribution fitted to Jackson and
Bauer electron density profile.
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FIGURE 2.--Chapman distribution fitted to Berning elec-
tron density profile. Data from Wallops Island, Va.,
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allowance for the underlying ionization that is

usually neglectcd, then the profiles for all latitudes

followed an a-Chapman variation to first order.

This paper will also show that, for the limited

daytime rocket data available, this also holds for

quiet daytime conditions.

The results of Jackson and Bauer are plotted

in figure 1 near the F2 peak. The circled points

show the a-Chapman function with a scale height
of 57 kin. The numbers represent the number of

scale heights above or below the Inaximum. It is

thus seen that there is indeed a very close agree-

ment with this Ch_n.pman function o':er thc range
from -1 scale height up to about +1.6 scale

heights with h ..... =287 km. At 380 kin, there is a

break in the profile slope until a constant asymp-
totic slope is reaehed at an altitude of about 400

km. This is in disagreement with the result given

by Jackson and Bauer that hydrostatic equilib-

rium begins at 350 km. Figure 2 shows a part of
Berning's unpublished quiet-day results which

also indicates that equilibrium begins at 400 km.

His results follow a Chapman distribution very

aeeuratcly from -1 to +1.5 scale heights with

H = 60 km and h ..... = 280 km. Figure 3 shows the
nighttime ion density results of Hanson and

MeKibbin which also show equilibrium beginning

at 400 kin. Their results follow a Chapman dis-

tribution from below -1.2 to +1.3 scale heights

with H=43 km and b .... =309.5 km. Berning's

unpublished night flight at Wallops Island,

Virginia, at 2143 EST July 13, 1960, also follows

the Chapman funetion very accurately from

-2.0 to +1.8 scale heights with H=63 km and
hm,_ =357 km.
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It is difficult to state precisely at what altitude

the neutral particle scale height has a value equal

to H, but it would seclu reasonahle to suppose

that it is near to h, ..... 1"2. Kallmann's (1961)

aver,tge daytime scale heights are shown on the

right-band side of tigurc 2. The agreement is even

better when compared with B(,rning's daytime

flight. I ler nighttim(_ average wdu(, agre(,s r<.as<m-

ably well with Berning's summer night firing,

but the agre(,nwnt is rather poor when COml)ared

to ll'mson and McKibt)in's November night

firing.

These data thus indicate th:tt under (tuiet con-

ditions the l,'_ distrihution is like a-('hal)man dis-

tribution from -2.0 to +1.5 scab, }wights at

night and from -1.0 to +1.5 in th(, d:tytim(,.

Above 1.5 scale heights there is a tr.msition region

of about 25 kilometers after which diffusive

equilibrium exists, with a constant ('xpon('nti:d

slop(' of "tbout 150 km in the evening "rod 200 kin

in the daytime. Data late at night arc not awtil-

•Lble, and it is likely that before sunrise the sh)l)e

may decr(,asc to lower values. A method will I)e

suggested to check on this.

Model of the Quiet Ionosphere

As tl:',, ionosphere decreases the tracking ac-

cur'wy of syzt(;ms using radio w'wes, it would be

desirable to be able to express the profile in terms

of approximate analytical functions to simplify

calculations. Therefore, the ionization in the E

region and above was reviewed, and it was found

that a reasonable approxinmtion in the daytime

below - 1.0 scale height may be had by drawing a

straight line on selnilog p'_per to N ..... (E) at an

altitude of 100 kin. Though the actual profiles

show variations around this assumed profile, the

electron contents are about equal. Figure 4 shows

the approximate model for the quiet middle-

latitude ionosphere. Table 1 shows an ,q)proximate

representation of the proliles in analytical form

which may be useful in refr'tction calculations. S

is obtained from a knowledge of the inithfl and

final values. Also shown are fornmlas for the eh'c-

tron content. It is assumed here th'tt the night-

time region m'ty be taken to be entirely Chapm'm-

like below h ....... If appreciable sporadic' E exists,

it may be assumed to have a plasma frequency

equal to the lowest F-r(,flection frequeney l)lUS

one-half the gyrofrequency "rod an average thick-

ness of 1 km (Seddon, 1961).

Table 2 shows the ch,ctron content calculated

fi'om the formulas of tabh' 1 compared to the

values ol)taincd from nuiuerical integration of

rocket dat'_ with the assist.race in some cases of

E-region data obt'fined from l"-.f analysis per-

formed by the Nation'fl Bureau of Sttmdards.

MIDDLE LATITUDE QUIET IONOSPHERE

%_%_ SLOPE = 200 KM

i

SLOPE = 150 KM _A

DAY _X

...... NIGHT '=_,_

,.oy/
_-*"'_"_ ! ii

.............. .-- i'"'/] I

/ i,
,oo / i i

NmoxiE) 0.7Nmox(F2) Nmox(F2)

Ioo.N

Fmuzm 4.--Simple nmdel of the quiet ionosphere.
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TABLE 1.--Middle-Latitude Quiet Ionosphere
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Night N

Day N

Night Nb

Night N.

Night Nt

Day Nb

Day N,

Day Nt

N .... (F2)Ch(Z) Z_< 1.5, Z= (h-h ..... )/H

0.7N .... (F2) exp- [-(h-h ..... - 1.5H)/150_h>h .... +l.5H, h = altitude

N .... (E) exp(h- 100)/S Nm_x(E) <N<O.7N ..... (F2), 100<h<h .... -H

N ..... (F2) Ch (Z) - 1 < Z < 1.5

0.7N .... (F2) exp[-- (h-- h ..... - 1.5H)/200_h > h .... + 1.5H

1.312HN ..... (F2)

1.30HN ..... (F2) +150X0.7N .... (F:)

2.61HN ..... (F2) + t,50 X 0.7N ..... (V2)

SEO.7N ..... (1,'2) --N ..... (E)-l+0.S8HNm_x(F2)

a.30HNm,x (F2) +200 X 0.7N ..... (F2)

S[-0.7N ..... (F2) - N ..... (E) -]+2.18HN .... (F2) +200 X0.7N ..... (F2)

Oil comparing the rocket results with the re-

sults obtained by the National Bureau of Stand-

ards using ionograms from a nearby ionosonde,

it was found that, though agreement was generally

good, at times considerable disagreement existed
regarding H and/or h ...... The National Bureau of

Standards technique involves a parabolic assump-

tio!l ,*IOl_l_l" /,_max ,* _L _Huuiu _l '_ u i_IIly _OI)tl I'UNUItN

if the ionogram can be read to frequencies very

close to f0F2. Below about one-half scale height,
however, the parabolic approximation becomes

rapidly poorer, and examination of their data

frequently shows few of no points higher than -

scale height. In addition, the method depends on

an :_ceurate value of .f0F2. The same N(6) data

were used to obtain the best fit possible to a Chap-
man distribution, and results were obtained

giving in general better agreement with the rocket
results, including N ..... F2 which is obtained with-

out the use of .f0F._,.

Experimental Method

Though various methods can be devised to fit

the N(h) values obtained, the following method,
which can be performed on a desk computer or an

electronic computer, was used in this paper. Both

were actually used, the electronic computer being
the relatively slow LG 30 digital computer.

All of the values obtained from the N(h) re-
duction were used that were within one scale

height below the estimated h .... in the daytime
and within about 1.5 scale heights below h .... at

night. The highest altitude was called t_, the

next ]_2,etc. If the points fall on a Chapman curve,
the relation

U_= (h,-h_)/(Z_-Z_) (1)

must be constant for each value oI i, where Z is

the solution of Ch(Z) with see x=l, i.e.,

N =N ..... exp._ (1 --Z-e -") (2)

The values of Z ean be found from the relation

Ch (Z,) =N_/N ..... (3)

The computer is given a value of N ..... a little
less than the value computed from the observed

.fc_F2. The h values are obtained from the N(h)

reduction, along with the corresponding value of

N. The result obtained is a series of values H_2,

H_._, etc., u'hich will increase steadily in value if

the N ...... used is too small and if the N(t_) values

are, in fact, truly Chapman. Due to the faet that

there is some variation from a true Chapman

funetion, the variation will not be entirely smooth.

The mean value /-I is eomputed and also thc
average deviation from the mean.

A slightly large value of Nmax is then given to

the computer, and the same computations are

made again. If the N(h) points were exactly on a

Chapman curve, a value of N ..... would ultimately
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FIGURE &--Determination of N .... (F_) by Chapman-fit to
ionogram N(h) reduction. Data from Wallops Island,
Va., 1500 EST, April 27, 1961.

be found where the average deviation would be

zero. Due to irregular variations from true Chap-

man, the average deviation decreases rapidly and
nearly linearly to a value dependent on the size of

such variations and then increases again as illus-

trated by figure 5. h ..... F2 is the average value
of the values obtained for h .... _ for the correct

_7_fmax, _ lltZ112

]5 ..... i=hi--f_Zi (4)

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The values obtained for H, h...... and N ..... are

shown in table 2 in the columns labeled "Chap-

man." The values obtained by NBS using the
parabolic approximation are shown in the other

columns. The table is arranged to facilitate com-

parison with the rocket results. The Wallops

Island ionosonde is only a few miles from the
rocket launcher. The Fort BeIvoir ionosonde is

approximately 160 km to the west, or about 8
minutes earlier in solar time.

The values for either or both H and N .... ob-

tained by the Chapman technique in general

agree better with the rocket results than those

obtained from the parabolic approximation ex-

cept for the one case of the winter night firing.
It is quite likely that the ion trap measurements

are not as accurate as the electron density meas-

urements, since the N(h) reduction disagrees by a

variable amount up to nearly 10%, which can

introduce a considerable change in the value of H.

In all the other cases examined, it was found

that the N(tO reductions were in good agreement

with the rocket data except that, less than one

scale height below the maxinmm, the values of N

were always slightly lower. However, this slight

decrease tends to make both H and t_.... F2 too

large and N ..... (F2) very slightly too small. The

result is to cause Nb to be too large in the daytime.

A better result is obtained by integrating the
N(h) results up to -1 scale height and then

using the Chapman profile to peak. At night, the
ionization at the lower altitudes not determined

by the ionogram reduction technique more than

offsets this efl'ect. It is more accurate at night

(and easier) to assume that the region is Chap-

nmn-like rather than to integrate the profile ob-

tained by the reduction.

Figure 5 shows some variation in N .... I:2 ob-

tained by the different measurements. At the

time of the rocket firing, the value of N ..... F2 at

Fort Belvoir by the Chapman-fit method was

5.13X105 el/cc, whereas the Wallops Island

ionosonde gave 5.57X105 el/cc. This indicates a

horizontal gradient in the electron density, in-

creasing to the east. The rn_l_et, firing ;;,as ap

proximately east of the ionosonde and the meas-

ured value was 5.60X10 _ el/ce. If the observed

.f0F2 at Wallops Island is assumed to be correct,

then the horizontal gradient would have to be in

the opposite direction east of the ionosonde.

Another interesting observation is that the

electron density profiles, both day and night,

show a departure from the Chapman profile close

to 225 kin. Also, if the data from the daytime

ionograms is used to calculate h .... F2-H, or

from the nighttime ionograms/_m_x-2H, a value

around 230 km is usually obtained. It would thus

seem that the strong tendency to assume a Chap-
man distribution exists above about 225 km but

not below it.

The ionogram data for July 13, 1960, was not

included in table 2. Although the day was not

classified as stormy, the F2 region was undergoing

rather rapid changes with time. None of the Fort

Belvoir ionograms near the time of the rocket

firing agreed with the rocket data. The values
obtained for H varied at times at a rate of 1 km

per minute. Sometimes only 3 points were avail-
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ablewithinonescaleheighto{Pthepeak.Under
suchcircumstanceswecannotconcludethat the
profilewastruly like a Chapmanprofile.It was
noted,however,that thevaluesoff0F: computed

on the assumption that it was like a Chapman

profile gave values that were from 1% to 2%

larger than the observed f0F2. It was noted that
for these instances the recorded virtual heights

were abnormally large, sometimes exceeding 600
kin. This was presumably due to the fact that

f0F2 was only slightly larger than f0F1. This
results in considerable absorption and a rapid

rate of change in virtual height with frequency

near f0F2. This raises a question as to whether it

is possible to measure f0F_ accurately from such
an ionogram. Additional evidence is seen in the

fact that during the period 20 minutes before

firing time to 80 minutes after, during which 10

ionograms were taken, only one ionogram (20

minutes after firing) showed f0F_ at Fort Belvoir

to be greater than the rocket measured value at

Wallops Island, with only two (30 and 40 minutes

after firing) being nearly as large.

If the ionogram reduction shows a Chapman

distribution, one can obtain a reasonably ac-

curate value for Nb, the electron content below
the nmximum. Then if measurements are made

nearby of the total electron content by means of

satellites or two-frequency moon echoes, it is a

simple matter to compute the value of the con-

stant exponential slope above b .... F2. The rocket

values of N,,+Nb were assumed to be known, and

the calculation of these slopes agreed quite well

in every case. It thus seems to be feasii)h_ to make

measurements of the slope by this technique

under quiet conditions if this is not done near
sunrise or sunset.

The ratios N,,/Nh are quite interesting. Spring

afternoon, summer morning, and summer evening

values are all fairly close to 2.0. Garriott (1960)
also finds a similar value for autunm and winter

days. On autunm and winter nights, hc finds the

ratio to bc as high as 4. His two winter evening
measurements made at 2044 local time are in

very good agreement with the value of 3.2 re-

ported here for that time on November 9. The

mod_d suggested in this paper shows that the

ratio will increase if the value of H near b ......

decre'tses to lower values with no significant
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change occurring in the constant logarithmice

slope above h ..... As the ionosphere closely ap-

proximates a Chapxnan region on the lower side

at night, and as the ratio for a true Chapman

region is 2.14 (Wright, 1960), we would expect

that the ratio would be greater than this when-
ever the value of H is less than one-half the expo-

nential slope; i.e., about 75 km in the evening.

Regarding disturbed ionospheric conditions,

only a few remarks can be made. Bcrning (1961)

reported on a flight to 400 km at Wallops Island

under disturbed conditions, f0F2 was below normal

and h .... F2 was higher than nornml. The F2,

region was very close to a Chapman distribution

from -._ scale height to the pet_k of the flight,

+1.3 scale heights, f0F_ was nearly equal to f01e2,
and under such conditions it is difficult to obtain

an ionogram reduction close to the peak. Also,

the shape of the profile above +1.3 scale heights

is not yet known under such conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The N(h) reduction of ionograms can be easily
checked to determine whether the F2 region

follows an a-Chapman distribution. If it does,

the scale height H, the altitude b ...... F2, and elec-
tron content Nb can bc determined with more con-

sistent accuracy by using a best fit to a Chapman

function than by using the parabolic technique.

In addition, it is possible to predict accurately

the electron density profile to I.SH above h ...... Ie_

and approximately the profile above this altitude
and therefore obtain a fair value for the electron

content N,, during the daytime and evening. If

the total content is measured by some method, the

electron distribution can be predicted to nearly

1000 km using ionogram data and the suggested

inodel with the rc(luired logarithmic slope ob-

tained from the total content me.tsurenu,nt.
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THE UTILIZATION OF IONOSPHERE
BEACON SATELLITES

G. W. SWENSON, JR.

University of Illinois

This paper discua_es tile application of beacon transmitters in earth satcqlites to ionospheric
research, and tilt; n('_edfor worldwide cooperation in I)eac(m satellite observation. The theories of
Faraday rot._tion and l)opp]er methods of determining atmospheric elet:tron content arc reviewed
briefly and the working formulas are listed. I)csirabh_ ch._racteristics of beacon satellites are out-
lined. Methods of observation and equipment are discussed in some de'tail, as are the minimum
standards for the production of high-quality data. An extensive bil)liogral)hy is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

With the launching of the first artificial satellite
Sputnik I (1947 a), an opportunity was prescntcd

to the scientific community to investigate the

ionosphere by observing the changes in character

of a radio signal, produecd by its passage through
this region. The e'_r]y Russian satellites trans-

mitted sigmds at frequencies of approximately 20
and 40 Me, h)w etlough to t)e influenced substan-

tially hy existing electron densities and magnetic

fields in thc ionosphere. Sputnik III (1958 _2)

was particularly useful for ionosphcric studies

because its rathcr eccentric orbit carried it, at

times, well above the most heavily ionized regions,

and because it transmitted for well over a year.
Three U. S. satellites have transmitted radio

signals in the vicinity of 20 Mc: Explorcr VII

(1957 _1), and Discoverers XXXII (1961 ayl)

and XXXVI (1961 a_l). The former, unfortu-

nately, had an cllipt;c,dly polarized antenna and
was spin stabilized. Therefore it was of limited

usefuhmss for ionospheric research. The latter

two were specifically designed to study scintilla-
tion, had short lifetimes, and orbited at rather

low heights. Therefore they too had limited utility.

With the exception2 of the two l)iscoverers

mentioned above (the Nora Alice experiment),

no satellites speeifieMly designed for ionosphere_

rese,_rch by means of their radio transmissions

havc been available. Two efforts by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration to launch

"ionosphere bcac(m" satellites were unsuccessful.

A new NASA program is being implemented

which aims at providing such a satellite with

characteristics optimized for investigations of the

ionosphere-beacon variety. It is the purpose of

this paper to encourage wide utilization of this
beacon satellite for ionospheric research and to

suggest some ways in which this can be done.

At present a number of satellite tracking sta-

tions arc actively cngaged in ionospheric research

by means of satellite beacol_ transmitters. The
stations known to have been active at some time

since 1957 are shown on the map in figure 1. This

map is undoubtedly incomplete, but it is quite

apparent that the geographic coverage is grossly

nonuniform. Of the stations charted, few have

reported the results of long scries of ob-

servations and many apparently have been

operated (rely on an ad hoe basis.

This nmthod of ionospheric research is rela-

tively simple and inexpensive, and it seems highly

desiral)le that a more wid(;spread geographic

coverage be obtained and that observations be

made by nmre-or-less standard techniques over

long periods of time.

This report is intended as a type of handbook

for persons contemplating field programs. It is

hoped tlmt it will }wlp promote particip:ltion on a

widespread geographical basis. To this end, attcn-

732
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FIGURE1.--Worldwide distribution of known ionosphere-beacon satellite monitoring stations.

tion will be concentrated upon the simplest

feasible methods and equipment, with particular

emphasis upon opcration at remote sites The

basic requirements are an antenna, a receiver, a

recorder, and a tinting system. These require-

ments are essentially the same whether one con-

siders a station operated at a laboratory with

elaborate equipment and highly trained persoImcl

or at a remote field site having only absolutely

necessary facilities. Principal requirements for

this sort of operation are a high degree of re-

liability, adequate technical performance, and

the nearest practicable approach to automatic

operation. Only if these criteria are met can

records of good quality be obtained over long
periods by relatively inexperienced personnel. It

is also important to a synoptic program that data
taken at different locations and times have com-

parable characteristics. Therefore, standards for
data collection will be discussed in a later section

of this report.

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE BEACON

TRANSMITTER PROGRAM

An orbiting beacon provides the means for a

synoptic study of the ionosphere as it varies in

time and space. One of the principal features of

this research technique is the simplicity of the

_q,,_p_nt_._..._ _,,_,"_of _'_- mei_hods of data reduction.
Another is the ease with which observations can

be made over a very long period.
The collected data can be used to determine

the columnar electron content (or integrated

electron density) and the distribution of irregu-

larities in the ionosphere. Although the columnar

electron content is not generally regarded as a

parameter directly applicable to engineering

problems, it is useful in interpreting other data,

such as ionograms; it serves as a check on deter-

minations of the electron density profile; and it

is readily correlated with other geophysical phe-

nomena such as magnetic activity. The general

method of determining columnar electron content

has been demonstrated by several investigators

and may be regarded as well established. It is

therefore appropriate to undertake a long term

program of determining temporal changes in the
columnar electron content.

A beacon satellite provides a unique means for

studying small scale irregularities in the iono-

sphere. Heretofore, radio stars have provided

such a means, but they are of limited utility in
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determiningthelatitudedistributionof scintilla-
tion anddonotpossesstheadvantagesof single-
frequencyphase-coherentsignals.At thetimeof
this writing,thestateof understandingof even
the "morphology"of scintillationissketchyand
unsatisfactory,andvirtuallynoprogresshasbeen
madetowardthe reconciliationof theorywith
observations.

Severalauthorshave publishedthe results
frompastdeterminationsof the integrated elec-

tron content obtained by the use of satellite

signals. M3 Thus, the techniques of observation

and analysis have been tested, and a number of

them have been found suitable for operational use.

One of the most striking features of the published

data is the range of variation in the electron

content. Typical diurnal variations over a range

of four or five to one occur betwcen midday and

midnight. A marked seasonal variation is also

apparent, and geomagnetic disturbances appear

to be accompanied by very substantial changes
in electron content.

Thcse effects should be studied in more detail.

Sufficient data should be collected to permit the

comparison of results during different parts of the

sunspot cycle. Many more data are needed, from

a wide geographical distribution of receiving

stations, to give a better understanding of the

latitude and longitude dependence of electron
content.

The distortion of radio signals from satellites

by random irregularities has been widely studied,

but the result has been only a rather meager

understanding of the phenomenon. '4--°7 It is

known that scintillation varies strongly with

local time and with latitude (probably being

associated with geomagnetic latitude) and that

it is somehow associated with other geophysical

phenomena such as magnetic activity and spread

F. In north temperate regions, scintillation

caused by irregularities in the F region apparently

occurs mostly at night and north of gconmgnetic
latitude 50°N. This latitude distribution is still

uncertain and needs further study, particularly
between about 120°W. and 50°E. In the Southern

Hemisphere, the corresponding northern bound-

ary h'Ls been observed only recently and needs

further study. If, as seems logical, F region scintil-
lation is "_ssoci._ted with the auroral zones, it

may be expected that activity is somewhat less

in the vicinities of the magnetic poles. Observa-

tions of high frequency signals from polar regions

are as yet too few to permit resolution of this

question.
Some efforts have been made to determine the

altitudes at which irregularities responsible for
scintillation occur. While results to date suggest

heights in the vicinity of 300 km, it is not known

how these heights vary with time or geographic

position.
Scintill'gion is sometimes noted on the equa-

torial side of the temperate zone boundaries,

usually in the daytime. This phenomenon has
been little studied and is not well understood.

Also, it is known that scintillation is prevalent

in equatorial regions, but there have been no

reports of systematic studies.

Scintillation appears to be nmch less prevalent

and of much lower intensity at present than it

was in 1958-59, but insufficient data are now being

collected to permit accurate evaluation of the

relationship between scintillation and the sun-

spot cycle. Clearly, it is highly desirable th'tt a

long-term effort be instituted to gather scintill'_-

tion data, involving many observing stations

with a wide geographical distribution.

Irregularities in electron density of the order
of hundreds of kilometers in extent h.tve t)een

reported by various researchers. 9,'' Satellites in

low orbits are very useful for studying such phe-

nomena, since they cover large regions in short

periods of time.

Many reports of unusual radio propagation

phenomena observed by means of satellites have

been published. 's,_s-35 Most of these observations
were from low satellites which were within the F

region; however, it is of scientific interest to
determine whether the antipodal propagation

effect, for example, also occurs for satellites in

higher orbits.

DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF A BEACON

TRANSMITTER

To give the widest gcographical coverage and

pcrnfit studies of the POlar ionospheres, the satel-
lite orbit should be inclined approximately 90 °

from the earth's equatorial plane. In order to
minimize certain difficulties in data an.dysis and
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to keepthesatellitewellabovethe regionspro-
ducingscintillationandabovemostof the elec-
tronsin the ionosphere,theheightshouldbeat
least1000kin. A circularorbit alsosimplifies
almlysis.An orbit meetingthesecriteriawill be
relativelyfreefromatmospheredrag,permitting
accuratepredictionof observationtimes and
simplifyingthe computationof accuratepost-
factumephemerides.

In thepastconsiderabledifficultyhasbeenex-
periencedasa resultof spinningor tumblingof
satellites.It isdesirableeitherthat theantennas
haveelectromagneticsymmetryaboutthe spin
axisor that the satellitebestabilizedin sucha
waythattheantennaaspectpresentedto aground
observerchangesonly very slowly,sayat one
revolutionin severalminutes,or less.

For reasonsthat will beapparentlater, it is
very usefulto havc severaltransmittingfre-
quenciesandit is importantthat theybelocked
togetherin phase.Obviously,enoughpower
shouldberadiatedto permitreceptionwithgood
signal-to-noiseratios by simpleequipmenton
theground.Fortheorbitsunderconsideration,a
fewhundredmilliwattsis sufficientfor highfre-
quencyradiationwhereas50 mw or moreis
neededin theVHF band.

The erc,issioi_shouldbe purely continuous-
wavein nature,withnomodulationwhichwould
confusea phase-lockedreceiver.A sequenceof
frequencieswhichhasbeenchosenasappropriate
for suchanexperiinentis 20.005,40.010,41.010,
and360.080Me,all harmonicsof 1.00025Mc. It
isexpectedthatfutureionospherebeaconsatellites
of theUnitedStateswill utilizethesefrequencies.

Beaconexperimentshavebeenperformedoften
enoughsothat in thefuturetheyshouldbecon-
sidered"monitor" ratherthan "definitive" ex-
periments.Thus, the satelliteshouldtransmit
for the longestpossibleperiod.If the desired
orbital characteristicsareattained,the satellite
will haveanorbitallifetimeof manyyears;and
throughuseof solarpowersuppliesit is also
feasibleto plan for a comparabletransmitter
lifetime.To guard againstthe nuisanceof a
transmittingsatellitewhoseusefulnesshasceased,
a reliablemeansof turningoff the transmitter
mustbeprovided;but it shouldalsobepossible
to turn it onagainif theoccasiondemands.It is

desirablethattheactualexperimentbeconducted
duringat leasthalf of a sunspotcycle,and
preferablylonger.

THE FARADAY ROTATION METHOD OF MEAS-

URING INTEGRATED ELECTRON DENSITY

Basis of the Measurements

In traversing a magnetoionic medium a plane

wave undergoes a rotation of its plane of polariza-

tion, the total angle of rotation depending ap-

proximately on the average magnetic field com-

ponent in the direction of propagation and on the

total number of electrons in a column one square

meter in cross section and equal in length to the

!ength of the propagation path. As a satellite

moves continuously with respect to the magnetic

field, there occurs a time-variation of the total

angle of rotation that the electric vector experi-

ences along the propagation path. The result is a
continuous rotation of the electric vector at the

receiving point. The magnetic field of the earth is

known to the desired accuracy; therefore, the

total angle of rotation along the transmission

path determines, approximately, the columnar

electron content along the path. In practice it

generally is not possible to measure the total

angle of rotation; instead, the rate of rotation

and the number of complete rotations between

two points on the orbit are determined. Methods

have been developed to determine the total
electron content from these data.

The principal advantage of the Faraday rota-

tion method of determining electron content is

its simplicity, both in data collection and in

analysis. Other methods may yield more detailed

and accurate data, but at the cost of far greater

effort and expense. The Faraday rotation method

seems well suited for long-term monitoring

experiments.

"Single Frequency" Methods

Measurement of the rate of change of polariza-

tion angle at a given instant yields an approxi-
mate determination of the electron content.

Theoretically, a determination can be made for a

given instant of time (that is, for a given ray

path). In practice it is necessary to measure the
number of revolutions of the electric vector in a
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finite time in orderto determinethe rate ac-
curatelyenough.This rate of rotation method

probably constitutes the simplest means of ob-

taining an approximation of the electron content

of the ionosphere.

The basic equation, as derived by Bowhill, 36 is

,f2 5 (1)N dh - K t Ht v,

where

fN dh =number of electrons in a colulnn 1 meter

square extending from the satellite to the

receiver;

eS _o (inks rationalized

K t - 8_2m2C¢o 0.0297 units) ;

z =altitude of the satellite (m) ;

f=radio frequency (cps) ;
Hx=component of the earth's magnetic field

in the direction of v_ (amp/m) ;
v_=horizontal component of the satellite

velocity with respect to the observer

m/see) ;

ft=rate of change of the Faraday rotation

angle (rad/sec).

This formula was derived under the assumptions

of a horizontally moving satellite, a plane earth,

and a horizontally stratified ionosphere. Garriott 7

has discussed the errors involved in neglecting

the vertical component of velocity and has de-

veloped a method of correction. In addition, it is

assumed that the frequency is high compared

with the maximum critical frequency of the

ionosphere, and that the ray path is a straight

line. All these assumptions lead us to expect

limited accuracy from the method, and most ob-

servers have preferred to resort to more accurate

formulas re(luiring more elaborate observational

techniques. However, the regular and sporadic
variations it, electron densities observed with the

more accurate methods are large compared with

the errors expected to arise from the afore-

mentioned assumptions. In fact, detailed com-

parison of data (8) reduced by equation 1 with
daLa reduced t)y more accurate methods r' shows

th'tt the nmjor features are the same. Thus

equation l, whose application does not re(luire

the use of an electronic computer, is useful for

the quick evaluation of large amounts of data.

The total angle of Faraday rotation is given

approximately 37 by

i'l z -_- _ Ndh, (2)

where

12 is the total angle of rotation of the electric

vector in traversing the ionosphere,

H is the magnetic field (amp/m),

is the angle between H and the ray,
i is the vertical angle of the ray, and

21-Iis a suitable average value of H cos4_ seci.

Unfortunately, under typical conditions _2
amounts to many complete revolutions so that

the integral in equation 2 can bc deterluined only

ambiguously. However, if the ionosphere is as-
sumed to have no horizontal gradients and if the
satellite is above most of the electrons in the

ionosphere, then fN db will be the same for any

path. Consider the satellite to move from point 1

to point 2. The difference _2__22is the differenti'd
rotation of the electric vector seen by the oh-

server during this interval. The integrated elec-

tron density can then be determined unambigu-

ously as

_NcUm flt - f12 ]_2= Mr_g, it t , (3)

in what is therefore called the differential rotation

method. Here 214 must be computed carefully

from measured values at ground level. A com-

puter program has been prepared for this pur-

pose 12,aswhich can be used to compute the neces-

sary values of J_ for any satellite position as

viewed from any geographical location.

Second-Order Faraday Rotation Methods

The differential rotation method involves es-

sentially the same assumptions and approxima-
tions as the rate of rotation method. It is hoped

that future ionosphere beacon satellites will be

in high, circular orbits so that the effects of neg-

lecting the vertical component of velocity are
mininfized. Corrections can bc made for the high-

frequency approximation and for refraction by

using two widely separated frequencies and re-
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ducing the data by means of second-order formulas

given by Yeh. a9 It is convenient (but not neces-

sary) for this purpose to use two harmonically

related frequencies, say 20 and 40 Me. The use

of these methods indicates that the errors caused

by refraction and the high-frequency approxima-

tion are in the neighborhood of 5% for close

passages and up to 30% for distant passages.

In the second-order rate of rotation method the

integrated electron density is given 39 by

f zfa 1- [m'fl(mf)- l_l(f)] (4)N dh = Kl H= v a ma - 1

in which m is the ratio of the higher to the lower

frequency and the other symbols are as defined

before, _(mf) and _(f) being the rates of Faraday

rotation of the two frequencies.

A similar second-order extension may be made

of the differential rotation method. The integrated

electron density is given by

N fa m4A_(mf) - All(f) (5)

in which AQ(mf) and A_(f) are the rotations

(in radians) of the frequencies mf and f observed

as the satellite moves from point 1 to point 2,

and M1 and 2_2 are the magnetic field geometric

• ,_._ur_ for the two points.

I. ,, d

f2

fa = ft + _f

FIGURE 2.--Typical received signal obtained in the
"Closely Spaced Frequencies" method, employing

plane-polarized antennas and receivers with logarith-

mic amplitude response.

"Closely Spaced Frequencies" Method

The use of two closcly spaced frequencies

permits an unambiguous determination of the

total angle Q through which the electric vector is

rotated in traversing the ionosphere. By using

plane-polarizcd antennas and receivers with

logarithmic amplitude response, records such as

those shown in figure 2 will be obtained. It is

most convenient to reckon in terms of complete

revolutions, as indicated by the nulls in the

Pattern: _ null f, ...... every L-,_ revolution. The

working formulas (referred to figure 2) are:

2.(T,-
8fl = TI + nw radians, n = 0, _, 2.... ; (6)

f f2 fl
N dh : _ ;

K_ M

3fl -2x'l _n
_f - f _' --FF" ;

f S_
= 2 Sf

(7)

(8)

(9)

The electron content is determined by sub-

stituting from equations 6 and 9 into equation 7.

This is a first-order determination; however, it is

anticipated that it will be used at about 40 Mc,

at which frequency the refraction and high-

frequency approximation errors should be quite

small.

The principal advantages of this method are

simplicity in the data reduction, and the ability

to make an unambiguous measurement of inte-

grated electron content in a relatively short

interval of time. The latter feature is important

in evaluating horizontal variations of electron

distribution.
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THE DOPPLER METHOD OF MEASURING

INTEGRATED ELECTRON DENSITY

The high velocity of a satellite relative to a

ground-based observer results in a substantial

Doppler shift in the observed frequency. In the

ionosphere, the phase velocity depends upon the

electron density; thus, the observed frequency

also depends upon this parameter. Observation

of the exact frequency as a function of time carl
be used to determine the electron content of the

ionosphere.
Marly authors have discussed the Doppler

method of electron content measurement and

several series of actual measurements have been

reported?. _0,11,_,4°-4s Most of the actual measure-
ments have involved elaborate receiving and

frequency-measuring equipment--for example,

phase-locked receivers capable of determining the

phase difference between a satellite signal arid
orie of its harmonics. It is possible to obtain ex-

cellent lneasurements in this way, but at the cost

of expensive installations and constant attention

by highly skilled technicians. In particular, a

phase-locked receiver must be attended con-

tinually during a satellite passage lest momentary

reductions of signal strength cause the tracking

loop to unlock, resulting in loss of the data. Phase-

locked receivers are capable of very great sen-

sitivity by virtue of the narrow b.mdwidths that

can be achieved; however, ionosphere beacon
satellites to be available in the near future are

expected to have adequate power to pcrinit the

use of simpler receiving equipment.
It is concluded that the more elaborate tech-

niques of Doppler determination of electron con-
tent arc more suitable for use at well-staffed and

well-equipped laboratories, and that simpler

equipment should be relied upon for field station

use. It may well happen that Faraday rotation

methods prove to bc best for field use; however,

for the sake of completeness, a method of Doppler

analysis with relatively simple equipment, sug-

gested by the work of Ross, TM will be described
here.

In order to determine the ionospheric effect on

the I)opplcr shift, it is neccss'_ry to know the

Doppler _hift that would occur in the. absence of

the ionosphere. This, in turn, implies an accurate

knowledge of the orl)it and of the radiated fre-

quency of the satellite. In many cases such knowl-

edge does not exist; hence, it is preferable to

determine the free-space Doppler shift by ob-
servation. This can be done if the satellite radiates

two frequencies: one which is strongly affected

by the ionosphere, and another so much higher

than the critical frequency corresponding to the

maximum electron density that it is substantially

free of ionospheric influence. The frequency ratio

between the two signals must be known very

precisely, so it is convenient that one be a har-
monic of the other.

Let the two frequencies be f_ and f2. The

phase path length corresponding to either is

I"P : nds , (10)
r

where n is the index of refraction for the frequency

in question and ds is an element of path length.

The number of wave cycles between the satellite
at s and the receiver at r is

ds P (11)_" - _'0 '

in which ), and _o are the wavelengths in the

medium arid in free space, respectively. The ob-

served frequency is the emitted frequency minus

the rate of change of the number of cycles along

the path, .f-/_/;_0, and the "Doppler shift" is the
difference between the observed and enfittcd

frequencies, P/X0.
In the ionosphere the index of refraction is

given by

n 2 = 1 80.6 N , (12)
f2

or, if the frequency is well above the critical

frequency, by

40.3 N

n _ 1 f2 (13)

The phase path length in the ionosphere is thus

Pi = I f_ ds ,

and in the absence of the ionosphere it is simply

Pf"--I_ ds (15)
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The differencebetweenthesequantities,sometimescalledthe "phasepathdefect,''4_ is

i" I:40.3
AP -- Pf= - Pi : (I-n)ds Fu f---_ Nds (16)

At any point along the ray path from Equations 19 and 20:

ds -- sec i dh , (17) f0 f_
Ndh = Pfsc°s ir _ (21)J. 40.3 "" '

where dh is an element of length in the vertical Pf"

direction and i is the local zenith angle of the ray

path. If attention is restricted to those parts of
the orbit rather near the zenith and if ix is the

value of i near the maximum of density of the F
region, then

and

ds _ secir dh, (18)

40.3 sec ir p

AP _ f2 J. Ndh . (19)

It happens that the ratio Ap/p]_ is nearly

constant if the orbit is nearly circular and the
ionosphere is spherically stratified. Thus

te aP a_
(20)

P+. #,, Pf,

where _ is the rate of change of frequency and,
in particular, _:+ is the maximum slope of the

free-space Doppler shift curve when plotted as a
function of time. In practice, _P:, and A)5 can be

evaluated directly from observation, provided

that the two frequencies are appropriately chosen

where P:_ is simply the geometrical distance from

satellite to receiver and can be determined from

the known orbital elements, as can iv; the symbol

f refers to the lower of the two radiated frequen-
cies; and AP is determined by comparing the

Doppler shifts on the two frequencies.

To illustrate the determination of _P and -P:8

consider, for example, a satellite radiating phase-
locked signals on 40 and 360 Mc. Since AP varies

inversely as the square of the frequency, the phase

path defect will be about 81 times as large on 40

as on 360 Mc. Consider, then, that the 360 Mc

wave is not influenced by the ionosphere. A

separate superheterodyne radio receiver is used

for each frequency (figure 3). An additional

"beating oscillator" is provided which has phase-

locked outputs near 40 and 360 Mc, and these

outputs are injected into the RF input terminals

_s
t-

O

-IO I I I I

-2 -I O I 2

TIME (rnin}

',

_81 I I I I

-2 -I 0 I 2

TIME (rain)

FIGURE 3.--Simplified two-frequency Doppler system. FIauEm 4.--Doppler records.
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of therespectivereceivers.Thus,anAF beatis
producedin eachreceiver,the360Mc receiver's
beat frequencybeingapproximately nine times
that of the 40 Mc receiver. Next, the beat note of

the 40 Mc receiver is multiplied in frequency by a

factor of nine and mixed with the beat note from

the 360 Mc receiver, and the "difference fre-

quency" is selected by means of an appropriate
filter. This difference frequency is AP/M and its

rat(; of change is 5_/h0. The difference frequency

is low enough to be recorded directly on a graphic
record. At the saine time, the beat frequency

from the 360 Mc receiver is recorded separately

to permit determination of I5:8 or P:8.
The records will appear approximately as

shown in figure 4, in which the upper curve is the
360 Mc Doppler shift, approximately equal to P:8,

and the lower curve is the difference frequency or

"dispersive Doppler frequency," AP/M. The

slope of the upper curve at the inflection point is

Only the two receivers, the beating oscillator,

and the tape recorder need be installed at the

field station. All equipment to the right of the

dashed line in figure 3 may be installed at the

central labor'_tory, and one setup of this kind can

be used to transcribe the tape records from several

field stations.

The foregoing analysis is the simplest one

possihlc and involves the following assumptions:
The satellite is near the zenith arid the ionosphere

is spherically stratified. The orbit is circular. The
high-frequency approxinmtion is satisfied for

the lower of the two frequencies, arid the higher

frequency is so high that its phase velocity is

almost that of free space. The effect of the mag-

netic field is neglected.

THE FARADAY ROTATION OBSERVATION

STATION

The Site

It is essential that a quiet site be chosen, as

noisy records are apt to be useless. Although the
contemplated sigmd strengths will be more th'm

ade<luate in most cases, proximity to heavily

traveh'd highways or streets, industrial or con:-

mercM 'mtivity, or densely settled residenti'd

areas will inevitably cause troubh'. Automobih,

ignition systems, farm machinery, neon signs,

fluorescent lighting, defective power transformers,

and high-voltage power lines are frequent causes

of interference at the frequencies in question.

Fortunately, noise of these types attenuates

rapidly with distance and it has been found that

locating the receiving equipment a mile or so

from the offending source usually provides suffi-

cient isolation. Thus, a well-isolated site should

be chosen.
Terrain does not appear to be particularly im-

portant, though reasonably fiat ground is de-

sirable. Only if it is desired to erect a radio-inter-

feromctcr for position measuring purposes is a

fiat area rc(tuircd, and even then it may be possible

to use level metal ground planes erected on sloping
terrain.

Antennas

For Faraday rotation measurements the anten-

nas must be plane polarized. Simple half-wave-

length dipoles have been used almost universally
for this purpose. As the frequencies used are in
the HF or the lower VHF bands, a half-w'_ve-

length dipole has adequate effective area to yield

good signal-to-noise ratios with the signal

strengths contemplated. The most vahml)le Fara-

day rotation data arc received from within, say,
40 ° of the zenith, whereas data froin low-altitude

angles are of inuch less importance. For this reason
it is logical that the dipoles be horizontally

polarized and situated within a (luarter-wave-

length of the ground.
For the best quality data, the "mtenna should

have a negligible circular component of polariza-

tion, and car(; should therefore be taken to sup-

press the effects of antenna currents on the trans-
mission lines. If a coaxial transmission line is

used, the antenn'L should be comwcted through a

carefully adjusted bal.nu,,ed-to-md)alanced trans-

former. Open-wire lin('s should t)e symmetric:d

and properly nmtched in impedance. If the
transmission lines are of substanti'd length, con-

sider._tion should be given to placing preamplifiers

in the field near the antennas in order to improve

the system noise performance.
It is convenient to have antennas on different

fre(luencies oriented similarly, in order to dis-

tinguish between signal strength variations due
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to Faradayrotationand thosedueto satellite
motion.Someobserversvpreferto keeptrackof
thesenseof the Faradayrotation;this requires
twoantennasoil thesamefrequency,withdiffer-
entdirectionalorientation.In general,however,
thisarrangementdoesnotappearto beessential.

Finally,awordshouldbesaidin favorof sub-
stantialconstruction.Experiencehasshownthat
a surprisinglylargeproportionof the technical
difficultiesexperiencedby ticldstationsaredue
to brokenantennaor transmission-linewiresor
to poorconnections.The useof sturdywooden
structuresand heavy gaugecopper-cladsteel
wires,andpropersecuringof transmissionlines
to preventrepeatedflexingat connections,are
worthwhileprecautions.Outdoorsplicesin co-
axialcablesshouldbeavoided.

Receivers

Receivers for Faraday-rotation recording are
invariably of the superheterodyne type as illus-

trated in figure 5. As the radio frequencies are

above about 20 Mc and the required bandwidths

quite narrow, a double-conversion system is

usually used. In the past, many high grade com-

munications receivers have been so employed

with very good res,,lt_ includiug the Hammar!und

SP-600, the Collins 51-J, and the military R-390.

For best results some modifications are usually
required, as will be discussed below. When con-

templating a long-term program of routine data

gathering, however, it is appropriate to consider

receivers specially designed and built for the task.

The general purpose receivers usually are very

. To t_co_otR _

TWO STAGES

Auolo OUTPUT

FmURE 5.--Superheterodyne receiver for Far_day rota-
tion observations.

heavy and intricate and thus difficult to maintain,

usually have features not required for the task,
and often have some undesirable characteristics.

In order to achieve optimmn signal-to-noise
ratios it is desirable that the overall bandwidth

be as narrow as possible. The limit is set by the

Doppler shift of the signal. At 20 Mc this amounts

to about 500 cps for a close orbit, requiring a
total bandwidth of 1 ke. At 40 Mc the effect is

doubled, requiring a bandwidth of 2 kc. The

highest frequency likely to be used for Faraday

rotation studies is 54 Mc, so that a standard 3-

db bandwidth of slightly over 2.5 kc should ac-
conlmodate all cases. This bandwidth is estab-

lished in the second IF stage. Ceramic IF filters

at 455 kc are now available which require no
adjustment and which apparently are drift-free

over long periods of time. Combined with tran-

sistor amplifiers, these should permit the construc-

tion of a virtually maintenance-free IF strip.

These can bc made very economically in the form

of standard modules for ease of replacemen t .

A low-noise RF amplifier is needed to insure

that the sky noise, rather than receiver noise,

limits the performance of the system. Two crystal-
controlled local oscillators are needed. The first

crystal is changed to accommodate satellites of

different frequencies. In this way there is little
chance that the receiver will be mistuned.

Particular attention should be paid to the auto-

matic gain control circuits. It is desirable to have

a logarithmic amplitude response, both to prevent
saturation of the receiver or recorder and to

sharpen the nulls of the Faraday rotation records.

Satellite signals are usually faint, so the AGC

circuits should develop appreciable voltage at

receiver inputs of the order of 0.2 microvolt. If a

colnmcrcially built receiver is used it is usually

necessary to modify the AGC circuits to remove

the "delay bias" in order to accomplish logarith-

mic response down to these low input levels. The

AGC time constant must be snmll, not higher

than 0.1 second for Faraday rotation and 0.02
second for scintillation.

Although not strictly necessary, it is very con-

venient to have a beat-fre(luency oscillator in

order to permit qualitative checks of the presence

of the satellite signal, signal strength, nature and

identity of interfering signals, and so on. It is
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essential,however,thattheBFOshouldnotcon-
tributeto theAGCvoltage.It isalsoconvenient
to havean"s-meter"to permitvisualmonitoring
of the signalstrengths,and anaudiodetector,
amplifier,andloudspeakerfor usewith theBFO.

Thefollowingcommonfeaturesof communica-
tions receiversare not used:Automaticnoise
limiter, audio filter or Q-multiplier, squelch,

crystal IF filter, and general frequency coverage.

Recording Equipment

The recorder is the most expensive and trouble-

some component of a satellite receiving system.
Two general types of recorders are in common

use: Magnetic tape recorders and high-speed

graphic recorders, each having its advantages

and disadvantages for field use in a Faraday
rotation program.

The most satisfactory chart recorder from the

standpoint of reliability and convenience is the

heat-writing variety. In this method a heated

stylus marks a wax-impregnated chart, so there
are no pen-clogging problems and there is no

chance of ink-supply exhaustion. Usually, these
instrulnents produce rectilinear records as well.

Their initial costs and operating expenses, un-
fortunately, are higher than those of the ink-

writing recorders.

To obtain the maximum alnount of useful

data by the Faraday rotation method from a

satellite having 20, 40, and 41 Mc signals requires

recording of at least three channels of data, ex-
cluding timing marks. Most recorders are fur-

nished with an even number of channels; thus, a

four channel recorder would be required. The

fourth channel is useful as a spare. Timing marks
are recorded on the "side pen" or "event marker."

If economy were a prime requirement, the 20
Mc channel might be eliminated and a two-

channel recorder used, at the sacrifice of the

greater scintillation sensitivity and the correc-

tions for refraction and the high-frequency ap-
proximation that are obtainable with the 20 Mc

signal.

Acceptable specifications for a chart recorder

for Faraday rotation work are as follows:

Number of channels: minimum 2, 3 preferred,
event marker.

l"requeney response: 0 to 50 eps or better.

Chart speed: 5 or 10 ram/see, preferably both.

Type of recording: Ink-writing or heat-writing.

Transistorized amplifiers desirable for

reliability.

Magnetic tape recording can also be used. It

has the disadvantages that no visual record is

available for immediate inspection, and that it is

ultimately necessary to re-record the signals on a

graphic recorder. Usually the magnetic tapes
from several field stations are sent to a central

laboratory where they can be transcribed; thus,

only one graphic recorder is needed. Probably

the best practice is to transform the variable

AGC voltages from the receivers into variable-

frequency audio tones by means of voltage-con-
trolled oscillators. Several of these audio tones of

different frequencies can be recorded on the same

tape channel and separated later by means of

appropriate filters. Frequency discriminators are

used to convert the tones back to varying dc
signals for graphic recording.

For Faraday rotation work the tape recorders

need not be of extremely high quality, but should
be very reliable in operation. The principal

deficiency of an inexpensive tape recorder of the

consumer market v'u'iety is inconstant tape speed

(jitter, wow, flutter) which results in frequency

modulation of the record. If not too severe, this

should not be a serious defect for purposes of

Faraday rotation recording. It, any event, it is

possible to overcome this problem by recording a

constant, standard tone along with the signals,

and later electronically subtracting the dc output
of the discriminator associated with this tone

from the outputs associated with all the other

channels. Thus, the graphic recordings should be

free from jitter. By proper spacing of the tones

in frequency, it should be possible to record five

channels of data, including time signals and a

speed-calibration tone, on one tape. If a "stereo"

recorder is used, one channel can be reserved for

voice announcements, time signals, and the

speed-calibration tone; and the other channel

for the three satellite signals.

By comparison with the graphic recorder the

magnetic tape recorder has the following ad-

vantages: It is less expensive. A record on tape

can be transcribed to a graphic record at any

desired speed and any desired number of copies
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can be made. Frequently, especially when study-

ing scintillation, it is desirable to have graphic

records at more than one speed. If economy is a

principal requirement, the magnetic tapes can

be reused after they have been transcribed. Mag-

netic tape recorders are generally more adaptable

to unattended operation, though the heat-writing

graphic recorders are quite usable in this way.

The main disadvantage of the magnetic recorder

is the lack of a visual record to assist the operator

in making adjustments and corrections while a

pass is in progress. As the receiving equipment

described in this report is designed for a minimum

of operator attention and adjustment, it may well

be that this consideration is not applicable.

For an organization planning to operate several

field stations the choice of magnetic tape recorders

seems a good one, with one graphic recorder and
associated filters and discriminators at the central

data-handling facility. If only one station is to

be operated, however, recording directly on a

graphic recorder eliminates the need for the

magnetic recorder and associated equipment.

Time Signals

To be of any scientific value, all satellite
recordings must eonf,_.in nrpoi_p 11n_TOJ_lOCll_,llQ

time marks. An error of, say, 0.25 second will

generally be quite acceptable, but errors of several
seconds will not.

Time marks can be derived from many of the

radio time services, and, if the station is so situated

that regular time signals can be received reliably,

these can be recorded directly from the radio

receiver onto the time channel of the magnetic

tape. For a graphic recorder, the time ticks can

be filtered, rectified, and transformed into low

impedance pulses to operate the event-marker

pen. These radio time signals are often received

by means of ionospheric propagation, however,

and are not always reliable. Many of the stations

use the same frequencies, and they sometimes

interfere. For example, at Adak, Alaska, signals
from stations WWVH and JJY interfere so badly

that they are useless for automatic registration.

Recently a number of stations have begun

transmitting time signals on VLF wavelengths;
for example, NBA on 18 kc in the Panama Canal

Zone. This station is powerful enough to be heard

anywhere on earth. A pocket-sized battery-

powered transistorized receiver with a ferrite

"loopstick" antenna has been c'onstructed which

is capable of receiving these signals sufficiently

well for satellite recording, and it has been found

that there is essentially no variation of signal

strengths with time. Apparently, however, no

standard time-signal format has been adopted

by this station; and its usefulness is somewhat
limited until this is done.

A relatively inexpensive local time-standard

can be built by using a tuning fork oscillator and
power amplifier to drive a clock motor. Such a

device, utilizing a cam-operated switch to provide

time ticks every ten seconds with a different

identifying tick every minute, demonstrated a

precision equivalent to about one second of error

per week. Radio time signals can usually be heard

with adequate quality to calibrate a local time-

standard, even though not good enough for direct

recording.

The ideal timing system would be a quartz-

crystal oscillator driving a chain of frequency

dividers to give hour, minute, and second ticks.

This system is the most expensive, but is capable

of very high accuracy and can also provide a

program function for unattended automatic

operation of the satellite recording equipment.
In addition to time marks for the satellite

records it is very useful to have a "program

clock" to permit scheduling of unattended

satellite recording. As was mentioned above, a

quartz-crystal oscillator and frequency divider

chain can provide for this function, but at rela-

tively high cost. The tuning-fork frequency stand-

ard can be used to drive any of a variety of low-

cost commercially available program timers

that are satisfactory for the purpose. When a

program clock is used, it is necessary that un-

ambiguous time marks be placed on the chart
in addition to the regular second or minute ticks.

STANDARDS

In order that the results from different stations

be comparable, some degree of standardization

of observing practice must be achieved. It is

always tempting to the observer to experiment

with different methods, but it is important to a

long-range monitoring program that the records
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betakenin aconsistentmannerthroughoutthe
program.Experimentswith differentmethods
shouldbeperformedindependentlyoftheroutine
data-gatheringeffort.

Suggestedstandardsforrecordingsatellitedata
arelistedbelow.

Faraday Rotation and Scintillation

Amplitude scintillation can be studied directly
from the records of amplitude variation due to

Faraday rotation. The following standards have
been found suitable:

Time marks.--Accurate to 0.5 second. A refer-

cnce should be made at least every minute,

preferably every few seconds, and unambiguous

time marks should be made at least every five

minutes. At least one, and preferably more, of the

unambiguous time marks must be available on
each record.

Chart spced.--For Faraday rotation studies,

chart speeds of 5 to l0 mm per second arc gen-

erally satisfactory. For passages in the vicinity

of noon and at tropical latitudes the higher speed

is almost mandatory. In studying scintillation it

may sometimes be advantageous to increase the

chart speed to 25 or 50 rain per second; however,
it is recommended that this be done on an aux-

iliary recorder so as not to disturb the routine

arrangements. For this purpose a magnetic t'_pe

recorder is very useful; the tape can be recorded

at any convenient speed and can then be tran-

scribed any number of times to paper charts

running at a variety of speeds.
Receiving system timc-consta_ds.--As was men-

tioned earlier, the AGC time constant should be

not grcater than 0.1 second for Faraday rotation

recording and not greater than 0.02 second for

scintillation. The same limitations apply to other

parts of the system, including recorders.

Signal-to-;wise ratio.--It is difficult to place a

numerical specification on the necessary signal-

to-noise ratio for good results. Suffice it to say

that thc better the quality of the record, the easier

is the analysis of the data. With reason._ble care

it has been found possible to produce records that

are essentially noise free; that is, on which the

Faraday rotatiol_ a_(l scintillation amplitude

variations are very well detined, but (m which

the noise variations are barely discernible. S-_tel-

lites specifically designed for beacon use will

generally have adequate power to produce such

records with dipole antennas and receivers such
as those described herein.

Amplitude calibration.--No amplitude calibra-

tion is necessary for Faraday rotation analysis.

For investigation of the geographical and tem-

poral distributions of scintillations, infrequent
calibrations may be useful. However, for studies

of the detailed structure of the signals and of the

irregularities producing scintillation, it is im-

portant that frequency calibration of the ampli-

tude-response ch'_racteristics be made with a

standard signal generator.
Record annotation a_d logging.--One of the

most persistent difficulties in the collection of

high-quality satellite records is the failure of

operators properly to annotate the records. Each

record should bear the following inforlnation:

Date.

Time of beginning and ending of pass.
Unambiguous and precise identification of one

or more of the periodic time marks on the
chart.

Time system used (GMT or zone tilue).
Antenna identification for each trace.

Satellite identification.

lCre(luencies for each trace.

Identification of noise bursts or interfering

signals.

Station name and/or location.

Operator's name.

In addition, a logbook should be kept, containing
the above information for each pass and also

notations concerning equipment maintenance or

modification, spurious signals or noise on the

records, and any unusual events or phenomena
observed.

Doppler Method

Most of thc foregoing comtnents also apply to

the Doppler method. As the dispersive Doppler

records made in the field will almost certainly be

recorded on magnetic tape, no definite standard

need be adopted for tape speed. In the laboratory,

when the records are transcribed to paper charts,

the chart speed can be adjusted to allow easy

counting of the dispersive Doppler cycles.
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Cost of Equipping a Field Station

It is estimated that the ground-based instru-

mentation required to perform the geophysical

mission described herein would cost approxi-

mately $3,200.
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DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF HELIUM AND.. .,
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION AND/
TOTAL ION DENSITY TO AN ALTITUDE
OF 940 KILOMETERS

H. A. TAYLOR, JR., L. H. BRACE, H. C. BRINTON, AND C. R. SMITH

Goddard Space Flight Center

A Bennett-type ion mass spectrometer and a cylindrical electrostatic probe were carried to

940 km above Wallops Island, Va., at midday in October 1961. The raw data from each unit (ion

currents versus altitude) are presented and are interpreted in terms of helium, hydrogen, oxygen,

and total ion concentration. Ttm He + and H + concentrations derived from the ion mass spectrometer

experiment were found to rise steeply above 350 kin, He + reaching a maximum value of 7 X 103/cc

at 575 km and H + increasing monotonically with altitude, ultimately reaching about 1.5X 103/cc

near apogee. These data are used with the O + concentrations derived from the elcctrostatic probe
data to calculate the atmospheric temperature, the mean ion mass, and the total ion concentration

as functions of altitude. The tcmperature of the upper F region was found to be 1235°:t:40°K. The

mean ion mass decreascd from 16 AMU at 400 km to 12 AMU at apogee where it was decreasing
rapidly. The measured ion distril)utions and those predicted by the theories of hydrostatic diffusion
and ion-atom interchange are compared.

INTRODUCTION

At 1740 GMT (1240 local time) on October 10,

1961, an Argo-D4 rocket (NASA 8.23) was

launched eastward into the ionosphere above

Wallops Island, Va., carrying a Bennett-type ion

mass spectrometer and a cylindrical electrostatic

probe to an altitude of 940 km and a range of

1200 km. The mass range of the spectrometer

had been selected to permit optimum resolution

of both hydrogen and helium ions which had been

postulated for the upper F region by Nicolet

(1961) and have since been inferred from rocket

and satellite measurements (Hanson, 1962; Bour-

deau et al., 1962). The successful operation of

the spectrometer permitted the first high resolu-

tion direct measurements of the H + and He +

concentrations in the exosphere. The electro-

static probe was included in the payload to permit

a measurement of the total ion density and the

electron temperature.

The equipment was placed aboard the vehicle

as shown in figure 1, the ion spectrometer looking

forward during rocket ascent and the cylindrical

probe protruding from the side of the payload.

In flight, the rocket spun at a rate of 1 rps about

its longitudinal axis with a precession cone half-

angle less than 1 °. The spin axis, essentially in

the plane of the trajectory, made an angle of 15 °

with the vertical. During the flight approximately

600 spectrums and 5000 probe volt-ampere charac-

teristics were recorded.

In addition to the spectrometer and probe, an

optical aspect sensor was included in the payload

to permit determination of sensor orientation;

this information aided in the conversion of spec-

trometer currents to ambient ion concentrations.

Ionosonde measurements were recorded at Wal-

lops Island throughout the flight to provide

electron density data up to the F2 maximum.

749

THE ION SPECTROMETER

The Bennett radio-frequency spectrometer was

similar in design to that flown at Wallops Island

by Taylor and Brinton (1961). However, the
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FIGURE 1.--Locations of equipment on NASA 8.23.

mass range and sensitivity were modified to permit

unambiguous detection of ions in the mass range

of 1-5 AMU. The theory of operation of the

spectrometer together with some of the technical

details of this experiment has been presented

previously (Taylor et al., l(.)(12). Although the

theory is not elaborated upon here, it is important

to consider several basic parameters of the meas-

urement and their influence on the interpretation
of the data.

The basic relationship between resonant mass,

tube geometry, and potentials applied to the

spectrometer grids is given by the equation

M=0.266(1 VA I-I-[ Vi, I)/S_F _ (1)

where M is the resonant mass, VA is the instan-

taneous value of the negative sawtooth acceler-

ating potential, V, is a positive bias potential,

S is the spacing between grids in the RF analyzer

stages, and F is the frequency of the RF potential

applied to the analyzer sections. For this flight a

three-stage, 5-3 cycle tube was used, with V, = 20
volts de, S=0.75 cm, F=5 Mc/s, and VA=0

to --270 volts de. This provided a mass range of

approximately 1 to 5 AMU with a resolution of

0.5 AMU. This spectrum was analyzed at the

sweep rate of VA, which was 1 cps.

An important parameter not contained in (1)

is the stopping potential Vs, which regulates the;

number of ions reaching the collector. In this

process Vs controls the efficiency of the spectrom-
eter and also determines the ratio of fundamental

to harmonic ion content. The effectiveness of Vs

is dependent on the energy gained by ions in

traversing the spectrometer and is thus also de-

pendent on energy that ambient ions may gain

owing to the effects of external potentials and

vehicle velocity.

To insure adequate efficiency and sensitivity

to harmonic ions, the V8 level was stepped auto-

matically through an appropriate range of volt-

age. The harmonic ions detected were analyzed

by a technique similar to that developed by
Johnson (1!)58) to confirm the identification of
the fundamental ions as 1 AMU and 4 AMU.

Although there was some evidence in the data

of an apparent lowering of the effective value
of Vs that has not as yet been accounted for in

terms of measured experimental parameters, the

relationships between fundamental and harmonic
ions observed in the flight data agree favorably

with both theoretical predictions and laboratory

calibrations.

A photograph of a segment of the flight data,

recorded near apogee, is shown in figure 2. ()nly

two fundamental ion current peaks, II + and l le +,

were observed during the flight. The raw ion

currents I_ measured at the collector of the spec-

trometer during ascent are plotted in figure 3.
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FIGURE 2.--A sample positive ion spectrum recorded near

apogee on NASA F;.23.
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As is indicated by the error bars, the spread, or

deviation, in the raw current data points is

slight, as might be expected because of the high

degree of aspect stability experienced during flight.
Ion currents collected during descent when the

spectrometer was exposed to the wake of the

payload are not presented. Although certain parts

of the descent data compare favorably with the

ascent data, the difficulties inherent in the inter-
pretation of the wake effect preclude the inclusion
of the descent data.

Conversion of ion currents to densities requires

the determination of over-all experimental sensi-

tivity, which is a function of vehicle potential

and velocity, plasma sheath configuration adjacent

to the orifice, spectrometer efficiency, and ampli-

fier sensitivity. Both the limiting amplifier sensi-

tivity and spectrometer efficiency were measured

directly in the laboratory. These measured values,

together with the best estimates of the other

effects, have been combined to determine a maxi-

mum sensitivity of approximately 10 ions/cc. The

relationships of those parameters which were not
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FIGURE3.--Helium and hydrogen ion currents detected
by the ion mass spectrometer.
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FIGURE 4.--Helium and hydrogen ion concentration pro-
files derived from the ion mass spectrometer currents
shown in fi_ure 3.

subject to direct measurement, together with the

rcsulting technique for determination of ion

density, are discussed in detail in Appendix 1.
It is interesting to consider what observations

can be made from the H + and He + current dis-

tribution curves if a simplified conversion to ion

density is performed. The part of the trajectory

where the perturbing influences of velocity and

plasma sheath are most easily interpreted is at

peak altitude. At that point the densities at-
tributed to H + and He + are estimated to be

1.4X10 3 ions/cc and 3.2×10 3 ions/cc, respec-

tively. Figure 4 is a plot of ascent density distri-
butions obtained from the current distributions

as discussed in Appendix 1. Although the current

curves are now plotted as densities, the distribu-
tions remain identical to the current profiles of

figure 3, since no modifying functions have been

applied to the original curves.
As is discussed in Appendix l, it is believed

that the most accurate conversion of collector
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FIGVRE5.--Block diagram of the electrostatic probe.

current Ic to the number densities n(H +) and

n(Ile +) may ultimately require a simultaneous

solution of the effects of velocity, sheath, and

effective orifice area, which, to date, have yielded

only to separate analyses. Although it is recog-

nized that these unsolved relationships may

modify the shape of the derived composition, it

is believed that the attracting field of the orifice

grid was the predominating influence, and that

the measured current distributions closely repre-
sent the ambient ion distributions. With these

qualifications then, the II + and IIe+ concentration

profiles will be compared in later sections with

the density data obtained by the electrostatic

probe.

THE ELECTROSTATIC PROBE

The cylindrical probe used in this flight was

nearly identical to one described by Spencer et al.

(1962) which was carried as a secondary experi-

ment on two flights of a series of ejected instru-

ment packages launched into the F region. Figure

5 shows a block diagram of the measurement

system employed. The metallic payload mounting
and instrument housings acted collectively as a

plasma reference electrode from which a sawtooth
voltage was applied to both the guard and col-

lector eh.'me.t_ of the probe sensor, l,'igurc (i is a

photograph of a one-second section of telemetry

record showing a series of volt-ampere charac-

teristics recorded at 510 km during ascent. In

the central part of the photograph, the iono-

sphere measurements are interrupted by a brief

period of inflight current-calibration during which

the probe was electrically disconnected and a
known resistance substituted into the measure-

ment circuit. The resulting current wave form was
used to calibrate the current channel. Diode

limiting at the output of the detector was used

to prevent negative currents from driving the

telemetry out of band. At the left and right of

the calibration wave forms, the positive parts of

a series of cylinder current characteristics are dis-

played. These represent the net current (/net =

I_,--I_, the sum of the ion and electron currents)

that was collected as the applied voltage was swept

through the range of +2 volts to --3 volts,

pausing briefly at zero volts for purposes of
reference. As is shown in the calibration, the

sensitivity of this particular chamml was selected
to resolve only net positive currents. Note that

at zero applied voltage a net positive current flows

to the probe (indicating that the collector was

being held more negative than its equilibrium

potential). As the applied voltage was swept

negative, the ambient electrons were entirely re-

jected and the probe current was due to positive
ions alone. Conversely, for positive applied volt-

ages the electron current quickly exceeded the

ion current, thus driving the net current negative
and out of the range of this detector. A second

detector, having the correct sensitivity to resolve
the much larger electron currents, was to be used

periodically, but a programmer failure prevented

its use and permitted the ion current detector to

operate full time. This improved the resolution
of the ion current data but hampered the analysis
of the current characteristics for electron tem-

perature.

FIGURE6.--Photograph of a segment of telemetry record
showing electrostatic probe ion currents measured at
510 km, and an inflight current calibration.
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Figure7showsarunningmeanofthemaximum
ion currents(measuredat maximumnegative
voltage)recordedthroughouttheflight.Thetimes
of F2passageareevidentin the currentmaxi-
mumsat 1743and 1757GMT on ascentand
descent,respectively.It shouldbe notedthat
thesepositivecurrentsresultnotonly fromthe
collectionof positiveionsbut includea small
componentdue to photoemission;i.e., ejection
of electronsfrom the collectingsurfaceas the
resultof solarextremeultravioletradiationand
X-ray impingement.Thephotocurrenthasbeen
evaluatedby meansof the smalljump-discon-
tinuity it producesin the currentasthe rocket
spincarriestheprobethroughtheshadowof the
payloadstructure.At apogee,wherethe total
positivecurrenthadfallento 8X10-9ampere,the
photocurrentwasfoundto be2X10-9 ampere.
Thisvalueis inacceptableagreementwith rocket
measurementsof Hintereggeret al. (1959)of
photoemissionwhich, whentranslatedto the
geometryand areaof the cylindricalcollector,
correspondto avalueof about3.5Xl0-9ampere.
Thedecreasein solaractivity sincethetimeof
Hinteregger'smeasurementsaccountsfor the
lowervalueof photocurrentobservedon this
flight.Thisphotocurrentwasaconstantbutneg-
ligible factor overmuchoI the altituderange
covered(lessthan1 percentof thenetpositive
currentat theF2maximum)but becamesignifi-
cantnearapogeewhereit amountedto asmuch
as25percentof the measuredpositivecurrent.
Thecurrentdatapresentedin figure7 havenot
beencorrectedfor photocurrent;however,this
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FIGURE7.--Positive ion current to the electrostatic probe
throughout the flight.

correction was made before conversion to ion

concentration.

Conversion of the currents shown in figure 7

to the related total ion concentration, as dis-

cussed in Appendix 2, requires an assumption

about the ion species present or an independent

determination of it. Below 450 km, 0 + is the

dominant F-region ion (Taylor and Brinton,

1961). Above 450 kin, however, the ion mass

spectrometer data show that He + and H + be-

come important constituents. The higher mean

velocities of these light ions produce a greater

positive current to the probe than a like number

of oxygen ions and, if not considered, will lead

to a total ion concentration that is too high. As

a first approximation, however, it is instructive

to assume that only 0 + is present and to generate

an "upper limit" total concentration, nt0, from
the ion current data. The resulting ion concen-

tration profile is shown in figure 8. The Juno-

sonde values of ne, which are believed most

accurate, are shown for comparison. The agree-
ment between ne and nto near the F: maximum

tends to demonstrate the accuracy of equation

12 in Appendix 2.
It is presumed that the part of the profile

below 450 km represents a hydrostatic distribu-

tion of O +, the only ion present in significant

numbers. Thus, if thermal equilibrium is as-

sumed, the observed scale height of 147±5 km

leads to a temperature of 1235°:l:40°K. An ex-

tension of the O + distribution to higher altitudes

can be carried out rigorously by means of the

method outlined by Bauer (1962) and Hanson

(1962). For the values of n(H +) and n(He +)

observed by the spectrometer, however n(O +)

is sufficiently predominant that a linear extra-

polation with geometric altitude approximates the

hydrostatic distribution. This linear extrapolation

of n(0 +) is shown as the dash-line in figure 8.

When we compare n(O +) and nt0, the effect of

the helium and hydrogen ions upon the probe

current becomes evident just above 500 km and
is seen to increase with altitude.

INTERPRETATION OF THE COMBINED

RESULTS

The helium and hydrogen ion concentrations

can be combined with the oxygen ion concentra-
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tionvaluesto permita check upon the consistency
of the two sets of experimental data shown in

figures 4 and 8. If we assume that no other ions

are present, simple addition of the individual
ion concentrations, n(H+), n(He+), and n(O +)

provides the total ion concentration nti shown

in figure 9. The same values can be used for
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FIGURE9.--Composite ion concentration profiles including
total ion density, n,, obtained by adding n(H+),
n(He+), and n(O+); and n,2 derived by correction of
nt0 for the presence of the lighter ions.

however, the agreement between ntI and nt2 is
within the combined probable errors of the meas-

urements and the extrapolation method employed

in obtaining n (O+).

FIGURE 8.--Total ion concentration nt0, derived from the
electrostatic probe currents by assuming oxygen ions
only, and the oxygen ion concentration n (O+), derived
by extrapolating the n_0 measured between 350 and 900
500 kin.

80¢
equation 12 to adjust the upper limit total con-

centration, nto, for the presence of helium and am 70(:

hydrogen ions. The resulting values of total _" so_

eolw.entration are labeled nt2 in figure 9. Al-
though ntl and nt2 are not arrived at entirely 5oq

independently, the agreement between them
demonstrates a satisfying degree of consistency 400

in the flight data from the two experiments.

From the elcctrostati('_ probe data alone, we would

postulate slightly greater concentrations of the
light ions than is indicated hy n(ll +) -Fn(Iie+) ;

12 15 14 15 16

MEAN ION MASS (AMU)

FIGURE10.--Mean ion mass derived from n (H+), n (He +) ,'
and n(O +) values given in figure 9.
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The sameparameterscanbe usedwith (2)
to obtaina profileof themeanionmassmi that

existed in the ionosphere during this flight as
shown in figure 10.

mi = (l/nt) __,n_mj (2)
k

Note that the mean ion mass had decreased

from 16 AMU below 400 km to 12 AMU at

apogee and was decreasing rapidly there.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Probably the most significant result of these

measurements is the detection of helium and

hydrogen ions in the upper F region in substan-

tially the amounts predicted (Nicolet, 1961;

Hanson, 1962; Bates and Patterson 1962). How-
ever, the occurrence of a helium ion maximum at

575 km is not in accord with ion diffusion theory

(Mange, 1960; Bauer, 1962) which predicts that
the helium maximum should occur somewhat

above the transition level where it becomes the

dominant ion. Both the theory and this experi-
ment indicate that the transition level occurs

above 1000 km for an ionosphere temperature of
1235°K. We do not interoret the difference be-

tween the experimental and theoretical helium

distributions as indicating an inadequacy in the
diffusion theory, but regard this as evidence of

additional geophysical effects that influenced the

vertical distribution of ions at the time of

this flight. For example, the geomagnetic field

and field-alined irregularities, when present,

modify the charged particle profiles to various
degrees, depending on the latitude and local

ionospheric conditions.

The temperature derived from the electro-

static probe data is in agreement with the Harris

and Priester (1962) model of gas temperature
derived for similar local times and levels of

solar acitivity.

The altitude at which He + was first detected,

and the steep gradient immediately above, are
in agreement with Hanson's (1962) predictions

based on an ion-atom interchange process be-
tween He + and N2. Bates and Patterson have

since shown that this process is more likely to

involve 02 than N_. The comparison of n(He +)

obtained from this flight with the distributions

predicted by Bates and Patterson permits us
to infer that the rate coefficient for the ion-atom

interchange process lies between 3.7X10 -n and

2.0X 10-1° cm3/sec.



Appendix 1

CONVERSION OF SPECTROMETER COLLECTOR CURRENT TO ION DENSITY

The conversion of the spectrometer collector

current to positive ion density involves param-
eters that are effective inside the sensor as well

as those that control the effective collection area

associated with the sensor orifice.

A laboratory calibration of the internal sensor

parameters is performed to determine the rela-

tionship

lc=klo (3)

where the spectrometer efficiency k=a¢; a is

the combined electrical transparency of the grids

determined by measuring the attenuation of an

ion beam in passing through a grid system;

is the currcnt cfSciency of the analyzer system

obtained analytically, and I0 is the known ion

input current measured at the spectrometer
orifice. Values of k determined from direct labo-

ratory measurements of Ic and I0 are in agree-

ment with theoretical predictions of over-all

efficiency. This calibration, performed with a

controlled beam of positive ions directed along

the spectrometer axis, did not include the simu-
lation of effects external to the orifice.

The external effects influencing the collected

currents were not subjcct to direct measurement.

To a first-order approximation, the current to

the orifice grid can be determined from the ex-
pression for a planar probe (Mott-Smith and

Langmuir, 1926):

Io = nieaA /2_ (4)

where n_ is the ion density in ions per cubic

centimeter, a is the most probable ion velo('ity,

and A is the area of the orifice grid. In flight,

however, the quantity I,, was influenced by two

perturbing factors; first, the negative drawing-in

potential E0 applied to the orifice grid to in-

crease the over-all ion sensitivity; and second,

the rocket velocity V_ and angle of attack. These

faetors combined to modify the input current

flow, resulting in the relationship

Io = (n_eaA /2_)f( E0, V,) (5)

Because of the orifice geometry and the resulting

fringing field surrounding the orifice grid, we must

consider the factors A and f(Eo, V_) in (5) to-

gether to evaluate the resultant effective col-

lection area Aeff.

Since the function f(Eo, V_) was not subject

to direct measurement, the value of Aeff has been

approximated at peak altitude, where the cor-

rection for velocity, aspect, and composition is
believed to I)e most reliable. Because of the strong

drawing-in field of the first grid (-10 volts) and

the relatively low velocity at peak altitude, the

term f(V_) is dropped. An approximation of f(E0)
based on a consideration of the orifice geometry

and fringing field results A_ff= 3A.

The resulting expression for ion density at

peak is

n_ = 2 _ I,./ keaA _ff (6)

and by substituting k=l.5 percent, Aeff=2,5.(}

square centimeters, together with appropriate

values of I0 and a, we determined the quantities

for n(H +) and n(Hc +) at peak.

The energy gained by ambient hydrogen and
helium ions because of the relative velocity of the

vehic, le is of the order of their thermal energies,

whereas the energy imparted to the ions by the

drawing-in potential is approximately a fac, tor of
100 times the thermal energy. It is assumed,

therefore, that effects of vehicle velocity ou the

('ollection of light ions, although not constant

with altitude, are very small compared to the

presumably constant effect of the drawing-in po-

tential. On the basis of these assumptions, then,

the ion density distributions in figure 4 have

t)ecn obtained by applying (6) to the measured

ion current distributions in tigurc 3.
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Appendix 2

ELECTROSTATIC PROBE THEORY

If the cylindrical collector were stationary at

each point of measurement in the ionosphere, the

ion currents recorded throughout the flight would

be related in a well-known way to the ion number

np, mass rnp, charge e, and temperature Tp, as

well as the area A and voltage V of the collector.

This relationship is expressed for a given ion

species by Langmuir's equation for stationary

cylindrical probes (Mott-Smith and Langmuir,

1926).

iv_ = Anpe (k Tv/2_rmv) 112

X (2/_) (1+eV/kTp) 1/_ (7)

Since the term eV/lcTv is normally much greater

than 1, equation 7 can be written

i_,_= Anpe (2eV/lr_mp) 112 (8)

If more than one ion species is present, the cur-

rent due to each may be considered separately
_o i_hat the total current is

i_,8= Ae (2eV/_d) 112_n_/(mi) 1/_ (9)
J

For a ternary mixture of hydrogen, helium, and

oxygen ions such as that observed on this flight
(9) becomes

i_,_= Ae (2eV/_r2mH+ ) ii2

X {n(H +) +½[-n(He+)_d-_En(O+)_} (10)

In rocket application, however, the probe moves

through the plasma at velocities comparable to

the mean ion velocities; therefore an additional

flux of ions is intercepted or swept out by the

collector. In the limit of high velocity, the col-

lector sweeps out ion current proportional to the

total number of ions present nt, their charge e,
the translational velocity of the probe W, and the

area of the collector projected in the direction of

motion A sin0. Thus the ion current swept out

757

is given by the equation

i_w=nteWA sin0 (11)

where 0 is the angle between the probe axis and

the velocity vector.
The total ion current to the collector can be

viewed as the sum of the random current and

the current that is swept out, as given by (12).

ip = i_,_+i_ = Ae_ (2eV/_r 2) 112

X _nl/(mi)l/2+ntW sin0J (12)
J

This is an oversimplified description of the cur-

rent collection process, since it assumes that the

stationary current (equation 10) and the high-

velocity expression (equation 11) apply inde-

pendently and therefore can be added. Further-

more, the degree of inaccuracy resulting from

this assumption is variable, smce it depends on

both the vehicle velocity and the particular ion

species present. For example, the rocket velocity

in this flight was always less than the most prob-

able hydrogen ion velocity but exceeded that of

the oxygen ions through much of the altitude

range. In spite of this, considerable justification

for its use, particularly at higher velocities, de-

rives from the agreement evident between the

resulting F2-region ion concentrations and the

corresponding electron concentrations derived

from the ionosonde records. In this region, i_,,

and i_ are comparable in magnitude. At higher

altitudes, the velocity is less and (12) reduces

to (lO).
The spinning motion of the rocket permits a

simplification of the data analysis. Twice during

each rotation, the rocket spin brings the collec-

tor perpendicular to the velocity vector W. At

these orientations A sin0 reduces in effect to A,

and the full ion sweeping effect generates maxi-
mums in the successive ion current characteristics
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that in turn permit this orientation to be easily

recognized. The values of ion current measured

each time the collector assumed this orientation

are shown in figure 7. After correcting for photo-

emission, we used these currents with (12) to

derive the total ion concentration profile given

in figure 8.
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ELECTRICITY IN THE TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE
ABOVE THE EXCHANGE LAYER

ELDEN C. WHIPPLE, JR.

Goddard Space Flight Center

Some of the reactions involving ions and electrons that might occur between the troposphere

and the bottom of the ionospheric D-region (20 to 60 kin) are discussed. Electrons are produced by

cosmic ray ionization and by detachment from negative ions, and are lost by attachment to 02.
Photodetachment predominates during the day, but at night only collisional detachment is effective.

Ion-ion recombination accounts for the removal of ions, the Thomson three-body process predom-
inating below 45 km and the two-body neutralization reaction above that altitude. Probable ion

and electron densities in this region during quiet solar conditions are presented.

The mechanism of charge collection by bodies in the atmosphere is discusscd with respect to

two important applications: the effect of dust in providing a recombination surface for ions, and
the problcm of interpreting current-voltage curves obtained with ion probes. A pcrturbation solu-

tion of the Boltzmann equation to describe ion collection implies two assumptions, each of which
becomes questionable at certain altitudes in this region of thc atmosphcre.

Direct measurements of the electrical properties of this region are difficult to perform from

rockets because small currents must be measured accurately yet swiftly and without disturbing the
local electrical environment seriously. The data obtained have proved difficult to interpret. Some

new techniques are desirable, and possibilities are suggested.

INTRODUCTION

At the Second International Conference on At-

mospheric Electricity held at Portsmouth, New

Hampshire, in 1958 only one paper was devoted

to the electrical properties of the earth's atmos-

phere above balloon altitudes. _ Since then, a great

amount of data has been obtained through rocket

and satellite measurements of the electrical proper-

ties of the ionosphere above approximately 90 km.

However, there has not been a corresponding ad-

vance in knowledge of the region between the

altitudes accessible to balloons and the top of

the D-region, that is, between about 30 and 90 km.

The lack of attention to this part of the atmos-

phere has been due to several reasons. It naturally

has been exciting to explore the properties of the

exosphere and interplanetary space, and several

scientists who attended the 1958 conference at

Portsmouth have changed from studies of the

troposphere to the investigation of the upper

ionosphere. Another reason, however, for this gap

has been the difficulty of making good measure-

merits in this altitude region, which is too low

for satellites and too high for balloons.

There have been theoretical advances in this

period of time: Nicolet and Aikin, 2 have discussed

the mechanism of the D-region formation with

respect to the relative importance of ultraviolet,

X-ray, and cosmic radiation. Many of the rate

coefficients for ion and electron reactions are

better known now. Of particular importance here

are the attachment and detachment coefficients

for reactions of the type

e-_-M_-M-,

where M is a neutral atom or molecule.

In the last two to three years there has been an

increase in experimental efforts to understand the

D-region, in particular, namely that part of the

atmosphere below 90 km which can be ionized by

solar radiation during quiet solar conditions. This

report discusses the probable electrical properties

of the atmosphere below the D-region, between

approximately 20 and 60 km, during normal solar

759
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4[_ TABLE 1.--Rate Coe_cients for Reactions 1 Through 6

Coefficient Value References

Electron-ion recombination coefficient a2

Mutual neutralization coefficient aM

Photodetachment cocfficient d

Collision'fl detachment coefficient c

Attachment coefficient a

6X10 -7 cm3/sec (N2+
4X10 -7 cm3/sec (02 +)
3 X 10-8 cm3/sec (NO +)

1X 10-s cm3/sec

0.44/sec (02-)
1.4/scc (O-)

4X 10-20 cmS/sec (with 02)
1X 10-14 cma/sec (with O)

1.5X l()-a° cm6/sec (three-body collision with
02).

1.3X10 -15 em3/see (radiative attachment
to O).

6
(*)
7

3

8
2

9
4 and 5

10

ll

*Aikin, personal communication (1962).

conditions when cosmic rays are the only source

of ionization. Thus, the auroral latitudes where

bremsstrahlung from auroral electrons can ionize

down to approximately 30 km are not included
in the discussion.

occur:

0 2 ÷% ÷e" _ 0;+%, (5)

0 + e- _ O- + hv , (6)

ION AND ELECTRON PROCESSES

In addition to the production of electrons by

cosmic ray ionization, the following detachment

processcs from negative ions are potentially im-

portant for electron production at these altitudes.
Photodetachment:

02- +hv _ 02 + e- , (1)

0- + hv _ O+ e- (2)

with similar reactions for other negative ions.

Collisional detachment:

02- + M _ 0a + M + e- , (:5)

O- + 0 _ O, + e- (4)

and similar reactions for other negative ions.

Free clectrons are lost mainly by attachment

to 02, although other reactions undoubtedly do

% +_- --. o;,o. (7)

Positive ions are lost by ion-ion recombination

and also by recombination with electrons. The

Thomson three-body ion-ion recombination pro-

cess predominates below about 45 km; but at
this altitude the two-body mutual neutralization

reaction is equally efficient and, being pressure-

independent, is predominant at higher altitudes.
The cocilicient for the latter reaction is between

l() -8 and l0 -7 cm3/scc. 3
It is advantageous to use the ion equilibrium

equation pertinent to clear air in the lower atmos-

phere to define a "reference" ion density profile
denoted as no. Thus

no = , (8)

where q is the cosmic ray ionization rate and a,
is the effective ion-ion recombination coefficient

al = aT-_-OtM, (9)
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ar being the Thomson three-body recombination

coefficient and OLMthe mutual neutralization co-

efficient. Physically this concept of no is helpful
because the presence of free electrons can be con-

sidered as a perturbation affecting the ion density

profile. In the absence of free electrons, the posi-
tive and negative ion densities n+ and n_ would
revert to no in clean air.

Reactions 1 through 7 have been discussed,
along with other reactions, by authors intercsted

in D-region ion and electron densities (references

2, 4, and 5, among othcrs). Rate coefficients are

available for reactions 1 through 6 and are given
in table 1 with their sources.

Figure 1 compares the most probable electron

production processes. The negative ion density

was assumed to be equal to no for the purpose of

computing the curves indicating detachment pro-
cesses. The values of q used here are those from

reference 12, corresponding to 41 degrees north

geomagnetic latitude. It is evident that photo-

detachment predominates during the day if the

negative ions are 02- or O-. At night, collisional
detachment and cosmic ray ionization both must

be taken into account. However, only the col-

lisional detachment process, reaction 3, needs to

be considered at night because the atomic oxygen
rapidly combines with 02 to form ozone. _

Reaction 5, three-body attachment to molecular

oxygen, undoubtedly predominates over the faster
atomic oxygen attachment reaction 6 as the most

important electron loss process below 60 km be-

cause of the low atomic to molecular oxygen ratio.
Whitten and Poppoff 5 have concluded that the

latter reaction predominates only above 85 km.

Electron-ion recombination occurs at a rate that

is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than

60

COSM_C RAYS FROM 0-

50 PHOTOOETACHMENT

FROM O-

40

DETACHMENT BY
OETACHMENT BY COLLISIONS WITH O<

30 COLLISIONS WITH O (DAY

Eo ; i =
I0- I0 -2 i0 -I I I0 I0 z IO s i04

ELECTRON PRODUCTION (electrong/cm _-Iec)

FIGURE l.--Rate of electron production for various

processes.

6O

DTCHNTi
50 WITH 0 (doy) @ '

PHOTODETACHME NT

FROM O_
E" f_COMBINATION

WITH POSITIVE IONS
40 PHOTODETACHMENT [

FROM O" II.-

_j COLLIS]ONAL DETACHMENT

20 i I

104 IO-S 10"4 IO-a I0 "2 I0 -I I I0

RECIPROCAL OF LIFETIME FOR VARIOUS PROCESSES (lee-e}

FIGURE 2.--Rate of negative ion loss for various processes,

(l/n_) (dn_/dt).

the rate for attachment to 02 between 20 and 60

km if a recombination coefficient of 6×10 -7

cm3/sec (reference 6) and an ion density of

104/cm 3 are assumed--both quite generous as-
sumptions.

The electron der_sity during the day will depend

on whether O2-, 0-, or some other negative ion

is predominant. For O- to be present in significant

quantities, it must be formed by the charge ex-
change process:

O2-+O_O-+O2; (10)

and the rate coefficient must be on the order

of 10 -1° em3/see. This coefficient, although not

k.uwn, may be as large as this, in which ease

O- may be important during the day. However,
this disagrees with the sunrise-sunset effect in

the D-region. 5

Loss rates for negative ions are eompared in
figure 2, where the reciprocal of the ion lifetime

for various processes is plotted against altitude.

It is elear that photodetaehment is the only

process that needs to be considered in the day

if the ion is 02- or O-. At night, both eollisional

detachment and recombination with positive ions

must be taken into aeeount although the former
is not an efficient loss mechanism because of the

rapid reattaehment of the electrons to 02. There

is some question as to how much the detachment

coefficients of table 1 change when the reduced

solar spectrum at lower altitudes is used, rather

than that above the atmosphere. The cross sec-
tions for detachment from 02- and O- are almost

entirely in the visible and infrared, implying

little effect of the ultraviolet absorption by ozone

on the coefficients. This again disagrees with the

"sunrise" effect, and Whitten and Poppoff, 5 have
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for negative ions,

aN 2 n e = dn_ ÷ _x n, n_ (day), (14)

aN2ne : cn_N + aln+n (night); (15)

and the neutrality equation,

n+ : n + n_ • (16)

Solutions obtained during the day are

FIGURE 3.--Electron densities resulting from various

choices for positive and negative ion species.

spe<:ulated that the 02- ion may be in a lower

state in the atmosphere than during the experi-

mental determination of the coefficient so that

radiation between 2500 and 3000 A is responsible

for detachment in the atmosphere.

It is felt that the most likely negative ion is

02-. An upper limit on the electron density (:an

be obtained by assuming ()- instead of O_-. Thc

values of electron density obtained for these

negative ion assumptions are compared in figure 3, n+

along with a maximum nighttime value. Other

species of negative ions (()a-, NO2-, etc.) may

occur, but more information on the rate (;oefli-

cients involved in their production is needed be- n

fore anything definite ('an be said about their

importan('e. These, have h)wer photodeta('hment

eoeflMents and should yield lower daytime elec-

tron density values, l_]leetron densities were com-

puted for positive ion choices of N2 + and N() +

so that the effe('t of different ele('tron-ion recom-

hination (',oefli('Jents could be seen. Intermediate

values of eleetron density would bc obtained if

the positive ion were ()2+.

Positive ion densities, computed for the same

ehoi('.es of positive and negative ion species, are

prese_lted in figure 4. The following equilibrium _o

equations were used:
50

for positive ions,
4o

v-

q= am,+n._ +a2nd_,,, (day or night) ; (11 )

]O

for ('h,('trons (N b(,ing the mmfl)er of ()2 mole-

e,uh's/_,m:'),
20102

q+dn -aN_n,,+a2n_n, (day), (12)

q+cn N-aN"n,_+a,w_n,, (night); (13)

n+ _ 1 + aN 2 at ÷ da 2

q + dn+

n. _ 7N 2 + d

and those obtained at night are

(17)

q + cNn+ q + cNn+

aN2 ÷ cN aN 2

(_8)

])uring the day the electron density is essen-

tially proportional to the appropriate negative

ion photodeta('hmcnt ('_oeffieient. Above 45 km

it is mildly sensitive to the nature of the positive

ion. If the negative ion were not ()2- or O- but

something with a low photodetaehment coeffi-

cient, then the elcetrou density would approach

the negligible nighttime values.

........E.................... ""4-.

..... at-6 x IO-r cm3/llc

..... ce_ -3 x IO-e cms/lec L

to 3 to 4

ION DENSITY(toni/era )

F1GURF_ 4.--Positive ion densities resulting from w_rious

choices for positive and neg'_tive ion species.
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The positive ion density is sensitive to the

nature of the ion only at altitudes where re-

combination with electrons can compete with ion-

ion recombination. Hence the density profile cor-

responding to the choice of N2 + and O- represents

a sort of lower limit to the ion density at this
latitude unless the true electron-ion recombina-

tion coefficient is even higher than 6 X l0 -7 cm3/sec.
Nicolet and Aikin e have obtained electron and

ion densities for thc D-region above 60 km under
quiet solar conditions. Their values at 60 km fall

within the range of values obtained here for the
same altitude.

In the lower atmosphere, ions form clusters
with neutral molecules so that the effective ion

mass is larger than that of the simple molecular
ion. This tendency to cluster would lower the
value of the effective recombination coefficient.

The altitude at which clustering may become sig-

nificant is not known, but it could perhaps be

detected by measuring the ion density at night.

An abrupt decrease with height in the ion density

at a certain altitude might be indicative of the
increase in the value of the recombination coeffi-

cient corresponding to cluster disassociation.
These considerations all have been for a clean

atmosoherc where the diffusion of electrons and

ions to dust is negligible. Before considering this

effect o15 the electron and ion densities, the mecha-

nism of charge collection by bodies in this part
of the atmosphere will be discussed.

CHARGE COLLECTION BY BODIES IN THE

ATMOSPHERE

The theory of charge collection by bodies ill

the atmosphere has two important applications:

One is the role that dust plays in the ion equilib-

rium in the atmosphere by providing a recombina-

tion surface; the other is in the use of probes where

a current-voltage characteristic is interpreted in

terms of the atmospheric electrical properties.

The atmosphere up through the D-region can

be divided into two distinct regions as far as this

problem is concerned: (1) lower altitudes where

the ionic mean free path L is much smaller than

the body dimension, and (2) higher altitudes

where this is no longer true. The two cases where

L is either much larger or much smaller than the

body dimension have been treated extensively
in the literature; but this is not true for the

transition region, where L is the same order of

magnitude as the collecting body. The transition

region occurs at different altitudes for the two

applications of concern here bccause of the dif-

ference in size between dust particles and probes.
A typical probe is much larger than the mean

free path to about 70 km, where L is about 0.1 cm.

On the other hand, the transition altitude for a

10-micron dust particle occurs at 35 km.

Combination coefficients for the diffusion of

ions to dust in the lower atmosphere have been

obtained by Gunn 14and Bricard, 15and a personal
communication from Bricard in 1963. Use of

probes in the lower atmosphere is also well under-

stood (references 16, 17, 18, and 19, among

others). All of these applications have been treated

in essentially the same way--by considering the
current density 97 to consist of separate terms

corresponding to conduction, diffusion, and per-

haps convection. The total current to the body
in question is obtained by expressing 97 in terms

of the local field quantities (electric field, particle

concentration and its gradient, airflow, etc) and

intcgrating over the appropriate collecting area.
Space charge effects can be taken into account

through l'oisson's equation.

The use of the current density in terms of

transport coefficients is given by

97= (TE--eDVn + nel_,

where a is the conductivity, E the electric field,

e the unit charge, D the diffusion coefficient, and
I_ a convection velocity. The use of equation 19

implies at least two assumptions, both of which

can become questionable at certain altitudes in

the atmosphere. This can be made clear by con-
sidering how this description of 97 is obtained.

Boltzmann's equation in the steady state for the

particle velocity distribution f(_) is solved by

assuming a solution of the form f=fo+fl and

replacing the collision term by either the proper

collision integral or the approximation -- ( f-- f0)/r,

where f0 is the normal Maxwell distribution and

T is an appropriate relaxation time. The quantity

fl is assumed to be small so that its derivatives

and powers can bc neglected. Thus, for example,
in a one-dimensional case where an electric field
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istheonly external force we obtain

( 0fo eE0f° )f, : fo-_ v -x_+-_ (20)

where Of_/Ox and Ofi/Ov_ have been neglected.

The current density J is then obtained by inte-

grating over the velocity distribution:

: eft f(_)d_ (21)

If f0 is assumed proportional to

n(x) exp[--vx2/(2kT/m) ],

the conditions

0f I 0f o 0f I 0f o

ax << -_- and_ << Ov (22)

become

an 1 (23)e EL << kT and_Txx <<

That is, (I) the energy gained in one mean free

path by all ion in an electric field must be less

than its kinetic energy; and (2) the ion density

must not change appreciably over one mean free

path.

Consider now a typical probe such as a Gerdien

condenser designed for a ro(,ket-borne experiment.
Let the maximum eh,etric field in the condenser

be about 5 volts/era. For the first condition to
be satisfied.

0.025 volt
L << kT/eE _ 5 volts/era = 0.005 cm.

The mean free path is less than this only below
45 km.

The second condition is not violated as easily

in the lower atmosphere. However, during events
such as solar flares there will bc abnormal ioniza-

tion in and below the D-region which could be

large enough so that space charge sheaths may

be formed around probes. In such a case, the

ion density will change significantly over a l)ebyc

length. For example, during a strong solar flare
the ion density at 75 km couhl be as high as

2Xl04/cnP (reference 2). The corresponding
1)ebyc length is about 1 era, which is only five

times the mean free path at that altitude. Conse-

quently, care should be used in interpreting probe
data under such conditions.

The current to a charged sphere at rest in that

part of the atmosphere where the mean free path

is very large compared with the particle radius

was first obtained by Mort-Smith and Langmuir7 °

Their solution for charges that arc attracted is

appropriate to the case where the particle radius

is much smaller than the Debyc length--the so-
called orbital-motion-limited current case. 2_ The

currents arc

I± = ± lrr2eC±N+[1 =T ( _e/k T) ]

(attracted charges), (24)

and

I± = ±Trr2eC+N± exp ( q:g_e/k T)

(repelled charges), (25)

where r is the particle radius, C± the mean thermal

velocity of the charged particle, and • the poten-

tial of the particle with respect to the atmosphere.

The corresponding combination coefficients are

fll = Irr2C±[ l T ((I)e/k T) ]

(attracted charges), (26)

{32= rr'2C± exp ( qzgJe/k T)

(repelled charges). (27)

The (;ombination coefficients obtained in the

lower atmosphere by Gunn, 1_ and Bricard (pri-

vate communication), are expressed as functions

of the mean free path, and we would expec, t that

in the limit, as the mean free path becomes very

large, these would approach the expressions ap-

propriate in the upper atmosphere (equations 26
and 27). Ilowever, this is true only for the case

when the particles have zero charge on them.
Examination of the derivation of the coetticients

for the lower atmosphere shows that the boundary

condition used at the particle surface can be im-

proved. For example, Gunn," e(luates the curreut

collected by the particJe to the effusion current
at a surface situated one mean free path from

the particle surface. These efl'usion currents are
identical to the currents given in equations 24

and 25 for the. case of zero charge. When we use

the full expressions, e(luations 24 and 25, for the

boundary conditions and replace + by A,I,, the
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potential drop between the particle and the imagi-

nary surface at one mean free path, we obtain

the following combination coefficients that have

the correct limit as L--_ and can be used in the

the transition region in the atmosphere where

L_r:

o¢
Qe Qe _ _ kT(r÷A)

77r2C_ 1 ¥ "_-rr -+ kT(r +A)] e
_, : (28)

TABLE 2.--Effects of One Dust Particle/cm 3 on Ion and
Electron Densities*

+

e

!/e

No dust

625

544

81

r = 10 -s ein

466

403

60

--3

r = 10 -4 cm

15

0.8

0.1

--14.1

r = 10-S cm

0.271

8X 10 -3

1X10 -3
--0.262

* a2 has been assumed to be 6X 10 -7 cm 8 see.

and

Qe

e T --
7vr 2 C± kTr

f12 : r 2c_ [ - ,Q - (29)

where Q=_r is the charge on the particle of

radius r, U is the ion mobility, and A is the cor-

rected mean free path? 2 The coefficients /_0, _1,

4o-
8

1
,11

20tO-S 10-5

I

'l °7
I I
i I
! i
I I
I I
# I
! I
I !
t I

,o'-. /!'
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I

'//
.. .: ....

///
:: _ .." _ r _lO_S cm
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I0 -2 [0-I I

COMBINATION COEFFICIENT (crnS/lec)

FIGURE 5.--Combination coefficients for loss of ions to

dust.

and _2, where ¢/o is the combination coefficient

for zero charge on a particle, are plotted against

altitude in figure 5. The charge Q has been chosen

so that (_Pe/kT) = =El for _1 and _2, respectively.

The effect of dust in reducing the daytime ion

density is shown in table 2, where values of ion

and electron density at 60 km in clean air are

compared with the values obtained when a dust

density of 1 particle/cm 3 is assumed. To obtain

these values, equations 1 l, 12, and 14 were modi-

fied by adding a term corresponding to the dif-

fusion to dust process. An additional equation

was obLaincd by setting the net current to a dust

particle equal to zero. Finally, equation 16 had

a term added corresponding to the charge per

cm 3 residing on dust particles. The effect of photo-

emission from the dust particles in sunlight in

increasing the electron production rate has been

neglected.

The problem of measuring conductivity with

ion probes on a rocket has been discussed by

Bourdeau, Whipple, and Clark, _2 and by Smith

(personal communication, 1963). Smith gives ex-

pressions for the current to a probe flush with

the rocket skin, taking into account the fact that

the measurement actually involves a double

probe since the rn_ket body, as well as the probe

itself, collects current. It is not clear how this

probe behaves in the transition region where the

mean free path is large.

As an example of the kind of problem en-

countered in trying to predict the current-voltage

characteristics of a probe in this region of the

atmosphere and also as an indication of how the

problem might be attacked, consider a hypothet-

ical probe that combines the features of a Gerdien

condenser and an ion trap, as shown in figure 6.

The probe consists of a hollow cylinder like a

. AIRFLOW-NO IONS

ION COLLECTION

MECHANISM

_ I AIRFLOW
WITH VELOCITY V

./1/ I,, /I] ......."_ ,/1 C _ CONTA,NING IONS

IMAGINARY SURFACE AT DISTANCE APERTURE GRID

OFONE MEAN FREEPATH L

iNSIDE PROBE

FIGURE 6.--Hypothetical probe for collecting ions.
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Gerdien condenser mounted so that there is an

airflow of known velocity V entering the aperture

as shown. A wire grid through which the air must

flow is mounted at the aperture and is at the

same potential as the outside of the probe, which

we will assume to be the potential of the sur-

rounding atmosphere. Inside the probe there is

some means of collecting ions of thc desired

polarity so that none leave tile cylinder with the

air es('aping from the other end. The ion ('ollcction

mechanism is su(,h that inside the ('ylinder there

is a uniform attractive (,h,ctri(. ticld at the aI)_rture
grid normal to the plane of the grid.

The measured ion (,urrent correst)onds to what

is usually called the saluralion c'urrc_t; that is,

it is det(,rmined by the ,'ate at which ions enter

the cylinder. In the lower atmosphere when the

eleetri(' tield is small, this current is given by

I - m'VA, (30)

where A is the (,ross-se(,tional area of this aperture.

Now it is well known that an ion trap mounted
on the forward fa(,e of a satellite measures an

ion current that is given by the identical expres-

sion. '-':_In spite of the vast differelwe in the mean

free path in these two applications the current is

of the same form because the same physical re-

quivem(,nt is m('t, ,tamely, that the net distance

traveh,d I)y the ion in a givcn tim(, with resl)e(;t

to the medium is very small compared with the

distance the ion is carried along by the medium
in the same time. In the satellite case this is true

because the satellite velocity is mu('h greater

than the random thermal velocity of the ion. In

the lower atmosphere this is true heeause the

short mean free path restricts the net distance

that the ion travels even though the thermal

veh(eity may be much greater than the airflow

v(,loeity.

The fa('t that equation 30 is ((I)t'fined in the

satellite ('ase by integrating equation 21 suggests

that it sh((uld be l)((ssil)le to obtain it in the same

way for the other (;as(', and hence for intermediate
eases as wcll. This is indeed true if we are careful

to take into ac('omlt the ions th'Lt pen(,trate the

grid once I)ut then suffer a collision so that

thay are d<,fh,(,tt'd ba('k through the grid to esea!)e.

The following treatment in(li('ates in a heuristi(.

way how this might I)e done.

We assume that the ion velocity distribution

at the aperature is Maxwellian except for the

stream velocity. Thus,

n e(_ +v):/.2 (31)t, = 2a_

where a is the most probable ion thermal velocity.
After the ions enter the grid, they arc accelerated

by the electric field; but because of collisions the

net result is that the ions acquire a drift velocity

w superimposed on the thermal and stream veloci-
ties. The resulting distribution is given by

-(_. +v+')V'_ (32)

Wc now further assume that equation 32 is de-

scriptive of the distribution after the ions have
suffered only one collision. In particular, f:(v_)
is taken to describe the distribution at a distance

of one mean free path inside the cylinder from the

aperture grid.
The initial current /1 that enters the cylinder

is given by equation 21 integrated over fl(V_):

I 1 = neYh + _ err _ + e -(v/') (:_:_)

The return current 12, consisting of those ions

that escape, is computed by determining the re-
verse cam'ent at the imaginary surface situated

one mean free path inside the cylinder, taking
into account the fact that not all the ions will

have sufficient energy to overcome the, potential

rise from this surface to the grid. Thus,

I7
where v2 is given by

2eELV 2 = Ill

The result is

12 = - neA(V+w) + g erfx 2_'_-(V+w)

where

1 (V+w+v2) (:_7)
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Hence,the desiredcurrentis givenby the dif-
ference

1=11-12. (38)

This current normalized to the value given by

equation 30 is plotted against the mean free path

parameter 2EeL/ma 2 in figure 7 for various values

of V/a. The drift velocity w has been taken from

Wannier's 24 equations with the assumption that

the ion mass is equal to that of the neutral

molecule. The corresponding altitude for a typical

field of l volt/cm and a temperature of 300°K is

also indicated. It is apparent that, as long as the

stream velocity--i.e., the rocket or satellite ve-

locity-is greater than the most probable ion

velocity, then the collected current is independent

of the altitude and is given by equation 30. This
is true for ion collection but not for electron col-

lection from both rockets and satellites. For elec-

trons, the deviation from equation 30 is signifi-

cant above 80 km for a rocket moving at 1 km/sec.

It should be noted that, in addition to the neglect

of any expected vehicle potential, this treatment

neglects the entrance of particles at the exit end
of the cylinder against the airstream.

EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS

It has not yet been possible to test experi-

mentally the ideas presented in the first section

as to the ion and electron densities in this part
of the atmosphere above balloon altitudes. The

results of only two measurements have been

published so far (reference 12 and a personal

communication from Smith, 1963), and the inter-

ALTITUDE (kin)

,o. _o 4o _o 6o 70 80 _ ,o,o ,,o ,2,0,_,_o,_,
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Floum_ 7.--lon current collected by the probe of figure 6.
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FIGURE 8.--Charged particle densities at Fort Churchill,

Canada. NASA rocket 1-02, 1150 CST, November 27,

1960 (ascent).

pretation of these measurements can be ques-

tioned. It is felt that the greatest need at present

is the development of reliable measuring tech-

niques. This means either that the same quantity
should be measured simultaneously in different

ways or that enough simultaneous measurements

of different quantities should be made so that

some independent requirement such as the

neutrality equation can be used to verify the
results.

To illustrate further some of the difficulties of

data interpretation, some previously unpublished

results are presented in figures 8 and 9. Figure 8
shows positive and negative ion densities measured

with two independent Gerdicn condensers on an

Aerobee rocket in Fort Churchill, Canada. The

condensers had a constant potential of approxi-
mately =El00 volts applied between the elec-

trodes. The corresponding critical mobility for

the condensers was computed to be equal to the

actual small-ion mobility at 29 km (94.5 cm2/volt

sec). Below this altitude, the measured currents
that increased with altitude were assumed to be

proportional to the ionic conductivity, and the

ion density shown was computed by assuming a

mobility corresponding to small ions. Above 29

km the measured current decreased, and the ion

densities were computed by assuming the cur-

rent to be proportional to the ion density and the

volume airflow through the condenser. There is
a discrepancy of about a factor of 2 in the ion

densities obtained by the two methods at the
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FIGURE 9.--Charged particle densities at Wallops Island,
Va. NASA rocket 10.74, 1630 EST, December 21, 1961
(ascent).

critical altitude of 29 km. This may be due to

the shock wave in front of the rocket, which would

reduce the airflow through the condenser. Itow-

ever, this effect does not appear adequate to ex-

plain the continued decrease in current with

altitude, since the rocket is decelerating in this

region. At first glance it appears unreasonable
that the ion density should decrease to such low

values, l lowcver, the instrumentation performed

properly, since the data ol)tained during the rocket

descent reproduced that ol)tained on the ascent.

The same phenomenon was also observed four

days earlier on a similar rocket fired at night. A

dust density of about one l-micron particle/cm :_

is adequate above 30 km to account for the ob-
served decrease in ion density. On the other hand,

this effect may be due to uncertainties in how to

interpret the behavior of the Gerdien condenser.

In contrast to this, the measurements between
23 and 29 km indicate relatively clean air. The

negative-to-positive-ion conductivity ratio, which

fluctuated irregularly from ().(il to 1.37 between 15
and 22 km with an average of 1.07, increased

noticeably at 23 km and averaged 1.40 (approxi-

mately the small-ion mobility ratio) between 23
and 29 kin.

l,'igure !t shows positive ion and electron densi-

ties obtained from a Nikc-(_ajun rocket at Wal-

lops Island, Virginia, in l)eceml)er 19(il. "l'he_ion

densities were ol)tained I)y the author from the

measured conductivity using the prol)e descril)ed

by Smith (personal communication, 1963), and

are quite sensitive to the assumed ion mobility.

Here Dalgarno's _-5 estimate of mobility for N2 +
in air was used. Electron densities were computed

from measurements of the differential absorption

of the ordinary and extraordinary propagation

modes of a 3-Me signal transmitted from the

ground to the rocket (J. Troim, personal com-
munication, l!)(i2). The altitude-dependence of

the electron collision frequency that is necessary

for the computation is that given by Kane. _6
There is only general agreement within an order

of magnitude between the ion and electron results
between 72 and 83 km--which is all that should

be expected, considering the error bars on the
electron density measurement and the uncertainty

in the computation of the positive ion density.

The detailed shapes of the p,'oliles do not cor-

relate well, nor should they if dust particles or

negative ions were present in significant (tuan -
titles.

Measurements in this part of the atmosphere

would be greatly simplified if a slowly moving

observation platform were to be developed. What

is needed is a drag device such that a payload

ejected above 80 km would reach a terminal ve-

locity of less than Math I at 70 kin. In addition
to eliminating undesirable shock wave complica-

tions from experiments, such a platform would
enable measurements to be made over a much

longer period of time. Instrumentation response
times would not have to be so short and, conse-

quently, smaller currents could be measured. At
lower altitudes the present t)alloon capabilities

of reaching 45 km should be exploited.
Other kinds of experiments that are valid above

or below this part of the atmosphere should t)e
extended. Ion mass spectrometers arc useful now

only above about 90 km. A cyclotron resonance

ion spectrometer that uses a superconducting mag-

net is being developed at present and may be
useful down as low as 60 km (J. A. Kant, personal

communication, 19(i3). The small atmospheric

ions in the troposphere have never t)cen positively

identified. A simultaneous determination of the

ion mass spectrum and mobility spectrum at, say,

60 km could lead by inference to ion identifica-

tion at lower altitudes.

.Methods now in use for determining dust (:on-
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centrations and radii should be extended above

balloon altitudes to establish whether dust has a

significant role in the ion equilibrium problem.

Electric field measurement techniques also should

be extended to higher altitudes. It will be neces-

sary to have a sensitivity such that fields con-

siderably less than 1 volt/meter can be measured.

It would be of great interest, for instance, to

measure the electric field as a function of altitude

between the top of a thunderstorm and the iono-

sphere. Such an experiment would verify con-

ductivity measurements and would indicate the

current density pattern if the field direction could

be established as well.

Finally, there is a need for good cosmic ray

ionization measurements above balloon altitudes.

Only estimates of this quantity, based on counter

results, are available at present. It will be a

problem to take into account the effect of second-

aries produced in structures near the experiment.

In addition to the measurements just listed,

there is a need for more laboratory measurements

of rate coefficients, particularly for charge ex-

change reactions and ion processes involving ozone.

CONCLUSIONS

It is emphasized again that the primary need

at present is for reliable measurement techniques

in this altitude region. Techniques involving ion

or electron collection should be examined care-

fully before the results are interpreted in terms of

geophysical quantities. Once such techniques have

been developed, they should be used to establish

first the normal electrical characteristics of this

region during quiet conditions as defined in the

introduction. The predominant processes should

be established and the ion species identified. Only

when this has been done will it be really possible

to investigate and understand abnormal conditions

that occur during solar flares or at auroral

latitudes.
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THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE

QUIET-TIME PROTON BELT
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The distortion of the earth's magnetic field produced by the proton belt is discussed. The mag-

netic field is calculated numerically, to a first approximation, for an analogous model belt, in a

steady state. In thc equatorial plane, at the earth's surface, it is estimated that the magnetic field

produced by this belt is of order 38 gammas; it is directed southward. The maximum field reduction

is of the order of 72 gammas at 4.1 earth r'tdii; this is 15.5% of the dipole field intensity "tt this point.

Beyond 6.7 earth radii, the bclt increases the earth's field.

INTRODUCTION

Recent improved measurements by satellites,

especially Explorer XII (1961v), have revealed an

extensive belt of low energy protons (150 Kev-

4.5 Mev), encircling the earth. 1 A typical flux

distribution along one of the paths of Explorer XII

is shown in figure la for magnetically quiet con-

ditions as a function of radial distance from the

earth's center: the path considered lay close to

the equatorial plane beyond 3.5a (where a is the

radius of the earth). In this paper, we calculate the

magnetic field produced by a model belt which is

similar to the proton belt.

THE MODEL PROTON BELT

When conditions in the belt are steady, the

magnetic field produced is determined by the

number density n and the velocity distribution

f(v) of the particles of the belt, as a function of re,

*Also engaged at the High Altitude Observatory, Uni-

versity of Colorado, in a program of research sponsored
by the National Bureau of Standards and the Air Force

Geophysical Directorate.

the distance from the earth's center along an

equatorial radius. 2,3 The velocity distribution

of particle (protons and electrons), and the pitch-

angle distribution; but in the present calcu-

lations we shall consider only protons with a

particular energy E (or speed v).

The number density distribution is given by:

n-- no exp(--g12z 2)

(z<0 for the inner part of the belt); (1)

n - no exp( -- g22z 2)

(z>0 for the outer part of the belt), (2)

where z= (r_-ro)/a and r0 denotes the distance at

which n attains its maxilnum value no. The

pitch-angle distribution P is assumed to be the

same throughout the belt, and to have the form

P = A (a) sin"+10,

where 0 denotes the pitch-angle, a is a constant,

and A(a) is a normalization factor. We shall
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FIGURE 1.--(a) A typical flux distribution in the proton

belt, as a function of radial distance from the earth's

center; obtained in quiet conditions by Explorer XII;

(b) The number density distribution in the model belt

and in the observed proton belt.

adopt the following numerical values:

r0=3.2a; _=2.0;

g,-- 2.990 ; no= 0.6/cc ;

g_= 0.41(.); E=500 Key.

I
!
!
!
!
I
I
I
I
I

0.00[0 i i I i I i I I3O 6O gO
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FmURE 2.--The pitch-angle distribution in the model

belt, together with the Explorer XII curves.

The number density distribution with the

TAm J,: l.--Values for AF for Various Distances r, from the Earth's Center (Equatorial Plane), where g, = 2.990,

g2 =0.419, a =2.0 and ro =3.2a

])istancc r,
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FIGUm_3.--(a) The distortion of the earth's dipole field
produced by the model belt in the equatorial plane (b)
and the distribution of the magnetic field aF produced
by the model proton belt in the equatorial plane.

above values of gi and g2 and corresponding to

equations 1 and 2 is shown in figure 1 with the

flux graph. In figure 2 the measured pitch-angle

distributions (Davis, 1962) are compared with
our distribution curve P. A more elaborate model

belt could be used to fit other distributions of

proton number density and velocity along an
equatorial radius, but the numerical calculations

would be more complicated. It is found, however,

that for changes of the parameters gi, g2 and a,

with the ranges 2.6-2.9, 0.38-0.42, and 2.0-3.0,

respectively, the magnetic field produced by the
model belt is not substantially affected.

THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE MODEL

PROTON BELT

The magnetic field AF produced by our model

belt is calculated for the above parameters by the

method given in reference 2 and used in reference
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3. As we ignore the field distortion caused by the

belt, these results represent a first approximation,

in which AF is proportional to the prod_ct hoE.
Let

AF =noE AF

where AF is given in gamma if hoe is in units of

Key/era 3. Note that in our model belt the value of

hoE is taken to be 300 Kev/cm 3. The values of

AF are given in table 1 for a number of points

along an equatorial radius.

Figure 3b shows, on a linear scale, the AF

field along an equatorial radius. The intensity has

a minimum value of about --72 gammas at 4.1a,

and a maximum value of about +21 gammas at

8.0a. The corresponding field at the earth's surface

is about -38 gammas.

Figure 3a gives, on a logarithmic scale, the
distortion of the combined field of the earth's

dipole and the model proton belt. Within 6.7a the

model belt reduced the intensity of the earth's

field and beyond this distance increased it. Such a

distortion for quiet conditions can be checked by

satellite-borne magnetometers, provided that

other sources of distortion and higher order
moments in the earth's field are known.*
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The magnetic fields produced by wirious types of belts of trapped particles arc presented in
both tabular and graphical forms.

In this note we shall present in graphical form

the magnetic fields produced by various types of
belts of trapped particles. The chosen values of the

parameters determining the field cover a wide
range. It is hoped that, by interpolating the

diagrams shown, the distortion of the earth's

field can be approximatcly estimated for actually

observed belts without a large amount of compu-
tation. References 1-5 discuss the method of

computation.

Herein we shall state briefly the formulas used.

The number density distribution along an

equatorial radius r: N =f_(r) is given by:

N = No exp ( - g12z2)

(z <0 for the inner part of the belt);

N = No exp( -g22z 2)

(z>0 for the outer part of the belt),

where z= (r-ro)/a, a is the radius of the earth,

and r0 denotes the distance at which N attains its

maxinmm value No. Thus we may write

N =fl(r0, z, gl, g2).

The pitch-angle distribution, P=f2 (0, a), is

P = A (a) sin "+1 0,

where 8 denotes the pitch angle, a is a constant,

and A (a) is a normalization factor.

*This report has l)et_n pul)lishcd in substantially the
same fi)rm minus appendix A, in J. Geophys. Res., 67(10):
4078-4080, Scptcml_cr 1962.

In the energy spectrum N=f3(E), we shall

consider only particles with a particular energy

E (or speed v). The functions fl, f2, and f3 deter-
mine the electric current intensity at any point in

a dipole field. The ring current field AF is then

calculated by a method shown in reference 2.

The ring current field AF is given by:

AF=f(r, re, g,, g2, a, No, E). (1)

In the first approximation, AF is proportional to
both No and E. Therefore, equation 1 may be

rewritten

AF = Af No E, (2)

where

Af=f'(r, re, g,, g2, a). (3)

We will show 5f, as a function of equatorial radial

distance r, for various sets of r0, g_, g2, and a. The

vector AF is perpendicular to the equatorial plane

and its value of AF is given in gammas, if the
units of No and E are chosen as cm -s and Kev,

respectively.

In figure 1 (a) Af is shown for different values of

r0 (app. A). The other parameters g_, g2, and a are

chosen in such a way that they are suitable for the

quiet-time proton belt (3):

g_=2.990 (N/No= 1/10 at z= -0.51),

g2=0.419 (N/No= 1/10 at z= +3.62),

a=2.0.

The graph of N/No is given in figure 1 (b).
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FIGURE 2 (b).--The normalized electron density distribu-

tion. The curves A, B, C, and D are defined in figure 4a.

Figure 2(a) presents hf for different values of
g2, namely:

g2=2.146 (N/No= 1/100 at z= +1),

g2= 1.517 (N/No= 1/10 at z= +1),

g2=0.759 (N/No= 1/10 at z= +2),

g2= 0.379 (N/No = 1/10 at z = +4).
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FIGURE 3 (a) .--Ring current field hf for several a.

The graph of N/No for these four cases is shown

in figure 2Lb). The other parameters are chosen as

follows:

r0 = 3.2a,

gz=2.146 (N/No= 1/100 at z= -1),

a=2.0

In figure 3(a) Afis given for different values of a;

the graph of P/A for various values of _ is given

in figure 3(b). The other parameters are chosen as

follows:

r0 = 3.2a,

1.0

10-1

i
•_ 10-2

II

10-3

J r! 1
!

Ir,
!

/,
10-4 I I I

0 30 60 90

PITCH ANGLE (degrees)

:FIGURE 3 (b) .--Normalized pitch angle distribution for
various _.

g1=2.628 (N/No= 1/1000 at z= -1),

02=0.379 (N/No= 1/10 at z= +4).

The tabulated data from which figures l(a),

2(a), and 3(a) are plotted are presented in

appendix A.
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TABLE A1.--The Value of hf as a Function of ro

r

(earth
radii) r o = 1.5a r o = 2.0a

Ring current field (gamma)

r o = 2..% r o = 3.0a r o = 3.5a r o = 4.Oar o = 4.5a r o = 5.0a

1.0 -0.0578 -0.0779 -0.1020 -0.1296 -0.1604 -0.1952 -0.2334 -0.2744
1.1 -0.0577 -0.0778 -0.1019 -0.1295 -0.1602 -0.1950 -0.2332 -0.2743
1.2 -0.0576 -0.0777 -0.1017 -0.1294 -0.1600 -0.1948 -0.2330 -0.2741
1.3 -0.0574 -0.0775 -0.1016 -0.1292 -0.1597 -0.1946 -0.2328 -0.2738
1.4 -0.0572 -0.0773 -0.1014 -0.1291 -0.1594 -0.1943 -0.2328 -0.2736
1.5 -0.0576 -0.0771 -0.1012 -0.1289 -0.1591 -0.1940 -0.2323 -0.2733
1.6 -0.0591 -0.0769 -0.1010 -0.1287 -0.1587 -0.1937 -0.2319 -0.2730
1.7 -0.0614 -0.0766 -0.1007 -0.1284 -0.1583 -0.1933 -0.2316 -0.2727
1.8 -0.0640 -0.0766 -0.1004 -0.1281 -0.1578 -0.1928 -0.2312 -0.2723
1.9 -0.0654 -0.0773 -0.1000 -0.1278 -0.1572 -0.1924 -0.2308 -0.2719
2.0 -0.0662 -0.0794 -0.0996 -0.1274 -0.1566 -0.1918 -0.2303 -0.2715
2.1 -0.0671 -0.0836 -0.0991 -0.1270 -0.1559 -0.1912 -0.2297 -0.2710
2.2 -0.0683 -0.0898 -0.0988 -0.1265 -0.1552 -0.1906 -0.2292 -0.2705
2.3 -0.0696 -0.0961 -0.0991 -0.1259 -0.1543 -0.1898 -0.2285 -0.2699
2.4 -0.0709 -0.0992 -0.1010 -0.1253 -0.1534 -0.1890 -0.2278 -0.2693
2.5 -0.0723 -0.1002 -0.1061 -0.1246 -0.1523 -0.1881 -0.2270 -0.2686
2.6 -0.0737 -0.1017 -0.1156 -0.1240 -0.1512 -0.1872 -0.2262 -0.2678
2.7 -0.0751 -0.1033 -0.1288 -0.1237 -0.1502 -0.1861 -0.2253 -0.2870
2.8 -0.0764 -0.1051 -0.1415 -0.1247 -0.1498 -0.1849 -0.2243 -0.2661
2.9 -0.0776 -0.1070 -0.1472 -0.1288 -0.1517 -0.1836 -0.2231 -0.2651
3.0 -0.0786 -0.1089 -0.1484 -0.1389 -0.1590 -0.1822 -0.2219 -0.2641
3.1 -0.0794 -0.1107 -0.1502 -0.1569 -0.1761 -_0.1807 -0.2206 -0.2629
3.2 -0.0800 -0.1123 -0.1522 -0.1810 -0.2061 -0.1795 -0.2192 -0.2617
3.3 -0.0804 -0.1138 -0.1544 -0.2034 -0.2452 -0.1794 -0.2177 -0.2604
3.4 -0.0804 -0.1150 -0.1567 -0.2130 -0.2807 -0.1831 -0.2160 -0.2589
3.5 -0.0801 -0.1160 -0.1589 -0.2142 -0.2949 -0.1953 -0.2142 -0.2874
3.6 -0.0794 -0.1165 -0.1609 -0.2160 -0.2955 -0.2230 -0.2124 -0.2557
3.7 -0.0784 -0.1167 -0.1626 -0.2183 -0.2969 -0.2700 -0.2110 -0.2539
3.8 -0.0771 -0.1164 -0.1639 -0.2207 -0.2989 -0.3304 -0.2114 -0.2520
3.9 -0.0753 -0.1156 -0.1648 -0.2231 -0.3011 -0.3842 -0.2176 -0.2499
4.0 -0.0732 -0.1143 -0.1652 -0.2252 -0.3031 -0.4054 -0.2367 -0.2476
4.1 -0.0707 -0.1126 -0.1651 -0.2270 -0.3049 -0.4056 -0.2784 -0.2455
4.2 -0.0579 -0.1103 -0.1643 -0.2284 -0.3062 -0.4064 -0.3480 -0.2440
4.3 -0.0648 -0.1075 -0.1628 -0.2292 -0.3067 -0.4078 -0.4361 -0.2453
4.4 -0.0614 -0.1041 -0.1607 -0.2293 -0.3065 -0.4094 -0.5135 -0.2550
4.5 -0.0578 -0.1004 -0.1579 -0.2286 -0.3053 -0.4107 -0.5439 -0.2832
4.6 -0.0540 -0.0961 -0.1543 -0.2271 -0.3031 -0.4115 -0.5437 -0.3431
4.7 -0.0500 -0.0915 -0.1501 -0.2247 -0.2997 -0.4115 -0.5435 -0.4414
4.8 -0.0458 -0.0864 -0.1452 -0.2215 -0.2952 -0.4105 -0.5439 -0.5643
4.9 -0.0416 -0.0811 -0.1397 -0.2173 -0.2896 -0.4084 -0.5443 -0.6710
5.0 -0.0373 -0.0754 -0.1335 -0.2121 -0.2827 -0.4050 -0.5442 -0.7131
5.5 -0.0167 -0.0453 -0.0958 -0.1733 -0.2315 -0.3661 -0.5265 -0.7064
6.0 -0.0002 -0.0168 -0.0532 -0.1190 -0.1601 -0.2916 -0.4658 -0.6720
6.5 +0.0103 +0.0050 -0.0150 -0.0610 -0.0838 -0.1944 -0.3619 -0.5831
7.0 +0.0153 +0.0181 +0.0130 -0.0109 -0.0175 -0.0946 -0.2330 -0.4427
7.5 +0.0162 +0.0237 +0.0290 +0.0243 +0.0296 -0.0106 -0.1050 -0.2757
8.0 +0.0149 +0.0242 +0.0352 +0.0436 +0.0560 +0.0475 -0.0002 -0.1144
8.5 +0.0128 +0.0219 +0.0348 +0.0502 +0.0654 +0.0787 +0.0705 +0.0148
9.0 +0.0106 +0.0187 +0.0312 +0.0487 +0.0641 +0.0889 +0.1073 +0.1000
9.5 +0.0087 +0.0155 +0.0266 +0.0434 +0.0573' +0.0859 +0.1182 +0.1430

10.0 +0.0071 +0.0128 +0.0222 +0.0370 +0.0490 +0.0766 +0.1131 +0.1545

r 0 = 5.5a

-0.3169
-0.3167
-0.3166
-0.3163
-0.3161
-0.3158
-0.3156
-0.3152
-0.3149
-0.3145
-0.3141
-0.3136
-0.3131
-0.3126
-0.3120
-0.3114
-0.3107
-0.3099
-0.3091
-0.3083
-0.3073
-0.3063
-0.3052
-0.3040
-0.3028
-0.3014
-0.2999
-0.2983
-0.2967
-0.2948
-0.2929
-0.2908
-0.2886
-0.2862
-0.2837
-0.2810
-0.2785
-0.2770
-0.2796
-0.2939
-0.3337

!-0.9150
-0.8990
-0.8426
-0.7182
-0.5335
-0.3211
-0.1209
+0.0365
+0.1384
+0.1885

to= 6.0a

-0.3576
-0.3574
-0.3572
-0.3570
-0.3568
-0.3565
-0.3562
-0.3559
-0.3556
-0.3552
-0.3548
-0.3543
-0.3539
-0.3534
-0.3528
-0.3522
-0.3515
-0.3508
-0.3501
-0.3493
-0.3484
-0.3474
-0.3464
-0.3454
-0.3442
-0.3430
-0.3416
-0.3402
-0.3387
-0.3371
-0.3353
-0.3335
-0.3315
-0.3294
-0.3272
-0.3248
-0.3223
-0.3196
-0.3168
-0.3137
-0.3106
-0.3853
-1.1490
-1.1220
- 1.0370
-0.8692
-0.6314
-0.3656
-O. 1200
+0.0700
+0.1910
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TABLE A2.--The Values of Af as a Function of g_
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r Ring current fie{d (gamma)

(earth radii)

gz = 2.146 g2 = 1.517 g2 = 0.759 g2 = 0.509 g2 = 0.379

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5

10.0

-0.0245
-0.0245
-0.0243
-0.0242
-0.0241
-0.0239
- O.0237
-0.0235
-0.0233
-0.023O
-0.0227

-0.0320
-0.0319
-0.0318
-0.0317
-0.0315
-0.0313
-0.0311
-0.0309
-0.0306
-0.0302
-0.0299

-0.0638
-0.0637
-0.0635
-0.0633
-0.0631
-0.0628
-0.0625
-0.0621
-0.0617
-0.0613
-0.0607

-0.1075
-0.1073
-0.1071
-0.1068
-0.1065
-0.1062
- O. 1058
-0.1053
-0.1048
-0.1042
-0.1036

-0.0224
-0.0223
-0.0226
-0.0240
-0.0273
-0.0339
-0.0449
-0.0610
-0.0812
-0.1024
-0.1199
-0.1282
-O.1237
-0.1061
-0.0786
-0.0469
-0.0171
+0.0066
+0.0225
+0.0310
+0. 0339
+0.0334
+0.0312
+0.0283

+0.0255
+0.0228
+0.0205
+0.0185
+0.0168
+0.0152
+0.0100
+0.0070
+0.0051
+0.0039
+0.0030
+0.0024
+0.0020
+0.0016
+0.0013
+0.0011

-0.0296
-0.0294
-0.0297
-0.0310
-0.0342
-0.0407
-0.0516
-0.0676
-0.0876
-0.1087
-0.1259
-0.1341
-0.1335
-0.1261
-0.1123
-0.0931
-0.0706
-0.0470
-0.0245
-0.0050
+0.0106
+0.0218
+0.0290
+0.0328
+0.0341
+0,0335
+0.0319
+0.0298
+0.0274
+0.0251
+0.0162
+0.0111
+0.0080
+0.0060
+0.0047
+0.0037
+0.0030
+0.0025
+0.0020
+0.0017

-0.0603
-0.0599
-0.0600
-0.0610
-0.0640
-0.0702
-0.0808
-0.0964
-0.1160
-0.1366
-O. 1534
-0.1611
-O. 1630
-0.1640
-0.1637
-0.1618
-0.1580
-0.1523
-0.1447
-O. 1352
-0.1240
-0.1114
-0.0978
-0.0835
-0.0688
-0.0543
-0.0402
-0.0269
-0.0145
-0.0034
+0.0315
+0.0379
+0.0319
+0.0242
+0.0182
+0.0140
+0.0110
+O.OOB9
+0.0073
+0.0061

-0.1029
-0.1024
-0.1023
-O. 1032
-0.1059
-0.1119
-0.1222
-0.1375
-0.1568
-0.1771
-0.1935
-0.2008
-0.2028
-0.2051
-0.2073
-0.2093
-0.2107
-0.2114
-0.2112
-0.2100
-0.2077
-0.2042
-O. 1995
-0.1935
-0.1864
-0.1781
-0.1688
-0.1585
-0.1474
-0.1356
-0.0719
-0.0143
+0.0247
+0.0432
+0.0466
+0.0421
+0.0351
+0.0285
+0.0230
+0.0188

-0.1663
-0.1661
-O. 1658
-0.1655
-0.1651
-0.1647
-0.1642
-0.1636
-0.1630
-0.1623
-0.1616
- O.1608
-0.1601
-0.1599
-0.1606
-0.1631
-0.1688
-0.1789
-0.1940
-0.2131
-0.2331
-0.2491
-0.2560
-0.2579
-0.2604
-0.2634
-0.2665
-0.2697
,--0.2727
-0.2755
-0.2779
-0.2797
-0.2810
-0.2815
-0.2813
-0.2802
-0.2783
-0.2754
-0.2716
-0.2668
-0.2610
-0.2186
-0.1592
-0.0940
-0.0343
+0.0118
+0.0415
+0.0561
+0.0596
+0.0565
+0.0502
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TABLE A3.--The Values of Af as a Function of a

Ring current field (gamma)
r

(earth radii)
a= 1.0 a= 2.0 a= 3.G a= 4.0

1.0
!.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
i.5
1.6
1.7
i.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5

IO.O

-0.2240
-0.2239
- O.2239
-0.2239
-0.2238
-0.2237
-0.2237
-0.2235
-0.2234
-0.2232
-0.2230
-0.0228
-O.0226
-0. 2224
-0.2226
-0.2238
-0.2273
-0.2350
-0.2489
-0.2692
-0.2929
-0.3126
-0.3197
-0.3193
-0.3196
-0.3202
-0. 3210
-0.3217
-0. 3223
-0.3225
-0.3222
-0.3214
-0.3200
-0.3178
-0.3149
-0.3111
-0.3064
-0.3009
-0.2944
-0.2871
-0.2788
-0.2254
-0.1581
-0.0881
-0.0263
+0. 0202
+0. 0493
+0.0630
+0.0655
+0.0615
+0.0545

-0.1649
-0.1647
-0.1644
-0.1641
-0.1638
-0.1634
-0.1629
-0.1624
-0.1618
-0.1611
-O. 1604
-0.1596
-0.1587
-0. !578
-0. i 572
-O. 1576
-0.1605
-O. 1679
-0.1821
-0.2036
-0.2292
-0.251 !
-0.2599
-0.261 i
-0.2631
-0.2656
- O.2685
-0.2714
-0.2742
-0.2768
-0.2790
-0.2807
-0.2819
-0.2823
-0.2820
-0.2809
- O.2789
-0.2759
-0.2721
-0.2672
-0.2614
-0.2189
-0.1594
-0.0941
- O.0344
+0.0117
+0.0414
+0.0560
+0.0596
+0. 0564
+0. 0501

-0.1017
-0.1013
-0.1008
-0.1002
- O.0996
-0.0989
-0.0981
-0.0972
-0.0962
- O.0950
-0.0938
-0.0923
-0.0908
-0.0891
-0.0877
-0.0873
-0.0894
-0.0962
-0.1102
-0.1319
-0.1582
-0.1811
-0.1908
-0.1926
-0.1954
-0.1988
-0.2027
-0.2067
-0.2107
-0.2146
-0.2182
-0.2213
-0.2239
- O.2258
- O.2270
-0.2274
- O.2269
-0.2255
-0.2232
-0.2198
-0.2155
-O. 1794
-0.1244
-0.0614
-0.0020
+0.0455
+0. 0774
+0. 0672
+0.0506
+0.0394
+0.0315

-0.0784
-0.0779
-0.0773
-0.0766
-0.0758
- O.0749
-0.0739
-0.0728
-0.0715
-0.0700
-0.0684
-0.0665
-0.0645
-0.0623
-0.0603
-0.0592
-0.0606
-0.O669
-0.0805
-0.1023
-0.1290
-0.1525
-0.1626
-0.1648
-0.1681
-0.1721
-0.1767
-0.1815
-0.1863
-0.1911
- O.1956
-0.1998
-0.2034
-0.2065
-0.2088
-0.2104
-0.21 ! I
-0.2109
-0.2098
-0.2076
-0.2045
-O. 1740
-O. 1236
-O.O637
-0.0060
+0.0409
+0.0731
+0.0634
+0. 0473
+0.0366
+0.0291



REVIEW OF DIRECT MEASUREMENTS
INTERPLANETARY DUST FROM

SATELLITES AND PROBES

OF

W. M. ALEXANDER, C. W. McCRACKEN, L. SECRETAN, AND O. E. BERG

Goddard Space Flight Center

Interplanetary dust particle experiments have been flown on various types of spacecraft.

Measurements of dust-particle momentum, kinetic energy, and impact damage have been obtained
from a variety of sensors.

More than 10,000 dust-particle impacts have been measured by acoustical and light-flash
detectors. A cumulative mass distribution curve valid for average conditions in the vicinity of the

earth has been derived from the direct mcasurements for dust particles with masses between about
10 -xa and 10 -6 gin.

The results of direct measurements from various penetration and fracture experiments are
presented here. Comparison of these data with the average mass distribution curve shows no major

discrepancies among the measurements from all of the different sensor systems used. Two satellite

experiments, Vanguard III (19597) and Explorer I (1958a), give evidence for dust-particle streams.

Vanguard III measured 2800 events in a 70-hour interval coincident in time with the expected re-
turn of the Leonid meteor shower. The avcrage influx rate during the dust-particle shower was

more than one order of magnitude greater than the nonshower influx rate measured with the same

satellite. There were rapid fluctuations during the shower when the influx rates increased by as
much as three orders of magnitude above the nonshower average rate. For a 10-hour period, Ex-

plorer I detected a dust particle shower with impact rates as high as 25 times the average impact
rate during the satellite's lifetime.

The distribution curve obtained with the dire(.t measurements differs from that expected on

the basis of extrapolations of meteor observations. Small dust particles dominate the accretion by

the earth of interplanetary matter; thc accretion rate is of the order of 104 tons per day.

INTRODUCTION

An important constituent of the solar system is

the cloud of dust surrounding the sun. Knowledge

concerning the origin, composition, and dynamic

properties of these dust particles is fundamental

to considerations of the solar system.

Various techniques have been used in studying

the distributions and physical properties of dust

particles in the zodiacal cloud. These include:

ground-based visual, photographic, and radar

metoer observations; photometric observations of

the zodiacal light and solar F corona; and various

types of collection techniques and laboratory

analyses.

From observations of collisions of individual

meteoroids with the earth's atmosphere, vector

velocity, mass, density, and composition have

been measured. These studies are limited, in most

cases, to particle masses greater than 10 -4 gm.

Additional information has been obtained from

the collection of remnants of meteoroidal and

dust-particle material which have survived pas-

sage through the atmosphere. Composition, age,

and gross-accretion rates have also been deter-

mined from these analyses. Zodiacal light ob-

servations represent the only ground-based tech-

nique which has been used to measure the size

distribution of interplanetary dust particles with

masses less than 10 -6 gm.

Another technique for measuring the physical

characteristics and dynamic properties of dust

particles became a reality with the advent of

vehicles capable of placing experiments in space.
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Detectors have been developed which are capable

of measurements on individual dust particles with

"m_sses as small as 10 -13 gin. The dust-particle

measurements in space started with experiments

borne by sounding rockets in 1949. Subsequent to
the successful launching of Explorer I (1958a),

results have been obtained from experiments on
14 United States and Soviet Union satellites and

space probes. Six different types of sensors have
been used to measure the following particle

parameters: Momentum, kinetic energy, penetra-

tion, and fracture properties. The results of these
rocket and satellite measurements are presented

in the following sections.

DIRECT MEASUREMENTS FROM

MICROPHONE SYSTEMS

The microphone type of dust particle sensor has

basically consisted of a piezoelectric crystal

microphone attached to a metallic sounding board.

The electrical signal generated as an impacting

dust particle delivers a mechanical impulse to the

sounding board is amplified and pulse-height

analyzed in order to obtain information about the

particle. Analog calibrations, performed in the

laboratory by dropping carefully selected glass

spheres onto the sounding boards, have con-

sistently shown (for low velocities) that the

mi(.rophone system is sensitive to the momentum

of an impacting particle. Hypervelocity studies
with nficroparticlcs from shaped ('barges _ tend to

confirm that the microphone systems are also

sensitive to the momentum of a particle impacting

at hypcrvelocity. An energy dependence can be

obtained by the use of the theoretical results of

Stanyukovich3 I,avrentyev 3 theoretically finds

that the sensitivity lies somewhere between

momentum and energy.

The direct measurements can presently be

expressed in terms of the particle mass, subject

only to minor uncertainties. These uncertainties

include the choice of an average speed (relative to

the satellite) for the particles; the determination
of an effective coefficient of restitution for hypcr-

velocity nficroparticle impacts; and the c_ompu-

ration of the appropriate correction factors for

shielding by the earth, for the solid viewing angle

of the sensor, and for the orientation of the solid

viewing angle relative to the apex of the earth's

motion. The various correction factors have been

chosen in such a way that the minor corrections

which will most probably become necessary will
leave the results of this analysis essentially

unchanged.

Microphone systems have provided the greatest

quantity of information about the interplantary

dust particles. These systems have flown on more
vehicles and over a greater range of geocentric

distances than any of the other systems. In

addition, they are more nearly calibrated than

other types of dust particle sensors. It will be

assumed, for the present analysis, that the

mcirophone systems are momentum-sensitive and

that the ratio of the mechanical impulse to the

impact momentum of a particle is unity. A small

correction, estimated to be a factor of 2 or 3, can
be introduced later when the appropriate hyper-

velocity laboratory studies have been completed.

The microphone system on Explorer VIII

(1960_) used two metallic sounding boards
attached to a conical section of the spin-stabilized

satellite. The solid viewing angle of the system
was 2_ steradians and remained almost centered

on the antapex of the earth's motion during the
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FIGURE 1.--Cumulative mass distribution established by
the microphone system on Explorer VIII. The largest
symbol represents the data point of highest signifi-
cance, and the diminished size of the symbols indicates
lower significance.
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lifetime of the experiment. From an analog cali-

bration performed in the laboratory, the limiting

sensitivities for the three ranges of sensitivity were

found to be 2.5 × 10 -3, 2.5 × 10 2, and 2.5 × 10 -1

dyne second. These may be expressed in terms of

particle mass as 1.0 X 10-9, 1.0 X l0 -s, and 1.0 ×

10 -_ gln, respectively, if an avcragc speed (relative

to the satellite) of 25 km/sec is assumed. The large

separations of the limiting scnsitivitcs used in the

Explorer VIII microphone system are of par-

titular importance ill view of tlle excellent data

sample which was ot)taincd. The magnitude of the

total range of sensitivity allows not only a defini-
tion of the influx rates within the three ranges but

also the establishment of the shape of a segment

of ml average mass distribution curve.

The fine structure in the influx rate measured

with the Explorer VIII mic, rophone system is

prcsently being analyzed. The large variations

(at least plus or minus an order of magnitude from

the mean, within intervals of a few hours, for

particle masses of about l0 -9 gin) arc being

studicd to determine their physical significance.

The preliminary readouts of the total numbers of

impacts used in establishing the average mass

distribution curves that were reported earlier _,5

have bccn conlirmcd. Exact spe(,ilication of these

numbers awaits completion of thc analyses which

are it_ progress, but "revised preliminary"

numl)crs may bc given. They are: 3726 dust

partic, lcs with momenta of 2.5×10 -3 dyne-scc

and greater, 76 with momenta of 2.5×10 -2

dync-scc and greater, and l or 2 with momenta of

2.5 × l0 -I dyne-scc and greater. (The correspond-

ing lilnits on particle mass were given above.)

The area of the sounding boards was 7.0 X l0 2m 2,

and thc lifetime of the experiment was 3.47 × l() 6
seconds.

A correction factor of 2 is applied to convert the
influx rates to omnidirectional values before the

data arc plotted as the cumulative mass distri-
bution curve shown in figure 1. Although the data

point for the scalc of lowest sensitivity is not very

significant, it lies on thc straight-line segment

indicated by the two data points which arc

in figurc 1 is:

IogI = -- 17.0- i.70 logm, (1)

where 1 is the cumulative, om'nidirectional influx

rate in particles/m_-sec, and m is the particle mass

in grams.
The spacecraft from which direct measurements

with microphone systems have been obtained in

the United States are listed, together with the

relevant data, in table 1. Averagc particle speeds
of 30 kin/see have been used for the omnidirec-
tional sensors and for sensors mounted on spi_-

ning or tumbling vehicles which viewed most of

the celestial sphere. An attempt has bceI_ made to

apply corrcction factors for shiclding by the earth

and lack of omnidirectionality of the sensors. All
data wcrc convcrtcd to omnidircctional influx

rates.

Reading of the telemetered data from Vanguard

1II (1959_) has now I)een completed and is in the

stages of analysis. More than 6000 impacts were

recorded during the 80-day lifetime of the experi-

ment. Of this number, approximately 2800

impacts occurred in a 70-hour interval on Novem-

ber 16 to 18, which coincides in time with the

cxpectcd ammal return of the Lconid meteor

shower. An average influx rate has been com-

puted from the Vanguard III data on the basis of

approximately 3500 impacts. A factor of 1.5 was

used to corrcct for shielding by the earth.

The data given for Explorer I and l)ioneer I arc

those reported l>y l)ut)in. "'7 The total mmd>er of

impacts (145) for Exph)rer I was uscd in corn=

puting an average influx rate evcn though more

than half of the impacts probably rcprcscnted an

interplanetary dust particle event, s,9 The high

influx rates during this event wcrc nearly counter-

I)alanced by an intcrval of low rates, so an influx

rate computed from the total immt)er of impacts

scrves very well in the present analysis. A factor
of 2 was uscd in correcting for shielding by the

earth and in allowing for the fact that the sensor

was not completely omnidirectional. The micro-

phone system on Pioneer I registcrcd 25 impacts,
of which 17 arc considered to represent impacting

dust particles. No correction for shielding by the

earth was made, because 1)ioneer 1 spent most of

its time at large geocentric distances (2 to 19

earth radii). A factor of 4 was used iu couvcrting
to an omnidirectional influx rate.

A preliminary readout of the data from the

m(,irophone and coated photomultiplicr systcms

on Ranger I (1(.)61_) has been reporte(l by
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Alexander and Berf. 1° In this system, the two

sensors were capable of operating in coincidence

as well as independently. The data for the micro-
phone system alone are given in table 1.

The results from the microphone system on

Midas II (1960_'1) and preliminary results from a

similar system on Samos II (1961al) have been

reported by Soberman and Della Lucca. n The

data were obtained--as in the case of Explorer f-

in real time as the satellite passed over telemetry
stations.

The data from a microphone system on SLV-1

(a Vanguard satellite that failed to achieve orbit)

have been reported by LaGow, Schaefer, and

Schaffert. 1_ A data point which is of use in the

present analysis can be obtained if the sensitivity

of the system is computed on the basis of mo-

mentum rather than energy. The bursts of counts

observed were most likely produced when the

expended third stage motor sputtered and bumped

the separated payload (LaGow, private communi-

cation). Therefore, only 10 of the 17 impacts are

used in computing an influx rate. The value of the

mass sensitivity assumed for this system has bccn

computed from calibration data which were

given. 12

Some of t_he earliest_ diree_v measurements ef

quantitative value were obtained with microphone

systems on a series of seven successful high-

altitude rockets instrumented and flown by

Oklahoma State University, hereafter referred to
as OSU. 5,13,14 The data from these rockets are

summarized in table 2. Average particle speeds
have been assumed for each sensor of each rocket

until the distribution of orbits of dust particles
can be determined. Most of the sensors on the

rockets were possibly exposed to a high-speed-

component of dust-particle influx; hence, higher

particle speeds have been assumed for these
sensors.

The direct measurements obtained with micro-

phone systems on rockets, satellites, and space-

craft of the Soviet Union have been reported by
Nazarova 15a6 and are summarized in table 3.

Some of the quantities in table 3 have been com-

puted on the basis of information given by

Nazarova in order that data from space vehicles of
both the United States and the Soviet Union can

be included in the same analysis.

The sensitivities for the microphone systems on

the Soviet spacecraft were expressed by Nazarova

in terms of particle mass. The microphone system

was assumed to be energy sensitive, and an

average particle speed of 40 km/scc was assumed

by her in converting to particle mass. An average

particle speed of 40 km/sec was uscd in an early

analysis by McCracken, 13 but this value is now

regarded as being too high. A value of 30 km/sec
seems more reasonable and will be used until

information on the velocity distribution of the

dust particles has been obtained. The mass

sensitivities for the microphone systems on the

Soviet spacecraft are therefore reduced by the

square of 40/30 to compensate for the difference

in the assumed particle speeds. The average

particle speed assumed in computing the mass

sensitivities of the microphone systems on the

Soviet geophysical rockets was 15 km/sec, so the

mass sensitivities given by Nazarova are in-

creased by a factor of 4 when converting to 30

km/sec.

The influx rates measured by Sputnik III

(1958_2) underwen tremendous changes during

the first 3 days of operation of the equipment. The

influx rates, as reported by Nazarova, _5,1_were 4

to 11 particles/m2-sec on May 15 (day of launch),

5 X 10-4 particles/m2-sec on May 16 and 17, and

less than 10 -4 particles/m2-sec during the interval

May 18 to 26. Nazarova attributes the high-influx

rates during the first few days to a meteoroid

shower, but her conclusion is open to question. In

any case, only the influx rate given for the last 9

days of operation can be used in establishing an

average mass distribution curve. It is not clear
whether or not Nazarova corrected the influx rate

from Sputnik III for shielding by the earth, so the

influx rate is left in table 3 as it was given.

The method of encoding information into the

telemetered signal on Lunik I was such that only

very crude upper limits to the influx rates can be

specified. Only that influx rate measured by the

scale of highest sensitivity is of any value in the

present analysis. Lunik I (1959t,), Lunik II

(1959_), and Lunik III (Interplanetary Station,

1959t_) operated at large geocentric distances,

obviating corrections for shielding by the earth.

No attempt has been made to correct the influx

rates from the three geophysical rockets to omni-
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TABLE 4.--Direct Measurements from Photomultiplier Systems on United States Rockets and Satellites

Vehicle

_erobec NRL-25 ........

Iupiter AM-2g ...........

Exph)rer VIII (prelimi-

inary) .................

R*tnger I (preliminary) ....

Half-angle of
detector cone

of vision

(degrees)

_o

go

6O

75

Exposure

(nl_-sec)

0.63

2.2

4.3

g.5

Number of

pttrtieles

lO1

4

1 l0

179

Influx rate (purticlcs/

m2-see)

160

1.63

25

21

Omnidirectional

influx rate (particles/

IlI2-sec)

390
4

200

ll4

directional values, because the orientations of the

rockets and solid viewing angles of the sensors

have not bcen reported.

DIRECT MEASUREMENTS FROM PHOTO-

MULTIPLIER AND ROCKET COLLECTION SYSTEMS

Experiments for measuring the kinetic energy

of micron-size dust particles were flown on three

ro(',kets '_,_sJ'_ and two satellites. °a° The sensors

measured the intensity of the visible light emitted

in each ilupact of a dust particle with a speed

greater than 5 km/se(',. Light eluitted from im-

pacts of lnicroparticles with speeds between 4 and

and 1[ kin/see has 1)een observed in laboratory

experiments. TM Measurements of the intensity and

duration of the light flash provide a means for

determining the kinetic energy of an impacting

partMe. Results of the laboraotry studies indi(.ate

that the light-flash sensor detected particles with

masses greater than l0 -_3 gin.

The configuration of the sensors in each of the

five experiments was different, but the princ, iplc

of light-flash detection was the same. The basic

detector unit was a photomultiplier tube. The

surfa(.cs exposed to impacts in the experiments

were Lucite is,l° and glass? ,_° A few thousand

augstroms of aluminum were evaporated on the

impact surfaces to shield the photocathodcs from

background light. When a dust particle pene-

trated the alumfimm during an impa(,,t, light from

the impact tlash could rcach the photocathodcs.

The rocket experiments exposed larger impact

areas than did the satcilffc experiments to compcu-

sate for the shorter exposure times of the rocket

flights. The impact surface for each of the two

satellite detectors was the face of an end-on type

photomultiplicr tube. An intensive effort was

made to make the sensors insensitive to Cerenkov

radiation and to energetic particles.

The results of the measurements with the

light-flash detector are given in table 4. The cone

of vision of the detector, the exposure, and the

total number of impacts are given for each ex-

periment. An impact rate is computed and then

normalized to 4_ steradians. (These compu-

tations also include correction fac, tors for earth

shielding.)

Aerobcc NRI, 25, launched at 0200 h)cal time,

exposed the light-flash detector to the high-speed

component of the dust-partMc influx; and

Jupiter AM-28, at 1900 local time, to the h)w-

speed component. The results may I)c normalized

to 30 km/scc for purposes of comparison if the

average particle speeds are taken as 45 and 12

kin/see, respectively. Since the detector sensitivity

is a function of the square of the particle speed,

the omnidirectional influx rates for the Aerol)ce

and Jupitcr--respectively 390 and 4 partMes/m 2-

sec (table 4)--become 173 and 25 partick_s/m 2-

sec (assuming a linear relation between influx

rate and mass sensitivity).

The Skylark ro(.ket flown l>y I_overiug 2° carried

a light-flash experiment very similar to that on

Aerobee NRL 25. No events were ol>scrved, but

I)ccause of the following circumstan('cs, there is a

possibility that the experiment did not survive

laun('h. The sensor was a 1P21 photolnultiplier,

and the rocket was a Skylark, which has a solid-

propellant motor. The system was sul)jected to a

70-g acceh'ration test in a centrifuge. A meaning-

ful cnviromuental qualification test should have
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also included severe shock and vibration tests, lo"
since the 1P21 is riot ruggedized. An inflight sensor

calibration with a light source would have lo3
verified the launch survival of the detector. The

Jupiter AM-28 experiment and both satellite 1°2

experiments contained this feature in the instru- _a
_: !l 10

mentation, a:ge
The measurements from the satellites are __ 1

corrected for earth shielding and normalized to 41r _ 10-'
steradians. The data from the Explorer VIII and

z

Ranger I experiments are restricted to satellite _ 10-_

nighttime measurements in order to eliminate any _ _0-_
extraneous counts caused by sunlight. The
average omnidirectional influx rates for these 3 10_

measurements are 200 and 114 particles/m2-sec,
10-s

respectively, for particles with masses of 10 -1_ gm
and greater. 10_

Another estimate of the influx rates for dust -_

particles somewhat smaller than those covered by
the direct mcasurements obtained with micro-

phone systems has been reported by Soberman,
Hemenway, et al. 2_ A recoverable high-altitude

rocket was used in obtaining a very interesting
collection of particles at altitudes greater than 88

kin. An influx rate of 300 particles m2-sec was

estimated for particles with diameters equal to or
greater than 3 _. The cumulative influx rate

(plotted as a function of particle di_met=er) has

negative slope of 1.3 and applies to particles with

diameters as small as 0.2 _. If a mass density of
3 gm/cm 3is used, 21the influx rates estimated from

this collection may be compared to those obtained

from the other direct measurements. No shielding

corrections are introduced, since the collectors

faced in the general direction of the apex of the
earth's motion.

CUMULATIVE MASS DISTRIBUTION CURVE FROM

DIRECT MEASUREMENTS

The direct measurements obtained with the

microphone, photomultiplier, and rocket collection

systems are plotted as a cumulative mass distribu-

tion curve in figure 2. Two characteristics of the

data used in establishing the curve should be

emphasized. First, the influx rates are expressed as

omnididrectional values, and secondly, the curve

is the result of a series of experiments in the

vicinity of the earth. How well the curve applies to

other regions of space is not presently known.
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EXPLORER _ (MIC)

(_ VANGUARD HZ
_7 EXPLORER l

PIONEER [

":_ RANGER I (MIC)
<_] MIDAS ZZ

_> SAMOS IZ

O" SLV-)

• OSU ROCKETS

SPUTNIKLUNIK I

(_ LUNIK H

E] INTERPLANETARY STATION
O" SOVIET ROCKETS

Cf <i_ EXPLORER _ (PMT)
RANGER I (PMT)

IF" AEROBEE NRL 25

II m \

10-;' -" I I \\

RADIATION PRESSURE LIMITS \

\
10 --a I I I [ [ l I I I

10-14 10-12 10-m lO-a 10-6 10 _

PARTICLE MASS (grn)

FXGURE2.--An average cumulative mass distribution
curve for the vicinity of earth derived from all the
available direct measurements obtained with micro-
phone and photomultiplier systems. The influx rates
are omnidirectional values. A dust particle of mass
density p_ is expelled from the solar system by radia-
tion pressure if its mass is le_ tha_ tb._t _howi-_o, Lhe
lower abscissa opposite the particular value of p_.

All of the microphone data for the mass range

of 10 -_° to 10 -7 gm are compared in figure 2 with

the Explorer VIII results (presented in figure 1).
A study of the data points in figure 2 demonstrates

the degree of consistency with which the average

influx rates derivcd from all microphone measure-
merits fit the curve.

The photonmltiplier results allow an extension,
to approximately 10 -_ gin, of the distribution

curve obtained with microphone systems. The
reported influx rates from the rocket collection

experiment 2_are somewhat higher than the photo-
multiplier detector results. The 80 to 150 km

altitude range of the collection experiment
probably contains an abundance of decelerated

microparticles: hence, this is a possible explanation

for the high influx rate of microparticles reported
from the collection results.

The radiation pressure limits, in terms of par-

ticle mass density p,,, are also shown in figure 2
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and subsequent figures above the particle mass
abscissa. Each value of p_ determines a "cutoff"

radius; all dust particles of this radius having
masses smaller than that read below on the

abscissa will be swept out of the solar system by

radiation pressure. (The above statements are

true only to the extent to which geometrical

optics may be used in place of the more complex

Mie theory of light scattering. The differences are

not important in the present analysis.)

The cun_ulative mass distribution curve is not a

constant mass-to-magnitude curve, and the slope

appears to change rapidly with decrcasing particle

size. On a cumulative mass distribution curve, the
slope should approach zero as the radiation pres-

sure limits are reached. The results for particles

with masses between 10 -13 and 10 -1° gm represent

initial measurements which are inherently more

un(,ertain than the microphone data. As the

nuinl)er of measurements increase for this range

of particle size, the mechanisms controlling the

distributions of these dust particles will be better
understood.

RESULTS FROM PENETRATION AND FRACTURE
e

EXPERIMENTS

Thirteen experiments with penetration or

fracture types of dust particle sensors have been

flown on seven U.S. satellites. In all but two cases,

numbers of events detected by these sensors were

one or zero; therefore, a measured average influx

rate for dust particles cannot be determined. A

comparison (:an, however, be made between the

results of these experiments and the average mass

distribution curve established by measurements

with microphone systems.

The fracture type sensor consisted of con-

tinuous wire wrapped around an insulating

support material. An impact was observed when a

colliding dust particle fractured the wire and

caused an open circuit. Manring 22 working with

Explorer III (1958"y), Soberman and ])ella Lucca u

working with Midas II and Samos II, and Secretan

working with Explorer XIII (1961x) have flown
the wire grid type sensor on these five satellites.

The major differc_ces among thcse s_ns<)rs were

the wire size and the total exposed area. The mass

of the dust particle which would fracture the wire

is taken here as being comparable to that reported

by Mauring 22and by Cohen et al. 23

Four different types of penetration sensors
have flown on three satellites. Three of the sensors

required a perforation of the exposed surface, and

one sensor required a crater with a diameter

sufficient to destroy the sensing element. LaGow

and Secretan 24,25developed three of these sensors
for Vanguard ]II.

The first type of sensor consisted of a chro-

mium strip 300 _ wide and 1 to 3 _ thick, evap-
orated onto Pyrex glass. The resistance of the

strip was monitored, and a complete break of the

chromium was required to register an impact. The

threshold sensitivity in terms of particle mass was
determined by computing the diameter of the

crater necessary to produce an open circuit.The

second type of sensor consisted of two hermetically
sealed and pressurized zones of which the exposed

surface was 0.1(i2 m 2 of the 2(i-rail thick mag-
nesium skin of the satellite. A transducer con-

stantly monitored the differential pressure be-

tween the two zones, so that a puncture of either
or both could be detected. The third sensor con-

sistcd of a CdS cell covered by a 0.25-rail mylar

fihn which was made opaquc by evaporating

almninum onto both sides of the film. As penctra-

tions occurred, the admitted sunlight changed the

resistance of the CdS cell permitting measurement

of the effec_tive hole size. More than one penetra-
tion could have been observed with this sensor.

This experiment was also flown on Explorer VII

(195(.) t).

Davison 26,27 has flown the fourth type of

penetration experiment on Explorer XIII. A plate
of stainless steel was mounted in front of a foil

gage consisting of a continuous strip of gold

deposited on silicone rubber. The foil gage was

separated from the metallic plate by a mylar

insulator. Two thicknesses of stainless steel (75

and 150 g) were used in two separate sensors. A

particle sufficiently large to penetrate the metal

plate and fracture the gold foil would have led to

an open circuit and detection of an impact.

Using 0.25-mil mylar fihn and micron-size

partic.]es with speeds as high as l l km/sec,
l+'riichtenicht 2° has found that the diameter of the

hole is 1.5_0.5 times the diameter of the im-

pacting particle for speeds greater than ;_.5 kin/
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102
VANGUARD TIT (1, 2, 3. 4)
EXPLORER _ (5)
EXPLORER _ (6, 7. 8. 9)

10 _ EXPLORER | (10)
EXPLORER lnrl (11)
MIDAS fir (12)

SAMOS fir (13)

1

'_(3) I-----4 (1)_I,._E I---4 (2)

m 10-2 _1_-_l- (11) I---4(9)

a: _ (12) I---4 (8)
x _ 0o)

Z 10-310''4 (13)1'___I0-s (4)

10--6 I I I I I
10-11 lO--lo 10--9 10 -s 10-7 10--6 10-7

PARTICLE MASS (gin)

FIGURE3.--Average influx rates computed (on the basis
of a probability of 0.99 of at least one impact) from
penetration and fracture experiments and compared
with those given by the cumulative mass distribution
curve. The numbers following the names of the vehicles
identify tile data points wittl the data given in table 5.

sec. Secretan and Berg (unreported results), using

the same accelerator, have found no marked
deviation from the above rcsults. These results are

the basis for the sensitivity used in the interpre-

tation of the mylar-film CdS experiment. The

other three penetration sensors (magnesium and

stainless steel) required a perforation or a crater.

An extensive series of penetration cxpcriments has

been performed by Summers et al. 28,29The pene-

tration equation developed empirically in these

studies was used to compute the threshold mass

sensitivity for the three sensors.

The pertinent inforluation concerning the

penetration and fracture experiments is sunl-
marized in table 5. The exposure (area-time

product) includes a consideration of earth shield-

ing, except for the two measurements by Sober-
man and Della Lucca. n The influx rates for

Exph)rer Ill and Samos II were computed from
the mnnt)ers of impacts and the corresponding

exposures. One event was observed on Explorer

VII, but no events were observed in the 10 re-

maining experiments. An average influx rate can

be predicted for these latter experiments by

computing the influx rate necessary for a prob-
ability of 0.99 for at least one impact. This is

done in the following manner: an omnidirectional

distribution of particles was assumed and the

equation given below (based on Poisson sta-
tistics) was used to find the average influx rate:

P1 = 1 - exp(- atr)

where

P_ = 0.99 = probability of at least one impact,

at = exposure (m2-sec),

r = average influx rate (particles/m_-sec).

The results derived from these experiments are

compared in figure 3 with the average nlass
distribution curve established by naeasurcmcnts

from inicrophone systems.
The indicated uncertainties represent a con-

sidcration of the major variations known at

present concerning the parameters (particle speed
and mass density) involved in hypervclocity

impacts. The data show that some of the cxpcri-
Inents had insufiicicnt exposure to yield signilic.ant
information. Within the uncertainties shown, the

measurements do support the average mass

distribution curve, especially within the mass

range of l0 s to l0 -6 gin. The curve shown in

figure 3 predicts the wire grid fractures which
occurred on Explorer II122 and Samos I I n and the

survival (without puncture) of the penetration

experiments on Vanguard II124 and Explorer
XIII. e_

The analysis of all of the direct measurements
has shown no significant departures from the

average mass distrihution curve derived from the

microphone experiment on Exph)rcr VIII. Now
that it has been demonstrated that the dircc, t

mcasurclncnts are quite self-consistent, com-

parisons of the direct measurements with results

ol)taincd by other observational techniques can

bc attempted, hfformation deserving special
attention in such a comparison comes from the

observations of meteors, thc zodiacal light, and
thc solar i: (.orona.
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COMPARISON OF DIRECT MEASUREMENTS WITH

RESULTS FROM METEOR OBSERVATIONS

Extrapolating the results from meteor obser-

vations toward smaller particles represented a

major method of estimating influx rates for dust
particles before the advent of the direct measure-

ments technique. The tabulation by Watson 3° of
influx rates of meteors followed the constant-mass-

per-magnitude relationship, rendering the extrap-

olation to smaller particles relatively easy. Such

extrapolations have been made in the past, the
most commonly used ones being those of Grim-

minger 31and Whipple. 32
Even the earliest of the rockets in the OSU

series I3 gave influx rates several orders of magni-
tude higher than those expected on the basis of the

extrapolations of meteor data. Meanwhile, an
observation of coasting in the train of a double

station photographic meteor led to the hypothesis

of a very low value of mass density (pro= 0.05 gm/

cm 3) for meteoroids. 33 Whipplea4--using this low
value of mass density together with the cor-

responding change in the mass-to-magnitude

relationship, the influx rates reported by Millman

and Burland, 35and an average speed of 28 km/sec
for the meteoroids--proposed a constant-mass-

per-mn,gnit.,,d_ extrapolation. This new distri-

bution, showing nmch higher influx rates than are

shown by the Watson distribution for particles of

a given mass, did not agree with the early direct
measurements.

The results of Millman and Bttrland a5 and of

Hawkins and Upton a_ showed that the constant-

mass-per-magnitude relationship was not valid,
even for meteoroids. If the distribution curve

given by Hawkins and Upton had been extrap-

olated into the direct measurements range of

particle mass, it would have shown some degree
of compatibility with the early results from the

OSU rockets. Such an extrapolation was not in

agreement with the direct measurements from the

early satellites, aT,as

On the basis of this early evidence of disagree-
ment between the direct measurements and the

extrapolated meteor results, McCracken (together
with Alexander) first suggested that a constant-

mass-per-magnitude law did not apply in the

direct measurements range of particle mass. la
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FIGURE 4.--Segmented cumulative mass distribution
curve for omnidirectional influx rates of dust particles
and meteoroids. The portions of the curve derived from
the direct measurements of dust particles are known
only to be valid for average conditions in the vicinity
of the earth. The equations for the curve labeled "Mill-
man and Burland" were given by McKinley (refer-
ence 39).

The direct measurements then available were not

sufficient to confirm this hypothesis, nor did
sufficient data become available until measure-

ments were obtained with Explorer VIII. Actually,
two interpretations of the direct measurements

were possible at the time the suggestion was first

made. They were: (1) The mass distribution curve

obtained from the direct measurements departed

significantly from those obtained by extrapolating
results from meteor observations, or (2) the direct

measurements were indicating the presence of a
geocentric concentration of dust particles. Al-

though the first interpretation seemed to be in

bctter agreement with the early data, quantitative

arguments for its validity were not possible until

the data sample was obtained with the microphone
system on Explorer VIII.

A segmented approximation to the cumulative

mass distribution curve (fig. 2) is shown, together
with several model distributions and observational
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resultsfromthemeteorstudies,in figure4. The
cumulativeinfluxratesobtainedby the various
observationalmethodsareplottedasafunctionof
particle massor visual magnitude,with the
approximateradiationpressurelimitsfor selected
valuesofmassdensitybeinggivenasanauxiliary
abscissa.

Visualmagnitudehasbeenintroducedasan
abscissabecausethe resultsfrom meteorobser-
vationscanbe placedoil a massdistribution
curveonlywithinthelimitssetbytheuncertainty
(_200) in the mass-to-magnituderelationship.
Visualmagnitudeis relatedto particlemassin
figure 4 by assumingthat the luminosityof
meteorswithagivenspeeddcpendslinearlyonthe
massofthemeteoroidandthatameteoroidwitha
massof 25gm anda speedof 28km/secwill
produceameteorof zerovisualmagnitude.34Use
of a massdensitygreaterthanthevalueof 0.05
gm/cm3usedby Whipple84shiftsthe influxrate
for meteoroidsof a givenmasstowarda lower
value.

Thedistributioncurvesfor meteorsgivenby
Whipple,34McKinley,39andHawkinsandUpton36
arcplottedin figure4asfunctionsofvisualmagni-
tude: a massdistril)utiongivenby Hawkins49
for asteroids and fireballs is also included. The

distrit)ution given by Watson 8° is plotted in terms

of particle mass. This is done so that the differenc.e

between the Watson and Whipple distributions

can be uscd to illustrate the uncertainty in the

influx rate of meteoroids of a given mass resulting

from the poorly known mass-to-magnitude re-

lationship for meteors. The direct measurements

arc not affected by this uncertainty. The un-

certainties encountered in placing the direct
measurements on a cunmlative mass distribution

curve are about two orders of magnitude smaller
than those for meteoroids.

As figure 4 shows, the mass distril)ution curve

obtained from the direct measuremcnts departs

markedly from those ot)tained by extrapolating
results from meteor ot)servations. It is evident

that the constant-mass-per-magnitude relatiou

does not hold for dust particles in the vicinity of

the earth. There is, in fact, little evidence that the
relaLion holds for more tha_, a few magnitudes

within any range of particle mass, except possibly

for fireballs and asteroids. 4°"Thus, there is no

particular reason for trying to force the direct
measurements to fit a constant-mass-per-magni-

tude curve.

The mass distribution of small dust particles

was not known before the data were obtained with

Explorer VIII. Several analyses (using best

guesses, such as a constant-mass-per-magnitude
relation) for the distribution curve in the direct

measurements range of particle mass led to the
conclusion that the direct measurements con-

firmed the existence of a geocentric concentration

of dust particles. The results from Explorer VIII

and the good agreement of all the other direct

measurements with the Explorer VIII data show

that these analyses are incorrect, because the
measured mass distribution curve differs sig-

nificantly from those assumed in the various

analyses.

Some of the more subtle points shown in figure

4 can be illustrated more clearly by deriving from
the incremental mass distribution the mass influx

shown in figure 5. To remove the effects of using

the segmented cumulative mass distribution

(fig. 4) as a basis for deriving the incremental mass

influx curve, the latter has been smoothed. It is

given in terms of the accretion rate by the earth

of dust particles or meteoroids in a given mass

range as a function of particle mass or visual

magnitude.

The most important c_onclusion which can be
reached on the basis of the distribution curve

shown in figure 5 is that the earth's accretion of

interplanetary material is dominated by the small

dust particles. The integrated accretion rate

amounts to about 1 X l04 tons per day.

It must be realized that in both figure 4 and

figure 5, the distribution curves for particles with

masses less than about l0 _ gm arc more un-

certain than the segments of the curves derived

from microphone results. Dust particles with

masses less than about l0 -9 gm are subject to the

perturbative effects of radiation pressure. The

shape of the distribution curves in the submicron

range of particle size depends critically on the

locations of the sources, on the distribution of

orbits, and on the mass densities of the dust

particles.

(]allagher and Eshleman 4_ have found that the

influx rates of faint radar meteors show large
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fluctuations with time. The observed grouping of

radiants suggests that the faint radar meteors are

members of "sporadic showers" rather than dis-

persed members of major meteor streams. Large
fluctuations in the influx rate also seem to be the

rule rather than the exception in the case of direct

measurements. Dubin _,s has reported on the large

fluctuations observed with Explorer I. Large
fluctuations in the influx rate have also been

reported for Vanguard III +2,43 and for Sputnik

III, z5,_7although there is still some question about

_,,_ _ case. k_,e fluctuations in influx rate

observed on Vanguard III and Explorer VIII are

presently under analysis.) It appears, on the basis
of both the direct measurements and the data for

faint radar meteors, that the dust particles are not
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FIGURE 6.--Impact rates during the February 1958 inter-
planetary dust particle event plotted as a function of
the position of the satellite relative to the earth.

nearly so uniformly distributed as are the sporadic
meteoroids.

The interplanetary dust particle event detected

by Explorer I on February 2 and 3 (shown in

fig. 6) may be evidence of a "sporadic shower" of

small dust particles, since it bears no relation to a

known meteor shower. The large increases" in

influx rate which occurred during the November

16 to 18 interplanetary dust particle event ob-

served with Vanguard III are shown in figure 7.

l0 3
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FIGVrE 7.--Impact rates during the November 1959 inter-
plane.f._ry d._f, p,qrtiele e,_enL. The impact r"_tc_ during
the three days of peak activity are shown on an ex-
panded time scale.

The coincidence in time with the Leonids suggests

that large numbers of small dust particles are

being generated in the Leonid stream. The

microphone system was almost omnidirectional,

so it is not possible to establish the radiants of

these dust particles. If they did belong to the

Leonid stream, the imporbability of such dust

particles remaining in the stream for one orbital

period would require that they were released from

larger meteoroids as they approached perihelion

passage.
Eshleman 44 has reported that the influx rates

of the faint radar meteors seem to increase rather

than decrease as the limiting sensitivity of the

equipment is approached. This may be evidence
that the distribution curve obtained from the

direct measurements can be extrapolated to join
onto a distribution curve for meteoroids at about

15th visual magnitude (see fig. 4 or 5).
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COMPARISON OF DIRECT MEASUREMENTS WITH

RESULTS FROM ZODIACAL LIGHT AND SOLAR

CORONA OBSERVATIONS

Photometric observations of the zodiacal light

and the solar corona have yiclded considerable
information about the material in the zodiacal

cloud surrounding the sun. The results obtained

by analyzing the observations are generally

expressed in terms of the spatial densities (and

cariations in the spatial densities) of electrons and

dust particles with distance from the sun. In-

vrcmental size distributions for the dust particles

are also obtained in such analyses.

Direct measurements of the spatial density,

mass distril)ution, and selected physical param-

eters of interplanetary dust particles have not

yet I)cen ol)tained for rcgi(ms of spa(',c removed

from the earth-moon system. The spatial densities

and size distributions of dust particles inferred
from photometric studies of the zodia('al light and

solar corona presently represent the only available

information about small dust particles in the
zodiacal cloud.

Coluparisons of the direct measurements with

the results from zodiacal light and solar corona

observations presently represent the only meaIls
of determining whether the available direct
measurements ot)tained near the earth are also

characteristi(' of ii_terplanetary space. Dut)in and

McCrackcn 45have Colnpared the direct mcasurc-
ments with the results ol)tained in investi-

gations of the zodiacal light and solar (:orona by

van de Hulst, 46 All(;n, 47Elitssser, 4_and Ingham. 49

It was found that if the results ot)tained by

Ingham were taken as representative of inter-

planetary space, a spatial density near the earth

at least three orders of magnitude higher than for

interplanetary space must I)e introduced in order

to remove the discrepancy. There is such a la(.k of

agreement among the results from the various

investigations of thc photometric ol)servations

that comparisons of this kind are, at I)est, only

qualitative.

CONCLUSIONS

The dire_:t measurenwnt_'_ obtained with the

ndcrophone system on Explorer VIII have pro-

vided a basis for analyzing all the availal)le direct

measurements of interplanetary dust particles. An

average cumulative mass distribution curve,

subject only to very minor uncertainties, has been

established for dust particlcs in the vicinity of the

earth. This average distribution is valid, within

an order of magnitude or less, for particles with

masses between 10 -13 and 10 -6 gin. The irregular

shape of the distril)ution curve precludes the

possibility of writing its equation in a simple

analytical form.

The mass distribution curve obtained from the

direct measurements differs markedly from those

expected on the basis of extrapolations of results
from meteor observations. Consequently, the

earth's accretion of interplanetary matter may t)e

said to be dominated by dust particles with masses

less thau about l0 -6 gin. A conservative estimate

of the accretion rate is l0 _ tons per day.
The influx rates obtained from the direct

measurements undergo large fluctuations and, in

one case, show a correlation in time with the

expected annual return of a major meteor shower.

These fluctuations suggest that the dust par-

ticles are not predominantly in long-lived orbits
about the carth.

I)iscrcpancics as large as l04 are found when the
direct measurements in the vicinity of the earth

are compared with the spatial densities of dust

particles in interplanetary space inferred from

photometric studies of the zodiacal light and the
solar corona. However, such comparisons are

uncertain l)eeause of the large discrepancies among

the photometric data.
The available direct measurements are not

sutficicnt to define either an average geocentric

spccd or an average mass density. These measure-

ments encompass a range of particle mass which

extends well past the radiation pressure limit for

particles in heliocentric orbits with mass densities

of 0.05 gm/cm 3. Mass densities of approximately

1 gm/cm 3 seem more reasonable for the direct

measurements range of particle size. In view of the
uncertainties concerning the probat>le origin

(or origins) of the particles, the distril)ution of

their orbits, and the mass densities of those of

micron size, it does not seem wise to extrapolate
results from the meteoroidal range of particle

size to the smaller sizes of dust particles.

The various departures of the direct measure-
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ments from expectations based on other methods

of observation shows the feasbility of using the

direct measurements technique to study material

in the zodiacal cloud. Appropriate direct measure-

ments will serve to answer most of the questions

left unanswered in this analysis, and will represent

an important means of determining the pre-

dominant source of the dust particles observed in

the vicinity of the earth.
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THE PLASMA IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE*

L. BIERMANNt

Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics

Interplanetary plasma, including the various lines of evidence for it, is described. This is fol-

lowed by an account of the structure and composition of comets with emphasis on the ionized tails.

The characteristics of these tails are explained by their interaction with a "solar wind" type plasma.

Cometary phenomena bearing on the spatial and temporal distribution and dynamics of the plasma

are discussed. A space experiment consisting of the formation of an artificial plasma cloud whereby

thcse ideas could be tested and the plasma further investigated is described. Calculations indicate

that the release of about 100 g of barium at 200,000 km could be observed.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of plasma in interplanetary space

has been attacked by astronomical observation

and theoretical work for a number of years. It is

gratifying therefore that experimental research

on it has now become possible by means of space

probes and satellites with distant apogees.

Interplanetary space can be defined literally as

.L ......... pl _"the space betwccll uLl_ _un _nu _ne anets, lhere

has been some discussion in recent years as to

what extent it should be regarded as an extension

of the solar corona. We shall not, at present, go

into the problem of how to define the boundary

between the solar corona and interplanetary space.

Let us just take the position that the corona, as is

suggested by its appearance during a total solar

eclipse, stretches outward to about 10 and possibly

20 solar radii, and that beyond this distance we

reach interplanetary space.

The question of the physical distinction between

the solar corona and interplanetary space is

rather difficult. Leaving aside the radial motion,

*Presented at a NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Colloquium on Oetober 17, 1961, Greenbelt, Maryland.
This talk together with the question-answer period which

followed (Appendix A) is published here in approximately

the form of the original presentation; for this rcason
references to other work in the field are presented as

originally given.

tDr. Bierman is Director of the Max Planck Institute

for Astrophysics, Munich, Germany.

there is one basic difference as far as the co-

rotation with the sun is concerned. The visible

corona does co-rotate with the sun; this means

that it rotates once in every 25 days. From the

work to be discussed here, it is evident that

interplanetary material, at distances of the order

of 1 AU, does not co-rotate. One of the tasks

before us, then, is to determine in detail the state

of rotation of the material faund ip_ interplanetary

space, as a function of position and time. This

question cannot as yet be answered from ob-

servation.

How is plasma in interplanetary space observed?

In addition to the indirect evidence from magnetic

storms (see below) and the recent direct measure-

ments there is .first the body of information from

the comet tails. Comets will be discussed later, in

more detail; let us just say now that there is one

type of tail, which is--by convention--called a

Type I tail. These tails are essentially straight

and long, directed approximately radially away

from the sun, and are found to consist of ions of

CO and N2 and of some other ionized molecules

in overall densities ranging from a few to perhaps

l 02 or 13 a particles/cma; however there are usually

structures in which the density is considerably

higher; and the density also varies with distance

from the head. From plasma physics we know

that this material must necessarily constitute a

quasi-ncutral gas; that is, there must be as many

electrons per cubic centimeter as there are ions.
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_,.,i These molecular ions move away from the sun
__._ _-_ Ct velocities of the order of 30 up to several

_'%,'_-._'___.,. liandred kilometers per second. This is the kind

_ _ {fiaplasma that for several decades has been known

_'_ _f_ observation to exist in interplanetary space

_4 in the place where there is a comet with a
T_Iae I tail.

For a large comet, the statistical probability

of having a Type I tail is something like 50 per-
cent; this estimate is based on evidence taken

from a total of more than 50 comets [-This is

mostly from the work of Bredichin-Jaegermann

(l'etcrsburg 1903) as discussed by P. Stumpff,

Astr. Nachr. 286: 87(1960). A new discussion on

the basis of a very much larger material has been

started.]

Second, there are the direct measurements of

the interplanetary plasma from satellites or space

probes; the most significant work ill this area has

been done recently by Bridge, Rossi, and their
coworkers at the Massachusetts Institute of Tcch-

nology. Some important work has bcen done also

ill Russia; this, in a general way, confirms the

MIT results but doesn't give as many details.

At this stage it is sufficient to say that, during
geomagnetically quiet periods, in the vicinity of

the earth (at a distance of approximately 200,000

kin) there are densities of the order of 10 ions

(and elcetrons) per cuhic centimeter; these ions

move radially away from the sun with velocities

on the order of 300 km/scc.

Third, we have evidence from the observation of

radio sources near the sun. If by the apparent
motion of the sun along the ecliptic during the

year a radio source happens to lie on a line passing
near the sun, say within 50 or 100 solar radii

(equivalent to 12 to 25 degrees of arc) from the

sun, it has been observed that the apparent size
of the radio source is affected in a way that in-

dicates the influence of some sort of scattering.

A more detailed discussion shows that there

must be scattering by electrons in interplanetary

space. While nothing can be derived about their

state of motion, some rather indirect information

may I)e gained about the density distribution.

Fm_rth, the. observation of zodiacal light yields

some cviden(_e. Quite. a numl)er of investigations

on this subject have t)een reporte(i in the litera-
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ture; but much of the earlier interpretation of

the data has been superseded by later research.

The only reasonably certain conclusion at the
present time is that during magnetic storms there

might be electron densities of the order of some

102 electrons/era a.

There is also the general evidence from geo-

magnetism. Chapman and Ferraro have shown

how magnetic storms are caused by plasma streams

emitted from the sun and moving through inter-

planetary space with a velocity on the order of

1000 km/sec. But evidence as to the densities

of these plasma streams is rather meager, and it

is very difficult to give more than a lower limit.

Also, from geomagnetic evidence, two types of

events should be distinguished. First, the mag-
netic storms: These arc individuals events often

connected with chromospheric eruptions on the

sun. Second, there are recurrent streams--usually

phenomena of a smaller scale--that have a

tendency to repeat thcmselves after 27 days,

possibly three times, four times, or even more

often. These are presumably due to persistent

regions on the sun called M-regions, which are

believed to be semi-permanent sources of rather

intense corpuscular emissions, their lifetime being
on the order of several months or nlore.

The question of whether--in addition to the

individual big events and the recurrent but quasi-

stationary emission--there is also a stationary,

more or less permanent and roughly isotropic out-

flow of coronal gas cannot be answered positively

from geomagnetism. Thcrc has been a growing

tendency in geomagnetism to connect the fluctua-

tions of the geomagnetic field at polar stations,

which are practically always observed, with

matter coming from the sun. It may bc expected
that the observations made during the IGY will

settle this question.

The main question that we will discuss today

is this: Excepting the Type I tails of (;omcts, the

isolated solar eruptions that cause magnetic

storms, and the recurrent streams of solar matter,

is there always some plasma moving through

interplanetary spa(:(;? What wc hope to show is
that the observations of the comets' tails do indeed

give a rather strong reason to believe that there

is practically always some outflow of ionized
matter from the sun.
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COMETS AND COMET TAILS

The evidence from the comets and the inter-

pretation of the acceleration and ionization of the

cometary material is now given somewhat more

in detail. Also, some plans for using the processes

in the comet's tails as a model for an experiment

will be discussed briefly. For this experiment,

artificial plasma clouds are to be produced in

interplanetary space. These should be directly

observable and should behave in a way similar to

the comets' plasma tails--and serve as probes

for the presence of interplanetary material and
its state of motion.

As a background to this discussion, a brief

description of a comet will be helpful. First, a
comet is believed to have a solid nucleus with a

diameter, say, of a few to 10 or 20 kilometers,
which consists of dust and of molecules of C, N, O,

and H in frozen form. There is a good reason to

assume that all this material gives rise to the ap-

pearance of the comet during its near approach
to the sun, when this more or less solid nucleus

is under the influence of solar light and heat.
The nucleus is not very solid in the sense that the

molecules present probably form a sort of ice
that is frozen together with the dust; this model

of a cometary nucleus has boon developed and

discussed particularly by Whipple at the Smith-
sonian Institute.

If a comet approaches the sun to within a few

astronomical units, it gets a coma consisting of

nonionized gaseous molecules like CN, C2, Ca,
CH, NH, and OH, and in addition one or two

tails. In the latter there are dust particles and/or

ionized molecules like CO + and N2 +. The con-

nection between composition and the type of

the tail is this: The long, straight Type I tails

are composed of ions, and other more curved types

of tails are composed of dust and possibly some
nonionized molecules. But here we shall discuss

mainly the Type I tails.
Around the solid nucleus of the comet is the

coma, very roughly 100,000 to a million kilome-

ters in diameter. Furthermore, we may have a

straight, extended tail that would be of the Type I

and/or a shorter, curved tail that would be of

Type II or III. These latter two types need not

be distinguished for our purpose, but it should be

noted that their direction with respect to the

sun is usually different from that of the Type I

tail. Type I tails are the longest, their length

being of the order of about l0 million kilometers,
and in some cases even more.

Both the dust and the nonionized molecules

are subject only to a moderate or small accelera-

tion away from the sun, whereas the ionized

particles are driven away from the sun much

faster. The former show accelerations away from

the sun that are comparable only to the accelera-

tion of gravity (0.6 cm/sec 2at 1 AU). In contrast,

the acceleration acting on the constituents of

Type I tails--that is to say on the ions--is very

much larger, say by a factor between 20 and 100.

In individual cases it appears to go up to 1000

era/see 2, and even more.

This general picture explains the difference of

the shapes. The motion of particles under the

influence of solar gravitation is essentially a prob-

lem of celestial mechanics that was solved by

astronomers during the last century. Thus one

could explain, in a general way, the shapes of

the tails of the Type II and III--and in less de-

tail also the shape of the Type I tails.

With regard to the mechanism of acceleration

away from the sun, it should be added that the

cient to account for the observed features of the

tails of Type II or III. For dust particles that are

small enough, the acceleration by light pressure

is of the right order of magnitude; for nonionized

molecules we may readily compute the light pres-

sure from the transition probabilities in question,

and again the acceleration turns out to be on the

order of unity. IIenee there is no particular prob-

lem in accounting for the observed acceleration
of the nonionized molecules and of the dust

particles.

There is, however, a serious problem concerning

the ionized particles, because the transition proba-

bilities of the resonance transitions in question

in this ease are quite small. The best value for

the oscillator strength of these transitions is only

0.002. That means that the light pressure on these

ions (:an account only for something like 0.1

cm/sec:. So, if the light pressure were operative,

we would expect an acceleration that would be

smaller by about one power of 10 as compared
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with the CN or C2. What we observe in fact is

that it is very much larger.

First, some of the main properties of these

Type I tails should be mentioned. They are ap-

proximately parallel to the radius vector from the

sun, as was stated before. In the second approxi-
mation there is a phenomenon of quite some

interest: It was found first by Hoffmeister that

the main axis of the comet deviates slightly from

the radius vector so that the tail is lagging behind,

in the sense of the comet's motion around the sun,

t)y a few degrees of arc--say, by something like

3 to 5 or (i degrees. This is significant from the

theoretical point of view, which we shall develop
later.

Next we have the extent of these tails, men-

tioned already. While the diameter of the tail

is on the order of some l() 5 to l06 km, which is

comparable to the diameter of the coma, the

length may be very much larger. There have been

a few comets possessing tails that extended even

through a large part of the solar system, up to

distances comparable with the distance between
the earth and the sun.

There are usually structures in the tails of

Type I. For example, there are ehtments that

might bc described as clouds and that can easily

be followed on successive plates from one hour

to the next--and sometimes from one night to

the next, or even lo,lger.

Velocities can be derived by measuring struc-

tures, e.g., "clouds" appearing on successive pho-

tographic, plates. The values arc of the order of

20 or 30 to 50 km/sec, but sometimes are several

hundred to 100 km/scc. The ordinary range, how-

ever, is 30 or 50 to 200 km/scc.

An average value of the acceleration can also

bc found by plotting the velocity as a function
of the distance. The time scale of the motion of

an individual element (that is, the time during

which we may say that a given element of mass
is visible in the comet itself) is of the order of

some days. This means, furthermore, that the

tail is a transient phenomenon; for while the time

of visibility of every comet is of the order of, say,

several months--depending on the perihelion dis-

lance and the other (.(mditions, the material that

can be s('en one night in the tail is replaced for

the most part after a week, and certainly com-

pletely so after a fortnight.

Another interesting and frequent phenomenon

is presented by very narrow streamers, a regular

feature of many tails. These are structures with

a diameter of only a few thousand kilometers

and a length of the order of 10_ km. The fact that

they are so narrow is again significant: If the

material would expand sidcways with the velocity

of sound, then a very low temperature of the order

(of a few degrees Kelvin) would be required to

keep it that narrow for the length of time given

by the extent and the velocity. So there must be
some lateral for(.c that (tontines the streamers;

and the only likely explanation is that there are

magnetic fields associated with the streamers

which, by their pressure, keep the plasma to-

gether.

A particularly important feature of these tails
is what might be termed their activity. If several

successive pictures of a Type [ tail are compared,

the variations from one plate to the next are

usually quite conspicuous: Part of the material
is moving farther away from the coma, the shape

is changing, and material that has been at some
distance from the axis of the tail has often come

nearer to it.

If we compare pictures taken during successive

nights, then we see that the whole appearance of
the tail usually has changed considerably. Part

of the tail material has been largely replenished,
and at the same time there has been considerable

displa(,emcnt and rearrangement. A structure seen
on one side of the tail axis during one night may

even have moved to the opposite side of the axis

on the next night; there may bc in su('h cases, in

addition to the displacement along the axis, a
rotational motion around it. The plates of the

comet M rkos give an example of this phenomenon.

MECHANISMS OF PLASMA-TAIL INTERACTION

Briefly stated, the main point of the hypothesis

that was introduced just l0 years ago is as follows.

The acceleration of the plasma, which forms the

Type I tails, and the "activity" of these tails are

attributed to the influence of solar particle radia-

tion. The large acceleration is ascribed to the

fact that, from plasma physics, the interaction
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betweentwo interpenetratingstreamsof plasma
is knownto be large,especiallyin thepresence
of magneticfields.Thetail plasmais moving,at
leastinitially,quiteslowlyascomparedwith the
particlestreamscomingfromthesun.Wewould
expectonquite generalgroundsthat therewill
bea couplingbetweenthesetwoplasmas.

Onebasicconsiderationis that, if weascribe
theaccelerationof thesetails to the influenceof
solarcorpuscularradiation,then their activity
isa consequenceof solaractivity.Ordinarysolar
light is constantwithina fractionof 1 percent.
Sowewouldnotexpectanyvariationof theac-
celerationbecauseof the pressureof solarlight
actingon thestructurescomposedof nonionized
moleculesandof dust.

On theotherhandweknowfromgeophysics
that the particleradiationof the sunshowsa
greatdealof variation,evenbetweenmagnetic
storms,and at a generallylow level of solar
activity;soit isnaturaltoassumethattheactivity
of thecomet'splasmatailsjust reflectsthis type
of activityof the sun--theactivitywhichshows
upontheearthasmagneticactivityandinvarious
othergeophysicalphenomena.

Now,inorderto givesubstanceto thishypothe-
sis,letusfirstcheckwhetherthemomentumflow
.............. _,,csunis veaiiy suificient, instead

of the line of reasoning that was current some

years ago, the evidence from the measurements of

Bridge, which give perhaps a lower limit to the

particle flux, will be used. If we take the proton
density and the velocity that Bridge measured--
the latter on the order of several hundred kilome-

ters per second, we get a momentum flow from

the sun under quiet solar conditions of 10 -8

dyne/cm 2.

Again, if we take average figures for a Type I
tail at some distance from the head and the lower

velocities observed in these tails under quiet
conditions, we get values on the order of some

10-9 dyne/cm 2.

We know that the momentum flow from the

sun is very much increased in the recurrent

streams observed during low levels of solar activity
or during magnetic storms. It is somewhat difficult

to write down a precise figure, but all evidence

points to increases in the momentum flux of up

to several powers of 10. These, of course, would

show up in the comet's tail by more violent

phenomena.

The momentum flow, then, seems adequate to

accelerate the comet's tail provided the coupling

between the tail plasma and the solar plasma is

sufficiently strong.

With regard to the mechanism of coupling,

there are three possibilities. One is that coupling

is duc merely to the thermal motion of the elec-

trons; this scheme was discussed in detail in 1951.

It can be shown to be operative if the density
of the solar stream is on the order of 10'-' or

10_/cm 3 and if the electron temperature is on the

order of 10,000°K. While in 1951 there was some

observational evidence pointing toward densities

in this range, we believe now that these are not

there under average conditions.

Second, there is the possibility also discussed

l0 years ago, and rediscussed by several authors

since then, that magnetic fields couple together
the solar plasma and the plasma of the comet's

tail. This possibility appeared fairly remote in

1951, but in the meantime we have much indirect

evidence about the presence of magnetic fields in

interplanetary space; furthermore there are the

direct measurements by means of space probes ar

satellites, such as those by Dr. Heppner. In ad-

dition, there is the evidence from the very fine

streamers which, as was noted, give strong reason

for believing that there are often (perhaps
regularly) magnetic fields in the Type I tails. We

may ask, then, whether the magnetic stresses

are large enough to account for the observed
transfer of momentum.

Since the magnetic fields that have been ob-

served directly under quiet conditions are of the

order of 10 to 20 gamma (1 to 2X10 -4 gauss),
evidently there are magnetic stresses on the order

of 10 -9, or several times 10 -9 dyne/cm 2; this seems

adequate to account for the observed momentum
_HX.

Third, it might be that specific plasma effects

due to plasma instabilities, such as fluctuations

of the electric fields, are involved here. This is a

possibility that has become apparent recently in

connection with the experiments in plasma physics

related to the problem of controlled fusion.
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Thestateof ourknowledgein thisareais not
yet sufficientto allowa definitestatementasto
whetherornotthistypeofplasmacouplingshould
effectivelyincreasethecouplingbetweena solar
particlestreamandcometaryplasma.

OBSERVED PHENOMENA

Let us now consider observational effects that

might, or might not, support this picture.

First of all, of course we have to ask whether we

find correlations o1"recurrence phenomena (due to

the sun's rotation) similar to those known in

geomagnetism. If, for instance, wc have a situa-
tion in which the earth and the comet are (in

this order) approximately along one radius vector

from the sun, then we would expect that, when-

ever we observe a really big magnetic storm on

the earth, we should also observe something spec-

tacular happening in the comet's tail.

That is to say, we should expect a close correla-

tion between geomagnetic phenomena and the

phenomena in the comet's plasma tail. Of course,

the condition described above does not happen
often. But there have been some such cases--for

instance, the comet 1942g, Whipple-Fedtke; the

comet was moving approximately in the plane

of the ecliptic, and furthermore the perihelion of

the comet coincided approximately with the op-

position to the sun as seen from the earth. This is

another favorable geometrical condition since,

when the comet is in perihelion, the earth might

be in any longitude; so it is really by chance that

they both are in approximately the same helio-

centric longitude. As a consequence, the comet

could be seen in approximately the same direction

of the sky (relative to the sun) for a fairly long
time.

This was a time which there were only a few

magnetic storms. There was one particular storm,

the largest for about one-half year, on March 29,
1943, which showed up in the comet's tail by

an exceptionally large acceleration.
Good observations of this comet were obtained

at the Sonncberg Observatory. Values of the ac-
celeration were derived for a number of individual

days by the method that we described before.
Theft. are two dates in I(.H3 whe:'(, the motions

in the tail were exc.cptionally fast and turbulent--

March 3 and March 29. (The comet had been

found late in 1942, but observations were mainly

obtained during the first months in 1943.) Now
it can be seen that the interval between these two

dates is approximately one period of the sun's
rotation.

Here the synodic period of rotation of the sun

depends on the motion of the body to which it

is referred. The sidereal period--that is, the true

period of rotation of the sun--is 25 days. But,

since the earth is moving in the same sense as

the sun rotates, the sun appears to rotate only

with a period of 27 days. For the comet Whipple-

Fedtke, it would have been 26.5 days. Thus, this

is the recurrence period to be expected if the high

degree of turbulence observed on March 3 and 2(.)

was due to the corpuscular radiation emitted by

the same active region on the sun. As has been

noted, on one of these two dates (March 2(.)) there

was a major magnetic storm on the earth that

showed up very drastically in the structure of

the tail. In contrast, on March 3 the event in the

tail of the comet was not accompanied by a par-

ticular event in the geomagnetic records but there

was another geomagnetic event 27 days after

March 29. Of course, there was always some

angle (20 to 30 degrees) between the comet and

the earth, as seen from the sun; it is known that

the streams coming from the sun have only an

angle of opening of the same order.

In consequence, the observed correlation with

the geomagnetic, storm of March 29th and the ap-

parent recurrence period of 26 days is probably

just what we should expect under these circum-

stances. [-See the pictures reproduced in Z. f.

Astrophys. 54: (i7(19(i2) and 22: 286(1943), espe-

cially pp. 304, 305._

Another investigation was made for the comet

Ilalley as observed during its reappearance iI_

the year 1910. Again it was possible in observing

the comet to find a synodic period of rotation

of the sun as seen from the comet Halley. In that

case it was only 22 days, because the comet

Italley moves around the sun in a direction op-

posite that of the earth; therefore, the value is

less than 25 days. Also, it was possible, by an

appropriate analysis, to get some correlation with

geomagnetic phenomena; however, this was some-
what more difficult because the general activity

of the sun was at a higher level than 1943. Suffice
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it to saythat the generalresultwasagainin
agreementwith that anticipated.

Therearea fewmoreeventsof this typethat
havebeendiscussed,mainlyby RhcaLiist in
somerecentpapers•Theexpectedcorrelationbe-
tweencometaryandgeomagneticeventsandre-
currencephenomenain analogyto thoseknown
in geomagnetismthushavebeenfoundin the
plasmatailsof thecomets•

Furthermore,asmentionedbefore,thetail in
generalappearsto lagbehindthe radiusvector
fromthesunbyasmallangle,in thesenseof the
comet'sorbitalmotion•That, again,is precisely
whatwewouldexpectin caseof a mechanical
transferof momentumif thematerialis coming
fromthesunwithaspeedof,say,approximately

l0 to 20 times the orbital velocity of the comet--

that is, a few hundred kilometers per second.

If instead we have electromagnetic coupling,

the situation is somewhat more complicated; but

from the momentum balance we would still expect

an effect of this general character. Se we may

take the observation of this angle as another

qualitative verification of the basic idea.

If, then, we regard the hypothesis that the

acceleration of the plasma tails of comets is due

to the interaction with the solar corpuscular radia-

tion as verified, we can ;mm_u,a_eiy draw one

or two conclusions not obvious from geomagne-
tism. The first is connected with the fact that if

a comet is once observed to have a plasma tail,

then it is found to possess such a tail, though with

varying properties, subsequently during the whole
time of its near-approach to the sun. The tail

is ordinarily visible as long as the distance from

the sun is smaller than about a AU. That is to

say, if a comet gets this type of tail at all, it tends

to have it for the whole time it is inside (approxi-

mately) the orbit of Mars.

But, as we have said, of the brighter comets

only one in approximately two does get an observ-

able plasma (Type I) tail; presumably the

property of getting such a tail depends on the
chemical composition and possibly also on the

past history of the comet.

It should perhaps be mentioned here that a
given comet may make something like 100 near-

approaches to the sun. There are about l0 H po-

tential comets in the sky, most of which are

moving at distances almost comparable with the
distances of the nearest stars. All these bodies

move through intersteller space with the sun and

are hence actually members of the solar system.

But, through the gravitational disturbances

caused by stars passing nearby, their constants

of motion are changed statistically; and so it

happens that one or two every year are thrown

into orbits that touch the inner part of the

planetary system. As soon as they approach the

orbit of Jupiter or Saturn, their constants of

motion are changed in such a way that they

either disappear entirely (by getting into an

hyperbolic orbit around the sun) or, with equal

probability, they get into an orbit having a major

axis of the order of 20 or 30 AU (e.g., comet

Halley)•

From then onward the comet may bc in this

orbit for about 50, 100, or 200 revolutions around

the sun. But the nucleus, losing something like

1 percent of its material in each approach to the

sun, is not a permanent body. In a few cases we
have witnessed the breaking up of a comet during

its near-approach to the sun.

It has been mentioned that a comet with a

Type I tail appears to have this tail during most

of the time spent in the inner oart of the plane-

tary system• That means, then, that the solar

corpuscular radiation is not there exclusively dur-

ing the time of magnetic storms or recurrent

magnetic phenomena but that there must be

some corpuscular radiation all the time; other-

wise, we would have to assume a quite unlikely

correlation between the appearance of comets and

the production of solar corpuscular radiation. For

this componcnt of the solar corpuscular radiation,

Eugene Parker has proposed the term "solar

wind"; this seems a very appropriate term as

long as it is not used also for the more violent

phenomena of recurrent character or of the mag-

netic storm type.

We observe furthermore that comets with Type

I tails are not confined to periods of high solar

activity. They are actually rather scattered

through the whole I 1-year cycle, although there

may be some dependence on phase in this cycle

as a second-order effect. Out of the total number

of something like 30 comets with Type I tails
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whichhavebeenlookedat morecloselysofar,
it isnotpossibleto giveamorepreciseestimate.*

The cometsaremovingaroundthe sunnot
only in the neighborhoodof the planeof the
ecliptic,but in orbitsthat mayhaveanyinclina-
tion to thatplane:Therehavebeencometsthat
passedthevicinityof thepoles.Wemightthere-
fore wonderwhetherthereis anydifferencein
thepropertiesof thesecometsascomparedwith
thosemovingneartheeclipticplane.

A preliminarystudyofthiskindhasbeenmade
by PeterStumpffEAslron.Nachrichten 286:87

(1962)J. lle separated the comets for which

enough data were available into several groups

according to the hcliographic position of their

pcrihclion.
l)ividing the sky into two areas of equal an-

gular area one centered around the ecliptic plane

(approximately the equatorial plane of the sun)

and the other half around the poles, Stumpff

found that the ratio of comets with plasma tails

to the comets without such tails differed by a

factor of 2. The over-all probability of a comet

having a plasma tail seems to bc something like

-_ if its p(wihclion is within 30 degrees of the e(,liptie

plane as compared to about _, if its perihelion

is within 60 degrees of the poles.

This result appears to t)c ,'onsistcnt with evi-

dence from the o(,cultation of radio sourc(,s, which

again gives the imprcssi(m that the scattering

clectroas in interplanctary space have non-

spherical surfaces of C(lUal density around the

sun; these observation indicate some flattening

of these surfaces out to (_0 to 100 solar radii,

but not at all an absence of scattering clc('trons

at high latitudes. The clcctrons in <lucstion should,

of course, belong to the solar corpuscular radiation.
There is another con<,lusion: We ol)scrvc that

the momentum transfer from the solar l)ar-

title streams to the plasma of the comet is to

the tirst order of approximation along the radius

vcctor from the sun ; to the second order we have
definite indication that the individual nn)tion of

the comet plays some role. This means that ve-

locities on the order of 20 or 30 kin/so(' per-

pendicular to tin, radius vector really do show up

in the gcn(,ral dircction of the tail.

*See _dso l{. IAist, Z. f. Aslrophysik, 51, 163 (1961) _md

57, 192 [1963).

This indicates now that the material coming

from the sun is not coupled to the sun in the

sense that it would co-rotate. Complete co-rota-
tion with the sun would mean that the material

near the earth would have a velocity on the order

of 450 km/sec. If the material emitted as cor-

puscular radiation from the sun would co-rotate

at the earth's distance, wc should observe a speed

perpendicular to the radius of the order of 400

to 500 km/scc.
The fact that we arc able to observe the second-

order effect reflecting the individual motion of

the comet, which is something like one-tenth or

less than this, indicates that there is no co-rota-

tion of the intcrplanetary plasma within, say,

20 km/scc or so.

This is mentioned specifically because it was

proposed some time ago that the solar time vari-
ation of the intensity of cosmi<'_ radiation be
ascribed to a co-rotation with the sun of thc

interplanetary plasma in the vicinity of the earth.
It would seem that the evidence from the comets

quite definitely rules out this hypothesis.
()f course, that leaves us with this (lucstion:

Out t<) what distance do we have co-rotation

with tin, sun? If we l)ut together all the data on

the electron density in interplanetary spa('(' as a
fun('tion of the distan('c from the sun, we don't

lind any discontinuity. ()f course, thor(, arc certain

argmncnts discussed by !{. l_iist, and by I,iist

and Schliitcr, which tend to show that, say, in

the vi(,inity of the orbit of Mercury there is a

surface beyond which there is no co-rotation and
inside of which there may possibly be complete
co-rotation as ot)scrved in the solar corona. This

surface may I)e at a distance of, say, ._ AU; but

this estimate is highly uncertain. This is mentioned

only as one of the questions that certainly should

be answered by means of ot>s(,rvations from space

prnb(,s. ()n(, possibility wouht be to I)rodu('e

artilicial plasma (.louds much nearer to the sun
and to make obs,,rvations from a position that

wouhl permit us to see what is happening to them.

IONIZATION OF COMET TAILS

Another prol)lcm c(mncctcd with these (Type I )

plasm,_ tails--the problem of the ionization ....

shouhl I)e dis('uss('d briefly.
W(, m(,ntioned tin' ot)servable ,'onstitucnts, ions
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like CO+ and N2 + and some others: All of these

have ionization potentials of the order of 14 or
so electron volts.

Using Hintercggcr's data to derive the time
scale of photoionization, we get a result of the

order of one to several months. That, of course,

is by far too long to account for the observed

rate of appearance of ion structures; therefore,

if the best measurements known at present can be

trusted, the ionization of these ions cannot be due

mainly to the photoionization of the parent

molecules (CO, N_, ..-).

That, then, leaves us with the problem of how

we can account for the ionization, especially for

the rapidity with which it sometimes occurs. Two

or three possibilities will be mentioned.

The one discussed in the literature, in addition

to photoionization, is the process known in atomic

physics as exchange of charge. That is to say, a

solar proton, in encountering a nonionized CO

or N2 molecule, may produce an ion of CO and

becomes itself a neutral hydrogen atom; this

happens with a large cross section if the velocity

is in range of, say, 200 to 2000 km/sec. It has

been found experimentally that the cross section

depends strongly on the relative velocity. For the

velocity range in question it is around3 X 10-'5 cm",

a relatively l_rge cross section.

The time scale of the order of I day (approxi-

mately l() 5 sec) for the formation of ionized struc-

tures would then require a particle flux of l09.5

protons/cme-sec, provided the charge exchange

takes place as in free interplanetary space.

Until a short time ago that seemed to be a

satisfactory explanation. A particle flux of 3 X l09

protons/cm2-see would correspond, say, to 50

protons/cm 3moving with a velocity of 600 km/see.

These figures were compatible with all the evi-

dence available until about last year. The upper

limits given by other means are around 100

particles/cm 3 for quiet conditions.

Now the measurements of Bridge and the

similar experiments by the Russian physicists
tend to indicate a flux of solar materials under

quiet conditions of only several times l0 s pro-

tons/cm3-sec. This would correspond to a particle

density on the order of 10/cm a, and to a velocity

on the order of, say, 300 km/sec and would leave

for the flux a discrepancy by a factor of around 10.

Occasional observations indicate that the time

scale of the formation of ion structures is as short

as 1 hour; this means that we would have to have

another _ powers of 10. But these last measure-

ments are probably characteristic for disturbed

conditions, that is, to higher solar activity.

To account for the ionization, there are two

possibilities in addition to charge exchange men-
tioned in current discussions or in the literature:

One is ionization by electron collisions, while the

other one is a binary chemical reaction of the

following type: starting, say, with C+-{-()2--_

CO+-]-O, which is both exothermic and has a

relatively large cross section.

With regard to electron collisions, there is the

difficulty that we nccd electrons with energy of

at least something like 25 eV because the cross

section for ionization is quite low for electrons

with smaller energy.

With such elcctron energies we would expect,

fi_st, collisional dissociation rather than ioniza-

tion, with quite a number of competing processes

in part of which negative ions are formed. So it
would seem that the chances that electron col-

lisions contribute efficiently to ionization are not

very good.

The other possibility has some slight advan-

tages: The ioni_tlon potential of C is only

11.63 eV; hence the photoionization should be
somewhat faster than that of CO.

The ionization potentials of CN or C2 are not

known, but we might guess that they would be
similar to that of C. Unfortm_tely the photo-

ionization cross sections for these arc, as far as

we know, not yet available. Summing up, it may
be said that the cause of the ionization could be

complex although, on the balance, the mechanism

of charge transfer is likely to be the most efficient
contributor.

ARTIFICIAL PLASMA CLOUDS

Lastly, a few words should be said about the

possibility and usefulness of producing artificial

plasma clouds in interplanetary space to obtain

more information about the properties of solar

corpus(,ular radiation by direct observation.

Evidently what we would like to have is a

material that, in ionized form, has at least one

fairly strong transition in the ordinary optical
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rangeandat'thesametimebecomesphotoionized
by ordinarysolarlight as rapidlyas possible.

if welookat theperiodictablewefindeasily
that, practically,only someof thealkali earth
atomsarereallyuseful.

Nextweinquirewhatquantitiesareneededin
orderto enableusto observeeachcloudsreason-
ablywellwithoutextratechniques,suchasspecial
filtersor imageconverters--whichofcoursewould
considerablyincreasethepossibiliticsof thistype
of work.

With this narrowrestriction,wchaveworked
out thequestionill somedetail.Ilowever,wewill
not gointo this,sincea papercontainingall this
informationwill appeal"quitesoonin tile Zeits-

chrifl fiir Aslrophysik (see vol. 53, p. 226).

The minimum final figures needed for an as-

sumed cloud distance of 200,000 km arc: for

calcium, 2 kg; for strontium, (i kg; while, for

barium, only 130 gm.

The reason that we rc(luirc a rather large (tuan-

tity of cah'uim is that the main calcium resonance

absorption line is quite strong in the solar spec-
trum itself.

Also, the strontium line is at a disadvantage by

its position in the solar spectrum; only the barium
resonance doublet (around 4600 and 4900 /k)

is really in a very good region of the solar spec-

trum. This and the fact that the photoa(_celeration

of the barium ion is not large (6 cm/sec;-') over-

balance the disadvantage that barium has the

largos atomic weight (135).

So the general technique would be to release

a quantity of barium gas (approximately 100 gm

or more at a distance of 200,000 km) and to see
how the solar plasma interacts with it. This would

give information directly about the direction of

acceleration; it would also give indirect informa-

tion about the mechanism of coupling if wc use,

say, a mixture of barium and calcium, where the

large difference in atomic weights might dis-
criminate between mechanisms. Such a dif-

ference would help us to distinguish between, for
instance, plasma acceleration and the influence

of magnetic fi(q(ts.

TIw sideways spreading of the material should

give infornlati_m on the interplanetary magnetic

tields, but these details will not be discussed here.

In deriving tim tigures given so far, it was

assumed that tile surface brightness of the (.loud

should be greater than the integral surface bright-

ness of the sky--a condition that would have to

be fulfilled when ordinary observing techniques

arc used. But, by applying a filtcr, we should

gain some advantage.

With techniques of this sort, we could further-

more hope to use not only alkali earths but also

carbon monoxide--but only during periods of very

much enhanced solar particle flux. If we would

makc such an experiment during a big magnetic

storm, we should indeed be able to observe di-

rectly the ionization of the C() by exchange of

charge. Since we know the cross section and we

know precisely the amount that wc have rclcascd,

we should get the time scale of the ionization

just by watching the appearance of this carbon

monoxide ion. Knowing the quantity illvolvcd, wc

should be at)le to make an independent quanti-

tative check of the intensity of the solar particle
stream.

This, of course, is only of intcrest if the experi-
mental measurements with plasma probes appear
to be so difficult that wc would like to have a

check done by an entirely independent method.

If, on the other hand, we arc confident that the

available experimental techniques are perfectly

adc(luate , then perhaps there is no particular point

in making an experiment with CO since it might

not be regarded as worthwhile from our interest

in the physics of comets.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Let us conclude with one general remark. To
the extent we succeed ill understanding what is

going on ill the comets, spccilically in the plasma

tails of comets, we can use these tails as prol)es

provided by nature. That has, of course, an ad-

vantage, because then we can use all the past

observations of comets which have appeared in

the literature. We mentioned tile comets movillg

above the poles of the sun and the fact that thcy

appeal" ill all phases of the solar cycle. So, in

spite of the fact that wc are fairly confident in thc

near future of a number of space probes and very

distant satellites to give us direct measurements,

it might still bc worthwhile to have additional

clues from this very rich material in the form of
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pastobservationsof comets. These data certainly

would give us information of a somewhat different

character--for instance, if we inquire about sta-

tistical properties of solar corpuscular radiation

over long periods of time, or its properties at

high heliographic latitudes, or in a part of the

solar cycle for which we shall now have to wait

10 years. In this connection the intended experi-

ment of Dr. Donn of Goddard Space Flight Center

is very much welcomed, although its aim is some-

what different from that of our own experiment.

It should help us also to understand more in de-

tail the processes which take place on comets, and

thus, though perhaps somewhat more indirectly,

assist us in using the comets as probes for the

interplanetary plasma.



Appendix A

DISCUSSION

Q. As you undoubtedly know, the Russians

injected a couple of plasma clouds at fairly large
distances from the earth. These were observed for

periods of several minutes which, judging from

the acceleration you gave, might--the motion, say,

due to solar plasma might--be observable in the

periods when solar clouds were observable. Were
useful observations of those clouds made?

I)r. Bicrmann: I am not aware of observations

of plasma clouds. I have heard only of observations
of artificial natrium clouds.

Q. Sodium clouds?

I)r. Biermann: Yes. But the observed clouds

are not ionized. When ionized, sodium becomes
invisible. So what is observed is the nonionized

component, and that is analogous to tile CN and

C2, but not to the plasma. The nonionized com-

ponent docsl_'t give you any information about

the solar plasma. It is simply acted on by solar

light. Whatever influen(:e the plasma can exert on

the nonionized component would bc quite small

compared with the light pressure.

Q. If the ionization of CO and N_ occur through

charge exchange, is there any reason why C_ and

CN cannot be ionized in the say way? CN, I
think, would be visible--much better than C2.

C2, I think, wouldn't be visible in the low-lying
state.

])r. Bicrmann: In this particular case I was

rather thinking of photoionization, and not of

ionization by exchange of charge. Of eourse, it

might very well be that charge exchange also

enters significantly. That I don't know. But the

(;ross section for exchange of charge depends in a

fairly compli(_ated way on the properties of the
spectrum. It seems that the fa(_t that both CO +

and N2_ have low-lying levels giving rise to the

observable resonance terms may have some con-
nection with the fact that the cross section for

exchange of charge is large--in the velocity range
of a few hundred to a few thousand kilometers

per second [-see the work by Gilbody and Ilasted

where further references may bc found; Proc.

Roy. Soc. A238:334 (1956)7.

I am not aware of any resonan('e lines of no_-

ionized CO in the optical range. I was also under

the impression that the ion of CN does not have

any observable resonance bands. If I am wrong

there, then of course it would bc very significaut

in connection with the questions you are dis-

cussing.

Q. You mentioned the fact that there is a

rotation observed in tails sometimes. Is this pos-

sibly (,xp]ainable in terms of a longitudinal drift

of particles in a tield gradient?

])r. Biermam_: The way we tend to look at it

is this: You know perhaps of the work of Liist

and Schliitcr on force-free fields. First, Lundquist,

then Liist and Schltiter, and later still others

discussed the properties of force-free fields. ()ue

of tile main properties is that they have a sort

of spiral structure if there is any symmetry at all.

Now, we do observe occasionally a feature that

I have not mentioned, something like a large-scale

helical structure in the tail (type I) of a comet.

The tail then looks like a large helix viewed from

the side. Of course, that is not an unambiguous

interpretation, but it is one that we would

naturally think of. We have liked this idea, even

since we became aware of the probability that

there were magnetic fields that should be force-
free.

Of course, the situation might be more com-

plicated than that.

Q. As an extension of this, is there any in-
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formation about whether there is a hole in the

magnetic field behind the comet? Whether the

solar field is excluded by the comet?
Dr. Biermann: There is no information con-

cerning the magnetic field; but there is an indi-

cation, which I had not mentioned, as the particle
stream. The indication is this: If the acceleration

is measured as a function of position in the tail,

it is often found (e.g., in the work of Peter

Stumpff on comet Morehouse and in that of

FIELDS AND PARTICLES*, j 813

Rhea L_:st on comet Mrkos) that tl_:,acceleration

strongly decreases, possibly to about zero in the

vicinity of the tail axis at some distance behind
the coma.

So it looked as though in these cases the in-

fluence of the interaction of the solar corpuscular
radiation with the comet's coma was of such a

kind that the immediate vicinity of the axis of

the tail was excluded from further impact of

solar corpuscular radiation.



NUCLEAR COMPOSITION AND RIGIDITY
SPECTRA OF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS

S. BISWAS* AND C. E. FICHTEL

Goddard Space Flight Center

Further studies on the con_position of sol._r cosmic rays have been m:tde p'_rtieularly with rc-

gar(t to the nuclei of charge 10 or more. The results support the earlier conclusion th'Lt the com-

position of the multiply charged nuclei in solar cosndc rays seems to reflect that of the sun as
detexmine(t t)y spectroscopic means for those nuchfi where comparisons can be made. The rel._tive

al)undanees of helium and neon which cannot be determined well in the photospher(_ by spectr,)-

seopic means are found to be 107_14 and 0.13±0.02 relative to oxygen, respectively, for the

energetic solar particles. The helium nuclei rigidity spectrum during one period in the November

12, 1960, solar cosmie ray event has been extended t,) h)wer rigidities than measur(_d previously,

thereby permitting a ('oml)arison to the proton rigidity spectrum over a wider interval. The result

of this analysis together with previous work demonstrates th'_t it is unlikely that "my of the simple

sl)eetral forms proposed in the liter,_ture yield a consistent answer for t)oth protons and helium

nuclei for .dl events.

INTRODUCTION

The energetic nuclei of solar origin arriving at

the earth after some solar flares arc known to

consist primarily of hydrogen nuclei, l lowever,

recent investigations have revealed the presence

of particles other than protons. Solar helium nuclei

have been measured in a lmmber of events in

nuclear emusions flown on balloons (Biswas,

Freier, and Stein, 1961; Ney and Stein, 19(i2;

Frcier and Webber, 1963) and in sounding rockets

(Biswas, Fichtel, and Guss, 1962; Biswas, Fichtel,

Guss, and Waddington, l(.)(13). Heavy nuclei of

solar origin have been measured with nuclear

emulsion stacks in six sounding-rocket firings

during three solar cosmic ray events (Fi(,htel

and Guss, l(.)(il ; Biswas, Fichtel, and (;uss, 1962;

and Biswas, 1,'ichtel, Guss, and Waddington, 1(.)(;3)

(the two papers publish(,d in I!)62 and 19(i3 by

Biswas ctal. are hereinafter referred to as "paper

1" and "paper ]I," respectively). Detectors flown

in sat(,llites (l)romerantz and Witt(,u, l(.)(12;

*NASA--Natiomd Aea(h'my of Sciences senior l)ost-

doctoral residt,nt research associate Oil leave of a|)s('n('e

from the Tata lnstitut(_ of Fundamental Ih,sear,_h, Bom-

bay, India.

Yagoda, Fitz, and Fukui, l(,)(il) have also indi-

cated the presence of solar-heavy nuclei. In the

work presented in papers I and II, the relative

al)undances of the hydrogen, helium, carbon,

nitrogen, oxygen, and heavier nuclei were ob-

tained for three differeut solar events, and an

upper limit was set for the abundauce of the light

nuclei (:_<Z<5) in each case. The composition

of the multiply charged component of the solar

cosmic rays was found to be the same for each

event within unccrtainties. Vurthcr, it seemed to

bca reflection of the composition of the solar

surface, as determined by spe('£roseopic means.

In this paper we shall present further work on

the heaviest nuclei for which measurements could

be made, describe additional data obtained on

the lmlium nuclei energy spectrum from the.

Novemt)er 12, 19(i(), event which extends the

Iwlium mwlci spectrum to lower energies than

reported previously, and then summarize the

existing data on the nuclear composition and the

energy spectra of the various components. The

significane(' of these results in terms of galactic

cosmic rays and solar composition will also be

considerod briefly.
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NEW EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The data upon which the analysis is based were

obtained from measurements on particle tracks

in nuclear emulsions flown aboard sounding

rockets fired from Fort Churchill, Canada. The

two particular flights from which the results re-

ported here were obtained were made at 1840

U.T. on November 12 and 1630 U.T. on Novem-

ber 13, 1960. There was a low-energy cutoff for

the particles included in the analysis determined

by the material above the emulsion, 0.19 gm/cm 2,

and the minimum length in the emulsion accepted

for analysis. Because of the very steep energy

spectrum, most of the solar nuclei observc_"

stopped within a centimeter of the minimum

accepted range. For definiteness, however, a maxi-

mum energy of about 130 MeV/nucleon was set.

The following discussion of the method of data

reduction used in this experiment has been kept

brief because the experimental procedures were

very similar to those described earlier in papers I

and II.

Heavy Nuclei

Because of the low rate of occurrence of the

elements with nuclear charges greater than that

of oxygen, there were only a few of these particles

in the samples obtained, except for the flights in

the November 12, 1960, event wherein the tracks

of an appreciably larger number of nuclei were

recorded. The original report on the composition

of the November 12, 1960, solar event was based

on a total of 311 heavy nuclei (Z>3), but most

of these were in the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen

group and only 24 had higher charges. The reduc-

tion of the November 12, 1960, data has now been

extended in order to obtain a morc exact deter-

mination of the relative abundance of these

heavier nuclei.

In this extended work, a total of 125 new tracks

was found which could be attributed to nuclei

heavier than oxygen in the flight at 1840 U.T. on

November 12. Of these about half were formed

by neon nuclei and the remainder were of higher

charge. The relative abundances were determined

TABLE 1.--Relative Abundances of Nuclei Normalized to a Base of 1.0 for Oxygen

Element

He .........................................

Solar

cosmic

rays*

107+14

Li ............................................................

Sun t

(?)
<<0.001

U III V 121 _i_,1

abundances§

150

<<0.001

tB-sB .......................................

C ..........................................

i ..........................................

O ..........................................

9F ..........................................

toNe .........................................

ttNa .........................................

t_Mg ........................................

reAl ............................................................

t+Si.......................................... 0.033--I-0.011

tsP-2tSc ...................................... 0.057-4-0.017

+2Ti-2sNi ..................................... _ <0.02

<0.2

0.59 +0.07

0.19 ±0.04

1.0

<0.03

0.13 -4-0.02

0.043-4-0.011

_0.001

0.6
0.1

1.0

_0.001

(?)
0.002

0.027

0.002

0.035

0.032]
0.006

<<0.001

0.3

0.2

1.0

<<0.001

0.40

0.001

0. 042

0. 002

0. 046

0. 027

0.030

cosmic

rays :_

48

0.3

0.8

1.8

<0.8
1.0

--<0.1
0.30

0.19

0.32
0.06

0.12

0.13

0.28

*See text for a discussion of the manner in which the values in this column were determined.

_The uncertainty of the values in this column is probably of the ordcr of a factor of 1.5 to 1 (see Aller, 1961, or Gold-

berg, Muller, and Aller, 1960).

:_The uncertainty of the values in this column is hard to estimate, hut is probably at least a factor of 2 in some cases

(see Suess and Urey, 1956, and Cameron, 1959).

§The uncertainty of the values in this column varies from 10 to about 30% (see Waddington, 1960).

IIA 5/2 ratio for the abundance of 168 relative to lsA was assumed, the relative abundance of lsA being unknown.
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TABLE 2.--Helium Nuclei Fluxes for Flight 10.16 at 1603

U.T. Nov. 13, 1960

Energy interval

McV/nucleon

15.6-18.5 .............

18.5-20.5 .............

20.5-23.5 .............

23.5-29.0 .............

PUBLICATIONS OF GSFC, 1963: I. SPACE SCIENCES

nuclei can now be compared over a wider interval.

A discussion of the results and significance of

this comparison will be given in the next section.

dJ / dE

part/em 3 sr
sec MeV)

dJ / dR

part/cm _ sr

sec MeV)

1.60±0.50
1.86 4-0.56
0.93 _O. 33

0.48±0.18

17.1±5.4
18.6±5.6

9.0±:3.2
4.3±1.6

from ratios of fluxes in the same energy-per-

nucleon intervals. For nuclei with a charge, Z,

less than 8, the energy-per nucleon interval was

42.5 to 135 McV/nuclcon, and for nuclei with

Z>8 the lower limit gradually increases, since

the range of a nnclcus for a given energy per

nucleon is a decreasing function of the quantity

Z_/M. For example, the relative abundance of

12]_Ig was determined by a comparison of the fluxes

of _2Mg and 8() in the interval from 53.5 to 135

MeV/nucleou.

1)uc to limitations of the experimental tech-

nique and the very short tracks involved, it is

not possible to resolve the charges of the particles

unambiguously above about charge 10. However,

there is a large even-charge ex('ess over odd charges

existing in the sun iu the region of the charge

spectra from neon to calcium. ]f this prepon-

derance is assumed in the solar cosmic rays also,

the nuclei (Jan reliably be assigned the even charge

which they fall nearest on the basis of the meas-

urements. The results arc summarized in table 1

along with previous results.

Helium Nuclei

In paper I the flux and energy spectrum of solar

helium mwlci were obtained in the energy in-

terval from 29 to 130 MeV/nucleon during the

second rocket flight at 1603 U.T., Novemt)er 13,

196(). In this work, the flux and energy spectrum

of solar helium mwlei were measured in the energy

interval from 15 to 29 McV/mwlcon during the

same rocket flight. The details of the experi-

men,tel analysis are given in the appendix, and

the results are given in table 2. The intensities

and rigidity spe(,tra of solar" i)rotous and helium

GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We shall begin this section by summarizing

the present and the previous data on the relative

abundances and energy spectra of solar hydrogen,

helium, and heavy nu(;lci. Beginning with the

composition of the multiply charged component,

it has been shown in papers I and II that the

helium and medium nuclei had the same energy

per nucleon spectrum, and hence the same vc-

"ibcity and rigidity spectra. For this reason and

theoretical considerations related to the ac-

celeration and propagation of particles discussed

in papers I and II, it seems reasonable to present

the relative abundances in terms of the sam(;

kinetic energy-per-nucleon interval. When the

abundances arc determined in this way, the

composition is found to be the same within uu-

certainties for all the measurements that have

been made (see paper II). Therefore, there is

good reason to take the average values of all the

measurements as the best estimate of the rela-

tive abundan(;es of these elements in solar par-

ticle events.

Tal)lc l, which comhiues the previous data with

those of this paper, shows that for those elements

where a comparison can be made to spectroscopic

measurements in the photosphere, the composition

of the multiply (.barged nuclei seems to be at

least similar and may bc identical. For compari-

son, the relative abuudauccs of these same lmclei

in the universe and in galactic cosmic rays are

shown. It is seen that the galactic cosmic ray

composition is very different from the rest. The

data in table 1 couiirm the earlier results and show

the siguiticmlt differences between the eomposi-

ti(m of the solar and galucti(; cosmic rays. The

ditl'ereu('es are most striking with respect to the

relative abundauccs of the heavier elements, for"

example, the helium to medium nuclei (6_Z_!t)

ratio is 60±7 : 1 in the solar cosmic rays as com-

pared with 14:l in the galactic cosmic rays, and

the ratio of helium mwlei to nuclei with charges

I I < Z <28 is 803-4-93:1 in the solar cosmic rays

as compared to approximately 48 : i in the galactic

cosmic, rays. The other outstanding difference, the
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light (3 < Z< 5) to medium nuclei ratio of >0.001

in solar cosmic rays as compared to 0.3 in galactic

cosmic rays may be ascribed to the fact that the

high-energy galactic cosmic rays have traversed

about 3 gm/cm 2 of interstellar matter whereby

light nuclei are formed by the fragmentation of

heavier nuclei. The unusual composition of galac-

tic cosmic rays is not entirely understood, but

may be explained in terms of supernovae origin

(Ginsburg and Syrovatsky, 1961).

Turning now to the energy distribution, of

the many spectral representations we have chosen

the following two for purposes of comparing the

protons and multiply charged nuclei:

dJ/dW = C(W-_/Wo) (l)

and

dJ/dR = A exp ( -- R/Ro), (2)

where J is the integral particle flux, W the total

energy per nucleon, W0, the rest energy per

nucleon, and R the particle rigidity (R=pe/Z,

where p--momentum). It has been shown in

paper II that form (1) reduces to form (2) for

kinetic energies >35 MeV and y-values corn-

_ _ 0 Protons

,_=_102L___=:_ A He Nuclei x I0

L ,= • Medium Nuclei x 600_]

,o \o

1.0

_ oJ

20 40 60 80 IO0 150 200 250

KINETIC ENERGY (MEV / NUCLEON)
I, I, I, I, I i J._J

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

LOG (TOTALENERGY/RESTENERGY)

FIGURE 1.--The differential energy per nucleon spectra of
hydrogen, helium, and medium nuclei at 1603 U.T.,
November 13, 1960. O=protons; A=He nucleiX10;
• = medium nuclei X 600.

102

= _'_\o 0 Protons I& He Nuclei

_ 10 _X, . MediumNucleix 60-_

,0
-

I-- --
¢_

O- .01 --

i I i I _ I i I i
0 200 400 600 800 I000

RIGIDITY
(MV)

FIGURE 2.--The differential rigidity spectra of hydrogen,
helium, and medium nuclei at 1603 U.T., November 13,
1960. O=protons; A=He nuclei; •=medium nu-
clei X 60.

monly occurring in solar proton events. Equa-

tion (2) seems to be a good representation down

to energies as low as approximately l0 MeV,

at least for the middle and late phases of solar

events (Freicr and Webbcr, 19(i3).

In figure 1 we have shown the differential

energy spectrum of solar helium nuclei in the

energy interval from 15 to 130 MeV/nucleon

in the rocket flight at 1603 U.T. on November 13,

1960, by combining the present results with those

obtained previously. The differential energy spec-

tra of protons and medium nuclei measured in

the same flight are also shown. The rigidity spectra

of solar hydrogen, helium, and medium nuclei

are shown in figure 2. The values of _, and R0

have been calculated by the least-squares method

under the assumption that the mathematical ex-

pression was a satisfactory representation of the

experimental spectrum within the uncertainties.

These values, along with the associated error esti-

mates are given in table 3.

Similarly the values of _ and R0 were calculated

for protons, helium, and medium nuclei obtained

previously in the rocket flights on November 12,
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15, 16, and 18. These are also shown in table 3.

The energy spectrum of the protons is in general

measured over a wider interval. During the

September 3, 1960, rocket flight, energy spectra

for solar protons and helium nuclei were measured

at balloon altitude at Minneapolis by Biswas,

Frcier, and Stein (19(il). The Minneapolis bal-

loon data for particles of rigidity >0.95 BeV/c

can be compared to those obtained in the rocket

flight from Fort Churchill, as discussed by Biswas,

Freier, and Stein (1961) and Winckler, Bhavsar,

Mascley, and May (1961). Therefore, the balloon

data for particles of rigidity >0.95 BeV/c have

been combined with the rocket data (Davis,

Fichtel, Guss, and Ogilvie 1961) to obtain the

energy spectra of protons from 15 to 1000 MeV

and of He nuclei from 45 to 210 MeV/nucleon

as shown in figure 3. The corresponding rigidity

spectra are shown in Figure 4.

From the results shown in figures 1-4 and

table 3, the following conclusions can be reached:

1. In the five instances where the energy spectra

of the helium and medium nuclei could be meas-

103

:E t°2
¢)
taJ
£t)

0')

"' 1.0
.2
t.)

=---

0.I--

Protons---_,_ _ ,0. . . .] SeeF,g.3

\'X_ /.S Ne .Nuclei _. for flight -

 e°_V nScleiJtimes,, ref.

\ \t :---
,,_

J I t I i l"t i K
400 800 1200 1600

RIGIDITY
(MV)

FIGURE 4.--The differential rigidity spectra of hydrogen

and helium nuclei at about 1400 U.T., September 3,

1960. O=protons, 1408 U.T., September 3, 1960

(Davis et al., 1961); A=He nucleiX10, 1408 U.T.,

September 3, 1960 (Biswas et al., 1963); •--'protons,

0930-1700 U.T., September 3, 1960 (Biswas et al.,

1961) ; • = He nuclei >( 10, 0930-1700 U.T., September

3, 1950 (Biswas et al., 1961).

0 _ Z 1408Uff.,Sept.3,1960(Dqeisetd.,19e]

A He-NucleixI0; 140eu.x.,Sept.3,BeO

• E IL-_,. • I:_OtOflS : 09]O-I'tOOU.T.,S_t:3, io_O

_L_ r-Y_ ( Biswos et.ot., 196t )

(_. 0.I_-"_ • He-NudeixlOtos3o-ITOOO.T.,Sept.3,19Go

_=: r._ I::: _ (Bisves et.ot.,t_Gt)

_._ F '"_ --_0 Mc_liuml_¢leix6OOt_loeu.T.,sept3,1aea-

E\ 1

°°°'F
Ii i i J i I I I I I I I
0 I00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

KINETIC ENERGY (MEV/NUCLEON)
[ , I , I , I _ I , I , I , I , I
0 .04 .08 .12 .16 20 24 28 .52

LOG ( TOTALENERGY/ RESTENERGY)

FIGURE 3.--The differential energy per nucleon spectra of

hydrogen and helium nuclei at about 1400 U.T., Septem-

ber 3, 1960. O =protons, 1408 U.T., September 3, 1960

(Davis et al., 1961); A=He nucleiX10, 1408 U.T.,

September 3, 1960 (Biswas et al., 1963); • =protons,

0930-1700 U.T., September 3, 1960 (Biswas et al, 1961) ;

• =He nucleiX10, 0930-1700 U.T,, September 3, 1960

(Biswas et al., 1961); D=medium nueleiX600, 1408

U.T., September 3, 1960 (Fichtel and Guss, 1961).

ured the value of 5' was the same for He and

medium nuclei within experimental errors. On

_Ize other hand proton and He nuclei have very

different values of _, in general. This result is a

strong argument in favor of the hypothesis that

helium and medium nuclei are ionized in such a

way that they have the same charge to mass

ratio during the acceleration and propagation

phases. Because of the very different ionization

potentials the only reasonable conclusion is then

that they are completely ionized.

2. Comparing the rigidity spectra and the R0

values of protons and multiply charged particles,

it is seen that, although they are in general

I similar, they are not the same. The diffcren(.e in

R0 values is particularly significant in the two

flights where Z>__2 data are available over a wider

rigidity interval. Out of the six cvents for which

measurements could be made, R0 values differ

by less than l standard deviation (a) in one case,

l_ to 2a in two cases, 2_ to 3_ in one case, and

more than 3a in two cases. The probability of

deviations of this order is less than 0.1 percent,

evcn if the September 3, 1960, result is not

included. The rigidity spectra of protons and
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FIGURE5.--The proton-to-helium nuclei ratio as a func-
tion of kinetic energy per nucleon at several different
times. In each case, the line represents a best-fitting
straight line to the existing data. Uncertainties in the
ratios range from 25 to 50%. A = 1840 U.T., November
12, 1960; B=1603 U.T., November ]3, 1960; C=1961
U.T., November 16, 1960; ])=0600 U.T., November
17, 1960; E=0339 U.T., November 18, 1960; F=1408
U.T., September 3, ]960.

multiply charged nuclei are therefore probably

not the same. Another feature is that even though

the R0 values for protons and Ile nuclei are

similar, the ratio of protons to lte nuclei, or

protons to medium nuclei, in the same rigidity

interval varies greatly from one time to another

ill a given event and from one event to the next.

Summaries are given in table 2 of Freier and

Webber (1963) and table 8 of paper II.

3. Although the values of _, are very different

for singly and multiply charged particles, the

proton-to-helium, or proton-to-medium, ratio in

a given kinetic energy per nucleon interval is

more nearly the same. Again, however, the varia-
tions are sufficiently large so that the exact agree-

ment is in fact very improbable (see tal)le 8 in

paper II). The proton-to-helium ratios for several

events are plotted as a function of energy per

nucleon in figure 5. Notice the tendency for the

proton-to-helium ratio to vary less with kinetic

energy per nucleon late in an event.

DISCUSSION

Beginning with the composition of the multiply

charged particles, we shall first summarize the

reasons for believing that among the multiply

charged nuclei where the charge-to-mass ratio

is essentially the same for all nuclei, the composi-

tion measured in solar particles may bc the same

as that in the sun. First, they have had the same
relative at>undanees within uucertaiuties each

time a measurement was made, whereas this

has not t)een true for the protons and helium

nuclei which have different charge-to-mass ratios.

Second, their composition is the same as that of

the sun insofar as comparisons can be made.

Third, the helium and medium nuclei have had

the same energy per nucleon spectrum in the two
events where measurements could be made at

the same time, whereas the proton and helium

nuclei spectra in the same events were very dif-
ferent. The observations mentioned above make

a biased injection unlikely, and, after that step

in addition to the experimental evidence, it is

theoretically unlikely for a bias to occur in the

main acceleration or propagation phase, siucc the

particles have the same charge-to-mass ratio.

If it is assumed that an unbiased sample of the

multiply charged nuclei discussed has been ob-

tained, there is now an estimate of the relative

abundances of solar neon and helium, both of

which cannot bc determined in the photosphere

by normal spectroscopi(: techniques. The neon-

to-oxygen ratio is similar to the universal abun-

dances estimated by Suess and Urey (1956) and

Cameron (1959), although a bit on the low side.

The helium-to-medium ratio is typical, but, of

course, the ratio ()f hydrogen-to-helium nuclei
is of more interest. For the reasons meutioned

above, associated with the different energy spectra

and charge-to-mass ratio, there is no simple reli-

able way to determine this ratio from solar cosmic

rays alone. If the helium-to medium ratio of 6():t: 7

is accepted as representative of the sun and the
proton-to-medium vahw from spectros(,opic data,
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namely,650(Aller 1961;Goldberg,Muller,and
Aller 1960),is used,a proton-to-heliumratioof
11is obtained.Theuncertaintyin thisnumber
dependson the correctnessof the assumption
aboveand the uncertaintyin the proton-to-
mediumratio.Unfortunately,therefore,thisesti-
mateof the proton-to-heliumratio is probably
goodonlyto withinafactorof 2.

The resultsof the secondhalf of this work,
especiallywhencombinedwithearlierwork,indi-
cate strongly that, althoughthe exponential
rigidityspectrum,equation(2), seemsto fit the
experimentaldata for solarprotonsand helium
nucleiquitewell,at ]eastaboveabout10MeV,

thevaluesof R0 for protons and helium nuclei

are not the same, at least not always. This result

together with the earlier discussions of spectral

shape in other works (e.g., Freier and Webber

19(i3) indicates that it is unlikely that any of

the simple spectral forms proposed in the litera-

ture are consistent with the experimental data

for both protons and helium nuclei. However,

since the propagation of solar particles almost

certainly depends on both the particle's velocity

and rigidity, this conclusion is not inconsistent

with our present limited understanding of the

acceleration and interplanetary propagation of

energetic solar particles.



Appendix

HELIUM NUCLEI DATA REDUCTION

In order to measure the flux and energy spectra

of solar helium nuclei at lower energies than re-

ported previously (paper I), the scan lille for thc

flight on November 13 was set closer to the outer

edge of the emulsion, specifically at 0.60 mm from

the periphery. All particles crossing tile scan line

ill the middle half of the cmulsion thickncss were

recorded if they were within the solid angle de-

fined by the azimuthal angle a_<45 ° and dip angle

__<7.1 o, and had all ionization >--28.4 times mini-

mum (grain density >_62 grains/100 u). With

these criteria, the lower limit to the ambient

energy of the helium nuclei which could reach the

scan line after traversing the shielding and emul-

sion (equivalent to 1.20 mm of emulsion) was

15.(i MeV/nu(,leon. The upper limit to the ambient

energy of the helium nuclei recorded was 36.5

35
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d I0
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He
CALIBRAT_N

MEAN

OB_MEAN
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CORRECTEDNO. OF 6RAINS

Ill THE LAST 243 _ OF TRACK

FIGURE 6.--The distribution of the number of grains in

the last 243 _ from the end of 274 I)article tracks show-

ing the resolution of proton and helium nu(.,lci. The
smooth curves show the (laussian distril)ution normal-

ized t() the number of tracks with standard deviation

taken as th._t eXl)ected from the combined sttttisti(:al
ezand systematic error, 7.4/,. The cxpe('.tcd positions of

the mean vahlcs for deuteron, triton, and helium .u_lei
tracks are zflso shown.

McV/nucleon. ttowever, due to the statistical

fluctuation of the ionization measurements, the

actual upper limit below which an unbiased sample

was obtained was 29 MeV/nucleon.

To resolve hclium nuclei from protons, all ac-

cepted particle tracks were followed to the end

of their rangc and the integral number of grains

in the last 243 u from the end was measured. It

was found that the integral number of grains in

this distance was adequate to resolve these par-

titles because the Ilford (;5 emulsioi) had been

underdeveloped to such an extent that the mini-

mum ionization corresponded to 2.6 grains/Ill0 _.

Since the grain counting was made close to the

edge of the cmulsion however, adcquate ('arc was

taken to normalize the grain count for the varia-

tion with distance from the edge and with depth

in the emulsion. T/wse variations were determined

by using identified helium tracks obtained in the

previous work, and were similar to those shown ill

tigurcs 3 aud 4 of paper I. These corrcctions were,

in general, small cxcetlt for some extreme cases.

Since all mcasurcments were confined to a single

emulsion, the problem of plate-to-plate normaliza-

tion did not arise.

The distribution of tim corrected numbcr of

grains in the last 243 _ of range is shown in figure (;

for the 274 parti(.lc_ tra('ks used in the analysis.

It is seen that the 40 helium nuclei tracks are com-

pletely resolved from the proton ones. Tim energy

per nucleon of helium particles was determined

from total range mcasuremcnts. The flux in a

given energy interval was calculated fi'om the

known trajectory of the rocket and its orientation

with respect to the zenith in the same manner as

described previously in paper I.
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COSMIC RAYS OBSERVATIONS IN SPACE

1). A. BRYANT,* T. L. CLINE, U. 1). I)ESAI* AND F. B. Mcl)ONALI)

Goddard Space Flight Center

The l']xl)lorer XII cosmic ray exl)eriment is described and measurements mr(de (luring the

s¢)l._r event _)f Sel)t('mber 2_, 1961, are discussed. (i'flaetic cosmic r:_y me.Lsurements are also re-

ported. A few hours before the el:tss 3 flare of Septeml)er 2_ two short c()unting rate increases were

ol).serve(t "t_(t tllese h:tve I)een interln'et_'d as eh,ctrol_ bursts. Th(_ anis()tr[)t)y of the solar protons is

described. It is found t|mt ti_e history of the intensity of the sol.u" protons is consistent with their

having diffused through i, terplanetl_ry spa(x, with an effective mean free path of 0.04 AU. An esti-
m._te of the dist:mee from the sun at which diffusion I)e(.omes unimportant an(t l)artich's es(','_I)e

gives 2-3 AU. Siml)h' diffusion, does not account for the anisotrol)y ol_served early it, the event.

Two (btys after the flare there w_rs a large inere_se in the intensity of l)r_)t_)ns witil energies less

th'm 15 Mev. As most of these l)artMes, which have linen e:tlled "energ(q.i(' storm p'_rti(des," :_r-

rived after the sudden commencement, it is suggested that they were solar I)rotons trapped within
the l)I._sm._ cloud which eaused the magnetic storm. A possible tr_rpl)ing mechanism is out((ned.

Explorer XII measurements of the ],'orbush decre.tse of Set)(ember 30, 1961, are comp:u'ed with

neutron monitor measurements t_t l)eep River. The decrease is larger "_t l';xlflorer XII by a f._ctor

of 1.7±0.3.

INTRODUCTION

Explorer XI I ( 19G I v) was launched on August

lli, lt)(il, into a highly elliptical orbit having an

initial perigee of (1700 kin, an apogee of 83,(i00

kin, and an orbital period of 26.5 hours, l)urit_g

its active life the satellite, at apogee, was on the

sunlit side of the earth. For more than half the,

time in each orbit th(' satellite was beyond the

magnetosphere so that it was possible to obtain

cosmic ray measurements frcc from the influence,

of the earth's magnetic field and the Van Allen

radiation.

The cosmic ray experiment on Explorer XII

was designed to measure the intensity and energy

spectra of the galactic cosmic ray protons be-

tween 100 and 600 Mev and the total proton

intensity above 600 Mev. The objectives of the

e.xpcriment were to study the I l-year modulation,

diurnal variations, Forbush decreases, and other

modulations that occur in the, primary cosmic

ray intensity in addition to the dynamics of solar

(:osmie ray eVel_ts.

*NAS-NASA lh,sident lh,seareh Ass.elate.

The lower limit of the detectable proton energy

spectrum can be extended from 100 Me.v, the

(luiet-time value, to 3 Mev during solar ('osmi(:

ray events. This extension, possible only when the

intensity at low energies e,xceeds the background

produced by the high-encrgy partMes, provides

a sensitivity about 50 times greater than that

which can be achieved by riomcters.

This paper describes the detectors used and

dis('usses the measurements made during the solar

cosmic ray event initiated by a class 3+ flare

on September 28, 19(il. Vortunatcly, the satellite

was at apogee both at the time of the arrival of

the solar cosmic rays and when the magnetic

storm began two clays later.

The rise and recovery of the solar proton in-

tensity were recorded as a function of energy

from :_ to 600 Mev. A plasma cloud, apparently

emitted at the time of the ttare, produced a large

magnetic storm and a moderate Vorbush decrease

about 4(i hours later. At the time of the sudden

commencement of the magnetic storm, an increase

in the intensity of low-energy (E<;_0 Mev)

protons was observed. The other four solar cosmic

824
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ray events observed during the ll2-day active

life of the satellite, and further details of the

modulation of galactic cosmic rays, will be dis-

cussed in subsequent reports.

DETECTORS

Three cosmic ray detectors were used. The de-

tails of the electronics for this experiment have

been described by Desai, Porreca, and Van Allen. I

A scintillation counter telescope (fig. 1) was used

to detect medium-energy (E > 100 Mev) and high-

energy (E>I Bev) protons. It is formed by two

thin disks of plastic scintillator, and has a geo-

metric factor of 13.6 cm2-ster. When a coincidence

occurs, the pulse height from one of the scintil-

lators is measured by an on-board 32-channel

differential pulse height analyzer which has a

storage capacity of 65,535 counts per channel.

The analyzer stores information for 5 minutes

and is read out for 2 minutes during each 7-

minute interval.

120

llO

_ 70

_ °

N A A

10

0 i i
0 2 4

CHANNEL NO.

f LINEAR

TO OUTPUT

32 CHANNEL

m._STIC SCINTILLATOR _STIC SC_NT_L_

0.975 ¢m/om_ 6.35 _ f

LI_R _[TECT_ _l_l_E _TING _ECT_

FmURE 1.--The scintillation counter telescope. A coinci-

dence must occur to allow the pulse height from one

scintillator to be recorded. This requirement and the

bias levels of the 32 channel pulse height analyzer set

the lower energy limit of detectable protons at 100 Mev.

e AUGUST 17. 1961

& A AUGUST 18, 1961

• !( SEPTEMBER 3, 1961

I f I I I I I I I ? F t' I I

6O0 4OO 30O 20O ICO

Mev M_v Mev MQv Me_

FIGURE 2.--Scintillation counter telescope pulse height

distributions taken on 4 days during solar quiet times.

The peak is due to minimum ionizing cosmic rays.

records large energy losses and provides a com-

posite measurement of alpha particles and of pro-

tons between 50 and 80 Mev. Statistical fluctua-

tions in the energy loss of alpha particles result

in some of their counts appearing in the last few

channels of the analyzer. Since protons of energy

less than 100 Mev are counted in these channels

too, the lower limit for measuring protons with

the detector is set at 100 Mev. The upper limit

is set at 600 Mev because all protons above this

energy suffer statistical fluctuations in energy loss

comparable to the difference in their energy losses.

High-energy electrons can register in the mini-

mum ionization channels but cannot do so in the

100- to 600-Mev proton range.

A thin CsI (T1) crystal (fig. 3), 1.9 cm in

diameter and 0.5 gm/cm 2 thick, covered only by

The response of the analyzer to galactic cosmic

rays on 4 days is shown in figure 2 with the proton

energy calibration. During these quiet times most

of the particles are minimum ionizing and produce

a well-defined peak between channels 7 and 8.

The position of this peak serves as a calibration

for all channels: A gain shift of about 4 percent

between August 18 and September (i is well

marked. The distributions shown in figure 2 are

caused by the Landau spread of the minimum-

ionizing particles and by the higher energy losses

of the lower energy particles. An overflow channel

Cs/(TZ)
1.9 cm DIAMETER

ALUMINUM FOIL O.5 gm/cm _ THICK

/ OUTPUTTO/ U" 8-LEVEL
_ INTEGRAL

ANALYZER

HV

PM TUBE POWER

RCA _7|51 SUPPLY

FIGURE 3.--The scintillation counter assembly. The thin

cesium iodide crystal, the aluminum collimator and

foil, the photomultiplier and power supply are shown.

The foil and the bias levels of the 8-channel-pulse height

analyzer set the lower limit of energy of detectable

protons at 2 Mev.
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FIGURE 4.--Energy loss in the CsI crystal versus proton
energy. The response is double valued since protons
traversing the crystal (B) can lose the same energy as
those stopping (A). Information from the other de-

tectors is used to resolve this ambiguity.

a 6.5 mg/cm 2 aluminum foil, extended the meas-
urements to lower energies. An aluminum col-
limator with an average thickness of 1.7 gm/cm 2
surrounds the crystal. The output of the photo-
multiplier viewing this crystal is fed to an 8-level
integral pulse height analyzer. Counts are stored

COINCIDENCE

OUTPUT q FL

SINGLE COUNTER 4

OUTPUT

ELECTRONICS _

GM COUNTER

HV POWER

SUPPLY

FIGun_ 5.--The Gciger-Mfiller counter telescope. The

rate of coincident events and the rate of single events in

the top counter are recorded.

for 1.6 seconds once every 26 seconds at each level,
with a 2.6 second interval between changing levels.
Calibration is provided by a small Pu 2a9alpha
particle source mounted on the front of the crystal.

These alpha particles have an effective energy
loss of 3.5 Mev in the CsI crystal.

The energy response for protons incident
through the thin foil is shown in figure 4. The
response is double valued: Group A represents

160

140

120

100

8O

60

4O

2O

0
2O

J
E

O
h-

o_

=E

,.9

3O 40

NGLE MODE

COINCIDENCE MODE

, , _ , i i_='_ -

50 60 70 80 90 100 liD

PROTON ENERGY (Mev)

FIGURE 6.--Geiger-Miiller counter geom(;tric factors,

which are defined by the shielding, are shown as a

function of energy for the single and coincidence modes.

stopping protons and group B represents those
protons completely traversing the crystal. The
single crystal data are corrected for particles in
region B and for particles that are not directly
incident on the foil but pass through the back
and through the sides of the aluminum collimator.
Assuming an isotropic distribution, data from the
scintillation counter telescope and Geiger counter
tcles('opc are used to make these corrections.
The 8th level, for examplc, then gives the dif-
ferential proton intensity between 9 and 14 Mev,
and levels 2 to 7 give differential intensities iu
the region 3 to 9 Mev. The tirst level is set at
120 Kev and is sensitive to electrons above 130

Key and to protons above 2 Mcv. The electron
data will be discussed in a subsequent paper when
hremsstrahlung, scattering, and nuclear-inter-
a(:tion background corrections have been eval-
uated.
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A Geiger-Miiller (GM) counter telescope (fig.

5) consisting of two halogen-filled disk-shaped

counters, is the third detector. The telescope

counting rate and the rate of the top counter

are sampled for 1.6 seconds every 26 seconds.
The active volume of each counter has a diameter

of 4.45 cm and a depth of 1 cm. The geometric

factors of the telescope and the single counter

are functions of particle energy; these are shown

in figure 6. The threshold for the telescope is 70

Mev for protons and 8 Mev for electrons. Its

efficiency is 88% for singly-charged minimum-

ionizing particles.

By assuming an energy spectrum of the form

A E-_' for solar cosmic rays, A and _ can be

evaluated from the telescope and single GM
counter rates. The GM counters were included

primarily to assist in interpreting the scintillation
counter measurements. The axis of the GM

counter telescope is parallel to the satellite's spin

axis and orthogonal to the axes of the scintillation

counter tclescope and the single CsI crystal.

The detectors were designed primarily to study

protons; however, high-energy electrons could

register along with minimum-ionizing protons,

while low-energy electrons could be counted only

on the first level of the CsI crystal analyzer.

it ]s thus possible to construct a complete energy

spectrum from 3 to 600 Mev for solar protons

without electron contamination. The geometrical

factors of all detectors were such that they satu-

rated or partially saturated within the Van Allen
zone.

GALACTIC COSMIC RAY INTENSITIES

Meaningful measurements of the lower energy
primary cosmic radiation are more difficult than

those of solar protons because of the prepon-

derance of high energy particles at this stage of

the solar cycle. These high energy cosmic rays

have a greater efficiency for the production of

secondaries in the 100- to 600-Mev range than

do solar cosmic rays. The accuracy that can be

achieved on quiet-time intensities, therefore, not

only determines thc extent to which we can study

modulation effects but also dclincatcs the pre-

cision that can be achieved on solar protons.

Typical pulse height distributions from the

scintillation counter telescope at apogee are shown

1.0
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a_ 0.4

0.2

°f_ 0.1
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FIGURE7.--The low energy primary cosmic ray spectrum.
The differential intensity between 0.5 and 1 Bv is con-
sistent both with the results of Vogt and with a flat
spectrum at these rigidities.

in figure 2. The primary alpha particle distribution

is off-scMe and cannot be resolved from very low

energy protons and heavily ionizing background.
A correction for the Landau distribution _,3 is

applied on the form of thc curve obtained from

u mesons in a laboratory test. Only the shape of

the curve is used; the location of the peak is
determined from the inflight distribution. In ad-

dition, a corrcction is applicd in the 100- to 600-

Mev region for background produced by lmclear

interactions. This correction, derived from balloon

flights with similar detectors, is of the order of

50% in the 100- to 200-Mev region and decreases

to 35% in the 400- to 500-SJIev region. The dif-

ferential intensity, shown in figure 7, is consistent

with the data of Vogt. 4 In addition, balloon data
by Bryant and McDonald 5 from Churchill at

90 Mev for protons are in agreement with the

Explorer XII data. The integral intensity on

August 18, 1960, of

Jp (Ep > 600 Mev) = 1380 (particles/mLsec-stcr)

also agrees with that expected at this stage of

the solar cycle. 6 The total counting rate of the

scintillation counter telescope Jr, including off-

scale counts and background, is a measure of the

integral intensity of protons of energy greater

than 50 Mcv plus background. On August 18,
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FIGURE 8.--Preflare activity. Two counting rate increases
which occurred several hours before the solar flare on

September 28, 1961, are interpreted as electron bursts.

1961,

Jr = 21004- 70 (particlcs/m2-scc-stcr).

For comparison, the total intensity measured by

the (;M countcr telescope is

Jr = 1980±200 (particles/m2-scc-stcr).

A detailed study of cosmic ray modulation is

not made in this paper. The Forbush decrease'

of September 30, 19(il, will be discussed in a

later section.

THE SEPTEMBER 28, 1961 SOLAR COSMIC RAY

EVENT

()n Scptemi)cr 28, lg(il, a (:lass ;{-I- solar flare

occurred at 14°N and :_()°E. Enhan(',cd lI,_ emis-

sion began at 2202 U.T., reached a maximum at

2223, and ended at 0009 U.T. on September 29,

and a type IV radio outl)urst occurred at 2212

U.T. (Cl{I)L). At 2215 U.T., a short X-ray burst

reached maximum (K. A. Anderson, private com-

munication).

for electrons and 3 Mev for protons, did not

exhibit an increase. Thus, it is almost certain

that these increases were caused not by protons

but by either solar gamma rays or a cloud of

high-energy electrons outside the radiation zone.

On the basis of Explorer XII data alone we cannot

decide between these two possibilities. However,

Anderson, with a balloon-borne X-ray detector

near the top of the atmosphere after 1800 U.T.

on September 28, did not observe these increases

(K. A. Anderson, private communication). We

believe, therefore, that these bursts were due to

electrons. The peak intensity observed in the

first burst corresponds to about 120 elcctrons/cm 2-

sec-ster.

Solar Cosmic Rays

The high-energy protons which arrived soon

after the flare was observed were detected by

the scintillation counter telescope and the C,M

counter telescope. Because of noisy reception

from the satellite just at the time of the flare,

2,000

1.500

_ _ 1,00o

READOUT NO. 11

Preflare Activity

A few hours bcfore the flare (at 1803 U.T.

and at 2105 U.T.), when the satellite was located

outside the magnetosphere at 80,000 kin, two

short counting rate increases were recorded by

the first level of the single crystal scintillator;

these arc shown in tigure 8. This level has a

threshold of a|)out 2 Mev for protons and al)out

130 h:ev for clcctrons and gamma rays, but also

resl)on(ls to l)il(,up of high-intensity low-cm'r_y

electrons as ol)scrvc(l in the outer radiation I)cl(..

The s(,cond h_vcl, having a threshold of 2 Mcv

50O

0

0 2 4 6 8 l0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

TELESCOPE CHANNEL NUMBER

FIGURE 9.--])iffcrential pulse height spectrum for the 32-

channel analyzer taken following the solar flare on

September 28, 1961. (One spectrum is missing.) The

backgrnun(l spectrum, taken a few hours before the

flare, is indicated for comparison.
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reliabledatawerenotavailableuntil after2239
U.T. on September28,about24minutesafter 5
the X-ray peak.Thesolarcosmicray intensity
hadthenreachedonly50percentof theintensity
of galacticcosmicraysof energygreaterthan 4
100Mev.Plotsof thefirst fewdifferentialpulse
heightdistributionsrecordedby thescintillation
telescopeafter the flareareshownin figure9,
illustratingthe formin whichthe rawdataare
obtained."Background"in the figureindicates o
thedistributionofquiet-timegalacticcosmicrays. F-
Inspectionof thesecurvesrevealsthat, at first, _<
therelativeincreasein theintensityofminimum- <ionizingparticlesisgreaterthatthat of themore
heavilyionizingparticles. z_

Analysis of these distributions gives the dif- _-z

ferential energy spectra shown in figure 10. The

energy interval shown is between 120 and 620
taA

Mev; the values of the integral intensities of the _

protons near minimum-ionization, or above 620 _:
"' 2

Mev, are not shown. It is evident that the dif-

ferential intensity of the higher energy particles c_
¢D

was greater at first but was gradually overtaken

by the intensities of the successively lower energy

particles. Each timc-label indicates the start of > •

the 5-minute interval during which the respective <_
..J

counts were stored in the analyzer. At the time _-

...... v--umg _o _he iast curve shown, the higher

energy particles were reaching maximum in-

tensity while the intensities of the particles below

100 Mev were still increasing.

Anisotropy of Medium Energy Solar Cosmic Rays

The scintillation counter tclescope and the GM

counter telescope were oriented on the satellite

_o+oN mNET*CE_R*V CM,,)

FIGURE 10.--The rise of the September 28, solar proton

event, showing differential energy spectra of the particle

increases over galactic background. The "snapshots" of

the solar proton spectrum were recorded about 7

minutes apart and show that the spectral shape changed
rapidly early in the event.

3 -
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i-

> 1OO Mev (Scln. Tel.)
> 1OO Mev (GM Tel.)

Scin. Tel. + Bins
Single GM Counter

+{
tli

> 30 Mev (GM Counter)
> 100 Mev (GM Tel.)

t l J i__
2300

UNIVERSAL TIME

L_.._._
2400

FIGURE ll.--Flare increase versus quiet-time counting

rate ratios. The quiet-time isotropic values are nor-

malized to 1. The uncertainty in the isotropic ratio is
indicated by the lower bars at "1" on the ordinate scale.

with orthogonal axes; the former was perpendicu-

lar and the latter parallel to the spin axis. Since

both the GM counter telescope and the scintil-

lation telescope (used as an integral counter with

the "overflow" counts omitted) had thresholds

near 100 Mev, a comparison of the counting rates
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of these detectors gives a direct measure of the

anisotropy.

The top section of figure 11 shows the behavior

of the ratio of the counting rate increases. The

ratios arc normalized to unity for the case of

isotropy. For the first few minutes of reliable data

recovery, the GM counter telescope showed al-

most no increase, indicating that the solar beam

was essentially absent within a large-angle cone

centered about the spin axis. A similar measure is

provided by the ratio of the increases of the

counting rates of the single GM counter and the

(;M counter telescope; this is indicated in the

lowest section of figure I I. This comparison is

valid, since at that time there were no solar

particles of energy between 30 and 100 Mev.

The rate measured by the scintillation counter,

including the overflow channel, and that meas-

ured by the single (IM counter both give integral
intensities above about 30 Mcv. The ratio of

in('reases of these rates is plotted in the center

section of figure I I. An anisotropic beam should

produce a ratio smaller than 1 unless the beam is

confined very nearly within a plane whose normal

is the spin axis, in which case the ratio should be

closer to 2.5. The results, then, indicate that the

solar beam began in this plane t)ut smeared out

toward isotropy within 1 horn" following the flare.

This trend toward isotropy of all solar protons
of energy greater than 100 Mev must hold for

all the energy intervals contained unh,ss the in-

crease in the intensity of completely isotropie

medium-energy protons masked a possibly pro-

long(,d anisotropy of only the very high-energy

protons.

"1"1)(,equatorial plane of the satellite, defined

by the spin axis pointing towards 47±0.5 de-

grees right as('ension and -27.5±0.5 degre(,s de-

clination on Septeml)er 28 (Caulk and Davis,

private communication), coincided with the plane
whi('h included the dire('tion of the solar beam

early in the event. This plane intersects the

e('liI)ti(' plane in a line pointing about 45 degrees
west (towards negative right ascension) or 135

degr(,cs east of th(' sun. Assuming that the solar

protons traveh,(l close to the plane of the ecliI)tic ,

one of these two dire('tions is that of the ap-
parent, or proj(,cte(|, proton sourc(,. The first

location, 45 ° west, agrees with earlier determina-

tions by McCracken, 7 which were calculated from

data obtained with ground-based monitors.

Anisotropy of Low Energy Solar Cosmic Rays

The low energy solar protons also arrived

anisotropically but the anisotropy was different
from that observed at the medium energies.

Periodic samplings of the intensity of protons at
energies from 2 to 15 Mev are made by the single

CsI crystal and the 8-level analyzer. Data are

stored while the detector, mounted with its

aperture perpendicular to the spin axis, sweeps

through an angle of 290 °. Since the interval be-

tween samples is not equal to the spin period,
the mean directioll of observation changes from

one sampling to the next. A complete scan is then
ot)tained in a number of successive readouts.

A sinusoidal modulation of particle intensity

with a period equal to the predicted period

showed that an anisotropy existed for many hours
at low energies. For early September 29, the low

counting rates make a statistical almlysis neces-

sary to reveal the auisotropy I)ut when the in-
tensity increases the modulation is very clear

and regular. The modulation lasted at least until

after the low energy solar protons reached maxi-
mum intensity between 0:_()0 and 0500 U.T. on

September 29, but had disappeared by 24 hours
later on September a(). Although further analysis

is required to determine the degree and direction

of the anisotropy, analysis to date has shown that
the measurements are inconsistent with the ex-

istence of a beam highly collimating along the

"garden hose" interplanetary field lines.

Dynamics of the Solar Cosmic Rays

l,'ollowing the onset of isotropy of the solar

protons of energy greater than 100 Mev, suc-

cessively lower-energy groups increased in in-

tensity until about ():¢()0 U.T. on September 29.

Sample differential spectra taken throughout

September 29 and 30 are shown in figure 12. The
decrease in the intensity of the highcr-elwrgy

components is evident; late on September 2!)

the slope of the proton energy spectrum from

about :; to 600 Mev was about --2, and later, on

September :_0, it was about --3. The maximum

spectral intensity of solar cosmic rays in this
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Fmm_E12.--The intensity decay of the solar proton event.

These differential energy spectra, taken over two days,
shown the gradual change in the medium and low energy

proton intensities.

event was between 1 and 1.5 decades below that

on the November 12, 1960, event2 .9 Figure 13

shows the behavior of the integral intensity of

E>600 Mev protons and the behavior of the

differential intensities from two lower-energy

groups. With decreasing energy, later onset times,

steeper rises, and greater maximum intensities

were observed. These features persist down to

3 Mev. The time taken for the intensity of each

energy group to reach 90 percent of its maximum
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FZGURE 13.--The intensities of representative energy com-

ponents of the solar protons as a function of time. Onset
times are later at lower energies.

can be defined as the delay time of that spectral

component. These delay times are shown in

figure 14 as functions of rigidity. The rectilinear

travel time versus rigidity is indicated for com-

parison. The dashed line indicates the duration

of the anisotropy of the medium energy particles.

For a large energy interval, the delay time is

proportional to R -1/2. The delay time for the

higher energy protons is 8 to 9 times as long as

the rectilinear travel time; for the low energy

protons, it is 3 to 4 times as long.

KINETIC ENERGY (Mev)

10° 10_ 10 a 10 _ 10"

50,000 I ' ' I ' ' I ' I

..........ii
5OO I

10 _ 10 a l0 • lO _

RIGIDITY (Mv)

FZGUR_ 14.--The time to 0.9 maximum intensity of the

solar protons, versus rigidity. Rectilinear _rave] timc_,

are indicated for comparison. The dotted lines indicate

the duration of the anisotropy of the greater than 100

Mev and of the 2- to 9-Mev components.

THE ENERGETIC STORM PARTICLE EVENT OF

SEPTEMBER 30, 1961

Associated with the geomagnetic storm and

Forbush decrease that occurred on September 30,

about 46 hours after the solar flare of September

28, was a great increase in the intensity of E> 15

Mcv protons.

Figure 15 outlines the events taking place be-

tween September 28 and October 7, showing the

intensitics of representative ('omponents of the

radiation. The ])ecp River neutron monitor rate

is shown for comparison and the time of occurrence

of the 3+ flare on September 28 and of the sud-

den commencement of the magnetic storm o_

September 30 are iudicated. ()n September 29

and 30 the intensities of all components of the

radiation observed at the satellite were recovering,

after the solar proton event of September 28,
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F_uaE 16.--The energetic storm particles of September

30, 1961, showing that some of the particles urrived be-
fore the sudden commencement at 210_ U.T. The in-

tensity fluctuations :_re discussed in the text.

toward the preflare levels shown in the figure.

The departures from preflare levels are indicated

by broken lines, At about 1900 U.T. on September

30, when the satellite emerged from the radiation

zone, the intensity of the greater than 600 Mev

component had returned to normal and the other

components were continuing their recov(_ry. At

1930 U.T. the recovery of the low euergy protons

was interrupted by the arrival of the storm patti-

lees. The inteHsity of these particles was still rising

when the l,'orbush de('rease starte(t and the mag-

netic storm began with a sudden (',ommencement

at 2108 U.T. It re, ached a maximum at about

2130 U.T., aud had recovered to a value expected

from the recovery of the solar proto_ cv(mt by

2000 U.T. on October 1. The recovery of the

intensity of protons between :_() and 600 Mev was

not obviously interrupted for more than a few

hours by the passage of the plasma cloud.

Figure l(i shows the behavior of the 9 to 14

Mev eomponent and the >5 Mev component

at the time of the suddeH eomnw.eemeHt o,, an

expanded tim(, s('ale. The points arc plotted,

when available, at intervals of 25 seconds aud

represented data recorded during 1.(i second in-

tervals. Throughout the storm p_trticle event, both

components show large fluctuatio_s that track

FIGURE 15.--Representative proton intensities between

September 28 and October 7, 1961, showb_g the decay

of the solar proton event _md the :_rriwd of the ener-

getic storm particles late on September 30. The Deep
River neutron monitor record is shown for compurison.
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veryclosely.Sincethesefluctuationsareperiodic
andarecloselyconnectedwith the spinof the
satellite,theyindicateaspatialanisotropyrather
thanaspatialor temporalvariation.

Figure17ashowsenergyspectraoftheenergetic
stormparticlesat 2124 and 2131 U.T. oil Septem-

ber 30. The event is essentially a low energy

phenomenon and the intensities at lower energies

are more than an order of magnitude greater

than those reached ill the solar proton event.

Figure 17b shows that the low energy particles

are still present oil Oetober 2 and 3 while the

Forbush decrease, discussed below, is still in

evidence at high energies.

THE FORBUSH DECREASE OF

SEPTEMBER 30, 1961

The Forbush decrease of primary cosmic rays

is shown ill figure 15 by the depression of the

>600 Mev component below its normal level

during the first few days October 1961. Figure 18

compares the decrease observed at the satellite

with that observed by the Deep River neutron

monitor. On the left side of the fgure the satellite

data are averaged over the times indicated by

the horizontal bars. The right side shows the de-

crease at the satellite, measured from the Septem-

ber 27 _1,,,, ,-_^----_..... v,,,_cu against the daily mean

values of the Deep River neutron monitor: the

ratio is 1.7:t:0.3. Fan, Meyer, and Simpson, TM

comparing the decrease observed on Pioneer V

(1960a) in April 1960 with the Climax neutron
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FmURE 17.--Differential energy spectra of the energetic

storm particles at 2124 and 2131 U.T. on September

30, and those on October 2 and 3, 1961.

m

FIGURE 18.--The Forbush Decrease of September 30,

1961. The left side shows the decrease measured by the

Deep River neutron monitor and the behavior of pro-

tons>600 Mev observed on Explorer XII. The right
side is a plot of the decrease at Explorer XII against

the decrease observed at Deep River.

monitor decrease extrapolated to the top of the

atmosphere, found a ratio of 1.34-0.15: our meas-

urements in October l(.)(il give 0.9+0.2.

DISCUSSION

There are two main magnetic configurations

that have been suggested for the interplanetary

medium during times of high solar activity but

when no recent solar outburst has occurred: one

is an essentially r_di_n! _qola ...... .a..... c,_,o,_u by continuous

emission of the solar wind and curved due to

the rotation of the sun; and the other is a dipole

field which produces a field perpendicular to the

ecliptic at low solar latitudes, n Both of these

configurations contain magnetic irregularities

which can act as scattering centers for solar

protons.

Detailed calculations have been carried out for

the diffusion of solar protons caused by scattering

at the magnetic irregularities when the influence

of the uniform magnetic field is negligible (refer-

encc l l, and E. N. Parker, private communica-

tion). We shall confine ore" present discussion to

this diffusion model because the quantitative

calculations that have been carried out for dif-

fusion under various boundary conditions permit

the mechanism to be tested directly with Ex-

plorer XII data and the values of the parameters

to be determined.

The application of classical diffusion theory

yields the following expression for the time- and

distance-dependence of the intensity (assumed
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I)rotons with energies between 200 and 300 Mev and
energies above 600 Mev. From 1.4 hours after the

X-ray burst when isotropy is est'_blished to at least 7

hours after the X-ray burst, both components show

ch)se agreement with diffusion theory.

where R0 is the astronomical unit. If the theory

holds, a plot of ln[-I(R0, t) t'_/'z_ against lit is

a straight line of slope --3R,2/4V_, giving the

value of _ on substitution for R0 and V. Further,

the intercept at 1/_=0 can then be used to de-

termine N: this aspect will not be discussed here.

l:igure 19 shows ln[-I (Ro, t)V/"] plotted against

1//t for protons >600 Mev and for protons be-

tween 200 and 300 .Mcv. Time is measured from

the time of the X-ray burst at the sun ofi Septem-

ber 28 (K. A. Anderson, private communication).

For the first 1.4 hours, when the intensity of both

components was rising irregularly during the

anisotropic t)hasc of protons > 100 Mev mentioned

earlier, tlw above,' soluti(m of the; diffusion equa-

tion is inai)l)li(_able. From 1.4 hours, when isotropy

is establish(,d, to at least 7 hours the intensities

of I)otfi components show very (:lose agreement

with diffusion theory. The times of maximum

intensity of both components occurred during

this phase.

The slope of the straight line is --2.9 hours for

protons >B00 Mev, and --4 hours for protons

I)etween 200 and 300 Mev. Taking V =0.8(ic as a

typi(,al velocity for the protons >600 Mcv, and

V = 0.file for protons of 250 Mev,

X/R(_ = 0.042 at 900 Mcv

and

h/R_ = 0.04:] at 250 Mev.

isotropic) of t)articles diffusing from a point

source into an infinitely extensive medium:

1 ( R, l) = N V/32_r[ (V_r/3)/]:_/-_

x exp[- _ (/_V vxt) ],
where

1 = directional intensity,

N=mimber of partiE'les released at /=0 and

R - O,

/¢=distancc from source,

t = time after release,

V = particle speed, and

h = mean free path.

It follows that

In E! (Ro, l) t:,/_

ln[-N V/32_ (VhTr/3) :'/__- _ (R,;_/VX) I -',

We see, then, that a simple difl'usion model with

a mean free path of 0.04 astronomical unit can

explain the behavior of the solar t)rotons near

maximum intensity in this event. The fact that

the mean free path is the same at values of

rigidity that differ by a factor of 2 further sup-

ports the diffusion theory by indicating that large-

angle scattering occurs at discrete scattering

centers al_(l that the diffusi(m is not str(mg]y

al]'e('ted by continuous deflection in a regular

magnetic field. It is clear, however, that simple

ditTusion in an infinite medium canuot account

for the behavior late in the event, when the decay

is closely exponential as is in(licated in figure 15.

A modifi(',ation of diffusion theory, by introducing

a loss term produced by a fildte boundary to the

medium in which the parti('h,s are ditTusing (E. N.

Parker, priv'_te communi(.ation), shows that the
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intensity late ill the event would decay ex-

ponentially. The introduction of general absorp-

tion, such as would be produced by the scattering

into loss directions in the model proposed by

Elliot, 12 would also introduce an exponential
multiplying term into the solution of the diffusion

equation. Since no information could be obtained
while the satellite was in the radiation zone be-

tween 7 hours and 20 hours after the start of the

event, it may not be possible to distinguish be-

tween the case of general absorption, which would

introduce an exponential multiplying term, and

the case of loss from a finite boundary, which

would show the gradual emergence of an ex-

ponential dependence. Parker (private communi-

cation) shows that, if the diffusion takes place

only within a sphere of radius P, the time con=

stant r of the decay late in the event is given by

r = 3p2/lr2_ V.

From figure 15 we see that the time constants

are about 4 hours for protons >600 Mev, and
about 16 hours for protons between 200 and 300
Mev. Substitution of the values of V and

gives P_2 AU for protons >600 Mev and

P_3 AU for protons between 200 and 300 Mev.

In the September 23 event, then, the behavior

of the solar protons can be accounted for, except

during the first 1.4 hours, by diffusion within a

sphere of radius 2 to 3 AU with a mean free path

of 0.04 AU. This agreement with diffusion theory

does not necessarily establish that the protons

were diffusing within a finite medium, since no
account has been taken of the influence of a

general magnetic field or of the plasma cloud

which was approaching the earth on September
29 and 30.

Axford and Reid, *ahave suggested a mechanism

for the production of the particles responsible for
the polar cap absorption that occurred immedi-

ately before the magnetic storms of February 11,

1958, and September 30, 1961. They suggest that
solar protons with energies of the order of 10 Mev

were accelerated by repeated reflections from the

magnetic field lines bent by the shock wave ahead

of the advancing plasma. Since most of the ener-

getic storm particles seen by Explorer XII arrived

after the sudden commencement, and since the

plasma cloud clearly contained solar protons

(fig. 15), we suggest that the particles were solar

protons that were trapped in the cloud during

its passage through the interplanetary medium.

Turbulent flow in the plasma cloud might cause

regions of enhanced magnetic tield to exist. Two

such regions connected by a region of weaker

field would form a trap for particles whose

rigidities were less than a critical rigidity I'_

determined by the strength of the field and its

gradient. If particles with rigidity slightly greater

than P_ entered such a region and were reflected

by a region of strong magnetic field moving with

the plasma and away from the particle, they
would loose momentum and some would be

trapped. Particles of higher rigidity would be

scattered. Whether solar protons could be stored

in such regions during the passage of the plasma

cloud to the earth depends on the way in which

the cloud expands and how the magnetic fields

change with time. Detailed investigations of the

intensity fluctuations and directional properties

of the energetic storm particles should promote

further understanding of their origin.
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NEW EVIDENCE FOR LONG-LIVED SOLAR;

STREAMS IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE

1). A. BRYANT,* T. L. CLINE, U. 1). I)ESAI AND F. B. McDONALI)

Goddard Space Fliglg Center

Explorer XI[ measurements of the intensity of

intcrplanetary protons of energy greater than 3

Mev provide a method of iuvcstigating long-livcd

solar plasma streams. On two occasions (October

27 and December I, 1961) wc observed an in-

crease of the intensity of these particles. The in-

creases were unaccompanied by a solar flare but

occurred at the beginning of a magnetic storm
and Fort)ush decrease near the time of central

mcridian passage of a region responsible for a

flare and a solar proton event during the previous

solar rotation. These increascs were very small
and probably could not have been detected with

riometers. Chapman and Ferraro' have shown

that a stream of neutral plasma emitted from the

•_,_,:,_could c_use n;ague_ic storms. The recurrence

of small magnetic storms over many 27-day

cycles of solar rotation led Bartels 2 to postulate

that such streams wcrc continuously emitted from
long-lived regions on the sun which he calk'd

M regions. Rcccnt Mariner II measurements _have

shown the existence of solar plasma with a 27-day

structure. Magnetic fields carried by solar plasma

arc thought to bc responsible for Forbush de-

creases of cosmic ray intensity which often occur

during magnetic storms. Although no direct meas-
urements of such streams have been made on

Explorer XII by our detectors, the intensity in-

creases of these > 3 Mcv protons required streams

of plasma and magnetic fields to carry the protons
from the vicinity of the sun or to accelerate them

locally or to trap interplanetary solar protons re-

maining from a prcvious solar event. Wc feel that

the prescnce of protons of a few Mev in the plasma

does not imply that they are an intrinsic feature

*NAS-NASA resident research associate.
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of the plasma but rather that it is a consequence

of latent trapping regions in the plasma being

filled with solar protons from a preceding event.

The instruments on Explorer XII, designed to

study galactic and solar cosmic rays, have been
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FmuRr. 1.--Intensity of >3 Mev protons between

September 30 and October 28, 1961 (note that the

time scales before and after the period during which

the intensity remained at a quiet-time value are dif-

ferent).

described. 4 The measurements reported here were

made while the satellite was outside the mag-

netosphcre on the sunlit side of the earth.

Figurc 1 shows thc intensity of interplanetary

protons of energy greater than 3 Mcv, whenever
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TABLE 1

D

Solar fi_: (class 3 or 3-4-)

Ti_e: 2202 UT, 29 September 1961
Type IV radio emission: 2214 UT

Location: 15°N, 29°E

Forbush decrease :

Duration: 30 Sept. to =5 Oct.

Maximum amplitude:

Explorer XII: 8

l)ccl) River: 5

(]eomagnetic storm:
l)uration: 30 Sel)t. to _6 Oct.

SC: 210,_ UT, 30 September

M.dn phase: 170 gamm-t

>3 Mev protons at Explorer XII:

()nset time: 1930 UT, 30 September

M _x. intensity: 2Xl07/m 2 s st

Solar flare: (class >1)

Time: 1435 UT, 10 November 1961

Type IV radio emission: 1440 UT

Location: 19°N, _90°W

(No effects of two days delay)

Recurrence Phenomena Associated with Above Events

Forbush decrease :

l)ur_tion: 28 Oct. to _ l Nov.

M,tximum amplitude:

Exphw('r XII: 3%

I)ee l) River: 2%

(.]eonlaglmtic storms:

l)ur_tion: 26 to 27 ()ctober

SC: 19q0 UT, 26 October

Main l)h'tse: 70 gamma
l)urati_m: 2_ Oct. to _1 Nov.

SC: 0S20 UT, 2S ()ctol)er

Main phas(': 2S0 gamnv_

>3 Mev protons "rt Explorer XII:
Onset time: I)et.w(_(_n 26 and 27 Oct.

Max. intensity : 2 X 1()5/m2 s st

Forbush decrease:

Duration: 1 De(:. to _4 Dec.

Maximum amplitude:

Explorer XII: 8%

Deep River: 4%

(_eomagnetic storm :
l)uraticm: 1 l)ec. to _4 l)ec.

M:dn phasc: 145 gamma

>3 Mev protons at Explorer XII:

Onset time: before 0300 UT, 1 Dec.

Max. intensity: >l.6Xl()5/m 2 s st

it was above the quiet-time value, from Septem-

ber 30 to October 28, 1961. A class 3 solar flare

on September 28, l!)(il, initiated a solar proton

event? Two days later, long after the solar pro-

ton intensity had passed through a maxinmm,

there was an increase to a level about 10 times

greater than that of the solar proton maximum.

At the same time there was a series of geo-

physical disturbances (including a magnetic storm

with a sudden commen('emcnt and a mid-latitude

auroral display) and a l,'orl)ush decrease of rcla-

tivistic protons observed both by Explorer XII

and by neutrons monitors. Tlaesc events indicated

the arrival of a stream of solar plasma (:arrying

a magnetic field. The enhanced proton intensity

and the geophysical disturbances had subsided

by about October 7. The proton intensity re-

mained at its normal quiet-time value from

October 7 until October 27 when there was again

an increase in the proton intensity accompanied

by a Forbush decrease and geomagnetic storms.

(Table I summarizes these events.)
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The intensity increase on October 27 is unlike

a solar proton event: it is not immediately pre-

ceded by a solar disturbance and the time con-

stants of rise and decay are only a few hours.

Further, the arrival times are not a function of

proton velocity since the shapes of the differcntial

kinetic energy spectra at onset and at maximum

intensity are nearly the same, both having a

power-law exponent between -4 and -5 in the

range 3-10 Mev. We suggest that the active

region of the sun responsible for the September 28

flare was the origin of a long-lived plasma stream

that we encountered on October 27, a full rota-

tion of the sun after September 30. If the con-

tinuous emission of this long-lived stream began

during the active life of the region cither on or

before September 28, the >3 Mev proton in-

tensity increase on September 30 was also caused

by an encounter with that stream, but to ascribe

the September 30 and October 27 proton in-

creases to an identical phenomenon may be an

oversimplification, since the earlier event may
have been a result of a different and transient

phenomenon (such as the shock wave postulated

by Parker 5 or the magnetic bottle postulated by

Gold 6) caused by the solar activity of September

28. During the rotation of the sun following

.......... v*_ ovuld_U Z;IILIUUII[_ plaSllla

since neither our records nor geophysical observa-

tions show an event 27 days later in November.

It seems likely that our observations on

October 27 are closely related to the phenomenon

of R-rays as proposed by Mtistel. 7,s Mtistel con-
siders R-rays which are thin and filamentary ex-

tensions of the outer corona above activity

centers to be responsible for recurrent magnetic

storms. Figure 2 is a schematic drawing made by

Mfistel showing these R-rays. The fine structure

in the proton intensity increase on October 27

may have been a direct consequence of the fila-

mentary structure of the rays.
The second of the two events we wish to men-

tion occurred on December 1, 1961. It is similar

to that of October 27 and the relevant sequence

of events is also outlined in table 1. On December

10, 1961, a flare accompanied by type IV emis-
sion occurred on the extreme west limb of the

sun and initiated a solar proton event which was

observed by Explorer XlI. No magnetic storm,

T ! • . .EAR HS ",,:,..'..:..:.: -_.'.-SUN .. • . . • •

FIGURE2.--Schematic drawing of R-rays after Mtistel. s

Forbush decrease or >3 Mev proton increase

was seen after the usual one- to three-day plasma
transit time from the sun to the earth. Three

weeks later on December 1, 1961, after three-

fourths of a solar rotation, there was a Forbush

decrease, a magnetic storm and a >3 Mev proton

event similar to that of October 27 indicating

the arrival of a solar plasma stream. The occur-

rence of the event of December 1 closely coin-

cided with the central meridian passage of the

active region which produced the flare on No-

vember 10. This event again substantiates the

picture of a long-lived plasma stream emanating

from an active region of the sun but in this case

the timing w_,_ dier_+ owing *o *_ J:_ .................. v VLJ.U talll _1 UIIb

position of the parent flare on the sun. ""
There is another occurrence which could be the

same phenomenon. On September 7, 1961, a solar

proton event having an anomalously slow in-

tensity decay was observed by Explorer XII, the

details of which will be reported in a later paper.

There was no observation at that time of a large

flare or of type IV emission which can definitely
be associated with this event and there was no

geophysical disturbance two days later. Eleven

days later on September 18 there was a small in-

crease of the intensity of >3 Mev protons similar

in spectrum to those of October 27 and December 1

and unaccompanied by a flare. We speculate from
these observations that the flare responsible for

the solar proton event of September 7 occurred
on the remote side of the sun and that the in-

crease on September 18 was the same phe-
nomenon as that observed on October 27 and

December 1. In contrast to this view Skerjanec

et al? attribute the September 7 event to a solar

radio noise storm on September 6 occurring in a
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plage region which was 40 degrees west on

September 6 and which was the origin of a solar

cosmic ray event on September 10 when this

plage region reached the west limb of the sun.
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AUTOMATIC MAPPING OF
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD

JOSEPH C. CAIN

Goddard Space Flight Center

JAMES R. NEILON

U.S. Weather Bureau
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f_

Spheric harmonic representations are used to illustrate the application of the U.S. Weather

Bureau machine-mapping system for drawing charts of the geomagnetic field. This technique is
also applied to the repre_ntation of model S_ fluctuations by maps of electric current flow in the

ionosphere.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this note is to discuss the ap-

plication of the field-contouring techniques de-

veloped at the U. S. Weather Bureau to the il-

lustration of the geomagnetic field and its time

changes. This study, an outgrowth of the work

with Vanguard 3 (1959_) magnetic data (Cain

et al., i962) and the analysis of magnetic survey

data (Jensen and Cain, 1962), was made in con-

nection with preparation for analysis of the mag-

netic data to be obtained with the polar orbiting

geophysical observatory (Ludwig, 1963).

The need for a general system of rapid illustra-

tion in geomagnetism has arisen with the advent

of methods allowing automatic processing of large

quantities of data. The techniques have been

found of value not only for illustrating the results

themselves but also in investigating the various

steps of analyses.

CONTOURING PROCEDURE

The procedure followed (Bedient and Neilon,

1962) is first to produce coarse grid point values

of the function to be contoured and then to per-

form a two-dimensional quadratic interpolation

to locate the contour lines on a much finer grid.

In the application illustrated here the original

field is computed on a i-inch grid 39 units in

latitude and 55 units in longitude, a total of 2145

points. The interpolation is then performed by

means of Bessel's central difference interpolation

formula (second degree) to produce a further

division of this interval by a factor of 8 so that

:7:7 :" 7 7 : = _5= " ...... _.= " : .... : ....Its, lili _,',I _ _ _ ...... i_!

FIGURE 1.--Contours of the total intensity of the geomag-
netic field in gauss, synthesized from a set of 48 spherical

harmonic coefficients (Jensen and Cain, 1962) for epoch
of 1960.0 (contour interval 0.02 gauss). All centers are

highs except the 0.239 over South America.

the 'decision field' is a two-dimensional _-inch

grid. The decision field is analyzed, and the plotter

pen instructions are generated on a -_-inch square

grid for drawing contours between the 'high'

841
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FIGURE 2.--Contours of horizontal intensity from same
spherical harmonic expansion as figure 1 (contour
interval 0.02 gauss). The plus signs are the positions of
the north and south geomagnetic poles using this ex-
pansion. The two centers near the Equator are highs;
the center near the tip of South Africa is a low.

and 'low' points in the field. The available varia-
able control features include the selection of a

particular contour and the contour interval to be

used. The contour programs include sufficient cor-

rections to compensate for the dynamics of the

plotter system with a specified electronic filter
network.

1960.0 MAGNETIC FIELD

The magnetic field illustrated here is that com-

puted by Jensen and Cain (1962) for the epoch

of 1960.0 using a selected set of 7400 magnetic

': :' i ._ -.Tit:..ti_-,_L-_ :L:i4LI,;,.! ' >Jf[-+! !1!

L i ....

.i + " " _2 " : ...... " ' / i _ L I

FIGURE3.--Contours of vertical intensity from the same
spherical harmonic exliansion as fignre 1 (contour inter-
wd 0.03 gauss). Positive highs appear in Canada and
Russia, and a negative high in Antarctica.

FIGURE 4.--Contours of inclination from same spherical
harmonic expansion as figure 1 (contour interval 10°).

field observations for the period 1940-1961.

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the contours of

F, H, Z, and I, respectively, from this 48-term

spherical harmonic expansion. [The map pro-

jection is a modification of the Miller Cylindrical

(Miller, 1942) as published by Army Map Ser-

vice.-] The three-digit numbers printed in the

open areas are the highs and lows in the fields

positioned approximately at the decimal point
of the numbers. The large-scale kinks that usually

appear in manually contoured magnetic maps are

significantly absent from these four figures. How-

FIGURE 5.--Contours of vertical intensity synthesized
from the set of 5!2 spherical harmonic coefficients
(Jensen and Whitaker, 1960) for epoch 1955.0 (contour
interval 0.03 gauss). Major highs in Canada, Russia,
and Antarctica are nearly the same as those in figure 3.
In addition, a -0.282-gauss high and a -0.272 low
appear in Africa.
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ever, there are slight waves in a few of the lines,

owing to the -_-inch grid spacing and to the

dynamics of the plotting system. These small

irregularities vary for different plotting equip-

ment. Tests have shown that, on the map scales

illustrated, the contours are accurate to about

:t:1 ° of latitude. The pen speed for this system

is about 20 cm/sec, so that the average plotting

time is of the order of 3 minutes for each map.

To compare this relatively smoothed version

of the field with a more complex map, in figure 5

the Z-component contours have been plotted from

the 512-term expansion of Jensen and Whitaker

(1960). Comparing the chart of this higher-order

expansion with figure 3 shows that it is possible

with this plotting system to illustrate much more

detail than that contained in a 48-term expansion.

That figure 5 is not as detailed as the original 1955

Z charts (USN Hydrographic Office), from which

the data for the original analysis were taken, is

due primarily to the fact that this analysis utilized

data at only 10 ° intervals in latitude and longi-

tude. This additional smoothing could not have

occurred in the contouring, since the plotting

system utilized a grid of 2145 points, whereas the

original analysis by Jensen and Whitaker only

employed approximately 614 observed values of

Z. With this particular _rid system it shnu!d be

843

possible to represent spherical harnlonic expan-

sions of the field containing more than the 512

coefficients used. Of course, the possible map de-

tail is limited only by the input data and scale

of the map being used, so that any degree of de-

tail can be represented by suitably expanding the

scale and plotting the map by sections.

MAGNETIC VARIATIONS

This technique of automatic plotting has also

been investigated for the illustration of the time

variations in the field as well as the main field

itself. This application is illustrated here only by

the representation of the quiet solar daily varia-

tions Sq. Figure 6 plots an idealized ionospheric

current system computed by M. Sugiura (private

communication) from a set of harmonic coeffi-

cients (Chapman and Bartels, 1940) representing

the averaged quiet field variations at the equi-

noxes. Although this particular representation was

produced from analytic functions, it is likely that

the system will be adaptable to the illustration

of worldwide magnetic variations on a synoptic

basis either by representative ionospheric current

stream functions or simply by contouring changes

in specific components as abstracted from mag-

netic va.riometer records.
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FmURE 6.--Model Sq ionospheric current system with

the sun on the Greenwich meridian (1200 U.T.).

Values of current flow are in kiloamperes with a contour

interval of 3000 amp. The current flows in the direction

of the arrows with no current flowing across the equator.

The spherical harmonic expansion is taken from Chap-

man and Bartels (1940) for the mean equinox of 1902,

assuming a current height of 100 kin.
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NEGATIVE CORRELATION BETWEEN POLAR-CAP
VISUAL AURORA AND MAGNETIC ACTIVITY

T. N. DAVIS*

Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska

The relationship between the local (K) and planetary (K_) magnetic activity and the occur-

rence of visual auroras inside the auroral zone is investigated. The. visual aurora above geomag-

netic latitude 80 ° is found to I)c negatively correlated with the K and Kp magnetic indexes, whereas

ne'_rer to the auroral zone the correlation is positive. The relationship in the region 7.rr-80 ° latitude
is more complicated and of a transitional nature.

INTRODUCTION

A numt)er of investigations, including those by

(lartlein (1944), l|eppncr (1954), and Davis

(19(i2b), have shown a cJosc association between

the occurrence of visual aurora and local magnetic

disturbance at and outside the auroral zone. On

the other hand, others, particularly Feldstein

(195(.)) and Akasofu (19(i3), have indicated that

no asso('iation or an inverse relationship may exist

between the visual aurora and magnetic disturt)-

anee well inside the auroral zone. This paper re-

ports a further investigation of the degree of

association t)etwecu the occurren(:e of visual

auroral forms and magnetic activity inside the

northern auroral zone.

Relationships Between Visual Aurora and

Magnetic Disturbance Near the Auroral Zone

From a study of the alignments and apparent

motions of visual auroras and of the direc.tion of

the horizontal component of local magnetic dis-

turbance, Davis and Kimball (19(12) found a

strong tcndeney for perpendicularity between the

direction of horizontal disturbance and the di-

rection of alignment of nearby auroral forms.

]:urther, it was found that the direction of over-

head ionospheric current causing the local mag-

*N()w Nation.d Ae._demy of Sciences--NASA resident

research ass_ciate at (h)(hlard Space Flight Center, Green°

belt, Maryland.

netic disturbance was usually opposite to that of

the observed auroral motion. Such observations

and others previously cited suggest a rather close

association between the visual aurora and iono-

spheric current at the auroral zone.
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FIGURE l.--Position of north and south boundaries of

auroral displays over Alaska as a function of magnetic

disturbance during the displays of February 12-26,
1958.

Diagrams given by ])avis (19(12a, figures 12

and 13) indicate that the occurrence or incidence

of visual aurora at the auroral zone increases with

baylikc disturbances of the horizontal component

such that the greatest incidence tends to remain

at the auroral zone irrespective of the strength

or direction of the auroral electrojet. I Iowever, as

the local magnetic disturbance increases, the

aurora becomes more distributed in latitude; both

844
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the north and south limits of the display move in

opposite directions away from the auroral zone

as is shown in figure 1. Akasofu and Chapman

(1962) have shown that, during intervals of mag-

netic storms in which Dst is large, the region

where the aurora occurs moves equatorward; that

is, both the northern and the southern limits of

the display shift equatorward. Thus it appears

that near the auroral zone two separate relation-

ships exist between the spatial distribution of the

visual aurora and magnetic disturbance: (1) the

meridional extent of the display becomes larger

concurrently with increase in the magnitude of

the auroral electrojet, and (2) the position of the

latitudinal strip along which the auroral display

occurs shifts equatorward as Dst becomes very

large.

TABLE 1.--The Distribution of Thule K-Index Values at

the Various Levels of Planetary Activity K_ for the Period

January 1 to June 30, 1958

KTH

Kp

50 1 2

6 7

14 53

1 37

10

2

3 4

fi 5

52 6G

102 77

701 137

39 148 I
36!

7:

1

34

43

105
124

64

32

6

3

6 7 8 9

8 1

10 1

34 7

32 7

28 5

10 5 2

1 3

5 1 1

1 1

Relationships Between the Visual Aurora and

Magnetic Disturbance Inside the Auroral Zone

Among the questions that may be asked about

the polar-cap aurora are: (5) What is the re-

lationship between the visual aurora and the local

magnetic activity? (2) What is the relationship

of the visual aurora to global magnetic activity?

Before considering these questions we may dis-

cuss our measures of auroral and magnetic

uCUVl_y.

The index of visual aurora activity used here

is one devised to utilize direct scalings of all-sky

camera films and published Ascaplots (Annals of

IGY, vol. 20, part 1), also derived from all-sky

films. This index is a form of percentage hourly

occurrence in which the hours when auroral forms

are observed are weighted according to their

latitudinal extent of sky coverage. Observations

are made only over the region within 200 km of

each observing location. Only dark periods with

satisfactory observing conditions are included in

compiling the auroral index. The index refers

to the occurrence of distinct visible auroral forms

as distinguished from widespread glows, which

because of their uniformity or low brightness are

not readily detected on the all-sky film. The nu-

merical values of the auroral index given in the

following text and diagrams are approximately

equal to percentage values; that is, they indicate

approximately the percentage of observing hours

during which aurora was seen over the station.

No attempts should be made to relate these

values to the particle fluxes causing the aurora.

An index of local magnetic activity is the 3-hour

index Kk, the magnitude of which is related to the

range of the maximum magnetic variation during

a 3-hour interval at the particular observing sta-

tion k. The 3-hour planetary magnetic index Kp

is compiled from the K:_ values obtained from e_

distribution of individual stations. Since the K-

index scales are nonlinear, it is convenient for some

purposes to convert to the linear amplitude scales

ak or ap (Bartels, Romana, and Veldkamp, 1962).

In making use of these measures of magnetic ac-

tivity it must be remembered that they refer to

the range of magnetic field variation during a

given time interval and do not necessarily de-

scribe the total distortion to the quiet geomagnetic

field.

It is of interest to examine the relationship

between the local magnetic activity well inside

the auroral zone with the planetary activity

indexes Kp and a_,. For this purpose three stations

are chosen: Thule at geomagnetic latitude 88°N

is nearly at the geomagnetic pole; Godhaven at

80°N is approximately midway between the pole

and the auroral zone; and College, geomagnetic

latitude 64} ° , is just outside the auroral zone.

Tables 1 and 2 show the relationship between

the local K indexes and the planetary indexes for

Thule and Godhaven, respectively. The same data
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TABLE 2.--The Distribution of Godhavn K-Index Values at

the Various Levels of Planetary Activity Kp for the Period

of January 1 to June 30, 1958

gGo

Kp

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0 1 2 3 4

9 15 3

30 68 77 40

6 83 108 57

41 160 105

8 109 131

18 55

2 12'

1 4

1 1

9

21

4(i

72

41

23

4

5

1

6 7 8 9

1

22 1

25 1

15 2

6 2 1

2

2 1

and similar data from College are converted to

linear amplitude values ak and a,, to allow forming

of avcragcs; the results are plotted in figure 2.

It is evident from the tables and figure 2 that the

local K indexes and the derived average amplitude

values ak increases with increasing planetary

activity. The rate of increase is grcater at the

auroral zone than inside; for each of the stations

College, Godhavcn, and Thule, however, tim

average amplitudc dk increases at a lesser rate

thau the planetary index a,,.
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FI(_URE 2.--Plots of 3-hour average rmll)litude indcxes

tik vs. the 3-hour planetary amplitude index a_; log

scale.
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The diurnal variations of the average linear
J

amplitude indexes ak at College, Godhaven, and _ Ioo
Thule are shown in figure 3, together with similar

plots of the auroral occurrence index at each '">__
station. All auroral data used here resulted from _ so

.J

the 1957-1958 observing season except that 1958- ,.,
1959 observations are included with the Thule

data to build up a better sample distribution for ,,<
o 60

that station. Magnetic data from January 1 to --

June 30, 1958, a period of high magnetic and

auroral activity, were used to compile figure 3. J

From figure 3A it is seen that the maximums -_ 40
U)

of the auroral and local magnetic activity occur

at the same time at College, near the auroral ,,
zone. Just the opposite happens at Thule, ne_'r o 20

W

the geomagnetic pole, the two diurnal variation u
Z

curves for that station (figure 3C) being out of "'=
phase by almost one-half day. At a station mid- _"

way between the auroral zone and the pole,
O

Godhaven (figure 3B), much of the observed

auroral activity occurs during a period of the

day when the local magnetic activity is low, but

then the auroral activity increases with increasing

magnetic activity and reaches a peak a few hours

before the peak in magnetic activity.

The relationship of the visual auroral occur-

rence at these three stations to the planetary
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FIGURE 4.--The occurrence of visual aurora plotted as a
function of the planetary magnetic activity index K_.
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FIGURE5.--The occurrence of visual aurora plotted as a
function of the local magnetic activity index Kk.

index Kp is shown in figure 4 by using data from

the same period as in figure 3. As is expected,

figure 4 shows that the visual auroral activity

at College, near the auroral zone, increaseb wii_h

increasing K_,. On the other hand, Thule, located

near the geomagnetic pole, shows a decrease in

the occurrence of visual auroras as K,, increases.

Godhaven, midway between the po!e and the

auroral zone, shows a more complex relationship.

The auroral data of figure 4 are plotted again

in figure 5, now against the local K indexes.

Except for a more limited range of K values for

which sufficient data are available, the curves

of figure 5 are nearly identical with those of

figure 4, and so the above discussion of figure 4

can be applied to figure 5 by rcplacing K,, with

Kk. The dependence upon local time of the aurora

and local magnetic activity at Thule could create

by itself the negative correlation observed at that

station. This possibility was investigated by di-

viding the observations made during 0600-0900

U.T. into two groups according to the level of

local magnetic activity. The auroral index for the

hours when KTh,_o=0, 1, 2 was 82; an auroral

index value of 58 occurred for the group in which

KTh,_,=3, 4, 5. Thus the negative correlation
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FmurE 6.--The occurrence of visual aurora plotted as a

function of geom.Lgnetic latitude for various levels of

planetary magnetic activity. Obserwttions come from

Farewell, Alaska (FW) ; College, Al'mka (CO) ; Church-

ill, Canada (CII) ; Baker Lake, Canada (BL) ; Godh'wn,

Greenl,md (GO); Resolute B'_y, Canad.t (RB); and

Thule, Greenl,md (TIt).

between aurora and ]oeal magnetic activity at

Thule is ind(,'pcudent of a local time effect.

More complete information about thc occur-

rencc of visual aurora as a function of geomag-

netic latitude and planetary maglmtic activity

is prcse]_ted in figures () aa(l 7. Tim oeeurrcne(, of

visual aurora at Baker l,akc, scc figure 7, is rela-

tively constant at all levels of magucti(', activity.

Bclow the latitude of Bakcr Lake a positive eor-
rclatioll exists between the visual aurora and the

planetary magncti(' activity. At latitudes above

80°N a negative (:orrclation exists bctwcctl thc

visual aurora and the magncti(' activity.
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Fmu]_E 7.--Levels of occurrence of visual aurora versus

pl,metary magnetic activity at seven latitude positions.

Observ:Ltions are from the stations listed in the upper

right.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The data presented hcrc show (.onclusiv(qy that

at very high gcomag,wti(:' latitudes the o(.eurren('(_
of structured visual aurora (tc(_rcas(,s as ]o(,al and

planetary mag_wtic activity in('reas(,s. The dc-

mar('ation I)etwc('n this polar-eaI) r(,gi(m and the

low(w-latitude r(,gion, where tim o('eurrcnec of

visual aurora correlates l)ositivcly with the h)eal

and l)lal,.tary magn(,tie activity, _,,em's at 75

81)° Kc()rnagn(_ti(" latitu(h,.

This 75-80 ° region also scrv(,s as an al)l)roxi-

mate boundary across which appear sevcral dif-

ferenc(,s in the morphological features of the

visual aurora: (l) The polar-cap auroras are

conq)arativcly weak and short-lived. (2) They

tcH(l to exhibit more ray structure than auroras

o(:('urriug near the auroral zone. (3) The auroras

at tim auroral zone tend to be aligned in the

east-west direction, whereas tim polar-cap auroras
vary in the orientation so that the average

ori(',tation is in the direction approximately

alotlg the 1000 2002 meridian. (4) Motions of

irrcgularitics along aurora] forms are pronounced
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at the auroral zone but much less obvious in the

polar-cap region. (5) The diurnal behavior of the

polar-cap aurora differs from that at the auroral

zone.

These morphological differences and the op-

posite correlation between visual aurora and mag-

netic activity across the 75-80 ° latitude boundary

suggest the possibility of a difference in the origin

of the auroras occurring on the two sides of the

boundary. A projection of the 75-80 ° boundary

along a dipole geomagnetic field falls at a distance

of 15 to 35 earth radii. Results from Explorer l0

(Heppner et al., 1963) indicate that the dark-side

magnetosphere boundary occurs in or beyond this

distance range. If the projection of the 75-80 °

boundary coincides with the magnetosphere

boundary near or above the equatorial plane, the

polar-c,_p auroras may result from particles pene-

trating the magnetosphere away from the equa-

torial plane and passing directly to the polar

atmosphere. During times when particles cross

the magnetosphere boundary, it may be necessary

for the local geomagnetic field to have a com-

ponent normal to the boundary and thus not be

completely confined by it.

All alternative interpretation of the observa-

tions involves the supposition that both polar-

i_a.p o._d auror"_!-zc, nc visuhl _urotas are caused

by completcly trapped primary particles. The

paths of the primaries causing the polar-cap

visual aurora are then largely in regions of low

magnetic field strength and therefore are easily

affected by transients arising from variation in

strength of the solar wind. This factor could ex-

plain the negative correlation between the oc-

currence of the polar-cap visual forms and mag-

netic activity.
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TWENTY-FOUR-HOUR OBSERVATIONS
AURORA AT THE SOUTHERN

AURORAL ZONE

OF

T. N. DAVIS* AND R. N. I)EWITT

Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska

The west-to-east nighttime reversal in longitudinal auroral motions is observed at Byrd,

Antarctica, 'as at other auroral zone stations. Because of the high geographic latitude of tile station,

it is possible to see the aurora throughout the day, and a second reversal in longitudinal motion is

ohs('rved. This reversal, from eastw,_rd to westward motion, tends to occur ._l)t)roximately l0
hours later th.m the nighttime r(mers'tl. The morphology of the 'daytime' aurora is described

here; it (lifters in several ways from that of the aurora commonly ()l)scrved in the hours near local

midnight at this and other .mroral zone stations.

INTRODUCTION

Byrd, Antarctica (geographic: coordinates

79°5!)'S, 120°01'W), is located at or just inside

the southern auroral zone _see l{ultqvist (1961)

and Bond and Ja('ka (1!)(_2) for determinations

of the auroral zoneJ. Of the established observing

stations in the northcrn and southern hemi-

spheres, Byrd is uni(luc in that it lies very (:lose

to the auroral zone peak and is also at high geo-

graphic latitude. Thercfore, by using this station

during the southern winter solstice, it is possible

to carry out observations of the visual aurora

at the auroral zone throughout an entire day.

All-sky camera film taken at Byrd during the

periods May-,lunc 19(10 and May-June l!)(il has

been examined, the emphasis being on determin-

ing the direction of auroral motions. The analysis

was performed by using cinematic projection of

the films; such a pro(:edure tends to d(_-emphasize

the short-lived and small-scale motions present

and to emphasize the over-all motions of auroral

forms and of irrcgularities within the forms.

Usually it is found that at any olin time there

exists a single direction of motion common to all

auroral forms in the field of vl_ ()f tim (.amera.

*Now Natiomd Academy of Scmnces_-NASA resident

research associate at (loddard Space Flight ()enter, (;rce|l-

I)elt, Maryhmd.

RESULTS

The result of a determination of the percent-

age hourly occurrence of overhead auroras during

one of the periods studied (May-June 19(i()) is

shown in figure 1. The curve in figure l represents

ioo

_,o

o 4o

o

LOCAL TIME

2(3 0 4 s iz
• . . , , . . , • . . , . , • . , , . ,

4 e 12 *6 20

UNIVERSAL TIME

FmuRz 1.--Diurnal variation of hourly occurrence of

visual aurora within 150 km of Byrd Station for all

clear, dark hours in May and June 1960.

the o(:currencc of aurora within 150 km of the

station. The auroral occurrence to the north and

south of the Byrd zenith has been examined, and

it was found that the occurrence was ncarly sym-
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metrical about the zenith. This result indicates 
that  Byrd lies very close to the peak of the auroral 
zone; other characteristics of the morphology sug- 
gest that Byrd lies near and on the inner side of 
the auroral zone peak. 

The results of the study of the auroral motions 

dicates the temporal distribution of both longi- 
tudinal and meridional motions in a format sug- 
gested by a similar diagram published by Evans 
(I!I(iO) to describe auroral motions at Halley 
Bay. Each data point indicates the predominant 
direcation of the auroral motion during a fifteen- 
minute intei-val. The diagram shown in figure 3 
pertains to longitudinal motions only. The per- 
tinent points illustrated in the diagrams are 
mentioned in the following description of the 
different phases of the auroral display as observed 
at Hyrd. 

I t  is logical to begin the description with the 
phase of the display commencing near 2000 U.T. 

fiUIiiEi&i.i& in figure. 3 a:ld :<, !?igcrp 2 il& 
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GEOMAGNETIC DIRECTION OF MOTION 

FIW RE 2.-Geomagnetic directions of horizontd auroral 
motions a t  Hjrd Station. The direction shown is the 
direction towird n hich the auror:i is moving. The din- 
gram is conipiled from d l  sky data from Mag-June 
1980 nnd JIa>--June 1861. 

LOCLL TllE 

4 

UNIVERSAL TIME 

FIGURE 3.--Longitudinal auroral motions a t  Byrd. W and 
E represent the direction toward which the aurora 
moves. Parts of the diagram enclosed by wavy lines 
indicate period of no motion (see text), and dark tri- 
angles represent relatively sudden disappearances of 
the aurora. 

This is a time of minimum auroral occurrence 
(figure I ) . 

i 
2000-0200 U.T. 

The auroral forms occurring during this interval 
are of thc type normally observed at  the auroral 
zone during evening hours. Homogeneous and 
rayed arcs and bands appear overhead or drift 
into view across the southern horizon. I’ronounced 
westward drift occurs, both of irregularities within 
the forms and of the entire auroral forms. See 
figures 2, 3,  and 3a. 

02004700 U.T. 

I t  thc heginning of this interval westward 
motions continue and equatorward motions of 
arcs become morr pronounced. l‘hc auroral forms 
usiially hrrome mow numerous, and haidlike 
forms a i d  looping structures oftea appear i figure 
41) .i rcwmal to eastward longitudinal motion 
thcv owiirs. ‘I’he range in tinic of reversal of 2 i  
o h w ~ e d  c.\-ents is 01O.?-O(iOO, thc  median time 
beiiq O:<:X). Scar this timc the arcs become 
giwtly coiitortcd, and nieridionally aligned au- 
raid forms frequently occur. This part of the 
display at Ryrd corrrsponds to the hrrakup. which 
is accompariicd i)? a v j i a ~ i g v  tpiie of a ~ o ; a !  
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FIGURE 4.-All-sky photographs showing auroral forms 
typical of the periods near the times at which the 
photographs are taken. Photographs are taken at Byrd 
during June 1960: (a) homogeneous arcs typical of the 
forms during the evening phase; (b) bands of the type 
observed in the 02004700 U.T. interval; (c) meridi- 
onally aligned forms; (d) an example of the sequence 
from south t o  north of rayed forms, homogeneous arcs, 
diffuse aurora; and (d) interconnected diffuse forms 
during a period of no longitudinal motion. 

form. The change i n  typv is especially pronounced 
at somewhat lower latitudc; a t  Hyrd the change 
in type usually is not abrupt, but there is a 
tendency for the forms to br more diffuse aftcr 
the  rcvcrsal in longitudinal motion. After the 
reversal to eastward motion, thc auroral forms 
tend to become less numcrous. 

The phases of the display discussed to this 
point are observable a t  any station having the 
same rclationship to an auroral zone as 13yrd. 
I Iowevcr, because of the oc(wrrrnce of twilight 
thv  phasc. of the display desrribed below is not 
obscrvahlc at other establislicd obsrwing stations. 

0700-2000 U.T. 

‘I’hc auroral forms cmitinur to move primarily 
eastward at the heginniitg of this interval. In 
most instances a polcward romponent is added, 
so that the motion is dirwtcld toward cast-south- 
cast. As the forms drift ovcr the station a drfinite 
sequence of form typcs is observed. Rayed arcs 
appear at the. south cdgc of thc display; diffuso 
homogeneous arcus l ic  to thv nortlt of thv rayed 
arc’s; north of these, diffuse sur fam occur (figurc 

4d). By 1000, the diffuse surfaces usually lie 
directly over Byrd and may completely cover the 
visible sky. 

In those instances where observing conditions 
allowed full observation of the display during 
this interval, one of the following sequences was 
observed: ( I )  the eastward moviIlg aurora dim- 
med and disappeared; or (2) the eastward motion 
ceased and the auroral forms remained over- 
head with no further motion for several tcris of 
minutes (figures 3 and l e )  ; then the stabilized 
forms dimmed and disappcared in place; or wrst- 
ward motion developed before disappcaraiiw of 
the forms; or (3 )  a rcvrrsal from eastward to 
westward motion occurrrd without an intcrmrdi- 
atc phase of stabilized forms. 

The rangc in time of 14 reversals from cast- 
ward to westward longitudinal motion (either 
with or without a period of motionless aurora) 
was 0‘330-1 600, thc median time being 1530. One 
striking feature of thr morphology during this 
phase of thv display is the disappearancc of the 
aurora in  thc hours between I200 and 1800; these 
disappearances are indicated on figurc 3 by black 
trianglcs. I’ollowing the disappraraurc of the 
aurora, thc sky over I3yrd rrmaincd noticcably 
dark until the c*ommcncemcmt of thc phasv of 
thr  display dcsrribcd in the paragraph above 
headed ‘20004200 U.T.’ 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Real timc observation of auroral motions shows 
murh small-scale complexity, yct the motions 
arc obswvcd to follow a rather simplc pattcrii 
when vi(wrd with a romprrsscd timc s c d c .  ‘I’hc 
observations of auroral motions over 13yrd show 
that this pattern extends ovcr the auroral zoti(1 

to all l o c d  times, pcrmittitig the auroi-a1 zonc to 
bc roughly divided into two srgmriits, on(’ o t i  th(1 
sunset sidr of thv earth whrrc wc.stward niotioii 
prcdominatcs and thc  other 011 thr suiiriw sidr 
of the rarth whey(> eastward motioii pwdomiitatcs 
On roughly the sunward part of thv auroral zoii(’ 
the owurrcwc of aurora is a mininium 

In using the local gcomagiictic timet caoorditiatc. 
to  comparc. the nyrd obsrrvations with thaw 
obtained a t  the rrorthc~n auroral zon(3, wc have 
found some disagrermcnt which indicatcs that, 
gromagnrtic timc is not a satisfactory roordinatv 
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with which to discuss the southern observations.

Nakamura (1963) has reached a similar con-

clusion from study of auroral observations taken

at Syowa Base, which is also near the southern

auroral zone.
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LOW-ENERGY TRAPPED PROTONS

LEO R. DAVIS

AND

JAMES M. WILLIAMSON

Goddard Space Flight Center

A scintillation detector designed to measure the directi(m'fl intensity and sl)ectrum of 100 kev

to 4.5 Mev protons and thc directional energy flux and spectrum of 10 to 100 kcv clcctrons has

be(m flown on the Explorer XlI satellite (19filv). Analysis of "_portion of the data recorded during

the last half of August 19(;1 has shown that (1) the radial disl.uwc to the outer boundary of the

gcomagnetically trapped radiation is wLriablc, ranging from Y,.5 to l 1.0R_; (2) electrons are trapped

more or less uniformly from 2R, to the outer boundary; and (3) protons ._re trapped throughout the

same region.
The proton intensity peaks on the dipole field line having an equ,Ltional radius (R0 wfluc) of

about 3.5R,, where the m._ximum intensily is ()X l07 protons/cm2-sec-ster. The proton spectra may

be approximated by exl)(--E/Eo) with, for cxampl(', E0 wflu('s of 400, 120, .rod 64 key at R0 values

of 2.8, 5.0, and 6.1R,, respectively.
l)uring the magn(,tie storm which began on S(,l)temb('r 30, 1961, the proton intcnsity meas-

ur(,d at high latitudes w,_s enhanced t)y a factor of 3. The possibility that the main phase decrease

of the storm was produced by the protons is discuss('d.

INTRODUCTION

The directional intensity and spectrum of 100

kcv to 4.5 Mcv protons and the directional energy

flux and spectrum of l0 to 100 kcv electrons

trapped in the geomagnetic field have recently

been measured on the Explorer XII satellite

( l (,)61 v). Explorer XI I was launchcd at() 321 U.T.,

August 16, 19(ii, into an cllipti('al orbit inclined

33 degrees to the c<tuatorial plane, with a perigee

altitude of 300 km, an apogee altitude of 77,300

kin, and an orbital period of 26.1, hours. Initially,

apogee was near local noon. The satellite in=

strumcntation functioned properly up to Decem-

ber 6, 19(i1, when it abruptly ceased transmitting.

Data wore re('orded nearly continuously through-

out the life of thc satcllite, and when processed

will be available for at)out 80 percent nf that time.

When the satellite ceased transmitting, apogee

was near six hours lo('al time.

The analysis, to date, has been in the nature

of an initial survey t() esLablish the proper opera-

tion and calibration of the iustrumentation and

to determine the gross features of the electron

and proton radiation. The results have shown

that (I) the trapped radiation exhibits a well

marked outer boundary whose position is vari-

able, ranging from 8.5 to I I.()R_: (2) electrons

are trapped more or less uniformly from 2R_ to

the outer boundary; and (3) protons are trapped

throughout the same region.

The present paper reports the initial results

on the low energy trapped protons.

INSTRUMENTATION

The ion-electron detector flown on Explorer

XlI is similar to detectors flown previously on

sounding rockets to measure auroral particles _

and solar flare protons. 2 It employed a 4.4 mg/cm 2

thickness of powder phosph,)r, ZnS(.'ig), settled

on the face of a photomultiplicr tube which was

located behind a stepping absorber wheel. This

is illustrated in figure l, which also shows a block

diagram of the electronics. Both the dc output

and the pulse counting rat(' of the phototube are

854
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telemetered. The ambient radiation can be ad-

mitted through either of the two apertures sho_n

in figure l, depending on the wheel position. When

radiation entering through the lower aperture is

allowed to pass through the wheel, it reaches

the phosphor directly. Radiation entering through

the upper aperture can only reach the phosphor
after having scattered off the gold surface shown

positioned in front of the apertures in figure 1.
When the detector is operated in the scatter

mode, the dc current of the phototube is essen-
tially a measure of the energy flux of electrons

since few protons or other heavy particles will

be scattered. In the direct geometry, the current

is a measure of the total energy flux of particles
stopping in the phosphor. The measured sensitivi-

ties as a function of particle energy are shown in

figure 2 for electrons and protons incident in the
direct geometry and for electrons in the scatter

geometry. Sensitivity is defined here as the photo-

tube output current per unit power of the mono-

energetic particle beam passing through the
aperture.

The trigger level of the pulse channel is set to

count ions losing 80 kev or more energy in the

phosphor. The measured proton counting effi-
ciency as a function of protor/energy is shown in

figure 2. From the figure it can be seen that the

proton counting efficiency exceeds 50 percent be-

tween 100 key and 4.5 Mev and falls off rapidly
outside this energy range. The detector also

counts heavier ions with high efficiency, i.e.,
alpha particles having energies between 120 key

and 130 Mev. Electrons are discriminated against

'NO°E ' SYNC......ANAL_

SIGNAL
TO

1 I L I .........

ANAtOG

8TH OyNODE ELECTROMETER SIGNAL

WHEEL _ TOTELEMETER

WHEEL
AOVANCE

SYNC

FIGURE l.--Simplified drawing of ion-electron detector
geometry and block diagram of electronics.

._._.1°-'1 SENSn:IVITY, _ ' Im°
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FIGURE 2.--Current sensitivities to electrons and protons
and proton count efficiency of ion-electron detector
with no absorber.

"1

by the phosphor thinness (the maximum average

energy loss of an electron which will just traverse '

the phosphor is 60 kev) and by the particular

light-pulse-decay characteristic of the ZnS(Ag)

phosphor which allows electron-produced pulses

to be partially differentiated out in the pulse

amplifier. As a result, single electrons will not
be ..... -IL_UUII UULI.

The low energy cutoff' of the response curves

shown in figure 2 resuPcs from the particles having

to penetrate a lO00 k thick aluminum coating on

the phosphor (and, in addition, for ions to lose
80 kev in the phosphor to count). The wheel is

used to interpose additional absorber which moves

the low energy cutoff to successively higher
values. The ratio of outputs with the different

absorbers gives a rough measure of the energy

spectra and a quite sensitive measure of any
change in the spectra of electrons or ions. A thick

plug position is !brovided on the wimel to deter-

mine the background produced by any pene'tra_-

ing radiation reaching the phosphor through the
sides of the detector. There are also three wheel

positions with radioactive sources for inflight
calibration.

This paper presents proton intensiiSeS and

spectra derived from the counting rate and ab-

sorption data on the assumption that all of the

particles counted were protons. In this regard
it should be noted that a second count rate channel
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wasincludedto determinethe ratioof protons
to heavierions.Thetriggerlevelof thischannel
wassetgreaterthantheenergyloss'ofa proton
whichwouldjust traversethephosphor,i.e.,at
900kevcomparedto 800kev.Theresultsof a
preliminaryanalysisshowthat a significantpor-
tion of the particleswereheavierthanprotons.
Theseresultsaredependenton thetriggerlevel
remainingstable,andananalysiswhichwill test
this stabilityis nowbeingmade.Shouldthere-
sultsbeconfirmed,thepresentprotonintensities
will needto be correcteddownward.The cor-
rectionwill be30percentor less,andtheshapeof
spectrawillbelittleaffected.

Thecount-ratemeterhasa 0 to 5 volt analog
output whichis proportionalto the logarithm
of thenumberofcountsstoredsincethelastread-
out. Theoutput wassampledthree timesper
second.Telescopefactorsof 5.8X10-4and5.4×
l0-3 cm_-sterwereemployedandprotonintensi-
ties up to 107/cm2-sec-stercouldbe measured.

Theelectrometerhasa0to5voltanalogoutput
proportionalto thelogarithmoftheinputcurrent
for currentsof 10-l° to ]0-4amp.Thus,electron
and proton energyfluxesfrom about l0-2 to
l0+4erg/cm_-sec-stercouldbemeasured.

Thedetectorwaspositionedto lookout at 45
degreesto the satellitespinaxis.Full opening
anglesof 15degreesand22degreeswereused.
Thesatellitespunaboutanaxiswhichwasfixed
in inertialcoordinateswithabouta2-secondspin
period.Thus,it is possibleto measuredirectly
the angulardependenceof the particle fluxes.
Overthe satelliteorbit, the anglebetweenthe
spinaxisandgeomagneticfield variedfrom 25
degreesto90degrees;therefore,thescannedrange
of particlepitchanglesvariedfrom asmuchas
0 to 90degreesto as little as20 to 70 degrees.
The detector orientation in inertial coordinates

and with respect to the local magnetic field was

measured by a solar aspect indicator, and a three
component magnetometer (the magnetic field

measurements on Explorer XII were performed

by Dr. Lawrence Cahill, of the University of

New Hampshire, who kindly provided the mag-

netic orientation data).

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows counting rates and currents
as a function of radial distance measured on

5O
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FIGURE 3.--Ion-electron detector output currents and
count rate as a function of geocentric distance on Ex-
plorer XII pass 7b August 24, 1961. The geomagnetic
latitude of the satellite is also shown.

August 24, 1961, for the wheel positions whose

response curves are shown in figure 2. Also shown

is the background current measured with the

thick plug covering the apertures, and the geo-

magnetic latitude of the satellite. The counting

rate curve shows that protons were present from
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FIGURE4.--(a) Measured local pitch angle distributions
of low energy protons on three crossings of the 3.5 Ro
field line; (b) The corresponding equatorial pitch angle
distributions.
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54,000km radialdistancedownto 10,000km.
Thepeakprotonintensitymeasuredonthispass
is 7X106/cmLsec-sterat threeRe. The difference
between the current measured in the scatter

geometry and the background current is a meas-

ure of the electron energy flux. As may be seen,

the electron flux rises to a maximum at 35,000 km

and slowly decreases with increasing distance out

to 54,000 km, where an abrupt discontinuity is

observed and the electron flux drops below a
detectable value. The difference between the

current measured in the direct geometry and

scatter geometry could only be produced by pro-
tons and thus confirms the count rate data. The

peak in the background current apparently is

due to the penetrating radiation which forms the

"outer belt" as defined by Geiger-Mtiller counter
measurements.3

The pitch angle distributions of the protons on

the dipole field line having an equatorial radius

(R0 value) of 3.5Re are shown in figure 4. In

figure 4a are plotted the eight dynode currents

measured at various local pitch angles on three

crossings of-the field line, each at a different geo-

magnetic latitude. The smooth lines drawn

through the data points have been transformed

from local pitch angle to equatorial pitch angle,

assuming a dipole field and a constant (sin2a)/B,
and are shown in figure 4b. The three segments

of pitch angle distribution so obtained are in

reasonable agreement and together trace out the

equatorial pitch angle distribution from 10 to

72 degrees. The resulting distribution is well ap-
proximated by a sin3a0 curve, where a0 is the

equatorial pitch angle.

Proton spectra measured on three field lines

on August 26 are shown in figure 5. The data are

plotted as integral spectra; however, it should

be noted that the detector does not measure pro-
tons having energies greater than 4.5 Mev and

we are thus assuming there is no significant num-

ber of the higher energy protons. The resulting

steep spectra appear to justify this assumption.

Spectra at a number of positions and times have

been analyzed and, in general, the trapped proton

spectra are better approximated by an exponen-

tial law than a power law. As may be seen, the

spectra steepen as we move from lower to higher

field lines. On field lines having R0 values less

than about 3 or 4Re, the spectra show a flattening

Illlo,i.q_

_1 e I i i i i i i i I i i i i i i

ii,ll,lll

\
- E.. 12o_

R. - 5.o R,

,lll|ll,,-

PROTO_ENERGY(key)

FmuaE 5.--Integral proton spectra measured on three
field lines by Explorer XII (pass 8b), on August 26,
1961.

below a few hundred kev energy which means

that protons below this energy are absent. This

cutoff energy is about the energy below which

the charge exchange process becomes dominant

over the coulomb scattering process in deter-

mining the proton lifetimes. For example, the
spectrum shown in figure 5 for 2.8Re flattens be-
twcen 200 and 300 key. The lifetimes calculated

by Liemohm 4 for this field line and latitude show

that a 200 key proton has a lifetime of about 5

days and the lifetime decreases rapidly at lower

energies, whereas a 300 key proton has a 30-day

lifetime and the lifetimes of higher energy protons
increase relatively slowly with increasing energy.

By comparison in figure 5 it will be noted that

the proton spectrum obtained on the 5R_ field
line extends down to 109 kev. The lifetime of a

100 key proton on this field line, limited by charge
exchange, is about 50 days.

Figure 6 shows the preliminary results of map-

ping the spatial distribution of the low energy
protons. In figure 6b are plotted the intensities

of mirroring protons as a function of R0 for five

passes in late August. In figure 6a the trajectories

for these five passes are plotted in the geomag-
netic latitude-R0 plane. The points on each tra-

jectory where the proton intensity reached 107

protons/cmLsec-ster are indicated by circles. The

dashed line drawn through these points is, there-

fore, the corresponding proton intensity contour.

The contour for an intensity value of 10s is

similarly shown. As may be seen the resulting

contours show that the low energy proton in-
tensity is a maximum at about 3.5R_.

The pulse channel of the detector is in satura-
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FIGURE6.--(a) Six Explorer XlI trajectories mapped in
the geomagnetic latitude---R0 plane, and proton in-
tensity contours for J=106 and 107 protons/cm_-sec -
ster; (b) Directional intensities of locally mirroring
protons (120 key<E<4.5 Mev) as functions of R0
measured on six passes through the proton belt.

tion at intensities above 107/cm2-sec-ster. This

effect can be seen on pass 8b in figure 6b. The
dc channel at this time is still some three decades

below saturation and thus may be used to measure

the proton intensity at the higher values. This

has been done for passes 0b and lb in figure 6b.

As may be seen, the maximum proton intensity

is about 6Xl07/cm2-sec-ster measured some 7

degrees off the geomagnetic equator. This meas-

urement should be accurate to :_50 percent. A
more accurate value will be obtained when the

spectrum in this region is derived. Using the

measured pitch angle distribution and assuming

an average proton energy of 400 key, we calcu-

late the proton density to be one-half proton

per cubic (;entimetcr. The corresponding proton

kinetic energy density of 2 × l05 ev/cm '_ is about

one-tenth the energy density of the geomagnetic

field at this point.
The proton energy density in the region from

4 to 8R_ shows a remarkable tendency to track

the field energy density. This is illustrated in

figure 6b where the curve labeled "JH(200 kev)"

shows the directional intensity of 200 kev protons

which, if isotropic, would have a kinetic energy

density equal to the dipole field energy density.

As may be seen, the proton intensity measured
at low latitudes is about one-third of Jz+ (200 kev).

When the proton pitch angle distribution is taken
into consideration this means that the ratio of

field energy deilsity to proton energy density in

the equatorial plane is approximately 6 in the

region 4 to 8R_.

Nineteen more or less complete passes through

the proton belt are presently available for studies

of temporal variations. The data obtained on 15

of these passes, scattered through the period

August 16 to September 30, 1961, show no tem-

poral change in the proton intensities measured
on field lines which have R0< 7R,; i.e., the data

are constant to within -I-30 percent.

At 2108 U.T. on September 30, a sudden com-

mencement (SC) occurred which was followed

by a magnetic storm lasting several days. At

the time of the SC, Explorer XII was nearing

apogee. The next pass through the proton belt
occurred some 17 hours later. On this pass and

three succeeding passes on October 1 and 2, the

proton intensities measured in the region from
3 to 4.5R, were greater by a factor of ,_ than the

pro-storm values, tIowever, the satellite crossings
of this region were at geomagnetic latitudes greater

than 30 degrees so that only protons having

equatorial pitch angles of 34 degrees and less
were sampled. From the pre-storm pitch angle

distribution, it is known that only 4 percent of

the protons trapped in these field lines have

equatorial pitch angles of 34 degrees or less.
Thus, with these data wc cannot determine

wtmther the total proton population was in-

creased or whether there was simply a redistri-

bution in pitch angles of the pre-storm population.

The total kinetic encxgy of the trapped low

energy protons exceeds that of any other known

population of trapped particles, and thus their

disturba_w,e of the geomagnetic fi(,ld is greatest.

It is of obvious intereut to determine the magni-

tude of the distarl)al_c_,s: Akasofu, Cain, and

Chapman, 5 using a _:*omputer code developed for

a previous theoreti('_al study, have cah'_ulated the
disturbance for a mod_d proton belt whi(_h closely
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approximates our pre-storm belt. The re_xlts pre-

dict a decrease in the surface equatorial field of

40_. They have further calculated _private com-

munication) the additional disturbance which

would result if the storm time increase existed

at all values of pitch angle. The results predict

an 80_, additional decrease which is to be com-

pared with Dst values of 60 to 30_ on October

1 and 2. Thus, we may hypothesize that the

main phase decrease was produced by these low

energy protons. A second large magnetic storm

and several small storms occurred during the

life of Explorer XII. When these data become

available, further tests of this hypothesis will be

made.

There are no previous measurements of trapped

protons below 1 Mev in the region of the outer

belt. However, the rocket measurements of Bame,

Conner, et al. _ have clearly shown that protons

having energies down to 1 Mev are trapped on

field lines having R0 values around 2.5 to 3Re.

A preliminary comparison with their data, using,

however, only dipole coordinates, shows agree-

ment in both intensity and spectral slope for

proton energies of around 1 Mev. Our results may

be related to the results of Naugle and Kniffen _

and of FreemanS; however_ to date nn _nm-

parison has been made.
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COSMIC RAYS

C. E. FICHTEL
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Recently, Linsley and ScarsP have shown that

present evidence indicates that the primary par-

ticles of total energy >_1017 eV are nearly all pro-

tons. They further state that the heavy nuclei

are less abundant than at lower energies, and

may be completely absent. In a companion paper,

Linsley "_suggests that one possible explanation
of this feature is that the cosmic rays of lower

energy are of galactic origin, those above about

5X10 _6 eV are of metagalactic origin, and at
about l016 eV/nucleus the two sources make an

approxilnately equal contribution. The intent of

this Letter is to show that there is another pos-
sible interpretation, which is based on the proposi-

tion that spiral-arm segments in the galaxy may

be an important controlling feature. This hy-

pothesis can also account for the other principal

known features of low- and high-energy cosmic

rays.

l)eters 8 has already discussed some of the im-
portant features of the cosmic radiation which

can be explained by considering the effect of the
spiral arms. To summarize the basic ideas of this

model, omitting the refinements, the particles,

after being accelerated in the supernovae, travel

along a spiral arm until the particles reach the

end of the arm, or the arm segment, and then

enter into the galactic halo. Peters shows that the

cosmic rays formed in supernovae could pass

through only a few g/cm 2 of interstellar material

before leaving the arm segment, in agreement
with the amount of matter traversed as deduced

from the relative abundance of the light nuclei

(3<nuclear charge_<5) in cosmic rays. tie

further notes that it nmy be reasonable to assume
that as the particles reach the end of the arm

segment they diffuse into the halo, where their

avera.gc lifetime could be quite large, perhaps ap-

proaching half the age of the galaxy. He then

points out that since they pass through a relatively

large amount of material there will be a decrease

in the number of complex nuclei due to

fragmentation.
A look will now be taken at the further im-

plications of this model. Because of the filfite size

of the spiral-arm segment and the strength of the

field therein, there must be an upper limit to the

rigidity of a particle which can be held easily in a

spiral-arm segment. If a radius of curw_ture which
is one-hundredth that of the estimated diameter

of a spiral-arm segment is chosen as an upper

limit for particles which should be held fairly

easily in the galactic arm, the corresponding

rigidity is given by

Rnm_t=3OOaH = (300) (9X10 TM) (6X10-6), (1)

Rlimit = I.fX 10 TM eV; (2)

where R is the rigidity in eV, a is the radius of

curvature in cm, and H is the field strength in

gauss.

Particles with rigidities above about this value

will escape from the spiral arm relatively easily

and subsequently pass through them relatively

easily. If the average amount of material through

which they pass is calculated on the basis of the

assumption that the amount of timc they spend

in the galactic disk and the halo is proportional

to their relative volume, the following expression
is obtained :

[ V(disk) ]p(disk)P =L V (dis_ _7(halo)

-l-IV V(halo) -1(dis_+--_halo) ]o(halo). (a)

p(disk) and p(halo) are assumed to be 10 -24 and

10 -_6 g/era a, respectively/,5 V(halo) and V(disk)
are calculated as follows:

V(ha]o) = (4/3)7r (4.5X 10°'2)a =4 X 106s cm a, (4)

V (disk) = 7r(4.5X 10°'2):(9X 10°-°) =6X10 _ em a.

(._)
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From (3}, (4), and (5), O

=2.5X 10-26 g/cm 3. (6)

The total amount of material through which

these ultrahigh-rigidity particles have passed in a

period of time equal to half the estimated age of

the galaxy _ is then given by

(2.5X 10-26 g/cm 3) (3X 101° cm/sec) (2X 101_ sec)

=150 g/cm 2. (7)

Since this is very large compared to the mean free

path of absorption for heavy nuclei, about 8

g/cm 2, and even helium nuclei, about 16 g/cm 2,

high-rigidity particles should consist almost ex-

clusively of protons. Since in terms of the cosmic-

ray power-law spectrum in total energy protons,

helium nuclei, and heavy nuclei are known to

have nearly the same relative abundance above a

given total energy at lower energies, 4 _<10 ]3 eV,

the transition at about 10 '6 eV rigidity corre-
sponds to a very marked transition in composition

at about l0 '6 to l0 '7 eV total energy if the source
composition distributions continue to hold at

energies above 1013 eV as would be expected.

At the same time, local scattering ill the spiral

arm probably becomes less and less important

rigidity from the spiral-arm segment is approached

the motion of the particle would be primarily

controlled by the general field parallel to the

spiral arm. An anisotropy relative to the angle of

the particles with respect to the axis of the spiral

arm for pritnary heavy nuclei in the energy range

from 10 l+ to tO t7 eV/nucleus, such as the one sug-

gested by the data of Hasegawa et al., 6 might
then be expected.

Because of the different history of the low- and

very high-energy particles, a break in the energy

spectrum of cosmic rays might also be expected

at about l0 _GeV. If the differential energy spec-

trum at the source is continuous, then the break

will consist principally of a change in intensity

and not spectral shape at this point with the

change in intensity being determined primarily
by the volume and lifetime of particles in the

whole galaxy relative to those in the spiral arms.

The volume of all the spiral-arm segments will

be estimated as 10_r2/= 107r (4.5 X 102°) 2X
(2X l02') = 1.3X 106_ cm 3, and the lifetime in the

861

arm segment as the time necessary to travel 4

g/cm 2 in a medium of density 10 -24 g/cm 3, namely,
4X 106 years. Combining these numbers with the

corresponding values for the hg)o given earlier,

an intensity decrease in the differential spectrum

of a factor of about two is expected, although

this number is uncertain by as much as a factor

of ten. A small change in the differential energy

spectrum at this point in energy is consistent

with the experimental data. 7

It seems less likely that there should be such a

smooth transition in the energy spectrum if the

change in cosmic-ray composition at about 10 ]6 to

10 '7 eV is attributed to a change from galactic to

metagalactic origin. There must, of course, be
some rigidity above which particles cannot be

held easily in the galaxy, but it could reasonably

be expected to be about two orders of magnitude

larger than that necessary to hold a particle in

an arm segment. This higher rigidity, which
would therl be of the order of l0 TM to 10 ]9 eV

rigidity, will correspond to the transition from

galactic to metagalactic particles. Another change

in the differential energy spectrum might then

be expected at this point.

The model considered here leads to a change

in composition and _ ._m_ll eh___nge i_,_the e.,_ergy

spectrum at about the same energy, estimated to

be about l0 ]6 to 10 ]7 eV, with the change in com-

position occurring about a factor of two to ten

higher ill total energy. In addition, a possible

heavy anisotropy relative to the spiral-arm seg-

ment at these energies can be explained. Finally,

another and probably more significant change in

the differential energy spectrum is expected at

about l0 '9 eV total energy.
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Tile energy spectra of low-energy primary cosmic-ray hydrogen and helium nuclei have been
det(!rnlined from nuele._r emulsions flown on a high-altitude balloon launched from Fort Churchill

on July 8 1961. The flight was pre('_eded by a period of three months of h)w solar and geol)hysical

activity. The results indicated th'_t the differential spectrum of hydrogen nuchfi in this h)w-energy
interval deerease(l toward low energies and did not exhibit the sharp rise found with (;ounters in

1960 and 1961 by other experimenters. The low-energy differential spectrum and integral flux

vahm for helium nuclei were found to be intermediate between those typic'fl of solar minimum and

solar maximum and are consistent with a modul,_tion nmchanism which yields the same rigidity

spe(q,rum for a given intensity I)oth before and after solar maximum. Various modulation models
of galac_tic ('osmi(_ r._ys are examin(_d, and it is concluded that none of them se_m_ to I)c entirely

adequate.

INTRODUCTION

The intensity of the cosnfic radiation detected at

the earth is subject to a modulation that shows a

strong inverse correlation to the eleven-year

cycle of solar activity. _,2 The changes in intensity

over the solar cycle are most pronounced for

particles of low magnetic rigidity, and it is data

from these particles which should yield the most

useful information concerning the mechanism of

the modulation. In particular, a comparison of the

energy or rigidity spectra of particles which have

different rigidities for the same velocity, such as

hydrogen and helium nuclei, nmst provide rigid

restrictions on any proposed modulating mechan-

ism.

*Present address: l(.adioh)gi(_al l)rote(_tion Service, Clif-

ton Avemw, B[,hnont, Sutton, Surrey, I,]ngland.
tNational Ac_L(|emy of Sciences, NASA senior post(hw-

toral resident researctl asso('iate while at (h)ddard Sl)m;e

Flight Center. l'rcsent address: School of Physics, Uni-

versity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

During the period from 1(.)55 to 1960 McDonald

and Webber 3-6 made a series of measurements of

the proton rigidity spectrum using (_erenkov-

scintillation counter telescopes flown on balloons.

These spectra were measured between the rigidity

of the geomagnetic threshold of the individual

balloon flights and about 1.5 BV. In addition the

integral flux above 1.5 BV was determined.

Although the work of Quenby and Wenk 7 predicts

thresholds of 0.7 and 1.3 BV for the different

individual balloon flights at high latitudes, the

true threshold may bc lower and may not I)e

sharp. For these reasons, the lower end of the

observed spectrum is difficult to interpret in terms

of the spectrum in frcc space.

During a longer period which overlaps that of

these measurcments, the low-cnergy helium

nuclei have been examined by many observers

using nuclear emulsions) -16 In some instances the

air cutoff rigidity, typically 0.7 BV for He nuclei,

was higher than the geomagnetic threshold, and

862
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in almost every case, data were available to about
2.5 BV and sometimes to 4.5 BV. Additional

information is provided by the results of Winckler
and Anderson 17and Nehed 8 at northern latitudes

in 1954 and 1955 which indicate a higher intensity

of low rigidity particles at solar minimum than

that which would be deduced by extrapolating
the results of McDonald and Webber to lower

rigidity. There is then the possibility of an

additional increase in the proton flux below about

0.5 BV rigidity during solar minimum.

The following conclusions can be drawn from

these results. (a) The intensities of the hydrogen
and helium nuclei above about 0.7 BV decrease

appreciably from solar minimum to solar maxi-

mum. (b) If the degree of transparency in the

penumbral region is assumed to depend only on

rigidity, these nuclei appear to have similar

differential rigidity spectra with a hydrogen to
helium nuclei ratio of about 7.0 at least for

rigidities above about 1 BV. (c) The helium nuclei,

and, if (b) is correct, the hydrogen nuclei also, have

a differential rigidity spectrum with a peak in-

tensity at about 1.8 BV at solar minimum and
about 2.2 BV at solar maximum.

Because of the present uncertainty of the

shapes of the low end of the rigidity spectra at

solar minimum, it is important as solar minimum

is again approached to study these spectra with

instruments flown at high altitude and latitude

that are capable of directly detecting and identi-

fying primary particles. Vogt '9 and Meyer and

Vogt 2° have made such measurements for protons

in 1960 and 1961. At times which they associate

with quiet day conditions, they found differential
proton spectra that increased toward lower

rigidities in a range from 0.38 to 0.63 BV. Further-

more, they found that in 1961 the intensity in

this rigidity range had decreased from that

observed in 1960. If these low rigidity protons are

of galactic origin, one might expect an increase in

the intensity as solar minimum is approached and

the modulation weakens. The observed spectral

shape would also impose an extremely severe

constraint on the modulation mechanism. Meyer

and Vogt, therefore, suggest that these low-energy

protons are mostly of solar origin.

The data reported here are from a time when the

sun was comparatively quiet and had been so for
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FIGURE 1.---Geophysical data during early July 1961.

From top to bottom are shown absorption of 30-Mc/sec

riometer, Fort Churchill; magnetic Kp index; and

neutron monitor counting rate, Deep River.

several months. It is of interest to compare these

proton data with those of VogU 9 and Meyer and

Vogt _° to see how the ]ow-encrgy proton com-

ponent varies with time. Also, in principle, a

comparison of the rigidity spectra of the hydrogen

and helium nuclei would show whether the ap-
parently similar spectra observed by McDonald

and Webber at higher rigidities continues down

into this low rigidity region. The results of this

latter comparison are ambiguous, however, be-
cause the presence of any solar injected particles

will alter the abundance ratio. Finally, for the

helium nuclei it is important to determine, by

comparison with the previously published data

how the spectrum varies, since this information

will place restrictions on the modulation mechan-
ism.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Balloon Flight

The balloon flight on 8 July 1961, was made at a

time of low solar activity preceded by a period of

three months during which no significant Forbush

or polar cap absorption events were observed. The

last solar particle event detected by riometers

preceding the flight was that on 21 November

1960. Figure 1 shows the cosmic noise absorption

of the Churchill 30-Mc/sec riometer, 2_ the

counting rate of the Deep River neutron monitor, 22

and the geomagnetic 3-h range indices 23Kp for the

early part of July 1961. As can be seen, there were

no signs of unusual activity prior to the flight nor
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FIGI'RE 2.--Balloon flight profile.

after the flight until the solar particle event of

II July. It would appear, then, that the particle

intensities obtained front this balloon flight are

truly indicative of undisturhcd conditions appro-

priate to this period of the solar cycle.

The t)alloon flight path was essentially straight
west from Fort Churchill and was at all times at a

latitude where the air "cutoff" energy was con-

siderat)ly greater than the geomagnetic threshold

for both protons and a particles. The balloon

altitude profile is shown in Fig. 2. The pressure

below 20 g/eln 2 was measured to within =L0.1 g/

cm 2 by photographing a Wallace and Tiernan

(0 20 mm Hg) gauge.
The detector consisted of a large stack of 20-

cm × 10-cm × 600-u-thick Ilford emulsions of vari-

ous sensitivities, of which 20 at one end were
electron sensitive (15 emulsions. This stack was

rotated through 180 ° at the ceiling altitude, and a

supplementary emulsion package, the drop stack,

intended to be used for the ascent correction, was
released at the same time. This stack was un-

fortunately not recovered, and in its place drop

stacks from a halloon fight at Sioux Falls, South

Dakota, on 5 ])ecend>er 1961, and a I>alloon

flight at Fort Churchill on 4 August 1962 were

used for portions of the ascent correction.

Proton Analysis

The emulsions used in the proton analysis were

the 20 G5 emulsions from the main flight stack
and G5 emulsions from the Sioux Falls and

Churchill drop stacks. Five different scans were

made: (1) I em from the top edge of the (_hurchill

main stack, (2) 1 cm from tit(; t)ottom edge of the

main stack, (3) 1 cm from tit(; hottom edge of the

Sioux Falls drop stack, (4) 0.2 cm from the top

edge of the main stack, and (5) 0.2 cm from the

bottom edge of the Churchill drop stack. The top

of the main stack faced the top of the atmosphere

after rotation and faced the earth prior to rotation.

The bottoms of the drop stacks faced the earth,
and hence were oriented in the same way as the

top of the main stack during balloon ascent. The
scans were made to include tracks that lay within a

pre-set solid angle. In no case did the zenith angle

exceed 32 °. Tracks with all grain densities were

accepted in the first three scans while only

those with grain densities >3 times the proton

minimum were accepted in the last two.

Tracks from the first three scans were selected

for subsequent analysis if they had an ionization

greater than 1.8 times the proton inininmm.
Tracks due to lnesons, tracks (except those which

ended) which could not I)e followed out of the scan

plate (and hence wcrc produced bef<)rc the stack
was asseml>led), and tracks of nmltiply charged

particles were rejected. The remaining tracks,
which were due to singly charged particles, were
followed in both directions from the scan line

until they ended, interacted, or left the stack, and

their direction of motion was determined, if

possible. The energy at the scan line of each

particle that did not end in the stack was deter-

mined I)y making I>lol)-gap counts of the ioni-

zation, 24 and using a calibrated relation between

these c.ounts and the proton residual range. Each

ionization estimate had a precision of al)out 55_.

The tracks from the scan l cm from the top of

the luain stack fall into three classes: (I) tracks of

particles whose direction of motion was toward the
bottom of the stack and which did not arise from

an interaction in the emulsion t)ctwcen the scan

line and the blackened edge of the emulsion, (I I)

tracks of particles whose direction of motion was
toward the bottom of the stack I)ut which origi=

nated in an interaction between the scan line and

the hlackened edge of the emulsion, and (lII)

tracks of particles whose direction of motion was

toward the top of the stack.

In addition to true primary particle tracks
which traversed the residual atmosphere above

the balloon and entered the top of the emulsion

stack while it was at the ceiling altitude, class I

includes tracks of particles which entered the stack

from underneath during the balloon ascent while
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thestackwasinverted,trackswhichwereformed
onthegroundafterthestackwasassembledand
beforeand after it was flown,and tracksof
particleswhich wereproducedin interactions
betweentheblackenededgeoftheemulsionatthe
topof thestackandtopof theatmosphere.

Thecorrectionsfor that portionof theascent
up to aresidualatmosphereof 4.5g/cm2andfor
tracksformedin the stackbeforeandafterthe
flight weremadedirectlyfromthe scansin the
SiouxFallsdrop stack.Theascentbetween4.5
g/cm2 and 3.5 g/cm 2 was not covered by the drop
stack, and the correction for this contribution was
made from the scans at the bottom of the main

stack. While the balloon was rising from 4.5 g/cm 2

to 3.5 g/cm 2, where the stack was rotated 180 °,

the top of the stack was looking toward the
ground and particles which entered the stack at

that time were produced in interactions below the

stack. This, however, is the same component that
was seen by the bottom of the stack for the

remainder of the flight, after the stack rotation,

when the balloon was at only a slightly higher
altitude. Since the intensities for the bottom of the

stack are very similar to those found from the top

of the stack scan, and since the correction is small,

one can approximate the correction sufficiently

well by merely multiplying the bottom of the

stack intcnsity corrected for ascent by a factor

which is the fraction of time from 4.5 g/cm 2 to

3.5 g/cm 2 before stack rotation divided by the

total flight time from 4.5 g/cm 2 to cutdown.

The remaining correction, that for particles
from interactions in the atmosphere above the

balloon and in the blackened edge of the emulsion,
was made using the tracks from interactions
observed in the emulsion above the scan line. It

was assumed that the energy spectrum of secon-
dary grey track 25 particles is the same for inter-
actions with air nuclei as for interactions with

emulsion nuclei. The internuclear cascade calcu-

lations of Metropolis et al. 26,27 and Bertini 2s

show that this is a reasonable assumption in the

range of secondary particle energies considered

here. The energy lost by a particle in the amount

of emulsion in which these interactions above the

scan line are observed was almost identical to that

lost in the amount of air above the balloon. Hence,

the energy spectrum, but not the intensity, of

these particles at the scan line is the same as the

spectrum at the top of the stack produced by
interactions in the residual atmosphere above the

balloon. Once the intensity of this secondary

component has been determined, as described

below, the pseudospectrum of the particles arising
from observed interactions in emulsion with

energies corrected from the scan line through an
amount of air equivalent to the amount of air

above the balloon at ceiling and with the intensity
normalized can be subtracted from the spectrum

of particles of class I, corrected for ascent, and
with energies corrected to the top of the atmos-

phere to yield the true primary spectrum.

The ratio of the intensity of particles from

interactions in the atmosphere plus the obscured

edge of the emulsion to that from observed inter-

actions in the emulsion is given by the following
equation :

S [Nga\[npa+Iv'_fan'_'_\ [xeu\
-- SonoJ ' (1)

where Ng_/N,_ is the ratio of the number of grey
track secondaries per interaction in air nuclei to

that in emulsion nuclei; npa and nv_, the number of
interactions per incident proton in air and in

emulsion for this experiment; n,_ and nae the

same, but for a particles; Ip,=0.133, the ratio of

the primary alpha intensity to the primary proton
intensity; f_ and f_ the ratios of grey track secon-

daries from proton interactions to that from

alpha-particle interactions in air and in emulsion,
and X_ and X_0 are the depths of emulsion in

which interactions were obscured by edge blacken-

ing and in which they were observed, respectively.

The various values of n_¢, the number of inter-

actions per incident particle are given by n_¢= 1-

exp(-xjXo.), where x¢ is the absorber thickness

and X_j is the interaction mean free path. The

values of Xij used here are hpa = 100 g/cm 2, X,, = 45

g/cm:, hp¢ = 38 cm, and h,_ = 19.3 cm.

The most uncertain parameters are the ratio

N_,/N,_, fa and f_. There is very little experi-
mental information available from which the

ratio N,_/Nge can be determined.

Metropolis et al. 26,27from a Monte Carlo calcu-
lation on internuclear cascades have obtained

extensive data on the secondary cascade nucleons
emitted in the bombardment of a number of
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target elementsranging from aluminumto
uraniumwith incidentprotonsin the rangeof
incidentprotonenergiesfrom82MeVto 1.8BeV.
Bertini_8hasrecentlycompleteda similarcalcu-
lation includingelementsdownto carbonand
incidentprotonenergiesup to 400MeV. The
curvesof averagenumberof cascadeprotonsper
interactionversusatomicnmnberof the target
nucleusof thesetwo calculationsaresimilarin
shapeandtheresultsof Bertiniindicatethat the
averagenumberofcascadeprotonsperinteraction
ofMetropolisetal.(:anbereasonablyextrapolated
to air nuclei.

Thevalueof Ng,JNoe can be found from these

data by summing the average number of cascade

protons per interaction as a function of incident

proton energy for air nuclei and emulsion nuclei
over the cosmic-ray proton spectruln. The result

of this calculation was N,a/No,=0.85, and, this
is the value which was used in the calculation of S.

Though this result is sensitive to the shape

of the curve of average number of cascade nucleons

versus atomic number, it is not sensitive to the

absolute nunfl)er of cascade protons per inter-

action, t)ecause it is a ratio.

A rough experimental estimate of N_a/Ng, can

be obtained from emulsion data by comparing the

nmnt)cr of grey track secondaries for interactions

characterized hy Nh_<7 with the number of grey
track secondaries from all interactions in cnml-

sion 29 Lock et al. '_° studying interactions of

95()-MeV incident protons in enmlsion find that

within limited statistics the number of grey plus

shower particles is independent of Nh. Though

this result was quoted h)r interactions on heavy

nuclei only, the method of separation into inter-

actions on heavy nuclei and on light nuclei was
biased in such a way that ahnost no interactions

with Nh_< 3 were classified as interactions on light

nuclei. However, Brown al studying star prong

distributions in a nitrogen-filled cloud chamber at
mountain altitude, found that most of these inter-

actions had Nhg3. Further, since the separation

of Lock et ah excluded only 10_, of the total

number of interactions from being heavy nuclei,

one could reasonably apply their result to all

interactions in emulsion. Assuming then the

interactions with Nh<7 to represent air nuclei

and that the average numbers of grey and shower

particles are individually independent of Nh, the

data of Lock et al. would indicate that N,_/Ng_l

for 950-MeV incident protons. This is completely
consistent with the value deduced from the

cascade calculations of Metropolis et al. The
results of Bcliakov et al. 32 and Zhdanov et al. 3a

from interactions of 9-BcV protons in enmlsion

indicate a ratio of N,,,JN,_._--0.5. This result is

consistent with an extrapolation of the data of

Metropolis et al. to higher energy.

The values of f,, and f_ are not known, but are

probably close to unity as evidenced by the fact

that the average value of Nh for interactions in

emulsion produced cvcn by incident nuclei with

Z _ 20 is only 8.3 as colnpared with 8.0 for proton-
induc, cd interactions. 34 The values chosen here

were f, =f_ = 1.
Tracks in the scan 0.2 cm from the top of the

main stack were followed to a distance of 1 cm

from the top of the stack and only tracks which
ended were accepted. These tracks were those of

protons with energies between 5(,) and 74 MeV at
the top of the atmosphere. The same corrections

were required as for the scans at greater depth in

the emulsion and were made in the same way. The

ascent correction was made using the scans 0.2

cm from the bottom edge of the 1962 Churchill

drop stack emulsions and the scans at the bottom

of the inain Churchill flight stack, and the

"FABLEI.--Differential Hydrogen Nuclei Fluxes. (All intensities are in particles/m 2 sr sec MeV.)

Etwrgy interval at top of atmosphere (MeV)

Un(.orrect(,d intensity .................................
h_t(msit,y eorrecflcd for ascent ..............................
Intensity at to1) of at,mosl)her(_ (correct(,d for ascent and for sec-

ond.try production in the :_tmospherc al)ovc the balloon) .....

59-74

1.40 4-0.36
0.9,g±0.39

0:t:().5

S0-1fi0

0.77 4-0.1 '2
0.63 +0.15

0.34 4-0.17

160-250

0.,_1 ±0. I 1
0.694-(). 14

0. 504-0.16
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secondarycontributionsfrominteractionsabove
the stackwerecalculatedfromthe tracksfrom
observedinteractionsabovethescanlinefoundin
scan1.

Thedifferentialfluxesof hydrogennucleiare
shownin TableI. Theuncorrectedintensityand
theintensitycorrectedfor ascentalonearealso
givenin orderto showthe magnitudeof the
correctionswhicharemadeto therawdata.The
uncertaintyin theratioNga/Ne is not included in

the listed error. No attempt was made to separate

deuterons or tritons, and all of the energies calcu-

lated at the top of the atmosphere assume that the

particles are protons.

He-Particle Data Reduction

In order to obtain the basic data for the helium

nuclei, Ilford G5 nuclear emulsion plates from

that part of the stack where the G5 plates were

interleaved with G2 plates were scanned along a
line parallel to the top edge of the stack for all

tracks above a minimum grain density within a
specified solid angle. In addition to a set of scans

to determine the integral intensity and low-

energy end of the energy spectrum, additional
scans were performed specifically to obtain more

information on the low-energy helium nuclei so

that the modulation phenomenon could be studied

with greater statistical accuracy. In both instan-

ces, the minimum grain density to be accepted in
the initial scan was set about three standard

deviations below the lowest value to be used in

the analysis. The usual scanning efficiency

checks _5,36such as comparing the distribution of
the numbers of tracks found as a function of the

zenith angle, the dip angle, the depth in the

enmlsion, and grain density with the expected

distributions and rescanning of about 30% of the

total area by a second scanner were performed. In

addition, the finally accepted solid angle was

reduced from the original one set for scanning in
order to avoid possible scanning loss near the

limits even though none seemed to be present.
With these precautions, the maximum correction

for scanning loss was only 2%. All tracks coming
from interactions above the scan line were

rejected.

The helium nuclei were separated from singly
and multiply charged nuclei by visual observation

of the scattering and grain density or by measure-

ment of these quantities if necessary. The energy

of the helium nucleus which produced the track

was then determined from the range of the particle

in the stack if it ended, or from its ionization in a
G2 emulsion if it did not. The ionization curve

was determined in three different ways. For all

tracks, a calibration was obtained by a comparison

with the energy determined from multiple scatter-

ing measurements at high energies and range at

low energies. In measuring the mean angle of

deflection, the sagitta method 3_was employed with

the noise elimination procedure of Menon et al., _s

and the scattering constants calculated by Fichtel

and Friedlander. 39In addition, 30% of tracks with

energies less than about 600 MeV/nucleon were

analyzed by the method developed by Freier et
al. 4°wherein it is assumed on the basis of theoret-

ical considerations that the ionization is only a

function of Z2/B _ in the region of interest, namely,

from 100 to 600 MeV/nucleon. A good fit for the

set of data considered for protons and helium

nuclei was obtained for n= 1.75. The remaining

70(}_ of the tracks were analyzed by assuming the

Fowler-Perkins ionization curve 24 for protons

multiplied by Z 2 and corrected for saturation,

held for helium nuclei over the same energy region.

Good agreement was obtained with the energies
estimated from scattering data. In both cases it

was noted that helium nuclei with appreciably

higher energies, energies/nucleon _>1 BeV, seemed
to have a higher grain density than would have

been predicted.

All helium nuclei whose grain density indicated

that they might stop in the stack4'; i.e., whose

energy was less than about 200 MeV/nucleon,

were followed until they stopped, interacted, or

did leave the stack. In general, in addition to

having a better estimate of the energy for par-

ticles with energies less than 200 MeV/nucleon,
their direction was also known. This fact aids in

the analysis to be described below.
In the whole of this calculation it has been

assumed that the particles were He 4 nuclei. This

assumption is based on the small percentage,

_20_c, of He 3 observed in the experiments of

Hildebrand et al., 42and Foster and Mulvey. 4_ The

experimental effect on the differential energy

spectrum produced by as much as 50(_ of He s
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TABLE II.--Integral Helium Particle Flux as a Function of

Kinetic Energy/Nucleon

Kinetic energy/nucleon
(MeV)

65.5

100

2(_)

:_()0

400

500

600

Integral flux in particles/

(m_ sr see)

207.64-11.3

205.04-1l .2

197.7-I-11.2

187.7-t-11.1

173.84-11.1

158.94-10.8

151.2+10.6

incorrectly identified as He 4, has been investigated

by Waddington 44and shown to be small, although

the astrophysical significance of a large per-

centage of He 3 may be very great. 45 Furthermore

energies determined from ionization depend only

oll the charge and the only error made is in the

correction for energy loss to the top of the atmos-

phere.

In order to calculate the intensity and the

differential energy spectrum, a smooth trial func-

tion which consisted of the He-particle density

divided by an estimated effective exposure time

was assumed. The shape of this trial function

after passing through various amounts of atmos-

phere was constructed from range energy tables 4_

and then reduced in magnitude in accordance with

the combined effects of the absorption by inter-

action of He-particles and the production of He-

particles by heavy nuclei interactions in the air.

The mean free paths and fragmentation param-
eters for emulsion and air were those listed in the

review article by Waddington. 4_ The secondary
helium nu('lei were assumed to have the same

energy spectrum as the primary particles and the
effect of the different rate of energy loss of the

heavy primary parents was ignored since second-

ary helium mmlei formed in the air and the

enmlsions amount to only a few percent of the

total and changes in the energy spectrum from
the above considerations are small and uncertain.

In principle, the total contrit)ution to the

parti('lc density I)y the trial function can then be

cah;ulated by integrating the appropriate energy

spectrum at a given point and angle over the

solid angle of acceptance for the known orienta-

tion of the stack at that time and then integrating

over the entire flight. In practice, these integrals

were approximated by sums consisting of average

values within periods. The ascent was broken

into steps and the floating altitude was divided

into the short portion when the stack was still

inverted and the portion when it was upright. For

particles whose energy was less than 200 MeV/

nucleon, only the last portion was included since

the particle direction for these low-energy par-

ticles was known and particles whose direction

was opposite to the downward one at ceiling were

rejected. The resulting particle density in units of

particles/(cm 2 sr) was then compared with the

observed particle density. On the basis of this

result, a better estimate of the primary spectrum,

or in essence the effective time, was made. The
second trial function fitted the observed data.

Both the particle densities and the flux values are

given in Table II, and the differential spectrum is

plotted in Fig. 3 along with the proton data.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER RESULTS

Before discussing the implications of the experi-

mental results with regard to the time variations

of cosmic rays and specific modulation meeha-

1.00

A

0.5C

U

0.20

I.U
._1
_u

0.10

0.05

' I ' ' ''I I I I

k(He NUCLEI)xZO

i I , i,,l I I 1
0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

RIGIDITY (BeV)

FI(_IIRE 3.--l)iffercntial rigidity spectra for hydrogen

nuclei, and helium nuclei times 7.0.
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isms, the experimental results will be compared
with those obtained at other times in the solar

cycle. The combined picture will then give a

better basis for comparison with any particular

theory.

Hydrogen Nuclei

In Fig. 4 the differential energy spectrum is

plotted together with the results of Vogt TM and

Meyer and Vogt 19 from balloon flights at Fort

Churchill on 22 August 1960; 15 September 1960;

and 8 August 1961, and the Explorer XII results

of Bryant et al. 47on 18 August 1961. The lowest

energy point of Bryant et al. has a somewhat

greater uncertainty than that shown because of

calibration changes. This point is currently being
recalculated. 4s At energies above about 150 MeV

the differential proton flux values are seen to be

approximately the same for each measurement.

However, at lower energies there exists a marked

difference between the data obtained by Meyer

and Vogt and the present work. Whereas Meyer
and Vogt observe a definite increase in the

differential intensity at lower energy both in
1960 and 1961, the pretent data indicate a de-

crease. At least in the case of the 1961 flights, the

g

"e

e,

2.0

1.0 R

5O

"_ /-MEYER 81VOGT

MEYER _8=VOGT _ SEPT' 15,1960

AUG. 8,.._1961_ _

\ \ BRYANT et el. --

I J-JULY S,11961 I I

I00 200 500

KINETIC ENERGY (MeV)

FIGURE 4.--Differential energy spectra for hydrogen
nuclei measured at various times.

difference in intensity in the energy interval from

approximately 80 to 160 MeV may possibly be

largely explained in terms of the different correc-

tions used for secondary production in the

atmosphere above the balloon. If the method of

correction used in this work is applied to the

Meyer and Vogt 20 raw data, a differential flux of
0.59±0.10 particles/m 2 sr sec is obtained rather

than their value of 0.82=t=0.05 particles/m 2 sr sec,

whereas this work gives 0.34±0.17 particles/m 2sr

see. When the correction used by Meyer and Vogt

is compared to that of this work, it is seen that the
major difference is the absolute number of second-

ary grey tracks assumed to be produced on the

average by cosmic ray particles in a nuclear
enmlsion and not the conversion from interactions

in nuclear emulsions to those in air. Meyer and

Vogt's estimate of the number of grey secondaries
in air is about a factor of 1.7 smaller than the one

of this work. This correction used here is based on

direct lneasurelnents made on secondary cosmic-

ray particles formed in the same enmlsions from

which the flight data was obtained. Meyer and

Vogt _9used the previous calculations of Vogt _9,49

which are based on the analysis of area scans for
stars in nuclear enmlsions flown at lower altitudes

and the extrapolation of these results to the top of

the atmosphere. A combination of factors, such as

statistical fluctuations, uncertainties in extrapo-
lation, the possible low detection efficiency for

one- and two-prong stars by the area scanning

method, and small differences in other factors,
may combine to account for the discrepancy.

Another possible contribution to the difference

in intensities is the fact that, although the flights
of Meyer and Vogt considered here were not made

immediately following a known injection of solar

particles and are considered by them to be typical

of a quiet day, they were flown at times during

which the sun was quite active. The flight on

22 August 1960 was flown after a large Forbush

decrease following a probable solar particle event

on 11 August, 5° and the flight on 15 September

1960 was flown during the recovery phase of a

Forbush decrease following the solar particle

event of 3 September t960. The flights in August

1961 were also flown during the recovery phase of a

Forbush decrease and following the series of large

solar particle events of 11-26 July. It might then
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besaidthat,whiletheseflightswerenot flown
whenknowninjectionsof solarparticleswerein
progress,theywereflowneitherat timeswhen
suchinjectionswerelikelytooccur,orwhenit was
possiblethatsomeoftheradiationfromaprevious
solarparticleeventwasstilltrappedinaregionof
thesolarsystemcontainingtheearth.

Theflightreportedhere,ontheotherhand,was
flownat a timethat wasmuchlessdisturbedas
indicatedin Sec.IIA. Thesedatadonotconflict,
then,with the resultsof MeyerandVogt,hut
rather,theyareameasurementof thespectrun_of
hydrogennucleiat a tilne of luuchlowersolar
activity.

Thequestionremainswhetlmror not the low-
energyspectrmnmeasuredin this experinmnt
representsthegalacticcosmic-rayprotonsduring
this timein thesolarcycleorwhetherthereis a
contrilmtionof solarparticlesevenduringthis
periodofaveryquietsun.Thequestioncannothe
unambiguouslyansweredwithoutfurther lneas-
m'ementsassolarnfinimumisapproached,if even
then.If the intensityisot>servedto decrease,it
wouldindicatethatat leastaportion,if notall,of
theselow-energyprotonsarc probablyof solar
origin.If theintensityisobservedto increasewith
the approachto solarmininmm,it is possible,
althoughnot necessarilytrue,that thespectrum
representsthe modulatedgalacticcosmic-ray
protonintensity.

Helium Nuclei

Webl)cr 2 has COlnpared the variation in the

He-particle intensity above 1.5 BV, 260 MeV/

nucleon, with the Mr. Washington neutron
monitor rate during the period when the cosmic-

ray intensity declined from its maxinmm value to

its h)wcst values, specifically the years 1954 to

1959, and shown that there is a unique relation

I)ctwccn these two parameters. As Wcbber has

noted, the total He flux varies at a rate of 2.1 to 3

times as fast as the neutron monitor counting rate,

as expected since the neutron monitor rate reflects

primarily the variations in the flux of high-rigidity

particles, which vary less than the flux of low-

rigidity particles. Webber's smooth curve is

shown in Fig. 5 along with the experimental
result of this work. This figure shows that the

experimental data of this work were ol)tained at a

time between maximum and minimunl intensity,
and that the flux observed falls on this smooth

curve which was determined from data taken

during the decline of the cosmic-ray flux. A silnilar

analysis by Stevenson and Waddington 15 of the

relation between the a-particle, j0 above 200

MeV/N and the Ottawa neutron lnonitor hourly
rate N showed that the data were best fitted by a

quadratic of the form.

g0_ 189 = - (13.4 m9.9) + (N- 285) (2.48 +0.41)

+ (N - 285)2(0.043 4-0.0024).

At the time of this flight N was 291.0 counts/h

(scaling factor 64), which predicts j0= 1924-10

particles/tin = sr sec and compares well with the

value of 1984- l l found in this experiment. There-

fore, since the neutron monitor rate is a measure of

the high-energy intensity, this result suggests that

during the period of increasing cosmic-ray in-

tensity the ratio of low-rigidity particles to high-

rigidity ones at a given intensity is the same as

during the declining phase.

Having examined the coarse features of the

variation, the detailed differential energy spectrum

is now compared with those observed at solar
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FIGUaE 5.--Counting rate of Mount Washington neutron
monitor vs. helium nuclei flux.
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maximum and minimum. The results of experi-

ments during these two periods are shown in

Fig. 6(a). From these data smooth curves are

then drawn in Fig. 6(b) and compared with the

results of the present experiment. The values of

this experiment are seen to lie between the spectra

typical of solar minimum and maximum. In

addition, the peak in the spectrum appears to

have moved to a rigidity intermediate between

the peak rigidities during the other two periods.

This result, together with the earlier figures

showing helium particle intensity as a function

of neutron monitor counting rate, supports the

hypothesis that the recovery of the differential

intensity is continuous over the whole rigidity

range, that is, there is no tendency for the high-

or low-rigidity particles to recover preferentially.

Modulation of Cosmic Rays

A large number of theories attempting to

describe the modulation of cosmic rays have been

developed in recent years. We shall discuss here

only those known to us which have been developed

quantitatively and for which there is at least

partial agreement with experimental results. A

summary of modulation models has recently been

made by Webber, 2 and the reader is referred to

this article and the references contained therein

for a more complete discussion.

Nagashima 5' originally suggested that the
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FIGURE 6.--(a) Differential spectra of helium nuclei at

solar maximum and solar minimum. • reference 13,

• reference 4, • reference 4, V reference 4, A reference

4, O reference 10, [] reference 8, --- reference 6; (b)

Data from the flight of 8 July 1961, compared with

curves 6 (a).

modulation of the primary cosmic radiation could

be explained by the positive cosmic-ray particles

having to pass through a geocentric decelerating

static electric potential, which then could vary

throughout the solar cycle, while Ehmert 52 has

considered the effect of a heliocentric potential.

By Liouville's theorem, the quantity (dj/dP)/p2_,

and hence (dj/dW)/p 2, must remain constant for a

set of particles. Here, j is the particle flux, p the

particle lnomentum, and /3 the particle velocity.

Hence, for a decelerating potential V, the follow-

ing expression can be obtained for a particle of

charge Ze and atomic number A:

<'.'-I' _-¥'J[wiL _ J'

where W is the total energy per nucleon before

deceleration and MoC 2 is the rest mass per nucleon.

Hence, if the energy of the particle decreases,

dj/dW will decrease also by an amount which

increases with decreasing energy. McDonald and

Webber 3 and Fichte136 have shown previously

that reasonable agreement can be obtained with

experimental data for helium and heavy imclei.

Ehluert 52 has shown that if a potential of about 1

BeV exists at sunspot mininmm, the peak in the

differential spectrum even at that time can be

explained.

The presence of a quasistatic electric field

sufficiently large to cause the observed reduction

in intensity seems inconsistent with the present

estimates of the physical conditions existing in the

solar system, particularly the high conductivity,

and the low abundance or absence of energetic

electrons which would have been accelerated by

the electric field. In addition, McDonald 4 and

McDonald and Webber 53 have shown that to

within experimental errors, when measurements

were made on the helium and proton components

at about 1.3-BV rigidity the intensities were

reduced by the same proportion between solar

mininmm and maxinmm. For a given rigidity, the

electric deceleration model predicts that helium

nuclei should be more suppressed than protons

because their charge-to-mass ratio is half that of

the protons.

In this experiment an extrapolation of the

a-particle spectrum would suggest a splitting in

the rigidity spectra of the proton and helium
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nuclei components in a manner consistent with a

decelerating model; however, in view of the

physical implausibility of such a model, and the

previous work of McDonald and Webber it
seems reasonable to look for another explanation.

Obviously the presence of additional solar protons

would provide an explanation for the observed

splitting.

Parker 54,55 has proposed a diffusion model,

wherein the solar wind, a flow of gas consisting of a

distorted magnetized plasma whose existence was

first deduced by Biermann _6,57is considered to be

responsible for the modulation. In this theory, all

equilibrium state is established wherein both the
effects of diffusion through the shell and removal

by convection are considered. He obtains an
equation of the form

dg /dR = (dg /dR(oo))Eexp-- {K (t) / (_ ) l -],

where h is proportional to R 2 if the average dimen-

sion of the scattering clouds is much smaller than
the radius of curvature and is a constant if the

average dimension is much larger than the radius
of curvature.

As in the case of the electric deceleration model

and other diffusion models, tile modulation at a

given rigidity is different for particles with
different charge to mass ratios because _ appears,

and therefore, the comments made previously

concer_fing relevant experimental results apply

here also. Further, it seems difficult to find a

reasonable choice of parameters and a reasonable

dJ/dRo_ which will yield an expression which

agrees with both the helium and the hydrogen

nuclei spectral data for _, either a constant or

proportional to R 2.
The modulation of the cosmic radiation t)y a

dipole ticld of the sun was first proposed I)y

Janossy. '_ In order to be effective the dipole

moment (>f the sun needs to be about 10 :'_ (_ cm '_,

and hem'c _t polar field of about 30 ( ; should exist.

The actual general solar field has an intensity of

about I (_ at th(, poles '_,_and, in fact, seems to go

through zero :tt sunspot maximtm¢ ° when the

depression of the cosmic-ray intensity is greatest.

l,;lliott 6_ tried to o\(,,',_ome this difficulty by

suggesting that larg_' (:_, rent systems exist in the
corona at a distance I)etwc(,n 5 and 15 solar radii

from the sun and that these ring currents should

produce a dipole field at the earth's orbit and

beyond. This ordered field should often be dis-

turbed by plasma streams from the sun. These

perturbations scatter particles into orbits which

then enter a disordered field region around the sun,

resulting in absorption of particles which reduces

the intensity in the forbidden regions. This theory

predicts a rigidity dependence of the modulation

which can be brought into satisfactory agreement

with experimental rigidity spectra by suitable

adjustment of the parameters. There are, however,

at least two experimental measurements which are

apparently in confluct with this model. Firstly,
measurement of the magnetic field at distances up

to 32 earth radii from the earth by Explorer X 62

show that during "quiet" periods the field di-

rection is apparently not that of a dipole.

Secondly, the lack of any detectable variation in

tile radiation between the earth and Venus, as

measured on Mariner II, 62 is inconsistent with the

variation of about 30¢_ predicted by Elliot. 63

SUMMARY

The helium-particle data shows that during the

recovery phase of the cosmic-ray modulation

cycle tile differential helium rigidity spectrum lies
in I)etween that at solar maximum and solar

minimum. Further, a comparison of the relation

of the integral helium flux and neutron monitor

counting rate with those during the declining

phase of cosmic-ray intensity, namely, from solar

minimum to solar maximum, indicated that the

functional dependence was the same. Therefore,

there was good reason to believe that the modu-

lation mechanisln produced the same rigidity

dependence both during the declining and

recovery phase.
Be(.ausc there is apparently a decrease in the

proton flux in the vicinity of 0.5-BV rigidity with

decreasing solar activity, whereas the proton flux
above 1.0 BV shows an inverse correlation with

solar activity, it seems likely that there was a

non-negligible solar proton component at 0.5-BV'

rigidity at least during the two flights of Vogt 19 in
1960. Considering the proton and helium nuclei

data of this work together, it seems that either

there is a modulation mechanism where in the

relative depression of the protons with respect to
the helium nuclei is nearly the same at 1.3-BV
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rigidity, but is markedly different at 0.5 BV, or

there is a small solar proton component. The

possibility of a significant solar contribution seems

less likely because the proton differential flux in

this work shows no increase with decreasing

energy whereas a leveling off and an increase

might be expected if there were an appreciable

solar component. Further, none of the low-energy

differential flux values of Meyer and Vogt 2° are

below those of this experiment, even if the cor-

rection used in this work is applied to their data.

Data from subsequent years should help to answer
this question.
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SEPTEMBER 26, 1960 SOLAR COSMIC RAY
EVENT*

C. E. FICHTEL, D. A. KNIFFEN

AND

K. W. OGILVIE

Goddard Space Flight Center

Type IV radio emission is thought to be the most important observable characteristic of solar
flares producing high energy particles. We show here that solar cosmic ray particles arrived at the
earth on September 27, 1960 following a small flare accompanied by a type IV burst of short dura-
tion. Apart from their magnitude, thc characteristics of this event do not diffcr essentially from
those of largcr events.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention has been directed toward

the study of major solar cosmic ray events,

especially during the present solar cycle. 1 These

major events have been characterized by integral

fluxes of protons above 80 Mev, which were of the

order of 100 times the cosmic ray background,

and by large, easily observable, cosmic noise

absorption--"polar black-outs"--as detected by

a ground-level riometer. Increases in the counting
rates of sea-level neutron monitors indicate that

in some events the proton energy spectrum has a

large high energy component. It is known that

essentially all major solar cosmic ray events

follow major flares which are associated with type

IV radio bursts,2.3. 4 but not all type IV radio

emissions have been followed by major solar

cosmic ray events. It has been suggested by

Hakura and others 5,6,7 that type IV radio emis-

sions are due to the synchrotron radiation of
electrons accelerated in solar events in which

protons were also being accelerated. This naturally

suggests the possibility that solar protons, pre-
sumably in much smaller numbers than in the

*This report has been Imi)lished in substantially the
same form in J. Geophys. Res. 67(10) : 3669-3672, Septem-
bcr, 1962.

large events, also follow small type IV radio
bursts.

To assist in determining whether or not type IV

radio emissions-are related to solar cosmic ray

events in general, and to study the properties of

any particles that might be present in a smaller

event, a sounding rocket carrying nuclear emul-

sions and counter instruments was fired on Sep-

tember 27, 1960, at 1444 UT, from Churchill,
Canada, into an event of the aforementioned

smaller type.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT

Table 1 lists the flares that were observed

during the period September 24_September 27,

1960. One of these flares--beginning at 0525 UT

and ending at 0605 UT on September 26, 1960--

is particularly interesting since it is the only one

of the group which had an associated type IV

radio burst. It was reported by CSIRO (Sydney),

which also reported type III and type II bursts at

about the same time. The time interval during

which the type IV continuum was observed was

relatively short, 0554 to 0611 UT September 26,
1960.

The 0525 UT flare had several other char-

acteristics which have been shown to be related to

875
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TABLE 1.--Solar Flares September 24 to 27, 1960 (Importance 1 + or Above)

September 24

September 25

Scl)tember 26

Septeml)er 27

Date

(1960)

Beginning

of flare

(UT)

0714

0923

2116

2304

0759

1246

1932

0525

135O

1250

Class of

importance

1 to 1+

1 to 1+

1 to2+

1+

3

1 to 2

2- to 2

*1 to 2+

1 to 2

1 to 2-

Plage

number

5863

5863

5863

5866

5866

5863

5866

5858

5858

5863

Approximate solar

coordinates

(degrees)

$21W01

$20 E01

S20W10

N26 El9

N26 E09

S18 Wl0

N27 E06

$21 W64

$21 W63

S13 W24

Ionospheric

effcct

Slow S-SWF

Sh)w S-SWF

There were no flare patrol observations during the following intervals:

Septemt)er 24:0245 UT-0300 UT

0515 UT-0600 UT

1315 UT-1330 UT

Sel)tend)er 25:0200 UT-(}345 UT

0415 UT-0500 UT

Sel)tember 27:0130 UT-0500 UT

*Classified by Tashkent as 2+ and by Mit._ka .ts 1.

solar cosmic ray events: (1) There was a S-SWF

(Sudden Short Wave Fadeout) of intensity 2+.

(2) The plagc group in which the flare was located

was reasonably well developed and had one

penumbral area which was large enough to

classify it, according to the Anderson criterion, _

as a region likely to produce a solar cosmic ray

event. (3) The same plage group had been seen

on a previous rotation of the sun. Dodson 9 has
shown that the second rotation is the most

probable one for the occurrence of a major polar

cap absorption event.
The small amount of absorption detected by

riometers on September 26, 27 and 28, 19(i0 l°,n

has features characteristic of polar cap events.

The absorption began at Churchill about an hour

after the type 1V radio burst and was generally

greater during the day than at night, always

remaining greater than zero. However, the sum'ise

onset and sunset recovery was not uniformly clear
at all stations.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Since a discussion of the Nike-Cajun payload

system employed in the Solar Beain Experiment,

the flight characteristics of the rocket, and the

general method of reducing the data derived from

the nuclear enmlsions and particle detectors arc

presented fully in the papers by Davis, '2 Biswas '3

and ()gilvie, it only a brief statement will be given
here. The nuclear emulsions arc exposed to the

ambient radiation for an equivalent period of

about 135 seconds. '2 The corrections to the

emulsion results for ascent, descent, background,
measurement uncertainties and attitude of the

rocket are relatively small '°'u''2 and can be made

with a combined uncertainty of about l0 percent.

Therefore, a large fraction of the error in indi-

vidual data points is statistical. The proton

energy spectrum obtained is shown in figure 1.

The low energy cutoff of the kinetic energy at

13.5 Mev is determined by the material I)etwcen
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the depthin thenuclearemulsionsat whichthe
energymeasurementsweremadeandtheambient
radiation,sincethethresholddueto themagnetic
fieldismuchlowerthanthisatChurchill.Thehigh
energylimit is setby thelimitedcollectingtime
andthe smallfluxof particles.For purposesof
comparisonin the lowenergyregion,essentially
identicalfiringsweremadefrom Churchill,on
June 6, 1960and December10,1961,during
geophysicallyquiet times. The September27
protonflux in the13-50Mevintervalis at least

twenty-five times normal.
We now turn to a discussion of the counter

instrumentation results. An unfortunate power

failure in the telemetry recorders during the

flight of September 27 has prevented a full
analysis of the counter observations. It is, how-

ever, possible to present some information, which

is, of necessity, of low accuracy. In figure 1, the

solid triangle at 30 Mev represents the results of

the geiger counter measurement. It must be

emphasized that these results, in contrast to the

usual practice, are not independent of the emulsion
results. The slope of the energy spectrum measured

by means of the emulsions has been used to com-
pute corrections in the range for which it is ap-

plicable. The points shown at 4.5, 2.8 and 1.8

Mev represent the results of the scintillator
measurements. We were unable to employ our

.,-f

1.0

T
[]

_ T 1408UT

/ _ /SEPT. 3 1960,

®

,_. UT----_A \

SEPT. 27, 19_ " _A T

O NUCLEAR EMULSION _ ABOUT 1700 UT_

E] SCINTILLATOR 4\ SEPT. 4. 19GO

• RIOMETER (Reference16)

• S.BISWAS et al (Reference 13)

I I [ [ [ I
10 1_

KINETIC ENERGY (Mev)

FmURE 1.--Primary proton energy spectrum.

\

usual method of ratios, but the fortunate circum-

stance of the steep spectrum allows approxi-
mations to be made. Their effect is reflected in the

large errors, but the results demonstrate that the

spectrum undoubtedly curves over at low energies

in the region of lO Mev. If the spectrum at higher

energies had persisted down to a few Mev the

rates observed by the scintillators would have

been at least an order of magnitude higher than
observed.

Later measurements, made at the end of the

event of November 15, 1960 when the magnetic

field had returned to its normal value, were
consistent with a threshold of 4.54-0.5 Mev at

Churchill. '4

On the 27th of September 1960, the magnetic

conditions immediately before the rocket firing

were fairly disturbed. 15 There was a magnetic

storm with a small initial impulse which began at
1930 UT on the 26th and ended at 1100 UT on

the 27th. The magnetic threshold was, therefore,

4.5 Mcv or less at the time. Thus we may say with

certainty that the integral spectrum curves over

in an energy region well above the threshold.

If a curve of the form dj/de= Nu/E _(E) is fitted

to the data points, _ is found to be 3.6-4-0.6 at 25

Mev. The slopes of the spectra found in other

events are presented in Table 2. Since this

quantity varies with time we have quoted rcsults
of observations taken as close to the same tilne

after the corresponding flare as possible. The slope

of the September 27, 1960 differential proton

spectrum at 25 Mev, about 33 hours after the

flare, is seen to be somewhat steeper than that of

the November 12, 1960 or the November 15,

1960 proton spectra at comparable times. The

slope of the September 3, 1960 proton spectrum is

seen to be fairly small relatively early in that

event. Although no data was available from this

laboratory late in the event, an approximate

integral energy spectrum about forty hours after

the September 3, 1960 flare was constructed by

using the results of Biswas 13at high energies and
the estimated flux at 20 Mev based on riometer

data? B The detailed energy spectra for these

flights are compared in figure 1.

The fact that the energy spectrum of the

September 27, 1960 event is steeper than the
other three measured should not be taken to lnean
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TABLE 2.--Slope of Differential Energy Spectra for E =25 Mev

Event

September 3, 1960 .........................................

Septembcr 26, 1960_ _' ...................................

Nowm_ber 12, 1960 .......................................

Novcn_ber 15, 1960 ........................................

Time from

beginning of
associated

fare

(hours)

14
33

27

42

Solar

coordinates

(degrees)

N20 E87

$21 W64

N26 W5

N26 W35

Slope

*0.6±0.3

3.7±0.6

2.1±0.3

2.1±0.3

*A wdue of 1.3 is ol)tained 40 hours after the flare by the method discussed herein, but this number is very uncertain.

that this event is different from all others. For

example, consider the August 29, 1957 event

whose energy spectrum late in the event was also

very steep. The flux at 20 Mev as deduced from

riometcr absorption was a few hundred particles/

cm-ster-sec, yet Anderson 17 saw no detectable

increase at balloon altitudes where the energy

threshold was 100 Mev. The slope of the dif-

ferential energy spectrum of this latter event

between 20 and 100 Mev nmst then have been of

the order of 6 or more.

• CONCLUSION

We have shown that, in at least one case, solar

cosmic ray particles arrived at the earth following

a relatively small flare, but one accompanied by a

short duration type IV radio I)urst. Further, the

September 26, 1960 event fits well into what seems

to be a developing pattern for solar cosmic ray

events. These events normally follow flares

accompanied by type IV radio emission; their

proton spectra steepen at high energies and have a

slope of the order of 1 to 6 in the ranges of tens of

Mev late in the event. These general features will

be elucidated by means of the additional data

which will be forthcoming from the experiments of

Davis, McDonald, Van Allen and others on

Explorer XII, which was launched in August of

1961.

of
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE SOLAR PARTICLE
EVENTS OF JULY 1961

l). E. (;USS AND C. J. WAI)I)IN(ITON*

Goddard Space Flight Center

The Sl)('etrunl of sol.tr protons with energies betwc(m 77.5 and 290 Mev has t)ecn me,tsured

during the fl'_re event of July 12, 1961 with nu(.lcar (;nmlsions flown on a high .altitude I).flloon from

Fort Churchill. The differential spectra avcr,_ged over the period from 0_39 UT to l_19 UT on

July 13 .u'e consistent with "L power l._w of kinetic energy with an exponent _ = 5.6+().:_, ,'_ l)ower

law of total energy over rest energy with _' =474-3, and "m expon(,ntial law of rigidity with 1"o =

52±3. The intensity of partMes with E>_77.5 Mev=l.694-0.14 t)/em _ sr see. l)uring the solar

p,'_rtMe event of July 18 the intensity of particles with E>__ 100 Mev was 404-S l)/cm 2 sr sec in the

time interwd from 1305 UT to 191S UT on July 18. The similarity I)etw('en these events .mdthose

of April 29 "md May 4, 1960 is noted.

INTRODUCTION

In July 1961, three high altitude balloons

carrying nuclear enmlsions were flown from Fort

Churchill, Canada. Both the second and third of

these flights wcrc made while large intensities of

energetic partMcs associated with solar flares were

arriving at the earth. In this paper we present the
results of an analysis of the data obtained from

these latter two flights on the proton intensities

and spectra.

A chronological history of some of the more

relevant data is given in figure 1. This figure shows,

reading from the top: (a) the absorption of
cosmic noise in dl) recorded by the Churchill

30 mc/s riomctert; (b) the heliographic longitudes

of the major solar flares from McMath plage

regions 6171 and 6172, together with an indi-
cation of their magnitudes (Natl. Bu. Standards

U. S., 19(il) ; (c) the geomagnetic planetary 3-hour

*National Academy of Sei(me('s, NASA Senior Post-

doctor.d lh,si(h,nt Research Asso('iate. Now at School of

Physics, lh,ivorsity of Mimwsota.

,fl'lm (l:_ta from which this absorption curve was de-

duced was l)rovided through the courtesy of I)r. T. R.

Ilartz and l)r. E. L. Vogan of the Canadian I)ehmse Re-

search Tclcconummicl_tions l_;st:dflishment.

range indices, Kp,$ together with the times of
occurrence of those sudden commencements (s.c.)

which were observed t)y many stations (Lincoln,

l(.)61, 1962); (d) the duration of each flight from

tilne of stack flip to cut-down; and (e) the counting

rate of the Deep River neutron monitor (Car-

michael, 1961 ).
From figure 1 it can be seen that flight 1 was

made during a time of quiet geophysical con-
ditions. The results from this fight were used to

correct for galactic cosmic ray background in the

latter flights. During flights 2 and 3, on the other

hand, conditions were extremely disturbed, and

major PCA events were in progress. Furthermore,

during flight 3 an increase was recorded by sea
level neutron monitors. The enmlsions on this

latter flight were essentially saturated, and have

not provided detailed data.

OBSERVATIONS ON JULY 13, 1961 (Flight 2)

Balloon Flight

A stack of twenty-three 20 cmX10 cm×0.06
cm Ilford emulsions was flown on flight 2 under

:_Notiee Kp is "_ scmi-h)garithmie quantity and thus
su(;h a ph)t visually underenq)hasizes the eh:mges in

m'tgnitude of m._gnetic disturl,mce.

88O
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0.1gm/cm2of packingmaterial.Thestackwas
orientatedsothat its shortedgewasverticaland
wasrotatedthrough180° at ceilingaltitude.The
time-altitudecurveisshownin figure2andshows
that the mostof the flight from the time the
stackwasflippedto cut-downwasspentunder4.1
gm of atmosphere.The residualatmospheric
pressurewaslneasuredto within±0.1gm/cm2by
photographinga WallaceandTiernan(0-20mm
of Hg)gauge.

Proton Energy Spectra

From Ending Particles

As a preliminary determination of the energy

spectrum of the solar protons the density of

ending particles was measured at several levels in
the emulsions. The observed values were cor-

rected for ending particles produced at other

times and produced by the normal cosmic ray

flux by subtracting the density of particles ob-

served in flight 1 after allowing for the differing

durations of the flights.

If the stack is assumed to be infinitely thick, so

that the total material traversed at any zenith

angle 0 at a vertical depth below the top of the

atmosphere R_ is given by R1 sec0, and, if the

primary particles obey a differential energy spec-

trum of the form dN = CE-'_ dE, then the density

FIGURE 1.--Solar and geophysical data during July 1961;
(a) absorption of 30 mc/s riometer, Fort Churchill;
(b) solar fl'tres; (c) magnetic Kp index; (d) sudden
commencements; (e) balloon flights; (f) neutron
minitor counting rate, Deep River.

i i i i ] _ i i i ,

BALLOON ALTITUDE PROFILE

15 JULY 19BI

LAUNCH 0614 U.T.

STACK FLIP 0859 U.T.

CUTDOWN i819 U.T.

I I I I I I I I I I
0800 0900 1000 I100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 U.T.

15 JULY ]961

FIGURE 2.--Balloon flight profile, flight 2.

of particles at a depth of RI, AN_, is related to the

density at some other depth R2 by (cf. Appendix I)

AN_/AN2 = (R2/R_)n(2_--l)

where n is the index of the range-energy relation.
Then, if the stack is assmned to have been

exposed under the equivalent of 16 mm of

emulsion, _,=6.3+0.4 for R1=20 mm, R2=30

rams, and only 3.5±0.5 for Rl=30 ram, R2=40

mm. Obviously in this second c,ase, the assump-
tion that the stack is infinitely thick was not

justified, and an appreciable fraction of the
particles reaching the emulsion level arrive from

the sides and had lower primary energies than is
assumed.

It should be appreciated that this method of

analysis can only be valid, even for thick stacks,
when the energy spectruln is steep, so that the

majority of particles arrive from directions near

thc zenith, as otherwise it is not permissable to

neglect the effects of the nuclear absorption of

particles.

Integral and Differential Scans

In order to make a more detailed analysis of the

solar protons, integral scans wcrc made at depths

corresponding to proton energies at the top of the

atmosphcre of 77.5 Mev and 98 Mev while

differential scans were made at depths correspond-

ing to 90 Mev and ll0 Mev. In these latter, the

energy of cach particle was determined either from

its range or its ionization. In order to relate the
differentia! intensities with those from the

integral scans, the very small contribution from
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protons with E>290 Mev was deduced by an

extrapolation of the differential energy spectrum.

The intensities obtained from these scans were

corrected for background, absorption in the

overlying emulsion and atmosphere, and vari-

ations in altitude. The background correction was

deduced from the energy spectra of primary and

secondary particles observed in flight 1. This

contribution was 1% or less for the integral scans

and for the energy intervals less than 120 Mev,

but rose to 50_,_ in the interval 200 Mev to 290

Mev. The correction for absorption was made

TABLE I.--Integral Prolon Intensities for ]"light 2

Proton energy
(Mev)

77.5* ............................

90 ........................

9N* ............................

lOG ..........................

110 ...............................

120 ..........................

140 .........................

200 ..............................

Integral
intensity

P/('m _ sr sec

1.693+0.14
0. S5(i +0.065

0. 600 ±0.049

0.554 :k(). 050

0.33X-4-0.036

0.2194-0.030

0. 109+0.022

0.019-1-0.010

*hnlel)endent integral l)oints.

using absorption mean free paths of 40 cm in

emulsion and 100 gin/Cruz in air. The correction

for variation in flight altitude ranged from 4_)_ at

77.5 Mev to l_ ill the interval from 200 Mev to

290 Mev. Because of the steep spectrum, no

correction was ne(:cssary for the period before the

stack was rotated other than the t)ackground
c°rrecti°n noted above.

The resulting intensities are shown in Table I.

The integral intensity above 290 Mcv was not

measured, but was calculated from an extrap-

olation of the differential energy spectrum. The

errors quoted arc statistical plus systematic errors.

The systematic error is about 5_yg, and arises

primarily from the uncertainties in the acceptance

solid angle and collecting area.

The resulting differential energy spectra are

shown in tigure 3. In the range of energies studied

it is not possil)le to distinguish I)etwe.en a power

law of kinetic energy, a power law of total energy,

m"_q N

i' iI
KIMtnCtNt_T lUEVl *01AtE_.C, I •,WDt

:\

5,
•_ t J • J , I,

FIGURE 3.--Differential proton intensities vs. (a) kinetic

energy (logarithmic scale); (b) total energy/rest

energy (logarithmic scale); (c) rigidity (linear scale).

or an exponential rigidity spectrum, as can be seen

from the figure. The following results were

obtained in each case.

Power law of kinetic energy

dN/dE = CE-_ -/= 5.6+0.3

Power law of total energy

dN/dE = C(W/Wo)-_ _ = 47±3

Exponential rigidity

dN/dP= C exp(- P/P0) P0 = 52±3

In an attempt to distinguish between these

spectral forms the intcgral spectra arc plotted in

figure 4 together with the low energy points ob-

tained from counters on the Injun I satellite

(Maehlum and O'Brien, 5962) the point at 1.5

Mev (53 Mv rigidity) was plotted assuming that

the differential intensity between 1.5 and 17 Mev

was essentially the same as the integral intensity

above 1.5 Mev. Figure 3 shows that an extrap-

\\ \

,oti!2J:

\\!

_,o_ \

71

FIGURE 4.--Integral proton intensities versus (a) kinetic

energy (logarithmic scale) ; (b) total energy/rest energy

(h)garithmic scale); (c) rigidity (linear scale).
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olation of the exponential rigidity spectrum,

suggested by Freier and Webber (1962) fits the

Injun I data most closely. However, the power

law of total energy is not inconsistent with the

point at 40 Mev, though it does not fit the point

at 1.5 Mev. The power law of kinetic energy

predicts much higher intensities than are observed

at the lower energies.

OBSERVATIONS ON JULY 18, 1961 (FLIGHT 3)

A large stack of nuclear emulsions was flown on

July 18, 1961. Originally intended to study the

particle intensities very late in the event of July

12, the flight was actually launched at a time

which almost coincided with the three plus flare

that caused the solar particle event of July 18

and floated at a mean ceiling altitude of 2 gm/cm2

for a six hour period when the 30 mc/s polar

riometer at Churchill was registering its maximum
absorption for the event.

The electron sensitive emulsions from this

flight were essentially saturated and only an
integral proton intensity at 100 Mev of 40+8

p/cm 2 sr sec has been obtained. In the future the

less sensitive emulsions which were in the stack

will be used for a composition study of the low
energy solar particles.

DISCUSSION

The Spectra

The spectra which are obtained from the

emulsion data of flight 2 are averaged over a ten

hour period and have meaning only if the shapes

of the spectra did not change markedly during this
time. In this period there was a sudden comlnence-

ment at 1112 UT on July 13, and the 27.6 mc

riometer at College (Leinbach, 1962) showed an

increase in absorption during the magnetic storm
following the sudden commencement. Counter

results froln the State University of Iowa satellite

Injun I (Maehlunl and O'Brieu, 1962) indicate

that the increase of absorption at College can be

explained by an increase in the intensity of

particles below energies of 17 Mev combined with

a decrease in the threshold rigidity at the latitude

of the College riometer station. The integral flux of

particles with kinetic energy greater than 40 Mev

as measured by Injun I during the time of the

balloon flight remained essentially (.onstan L
though there was a slight increase (about 20%)
after the sudden commencement. One would

expect the particle intensities at higher energies to

be affected even less. As a consequen('c, it is

reasonat)le to assume that the intensity of par-

ticles with energies greater than 77.5 Mev was not

markedly affected by the sudden commencement

and magnetic storm, and that the spectra ob-

tained here are meaningful averages for the time

period 0839 UT to 1819 UT on July 13.

For the event of July 18, the emulsion data

consists only of an integral point at 100 Mev.

The Injun I data (Maehlum and O'Brien, 1962)

show that, during the time of the flight, 1305 UT

to 1918 UT on July 18, the integral intensity of

particles above 40 Mev was going through a

broad maximum, increasing from 3X102 to

5 X 102 p/cm 2 sr sec. Also, the 30 mc/s riometer at
Churchill showed a sustained maximum ab-

sorption of 7 to 8 db. This would indicate that the

particle intensities were not changing rapidly

during the flight period and that the integral flux

obtained is a reasonable average value.

Comparison with the Events of April 29 and

May 4, 1960

As discussed by Maehlum and O'Brien (1962),
the spectra for the two events at the time of

maximuln riometer absorption are significantly

different. The event of July 12 has a very steep

spectrum extending to energies well below 100

Mev, whereas the event of July 18 has a sig-

nificantly flatter spectrum, particularly at energies
less than 100 Mev.

The two events discussed here show a strong

resemblance to the events of April 29 and May 4,

1960. In the event of April 29, 1960 the Explorer
VII counters indicated an omnidirectional flux for

particles with energy > 30 Mev of 18 p/cm 2 sec. at

about 0000 UT on 30 April (Lin, 1961). At this

time the 27.6 mc/s riometer at Thule was showing

absorption of about 8 db (Leinbach, 1962). One
must assume, in order to explain the large riometer

absorption, that the spectrum for the April 29

event was quite steep and had a large number of

particles with energies below 30 Mev. Hence, the
shape of the energy spectrum must have re-

sembled that of the July 12 event.
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During the event of May 4, 1960 there was a

neutron monitor increase of over 300% at Deep

River (Carmichael and Steljes, 1961) though the

27.6 mc/s riometer at Thule showed a maximum

absorption of only 5 db (Leinbach, 1962). In

addition the spectrum measured between 1700

UT May 4 and 0200 UT May 5 by Biswas and

Freier (1961) was very fiat.

For each of these periods there was a flare

followed by a small PCA event, a flare about a

day later followed by a large PCA event and solar

particle event characterized by a steep spectrum,

followed in turn a few days later by a flare and

solar particle event characterized by a flat

spectrum. These and other similarities between

the two events are summarized in Table II. This

indicates that conditions in the space between the

sun and the earth and on the sun were very similar

during April and May 1960 and July 1961 in those

respects which are important in the production of

accelerated particles and their transit to the

earth. A more detailed intercomparison may

indicate just which are the important conditions.
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Appendix I

Assuming the incoming protons have a dif-

ferential energy spectrum of the form

dN = - CE-_ dE

then if R is the range of material traversed from

the top of the atmosphere E = aR n where a and n

are essentially constants over a reasonable spread

of energies

Thus

dN= --C(aRn) -_ anR '_-1 dR

Now at one level in the emulsion the density of

particles coming to rest, AN, is given by

fRma_

AN----/1JR sin0 exp(--R/_) dN

where R1 is the Vertical range, 0 the zenith angle

and _ the absorption mean free path, so

RraazAN = -- Ca(l-_)n sin0R(X-1-_)exp ( -- R/k) dR

but R = RI see0, so

_'12AN = --Ca (1-_) NRxn(1-_) (sect_) _a-_) tan0

"0

Xsin0 exp(--R1 sec0/h) d0

Thus at two different levels with vertical ranges

R1 and R2, if we can neglect the effects of nuclear

absorption

AN1/ AN2 = ( R2/ R1)n('Y-1)
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THE WORLD MAGNETIC SURVEY

J. P. HEPPNER

Goddard Space Flight Center

The mathematical and graphical description of the earth's main field has been, and is, a "data
limited" problem. The World Magnetic Survey (WMS) is an endeavor to minimize this limitation
by rapidly and comprehensively blanketing the earth with magnetic field measurements. Satellite
surveys, which will play a key role in the WMS, are the principal topic of this paper. Existing mag-
netic field descriptions, the expected results from new surveys, and the methods of obtaining these
results with the POGO satellite are emphasized. It is anticipated on the basis of extrapolation from
Vanguard 3 results and other considerations that a factor of l0 improvement will be obtained. This
means that the average errors of 1 to 3 percent now present in field charts and spherical harmonic
descriptions should bc reduced to 0.1 to 0.3 percent as a result of the survey.

INTRODUCTION

"The World Magnetic Survey" (the WMS)
denotes an international effort to obtain data for

mathematical descriptions of the earth's magnetic
field and its secular variations and for con-

structing charts of the field at the earth's surface.

It is distinguished from previous survey efforts in
the scope of the effort which hopefully will lead to

a truly world wide coverage. In obtaining this

coverage it is particularly important that:

(a) emphasis be placed on the magnetically un-

mapped and poorly mapped regions of the globe,

and (b) the survey be conducted within a time

interval that is sufficiently short to not require
major corrections for secular variations in de-

scribing the field at a particular date. The ad-

vantages of conducting the survey during years of

minimum solar activity relate the WMS to the

International Years of the Quiet Sun (the IQSY).

The context of the WMS is logically extended to

include studies of temporal magnetic variations

at least to the degree that these variations in-

fluence the survey measurements. The future

determination and study of secular variations is

obviously closely related to the prinmry objectives
of the WMS.

The principal objective of the WMS, as first

proposed at the IUGG meeting in Toronto in

1957, was to obtain more accurate magnetic charts

r

through expansion of existing surveys and creation

of new programs for magnetic surveys by sea and

air. The advantages of conducting surveys during

years of sunspot minimum and the potential use
of rockets and satellites in mapping the field were

noted at the meeting of the ICSU Special Com-

mittee for the I.G.Y. (CSAGI) in Moscow in

1958 (Chapman, 1960). Resolutions, recommen-

dations, and discussions at these and subsequent

international meetings (e.g. IUGG, Helsinki

1960; COSPAR, Florence 1961) gave the WMS an

international foundation and established guide-

lines to prolnote compatibility of nleasurements
from various sources. These have been described

in detail in the IAGA-IUGG, Instruction Manual

on the World Magnetic Survey, prepared by

Vestine (1961).

Since the proposal ill Toronto in 1957 the advent

of the satellite as a new vehicle for magnetic

surveys has been paralleled by new reasons for

needing a world magnetic survey. The need in

1957 came primarily from lack of ade(luate data for

studying the origin of the Inagnetic field and its

secular changes, and preparing more accurate

magnetic charts for nautical and aeronautical

navigation. These reasons are still, fundamental

but of equal importance now is the need for better

descriptions of the earth's magnetic field in space.

In space science, this need comes from the

887
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requirements for: (a) an accurate main field

reference for _atellite magnetic field experiments

designed to _determine the distribution of sources

of magnetic disturbance, (b) describing the

motions and distribution of trapped particles and

the trajectories of solar particles and cosmic rays

as they approach the earth, (c) determining the

trapping lifetime for particles naturally or

artifically injected into the magnetosphere, and

(d) determining the detailed geometry of field

lines for field dependent radio transmissions, for

loeating conjugate points, ctc. In space tech-

nology, this need arises from the use of the mag-
netic field in spacecraft orientation control and

aspect systems.

A magnetic "chart" or "map", a two dimen-

sional representation of the field, would be of very
limited use in space problems. A mathematical

description on the other hand is directly useful.

Thus, though one speaks of "mapping" the field, it

should be understood that the objective is first a

three dimensional (latitude, longitude, altitude)

mathematical description of the field, and second,

a four dimensional description in which secular

changes are adequately known to write the
coefficients as a function of time. A related ques-

tion, discussed later, is whether or not world

magnetic charts at the earth's surface drawn from

mathematical descriptions will be more or less

representative than charts constructed by con-

touring measurements as done in the past.

A world magnetic survey, in a strict sense, has
never been made and has never been feasible by

land, sea, and air if one accepts a definition that

such a survey ideally requires global coverage on a

time scale short compared to the time in which

secular variations invalidate the first measure-

ments relative to the last. This does not mean that

land, sca, and air methods have become obsolete

as this would be misleading in view of the comple-

mentary nature of surface and space measure-

ments and the advantages of surfaee data in

mapping crustal anomalies. It does however imply

that satellites have made a truly world magnetic

survey feasible and, if successful, it may in the

future be fitting to refer to this survey as "The

First World Magnetic Survey". Logically this

survey will be followed by others to update the
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descriptions of the magnetic field and delineate

the patterns of secular change.
Appropriate to this journal, satellite magnetic

surveys are the principal topic of this review.

Land, sea, and air surveys are briefly discussed to

give perspective on the surface data available for

main field analyses and to illustrate the comple-

mentary features of the various survcys. Existing

magnetic field analyses are discussed. Attention

is thcn directed to: problems in satellite surveys,

details of the magnetic survey to be conducted

with the l)OGO satellite, analysis problems likely
to be encountered in arriving at the best descrip-
tion of the earth's field and secular variations from

the data obtained, some of the preflight thoughts

on methods of handling and analyzing data from

POGO, and the many possibilities for studies of

temporal magnctic variations using simultaneous
data from the survey vehicle and surface observ-
atories. The satellite discussion will center on the

POGO (Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory)

survey largely because details on other satellite

surveys are not available. The POGO survey

should, however, be adequately illustrative.
No attempt is made to provide a comprehensive

list of references. Recent papers are referellced in

preference to many outstanding, older publications

on geomagnetism on grounds that these can be

found by examination of the references in recent

publications and Chapman and Barrels' Geo-

magnetism (1940).

LAND, SEA, AND AIR SURVEYS

a. Observatories and Repeat Stations

Measurements on land come primarily from

two sources: magnetic observatories and repeat

stations. The quantity and distribution of data

for the period 1905-1945 is illustrated in the

Carnegie Institute' s Publication 578 (Vestine et al.,

1947b). As of 1945 there were approximately 100
observatories and 2000 repeat stations where a

repeat station is defined as a location occupied
more than once. Since 1945 the number of

observatories has increased to about 150. A recent

listing is available in the Annals of the IGY, Vol.

VIII, 1959. The number of new repeat stations is

not readily estimated accurately but it appears

unlikely that the number has greatly increascd.
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The distributionof observatoriesand repeat
stationsisextremelyspottynotonlyasa conse-
quence of the distribution of land masses but also

because the locations within land areas tend to be

grouped. The fact that the field at a single

observatory or station may not be representative

of a region, because of a local anomaly, does not

permit one to assign large weighting factors to
observatory data relative to other observations

for mapping purposes. Although these are serious

disadvantages, observatories provide the most

reliable data for studies of secular change and in

the past the only data for studying secular change

on a year to year basis. Observatories also provide

the data for editing and correcting survey meas-

urements for temporal variations when these

corrections are applied.

b. Ship Surveys

The earliest magnetic charts, epoch 1700, were

those of declination drawn from ship records of

compass direction. Although magnetic measure-

ments were made on various ocean expeditions in
the 1800's (Fleming, 1939) it was not until 1905

that a serious attempt was made to map the

oceans. The most comprehensive surveys by ship

were those made by the Carnegie, a non-magnetic

ship constructed as a part of the Carnegie

Institution of Washington's program for magnetic
mapping conducted from 1905 to 1929 when the

ship was destroyed by fire. The extensive coverage

achieved by the Carnegie Institution's 25 year

survey has been illustrated by Fleming (1939) and
Vestine (1960). Ship surveys were reactivated in

1956 by the USSR non-magnetic ship, the Zarya,

which in 1957 and 1958 covered 47,000 nautical

miles in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans (Ivanov,

1960, 1961) and has since surveyed also in the

Pacific. Using towed magnetometers measuring

the scalar field, ship surveys have also been con-

ducted on a regional scale by various groups

engaged in oceanographic and submarine geologic
studies and magnetic traverses have been made on

various expeditions.

The relative merits of ship and aerial surveys are

often compared. Such comparisons are often
confused by lack of distinction between what has

been achieved and what it is possible to achieve.

It is obvious that ship surveys take considerably

more time and global secular changes can only be
studied in terms of a number of decades. There

has, however, been a general belief that this

disadvantage is partially counterbalanced by

greater system accuracy in ship surveys because

they are less susceptible to navigational errors.

This belief may be justified in given cases but

generalizations are not obviously justified.

c. Aerial Surveys

Magnetometers carried or towed by aircraft
and measuring the scalar field have been used for

local and regional geologic studies by commercial

firms and national geological surveys for about 15
years. The data from these efforts have in some

cases been available for constructing magnetic
charts. About 10 years ago groups in the United

States and Canada redesigned the airborne

systems to provide vector measurements and later

undertook magnetic surveys on a scale which

would contribute more significantly to world
magnetic charts. The Canadian Dominion Ob-

servatory survey subsequently covered Canada in

a nearly uniform pattern and provided several

traverses across the Pacific and North Atlantic

(Serson, 1960). The U.S. Naval Hydrographic
Office in 1959 initiated its plane for world-wide

coverage of ocean areas under the name, Project

Magnet. The coverage achieved by Project

Magnet through February 15, 1963 is illustrated

by the heavy lines in figure 1. The lighter lines
indicate future survey tracks. The shaded area in

the Atlantic Ocean was surveyed between 1953
and 1959.

An excellent review of airborne magnetic

surveys for world charts, expressing both the

capabilities and the limitations, has been written

by Serson (1960). A summary is hardly possible
here but it will be instructive to note some of the

problems encountered in aircraft surveys for later

reference in discussing similar satellite problems.
Serson (1960) has listed the sources of error in a

vector aerial system as follows: (a) errors in

measuring the magnetic field at the magnetometer

with respect to the direction reference system,

(b) errors in the direction reference system,

(c) errors due to changes in the magnetic field of

the aircraft, (d) errors due to transient changes in

the magnetic field, and (e) errors in geographical
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FIGURE1.--Project Magnet airborne geomagnetic survey tracks: 1959 to February 15, 1963 (heavy lines) ; future tracks
(light lines) ; surveys between 1953 and 1959 (Atlantic Ocean shaded area). (Courtesy of U.S. Naval Oceanographic
Office.)

position. Scrson describes the approximate equiv-

alence of the U.S. and Canadian systems. For

Project Magnet, Byrnes (1960) gives the following

probable errors of observations under good survey

conditions: total field magnitude, =1=15 gammas;

angle accuracies equivalent to inclination and

declination, +0.1 degrees; geographical position,

-4-5 kilometers. Transformed to component errors

the angle errors give north-south and east-west
errors varying from zero at the equator to 100

gammas at high latitudes and vertical errors

ranging from 50 gammas at the equator to zero at

the dippolcs. Regarding the geographical position,

or navigational, errors Serson (1960) states that
errors of the order of 100 to 150 gammas resulting
from modcrate errors of a few kilometers in

'havigation are responsible for the largest source

'of error in the results as plotted on charts. It

should be noted, howcvcr, that errors of 100 to

150 gammas should not result from position
inaccuracies of a few kilometers in the horizontal

plane in the absence of crustal anomalies. Thus in

a spherical harmonic analysis limited to describb_g

very deep sources the effective field error due to

position errors is reduced to values proportional

to the regional gradient if the position errors are

systematic. If the position errors are random their

principal effect is that of increasing the magnitude

of the residuals, or noise level, already prcsent in

the analysis as a consequence of local anomalies.

Returning now to ficld measurement errors of 50

to 100 gammas these become slightly more

important than a few kilometers error in horizontal

location for global harmonic analyses. The (,on-

siderations of systematic vs. random errors apply

equally well for these errors. Thus, for mathe-

matical descriptions of the field, world (..harts, and

especially studies of secular variations it is dcsir-
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ableto reducetheerrorsinaerialsurveysbut it is
evenmoreimportantthat attentionbedirected
towardavoidingsystematicerrors.

Anothertopic worthyof discussion,but not
detailedhere,is therelativemeritsof total field
vs. vector measurements in aircraft surveys.

Noting that the errors quoted above are probable

values under good survey conditions, the total
range of operational errors can be expected to be

considerably larger and one can question whether

the angle measurements are always of value. The

answer at present and at least until methods of

analysis of world wide scalar values are thoroughly

demonstrated is unquestionably yes. It follows

however that there may be considerable merit in

flying absolute scalar magnetometers in the same

aircraft with the saturable core magnetometers

for checking and reducing errors.

EXISTING MAGNETIC FIELD DESCRIPTIONS

a. Spherical Harmonic Analysis of Surface Data

The reader is referred to Chapman and Barrels

(1940) for detailed discussion of the applicability

of spherical harmonics to field analyses. The basic

formulation is given here for later reference. In a

source-free spherical shell (a < r < R) the magnetic

potential, V, satisfies Laplaces equation V_V=O

and can be expressed in terms of spherical co-
ordinates as follows:

V=a _ _ PJ_(cos O)
n--_) m_O

X [-{cn"_(r/a) _+ (1 - cJ _) (a/r) n+l } A ,'_ cos m ¢

+{sJ_(r/a)'+(1--sJ_)(a/r)n+l}BJ_sin m qS] (1)

where cnm and s. m are numbers between 0 and 1

representing the fractional contribution from

sources external to R at r = a. The P,_ (cos 0) are

the partly normalized associated Legendre func-

tions which have been extensively used in geo-

magnetism since their introduction by Schmidt

(see Chapman and Barrels, 1940). As the magnetic

force rather than the potential is the measured

quantity, harmonic expressions for F=--grad V

are used in analysis, where F is the total vector
field intensity.

Until very recently all analyses were based on

the coefficients of one or more of the components

Z=OV/Or (vertical) (2)

X=OV/r dO (north) (3)

Y=--OV/r sin0 d_b (east) (4)

and used only surface measurements. Thus, at

r=a, where "a" is the earth radius, some con-

densation of the harmonic expressions comes from

r/a=l and X, Y, and Z can be expressed as
follows:

z,_= _ _ (_._ cosec

+3_ _ sinm_) P,_(cos0) (5)

X,=a= _ _'_.(A=" cosmq_+B_ _ sinm¢) dPJ_(c°sO)
dO

(6)

Yr=a= (1/sin0) _ ___,(mA.'_ sinmdp--mBJ _ cosm_)

where

XP=_(cos0) (7)

aJ _= [ncJ _- (n+ 1) (1 -cJ_)]AJ _ (8)

3J _= [nsJ"- (n+l) (1 --'sJ')-]BJ n (9)

Most of the approaches for obtaining the

coefficients have differed only in numerical

technique and weighting factors although there

are exceptions noted later. The method used by

Vestine, et al. (1947a) is illustrative. In this

analysis the functions X_" = dPn" (cosO)/n dO and

YJ_=WPJ"(cosO)/n sin8 tabulated by Schmidt

(1935) were used for convenience. World magnetic
charts compiled separately for X, Y, and Z were
used to obtain from X and Y two determinations

of A_ _ and B_ _ and from Z the a_ _ and /_
coefficients. Data were taken at intervals of 10

degrees in colatitude and longitude. Fourier

coefficients aJ _, bn_ were first determined for m+6

along each 10° parallel of colatitude and then

fitted by the functions X= m and Y_ to obtain two

values for A. _ and B. _ (except for zonal har-

monics, m=0, given only by X). The Fourier

coefficients a,_,b,_ were weighted as a function of
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Fxc.vaE 2.--Chart of total magnetic field intensity for Epoch 1945 in units of gauss (Vestine et al., 1947b).

lattitude from 10 for 0=80 °, 90 °, and 100 ° to

1 for 0=10 ° and 170 °. To separate internal and

external sources the a,",/3, "_ from Z and averages

for A ,",B, mfrom X and Y were used in Equations
(8) and (9) to give c, m and s,".

The above illustrates a number of features which

have individually been common to a number of

analyses, such as: the use of world magnetic

charts for input data, the dependence on Z in

separating internal and external sources, the
weighting of data as a function of latitude, and

the assumption that r= constant. For exceptions
to several of these feature and detailed differences

between analyses the reader should examine the

analyses reviewed by Chapman and Bartcls

(19401 and the more recent analyses of Fineh and

Leaton (1957), ]i'anselau and Kautzleben (1958),

and Jenscn and Whitaker (19(10).

In using readings sealed from the world mag-

netic charts the accuracy of the analysis is

necessarily limited to the accuracy of the chart.

This, in turn, is a function of the latitude-longi-

tude distribution of observations, the year of the
observations relative to the chart year, the

measurement errors inclu_ling temporal vari-

ations, and the subjective nature by contouring

by hand. The latter point is not at all negligible

as illustrated by comparing magnetic charts

drawn by differcnt organizations using essentially

the same data. Thus, in the past it has been argued

that a better description might be obtained using

only observatory values. This represents an

extreme view which ignores the influence of local

anomalies at observatory sites and the fact that

the mutual dependence of the coefficients is such

that large errors are likely to occur in regions

lacking an observatory. Figure 2, by comparison

with figure 3, illustrates the detail that appears on
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FIGURE3.--Machine plot (Cain and Neilon, 1963) of total magnetic field intensity for 1960 given by 48 coefficient ex
pansion of Jensen and Cain (1962).

a world chart, after corrections and analysis,

relative to the detail given by an m= n= 6, 48
coefficient, representation of the field. When

expanded to greater dimensions and broken into

smaller contour intervals the detail in figure 2

increases (see Section maps of Vestine et al.,

1947b) whereas the detail in figure 3 remains

constant. If the small wiggles and bumps in the

contours of figure 2 are the consequence of local

anomalies not being perfectly removed from

the observations (which is very likely: see dis-
cussion in Section 3c: also note the prevalence of

irregularities in poorly mapped regions) they will

create errors in any spherical harmonic analysis

based on chart scalings at regular grid intervals.

The use of regular grid intervals is also subject to

criticism on grounds that poorly mapped and un-

mapped regions receive the same weight as regions

that are well mapped. The availability of high

speed digital computers is currently providing a

compromise between the various extremes. An

analysis program which utilizes directly all the

data that is normally used in chart making can

eliminate the subjectivity of the hand contouring

without being influenced by local anomalies and

data distribution to any greater degree than in

the contouring process. Initial steps for achieving

this compromise have been made in the methods

of Jensen and Cain (1962) and Fougere (1963).

Efforts to determine cnm and s_m of equations

(8) and (9) have placed an upper limit of several

percent on the fraction of the surface field caused

by external sources. Various errors may con-

tribute to give this large upper limit but it is most
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probablethattheaccuracyisprimarilylimitedby
averageerrorsof 1to 3percentin thechartsused
for inputdata.Anotherfactoris that chartsforZ

are in general likely to be the least accurate of the

three components. The sensitivity to the accuracy
of the Z charts is illustrated by an example in

Chapman and Bartels (1940, p. 664) in which a

0.3 mm displacement of isoclines of inclination (I)

is shown to be equivalent to a 3 percent external
contribution found in an analysis by Bauer (1923).

In analyzing the vertical colnponent of both
U.S. and U.S.S.R. charts for 1955 Jensen and

Whitakcr (1960) noted differences of up to 6

percent in some regions. Ivanov (1961) in report-

ing on Zarya measurements noted regions where
the errors in the U.S. charts for Z exceeded 2000

ganm/as, approximately 8 percent. Ivanov (1961)
also states that the discrepancies between U.S.

charts for the total scalar field, F, and the Zarya

measurements amount to 1500 gammas in almost

the entire Southern Hemisphere at latitudes less

than 40 degrees and speculates that the errors are

probably greater at higher latitudes. The Zarya

in general showed better agreement with the

British Adnfiralty (.harts in the Atlantic and
Indian Oceans at latitudes less than 40 degrees.

Errors in the British charts approached 1 degree

in declination and 500 gammas in intensity in the

Northcrn Hcmisphere and 2 degrees and 1000

gammas in the Southern Hemisphere.
The data linfitations also explain why the

assumption of a constant radius, r=a, which

neglects Ar's of 1 part in 297 from earth oblateness

as well as topographical differences, has had little,

if any, influence on results.

b. Recent Analyses Using F and Space Data

The need for methods of analysis utilizing total

scalar magnetic intensity, (F), rather than

component intensities appeared about 1957 when
it became apparent that data from future satellites

would be primarily scalar as a consequence of the

instruments to 1)c used and even more important

the difficulties of achieving the accurate reference

directions required for component measurements.

Znmda (1958) first illustrated that the Gaussian

coefficients g_, h, "_ for internal sources appearing

in

co n

V = a__, __,(a/r)"+lPd_(cosO)
n==O m_O

X[-g_ _ cosm_+h. _ sinm¢_ (10)

were obtainable through analysis of F 2by squaring

the series for each component X, Y, and Z and

adding the terms, thus obtained a series for

F2=X2+ y2+z 2 (11)

As illustrated for an eccentric dipole model the

first eight harmonics, through n = 2, m = 2, give 31

new coefficients representing combinations of the

eight desired. Although 31 coefficients is a con-
siderable reduction from the 93 obtained without

addition it is apparent that the series becomes

immense in higher degree representations such as

n=6. Zmuda (1958) further treated the problem

of separating internal and external sources, but
here made an error in assuming that a scalar sub-

traction of fields due to internal and external

sources was a valid simplification.
Jensen and Cain (1962) using expressions (10)

and (ll) and considering internal sources only,
such that the coefficients of Equations (5), (6),

and (7) become the Gaussian coefficients g,_, h, _,
devised a method to determine the coefficients

which avoids the nonlinear dependence of F 2

(or F) on g,_, h," and permits the use of least

squares fitting to the data. The method is one of

improving on an existing set of coefficients with-

out being dependent on the existing set being very
accurate. The procedure is to expand F 2 into a

Taylor series that includes only the linear term,

giving

F 2= F2o-4-2 __,[u."(Ag. m)-4-vd'(Ahd')'] (12)

where

u '_= (a/r)"+2 {Zo(n + 1) (cosine)PJ" (eost_)

-- Xo cosrnq_[dP,"(eosO) /dO-]

+ Y0 (msinmq_)[-P,"(cos0)/sin0-]} (13)

and

v," = (a/r) "+2 {Z0(n-4-1) (sinmch)P,"(cosO)

- Xo sinmq_dPd"(cosO)/dO-]

-- Yo(m cosmq_)[P,"(cosO)/sinO-]}. (14)
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Valuesfor Fo, Zo, Xo, and Y0 are computed at the

data locations using the best available set of

coefficients gnm and hnm. The Ag,m and Ahn m are

the corrections made to the initial g,m and hnm to
obtain the best fit to the measurements. The

summation term in Equation (12) given by

E=F2--Fo 2 (15)

indicates the error, or residual between measured

and computed values, and as this term is linear

with respect to the Agnm, Ahn m a least squares
fitting can be used to find the corrections and thus

generate an improved set of coefficients. In

application the process is one of successively

applying the corrections and repeating the

procedure until significant improvements in

accuracy are no longer obtained. The procedure

also applies to the components and can be used to

mix component and total field data (e.g., for the

horizontal intensity H one has E = H 2- H02).

The method of minimizing F2-F02 was first

applied to approximately 3000 measurements of

the scalar field taken by Vanguard 3 between
latitudes±33.5 degrees and altitudes 510 to 3753

kin. Although this produces a good fit auto-

matically weights the data using least squares by

the factor (F+F0) 2 as seen by rewriting the
squares as

__,(F2-Fo2) 2= __,(F--Fo)2(F+Fo) 2 (16)

which emphasizes the data at low altitudes and

high latitudes relative to the high altitude and
low latitude data. As the difference between 2F

and F--i-Fo is negligible in a weighting sense the

weighting factor can be removed by minimizing
the error quantity

E= (F2--Fo2)/2F_E--Fo (17)

in place of (15). Another alternative is to minimize

the fractional (or percentage) error given by

E = (F- Fo)/F. (18)

This has the effect of weighting the high altitude

or low latitude data more heavily than the low

altitude or high latitude data.

In subsequent analyses of Vanguard 3 data

(Cain et al., 1962b) all three expressions (15), (17),
and (18) were used with comparable results.

Average residuals vs. altitudes from use of (15)

ALn_DE VtS1_I_OnON Or Z797
VANGUARD MEASUREMENTS

_soo-

_o-

32oo-

2S_ --

Fir TO MINtMU_ _o

,L £ _ £ £,.10,_,.10,._ ........
OtSCewnONS _R IQ0KM aF/_ (U) ae (_)

FIGURE 4.--Average residuals of Vanguard 3 data relative
to two different, m=n =7, spherical harmonic reference
fields as a function of altitude. Error bars show the
standard errors of the mean residuals.

and (18) are shown in figure 4. The series involved

63 coefficients, g_ and hn_ with n and m of 7,

which, as an example taking expression (18)

fitted all data (disturbed as well as quiet days)

with a root mean square residual of 21 gammas or

0.13 percent. Of this 12 gammas could be attribu-

ted to errors of measurement coming primarily

from orbit position errors. The remaining 9

gammas was easily attributed to disturbance
effects. In contrast use of the initial Finch and

Leaton (1957) coefficients on the same data gave

an r.m.s, residual of 255 gammas. Thus the method

worked well for this limited case which represents

strictly a curve fitting procedure not taking into
account the existence of external sources and not

attempting to fit data outside the regions of

measurement. The coefficients for this special
analysis of limited regions over North and South

America, the Caribbean, Australia, and South
Africa are given by Cain et al. (1962a).

The method was next applied by Jensen and

Cain (1962), using expression (17) and the H

equivalent, to a collection of 74,000 values of F
and H taken since 1940 of which about 28,000

points were F measurements from aerial surveys,

3000 points were F measurements from Vanguard
3, and the remainder were surface values for H.

To shorten the time for each iteration only every

tenth point was used in the computation of

coefficients. The fit was made to the year 1960

with the assumption that secular variations could

be approximated by a linear time dependence.
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This was included by substituting coefficients

Agn"+ (t- 1960)A(dgn'_/dt) and 5h_m+ (t- 1960) ×

A(dh,,,n/dt) for Ag._ and Ahn m in equation (12).
The accuracy achieved as indicated by the resid-

uals was closely related to the distribution of data,

giving root mean square errors of: 135 gammas in

regions of good coverage, about 600 gammas in

regions of poor coverage, and 304 gammas for the
total data. As a check on the method, computed

values were compared with U.S. chart values

along parallels of latitude and in general closer

agreement was achieved by using the new co-

efficients than by using the Finch and Leaton

(1957) coefficients which were uscd for the

initial gn_, hn_. Although the Jensen and Cain

method worked well, major improvements over

past analyses could not be expected using the

existing data.
Comparing also the relative magnitude of the

residuals in fitting just Vanguard data and fitting

the more heteorogcneous set of surface data, one

gets some indication of the refinements in analysis
than can be expected from future satellite data

relative to handling data from the earth's surface

where local anomalies have a major influence.

c. Questions Regarding Field Sources and the
number of Coefficients

It is commonly believed that sources of the field
interior to the earth's surface are confined to two

regions: a primary region located in the earth's

core (depthS2900 kin), and a secondary region,
the earth's crust. There is also considerable evi-

dence (Serson and Hannaford, 1957: Alldrcdge and

Van Voorhis, 1961; Alldrcdge et al., 1963)
that the sources in the crust most typically have
linear dimensions of less than 50 kilometers and

the number of occurrences of anomalies with

greater dimensions decreases rapidly with in-

creasing dimensions up to several hundred kilom-

eters. Anomalies with dimensions greater than

several hundred kilometers appear to be very

rare. Thus any attempt to represent typical

crustal sources in a global spherical harmonic

description would be ridiculously c_umbersome and
these "local" anomalies are more properly treated

as noise. It should, however, be noted that strike-

slip fault displaccments of magnetic anomaly

patterns of 1420 kilometers have only recently

been found by Vacquiet, et al. (1961) and it is not

inconceivable that major geologic features still

unknown may contribute to future descriptions.

Similarly the available data does not completely

rule out the possibility that crustal differences
between oceans and continents may have an

influence in future analyses. If we ignore these

latter possibilities for the time being, the question

then is "how many coefficients are required to
describe the interior field as observed at and above

the earth's surface, exclusive of crustal anom-

alies?". The question has direct physical sig-
nificance in understanding the hydromagnetic

dynamics of the core. Although a unique deter-
ruination of interior sources is not possible with

surface measurements, it is partly on the basis

that coefficients of higher degree and order than
n =m =6 have historically been unnecessary that

the belief has evolved that sources of continental

dimensions and sources in the mantle are essen-

tially non-existent. There are of course physical
reasons as well for assuming an absence of primary

in the mantle (see, e.g. Elsasser, 1950).

Strictly from an analysis standpoint there are

grounds for questioning the ultimate adequacy

of an n = m = 6, or 48 coefficicnt, representation.
Jenscn and Whitaker (1960) for example found

that higher order terms were not insignificant in

their analysis and permitted the computer to run

through n= 24, m = 17, producing 512 coefficients

at which point oim percent contributions were still

being obtained. They concluded quite logically

that the large number of coefficients merely
reflected the chart errors as the analysis technique

assumed a perfect chart. Similarly, Fanselau and

Kautzlcben (1958) carried an analysis through
n=m=15 and reached the conclusion that

beyond n = n_= (i the data was too inaccurate to
obtain an improvement in the description. This

point is simply seen in a rough way by noting the

agreements and disagreements between the signs
of the three sets of coefficients in Tal)lc l which

were derived from three different data sources.

Through n = 4 all signs agree; for n = 5, three sign

disagreements are noted in the 11 coefficients; for

n= (i, seven sign disagreements appear in the 13

coefficients. It appears logical to conclude that the

n=m =6 cut-off point in past global analysis is
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TABLE 1.--Values of gin, h ,_ to n = m = 6 from several analyses
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m

Jensen and Whitaker
Year 1955"

30396

1955 --5677

Finch and Leaton

Year 1955

--5900

30411

2147
2331

--5007

--1444

--2946

5672

--2181

--788

--3849

--4292

--2307

770

--269

1402

--3925

--990

465

237

19

_55

--1515

-- 1336

1833

208

--34

37

3133

--398

1346

--407
37

--427

876

296

144

60

--688

--82

195

--39

695

--1972

346

160

--58

31

30550

2270

329O

--210

1380

--570

8O

--820

1210

80
120

-- 170
-- 750

230
310

--60

440

--1660

--40

60

60

10

2404

--5125

--1338

--3152
6213

--2490

--650

--4179

--4530

--2180

701

--204

1626

--3441

-- 1945

--61

278

7O

--1952

--485
321

2141

105
23

112

2280

--5250

--1370

--2950

5860

--2440

--720

--4150

--4400

--2270

800

--230

2090

--3220

--1550

170

340

5O

--1500

--930

--250

2410

160

--10

7O

Jensen and Cain

Year 1960

-5799

3312

-158

1487

-408
21

-1183

1001

43

139

-80

-200

460

242

-122

- 576

- 874

-341

-12

-112

-33

*Continues to n=24, m= 17.

imposed by the data and is not necessarily deter-

mined by the real form of the field.

Thus for clues to the answer regarding the

number of significant coefficients, prior to analysis

of WMS data, we have to look at analyses of

measurements that are restricted in distribution

but are at least homogeneous in quality and taken

within a time span that does not involve large

uncertainties caused by secular variations. All-

dredge et al. (1963) have attempted to do this by

piecing together flight tracks from Project Magnet

to simulate a single around-the-world, roughly

great circle, magnetic profile. Using F rather than

components for reasons of accuracy and com-

pleteness, harmonic coefficients in a Fourier series

were computed up to the 2000th order. The

amplitude of the coefficients dropped off rapidly

up to order 7. Beyond the 6th order, the envelope

of the coefficients slowly decreased in amplitude to

a value of about one gamma for the 2000th

harmonic. The break above the 6th order co-

efficient was attributed to the separation of core

and crustal sources. The authors noted that

roughly 4 million spherical harmonic coefficients

would be required to similarly represent crustal

anomalies over the entire earth and proceeded to

estimate the number of spherical harmonic co-

efficients required to represent core sources under

the assumptions that the single profile was repre-

sentative of all great circle profiles and smoothing

over 400 km distances would effectively remove

crustal sources. Determining the number of
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FlmJRE 5.--Analysis of a composiW, Project Magnet
around-the-world field track by Alldredge et al. (1963).
RMS residuals of F as a function of order of harmonic
e(_fli('i('nts for "_I,'ourier series field fit to 1,'2.

coefficients required to represent F 2, as opposed to

F in Fourier analysis, was used as a basis for

relating the Fourier and spherical approximations

and an intermediate analysis was performed to

reduce truncation errors. For these assumptions

the authors concluded that spherical harmonic

coefficients of n = m > l 0 arc probably not required

to describe the earth's main feld caused by in-
terior sources. The break near n = l0 is illustrated

in figure 5.

Vanguard 3 provides another homogeneous, but
restricted in distribution, set of data for approach-

ing the above question. Heppner et al. (1961)

illustrated the systemati(" shift of curves for

5F=/,'(measured)- F(computed) over several de-

grees of latitude in the region of Australia at

altitudes>S10 km (perigee). At perigee, the

changes in 5F approached 0.4 and 0.3 percent,

respectively, for Jensen and Whitaker (19(i0)
and l,'inch and Leaton (1957) coefficients between

approximately 25 and 33 degrees south latitude.

In this region the percentage change in Ale with

latitude also decreased rapidly with altitude. This

behavior was interpreted in terms of internal

sources with a rough estimate that harmoni('s of

degree 20 would be required to match the data.

The n = m = 7 analyses of just Vanguard data (see
Section 3b) reduced the shift noted al)ove to 0.1

percent but these analyses necessarily put great

emphasis on the specific area in question relative

to the rest of the world. The possibility exists that

the rapid change in 5F with latitude and altitude

could have been caused by a diurnal effect (perigee

data was available for night hours only) but the

magnitude is incompatible with diurnal vari-
ations observed at the earth's surface.

Examination of Vanguard 3 data for much
smaller effects than that noted above also leads

one to conclude that it is potentially possible to

describe the field to an accuracy greater than that

permitted by a 63 coefficient, n=m=7, repre-

sentation. Figure 4, for example, shows systematic

behavior with altitude despite the smallness of the

residuals and it was not found possible (Cain et al.,

1962) to eliminate the altitude variation using

internal sources only. The negative slope above

1800 km (Figure 4) was present in all data fittings

as was the negative displa('emcnt in the 500 to

800 km range. Although the distribution of
measurements with altitude and local time did

not pernfit Cain et al., (1962) to definitely con-
clude that this was not a diurnal effect, interpre-

tation in terlns of existing theories of diurnal

variations and their surface behavior was not

pronfising. A simple alternative, at least until
external sources are better understood, is to:

(a) attrit)ute most of the negative effect above
1800 km to the influence of external sources in and

al)ove the region of mcasurc,nent, and (b) at-

tribute the negative shift below 800 km to in-

adequate description of the internal sources with

an n--m = 7 approximation. In detail the negative
behavior between 500 and 800 km comes pri-

marily from effects near-perigee in the regions of

southern Australia noted above, and an area
centered on the southwest corner'of the U.S. If

explanation (b), al)ovc, is (:orrect it suggests that
the estimate made by Alldredge et al. (1963),
that n=m= 10 should be sufficient for internal

sources, may t)e too low.

WMS SATELLITES: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

AND THE POGO SYSTEM

a. Orbit Selection

Orbits will be discussed here in terms of opti-

nlunl orbits for meeting the basic WMS objectives.

Thus, highly ec_centric orbits and/or circular at

great distances which are primarily intended for
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magnetosphericstudieswill be ignoredbecause
theyproviderelativelylittle informationon the
detailedformof thefieldfrominteriorsources.It
shouldhoweverbe recognizedthat they have
considerableimportanceindeterminingthedistri-
butionof externalfieldsources.Similarly,con-
sideringcoverageratherthanaltitude,orbitsof
low inclinationarecertainlynot in theoptimum
categoryfortheWMS.

The desirabilityof havinga highly inclined
orbit plane,preferablypassingcloseto thepoles,
isobvious.Theneedfor latitudecoveragecomes
notonlyfromconsideringtheanalysisofsatellite
databutalsofromtheconsiderationthat surface
datais verysparseanddifficultto obtainin the
highlatituderegions--especiallyin the Southern
Hemisphere.

If all magneticfieldsourceswereinteriorto the
earth'ssurfacetheorbithavingthelowestpossible
altitudewouldbeoptimumfortheWMS."Lowest
possible",however,still meansan altitudethat
wouldprovideadequatelifetimefor achievingthe
desiredglobalcoverage.It alsomeansall altitude
at whichvariationsinsatellitedragaresufficiently
smallto not introducesignificanterrorsin the
determinationof theinstantaneouslocationofthe
satelliteat the timeof eachfieldmeasurement.

The question"what is an adequatelifetime
and/orcoverage?"hastwoquitedifferentanswers
with the choicedependingon the importance
attachedto removingpossibleeffectsof diurnal
magneticvariations.The first answereither
neglectsdiurnaleffectsandhopesthat theyare
negligibleorassumesthattheycanberemovedin
analysisusingindependentsurfaceobservations
in conjunctionwitha theoreticalmodelfor their
cause.For thisanswer,for a polarorbit, oneis
concernedwiththechoiceofthelocaltimezoneof
the orbit planebut treatsthe lifetimesolelyin
termsof therateof measurementandlongitude
differencesin equatorialcrossingsto arriveat a
measurementgrid with someminimumspacing
betweenpoints. The IUGG manual,Vestine
(1961),for example,suggestsa minimumdensity
of readingseach100km alongthe orbit and
equatorialcrossingsseparatedby a maximumof
400kin.Assumingthat theorbit perioddoesnot
haveanintegralmultiplegiving24hours,which
would give equatorialcrossingsat the same

longitudeson successivedays,a grid of this
densityis easilyachievedin severalweeks.The
exactlifetime dependsof courseon the orbit
periodandwhatportionofthedatais considered
questionablefor mappingbecauseof magnetic
disturbance.Thesecondanswercomescloserto
perfectionbyassumingthat thediurnalmagnetic
variationsarenot negligibleandsimilarlythat
correctionsbasedon theoreticalmodelsfor their
theircausemaybegrosslyerroneous.In thiscase
satellitepassesthroughall localtimezonesare
neededandthisrequiresa lifetimeof sixmonths.

Next, to be optimumthe orbit shouldhave
characteristicswhich simplify the problemof
separatinginternalandexternalsources.Hereone
isconcerned,relativeto existingknowledge,with
externalsourceshavingworldwideeffectssuchas
thoseof magnetosphericcompressionby the
solarwindandtrappedparticledrifts and dia-
magnetism.Thercis considerableevidencethat
theseexternalsourcescontributeat least20to 50
gammas,andpossiblemore,totheaverage surface
field. In global descriptions the external field

effects have obviously been hidden in the limi-

tations of past analysis (Section 3) but they will

assume importance in future analysis anticipating
a factor of 10 improvement. It is apparent that

the resolution in separating the terms

(a/r) n+i and (r/a) _

in Equation (1) is improved considerably when
satellite measurements are available at different

altitudes. Thus, Kalinin (1961) suggested that two
satellites in circular orbits of different altitudes

should be used for the WMS. As noted in the

POG0 discussion below, a range of altitudes can

also be obtained at all latitudes using only one
polar satellite provided the orbit is eccentric.

One is then faced with the question of an optimum
apogee altitude, assuming that a choice of low

perigee has been made in accord with the previous
discussion. Ideally to get maximum resolution in

separating sources one wants the apogee altitude
below but approaching close to the altitude of the

lowest altitude external source of significance.

Conversely one does not want apogee so high that

sensitivity to the high order internal terms is lost,
particularly if the operating lifetime is shortened

by failures. Obviously compromises and assump-
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FIGURE 6.--Latitude and loca.l (solar) time of perigee point as a function of days after satellite injection for two orbits
similar to the POGO orbit. Local time of injection is arbitrarily t.tken at 06 hours, l)ays following injection are noted
at 10- or 20-day intervals.

tions become necessary in picking apogee. For
example, from the discussion of Vanguard data in

Section) :_e one might asslJme a maximum apogee

of less than 1800 km for staying below significant
external sources and less than 800 km for main-

taining sensitivity to interior sources of high
order. Similarly one might assume that there was

merit in staying below the intense regions of the
immr radiation belt (i.e. < 1200 kin). There is not

an obvious select altitude but there arc good

reasons for keeping apogee in the range of several

hundred kilometers above perigee to altitudes less

than 2000 km and additional arguments for

placing apogee below 800 km if the operating life
is short compared to the time it takes for perigee

and apogee to move roughly ]80 degrees in
latitude.

Without gob_g into detail it is apparc_t that

analogous prot)lems are encountered in Kalinin's

(19(H) suggestion of two circular orbits, for ex-

ample, in picking the altitude of the highest orbit

and in considering the (_onse(tuetmes of an early
failure in either of the two satellites.

In summary the above depicts the most favor-

able single orbit as an orbit with the following
characteristics: polar inelb_ation, a minimum life-

time of 6 months, pcrigce as low as possible

subject to the lifetime requirement, and an apogee

altitude, less critically defined, but located at

least several hundred kilometers above perigee and
less than 2000 kilometers altitude. There are

various other orbits which could give more

definitive results pertaining to isolated WMS

objectives I>ut these could not individually meet

the overall ol>jectivcs as well as the orbit described

above, l,'urther improvements can of course l)e

obtained using two or more satellites in orbits

selected to complement each other.

The POGO orbit parameters, as currently

plammd, are: inclination between 82 and 90

degrees, 250 km perigee, 925 km apogee, and an

active life that will approach one year if there are
not critical failures. The fact that these char-

aeteristies arc favorably matched to the optimum

single orbit deseril)ed previously is partly <,ircum-
stantial in that the initial seh,(,tion of altitudes for
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POGOwasprimarily the resultof othercon-
siderationssuchasafavorablealtituderangefora
varietyofaeronomyexperiments.

Figure6 illustratesthe retrogrademotionof
perigeein daysasafunctionof latitudeandlocal
timefor twoorbits,whichareroughlysilnilarto
orbitsplannedfor POGO.The assmnptionof
satelliteinjection,or0day,at06hourisarbitrary.
Theequivalenceto havingalowaltitudecircular
orbit, anda immberof highercircularorbits,is
evidentby notingthat within49 and58days,
respectivelyfor 90 and 80 degreeinclinations,
perigeehasmovedovertheentirerangeof north
andsouthlatitudes.An additionalfeatureof a
noncircularorbit,pertinentto theexternalsource
problem,is that measurementsareobtainedat
two altitudeseachday with the exceptionsof
polarregionsandtimeswhentheapsidesareat
maxilnuminclination.

b. Location Accuracy

Knowing the exact space location (latitude,

longitude, and altitude) at the time of each field

measurement is one of the most critical problems
for the WMS. The instantaneous location of the

satellite must be known with errors<l.0 km

horizontally and <0.25 km vertically to be

consistent with the objective of maintaining
maximum field errors from all sources below 10

gammas. This assumes that all other sources of

error are slnall relative to the errors created by the
displacement between the true location and the

computed location.

Location errors have, in general, been difficult
to estimate in an absolute sense because the

estimates are usually based on relative agreement

t)etween independent determinations. Confidence

is developed primarily by finding agreement

between determinations elnploying different types

of tracking data. When the satellite is also making

absolute magnetic field measurements there is an

additional check on the daily, weekly, or monthly

precision of the orbit analysis as illustrated by

Heppner ct al. (1960a, 1960b) for Vanguard 3. The

critical evaluations of the Vanguard 3 orbit

determinations (see Cain et al., 1962a, 1962b)

illustrate the problem as they are based on both

optical tracking and Minitrack, radio interferom-

eter, tracking and have the additional feature that

they were checked against field measurements and

subsequently re-evaluated a number of times to

remove obvious discrepancies. The results show

that the WMS objective would not be met using

tracking and analysis techni(lues similar to those

of Vanguard 3.

An important step toward solving this problem

in POGO is the inclusion of a two-way doppler,

range and range rate, tracking system to supple-

ment the standard radio interferometer, Mini-

track, tracking system. This combination of

distance, velocity, and angle measurements is

expected to provide the required accuracy. Early

flight tests of the range and range rate system

have for example shown precisions equivalent to
maximum errors of several tens of meters. There

are, however, other considerations in addition to

tracking errors, such as: (a) relative time errors

between stations, (b) errors in knowing the

exact geodetic location of each station, (c) errors

which will vary with satellite location and/or

time coming from inaccuracies in knowing or

accounting for small differences in the gravi-

tational acceleration, satellite drag, radiation

pressure, and in some systems, the propulsion

effects of satellite orientation controls, and (d)

errors in the methods of analyzing tracking data

and computing instantaneous positions over the

entire earth when tracking data is available from

only a small number of stations. Cumulatively,

these considerations cast doubt on any antici-

pation of maintaining maximum errors well below

l0 gammas in a low altitude orbit. Thus, it is

likely that location errors will be the limiting

factor in the accuracy of the WMS satellite data.

c. Scalar or Vector Measurement Question

A question which has frequently appeared in
discussions of the WMS is whether or not the

satellite scalar total intensity measurements will

be adequate for obtaining a vector description of

the field. As the potential derived from s('alar

measurements in a source free region is unique

(see e.g., proof by Jensen, 1962) the question is

primarily directed toward the computational

feasibility. What little experience there is to

date does not suggest that the scalar analysis

involves inherent difficulties. In fact, the analyses

of Jensen and Cain (Section 3b) suggest that the
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questionof scalarorvectormeasurementsisnot
particularly critical. This may, however,be
partiallya consequence,andperhapsa merit,of
themethodin thataninitialfieldbasedonvector
informationisusedasastartingpoint.Conversely
aninitialfieldbasedonapreviousscalaranalysis
couldalsoserveasa startingpoint sothis can
hardly be consideredan essentialfeatureat
present.It should,however,berecognizedthatthe
fieldsderivedfromscalarvalueshaveto dateonly
considcredinternalsourcesandadequateattempts
to compareanalysesunderconditionsof external
field sourceshavenot hecnlnade.Suchcom-
parisonswould alsobc relativelymeaningless
usingexistingdata.

The questionis also equivalentto asking
whetheror not thecoefficientsderivedfromthe
scalarfield,F, will give convergence to a higher,,

equal, or lower noise level, or magnitude of

residuals, then a set of coefficients derived from

X, Y, Z, or equivalent angle and component

measurements. Thus the question in a practical

sense is related to the relative accuracy of scalar

and component measurements froln a low altitude
satellite.

At)solute accuracies of a fraction of a gamma to

several gammas, depending on the particular

system, are readily achieved with nuclear and

atomic resonance lnagnctometers measuring the

scalar intensity. It is more difficult to estimate an

accuracy for component nicasurenlents I)ecause a

number of variables have to be c,onsidered, such

as: (a) the accurac, y of the magnetometer measur-

ing components or angles, (b) the accuracy of

knowing the orientation of a coordinate system

at the magnetometer relative to the coordinates

of the satellite system providing measurements

of the satellite orientation, and (e) the accuracy

of measuring the satellites orientation relative to

earth coordinates.

A proper review of item (a), which would con-

sider various possil)le magnetometer systems

many of which are in turn dependent on the type

of satellite motion, would I)e unduly long. The use

of fluxgate, or second harmonic satural)lc core,

magnetonmtcrs is well known: for eomponcnt

airborne measurements (Serson, 1960; Sehonstedt

and Irons, 1955), for scalar field rocket measure-

ments (Maple et al., 1950; Singer et al., 1951), for
scalar field satellite measurements (Dolginov

et al., 1960, 1961, 1962). Although item (c),

above, would not permit useful vector measure-
merits in the rocket and satellite measurements

noted above, the system descriptions (especially
Dolginov et al., 1962) illustrate many of the

problems in past systems. Recently Heppner and
Boroson (1962) have demonstrated the feasibility

of a new technique using fluxgates that is in-

herently simple in satellite application and is at
least as accurate at near-earth field intensities as

any fluxgate system known to the reviewer. Over
the field range of the l)()G() orbit, magnetometer

accuracies ranging from 20 to 60 gammas could

nominally be expected. To reduce component
measurement errors significantly I)clow these

figures it would probably bc necessary to use a
system involving the application of bias fields to

an atolnic resonance, optical pumping, magnetom-
eter in a manner similar to the luethod deserit)ed

by Shapiro ct al. (1960) for a vector proton

magnetometer. The accuracy in a low altitude

satellite system would depend on the tilnc interval

between successive bias field reversals and having

negligit)le changes in satellite orientation within

these time intervals. The system rc(luirements are

not simple and further elat)oration here is not

justified in view of the likely errors from items

(b) and (c) in satellite systcms such as I'OGO.

Item (h), relating nlagnetometer coordinates to

the ('oordinates of attitude sensors, is a matter of

mechanical rigidity which might not appear to be

a fundamental prot)lem. Consider however, that

a factor of ten improvement in dcs<',ribing the

earth's field requires an angle accuracy of about

0.1 degrees (roughly equivalent to eon_ponent

errors of 0 to 50 and 0 to 100 gammas depending

on the compouent and latitude as noted in Section

2c). For this accuracy the mechanical rigidity

requirement would not be severe in a highly

specialized non-magnetic satellite in which the

magnetometer to satellite body scparatinn was

small. However, with separations requiring long

booms, such as the (i meter I)ooms on P()(_(), the

rigidity prol)lcm very definitely bccomes funda-

mental and making this source of error a fraction

of the total 0.1 degree error requires either a
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mechanicalassemblyof largeweightor anaux-
iliary orientationsensingsystemrelatingthetwo
coordinatessystems.

Item (c), measuringthe satellitesorientation
relativeto earthcoordinates,presentsa major
problem.Thereis not (to thereviewer'sknowl-
edge)anyprecedentin termsofsatellitesflownfor
measuringsatelliteorientationin all threeco-
ordinateswith errors <0.1 degrees,especially
underconditionsthat canberelatedto a polar
orbitingsatellitepassingalternatelyinandoutof
theearth'sshadow.Forthreeaxisdata,reference
to two bodiesis required.Horizonand solar
sensingcombinationssuchasthosein theOGO
satellites(Ludwig,1963;ScullandLudwig,1962)
canprovidemeasurementswith errorslessthan
2 degreeswhensensorerrorsignalsareanalyzed
but areinherentlylimitedto minimumerrorsof
0.5degreesbyhorizonvariability.Lookingbeyond
theexistingartto futuresystemsthereareseveral
possibilities,suchas:(1)a satellitesimilarto the
OrbitingAstronomicalObservatory(OAO)with
active,startracking,pointingcontrolbutmodified
to includeaccurateopticalmeasurementsin the
roll plane,and (2)spinstablesatellitesdesigned
fornegligibletorqueinfluencesoverseveralorbits
andutilizingopticalsensorshavingsharpreso-
lutionin recognizingtheedgeofthesolardiscand
a particularwavelengthat the earth'shorizon.

Theadditivenatureoferrorsmakeseachof the
problemsnotedabovemoreseverethanindicated.
Solutionsare in principalfeasiblein termsof
knowntechnologicalcapabilitiesbut in practice
the extensiveeffort requiredto achievevector
accuracyhasto beweighedagainstwhatismore
easilyachievedwith scalarmeasurements.Thus
whenit is notobviousthat vectormeasurements
of 100gammaaccuracypossessadvantagesover
scalarmeasurementsaccurateto severalgammas,
the extensiveeffort doesnot appearjustified.
Thereis not, however,an idealsubstitutefor
direct vectormeasurementandultimatelysuch
measurementswill beneededforconfirmationand
furtherrefinements.Vectormeasurementsin low
orbitsarealsoneededfor studiesof variousfield
variations.Thuseffortsto obtainvectormeasure-
mentsof highaccuracycanbeexpectedin the
future.

d. Magnetometers

The characteristics of optical pumping mag-

netometers make them particularly well suited for

the WMS satellite requirements for accuracy and

in-flight data storage between command read-

outs. To illustrate this preference for optical

pumping magnetometers it is instructive to note

the principal limitations of other types. Saturable

core, second harmonic, magnetometers cannot be

expected to meet the accuracy requirements for
scalar measurements and their use for vector

measurements would be very limited in satellites

not having an appropriate direction reference

system, as discussed in the previous section.

Similarly, Hall generator and spinning coil mag-

netometers do not have sufficient accuracy.

Proton precission, nuclear resonance, magnetom-

eters of the free precession type, fp(cps)=4257.6

(F) with F in gauss, used in Vanguard 3 have the

necessary absolute accuracy but difficult op-

erational problems occur in data storage as a

consequence of the low signal to noise ratio when

a wide range of field intensities is to be measured.

Solutions involve having either: (a) a high-Q

selective filter that automatically adjusts to the

precession frequency such that inffight frequency

measurements can be made relative to a higher

frequency oscillator (see Heppner et al., 1958, for

an example) or (b) in-flight direct storage of the

precession signal on magnetic tape for command

playback. Technique (b) involves wasteful use of

a high speed tape recorder which must also record

a standard frequency signal such as 10 or 100 kc/s

to achieve accuracy independent of variations in

tape speed. Other disadvantages include: low

information content per unit of power, and

susceptibility to audio noise frequencies from

spacecraft sources and natural whistlers and
VLF emissions.

The magnetometers noted above have known

operational characteristics that permit evaluation.

There are other types of magnetolneters to con-

sider that fall in the category of being potentially

suitable for the WMS but whose state of develop-

ment does not permit use in the earliest WMS

satellites. One example is the nuclear resonance,

"maser" magnetometer described by Abragam
et al. (1962) which utilizes the Overhauser effect

between the magnetic moment of an electron
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carried by a free radical arid the magnetic moment 
of a proton to produce a continuous signal a t  the 
Larmour frequency of the proton, j ,  = 42.57.0(F). 
The advantages relative to proton free precession, 
of greater signal strength and lower power input 
reriiove sonic of the operational difficulties in 
using proton niagnctonicters. A problem which 
has been critical, at  least in the past, is obtaining 
samples in \vIiich the free radicd lifetime permits 
operation for long periods of time. Another 
exaniple, which shows promise as a result of 
observations of thc rlectron gyrofrequency by the 
Topside Sounder satellite, is a niagnctonietrr 
based o i i  pliasc lorking a transiiiittcr to citlicr 
signals rccrived atj a harnionic of the electron 
gyrofrcquciicny or to a transmitting antenna 
impedance charactwistic owurring a t  a harmonic 
of thc gyrofrequciicy. The locskcd trarisniitter 
frequency, j(c8ps) =N(2.8X10fi))1", with F in gauss 
and N designating the harmonic, can potentially 
prolride an extremely sensitive field measurement 
in rrgions of strong niagnetic fields arid high 
electmi densities like those occurring along the 
I W i O  orbit. 

llcturriing to thc sutijec-t of optical puniping, 
atoiiiic rcsoiiaiiw, ~iiagnctonicters there arc two 
typvs to  voiisidcr : inetastable hcliuni and alkali 
vapor. Of the various alkalis (Li, h'n, I<, l<h, Cs), 
rubidiuni atid (-esiuiii art. the niost fa\-oraI)l(. from 
the standpoint, of thc. oporating tenipcraturc aiid 
the resonarit litit. I\ idtli for all m Icvcls. Within the 
United Statcs dcvclopnicwts h a w  voticcwtratrd 
on rubidiuni. Thc Ill)-vapor iiiagnctomrtrr to he 
flown on tlic first, l'O(:O sstcllitc for the WRIS is 
discussed i n  tliv next swtioii. As nic~tasta1)lc Iicliuiii 
rnagnctonictcrs iiiay be used in future niagnetic 
survcy satcllites a hricf discussion is appropriate. 

Figure 7 is a photograph of a prototype meta- 
stable helium magnetometer developed for the 
Goddard Space Flight Center by Texas Instru- 
ments, Inc. Three absorption cells, each with a 
circular polarizer, infrared detector, sweep coil, 
and ( d l  exciting winding, are located along three 
orthogonal axes extending radially from a helium 
lamp which is driven by a 50 mc/s r-f oscillator 
following ignition by a high voltage. A pre- 
amplifier, to drive signals over a long t)ooni cable, 
is located a t  the base of the lanip-sensor assembly. 
The lamp-scnsor assrnibly is designed to fit in 
the same sphrrical rnclosurc on the I 'OCW boom 
as the Iib-vapor lamp-sensor assembly discussed 
in thc next section. IClcrtronic units consisting of 
the r-f power oscillator, ignition circuits, ampli- 
fiers, servo sweep oscillator and phase lock circuits, 
and voltage caontrollcd oscdlator arc located in the 
box shomn. As dcnionstrated initially by E'ranken 
and Colegrovc (I!).%) thc Zectnan splitting 
(Imnior frequency scparation) of a licliuiii nieta- 
stable energy lcvc~l is such that the absorption of 
heliuin light near 10 830 I\ occurs at diffcrrnt 
rates in thc various %ccnian, m, levels. Application 
of a woak niagnetic fidd at the Larnior frequency, 
approxiiiiatcly 28 rps/gainnia (2.8 Rlr/gauss), 
produces a rcdistri1)utiort of electron populations 
i n  thc Zccnian levels and light is absorbed a t  this 
resoriarit frequciicy. Heliuni atonis in the nicta- 
stable state are continually provided by niain- 
taining a weak discharge in the absorption cell. 
In an operational niagnetonieter an electronic 
servo technique, eniploying a sweep oscillator and 
phase dctec-tion, is used such that the frequcncby of 
a voltage cwntrolled oscillator is continuously 
locked to the Lartiior frequency. 'I'hc oscillator 
output frcqucwcy thus provides thr nieasiirciiient 
of s d a r  niagnctic field intensity. Oriclntation 
efYccts on the field value arc' small, ahout 2 gaminas 
with 180 drgree field revcmal, but requirc coni- 
pensation for high accuracay. Sigiial aiiiplitudc 
varicss approxiiiiatcly as (.os?6 where. 6 is the angle 
between the o p t i d  axis and the niagnctic field. 
This necessitates the use of thrcv o p t i d  axes, 
figure 7 ,  and signal niixirig in an instrunient that 
is to provide iiieasiireniriits in all orieiit,ations. 

Assessment of the relative advaritages and 
disadvantagw of nietastablc helium and ruhidiutn 
vapor magnctonicters is riot intcndpd hwe. I t  is 
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obvious that the servo systems currently required 
in helium magnetometers, because of the fre- 
quency limitations of available infrared detectors, 
lead to a more complex electronic systen than 
self-oscillating Rb-vapor magnetometers. On the 
other hand the wider temperature range for 

thermal control is a distinct advantage of the 
helium magnetometer. Similar considerations 
applied to weight, power consumption, suscepti- 
bility to errors, signal to noise ratio, reliability, 
etc. appear with advantages and disadvantages in 
each type. The most important single factor in 
selecting a Rb-vapor magnetometer for the first 
POGO satellite was the state of knowledge re- 
garding operating characteristics in a space 
environment n-ithin spacecraft restraints. 

cperatien ef a he!in!?? xagnetcmeter Tithmt 

e. Pogo Magnetic Field Instrumentation 

Descriptions of the series of satellites designated 
Orbiting Geophysical Observatories (OGO) which 
include the Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Ob- 
servatory (EGO) and the Polar Orbiting Geo- 
physical Observatory (POGO) have been pub- 
lished by Scull and Ludwig (1962) and Ludwig 
(1963). These descriptions should be consulted for 
details involving the spacecraft system. 

Both the EGO and POGO satellites carry 
Rb-vapor magnetometers with the lampsensor 
assembly enclosed in a 33 cm sphere at the end of 
a boom extending 6.6 meters from the main 

F I G I R E  S.-Prototyp of an EGO boom mounted ru- 
bidium vapor magnetometer consisting of two, doul)lr 
gas cell units Radio frequency u~cillators for h i p  rs- 
citation are located on the boom to the left. The 33 rni 
mrlosing sphere is shon n rrmovcd 

body of the spacecraft. The external appearance 
of the EGO and POGO units is similar with the 
exception that the EGO sphere includes bias field 
windings and also carries a :<-axis fluxgate mag- 
netmieter located about two meters closer to the 
spacecraft. Figure 8. a photograph of the proto- 
type of the EGO unit, is thus also representative of 
the POGO unit. The block diagram in figure 9 
illustrates the principal electronic units of the 
POG9 inagnetic field instrumentation. 

The Rb-vapor magnetometer consists of two, 
self oscillating, double gas cell niagnetonieters 
which are individually similar to the type flown in 
Explorer 10 (Heppner et al., 1963: Ruddock, 
1961). The use of two units, placed in a crossed 
configuration as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. 
greatly reduces the size of zones of field orienta- 
tion whcre the signal to noise ratio is low. For each 
unit, signal amplitude is approximately pro- 
portional to sin20 where e is the angle between 
the field vector and the optical axis. This gives 
two regions of low amplitude: a conical region 
centered on the optical axis (e=O") and a zone 
centered on a plane perpendicular to the optical 
axis (0=90"). Thus using two such units in an 

lorn amplitude except where the two O =  90" zones 
intersect to form two rhombic regions. The angle 
between the two optical axis is 5.5 degrees in the 
case of POGO. 1:or nominal performalice the 
size of these regions, determined hy signal to 
noise for reliable frequency counting, is about 
.~OO square degrees, each, or in total about 2.3 
percent of the total spherical solid angle. The 2.5 
loss region could of course he eliminated using a 
third optical axis but the complexity is not 
merited using double cell units. The use of three 
single cclls as descrihed for helium in the prel-ious 

1 1 2 - 7 ,  L u i i f i g ; U l s t ; o i i  r l i i i i i i i ~ k i i  2: fii-ieiitatifiiia fif 
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section,is ruledout at the fieldintensitiesalong
the orbitsof POGOfor reasonsof orientation
errors,asnotedbelow.

TheLarmorfrequenciesfor the rubidium-85
and-87isotopesinasinglegascell,selfoscillating,
magnetometeraregivenby:

f(cps) = 466744(F) :i: (K)359(F 2) for Rb-85

and

f(cps) = 699585(F) :t: (K)216(F 2) for Rb-87

where F is in gauss, and K, usually <0.4, indicates

the fraction of the constant with the squared term

that appears in a given instrument. As the F 2

dependence comes from the relative electron
populations in the various m levels, which in

turn depends on the field orientation relative to

the optical axis, it is symmetrically + and - with

respect to 180 degree field reversal. Thus by use

of the double gas cell arrangement the F 2 de-

pendence is eliminated and the field measurement

is independent of orientation (see Ruddock, 1961,

and Bloom, 1962 for further details). The (:hoice of

isotope, 85 or 87, is not critical. Rubidiunl-85 will

probably bc used on the first l'()(_() for reasons of

signal to noise as limited by the high frequency

response of the silicon cell light detectors in fields

approaching 0.65 gauss.

To decrease the prO)ability of a single failure

causing a total loss of data the design is oriented

toward achieving redundancy within the re-

strictions of weight and power. Thus (see figure 9)

a separate lamp is used in each unit rather than

using one lamp for each optical axis; s('.aling cir-

cuits and the conuuutator circuits through which

the count is shifted to the spacecraft data storage

and telemetry system are paralleled such that the

frc(luen('y is counted by alternate scalars each

one-half second (this also serves as a check against
any malfunction in the co_mting circuit that would

give an ilmorrcct reading); separate power con-

verters, whose supplies can be individually turned
on and off by ground command, are used for

magnetometer units A and B and scaling lines A
and B; thermal ('ontrols for A and B units are

similarly separate and supplied power from the

corresponding magnetometer power source. As

shown in tigure 9 the outputs of units A and 1_ are

mixed before entering tim scaling circuits; this

choice rather than treating the two outputs

separately is made primarily to reduce the

amount of data editing that would result from one

of the two units frequently being in an orientation

of low signal amplitude. The redundant features

noted above have two primary consequences:

(1) a failure in one of the magnetometer units will

still permit data coverage of the type available

from a unit with one optical axis when the

faulty unit is turned off, and (2) a failure in one
of the scalar-comlnutator units will reduce the

number of measurements from 2 per second to

one per second. There are, however, some typcs

of single failures that can cause complete loss of

data, both within the experiment and in the
interface connections between the spacecraft and

the experiment. Thus, the design is not completely
redundant.

As indi(.atcd in figure 9, temperatures in the

lamp-sensor assembly, the duty cycle of heater

controls, and signal amplitudes are also tele-

metered. These functions provide information that

permits detection of a malfunction in either unit

which may bc corrcctat)lc in some cases by turning

power on and off by ground command.

Digital and analog outputs arc stored for play-

back to ground stations and also read-out in real

time by the spacecraft system when in line of

sight of ground stations (Scull and Ludwig, 1!)62;

Ludwig, 19(i3). In addition, the Larmor frequency,

f=4(i(i744(F), is divided by four, to fall within a
100 kc/s modulation limit, and fed directly to the

Special Purpose Telemetry transmitter where it is

transmitted continuously along with four sub-

carrier signals from other experiments. The

primary purpose of this signal is to permit

studies of field ttuctuations at fre(luencies_ lcps

over receiving station sites. It also serves as a

check on the correctness of the digital system

through all phases: experiment, spacecraft, and

surface equipment.

The sphere enclosing the lamp-sensor assembly

has a black surface over all areas exposed to the

sun such that its radiation properties are pre-

dictable and not sul)jcct to change through

surface contalnination. Aluminum coatings are

used on the surfaces of the lamp-sensor assembly

to minimize radiation losses from the lamp and
heater circuits. Active thermal control is achieved
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by havingthepassive,uncontrolled,temperature
on thelow sideof the nominal30° to 55°Cop-
eratingrangefor the gascellsandthenadding
heat.Heatis addedusingbifilar,non-magnetic,
circuits controlledby thermistorreadingsto
several°Catthecenterof thetemperaturerange
Heaterwindingsareinsidethe cylindersshown
in figure8.Thewindingthatappearsontheouter
surfaceof the cylindersin figure8 is in series
oppositionto theLarmorfrequencyfeedbackcoil
andservesto keepthe feedbackfield fromone
magnetometerfrom appearingin the other
magnetometer.

Powerrequiredfor the instrumentation,in-
cludingconversionlossesfrom the 28:t:5 volt
spacecraftsupply,is 6wattswithanadditional2
wattsrequiredforthermalcontrol.Theweightof
the lamp-sensorassemblyis 2.5 pounds.The
instrumentationwithin the spacecraftbody,
includingpowerconvertersandcontainers,weighs
lessthanl0 pounds.

WMS DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

a. Handling of Raw Data

The POGO magnetic field survey is to yield two

field measurements per second throughout the

active life of the experiment and spacecraft

instrumentation. This amounts to approximately

106 measurements per week, or 3 X l07 measure-

ments in six months. The processing and transfer

of this irfformation from receiving station tape

recordings to a computer tape suitable for analysis

(see figure 10) is a major undertaking. However, in

terms of the complete POGO system this magnetic

field information constitutes less than 4 percent of

I
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1
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l

BIUITAL MAGNETIC TAPE
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DIGITAL MAGNETIC TAPE

[e)

FIGURE 10.--Reduction of POGO magnetic field data from
telcmetry tape.

the telemetered experimental data and with the

auxiliary information (see figure 9 and previous

section) on signal amplitude, heater cycles, and

temperatures included, the total for the experi-

ment is less than 6 percent. With the exception

of the signal transmitted via the Special Purpose

Telemetry the i[fformation is digital and the

processing is largely a tape handling and computer

operation problem. Signals received from Special

Purpose Telemetry are processed in a system

particularly designed for reducing data from

optical pumping magnetometers. Unlike the

spacecraft digital system whose measurements are

set at twice per second with a precision of :t:2 cps

in 466744(F) cps by the technique of direct

frequency counting, sample periods in this system
can be set in 0.001 second increments from 0.001

seconds to l0 seconds and the technique of gating

a 5 Mcs. reference frequency gives a theoretical

precision of -4-1 part in 5 × l06 (At) where At is the

set sample interval (e.g., _0.1 gammas in a 0.5

gauss field with At = 0.1 seconds). This provides a

more than adequate check on the spacecraft

digital system, but its principal use for POGO

data is in studying rapid field ituctuations.

Inasmuch as analysis of the satellite data is

dependent on knowing the temporal behavior of

the field as recorded by surface magnetic observ-
atories, the observatory records, which are

generally in the form of 24 hour analog traces of

D, H, and Z or X, Y, and Z, must also be proccssed

to place the data in a form suitable for analysis
with computers (see figure 11A). The task of con-

verting the analog records to digital form is not

particularly formidable using modern equipment

but the additional attention required in checking

baselines, scale values, reproducing records, veri-
fying scalings, etc. makes it desirable to use a
selected set of observatories rather than all

existing observatories. Factors such as the

locations of observatories and the time-space

scale of equatorial and high latitude magnetic

phenomena do not, however, permit selection of an

ideal minimum number of observatories. Pre-

liminary planning suggests that approximately

50 existing observatories will provide a distribu-

tion that could not be greatly improved without

establishing new observatories in the large regions

of the globe that are currently not represented.
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FI(_UttE ll.--Processing of surface magnetic field record-
ings and tabulated dat._.

Selecting a time interval between digital readings

of observatory magnetograms presents additional

questions for which there are not strict answers.

The interval of three minutes, noted on figure 11A

has been tentatively selected on the basis that it

is sufficiently short to reveal most of the levcl

changes evident on magnetograms with recording

specds of 15 or 20 ram/hr.

Utilization of surface survey data as an integral

part of the analysis is also dependent on having the

data in computer input form. As originally re-

corded most of the data from past and present

surveys are in analog or tal)ulatcd form. In some

cases the organization conducting the survey

concerts the recordings to a digital form such as

punch cards. Efticient handling of the data from

diverse sources is however dependent on having
all the irfformation in a common format. Within

the United States a joint effort is being made by
the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Goddard

Space Flight Center to compile all available

survey data as illustrated in figure l lB. These

organizations with the cooperation of the U. S.

National Science Foundation are also planning the

the reduction of magnetogranas illustrated in

figure 11A.

b. Analysis Procedures

The direct application of techniques previously

used in field fitting (see Section 3) to quantitic.s of

106 to SOs measurements would not I)e practical

even by making simplifying assumptions such as

neglecting external sources and diurnal ell'cots.

When external terms are included, as they nmst I)e

to get a valid description, and/or coefficients of

m=n>6 or 10 appear probable (see Section 3c)

the computation effort assumes enormous pro-

portions in terms of computer time per coefficient.

Solutions to this forthcoming problem are cur=

rently being sought along two general lines:

examining how the quantity of data c.an be most

effectively reduced with minimum loss of infor-

mation, and examining alternative analysis tech-

niques and the associated computation problems.

There are of course obvious ways of reducing

the quantity of data as merely disregarding all but
a small fraction of the measurements. This is

hardly ideal, however, and the throwing away of

data points is best done, if necessary, after first

applying a selection technique having some

physical basis. Various techniques of simple

averaging or smoothing of data, such as applied to

airborne data, arc likely to increase rather than

decrease errors, as a consequence of the 4 km

separation of one-half second data points. One
analytical approach that would serve the same

function as smoothing, but is potentially more

convenient in analysis, would bc to represent the

data along ea(.h orbit I)y means of a Fourier series

and then reconstruct a data grid for the spherical

analysis from the various Fourier series. In this

and similar te,chni(lucs it is css(mtial that the time

of measurement I)c preserved in the reduction

technique such that diurnal and disturbance

effects can be analyzed and removed.

The most logical approach to reducing the

quantity of data for main field analysis is, in the

authors opinion, one in which the data is sub-

divided such that: (5) measurements significantly

effected by magnetic disturbances do not appear

in the main field analysis, and (2) measurements

are grouped according to local (solar) time such

that diurnal effects can I)c readily recognized.

When measurcmctlts arc taken over periods

exceeding several months a third grouping based
on the dates of measurement becomes desirable

for recognizing secular changes. Sub-dividing the
data in this manner has additional advantages in

facilitating studies directed toward understanding
the sourcc and cause of the field variations.

The flow diagram in figure 12 illustrates one

method of approaching the data that fits the
above criteria and makes use of the motion of the
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orbitplanewithtimetorevealdiurnaleffects.The
diagramis self-explanatorybut severalstepsre-
quirecomment.Theselectionof "quietperiods"
isbasedonsurfaceobservatorydataasindicated
in figure13.Theselection,involvingvisual,range,
andlevelcriteria,is roughlyanalogousto using
K_ indices along with a D_t (or Do as used here)

analysis to avoid including storm recovery periods.

A minimum quiet period (k_ in figure 12) of 24
consecutive hours is essential to obtain 360

degree longitude coverage in the two local time
zones sampled each orbit. Long quiet periods

(e.g., more than two days) improve the density

with longitude near the equator, where density is

needed, but also present a greater computation

problem. At this point it will be desirable to make

a second selection of the data (not shown) in

which measurements taken at high latitudes

during polar and auroral zone disturbances are

thrown out. This is the logical place to reduce the

quantity of data from both the standpoint of

density per unit area and disturbance effects. If

the number of measurements after these steps is

still too great for computation efficiency, succes-

sive selections based on eliminating successively

smaller disturbance effects can be applied. A very

rough estimate of the number of suitable quiet

periods that might be expected is two to six such

periods each month having durations ranging

from one to five days. Thus, when analyzed

separately (figure 12) it can be anticipated that a

spherical harmonic description would be ob-

4("WHERE _,; OENOTE$ THE MEAil

EO(IATORIALLOCALTIME OFTHE

ORSHTrLANE FOe THEiTH OOHET
_XIO0

FIGURE ]2.--Functional diagram illustrating steps in-

volved in one method of arriving at field coefficients

not contaminated by diurnal, disturbancc, and secular

effects.
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FIGURE 13.--Routine steps in analysis of surface observa-

tory data.

tained for approximately each hour of local

(solar) time after six months as a consequence of

the orbit plane (90 ° inclination) moving one

degree per day in local time.

The motion of the orbit plane with time, which

makes k_ equivalent to time, presents a dilemma

in separating diurnal and secular effects. As the

magnitude of secular change will over six months

be equivalent to diurnal magnitudes in many

regions of the earth, magnitude alone will not per-

mit separation. Space will not permit full dis-

cussion here but it should be apparent that this

separation will be dependent on analysis of

secular change patterns at the earth's surface

unless assumptions regarding the source of the

diurnal variations are inserted in the analysis.

Ideally one would prefer not to include such

assumptions.

The difficulty and accuracy of resolving the

differences between coefficient sets after removing

the systematic changes depends on the magnitude

of the non-systematic changes. In the case of

external terms the observatory data on small

level changes provides additional criteria. ]:or the

internal terms the differences may be extremely

small in which case weighting and averaging

according to some criteria such as mean residuals

may be adequate. If the differences between sets

are large the method has obviously failed.

Failure to achieve an accurate description is not

likely if all the desired instrumental, spacecraft,
and orbit criteria are met unless an invalid as-

sumption is inherent in the method. The assump-

tion of this type that is likely to cause the most
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trouble is the assumptionthat the regionof
measurementis freeof field sources.Overthe
POGOaltituderange,250to 925km,thiswould
appearto be a goodassumptionin termsto
presentknowledgebut this knowledgeis very
incomplete,especiallywith regardto diamagnetic
contributionsat magneticlatitudes>45degrees.
If it is foundthattheassumptionofnosignificant
sourcesin the regionof measurementduring
quiet periodsis not valid, modificationsin the
analysisprocedureswill benecessary.

It hasalsobeenassumedthat sphericalhar-
monicanalysisis the bestmethodfor achieving
thefielddescription.Thereareveryfewexamples
in pastworksinvolvingthe directuseof the
equivalentmultipledipolesor surfaceintegrals.
McNish(1940)andLewesandRuncorn(1951)
havefor exampleusedgraphicalmethodsto
locatea numberof dipolesfor fitting the main
andsecularchangefields.Graphicalmethodsare
notapplicablewherelargequantitiesof dataare
involvedbut thedirectuseof multipledipolesis
not necessarilyout of the question.If efficient
computationtechniquesfor analytically ad-
justingthe dipolelocationsand momentsare
devisedtherearc possihlyothercomputational
advantagesasnotedbyJensen(1(.}62).Thetotal
prol)lem,includingexternalsources,hashowever
apparentlynot evenbeenapproachedby these
methods.

POGO MEASUREMENTS OF TEMPORAL

VARIATIONS

Magnetic variations of diurnal and disturbance
character have been treated as undesirable noise

in their relationship to the topic of this review.

Their study is however an important part of the

POGO experiment which should not go un-

mentioned. A review of the variety of field vari-
ations to be encountered in a low altitude orbit of

90 degree inclination is too large a sut)ject to

tackle here. A list of topic, s would include studies

of: (a) the latitude-longitude distribution of the

equatorial electrojet and related questions re-
garding the closure of the electrojet circuit and

whether or not the non-equatorial ,_q system is

truly located in the E-region of the ionosphere,

(b) the ionospheric or non-ioniospheric source for

the middle latitude field disturbances apparently

associated with activity in the auroral zone and

usually referred to as the SD and DS fields in

harmonic representations (see Sugiura and Chap-

man, 1960), (c) the distribution of disturbance

effects in auroral and polar cap regions, (d) the

magnitude of diamagnetic effects associated with

particle influx in auroral regions and questions
regarding the existence of currents along field

lines and the closure of auroral electrojet circuits,

(e) the ionospheric attenuation and induction

effects on hydromagnetic waves and transients as

revealed by surface and satellite comparisons, etc.

The analysis of surface observatory records for

comparison with the field deviations seen at the

satellite is an essential part of these studies.

Figure 13 outlines some of the routine steps in

expediting the surface analysis.
The POGO measurements because they are

scalar and not vector are not ideally suited for

sonm of these problems. They will nevertheless

give a vast amount of information on causes of

magnetic disturbance that is not otherwise

available--particularly with regard to localized
effects and ionospheric currents which cannot be

studied with higher altitude satellites (Section 8).

SECULAR CHANGE AND FUTURE SURVEYS

The fact that the earth's magnetic field slowly

changes in form and intensity has 1)een recognized
for several centuries and in very recent years there

has been general acceptance of the belief that these

changes have a hydromagnetie origin in the earth's
fluid core (Elsasser, 1(.)50; Bullard and Gellman,

1955). The attempts of various hydromagnetic

theories to explain the surface patterns of secular

change have given additional impetus to ob-

taining more accurate descriptions of these

patterns. The principal impetus has c,ome from

requirements for updating magnetic (',harts in

regions where recent measurements do not exist.

For this purpose and for illustrating the patterns

of change, charts showing contours of equal annual

change (called iosporic charts) are constructed for

each of the field elements (X, Y, and Z or D, H,

and Z) and the total field (see Vestine et al.,

1947b for a description of procedures).

The sparsity of observatories and repeat sta-
tions makes the construction of isoporic charts

highly subjective over large areas of the earth's
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FIGURE 14.--Secular change of total magnetic field intensity in gammas per year, Epoch 1942.5 (Vestine et al., 1947b).

surface. Thus isoporic charts, such as figure 14,
should not be expected to be correct in detail.

Although there is reason for skepticism in using

isoporic charts in many regions of the earth there

has nevertheless been fair agreement in various

analysis with regard to the major patterns and

the movements of these patterns (especially the

westward drift of the eccentric dipole) over the

past 50 years (Vestine et al., 1947b; Bullard et al.,

1951; Nagata and Syono, 1961; Ben Kova and

Tyurmina, 1961).

Analyses are also consistent in finding that the

dipole moment of the earth has in recent years

been decreasing with time. The rates given by

Nagata and Syono (1961) for 1955 to 1960 based

on a spherical harmonic analysis of dX/dt,

dY/dt, and dZ/dt are typical. These are: (a) the
eccentric dipole moment is decreasing by 4.4 X 10_

emu/yr (total moment 8.05X10 :_ emu), (b) the

eccentric dipole is drifting westwards by 0.3

degrees/yr, northward by 0.2 degrees/yr, and

outwards by 3.4X10 -_ earth radii/yr, and (c)

other harmonics are drifting mostly westward and

also at rates of several tenths of a degree per year.

Nagata and Syono (1961) and Nagata and

Rikitake (1961) also point out that very intense

loci appear in the isopors in the region of Ant-

arctica with changes reaching 200 gammas/year

in dZ/dt. Mansurov (1960) has also discussed the

behavior in Antarctica, noted that change in the

sign of dZ/dt at other locations as well is not rare,

and states that superimposed periodicities of

about two years were evident in Antarctica. The

latter feature previously noted by Kalinin (1954)

in other regions was attributed to the influence of

external sources. Orlov (1961) has emphasized the

need for examining solar activity effects in secular

change studies.

From the magnitudes quoted above and in-

spection of isoporic charts such as Figure 14, it is
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apparentthat thePOGOsatellitemeasurements
overperiodsof six monthsto a yearwill be
influencedby averagevaluesof secularchange.
In regionssuchasthosesouthof S.Americaand
S.Africa(figure14)andAntarcticatheratesare
suchthat theywill notoMybeaninfluencebut
also shouldbe detectablesuch that lilnited
analysescan be performed.The prospectsfQr
determiningthedetailedworld-widepatternsof
secularchangewith follow-onsatellitesto 1)OGO
at intervalsof threeto fouryearsarcparticularly
good. In the regionspreviouslymappedby
Vanguard3 in 1959(Cainet al.,1()62a;Hcppner
et al., 1961)thereis the opportunityto study
secularchangesrelevantto thefirst of thel)()GO
satellites.Thesetime scalesfor secularchange
studiesare currently feasible only at observ-

atories, whose distril)ution leaves much to be
desired. The satellites should also demonstrate

whether' or not the present agreements in the'

charac, teristics of secular change have general

validity or whether the agreements are primarily a

conse(luencc of different investigations using the
same or similar data from the same observatory

distribution.

SURVEYS OF THE OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE

The WMS satellite (i)()G()) discussed is

oriented toward obtaining the bcst description of

the earth's main tield at, and close to, the earth's

surface. It should reveal the existence of external

field contributions and the form of the vector

summation within the volume swept out by the

satellite. The description does not, however, give

unique solutions for the locations of the external

sources just as it does not uniquely determine the
locations of the internal sources. Thus one cannot

ne<,c_arily expect to accurately trace the geo-

metrical path of a field line extending to a mmlbcr

of earth radii even though its patb up to some

altitude (e.g., 1000 km if the I)()G() orbit is in a
source free region) is well known in both hemi-

spheres. (_eomagnetic coordinates such as the L

param(_t('r for trapped particles, defined by
McIlwain (1961), are similarly sensitive to ex-

ternal sources in weak field regions and deter-

mining the limitations will in the future rest on

knowh,dge, of ttw external sour('es.

A ('.omplet(_ description of the earth's field in

space requires direct vector measurements

throughout the volume enclosed by the magneto-

sphere cavity formed by the solar wind. This is

an immense region and any average or repre-

sentative description would have to make allow-

ance for large variations in 5F/F with time. The

existing vector measurements of Explorer 10

(Heppner et al., 1963) and Explorers 12 and 14

(respectively, Cahill and Amazeen, 1963; Cahill,

1963), the two component measurements of

Explorer (i and 1)ioncer 5 (Smith et al., 1960), and
the scalar field measurements of the USSII Cosmic

Rockets 1 and 2 (l)olginov and Puskov, 1962)

have provided important data for initiating this

descriptipn.
Scheduled satellites which will provide c.on-

siderably more data and additional (,.overage

within, at, and outside the magnetospheric

boundary in('lude the series of Eccentric ()rbit

(]eophysical ()bscrvatories (EOG()) and the

Interplanetary Monitor Probes (IM1)). The first
two satellites in each of these series are instru-

mented with both rubidium vapor and fluxgatc

magnetometers, hfitial flights in each of these

series precede the l)OGO survey. This also means
that there should be more definitive knowledge

regarding external sources prior to the ])OGO

survey. This information will further faeilitatc the

analysis of external terms in the I)OGO field

dcscription--a fact which was purposely ncglc('ted

in the preceding survey discussions on grounds

that the survey data should t>e independently

complete' for main field dcs('ription.

A very significant gap in a(,.hieving a description
of fields in the distant magnetospimre is evident
in the fact that current satellite schedules do not

in('ludc magnetic field measurements at large

distances (e.g. 0.5 to 20 earth radii) in 'high

latitude regions. Field mapping in these regions is

of utlnost importance in terms of determining tim

entry into tim magnetosphere of solar' particles and

the geometry of polar cap field lines that form the

anti-solar "gcomagneti(' tail" in response to solar

wind pressra'es. Hopefully tiffs situation will be
rectilicd in the near future to complete the outer

magnetosphere survey.

WMS INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The need f<)r an internationally coordinated

program in mapping ttm earth's magn(:tic field has

I)een the basis for World Magnetic Survey plan-
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ning (See Section 1). The recommendations put

forth by international committees such as the

IUGG-IAGA Committee on World Magnetic

Survey and Magnetic Charts (Vestine, 1961) and

the working groups for geomagnetism within

COSPAR and the IQSY CIG Committees are

excellent guides for achieving coordination. They

have in the past been lacking in one aspect which

is particularly important to the satellite survey

problem and that is the speed of transmittal of

magnetograms and survey data to the World

Data Centers, which were established during the

IGY and are continuing operations for the

WMS and IQSY periods. From the discussions in

the previous sections it should be evident that

surface magnetograms and survey data play an

important role in the satellite data analysis. This

analysis nmst also be conducted rapidly and

efficiently and this becomes dependent on having

the surface data available. In recognition of this

factor the Working Group on Geonmgnetism of the

CIG-IQSY has recently recommended (2nd

General Assembly, Rome, 1963) that observatories

transmit copies of magnetograms to the World

Data Ccnters for Geomagnetism within several

weeks of the month of recording. This is a sig-

nificant recommendation to groups feeling the

responsibility of satellite surveys and the co-

operation that will hopefully follow this recom-

mendation will significantly contribute to the

success of the WMS satellite effort.
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EXPLORER X MAGNETIC FIELD RESULTS

J. P. HEPPNER, N. F. NESS, T. L. SKILLMAN, AND C. S. SCEARCE

Goddard Space Flight Center

Magnetic field me,_surements with the Explorer X satellite (1961K) over geocentric distances
of 1.8 to 42.6R, during the period March 25-27, 1961, are presented. Analysis of the clos(;-in dat._
suggests the existence of a very weak ring current heh)w 3R, along the traieetory , but alternative
Cxl)lanatinns for tim field deviations are possibh;. Between S and 22R,, the exist(,nce of ._ large scale.
field directed '_way from the sun and earth within the geomagnetic cavity on the evening side of
the earth is demonstrated. At distances grc,,tter than 22R, _md prior to a sudd(m commencement of
_ magnetic storm late in the flight, the geomagnetic cavity boundary crossed the satellite trajectory
on six principal occasions. Interpretations hearing on the form and boundary conditions of the
c_tvity and solar-interplanetary fields external to the cavity arc i)res(mtcd in the light of prob_d)le
cxplan:_tions and .tlternativcs. Eml)hasis is placed on correl'_tions with geomagnetic activity at the
earth's surface.

INTRODUCTION

Explorer X (1961K), launched at 1517 UT,

March 25, 1961, had the specific objective of

obtaining vector magncti(, field and plasma flux

measurements along a trajectory traversing the

geomagnetic field and extending into the inter-

planetary medium, l'reliminary presentations of

the magnetic field data L2 and the plasma data a

were given at the International Conference on

Cosmic Rays and the Earth Storm in Kyoto,

Japan, September, 1961. A variety of interpreta-

tions have since been attempted with refcrcncc to
various models of radiation belt currents, the

geomagnetic cavity in the solar wind, the bound-

ary properties of the cavity, and interplanetary
field configurations. Direct interpretation in

terms of existing models is not possible and their

principal value is that of providing guidelines. In
the case of model derivations of the surface

geometry of the cavity, the data suggest that the

model limitations stem in part from neglecting

both the fields external to the cavity and the

variability of the solar wind and of the external

field. The uniqueness of interpretation is further

limited by experimental factors such as the lack of

contimmus field and plasma data and of (',omplete

low energy particle spectra below 50 key. Even
more restrictive is the unavoidable fact that

measurements are ot)tained locally along a single

trajectory, whereas a satisfactory explanation of

the cavity behavior necessarily involves un-
measured simultaneous I)ehavior elsewhere. This

paper summarizes major features of the magnetic
field data and outlines the lnost plausible ex-

planations of these features. Various alternatives

are noted but arc not treated in detail. Sinfilarly,

descriptions of instrumentation, calibrations, and

data reduction techniques are omitted.
The magnetic field data presented at the Kyoto

meeting are unchanged except for a few isolated

points. The computed satellite trajectory has,

however, changed considerably since the Kyoto

presentation as the result of a more refined

analysis of the tracking information. This demon-

strated that primary use of Minitrack data led to

standard deviations in position which have a

relatively negligible effect on the field data. By use

of the new trajectory, the large difference between

computed and measured fields shown in the

Kyoto paper between 1.8 and 4 earth radii (R_) is

greatly reduced. The other effect of the trajectory

change is that all distances are increased at

corresponding times.

916
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SATELLITE AND PERFORMANCE

Explorer X was a 79-pound spin-stabilized

satellite instrumented with: (1) a rubidium vapor

magnetometer; (2) two redundant fluxgate sat-

urable core magnetometers; (3) a plasma probe to

measure the flux of low energy protons; and (4) an

optical aspect system to determine the satellite's

orientation relative to the earth, moon, and sun.

Data were transmitted in the following sequence:

Rb-magnetometer (126 sec), optical aspect (5

see), temperature A (0.3 to 0.6 see), fluxgate A

(3 see), temperature B (0.3 to 0.6 see), fluxgate

B (3 sec), temperature C (0.3 to 0.6 sec), and

plasma probe (5 sec). The associated instru-

mentation included: (1) a bias field arrangement

for converting the Rb-vapor magnetometer from
a scalar to a vector instrument in weak fields;

(2) a programmed sensitivity calibrator for the

fluxgate magnetometers; (3) programming cir-
cuits for telemetry time sharing; (4) telemetry

encoders for converting analog outputs to fre-

quency; (5) a phase modulated 108-Mc trans-
mitter; and (6) a 35-pound silver-zinc battery

pack.
The active life of the satellite was estimated

from battery limitations to be between 50 and 55

hours, which would provide measurements to

approximately the expected apogee. In actual
fight, 52 hours of calibrated data were collected

and this was followed by a number of hours in
which transmission continued but was unsatis-
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factory for data purposes. Performance was

excellent except for one serious mishap: During

the launching, there was excessive heating of the

nose cone adjacent to the sphere containing the

Rb-vapor magnetometer. The resultant out-

gassing caused deposition of a film on the sphere

that increased the absorptivity of the surface.

This raised the magnetometer temperature to

60°C after 2 hours in sunlight and caused the

magnetometer to cease operating continuously.

Intermittent operation continued for the next

6 hours, permitting inflight vector calibration of

the fiuxgates in weak fields.

ORBIT AND DATA COORDINATE SYSTEMS

The choice of orbit for Explorer X, relative

to the earth-sun direction, was dictated by con-

siderations of optimum geometry for plasma and

optical measurements, thermal balance, radio

noise background, and launch angle restrictions.

The resulting orbit from launch to apogee is

illustrated in figure 1 in inertial coordinates

chosen so that the X_ and Z_ axes coincide,

respectively, with the vernal equinox and the

north celestial pole. In geographical coordinates,

the orbital plane was inclined 31 degrees and
oriented so that the measurements at distances

22 to 42R_ were located between the 2100 and
2200 local solar time meridians.

Figure 2 illustrates the orbit in solar-ecliptic
coordinates chosen so that the X,_ and Y,_ axes lie
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BIAS

Xp _ y_

F.

FIC,URE :{.--Payload eoordinat(, system for F, a, and ¢
Nl(;aslIr(_nl('llt,

in the plane of the ecliptic with the X:_ axis

pointing to the sun.

l,'igurc ;3 shows the payload coordinate syste_n

in which the data are initially reduced. The data

from each fluxgate consist of the two field con_-

portents (perpendicular and parallel to the spill

axis) and the direction of the field in the X,Yp

plane (the angle _b) relative to the sun. In the

present paper, these coordinates are employed to

12R_ so that the angle _ can I)e prcscnted at

SUN

Zse

Component [

._J_ to T'\\ -

Echptic Plane _ _F

I

e I

\ I

Xse Yse

Ecliptic Plane
Component

MARCH 25,1961

FI(:ITR,.: 5.--Explorer X path in g(;omagneti(: proj(_ction.

distances less than 7.3R_ where the F: and Fi,

(the symbol F designates the total magnetic

field vector) measurenmnts are not separable and

hence coordinate transformations are not possit)le.

The spin axis Z, is directed toward a right

ascension of 71 degrees and declination of -15

degrees as is indicated in figure 1.

ICigurc 4 illustrates the variables used for

n_agr_etic field data following transfor_ation to

solar-ecliptic coordinates. The symt)ols 0 and

designate, respccti_ely, solar-ecliptic latitude and

longitude. Field data at distances greater than

12 R,, are presented in these coordinates.

D'igure 5 illustrates the path of the trajectory

relative to a projection of geomagnetic field lines

1,'_<;(_¢_:,l.--Sohtr-(_(,lil)ti_: cu(_rdit_at(, sy,_t('m for F, 0, _trl(l ]*'t(;('_t[.: (i.- Ith-M.tgn(,t,*m(,t(,r s_.alar fi[,](l n_(,:t_z',.m(.r_ts
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for the first nine hours of flight. Universal time is

indicated at appropriate points along the tra-

jectory.

MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS

From 1.76 to 6.65Re

Measurements of the total scalar field intensity

for the period of continuous operation of the

rubidium magnetometer are shown in figure 6.

Points are plotted at one minute intervals except

where the minute occurred during an encoder

cycle. More detailed plotting on a scale of seconds

yields a maximum fluctuation of several gammas.

To resolve spatial and/or time variation

structure in the measurements, theoretical values

of the field are computed by means of Finch and
Leaton coefficients> These are subtracted from

the measured values to give the "measured

minus computed" curve of figure 6. Finding the
true difference between the measured field and the

earth's main geomagnetic field depends, however,

on having an independent absolute description of

the main field. The true main field call only be

approximated, as such a description does not
exist for the measurement locations. The nearest

reference data in which the accuracy of the Finch

and Leaton coefficients is independently known
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are the Vanguard III (1959_) measurements 5 over

South Africa at geocentric distances up to 10,000

km. Average errors in the Finch and Leaton

values in this region are about --0.8 percent. The

Explorer X measurements on Figure G are taken

west of the Vanguard region, between Ascension
Island and southwest South Africa. At the

altitudes of interest, the percentage error in the

computed field should not change greatly. Thus,

for investigation of field differences, the computed

values are multiplied by -0.8 percent and plotted

on figure 6. This represents an improved reference
for the observed differences. A second order

improvement in this reference curve might be

obtained by taking into account the probable

change in error with latitude, indicated by

Vanguard III, and varying the correction from

--0.5 to -0.8 percent with increasing south
latitude.

As was noted previously, residuals in the most

recent orbit anglysis would alter the computed

field an insignificant amount. However, this must
be treated with some reservation as there is not

an absolute assurance oll the accuracy of the

orbital error estimate. Errors in orbit deter-

ruination differentially shift the difference curves

but do not alter its general shape or effect transi-

tion points (e.g., see reference 1). Thus, changes

in slope of the curve, sudden changes in the

difference values, and maximum and minimum

percentage difference points are not appreciably
effected.
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measurements in solar-ecliptic co- FIGURE ll.--Field measurements in solar-ecliptic co-

ordinates.

From 7 to 12R_

As the field intensity decreased to 100 gammas

near 7.5R_, the fluxgate magnetometers were still
saturated; but intensity measurements were

obtained by matching sine curves to the slopes of

the readings occurring during the alternating

saturation caused by the satellite spin. The

accuracy of this procedure increased as the field
decreased in intensity to the unsaturated value of

30 gammas, and was verified by the intermittent

readings of the Rb-magnetometer. In much

stronger fields, it was possible to measure @, the

direction of the field in the XpYp plane of the

satellite, from the time differences between the

sun pulse of the aspect system and the zero
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crossings of the fluxgates twice per satellite spin.

The accuracy of the _ angle readings is relatively

independent of field intensity. In general, the

errors are estimated to be 4-3 degrees but isolated

points corresponding to poor signal-to-noise

conditions may be in error by 5 to 10 degrees.

The fluxgate measurements from 7.3 to 12R_

and the extension of the @ angle values back to

4.2R_ are shown in figure 7. The total field values
between 6 and 6.7R_ are included for scale con-

tinuity.

From 12 to 42R_

Measurements from the fluxgate magnetometers

at distances greater than 12R_ are shown in figures
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telemetry intervals. In general, after 1330 UT,

March 26, deviations within these intervals are

less than several gammas. In contrast, between

0530 and 1330 UT, variations within the sample

intervals having amplitudes of several gammas or

more occur frequently and in selected cases

variations about the average are as much as 50

percent. Rapid variations are not observed when

the field magnitude is large and plasma is not

detected, 3,6 e.g., between 1030 and 1200 UT,

figure 9.

GENERAL SOLAR AND GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

Solar observations for the period of interest

were compiled by R. T. Hansen of the High

8 through 13. Measurements between 2030 and

2100 UT near 12R+ are shown in both figures 7 and
8 to illustrate the change in field coordinates from

F, a, and ¢ (figure 3) to F, 0, and _ (figure 4).

At this distance, 12R_, the field direction reaches

the nearly constant value that persists until solar

plasma is first detected '_,6 near 22R_, 0530 UT

(figure 9). The computed, Finch and Leaton field

is continued to 21R_ in 0, qs coordinates to illustrate

the departure from the geomagnetic field.

Plotted points are averages over the fluxgate
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Class I k Ilh IIk oh |h I_* II u Iu i
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FIGURE ] 4.--Solar activity prior to (;lass 3 flare.
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FIGURE 15.--Summary of geomagnetic activity prior to
sudden commencement.

Altitude Observatory, Boulder, Colorado. Figure

14, constructed from these tabulations, sum-

marizes the activity observed optically for two

days prior to the occurrence of a Class 3 fare, at

1009 UT, March 26, whose magnetic effects were

registered near the end of Explorer X's active life.

Prior to the large flare, the sun cannot properly be

classified as either very quiet or disturbed, and the

activity level can be considered as being average.

Exception to this statement might bc taken on

grounds that the Ziirich Provisional Sunspot

Number of 76, on March 24, is larger than on any

day between January 5 and the flight date.

However, comparison with preceding months

shows that this has little significance and 76 is

only 25 percent greater than the average number

for the first six months of 1961. A meaningful

basis for sumlnarizing solar radio noise data has

not been deduced at this writing.
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An attempt to summarize geomagnetic activity

prior to the sudden commencement at 1503 UT,

March 27, is illustrated in figure 15. Records from

20 observatories providing fair coverage over the

northern hemisphere were available for exami-
nation. In addition to the lack of south latitude

stations, a gap in evaluation occurs in the auroral

zone between Murmansk, USSR, and Alaska;

however, observations at the Yakutsk Observa-

tory, USSR, at a slightly lower latitude, serve as

an indicator for this auroral region. The legend is

relative within each of the three zones--polar cap,

auroral, and low and middle latitudes. For ex-

ample, the deviations classed as "small irregu-
larities" at Row latitudes are much smaller than at

auroral or polar cap stations. Also, the classifica-

tion of "small irregularities" at low and middle
latitudes refers only to roughness or deviations on

normal magnetograms that are seen by all ob-

servatories and does not include irregularities that

are gcographically isolated. Examples of this

classification are apparent in later figures. The

3-hour Kp indices as well as the more zonal study

demonstrate that conditions were neither very

quiet nor disturbed on March 26 and 27 prior to

the magnetic storm. The 25th, with a 24-hour K_

sum of 9, was fairly quiet. The days preceding the

flight, March 21 to 24, were similar to March 2(3.
'Auroral zone magnetic activity prior to the storm

was typical of average conditions. There are

several intervals of l to 3 hours during the flight

that can be classified as very quiet.

RADIATION BELT CURRENTS

Evidence for a Ring Current

By the use of preliminary trajectory analysis, it

was previously concluded _ that a field source
located between the inner and outer radiation belts

near the equator was necessary to explain the

measurements. The more refined trajectory re-

cently obtained has the effect of reducing the field
differences from several hundred to l0 to 50

gammas, depending on the choiee_ of reference

baseline as was discussed on page 919 and

illustrated in figure 6. The difference curves,
however, still show a maximum percentage

difference near 2.5R,, and a (:hange, in slope near

3R,. The existcn(,e of a quiet day diamagnetic ring

current with maximum intensity located lower

than the 3R, magnetic shell along the Explorer X

trajectory (or roughly 3.8R, at the equator) is

still possible. The magnitude of the effect is con-

siderably less than reported for Soviet Space
Probes I and II 7,8 which showed maximum effects

of 800 and 140 gammas, respectively, several
thousand kilometers closer to the earth than the

location of the maximum intensity of the outer

radiation belt. As the field shell is approximately

the same as that of the Explorer X deviation, it

remains to be seen if the magnitude difference can

be explained on the basis that the Soviet space

probes were launched during periods when the

field was depressed following storm activity, as

reported by Dolginov, ct al. 8 Indirect evidence for

a field source resembling a ring current in this

region comes from the combination of Vanguard

III and Explorer XII (1961p) measurenmnts.

Under various degrees of disturbance Vanguard
III 9,_° demonstrated that the source of main field

depression at low latitudes must be at altitudes

greater than that of inaximum radiation intensity

in the inner radiation belt; while, in turn, Explorer

XII H has demonstrated that, depressions in the
riced are not observed above the shell having an

equatorial distance of approximately 4R,,. This

restricts the possible locations of a ring current
maximum to roughly 1.5 to 4R, under disturbed

conditions and to less than 4R_ during quiet

periods. Explorer XII TM also revealed the existence

of an intense proton flux in the outer belt, the peak

intensity occurring near 3.5R_. The fact that the

proton flux increased in the same region during a

magnetic storm _a suggests that the observed

protons, which had energies E>100 key, may

contribute significantly to ring current effects

under both quiet and disturbed conditions. The

possibility that an equal or greater contributioll

to ring current effects may come from lower

energy protons in a greater mnul)er density

cannot be ignored until energies below 100 key are

measured. At nmch lower energies, the Explorer

X plasma measurenmnts suggest that the energy

spectra may bc discontinuous with distance in this

region. This indication comes from the dis-

appearance above 3.0R_ of a strong spin modu-

lated signal that persisted from 1.3 to 3.0R_. a

RossP 4 and H. S. Bridge (personal communion-
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tion)haveinterpretedthisasvelocity"scooping"
of a stationaryplasmawhichwasterminatedby
positivechargeaccumulationonthesatellite.An
explanationhasnot beengivenfor the double,
rather than single,peak modulationwhich
occurredonthelastdatasample,at3.0Re,priorto
the disappearance.'4 The possiblerelationship
betweenthedisappearanceof the plasmasignal
andtheringcurrent,if notattributedto satellite
charging,is only indirect in suggestingsharp
changesin energyspectrawith distanceat low

energies. The relationship to the field angle

changes noted in the following section may be
more direct.

At distances greater than 4.8Re, small total

field deviations (figure 6) are observed that do not

have an apparent coincidence with time variations

at the earth's surface. Instead, they may represent

local variations in the field. The sign of the largest

variations, about 15 gammas, is positive and thus

does not suggest a ring current above 5Re such as

do the strong, quiet day currents between 6 and

10Re derived from Explorer VI (19616) obser-
vations, x5

Evidence for Meridional Currents

Between 1.5 and 3.2Re, the angle _ was measur-

urable by the technique described on page 920

for distances greater than 4.2Re. Between 3.2 and

4.2R,, however, the fluxgate saturation was in one

310 °
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FIGURE 16.--Angle @ changes at low altitude (see text).

direction and @ could not be measured. Figure 16

shows the @angle measurements between 1.5 and

3.2Re along with a computed curve of the _ angle
expected on the basis of a Finch and Leaton field.

The interesting feature of these measurements

is that angle deviations, thought to be greater
than reading errors, occur near 2.5R_ and 3R_ in

coincidence with other data features independ-

ently noted. For example: (1) the _ angle point

that falls on the curve (figure 16, near 2.5Re)
coincides in time with the small dip in the total

field difference curve near 2.5Re in figure 6:

(2) the first point that falls below the computed

curve at 2.99Re coincides with the occurrence of

two peaks per satellite roll in the plasma obser-

vations prior to the disappearance of plasma

signal (see above) ; and (3) the ¢v angle shift near

3Re also coincides approximately with the change

in slope of the total field difference curve in figure

6. If it assumed that the @ angle changes in strong

fields are significant, an explanation must be
sought. In the 2.5 to 3Re region, a shift in the

actual @ angle relative to the computed _ angle is

equivalent to a change in declination: that is, a

decrease in _ corresponds to an increase in east

declination of the magnetic field meridian plane.
This follows from the consideration that a sizeable

change in total field intensity does not accompany

the angle change. Changing the @ angle by 5 to 10

degrees is equivalent to adding an east-west

vector of about 120 to 240 gammas at 3Ro and

180 to 360 gammas at 2.5R_. The change must also

be of local origin to explain the abruptness.

These changes, unless related to an unknown

boundary condition, are not of the type expected

from a ring current source and thus do not

necessarily support the ring current arguments

given earlier. Geometrically, the angle changes are

most easily explained by postulating electric

currents along field lines, a condition which

violates the usual assumption that the field lines

are also equipotential lines due to the extremely

high electrical conductivity along the lines above

the ionosphere. This condition may, however, be

violated if: (1) the field lines intersect the

ionosphere at points in opposite hemispheres

which are not at the same potential: and (2) there

is an ionospheric mechanism, equivalent to a

generator in one or both hemispheres, that
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FIGURE 17.--Field fit obtained by adding a constant
voctor (4-12 Re).

continuously maintains a small potential difference

between the conjugate points. A difficulty in this

explanation comes from the lack of observational

evidence for the completion of the circuit in the

ionosphere on a more localized scale than an

ionospheric Sq system.

The above can only be treated as speculative;

however, the _b angle changes appear significant

enough to merit future investigation.

Effects of the Geomagnetic Cavity at Several Re

The total field deviations between 1.76 and 3R_

were interpreted in a preceding section in terms of

a current source within the same region. An

alternative explanation for the deviations is

suggested by the extension inward of a super-

imposed field presumably caused by the com-

pression of the geomagnetic field by the solar wind.

Thus, the magnetic field in the interior of the

geomagnetic cavity can be considered as a super-
position of the undisturbed geomagnetic field and

the field due to sheath currents flowing on the

cavity boundary. Fitting the observations by

vector addition of an anomalous tield to the geo-

magnetic field should thus reveal (',haracteristic, s of

the cavity field along the ttight trajectory.

At distances above 7R o where complete vector

data are available, and below 22R, the super-

imposed field yielding an accurate fit to the

observations is approximately constant with a

magnitude 25 to 30 gammas and directed away

from the sun and below the ecliptic plane. Indeed,
for the interval between 4 and 12R_ shown in

figure 17 a constant vector of 25.5 gammas

directed so that _b=182 degrees and 0=-51

degrees yields an excellent fit. At distances greater

than 12R, (figure 8) a fit to the data is obtained

by gradually increasing the magnitude to 30

gammas and rotating the vector so that q_ is

decreased and 0 is less negative.

The tit obtained with a nearly constant vector

suggests continuing it back along the trajectory to

investigate its effect on the close-in magnitude

data. In figure 18 this is illustrated for the range

1.76 to 6.7R,,, where the vector used is the same

as was used in figure 17, and the measured field
is subtracted from the resultant superposition

field. The excellent fit above 3R_ is apparent.

Between 1.76 and 3Re, the fit becomes poorer but,

nevertheless, shows the feature of a change from

a positive to a negative anomaly. This suggests
that it may be unnecessary to explain the devi-

ations below 3R_ in terms of a diamagnetic ring

cttrrcnt. It suggests further that quiet day ring

currents deduced from Explorer VI component

data _5 should be re-examined with assumptions

other than the preservation of magnetic meridian

sooo_
-iP -zo• -gs.

] F

Geomagnetic Latitude

-_......
L
i

<-) Measured minuaComputed i
(Using Finch and LBoton Coefficients)

______ , _
_° _\

-O00eB (Computed)

-_o _-

FIGllRF l_.--Ficld fit obtained by adding a constant
w!ctor (2-6 R,).
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planes. Currently, this is difficult, as theoretical

models of the cavity treat only the surface shape
and do not predict the field interior to the cavity.

An uncertainty in the above arguments arises in

that the same superposition vector when extrap-

olated to the surface of the earth would produce

diurnal changes which are not entirely consistent

with surface observations. This makes it apparent

that the effects of a field due to cavity surface

currents become more complicated near the earth.

In turn, it raises a question as to how close to the

earth the extrapolation discussed above is valid.

MAGNETIC FIELD AND PLASMA CORRELATIONS

For a detailed account of the simultaneous

plasma measurements conducted by the MIT

group, the reader should consult the papers by

Bridge, Dilworth, et al. _ and Bonetti, Bridge, et

al. 6 Principal features to note are the following:

1. Between approximately 3 and 22Re (or at

0530 UT, March 26), plasma was not observed

with the exception of a very weak signal near

0425 UT, March 26. The direction of the magnetic

field at distances 12 and 22Re (figures 8 and 9)

correspondingly remained nearly constant.

2. At 0533 UT, March 26, the field angles and

magnitude changed abruptly, and, on subsequent

samples, plasma was observed whenever the 0 to

250, 0 to 800, and 0 to 2300 volt measurements

were coincident with magnetic field angles sub-

stantially different than those observed between
12 and 22R_.

3. Between 0533 UT, March 26 (figure 9), and

the time of the sudden commencement at 1503 UT,

March 27 (figure 13), there were a number of

periods in which plasma was not observed and the

magnetic field direction returned approximately
to the direction noted between 12 and 22Re. In

total, these periods occupy about 25 percent of the

measurement time between 0533 UT, March 26

and 1503 UT, March 27.

Correlations are also noted in detail. For ex-

ample, on Figure 9 near 0800 UT the field returns

briefly to values similar to those observed before

0530 UT and plasma signal disappears. Also, on

figure 9 near !100 UT, the deflection of the field

away from a stable condition coincides with an

isolated reappearance of plasma. A similar example

u_ (a) 01 b 1o 05 h 30 m, March 26 _

1o

I
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FmUR_ 19._tatistic_] distribution of orientation of the
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occurs during the field deviations between 0900

and 0930 UT, March 27.

In general, it can be noted that during periods

where large changes in the field occur between

successive readings there is also more relative

variation in the plasma spectra and total flux. In

the following sections other features of the cor-
relation are noted.

CHARACTERISTIC FIELD VECTORS AND

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS

Average Values

From inspection of the angles _ and q_ as a

function of time (figures 9 through 13), it is

apparent that a given orientation of the field

vector that persists over a numbe_: of readings

tends to reoccur at later times. It is also apparent

that a given range of orientations frequently

persists for fractions of an hour to 2.5 hours
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without large changes. Figure 19 illustrates the

distribution of field orientations in a O, _ plot

constructed by noting the number of measure-

ments occurring in each 10 × 10 degree sector. As

anticipated from inspection of figures 9 through 13,
orientations of the field vector between 0530 UT,

March 26, and 1502 UT, March 27 (figure 19b),

group preferentially into three regions which, for

convenience, are designated A, B, and C.
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F](nJaE 20.--Averag(' field int, ensities group(,d according
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Considering only those nmasurcmcnts that

occur in a sequence of measurements in which the
field orientation remains in one of the three

regions A, B, and C, corresponding field intensities

are obtained by averaging the values within each

sequence. Figure 20 shows these averages. The

length of the individual bars gives the time
interval over which the intensities were averaged.

From figure 20, it is apparent that the level of

field intcnsity is distinctly different in Regions

B and C, and that field intensities in Region A

appear to vary systematically with time.

Region A Characteristics

A large fraction of the nmasurements contril)ut-

ing to the. density of llcgion A (figure 19b) occurs

x.

v. o.

5 Y" __ -_ -I0 -*5 -ZO _ " - -4O

§ ,a"

. si_

• =, m' u*,_h Z9

F_C,URE 21 .--Average field vectors during region A periods.

during periods when solar plasma is not observed.
The orientations of the field at these times closely

resembles the orientation prior to the first ap-

pearance of solar plasma near 0530 UT, March 26,

as illustrated in figures 19a and 21. Thus, it is

logical to postulate that the fields measured in the

absence of plasma at distances greater than 22R_
are extensions of the field observed between 12

and 22Re. If this field is in turn attributed to

compression and draping of the geomagnetic field

by the solar wind, it follows that the satellite was

inside the geomagnetic cavity during the Region A

periods (figures 20 and 21). Acceptance of this

argument depends, however, on also showing that

the magnitude of the Region A field decreases
with distance from the earth. As the next section

shows, this condition can be satisfied on the basis

.%1

,o \ ot .........
_. \o. z.- I \o.

FmuaE 22.--Average field vectors during region B periods.
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of assumptions that can be at least subjectively

supported.

Region B Characteristics

The concentration of measurements in Region B

of Figure 19b comes primarily from four periods

occurring between 1500 UT, March 26, and 0430

UT, March 27 (figures 20 and 22). A number of

conditions appear to correlate with the Region B
field direction:

1. Plasma is always observed.

2. The plasma flux and energy spectra appears

to be less variable during these periods than at
other times.

3. Magnetic activity on the surface of the earth

during these periods was significantly lower than

the average activity after 0300 UT, March 26.

This is particularly obvious, from figure 15, for

the two periods of over two hours duration near

1900 UT, March 26, and 0400 UT, March 27.

4. Three of the four periods occur within the 12

hours, approximately 1800 UT, March 26, to

0600 UT, March 27, in which plasma is continually

present and there is not a recurrence of an interval

having Region A characteristics.

The relative importance of (3) and (4) above

in interpretation is uncertain. The entire 12-hour

period in which the Region A, or cavity, field

condition never appears can be treated as a single

interval in which the Region B field configuration

is disrupted for periods of 1.5 to 2 hours, starting

near 2100, 0000, and 0430 UT in coincidence with

field changes at the earth's surface (See page 929).

As discussed on pages 927 and 928, it also appears

that during the 12-hour interval, the geomagnetic

cavity may be shifted away from the satellite as a

consequence of the diurnal change in the position

of the dipole axis relative to the solar stream.

Regardless of their relative importance the two

characteristics (3) and (4) mutually support the

concept that the fields measured during these

periods were of solar-interplanetary origin. The

degree to which the proximity of the geomagnetic

cavity affects the field configuration is not deter-

minable, but the relative stability of 0 and _,

especially during the longest periods, suggests

that the effect may be small and perhaps neg-
ligible.

m x

z z_' i o.

-151 •

_ _ ¢ o.

FmURE 23.--Average field vectors during region C periods.

Region C Characteristics

When the field is oriented in the general di-

rection of Region C it is usually more variable
between successive measurements than in the case

of Regions A and B. In Figure 19b, the absence of

a dense concentration of measurements in any 10

degree square and the general spread of angles

makes this apparent. Region C is nevertheless

distinct and the fact that a statistical grouping

exists comes largely from the recurrence of a

number of periods in which the field has this

general direction for 0.5 to 1.5 hours. The following

conditions are characteristic for these periods:

1. The average field intensity is lower than

during other periods (see figure 20).

2. Plasma is always observed.

3. Magnetic activity on the earth's surface is

greater than during periods of Region B field
orientation.

4. The periods tend to alternate in occurrence

with periods of Region A field orientation.

The exception to item 4, between 2100 and 2130

UT, March 26, gives added support to the signifi-

cance of item 3, which will be discussed in more

detail shortly. The field direction and the fact that
field intensity during these periods is independent

of distance from the earth (figure 20) support the

view that the field originates external to the geo-
magnetic cavity. It is possible, however, that the

field configuration may be influenced considerably

by the close proximity of the geomagnetic cavity.
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FIELD INTENSITY VERSUS DISTANCE

(REGION A)

As was noted in the last section, the argument
that the fields measured when plasma is not

observed are of geomagnetic origin, based pri-

marily on the direction of the field, must also be

supported by evidence that the field intensity
decreases with distance from thc earth. Con-

sidering first the range l 1.5 to 22Re (figures 7, 8,

and 9) it is apparent that the field decreases much

less rapidly than the computed field. It is also

apparent that points can be chosen (e.g., at 16

and 21R_) so that F(r)=F(r,)(r,/r)x with r>r,

gives a power x = 0 and a dependence is not found.

Thus, the approach of looking for the maxinmm

dependence (i.e., maximum x) that can be

partially justified is adopted. On this basis, the

higher intensities following 0254 UT, March 26,

are neglected on several possible grounds: (l) that

these coincide with an increase in geomagnetic

activity (figure 15) having the character of greater

compression of the earth's field (see page 929;

(2) that the higher intensity may be a diurnal

effect, explained later; and (3) that the higher

intensity may be a cavity boundary effect. Using
average values near 16.3 and 19.4R_ relative to

11.7R_ yields × = 0.85.
At distances above 22R,, it is again apparent

that x = 0 and even a negative x can be found from

the 27 to 32R_ periods relative to the 38 to 39R_

periods (see figure 20, Region A).
If, however, a more general view of the time

sequence of occurrences of Region A fields is

considered, there is reason to believe that the

observed intensity has diurnal characteristics. The

evidence comes from the decreasing level of inten-

sity from 0600 to 1800 UT, March 26, and from

0600 to 1200 UT, March 27, as well as the absence

of Region A fields from 1800 to 0600 UT. As a diur-

nal effect would most likely appear as a result of

changes in the relative positions of the solar

stream, the earth's dipole, and the satellite, these
positions' are illustrated in figure 24. The geometry

indicates that the field intensity at the satellite

when it is inside the cavity may depend on the

intensity of the field along the satellite-sun line on

the side of the earth facing the sun. This suggests

the calciflation of x on the basis of Region A

intervals separated by approximately 24 hours.

Using various combinations of intervals on

March 26 and 27, separated by approximately

22 to 26 hours, gives the range x=0.2 to 1.0

with most values between x=0.6 and 1.0. Simi-

larly, using minimum average intensities near

40.3R_ relative to intensities at l 1.7R_ gives x =
0.81.

The above leads to a generalization that the

average decrease in field intensity with distance,

inside the geomagnetic cavity along the Explorer

X trajectory (:an be represented by F(r)=

F (r_) (r_/r) x with 0.6 < x < 1.0 for 11.5R_ _ r < 40.5

R_ and r>r_. Different assumptions, or criticism

of the assumptions used, can lead to a smaller

x (i.e., less dependence) but it seems unlikely that

assumptions giving × > 1.0 can be justified.

CORRELATIONS WITH SURFACE GEOMAGNETIC

VARIATIONS

Prestorm Correlations

The general level of geomagnetic activity during

the flight was illustrated in figure 15 and discussed

on pages 921 through 922. A complete discussion

of possible detailed correlations between satellite
and surface measurements is beyond the scope of

this paper; thus, the following discussion is

limited to several examples involving primarily

low latitude activity.
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Theperiod0245to 1345UT, March26,is of
particularinterestbecauseof the simultaneous
andsimilarbehaviorof all the lowlatitudemag-
netogramsavailablefor examination.Between
0245and 0300UT, March26, the horizontal
componentincreasesfrom a previouslyquiet
conditionandremainspositivewith irregularbut
slowvariationsthataretypically5or 10gammas
inamplitudefor anumberofhours.Thisactivity
disappearsgraduallybetween1200and1345UT,
March26.At muchhigherfrequencieswithin
thisperiodthemicropulsationenergyspectranear
0.1cpsat Fredericksburg,Va.,shiftedto higher
frequenciesnear0600UT,2andmicropulsationsof
"pearl" characterwereobservedin California
(L. R. Tepley,privatecommunication)and in
theUSSR(V.H. Troitskaya,iifformalcommuni-
cationat Kyoto meetingSeptember,1961)for
severalhoursafter0600UT.Throughthissame
timeintervalthe fieldintensityat the satellite
increasednear0300UT,March26,andremained
at ahighleveluntil solarplasmawasobservedat
0530UT.Between0530and1330UT (figures9
and10),therewasnoticeablymorevariationbe-
tweensuccessive-measurementsby the satellite
thanat othertimesandmuchlargervariations
withinthe6-secondmeasuringperiod,asnotedon
page920andreferences1and2.If thelowlatitude
+AH irregularitiesareattributedtoincreasedand
moreirregularcompressionof the geomagnetic
field by the solarstream,it followsthat the
cavitydimensionsandgeometryshouldalsovary.
Thismayexplainthe shortintervalsof plasma
disappearanceandRegionA fieldsbetween0530
and1030UT,March26.Similarly,changein the
solarwind and/or anycavity influenceon the
configurationof externalfieldsmayexplainthe
variabilityof theexternalfieldduringthisperiod.
Theaverageplasmaflux3,6whenpresentduring
thisperiodappearsto behigherthanduringmost
periodspriorto themagneticstorm.

A sequenceof three isolatedcasesof +AH
roughnessin surfacemagnetogramsoccursduring
the 12-hourperiodin whichplasmaappearsto be
continuallypresentand stableRegionA field
conditionsdonotappear.In figure25anattempt
ismadeto illustratethesimultaneoussurfaceand
satellitemeasurements.Detailsin the satellite
measurementscan be seenmore clearlyby
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FIGURE 25.---Simultaneous surface and satellite measure-

ments.

inspection of figures 10, 11, and 12. The low

latitude times of interest are: (1) approximately

2045 and 2245 UT on March 26; (2) the change

near 0030 UT on March 27; and (3) the change
near 0445 UT on March 27. The first of these

coincides with a 2-hour period at the satellite in

which the field changes and rotates away from a

relatively stable Region B configuration during

the first hour, and rotates back during the second

hours, as discussed in more detail below. The

second and the irregularities that follow, coincide

with a period of irregular variations at the satellite
between two intervals in which the field has the

Region B configuration. The third coincides

approximately with an irregular slow transition

from a Region B to Region C field configuration at
the satellite. In both the second and third ex-

amples, the variations appear to begin at the

satellite prior to the low latitude changes and in

closer coincidence with small changes at high
latitudes (e.g., the fluctuations starting near 0000
UT at Churchill and Pt. Barrow and near 0430 UT

at most high latitude stations). The maximum
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FIGURE 26.--Rotation of the field vector in solar-ecliptic
coordinates between 2109 and 2315 U.T., March 26.
Arrow marks indicate the time sequence of vector end
points,

variation at the satellite occurs, however, more in

coincidence with, or following slightly, the low

latitude changes. In case (1), the low latitude
initial change appears to occur several minutes

before the change at the satellite, depending on

point selection, and an initial sharp change at

high latitudes is not readily identified at a large
number of stations.

The behavior of the field vector at the satellite

during the case (1) interval is particularly inter-
esting. In figure 26, the successive positions of the

end point of the vector is shown in solar-ecliptic

coordinates for the center portion of this interval.

After 2109 UT, the field rotated irregularly to the
Region C field direction and at 2201 UT abruptly

dropped in intensity to 2.5 gammas with a

corresponding abrupt change in direction. Follow-

ing the measurement at 2201 UT, the intensity

and direction abruptly changed back to roughly

the previous intensity level but to a different
orientation from which it then rotated to a

dircetion not characterized by Region A, B, or C.

It then gradually returned to the Region B
orientation. In addition to the total time interval

correlation at low latitudes, the sharp change at

2201 UT may be significantly related to changes

at high latitude. The sharp, simultaneous change

at Murmansk on the night side of the earth is

obvious in figure 25. On the dayside of the earth,

near local noon in Alaska, the declination changes

considerably with only slight changes in field

intensity. The most striking feature, however, is
that the level of the D trace is shifted between the

quiet hours preceding and following the change.

In figure 25, the level shift is apparent in the north

component at Churchill as well as in D at College,

Barrow, and Murmansk. In references 3 and 6, it

is also obvious that the plasma spectra shifts to

higher energies and greater flux over an interval

centered on 2200 UT, March 26.

Although it is tempting to pursue explanations

for the details of these correlations (e.g., treating

the reading at 2201 UT in terms of a neutral sheet

in a solar stream or cloud), the data is not suf-

ficiently comprehensive. From a more general

view, the correlations do suggcst spatial structure

in the solar wind and also that changes in this
structure have a rather direct influence oa

magnetic activity at the surface of the earth, even

during periods that will normally be called

magneti(.ally quiet. Thus, studies of small world-
wide effects on surface nmgnetograms, such as the

study of simultaneous changes by Nishida and

Jacobs, _6may yield an index for the variability of
the solar wind when these studies are extended to

total intervals of simultaneous, similar behavior.

Sudden Commencement Correlations

As noted on Page (.)21, a magnetic storm
sudden commencement (SC) occurred at the

earth's surface at 1503 UT, March 27 approxi-

mately 29 hours after a Class 3 flare near the east

limb of the sun. On the basis of the change in

plasma energy spectra and total flux 3,_ and the
rise in field intensity after 1503 UT (figure 13), it

is logical to associate the increased field intensity
with the SC at the earth's surface. Idcntificatiou

of an exact origin time at the satellite is not

possible as the field increased gradually from 1503

to 1510 UT before making a larger change between

1510 and 1512 UT. Thus, the origin time can only
be specified as 0 to 7 minutes later at the satellite

than at the earth's surface with the largest single

change occurring 7 to 9 nfinutes later. The transit
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timefortheClass3flaregivesanaveragestraight
linepropagationvelocityof 1460km/sec,equiv-
lentto 11.1kevprotons.Thesameradialvelocity
wouldgivea 2.3 minute difference in arrival time
at the earth and satellite due only to their dif-

ferent distances from the sun. Approximately
one-half this velocity, which agrees with the

plasma energies measured after the SC, 3,6 gives a

time difference of about 5 minutes. Thus, the

assumption that the origin time at the satellite is

close to 1503 UT, and not 1510 UT, gives an

approximate upper limit of 5 minutes for propa-

gation of the SC from outside the earth's field to
the earth's surface.

Figure 27 illustrates the SC appearance. At low

latitudes the SC was distinct, but the main phase

of the storm was weak. At College, Alaska, the SC

produced an abrupt change of about 300 gammas

in the horizontal component which was accom-

panied by the onset of strong absorption on riom-

eter records (Leinbach, personal communication)
similar to other SC events in which radiation has

been simultaneously detected at balloon alti-

tudes. 17 The fact that the SC is not apparent at

Pt. Barrow and is small at Sitka suggests that the

initial impulse was localized. An abrupt change,

280 gammas in H, also occurs at Godhavn, Green-
land. The initial effects at other stations examined

are in general much smaller than those at College,

Godhavn, and Thule. This suggests that solar

particles with energies greater than the measured

proton energies 3,6 may accompany the plasma

cloud (or stream) and that these reach particular

high latitude regions by a rather direct path. This

could also be suggested on grounds that the SC

effect at the satellite represents an increase of only

a factor of 2 in the observable plasma flux relative

to a number of other periods during the flight.

It also presents the question as to whether or

not the magnetic fields observed by Explorer X are

not also affected by particles which have energies

outside the range of detection of the plasma probe.

This question arises when the data prior to the SC

is examined. From figure 13 it is apparent that

the direction of the field vector was not signifi-

cantly changed during the initial rise in field

intensity following the SC time. Instead the field

orientation up to half an hour after the SC

appears to follow a slow shift (particularly

FI. Churchill, Conodo

I

FIGURE 27.--Magnetograms illustrating the sudden com-

mencement at 1503 U.T., March 27 (note scale differ-

ences).

apparent in the angle 4)) that started two hours

earlier. This shift was temporarily broken between

1435 and 1450 UT by a large change in field

orientation that is not accompanied by either
magnitude change or a change in plasma flux. The

significance of this change is obscure. However,

during the preceding time (figure 13), it is ap-

parent that the field near 1300 UT made a rapid

transition to the general orientation it had during

and following the SC. The change appears to
start between 1257 and 1259 UT with a shift

most evident in the 0 angle. As shown in figure 27,

the horizontal field intensity at Godhavn, Green-

land, geomagnetic latitude 79.8 degrees, drops 360

gammas between 1250 and 1300 UT (note the

sensitivity scales to the right of figure 27). Thus,

the time difference between the initial changes at
Godhavn and the satellite is about 7 minutes and

the time difference between minimum H at

Godhavn, about 1300 UT, and minimum in-

tensity at the satellite, 4.2 gammas at 1301 UT, is
less than 2 minutes. These time differences are

similar to those noted at the time of the SC. If we

assume that the change at the satellite and at

Godhavn is not just a meaningless coincidence,
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thereis abasisfor arguingthat thecontinuityof
field orientationbeforeand after the SC is a
consequenceof particleswithenergysignificantly
greaterthan 2.3key in advanceof the main
plasmacloud.Theenergydensityof thehigher
energyparticles(e.g.,in the still unmeasured
rangeof 5 to 50key) wouldhaveto begreater
than the field energydensityto producethe
magneticeffectat the satellite.At still higher
energies,above100kev,ExplorerXII (References
18and19)hasinat least one instance shown the

existence of higher energy particles up to 30 min-
utes in advance of an SC but with insufficient

energy density to cause a large field change at the
satellite.

Although there is little documented statistical
evidence for large field changes at the earth's

surface prior to SC's, it should be noted that these

changes may be localized as in the case above.
Godhavn, in this case, is near the 10:40 local

magnetic time meridian which could be significant
on the basis of the following considerations:

(1) the proximity to the expected location for a

Chapman-Fcrraro "horn ''2°,2_,22for particles inci-
dent along the sun-earth line or from a direction
to the west of the sun as seen from noon on the

earth; (2) the promixity to the 10:00 meridian

which Wilson and Sugiura 23 have found to be a

dividing plane between opposing rotations of the

magnetic vector at times of sudden eonnuencc-

mcnts; and (3) the coincidence t)etween the plane

of the Godhavn meridian and the average orien-

tation of auroral arcs over the polar cap. 24

The possible importance of particles with

energy greater than 2.3 kev can also be argued on

the basis that the observed plasma flux 3,6between

130(I and 1503 UT was lower than average and

also variable which suggests that it was not

dominant in controlling the relatively stable field

over most of the interval. These arguments for

high latitude effects at the earth's surface pre-

ceding the SC and the possible importance of

particles with cncrgy significantly greater than 2.3

kcv are not conclusive. They do suggest that it

would be instructive not only to make additional

measurements hut also to systematically study

magnetograms for events prior to SC's. The

nmasurements following the SC show that the

field intensity (figure 13) and plasma flux remain

at a higher level for at least 4 hours, after which

battery power was lost. The field direction,

summarized in figure 19c, was, in general, such

that the vector pointed to the west of the sun and

varied irregularly, but somewhat systematically,

above and below the ecliptic plane.

THE GEOMAGNETIC CAVITY

Cavity Models

The problem of interaction between the geo-

magnetic field and an ionized but neutral cor-

puscular stream was formulated in 1930 by

Chapman and Ferraro 2°,_5to explain SC's and the

initial phase of magneti(; storms and has subse-

quently been treated by them in additional

detail. _6,2_ Recently, this problem has been

approached by a number of investigators (ref-

erences 21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33 among

others) for cases of steady plasma flow and

isotropic plasma pressure. Computations have
been carried out for both two and three dimen-

sional cases and in most cases it is assumed that

the magnetic pressure just inside the cavity

surface B2/STr is balam'cd by the plasma pressure

just outside the cavity. The surface is in reality
taken to be a thin current sheath having the

necessary strength and geometry to identically

cancel the geomagnetic field that would exist
external to the same surface in the absencc of a

plasma pressure. Thus, the problem is formu-
lated so that the geomagnetic ticld does not have a

component normal to the surface at the t)oundary

location. It is generally assumed that the plasma

pressure inside the cavity surface is negligible and

in nearly all computations the possible effects of
an external field of solar-interplanetary origin

are completely ignored.*
For a uniform solar stream with proton velo(:ity

v, mass m, and number density n, the equilibrium
condition fQr the cavity surface is computed from

B,2/81r = 2mnv2eos'_¢, ( I )

where ¢ is the angle between the normal to the.

surface and the velocity vector of the stream

prior to encountering the earth's field and B, is

*The exception to this is I)ungey's (reference 33) two-
dimension._l cMcub_tion for a sel('cted orientation of an
external interl)lanet_ry magnetic field.
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thetotalmagneticfieldintensityattheboundary.
Specularreflectionof the incidentplasmais
assumedandalthoughthereissomeconcernover
thefactor2 in theequationabove(seereferences
22and29) it has been used by most investigators.

The computation of the surface geometry then

becomes one of finding numerical solutions to the

boundary value problem subject to additional

approximations. The approximation

B,=2fB,, (2)

where B, is the component of the earth's dipole

tangential to the surface, is often used to specify

the condition that the field inside the cavity

cannot have a component normal to the surface at

the boundary. For arguments regarding the value

of f, usually taken to be unity or less, and the

numerical techniques and approximations then

employed, the reader should consult the references

listed, and especially the work by Beard 29 and

Spreiter and Briggs. =

Cavity Geometry Relative to Cavity Models

hi the preceding sections arguments have been

advanced that the Region A magnetic fields can

best be interpreted as fields within the geo-

magnetic cavity. The arguments are based ahnost

entirely on: (1) the similarity between the

Region A field direction and the field direction

observed between 12 and 22Re (page 926) ; (2) the

deduction that the Region A field intensities
decrease with distance from the earth when

importance is attached to the earth's daily

rotation (pages 927 and 928); and (3) the

absence of a detectable plasma flux when the

field has the Region A orientation. If this inter-

pretation is correct, the theoretical models can be

compared with the measurements to check the

degree of agreement.

Considering first the geometry of the cavity, it

is apparent that the measurements support the

theoretical prediction that the solar wind extends

the geomagnetic field to great distances on the

dark side of the earth. If, however, we then

assume that the plasma velocity vector is directed

exactly along the sun-satellite line, the dimen-

sional agreement between theory and measure-

ment becomes increasingly poorer with distance.

This is illustrated in figure 28 using Spreiter and
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FIGURE 28.--Cavity dimensions given by Spreiter and
Briggs relative to trajectory dimensions.

Briggs's 2= computations of the cavity dimensions

in equatorial and meridian planes for a typical

observed plasma flux2 ,6. The fact that Region A
fields are observed in intervals between 0600 and

1300 UT, March 27, as well as between 0600 and

1800 UT, March 26 (figures 20 and 21), obviously

requires, under the assumptions of radial plasma

flow, that a symmetrical cavity be roughly conical

rather than cylindrical at great distances along

the trajectory. Also, rotating the position of the

earth's dipole axis relative to a radial stream in the

Spreiter and Briggs model does not appreciably
alter the cavity dimensions shown in figure 28.

This further implies that the model calculations

do not provide an explanation for the behavior of

field intensities in Region A, which were discussed

earlier. In general, from these and other argu-

ments, it is apparent that dimensional agreement
between the measurements and the models cannot

be reached using the conditions that the plasma

is directed along the sun-earth line and that the

cavity formed is continuously symmetric relative

to the earth-sun line. Assuming that the compu-

tations are basically correct for the assumptions

made, there are a number of reasons why agree-

ment might not be expected. The neglect of an

external solar-interplanetary field in the model

calculations is perhaps the most obvious, but until
model calculations have been made either for the

general case or a variety of selected cases the

*Beard's solution (reference 29) gives substantially the
same dimensions in the region of interest here.
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consequencesof thisneglectcannotbeestimated
withconfidence.Second,althoughtheplasmaflux
measurementsareconsistentwithaflowdirected
in thesun-earthdirection,flowfromadirectionto
thewestof thesunis notexcluded.3.6Third, the
measurementsdonot excludethe possibilityof
plasmaoutsidethe observable energy range

arriving from either the radial or other directions.

It may, in fact, be essential to postulate a variable

component of the solar stream arriving from a

direction to the west of the sun to explain why the

cavity moves back and forth across the satellite

trajectory between 0600 and 1300 UT, March 27,

and 0600 and 1800 UT, March 26. An alternative

explanation for the intermittent reappearance of

Region A is that the degree of symmetric com-

pression of the cavity differs between tiines when
the satellite is inside or outside the cavity in

response to changes in the solar wind pressure.

This explanation appears to conflict with the fact

that Region A fields are not observed during the

periods of minimuin magnetic activity at the
earth's stlrface when we might expect the cavity

to be the least compressed. This conflict may not

exist, however, as the quiet magnetic periods
occur within the 12-hour period in which Region A

fields never appear. This may be attributed to a

diurnal effect (see, e. g., page (.)27). Similarly,

the conflict may not exist on the grounds that

Region A fields do not appear after the SC.

These arguments do not lead to a consistent

picture. They do, however, make it evident that

relative to existing cavity models one must either

postulate a non-radial component in the solar

stream or postulate that the external field has a

large effect on the cavity geometry. The alter-

native is to assume that the cavity calculations are

wrong in not predicting a broad conical cavity

back to the earth, even in the idealized fornm-
lation.

Cavity Boundary Conditions

Interpreting the Region A magnetic fields as

fields within the cavity, we can compare the

boundary conditions with those usually assumed

in theory and was outlined on page 933. In

doing this, it is immediately ol)vious that the
condition B,=2fBt (equation 2) is not observed

if we take f< 1 and compute B, for a dipole field.

Instead, an f> 3 is required when B, for a dipole is

assumed. On the other hand, if we use typically

observed values for B,, n, and v in equation 1, and

compute _-, assuming a radial _, the range of i" is

roughly 55 to 85 degrees. This agrees approxi-

mately with the range of 50 to 70 degrees that

would typically represent the angle between the
sun-earth direction and the normal to a roughly

conical surface containing the trajectory. The

agreement would be improved if the plasma was

assumed to arrive from a direction slightly to the

west of the sun. The question of agreement also

remains open in that equation 1 assumes specular

reflection whereas the plasma measurements 3,6

have not revealed a reflected component. This

could be a geometrical circumstance in which the

incident and reflected compoimnts superimpose

and are not separable. This seems unlikely unless

the cavity geometry is the same each time it

crosses the trajectory and is also very smooth.

Alternatively, if t in equation 1 is always large

(i.e., incidence from a direction west of the sun),
the incident and reflected components would not
be resolved. More exact tests than the above

require continuous, rather than time spaced,
measurenmnts at the time of cavity crossings.

The limitation of noncontinuous data t)ecomes

even more restrictive in checking the model

assumption that the field at, t)ut inside, the
boundary cannot have a (:omponent normal to

the surface. Bridge, Bonctti, et al. 6 concluded that

the field must have a normal component on the

grounds that the normal to the surface, defined by
the cross-product between two successive lneasure-

ments at the time of a cavity crossing, was not

compatible with a surface that would permit

detection of radial plasma flow. However, widely

different results are obtained, depending on the
exact choice of measurements and this makes the

test questionable. We may similarly look at the

cross-product of average vectors in Region A

relative to Regions B and C, but this involves the

assumption that the field external to the cavity is

perfectly wrapped about the cavity surface with-

out maintaining even a fractional reseint)lance to

its original geometry. The assumption becomes

untenat)le if the average distances from the cavity

surfai_e are large as might be expected from the
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durationof mostof the intervalsin whichthe
fieldis in oneof thethreeregions.In additionto
thesedifficultiesin usinga cross-product,it
involvesin interpretationtheassumptionthatthe
cavity has a rather simplesymmetrywhich,
thoughconvenientfor illustrationpruposes,may
not bejustifiedin viewof the apparentdiurnal
behavior(p. 928) and variousother features
alreadydiscussed.Asanillustrativeexample,the
projectionof RegionB vectorsin the X,e, Y,_

plane of figure 22 suggests that the field extended

almost normal to a symmetric conical cavity; but

if viewed from the sun (YseZ, plane), it is ap-

parent that only a slight distortion of such a

cavity would place the vectors in front (i.e., on

the sunward side) of the assumed cavity.

Other arguments can be used that suggest that
the field inside the cavity but near its surface is

tangential to the surface. The most obvious is the

fact that the Region A vectors (fgure 21) show

only small changes in orientation from 22 to 41Re,
and these change appear to have a diurnal de-

pendence. Another argument against having both

a symmetric cavity and geomagnetic field lines

crossing the cavity surface, is that it becomes
exceedlingly difficult to account for the total

magnetic field flux. To explain the observed field

intensities in the case of a symmetric cavity, when

no lines are allowed to cross the surface, it is
necessary to assume that all lines of force inter-

secting the earth at latitudes of 72 degrees or

higher extend through a plane perpendicular to

the earth-sun line approximately 30R_ behind the

earth within the confines of the conical cavity.

That is, only an insignificant fraction of the flux

can pass through the equatorial plane between 10

and 30 or more Re. Thus, unless the flux is highly

concentrated near the cavity surface and not

distributed throughout the volume back of the

earth, it is not tenable to postulate both a sym-

metrical cavity and lines of force crossing the

surface. It also seems unlikely that there would be

two highly preferred directions, Regions B and C,

for the field orientation outside the cavity if these

fields were to be attributed to geomagnetic lines

crossing the boundary. Similarly, if a significant

fraction of the field intensity outside the surface

was due to field sources inside the surface,

we would expect to find a decrease in intensity in

Regions B and C with distance, and this is not
the case.

In summary, there is little reason to believe that

the geomagnetic lines cross the surface and,
indeed, observations indicate that they do not.

Thus, it is not necessary to believe that the

measurements contradict the common assumption

that the geomagnetic lines do not extend into the

highly conductive solar plasma. This does not

preclude the existence of a sheath at the boundary
in which mixing and diffusion occur as this must

certainly take place within a finite volume. It

suggests that the sheath thickness is small com-

pared to the average distance from the boundary
when the satellite is in one of the characteristic

field configurations, Regions A, B, and C (figures

19 and 20). As the measurements do not reveal

either the distances from the boundary or the

boundary thickness, we can only estimate that on

the dimensional scale involved the average
distances from the cavity could easily be several
earth radii and at least several thousand kilom-

eters, and thus very large compared to typical

values computed for the boundary thickness, even

for cases of surface instability. (See, for example,
reference 34. )

FIELDS EXTERNAL TO THE GEOMAGNETIC

CAVITY

In an earlier section the Region B and C fields

were interpreted as fields of solar-interplanetary

origin whose orientations may be significantly

affected by the proximity to the geomagnetic

cavity. The degree of cavity influence was taken

to be uncertain and could be negligible, especially

between 1830 UT, March 26, and 0530 UT,

March 27. Continuation of this interpretation of
the measurements should reveal some of the

properties of the solar wind and the behavior of
the associated fields.

It is apparent that the field energy density is

typically a factor of 5 to 10 less than the observed

plasma energy density and thus it can be assumed

that the field is carried by the solar wind. The

measurements also suggest that the solar wind

has both small and large scale variability. The

small scale variability is suggested by the changes

that take place between successive samples at

2-minute intervals. The large scale variability is
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suggestedby thetendencyfor a givenfieldcon-
figurationto persistfor fractionsof anhourto
severalhoursandappearsbothasamovementof
thecavityacrossthetrajectory,typicallytransi-
tionsbetweenRegionA andRegionC configur-
urations,and as disruptionsof the RegionB
configurationduring the 12-hourperiodwhen
plasmadisappearanceandRegionA fieldsarenot
observed.The deviationsfrom the RegionB
configuration,discussedon pages193and 194,
are particularlyimportantin interpretingthc
largescalestructurein that eachchangeaway
fromtheRegionB conditionisaccompaniedbya
shift to a higherenergyplasmaspectrum.This
prcscntsthe possibility,whenextrapolatedto
veryquietconditions,thataveryweaksolarwind
is accompaniedby a spiralfieldwhichat 1 AU
liesroughlyin theeclipticplaneat nearlyright
anglesto thesolarradialdirectionaspredictedfor
thissimplecaseby Parker3_andothers.Thedata
suggests,however,thatsuchastableconfiguration
maybe quiterareand that to retain Parker's
pictureit wouldbecloserto realityto viewthe
interplanetarystructurealongthclinesofaseries
of small"blastwaves"fromthesun (Parker'S6).
Theinterplanctarymediawouldthenbebroken
intoannularregionsmovingoutwardfromthesun
anda typicalammlarwidth fromthe Explorer
X datawouldI)eoftheorder0.01AUfromv(At),

where At is the time interval for the rcgion to ('.ross

the satellite and v is the obscrved plasma velocity.

At the other extreme, the structure could be

entirely filamentary with the individual filaments

oriented roughly at the stream angle tan -_

(_r/v) with respect to the solar radial direction,

where _ and r are, respectively, the sun's angular

velocity and the distance from the sun. Filament

dimensions would typically be o_r(At) X

cosI-tan -1 ((,r/v) -] in this case, and thus not greatly
different than 0.01 AU. With filaments of this

small scale, agreement between filament orienta-

tion and field direction can hardly be expected as
the rangc of observed velocities would certainty

lead to intersecting flow t)etween adjacent
filaments in the space between the sun and the

earth. Similarly, in a "blast wave" picture, the

flow would necessarily involve higher velocity

regions overtaking the lower velocity regions and

the resulting field conliguration can hardly be

expected to fit any simple model. Thus, the data

is obviously not definitive in selecting between

"blast wave" or filamentary structures and

similarly does not distinguish between these

structures and others that might be visualized

from a "magnetic bottle" (e.g., reference 37)

picture. The picture that does emerge is one of
considerable structure in the solar wind under

average conditions of solar activity. The cor-

relations with surface magnetic activity also lead

to this suggestion. The next question is whether or
not these structures are related to minor solar

events on the sun. As illustrated in figure 14, the

time intervals between Class 1 flarcs prior to the

flight have some similarity to the observed

duration of a given field configuration. Cor-

relations cammt be justified, but the coincidence

suggests that it might be worthwhile to attempt
statistical correlations between nuinbers and

locations of minor solar flares and occurrences of

sinmltaneous world-wide magnetic field changes of

the type discussed on pages 192 and 193. A cor-
relation of this type would not be found by the

usual techniques, as it requires detailed study of a

large mlmber of magnetograms from observatories

widely distributed in longitude.

It may not be sufficient to look for events on the

sun to explain the solar wind structure. Instcad
dimensions of the order 0.01 AU at distances of

1 AU inay be related to a more fundamental and

continuous property of the sun and solar corona.

Some suggestion of this comes from McCracken's '_

deduction that scattering ccntcrs with dimensions

of 0.0l AU could account for observed angular

distrit)utions in cosmic ray flare effects. Di-

mensions of 0.0l AU, or less, at distances of 1 AU

are also indicated by extrapolating recent ob-

servations 39 of the scattering of radio emissions

passing through the solar corona at distanccs out
to 0.5 AU from the sun. These observations 39

are particularly suggestive in that a close cor-
relation was also found t)ctwccn detection of

s(:attering at great distances in equatorial regions

(0.25 to 0.5 AU) and the arcas and intensities of

calcium plages. Thus, if the basi(', scattering
structure is that of filaments which are extensions

of visible solar rays and plage activity leads to

greater density contrast bctwecn filaments there

is a rcasoffable basis for suggcsting that this is the

type of structurc observed by Explorer X.

1,'rom figures 13 and 19, it is apparent that the
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solarstreamfrom the Class3 flale effectively
displacedthe existingfield structureand the
averagefieldorientation(figure19)becamemore
orientedin the eclipticplanewith time. The
ratherlargeangulardeviationsshow,however,
thatthefieldwithinthestreamwasbynomeans
higherregularandaswasdiscussedonpages196
through198,we cannotassumethat the SC
representsa sharpstreamboundary.Depending
onthechoiceof originof thestream,1300or 1503
UT (seepages930through931), a minimum
streamdimensioncorrespondingto 4 to 6 hours
in passagecan be stated,but the maximum
remainsuncertaindue to the lossof battery
power.

It isalsoapparentthat theratioof fieldenergy
densityto observedplasmaenergydensityafter
theSCisessentiallythesameasobservedduring
otherperiodswhenplasmawaspresentbetween22
and40Re.Thus,if it isassumedthattheproximity
of the geomagneticcavity doesnot affectthe
measurementsafter the SC, this may indicate
that theRegionB andCfieldsarenotasaffected
by thecavityproximityasmightbesupposedon
othergrounds.

Comparisonof theRegionB andC fieldswith
themeasurementsof PioneerV (1960_)doesnot
showappreciableagreementin detail.4°,_1.42Field

directions are not readily compared in that

Pioneer V measured only the magnitude per-

pendicular to the spin axis and thus fields

perpendicular to the ecliptic could not be dis-

tinguished from fields in the ecliptic plane normal

to the radial solar direction. 43 However, it is

apparent in comparing magnitudes that the

Explorer X components in the same plane would

in general give values in excess of the 2.7 to 5.0_

fields typically observed with Pioneer V. Similarly,

Pioneer V apparently did not see evidence for

large scale structure, except at times of magnetic

storms, although the data intervals may in general

have been too short for this to be apparent. Com-

parison of magnetic activity indices during the

two flights also makes it clear that the Explorer X

measurements prior to the SC occurred when the

indices were comparable to those of the quiet days

during the Pioneer V flight. Thus, differences are
not readily explained in terms of the level of

magnetic activity. Resolution of these differences

can be attempted by assuming that the Region B

and C fields show greater magnitude as a conse-

quence of crowding of the field lines around the

geomagnetic cavity; however, various features
argue against this and the differences will best be

resolved by future measurements.

ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATIONS

At various points in the preceding discussion,

alternative interpretations were presented, usually

with respect to a particular problem, but no at-

tempt was made to consider all possibilities. There

are alternatives which would lead to grossly
different interpretations that should be mentioned

even though space will not permit extensive dis-
cussion. These are noted below:

1. If major differences in the plasma energy

spectra existed between adjacent filaments in the

solar wind, it is possible that the Region A field
intervals could be solar wind filaments in which

particle energies are greater than 5 key. In this

case, a cavity picture more consistent with
theoretical cavity models could be obtained from

the standpoint that a cylindrical surface, crossed

once at 0530 UT, March 26, would be adequate
and major diurnal distortions would not be

indicated by the measurements. The principal
difficulty is obviously the lack of observational

evidence for higher energy plasma.

2. As in (1) above, in suggesting large velocity

differences between adjacent filaments but instead

treating the plasma-free regions as cool filaments,

Parker (personal communication) has suggested

that hot (solar wind observed) _filuments and cool

(solar wind not observed) filaments could be

developed in adjacent colunms low in the solar

corona and continued outward to great distances

with the hot filaments effectively drawing the

fields outward in the cool filaments. Extending

this further, we might suggest that the cool

filaments superimpose with the earth's field to

explain the similar orientation of Region A
fields and the field between 12 and 22Ro. The

principal difficulty in explaining the observations

is perhaps accounting for the regularity of the

Region A fields.

3. As an alternative to explaining the transi-

tions between Region A and Region C fields in

terms of either movement of the entire cavity or

differences in compression of a symmetrical
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cavity,it canbesuggestedthat the cavitysur-
surfaceishighlyunstableandirregularor that the
surface exhibits long period oscillations. As noted

on page 920, and previously illustrated, 1,2 the
measurements between 0530 and 1330 UT,

March 26, typically show short period field
fluctuations when plasma is observed that

might be interpreted as an unstable surface
behavior. Uncertainty arises in interpreting this

as a typical behavior in that the same time interval
coincides with an extended period of field fluctu-

ations at the earth's surface as discussed oil page
193.

4. W. I. Axford (personal communication) and

Kellog, 44 following the approach of Zhigulev, 26

have proposed that the observed field changes can
be explained by the existence of a collisionless

shock front spreading outward in the form of a

bow wave from a vertex position located several

or more earth radii in front of the magnetosphere

at the subsolar point. The existence of the shock

considerably reduces the plasma bulk velocity,

perhaps to random motion (W. I. Axford, per-

sonal comnmnication), but the motion pre-

sumably again becomes radial at large distances

behind the shock. The magnetic field behind the

shock and outside the magnetosphere is pre-

sumably of solar-interplanetary origin but greatly

modified by the presence of the shock. Comparison

in any detail with the nmasurcments is currently

impossible as the postulated conditions have not

been adequately developed from either an

observations or theoretical approach.

5. As discussed on pages 922 through 925, the

data does not suggest the existence of a sym-

metrical ring current at distances greater than
4Re. This does not preclude the existence of

current systems within the cavity such as a

"sheet" configuration in the equatorial plane

extending over many earth radii. By careful
selection of the distribution of current density and

closing the circuit on the nightside of the earth,

probably along field lines to high latitudes, a fit to

the observations could probably be obtained.

Explanation along these lines might also explain

the outward spreading of the cavity back of the

earth, the total flux required in the cavity, and

other features which are difficult to explain in a

model involving no external magnetic field, radial

plasma flow, and a conically symmetric cavity.

The rather highly selective current distribution

required to fit the observations is the principal

difficulty in seeking explanation along these lines.

DISCUSSION

The measurements taken in radiation belt

regions are not inconsistent with a weak dia-

magnetic ring current below the magnetic shell

intersecting the equator at 3.8R_. Questions

regarding the possible existence of meridional
currents and the extension of the cavity field

suggest that simple interpretations may not be

adequate.
The measurements between 8 and 22R_ and

during periods when plasma was not observed

between 22 and 41R_ can be interpreted in terms

of a large-scale cavity field that decreases iu

intensity "with distance as F(r_)(r_/r)x with

0.6<x<l.0 for r_=ll.5R_, r_>ll.5R_, when it is

assumed that the intensity observed depends on

the position of the dipole axis relative to the solar
stream.

At distances greater than 22R_, and prior to the

SC, the field is typically oriented in one of three

directions designated Regions A, B, and C. A

distinctly different level of average field intensity
is associated with each of the three orientations.

The Region A fields correlate with the absence of

detectable plasma and are interpreted as fields

within the cavity. The Region B and C fields are

observed only when plasma is observed. The

occurrence of Region B fields coincides with both a

different degree of magnetic activity on the earth's

surface and a different position of the dipole
relative to the solar stream than the A or C fields.

This double correlation complicates interpretation

as the relative importances are not sdparable.
World-wide changes in the magnetic field at the

earth's surface characterized by small increases in

the horizontal component are found to correlate

with field changes at the satellite.

A change in field intensity at the satellite

occurring 0 to 7 minutes after a SC at the earth's

surface is identified as a SC effect. However, the

direction of the field vector up to half an hour after
the SC followed a slow shift in orientation that

began abruptly 2 hours before the SC in coinci-

dence with an abrupt change in the magnetic
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field at high latitudes at the earth's surface. This

feature and others present questions regarding the

possible importance of particles with energies

greater than those measured suggest that these

particles may arrive in advance of the lower

energy plasma.

The cavity characteristics indicated by the

measurements do not agree in detail with theo-

retical cavity models. Agreement might be

obtained if it were assumed that the average solar

stream was incident from a direction slightly to

the west of the sun and above the ecliptic plane or

if there was an intermittent component of the flow

from this direction. Alternatively, agreement

should probably not be expected as the theoretical

models do not take into account the existence of a

magnetic field outside the cavity.

On various grounds the fields measured external

to the geomagnetic cavity are interpreted as fields

of solar-interplanetary origin. Uncertainties arise

in estimating the extent to which these fields are

influenced by the proximity to the cavity.

The tendency for a given field condition to

persist for fractions of an hour to several hours,

which appears both as a movement of the cavity

across the trajectory (typically transitions be=

tween Region A and Region C fields) and as

disruptions of the Region B fields during a 12-

hour period when plasma is always present, is

interpreted in terms of structure in the solar wind.

Dimensions of this structure would typically be

of the order 0.01 AU. Arguments tend to favor the

view that these structures may be filamentary

extensions of coronal rays, but this is only one of

several possibilities.

In addition to the points just cited, alternatives

in interpretation have been noted to emphasize the

lack of uniqueness that ensues from the limited

state of knowledge of the interactions of plasma

with weak magnetic fields, and from the restric-

tions of measurement along a single trajectory.
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E (Mev)

FIGURE 1.--Curve A is the fission energy spectrum and
curve B the transmission energy spectrum for the
Traac GM counter (0.66 gm/cm 2wall).

Other detectors on Injun also give useful data
sometimes, but often they are saturated and not

usable. So far, little data have been analyzed

from any Injun detectors except SpB.

Telstar I has on it a solid state p-n junction
detector with pulse height analysis that selects

electrons in different energy ranges from 0.2 to 1

Mev (private communication from W. Brown,
Bell Telephone Laboratories). A lot of data have
been reduced from Telstar I for two channels of

the electron detector. This detector has given _ll

the data currently available at high altitudes. It

is directional, with an aperture half-angle of
about 10 degrees. The fluxes are made onmidirec-

tional by multiplying by the appropriate solid

angle factor and then using a factor between 1

and 2 to correct, roughly, for the nonisotropic
angular distribution.

Traac has a 302 Gh/[ counter shielded by 0.265
gm/cm 2 of Mg, which will count electrons of

energy above 1.5 Mev (private communication

from G. Pieper and L. Frank, Applied Physics

Laboratory). It is essentially omnidirectional.

Fluxes are obtained by dividing by G0=0.75 cm 2

and correcting for saturation for high count rates.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The data from these four satellites must be

combined to form one overall picture of the arti-
ficial radiation belt. To do this assume that the

energy spectrum of the electrons being counted

is a fission spectrum. This is certainly the best

guess. We will compare the data on this basis

and see if there is agreement in the regions where

direct comparison is possible. The fission energy

spectrum N(E) is shown in figure 1, curve A.
A calibration of the Telstar I detectors at the

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in a fission

electron beam gives f, the fraction of fission elec-

trons counted by the detectors, equal to 1/2.8
for the 240-340 key channel and 1/6.0 for the
440-680 kev channel.

For Injun we have the experimentally deter-

mined factor l/f of several thousand, by com-
parison of two detectors on board. The 213 GM
counter has also been calibrated at Los Alamos

with a fission electron spectrum (private com-

munication from A. Petschek, H. Motz, and

R. Taschek, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory),
and the factor f determined this way is 1/4000.

We will use this factor in the present analysis.
The Los Alamos tests show that the detector

counts bremsstrahlung from electrons of several

Mev rather than direct penetrating electrons.

(If the shield had been carbon rather than lead,
the counter would have counted direct pene-

trating electrons.)

For Traac, f is determined by considering the

penetration of electrons through the detector

shield of 0.265 gm/cm 2 of Mg and through the

o ] 2

[NER6¥ (Mev)

FIGURE 2.--The fraction of electrons of different energies
that penetrate different shield thicknesses of A1.



THE ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT MADE
ON JULY 9, 1962"

WILMOT N. HESS

Goddard Space Flight Center

The available information oil tile artificial radiation belt formed by the July 9, 1962, high
altitude nuclear explosion is reviewed. Data from Injun (1961 o2), Telstar I (1962 a,1), Traae
(1961 ao2), and Ariel I (1962 71) are combined to form one picture of the artificial belt. The data
are consistent to about a factor of 3. The flux map obtained in this way is used to (:alcul_te the
flux encountered by several satellites. These show reasonable agrecm('.nt with data on solar (;ell
damage. Preliminary data on particle lifetimes are presented. P._rticlcs at L>1.30 arc expected
to last several years on the hasis of eouh)mb scattering. Crude eah_ulations of shielding are made
to indicate the doses received insidc various vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

On July 9, 1962, at 0900:09 UT a nuclcar

explosion of about 1.4 megatons was carricd out
at 400 kilometers above Johnston Island in the

Pacific Ocean. This explosion produced, as was

expected, an artificial radiation belt. However,
the intensities in this radiation belt are consider-

ably higher than were expected. Three days after

the explosion the U.S.-U.K. joint satellite Ariel I

(1962 ol) stopped transmitting. On August 2,

Transit IV-B (1961 anl) stopped transmitting:

Traac (1961 a_2) stopped on August 14. Instru-

ments on Ariel I, Traac, and Injun (1961 o2)

showed large particle fuxes shortly after the ex-

plosion. It took about a month to start getting

some grasp of the characteristics of the new radi-

ation belt. This is a status report on the new belt

as of September 12.

AVAILABLE DATA

The information that is available to forIn a

picture of the new radiation belt comes mostly

from particle detectors on the Ariel 1, ]njun,

Traac, and Telstar ] (1962 a_l) satellites. In

*This is an al)ri(lged version of Technical M(_morandum
X-78g, a eonfidex,tial report entitled "The Artificial Radi-
ation Belt."

!)41

addition to these data we can use the observed

solar cell damage on satellites as an integral

measurement of the trapped electron flux. Also,

some data are available from dosimetry measure-
ments.

Some of the original data about the enhanced

trapped particle fluxes after the July !) explosion

came from the x-ray detector on the Ariel 1 satel-

lite (private communication from A. Wilhnore,

University College, London). This instrument

was not designed to count charged particles and

therefore its efficiency is uncertain. The data from

it are quite useful in studying the time decay of

the trapped flux and in locating contours of con-

stant flux in B-L space.

Data received by the shielded 213 GM counter

on lnjun have been analyzed to give the first

picture of thc new radiation belt. 1 This counter is

the background channel of the magnetic spec-

trometer, SpB. It has 3½ gm/cm 2 of l)b shielding

and about 1 gm/(:m _ of wall and nfiseellaneous

shielding. It was supposed to give the penetrating

background to bc subtracted from the other

channels of the spectrometer. This detector is

now called on to provide quantitative informa-

tion, and it has been calibrated after the fact. It
is nearly omnidirectional. Fluxes are obtained

from the count rates by dividing by Go = 0.11 cIn _.
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FIGURE 3.--The electron flux distributions along different
field lines.

wall of 0.400 gm/cm _ of stainless steel. Using the

range straggling data _ for A1 we can get the frac-
tion of electrons that penetrate a shield of given

thickness, as shown in figure 2. The expression for

the extrapolated range R is

R -- 0.526E-- 0.094•

This yields the absorber thickness that gives 10

percent transmission for electrons of energy E.
For 50 percent transmission we multiply the

energy by 1.38, and for 80 percent transmission

increase the energy by a factor of 1.92. In this

way we get the electron transmission spectrum,

curve B in figure 1. The energies of the trans-

mitted electrons are different from curve B, but

the number transmitted is given correctly. The

integral under this curve gives f= 1/5.5 for the
Traac counter. More information on shielding

calculations is given in Appendix A.

Using the factors for the several detectors, we
can calculate the total flux of fission electrons. In

order to compare the different detectors, the total

flux along several field lines (actually narrow

ranges of L) has been plotted for different values

of B (figure 3). These plots show that the different
detectors agree fairly well in flux values. Avoiding

the first day after the nuclear explosion (labeled

by the number 0 inside the symbols on the graphs)
we can see quite smooth trends in the data. The

flux from Telstar I may be as much as twice as

high as Injun fluxes. Traac and Injun agree quite
well where comparisons are possible. In general,

the data shows agreement to a factor of 2.

This agreement of the data shows two things:

First, because the detectors give internally con-

sistent results it seems likely that all the detectors

are giving accurate information. Secondly, the
assumption that the electrons have a fission

energy spectrum appears to be correct. Of course

it is possible that the energy spectrum is not a

fission spectrum and also that the detectors are

not in agreement, but it would have to be a

peculiar combination of such effects that would

give the agreement shown here. A comparison of

the four channels of the Telstar I electron de-

tector also indicates that the energy spectrum is

fission-like up past 1 Mev.
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MAGNETIC B - 0.55 gauss B = 005 gauss
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FIGURE 4.--The B-L magnetic coordinate sys_m.
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The map made this way is quite complete. The

auss data available in early September gave the flux

Now that it has been demonstrated that the

energy spectrum is essentially a fission spectrum

at least in the region of data overlap we can use

all the counter data to construct a composite

flux map in B-L space. As Mc]lwain has shown,

these magnetic coordinates are the best way of

organizing data about trapped particles. _ L is

constant along a field line in space and, for a

dipole, is the distance from the center of the

earth to the equatorial crossing of the line, in

units of earth radii (figure 4). Values of L are
calculated from the real values of the earth's field.

In constructing the flux map for B>0.15 gauss

and for L < 2.0 earth radii the graphs in figure 3

are used to locate the flux contours. The experi-

mental data outside this B-L region are essen-

tially all from Telstar I. There are several weeks

data from Telstar I and considerable redundancy.

A /

Fmum,: 5.---The B-L map of electron fluxes.

i, i

map in figure 5. This map is for about 1 week

after the explosion. There was considerably more

flux at low altitudes at early times.

This same data plotted in R-X coordinates,
where

B = (M/R3)[4 - (3R/L)]½,

R = L cos2X,

gives an e<tuivalent dipole representation of the

earth's field (figure 6). The maximum electron

flux is about 2×109 elec/cm_-sec. Integrating to

get the total number of electrons stored in the
field we find

¢ dV 2X10 u electrons.

About 40 percent of these electrons lie inside the

109 contour and about 60 percent of these elec-
trons lie inside the 3X108 contour. It is not

certain what fraction of these electrons are bomb-

induced and what fraction arc natural electrons. In

this region around L<l.5 the energy spectrum
seems softer than a fission spc(:trulu.

The B-L flux map when plotted in terms of

geographic coordinates gives the flux contours

for different altitudes shown in figure 7.

VEHICLE-ENCOUNTERED FLUXES

A machine code has been developed which

calculates the total number of electrons/cm _ in
the artificial radiation belt that strike a vehicle

in space. This is done by calculating a point on

the vehicle trajectory, transforining to B-L co=

10_ i@ _-- _. "_ \ \\%

\ ]l k_g / I I /
/IN -- / l / /

\ /M_ / / /

\ J/A. _..-'"." ,'
......-..

FIGURE 6.--The R-X map of electron fluxes (all ideal

dipole= representation of the earth's field).
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ordinates, looking up the electron flux, and inte-

grating along the vehicle orbit. This has been
performed and the encountered fluxes have been
determined for all of the vehicles listed in Table 1.

These fluxes have been transformed into r/day by

using 3X107 electrons/cm 2=lr. The orbital ele-

ments of these vehicle trajectories are given in
Table 2.

From the encountered fluxes in Table 1, we can
learn several things. Let us first consider solar cell

damage. The Bell Telephone Laboratories staff

have studied this problem in considerable detail

and prepared figure 8, which shows how different

type cells are damaged by 1 Mev electron irradia-

tion (reference 4 and private communication from

the authors of that paper). Above about 0.5 Mev

the electron damage is essentially independent of

energy. Some care must be exercised in using this
chart because of the variation in the characteris-

tics of solar cells. We will assume all the electrons

in the flux spectrum in figure 5 are greater than

0.5 Mev in estimating the solar cell damage.

About 20 percent degradation was needed by

the blue sensitive p-on-n type cells on Ariel I to
Ar 6O0k_

" , " 7 ;i r T : " : "" : _ " _ :U_ = : 7 7 : 77 "

:[ ;:;i! ....... ,r .... ' !L ....

..............................
AT S_ km

FmURS 7.--Electron flux maps at diffcrcnt altitudes above the earth's surface. Flux is in units of 10_ electrons/cm_-sec.
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produce the observed power supply damage (pri-

vate communication from A. Franta, Goddard

Space Flight Center). This would be caused by
about 1013 electrons/cm 2 according to figure 8.

About seven days after the nuclear explosion,

this flux would have been achieved (Table 1

gives 2.8X1012 electrons/cm2-day for Ariel I, of

which half hit the face of the cells). The Ariel I

power supply started malfunctioning in 3½ days.

This is quite good agreement.
Traac and Transit IV-B also had blue sensitive

p-on-n solar cells, but it would take 3 X 10 I4 elec-

trons/era _ to cause malfunction, because the cells

were lower efficiency cells (private communication

from R. Fischell, Applied Physics Laboratory).

Table 1 gives 4.5 X 1012electrons/cm 2 encountered

per day. Half of these electrons hit the face of the

cells. Traac stopped transmitting in 36 days and

Transit IV-B in 24 days. Using 30 days as the

average, we get a total encountered flux of 0.7 X

1014 electrons/cm 2, only in fair agreement with

that required to produce damage.

Telstar I used the much more damage resistant

105
--i l

IO4

103

|02

60

\

XLSTAR 

i TRANSITr _

_TRAAC •

;I

I

\,
I

"_ BLUE SENSITIVE N.-ON.-P
L

NORMAL P-O N-N

\
BLUE SENSITIVE P-ON-N

_o , ,,,I , ,i,l i lltl l Inn l Ill I ill _i_ III

lO I0 loll 1012 1019 I016 lOi_, lOi6 I017

i Mev ELECTRON FLUX (_)

FIGURE 8.---Solar cell damage curves.
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FIGURE9.--The fraction of fission electrons that pene-
trate different shield thicknesses.

n--on-p cells, because it was to routinely fly

through the inner radiation belt protons. Even

with the artificial radiation belt, its power supply

lifetime is expected to be considerably longer than

1 year.

The Telstar I solar cells are degrading at a rate
that would be produced by 6XI01_ electrons/

cm2-day of 1 Mev hitting the bare cells (private

communication from W. Brown, Bell Telephone
Laboratories). This corresponds to about 1.8 X 1013

electrons/cm2-day incident on the outside of the

30 rail sapphire covers. Our calculations give

1 X 2 X 1013 : ] X l013 electrons/cm_-day hitting the

cells. The observed solar cell degradation on
Telstar I should be somewhat more than that

calculated from the artificial electron belt, be-

cause slow proton damage probably contributes

somewhat to the degradation (private communi-

cation from W. Brown, Bell Telephone Labora-
tories).

We have neglected the enhanced early time

effects here on all the exposed satellites. An ap-

preciable part of the encountered flux may have

been encountered in the first few days. For the

first week after the explosion the flux was higher

than that given in figures 5 and 6.

Injun, Tiros V, and other satellites continue to
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TABLE 3.--Flux per Orbit for a Mercury Capsule at an
Altitude of 264 km

Orbit Flux (electrons/cm _)

2 .............................

3 .............................

4 .............................

5 .................. = ..........

6 ............................

5.0X106

2.1 X 107

4.8X10 v

2.9X10 s

6.4X108

1 .dX 109

function. Injun has a low duty cycle and Tiros V

shows some solar cell degradation. Fihn badge

dosimeter measurements have been made on

several spacc flights. About 10 r/day was meas-

ured inside 1.5 gm/cm 2 of shielding. In order to

compare this radiation dose with the predictions

in Table 1, correction must be made for shielding.

To do this wc perform a calculation like that

done for the Traac GM counter to get f, the frac-

tion of electrons that penetrate the wall. Values of

f have been calculated for different thicknesses of

shield by using the relationship R = 0.526 E-0.094

and the associated rough-straggling transmission

curves in figure 3. Figure 9 shows a plot of 1If as

a function of shield thickness. This is really only

true for A1 but for lack of bettcr inforlnation we

will use it for other materials too. For 1.5 gm/cm 2

we get f= 1/50 for normal incidence partMes. To

correct for a distribution of incidence angles we

will say roughly that about half as many get

through. Also, 27r stcradians arc covered by a

much thicker shield so that the total factor f'=

1/200. This would mean that 10 r/day×200=

2000 r/day were incident on the outside of the

vehicle. This agrees to within a fa(,tor of 2 with

the calculated vchMc-encountered flux.

MANNED FLIGHT

For a Mercury capsule orbit with an apogee of

264 km the total flux encountered in six orbits

would be 0.24×10 l° elcctrons/(',m: outside the

vehicle (Table 3). If the apogee is lowered by 30

km (to 234 kin) the total flux for 6 orbits is re-

duced to 0.17Xl0 _° ele(q,rons/cn¢. If the apogee

is raised by 30 km (to 294 kin) the total flux for

6 orbits is increased to 0.45 × l0 _° electrons/era 2.

PARTICLE TIME HISTORIES

One of the important problems to answer about

the new belt is how long it will last. The currently

intense regions will last a number of years, accord-

ing to present indications. At low altitudes the

fluxes have already decayed a lot. According to

Ariel I and Traac data, outside the 10 _ contour

of the B-L plot in figure 6 the fluxes decayed

several orders of magnitude in a few days.

Injun has noted some decay at 1000 km (pri-

vate communication from B. O'Brien, State Uni-

versity of Iowa). At L= 1.18 and B=0.191 there

is a decay factor of about 2 from 4- l0 to q- 1000 hr.

For the same L and time interval for B=0.206

there is a decay factor of 4 and for B = 0.214 there

is a decay factor of 60. Injun saw no marked

change in flux as a result of a modest size mag-

netic storm.

The only decay process we understand well

enough to calculate is coulomb scattering. 1)artMe

time histories have been cah:ulatcd for coulomh

scattering and characteristic times determined

(Reference 5). The time to rea(,h a scattering

equilibrium (which is also about the time for this

cquilit>rium to decay to l/e intensity) for differ-

ent L values is listed in Table 4. Welch, Kauff-

man, et al? first ('alculatcd these for solar max-

imum atmospheric densities and now, assuming

that the density is less by a factor of 10, we get

the values in Table 4.

The air densities are not well known and the

calculated times may be wrong by a factor of 5

or more. The calculated variation with L, how-

ever, should be fairly good. The Injun data show

that the calculated times arc of the right order of

T^nH,: 4.--7'imc Until Scattering Equilibrium .for D_fferent

Values of L

1 •20 ....................

1.25 ....................

1 . :10 .....................

1.35 ...................

1.41) .....................

1o

150

1500

_30()0

10.ooo

_1 month
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magnitude.The timesshowthat the highflux
regionshouldlast eventhroughthe next solar
maximumif coulombscatteringis the principle
lossprocess.
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Appendix A

SHIELDING AND RADIATION DOSES

Included here for the sake of completeness are

some crude calculations on shieldings and dosages.

One consideration that is important in some

shielding calculations is bremsstrahlung. The

doses delivered by the x-rays made by brems-

strahlung will be larger than the direct electron

doses for large shield thicknesses.
The fraction of the energy of an electron that

goes into bremsstrahlung may be calculated
from :*

Ebrem/ E ion -- ZE2/1600.

where Z is the atomic number of the material in-

volved. For the fission energy spectrum the aver-

age energy is about 1 Mev:

Eb_m C A1 Fe Pb

Eion - 0.004 0.008 0.015 0.050

The energy spectrum of the x rays will be some-

thing like that in figure A1. There will be a very

few x rays up to 8 Mev, but not many over 2 or 3

Mev. The low energy x rays (below about 100

key) will be absorbed in the shielding. This will

remove about half the total energy in the x rays.

The resultant transmitted energy spectra will

have a peak at about ½ Mev (figure A1). The

x rays transmitted through the shield will be

quite penetrating. Their mean free path will be

roughly 20 gms/cm 2. This means two things.

First, they will be hard to absorb, and therefore

it will take a lot more shielding to absorb them.

Second, because they are hard to absorb, they
will not be counted efficiently by a particle
counter and also will result in less radiation dose.

We can now calculate crudely the counting

*Fermi, E., "Nuclear Physics," A course given by
Enrico Fermi at the University of Chicago, Notes com-
piled by ()rear, J., Rosenfeld, A. H., and Schluter, R. A.,
University of Chicago Press, revised edition, 1950.

efficiency of the Injun (1961 02) 213 GM counter.

From figure 9 of the body of this report we see
that it would only count about 1/20,000 of the

fission electrons directly. But we find that 0.05 of

the energy is converted to bremsstrahlung, of
which half is absorbed in the shield. The mean

energy of these x rays will be about } Mev. A
normal GM counter will detect these x rays with

about 1 percent efficiency. This gives

(0.05) (0.01) -- 1/2000.

for the fraction of the electrons counted via

bremsstrahlung. This calculation is not very ac-
curate but it does show that the Injun counter

counts electrons via bremsstrahlung with about

the observed efficiency.
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TABLEAl.--Radiation Dose per Orbit for a 6 Orbit Flight
on the MA-7 Orbit

Orbit Dose (r)

1 .....................................

2 .....................................

3 .....................................

4 .....................................

5 .....................................

6 .....................................

0.003
0.01
0.03
0.1
0.3
0.6
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MANNED FLIG_ItT

The effects of the new radiation belt on manned

flights must be considered. For the Mercury

project the total flux that would be encountered

for a six orbit mission with the MA-7 (1962 rl)

orbit is 0.24>(101° electrons/cm 2 outside the

vehicle, or 80 r (3 X 107 electrons/cm 2= 1 r). The

shielding of the vehicle is such that about 1 per-

cent of this dose is delivered to the astronaut,
about 1 r.

The mercury dose is almost all received in the

South Atlantic "hot spot" (see figure 8 of the

body of the report) and occurs mainly on orbits
4, 5, and 6. The breakdown of the 1 r dose inside

the capsule by orbits is given in Table A1.



ENERGETIC PARTICLES IN THE INNER
VAN ALLEN BELT

WlLMOT N. HESS

Goddard Space l_TiohtCenter

A survey is given of the high-energy particle populations in the inner radiation belt. The ex-
periments which have given information about particles are discussed and the best experimental in-
formation about particle fluxes and spectra is presented. Calculations are given which indicate what
particle sources and loss processes are most important. The role of neutrons in making the inner
belt is considered in detail and the need for particle acceleration and/or other sources of particles
is shown.

INTRODUCTION

The satellite Explorer I (1958a) launched with

a Geiger-Miiller counter on board discovered a

region of high count rate starting at an altitude

of about 1000 kin. This was unexpected--in fact,

it was suggested that the counter might have mal-

functioned. But results from Explorer III (1958 _,)

demonstrated that the effect was real. Van Allen,

who had conducted both experiments, 1 realized

very soon that the measured high count rates

were due to charged particles trapped in the

earth's magnetic field) StSrmer had worked ex-

tensively on this general subject a and even cal-

culated orbits of trapped particles 4 years earlier,

but the actual existence of trapped particles had

not been suggested in this work. Ideas about the

existence of a terrestrial ring current had also

essentially included the idea of trapped particles. _

At the same time that these experiments in

space were going on, experiments with trapped
particles were going on in various laboratories.

1)rojcet Sherwood is an attempt by the Atomic
Energy Commission to make a controlled thermo-

nuclear reaction on a small scale 6 by confining

charged parti(:lcs in a magnetic field. Christofilos,
who was working on Project Sherwood, extra-

polated the laboratory idea to earth scale and

suggested the possibility of trapping a large num-

ber of charged particles in the earth's magnetic

field by using a nuclear explosion to inject the

particles. This idea was carried out in the Argus

Experiment _ and demonstrated experimentally

that charged particles could really be trapped in

the earth's field. It had even been suggested in

planning the Argus Experiment that a natural

radiation belt, populated by the decay of neutrons

escaping from the earth's atmosphere might exist;

but this idea did not get wide distribution.

Results obtained from Sputnik III (1958 _2)

in May 1958 confirmed the existence of the

trapped radiation with measurements up to
1800 km. sa

Explorer IV (1958 _) was launched in July
1958 with instrumentation to study the natural

radiation belt t° and to study the artificial belt

produced by Argus. n A map of the radiation

intensities up to an altitude of 2200 km and a

range spectrum of the charged particles were

obtained by Explorer IV.
l)ioneer Ill (1958 01) in December 1,()5812and

1)ioneer IV (1959 v) in March 19.5913 made iso-

lated passes more or less radially outwards through

the inner belt. More recently, Injun (19(il o2)

and Explorer VII (1959 L1) and several Dis-

coverer satellites have given information about

the inner belt. These, with various rocket shots,

complete the list of experiments performed.

In this report, an attempt is made to survey

the experiments that have given information
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TABLE 1.---Characteristics of Particles at 2000 km Altitude Near the Equator

955

Particle

0 kev electron ...................................

1 Mev electron ...................................

1 Mev proton ....................................

D Mev proton ...................................

DO Mev proton ..................................

Ro (cm)

5X10 a

3.2X104

1X10 _

3X106

2.5X10 _

_o (see)

2.5X10-_

7X10-_

4X10-a

42 X 10 -a

6X10-a

TB (see) TR (rain)

0.25 690

0.10 53

2.2 32

0.65 3.2

0.11 0.084

about the inner belt and also the calculations

that have been made dealing with energetic par-

ticles in this area. One subject that will receive

special attention is neutrons in space and neutron

decay, because it is well established that neutrons

play a major role in the production of protons

and also probably of electrons in the inner belt.

MOTION OF PARTICLES IN A DIPOLE FIELD

The general problem of charged particle motion

in a dipole field is complicated2 Fortunately, for
radiation belt particles, an approximation can be

used which simplifies the situation considerably.

Alfv_n _4 introduced the idea of the guiding center
of a particle. The particle motion in this case is

described in terms of: (1) a rapid gyration about

a guiding center with a cyclotron period rc and
radius of gyration Re, and (2) motion of this

guiding center along a magnetic line of force.

The motion along the line is periodic too. The

particle is reflected by the converging magnetic

field near the earth and bounces back and forth

in the exosphere with a bounce period vs. There

is another motion, _5 a slow drift in longitude
around the earth with a period of revolution of rR.

Particles at 2000 km altitude near the equator
will have the characteristics listed in Table 1.

Because the three periods are so different, the
particle motion is separable into these three com-

ponents. If the cyclotron radius of the particle
Rc becomes comparable to the diameter of the

earth, the motion is not separable; however, even
for 1 Bey protons this condition does not occur.

We can understand the particle's bouncing

motion in the following way. 16A static magnetic

field does not work on a particle; therefore, the

flux linking the orbit of a particle rotating about

a field line is constant. If dq,/dt = O, the particle's

energy would change. Thus,

(b= B_r Rc _= constant, ( 1 )

and we can write for the particle's perpendicular

energy

2 - 2 (%-) : 2_¢_ (2)

Substituting this into Equation 1, we get

= constant = 2_mc2E_/e2B; (3)

therefore,

E.L/B = constant = _. (4)

The constant _ is the magnetic moment of the
particle's motion around the field line.

From Equation 4 we see that

(sin2_)/B = constant. (5)

The particle will move into a region of increasing
B until sin_= 1 when it must turn around. It

then moves out of the high field region and repeats
the process at the other end of the field line for

the same value of B. The angle a is the particle's

pitch angle.

The drift in longitude of a charged particle

results from a force on the particle perpendicular

to the field lines and lying in the plane through

the center of the earth containing the earth's
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axis.Themagnitudeanddirectionof this drift
velocity can be obtainedfrom the cyclotron
equation

R -- (, xB) : •s, (,xa). (6)

If a force f_ acts perpendicular to B for a time

At, there is a change of momentum of

Ap=f_ At; (7)

this results in a displacement of the guiding center
of the particle of

-- (Apxe). (S)eB 2

Differentiating equation 8 with respect to time
gives

"D = _- = eB2 ×B . (9)

This drift velocity is perpendicular to both fz

and B; therefore, if fz lies in the plane through

the center of the earth containing the earth's

axis, the drift velocity will be azimuthal--a drift

in longitude.

One force that produces a drift is due to the

gradient of the earth's magnetic field:

fx : _vB = _ • (10)

A second force that produces a drift is the cen-

trifugal force on a particle due to the curvature
of field lines:

ADIABATIC INVARIANTS

Associated with the motion of particles in a

dipole field are three constants. They are actually

only adiabatic constants--in other words they

are constant unless magnetic fields change rapidly.

We have shown the magnetic moment u to be a

constant of the motion, but it is not constant if

fields change in times short compared to rc or

in distances short compared to Re.
The second adiabatic TM invariant I is called the

integral invariant,

I = 1---f .2 vsld/ , (13)
lJ ¢ml

where the integral is taken along a field line be-

tween the two mirror points. This quantity is

related to the Hamilton action integral and is
violated if changes occur in times short com-

pared to rl_.
The third invariant is the flux invariant. 2° When

this invariant holds, the magnetic flux linked by
the particle's orbit is constant. This is violated if

field changes occur in times short compared to re.

We can understand the motion of a particle
in the earth's field rather well by considering only

the constancy of u and I, From u we know that

the particle mirrors at a particular value of B.
From I we can determine which field line the

particle will travel as it drifts around the earth.
The combination of these two defines a surface

around the earth, resembling the surface of a

pitted olive, on which the particle will travel.

mvx_
f.t. = "-'_z " (11)

Combining these gives a drift velocity

'(: ): ,;, . (12)

where _ and R_ are the cyclotron frequency and

radius, respectively.

There is also a possibility of radial drift of

particles due to line exchange _7or other effects. TM

but these drifts do not seem to be important for

high-energy trapped particles as was demon-

strated by the spatial stability of the Argus
electrons.

SOURCES OF THE BELT PARTICLES

Cosmic Rays

A flux of about 2 particles/cm2-sec of galactic

cosmic rays reaches the earth regularly. One pos-

sibility about the radiation belts is that they

represent quasi-trapped particles, _ that is, they

consist of particles on certain special StSrmcr

orbits that can stay near the earth for a long

time and then finally move out of the earth's

field and escape. Estimates of the intensity of

the radiation belt that would be produced this

way show this to be a small effect. A flux increase

by a factor of 10 4or more over the galactic cosmic

rays would be needed to produce the radiation
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belt fluxes.Theincreaseobtainedby this quasi-
trappingisnowherenear104.

Anotherpossibilityis that cosmicraysmight
producetrappedparticlesby interactingwith the
verythin atmosphereat veryhighaltitude.We
canestimatethe importanceof this source.If
wetakeanatmosphericdensityof l05atoms/cm3
of oxygen and a cross section for producing high-

energy charged particles of 0.2X10 -24 cm 2, we

get a source strength S of

S=( 2_pr°t°ns_( 105 atoms_(0.2X 10-24 cm:.)-\ cm2-sec ]\ cm 3 ]\ atom

is a large flux of particles. If they could be brought

into the magnetic field of the earth, they could be

an important source. There are several possibili-

ties here. Particles may be injected at the field

nulls near the poles23 Field convection processes

may bring them into the field ;24 Taylor instabili-

ties may also help them get in. All of these are

possible but none of them are understood well

enough to be evaluated. It would appear that

some processes of this sort may produce low energy

particles in the outer belt efficiently. For want of

any specific information about these processes we
will not consider them further.

4 X 10-30 protons

cm3-sec

This also is negligible when compared to other

source strengths.

Still another possible source of the belt particles

is splash albedo protons produced by interactions

of the high-energy cosmic rays with the atmos-

phere. We know that the particles must return

to roughly their birth altitude or even lower in
order to mirror at the other end of their line of

force. They must therefore encounter a rather

thick atmosphere and be rapidly lost, so this

source contributes little, if anything.

Mu Mesons

High-energy collisions involving cosmic rays

produce _r mesons. These decay in about 10 -s sec

to _ mesons which in turn decay in 2X10 -6 sec

to electrons having energies up to 50 Mev. If

the decay occurs at a high enough altitude, the

electron can be trapped. A _ meson, to travel

1000 km, must live 0.003 sec. Even if it lives 5

half-lives or 10 -5 sec, it must have a relativistic

time dilation factor of _,= 0.003/10 -5-- 300 in order
to travel this distance. Thus it must have an

energy on the order of 300X106 Mev=30 Bey.

There are very few 30 Bey _ mesons made travel-

ing upwards out of the atmosphere, and this

source can also be neglected.

Solar Wind

There are about 10 protons/cm 3 in the kev

energy range striking the magnetosphere; 2_ this

Neutrons

Neutrons are made by cosmic ray protons col-

liding with oxygen and nitrogen nuclei in the

atmosphere. Several neutrons are made in the

nuclear cascade in the atmosphere. A 5 Bey

cosmic ray proton will produce about 7 neutrons

in the atmosphere. About 25 percent of all

neutrons produced this way diffuse out into space;

this leakage flux of neutrons out of the atmosphere

is about 0.5 neutrons/cm_-sec at the equator and

about 5 neutrons/cm2-sec at the pole. The neutron

flux in space close to the earth at low latitudes

has been measured 25to be about 1.0 neutrons/cm 2-

sec; this is in reasonable agreement with the
calculated fluxes. Few neutrons reach the earth

from the sun or more distant space because the
free neutron is radioactive with a mean life of

only 1000 sec. It decays by the reaction

n----_p --ke -_-_ .

The antineutrino _ does not interest us here, but

the proton and electron are both important in

forming the radiation belt.

We need to know how many neutrons of what

energies decay at different places in space to pro-

duce protons and electrons. First, we must know

the neutron energy spectrum _n(E, R, h) in

space at all radii R and latitudes h. This has been

calculated 26 from a knowledge of the neutron

energy spectrum inside the atmosphere 27 and is

shown in figure 5. The flux decreases as a func-

tion of height above the earth. This is especially

true for low-energy neutrons. Neutrons of less

than -_ ev are trapped by the earth's gravitational

field so that they essentially all decay in space
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Fmultl,: 1.--Albedo neutron energy spectra in sp_ce at

different distances above the geomagnetic equator on

December 5, 1959. The zero R, curve is for the top of
the _tmosphcre, roughly 100 kin. Reproduced with per-
mission from references 26 and 27.
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FIGURE 2.--The electron-energy spectrum from neutron

decay. To obtain electron flux multiply the intensity

by the electron velocity.

near the earth, while only about 1 percent of

neutrons of 1 Mev energy decay near the earth.

The density of neutrons decaying is given by

dn 1

d--_ (E,R,K) : _ @n(E,R,K) , (14)

where v is the neutron velocity and r_ the neutron

mean fife.

The electrons made by the neutron decay will

have the _ decay spectrum shown in figure 2.

The electron's energy will be essentially un-

changed by the neutron's kinetic energy. To

demonstrate this, consider a 10 Mev neutron,

which has a ,velocity of about 4X l() 9 cm/sec.

When an electron of about 30 key energy is

produced by the neutron decay it has a velocity

of about 2X10 TM cm/sec. When the neutron's

velocity is compounded with this velocity rcla-

tivistically it changes by, at most, l0 percent.

Almost all neutrons have energies less than l0

Mev, so the effect of the neutron's motion in

changing the electron's energy can be neglected.

Therefore, to determine the total electron source

strength S_ for the radiation belt due to neutron

decay, wc simply add up all neutron decay events:

s_ (R,k) = I (an 1-_-(E,R,k) dE = @(E,R,k) dE • (15)

This electron source strength S_ is shown in

figure :l. We see there are from I0 -z3 to I() -z_

electrons/cm_-sec made by this source in space

near the earth.

The situation is different when we consider the

protons made by neutron decay. The kinetic

energy of the proton is very nearly the kinetic

energy of its parent neutron. The electron kinetic

energy is supplied by the mass difference of the

neutron and proton. The recoil energy given the

proton by the electron is only about 100 ev; so,

if we consider protons above about l0 kev, we

can accurately take the proton's energy and di-

rection of motion to be that of the parent neutron.

Because of this the decay density energy spectrum

shown in figure 4 is also the proton source energy

spectrum Sp(_, R, h) from about 10 kev up,

Sp (E,R,_,) = -_-IE,R,_,) . (16)

There are about 6×10 _'_ protons/cm_-sec of

E>I0 Mev produced in space near the earth.

The proton source near the earth at the equator

has bccn evaluated from figure I to be

0.8 E-_.o

Sp (E,R,.0) = 7vT (17)

We have a quantitative picture of the neutron-
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FIGURE3.--Valuesoftheneutrondecaydensitydn/dV

summed over neutron energy at different attitudes and

magnetic latitudes. Reproduced with permission from
reference 26.

decay proton and electron sources. These are an

important source of the radiation belts.

LOSS PROCESSES

Protons

There are at least three ways in which protons

are lost from the radiation belt. In the inner belt,

high-energy protons are removed most rapidly by

slowing down until they reach about 100 key. The

amounts of oxygen R that must be traversed to

stop protons of various energies are listed in

Table 2.

Below 100 key, the protons are more rapidly

lost by charge exchange 28 with slow protons by

10is I I
10"3 10.2 104 1 10 102 103 104 105

NEUTRON ENERGY(kev)

FIGURE 4.--The neutron decay energy spectrum dn/

dV(E) at 1500 km on the Equator.

TABLE 2.--Ranges of Protons in Oxygen

Energy (Mev) Range (gm,/cm 2)

0.1

1

10

I00

6x !0 -s

0.003

0.14

8.6

the reaction

_p+H - p÷lt,

where the bar refers to the fast particle. At 50

kev, the cross section for charge exchange _9 is

acH=2 XlO -16 cm 2, and the charge exchange life-

time rcH is given by

1 1
Tcl! = =%" co')( j,,x,o. = 1600sec (18)
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where n(H) is the atomic density of hydrogen,
taken here to be l04 atoms/era 3. This time is

less than the slowing down time above approxi-

mately 1000 km altitude, so the charge exchange

process will dominate here.
In the outer belt, protons are lost rapidly

by some additional process. Probably this in-
volves the breakdown of the magnetic moment

invariant. Various possibilities along this line are

considered later.

Electrons

Different processes are responsible for the loss
of electrons than for protons. Because electrons

are lighter, they scatter more easily and are lost
in the inner belt principally by coulomb scattering

into the loss cone rather than by slowing down.

This can be seen by comparing R, the range of the

particle, and D, the amount of material necessary
to scatter out. The range of a 1 Mev electron,

from Feather's rule, is

R = 0.54£ - 0.13 = 0.41 --_--_ (19)
cm 2

The value of D can be obtained by using the

scattering formula 3°

02 = _O00_____D, (20)
£2

where 02 is the mean angle of scattering, D is the

path length of air (at S.T.P.) traversed in cm,

and E is the particle energy in kev. Taking O= 0.5

rad as the necessary scattering angle to lose the

particle, we find

D = 0.04 _
cm 2

This shows the electron will be scattered out of

the inner belt before it slows down.

HIGH-ENERGY PROTONS

Experiments on the Energy Spectrum

The first experiment performed in the radia-
tion belt that unambiguously identified the par-

tices which were counted involved flying a stack
of nuclear emulsions on tile Atlas rocket21 The

emulsion stack was recovered and developed and

the nuclear tracks were read. The range and

ionization of the particles were measured, the

particles identified and their energies determined.
Protons of E>75 Mev and electrons of E>12

Mev could get through the 6 gm/cm _ shielding
into the nuclear emulsions. No electrons were

found, but a large number of protons were found.

The energy spectrum of protons measured by
Freden and White on a later flight 3_ is shown

in figure 5. Other experiments 33'a4'_5'3ehave shown

very similar energy spectra and intensities of

protons and have extended the data down to
lower energies. Below about 40 Mev the energy

spectrum becomes quite flat and shows a slight

dip at about 20 Mev. The inner-belt proton flux
seems quite constant in time, varying by less

2_ , , w ' I ' , w i

1o- _ TRAPPEOPROTO.S

1

8

il i:

10-1 g
8

6

4

2

I I I I [ I i i I

1010 2 4 6 SlO2 2 4 6 S l0 s

PARTICLE KINETIC ENERGY (Mev)

FIGURE5.--The spectrum of trapped high-energy protons
at 1100 km measured by Freden and White. Reproduced
with permission from reference 32. The solid dots are
data from a flight on October 13, 1960, and the crosses
are from a flight in April 1959, normalized to the other
at 100 Mev. The solid curve is the theoretical proton
curve. The dashed curve is a fit to the high-energy data.
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than a factor of 2 for several flights. This indi-

cates that the particle lifetime is quite long.

Calculation of the Energy Spectrum

We can get a quantitative picture of the flux

and energy spectrum of the inner-radiation-belt

protons produced by neutron f_ decay by consider-

ing the conservation of particles. The continuity

equation in energy space can be written 37

L (E) ; equation 21 becomes now

Sp{E) = -_ (_) • (22)

The proton-source term is given by the neu-

tron's decay density from equation 17:

dntE) _0.8Ei.O ( -Re _s
St{E} = ---dr-- = Tv_. \R. + h/ " (23)

dN(E)
: Sp{E} - L(E) + ;_E [JiE)] , (21)

where N(E) is the equilibrium-proton-density

energy spectrum, Sv(E) is the source of pro-

tons, L(E) is the loss term, and J(E) is the

"energy current" =N(E) dE/de for equilibrium

dN(E)/dt=O. Let us now consider two special

cases of this equation for equilibrium.

Case A" L (E)= O.

For protons between 5 and 100 Mev the

dominant loss process is slowing down by exciting
and ionizing electrons by distant coulomb col-

lisions, and we can ignore other losses. This

slowing down contributes to the energy-current

term and is not considered here to be part of

This expression is valid at low latitudes and close

to the earth. The coefficient ,7 is put in here be-

cause not all of the neutrons that decay form

protons that are trapped2 s Some of the protons

made by neutron decay have pitch angles that

are so small that they will hit the earth before

they mirror. These protons will not form part of
the trapped radiation. The coefficient ,1 is called

an injection coefficient and gives the fraction of

protons that are trapped. The average value of
for inner-belt protons is 0_0.3029

We can solve equation 22 approximately 33,4°

for the energy range 10 to 80 Mev by writing

dE/dt=v dE/dx and approximating dE/dx=

243pE -°a9 Mev/cm; v= 1.45 X 109XE °'aT cm/sec;

and 7=0.93E°.3_, where p is the air density in

gm/cm a. Substituting in equation 22 we get

" -2 0̀ 16400\3
(0.z0) t0.SZ )_) a

(0.93E"°32 x 1.45 x 10'Z°''" x I000) = a--E[kE-n243pE-°'79x 1.45 x 109EO"77] .

Solving this gives

¢(E) = PN{E) = kE-" 2.9 x I0-la
E -0"72 for I0 Mev < E < 80 Mev.

(24)

(25)

If a time-averaged density of p=2.8×10 -'s

gm/cm_--corresponding to an atomic density of

1.0 X 105 atoms/cm_is used, then (E) = 110E -°.7:

protons/cm2-sec-Mev. This density is quite rea-

sonable for this situation. The diurnal average
density at 1100 km near solar maximum is about

2.5X105 atoms/cm3. 41 The time-average density

along a particle orbit is less than this by about

a factor 2, 42 so the density used is quite a good

one. This expression for N(E) fits the Freden
and White data well.

The lifetime rp of these protons can be obtained

by using the "leaking bucket" equation. '2 We

have for this problem, for equilibrium,

Input

which gives

7"
P

= Output = Contents (26)
Tp

Contents N(E)
= _nput - _ "

We know S(E) from equation 23 and N(E)
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FIGURE6.--Proton lifetimes at 1100 km in the inner belt
based on slowing down and nuclear collisions.

from the solution of equation 24 (shown as the

solid curve on figure 5); we can therefore cal-

culate the lifetime directly. This gives rv=7.0X
105L '1._ sec for l0 Mev<E<80 Mev for 1100 km

altitude. Figure 6 shows values of T,. For other

oxygen densities the lifctimc rp varies inversely

as the time average density.

mated for protons of E>300 Mev. For these

energies, the protons almost all have nuclear col-

lisions before they slow down. The cross section

for an inelastic collision of a high-energy proton

with an oxygen nuclei is 3.0X10 -25 cm 2. This

gives a mean free path for nuclear interactions

of h = p/n(7 = 2.67 X 10 -23 gm/atom/3.6 X 10-25

cm2/atom=74 gm/cm 2. The range of a 500 Mev

proton in oxygen is 135 gm/cm2; therefore, these
high-energy protons will usually have nuclear

collisions before slowing down much. In this

case, equation 21 becomes

S{E) : L(E) (27)

For the loss term here we can write

L(E) = N(E) nov , (28)

where n is the atomic density in atoms/cm3; this

gives

(2o)NIE} : Tv_

When we substitute

v = 2.69 x 'I09E 0"$44 ,

T = 0.428 E°'2°s

Case B:de / dx,-._O.
n = 1.0 x l0s atoms/cm3 ,

If some other loss process occurs considerably

faster than slowing down, then the protons will

have essentially constant energy; slowing down

can then be neglected. This situation is approxi-

o = 0.36 x 10 24 cm 2 ,

which are valid for 80 Mev < E < 700 Mev, equa-

tion 29 becomes

¢(E) : pN(E) : 4.2 x 10SE- 2.s4 protons
cm 2 - sec -Mev

(30)

This is an asymptotic expression for N(E) at

high energies where slowing down is not im-

portant. Above 300 Mcv it holds quite wcll but
below this slowing down also is important.

The gencral form of equation 21 has been
solved 3'_to give the solid curve in figure 5. The

form of the solid curve above 300 Mev agrees

well with equation 30, and below 80 Mev the

curve is exactly given by equation 25. There is

no arbitrary normalization involved here; there

are no adjustable parameters in the theory--

the comparison of experiment and calculation is
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direct. We know the source strength and proper-

ties, we know the loss processes and rate, and we

know the properties of the atmosphere: from these

data we get directly the proton-energy spectrum.

The agreement with the data here is so good that

the analysis is quite certainly correct, and neutron

decay is the source of these protons.

Spatial Distribution

The spatial distribution of the inner-belt pro-

tons was first measured by the GM counter in

Explorer IV. 1° When these data were obtained

it was not known that the counting rate of this

io_
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FIGURE 7.--A meridian section through the earth show-
ing observed contours of the count rate of the un-

shielded GM tube on the Explorer IV satellite for the

period July 26 to August 26, 1958, within longitude

range 80°=1=20° W. Reproduced with permission from
reference 10.

detector was due to protons, but it is now quite

certain that this is the case. The 302 GM counter

on board counted protons of Ep>30 Mev and

electrons of Ee >3 Mev. The electron flux above

this 3 Mev energy limit in the inner belt is thought

to be quite small.

Contours of constant count rate measured on

Explorer IV by Van Allen are shown in figure 7.

The count rates increase with altitude, and show

a fairly complicated change with latitude and

longitude. Figure 8 gives curves (taken from

reference 43) of the increase of count rate with

altitude at different locations. The data curves

O1 and 02 were obtained near Singapore; El, E_,

FIGURE 8.--Counting rate as a function of altitude for the
GM counter on the Explorer I satellite for several dif-

ferent positions near the magnetic dip equator. The
curves labeled "0" are data near Singapore, those

labeled "E" are near Nigeria, the AI curve is in north-

ern South America and A2 and A3 are in central South

America. Reproduced with permission from reference 43.
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FIGURE 9.--The same counting rate data as shown in

figure 8 replotted in terms of computed magnetic field

strength at the observing point. All of the .curves from

figure 8 are now essentially superimposed. Reproduced

with permission from reference 43.
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and E3 near Nigeria, Africa; A1 in northern

South America; and A2 and A3 in central South
America. All of these locations are at about the

same magnetic latitude, but the curves show

quite different altitude behaviors. The reason for

this is that the earth's surface magnetic field is
different at these different locations. When these

data are replotted in terms of the magnetic

field instead of altitude at each location (figure 9)

the curves then become essentially indistinguish-

able. 43 The reason for this is easily understood

in terms of the motion of charged particles in a

dipole magnetic field. The particles bounce back

and forth, mirroring at one particular value of

the magnetic field B. The particles also drift

around the earth staying on a surface of constant

integral invariant I; this corresponds to staying

at a constant magnetic latitude. Therefore, for
observations at one latitude the count rate should

vary with B as it does in figure 8. The altitude

of the mirror points represented by the count
rates in figure 8 get as low as 400 km over South

America. Below this altitude, galactic cosmic rays
provide most of the count rate. The lower edge

of the trapped radiation belt is clearly controlled

by the atmosphere. Protons are lost by slowing

down. A 50 Mev proton, to be brought to rest,

must transit about 2.5 gm/cm 2 of oxygen. At

400 km, the atmospheric density is about 5 × 10

atoms/cm 3 or about 10 -'4 gm/cm. At velocity of
10 '0 cm/sec, the proton will take about 2 X l04 sec

to slow to a stop. But, because of the variations

or atmospheric density along the particle's orbit--
especially the variation due to the drift in longi-

tude--the lifetime is increased probably to l0 s sec.

The source strength of fast protons from neutron
decay near the earth is about 10 -'5 protons/cm a-

sec but perhaps only 30 percent of these will be
going in the proper direction to be trapped. We

get an equilibrium flux here of

This calculation is not very exact, but the value

of the flux thus found is comparable with the

cosmic-ray flux of about 2 protons/em_-sec; there-

fore, it is reasonable that below this altitude of

400 km the trapped flux gets too small to be

measured and cosmic rays dominate.

We are quite certain the lower edge of the inner

belt of high-energy protons is controlled by the

earth's atmosphere. But we are not nearly so

certain what controls the outer edge of the proton

belt. We would expect, from what is known of

the inner belt, that it should extend out many

earth radii. The neutron decay source strength

decreases about as I/R _, but the proton lifetime

for slowing down should go up about as fast as

the source strength goes down, so the equilib-

rium proton flux expected in the outer belt is
about the same as that observed in the inner belt.

Actually, the observed trapped high-energy proton

flux in the outer belt is less than the cosmic-ray

flux and consistent with zero. Fan, Meyer and

Simpson 44 gave an outer-belt proton flux of

protons
<_ = 0 + 0.1-- for E > 75 Mev.

P cm 2 _ sec P

This means that the lifetime of the protons in

this region is reduced by a factor of 104 or more

by some additional process.

The processes which seem most probable to
cause this reduction in lifetime have to do with

time variations of the magnetic field. Welch and

Whitaker 45 suggested that time or space varia-

tions in the magnetic field could produce "mag-

netic scattering" of trapped particles. If the mag-

netic perturbations are of such character that

they cause a breakdown of the adiabatic in-

variants then the particle's motion will be altered.

Hydromagnetic (hm) waves having a wave length

_< R_, where R_ is the particle cyclotron radius,

will break down the magnetic moment invariant.

When the particle encounters the wave a change

in u will take place, and as the result the particle's
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mirrorpointwillbechanged.Repeatedencounters
withwaveswill causeadiffusionof theparticle's
mirrorpointandresultin a lossof particlesout"
of thelossconesintotheatmosphere.

Dragt4Ghascalculatedtheeffectof hydromag-
neticwaveson a high-energyprotonmagnetic
moment.He findsthat for hm wave frequencies

of a few cps and for particles traveling along field

lines, a condition can exist such that the hm

wave frequency is Doppler shifted to equal the

particle's cyclotron frequency. For this resonant

condition the particle's magnetic moment is

changed as a result of interacting with the wave.

The particle lifetime r against hm wave scatter-

ing is given by Dragt as

- _p-_\--W-) ' (31)

where r8 is the bounce period and p is the num-

ber of hm waves encountered per bounce. For

100 Mev protons at 2Re the bounce period r_-_

0.1 sec, and B = 0.04 gauss. Assuming AB = 3

gamma and p = 1 we get

1
_ _- day.

This lifetime is short enough that the equilibrium

flux of protons in the outer belt would not be

measured because the cosmic-ray flux is larger.

Also, the radial dependence of the scattering

is reasonable. At 2Re, the maximum energy

trapped is proportional to R -11. But at smaller

altitudes, the scattering is less. The count rate
versus altitude curve of the GM counter on

Pioneer III is reasonably well reproduced by this

analysis. The requirements on hm wave charac-

teristics here are quite reasonable. A wave charac-

teristic of _B=3_ at 3 cps is not a very large
disturbance.

Wentze147 made a similar analysis of the break-

down of the magnetic moment of high-energy

protons by hm waves. He found that the magnetic
moment was changed for encounters with hm

waves when v/vc > 0.4, where ve = hm wavelength/

larmor period. Accordingly, 56 Mev protons

should extend out to 6000 km and 28 Mev protons

out to 7000 kin. These results are relatively similar
to Dragt's results.

Parker 48has considered how a breakdown of the

integral invariant I can transport and accelerate

particles. If the magnetic field at the mirror point

changes in a time short compared to a bounce
period, then I is not a constant of the motion.

The bounce period is 49

4r0 4 × 109 cm
"re _ V _ 1010 C_ - 0.4 sec. (32)

sec

So, waves having a frequency of 5 or 10 cycles/see

will cause nonadiabaticity here. These waves at

the mirror point result in a Fermi acceleration. 5°

Some particles encounter mirror points moving
towards them due to the field perturbation AB

and some particles find mirror points moving away

from them. But, because statistically more ap-

proaching collisions take place, there is a net
energy gain given by

dEl' (_-_11)sdt 8Eli P , (33)

where Ell and wll are the particle energy and

velocity component along the field line, respec-
tively, p is the number of mirror point reflections

per unit time, and v is the velocity of the mirror

point motion.

The interesting feature here is that as the

particle gains energy its mirror point is system-
atically lowered because all the energy gain is

in Ell and, therefore, the pitch angle decreases

and the particle is lost into the atmosphere. For

hB/B of l0 -_ and constantly moving mirror

points, the characteristic time for a particle to

diffuse down into the atmosphere is about

3 X 196 sec. It is not known whether these hydro-

magnetic wave conditions are really met, and
thus whether this lifetime is reasonable or not.

Parker made this analysis for outer-belt 100 key

electrons, but it applies equally to protons of
about 50 Mev.

A proton lifetime of 3X106 seconds and a

source strength of about 0.2× 10 -]5 protons/cmL
sec gives an equilibrium flux of

cm2_sec/ 10 |0 (3x 10 6 sec) = 6--cm s.sec
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FmURE 10.--Contours of constant true counting rate of

the unshielded GM counter in Explorer IV. The points

shown correspond to data obtained over a wide range of

geographic latitude and longitude. Reproduced with

permission from reference 51.

But this is larger than the measured outer-belt

flux by at least an order of magnitude, so the

lifetime must be less than 106 sec by a factor of

l0 or more. From this analysis it seems that the

breakdown of the integral invariant probably is

not the dominant loss process, but that another

process gets rid of the protons faster.

It would appear from the work of Dragt 4_ and

WentzcW that the breakdown of the magnetic

moment of the protons by hm waves caused the

loss of protons in the outer belt. The hm waves

required to do this seem available and the results

of the calculations agree reasonably well with ob-

servations. We cannot be sure that hm wave

scattering is the controlling factor for the outer

edge of the inner belt because there is no direct

verification of this, but it seems the best guess now.

If the outer edge of the proton belt is controlled

by hm wave scattering as we think, then there

may be an interesting solar cycle change in the

proton flux at 2Re and beyond. 4s If, at solar

minimum, there is less energy in hm waves (as

seems reasonable), then the proton lifetime will

increase and an appreciable flux of protons may

build up in the outer belt.

In order to organize the kind of data shown in

figurc 7 into some easily manageable form, Me-

llwain devclop(_ the B-L coordinate system 5_

where B is the scalar magnetic field and L is

a distance which, in a dipole field, is the distance

to the equator for a particular field line. It is

defined in terms of the integral invariant I in

such a way that the real earth's field is used. L

is very nearly constant along a field line, so it

can replace the commonly used equatorial radius

R0, but use real values of the earth's field. The

Explorer IV data in figure 7, when plotted in

terms of B-L coordinates, can be combined for

different geographic latitudes, longitudes, and

altitudes into the simple form shown in figure 10.

Reading down a line of constant L here corre-

sponds to going out from the earth along a field

line. This information can be transformed into

a more familiar form by using

R = Lcos2A ,

and

.V7B :_7 -I-

This R, _ presentation of the data in figure 11

has the earth's magnetic field transformed into

a dipole field, but the earth's surface now has

an odd shape.

Figure l 1 is a representation of the fluxes of

high-energy protons (Ep>30 Mev) in the inner

bclt as of 1958. It is probably accurate to within a

factor 2 over most of the range of values. The

LONGtTUOE

30" 20" 10" 0 350" 340" 330"

40'

_o" _

FIGURE ll.--High-energy-proton fluxes in the inner belt.

This is a R-h representation based on McIlwain's L

parameter, On this picture the earth's surface is bumpy,
but centered on L = 1. The fluxes are given in protons/
cm_-scc.
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picture was somewhat different in 1961; this
variation is discussed later.

In figure 11, the data from Explorer IV have
been combined with data from Pioneer III to

extend the range of B-L values covered. This,

with some extrapolations, covers the whole inner
belt. The count rates in figure 10 have been con-

verted to particle fluxes in figure 11 by the use

of the proper detector geometrical factors.

Pioneer III went out radially about 100,000
km from the earth and then returned. 12 It cut

through the inner belt twice. The 302 GM counter

on board was nearly identical in threshold to

the counter in Explorer IV; however, it had a

slightly larger geometrical factor G0=0.62.12 The

count rate curve for the reentry flight is shown in

figure 12. The section from 15,000 km inwards

is the important region for us. This shows the

nature of the outer edge of the proton belt within

about 20 degrees of the equator and, when com-
bined with Explorer IV data, allows us to make

a more complete map of the inner-belt-proton
flux.

Time Variations

The protons in the inner radiation belt show

relatively small changes in intensity with time

in contrast to the outer belt, which varies con-

los,
5 ¸

2
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_ 2
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' I '
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FIGURE 12.--True count rate of the 302 GM counter on
Pioneer III on the inbound flight. Reproduced with
permission from reference 12.

siderably, especially at the time of magnetic
storms.

Changes in the proton flux at low altitudes

were not seen even in connection with magnetic

storms on Explorer IV. 52There may be some small

time changes in the proton energy spectrum: a

small peak at about 75 Mev seemed to be present

in the proton energy spectrum measured in July

1959; 37then in October 1960 a peak was observed

at 30 Mev. a_ There is a possibility that it is the

same peak degraded in energy, and that it was

the result of neutrons produced in one polar cap

proton event. 53 There is little doubt that polar

cap protons are important in generating neutrons,

but it seems questionable whether this structure

in the trapped proton energy spectrum is the

result of polar cap protons. It now appears that

if there are changes in the spectral shape above

30 Mev, they are quite small. 32

Time changes in the inner belt have been de-

tected by the 302 GM counter on Explorer VII. 5_

It counted protons of Ep> 10 Mev and electrons

of E_>l.1 Mev. At the outer edge of the inner
belt for 1.8<L<2.2 time variations of a factor

of 3 or more are seen at the times of magnetic

storms. The changes may well be in the electron

population. For 1.5 < L < 1.8 there are small vari-

tions seen in the count rate at storm times, maybe

in the proton population or maybe not.

From November 1959 to November 1960 a

rather gradual increase of a factor of 2 in intensity

was seen in the inner part of the inner belt

(L<l.5) by Explorer VII. At least part of this

increase is expected, on two grounds: (1) the

cosmic-ray flux increases by about a factor of 2

from solar maximum to solar minimum, and (2)

the exospheric densities will decrease. The heating

of the exosphere is less at solar minimum, so that

the scale height decreases and therefore the densi-
ties decrease.

Recent calculations on the solar cycle change

of exospheric density 41 give the atomic densities

listed in Table 3. Both the slowing down loss

process and the nuclear collision loss process will

vary with these two densities. The slowing down

rate dE/dx goes as

dE
-_- _ [4 N(O) + N(He)] •
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TASLE 3.--Atomic Densities at Various Altitudes

Altitude
(kin)

1000

15OO

2000

Atomic Densities (atoms/cm 3)

Near Solar Maximum t

N(O) N(He)

7x l0 s

1.1 x 104

29O

4.4 x 10 s

i.6 x 10 s

6.2 x 104

Near Solar Minimum i +

N(O) N(He)

440

18

0

1.1 x l0 s

1.6 x 104

2800

tS =200 from Reference 41.

:tS=70 from Reference 41.

Oxygen is more important here because it has

4 times as many electrons to help in slowing

down. The nuclear collision rate C shows a

similar variation

c a [2.sN(o) + N(Hel]

The oxygen nucleus has a large cross section

for nuclear collisions (a ocA213), SO oxygen has

more collisions per nucleus than helium does.

From figure 6 we got the proton lifetime at

1000 km altitude for near solar maximum given

in Table 4. The other values in the table are ob-

tained from these 1000 km values by using density

variations in Table 3 and equation 26. The period

of the solar cycle r,c=4×10 s seconds. If the

proton lifetime is short compared to this, then

the particle population will change with changes

in source strength or loss ratc; but if the proton

lifetime is long comparcd to r,c, then the solar

cycle will be averaged out and no population

changes will occur. We see from Table 4 that

changes in low-energy particles at 1000 km will

be appreciable, but at 2000 km no changes will

occur. The factor of 2 increase in the number of

protons of Ev> 19 Mev seen by Explorer VII at

1000 km during 196054 is consistent with the in-

crease expected here on the basis of solar cycle

changes in cosmic ray flux and exospheric density.

MEDIUM-ENERGY PROTONS

Out to about L= 1.6, the proton energy spec-

trum is as shown in figure 5; but for L>1.7,

Naugle and Kniffen 35 found that for E,< 30 Mev

the spectrum showed a sharp rise above this

curve. Apparently some additional process comcs

into play to produce these protons of El,< 30 Mev

near the outer edge of the inner belt. The Naugle

and Kniffen data are given in figure 13.

A second experiment apparently saw this same

group of particles: A proton spectrometer flown

on a Scout vehicle to an altitude of 4800 km found

a large number of protons 5_ of 1 Mev <Ep<10

Mev. One part of Naugle and Kniffen's data was

TABLE 4.--Inner Belt Proton Lifetimes

Energy
(Mev)

15

4O

I00

1000 km

2.4 x 107

8.5 x 107

2.8 x IOs

Near Solar Maximum
(_c)

1500 km

3.8x 10I

1.2 x 109

4.2 x 109

2000 km

1.4 x 10 9

5.2 x 109

2.0 x 101°

Lifetime

1000 km

7.2 x IOs

2.5 x 109

8.4 x 109

At Solar Minimum

1500 km

4.8 x 109

1.7 x 101°

5.6 x 101°

2000 km

2.4 x 101°

8.4 x 10 Io

2.8 x 1011
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at 1884 km altitude at L= 1.722 and could be fit well by

@ (E) = 6.8 x lO sE -4"s protons
p cm2-sec-ster-Mev

for 10 Mev < E < 50Mev.
P

Bame, et al. _ made measurements at 4800 km at L=2.50 and got a proton flux given by

@ {E) = 2× 10eE-S'2for 1Mev < E < 2.24 Mev
P p

and

¢ (E) = 0.71 x 10eE -3"9
p

for 2.2 Mev < Ep < 7.3 Mev.

102

2

L = 1.722

L- 1.79_

Bame, et al. showed that an extrapolation of the

Naugle-Kniffen data down to 1 Mev gave moder-

ately good agreement with their data (see figure

14). Therefore, it appears that these two experi-

ments were observing the same type of particles.

What new source of particles can produce

medium-energy trapped protons only above L =

1.77 Armstrong, et al. 34 suggested that solar

6

4

1C

1884 km

29.5 ° N MAGNETIC LATITUDE

1(

6

4 _

1 I
1010 2 5 102 2

KINETIC ENERGY (Mev)

FIGURE 13.--Proton-energy spectra measured by Naugle
and Kniffen for different positions along the vehicle

trajectory. Reproduced with permission from refer-
ence 35.

1021 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910

PROTON ENERGY (Mev)

FIGURE 14.--Energy spectrum at 4800 km for protons

measured by Bame, Conner, et al. Two of the spectra

obtained by Naugle and Kniffen have been extrapolated

to lower energies and are shown. Reproduced with per-
mission from reference 55.
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protons bombarding the polar cap at the time of
solar flares should produce neutrons, and that

the decay of these neutrons then constitutes a
new source of protons. We are sure that galactic

cosmic ray protons produce neutrons which then

produce inner belt protons; so it seems very
reasonable that solar protons should similarly

produce neutrons and thereby trapped protons.

The trapped protons produced from solar pro-
tons will be different from the other trapped

protons in two ways. First, their spatial distri-
bution will be different. This is because solar

protons arrive at the earth only in the polar

regions (because of their low energy, the earth's

field prevents them from getting further from the

poles than about 55 degrees of magnetic latitude).
The inner part of the inner belt is therefore geo-

metrically shadowed from this source, so more of

thcsc neutrons can produce trapped protons near
the inside of the inner belt. Lenchek 56 has cal-

culated that no trapped protons will be produced

for L< 1.65. This is consistent with the data of

Nauglc and Kniffen. 35
The second distinctive feature of trapped pro-

tons from solar protons is that the intermediate

neutrons produced this way have lower average

energies than those from the gala(;tic cosmic ray

sourec. The solar proton energy spectrum usually

extends up past 100 Mev, but most of the pro-
toils have much lower energies. Therefore, the

neutron energy spectrum will not contain many

particles of E>50 Mev and the peak of the
neutron spectrum should be at about 1 Mev.

Lenchek 56 approximated this neutron spectrum

Sn (E) by an evaporation spectrum

Sn(E) = kEe -z/4 '

and evaluated the total flux of trapped protons

made by this process.
A l0 Mev proton that mirrors at 1500 km has

a lifetime for slowing down of about 10 years,
so this process will average over a large number
of solar events. Lcnchek estimated the time-

average solar-proton flux from data of Webber 57

to be about I0 protons/cm2-sec-ster, which is

much higher than the galactic cosmic ray flux.

Using an average atmospheric density of l03

atoms/cm 3, he obtained the trapped-proton flux

observed by Naugle and Kniffen. 35 These num-

bers seem a little extreme, but the idea seems

completely reasonable.
It appears quite reasonable from this analysis

that these low-energy protons are made from

solar protons striking the polar atmosphere. The
fact that there is a sharp inner edge on this type

of trapped radiation strongly rules against direct

solar injection or local acceleration. 56

LOW-ENERGY PROTONS

One of the most interesting recent radiation-belt

discoveries is the large flux of low-energy protons

at 1000 km. 5s On Injun, a CdS detector measurcd

a heavy ion energy flux of about 30 ergs/cm2-scc -
ster at 1000 km in the energy range of 0.5 key

to 1 mev. These particles are probably protons.

If they have an average energy of 100 key, there

is a proton flux of

5 ergs ") (1 ster)0 10 s protonscm 2-sec-ster
¢ = = 3x -

• 1 proton ] 1.6 x 10 s Mev ]

This is a quite large flux. The spatial distribution of these low-energy protons is very similar to the

distribution of high-energy inner-belt protons.
This strong similarity might be explained by: (1) the two groups of particles coming from a com-

mon source, (2) the high-energy protons generating the low-energy protons. We arc very sure the

high-energy protons are made by neutron decay. Also, slow protons produced by neutron decay do

exist. Wc can evaluate the possibility that the observed slow proton flux results from neutron decay.
Most of the neutrons in the leakage spectrum are between 100 kev and 10 Mev. Let us say that one

half of the neutron-decay events at 100 km produce protons of about ! Mev. From figure 3 we sec that

about 2 X l 0 -_2 protons/(:m:_-see will be made in thc Mev range from these decay events. If these protons
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are lost by slowing down, they must encounter 3X10 -3 gm/cm 2. In an atmosphere of n=2.5X105 0

atoms/cm 3 of oxygen (or p = 6 )10 -18 gm/cm3), and traveling at an average velocity of 5 X 108 cm/sec

during the slowing down process, a 1 Mev proton will slow down in a time r given by

cm3/ _ = 3 x 10 -_ gm
cm $

or

•7- = 106 seconds .

We get from this the equilibrium-proton flux of

®, = 2 ,, cm'-se-------_/S ,, 10' (10' see) -- 10_ cm2._ec

This is much less than the observed flux of Cp_108 so this process can not produce the observed protons.

Next, we can consider the possibility that the high-energy protons produce the low-energy protons.

This might be done by coulomb collisions with the thermal protons. We can estimate the flux produced

in this way. The cross section for coulomb collisions is

do = e4 2_sinOc°sOdO (_)Z2 ' (34)

where E is the energy of the incident particle and O is the scattering angle. For a range of values of 0,

the struck proton will have energies E, in the 0.5 kev to 1 Mev energy range given by

z, = Zsin 2e . (35)

Integrating over 0 to get the total cross section and rearranging the coefficient gives

0.5 x 10 -24 cm 2 f dsin8 0.25 x 10 -24 -1

° : z 2 j_ : (3o)(5; o.,°
for a 50 Mev incident proton. In order to get the range of Es energies indicated, we need

1 .0005
s_.n2 8m.x _ 50 and sin2 _min - SO

This gives a total cross section of _ = 2 × 10 -24 cm 2. Using a high-energy-proton flux of 104 proton/cm2-see

and a thermal proton population of 104 atoms/cm 3, we get a slow proton product in rate Sp of

S = (10_ fast pr°t°ns) / 4 Hat°ms_, x 1o-2,c°2)

S = 2 x I0-16 protons
P cm 3 -sec

-- of 0.5 key < E_ < 1 Mev.

This source strength is considerably less than neutron-decay source strength, and the proton lifetimes

will be shorter here too because the protons made are of lower average energy. Therefore, this source

produces an even smaller fraction of the observed protons and is not important.

We can ask another question. Is there enough energy in the high-energy protons to supply the low-
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energy protons by any process? Using a proton lifetime of l0 _ sec and velocity of 5 X 10 s cm/sec, we get

the energy requirement of the low-energy-proton source of

50 cm__secl 5 x l0s

The energy loss rate EL of inner-belt high-energy protons is about

EL = 50 protons x gev / I04 cm2-see 1010

erg
= 8 x I0-19_ '

em $ -see

where we have assumed an average lifetime of
10 seconds.

We see that energetically the high-energy pro-

tons cannot produce the low-energy protons by

any process. The energy in the low-energy protons
must come from some other sources that are

currently not understood. These low-energy pro-

tons are one of the most interesting mysteries of
the radiation belt.

ELECTRONS

It seems surprising, but we know a good deal
less about the electrons in the inner belt than

about those in the outer belt. One reason for

this is that the high-energy protons present ill

the inner belt tend to hide the electrons. The pro-

tons are counted with high efficiency by most

detectors and penetrate considerable amounts of

shielding. Instruments designed to count elec-

trons will usually count the protons too.

There are, however, several experiments that

have given some information about the inner
belt electrons.

Measurement of the Electron Spectrum

Several particle spectrometers have been flown

on pods on Atlas rockets, by Holly, et al. 59 to

altitudes up.to 1500 km in the inner belt near the

equator. Electrons were identified by the use of

magnetic analysis. The differential energy spec-
trum of the electrons measured here is shown in

figure 15.

The inner belt electron spectrum has also been

measured recently by a 10-channel magnetic spec-
trometer flown on Discoverer satellites at about

400 km. 6° In the Atlantic Ocean off Brazil, a

region of high count rate was observed; this

region connects to the inner belt. e_ Vernov found

that this region had a high content of protons by

comparing the count rates of a GM counter and

a scintillation counter. The spectrometer on Dis-
coverer satellites 29 and 31 had a blank channel

to count protons which were considered a back-

ground for this experiment and subtracted from
the data. The electron spectrum measured in the

South Atlantic by a Discoverer is shown in

figure 15.
The count rate here is due to inner belt elec-

trons that have come down to low altitudes at

this location because the magnetic field is weak.

This spectrum extends to higher energies and is

flatter than the Atlas pod spectrum. The dif-

ference in these two spectra is not understood;

they were not measured at the same time or

place, so a direct comparison is really not pos-

sible. The Discover spectrometer did see other

3

_2

s 'j I I _ I _,,1 I

200 400 600 800 I000

ELECTRON ENERGY (key)

1200

FIGURE 15.--Electron-energy spectra in the inner belt:
Curve A measured by Holly, Allen, and Johnson; curve
B measured by Bame, Conner, et al. (reference 55);
curve C is a calculated spectrum based on a neutron
decay source.
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typesof electronenergyspectrain otherplaces,
but neverany typeresemblingthe spectrumof
reference59. In the SouthAtlantic the only
spectrumseenis that shownin figure15.

Theenergyspectrumexpected62,63,e4in theinner
beltfromneutron_-decayelectronsisalsoshown
in figure15.Electronsare lost from the inner
beltbycoulombcollisionswhichchangethepitch
angleandcausethe particlesto diffuseout of
the losscone.The energydependenceof the
electronslifetimer ascalculatedforscatteringis65

7" c[ V p2 ,

where p=electron momentum and v=electron

velocity. The shape of the equilibrium electron

spectrum expected from neutron B-decay is simply

the shape of the j3-decay spectrum (see figure 2)

weighted by the particles' lifetimes which change

with energy as given above. This calculated spec-

trum lies between the two experimental spectra.

The situation here is not clear. It appears ex-

perimentally that the inner belt electron spectrum

may vary with space or time. But the observed

spectra do not seem to agree very well with the

spectrum calculated from neutron decay. It ap-

pears that sometimes there are electrons of E > 1.2

Mev in the inner belt. These cannot be directly

made by neutron decay. Some acceleration process

must act to produce these high-energy electrons.

It would seem that neutron decay electrons could

be accelerated most easily because they start

with relatively high energies to begin with. We

must wait for more experimental information to

make any kind of quantitative comparison with

calculations based on neutron decay.

The ElectronF|ox

There have been several measurements which

give the electron flux in the radiation belts.

None of these are for the central regions of the

inner belt, but we can interpolate what measure-

ments are available to give reasonable estimates
in the inner belt.

There are three measurements of the electron

flux at about 1000 km altitude. O'Brien, et al. _
have measured the flux of electrons of Ee>40 key

at 1000 km on the Injun satellite by using mag-
netic spectrometers. The flux thus determined

was about 105 to 106 electrons/cm_-sec-ster so,

because A12_1 ster at these altitudes, the omni-

directional flux is _e_105 to l0 s electrons/cm 2-

ster. These measurements were for L >2 so they

are not really inner-zone electron fluxes. The

electron flux of Ee:>30 key measured by Holly,

et al. 59at 980 km was about 7 × 105 electrons/cm 2-

sec. This was at 15°N latitude and is truly an

inner belt flux. Cladis, et al. e7 measured an elec-

tron flux for E>50 key of 4×106 electrons/cm _-

sec at L_2.4 using a magnetic spectrometer;

these measurements give an electron flux at 100

km of the order of 10_ electrons/cm_-sec of
E :> 40 key.

Equipment on the Explorer XII (1961v) satel-
lite has measured the electron flux in the outer

belt. 0'Brien, et aL es report fluxes going up to

10s electrons/cm2-sec of E:>40 key, but a more

typical flux G9is about 107 electrons/cm2-sec. The

electron flux is quite constant from about 50,000

km into about 10,000 km.

From this data we can guess that the electron
flux in the center of the inner belt is about l07

electrons/cm2-sec, possibly going as high as l0 s

electrons/cm_-sec.

One early measurement seemed to give infor-

mation about the inner-belt electron flux, but

this now appears incorrect.

The Explorer IV satellite carried four detectors

that detected particles of different ranges. The

particles that penetrated 1 gm/cm 2 or more of

shielding were identified as being high-energy

protons. 13

One detector on Explorer IV, the energy

scintillator, counted particles that penetrated 1.0

mg/cm 2 of shielding. A large flux, up to l0

ergs/cm2-sec-ster or more, was measured by this

detector. A tentative analysis of this experi-

ment 13suggested it was due to electrons that would

just penetrate the 1 mg/cm 2 foil of about 20 key.

This model was proposed by analogy with early

ideas about the composition of the outer belt.

Assuming the particles were 20 key, it took about

2X109 electrons/cm2-sec-ster to give the ob-

served energy flux.

But it now appears that this interpretation was

not correct. Recently, on the Injun satellite, an

energy flux of up to 100 ergs/cm2-sec of heavy

ions was measured. _ These were very probably

protons and they were in the energy range of
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0.5kevto 1Mev.Manyoftheseparticleswould
becountedby theExplorerIV energyscintillator.
It, therefore,seemslikely that this ExplorerIV
counterwascountinglow-energyprotonsandnot
electrons.

The inner-beltelectronflux expectedfrom
neutrondecayis of thesameorderof magnitude
as theobservedflux. Wentworth,et al.s5have

calculatedtheelectronlifetimefor coulombscat-
teringby solvingthe Fokker-Planckequation.
For an atmosphericHe densityat 2000km of
_=105atoms/cm 3 they get a lifetime for a 300
key electron of Te= 1.5X10 s sec. Using this life-

time and the source strength 2s of 3×10 -le elec-

trons/cm3-sec, we get an equilibrium electron
flux of

@o = (3 × i012 electr_s) (3 lo cm \× 10 --_'_) (1.5 x 10' sec)
Cnl $ - sec

electrons
107 cmZ_sec

In comparing the observations of electrons with

calculations based on the neutron-decay theory,
we find that the calculated and observed fluxes

are quite similar but that the spectra are not in as

obvious agreement. It is quite certain that

neutron-decay electrons produce a large fraction

of the trapped electrons. It is also quite certain

that acceleration processes also operate to gene-

rate the high-energy electrons.

OTHER PARTICLES

If the sun were the source of particles in the

inner radiation belt we would expect to find not

only protons but other heavier particles such as

deuterons, tritons, and lie :_and IIc 4 nuclei. The

sun contains about 15 percent He nuclei 7° and

solar cosmic rays contain about 5 percent He
nuclei. 7_The lifetime of a He 4 nuclei in the inner

belt would be about five times less than that of

a proton of the same energy because the rate of

slowing down is faster for Z=2. On this basis,

we would expect about 1 percent He 4 in the inner

belt. But experimentally not one Z = 2 track has

been found in nuclear emulsion. The total hum-

mer of particles measured in three experiments is
given in Table 5. An upper limit of the a flux is

0.1 :t:0.05 percent of the proton flux in the energy

interval 125 to 185 Mev. 3s This quite clearly

shows that the sun contributes few, if any, of the

heavy particles in the inner belt.

A few deuterons and tritons (roughly ½ per-

cent each) were found in the emulsion experi-

ments as is shown in Table 5. These particle

fluxes can be explained 33 as being the result of

nuclear collisions of trapped protons with O and

N nuclei in the very thin atmosphere present at

radiation belt altitudes. No heavy particles have
been observed in the inner belt that cannot be

understood by the neutron-decay source.

CONCLUSIONS

From the foregoing discussion we can draw the

following conclusions about the inner radiation
belt:

The high-energy protons (E_, > 30 Mev) result

from galactic cosmic-ray production of neutrons

TABLE 5.--Measurements on Trapped Heavy Particles

Experiment

'reden and White, May 1959 (reference 33) ..................
_rmstrong, et al., July 1959 (reference 34) ...................
leckman and Armstrong, October 1960 (reference 36) .........

Total ..............................................

No. of

protons

243
477
301

1021

No. of

deuterons
No. of
tritons

No. of

alphas
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in the earth's atmosphere and the subsequent

escape and decay of these neutrons. Both the

energy spectrum and the intensity of the trapped

protons are completely consistent with this inter-

pretation. The time variations observed in this

proton population are understood well in terms

of solar-cycle variations in the exosphere density

and of cosmic-ray flux.

The spatial distribution of these protons also

seems reasonable on the basis of neutron decay

injection. Protons are lost from the belt by slow-

ing down. Increasing density of air limits the

lower edge of the belt, and the changes in altitude

of the lower edge with longitude are due to chm,,ges

in the strength of the earth's field. The belt's

outer edge is probably controlled by hydromag-

magnetic waves which change the protons' mag-

netic moment and scatter them into the atmos-

phere. As far as we know now, these protons are

made from neutrons and from no other sources.

Medium-energy protons (5 Mev < ET, < 30 Mev)

seem to be made from neutron decay by two dif-

ferent processes: In the inner part of the inner

belt, for L < 1.6 where the spectrum is rather flat,

the protons are quite certainly due to neutrons

made by galactic cosmic-ray protons. Out farther,

for L > 1.7, the steeper spectrum and larger fluxes

are quite certainly due to the decay of neutrons

made by solar protons striking the polar regions

at the times of some solar flares.

The newly discovered low-energy protons (0.5

kev<E,< 1 Mev) might either be made by some

quite new and different and not understood source,

or they might be accelerated from a lower-energy

source (such as slow neutron-decay protons or

knock-on protons) to the observed energies. One

thing is quite certain: neutron-decay protons do

not supply a large fraction of the total energy in

these protons directly.

The origin of the trapped electrons in the inner

belt is not as well established because there have

been few experiments to study their character-

istics. The flux is not known to an order of mag-

nitude and the spectrum is also uncertain, but

it would appear that the energy spectrum goes

up past 1 Mev and the flux is of the order 107

electrons/cm2-sec. From neutrons we would ex-

pect a flux of about l07 and a spectrum ending

at 780 kev. The high-energy electrons (E>780

kev) are not produced by neutron decay directly,

but it would seem that some acceleration processes

operating on neutron-decay electrons to increase

their energy is the most probable source mech-

anism for these electrons. If we use an accelerat-

ing process operating on low-energy electrons to

generate the observed electrons, the require-

ments on the accelerating process are consider-

ably increased.

Our conclusion is that the inner-belt protons

of E>5 Mev are produced by neutron decay

from galactic and solar protons, but the E< 1 Mev

protons are of different and unknown origin. The

inner-belt electrons are probably made by a com-

bination of neutron decay and some uncertain

acceleration process.
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LIFETIME AND TIME HISTORIES OF TRAPPED
RADIATION BELT PARTICLES

WILMOT N. HESS

Goddard Space Flight Center

In this paper recent advances in understanding the lifetimes of trapped radiation belt particles
are surveycd. The problem of particle lifetimes has been one of the most imp.ortant and perplexing
in radiation belt work for several years. As a result of the past year's work, a good deal more is
known about the natural Van Allen radiation belt and also the characteristics of the artificial belts
produced by high altitude nuclear explosions. This increased knowledge is based ell both ot)serva-
tions and calculations of the artificial belts and Van Allen belt. This better understanding of particle
lifetimes is a substantial step forward in forming an overall picture of the radiation belt in that we
now have a basis for selecting sourcc and loss processes more realistically and therefore making
bet_r models of the belt.

Electron lifetimes based on data collected from the high altitude explosions of the U.S. and
U.S.S.R., and proton lifetimes in the Vall Allen belt are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The first of the four radiation belts made in

1962 resulted from the explosion of a 1.4 megaton

nuclear beret) by thc U.S. 400 km above Johnston

Island ill the l)acifi( ' on July 9. This generated a

new belt of trapped electrons resulting mainly

from the decay of fission fragments, but possibly

involving other processes as well. Measurements

by Injun, 196102, _ which had been in orbit about

a year, showed clearly that at 1000 km a marked in-
crease in electron flux occurred. A GM counter on

In jan shielded with about 4 gm/cm _of Pb, count-

ing electrons of several Mev via bremsstrahlung,

mapped out the high energy electron distribution

in space up to 1000 kin. A GM counter on Traac,

1961a_/2,'-' shielded by 0.66 gm/cm _ and counting

electrons of E> 1.6 Mev also observed the early

effects and mapped the particle distribution. A

GM counter on Ariel, 1962ol,3 showed that the

explosion produced high energy electrons out to

L_5. The most complete mapping of the belt

was made by Telstar, 19(i2a,l,4 which went con-

siderably higher than the others to an apogee of

5630 km. Telstar unfortunately did not get

launched until the day after the explosion. Telstar

had a four channel solid state detector counting

electrons out past L = 2.

Comparing the several detector count rates at
about 1000 km showed that the new electrons

had roughly an equilit)rium fission energy spec-

trum identifying them as coming from 13-decay of

fission fragmcnts, a
The difference between the more extensive

Telstar flux map and the Injun flux map has

caused some questions in the past, but it is starting
to be understood now in terms of variations of the

electron energy with L. Both the ]njun and Tel-
star contours arc correct, but they must be inter-

preted in terms of different energy electrons.
Most of the information about the electron

lifetimes obtained recently has come from watch-

ing the decay of this population of particles from
Starfish.

L> 1.7

For L < 1.7 the decay of the electrons introduced

by the Starfish explosion is quite slow and appears

to be controlled by the atmosphere. Coulomb

scattering of thc electrons by the atmospheric

atoms will result in changing the direction of

978
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motion of the electron and therefore changing i_-- -- - _ -7the pitch angle, _(the angle between B and v, 1.a_ io-

the electron velocity). This scattering will result lo-1__,,.___ __,-_ __ N_Jin changing the mirror point altitude. This can

be seen from inspection of the mirror equation 10_2L___ _ "_÷. _oo J

T : • I _ \ \1

If at some point with magnetic field B, the pitch i 10-3[ :_.l x,O'-_._+ to____ \J

angle a is changed' then B_ the value °f the mag- i ) ___I
netic field at the mirror point is also changed. 10-'

This means the mirror altitude is changed. A

series of Coulomb scatters will move a particle _ 10-5_ \\\ \ \

mirror point up and down a field line, but out of _ GROUPh E=0.75 MEV __
this process a net loss of particles into the atmos-

phere will occur. This loss can be understood ,0-_[, _u_l
/ /

lO-7J ! I I ! I I I I
.16 .17 .18 .19 .20 .21 .22 .23

B (gauss)

FIGURE2.1Calculated number density of E=0.75 Mev
electrons for L = 1.25 for various times after injection
(reference 2).

10-1 I

1.3x I0-5

10-2 ..... ,.e 1

FIGURE l.--The steady state model of the radiation belt. ..0 -_ ÷

,,_ o .¢ o\
physically at low altitu des. If a scatter occurs z a., x ,0' "-_ " "_ Xf_,,,"_'_. __÷ o_ _.._,,_\_\

vary near a particle's mirror point, it can only -_ ,0-' _,_+k_o_ _ "k\t
lower the mirror point. At, and only at, the mirror

point the particle's motion is perpendicular to the _ __ _ \_

field line s° any scattering at this p°int either uP ! _°s _____

or down which makes the motion not perpendicu-

lar to the filed line can only lower the mirror _ 10_6
point (figure 1).

The effect of repeated Coulomb collisions can GROUPs: _=3.7s \ \ \ \ !

be calculated by using a Fokker-Plank equation G 10-7 OVANALLENDATA _'_k\ t\ _lk/I
which describes how a distribution of particles

U(B, t, E) in a tube of force changes with time as l°-_ • _17 . 118 , _19 ._10 .2|

the result of Coulomb collisions:

_u

, -__B--_

.22 .23

B (gauss)

FmURE 3.--Calculated number density of E=3.75 Mev
electrons for L = 1.25 for various times after injection
(reference 7). The dotted curve labeled Van Alien
Data is a smooth curve drawn through the Injun data
(reference 1) and is for t_-_105see.
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FIGU_ 4.--Experimental decay curves of the Starfish
electrons for 1.25<L <1.35 from Injun I and Injun III
(reference 9).

Where the terms in ( ) are the average time

rates of time of the quantities. This has been

integrated on a computer. 7 A tube of force is

divided into 100 space cells of equal AB and the

fission energy spectrum into 9 groups and an

intial mirror point distribution is selected. The

( ) terms are evaluated for each cell and group

by averaging the scattering events over a bounce

period. In doing this the atmospheric model

taken to calculate the scattering was that of Harris
and Priester 8 averaged in local time and in 1ongi-

TIME (days)

290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 5 15 25

L • 1.30"-*-1.35

lo7 (1)

i061_: . . "-'. _ :-'. ., B " . 170 '-_'. 190

10.:_ L = 1.40--,-1.45

106, (2) B= .180.---,200

105 -._T_-,_. .. .--.
_1Jk J

10 4 L = 1.50..-_-1.60
(3)

l0 s B : . 190_.220

.......... .
_ I04

,,_ 10 :_

__ i05
L : 1.60_1.65

(4)
B = .200_.230

I I 1 I 1 1.. I I I
800 10(30 1200 1400 1600

104 ",,_-._..-_.*," .w.-_-,..'-

I0 t _ i I i
200 400 600

PASSES AFTER LAUNCH

FIaURE 5.--Experimental decay curves of the Starfish
electrons for Alouette (reference 10).

rude. The variation of the particles' altitude with

longitude is quite important in doing this average.

Then the equation is integrated a time step, dr,

first for scattering and then for energy loss, and

the process repeated a large number of times in

order to see the distribution change.

The time history of the population for L = 1.25

is shown in figure 2 for E = 0.75 Mev and in figure

3 for E=3.75 Mev. As is expected, the first

particles to be lost are the ones at high B (or low

altitude). Gradually the decay rate slows and the

spatial distribution eventually reaches an equilib-

rium shape. For the equilibrium situation, scatter-

ing down the line is nearly balanced by scattering

up the line so the decay proceeds slowly, being

dominated by the scattering rate at the equator.

Van Allen, Frank and O'Brien 9 on Injun I and

Injun III (1962f_r2) have measured the decay of

the Starfish electrons over a period of 4000 hrs

I I-- A= 1.3x 10-5 sec

t

B = 4.9 x 10 3

A S

C= 1.1x I0

10"1 D'__ D= 2"7x10:s

E'-_,.._,_'_ E . 7-6x 10s

_ ,o-,[
,o,

10-4
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ELECTRON ENERGY (Mev)

FIGURE6.--The calculated electron energy spectrum for
L = 1.18 and B =0.20 at various times after injection of
a fission spectrum (reference 7).

(figure 4). Also, McDiarmid, Burrows, Budzinski

and Rose _°have measured the dccay of the Starfish

electrons of E>3.9 Mev by a GM counter on the

Alouette satellite and this is shown in figure 5.

They find a decay constant of about 550 days for
B=0.18 and L= 1.32. The characteristics of the

experimentally observed decay agreed with that

which is expected from atmospheric decay.

During the process of atmospheric scattering
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theenergyspectrumoftheelectronschanges.The
lowerenergyelectronsaremoreeasilyscattered
andthereforelostfirst.Becauseofthis,thefission
energyspectrumhardenswith time until an
equilibriumspectrumis developedwhichhasa
peakat about 1.5 Mev. This process of spectral

change is shown in figure 6 for L= 1.18, as calcu-

lated by Welch, Kaufmann and Hess. 7

L> 1.7

The time history of the electrons for large L

values after Starfish is quite different than for
L < 1.7. The solid state detector on Telstar count-

ing electrons of E_-_0.5 Mev showed the time

history given in figure 711 starting on July 10,

which was the Telstar launch day and the day

after Starfish. These decay curves are each for a

narrow range of B of about 0.60 gauss. Figure 7

shows very clearly the time decay of a transient

particle population down to something resem-

bling a steady state population in a period of about

three months. So even though Telstar did not

observe the partiCle populations before the Star-

fish event, one can tell from its record that a large

transient population was produced out past L-- 2.5
at about the time of Starfish.

Brown and Gabbe 4 calculated decay constants

for L > 2.0 based on the initial slopes of the figure

7 decay curves. Figure 8 shows values of the decay
constant r at different L values. At L_2.5 the

electron's mean life is only a few days. This is

_x,,,_._ "_'_,, <2.. ----_'-"
_ 107 I_ _1 _ _

i,0:

, t [ L"
190 210 230 25O 270 290

OA¥, t902

FIGURE 7.--Experimental time histories of electrons of
E_0.5 Mev as measured by Telstar (reference 11) for
L> 1.7 starting on July 10, 1962.

16

12-

10--

o

l l l I
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

L (earth radii)

FIGURE 8.--Experimental decay constants for Starfish
electrons as measured in July 1962 by Telstar (refer-
ence 4).

very different from the particle lifetime of years

at L_l.4. For L>1.7 the decay rate gets

markedly shorter than values expected from

atmospheric decay. In figure 8 the increase in r for

L> 3 may not be physically real, but may result

from the fact that not many new particles were

injected at these large L values by Starfish. In a

region where no particles were added and a steady

state population existed there would be no decay
observed and r--* _.

There is no good explanation as to why the
electron lifetimes are so short for L>1.7. The

process responsible for this seems to have a quite

sudden onset at L_1.7, and by L_2.2, the elec-

tron lifetimes has been decreased roughly three

orders of magnitude from that expected from

atmospheric decay. The best candidate for this

loss process is magnetic scattering. Welch and

Whitaker 12suggested that magnetic disturbances

might break down the first adiabatic invariant

and the particles would be magnetically scattered

and lost. This requires frequencies of the disturb-

ances of nearly a megacycle. Parker 13 has sug-

gested that breakdown of the longitudinal invar-

iant due to magnetic disturbances moving the
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|o
0.03 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

B (gauss)

FIGURE 9.--Experimental time histories of electrons of

E>l.9 Mev from Explorer XV (reference 11) for

L=1.75. The triangles are for October 28 through 31

before the third U.S.S.R. explosion.

particles mirror point would remove particles from
the belt. This effect can be caused by waves of a

few cps and therefore might be easier to make
work. But whether such a process would have the
sharp variation with L observed is uncertain.

There is now no quantitative explanation for the
short lifetime.

Brown and Gabbe n also observed the particles

t

_o

x

..J

z
o

u
w
t_

o

z

o

107

i0 6

10 5

0,02 0,03 0.05 0.10 0.15

B (gauss)

FI(_URE ]O.--Experimental time histories of electrons of

E> 1.9 Mev from Explorer XV (reference 4) for L---2.0.

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 O. I

B /g_u_)

FZaURE ll.--Experimental time histories of electrons of

E> 1.9 Mev from Explorer XV (reference 4) for L =2.4.

injected into the belt by the three USSR high
altitude nuclear explosions of October 22, October
23, and November l, 1962. Their instrumcnts on
Telstar studied the three explosions. Also, their
instruments on the Explorer XV (1!)(i2_2) satel-
lite launched on October 27 observcd the. ()etcher

28 and Novelnber 1 USSR explosions. The time
histories for this period for their detector of E> 1.9
Mcv on Explorer XV are shown in figures 9, 10,
and l l for L=l.75, 2.0 and 2.4 respectively.
These time histories show a quite similar decay
to the Telstar decay curves after Starfish. There
is an initial redistribution of the flux along a field
line for the low L lines followed by a decay with
rather similar T values to figure 8. It se.ems that

this decay is due to a usual condition in the mag-
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netosphere and does not depend upon solar storms
or other occasional events although such events

may also be important.

PROTONS

It is well established that the high energy

protons in the inner belt have long lifetimes.
Freden and White TM in an analysis of proton tracks

in emulsion stacks deduced the proton lifetimes

shown in figure 12. But in spite of these long life-

times, time changes have been seen in the heart of

the inner belt. At L= 1.3 a gradual increase of a

factor of three in the protons flux was observed

during the year 1960.1_ This flux change can be

understood in terms of the change in exospheric

density during the solar cycle. 16 We have calcu-

lated the solar cycle changes expected for L = 1.25
for several values of B.26 We start with the contin-

uity equation :17

_ IN dZdx 1dN(E_dt= S(E) - L(E) + _ (E) _xx_ ,

but we willnot assume equilibrium,so

dN(Z) t 0dt

For the source term S(E) we use the energy data

from Hess, Canfield and Lingenfelted s and the

4 x 108

1 x 10 8

_' 4 × 10 7

1 x 10 7

4x t0

10

I I I I IIlIi I I [ I I III
40 1O0 400 1000

PROTON KINETIC ENERGY (Mev)

FIGURE 12.--Decay constants of high energy Van Allen
belt protons calculated by Freden and White (refer-
ence 14).

"F
10

},

ol

FIRSTCYCLE

oo, " _ ,_o ,_o _o

25Mev I

500 Me_

TENTH CYCLE

ii / _11_ 118o 122o 1216o

TIME{too)

FIGURE 13.--Time histories of protons of different ener-
gies for L= 1.25, B=0.209, hmin=400 km starting from
no flux and following the flux buildup through the 1st
solar cycle and also the tenth solar cycle (Blanchard
and Hess, 1963, reference 26).

time behavior from McDonald and Webber: _9

• 8E-2. o
S(E) - f(t) .

_v.r

For the loss term, following Freden and White, 14
we take

L = N(E)/) in i ¢r i

i

where ni is the atomic density of component i

and zi is the inelastic cross section of component i.

We take the rate of energy loss,

dE (_eA d*
= \p.)dx N

where (dE/dx)N is the energy loss rate for NTP
air of density PN given in Aron, Hoffman, and Wil-

liams 2° and p is the actual average atmospheric

density encountered by the protons. We have

used the Harris and Priester s atmosphere and

have averaged itl local £ime and in longitude for

each value of B and L and averaged along the

bounce of the particle. These average densities

p vary with time of t h e solar cycle.
Using this',p(t) we have calculated N(E, t) from

the equation for dN(E)/dt. Plots of N(E, t) are

shown in figure 13 for several energie_ starting

from N = 0 at t = 0. For high altitude >.2000 km

the time variations are snmll because the protons
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high energy protons by some process related to the

explosion. This increase in proton population was

temporary and the flux decayed back to the steady

state value in a few months. Filz, Holeman, and

Yagoda give the time for the 55 Mev protons to

decay by a factor of l0 at 420 km as 110 days or a

mean life T_-_5 X 106 sec.

If we assume most of the flux was encountered

in the South Atlantic magnetic anomaly at

B=0.210, L_l.3 and using the Harris and

Priester S=100 averaged atmospheric density

p= 106, we vet the lifetime for a 70 Mev proton

from Freden and White: 1_

_ 7.Sx 10l° Elsl : 2x 107 sec .
_" p

FIGURE 14.--The proton energy spectrum at solar max
and solar rain for L=1.25, B=0.199, hmin=500 km.

The dashed curves are the spectra that would exist if
the solar max and solar min atmospheres existed for

long enough times for the problem to come to equi-
librium (Blanchard and Hess, 1963, reference 26).

lifetime is long compared to the solar cycle. For

low altitudes >200 km the atmosphere does not

change much with the solar cycle, so no large

flux variations are seen. But for middle altitudes

imPortant changes do take place. The energy

spectrum also changes significantly during the

solar cycle. Figure 14 shows the spectrum at solar

maxinmm and solar minimum for B =0.199. Fig-

ure 15 shows the amplitude of the solar cycle

flux variation for L = 1.25 for values of B and E.

These fluctuations must take place if the protons

have long lives because we know the exospheric

density changes with time. The details of the

changes will depend on the detailed characteristics

of the atmosphere. The Harris and Priester atmos-

phere gives the best current values of the effect.

There is not currently available very complete

experimental information to use to compare with

these calculations. When such data becomes

availble it may help improve the understanding

of the upper atmosphere.

Filz, Holeman, and Yagoda 2_ have analyzed

nuclear emulsions flown on several low altitude

satellites and found that the proton flux for Ep> 55

Mev was increased about a factor of 5 at 400 km

shortly after Starfish. This is probably due to a

redistribution of a small fraction of the trapped

This gives only fair agreement with the experi-

mental proton lifetime. It is also uncertain

whether the decay at different altitudes proceeded

at different rates, as it should according to the

theory.

It is well established that cosmic ray neutrons

produce the high energy protons in the inner Van

Allen zone. Measurements show that these high

energy protons are not present in the outer zone

although there the neutron source will still make

them. Some additional loss process nmst operate

to remove them more rapidly from the outer zone

than from the inner zone. Garmire 22 has recently

analyzed the count rate of the Cerenkov counter

on the Explorer XI (1961vl) satellite to study

o 2:

O.7l

019

0.17

016

- 2O0

_0 _o

L I I I
_o _oo i_ _oo 2_o

ENERGY _Me_

FIGURE 15.--The amplitude of the solar min/solar max

flux ratio for protons of different energies at different
values of B for L=1.25 (Blanchard and Hess, 1963,

reference 26).
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protons of E_> 350 Mev. This is part of the detec-

tor used to study high energy v-rays in space,

but it also responds to trapped high energy pro-

tons. Garmire compared his count-rate contours

with those of McIlwain 23 for E_>43 Mev to show

that there are relatively fewer high energy pro-

tons at large L values. One process which could

produce such a situation would be a breakdown

of the first adiabatic invariant J_ involving the

constancy of the particles magnetic moment.

Welch and Whitaker 12 first suggested that hydro-

magnetic waves might break down this invariant.

Lenchek and Singer 24 following calculations of

Garren, et al? 5 proposed that for high enough

energy protons in a static dipole field the Alfven

approximation might not hold and the particles
would be lost.

Garmire 22 has numerically computed trapped-

10,

1.0

0.1
.0

I 1 I
1.2 1.4 1.6

L (earth radii)

1.8

FmtraE 16.---Computed values of the cutoff energy Ec for
high energy trapped protons for a dipole field and for a
Finch and Leaton field (reference 22).

proton orbits in a dipole field and also in a Finch
and Leaton field and has obtained an effective

cutoff energy for trapped protons in both fields as

a function of position in the field (figure 16). It

happens, interestingly, that the cutoff energies

are considerably lower for the Finch and I_aton

field. Garmire's comparison of the cutoff energy

calculations with the experimental data shows

that this process of the breakdown of J_ very

likely contributes to the loss of high energy protons

at large L. This might even be the sole loss process
if the variation with L is rapid enough. If this

process is responsible for the loss of high energy

outer zone protons then the outer edge of the

inner zone should not change appreciably with
time in the solar cycle because this loss process is

not time dependent.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Last year, for the first time, we have obtained

definitive information on trapped electron life-
times:

1. For L< 1.7 the dominant loss process is at-

mospheric scattering and the particle lifetimes are

long. At L = 1.3 the electron's mean life is about

a year. The scattering process creates an equilib-

rium flux distribution along a field line and an

equilibrium energy spectrum;

2. For L> 1.7 the electrons' lifetimes get much

shorter than that expected from atmospheric scat-

tering. At L = 2.5 the electrons mean life is about

one week. The loss appears to be gradual in time

and an equilibrium flux distribution appears for

1.7 <L <2.5. The nature of the loss process oper-

ating here is not understood.

New information also helps understanding of

proton time histories. Inner zone protons made by

neutron decay have long lifetimes, but they will

show time changes too:

3. At several hundred kilometers altitude cal-

culations show that the proton population should

change more than an order of magnitude during

the solar cycle due mostly to changes in the ex-

ospheric density. This process also changes the

proton energy spectrum. At high altitudes the

proton lifetime is long compared to the solar

cycle and the effect is averaged out. Fragmentary

experimental information tends to confirm this.
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4. A direct measurement at 420 km of the life-

time of E>55 Mev protons displayed by the

Starfish explosion agrees only fairly well with the

lifetime value calculated on the basis of atmos-

pheric slowing down.

5. High energy protons do not appear in the

outer zone. Calculations show now that they may

be lost because their StSrmer orbits are not

trapped. The non-dipolar nature of the field is im-

portant in carrying out these calculations. The

result of the calculations agrees reasonably well

with experimental data from Explorer XI. This

loss process would be constant in time and so the

outer edge of the inner belt should not vary much

during the solar cycle.
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NEUTRONS IN SPACE

WILMOT N. HESS

Goddard Space Flight Center

The various neutron sources in the solar system are discussed. Because of the neutrons' half-

life, very few neutrons come into the solar system from outside. Cosmic rays interacting with the

atmosphere or surface of the planets are the major neutron source near the planets. Studies of the

neutron energy spectrum can give some information about the chemical composition of the planets.

The sun is a source of neutrons from several processes. Thermonuclear burn in the corona and

leakage from the burning cone do not seem to be important sources, but a significant number of

neutrons may result from high energy protons accelerated in flares on the sun.

INTRODUCTION

First, a review of the production process used

to explain neutrons in the earth's atmosphere will

be given. These neutrons must be produced close

by. Since the lifetime of the neutron is only about

10 mim_tes, neutrons cannot be made outside the

solar system and still be observed at the earth.

The process that generates neutrons in the atmos-

phere is the interaction of cosmic ray protons

with oxygen and nitrogen nuclei. Neutrons in
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ENERGY

Fmv_E 1.--The equilibrium neutron flux versus energy

at different depths in the atmosphere for geomagnetic

latitude X=44 °. The energy spectra for 200 to 1030

gm/cm _ are experimental values; for depths less than

200 gm/cmi the spectra are calculated. The shapes of

the two neutron source spectra are also shown.

the energy range from about 0.1 to 5 Mev are

made by evaporation, and higher energy neutrons

are made by knock-on events. These neutrons

slow down by collisions with nuclei, and an

equilibrium spectrum is built up. 1 The equilib-

rium neutron energy spectrum measured in the

atmosphere is shown in figure 1. By using neutron

diffusion theory, the energy spectrum _)(E) at

all altitudes has been calculated ;_ and the neutron

leakage flux J(E) is obtained by

8_01E)
J(E) = D_"

Summing over energy, we get the expected leak-

age neutron flux J in space, at geomagnetic lati-

tude _:

J

(neutrons/em a -see) (deg)

0.2 0

1.5 90

The energy spectrum of these leakage neutrons

at different distances from the earth is shown in

figure 2.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE NEUTRON FLUX

There have been several experiments that meas-

ured the neutron flux in space near the earth. A

moderated BF_ counter was flown on an Atlas

987
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rocket capsule about two years ago and mcasured

a flux of 1.5 neutrons/cmLsec at about 40°X and

200 km altitude_--about twice as large as the

calculated leakage flux at this location. This dif-

ference is probably due to (p, n) evcnts in the

capsule. Protons striking the capsule will generate

neutrons, some of which will be counted. Thcse

give an undesirable background, which needs to
be eliminated.

A second BF3 experiment was performed on an
Atlas rocket that flew about three hours after

the start on the November 15, 1960, flare. At
this time sea level neutron monitors showed a

large influx of solar particles. The neutron flux

found on this flight was about three times larger

than on the firstflight and indicated that a new

source of neutrons" is present--very likely re-

lated to the solar proton influx. We will return
to this point.

A third BFa Atlas experiment, which has not
yet been completely analyzed, shows a neutron

flux similar to the first flight. This third flight

was made during a quiet time, so the flux meas-

ured on the first and third flights can be con-

sidered a quiet time neutron flux due to galactic

cosmic rays.

A recent experiment by Pieper TM on the TRAAC

satellite, using moderated solid state detcctors,
showed somewhat smaller fluxes than those meas-

ured by the BF3 detectors--smaller by a factor
of about 2.

All these measurements are plagued by back-

ground troubles, l)rotons striking the ncutron

detector will generate neutrons that can be

counted with a reasonable efficiency, and protons

striking the vehicle carrying the detector will

generate neutrons that also can be counted. These

two backgrounds are considered separately be-

cause they can be eliminated by different experi-

mental techniques. The backgromid due to (p, n)

events in the detector has been eliminated by

using a moderated neutron detector where the
moderator is a scintillator.

A system of this type recently was flown on
two Discoverer satellites. An anticoincidence

circuit rejects all neutrons made by protons in
the detector. A chance coincidence circuit in-

sures that the count rates arc not so high that the

anticoincidence circuit will not work correctly.

The Discoverer satellite flies in a polar orbit at

roughly 400 km altitude, so that a complete

latitude and longitude survey of the neutron flux
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canbeobtainedin thisway.A neutronflux of
about0.3neutron/cm2-secwasmeasuredat the
equatorand about 3 neutrons/cm_-secat the
pole.Thesevaluesareconsistentwith theAtlas
dataand areabouttwo timeslargerthan the
calculatedleakageneutronflux. The problem
hereisthatverylikelythebackgroundofneutrons
madein the vehicle,whicharecountedby the
detector,hasnotbeentakencareoforeliminated.
Currentlytwomethodsarebeingusedto getat
this background:calculatingit approximately,
andalsomeasuringit indirectly.Thesemethods
shouldgivea reasonableestimateof the back-
ground,but theproperwayto dealwith it is to
eliminateit by placingthe detectoronan arm
far enoughawayfrom the vehiclesothat the
backgroundis negligible.This,coupledwith the
scintillatormoderator,shouldeliminateall back-
grounds.Suchdetectorswillbeflownin thefuture.

NEUTRONS FROM SOLAR PROTONS

Protons coming to the polar caps of the earth

from the sun at the times of certain flares provide

another source of neutrons. 4 These solar protons
will generate neutrons by collisions with O and N

nuclei in the same way that galactic cosmic rays
do; this can be a quite strong source of neutrons.

A large solar proton event might bring !05

protons/cm2-sec to the polar caps, which may

make l04 neutrons/cm_-sec or more leaking out

of the polar atmosphere.'If this proton event lasts

for 104 seconds, it will produce about as many

neutrons in this short time as galactic cosmic
rays do in 1 year.

Two characteristics of these polar neutrons are

different from those produced by galactic cosmic

rays: They will be of lower energy because the

solar protons are mostly of E<100 Mev; and,

also, they are restricted in their spatial distri-

bution. They will be generated from roughly

= 60 ° to 90 °, so they cannot be observed at the
equator at low altitude because the earth is in

the way. At _,--40 ° at 500 km, where the Atlas

measurement was on November 15, 1960, only
the edge of the production region can be seen.

The enhanced flux observed by this experiment

is quite certainly polar neutrons. But, if the ex-

periment had been conducted at _ = 60 ° or more,

the effect should have been much larger. It is

important to try to determine the properties of

these polar neutrons accurately because they may
play a very important role in the formation of

the outer radiation belt. They may be as much

as one hundred times more important a source

for the outer belt than are the neutrons produced

by galactic cosmic rays. 5 Time variations seen in

the inner belt, L_2, may be due to particles

trapped from the decay of polar neutrons.

NEUTRONS FROM THE MOON AND PLANETS

Neutrons will be generated by cosmic rays

striking the surface of the moon) This source

will be stronger than in the earth's atmosphere for

three reasons: First, the moon has a very weak

magnetic field, and thus low energy cosmic rays
can reach it. Second, the neutro_ production takes

place in a heavier material and, because the cross
section for neutron production increases with

atomic weight A, more neutrons will be made on

the moon. Third, 7r-mesons made by high energy
reactions can interact to make more neutrons on

the moon. In the atmosphere of the earth the

_r-mesons all decay to _-mesons before interacting,
so that no neutrons are made by _-mesons on the

earth. The combination of these effects increases

the neutron flux by a factor of about 10.

An interesting possibility, related to the leak-

age neutrons, exists on the inoon. The shape of

the energy spectrum of the leakage neutrons de-

pends quite sensitively on the amount of hydrogen

present, as H is a very powerful neutron modera-

tor. If H is present on the moon, the Mev neutrons

are rapidly slowed down to thermal energies and

a thermal peak is produced. By measuring the

shape of the spectrum, a reasonable estimate of

the hydrogen can be made. The presence or

absence of H is quite important in understanding

the origin and history of the moon.

Galactic cosmic rays make neutrons in the

atmosphere of Venus also. 7 Venus' atmosphere is

known to be composed of COs with very small

amounts of H20 and CO present. Nitrogen may

or may not be there; this is not known. The energy

spectrum of the neutrons in the Venusian atmos-

phere will be changed if N is there. Neither C

nor O are good neutron absorbers, but N is; so

the population of thermal neutrons will be less-

ened by the presence of N. This might be one
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wayof measuringtheamountof N'in theVen-
usianatmosphere.

NEUTRONS FROM THE SUN

The sun will be a source of neutrons from several

processes. First, there will be the usual neutrons

made by galactic cosmic ray protons. Since the

sun has only about 10 percent helium, this

neutron source will be considerably weaker for the

sun than for the earth. The cosmic ray protons

will not generate many neutrons from interacting

with the hydrogen in the sun because the thresh-

old for the process

p + p-----_ 77+ + n + p

is for a proton energy of about 300 Mev. Even

above this energy, the cross section for this re-

action is small. Thus this cosmic ray neutron

source is not important in our considerations.
Another source of neutrons on the sun is

thermonuclear reactions in the corona. The corona

has a temperature of about l06 °K, or the particle

energies are about 100 ev. There is a ratio of

about 5 X 10-_ of D/H atoms, s and we will expect

some reactions of the type

D + D----> n + He 3 .

There is so little tritium that reactions involving

it are probably not important. The cross section

for the DD reaction is dominated by the coulomb

barrier penetration term. The cross section times

velocity, averaged over a Maxwellian velocity

distribution, 9 is given as

<_v> = 2.6× 10 -1' t -2/3 exp [-18.76t -1/_]

= .4 × 10 -s° cm 3 'sec for a temperature of 10_°K.

The reaction note R for this process is given by

n 2

R : -_- <cTv> react ions /cm3-sec,

where n is the number density of D atoms. Assuming that n=no(R/RQ)-", we can write the total

production P of neutrons in the corona as

p = RdY : jk_-kRo] <c_v>477R2dR neutrons/sec ,

where k isthe neutron yieldper DD reaction.The value ofk isabout ½ because the probabilitiesofthe

two possiblereactions,

D + D----> n + He 3

and

D ÷ D-----> p + H 3 ,

are essentially equal.

Evaluating n0=2X 10s and rn =7.5 for the known electron densities in the corona, _° we then get
for the neutron flux at the earth:

p kno2 <_v> 2_R 2

¢ = "-A - 4nR_(_-3) - 5 x 10"1° neutron/cm2.sec ,

where R° is the earth-sun distance. This number is very small and cannot be measured. Reactions below

the corona of the sun are not important because the temperature rapidly goes down to l04 °K and
the reaction rate becomes vanishingly small.
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Whena bigflarecomesalong,theremaybean importantnumberof thermonuclearneutronsin
theregionof thecoronaabovetheflare.Thetemperatureofthecoronasometimesincreasesto about
3X106°K, accordingto softx-raydataof Friedman.11TheD/H ratiocanincreaseto _o,accordingto
Goldberg,12at thetimeof a flare--muchlargerthanthe quiet-timevalueof 5X10-5usedherefrom
Severnyi.sFromthesefactors,

3 .1 )2 (.3)-2/3exp [_18.76(.3)-1/al =x 10-s (.1)-2/3exp [_18.76( 1)_1/3] 1.Ix 1012 .

The flare may cover an area of 10 -4 of the sun's distance, which will give an additional neutron flux
at the earth of

dO = (S x 10-10)(1.1 x 10 12 ) x 10 -4 = 6 x 10 -2 neutron/cm2-sec •

If the density in a condensation above a flare went up by a factor of 100, the flux would be measurable;

but this process does not seem normally to be a big neutron source. There is some evidence for thermo-

nuclear reactions in flares on the sun in the work of Fireman, 13who analyzed the Discoverer 17 vehicle

that flew during a flare and found excess tritium; but, for now, we will pass over this source.

Next we should consider the possibility that neutrons from inside the sun, made in the burning

region, can get to the surface. Fowler 14has given D/H = l0 -17 for the burn region for T= 15 × l07 °K.

Using the energy output of the sun of 6 X l0 '° ergs/cm2-sec, we have

(6x 10 20 ) x 4_(1.2x 1012cm) 2 = 2.4x 10 3s pp reactions/sec .

28 Mev(1.6 x 10 -_ erg/Mev)

Assuming the same cross section for pp as for DD,

we get about 104 neutrons/sec formed. Taking

the decay mean life as the lifetime of a neutron,

we can obtain an upper limit on the total neutron
population at the sum of 107 neutrons.

Now, we must see what fraction of these can

leak out through about 0.5×10 H cm of _=l

material. The important numbers for slowing
down and diffusion for H20 are:

Slowing down ..............
Diffusion ..................

Length
(cm)

6
2.9

Time

(see)

These numbers are probably rather similar to the

sun, which is mostly hydrogen and _= 1. From

these numbers we see that slowing down to thermal

energy occurs very rapidly and then diffusion pro-

ceeds. This represents 0.5X10_'/2.9 = 1.7 X 101°

diffusion lengths, which means (1.7X101°) 2=

3 X 102°random walk steps, or a time of (3 X 102°) X

(2×10 -4 ) sec=6×10 '° sec. With a factor e of

the neutrons lost after each diffusion length, due

to absorption, then the fraction of neutrons that

leak out of the sun is e-a×10_°_10-sL This

neutron source is rather small!

There is, however, another neutron source on

the sun that may not be small. At the time of

some large flares, large fluxes of protons arrive

at the earth. These fluxes may exceed l05 pro-

tons/cm2-sec for proton energies of Ep> 10 Mev,

and they may last for _104 sec. This represents

at the sun a total energy t of about

x I0 + sec x 1/4" x 477(1.5 x 10 13 cm 2 i0-14 erg/proton ,
t = los cm 2-sec
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where we have taken 1 steradian as the size of

the proton beam. This gives

t = 5 X 1030 ergs.

This is the order of 1 percent of the observable

energy released in a large flare. The mechanics

of a flare is not known; but it is not at all im-

possible that an equivalent- or larger-number of

protons go down into the sun and, by interacting,

make a large number of neutrons. It is thought
that some solar radio bursts may be due to
energetic electrons that go down into the sun
and make bremsstrahlung. If we guess that an
equal number of protons go down and go up,
we then have _5 X 10_° protons/see going down-

ward; and, if they each make on the average 0.01
neutron by interacting with solar material going
out in 47r steradians, we will get

(5x I0_)(.01_ = 26 neutrons/cm2.sec at the earth.

+.(1.SxIO_)2

This number will be reduced some by the decay
of neutrons on their way to the earth. This is a
large flux and should be easily observable at the
top of the earth's atmosphere. Because these
neutrons will be of low energy E <: 100 Mev, they

will not be seen at sea level but only aloft.
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Present experimental information permits a reasonable picture to be formed of the electrons

in the outer radiation belt. The lifetime of the trapped particles is very important to a complete

understanding of the belts; and for a known steady-state population the only easy way to deter-

mine this is to measure the loss rate. This paper discusses the mechanism and rate of the loss of

high energy electrons from the outer belt.

Three separate groups of radiation belt electrons have been observed in the Discoverer satel-

lite flights. The first group has a spectrum that falls off sharply with increasing energy, does not

extend above 125 kev, and shows large time fluctuations; its source is not understood. The second

group has a spectrum similar to that of the auroral electrons. Most of the electrons in the belts are

of the third group; their spectrum somewhat resembles a neutron/_-decay spectrum but extends to

higher energies. They are lost from the belt by coulomb scattering. The calculated loss rate and

residence time of these electrons in the outer belt are consistent with the proposition that they are

neutron decay products.

INTRODUCTION

Enough experimental information is now avail-

able that a resonable picture can be formed of the

electrons in the outer Van Allen radiation belt.

From Explorer XII(1962v) we now know that

there are typically about 107 electrons/cm 2 -s_c in

the energy region 40 kev to 1 Mev in the outer

belt ;1 this is a considerably lower flux than earlier

estimates had given. The flux does not vary much

with position in the outer belt from 25,000 to

65,000 km nor does it vary much with time.

Intensity variations by a factor of 2 or 3 with time

are seen in the 100 kev ebergy range, occasionally

reaching a factor of 5 to 7 during August and

September (J. J. Van Allen, private communi-

cation). These variations might be due only to

changes in the magnetic field and the associated

effects on particles, rather than to changes in the

particle population. The large time variations in

flux seen in several earlier experiments are seen

only in the high energy (E> 1.6 Mev) group of

electrons in the case of Explorer XII. Very likely

the large time variations on several earlier experi-

ments involved the high energy electrons also. At

the times of magnetic storms the 100 kev flux

changes by as much as a factor of 7, but returns

to roughly the prestorm flux in a few days at the

end of the storm (J. A. Van Allen, private com-

munication). All of these features seem to indicate

a particle population that has quite a long lifetime.

It is very important to a complete understand-

ing of the radiation belt to know the lifetime of the

trapped particles. When dealing with a steady-

state population, the only easy way to determine

particle lifetimes is to measure the loss rate from

the belt. The total population of the belt then

yields the average lifetime.

In this paper we will consider the mechanism

and the rate of the loss of high energy electrons

from the outer radiation belt.
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FIGURE 1.-Count rates of the CsI detector on Discoverer 
31 in the Southern Hemisphere. The height of the strip 
gives log,, of the count rate at different positions. The 
highest count rate is above 104 counts/sec and the low- 
est is about 10 counts/sec. 

D A T A  F R O M  EXPERIMENTS ON DISCOVERER 
SATELLITES 

We now have iriforiiiation that bears on the 
lifetime of the outcr belt clevtrons iri the 100 kev to 
1 Mcv energy range. Several particle-detecting 
instruments have recently flown on Discoverer 
satellites. These vehicles orbit at altitudes of a 
few hundred kilonieters arid a t  orbital inc.liriations 
of approximately 82 degrees, so the earth is quite 
well covered hy iiieasureiiieiits froni these satel- 
lites. The instruments that havc been flown are: 
(1) a thin CsI scintillator covered by 2 mils of He, 
which counted electroris of I@> 100 kev and pro- 
tons above about 3 MeV; ( 2 )  a thick plastic scintil- 
lator that counted clec*trons of I<'&> 2 Mev and pro- 
tons of IC,> 15 Alev; arid ( 3 )  a tcri channel mag- 
netic clcchtron spectronic++ that couritcd olcctrons 
froiri 80 kcv to 1.25 Mw. 

The count rates of the CsI detector are shown in 
figure 1 for the Southern Hcriiispherc. Three 
types of fcaturcs arc swii here. Virst, off the coast 
of Brazil a high count rate is observed which is 
related to the loss of particles froni the inner radi- 
ation belt. In this rcgiori the earth's surface mag- 
netic field is wcak, so that the inner lwlt particles 
coiiie closest to thc earth hcre. Swoiidly, irrcgu- 
lar pulses of particles arc SPPII ir i  the auroral zoiics. 
Froni the clcc*troii spcc*tronictt~r wc know that 

these particles are electrons of Ed < 200 kev and a 
considerable fraction of them come essentially 
directly down the field lines. That is, the electrons 
are not trapped and drifting down in altitude but, 
rather, they are on their way to earth in one single 
bounce. 

The third group of particles is the most interest- 
ing. At about 10 or 15 degrees subauroral in the 
South Atlantic we see a large population of par- 
ticles. These particles are not uniquely identified 
as elcctroris, but no protons of 1$>3 Mev are 
known to exist in this region of space, so they are 
most certainly electrons. These particles show a 
reasonably consistent spatial distributiori from 
pass to pass. They are the leakage from the outer 
radiation belt being lost in the Capetown Anorn- 
a l ~ . ~  They showed a roll modulation when one of 
the Discoverer pehicles tumbled, indicating that 
they arc alniost certainly trapped particles. These 
particles were slowly being lost in an orderly way, 
quite differently from auroral particles which are 
lost in squirts. 

The plastic scintillator shows quite similar be- 
havior in the Southern Hemisphere (figurc 2) 
The losses froni the inner belt off Brazil arid the 
loss from the outcr belt off Capetown are quite ap- 
parent. The auroral spikes are, however, riot seen; 
this indicates that the auroral particles are be- 
low thc threshold of this detector. 

--I 
-. . 

hL \ 

FIGURE 2.-Count rates of the plastic scintillator on Dis- 
coverer 31 in the Southern Hemisphere. The height of 
the strip gives log,, of the count rate a t  diflerent posi- 
tions. 
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FXGGZZE 3.-Count rate of the CsI detector on Discoverer 
31 in the Northern Hemisphere. The height of the strip 
gives log,, of the count rate at different positions. 

In the Korthern Hemisphere the Discoverer 
results are quite different. Auroral pulses are seen 
by the CsI detector (figure 3)  but the other fea- 
tures are not. The scintillator count rate (see fig- 
ure 4) shon-s no high count rate regions such as 
those in the South Atlantic. Count rate contours 
for the high count rate regions in the South Atlan- 
tic are shown in figures 5 and 6 for the two detec- 
tors. 

These features of the radiation belts were first 

a 

FIGURE 4.-Count rate of the plastic scintillator on Die- 
coverer 31 in the Northern Hemisphere. The height of 
the strip gives logl, of the ronnt, rate at, different, p ~ i -  
tions. 

FIGURE 5.--Count rate contours for the plastic scintillator 
on Discoverer 31 for the Southern Hemisphere. 

seen on a low altitude Soviet satelIite.4v5 Vernov 
et al. observed both the high intensity region off 
Brazil which they identified as mostly protons and 
related to the inner belt4 and a high intensity 
region in the South Atlsntic identified as mostly 
electrons related to the outer radiation belt.5 

a 

FTGWRE B.--Count rate contours for the CsI detector on 
Discoverer 31 for the Southern Hemisphere. 
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FIGURE 7.-The steadyktate picture of the radiation belt. 
Particles are injected into the belt at a rate s which 
must equal the loss rate 1. 

CALCULATION OF THE LOSS RATE 

From these low altitude measurements on the 
outer belt electrons, we can calculate the rate of 
loss of particles from the radiation belt. Cladis and 
Dessler6 suggested studying the bremsstrahlung 
of electrons in the atmosphere in the region of the 
Capetown Magnetic Anomaly to get the loss rate 
from the belt. The present study uses the more 
direct method of observing thc electrons them- 
selves. If we have steady state in the radiation 
belt, then the situation depicted in figure 7 occurs. 
Particles are continually injected into the belt. If, 
as is commonly thought, radial diffusion is a slow 
process, then the particles are lost from the belt 
down into the atmosphere in the manner shown in 
the figure. This loss rate can be described in terms 
of a motion of particles down into the loss cones 
and their eventual collision with the earth. 

In this calculation of the loss rate, we must 
assumc that coulomb scattering is th(. dominant 
loss process. We have measured the particle flux 
at altitude h .  Prom this wc can get the net motion 
of particles downwards, the drift D, by 

where v is the particle’s velocity and U is a down- 
ward drift velocity. The drift velocity U describes 
the process of particles gradually leaking out of the 
loss cone as the result of coulomb scattering. 
This is, of course, an average concept; a given par- 
ticle does not move smoothly downwards in alti- 
tude. The first attempts to describe this loss pro- 

cess7.* introduced the concept of the velocity of 
lowering of mirror points W .  Later i t  was shown 
that this description of the process was incompleteg 
and a second term Y was needed which would de- 
scribe the diffusion of the particles. w. McDonald 
has shown (private communication) that for the 
case of the exponential atmosphere the two terms 
can be written as 

where H is the scale height of the atmosphere and 
p is the air density. 

If the electron flux + varies inversely with the 
air density p,  then Y = 0. We know that this situa- 
tion is roughly true for protons, but there are no 
good data on electrons to evaluate Y .  For lack of 
better information we will take W = Y and U = 2W. 
It would be quite surprising if the altitude depend- 
ence of + were such that Y>>W, but we must 
wait for final information on this. 

Using the value of U =  1.5 X IO5 cm/sec for 
B=200 kev at an altitude of 400 km, we can 
obtain D as a function of position from the CsI 
detector data. From D we can determine the total 
loss rate L from the radiation belt by 

L = ) D d a  . 

FIGURE 8.-A lunoid of the outer radiation belt. This is a 
volume whose cross section is the region between two 
neighboring field lines. The lines on the earth at the 
base of the Iunoid are lines of constant integral in- 
variant which represent the loci of the loss zones for 
the particles in the lunoid. 
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To getL we integrate D along two lines of con-

stant integral invariant I, one in the Northern

Hemisphere and one in the Southern. This sums

up the loss from one lunoid of the belt (a lunoid is a

figure of revolution whose cross section is a lune,

the region between two neighboring field lines, as

shown in figure 8). We will take two strips 1 cm
wide around the earth in order to evaluate L. The

volume of the lunoid whose base is 1 cm wide for

r0 = 2.8r_ is V = 1.4 )< l02° cm 3. The total loss rate L

evaluated this way is 2.5)<10 _ electrons/sec and

the volume loss rate is l=L/V= 1.5X10 -13 elec-

trons/cm3-sec. The only contribution to the

integral for L is from the region of the South
Atlantic. For a steady-state situation the volume

loss rate 1 is equal to s, the strength of the source
that is populating the radiation belt. The source

strength s calculated '° for neutron decay is about

10 -'3 electrons/cm3-sec for the outer belt. This

value of s looks very similar to the calculated

value of l; thus the neutron decay source seems

adequate in strength to produce the outer belt
electrons.

We can also get from this the average residence

time r of an electron in the radiation belt by as-

suming a steady state and using L= Q/r, where

Q l_ (2 x 101° cm/sec) J 1.4 × 1020 cms = 0.7 x 1017 electrons .

Q is the total number of electrons in the lunoid.

We get r=Q/L=O.7X10'7/2.5X10_=3X109 sec.
This time r is about the same as the estimates of

lifetimes H,'-_,13 for outer belt electrons, based on

coulomb scattering.

It is somewhat surprising that the loss rate is as
small as it seems to be from this calculation. We

might expect, on the basis of other experiments,

that polar-cap neutrons would substantially in-

crease the strength of the neutron source due be-

cause of galactic cosmic rays. If this were the case,

the source strength would be increased above the
value of s = 10 -13.

COMPARISON OF OTHER EXPERIMENTS

WITH THE DISCOVERER RESULTS

One other experiment measures the outer belt

electron loss rate directly and can be compared
with our calculation. The count rate of the 213

GM counter o_ the Iniun satellite '4 determines
the loss rate of electrons of E > 40 kev. Sometimes

the angular distribution of the particles observed

by this counter over North Americ is so wide that

the particles are obviously being lost directly into
the atmosphere. A determination of the loss rate

from these observations yields a figure much

larger than the one calculated here. According to

the Injun analysis, the average residence time r of
an outer belt is about 104 seconds. The loss of elec-

trons as observed on Injun nmst be considered to

be the result of a catastrophic process;that is, the

electron mirror altitude is changed by a large

amount in a single bounce period. This nmst be

due to some process other than coulomb scattering.

This comparison of Injun and Discoverer results

seems inconsistent, but with the help of the Dis-

coverer electron spectrometer experiment 2 we can

understood both experiments.

The spectrometer detects three different and

distinct spectra of elections:

Spectrum A is a very sharply falling off function

of energy. The intensity decreases by a factor

of e with an increase in energy of about 5 kev, and

is only present below 125 kev. This spectrum is
seen almost world-wide at some times and other

times is not seen at all. At some times, fluxes

greater than 106 electrons/cm2-sec-ster are seen in
a 28 kcv wide channel centered at 94 kdv.

Spectrum B c-folds with a change in energy of
from 25 to 40 key and goes up to about 200 kev. It

is seen prominently in the auroral zone and shows

large time fluctuations. A group of particles of

90<E<245 kev, with a similar energy spectrum
and considerably lower intensity, is seen in the

inner belt loss zone off Brazil and is seen sometimes

in the outer belt loss zone off Capetown.

Spectrum C usually has a maximum intensity at

about 600 kev and goes up beyond 1.2 Mev. At
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200kevit is downabouta factorof 2 fromthe
maximumintensity.Thisspectrumisalwaysseen
in theinnerbeltlosszoneoffBrazilandwithlower
intensityin theouterbeltlosszoneoffCapetown.
Thedetectionof lowerintensitiesof theC spec-
trumintheouterbeltlosszonethanoffBrazilmay
be dueto thefact that thespectrometer'slook
directioniscloserto thedirectionof thefieldline.
If theangulardistributionis pancakeshapedit
wouldbeseenlessnearthedirectionof thefield
line.TheC spc(:trumisalsoseenin certainsmall
areasof the PacificOcean.It showsa smooth
spatialvariationandisquite('onstantintilne.The
intensityatoneplacenormallyisconstanttowith-
inafactorof2forlongperiods.

Thefactthattherearethreedifferentspectraof
electronsapparentlyproducedby differentpro-
cesseshelpsexplainotherexperiments.TheInjun
experilnentTM that observed catastrophic dumping

over North America is quite consistent in spatial

extent, time variations, energy, and flux with the

A spectrum of electrons seen by the Discoverer.
The fact that these clectrons arc almost all of

E< 100 kev means that the CsI detector on Dis-

coverer will not sec these particles.

The C spectrum ot)servcd by the Discoverer

looks somewhat like thc equilibrium electron

energy spe(_trum expected _5,_,'7 from neutron

/_-decay, except that it extends to higher energies.

This spectrum is rather similar to the outer belt

electron seen ,s on Explorer XII in that it is quite

fiat at about 100 kcv and extends up beyond 1

Mev. This population of particles shows smooth

spatial variations and roll modulation, indicating

that the particles arc trapped, and the flux is quite
constant in time. All of these facts and also the

fa('t that this spectrum is seen essentially only in

the magnetic field anomalies in the South Atlantic

strongly indicate that these particlcs are being

lost by coulomb scattering. If other processes were
responsit)lc for the particle loss, there would bc no

reason for the measured flux to be largcst in the
South Atlantic. The fact that the fluxes of the C

spectrum arc concentrated in the South Atlantic

strongly indicates that the atmosphere controls

the loss process. The particles' mirror points come

closest to the earth in this region, and the particles

encounter the densest atmosl)here here. Tiffs

shows that coulomb scattering is the dominant

loss process.

One other experiment has given information on
the loss of electrons from the outer radiation

belt. Cladia and Dessler 6 analyzed the results of

the experiment of Walt et al. 19who flew a magnetic

spectrometer to 1000 km to measure elections.

From this analysis a drift flux D of 320 electrons/
cm2-sec was obtained. Assuming the magnetic

anomaly is 1000 km wide, this gives a loss rate of

L=3X10 '° electrons/see. This is 1000 times

larger than the loss rate obtained in the present

paper. It is not understood what causes the dif-
ference in these values. The electron energy spec-

trum measured by Walt et al. TM is not very similar

to the C spectrum seen by the Discoverer over the

South Atlantic ; it more reselnbles the B spectrum.

Possibly the Walt experiment was not seeing

trapped outer-belt elections, TM but some popu-

lation more like the Injun electrons. This question
cannot be answered now. For the present, we

nmst leave this question about the difference of the
L values unresolved.

CONCLUSIONS

The following points have come of this analysis:

1. There are three separate groups of electrons

observed on the Discoverer flights.

2. The A spcctruln falls off sharply with increas-

ing energy and does not extend above 125 kev.
It shows large time fluctuations. The Injun ex-

periment that observed direct dumping was
quite likely seeing this flux of particles. The source

of these particles is not understood.
3. The B spectrum is the spectrum of auroral

electrons. A siluilar spectrum also appears at

low energies in some of thc particles lost from the

radiation belts, indicating that some of thc belt

electrons of E < 200 key may have been a(,celerated

by auroral processes.
4. Most of the electrons in the radiation belt are

of the C spectrum type, which looks rathcr like

a neutron _-decay spectrum but extends to higher

energies. These particles are lost froln the radia-

tion belt by coulomb scattering.

5. The average residence time of an electron in
the outer radiation belt is calculated on the basis
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of coulomb scattering to be 3 X109 seconds. The 8. WELCH, J. A., and WHITAKER, W. A., "Theory of

analysis here is uncertain by a factor of 2 or more

in a few instances, but the results are probably

good to within a factor of 5.

6. The data on the C spectrum electrons con-

cerning their energy spectrum, loss rate, and life-

time are all consistent with the proposition that

these particles, which constitute most of the inner

and outer radiation belt electrons, are the result of

neutron decay.
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ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ELECTRONS IN
THE OUTER RADIATION BELT

WILMOT N. HESS AND JOHN A. POIRIERt

Goddard Space Flight Center

The equilibrium energy spectrum of electrons in the outer radiation belt is determined by the
injection spectrum and the loss processes that operate to remove the electrons or change their
energy. The loss processes considered here are ionization energy loss, multiple scattering, and
electron-electron scattering; the injection spectra considered are neutron B-decay electrons and
monoenergetic electrons of 780 and 20 key. The pro/)lem is treated numerically. The results of the
numerical calculation are compared with recent measurements of the outer-belt electron spectrum;
it appears that neutron decays produce a reasonable fraction of the outer-belt electrons, but other
processes such as acceleration may be important.

INTRODUCTION

The sources of particles that populate the Van

Allen radiation belts present an interesting prob-

lem. It is quite well established now that most of

the protons in the inner belt come from the decay

of neutrons leaking out of the earth's atmos-

phere. _,2 The source of electrons is not so well

determined. It would be surprising if the electrons
in the inner radiation belt were not also from

leakage neutron decay, 3 but this is not certain.
We will examine here the kind of an electron

belt that would be produced at 2 or 3 earth radii

out from the surface of the earth by neutron decay

alone. We have detailed quantitative knowledge

of the neutron-decay source strength 4 and there-

fore can quantitatively study the equilibrium elec-

tron spectrum to be expected in this region. Then,

by comparison with experimental information

about the outer radiation belt, we can see whether

neutrons produce an important fraction of the
outer belt.

We know the neutron source strength ade-

quately but, to determine the equilibrium elec-

tron spectrum, wc must understand the loss

mechanisms operating to remove electrons. One

such process is multiple small-angle Coulomb

tLawrence Radiation Laboratory, Univ. of California,
Berkeley, California.

scattering, b,6,7 which changes the pitch angle of

the particles and lowers the mirror point so that

the particles get lost in the atmosphere. Another

process is ionization energy loss, which degrades

the electron's energy. The former is proportional

to Z _, where Z is the atomic number of the gas

present; the latter is proportional to Z. There-

fore the dominant loss mechanism depcnds on the

type of material present.
Particles in the inner radiation belt move most

of the time in an atmosphere of oxygen and

nitrogen. The higher Z of this material is such

that multiple scattering is the principal loss
mechanism. Particles in the outer belt exist es-

sentially in a hydrogen exosphere, where ioniza-

tion energy loss is important.

A typical high-energy electron in the outer

radiation belt might move on a magnetic line of

force going out 24,200 km from the center of the

earth at the equator. Let us consider a 780-key

electron that has a mirror point at 30 degrees

magnetic latitude. Let X be the magnetic latitude

of a field line, R the distance from the center of

the earth, and a the pitch angle of the electron

spiraling about the magnetic field line. Tana=

v./vll, where v- and vii are velocity components

perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field

line respectively. Let us approximate the earth's

lOOO
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TABLE 1.--Values of ceand k Satisfying Equations 1, 2, and 3for a Mirror Point aS (a) 17,_00 km and (b) 8000 km

R

(km)

24,200

17,200

8,000

(deg)

0

30

54.9

a (deg)
Case (a)

34.4

9O

Case (b)

8.3

14.8

9O

magnetic field by a dipole field for which the field

lines are given by

1¢ = RoC°S2_ ' (1)

where R0 is the radius of the field line at the

equator (_=0). Its strength is given by

B = cR-_¢1 +3si. 2_, (2)

where C=8.1×101° gauss-km 3. The pitch angle

of the electron must satisfy the relation

B = B sin 2a , (3)

where B_ is the value of the magnetic field at the

mirror point. Table 1 gives values of a and

that satisfy equations 1, 2, and 3 for: (a) a

mirror point at 17,200 kin, and (b) a mirror

point at 8000 km.

Essentially, to lose a particle from the radiation

belt by scattering, its angle must be altered so

that the mirror point is lowered to about 8000 km,

where it will encounter a relatively dense atmos-

phere. Table 1 shows that, if the scattering takes

place at the equator, a change of pitch angle of

26.1 degrees is necessary to change the mirror

point from 17,200 to 8000 km and, if the scatter-

ing takes place at 17,200 km, a change of 75.2

degrees is necessary. As an average intermediate

situation, we will consider that a change of pitch

angle of 1 radian will remove a particle from the

outer belt. This corresponds to a scattering

through a projected scattering angle of 1 radian,

or a total scattering angle of 92 radians.

To determine which loss mechanisms are

dominant in the outer belt, we must consider a

TABLE 2.--Summary of Scattering Probabilities as a Function of Particle Range

E

(key)

780

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

50

R

(gm/cm 2)

0.153

0.133

0.108

0.084

0.061

0.0397

0.0210

0.00657

0.00194

AR

(gm/cm 2)

0.020

0.025

0.024

0.023

0.0213

0.0187

0.0144

0.00463

(kev)

740

650

550

450

350

250

150

75

(rad 2)

0.016

0.026

0.033

0.045

0.065

0.10

0.19

0.20

Zg-,/
P

(rod 2)

0.016

0.042

0.075

0.12

0.19

0.29

0.48

0.68

_MS

0.0

0.0

0.0003

0.0031

0.024

0.064

0.16

0.22

:_Pss

0.0005

0.0012

0.0023

0.0037

0.0059

0.0097

0.018

0.029

0.11

0.24

0.37

0.50

0.63

0.74

0.83

0.85
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change of pitch angle by Coulomb scattering and

energy loss by ionization. For particles traveling

in unionized hydrogen gas, Table 2 lists the

probabilities of multiple scattering and. single

scattering to projected angles greater than 1

radian, and scattering from an electron that pro-

duces a recoil electron of greater than 30 key

energy. This calculation is summarizcd in Table 2

as a function of the particle's range. In Table 2,

E is the electron kinetic energy ill kev, R is its

range in hydrogen in gm/cm 2 (Ref. 8), AR is the

amount of hydrogen necessary to lower the elec-

tron energy from the top of the bottom of the

rnergy group indicated, f; is the average kinetic

energy of the group in kev, _e2 is the square of the

rms projected multiplc-scattcring angle in rad 2

(Ref. 9), s_-_0p2 is the sum of these angles to get the

additive effect, SZ]'M,_ is the probability that this

value of s_--_p 2will scatter the particle downward 1

radian or more, _--_Pss is the probability that

the electron will single-scatter 1 radian or more

in the projected angle downwards, and _'-_Ne,
is the number of recoil electrons from clcctron-

electron collisions having energy 30 kev or

higher?

Inspection of this table shows that an electron
will slow down from 780 to about 50 kcv before

the scattering gets large enough that a significant

number of particles will be lost from the outer

belt (__fl'is=0.22 at 50 kcv). Below 50 key,

the scattering inereascs sharply, and a substantial

fraction of the particles will be lost by scattcring.

Only about a quarter of the particles in the
outer belt will scatter out of the belt when a

780-kev electron slows down to 50 kev. About

one secondary electron of energy greater than

30 kev will be made per 780-key electron slowing
down. Tbus in the numerical calculation to follow

we must consider both slowing down and scatter-

ing as important loss mechanisms in the outer

zone, with the additional production of low-

energy electrons by electron-electron collisions.

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

The scattering calculations were coded for an

IBM 709 eomputer. The program was run with

several input spectra. The first problem was

started by having all particles in one energy

group (770 to 778 kev) and was stopped when

all particles were slowed down below 30 kev.

This case of a monoenergetic pulse source can

be checked analytically, and it demonstrates the

kinds of physical processes that take place. This

problem is moderately similar to what happened

in the Argus experiment when a pulse of elec-

trons was suddenly injected into the earth's

magnetic field by a nuclear explosion. _°
The second calculation starts with the neutron

_-decay spectrum and follows these particles down

to 30 kcv. This problen has a bearing on the
makeup of the other radiation belt.

Each of thcse calculations have been studied

for: (l) a pulse source, and (2) a continuous
source. In case (1) a squirt of particles is started

all at one time and slowed down together. In

case (2) the same number of particles are in-

jected at each interval in time, and the problem
is carried forward until an equilibrium spectrum
is obtained.

The computer program starts with all initial

spectrum and calculates the spectrum after a
short time At. The time step is taken short enough

that the probability of a particle with E = 30 kcv

scattering twice in one time step is very small.

The process is repeated for many time steps until

the problem is completed. Three loss mechanisms
havc been considered: (a) the usual ionization

energy loss for a moving charged particle having

distant collisions with electrons (dE/dx); (b)

close collisions with clcetrons, which occur less

frequently but arc important in that larger mo-
mentum transfers are involved and new, fast

particles can be made in this way; and (c) the

loss by scattering, which removes particles from

the region by changing the pitch angle.

Loss processes (a) and (b) arc handled to-

gether, while (c) is considered separately. To

handle (c), we calculate how many particles
S(E) arc lost from each energy group in each

time step by scattering. The fraction of partieles
scattering in each step is obtained from

S(E) = _ , (4)

where _ is the number of protons per cubic

centimeter traversed by the electron and _r(E)

is the product of proton density and electron

lifetime as calculated by Wentworth, Mac-

Donald, and Singer/
The energy loss processes (a) and (b) have
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beenrepresentedby

Ni(m + 1) =

_max i - 1

Ni(m) + _ Nl(m)pit_ iNi(m ) _ pji

l=i÷l _=i/2

• dEi Axi dEi+X Axi+l
- N'{m)'-d--xx-_'-+ Ni+1 m)_c A_. (5)

which relates the number of particles in the ith energy group at time step m d-1, N_(md - 1), to those

in that group at time step m, N_(m). Here P_ is the probability that an electron be scattered from

group 1 (superscript) to group i (subscript) by an electron-electron scatter. The first term on the right

side of equation 5 is the number of particles in group i just before time step rod-1. The second term

is the number that scatter into group i from energies above it; this electron may be a recoil electron or

a higher energy electron that has been degraded in energy (these two electrons are indistinguishable).

The third term is the number of particles that scatter out of group i into lower energy groups. The

fourth term is the number of particles that lose enough energy by ionization to be degraded from

the ith group to the next lower energy group. The last term is the number of particles in the i = 1 group
that lose enough energy to be degraded into the ith group.

The probability P_ is

piL = {vp At) (--_)SE' , (6)

where p_ is the electron density. In equation 6 the electron-electron scattering cross section has been
calculated by C. M¢ller: 11

d%. 2_r_ )[_ , I 2Z+mc 2 1 _dW - /_2 (mc2 + +CE-Wl_ (Z+_c_)_ (Z+_c_)_WCE-Wl (7)

where 27rro2= 27r (e2/mc 2) _= 0.50 X 10-24 cm2; _ = v/c for the incident electron; m is the rest-mass energy

of the electron; E is the incident-electron kinetic energy; and W is the kinetic energy of either of the

two final electrons. All quantities are expressed in the laboratory coordinate system.

The ordinary ionization energy loss corrected for that part of the energy loss that has already been

included as large-angle scattering in the second and third terms in equation 5 is

Z=i/2

(8)

where 12

2.r: _ m¢2EZ2d--_-] : p,mc2---_ "- og, 2i_(l_fl_)

(9)

Here p, is the number of electrons per cubic centimeter, I is the ionization energy constant, and the
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rest of the symbols are as defined above. Combining equations 5 and 8, we get

Ni(m + I)

_gax i - 1

= Ni(m) + _ Nl(m)Pil + Ni(m) i_/ (i- Z-l)P_i[-i+l $" " 2

dE i÷l fli*lc At Ni(m ) dE.._xi ._ic At+ Ni+l(m) _ _- A_.

_matx

- Ni+l(m} _ (i-l+ I)Pz i+|

|l(i÷l)/2

(10)

]n the energy region from 30 to 60 Mev, additional

approximations have improved the convergence

of the sums. The character of the spectrum on

either side of 60 kev lends validity to these

approximations.

The calculation for each time step is repeated

until all particles have slowed down below 30

kev. The time interval At has been selected to

be small enough so that there is a very small

chance that a particle will be scattered twice

within that time step. Since the chance of scatter-

ing goes up with a decrease in particle energy,

a compromise must be made between computer

time and the lowcst energy of interest. On this

basis, the lowest energy of interest was chosen

to be 30 kev.

RESULTS

As was stated before, in the first problem wc

started with a pulse of particles at E=780 kev

and followed them as they produced secondary

electrons, were slowed down by ionization energy

loss, and were scattered out. The starting datum

of the second problem was the neutron-decay

spectrum.

The 780-kev Electron Problem

The first problem was undertaken to demon-

strate the physics in the slowing-down problem.

Starting with all the particles at 780 kev, the

calculation proceeds until all the particles slow

down to less than 30 kev. Figure 1 shows several

steps in the slowing-down process. Ina short

time, the initial pulse of particles, point A in

figure 1, turns into a U-shaped distribution, curve

B, by producing knock-on electrons. Curves B,

C, D, and E are drawn for equal time intervals

where the energy loss by ionization as well as

the buildup of low-energy recoil electrons can

easily be seen. Curve C' (dashed line) is the

I I I

I000 f
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..---__-'-

0.1_ E

0.01
0 200 400 600 800

ELECTRON ENERGY(kov)

FIGURE 1.--A single group 'of electrons injected at 780

Key (point A) are slowed down, produce knock-on

electrons, and scatter out of the region of interest in
the outer belt. Curve B shows a time soon after the

injection time; curves C, D, and E are at equal time

intervals after injection. The dotted part of curve C
shows the effect of not including the Coulomb scatter-

ing-out term in the calculation.
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solution for the problem ignoring the scattering-

out term. We see that the effect of this scattering-
out term becomes large only for energies below

about 100 kev. Eventually all the particles are

lost by scattering or pass below the energy cutoff
of the problem. It should be pointed out that

these figures give the density of particles at a

given energy (electrons/cm3). If a flux of particles

is desired (electrons/cm_-see), the spectra must

be multiplied by the appropriate velocity.

The Argus nuclear explosion, '3 carried out at

about 300 miles above the earth, formed a shell

of trapped electrons in space. The electrons were

produced by /_-decay of the fission fragments

from the explosion. These electrons were lost

eventually by multiple small-angle Coulomb scat-

tering 6 on the oxygen and nitrogen atoms in the

atmosphere. However, if the Argus explosions
had been at an altitude of 2000 km or more and

had therefore been in the hydrogen exosphere,
the electron spectrum would have behaved

roughly as is shown in figure 1 because of the

three loss mechanisms considered. There is, of

course, a spectrum of energy for electrons born

of a nuclear explosion, some of which have

energies of more than 1 Mev. The physical

processes remain the same however, and the

above solution for a _-function input should give

a qualitative feeling for what would be expected

for a high-altitude Argus experiment.

4.0 - X I0-__2

IOOC ' I ' I ' I '

i,OO z
-

W

¢v

i0 , I ; I , I , I200 400 600 800

ELECTRONENERGY(kev)

FIGURE 2.--Curve A is the equilibrium spectrum produced
by a continuous injection of electrons of 780-Key energy
into the outer radiation belt. The dashed curve B is the
equilibrium spectrum if we assume that ionisation energy
loss is the sole loss mechanism.

3.0

?
E 2.0

Z

1.0

I I I l I

A

0 I I I I I I
0 I 2 3 4 5 6XlO -12

f#t (grn-sec/cm3)

FmURE 3.--The buildup toward equilibrium by a con-
tinuous injection of electrons in the outer belt. Curve A
is, in units defined below, the total number of electrons
(above 30 Key) as a function of time after the start of
uniform injection of electrons with a B-decay energy
spectrum. Curve B is the same quantity for a _-function
source of electrons at 780-Key kinetic energy. On the
abscissa the quantity f_t is plotted in gm-sec/cm 3,
where t is the time in seconds, _ is the average density
of hydrogen in gm/cm 3, and f is a factor that describes
the increased effectiveness of a partially ionized medium
to multiple-scatter and absorb energy by ionization
energy loss (see text). The quantity Nf_/n is plotted
on the ordinate, where N is the number of electrons/cm 8
at equilibrium and n is the number of electrons/cm3-sec
that are injected.

If we consider a situation where a stream of

780-kev electrons is continuously introduced into

the magnetic field, an equilibrium spectrum will

result. The solid line A in figure 2 shows the

spectrum that would result after equilibrium is

established. The total number of particles as a

function of the time after initiating the injection

(the buildup toward equilibrium) is given in

figure 3, curve B. An example of this physical

process might be a particle accelerator in space
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FIGURE 4.--Curve A is the neutron E-decay energy spec-

trum. Curves B, C, and D show the changes that would

occur at equal time intervals after a single burst of

E-decay electrons.

continuously emitting a beam of 780-kev elec-

trons. 13

Several checks have been made to insure that

the computer program was doing the desired

calculation. One such check has been indicated

in figure 2 by a dashed line, curve B. This line

indicates the equilibrium spectra that would be

attained if there were a continuous source of

780-key electrons and the only loss mechanism

was ionization energy loss. This case can easily

be calculated analytically, and the results agree

with the machine calculations. To illustrate the

nature of the analytic solution, first assume that

dE/dx (ionization energy loss per centimeter of

stopping material) has the simplified form

dE (ll)
d'-'_ _ kv-2 '

where k is a constant and v the electron velocity.

The probability dP/dE of finding a particle be-

tween energy E and dE is directly proportional

to the time dt that the particle spends in this

energy interval. Therefore we can write

(]2)

where m is the mass and E the kinetic energy of

the electron. Starting with the relativistic dE/dx

formula, equation 9, for the ionization energy

loss of electrons, a correct relativistic calculation

of dP/dE has been made following the above

outline. Results of this analytic calculation agree

very closely with those of the corresponding

machine calculation, which is shown by curve B

in figure 2.

Neutron #-Decay Electrons

The main purpose of this paper is to calculate

what electron spectrum would exist in the outer

radiation belt resulting from neutron _-decay elec-

trons alone. Starting with a pulse of neutron _-

decay electrons (curve A, figure 4), the calcula-

tions proceed as before. The slowing down and

scattering out is shown in several stages in figure 4.

Curves B, C, and ]) arc drawn for equal time

intervals.

The equilibrium spectrum (curve A, figure 5)

is compared with the original _-dccay spectra,

curve B in figure 5. Curve A in figure 5 is the elec-

tron energy spectrum that would exist in the

outer radiation belt if ncutrou decay was the

only source of electrons and we had considered

all the loss processes. These data are also electron

density rather than flux. We see that the equi-

librium spectra is much the same shape as the

' I I I I | I I

_4

B

I
0_ 200 400 600 800

ELECTRON ENERGY (key)

FIGURE 5.--Curve B is the electron energy spectrum from

neutron /_-decay. With this as the energy spectrum of

the electrons injected into the outer belt, the equilibrium

energy distribution of curve A was obtained after con-

sidering the loss processes discussed in the text. The

plot is electron density (not flux) per Kev on a linear
scale.
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original/3-decay spectrum except for a slight shift
toward lower energy. The buildup toward equi-

librium as a function of time is shown in figure 3,

curve A. This figure gives the total number N

of particles with energies greater than 30 key
as a function of time t. The units on the abscissa

are f_t, where f is a dimensionless number that
characterizes the increased effectiveness of a

partially ionized medium to multiple-scatter or
to lose energy by ionization energy loss, _ is the

average density in gm/cm 3, and t is the time in
seconds. The units on the ordinate are f_N/n,

where N is the number of particles/cm a in the

radiation belt and n is the rate of injection in

electrons/cm3-sec.

For example, assume that a particle mirrors

at 30 degrees magnetic latitude on the line that
reaches a maximum distance of 3.8 earth radii

from the center of the earth. Assume that the

hydrogen is 50 percent ionized and has an average

density of ]0 -21 gm/cm_. '4''5 From figure 3 we

see that the electron spectra reaches 50 percent

of its equilibrium value for f_t=0.8X10 -12 gm-

sec/cm 3. ttere f is

dE dE+I l°..t
dEf : I l°.°t  13)

where ] dE/dx I_o- is the ionization energy loss
by completely ionized hydrogen and fion is the

fraction of the hydrogen that is ionized. The

subscript "neut" denotes the corresponding quan-

tities for neutral hydrogen. The same kind of

an equation can be written for the multiple-

scattering angle. '6 For any value of fion, f has

values that range from 1 when fion = 0 to about 3

when fion=l.0. If we assume f=2, _=10 -el

gm/cm 3, then the time for 50 percent equilibrium

of neutron-decay electrons is 4 X 108 sec, or about

12 years. The equilibrium intensity may be ob-

tained from Nf_/n=10 -12 gm-sec/cm 3 (curve A,

figure 3). If we assume the electron injection

fand y as above, then N = 1.5 X 10-4 electrons/cm 3.

An approximate flux can be obtained by multiply-

ing this figure by the most probable velocity of

2.2X10 '° cm/sec, yielding a flux of 3.4X106 elec-

trons/cm2-sec for neutron-decay electrons above

30-kev energy as a representative value for the

outer belt. It should be noted that electron-

electron scattering does not scale as above since

it is independent of f at these energies. However

this effect is not as large as that of ionization

energy loss or multiple scattering, and f is bounded

between 1.0 and 3.0. Therefore the scaling error

should not be large. The numerical problem of

this paper was performed with f= 2.0, and so it

does not affect the example above. In figure 3,

then, f should not be a variable but should be

set equal to 2.0.
The possibility has been suggested that there

are a large number of low-energy electrons in the
outer radiation belt. 17 We have made a further

calculation bearing on this low-energy group of
electrons. A lifetime of about 1.5X107 sec is all

hydrogen atmosphere of 1200 atoms/cm 3 average

density, because of its range and multiple-scatter-

ing loss. Thus 20-key electrons must be injected
at a rate of 7X10 -7 electrons/cm3-sec to achieve

equilibrium fluxes of 10 H electrons/cm2-sec. This

source strength is about 107 times that of the

neutron H-decay source.

The spectrum calculated here is for neutron _-

decay electrons trapped in the outer Van Allen
radiation belt. We would expect, however, that

the spectrum at lower altitudes would be different,

even on magnetic field lines that extend into the

upper belt. We attempted to see how this spec-
trum at lower altitude would differ from that in

the upper altitudes by keeping track of the num-
ber and energy of those electrons that were

Coulomb-scattered out of the upper radiation

belt. These particles are the ones whose mirror

altitude is lowered, and therefore they feed the

spectrum at lower altitudes. Using these scattered

particles as an input spectrum for lower altitudes

and using a lifetime proportional to E 2 for elec-

trons in the nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere of lower

altitudes, _ we obtain a flux spectrum as shown

in figure 6. It should be emphasized that the

geometry used is not that of the radiation belts.
Essentially, we have put electrons in a box of

hydrogen and calculated the equilibrium spec-

trum inside the box. We also calculated the energy

spectrum of particles scattered out of this box

and weighted them with the lifetime they would

experience in the lower atmosphere. Kellog TM has

also calculated this leakage spectrum using an
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FIGURE 6.--Electrondeakage flux spectrum. This curve
shows, as a function of energy, the sum of all particles
that are lost from the upper Van Allen radiation belt by
multiple-Coulomb scattering, weighed by their lifetime
at lower altitudes and multiplied by their velocity to
yield a flux. The curve has been drawn arbitrarily to
pass through the second experimental point of Cladis,
Chase, et al. (reference 21).

input spectrum of neutron _ decay (our scattered

spectrum has many more lower energy particles)

and a loss mechanism of ionization energy loss

[-the E 2 lifctime of Welch and Whitaker 6 favors

higher energy particles more strongly than ioniza-
tion cncrgy loss mechanismsJ. As a result of these

two balancing differences, about the same rcsult
is obtained.

Kellog argues that neutron decay is not an

important source of electrons in the radiation

belts. Ills argument, however, is based in large

measure on electron flux measurements, which

have, since then, been revised downward by as

much as a factor of l0 s . O'Bricn, Van Allen,

et al. TM havc recently determined that there were

_10 s electrons/cm2-sec of energy greater than

40 kev in the outer belt on September 5, 1961.

This was their highest reported flux; a time

average of their values might be several times
lower than this figure. The observed flux at these

energies is about a factor of 10 larger than our

calculated value. Since exospheric densities are

quite uncertain and acceleration processes may

substantially increase the lifetime of the neutron-

decay electrons, it is not at all compelling that
sources other than neutron decay are required.

Lenchek, Singer, and Wentworth _5have recently

calculated the equilibrium flux of outer-belt elec-

trons to be expected from neutron _ decay in a
manner somewhat like ours here. They consider

Coulomb scattering and ionization energy loss of

the electrons. The shape of the energy spectra

they calculate agrees quite well with ours, but

they arrive at different conclusions about the

origin of the electrons observed in the radiation

belt. They conclude that less than 5 percent of the
electrons seen by tlolly and Johnson 2° in the inner
radiation belt at _ll00-km altitude are due to

neutrons and that even a smaller fraction of the

electrons seen by Cladis, Chase, et al. 2_at _1000

km in the outer belt are due to neutron decay.
Len(;hek and Singer stat_ that neutron albedo con-.
tributes most if not all of the electrons above

400 kcv but that few of the electrons of lower

energy are made by neutrons.

We feel it is dangerous to base .a general con-

clusion about the origin of all particles in the

radiation belt on a few measurements at quite low

altitudes. The analysis of these measurements de-

pends on detailed information about the magnetic

field of the earth's surface, the mirror-point alti-

tude as a function of longitude, and the details

of the atmosphere in a region where it is changing

rapidly.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have calculated the energy

spectrum of electrons to be found in the outer

belt if it were made of neutron f_-dccay electrons.

Several experiments have given some information

about the outer-belt spectrum, but the problem

is not yet solved. The experiments involving

brcmsstrahlung will not be considered here be-

cause their interpretation is so difficult.

The Mechta experiment 22,2_indicated that there

were about 1 percent as many electrons with
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E>500 kev as with E > 50 kev. Our calculated

spectrum gives about 8 percent for the ratio of

particles with E > 500 to those with E > 50 kev.

Experimentally, there may be fewer electrons in

the few-hundred-kev range than we calculated,

but this is quite sensitive to the energy-threshold

setting. If the Mechta experiment threshold had

actually been 600 key instead of 500 kev, we

would agree with the 1 percent figure.

The leakage-electron energy spectrum measured

by Cladis, Chase, et al. 21 is steeper and shows

more low-energy electrons than can be explained

by neutron decay. The fact that measurement was

carried out at quite low altitudes may mean

that processes or electron sources are involved

here that do not contribute at high altitudes.

O'Brien, Van Allen, et al. TM have recently re-

ported on the results of their experiment on Ex-

plorer XII (1961 vl). They have measured the

electron spectrum in the middle of the outer belt

by using several detectors sensitive in different

energy ranges. The spectrum devised from these

measurements for September 5, 1061, is shown on
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FIGURE 7.--Equilibrium flux of electrons attained by
trapping 3 × 10 -is electron/cmS-sec in an atmosphere of

hydrogen of average density 10 -21 gm/cm 8. The inci-

dent spectrum is assumed to be that of a neutron-decay

electron; the hydrogen is assumed to be about 50%
ionized. The experimental points and limits are those

of O'Brien, Van Allen, etal. (reference 19) for Septem-
ber 5, 1961, when the electron flux was higher than

average.

figure 7. Essentially, no electrons with E > 5 Mev

were seen, but some electrons in the range 1.6 <

E < 5 Mev were probably observed, although the

interpretation of these experimental results is not

unique. These high-energy electrons are very im-

portant for two reasons: First, they help explain

results from several previous experiments that

had seemed incompatible and, second, they can-

not be made directly by neutron decay. There

are not very many of these 1.6- to 5-Mev elec-

trons; there were less than 1 percent of the total

of September 5, and even less on other days.

We must decide how similar the neutron _-decay

electron energy spectrum is to the observed elec-

tron spectrum. Two features are to be compared:

the shape, and the height--which amounts to

comparing the flux. From figure 7, in comparing

the shape of the two spectra (aside from the

electrons above 1.6 Mev) it is not obvious

whether the spectral shapes agree or not. There

may be too many low-energy electrons observed

to agree with the calculated spectrum. One thing

is certain: There is not the very large low-energy

peak that earlier measurements indicated.

In comparing the height of the spectra we

probably should not take the experimental spec-

trum in figure 7 since it was the highest observed

flux. We should decrease this by a factor of 3

or more. Using a representative time-average flux

of _3×107 electrons/cmLsec for E>40 key, 19

we find that our values are low by about one

order of magnitude.

In this paper we have considered only neutrons

made by galactic cosmic-ray protons. It is now

quite certain that polar-cap protons contribute

substantially to the low-energy trapped-proton

spectrum 24,25,26by generating neutrons in the polar

atmosphere. Polar-cap protons will also, in the

same way, add considerably to the trapped-elec-

tron flux. Lenchek 27 has recently estimated that

100 times as many neutrons are generated by

polar-cap protons as by galactic cosmic-ray pro-

tons. If our calculated electron flux were in-

creased by a factor of 100, the calculated flux

would exceed the measured flux.

It appears from this that neutron decays pro-

duce a reasonable fraction of the outer-belt elec-

trons, but other processes such as acceleration

may be important. Electrons above l Mev may
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beneutronfl-decay electrons accelerated to these

energies. We still need more definitive experi-

ments to answer the question about whether any

electron sources other than neutrons are needed

to explain, in detail, the characteristics of the

outer belt.
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ELECTRONS FROM BOMB NEUTRON DECAY

JOHN KILLEEN

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

WILMOT N. HESS

Goddard Space Flight Center

RICHARD E. LINGENFELTER

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California

Calculations have been made of the initial electron distribution in space resulting from decay
of neutrons emanating from a point source outside the earth's atmosphere. The albedo of neutrons

from the earth's atmosphere and partial thermalization produces an important part of the electrons.

About 80 per cent of the neutrons incident on the atmosphere are reflected. Since approximate
normalization to the Starfish explosion shows that fluxes of less than l0 Telectrons cm -2 sec -l are
expected initially near the explosion site, this source does not contribute a large fraction of the
observed artificial radiation belt.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to calculate the

trapped-electron flux resulting from the decay of

neutrons emanating from a point source. The

best example of such a source is a nuclear explo-

sion above the earth's atmosphere. Neutrons

going out radially from the explosion decay by

the reaction

n----_p+e+_

with a mean life r of 1000 seconds. The electrons

resulting from the neutron decay have an energy

spectrum nearly independent of the neutron

velocity ENakada, 19631.

Several recent high-altitude nuclear explosions

have essentially been point sources of neutrons.

It is of interest to evaluate the additions to the

radiation belt resulting from neutron decay. It

is known that some energetic particles were ob-

served at large distances from the Starfish explo-

sion of July 9, 1962. Ariel observed particles up

to L=6 rDurney et al., 19623. We will consider

here sources both off and on the magnetic equator

and study neutrons directly from the source and

also albedo from the top of the atmosphere.

AN EQUATORIAL SOURCE

Starting with a neutron source on the magnetic

equator the total flux F of neutrons passing

through 1 cm 2 area at a point in space at a distance

z

FIGURE 1.--Coordinate system.
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p from the source is

F =M/41rp 2

where _/ is the total number of neutrons from

the source. ']?his neglects neutron albedo from the

atmosphere, which will be considered later. The

number of neutron decays per cubic centimeter

at this point is

no= M/47rp2vr (1)

where v is the neutron velocity. Evaluating from

figure 1,

where

p2 = (x- R)2q-y2q--z 2 (2)

x = r sin0 cos¢

y =r cos0 cos_o (3)

z =r sin_o

Substituting gives

p2=r2q_R2_2rR sin0 cos_o (4)

Let s=r/R and a=p/R; then

M -_ cos_o) m (5)no(s, O, _o) --41rvT R2a 2 (1 +S2-- 2S sin0

The equation of a field line is

(sin_00)/R = (sin_0)/r (6)

where 00 is the magnetic colatitude of the line at the earth's surface. Along a field line we have

s = (sin_0) / (sin20o) (7)

The neutron decay density given in (5) is also the electron source density. Integrating equation 5 over

longitude we get

r+,o M_M_- f,o (s)
ri0(r, 0) =Tr-xJ no(r, O, _o) d_o=21r2vrR2 j l+s2-2s sin0 cos_o"

This represents the electron source strength after the electrons have had time to spread out in longitude.

The value of _o0can be found from the fact that we consider only x> R, or r sin0 cos¢0> R; this gives

_o0= arc eos[1/(s sin0)3 (9)

Equation 8 can be integrated directly to give

1M [ (l+s'W2sZeos20)-lt'aretan (lO)
no(s,O) [ _s_-0n0 \s_i] JJ7r2vTR2L

This has been evaluated to give Figure 2, using

k = M/_'2vTR ' = 1

This equation gives the density distribution of electrons produced along different field lines. Assuming
that the electrons are emitted isotropieally, we can calculate W, the distribution of mirror points of the

electrons

1 dB 1 f" no(Oo, 0') dl'
W(Oo, O) =-_ d'-'[B(Oo, O) _ ,t2 rl-B(00, O')/B(Oo, 0)-] it' (11)

from which we can get the distribution of electron flux along a field line N by

fo °° W(Oo, 0,) dl, (12)N(Oo, O) =B(00, 0) B(0o, O,)oT(Oo, Ot)[1-B(Oo, O)/B(Oo, 0,)3 '/'
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These expressions for W and N arc developed in
Hess and Killeen [1961]. They have been evalu-

ated to give figures 3 and 4.

ALBEDO NEUTRONS

For a source of neutrons above the atmosphere

we must consider not only neutrons coming up-

ward from the source but also albedo from the top
of the atmosphere. Neutrons initially directed lo

downward into the atmosphere from the explosion
site will suffer collisions in the upper atmosphere, W

and a majority of the neutrons will be scattered

back out of the atmosphere. The intensity and lo _

energy spectrum of this albedo flux have been

calculated from multigroup diffusion theory, de-

scribed in detail by Lingenfelter et al. [1961-].

The neutrons are assumed to come from an lo.3
isotropic point source above the atmosphere, and
separate calculations are made for neutrons with

both a Maxwellian energy distribution at atem-

p i r i
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8

FIGURE 2.--Electron source density at various points in
space for several field lines of colatitudes 00 resulting
from decay of neutrons from a point source on the
equator.

I J I I I

30 40 50 60 70 80 90
8

FIGURE3.--Initial mirror point density of electrons at
various points in space for several field lines of co-
latitude 8o resulting from decay of neutrons from a
point source on the equator.

perature of 1 kev and a fission neutron energy
spectrum. It is also assumed that the neutrons

scatter isotropically at their first collision and

that the density of first collisions decreases with

altitude in the form exp(-x/L_), where x is the

depth beneath the top of the atmosphere in grams
per square centimeter, L is the collision mean free

path (equal to about 4 cm2/g for 1-kev neutrons

and about 12 cm2/g for fission neutrons), and

is the cosine of the angle of incidence at the top
of the atmosphere.

For normally incident neutrons, the albedo, or

fraction of neutrons reflected, was calculated to
be 0.74 for 1-kev neutrons and 0.63 for fission

neutrons. Both values increase to unity with

decreasing angle of incidence, as is shown in

Figure 5. Integration of these two functions over

gives a total albedo of 0.80 for neutrons with a

Maxwellian distribution at 1 key, leaving the

explosion site in the downward hemisphere, and

0.73 for similar neutrons with a fission spectrum.
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FIGURE 4.--Initial electron flux distribution along several

field lines of colatitude O0 resulting from decay of

neutrons from a point source on the equator for k = M�

_r%,rR 2= 1.
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FIGURE 6.--Neutron energy spectrums for (a) a 1-Kev

Maxwellian source, (b) the albedo from 1-Key neutrons

oil the atmosphere, (e) a fission source, and (d) the

albedo spectrum from fission electrons on the at-

mosphere.
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FIGURE 5.--The calculated :dbedo for neutrons from a

point source above the atmosphere _m a function of ,,

the cosine of ttle angle of incidence at the top of the

atmosphere, for neutrons with a Maxwellian energy

distribution at 1 Key and for a fission energy spectrum.
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FIGURE 7.--Same as figure 4 except that decay of the

neutron source is considered and R/vr=O.05 and

k=M/_2R 8 = 1.
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FmURE 8.--_ame as figure 7 except that R/_r = 0.20.
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Fmv_ 9.---Same as figure 7 except that R/_ = 0.50.
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Fmua_. 10.---Same as figure 7 except that R/vr = 1.0.

The calculated energy spectrums of the albcdo
fluxes from 1-kev and fission neutrons are shown

in figure 6, where they are compared with the
incident spectrums. Since diffusion theory is not
rigorous within a couple of mean free paths of a
boundary, the albedos thus calculated should
probably have an uncertainty of about ±20

percent.
It is necessary to consider the neutron decay

more completely in studying the albedo neutrons
in the electron-volt energy range. In this case
the neutron decay density at a distance p from

TABLE 1.--Five Energy Groups

R/vr E Energy range f

0

0.05

0.2

0.5

1.0

co

77 ev
4.8 ev

0.8 ev

0.2 ev

310 ev--_

31-310 ev

3.1-31 ev

0.31-3.1 ev

0-0.31 ev

1.56

0.17

5.4X10 -2

1.6X10 -2
8.3X10 -3
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FIGURE ll.--Neutron decay electron fluxes expected from
the Starfish explosion with and without albedo from the
atmosphere.

the source is

no=M/4rp%r exp(-p/w') (13)

considering neutron decay between source and
observer. The integration over ¢ is given by

ho(s,O) - M fo v° exp(-Ra/vr) de (14)2r2vrR _ 1q-s 2- 2s sin0 cos_

This equation has been worked out for values of

R 6.4 X 10s 0.44

vr 1.45X106(Eov)m>(1000 (Eev) 1/_

= 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.05

The decay densities n have been transformed to
electron flux distributions N in the same manner

as before. Values of N are plotted for the four

values of R/vr in figures 7 to 10 for M/Tr2R 8 = 1.

We can now apply our analysis to a specific

case. The July 9 Starfish explosion, of about 1.4

M T, released of the order of l026 neutrons. It

was near enough the equator so that tile current

analysis is reasonable. Let us assume that 10

percent of these neutrons were thermalized in

the bomb debris to a temperature of 1 key, or

v=0.45X10 s cm/sec. It may not be a good as-

sumption, but we will make it for lack of better
information. We can evaluate the normalizing

constant k by breaking the neutron energy spec-

trum in figure 6A and B down into five energy

groups appropriate to the five values of R/vr
shown in Table 1. Then we evaluate five normal-

izing constants

ki = (M/Tr2R 2) (f,/vo')

where f_ is the fraction of neutrons in the appro-

priate energy range given in the table (totaling

1.80 due to the albedo). Using these values of k

to normalize the fluxes in figures 7 to 10, and then

adding the results, gives the fluxes shown in

figure 11. These data in figure 11 show the electron
flux expected from Starfish with and without
albedo neutrons. It has been calculated for 10

percent of the neutrons released appearing at 1
kev. This is only the injection flux, and the lower-
altitude flux will decrease fairly rapidly as a

result of coulomb scattering in the atmosphere.

Calculations based on 100 per cent of the released

neutrons having a fission spectrum give quite

similar results because the higher total flux is

offset by the smaller fraction decaying.

OFF-EQUATOR SOURCES

The Soviets have recently conducted high-

altitude explosions in Siberia. To calculate the

trapped-electron distribution resulting from neu-

tron decay from such a source we can generalize

the earlier expressions. Taking a source at colati-

tude _ of coordinates (R sin_, R cosy, 0) and a

point of observation at (x, y, z) as before, we can
calculate the source-observer distance p by

p_-= (x- R sin_) + (y+R eos_)2+z 2 (15)

The plus-or-minus sign here depends on whether

the point of observation is in the northern (-)
or the southern (+) hemisphere.

Using (15) gives a neutron decay density of

M
n0

4_rvrR 2

X (1 +s 2- 2s sin0 cos_ sin_+2s cos0 cos_ cos_) -_

(16)
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which is integrable as before to give

M f+ o (17)
_o(s, 0,,1) 41r2vrR2J__o a+b cos_

The integral is broken into two parts, the northern

hemisphere (_-_0 to 0) and the southern hemi-

sphere (0 to -- _0), yielding

¢° d_ 2aTb eos_ (a2-b2) '/2

. [ (a2-b2) 112 q_o]

•arc an[ tan -] (18)

where a=l+s 2, b=-2s sin0 siny:t:2s cos0 cosy,

and _0 can be evaluated from the fact that neu-

trons appear only on the side of the earth where

the source exists. In the region where the source

exists,

x>R siny+R(cos2n/sinn)-y eotn (19)

Substituting for x and y gives the limit

cos_0 = Is(sin0 siny+ cos0 cosy) 1-1 (20)

Here the plus sign is for the northern hemisphere.
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ON THE ANOMALOUS COMPONENT OF
LOW-ENERGY GEOMAGNETICALLY

TRAPPED PROTONS

A. M. LENCHEK

Goddard Space Flight Center

The energy spectrum of trapped protons shows a pronounced variation with latitude at encrgics
below 30 Mev. An anomalous, low-energy component is found on relatively high magnetic shells in
the inner zone. The interpretation of this anomalous component in terms of the decay of albedo
neutrons generated in the polar caps by solar cosmic rays is examined. This interpretation requires
that the inner shells, where a normal spectrum is seen, should be shielded from the polar source.
The intensity of albedo neutrons as a function of energy, latitude, and zenith angle is computed.
The injection rate into specific trapped orbits is then evaluated and it is shown that those orbits
where no anomalous component exists cannot be populated by the solar cosmic ray mechanism
while the orbits where the anomalous component is seen can be populated. When the assumption
is made that there is adiabatic trapping in this low energy region, lifetimes are long compared to
the average interval between large injection events. Therefore, the anomalous component may
represent an equilibrium phcnomenon rather than a transient. This component should extend into
the outer belt.

E

Ema=(L)

F(_)

I(k', x)

Io(k')

d
Jo

J(E)

J(>R, y)

j(E, L, oeo)

j.(E, V, ¢)

j,*(E)
L

Lmin

l

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The energy of the secondary neutron and trapped proton.
The maximum energy of a proton which remains trappcd in the quiescent geo-

magnetic field.
The equilibrium energy spectrum of differential intensity, given by equation 40

(dimensionless).
The omnidirectional integral flux of primaries (at latitude _') which have energies

above l0 Mev at depth x.
The integral over the upper hemisphere of the integral unidirectional intensity of

primaries above l0 Mev.

The integral unidirectional intensity of solar cosmic rays averaged over a solar cycle.
The integral unidirectional intensity of solar cosmic rays above 10 Mev, evaluated

at a latitude at which the cutoff energy is less than 10 Mev.

The integral unidirectional intensity of trapped protons with energies above E.
The directional integral intensity of protons with residual range greater than R.

The differential unidirectional intensity of trapped protons.

The differential unidirectional intensity of albedo neutrons.

The vertical intensity of neutrons at the pole.

Magnetic shell parameter, equivalent to ro/r_ in a dipole field.

The minimum shell ac(:essible to protons injected by polar cap neutrons.

The attenuation length of neutrons passing through air.

The average mass per atom of the atmosphere.
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N(T)

Pn/pd

Pn/pp

Pn/p,

Q(E, )_', x)

q(E, L, se; )_, 0)

_I(E, L, So)

q(),)
R

Ro

R1

r

re

ro

S(E)

s (s0) ro

T

To
T1

T1/e

to

t.

u = Ro/1 cos_.
0

X

y = x sec_b
S

S0

s-cone

5-cone

_4

_55

e(L, so)

0

O'

0

k

Xc

The probable number of neutrons emitted following an interaction with a proton
energy T.

The neutron emission probability relative to deutron emission probability.
The neutron emission probability relative to proton emission probability.

The neutron emission probability relative to alpha particle emission probability.

The production rate of neutrons of energy E at latitude ),' and depth x.
The local injection rate giving number of protons injected/Mev-cm3-ster-sec.

The injection rate averaged over the spiral path.

The injection rate at )_ averaged over one gyroperiod.

The range of solar proton in air.
R(To).

R(T1).

The mean range of the solar cosmic rays in model 1.
Geocentric distance.

The earth's equatorial radius.

The geocentric distance of a line of force measured in the equatorial plane.
Evaporation spectrum.

The length of the spiral path of a trapped particle, measured from the equatorial
plane to a mirror point.

The energy of a solar proton.

The threshold energy of Nit(p, n)O n reaction.

The cutoff energy of solar cosmic rays assumed in model 2.

The 1/e lifetime, the time over which the energy decreases to 1/e times the initial
value.

The duration of solar cosmic ray event.
The mean lifetime of the neutron.

Neutron velocity.

Atmospheric depth.

The slant depth of a point in the atmosphere.

The local pitch angle, the angle between the velocity vector and the magnetic field.

The equatorial pitch angle.

The cone swept out on the globe by the gyration of the velocity vector.

A cone, of semiangle _, drawn from a point in space to the earth; the cone is tangent
to the earth's surface.

The injection coefficient for orbits mirroring at NERV point number 3.

The injection coefficient for orbits mirroring at NERV point number 4.

The injection coefficient under the assumption that the solar cosmic rays reach

a latitude of 55 degrees and higher.

The injection coefficient under the assumption that the solar cosmic rays reach

a latitude of 60 degrees and higher.

The injection coefficient, giving the rate of injection into an orbit in terms of the

rate jn*/tnv, corresponding to the decay rate of the vertical albedo intensity at
the pole.

Nuclear temperature.

The temperature appropriate to each stage of evaporation cascade.

The phase angle between the velocity vector and the meridian plane.

Magnetic latitude.

The latitude of the boundary of the polar cap.
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_m

_r

;k?

_3

_4

(Y0

6r t

a(T)

ac(T)

+(x', +)
+, (X'4_)

+_(x',/,)
+_(x'4,)

¢(x, +)

_(L, a0,X)

Mirror point latitude.

The geomagnetic latitude of a point on globe from which an albedo neutron is
emitted.

The highest latitude on earth's surface attained by the <_-trace.

The density of atoms-and-ions/cm 3 averaged over a trapped orbit.

The average density for orbits mirroring at NERV point number 3.

The average density for orbits mirroring at NERV point number 4.
a(T) for T>10 Mev.
The total cross section for neutron interaction in air.

The cross section for production of one neutron.

The cross section for compound nucleus formation as a function of proton energy.

Defined by equation 5.

q_(),', ¢) for model I.

+(_', 4) for model 2.
q_(h', 4) for model 3.

+(x'>xc, _=0).
The zenith angle of an albedo neutron upon leaving the atmosphere.

The albedo angular distribution function, the ratio of albedo intensity at zenith

angle _ to the vertical intensity at the pole.

Defined by equation 19.

INTRODUCTION

Observations of geomagnetically trapped pro-

tons have recently been extended to energies as
low as 8 Mcv' by use of the Nuclear Emulsion

Recovery Vehicle (NERV). The energy spectrum

shows a pronounced variation with position in

space. The spectrum on magnetic shells crossing
the geomagnetic equator at geocentric distances

r0 of approximately 1.5 earth radii re agrees well

with theoretical predictions _,3 based on injection

by neutron albedo from galactic cosmic radia-
tion.4.6

However, the spectrum observed on shells at
r0>1.7 re is anomalous in the sense that it is

much steeper and more intense than the spectrum

which results from "galactic" albedo, see figure I.

It has been suggested ',6 that the neutron albcdo

generated in the polar caps by the arrival of low-

energy solar cosmic rays may result in trapped

protons. Some discussions of the characteristics

of the protons resulting from this effect have al-

ready been given. 3,7 The object of this paper is

to treat this mechanism more quantitatively than

references 3 and 7 in an attempt to show that it
can account for the NERV observations.

Three prominent features distinguish the solar

cosmic rays from the galactic cosmic rays: (1)
Solar cosmic rays arrive in intense bursts of short

duration, the intensity typically decaying to

normal in about a day, (2) arrive mostly at high

latitudes, and (3) have a mean energy two or
three orders of magnitude below that of the

galactic radiation. Because of this last feature

we may expect the number and energy spectrum

of secondary neutrons to differ markedly from

those produced by galactic cosmic rays: First,

the high-energy spallation component should be

almost totally absent. Second, the evaporation

component should show a relatively lower tern=

perature. Third, unlike the products of the global

(i.e., galactic) radiation, most of the "polar"

neutrons will be generated close to the top of the

atmosphere (the range of a typical solar proton,

with energy T <100 Mev, is much shorter than

the mean free path of the neutrons which have

energies around 100 Mcv).

Previous work on the albcdo neutron energy

spectrum 3,4,8,9,_°,u has been based on data re-

fcrring to high-energy interactions involving pri-

maries with energies in the Bey range. Ilowever,

the primaries involved in the present paper have

energies on the order of 10-100 Mev. We therefore
must re-examine the neutron production process,

concentrating on the reaction N'4(p, n)O '4.
In order to determine the spatial distribution
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of thetrappedprotonsproducedby thismecha-
nismit is necessaryto examinein detailtheeffi-
ciencyof trappingasa functionof r0 and pitch

angle. This, in turn, requires a knowledge of the

angular distribution of the albedo intensity.
We therefore begin by examining the production

of neutrons in the atmosphere by low energy

cosmic ray protons. We then calculate the albedo

intensity as a function of energy and zenith angle.
Next we examine the injection coefficient as a

function of energy, altitude, and pitch angle. It
is found that the results of these calculations de-

pend quite strongly on the form of the primary

energy spectrum. However, the spectrum of the
solar beam is variable from one event to another.

Me therefore carry out the calculations for

several different spectra.

100

0.1
I0 20 50 I00 200

KINETIC ENERGY (Mev)

FIGURE 1.--Energy spectra of trapped protons on four
different magnetic shells measured by the Nuclear
Emulsion Recovery Vehicle program on September 19,
1960. Figure courtesy of Naugle and Kniffen. Altitudes
and shell parameters L of the points are: point 3, alt.
1600 kin, L=1.79; point 4, alt.--1884 km, L=1.72;
point 5, alt. 1600 km, L= 1.54; and point 6, alt. 1400
km, L = 1.47.

PRODUCTION OF NEUTRONS

When protons with energies T < 100 Mev strike

the atmosphere, the major source of secondary

neutrons is the interaction of protons with N 14.

Experimental data on the cross section for neutron

production in this interaction is scanty. The

neutron yield when 32 Mev protons bombard a

thick nitrogen target is known. 12 The yield,

3.2×10 -3 neutrons per proton, is comparable to

the yield from oxygen. The energy spectrum of

the neutrons produced in thin target experiments

on nitrogen at 17.3 Mev 13and at 31.5 Mev TM shows

several poorly resolved groups which tend to
merge into a continuum at low energy. It is

possible to represent the spectrum approximately
in the form of an evaporation spectrum with a

"temperature" around 4 Mev.

In this energy range, the mean free path of a

nucleon is short compared to the nuclear diameter,

suggesting that spallation may be less favored

than compound nucleus formation. This observa-

tion, plus the evaporation-like nature of the

neutron spectra, lead us to investigate the cross

section for neutron production on the basis of

evaporation theory. However, we rely on evapo-

ration theory only to reveal the energy dependence
and we use the observation of Tai et al. 12 for

normalization.

Thus, we set _ (T) = ac (T) N (T), where _c (T)

is the cross section for compound nucleus forma-

tion and N (T) is the probable number of neutrons

emitted. We compute _c(T) in the semiclassical

approximation, 15 which is valid for T greater

than about twice the Coulomb barrier, that is,

for T>6 Mev. We evaluate N(T), using the

theoretical results of LeCouteur, 16 by computing

the relative probabilities P,/Pp, P,/P,_ and

P,,/Pd for emission of a neutron or proton;
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neutronor alphaparticle;and neutronor deu-
teron. Multipleparticleemissionis considered
up to three-particlecascadesalthough,sinceall
therequiredseparationenergiesarenotavailable,
triple cascadescanonly beestimated.In com-
putingcascadesit is assumedthat all particles
exceptthe last are emittedwith the average
energyof thoseemittedin eachstage.Therela-
tionbetweenthenucleartemperature0 andthe
excitationenergyis assumedto begivenby the
usualdegcnerateFermi-gasmodelof theexcited
nucleus.

It is foundthat protonemissionismostlikely
in thefirststageof de-excitation.Thecalculated
a(T) rises rapidly as T is increased above the

threshold T0=(i.4 Mev, and then levels off at

about l0 Mev, attaining a maximum value of

only about 70 mb. Multiple emissions tend to

increase this figure at higher energies. The data

of Tai ct al. can be fitted by assuming that

a(T)=O for T<10 Mev and a(T)=ao=80 mb

for T>10 Mev. We shall therefore adopt this

simple model for a(T).

We assume the evaporation spectrum is given

by

S(E) =EO -2 exp(--E/O) ncutrons/Mev (1)

per interaction, where E is the neutron energy.
In cascades in which more than one neutron is

emitted, 0 is an average value found by assuming
that all particles except the last are emitted with

E=20' (0' is the temperature appropriate to

each state), weighting the several O' values by

the fraction of the neutrons belonging to each

stage, and summing over stages. It is then found

that 0 is a quite slowly varying function of T,

varying only between 3 and 5 Mev as T varies
from threshold to 50 Mev. We may therefore take

0 = 4 Mev as an average, independent of T. This

is an important simplification since it implies

that the neutrons are generated with the same

spectrum at all atmospheric depths.

We therefore conclude that (1) the neutron

production is adequately represented (approxi-

mately) by a constant cross section of 80 mb with

an effective threshold of l0 Mev, (2) the energy

spectrum of the neutrons is Maxwellian with

temperature 4 Mev, and (3) the production

angular distribution is isotropic.

ALBEDO INTENSITY

We turn now to the question of the differential

unidirectional intensity of neutrons leaving the

atmosphere. We must compute the production

rate as a function of atmospheric depth and,

assuming for simplicity an exponential attenua-

tion of the emerging beam, compute the escaping

intensity as a function of energy and zenith angle.

The production rate at atmospheric depth x and

at geomagnetic latitude h' is

k'
Q(E,k',x) = a°I( ,x) S(E) neutronsMev-gm-sec ' (2)

where 9T_ is the average mass per atom of the

atmosphere and I(_', x) is the omnidirectional

integral flux of primaries which have energies

above l0 Mev at depth x.
The differential unidirectional intensity of al-

bedo neutrons leaving the atmosphere at the ze-

nith angle _bis obtained by integrating Q(E, _', x)

over a slant path, assuming a plane stratified

atmosphere:

, ( °eo.=j.(E,J_',_b) = _ Q(E,J_',x) exp dXMev.cm2.ster_sec (3)

Here l is the attenuation length, which wc approximate by 9T_/ot where at is the total cross section

in air. _7In the energy range in which we arc interested (about 5-30 Mev), we can assume l = 15 gm/cm 2,

independent of energy. Then

cvo [

i.(E,_',¢) = _ Io(_') S(E) O(_',¢), (4)

where

¢(_,',_) = _ exp dx. (,5)
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Here I0(X') is the integral over the upper hemi-

sphere of the integral directional intensity of pri-
maries above l0 Mev.

Let j,*(E) denote the vertical intensity of
neutrons at the pole. The boundary of the polar

cap is at latitude Xc, the latitude at which the

geomagnetic cutoff is 10 Mev. We shall express

j,,(E, _', _h) in terms of jn*(E) as

j.C_,X',¢) = i'(E) _(X',_). (6)

Thus,

• (x' ,_)
_(k' > Xc, ¢ = o)

We shall denote _(X'>hc, ¢=0) by _*. Then

_o Jo t S(E) _"
i'(E) = 2_t '

where J0 is the integral directional intensity (in

particles/em2-ster-sec) of solar cosmic rays above

l0 Mev, evaluated at a latitude where the cut-
off energy is less than l0 Mev. We assume J0

is isotropic; hence Jo=Io/2_. Before we can

evaluate the albedo distribution function '1_(X', _)

we must discuss the spectrum of the solar beam,

since this determines I(X', x)/Io(X') appearing
in equation 5.

Model 1

We assume

I(X',x) _ -,I_
e (8)

IoCX')

where /_ is the mean range of the solar cosmic

rays. Inserting into equation 5, we obtain

¢1(x',_) = -_ os _+ (9)

Taking /_ to be the range of a representative

primary (T< 100 Mev), we find that R will be

small compared with l, giving an anisotropic al-
bedo with a maximum at the horizontal.

Model 2

Assume an isotropic intensity J0 = constant up

to T1 and J0 = 0 above T1. Convert to a range

spectrum and transform to a depth x by noting

that at the slant depth y = x sec_b the directional

integral intensity J(>R, y) of protons with

residual range greater than R equals the primary

intensity Jo(R+y) for R--}-y< R(Ti) and is zero

for R+y>R(T,). Denote R(TI) by R1. Then

integrate over the hemisphere to obtain

THE SOLAR BEAM

Until recently no direct observations of the

spectrum of solar cosmic rays were available.

However, the spectra during the events of

September 3, 1960, and November 12-15, 1960,

were directly measured.iS: 9 In the September 3

event, a Geiger counter and nuclear emulsions

carried on the same rocket yielded an integral

proton spectrum that was almost fiat up to

about 100 Mev with an intensity J0_-_19 par-

ticles/cm-ster-sec above 22 Mev. In the November

event the integral spectrum was close to T -1._

(from 10-100 Mev) with an intensity J0 >2)< 103

particles/cm2-ster-sec above 10 Mev. In both

cases the intensity was isotropic over the upper
hemisphere.

EVALUATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

We shall consider three cases: (1) exponential

variation of Q with depth, (2) primary spectrum

flat up to 100 Mev, and (3) primary spectrum
J0 cc T-1-7.

I(t',x) - x for x < RI- Ro -=xo (10)
io(k,) = 1 RI_R °

and

I(X',x)=0 for X>Xo.

Here R0 = R(To) =0.15 gm/cm 2and R1 = R(T1) =

7.5 gm/cm 2 assuming T_ = 100 Mev.

Inserting equation l0 into equation 5, we

easily find

¢2(k',¢) = 1 fcos¢ 1-e (11)
Xo "

Since x:-_l/2 we again find a moderate anisotropy

with _2(X', _r/2)/,_(X', 0)=4.71.

Model 3

Assume Jo=A T -1"7. Using the familiar rela-

tion R (T) = constant × T L7 we then find

Ro+X
ICk',x) I- x In-- (12)
Io(X') - _ x
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FIGURE 2.--Angular distribution functions of albedo

neutrons generated by low-energy cosmic rays. In each
case a constant cross section with threshold 10 Mev is

used. Exponential attenuation of the emerging beam,

with attenuation length 15 gm/cm 2, and a plane at-

mosphere arc assumed.

and

_a()_',¢_) = 1 + e"Zi(-u) 11- 11

1
--_ (7+ In u) , (13)

where u= Ro/l cos_b, --Ei(--u) is the logarithmic

integral and 7=0.577 is Euler's constant. We

find ff3(X', 0) =0.025 and ¢b3(X', r/2)_l.

Thus, in each case we find cb(X', O)_R/l,

where R is the range of an average primary, and

¢(x', _/2)_1.
The functions ,I, (X', _) obtained from the above

models are shown in figure 2. In each case it is

assumed that _I,(X', _) vanishes for X'<Xe and

is independent of X' for X'>Xc. This is a good

approximation, since the latitude interval over

which the cutoff energy varies from 10 to 100 Mev

is quite narrow (the StSrmcr cutoff is 10 Mev at

X'--72 degrees and is 100 Mev at X'=66 degrees,

assuming vertical incidence) and the contribution

from primaries with energies above 100 Mev is

assumed to be negligible, llowcvcr, cutoff rigidi-

ties are often reduced during cosmic ray increases.

Cosmic rays with energies as low as 120 Mev

have, at times of magnetic activity, been observed

at Minneapolis. 2° The geomagnetic latitude of

Minneapolis, defined so that the vertical cutoff

is 14.9 cos%'Bv, is 57.4 degrees _1 at quiet times

although protons of this energy should normally

be excluded below about 65 degrees. We therefore

carry out the calculation for Xc=60 and 55

degrees.

INJECTION COEFFICIENTS

The basic principle determining the rate of

injection into a given orbit is that injection occurs

only over those segments of the orbit in which

the orbit points toward the source2 The decay

proton maintains the direction of flight of the

parent neutron. As the orbit spirals through space,

the velocity vector" of a particle in that orbit

sweeps out a cone called the a-cone, where a

is the local pitch angle. Over some parts of the

orbit, the a-cone may miss the earth entirely.

The intersection of the a-cone with the earth is

called the a-trace. (Only a fraction of the a-trace

may fall within the polar cap.) The albcdo in-

tensity varies from point to point along the a-

trace depending on the zenith angle _ made by

the velocity vector, and the magnetic latitude

X' of the point of intersection with the earth.

Thus, _ and X' may be regarded as "a-trace

coordinates."

Since particles are trapped for times that are

long compared to bounce periods, it is sufficient

to calculate the average injection rate over the

orbit. We label an orbit by its coordinates in

the equivalent dipole coordinate system dis-

cussed by McIlwain. 22 Thus, an orbit is deter-

mined by L =ro/r_, where r_ is the earth's radius,

and by the equatorial pitch angle a0.

At a given point along the orbit, the position

of the velocity vector relative to the meridian

plane is denoted by 0, the phase angle. The local

injection rate at latitude X, energy E, and phase

angle 0 is then

q(E,L,%; _.,e) = Jn(E'_"'_) (14)
t nv

where X' and _b are functions of L, a0, X and 0.

In equation 14, t, is the mean lifetime of the

neutron (including relativistic time dilation) and
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V

&CONE _

FIGURE 3a.--Two cones are constructed, each with its

vertex at V, the guiding center. The a-cone is swept
out by the gyrating velocity vector. The _-cone is the

cone subtended by the earth. The point A marks the

axis of the a-cone; D marks the axis of the _f-cone. The
angle between the two axes is /3. When the two cones

overlap, the end of the velocity vector, shown as a

dashed line, traces out an arc within the 8-cone which

we call the a-trace (not shown). The arc AD is a seg-

ment of the meridian. The angle 0 is the phase angle;

as 0 varies, the angles _' and i" also vary but a and/3
remain fixed.

v is the neutron's velocity. Assuming that a negli-

gible number of neutrons decay enroute, no cor-

rection is necessary for the distance from the

earth. That is, since j, is the differential uni-

directional intensity, its value at the point of

decay equals its value at the earth.

The quantity q must now be integrated over

the spiral path. (The length of the spiral path

may be expressed in terms of the distance r0 as

s (a0) r0 where s (a0) is dimensionless.)

Since the gyrofrequency is large compared to

the bounce frequency v/4s(ao)ro, we may average

over the phase angle (i.e., over a gyroperiod)

before integrating over s(ao). Thus, the average

injection rate _(E, L, a0) is

_(E,L,%) - 1 (q(E,L,k)) -_ dk (15)
s(%)

ZENITH

P ¢ V

FIGURE 3b.--The circle represents the earth. The line

VP is the velocity vector. The point S is the intersec-
tion of the axis of the S-cone with the earth's surface.

FIGURS 3c.--The axis of the S-cone passes through the

point S. The arc SQ is drawn along a line of constant

latitude. The triangle of figure 3b lies in a plane con-

taining the points P, S, and O, the center of the earth.

where
2_

'Io(q(E,L,_)) = _ q(E,L,_.,O) dO (16)

is the average over a gyroperiod, holding X fixed.

We denote the mirror point latitude by X.,.

We now use equation 6 to express 0 in terms

ofj.*:

q(E,L,%) = E(L,%) jn*(E)
t.v (17)
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where the injection coefficient e(L, ao) is

km

1 fo ds_(L, ao) = S(ao ) l_L, ao,k )_ dk (18)

and

Q(L.a ,k) = 1fir _(L,ao,X,0) dO. (19)

where _(L, ao, _, O) is the albedo angular distri-

bution function defined by equation 6, now ex-

pressed in orbit coordinates L, a0, _, and 0.
Our task now is to relate the orbit coordinates

L, a0, X, and 0 to the a-trace coordinates ¢ and ),'.
For a given orbit, defined by L and a0, and for

some point along the line of force, defined by

the latitude h, we may construct the a-cone and
examine its intersection with the earth (see

figure 3). If h is held fixed and the phase angle 0

is varied, the velocity vector will trace out the
a-trace on the earth's surface. The latitude h'

at which the vector intersects the earth is given

by

_' = _+_,, (20)

where h,=;_l(0, h, L, a0). The zenith angle ¢ at

this point is related to the orbit coordinates by

sinq) = Lcoslksin _' , (21)

where

cosS' = cosa cosfl + sina sin/3 cosO, (22)

and

slna : (4-3 cos2_,) !/4 sin a (23)

COS 3_.

1
tan fl = _- cot ;_ . (24)

can now be evaluated from equation 19. The inte-

gration of equation 18 is then carried out with

the aid of the relation

ds (4-3 cos 2k) 1/2-- - seca cos _. (27)
dk

The mirror point latitude is related to ae by

COS 3_.
_i. % : , (28)

(4- 3 COSlk.)1/'1

and a close approximation to s(ao) is given by 2_

s(%) 1.3,-o.3 (s,.%+ ,n''%). (29)
When the a-cone does not intersect the earth,

_2 is zero. For an orbit such that _2(L, a0, h)=0

for h=0, the latitude h2 such that the a-cone
first touches the earth may be obtained from the

implicit relation

_(_2) + _(_2) = _(_2), (30)

where

sec2k
s_. _ : --2-- • (:_l)

The angle _t is the semiangle of the cone drawn

from the orbit point to the earth, the cone being

tangent to the earth's surface.

In general, only a part of the a-cone intersects

the earth. In this case, the upper limit on the

integral in equation 19 is replaced by 8', where

cosO' = cos_ - cosa coati
sina sinfl (32)

The angle 0' is related to the injection coeffi-

cient _0 calculated by Singer 9 through

k

1 f ds_o : s(%) o _(k) -_ _ (33)

Having determined ¢ and 6' from equations

21 through 24, we may then find _1 from

sink I = cOS_ sin(qb- _') , (25)

where

cos_ : cosa - cos_' cos/3 (26)
sinS' sin/3

With these relations we are able to compute

¢ and h' everywhere along the a-trace; thus, _2

and

v(_) = O--. (34)
17

If we assume an isotropic albcdo and intensity

uniform with respect to latitude, then e reduces

to_0.
The injection coefficients have been evaluated

for the orbits which mirror at the points in space
where the NERV observations were made. The
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TABLE 1.--Injection Coe_cients for Orbits Mirroring at the Locations of the NERV Observations

L=equivalent geocentric distance in equatorial plane; a.0=equatorial pitch

angle; ;_2=latitude of particle when the a.-cone first intersects the earth; Xt =

highest latitude on earth's surface attained by the a.-trace; E60=injection co-

efficient assuming solar cosmic rays reach latitude 60 degrees; e_=injection

coefficient assuming solar cosmic rays reach latitude 55 degrees.

Point
Number L

3 1.79

4 1.72

5 1.54

6 1.47

CO'= a'o _'2 _t _60 Ess

0.866 11.0 66.1 0.15 0.29

0.832 9.0 62.3 0.10 0.18

0.775 5.5 54.5 0 0

0.755 2.9 48.3 0 0

1027

coordinates of these points are given in Table 1

along with the coefficients calculated from the

albedo distribution of Model 3. The most im-

portant feature of the result is that the injection

coefficient is zero at points 5 and 6. These are

the points at which the anomalous component is

absent. It can be shown that for a given value of

Xc there is a minimum value of L for which any

injection is possible (for any value of a0). In

Table 2 we give Lmin as a function of Xc. Note

that for hc_60 degrees, the boundary of the

accessible region is at L= 1.65; this is consistent

with the observations.

The vanishing of the injection coefficient at the

two inner points argues against an interpretation

of the anomalous component in terms of either

direct injection from the solar plasma cloud or

local acceleration. Both of these mechanisms seem

TABLE 2.--Minimum Injection Distance Lmin as a Funclion

of the Latitudes of the Boundary of the Polar Cap Xe
(Assuming Infinite Atmospheric Density Below 1270 kin)

_'C Lmin

(degrees) (earth radii )

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

1.20
1.22
1.27
1.32
1.38
1.46
1.65
1.88
2.30

unlikely to produce trapped radiation with such

a sharp lower boundary. The polar albedo mecha-

nism, however, leads to a sharp lower boundary

in just the correct range of L.

The reason for the absence of injection at the

inner points may be more clearly seen by con-

sidering the behavior of the a-cone or the a-trace

as X varies. All four orbits are of the class in

which the a-cone does not intersect the earth when

the vertex of the cone is at the equatorial plane.

As X increases, the a-cone tilts toward the earth

and grows wider. When the vertex reaches X2

the a-cone is just tangent to the earth.

As X is further increased, the a-trace moves

across the globe in a generally equatorward di-

rection. The maximum latitude k t attained by

any Dart of the a-trace is given in Table 1. We

see that for the first two orbits h* is greater than

60 degrees. However, the a-traces of points 5

and 6 never get within the source region, which

is assumed to be confined to latitudes >he=60

degrees. With this value of he the a-trace for

point ',5first enters the source region when k = 11.0

degrees and leaves the source region when X = 13.4

degrees. Thus, iniection takes place only over a

very small part of the total orbit (which mirrors

at 32.2 degrees). The corresponding range for

point 4 is 9.0 degrees to 9.7 degrees.

In comparing e with the corresponding coeffi-

cients #0 calculated for the global component 9 it

should be noted that the latter coefficient refers

to an isotropic albedo whose strength is inde-

pendent of latitude.
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TABLE 3.--Time-Integrated Solar Cosmic Ray Intensities Above 10 Mev*

Date

February 23; 1956
July 7, 1958
August 22, 1958
May 11, 1958
July 10, 1959
July 14, 1959
July 17, 1959
April 1-2, 1960
April 28-30, 1960
April 4-7, 1960
September 3, 1960
September 3-9, 1960
November 12-14, 1960
November 15, 1960
November 12-15, 1960
November 20-26, 1960

Joto

particles
cm-_-m-,l_-_ter x 10 "e

1000
10
4
7
8

140
4OO

2
1
1
0.6
0.8

640
180

1000
20

Reference

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
24
24
24
18
24
24
24
19
24

*In each case extrapolations down to 10 Mev have been made assuming J0 proportional to T -1'8 except for the Septem-

ber and November, 1960, events where spectra directly observed in references 18 and 19 were used.

INTENSITY OF THE ANOMALOUS COMPONENT

Using the values a0=80 mb, /=15 gm/cm _,

and _*=0.025 (Model 3) we obtain

t o

j(E,L,ao) = 5.4 × 10 .4 e(L,%) S(E) J'o _ (3,5)

for the differential, directional intensity of newly

trapped protons following an injection "impulse"

of duration to. For the NERV points (_ on the

order of 0.1) we therefore have an integral di-

rectional intensity J(E) above 10 Mev on the

order of 1.8× 10 -8 Jotop/cm2-stcr-sec.

Now, the intensities observed at the NERV

points (3 and 4) were approximatcly 103p/cm _-

ster-sec. In order to account for these intensities

on the basis of impulsive injection from a single

event we require Joto to be approximately 5 X l0 TM.

The September 3, 1960, event (16 days prior to

the date of the observations) was therefore far

too small.

The events of July, 1959, contributed a time-

integrated flux Joto of approximately 5 X 108 while

the large storm of February, 1956, reached ap-

proximately 109p/cm_-ster. ttowcvcr, to evaluate

the contribution from these less recent events

we need to consider the lifetimes of the protons.

If protons are adiabatically trapped, then their

lifetime, as determined by energy loss, is in-

versely proportional to the exospheric density

averaged over the orbit. Assuming a hydrogen

exosphere, 50 percent ionized, the 1/e lifetime,

defined as the time over which the energy de-

creases to 1/e times the initial value, is given by

El.S
TI/" = 1011 _ seconds, (:_(j)

where E is the initial energy in Mev and _ is

the average density (atoms-and-ions/em3). This

expression is valid for E<300 Mev. For orbits

that mirror above approximately 1500 km _ is

less than 104/cmL Therefore, if 10 Mev protons

are adiabatically trapped their lifetime is l0

years or more.

The length of this lifetime suggests the pos-

sibility that an equilibrium exists, with injection

from large events at irregular intervals of a few

years being averaged over several events. Wcbber 21

has collected data on some twenty solar cosmic

ray events since 1956. For most of these events

the intcnsity only above about 100 Mcv is known.

We have extrapolated each spectrum to l0 Mcv

by assuming a spectrum J0 proportional to T -1.a

below 100 Mcv (see Table 3).

We find that over a period of about 5 years
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priorto theNovember1960eventssolarcosmic
rayscontributedatotalofapproximately1.5Xl09
particles/cm2-steroverthepolarcaps.Thisrepre-
sentsanaveragerateJ ofabout10particles/cm2-
ster-sec,about100timesthegalacticrate.

An estimateof theequilibriumintensityfrom
"continuous"polar injectionis obtainedby re-
placingJoto in equation 35 by JT1/e. Thus, this

process can account for the observations provided

_103/cm 3.

We therefore suggest that the "anomalous"

component is a permanent feature. It might be

called the polar component.

Since the injection is intermittent the polar

component will behave as an equilibrium distri-

bution only at energies that are high enough to

make the lifetimes long compared to the interval

between injection events. The lower end of this

energy range will vary with altitude, i.e., with

exospheric density, approximately as r -2"/_ in a

region where the density varies as r -v.

'-°I

FIGURE 4.--The equilibrium energy spectrum resulting

from injection with the Maxwellian spectrum and

slowing down by pure energy loss is proportional to

F (w), where E = _ Ow.

In more detail, the equilibrium spectrum is

found by integrating the continuity equation

V. (37)_ : _-_ L -S_j '

assuming that v is proportional to E 1/2 and

)_zE= -k_Z-l/2 (38)
5t

where k=7.65X10 -12 Mev3t_-cm3/sec for E in

Mev. We find

aof O'O'/2 __EJ F = 1.7 x 105 _E_I_ , (39)

PJ - 2_kt

where e=e(E, a0) and

E J,_ e-_ yl/_dy. (40)F = F(E/O) = _" /o

The function F is related to functions tabulated

by Pearson 25 and is shown in figure 4.

Before a comparison with the observations can

be made we must take into account that, on the

hypothesis of this paper, the spectrum at points

3 and 4 represents a superposition of a polar

component upon the global component. We there-

fore take the spectrum seen at points 5 and 6,

normalized to the data at 70 Mev, tc; be the global

component and subtract this intensity from the

anomalous spectrum.

The result for point 3 is shown in figure 5A

along with the spectrum computed from equation

39 and normalized by setting _3= 1.06X 103/cm 3.

The corresponding result for point 4, using y4 =

260/cm _, is shown in figure 5B. Noting that the

neutron spectrum is only approximately given by

the Maxwellian which we have assumed and that

we have neglected the modulation of the albedo

spectrum which result from energy degradation

in the atmosphere we regard the agreement as

at least fair. (The latter effect will tend to steepen

the spectrum at the low energy end and to fill in

the region below the peak in the source spectrum.)

An important point should be noted. The rela-

tive intensities at points 3 and 4 are about 1:3.

That is, the higher intensity is found on the inner

shell (L= 1.72). Now the intensity ratio is pre-

dicted to be e3_4/et_3, using subscripts to denote
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FIGURE 5.--Comparison between equilibrium spectrum

and observations. The "glohal component" represents

the spectrum ot)served at the innermost point, nor-

malized to the data at 20 Mev. This component is sub-

tracted from the observations (crosses) to give the

anomalous component (circles). The heavy solid curve

is the computed spectrum, normalized by the choice of

density _. In 5a, L=].79, _=l.06Xl03/cm a and in 5b,

L=1.72, _=2.6X102/cm 3. These intensities are com-

puted with an assumcd average solar cosmic ray flux

J = l0 particles/cm2-ster-sec > l0 Mev.

the number of the point. Since e3/e4_-_l.5 we re-

quire _,_/p4_4. The average densities are propor-

tional to the mirror point densities. Orbit 3

mirrors at 1600 km and orbit 4 mirrors at 1884 km.

If the temperature is approximately 2000°K at

the base of the exosphere then these mirror points

will fall within the region in which oxygen pre-

dominates over hydrogen. The scale height of

exospheric atomic oxygen at 1600 km is about

164 km for T=2000°K, leading to a ratio of

mirror point densities expF(1884-1600)/164-_ =

5.6. (If O + contributes strongly then this ratio

will bc reduced. A pure O + atmosphere leads to

a ratio expF284/(2X164)_=2.4.) We conclude

therefore that the relative intensities at the NERV

points 3 and 4 arc consistent with our knowledge

of the exosphere and do not indicate a breakdown

of the trapping condition at these low energies

(below 30 Mev).

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

The spatial distribution produced by this

mechanism is characterized by two prominent

features: (1) a shadow zone is formed close to the

earth within which no "polar protons" are

trapped, (2) beyond the shadow zone trapping

is possible. However, there is a range of equatorial

pitch angles centered about 90 degrees within

which no injection takes place. This leads to the

existence of a penumbra, a region in which the

polar component is present at local pitch angles

less than 90 degrees but does not mirror.

The shadow zone and penumbra formed by a

polar cap source with boundary at Xc = 60 degrees

are shown in figure 6. The shape of the penumbra

is not a strong function of kc. Its boundary re-

mains approximately parallel to the equatorial

plane as hc is varied from about 30 to 90 degrees.

The boundary of the shadow zone is always a

magnetic shell of course.

PROTONS IN THE OUTER BELT

The polar mechanism injects about 100 times

more low energy protons per Mev at about l0 Mev

into the outer belt than does the global source.

However, it is believed that the trapping ability of

the quiescent field decreases at great altitudes. A

variation of maximum trappablc energy with alti-

tude of the form Emax =constantX L -4 has been

predicted by Singer. 26 Normalization of this rela-

tion is provided by satellite observations of the

;

FIGURE 6.--Shadow zone and penumbra formed by polar

cap injection. There is no trapping of fast protons at
all in the shadow zone. Polar protons are trapped in the

penumbra but thcy do not mirror in this region. The
unshaded arca may contain polar protons at all local

pitch angles outside of the loss cone. The outer boundary

of this region depends on energy as there is a maximum

energy of proton which may remain trapped at a given

L. The boundary drawn here corresponds to 10-Mev

protons, assuming Em:, = 1600L -4 Mev (reference 26).

The points labeled 3, 4, 5, 6 are the locations of the

NERV observations (reference 1).
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radial extent of 75-Mev protons, _7 leading to

Emax = 1600 L -4 Mev. On this model, 1-Mev pro-

tons may remain trapped up to L = 6.3, 10-Mev

protons up to L= 3.6, etc.

We may therefore expect to find the "polar"

low-energy component extending to the heart of

the outer zone or beyond. The intensity at a

given energy should increase with altitude (as

both _ and 1/_ increase) until E exceeds E_,_x(L).

CONCLUSION

We have shown that the lower boundary of the

proton belt produced by solar cosmic rays through

the intermediary of albedo neutrons is consistent

with the observed spatial distribution of low-

energy protons in the inner zone. The energy

spectrum of the high-latitude component is ap-

proximately accounted for (above 10 Mev) as-

suming secondary neutrons are generated in an

evaporation spectrum and that the decay protons

are in equilibrium. The absolute intensities roughly

agree with experiment, assuming a reasonable

source strength and atmospheric model.

In addition to the more obvious experimental

tests such as extending the observations to lower

energies and to higher L-values and such as re-

peating the same observations at a later time to

look for time variations, we may point out that

the polar source leads to a peculiar angular dis-

tribution (equatorial orbits are not populated)

which can be investigated observationally (Len-

check and Singer, 1962).
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IMPULSIVE INJECTION OF ELECTRONS INTO
THE EARTH'S INNER TRAPPING REGION

FROM SOLAR COSMIC-RAY EVENTS

MORDEHAI LIWSHITZ AND A. M. LENCHEK

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland

/:

The decay of albedo neutrons generated in the polar caps b:f solar high-energy-particle events
provides an impulsive source of geomagnetically trapped electrons. The decay density due to slow
albedo neutrons (which describe ballistic orbits above the atmosphere) can be calculated from
simple kinematic considerations. At constant B the injection density exhibits a peak at inter-
mediate L. At L=2 and B=0.22 gauss a typical large SHEP event deposits g3X10 -8 electron
cm -3. The flux from these electrons is _10' electrons cm -_ sec-1 in the intervals 0-780 key. On
account of the low efficiency for detecting these electrons, it appears that this process alone cannot
account for the time variations seen in Explorer 7.

INTRODUCTION

Extended observations of the inner trapping

region FPizzella et al., 1962_ show that the count-

ing rates of detectors flown in the inner trapping

region display noticeable increases following the

occurrence of solar cosmic-ray events. Since no

concurrent significant variations in the intensity

of galactic cosmic radiation were observed during

these periods, it appears plausible that the en-

hancement results directly or indirectly from the

impact of solar particles upon the earth and its

vicinity. Two mechanisms that may be responsible

for this phenomenon are (a) the neutron albedo

from solar protons striking the polar caps; (b)

the injection of solar plasma into the magneto-

sphere and subsequent scattering into its inner

regions.

Protons from decay of albedo neutrons pro-

duced by mechanism a may be ruled out as a
source of the increased counting rates in the

inner region since this region represents a 'shadow

zone' for fast protons _Lenchek and Singer, 1962;

Lenchek, 1962J. That is, at energies above a few

tens of volts, there is no trapping for L_1.6.

Electrons, however, differ from protons in this

respect: their energy spectrum is fundamentally

the same whether they are the decay product of

low-energy neutrons or neutrons in the 10-Mev

region. Consequently, electrons with energies of
hundreds of kilo electron volts will be injected

into orbits within the shadow zone, which is ac-

cessible to slow polar-cap neutrons, i.e., those with

energies around 1 ev that are gravitationally

'trapped' and describe ballistic orbits.
Moreover, the fact that the amplitude of the

enhancement of the counting rate increases with

increasing L, where L is McIlwain's shell param-

eter EMcIlwain, 1961], a priori agrees well with

the polar-cap hypothesis, since higher L shells
intersect the top of the terrestrial atmosphere

closer to the source region.

The magnitude of this mechanism can easily
be estimated. At the top of the atmosphere the

decay density resulting from galactic cosmic-ray
albedo neutrons is _6X10 -12 decay cm -3 sec -1

at middle latitudes where the source strength is

5 neutrons per cm 2 column per second [Hess et al:,

1961]. We may use the ratio of these two values
to estimate the number of electrons injected by

a solar cosmic-ray pulse.

The yield of neutrons per primary from the

1033
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solar event, Y_, is approximately

Ya--

(ionization range of primary) × (neutrons/interaction)

(interaction mean free path)

Becausc of the steep slope of the solar cosmic-

ray spectrum the effective ionization range is

_-_l gcm -_ (30 Mev). The interaction MH ) is

_(i0 g cm -2 in this energy interval, and the

average number of neutrons per interaction is

_-_. These values arc consistent with thc yield

measured by Tai et al. EI958J, who bombarded

a thick nitrogen target with 31-Mcv protons and

measured a yield of 3.2 × 10_3 neutron per proton.

The yield from oxygen is comparable. Therefore,
Y,_3 X 10-3 neutron per primary.

Now, a very large solar cosmic-ray event dc-

posits _109 primaries on a square centimeter

integrated over the duration of the event. This

therefore produces 3Xl0 a neutrons cm -2. At a

point at low altitude and high latitudc wilhin

the polar cap the decay density will be very

nearly what it would be if the solar cosmic rays
were incident upon thc entire globe. Using the

figures mentioned above, the time-integrated dc-

cay density is

:_X10_X(IX10-I2/5=3.6XI0 -° decay (;m-3

The flux due to the/_-decay electrons is therefore

_-_3.(i X 10 -_ X 3 X 10_°_105 cm -2 sec -1

if all are trapped. When we take into account

the flight time, and the geometry of the ballistic
orbits, this value is reduced for low altitudes on

shells with L_2 by about two orders of magni-

tude, one owing to decay in flight, and onc in

view of the distance between the point of observa-

tions and the finite source region. At such a
location the decay elec, tron flux is therefore
_10:_ cm-2 sec-_.

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRON DECAY
DENSITY

We wish to evaluate the spatial distril)ution
of neutrons em(wgh_g from a localized source.

The ncutr(ms d(,scribe ballistic orbits above the

atmospherc without ('ollisions and t'orm a ncutron

exosl)h(;re, As an initial ste l) in this (iire_,tion we

may start with the distribution of neutrons from

a point source at the geomagnetic pole. As will

be seen, this is a satisfactory approximation for

our purpose if wc confine our attention to mod-

erate L values, the corresponding shells being

fcd by neutron dccay not too close to the source

region. (The sour(;(; region will later be assumed

to extend from the poh;s to (i0 ° latitude.) The
main e,onstituents of tlw neutrons in the low-

energy range of interest to us in the inner trapping

region are diffusion neutrons, for which the as-

sumption of isotropic emission introduces no

serious error. Let f(v) scc -1 (cm/see) -1 be the

total neutron albedo flux from the point source

at the pole in the veh)city interval (v, v+dv);

let R+_ bc the earth radius; r, the geocentric

distance of a point in space; R=r/RE; X, its

coiatitude. Let w and ¢ be the veh)city and zenith

angle of a neutron at (r, X) that started at the

pole with v and 0. Let t' be the time of neutron

flight from point sour(;(; to field point, and let
t,,=lO :_ sec be the neutron lifetime. Then the

contribution to the differential neutron density

N(v, r, X) from such particles may be writtcu

N(v, r, _) dv=f(v) sin0 dO(2_rr sinXw sin6 dr) -1

• cxp-(t'/t,) dv (l)

This expression equates the normal component

of the flux through a ring of radius r sinq_ and
width dr at colatitude X to the outflux of corrc-

sponding particles from the source,. From con-

servation of angular momentum

rw sinq_= REV sin0 (2)

whence (l) becomes

N (v, R) dr=f (v)(27rRE _ sinXv) -_ (dr�dR)

• exp- (l'/l,,) dO (3)

Now, motion under a central force such as gravity

defines a unique relation between v and 0 for

given R. The right side of equation 3 may be

cxpress(_l in terms of 0 alone, and may then l)e
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integratedto yield the integralneutrondensity
9_(R,X),i.e.,neutronscm-3.

This,however,entailsknowledgeoftheneutron
albedo spectrum f(v). The present study has

utilized the neutron flux investigated by Itess et al.

]-19613 and extrapolated by them to the top of

the atmosphere on the basis of diffusion theory.

We are primarily concerned with the low-velocity

region of the spectrum. This region is not affected

by the primary spectrum. We are therefore justi-

fied in assuming that the slow neutron albedo

flux from a polar event differs from the ambient

galactic slow neutron albedo flux in magnitude

only, but not in shape. The flux is therefore of
the form

i,(v) dr= (A/v) exp(--b/v) dv=Ah(v) dv (4)

A good fit to the curve of Hess et al. [-19613 for

0 g cm -2 gives for the albedo flux due to galactic
cosmic rays

i, (v) = 7.5 × 10 -s (1/v) exp ( -- 6/v)

X neutrons cm -2 sec -1 (cm/sec) -1 (5)

where v is in kilometers per second.

A varies from event to event and also changes

during each event. We may arrive at a value for

it in the following way. The total neutron con-

centration in the atmosphere is proportional to

the source strength. This holds for both the solar

and the ambient galactic components. In both

cases, therefore,

9_=- A.' o t_ v _1dv (6)

Since the bulk of the neutron density is con-

tributcd by the peak in the velocity spectrum

at about thermal velocity, no appreciable error

is introduced by extending the integration to
infinity in the case of solar neutron albedo as

well as galactic neutron albedo. It follows that

the coefficients A are directly proportional to the

source strength S, the number of neutrons
generated cm -_ sec -1. Thus

A_ = Ag(Ss/So) (7)

where the subscripts g and s refer to the galactic

and solar component, respectively. Ss can be

approximated as follows: Let Y(T) neutrons/pro-

ton be the neutron yield from a proton incident

at kinetic energy T, and let ip(T) be the dif-

ferential omnidirectional primary proton flux
cm -2 sec -1 Mev -_. Then

J?Ss= Y(T)i,,(T) dT (8)
1

T_ and T2 are the respective limiting energies of

the solar proton spectrum. A rough measure of

Y(T) is given by

Y(T) =R(T)/l (9)

as was mentioned in the introduction, where

R(T) is the proton ionization range in air

[---_3×10-3T 1._ (Mev) g cm-2_ and 1 is the mean

neutron production range, assumed constant over

energy _3 X l02 gcm -2.

With f(v) calculated in the indicated manner,
we can then integrate equation 3. As can be

shown from the expressions derived in appendix

A, equation 3 assumes a relatively simple form:

in the equatorial plane, and along the top of the

atmosphere, at various colatitudes. These expres-

sions are given respectively by

2 _ f./2[ 2 /sin_0
9_(R, _,=_-/2)=2X0.S5X10- A,R- ]o . ]sin 0_---_-+sin0 --\-,/2cos0) exp ( -- t' (0)/tn)

mln

× exp[---0.762 (sin20/R+sinO cos0)11_} dO (10a)

f_rl2

9_(R=l, X) =0.85X10-2A,(1--cos_)-112 (sinX)-_J. {sin20 [-sin_0(1--eos_)+sin0 cos0 sin_-] -u2
Omin

× exp[---0.762 (sin20{1--cos_} +sin0 cos0 sin_,)-a/_(1--cos_)-'t2_ exp[---/'(_, O)/t,_} dO (10b)
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plusasimilarexpressionwith (_r--_)substituted
for _, givingthecontributionfrom theopposite
pole.

Actual, thoughcumbersome,numericalinte-
grationshows,that for moderatelatitudes,say
up to 45°_thedensityat the topof the atmos-
pheremay be convenientlyapproximatedby

9_(R=1,_)=B[X-28+(_r--7_)-_s-] (11)

Thus,wecanusethis as a Green's funetion, and

integrate over the source distribution on the polar

cap, which we assume to be uniform. It turns

out, however, that even for ), as small as 45 ° the
density calculated on the assumption of a point

source differs by less than 50 per cent from that

based on a source distributed over the polar cap.

In view of the uncertainties in the many other

parameters this suggests the use of the simpler
model.

We turn now to the problem of the injection

into trapped orbits. The neutron decay density

(or equivalently electron injection density) is

Q=oZ/tn cm -3 sec -1 (12)

We may assume that the lifetimes of the newly

injected electrons are appreciably longer than

the duration of injection, an assumption sup-

ported by the data of Pizzella et al. [19(i2-].
The data indicate lifetimes of the order of weeks

and months. This serves as a justification for

the assumption that (12) integrated over the

duration of the event, yielding the total number

injected, actually represents the total concentra-

tion of electrons present at the termination of
the event.

By proceeding in the manner outlined above,

the electron flux, anywhere at the time of the

event's termination, can be evaluated, in principle.

The following notation is used:

a = the local pitch angle of electrons.

T'=their kinetic energy.

Nt3(T') =the differential electron spectrum nor-

malized to unity.

j=the directional electron intensity (with j. the

intensity normal to the magnetic lines of

force).

ds = the infinitesimal spiral path length.

v=the frequency of electron oscillation between

mirror points.

3¢ ds=the integration over a complete bounce

cycle.

_I_Otot(Ot=_r/2 , R, T', L)=the total number
kev -1 cm -2 ster -1 of electrons lying within

the orbit _¢" ds mirroring at R, with energy
T t"

t0=duration of injection event.

Rm = mirror distance in units of earth radii.

Then

j(L, R, a= _-/2, T')

=ja(L, R, T')

=9_tot(L, a(R)=7r/2, T')_

= (toNo3c/47r) O (13)

where Q is the electron injection density averaged

over the spiral path. To evaluate (_ we need to

know the altitude dependence of the decay

density. Both the earlier results of Hess et al.

1-1961-] and the results of this analysis are con-
sistent with a decay density varying as R -_'7 for

moderate latitudes. It can be shown (see ap-

pendix B) that, if

Q(R) =Q(R_) (R/R,,)-_

where R,, is the geocentric mirror point distance,

then to a good approximation

_ . r(_-½)[ _rX._(4--3X.) 2 ]ln

Q=Q('g")_[6S'2_-(1--X,,) J

(14)

Here, X,_ = R,./LRF_ and

1
S =4 f ds/LRE (dimensionless)

To obtain the omnidirectional flux we must

integrate over local pitch angles, making use of
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Liouville'stheoremand the adiabaticityof the
motion.

In viewof equationll wecanthenrepresent
the directionalelectronintensityat any point
in a shell with parameter L as

j(L, _, a)= C[-L,,2"S(L sin2_m)2'TJ-lr(v-½)
r(v)

.[ Xm2(4__3X_)2 ],/2[6S2(8--5Xm) (1--X,_) (15)

When viewed in the equatorial plane the initial

distribution has a sharp peak at the pitch angle

a0 given approximately by

sin2a0 = L -3 (4-- 3/L)-112

The peak has an amplitude nearly proportional

to L for small L and proportional to 1/L for

L >8. This behavior is easily understood. In

averaging Q over the trapped orbit we are, in

effect, dividing the 'scale height' of the decay

density by the length of the line of force. For

shells that intersect the earth outside the polar

cap (L <4) the decay density near the earth

increases with L somewhat faster than linearly

versus L. However, for shells that intersect well

within the polar cap (L >8) the decay density

at a constant low altitude is independent of L.
In this case, referring to equation 14, Q(Rm)

becomes a constant and setting Xm_l/L<<l

yields

Q--_constant/L

Therefore, the peak in the directional intensity

immediately after the injection period displays
a maximum at an intermediate value of L. The

exact value of L on which the maximum is found

cannot be determined here since the source dis-

tribution is not sufficiently well known.

The omnidirectional intensity is proportional

to the width of the angular distribution as well

as to the amplitude. For points at constant

altitude h this width is proportional to approxi-

mately

Thus, for h small compared with the earth radius

Re, the width is relatively independent of L,

giving an omnidirectional intensity proportional

to the peak directional intensity, i.e., varying

about as L +_ for L _<4 and as L -1 for L somewhat

greater than 4.

DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

The expressions above do not lend themselves

to integration in closed form and have to be

integrated numerically. The constant A, in equa-

tion 7 has been computed for a few selected events

included in Bailey's [-19621 review of recent solar

events. The events chosen are: (a) 'typical event'

TABLE 1.--Peak Omnidirectional Electron Fluxes for Invariable B (0.22 gauss) and Different L

Type of event

Fypical'* ................................
Lept. 3, 1960" ............................
?or. 12, 1960" ...........................
qov. 1960_ ..............................
lept. 3, 1960t ............................
_alacfic_ ................................

A,, cm -2 sec -1

L=1.3265

I(L, B=0.22), cm -2 see-1

1.15X10 -6
5.65X10 -8
3.8 X10 -e

7.5 X10 -s

L= 1.656

165
8.25

550
100-200

420
21.0

1150
1000

L =2.000

570
28.5

1850
1500

*Computation based on data given in Bailey [1962]
_bserved by Pizzella et al. [1962].
$Computation based on the work of Hess et al. [1962].
Note that only the additional flux in Pizzella's data has been taken into account in the compilation of this table.
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(curve2 in Figure 1 of this reference); (b)

September 3, 1960 (curves 8 and 9) ; (c) Novem-

ber 12, 1960 (curve 10). Resulting values for
A, are included in Table 1.

Table 1 also gives the omnidirectional electron

fluxes for locations characterized by the following

values of the parameters B and L: B=0.22

gauss; L=2.000, 1.656, 1.3265. These particular
values were chosen for ease of comparison with

the experimental data of Pizzella et al. [-1962-],
which were reduced by those authors to similar

values of the parameters. For the evaluation of

the corresponding R and _, the real terrestrial

field has been used [-Jensen et al., 1960_. In each
case the value of Rm chosen is the lowest point

on the 'mirror trace' over longitude, thc main
contribution to the flux of electrons trapped in a

particular magnetic shell coming from injection
in the vicinity of the lowest mirror point. It has

been assumed, furthermore, that electrons mir-

roring below altitude of 300 km are 'catastroph-

ically' removed by atmospheric scattering. This

effectively determines the 'loss cone' in the

angular distribution, and thus takes partially

into account particle losses sustained during the

finite injection period. The exact value of the
cutoff altitude does not materially affect the

nature of the results, the main contribution to

the omnidirectional flux at R originating within

a region of a few hundred kilometers below R.

As the lowest possible value of the cutoff altitude

we may consider the 'top of the atmosphere'
at about 100 km.

Comparison of the experimental and theoreti-

cal values of the electron flux shows good agree-

ment for the events and locations chosen, under

the assumption that the bulk of the 'polar-cap

electrons' are detected, tlowever, the detector of

Pizzella et al: [-1962-] is similar to a detector

flown in Explorer 12 which responds to /_-decay

electrons with an average efficiency about l0 -5

[-O'Brien et al., 1962_. Therefore, if these elec-

trons are to produce the observed enhancement

in the counting rate, they must undergo an ac-

celeration raising their mean energy by a factor

of about 3. It appears that such an acceleration

may indeed occur. Pizzella's data reveal that the

counting rates may lag the solar event by a

number of days, of the order of a week. This,

then, suggests that an acceleration is operative

for some time after the injection ceases.

If the neutron decay process is unable to ex-

plain time variations accompanying SHEP events,
we must look elsewhere. Neutron decay repre-

sents an indirect means of injecting new electrons

(and protons). Direct injection, as from solar

plasma, might fortuitously show a spatial de-

pendence similar to that of the polar neutron
source. That is, for low L both sources increase

with increasing L. Further, injection taking place

at the outer boundary of the trapping region can

also lead to a transient peak in density at inter-

mediate L [-Parker, 1960-]. Both direct and in-

direct injection introduces new particles in a

number unrelated to the number of 'old' particles

present before the event. Therefore, the per-

centage enhancement depends upon the prcstorm
level of intensity. On the other hand, acceleration

of 'old' electrons by magnetic fluctuations or waves

propagating through the magnetosphere in as-
sociation with the SIIEI ) event would produce

an enhancement that might bc proportional to

the number of 'old' electrons at a given L. The
existence of the artificial radiation belt may

eventually make it possible, to distinguish be-

tween injection of new electrons and acceleration
of old. Since the number of electrons at low L

is now considerably incrcascd over what it was

at the time of Explorer 7 observations, a large

SHEl ) event now accompanied by proportionately

smaller percentage of enhancement would argue
in favor of injection (direct or indirect) and a

similar percentage of enhancement would argue
in favor of acceleration. Unfortunately, no large

SIt]_]! ) events have been reported since the crea-

tion of the artificial belt.
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Appendix A

EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRONS

The expressions appearing in equations 3 and

10 will now be derived explicitly. The following
notation will be used:

V_= (2GM/R_) 112 escape velocity of a neutron
at the earth's surface.

E = total energy of a neutron.

U : Y2/Vco2.

= eccentricity of the neutron's orbit.

Other symbols have been defined in the text.

The orbital equation of a particle moving in

an inverse square central field, such as the earth's
gravitational field, may be written

1/r= (1--_ cos_b)/a(1-e 2) (A1)

In bound elliptic orbits a is the semimajor axis.

Consider a neutron emitted at the pole with

velocity V and zenith angle O. Then

a= -GmM /2E = G M / ( vco2--v 2) = 1/[2(1 --u) ]

(i2)

Similarly, using some algebra, we obtain

1 - e2= 4 (u-- u 2) sin_# (A3)

Then, combining A1, A2, and A3, we obtain

cos_b = 1-2u sin20 (A4)

For a particle at r and colatitude X

1/r=(1--Ecos_bcosk--sin_bsinX)/a(1--_ 2) (A5)

From the above equation, for fitted 8, the relation
between u and r follows:

u = (1 - cos_,)/2 [ (1/r- cos_) sin20 nusin0 cos0 sin_ ]

(i6)

Equation A6 permits the evaluation of (l/v).
(dr/dR) in equations 3 and 10.
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Wewishto evaluate

for thecasewheref varies as f(r) =constant r-_.

If we put x=r/re and 3r ds=4S, with S in

dimensionless units of r, = LR_,

- 1 1 ds

fx, f(x) xdx

where

Us
-- = (4--3x) m/2 (1 --x) ,12
ax

--\x/k4--3x,,] J

This expression for ds/dx follows directly from

the equation of a dipole line of force, r =re CONCh.

We expand ds/dx in a Taylor series about x_,

and put

f(x) =f(xm)(x/x_)-_

After some algebra and a change of variable we
obtain

_[ T,
f(x=) [6S2(8--5x_) (1-xm) J

l/z_• . (1 +w)-'w-m dw
_0

neglecting terms of order x= and higher. For
>2 the major contribution to this integral comes

from the region near w = 0. Therefore we approxi-

mate the integral by

_(1 + w ) -*w -m dw = Xf_:F('y-½)

Appendix B

and obtain the result

7r_-, , F(_,_½)r 7rx, 2(4_3x_)2 -[1/2
L6s .) J

This result can be used to approximate Q, since

for orbits with small equatorial pitch angle the

bulk of the injection takes place near the mirror

point. We also assume that, since the line of

force makes a relatively small zenith angle near

the mirror point, the variation of Q with latitude

can be neglected.
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A

COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENTS FOR EXPLORER XII

(1961v) AND THE ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORY

GEORGE H. LUDWIG AND FRANK B. McDONALD

Goddard Space Flight Center

The cosmic ray experiment on Explorer XII consisted of a Geiger counter telescope, a thin
CsI scintillation counter, and a large-area scintillation counter telescope. The thin scintillation
counter was connected to an 8-level integral analyzer. The large-area scintillation counter telescope,
which measured the energy loss of the detected particle, was fed to a 32 channel differential pulse
height analyzer with a storage capacity of 65,535 counts per channel. Both the Geiger counter
telescope and single counter rates were telemetered. All information was multiplexed onto a single
channel. Details of the instrumentation and the methods of encoding are discussed therein.

For the first Orbiting Geophysical Observatory mission, a new scintillation counter telescope
has been developed which measures both energy loss and total energy. This furnishes excellent
charge and energy resolution over an energy range from about 11 to 90 Mev per nucleon. Design
details of this telescope and its associated electronic instrumentation are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the primary cosmic ray charge

and energy spectra have been conducted for some
time by means of balloon-borne instruments and

nuclear emulsions. These measurements have been

confined to the energy range above 65 Mev/nu-

cleon since the lower energy particles cannot pene-

trate the atmosphere above the balloon, and thus

cannot reach the detectors. Rocket probes could
carry the instruments farther from the earth to

extend these investigations to lower energies ; how-

ever, the cosmic ray flux is so low that adequate

data could not be accumulated during the brief

trajectory to yield statistically meaningful results.

The high apogee satellite offers the first good

chance to investigate the lower energy region of

the cosmic ray spectrum. Such a satellite must

place the instruments well outside the earth's high

intensity radiation belts for an appreciable period
of time.

THE EXPLORER Xll EXPERIMENT

Explorer XII (1961v) was launched on August

16, 1961, into an orbit having an initial geocentric

apogee of 83,600 km and perigee of 6700 km. This

satellite contained a detector to investigate the

energy spectrum of the total primary cosmic ray

flux in the range from 3 to greater than 600 Mev/

nucleon. It consisted of three detector arrays: a

scintillation detector employing a thin crystal to

investigate the spectrum in the 3 to 80 Mev/nu-

cleon range; a double scintillator telescope array

to perform a detailed differential analysis of the

100 to 600 Mev/nucleon portion; and a Geiger-

Mueller counter telescope to measure protons

having energies greater than about 28 Mev.

The Single Scintillation Detector

The configuration of the thin, single crystal de-

tector is shown in figure 1. A CsI(T1) crystal 0.5

gm/cm 2thick was used. A collimator was located

around the crystal to define the geometry for all

protons having energies less than about 400 Mev.

The crystal was viewed by an RCA type C-7151

photomultiplier (PM) tube, which is a ruggedized
version of the RCA 6199 tube. The detector was

calibrated continuously by a small Pu _$9 alpha

particle source mounted on the crystal; these

1041
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FIGURE 1.--The thin scintillator counter assembly.

particles lose about 3.5 Mev in the crystal. The

high voltage power supply was located at the

base of the PM tube. The complete assembly was

encapsulated to form a rugged assembly capable

of withstanding the launch environment and of

operating throughout the pressure transition from

one atmosphere to vacuum.

The characteristics of the detector are shown

ill figure 2. Protons which enter the crystal

through the thin foil (6.5 mg/cm _ aluminum) and

lose all their energy ill the crystal fall along the

curve A. Thc point of intersection of curves A

through the crystal but lose all their energy in

the process. More energetic protons fall along

curve B. As the particles become more and more

energetic, less and less energy is lost due to the

decreasing rate of energy loss. Mininmm ionizing

protons fall on the high energy, zero slope portion

of the curve.

An eight-level integral pulse height analyzer

was used with the detector; the pulse height

thresholds are indicated in figure 2. For each

setting, all events resulting in an energy loss in

the crystal greater than the threshold value were

30

20

l0 A B LEVEL 8 A O

/[ _..._LEVEt- 7 LEVEL 6 4

, , , ,,, '11o

tEV(L

I_ IOOO

P_OTON KINITIC ENF'GY (M.v)

FIGURE 2.--Proten energy h)ss in the thin scintillator as

a function of energy.
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ANALYZER COINCIDENCE
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__=

LINEAR DETECTOR COINCIDENCE GATIt_ DETECTO_

FIGURE 3.--Outline drawing of the scintillator telescope

assembly.

counted. Thus, all events counted while the

analyzer was on level eight corresponded to pro-

tons of 9.4 to 13 Mev, all events counted on level

seven to protons of 8 to 14 Mev, and so on. From

a combination of this information with that from

the other detectors and our previous knowledge

of the spectrum, it is possible to determine the

spectral distribution of particles down to approxi-

mately 3 Mev per nucleon.

The Double Scintillator Telescope

Since the amount of absorbing material needed

to define the geofimtry for higher energy particles

is excessive for use in satellites, a double scintil-

lator telescope array (figure 3) was employed for

these particles. Two 0.975 gm/cm 2 disc shaped

130
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lz0

_ _o
_ 7o

_- 4o

30

2o
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o
2 4

CHANNEL

o 17 AIKI. lfl61

lS AUO. l_l

X 3 SEPT. 190|

• * 0 SEPT. 1961

°t

I

loJ 12tl4 1 .... 't ........ t .......
N

6OO 40O 300 200 100
M_ M.v.v M_ Mev MIv

FIGURE 4.--Scintillator telescope pulse height distribu-

tions obtained on 4 days during the flight of Exph)rer

XII. The energies of protons which pass completely

through the crystal and the analyzer channel number

are superimposed on the abscissa.
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plasticscintillatorswereusedin atelescopearray
havinga geometricfactorof 13.6cmLster.The
pulsefrom scintillatorB wasanalyzedwhena
particlepassedthroughscintillatorA andintoor
throughscintillatorB.A curvesimilarto theone
(figure2) forthesinglescintillatorexistedforthis
B scintillator--theprotonswhichenteredbut did
notpenetratethescintillatorfellalonganascend-
ingcurveA,andthosewhichpenetratedfellalong
acurveB.

Theanalysisof theseeventswasperformedby
a 32 channeldifferentialpulseheightanalyzer
with a magneticcorememory.Figure4 showsa
spectrumobtainedfrom this instrumentduring
its flight. A largeportionof the events(during
solarquiettimes)areminimumionizingprotons
correspondingto anenergylossof about1Bev--
thus,wefindapeakin thespectrumatthatenergy
whichassistsin calibratingthesystem.Thispeak
is spreadby the Landuaspreadof theminimum
ionizingparticles.Theeventsregisteredin chan-
nels2through4 aredueto lowenergyparticles.
Thefailureofthecurveto terminateat anenergy
losscorrespondingto theintersectionof curvesA
andB in figure2isdueto thealphaparticlecon-
tribution.Forthisreasontheusefullowerenergy
limit ofthedetectorissetat about100Mev.The
upperlimit is about600Mev, sinceprotonsof
greaterenergyexhibitlargestatisticalfluctuations
inenergyloss.

COINCIDENCE .
OUTPUT

SINGLE COUNTER

OUTPUT _ [l

GM COUNTER/_]x_

GM COUNTER / _____

ELECTRONIC5

----._ HV
POWER

-7 SUPPLY

FIGURE 5.--The GM counter telescope configuration.
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FIGURE 6.--Geometric factor as a function of incident

proton energy for both modes of operation of the GM

counter telescope. The geometry is defined by a com-

bination of the counter configuration and the absorbing

material in the proton path.

The GM Counter Telescope

A simple GM counter telescope was flown to

determine the directional and omnidirectional cos-

mic ray intensities. The telescope threshold ener-

gies were 70 and 8 Mev for protons and electrons,

respectively. The GM counters were disc shaped

with effective diameters of 4.45 cm and depths of

1.0 cm. Figure 5 shows the configuration of the

array, and the geometric factors are plotted as a

function of proton energy in figure 6. The efficiency

of the telescope was 88 percent for minimum ioniz-

ing protons. It was operated in two modes : In the

coincidence (telescope) mode, only particles enter-

ing both counters were counted. In the singles

mode, all events from one GM counter were

counted to obtain an approximation of the omni-

directional flux.

The Signal Conditioning Instrumentation

A signal conditioning system I processed the

signals from the three detector arrays (figure 7).

The pulses from the single GM counter, the co-

incidence pulses from the GM counter telescope,

and the thin scintillator pulses from the eight-

level threshold discriminator were counted se-

quentially by a 15-stage binary scaler. At the

beginning of the subcommutation cycle of the
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FIGURE 7.-Block diagram of the Explorer XI1 cosmic 
ray cxperinicnt. 

GM counter coincidence events were accumulated 
for about 1.6 seconds. During the next 0.96 second 
the scaler was read into the telemetry system for 
transmission to the ground by the 3-bits-at-a- 
time commutator. Then the single GM counter 
output was accuniulated and read during similar 
intervals. The output of the thin scintillator de- 
tector, with the discriminator set at the first level, 
was accumulated and telemetered during the 
next 1.6 and 0.96 second intervals respectively; 
and this was repeated for discriminator levels two 
through eight. Thus a complete set of counting 
rates for these two detectors was obtained in 25.6 
seconds. This entire sequence was repeatcd 12 
tinies in slightly more than 5 minutes (307.2 sec- 
onds exactly). 

While these rates were being measured, pulses 
from the double scintillator telescope were being 
analyzed. The analyzer includcd a lincar amplifier 
to increase the amplitudes of the PM tube pulses; 
a linear gate to block all pulscs not resulting from 
an acceptable coincidencc went ; a pulse height- 
to-time converter from which a pulse train con- 
sisting of a riuniber of pulses proportional to the 
initial pulse amplitude was obtained for each 
event; and a storage system. A t  the cnd of the 
five minute analysis and storage interval, the 
pulse height spectrum was contained in a 32 
channel by 16 bit magnetic core storage matrix. 

The count capacity for each channel was, there- 
fore, 216- 1 or 65,535 counts. 

Following the accumulation of these data the 
analyze and store" operation was terminated, 

the accumulation of counts from the GM counters 
and thin scintillator was interrupted, and the con- 
tents of the storage matrix were telemetered two 
bits at a time. The readout was repeated a second 
time; and this time the memory was erased when 
read. The first half of the erased memory was tele- 
metered a third time so that the completeness of 
the erasure could be checked. The complete read- 
out (2; times) required 102 seconds. Following 
the readout, the system reverted to the "analyze 
and store" mode, and the data system again tele- 
metered the counting rates from the GM counters 
and thin crystal scintillator. The entire cycle, in- 
cluding the obtaining of the counting rates of the 
GM counters, the integral spectrum from the thin 
scintillator, and the differential spectrum from the 
scintillator telescope, was repeated every 6.06 
minutes. 

The complete Explorer XI1 system described 
above, including the detectors, conditioning equip- 
ment, and pulse height analyzer, was fabricated 
in the form of five subassemblies weighing a total 
of 12.8 pounds, requiring about 1.4 watts of elec- 
trical power, and utilizing 530 transistors. The 

(( 

SINGLt 
CRYSTAL CM COSMIC 
DETECTOR -- RAY TELESCOFT 

(PARTIAL VIEW) 

FIGURE %-The Explorer XI1 instrument tray. The units 
comprising the cosmic ray experiment are darkened. 
Not shown nrr thc solar paddles, cover, and mag- 
nrtomrtrr tmom and roil ,wsrmhlg. 
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subassemblies have been darkened in the photo-

graph of the satellite instrument shelf (figure 8).

During the satellite's operating life (113 days)

this equipment obtained a large amount of inter-

esting new data about the primary cosmic rays

and solar particles. 2'3

THE ECCENTRIC ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL

OBSERVATORY (EGO) EXPERIMENT

An improved cosmic ray experiment is being

prepared for launch aboard the first Eccentric

Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (EGO) in mid-

1963. This experiment will determine the relative

abundances of nuclei of atomic numbers i through

8 (oxygen) and the energy spectrum for each,

over the approximate energy range 11 to 90 Mev/

nucleon. The experimental equipment employs

scintillator crystals (figure 9) to measure inde-

pendently the rate of energy loss and total energy

of each particle. A thin CsI(T1) crystal A of 0.45

gm/cm 2 thickness (1 mm) measures a AE which
is approximately proportional to the rate of energy

loss. The particles which stop in the thick (9 gin/

cm 2) scintillator B produce an output that is

nearly proportional to E--z_E, where E is the

initial energy of the particle. A guard scintillator

C of thickness 0.8 gm/cm 2 surrounds the thick

scintillator, and a coincidence circuit establishes

the condition that each incident particle produce

outputs from both the AE and (E-hE) scintil-

lators, but not from the guard scintillator B, in

F/

//.
'Z_

\ \L\ .........
c_ (TI)(450 mg/cm | )

_ ALUMINUM ALLOY (5 mg/cm l)

//I

./__Jl

\

ALUMINUM ALLOY(I 5 mg/cm I)/-

' / c._T.o.m,°m,./ ,-- pLAS,,¢_C,_,.LL,.O........... . .......

1
mg/cm m)

FIGURE 9.--The EGO nuclear abundance detector con-
figurati()n. The light from the two CsI crystals is dif-
fusely reflected by internal white surfaces onto the
photocathodes of the upper two PM tubes.
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FIGURE 10.--The energy loss in the thin ,_E crystal as a
function of energy loss in the thick (E-z_E) crystal.
The two squares indicate the regions to be covered by
the EGO experiment.

order that it be analyzed. This establishes the

geometry for the detector and ensures that ener-

getic particles passing completely through the

thick scintillator are not analyzed.
The manner in which this detector determines

the energy spectra of the individual nuclear con-

stituents can be seen with the aid of figure 10, in

which the energy lost in the AE scintillator is

plotted as a function of the energy lost in the

(E--hE) scintillator for the various nuclei. In

practice the measurements are scattered about
the curves shown--this is due to Landau scatter-

ing, the variation in path length through the thin

scintillator for different angles of incidence, the

variation in light transmission between the crys-

tals and the photocathodes of the PM tubes, and
the uncertainties of the measurements of the PM

tube pulse heights. These effects combine to pro-

duce approximately a 15 percent resolution,

measured at the half height of a 0.5 Mev line.

This resolution is adequate to separate electrons,

protons, deuterons, tritons, alpha particles and
lithium, beryllium, boron, carbon, nitrogen, and

oxygen nuclei. The separation of the He3 and He4

lines is marginal, but may be possible if the two

are approximately equal.

The two squares in figure 10 indicate the areas
in the AE vs (E-AE) field covered by the EGO

experiment. The lower energy region represents
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ill

FIGURE 11 .--Block diagram of the EGO nuclear abundance

experiment.

the ranges normally covered by the pulse height

analyzers. However, if a pulse from either the AE

or the (E--AE) crystal exceeds the upper bounds

of this region, the gains of the amplifiers in the

analyzers are automatically reduced. _lhe field

covered by this configuration is represented by

the upper energy, or heavy nucleon, square. The

terlninations of the high energy ends of the curves

results from the action of the guard scintillator.

The energies at these termination points are those

required for the particles to pass completely

through the (E-AE) scintillator but not enter

the guard scintillator.

In this experiment a rather high resolution

analysis of the pulse heights from the AE and

(E-AE) photomultiplier tubes is necessary. The

system block diagram (figure I l) shows the opera-
tion of the three dimensional (two parameter) 256

cham_el analyzer developed for this task. Scintil-

lator pulses A, B, and C and a signal from a busy
bistable multivibrator in the gate control circuit

produce a gating signal at the coincidence circuit

output if the A and B pulses are above the co-

incidence circuit threshold, the C pulse is below

the threshold, and the busy bistable is in the
"not busy" state. This coincidence pulse is then

steered by the gain setting circ.uit: Normally the

coinc.idcncc pulse passes to the pair of high gain

linear gates; but if either the A or B pulse ampli-

tudes exceed a threshold value, then the coinci-

dence pulse is routed to the two low linear gates.

A marker bit is telemetered with the data to indi-

cate the gain setting for each event analyzed.

The A and B pulses are amplified, shaped, and

delayed. The amplifiers are highly stable charge-

input circuits employing very large amounts of
feedback. Delay line shapers are employed to pro-

duce standard 2 #sec wide, squared pulses in order

to remove the effects of changes in PM tube pulse

characteristics. Additional pulse amplifiers are

used in the high gain setting. The gate outputs

charge the capacitors in the sweep circuits of the

height-to-width converters. Sweep threshold de-

tectors produce clock gating pulses, which permit
numbers of clock pulses proportional to the ampli-

tudes of the A and B pulses to emerge from the

analyzers. Careful synchronization of the clock,

busy bistable, and sweep circuit prevents jitter

of the output pulse numbers. The busy bistable is

set "busy" at the instant of occurrence of the

clock pulse immediately following the charging of

the sweep capacitor. At the same time, the clock

pulse output gate is opened. The discharging of

the sweep capacitor through a constant current

generator is held off until this time; thus, the

sweep always begins coincidently with the begin-

ning of the first output clock pulse. The clock

pulse output gate is closed when the sweep volt-

age reaches a threshold value.

The pulses from the clock pulse output gates
are counted by two binary scalers. Eight stages

are used, giving 256 chamml pulse height resolu-

tion. Following the analysis of an acceptable

event, binary numbers proportional to the A and

B pulses reside in these sealers, and the busy bi-

stable is in the busy state, holding off the analysis

of additional events.

The data handling system in the EGO space-

craft is a PCM time-sharing system. Two main

nmltipliers or commutators, located in two data

system equipment groups (EG) are used. Each
has 128 data inputs, corresponding to 128 nine-bit

words in the telemetry frame. The words are

entered into the equipment group designated by

the signal on a switch signal line--the absence of

a signal on this line means "feed EG l" while the

presence of a signal means "feed EG 2".

A number of lines connect the experiment to

the data handling system. A data line is required

for each e(luipment group to carry the serial
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binarydatafromtheexperimentto thedatasys-
tem.A shiftpulselinefromeachequipmentgroup
causesthebitsattheexperimentoutputtochange
in synchronismwith thedatasystem.Inhibit (or
gating)signalsfrom eachtelemetrywordroute
thedatafromtheexperimentto theproperposi-
tionsin thetelemetryformat.

For thisexperimentthe dataareenteredinto
the data handlingsystemby a shift register.
Whenthedatasystemisreadyto beginaccepting
data,thecontentsofoneofthetwobinaryscalers
areparallel-transferredinto theshiftregister,and
thescalerisreset.Thecontentsoftheshiftregister
arethenshiftedseriallyinto thedatasystemin
synchronismwith theshiftpulses.Thenthecon-
tents of the other scalerare transferredand
shifted.The contentsof the two scalersare
enteredinto adjacentwordsin the telemetry
frame.Followingthe completionof this entry,
the busybistablecircuitis resetto "not busy"
andthesystemisfreeto acceptanothereventfor
analysis.

Severalauxiliaryindicatorbitsareincludedin
thedata.Thegainsettingisenteredintotheninth
bit of theA binaryscalerand,whenevereither
binaryscaleroverflowsbecausean eventoccurs
aboveor to the right of the low gainsquareof
figure10,a "data error"bit is enteredinto the
ninth bit of the B binaryscaler.In addition,a
dataerrorisindicatedif thedatasystemattempts
to readthebinaryscalerswhileananalysisisstill
inprocess.Topreventthebeginningofananalysis
whilethe datasystemisstill readingtheexperi-
ment,thebusybistableisset"busy"atthebegin-
ningof the readoutif this hasnot alreadybeen
doneby theoccurrenceof anacceptableeventin
theanalysisintervalprecedingthereadout.

TheEGOsystemwill becapableof accepting
andanalyzingan eventeverysecondwhenthe
dataarebeingrecordedby the spacecraftdata
storagesystenLOoerationat 8 or 64eventsper
secondwill occurwheneverthe dataaretrans-
mitteddirectlyto the groundreceiverswithout
on-boardstorage.Thedeadtimeof theanalyzer
itself is approximately10+2N microseconds,
whereN is the higher of the two numbers pro-

duced in the binary scalers. Of course, the system

is also dead whenver the busy bistable is "busy."

A secondary system is included in this experi-

ment to provide additional information about the

nuclear abundance measurements, and to provide

an independent measurement of the flux of rela-

tively high-energy particles by a simple monitor-

ing detector. An eight position commutator se-

quentially connects eight sources to a scaler. The

pulses from the first source are counted for a

known period and the contents of the scaler are

read into the data system. Then the pulses from

the second source are counted and read, etc. _fhe

eight inputs are as follows: (1) The input is left

open, to assist in e_-tablishing frame synchroniza-

tion. (2) The C guard detector pulses are counted

to allow measurement of high fluxes of charged

particles which might effect the accuracy of the

primary measurements, and to give a measure-

ment of the omnidirectional intensity. (3) The

coincidence circuit ABC pulse rate is measured to
determine the number of events which would have

been analyzed if the instrument had a zero dead

time. (4) The AB coincidence events are counted

to give a rough measurement of the directional

intensity. (5), (6), (7) The X-, Y-, and Z-axes

GM counter telescope rates, respectively, are

measured. (8) The sum rate from the six GS{

counters is measured to give a rough measure-
ment of the omnidirectional flux.

The GM counter array forms a simple monitor-

ing instrument to check the validity of the pri-

mary detector's measurements, to allow direct

comparisons of results obtained on other flights

on which similar arrays are flown, to provide

measurements of the cosmic ray intensity, and

to determine the directional characteristics of the

cosmic rays. Each axis of this array is similar to

the Explorer XII GM telescope described above

and shown in figure 6.

The scaler which counts these pulses has a

rather unique quasi-logarithmic characteristic

which provides a large dynamic range while re-

taining a fixed accuracy, with the use of only ,fine

binary data bits. The word obtained from the

scaler has two parts: a number consisting of N

binary bits and an exponent consisting of E

binary bits. The count capacity n .... of the cir-

cuit is, in general

rim.:, = 2N(2 2"- 1).
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In this case N = 5 and E = 4, so that nmax = 221-

2_=2,097,120. This scaler is read by the space-

craft data system in the same manner as the

analyzer scalers described earlier.

This complete experiment is packaged in two

assemblies, a cubical main package eight inches

on a side, and a GM telescope package approxi-

mately 4X4X5.5 inches. The total weight of the

experiment is 10.5 pounds, and it requires 1.7

watts of power. The basic detector assembly has

been flown on balloon flights several times during

the past year to check its characteristics. 4 These

flights confirm the derivation of the detector

parameters, and indicate that high resolution

analysis of the charge spectrum will be possible.

to make possible two parameter analysis with

much higher resolution. It can be expected that

instruments of this type will have wide applica-

tion in space research as it becomes possible to

make higher quality measurements of other

phenomena.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

As more becomes known about a particular

space phenomenon, experiments to study the

phenomenon tend to assume a more complex

character so that increasingly detailed informa-

tion can be obtained. Because the cosmic rays

have been investigated for lnany years, a great

deal is already known about thetn. The experi-

ments described in this paper were designed to

increase the amount of detailed information about

the energy and charge spectra of low energy cos-

mic rays. The Explorer XII instrument represents

the first use of a nmdium-resolution differential

analyzer and core memory system in space. The

EGO system is an extension of this earlier work
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ON THE ZENITHAL DISTRIBUTION OF EXTREMELY
HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAY MUONS IN THE

ATMOSPHERE
II

KAICHI MAEDA

Goddard Space Flight Center

The approximate calculation of high energy cosmic ray muon intensities at sea level which is

given by Smith and Duller is improved by a rigorous calculation for larger zenith angles and higher

energies, starting from the integral formula instead of the so-called diffusion equation of cosmic ray

mesons in the atmosphere. Similar computations are done to show the contribution of kaons; the

results are compared with those of Zatseptin and Kuz'min who used a different attenuation mean

free path. The largest difference between the contributions of pions and kaons appears for muon

energies of 100-1000 Gev, as pointed out by Zatseptin and Kuz'min. It is shown that measurements

of obliquely incident high energy muons are helpful in determining the energy dependence of the

attenuation mean free path of charged mesons in the atmosphere rather than to distinguish the

muon parent particles. To resolve the arguments regarding the additional source of high energy

cosmic ray muons, it is proposed that these observations be extended to mountain altitudes.

1. INTRODUCTION

As pointed out by several authors (Smith and

Duller, 1959; Zatseptin and Kuz'min, 1961;

Sheldon and Duller, 1962) the zenith angle dis-

tribution of high energy cosmic ray nmons is

quite different from that of low energy ones. The

direction of maximum intensity at sea level shifts

toward the horizontal direction with increasing

muon energy from the verticle direction at the

low energy.

The change of zenith angle dependence was cal-

culated by Smith and Duller from 40 to 160 Gev

of muon energy with respect to a fiat atmosphere.

Obviously this method fails at large zenith angles.

Zatseptin and Kuz'min (1961) extended calcula-

tions to 105 Gev, taking into account the curva-

ture of the earth's atmosphere. They calculated

the contribution of muons produced not only

from pion decay, but also from kaon decay, the

importance of which has been already discussed

by many authors (Smith and Duller, 1959;

Duthie et al., 1960; Rodgers, 1961).

In the calculation by Zatseptin and Kuz'min,
the attenuation mean free path of cosmic ray

pions and kaons is assumed to be the same as

that of nucleons, 75 g/cm 2. However, the attenua-

tion mean free paths, occasionally .called nuclear

absorption mean free paths, of pions and of kaons

in air are not known accurately, particularly at

such high energies above the 100 Gev region.

On the other hand, calculations of the intensity

of cosmic rays in the atmosphere have been based

essentially on the so-called diffusion equation for

these unstable particles in the atmosphere. As

can be seen in the following sections, the solu-

tions of these differential equations are not ac-

curate enough to describe the diffusion of the

cosmic ray particles with large zenith angle in-

cidence in the atmosphere, because the local

zenith angle changes with atmospheric depth

(Fig. 1).

In this paper, therefore, calculations are to be
done as follows:

(i) Instead of diffusion equations for pions

and kaons, integral expressions will be used from

the beginning, revising the author's previous

computation (Maeda, 1960"). By starting with

*Later in this paper, this will be referred to as M.1.

1049
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FIGURE 1.---Geometrical relation between the zenith angle
0 at the depth x0 and the local zenith angle 0*(x) at the
depth x in the atmosphere. RR is the earth's radius and
h(x) is the height of the level of atmospheric depth x.

the integral form, the effect of the curvature of

the earth's atmosphere as well as the non-linear

energy loss of high energy particles and change of

atmosphcric density can be rigorously taken into

account. It can be shown that these integral

forms become solutions of diffusion equations

which are used by the above-mentioned authors

under particular approximations.

(ii) By calculating two cases for the attenua-

tion mean free path of the pion, the effect of this

unknown quantity on the zenith angle distribu-

tion will be shown as a parameter, which can be

determined experimentally, although qualitative

discussions are given by Smith and Duller.

(iii) The zenith angle distribution of cosmic

ray intensity changes with atmospheric depth.

Therefore, the calculations are extended to

mountain altitudes to see if any significant change

from the zenithal distributions at sea level ap-

pears at these heights.
(iv) To see the difference between the contribu-

tions of pions and kaons, calculations for both
are done by using the same attenuation mean

free path value of 120 g/cm 2.

It should be noted that the increase of high energy

1963_,I. SPACE SCIENCES

muon intensity in an oblique direction is simply

du_ to the increase of the path lengths of pions

(and of kaons) within the upper atmosphere,

where the rate of decay into muons is larger than

in the lower atmosphere because of low density

of the air. At low energy, the muon intensity de-
creases because of decay along a prolonged path

in a horizontal direction. At intermediate energy,

a maximum intensity occurs at a certain oblique

direction given by these two competing effects.

2. DIFFERENTIAL INTENSITIES OF COSMIC RAY

MESONS IN THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE

An important kaon mode for muon production
in the atmosphere is the K-mu-2 mode (K,2) for

which decay is the same type as that of charged

pions; its branching ratio is known to some extent

(Ashton and Wolfendale, 1963). Therefore, in

this paper only this mode will be considered; then
the mathematical expressions are the same for

pions and kaons, except for the constant value
such as rest mass and mean lifetime of these

mesons.

In the following, therefore, suffix i will mean

these cosmic ray mesons which are parent particles
of muons where i=Tr and i=k stand for pions

and kaons, respectively. Since scattering processes

are negligible for these high energy particles, the

differential intensity of cosmic ray mesons

ni(Ei, x, 0") between E; and +dE_ at the atmos-

pheric depth x in dx with zenith angle 0* in dO*

is given by

=f_expr_f_ [].[ ]_, B, 1\ dx"n_( E_, x, 8*)

fS dx" 1 F(E/')- L_-_os0*J L_ cost_*(z') dx' (2.1)

where F(E/') is the differential production spec-

trum of cosmic ray mesons, E/' is the energy at

the depth x", which becomes E_ at the depth x,

(relations between E/'(x") and E_(x) are given

in Appendix I under several types of approxima-

tion) ; L_, L, and L_ are the collision and attenua-
tion mean free paths of primary cosmic ray

particles (nucleons) arid the nuclear absorption
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meanfreepathof mesons in the air, respectively,

and 0* is the local zenith angle at the atmospheric

depth x, i.e.,

sin20 ] _/2
cos0* =[1 { I+[-h_/RE_}2 j (2.2)

with h(x) ; the height of level x above the earth's

surface and RE; the earth's radius, 6370 km

(figure 1). The decay factor, Bi, is given by

B, = (m,c/v_) . [x"/p(x") _ (2.3)

where 0(x") is air density at the depth x", m_ is

the rest mass of a cosmic ray meson, i.e., m_ = 140

Mev/c 2 and mk=494 Mev/c 2, T_ is the mean life

of a charged cosmic ray meson, i.e., r, =2.55X 10 -8
sec and rk = 1.22X 10 -8 sec.

In the case of isothermal atmosphere, which is

good approximation for the stratosphere, where

most of the decay of cosmic rays into muons takes

place, the factor x"/p(x") is constant. Then, it
can be assumed that

B, = 117 Gev and Bk =858 Gev. (2.4)

It should be noted that the term

F( E/') dx'/Lc eos0*(x')

is the production rate of the mesons of energy E/'

at the depth x' within a layer of thickness dx' by

the unit intensity of primary cosmic ray with

incident zenith angle 0* at the depth of x' in the

atmosphere. The first exponential term of the
integrand indicates the decrease of meson in-

tensity in the atmosphere due to decay and nuclear

absorption in the air, and the second exponential
term corresponds to the decrease of meson-pro-

ducing particles with an increase of atmospheric

depth.

If the change of the zenith angle of the path of

cosmic ray particles with atmospheric depth is

neglected, i.e., if O*=O=constant is assumed,

then the integral of Eq. (2.1) has the somewhat

simple form which is given for a differential in-

tensity of cosmic ray mesons diffusing in a fiat

atmosphere. These are solutions of the cosmic

ray diffusion equations with a certain approxima-

tion as shown in Appendix I.

3. DIFFERENTIAL INTENSITIES OF OBLIQUELY

INCIDENT COSMIC RAY MUONS

3.1. Energy Relation Between Muons and Parent
Mesons

Provided that the total energy and momentum

of mesons in laboratory system are given by E_

and P6 respectively, then the total energy of

muons in this system, Es, is given by Lorentz
formula

Es= E.o( E_/m_c _) +cpso" (p_/m_c) eosO0 (3.1.1)

where O0is the angle of emission of muons in the

rest system of the parent meson measured from
the direction of the momentum of the meson.

Es0 and p,0 are the total energy and momentum

of muons in the rest system of the parent meson,

given as follows (Ascoli, 1950) ;

Eso=½(msC2)E(mi/m_)+(mJm_)] (3.1.2)

and

pso=_(msc)E(m,/ms - (ms/mi) J (3.1.3)

where ms is the rest mass of the muon, 106 Mev/c 2.

By making use of the so-called extreme rela-

tivistic approximation, i.e., pic=E_, which causes

no significant errors in the present calculation, it

can be seen that the range of the energy E_ of

parent mesons for a given energy of muons Es

extends from Es to (m_/ms)2E,.

Emission of muons in the rest system of mesons

can be assumed to be isotropic; then the prob-

ability P(Es)dE _ that the energy of muons is

between E s and Es+dEs, is obtained from

Eq. (3.1.1),

P (Es) dEs = ½ sin00- dOo= (m_/2psop_) des

By using Eq. (3.1.3), this can be written as

P(E_,) dEs=['l - (ms/m_)2]-i(dEs/E,) (3.1.4)

Therefore, the number of muons ns(Es, x, 0"),

produced in the layer between x and x+dx, with

energy Es in dE s and in the direction 0* in dO*, is

E_,,' B_ sec0*(x) ....n,(E,, x, 0") = _ 1-'(,1_-s)
Et_

• n_(Ei, x, 0") dEi (3.1.5)

where r_=m_/ms,
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It should be noted that the decay factor,

Bi/E_x, which is omitted in Ascoli's paper (1950),

is needed to explain the fact that the energy

spectrum of underground muons changes from

E -m to E -2"8 below about 700 m.w.e. (Hayakawa

and Tomonaga, 1949).

The integration of the right hand side of Eq.

(3.1.5) can be approximated by the following

simple form (Maeda and Wada, 1954)

n_( E,, x, 0")_[-B, see0* (x)/E_.x]n,(E,', x, 0")

(3.1.6)

where E/=rE,. The accuracy of this approxima-

tion decreases with the power of the energy spec-

trum and the error is too large to use for the case

of Kaon-produced muons as shown in Appendix II.

3.2. Rigorous Calculation of the Differential

Intensity of Muons

The differential energy spectrum of muons

i_(E, xo, 0) with energy between E and E+dE

at the atmospheric depth x0 with zenith angle

between 0 and 0+d0 is given by

i_(E, Xo, O) = n_(E_, x, 0")W(E, x0, x, O) dx

(3.2.1)

where W(E, Xo, x, 0) is called the survival prob-

ability of muons in the atmosphere (Sands, 1950)

which is the probability that the muons produced

at the atmospheric depth x can arrive at the depth

x0 along the direction of zenith angle 0 with energy
E:

W(E, x0, x, O)

( m,c2f_ _° secO*(x')dx'= exp cr-_ E,(E, x', O)p(x')/ (3.2.2)

where rp is the mean life of muons, 2.2X10 -6 sec,
p(x) is air density at the depth x, and, as can be

seen from Fig. 1, see0* is given by Eq. (2.2).

In the standard atmosphere, p(x) and h(x) are

simple functions of x, as shown in W.1 W(E, Xo,

x, 0) is shown in W.1 for several values of

0(0°-89 °) and of E(<43 Gev). Survival prob-

abilities of muons which are underground are

shown by Hayman et al. (1962) for E=200_

100,000 Gev.

Since the cosmic ray muons penetrate the dense

lower atmosphere, the energy losses in the air as

well as the change in local zenith angle along the

path are no longer negligible for the oblique direc-

tion. Moreover, above several hundred Gev, the

energy losses due to Bremsstrahlung and direct

pair production cannot be neglected, as in the case

of muon-producing parent mesons of such high

energies. Expression of the energy loss rate of

high energy muons including collision loss, radia-
tion loss, and losses due to pair production and

nuclear interaction as a function of muon energy

has been given by many authors (Hayakawa and

Tomonaga, 1949, Barrett et al 1952, Zatseptin

and Kuz'min, 1961, Ashton 1961, Ozaki, 1962,

Hayma__ ct al 1962). The formula derived by

Ashton (1961) seems most accurate. However,

in the present calculation the formula (1.5) is

used with the constants shown in Appendix I.

Comparison of the energy loss rate formula given

by several authors are shown in figure 9. From

this figure one can see that the formula used in

the present calculation is very similar to that of

Zatseptin and Kuz'min (1961) and Ozaki (1962).

The expression and values of parameters of

energy loss can be assumed to be the same as

pions as given in Appendix I. Then, by using the

similar relation given by Eq. (I.6) the energy at

production, E,(E, x', O) is given as a function of

x' for given values of E at x0 and of 0 at x0 by

E,(E,x',O)

=[(a/b) +El exp(b_ _° sec0*(x')dx")--(a/b)

fx _0
__E+ (a+bE) see0* (x") dx" (3.2.4)

By using this energy relation, the right hand side

of Eq. (3.2.2) can be computed.

4. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND

RESULTS

If the production spectrum of mesons F(E/')

is known, the directional differential spectrum of

muons i_(E, x0, 0) can be obtained by equations

(3.2.1), (3.2.2), (3.1.5) and (2.1).

In Fig. 2 the differential energy spectra of
muons at sea level are plotted, under the assump-
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FIGURE 2(a).--The differential energy spectra of cosmic

ray muons at sea level, normalized to the data of vcrtical

differential intensity at sea level at 40 Gev. The attenu-

ation mean free path of pions is assumed to be the same

as that of nucleons, i.e., L, =L_= 120 g/cm _.
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FZGURE 2 (b).--The differential energy spectra of cosmic

ray muons at sea level, normalized to the data of vertical

differential intensity at sea level at 40 Gev. The attenu-

ation mean free path of pions is assumed to be the same

as that of nucleons, i.e., L, = 60 g/cm 2.
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FmURE 3(a).--The zenith angle dependence of differen- Fmum_ 3(b).--The zenith angle dependence of differen-

tial intensity of muons, corresponding to figure 2 (a). tial intensity of muons, corresponding to figure 2 (b).
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Fmu_E 4(a).--The differential intensities of cosmic ray

pions with an energy of 40 Gev in the upper atmosphere

for different zenith angle, 0 °, 60 °, and 80 °. Full lines

and dashed lines correspond to /,,=60 g/cm 2 and

L, = 120 g/cm 2, respectively.

iIT(E,e,X)ARBITRARY UNITS
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FmURE 4(b).--The differential intensities of cosmic ray

pions with an energy of 1000 Gev in the upper atmos-

phere for different zenith angle, 0 °, 60 °, and 80 °. Full

lines and dashed lines correspond to L, = 60 g/cm 2 and

L,= 120 g/cm 2, respectively.
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tion that all muons are produced by pion decay,

and that the power of the production spectrum of

pions is -2.7, i.e., F(E") =AE -2._ where a con-

stant A is left, arbitrarily, together with the

collision mean free path Lc of primary particles

in Eq. (2.1). The final results are normalized to
the data of vertical differential intensity of sea

level at 40 Gev (Woroney and Parry, 1954; Pak

et al., 1961; Ashton et al, 1960). In Fig. 2(a), the
attenuation mean free path of the pion is assumed

to be the same as that of the nucleon, i.e., L, =

L,,=120 g/cm 2, and in Fig. 2(b), it is assumed
that L,=60 g/cm 2 and L,=120 g/cm 2. Fig.

3 (a) and (b) are corresponding plots of the same

results against the zenith angle. These results
Call be regarded as an extension of the calcula-

tions by Smith and Duller (1959) towards higher

energy and larger zenith angle. Smith and Duller

assumed the production spectrum of pions to
be A E-re.

To show the changes in the effective height of

pion production due to the changes in incident

zenith angle and attenuation mean free path,

intensity versus depth curves calculated by Eq.

(I.8) are plotted in Fig. 4(a) and (b) for E=40

and 1000 Gev, respectively. From these figures it

can be seen that the height of maximum intensity

of pions shifts toward the higher latitude for large

zenith angles, and that the decrease of the in-

tensities of obliquely incident pions is less for

high energy than for low energy pions. Since

survival probability increases with energy, the

effective height of muons which is the integrand

of the right side of Eq. (3.2.1) shifts further up-

ward with increasing zenith angle and energy

(M.1 Fig. 16). Shift of the effective height of

muon production with zenith angle is also shown

by Zatscptin and Kuz'min (1961).

To magnify the change of muon intensity at

large zenith angle, plots similar to those used by

Zatseptin and Kuz'min, are given in figures 5
and 6. Namely, the relative differential intensities

of muons i,,(E, Xo, O)/i,,(E, x0, 0) are plotted

against cos0, with energies of muons as parameter.

In Fig. 5 the parameter is muon energies. (a) for

x0= 1030 g/cm 2 (sea level), (b) x0=750 g/cln 2

(mountain altitudes of about 2500 m above sea

level), and (c) for x0 =500 g/cm 2 (around 5000 m

above sea level). In Fig. 5, two cases of pion

60 ° 45 ° 50 o 0 °
l I I

Gev

X= 1050 g/cm 2

F
0.01

0

L_. = Ln = 120 g/cm z

___ <L:: 60g/cm 2120g/cm 2

I I L I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

cos 8
.0

Fmum_ 5 (a).--Relative intensity of pion-produced muons
normalized to vertical incidence vs. cos 0 where 0 is the
zenith angle of incident direction at x0=1030 g/cm _.
(Full lines and dashed lines correspond to L,=120
g/cm =and L, = 60 g/cm 2, respectively.)
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X:750 g/cm 2

o.o_ -- -- ]-- _ I I 1 .
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

COS B

FIGURE 5 (b) .--Relative intensity of pion-produced muons
normalized to vertical incidence vs. cos 0 where 0 is the

zenith angle of incident direction at x0=750 g/cm_.

(Full lines and dashed lines correspond to L,=120

g/cm 2 and L,=60 g/cm 2, respectively.)

o
H

_D
v

H

500

:00

O Gev

X = 500 g/cm 2

o.o_ I I 1 L
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

COS 8

FmUR_, 5 (c).--Relative intensity of pion-produced muons
normalized to vertical incidence vs. cos 0 where 0 is the

:enith angle of incident direction at x0=500 g/cm 2.
(Full lines and dashed lines correspond to L,=120

g/cm 2 and L,=60 g/cm 2, respectively.)
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FIGURE 6 (a).--Relative intensity of kaon-produced muonu
normalized to vertical incidence vs. cos8 at x0= 1030

g/cm 2.

A

H

H

Gev

0

0010 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I0

cos 8

FIGURE 6 (b) .--Relative intensity of kaon-produced muons
normalized to vertical incidence vs. cos0 at z0=750

g/cm_.
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FIGURE 6 (C).--Relative intensity of kaon-produced muons

normalized to vertical incidence vs. cos8 at x0=500
g/cm 2.
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0 o

FmUaE 7.--Relative intensity of pion-produced muons

vs. atmospheric depth x for E#=40, 100, and 1000 Gev
at sea level.
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FIGURE 8.--Relative intensity of kaon-produccd muons

vs. atmospheric depth x (g/cm 2) for E_=40, 100, and
1000 Gev at sea level.

mean free path are shown for comparison. Figures
5(b) and (c) illustrate the trend of zenith angle
dependence with decreasing atmospheric depth.

Figures 6(a), (b), and (c) are similar figures,
with the assumption that all muons are produced
by kaon decay, the attenuation mean free path

of the kaons being 120 g/cm _. From these figures,
it can be seen that the largest difference between
pion-produced muons and kaon-produced muons
is expected to be around 100-1000 Gev for muons
in a large zenith aagle, as pointed out by Zatseptin
and Kuz'min. The relative intensity in the hori-
zontal direction increases with altitude. To show

this trend in high altitudes, the altitude depend-
ences of pion-produced muons and kaon-produced
nmons for several different zenith angle are shown
in Fig. 7 and 8 respectively. In Fig. 8, the produc-
tion spectrum of kaons is assumed proportional

to Ek-2-9_ (Ashton and Wolfendale, 1963). From
Fig. 7 and 8, it can be seen also the height of the
maximum intensity of muons shifts upward with

increasing energy and zenith angle.

5. DISCUSSIONS

As mentioned before, the present calculation
shows the correctness of the general statements

on zenithal distribution of high energy muons

give_l by Smith and Duller. We can summarize
the present results as follows:

(i) The effect of decreasing Li, the attenuation
mean free path of muoil-producing mesons, is
qualitatively the same as the effect increasing the
energy of muon-producing mesons on the zenith
angle distributions of muons, i.e., the maxima
shift to larger zenith angle and the intensities
decrease, as discussed by Smith and Duller. By
comparing Fig. 2(a) and (b), a quantitative
difference of this effect can be seen for L, = 120

g/cm 2 and 60 g/cm 2.
(ii) As pointed out by Zatseptin and Kuz'min,

the largest difference between the contributions
of pions and kaons on the zenith angle distribu-
tion of cosmic ray nmons at sea level is found in
the energy range from 100 to 1000 Gev. Above
this energy range, the zenith angle distribution is
simply dependent on the atmospheric structure.

FmURE 9.--Comparison of energy loss rate, dE/d_: in

Gev/g cm -2, of muons vs. energy E with the one derived
by several other authors. Full line corresponds to present

calculation, while the others are as follows; - - - (Zat-

sepin-Kuz'min, 1961) ... (Ozaki, 1962) -- (thin

line, Barrett et al., 1952) ..... (Ashton, 196l)
(Hyman et al., 1962).
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It should be noted that in this high energy region

the effect of a density change in the atmosphere,

which corresponds to a temperature change, is

well established. An increase of temperature or a

decrease of air density at each level in the atmos-

phere gives an increase of muon intensity due to

the increase of the decay of muon-producing

mesons (Maeda and Wada, 1954; M.1). On the

other hand, the effect of pressure on the attenua-

tion of muons is of course negligible in this high

energy range (Wada, 1960).

(iii) The relative intensity of obliquely incident

high energy muons increases with altitude. Since

the attenuation mean free paths of cosmic ray

mesons are not well known, observations of these

high energy muons at mountain altitudes and

comparison with sea level data will be very helpful

in det/ermining these quantities, particularly, as

speculated by many authors (Rodgers, 1961;

Duthie et al., 1961), the energy dependence of

the attenuation mean free path of ninon producing

particles.

(iv) In the present calculation, the range-

energy relation of muons is based on the simple

formula (I.5), which gives nearly a value 80%

less than that of Ashton's (1961), above 1,000
Gev as can be seen from Fig. 9. If Ashton's

formula is correct, the energy of muons shown in

the previous figures should be increased corre-

spondingly. However, the relative shapes of zenith

angle dependence shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6

remain the same, if the absolute value of muon-

energy is shifted accordingly. The same considera-

tion should be applied to the results given by

Zatseptin and Kuz'min (1961), for which the

energy loss rate is very close to the present formula

and the one given by Ozaki (1962).



Appendix I

APPROXIMATIONS OF EQ. (2.1) AND CORRESPONDING DIFFUSION EQUATIONS FOR
COSMIC RAY MUONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE

I-1. THE FIRST APPROXIMATION--NO ENERGY LOSS

Ill this case, E/'=E_= constant in Eq. (2.1) and

£F(Ei) exp(--x/Li cosO) (X'/X)(B,tB_ _0) exp[-- (L.-1-- Li -_) (x'/cosO)] dx' (I.1)
n_(E 6 x, 0") =Lc cos------O

It should be noted that this is a solution of the following differential equation with a boundary

condition n_(E_, O, 0")=0.

n_ /1 B_\
On,(Ei,ox x, O) L_F(E')cosOexp(-x/L, cos0) - e-os0_k_-_iA-_ix) (I.2)

This is the same type of equation as used by Smith and Duller (1959) and Zatseptin and Kuz'min

(1960) for thc calculation of pion-intensity in the atmosphere.

I-2. THE SECOND APPROXIMATION--CONSTANT IONIZATION LOSS

In this case by the energy-range relation E/'= E_+a(x-x") secO*, where a is the rate of ionization

loss of pions in air. Then the integral (2.1) can bc written

fog )_ ¢_ t/ / ]4_ /_(B._ =ecO)/(EiA-ax see0)

__ 115i X_n_(E_, x, 0") = I, (I£i ) exp(-x/Li cos0) |,_7_,,--- ] exp[- (L,-1--Lc 1) (x'/cosO)]
Lo cos0 \/_ x /

(I.3)

Under a boundary condition, n_(Ei, O, 0") =0, this is a solution of the following differential equation:

a O._(E_, x, O) n_ [ 1 B_\
On_(_,Ox x, O) LoF(E')cosOexp(-x/L_ cos0) + cos0 0_' c_s0_k_ +_) (I.4)

this is essentially the same type of equation as

used by Zatseptin and Kuz'min (1961) to describe

muon diffusion in the atmosphere. Since a muon

has no direct nuclear interaction, an attenuation

term due to the nuclear absorption can be neg-

lected completely, i.e.
It should be noted that the second term on the

right side of Eq. (I.4), which corresponds to the

change of differential intensity of cosmic ray
particles due to the constant ionization loss in

the atmosphere, becomes positive if the differ-

ential intensity of the particles increases with

energy. Therefore, any maximum in the differ-

ential spectra shifts toward lower energy with an

increase of atmospheric depth because of this

term. Since the peak of the energy spectrum for

cosmic rays exists around 10 Gcv, where the cor-

responding path length of pions or of kaons is
only of the order of a meter, this shift of the peak

in the energy spectrum with atmospheric depth

1062
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is not conceivablefor pionsor kaonsbut only
for muonswhosepathlengthis of the orderof
severaltensof kilometers.

I-3. THE THIRD APPROXIMATION--WITH

RADIATION LOSS

The rate of energy loss of charged mesons of

cosmic rays in the air, including the radiation

loss is

( - dE/dx) i = a,_-biEi (I.5)

where b_=r_-pi and a_, ri, and pi correspond,

the rate of energy loss due to ionization, due to

radiation (Bremsstrahlung), and due to direct

pair creation in the air, respectively.

According to Barrett et al., (1952), the value

of r and p in the earth are 1.5X10 -_ g/cm 2 and

1.3X10 -6 g/cm 2, respectively. These values cor-

respond to muons penetrating underground. For

the following reasons, it can be assumed that

ri 1.0X10 -_ g/cm 2 and pi 1.5X10 -6 for i=_

(pions) in the atmosphere:

(i) Z/A is roughly the same order both for the

air (N2 and 02) and for the earth (SiO2 and H20),
whereas the radiation length which is inversely

proportional to Z2/A is slightly longer for the air
than for the earth. Since the present calculations

are based on the atmospheric depth, which is

proportional to Z/A, r and p should be reduced

by a factor which is approximately the ratio of

radiation length of the earth to that of the air.

(ii) Energy losses expressed by Eq. (I.5) are

only due to Coulomb interaction ; therefore param-
eters used for muons can be used for pions since

the rest masses of these particles are of the same

order. For kaons b_ should be reduced by a factor

of 10 which is approximately the square of the

ratio of rest mass of pions to that of kaons. The

constant ionization factor ai is assumed to be

2.5X10 -3 Gev/g cm 2 for all cosmic ray particles.

Since the ranges of cosmic ray mesons are very

short, compared with muons, the error due to

these parameters is practically negligible. Since

E_ and E/' are the energy of mesons at the

atmospheric depths x and x', respectively from

the range-energy relation

f E'dE//(_dE/_=f,_secO*(x")dx",_(x-x')secO*(x).
¢, __ _ dx ] ,

By using Eq. (I.5)

E,"= [ (a/b) + Ei-] exp['b(x--x') sec0*(x) 3- (a/b)

Since b is very small, Eq. (I.6) may be written

El' = E_+ (a-l-bE_)" (x - x') sec0* (x)

Thus Eq. (2.1) is

exp[-x/L_ cosO*(x) 7 F(E/') exp[--x'/L' cos0*(x) J
n_( Ei, x, 0") = Lc cos0*(x)

(I.6)

(i.7)

where 1/L' = 1/Ln- 1/Li.

(x p Ei _[B, secO*(x)]l[E,-b(ai-l-biE4)x see0*(x)]

dx'

The diffusion equation, whose solution is given

by Eq. (I.8) is no longer simple because of the

energy-dependent energy loss term. It should be

noted, however, that below about 50 Gev, the

first approximation given by Eq. (I.1) is suffi-

ciently accurate in any direction, because at such

low energies the range of mesons before the decay

into muons is so short that neglecting energy

loss before decay does not cause any significant

error. Then the computation of Eq. (2.1) can

be done analytically as follows: (M. 1) .t

tThese expressions and corresponding curves of Fig. 15
in M.1 are not correct, because the term cos0 in the de-
nominator corresponding to (1.9) is misprinted us sec0.
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(i) Forlargevaluesofx with

B_/EicosO=q and x/cosOL'=t,

n,( E,, x, O) =EF( E,) / ( Lc cosO) 3

X expE-- (i'/L_)t-]L't-qFt(q+l) (I.9)

where Ft is an incomplete gamma function, i.e.

Ft(q-{-1) = fotnqe -n dn

(ii) For small values of x, by expanding the

integrand in power series of x and integrating by

term,

ni( E,, x, O) =[F ( Ei) / ( Lc cos0) 3

co _n+l

× exp[- (L/L,)t-]_'_(-1)"ni(q+n+l) (I.10)



Appendix II

ACCURACY OF EQ. (3.1.6)

The differential spectrum of cosmic ray mesons

at the atmospheric depth x for the zenith angle

direction 0* with energy E_ in dE_ is empirically

given by

n,(E_, x, 0") =AE_-m.f(x, 0*) (II.1)

Equation (3.1.6) is then

ear2 Bi sec0*(x) ri 2 AEi -'_n_(E, x, O) = E_x r__- 1 Ei
dEi

Et_

I B i

secO*(X) F(m).n_(r_E,, x) (II.2)
E,x

where ri=m_/m_ and

ri 2 ri m

Fi(m) =ri2 l'm+l [1-ri-_('_+I)-] (II.3)

The values of Fi(m) are shown in the following

table for pion produced muons (i =_), and Kaon

produced muons (i=tc).

I
m 0 I 1 2 3 4

....... I

F,(m) ........... I 1'001 1"041 1"091 1"191 1.33

Fk(m)........... 1.0012.4417.59126.5 198.s

Since Eq. (3.1.6) is derived by disregarding a

factor F(m) the differential intensity calculated

by this formula gives nearly 10% under-estimation

for pion produced muons with rn___2, and the error

(under-estimation) is too large to calculate Kaon

produced muons.
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CERENKOV-SCINTILLATION COUNTER MEASURE-
MENTS OF THE LIGHT, MEDIUM, AND
HEAVY NUCLEI IN THE PRIMARY COSMIC
RADIATION FROM SUNSPOT MINIMUM TO
SUNSPOT MAXIMUM*

F. B. McDONALD AND W. R. WEBBERt

Goddard Space Flight Center

The intensity and rigidity spectra of Be, B, C, N, and O have been measured on a series of

three Skyhook balloon flights using a Cerenkov-scintillation detector combination. The flights

occurred at times close to solar minimum and maximum. The energy and charge resolution is com-

parable with that obtained by the latest emulsion techniques. It is observed that the light and

medium nuclei display the same relative rigidity spcctra throughout the solar cycle as the protons

and a particles. This conclusion is valid only in the region studied (E>400 Mev/nucleon), and we

may well expect striking variations for heavy primaries of low energy. The measured ratio of light

to medium nuclei at the top of the atmosphere was 0.364-0.06. This was not observed to vary ap-

preciably over the solar cycle.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements on primary cosmic-ray nuclei

heavier than a particles have provided much

information helpful in understanding the problems

relating to the acceleration and the propagation of

primary cosmic rays to the earth. Two char-
acteristic features of these heavier nuclei are

utilized in interpreting these measurements.

1. Because of their fragile structure, which can

be easily destroyed in nuclear interactions at

cosmic-ray energies, heavier nuclei cannot be

created from lighter elements once they are

ejected from the source into interstellar space.

Thus any conceivable process the primary cosmic

radiation might undergo in interstellar space

takes place in the direction from heavier to lighter

*The balloon flights from which the data reported here

were obtained were carried out while the authors were at

the State University of Iowa, Department of Physics,

Iowa City, Iowa, and were sponsored by-the Office of

Naval Research.

tNow at the School of Physics, University of Minne-

sota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

elements. Experimentally this feature is reflected

in the study of the relative abundance of each of

the heavier nuclei and, in particular, the relative

abundance of the so-called light nuclei (Li, Be, B),

which are commonly believed to be absent in the

cosmic-ray source regions. A knowledge of these

relative abundances, together with the frag-

mentation parameters of these nuclei in the

interstellar medium, can lead to definite limi-

tations on acceleration and propagation processes

of the primary cosmic radiation.

2. The rate of energy loss in the passage through

interstellar material is greater for the heavier

nuclei, being proportional to the Z2/B 2 of the

particle. The effect of this ionization loss will be

most pronounced at the low-energy end of the

spectrum. Experimentally this feature should be

revealed by a comparison of the differential

energy spectra of the various charges, particularly

at energies where B is appreciably less than 1. Thus

a knowledge of the shape of the differential spectra

for the _¢arious charges can place further limi-

tations on cosmic-ray acceleration processes and
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on the travel of cosmic rays in the interstellar
medium. "N_

Recent progress in balloon techniques and the

practicality of studies in satellites have opened the

possibility for further advances in the study of
these heavier nuclei. Particularly, it is now

possible to study the energy spectra of the

individual nuclei or groups of nuclei in much the

same manner as proton and a-particle spectra

have been studied for a number of years. The
additional inforlnation to be derived from such

studies, as is noted above, opens up a new dimen-

sion for attacking the problems outstanding in
this feld.

A number of preliminary investigations of the

low-energy portion of the spectra of the heavier

nuclei (Z >-6) have recently been made by means
of emulsion techniques. They have led to a some-

what confused picture however. For example, the

results reported by FichteP and Evans _ tend to

suggest that the differential spectra of the light L,

medium M (6_<Z<9), and heavy H(Z>=10)

nuclei are similar to those for protons and a

particles (when the intensities are expressed in

particles/m2-ster-scc-Bv). Aizu et al., from results
of much greater statistical significance, 3,_ find an

anomalous spectrum for the L nuclei. Finally,

Tamai 5 reports systematically different spectra

for all charge groups, the peak in the differential

spectrum occurring at higher energies for the

particles of higher Z.
It should be pointed out that all these measure-

ments were made at times when the solar modula-

tion of cosmic rays was appreciable and variable,

that is, at times near sunspot maximum. The
effect of this modulation on the heavier nuclei

has not been directly measured on separate

occasions over the sunspot cycle but has been

inferred from comparison of these spectra with

those of protons and a particles reported at
similar times. Since it has been established that

the solar modulation for protons and a particles is

similar when expressed in terms of changes in the

rigidity spectra of these particles, 6,7,8 we should

expect this rigidity dependence to hold for the
heavier nuclei as well because of their identieal

Z/A.

In actual fact, because of the solar modulation

effects, which are (;ertainly large and not yet

known with sufficient accuracy, it is necessary to

measure the spectra of the heavier nuclei at times

near sunspot minimum when solar modulation

effects are probably small, or at least do not

fluctuate rapidly--that is, if we hope to obtain
useful information on the acceleration and

propagation of the primary cosmic radiation out-

side of the solar system by these measurements.

In the light of the above situation, and to

investigate the ability of counter techniques to

examine the charge and energy spectra character-

istics of the heavy nuclei, it seems worthwhile to

report here the results from a series of three

flights using Cerenkov-scintillation counters to

measure the energy spectra of charges with
3 -<Z -< 10. The data were obtained in conjunction

with a series of more than twenty flights to

measure the proton and a-particle spectra during

the period 1954 to 1959. 6-_° The three flights cover

the period from sunspot minimum to sunspot
maximum. The flight near sunspot minimum

provides the only spectral measurements of the

heavier nuclei yet reported and as such will be used

in deducing certain new limitations on the propa-

gation and acceleration of the galactic radiation.
The measurements of the cunmlative effects of

the solar modulation on the heavier nuclei will be

used to extend the conclusions reached earlier for

the effects of this modulation on protons a:rd a

particles.

DESCRIPTION OF DETECTOR USED

The detector used in the measurements reported

here is identical to that used to measure protons

and a particles; the detector and recording system
have been described in detail previously2 Briefly,

the detector is a three-element telescope con-

sisting of an NaI crystal scintillation counter, a

Lucite Cerenkov countcr, and a tray of Geiger

counters (except for third flight; see below). The

scintillation crystal a:rd the Geiger counter tray

are the defining elcments of the telescope. For each

particle that traverses these elements, the outputs
from the Cerenkov counter and the scintillation

counter are recorded. The relation between the

measured outputs from the Cerenkov counter

(I,_Z _)(1 - 1/fl_n _) and the scintillation counter

(l,,_-_Z2/fl 2) should uniquely determine the charge
and velocity of the particle in question. In actual
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practiceit ispossibletomeasurethespectraofthe
heaviernucleiin the rangeof _._250to 1500
Mev/nucleon.Thelow-energylimit, whichis Z-

dependent, is determined by the ionization cutoff

introduced by the material in the detector and the

atmosphere above, and also by general back-

ground pulses in this region of zero Cerenkov out-

put. A system of guard counters is used to detect

and lninimize such background counts, usually
due to interactions and knock-on electrons

occurring in the detector and particularly in the

detecting elements themselves.

The instrumental calibrations are a very im-

portant aspect of this experiment. It is necessary

first to identify the pulse height distributions of

the relativistic particles of each charge and then to

relate these positions to the output pulses from

the lower energy particles in order to ascertain

their energy. The response and linearity of the
electronic system were checked carefully before

and after each flight by introducing simulated

photomultiplier pulses whose amplitude could be
controlled accurately as multiples of Z 2, where

Z=I amplitude was established to within 5

percent by tests using _ mesons at sea level.

In practice the ground calibration is con-

firmed by noting the relative positions of the

peaks of the ionization and Cerenkov distributions

of relativistic a particles and carbon nuclei at
balloon altitudes. The centers of these distribu-

tions corresponding to (Is)rain and (It)rain can be

determined to an accuracy of -4-l0 percent. These

positions agree to within the experimental error

with those expected from a linear system on the

basis of the sea-level calibration. The positions

(Is)min and (It)rain for the other charge components

can be determined with less accuracy but do not

indicate any nonlinearities in the system. From
this we conclude that saturation effects are small

in NaI crystals for relativistic particles with

Z=<10.

The energy spectra of the heavier nuclei are

determined by using the theoretical variations of

Is and Ic with velocity. It is estimated that

energies in the range 250-1500 Mev/nucleon can

be measured to an accuracy of _10 percent of less

for particles with 4 <Z-10. The observed counts

appear to fall along the predicted curves for these

lower energy particles, and there is no evidence
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FIGURE l.--Double-scintillation--Cerenkov telescope. For
an event, the pulse height of each of the three counters
is recorded.

for a systematic distortion of the energy cali-
bration.

The third flight reported here was made with a
somewhat different detector: A second NaI

scintillation crystal was used in place of the Geiger

counter tray. The two scintillation crystals were

the defining elements of the telescope, and for

each particle three outputs (two scintillation and

one Cerenkov) were recorded--giving, in effect, a
double-scintillation--Cerenkov detector. A sche-

matic drawing of this detector is shown in figure 1.

Its characteristic features are generally similar to

the earlier one, but the replacing of the Geiger

counter tray by the second scintillation crystal led

to certain notable improvements: (1) The second

scintillator provided a self-consistent check on the

charge and energy of the particles as determined

from the relative outputs of the Cerenkov counter

and the other scintillation crystal; comparison of

the outputs of the two scintillation crystals gave
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TABLE 1.--Details of Balloon Flights

Flight Data

] )ate, .........................................

Altitude, ('Lw_xagc) .............................
Location .....................................

Geomagnetic threshold during flight* ............
Hours of dat.L ................................

(h_ometric factor ..............................

Amount of absorber in detector ............... '__

M t. Washington neutron intensity at time. of flight

(s(;aled counts I)er 2-hr interval).

March 20, 1956

6.8 gm/cm _
Iowa City, Iowa
1.7-1.2 Bv 4_

6

7.2 ster-cm 2

I 1.4-t-2 gm/cm _

(unit 1)
2205

Flight Number

August 17, 1956

5.3 gm/cm_

Minneapolis, Minn.
1.2-1-0.1 Bv

4

7.2 ster-cm 2

I l .4-1-2 gm/cm 2

(unit 1)
2415

August 1, 1958

5.0 gm/cm _

Mobcrly, Me.
2.54-0.1 Bv

6

6.4 ster-cm _

84-2 gm/cm _

(unit 2)
1975

*After Quenl)y and Wel)ber (reference 12).
tCourtesy of Prof. J. A. Lockwood, University of New Hampshire,.

an additional paraineter to check the change and

energy, namely, a measurement of the rate of

energy loss of the particles at two different points

on the trajectory. (2) The second scintillator also

reduced the problem of background counts to

negligible proportions. Since most of these

"confusion" counts were due to interactions or

knock-on clc(:trons produced in the material of the

detector itself, a greater degree of selection for

these local events could be made by comparing the

two scintillation outputs that rcflectcd ionization

loss conditions upon entrance and exit from the

detecting system. Only events consistent with

single particles traversing the system were used.

The cxtra scintillator acted as a "guard" system

so efficiently that it was possible to dispense with

the "guard" counters in the later system.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The data on which this report is based, as noted

before, come from three balloon flights of the

Ccrcnkov-seintillation or Ccrenkov-double-scintil-

lation dctc('tor (see Table l). As a measure of the

cumulative effects of solar activity at the time of

the flights the average Mt. Washington neutron

monitor hourly scaled counting rates are given for

the tin.ms the detectors were at peak altitude. The

peak hourly sealed rate at Mt. Washington during

the period of actual sunspot mininmm in 1954

was _2500; thus conditions on August 17, 1956,

indicate a solar modulation effect of _4 percent

as recorded by a high-latitude neutron monitor.

On March 20, 1956, the intensity was recovering

from a Forbush decrease, and thc total solar

modulation was _12 percent. Finally on August 1,
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FI(IURI,._ 2.--Two-dimensional plot of Ccrenkov light out-
put vs. ionization h)ss for counts recorded on flight 6,

March 20, 1955. The complete absence of counts in the,
region of high Cerenkov pulse height and the small

scintillator output indicate the lack of I)ackground in

the fast particle region. The lithium re,glen is nhs(;urcd
I)y background, and there, are probal)ly I)aekground

counts in the region below 400 Mev/mmlenn.
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1958,thecumulativesolarmodulationwas_-_22
percent,whichrepresentsalmostthefull magni-
tudeofthesolarmodulationeffectsasrecordedby
suchamonitor.11

Figures2, 3, and4 showthetwo-dimensional
plotsofallthecountsrecordedonthethreeflights
that weredueto singleparticles,with Z>3, that

traversed the detectors. The theoretically deter-

mined curves for the output of the detectors as a

function of energy and charge are shown as solid

lines. The normalization procedure is that dis-

cussed in the previous section. In figure 4, which

represents the results of the flight using a

Cerenkov-double-scintillation counter, both

scintillation outputs are shown, a single particle

being assumed to traverse the telescope without

interaction if the outputs of the two scintillators

are each within ±20 percent of their mean value.

it should be pointed out that the intensities of

protons and a particles were also measured on

these flights. This was accomplished by switching

the gain of the electronics so that for 15 minutes

of every hour the gain was increased by a factor of

8 so as to record the smaller proton and a-particle

outputs. We do not analyze the proton and a-

particle results here in any detail but only use

them for comparison with the heavier particle

results on the same flights.
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FIGURE 3.--Two-dimensional plot of Cerenkov light out-

put vs. ionization loss for counts recorded on flight 7,

August 17, 1956. As in figure 2, the curves indicate the

theoretically expected distrihution. The separation I)e-

twcen boron and carbon is particularly good for both

flights 6 and 7.
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FIGURE 4.--Plot of Cerenkov pulse height vs. ionization

loss in the three-element telescope of figure I. The end

points of the individual lines rcpresent the two measure-
meats of ionization loss. A selection criterion that de-

mands that the two measurements be within =1=20°7oof
each other has been applied. An appropriate correction
for Landau fluctuations is then made. There is no evi-

dence for hackground in the region beyond lithium, and

the charge resolution is uniformly excellent.

The charge and energy resolution of this type

of detecting system for the heavier particles is

evident from the figures without need for further

elaboration. However, to convert the data con-

tained in the figures to actual intensity and

differential spectra values for the various charge

components, a number of corrections, discussed in

detail in the following section, are necessary.

DETERMINATION OF ABSOLUTE INTENSITIES

OF VARIOUS NUCLEI

Since we have selected only counts that are

clearly due to single particles traversing the

detecting system, it is necessary to make a number

of corrections to the raw data reported in the

previous section. These corrections are not large

and, furthermore, are reasonably well known.

They are very similar to the corrections that were

used to determine the absolute flux of protons and

a particles in a concurrent series of balloon flights

and were discussed in detail by McDonald 9 and

McDonald and Webber. 6

For the heavier nuclei the data in figures 2

through 4 must be corrected (1) for the nuclear

interactions of the heavier particles in the de-
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TABLE 2.--Corrections to Raw Balloon Flight Data

Corrections (percent)

Correction for nuclear interactions in telescope*:

)_L' (glass)=45 gm/cm 2..................................................

h_' (glass) = 40 gin/era *..................................................

hH' (glass)=30 gm/cm _..................................................

Knock-on electron correction for E > 0.5 Bev/nucleon:

L .....................................................................

M ....................................................................

H ....................................................................

Correction to the top of the atmosphere* (diffusion extrapolation):

L .....................................................................

M ....................................................................

H ....................................................................

--28±5

--33-4-6

--43±8

--2±1

--54-3

--12±8

--0±5

--24±5

--30±6

Flight

7 A

--28±5 --19±5

--33±5 --24±6

--43±8 --30±6

--2±1

--5±3 None

--12±8

-0±5 --0±5

-19±4 --18±4

--25±5 -24±5

*Interaction mean free paths in glass and air, and fragmentation parameters, after Waddington (reference 13).

tecting system itself, resulting in the absorption

of these particles; and (2) for the effects of knock-

on electrons produced by these particles as they

pass through the detector. Finally, to obtain the

absolute intensities at the top of the atmosphere,

it is necessary to make a diffusion extrapolation of

the corrected intensities at the flight altitudes to

the top of the atmosphere.

Flight number

and date

6: Mar. 20, 1956

7: Aug. 17, 1956

A: Aug. 1, 1960

TAnLE 3.--Absolute Intensities of the Various Components at the Top of the Atmosphere

Energy inter-

val at top of

atmosphere

(Bey/nucleon)

>0.43

0.43-0.57

0.57-1.06

1.06-1.55

> 1.55

>0.41

0.41-0.55

0.55-1.04

1.04-1.53

>1.53

>0.55

0.55-1.04

1.04-1.53

>1.53

a Particles

m2-stcr-scc

176±6

19.3±1.3

45.52=3

24.3±2

86±3

225±10

23 ±3

67±5

36±4

882=5

105±6

20±2

142=2

12±1

Light nuclei*

m2-stcr-sec

4.3±0.7

1.1±0.4

1.2±0.4

0.452=0.2

2.1±0.5

4.5±0.9

0.7±0.3

1.8±0.6

0.8±0.4

1.3±0.6

2.5±0.5

0.8±0.3

0.22=0.1

1.7±0.4

Medium nuclei

m_-ster-scc

10.2±0.9

1.7±0.4

2.62=0.4

1.82=0.4

4.4±0.6

15.32=1.3

2.32=0.5

4.4±9.7

2.4±0.5

6.4±0.9

7.2±0.6

1.8±0.4

1.1±0.4

4.1±0.5

L/M

0.42±0.06

0.65+0.19

0.462=0.15

0.25±0.09

0.48±0.09

O. 29 ±0.08

O. 31 ±0.12

0.41±0.12

O. 33 ±O. 14

0.22=0.06

0.35±0.07

0.452=0.12

0.18±0.12

0.41 ±0.10

Heavy nuclcit

m2-stcr-sec

3.4±0.6

3.8±0.8

1.8±0.4
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1. Correction for Nuclear Interactions in the Detector

Since the raw data include only clearly identi-

fiable single particles passing through the tele-

scope, they exclude those particles that interact

as they pass through the telescope. On the reason-

able assumption that at least two products occur
for each interaction, these events should be

recorded by the guard system (or, with the second

detector, the pulse height after the interaction is

significantly different than that before). Subsidi-

ary experiments 6 suggest the guard system has in

fact an efficiency of _,._1 for such events. The
correction for the number of counts lost because

of nuclear interactions can then be made, the

interaction mean free paths of the various com-

ponents in the telescope being known. This

correction is given in Table 2.

2. Correction for Knock-on Electrons Produced in the

Detector

It is possible for particles, as they pass through

the telescope, to produce knock-on electrons
having sufficient energy to set off at least one of

the guard counters. Such events will be rejected,

even though a single particle traverses the tele-

scope without interaction. This correction depends

10
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FIGURE5.--Measured differential rigidity spectrum of M
nuclei. The appropriate q-particle data divided by 15
are also shown for comparison.
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FIGURE 6.--The measured L/M radio as a function of
rigidity. In the region of these studies, 1.5 =<R=<6,the
results are consistent with a constant L/M over the
entire rigidity interval, although there is some evidence
it may be increasing at smaller values of R.

on the charge and energy of the particle in ques-
tion. Detailed calculations of this effect have been

made to interpret previous experiments on protons

and a particles TM This correction, as applied to

the heavier nuclei in this experiment, is shown in
Table 2. Note that no correction for this effect

is necessary in the case of the Cerenkov-double-

scintillation counter array.
The absolute flux values obtained after the

above corrections are extrapolated to the top of

the atmosphere in the conventional manner with

the diffusion equations as introduced by Kaplon,

Noon, and Racete. I5 The interaction mean free

paths and fragmentation probabilities used are
those determined by Waddington '3 in his survey

of available data on the subject, and it has been

assumed that they do not vary appreciably over
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FIGURE 7.--The measured a/M ratio as a function of
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after passage through 4 gm/cm _ interstellar hydrogen,
assuming that originally a and M nuclei have the same
form of rigidity spectrum.

this range of energies. Energy loss has not been

introduced directly into the diffusion equations;

instead, the energy intervals appropriate to the

flight altitude _6 gm/cm _ for each charge group

have been corrected for energy loss to give the

equivalent intervals at the top of the atmosphere.

This will give a small but insignificant bias due to

wrong assessment of energies.
Table 3 summarizes the results of the three

flights corrected to the top of the atmosphere.
Figure 5 shows the differential spectra of M

nuclei that were measured on each of the flights.

For comparison the differential spectra of

particles measured on the same flights and divided

by a constant factor of 15 are shown. Finally, in

figures 6 and 7 the L/M ratio and a/M ratio are

shown as a function of energy for the average of

the three flights and for each flight separately.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We shall divide our discussion of the measure-

ments reported in the previous section into three

separate aspects:

1. The Simple L/M Ratio

The average L/M ratio at the top of the atmos-

phere for the three flights is 0.36±0.06 for par-

ticles with energy greater than 1.55 Bey/nucleon

or 0.38±0.05 for particles with energy greater

than 0.41 Bey/nucleon. These values are in

generally good agreement with those that have

been obtained by emulsion techniques. In his

survey of all previous determinations using these

methods, Waddington _3 derives a mean L/M

ratio of 0.29 ±0.03 for particles with energy greater

than 1.5 Bey/nucleon. The more recent L/M

determi_lations of Van Heerden and Judek, _6

0.35±0.04, and ()'Dell et al., _ 0.25±0.05, for

particles with energies greater than 1.5 Bey/

nucleon---or Aizu et al., 3,40.41 ±0.06, and l,'icbtel, 1

0.40±0.08, for particles with energies greater than

0.4 Bey/nucleon--give a clear indication that

there is no longer any substantial uncertainty in

this ratio, whether it is measured by emulsion

techniques or by counter techniques.

A clear difficulty arises in using this ratio to

attempt to calculate the amount of interstellar

material traversed by the primary radiation

however. Making the usual assumption that the L

nuclei are absent in the source region and the

additional, and artificial, assumption that all
particles traverse the same amount of interstellar

material (one-dimensional diffusion), Hayakawa

et al? 8 have concluded that an L/M ratio of 0.3

implies that the most probable amount of matter

traversed was 3±0.5 gm/cm 2. Using more recent

values for the fragmentation parameters of the

heavier nuclei in hydrogen, Fichtel TM arrived at a

value of 5±2 gm/cm _for the same L/M ratio. The
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differencesin thesevaluesandtheuncertaintiesin
thevaluesthemselvesrepresentthedegreeof our
uncertaintyaboutthefragmentationparameters
for heavy-nucleicollisionswith interstellarhy-
drogen.

A numberofotherpossibilitiesexistfor models
of thediffusionof theprimaryradiationthrough
interstellar space--for example,steady-state
three-dimensionaldiffusionfromapointsourcein
aninfinitemediumof constantdensity;thesame
exceptwith uniform injectionthroughoutthe
volumeand eitherslowleakageor perfectre-
flectionat theboundary.2°,21In thesemodelsthe
L/M ratio is a function of energy (even without

considering the effects of Fermi acceleration or

ionization loss in interstellar space). We shall

discuss this fact further in the following sections.

If the cosmic rays are restricted to lines of force,

which may be more regular in the galaxy than is

sometimes supposed, then the usual diffusion

treatments must be modified. The direct injection

of L nuclei by spallation in stellar atmospheres

where heavier cosmic rays have already been

accelerated may also influence the interpretation

of the L/M ratio.

2. The Solar Modulation Effects on the Heavier Nuclei

The work of McDonald, 9 McDonald and

Webber, G,7Webber, 1° and Meyer 22has established

to quite a high degree of accuracy that the sunspot

cycle changes or modulation of the proton and

a-particle intensity are identical for particles of

equivalent rigidity. Furthermore, the intensity of

protons or a particles at the top of the atmos-

phere can be uniquely related to the counting rate
of a sensitive neutron monitor near sea level at

the same time. Since the heavier nuclei have

effectively the same charge to mass ratio as the

a particles, we should expect the rigidity-de-

pendent modulation to be effective for them also.

Because of the approximately similar ratio of Z/A

for a particles through oxygen, it is impossible to

distinguish between rigidity-dependent modu-

lation and modulations involving energy/nucleons

without considering the proton data. However,

since the proton and a-particle data have es-

tablished a rigidity-dependent modulation, the
interpretation of the modulation of light and

medium nuclei is carried out using rigidity. While
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FIGURE 8.--The variation of integral medium nuclei in-
tcnsities above 400 Mev/nucleon during the period
1956-59 as measured by various observers. Intensities
are shown as a function of thc Mount Washington
neutron counting rate at the time of measurements. The
dotted curve represents McDonald and Webber's (refer-
ence 7) proton and a-particle results divided by 72 and
12, respectively.

it would be more convincing to plot L and M

with proton data, the a-particle flux values are

used since greater overlap between the two sets of

data is obtained during a given flight. Obser-

vations by Frier et al., 23Fichtel, _Van Heerden and

Judek, 1GYagoda, 2_and Biswas et al. 25 during the

recent sunspot maximura period have clearly

indicated that the intensity of heavier nuclei

varies considerably throughout the sunspot cycle

and is much lower at this time than at sunspot

minimum. This variation has been directly

related to the concurrent variations of protons

and a particles by the above authors.
The results included here cover an extended

period from a very high cosmic-ray intensity

indicative of sunspot minimum to a low cosmic-

ray intensity indicative of sunspot maximum.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate the behavior of

the heavier nuclei during this period is to plot the

intensity of the most abundant of these nuclei, the
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M nuclei, against the counting rate of a sensitive

neutron monitor. Such a plot is shown in figure 8.
Since deviations from a rigidity-dependent modu-

lation would be expected to be most pronounced at

lower energies, we have included only measure-

merits that extend down to _500 Mev/nucleon

or less. The dashed curve in figure 8 represents the

intensity of a particles >400 Mev/nucleon as a

function of the Mr. Washington neutron monitor
rate as deduced from the a-particle measurements

on these three flights, as well as a more extended

analysis by McDonald and Webber 7 of proton and

a-particle data over twenty flights during the
sunspot cycle. The a-particle intensities are

divided by a constant factor of 15 :t: 1. There is no

suggestion from the figure that anything but a

constant factor suffices to normalize the proton

and a-particle and M-nuclei data over the sunspot

cycle despite the fact that the integral intensity of
M nuclei varies by a factor of greater than 2

during this time.

Examination of the differential spectra of a

particles and M nuclei derived from the three

flights and shown in figure 5 also suggests that

there are no systematic changes in the relative

differential spectra of these charge groups during

the solar cycle.

The above arguments may be extended with

less accuracy to include the L and H nuclei as well.

No systematic changes in the L/M or H/M ratios

are noted during the course of the three flights

(see Table 3 and figure 6).

The results of the heavier nuclei are thus

consistent with the modulation of the a particles.
When taken with the proton a-particle modu-

lation characteristics already pointed out, they

provide an additional (although statistically nmch

less significant) support for the earlier con-
clusion that the solar modulation is identical for

particles of the same rigidity. In particular the
experimental results appear to be accurate

enough to rule out simple types of electric field as

the cause of the modulation of the primary radi-

ation (e.g., reference 27).

To detect possible deviations from the simple

rigidity-dependent picture to which the experi-

mental evidence seems to be leading will require

a definite advance in technique and a sul>stantial

increase in counting rates. In addition particular

attention should be paid to the changes in inten-

sity of the lowest rigidity particles (those below

about 1.5 By), for it is this rigidity region in which

the greatest deviations between the charge

components might be expected.

3. Spectral and Charge Characteristics of the Un-
modulated Galactic Heavier Primary Radiation

To assess these characteristics of the primary

spectrum properly, it is necessary to be assured
that we are indeed measuring the true galactic

spectrum, unmodulated by any solar influences.

Certainly at times other than those near sunspot
minimum the solar modulation effects will not be

small, particuIarly at low energies. It is clear from
the discussion in the previous section that the
features of the solar modulation have not been

accurately enough delineated, so that con-
siderable uncertainty is introduced in interpreting

measureinents made near sunspot maximum that

have been corrected for these effects. At sunspot

minimum it is likely that the solar modulation is

small even for the lowest rigidity particles. TM For
this reason the results of flight 7 of this series are

.of particular interest.

The differcntial spectrum of M nuclei ot)tained

on this flight and shown in figure 5 is of value even

though the measurements do not extend to

rigidities below the peak in the spectrum. The

constant factor of _15, which appears to relate

this spectrum to the a particle (and proton)

spectrum at a given rigidity that were measured at

the same time, suggests that the galactic in-

fluences on the shape of the spectra are similar

to those for a particles and protons.

To investigate this feature in another way, we

have plotted the a/M ratio for the three flights in

figure 7. If we suppose that the modulation effects

are indeed rigidity-dependent, then the results of

the other two flights may be utilized with a proper

degree of caution in this analysis.

The results of all of the flights are consistent

with a constant aim ratio. In fact this ratio

decreases slightly with decreasing rigidity, al-

though this decrease cannot be regarded as

statistically significant. As a particular cxample of

a set of circumstances in which the a/M should be

an increasing function of rigidity towards lower

lower rigidities, let us consider cosmic rays emitted
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froma sourceregionwitheachchargehavingthe
samedifferentialrigidityspectrum.If weassume
no furtheraccelerationin interstellarspace,the
subsequentspectralshapewill be determined
principallyby ionizationlossin the interstellar
material,andtheheaviernucleiatagivenrigidity
will loseenergyatagreaterrate.Asaconsequence,
differenceswill appearin thespectraof the low-
energyheaviernuclei;and, in particular,the
peaksof the differentialspectrawill occurat
higher rigidities for particles of increasing
charge.10,2s

With theseassumptionsit canbe seenfrom
figure7 that, despitethecrudityof the experi-
mentalresultsreportedhere,an upperlimit of
_4 gm/cm2of interstellarmaterialis obtained.
Measurementsof this type do not, of course,
uniquely determinethe amount of material
traversed.Thepossibilityexiststhat the source
regionscouldpreferentiallyemitthe low-rigidity
heaviernuclei(e.g.,reference29)soastoprecisely
offsettheincreasedenergylossthroughionization
in the interstellarmedium.Anotherpossibilityis
that only processesin interstellarspaceareof
majorimportancein shapingthespectra,andthe
competitionbetweenanaccelerationprocess(e.g.,
theFermitype)andionizationlossdeterminesthe
shapeofthespectraatlowrigiditiesforthevarious
charges.Thena criticalrigidity wouldexistat
whichtheratesofenergygainandenergylossby
thesetwoprocessesareequal.Fornourelativistic
particlesthisrigiditycanbeshownto beequalto
K(A2/Z) 1,3, where K is a constant independent of

the particle in question. In this picture we should

also observe a systematic increase in the rigidity

of the peak of the differential spectra for particles

of increasing charge and, in particular, an aiM

ratio that increases even more rapidly at low

rigidities.

A wide variety of possibilities are therefore

available for the interpretation of the results so far

discussed, and it seems worthwhile to introduce

the other experimental evidence relating to this

matter. In figure 6 we have shown the L/M ratio

as a function of rigidity as determined on the three

flights. Neither the average of the three flights

nor flight 7, in particular, can be interpreted as

implying anything but a constant L/M ratio of

_0.4 between 2 and 6 By. The suggestion of an

increasing L/M ratio with decreasing rigidity is

not statistically significant. Thus we are led again

to conclude that the galactic spectra of the various

charge components are closely similar when

plotted as a function of rigidity.

Additional, although more indirect, evidence

comes from an examination of the H/M ratio.or,

what is equivalent in our arguments, the a/H
ratio. Any changes-in the relative intensities of the

different components of the galactic radiation

should be most clearly shown by comparing these

two groups with greatly differing charge. Although
in this experiment we do not actually measure the

rigidity spectrum of the H nuclei, we do obtain

the integral intensity of H nuclei >400 Mev/

nucleon. From this the a/H ratio turns out to be

62-+-12 for flight 7 alone, or 57-1-5 for the average

of all of the flights. At a cutoff energy of 1.5 Bey/

nucleon, the cL/H ratio as deduced from the

summary of Waddington, which includes the best

experimental determinations up to 1959, is 42-4-4.

From this comparison we see the indication of an

increasing a/H ratio with decreasing rigidity;

however, this will be better established only by

actually measuring the spectra of the heavier

nuclei with a single instrument.

From our results on the comparative differential

rigidity spectra of the various charge components

we can say that, if processes such as Fermi
acceleration and ionization loss in interstellar

space are unimportant, the diffusion models that

predict that the amount of interstellar material

traversed is constant with energy are most con-
sistent with our results. A model in which all or

most nuclei of low charge are fragments of heavy

nuclei that are assumed to be the only ones emitted

from the source region 29,3°would not be consistent

with our results. In such a picture the H nuclei
would be "older" than the others and would have

traversed _2 times as much interstellar material.
Since the amount of material traversed must be

_10 gm/cm 2 at least to produce the required

fragmentation into lighter particles, this should

produce a difference in spectral shape greater than

that implied by the measurements.

The general picture we have tried to present

above, namely, the strong similarity of the

differential spectra of the various charge groups,

even to the point of making the effects energy
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TABLE 4.--Comparison of Charge Distributions Obtained at the Top of the Atmosphere

Charge

Li

Be

B

N

i)

g>10

Counts*

46

70

197

92

123

114

Charge distribution (percent)

(t)

(6-8)
6.7

10.1

28.6

13.3

17.9

16.6

Waddington

(ref. 13)

3.9

1.7

11.6

26.0

12.4

17.9

23.9

Aizu et al.

(refs. 3 and 4)

_.8

6.0

lO .9

29.2

14.8

14.4

18.0

Tamai

(ref. 5)

10.0

14.0

15.7

18.8

7.8

7.3

20.5

Fichtel

(ref. 1)

7.4

5.7

9.0

27.1

15.3

14.4

21.7

Biswas et al.

(ref. 25)

(2.1).
(3.o)
17.8

20.9

16.6

8.9

31.4

O'Dell et al.

(rcf 17)

5.3

2.3

7.4

30.1

9.7

19.4

23.4

*Total of thrce flights.

fPercentage of all particles with Z >3 in this ext)eriment.

loss in interstellar hydrogen oil the borderline of

detection, is consistent with the data of Fiehtel. 1

It agrees only in part with the work of Aizu et
al. 3,<a' however. Apart from a general similarity of

the spectra of the various charge groups, these
authors find an L/M ratio that appears to increase

with decreasing energy and that accordingly is
said to reflect an increased amount of matter

traversed by the low-energy particJes. In addition,

they find an H/M ratio that appears to decrease

with decreasing energy.

On the other hand, TamaP finds a systematic

difference in the differential spectra of the various

charge groups. The position of the maximum in

the different spectra tends toward higher energy

with increasing charge--an effect suggesting that

ionization loss in interstellar space is an im-

portant feature. Tamai also observes an L/M

ratio of ml for particles with energy <700

Mev/nucleon, which would imply however that

the elongation of the path length or the energy

dependence of the fraglnentation parameters
dominates for the L nuclei.

l,'rom the above results it is clear that a con-

sistcnt picture does trot exist I)etwccn various

experimenters with regard to the actual shape of

the low-energy portion of the galactic spectrum
for the various charge groups. Two of the most

serious causes for the discrepancies that now exist

would seem to be: (I) The influence of th,c solar

modulation effects: The three emulsion experiments

reported al)ovc were all made at a time near sun-

spot maximum, and sometimes when the effects of
Forbush decreases were important. Our present

knowledge of the solar modulation effects on the
heavier nuclei makes the problem of defining the

actual galactic spectrum from these results one of
increased difficulty. (2) The lack of results of high

statistical accuracy: The differential spectra deter-
mined to date for the heavier charges have been

based on 100 to 200 counts or less for each charge

group. To define usefully the differences in spe(.tra
of the various charge groups, if they exist, requires

counting rates of at least one order of lnagnitude

greater.
As a final comparison of our results with pre-

vious enmlsion results, the actual charge distribu-
tions obtained are shown in Table 4, together with

the summary of Waddington _ for energies > 1.5

Bey/nucleon and the recent results of other
workers. The charge composition determined by

counter techniques agrees quite well with the

average of the emulsion results, with perhaps a

greater abundance of C and () as recorded in our

experiments. All results show a sufiicicntly wide

scatter, however, to indicate that a measuring

uncertainty of at least l charge unit in the range
4-<Z-<8 must occur in some of the experiments.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results we conclude the following:

1. Cerenkov-scintillation detector coml)inations

can bc used to measure the rigidity and charge
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spectra of the heavier nuclei. The energy and

charge resolution is comparable with that ob-

tained by the latest emulsion techniques. Use of

advanced counter systems can extend the measure-

ments to the lowest energies without serious back-

ground corrections. The rapid processing of data

and the high counting rate of the counter systems

can be used to advantage in investigating char-

acteristics of the spectra related to the origin of

the radiation and also to the solar modulation

effects.

2. The solar modulation of intensity appears to

be identical for all positively charged particles of

the same rigidity. We have specifically extended

this conclusion to include particles heavier than

a particles in the three flights reported in this

paper.

3. The measurements near sunspot minimum

establish a high degree of similarity in the differ-

ential spectra of the various charge components

only when the spectra are expressed in terms of the

rigidity of the particles. This similarity is sufficient

to make it unlikely that the particles have traveled

through more than 4 gm/cm 2 of interstellar hydro--

gen. It appears, furthermore, that the peaks in the

differential spectra of the heavier particles that are

observed at times near sunspot minimum cannot

be due to some residual solar modulation effect or

to the effects of ionization loss alone, or ionization

loss competing with Fermi acceleration processes

in interstellar space. If the form of the differential

spectra and their similar rigidity dependence are

to be taken seriously, they may reflect the action

of large-scale regular fields either near the source

region itself or in interstellar space.

4. The relative and absolute intensities of the

various charges as measured in this experiment are

comparable with those obtained using emulsions.

In particular an L/M ratio of 0.36±0.05 es-

sentially independent of rigidity from 2 to 6 Bv is

obtained. Such a ratio is consistent with the

passage of the primary radiation through 4 to 6

gm/cm 2 of interstellar hydrogen, this value also

being independent of rigidity. The amount of

hydrogen and, indeed, the method of "passage"

through interstellar space depend so critically on

actual interstellar conditions as well as on the

distribution of sources, however, that such a value

is regarded as having definitive meaning only when

combined with simultaneous measurements of a

number of other characteristics of the heavier

nuclei and properties of the cosmic radiation in

general.
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THE SHAPE OF THE
SOLAR-WIND

GEOMAGNETIC-FIELD
BOUNDARY --

m _

GILBERT D. MEAD

Goddard Space Flight Center

DAVID B. BEARDt

University of California

The shape of the boundary of the geomagnetic field in a solar wind has been calculated by a

self-consistent mcthod in which, to the first order, approximate magnetic field are used to calculate

a boundary surface. The electric currents in this boundary produce magnetic fields, which can be

calculated once the first surface is known. These are added to the dipole field to give more accurate

fields, which are then used to compute a new surface. This iterative procedure converges rapidly to

a particular surface which may be tested by finding how close the total fields outside the boundary

are to the required value of zero. The result of this stringent test is that the magnetic fields in the

plasma outside the fourth surface and within twice the distance to the boundary on the solar side

are everywhere less than 1 percent of the geomagnetic dipole field in the absence of a solar wind.

This surface has been used to calculate the perturbation of the geomagnetic field by the solar wind

and the results of these calculations, plus a number of applications, are given in an accompanying

paper.

INTRODUCTION

The geomagnetic dipole has been observed to

be immersed in a continuous plasma stream eman-

ating from the sun (Neugebauer and Snyder,

1962; Freeman et al., 1963; Bonetti et al., 1963).

Although small magnetic fields are present in the

solar plasma (Coleman et al., 1962), they only

serve primarily to "tie" different regions of the

plasma together. The foremost feature of the solar

plasma stream is the stream pressure it exerts

on any obstruction it encounters. Such an ob-

struction is furnished by the geomagnetic field,

which holds off the stream and creates a cavity

from which the solar plasma is excluded (Chap-

man and Ferraro, 1931; Dungey, 1958; Cahill

and Amazeen, 1963).

The weak interplanetary magnetic field im-

bedded in the plasma has little effect on the pres-

sure conditions on the solar side of the earth.

tNational Academy of Sciences--National Research
Council Senior Resident Research Associate at Goddard

Space Flight Center, Summer, 1963.

[-The authors believe that this field is compressed

against the boundary of the geomagnetic field

(Beard, 1963b), and the pressure on the boundary

may be essentially independent of the existence

of an interplanetary field; in any case, the par-

ticle pressure will change by only a relatively

constant factor, less than 2.J On the anti-solar.

side of the earth, however, it becomes the pre-

dominant consideration in determining the closure

of the cavity. Just how the cavity does close on

the anti-solar side is a very difficult problem,

whose solution must await a better knowledge

of the interplanetary magnetic field and the

theory of plasma motion in the presence of trapped

magnetic fields. Fortunately, the electric currents

which exist on the boundary on the anti-solar

side are very weak and relatively distant from

the earth's surface, compared with the solar

side boundary. Therefore, our understanding of

the solar side boundary shape and the distortion

of the geomagnetic field does not depend much

on whether an interplanetary field is included in

1081
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our considerations. So there appears to be ade-

quate justification for simplifying the problem

by assuming the solar wind to be free from mag-

netic fields and at zero temperature (no lateral
"-motion of the ions perpendicular to the stream

v_.lo'¢ity occurs).

Several attempts have been made recently to

calculate the shape of the boundary under the

assumptions of a field-free, zero-temperature

plasma spccularly reflected from the boundary

(Beard, 5960; Beard, 1962; Beard and Jenkins,

1962; Spreitcr and Briggs, 5962; Midgley and

Davis, 1963). These have all assumed certain

approximations which limits their accuracy. The

bcst of these is the solution presented by Midgley
and Davis, which will be compared with ours

below. Slutz (5963) has obtained a solution to

a problem with somewhat different boundary
conditions at the interaction surface. Beard

(19{)3a) has recently made a review of all the
calculations made to date. Other recent reviews

of the solar wind-earth interaction have been

written by Chapman (1963, pp. 371,421), Hines

(1963), and Blum (5963).

A new calculation of the boundary of the geo-

magnetic field, using a self-consistent method, is

presented in this paper. The self-consistent method

has been introduced previously (Beard, 1962;

Beard and Jenkins, 1962) to illustrate the con-

vcrgence of the particular approximation to the

boundary conditions ordinarily used in the cal-

culation. The accuracy and convergence of the
self-consistent method has been illustrated for a

variety of simple problems by Baker et al. (1963),
who have found that the second or third order

approximation is indistinguishable from the exact

solution of those problems for which analytic
solutions exist.

The method consists of using an approximate

magnetic field in the differential equations repre-
senting the boundary conditions, from which a

first-approximation boundary surface may be
computed. The surface currents on this first

surface may then bc integrated over the surface

and added to the dipole iichl to give a better

approximation to the magnetic ticht just inside

the bouu(tary. It is found that by the time the

third surface is calculated by this mcthod, negli-

gible improvement over the previous surface is

obt_ained. Magnetic fields due to the surface cur-

rents computed within the plasma are almost

everywhere found to be within a few parts in a

thousand of cancelling the geomagnetic dipole

field alone, and thus the plasma is essentially field-

free, as required by the boundary conditions.
Such excellent cancellation of the field within

the plasma leads us to believe that the calculation

of the geomagnetic field boundary presented here

is everywhere accurate to less than 1 percent,

within the assumptions made about the model

and the interplanetary medium.

METHOD OF CALCULATION OF THE BOUNDARY

Basic Equations

With the assumptions of a zero-temperature,

field-free plasma incident perpendicular to the

geomagnetic dipole and undergoing specular re-

flection, the boundary shape may be determined

by equating the stream pressure of the ions on

one side of the boundary to the magnetic field

pressure on the other side (Chapman and Ferraro,

1931 ; Ferraro, 1952; Spitzer, 1956; Dungey, 1(,158;

Beard, 1960) :

p = 2nmv _.cos2¢ = Bt2/87r (!)

where n is the ion density in the solar wind, m

is thc ion mass, v is the stream velocity, _b is

the angle between the outward vector normal to

the boundary and the stream velocity vector,

and Bt is the total magnetic field intensity just

inside the boundary. If _, represents the u_fit

outward vector normal to the surface, cos_b=

fi,-_, Bt must be tangential to the surface, and

(1) may be rewritten (Davis and Beard, 1962):

[ II, XBt [----(S67rnmv2)i12II,'V (2)

where _ is the unit vector in the direction of the

stream velocity. 2"he minus sign is necessary when

the square root is taken, since ¢ must always

be greater than 90 ° in order that the boundary

surface may be everywhere exposed to the stream

pressure.
Equations (5) and (2) are equivalent only if

the total field Bt is really tangential to the bound-

ary. The approximation for Bt used to calculate

a first surface is definitely not tangential. !low-

ever, one test of the self-consistent method is to
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determinethe extentto whichthe modifiedBt
calculatedin higherapproximationsis actually
tangentialto thesurface.Theresultsof this test
will begivenin thesectiononresults.

Thetotalmagneticfieldjust insidethebound-
ary, Bt, maybe consideredto becomposedof
three parts: (1) the geomagneticdipolefield
at that point,B_; (2) a surfacecurrentplanor
field,Bp,equaltothefieldproducedbyaninfinite
planesheetof currenttangentialto the surface;
and(3) asurfacecurrentfieldresultingfromthe
curvatureof the surface,Be, calculatedat a
positionat the centerof the surfacecurrents.
Thusthefield just inside the surface due to the

surface currents is B,A-Bc, and the total field at

that point is

Bt=Bg+BpA-Bc (3)

If we assume that the boundary is infinitesimally

thin and move to a position just outside the

boundary, B, and Bc are unchanged but Bv changes

sign, and

B-outside = Ba--B_,A- Bc = 0 (4)

since it has been assumed that the plasma is
field-free. Thus

B, =B,A-Bc (5)

Bt =2(B_A-B_) (6)

and (2) becomes

I _X (B_-_-B_) I= -- (4=nmv 2) ,/2fi ._ (2')

where thus far no approximations have been made.

Calculation of the first-approximation boundary
surface

The curvature field Bc cannot be determined

until we have a first surface, but the first surface

cannot be obtained without knowing the field.

A reasonable first approximation consists of ignor-

ing the curvature field and solving (2') for

Be=0. This is equivalent to assuming that the
field just inside the surface is equal to twice the

component of the geomagnetic field tangential

to the boundary (Beard, 1960; Spreiter and
Briggs, 1962) :

[Bt 1=2 I n, XB_ I (7)

The coordinate system used in the calculation

_I_SUN
/%

°/ \ ,' ,X

OIPOLE'_

MOMENT _

FIGUa_ 1.--Coordinate system used in the calculation.
Note that the polar axis points toward the Sun, instead
of the North Star.

is illustrated in figure 1. Spherical coordinates

are used, but instead of the usual orientation, the

polar or z-axis is anti-parallel to the solar plasma

stream, the y-axis points north, and the angle ¢

is measured from the magnetic equatorial plane.
In this coordinate system

_, = air--r -1 (OR/OO) _-- (r sin0) -1 (OR/Odp) Jp_

(S)

= - cos0rA-sin0_ (9)

Bg = (M /r 3) (--2 sin0 sinCrA-cost_ sinCt_A-cos¢$)

(10)

where the surface is defined by r=R(O, ¢), B a

is the geomagnetic dipole field with magnetic

moment M, and a is a normalizing factor which
makes fi, a unit vector. Since fi_ appears on both

sides of (2'), this factor cancels out of the

equation.

In performing the calculations, all distances
are expressed in units of

ro=- ( M 2/ 41rnmv 2) 1IS ( 11 )

This is a convenient unit of distance to use,

since it represents the altitude of the subsolar

point in the first approximation surface, where

the field at that point is assumed to be twice the

dipole field. When r is expressed in these units,
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the constantfactorunderthe squareroot sign
in (2') is removed,whichmakesall quantities
dimensionless.Bcis thenin unitsof M/to 3.

When (8), (9), and (10) are substituted into

(2'), a complicated non-linear, partial differential

equation in two unknowns, 0 and 6, results. A

Newton-Raphson technique was used with the

aid of an IBM 7094 computer to solve this equa-
tion for the entire three-dimensional surface. The

surface was divided into a grid of 5 ° increments

in 0 and 6. It was necessary to determine only a

fourth of the entire surface, since the remainder

is completely symmetric. The solution starts at

the subsolar point, where, because of symmetry,

OR/O0 and OR/&h are zero. With this simplifica-

cation, (2') can be directly solved for r at the"

subsolar point, giving

r,,= (1--Bc_) -1/3 (12)

in dimensionless units. For the first surface

Be=0, and therefore r,,=ro as indicatcd earlier.

In order to obtain the complete surface, the

computer moves out from the subsolar point,

first along the equator (6=0) in 5 ° increments

of 0. On the equator OR/O_=O because of sym-

metry. At each point thc computer makes a

first guess at a value of r. Then OR/O0 is deter-

mined hy fitting a parabola to this point plus the

previous two computed points and finding the

slope. Thesc values of r and OR/O0 arc substitqted

into (2'), and the difference between the two

sides of the equation is computed. In general,

this difference will not be precisely zero, sincc the

first guess was not exactly correct. A small varia-

tion is made in r, and the new values of r and

OR/O0 are used to calculate a new difference. If

rl and r2 are the two trial values, dt and d2 are

the resulting differences, and the variations are

sufficiently small that the differences depend

linearly upon r in this region, then the "correct"
value is

r3= (d_rl-d_r2) / (d_--dO (13)

In practice, r3 is used as a new guess, another

variation is made, smaller than the preceding

one, and the process is repeated. The procedure

continues until r is ohtained to the desired degree

of accuracy. In the present ease an accuracy of

l0 -7 was rcquired. Since the method is rapidly

convergent, this accuracy was achieved with only

2 or 3 variations at each point.

After points on the equator are mapped out,

_b is increased by 5 ° and the process continued.

Now OR/Od_ is no longer zero and must also be

determined at each point in the same fashion as

OR/O0 by using the trial value of r plus the

points, immediately adjacent in 6. By this process,

the entire three-dimensional surface can be map-

ped out with great accuracy. The computer takes

only about 15 seconds to generate a complete

surface. The basic subroutine which keeps track

of all the variations was dubbed MAZE, because

of the multiple of decisions which it has to make.

Calculation of the curvature field

The next step in the self-consistent method is

to use this first surface to compute Bo, the ad-

ditional magnetic field due to the curvature of

the surface (Beard, 1962). This is done by inte-

grating over all the surface currents using the
Biot-Savart law:

= [J×r'
B_(r) dl r' 13dS (14)

where J is the surface current per unit length of

surface (emu/sec/cm) and r' is the vector from

the differential surface elements dS to the point r,
which is taken to be at the centcr of the surface

currents. This curvature field would bc identically

zero if the surface were a plane.

The direction and magnitude of J is easily

obtained, since the boundary is infinitesimally

thin and the current must produce a field dis-

continuity Bt=47rJ. Since Bt is tangential to the

surface, (2) and (11) yield

l,, 1 31
J=-=-n.XB,=--fi.× (B,,-t-B_) =-- cos_b] (15)

• 2_rr_S

where j is a unit vector in the direction of fi, XBt.

For purposes of machine computation, the ex-

pression used for the curvature field was

1 /[-fi.X (Bo+Bc) ] ×r'

where the value of (B,+B_) is the previous ap-

proximation value taken at the position of the

surface clement dS. Thus B,,(r') in the integrand
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of (16) is assumedzeroin computingBe(r) for
thesecondorderapproximation.

Themachinecalculationof Bcmustbedone
with care,sincea localsingularityexistsin (16)
as r'--_0.This is a finitesingularity,however,
sinceas the surfacein the neighborhoodof r
approachesa plane,contributionsto the curva-
ture field from symmetricsurfaceelementson
oppositesidesof r tendto canceleachother.A
5° meshsizewasusedin the numericalintegra-
tion, andcontributionsto the integralwerein-
cludedfrom everypoint up to within 5° of
and¢. Theregionwithin 5° wasexcluded.This
resultedin anestimatederrorof lessthan5 per-
cent in computingthe curvaturefield.An ad-
ditional inaccuracyexistsin regionsnear the
polaraxisof the coordinatesystem(i.e., near
the subsolarpoint), becausethe grid in these
regionsis not very rectangular;thercforethe
cancellationsnear the singularityare not as
complete.At thesubso]arpoint itself,the sym-
metryis restoredandthevalueof Bccalculated
hereis accurate.Thevaluesof Bcin theregion
from _=5° to _=35° werethereforenot cal-
culateddirectly,butquadraticinterpolationswere
madefor the threecomponentsfrom _=0° to
8=40°, wherethe grid wasreasonablyrectan-
gular.Sincethe calculationof (16) wasquite
lengthy,computationtime was shortenedby
computingBcfor everyl0° in 0 and every 15 °

in ¢, and then quadratically interpolating to

obtain values at intermediate points. In this

manner, the process of determining the curvature
field over the whole surface took about 6 minutes
on the IBM 7094.

A second surface can now be calculated from

(2') by using the curvature fields from the first

surface. A new set of curvature fields is then

computed, and this process is continued until
the changes from one surface to the next are

negligible. One test of the convergence of this

method is to see how much Bc changes from one
surface to the next. It was found that the curva-

ture fields calculated from the first surface

averaged about 20 percent of the dipole field in

the equatorial regions, but were actually larger

than the dipole field in many regions near the

poles. The curvature fields from the second sur-

face were about 5 percent different, on the

MERIDIAN PLANE

..... FIRST SURFACE

FOURTH SURFACE

....... MIDGLEYAND DAVIS

Q5 _5 I.O I.S

UNITS OF

FIGURE 2.--Comparison of the first-approximation sur-
face, the fourth-approximation surface, and the surface
obtained by Midgley and Davis (1963), in the meridian
and equatorial planes.

average, from those based on the first surface.

The third surface fields changed by 1 or 2 per-

cent in the equatorial regions, and about 5 per-

cent near the poles. After this, the changes in the
curvature fields were almost everywhere less than

1 percent.

RESULTS

The intersection of the first-approximation sur-
face with the equatorial plane and with the noon-

midnight meridian plane is shown as a dashed

line in figure 2. The trace in the equatorial plane

is identical to that calculated by Beard (1960).

The trace in the meridian plane is also the same

(r = constant = r0) to within about 20 ° of the pole

on the day side. Past that point, it corresponds

essentially to the solution given by Beard, in

his equations 27 and 38, using the integration

constant of Spreiter and Briggs (1962). The

Newton-Raphson method could not give a com-

plete first surface in the meridian plane (_ = 90°),
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FIGURE3.--Intersectionofthefourth-approximationsur-
facewithplanesofconstant¢.Tilesurfaceat¢= 15° is
not shown, since it is almost indistinguishable from the
equatorial surface. N is the position of the null point in
the noon meridian.

where OR/O_=O because of symmetry. The sur-

face shown is actually a smooth continuation of

the surface determined at adjacent values of

¢=80 ° and ¢=85 °, which the computer had no

difficulty in Calculating. In higher orders, when
the curvature fields are used in the meridian

plane, the difficulty in determining a surface is

no longer present, although thc shape of the

surface changes rapidly in the vicinity of the

null point.

A second surface is generated by calculating
the curvature fields from the first surface and

using these in (2'). This surface is about 7 per-

cent farther out everywhere in the equatorial

plane. In the meridian plane, the second surface

is outside the first surface near the equator,

inside near the pole, and slightly outside again
in the distant antisolar regions.

The third and fourth surfaces differ from the

second by less than 0.5 percent everywhere near
the equator, and therefore arc graphically in-

distinguishable from the second surface in this

region. In the polar regions the differences are

somewhat greater, the fourth surface differing

from the third by as much as 1 perccnt. A fifth
surface has been calculated and it is intermediate

between the third and the fourth. Every indiea-

cation suggests that the process converges very

rapidly, and that any number of additional sur-

faces could be generated with essentially no

further change. The process was not carried

further than a fifth surface, because the change
in the curvature fields from surface to surface

was already much less than the accuracy with
which these fields are calculated.

The effect of the higher-order approximations

can be seen in figure 2, which shows the fourth

surface plotted along with the first surface in

the two planes of symmetry, ¢=0 ° (equator)

and _=90 ° (meridian). Figure 3 shows the com-
plete three-dimensional fourth surface, giving the

shape at intermediate values of ¢. Figure 4 shows
the cross-section of the surface at constant values

of _, i.e., the approximate intersection of the sur-

face with planes perpendicular to the earth-sun

line. Here the behavior near the null point can

be clearly seen. At very large distances on the

dark side, 0_180 °, the cross-section is almost

circular, with a meridional diameter of 3.88r0 and

an equatorial diameter of 3.78r0. Thus, if the

solar wind were truly field-free and at zero tem-

perature, and if the boundary were at ]0 earth

radii at the subsolar point, the diameter of the

approximately cylindrical surface cross-section at

large distances on the dark side would be about
36 earth radii.

The null point in the meridian plane is at a

2a-

. .

t.o

FIGURE 4.--A view of the magnetopause from the position
of the sun. Each curve represents a cross section of the
surface at constant e. The surface becomes almost
cylindrical in the distant antisolar regions.
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TABLE 1.--Coordinates of the Surface in Units of ro (15-Degree Intervals). _=0 ° represents the Equator and _=90 ° is the
Noon-Midnight Meridian

¢

o

0 15 30 45 60 75 90

0 ...........

15 ..........

30 ..........

45 ..........
60 ..........

75 ..........

90 ..........

105 .........

120 .........

135 .........

150 .........

165 .........

1.068

1.076

1.099

1.142

1.209

1.307

1.450

1.663

1.998

2.574

3.747

7.3O4

1.068

1.075

1.096

1.136

1.201

1.297

1.440

1.656
1.994

2.576

3.757

7.330

1.068

1.074

1.090

1.123

1.180

1.272

1.416

1.638

1.989

2.586

3.788

7.405

1.068

1.071

1.081

1.103

1.146

1.229

1.375

1.610

1.978

2.595

3.82O

7.482

1.068

1.069

1.072

1.079

1.102

1.168

1.319

1. 571

1.959

2. 594

3. 838

7.529

1. 068

1.068

1.065

1.059

1.054

1.088

1. 245

1. 522

1.928

2. 574

3. 824

7.512

1.068

1.067

1. 062

1.051

1.028

1.001

1.172

1.479

1. 898

2. 549

3.795

7.461

geomagnetic latitude of 72 ° , i.e., 18 ° from the

pole, on the sunward side. The coordinates of

the fourth surface are given in Tables 1 and 2.

In order to better visualize the complete sur-

face, a model was constructed. It is illustrated

in figure 5. Templates of the surface for every 15 °

interval in ¢ were used to cut out aluminum

sections, and these sections were joined together

in the manner shown. A small sphere with radius

r0/10 was placed at the position of the earth. A

few of the calculated field lines in the noon-mid-

night meridian are also shown.

A very stringent test of any proposed plasma-

magnetic field boundary has been given by

Midgley and Davis (1963). This test is to com-

pute the magnetic field at various points in the

plasma as the sum of the field due to surface

currents plus the dipole field, and compare this

field with the undisturbed dipole field at that

point. We have computed the field at r=l.5r0

and 2.0r0 in intervals of 15 ° everywhere on the

solar side of the surface. We find that the ratio

of the computed total field in the plasma to the

dipole field at every point is less than 1 percent,

and in most cases is a few tenths of a percent.

Further out from the surface the surface current

field falls off as 1/r 3, and at r=10r0 the total

field is everywhere less than 3 percent of the

TABLE 2.--Coordinates of the Surface Near the Null Point (5-Degree Intervals)

70 75 80 85 90

60 .....................................

65 .....................................

70 .....................................

75 .....................................

80 .....................................

85 .............. _ ......................

90 .....................................

1.069

1.076

1.091

1.116

1.154

1.206

1.271

1.054

1.057

1.066

1.088

1.125

1.178

1.245

1.041

1.037

1.039

1.054

1.090

1.145

1.217

1.031
1.021

1.012

1.014

1.046

1.105

1.183

1.028
1.016

1.003

1.001

1.032

1.091
1.172
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FIGURE 5.-A model of the magnetopause, based on the 
fourth-approximation surface. Some of the field lines in 
the noon-midnight meridian plane are shown. 

dipole. It is believed that better accuracy could 
be obtained by improving the calculation of B,, 
but this is not justified in view of the changes 
introduced by the presence of a weak inter- 
planetary magnetic field and time fluctuations 
in the solar wind pressure. 

Another test which ran be made is to deter- 
mine the extent to which the total computed 
field just inside the boundary, B,, is tangential 
to thc surface at every point. This was done in 
two ways. Yirst, I fi,XB, 1 / 1  B t  1, i.e., the ratio 
of the component of thc field tangential to the 
surface to the total field, was calculated at each 
point. This ratio must be unity if (1) and (2) 
are really equivalent. Over most of the surface 
this ratio was greater than 99.9 percent; it was 
grcatcr than 99 percent everywhere except within 
'LO" of the null point and within 30" of the snti- 
solar point. I t  was grcatcr than !)O pcrwnt to 
within 10" of the null point and thc anti-solar 
point. A t  these two points, of course, the total 
field is zero and the ratio is indrtcrminate. 

Secondly, the final surface was recomputcd 
using I B, I instead of I fi,XB, I to represent the 
magnctir prcmurc. The surfaces diffrrcd by less 
than 1 part in a thousand except near the null 
point and the antisolar point, where changes of 
as much as 1 or 2 pcrccnt wcrc noted. 

Thc fourth surface was romparcd with thc 
calculation rcrcntly publishcd by Midgley and 
Davis (1963). In  order to plot on thc same scale, 

their basic unit of length, R N ,  must be compared 
with ro. From their equation 5.3, 

R,4r3 = - (M/S11') ( T / ~ w ' )  '1' ( 17) 

with 811' = - 7.0030, whereas from our (1 I) , 
r03 = (M/2n)  ( T/mn2r2) (18) 

so that 

R, = (2~ /7 .0030)  '/'ro = O.9645~0 (19) 

The tabular values for Midgley and Davis' 
"smoothed') surface was multiplied by the above 
factor and plotted in figure 3 as a dotted line. 
It is seen that their surface is actually slightly 
inside even thc first-approximation surface in the 
region of the subsolar point, as they have also 
noted. The fraction of the field just inside the 
surface contributed by the dipole field can be 
obtained from ( I )  and (11). At the subsolar 
point 

Bt = ( I G~nmv2) 1'2 = 2M/ro3 (20) 
and thus 

From RIidglcy and Davis' surface, rg8 = 0.081r0, 
and therefore 53 percent of the field is contri- 
buted by the dipole. For our surface, rS8 = I .O(i8r0 
and 41 percent of the field is contributed by the 
dipole. With a plane or spherical boundary, the 
exact percentages are 50 and 35 percent, respcc- 
tivcly. The authors feel certain that the dipole 
must producc less than half of the total field just 
inside the boundary, and that therefore the true 
surface must be greater than ro at that point. 
in other words, the rurvature ficld 8, adds to the 
dipole ficld a t  the subsolar point rather than 
opposes it. 

Illidglcy and Davis surface moves out more 
rapidly than our fourth surface away from the 
subsolar point, and for all values of e greater 
than about (io", thc two surfaces are very close 
together. Midglcy and Davis determine the null 
point to be 1.5" from the pole, as opposed to 18" 
for our surface. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The surfacc boundary between the solar wind 
and the gcomagnctic ficld has been calculated 
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by useof a self-consistentmethodin which,in
first approximation,the magneticfieldresulting
fromthe electriccurrentson the boundaryhas
beenapproximatedby treatingthe radiusof
curvatureof theboundarysurfaceasinfinite.In
succeedingapproximationsthe magneticfield
resultingfrom the currentson the boundary
is computedby integrationover the preceding
surfaceandusedto calculatea newsurface.The
methodconvergcsrapidly,with anultimatepre-
cisionlimitedby the precisionwith whichthe
magneticfieldsare computed.The third and
fourthsurfacesarealmostindistinguishablefrom
the second.Thefirst andfourthapproximations
havebeencomparedwith Midgleyand Davis'
resultand areillustratedin figure2. Thefinal
result,thefourthapproximationsurface,isshown
in moredetailin figures3and4.A modelof the
surfaceis picturedin figure5. Theaccuracyof
thefourthapproximationsurfacemaybetested
by computingthe magneticfield outsidethe
boundary(insidethe plasma),whichshouldbe
zeroin theabsenceof aninterplanetarymagnetic
field.Theratioof thiscomputedfieldto thegeo-
magneticdipolefieldout to r= 2r0 in the plasma

region is everywhere less than 1 percent and of

the order of a tenth of a percent in most cases.

The computed field just inside the surface used

to balance the particle pressure is found to be

tangential to the surface except near the null

point and in the distant anti-solar regions.

These last tests are such stringent require-
ments on the solution and are so well satisfied

by the final results that we believe that this

solution to the theoretical problem (a magnetic

dipole in a magnetic-free mono-directional plasma

stream) is as accurate a test of the reliability
of the calculational method and as accurate a

proposed geomagnetic field boundary as could

be desired in the light of actual geophysical
conditions.

In view of the overwhelming forward pressure
of the solar wind (not to mention the time varia-

tions in the stream pressure), modifications in

the surface calculation introduced by weak inter-

planetary magnetic fields will be negligible on

that part of the surface where the stream pressure

is appreciable (_. v_l, the solar side) ; moreover,

only minor modifications of the magnetic field

in the region of the earth computed from these

surface currents may be expected in view of the

unchanged boundary position on the solar side,

where the surface currents are large and close

to the earth. Introduction of these higher order

effects into the calculations is at present difficult

because of our lack of experimental knowledge of

the interplanetary magnetic field and lack of

theoretical knowledge of the behavior of a high

velocity plasma stream containing a trapped mag-

netic field when encountering an obstacle to its

flow. Although pressure balance conditions will

remain unchanged on the solar side, the antisolar

shape of the boundary will be greatly effected

and intuitively may be expected to close in a

long rain-drop-shape d tail, rather than remain
open as in the proposed problem considered in

this paper. These alterations in the position of

very weak and very distant surface currents should

have only a negligible effect on the distortion of

the geomagnetic field of the earth within about
10 earth radii of the surface of the earth. Thus the

present calculation furnishes an excellent basis

for computation of the magnetic field within the

magnetosphere. The result, along with a number
of applicationsl are presented in an accompanying

paper (Mead, 1964).
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HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRONS
RADIATION BELT

IN THE

M. P. NAKADA

Goddard Space Flight Center

The birth spectrums of high-energy electrons from the decay of energetic neutrons from cos-
mic ray albedo have been calculated. Assuming that energy loss is the principle loss mechanism for
these energetic electrons, an equilibrium flux of electrons has been derived.

INTRODUCTION

Although the high-energy protons in the radia-

tion belt appear to be explainable through the

cosmic ray albedo neutron hypothesis [-Freden

and White, 1962; Lenchek and Singer, 19621,

the origin of the electrons in the radiation belt

is unsettled. Calculations by Hess and Killeen

E 1961_, Lenchek, Singer, and Wentworth [-19611,

and Hess and Poirier [-19621 indicate that perhaps

a portion of these electrons may be due to the

decay of slow neutrons from cosmic ray albedo.

However, recent studies of time variations and

spectrums [-O'Brien, Laughlin, Vap-Allen, and

Frank, 1962; Pizzella et al., 1962J seem to indi-

cate the need for acceleration or other injection

processes or both.

The presence of very energetic electrons in the

outer belt has recently been confirmed [-O'Brien,

Van Allen, Laughlin, and Frank, 1962; O'Brien,

Laughlin, Van Allen, and Frank, 1962J; the elec-

tron energies are definitely greater than is possible

from the decay of slow neutrons. Although ac-

celeration mechanisms may be required to explain

these energetic electrons, the possibility that they

may be due to the decay of fast neutrons from

cosmic ray albedo is here examined.

NEUTRON DECAY

Hess, Canfield, and Lingenfelter E1961J give
an albedo neutron flux at about 100 km that is

approximately E0 -2 neutrons/cm 3 sec Mev. Len-

chek and Singer [1962] estimate a neutron flux

of 2E0 -l's neutrons/cm 2 sec Mev. E0 in both ex-

pressions is the neutron kinetic energies in Mev.

Both neutron spectrums of form A Eo-8(re/r) *
have been used where re is the radius of the
earth and r is radial distance where the flux is

considered.

The number of decays per cm 3 sec Mev is

given by

A Eo -B (re/r) _(h/CBo_o) ( 1 )

where h=9X10-*/sec is the decay constant for

neutrons, /_0 is the ratio of the neutron velocity

to the velocity of light c, and _0= (1--f_02) -m
is the time dilation factor.

ELECTRON BIRTH SPECTRUM

The electron spectrum due to the decay of a

neutron at rest is given by

N(y) =0.614_'_2(2.53--y): electrons/unit _/

where _ is the ratio of the electron velocity to

the velocity of light and _ = (1 __)-112.

For a given neutron and electron energy, the

total electron energy is given by a Lorentz
transform.

W = mc2"Yo'y( 1_- _t30 cos00)

where W is the total electron energy, mc 2 is the

rest energy of the electron, and 80 is the angle

of emission of the electron in the rest system of

the neutron relative to the neutron flight di-
rection.

Rossi [-1952] has shown that if monoenergetic

1091
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FIGURE 1.--Electron energy spectrum due to the decay

in flight of neutrons with various kinetic energies.

particles arc emitted isotropically in the rest

system, the energy distribution in the laboratory

system is constant from W=i, to W=_ where

Wm in : _nc2"yo"Y ( 1 --/_/_o )

W=== = rnc='yo'7 ( 1 + /_o )

Fort s_Ow NeUTRO.S

4 =AmW aAo.
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FIGURE 2.--Electron birth spectrum for two fast neutron

spectrums and for slow neutrons.

The electron spectrum in the laboratory system

has been calculated for neutron energies through

the use of this transformation. Figure 1 shows

normalized electron spectrums for B0=0.5, 0.8,

and 0.98.

To obtain the electron birth spectrum, small

elements of the neutron decay spectrum were

transformed through the use of the above calcu-

lated laboratory electron spectrum and equation

1. The results are shown in figure 2 for neutron

energies greater than 4 Mev.

90

80

70

60

50

0
40

3re

30 4re

II0 4re

0 --_ 3re __
0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70

X LATITUDE

80

FIGURE 3.--Maximum and minimum angles between fast
neutron directions and the magnetic field at 3 and 4

geocentric earth radii.

An approximate result can be obtained by

assuming that the average electron is emitted

at 90 ° in the center of mass system having an

average "y=l.6 (approximately 300 kev). Then

W = mc_'yo'_, and when this is substituted into (1)

the electron birth spectrum for A = 1 and B=2

becomes

S'(W)

(r_/r) 2(A/c) (Mc2/mc2"Y)

- (M c 2) 2[- (W/mc_?) -- 1_[- (W/mc_?) 2_ 1_1/2

• (electrons/cm 8 sec Mev)

where S'(W) is the approximate electron birth
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spectrum and Mc 2 is the rest energy of the
neutron. S' (W) has been changed to S' (E) where

E is the electron kinetic energy; this approxi-

mate spectrum is also shown in figure 2.
Fast neutrons in the radiation belt region, in

contrast to slow neutrons, travel nearly tan-

gentially from the production layer in the upper

atmosphere. Beyond a few thousand kilometers

from the earth, neutron directions lie on a cone

whose axis passes through the center of the

earth. The largest and smallest angles between

fast neutron directions and a centered dipole

magnetic field line are shown in figure 3 for

geocentric distances of 3 and 4 earth radii.

In addition to the pitch angle spread of the

electrons introduced by the neutron directions,

there is a spread due to the angular distribution

of the electrons with respect to the neutron

direction. If 00 is the center of mass angle of the

9O

8O

7O

6O

50

OLI/2

40

50

20

I0

0 I I
Mev IOMev IOOMev IBev

NEUTRON ENERGY

FIGURE 4.--For various laboratory neutron energies and
center of mass electron energies, 8L,/2 is the laboratory
angle between the neutron direction and the electron
such that ½of the electrons are born at angles less than
0Lj I_.

electron whose velocity is _c, and /30c is the

velocity of the neutron, then the laboratory

angle between the electron and neutron direc-

tion, 0L, is given by

tan0L = (f_ sin00)/_'0 (_ cos00_-_0)

Let 0Ll/2 be the angle such that one-half the
electrons are emitted at smaller angles and one-

hal_ the electrons at larger angles. Since electron
emission is isotropic in the center of mass system,

OL,/_ corresponds to 00= _/2. Then,

tanOL1/_ = j3/'_o_o

Figure 4 shows 0L1/2 plotted versus neutron

kinetic energy for electron energies of 50, 300,

and 500 kev in the rest system of the neutron.

Since 0L_/2 tends to be quite large, especially for

the lower-energy neutrons, the electron source

will be assumed to be isotropic. This assumption

is poor at higher latitudes and high neutron
energies since an appreciably larger fraction of

the electrons will be born at small angles to the

magnetic field and will be lost in the earth's

atmosphere.

EQUILIBRIUM ELECTRON SPECTRUM AND FLUX

Although the electrons may be lost from the

trapping region or lose energy through a number

of different processes [-see Lenchek, Singer, and

Wentworth, 1961J, interaction with the ambient

atmosphere only will be considered. Hess and

Killeen [1961J and Lenchek, Singer, and Went-

worth [-1961_ have indicated that, for the higher-

energy electrons, energy loss is a more important

loss mechanism than scattering. Energy loss only

is considered here; approximate upper limit fluxes

are obtained if other loss processes are small.

Lenchek, Singer, and Wentworth [-1961J have

developed a pure energy loss formula to obtain

an equilibrium electron spectrum

1 S(E) dE (2)
n(E) I dE/dtJ

where n(E) is expressed in the same spatial units

as the source, S(E), and dE/dt is the collision

energy loss:

dE/dr= (47rro_cpl/_) lnA_
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wherero=e2/mc _, p_ is the density of the ith

component of the atmosphere, and lnA_ is the
ratio of the maximum to minimum impact param-
eter between the electron and the ith component.

The main constituent for energy loss in the outer

belt will be assumed to be a hydrogen plasma.

Spitzer [-1956_ has tabulated lnA_ values for a

hydrogen plasma; since lnA varies slowly with

plasma densities and temperatures, a value of
20 is used.

The equatorial flux has been calculated in two

ways. In the first mcthod, the electrons are

thought to be in a reflecting container. The

equilibrium density is given by (2)where S(E, a)

is the number of decays per cm 3 sec Mev at
radial distance a. The omnidircctional flux is

Jo=_cn( E, a).
In the second method, the contribution of

electrons born away from the equator to the

equatorial flux is more carefully approximated.

Let S(E, r) be the number of electrons born per
cm :_ sec Mev at distance r from the center of

the earth. Let S(E, _2, a) be the equatorial source
function at distance a from the center of the

earth. Liouville's theorem, the assumed isotropy

of S(E, r), and the fact that electron guiding
centers oscillate very near a shell formed by

revolving a line of force about the magnetic

dipole axis are used ill deriving S(E, _2, a).
Let al be the equatorial distance to a line of

force whose equation is r=al cos2X, where X is
the latitude. The volume enclosed between the

equator and some latitude by revolving this line

of force about the dipole axis is

V _2_ [_
1--_-J0 a13 eosT_ dX

The volume enclosed between two lines of force

that are revolved about the dipole axis is

h

2_ 3 3 f0 c°sThV=_3 (a2 --al ) dh

where a2 and al are the equatorial radii. For a

pitch angle a_ at the equator, the contribution
of each volume element of V to the equatorial

sourc, e function is 2S(E, r)/47r. Ilowever, only

those volume elements that lie between the

equator and the mirror latitude for a_ con-
tribute. The mirror latitude is obtained from

sin2a: = 1= (Bm/B) sin2a_, where B and Bm are

the equatorial and mirror magnetic field:

sina_ = (cosaXm) / (4-- 3 cos2hm) m

The equatorial source function per Mev sec ster

unit area normal to a_ is given by

= a [x"2S(E, r) cos7 _ dhS(E, a)
cosa_ J0 4_r

Along a line of force,

S( E, r) = S( E, a) (1/cos%)

and so

XmaS(E, a) f
S( E, _2,a) ..... ! cos3_ dX

21r cosa_ Jo

The integral and" the approximation to this inte-

gral, 0.5 cosa_, are shown in figure 5. With this

0.7
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0.5
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0.3

0.2

0.1

-_ km (ae)

........... _ skdk

0.5 COSae",,

I I 1
0 ZO 40 60 8_0 90

(2@

FIGURE5.--Integral to obtain the source function and the
approximation to the integral.
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approximationS( E, _, a) becomes

S(E, _2, a) =aS(E, a)/4_r

The equilibrium electron spectrum is

/;a S(E, a) dE
n(E, _2, a)-4_r I dE/dt]

The omnidirectional flux is obtained by divid-

ing n(E, _2, a) by r, the travel time from the

equator to the mirror point and back to the

equator, and multiplying by 4_r to obtain con-
tributions from all angles, r is approximately

O.04a/_ro see with some dependence on ae- The

omnidirectional equatorial flux is [-Hamlin, Kar-

plus, Vik, and Watson, 19611

_r0 fE°S(E, a) dE (3)Jo(E, a)- .04 ] dE/dt l

The ratio of the flux obtained by this second
method to the flux from the first method is 0.53.

The omnidirectional equatorial flux has been

evaluated by means of the second method at 4

geocentric earth radii with p_=300 electrons/cm 3.
Fluxes due to slow neutron decay and the two

fast neutron spectrums are shown in Figure 6.

Electrons due to slow neutron decay have pre-
viously been calculated by Kellogg [-19601, Hess

and Killen [-19613, Lenchek, Singer, and Went-

worth [-19611 and Hess and Poirier [-19621. The

results in figure 6 are comparable to these and

are shown to compare also with electrons from

fast neutron decay. Also shown in figure 6 are the

I0 a

_OE

tO 4

10 2

o_

I0"
IO

, J , ,,, , ,,.,I I

10 2 10 3

Electron Energy (Key)

10 4

FmURE 6.--Calculated equilibrium neutron flux assuming
energy loss only and using two fast neutron spectrums.
Experimental points are also shown.

measurements by O'Brien, Van Allen, Laughlin,

and Frank [-19621.
The contribution of fast neutrons as expected,

is mainly above 800 kev and gives approximate

power law spectrums.

DISCUSSION

The calculated high-energy electron spectrums

depend strongly on the exponent of the power

law spectrums for the neutron flux. In these

calculations, a difference of 0.2 in the exponent
results in a factor of about 5 in the electron flux

between 1 and l0 Mev. Although the fast neutron

flux is unknown, the agreement between neutron

albedo theory and experiment for the high-energy

protons in the inner radiation belt give some
indication that the values used here are within

perhaps an order of magnitude of actual values.
The neutron flux above about 1 bev is less certain

since few protons at these energies have been
observed in the inner radiation belt. However,

the absence of these very energetic protons does

not necessarily indicate that energetic albedo

neutrons do not exist since other loss processes

seem to exist for these protons FLenchek and

Singer, 19621. These same loss processes would

probably not apply to the electrons born from
these very energetic neutrons since the radii of

curvature of the electrons are very small compared

to those of protons that are born in the same

disintegration.

Experimental measurements that can qualify
or make insignificant the fast neutron hypothesis

are: (1) the spectrums and absolute flux; (2) var-

iation of the equatorial flux with distance, which

should vary approximately as (pr2)-l; (3) time

variations, since the time for these electrons to
lose a Mev of energy is of the order of a hundred

years; and (4) equatorial angular distribution.

Three possible explanations for the high-energy

electrons (E > 800 key) in the radiation belts are:

a. The fast neutron flux may be sufficient, the

atmosphere rare enough, and other loss processes

unimportant, so that the fast neutrons may ac-

count for all the high-energy electrons.
b. The fast neutron flux may be insufficient to

account for all the electrons since energy loss

processes are too rapid. However, rather gentle
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accelerationprocessesmayexistto compensate
for theenergyloss.Thusfastneutrondecaymay
injecttheenergeticelectrons[-Hess and Poirier,

1962-] and an acceleration process may permit a
build up to observed fluxes.

c. Energy loss and particle loss from the trap-

ping region may be so large compared with the
birth rate that the fast neutrons are inadequate to

account for the energetic electrons. However, ac-

celeration processes that act on thermal electrons

or more energetic electrons that are injected into

the magnetic field from solar emissions exist and

produce the required fluxes.

A comparison between these calculations and
measurements are for electrons with energy greater

than about 1.6 Mev. The neutron spectrums

2E0 -1"8 and E0 -2 give 1.1X103 and 150 elec-

trons/cm 3 sec with energy greater than 1.6 Mev.

In a recent publication O'Bricn, Laughlin, Van

Allen, and Frank [-19(;2_ found fluxes of the order

of 10 _ electrons/era _ see with energy greater than

HI.(; Mev in the outer zone maximum, and this

flux did not change appreciably over the period of

measurements. IIowcver, O'Brien, Van Allen,

Laughlin, and Frank [-19(;2-1 found a flux of about

2×105/cm 2 sec for electrons between 1.5 and 5
Mev in the outer radiation zone. This difference

may be due to the different locations at which the
measurements were made. The results of the first

report are from low-altitude and high-latitude ob-

servations, whereas the higher flux estimate is

from higher-altitude and lower-latitude observa-

tions. On the other hand, the difference may be

temporal.

Whether the difference is spatial or temporal,

fast neutrons from galactic cosmic ray albedo

appear to be inadequate to account for the

2X105/cm 2 sec flux of energetic electrons. The

2)<105/cm 2 sec flux for electrons greater than

about 1.(; 5,Iev is the interpretation of the count-

ing rate of a 302 Geiger-Mtiller counter that uses

range of materials to determine energy and

associated experiments to determine the nature

and energy of the particles. Other interpretations

of the 302 GM counts and associated experiments

are possible. Further experiments may be neces-

sary before faat neutrons are. eliminated as a

possible source for the energetic electrons in the
radiation belt.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF:

It has been called to the author's attention that

similar calculations have been made by Dr. Allen

M. Lenchek in his thesis at the University of

Maryland.
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SYNCHROTRON RADIATION CALCULATIONS
FOR THE ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT

M. P. NAKADA

Goddard Space Flight Center

Synchrotron radiation from the artificial radiation belt is calculated in some detail. The angu-
lar distribution of the electrons and of the synchrotron radiation is considered. Omnidirectional
electron fluxes due to Van Allen, Frank, and O'Brien and Brown and Gabbe are used to derive di-
rectional fluxes. Temperatures as a function of frequency and of the geomagnetic latitude at 30
Mc/s are calculated. Results are compared with measurements.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent issue of this journal Peterson and

Hower E1963_ discussed synchrotron radiation
from the artificial radiation belt and presented

calculations for sky temperatures that might be

expected at the geomagnetic equator according
to electron flux estimates by Hess [-1963]. In

the same issue, different flux estimates by Brown
and Gabbe [-1963J (BG) and Van Allen, Frank, and

O'Brien [-1963J (VFO) were reported. Synchro-
tron radiation calculations for the BG and VFO

electron fluxes have been made with the inclusion

of the angular distributions of the electrons and

the synchrotron radiation. The dipole geomag-

netic field has been assumed, and geomagnetic
latitudes have been used. The fission product

electron spectrum due to Carter et al. [-19591 has
been assumed.

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRONS

Figure 1 shows the electron flux maps due to

BG and VFO. The dotted parts of the VFO map

are extrapolations by the present author. Figure 2

shows his view of equatorial fluxes for BG and

VFO; the marked points were taken from those
authors.

Given these omnidirectional fluxes, the direc-

tional fluxes have been obtained following Ray

[-19601 and Farley and Sanders [-1962_. The

omnidirectional flux J along a magnetic field line

is plotted as a function of the magnetic field

strength. Because of the scarcity of experimental

points, analytic forms of J were used to fit the

plotted points. Figure 3 compares J values taken

from figures 1 and 2 with J values used in the

calculations. The analytic form used for BG is

proportional to (B--Boa,) 2, and that for VFO is

I.I x 10 7 N

l "' x lOl'_'_,._._ "" /f'__ "'-'',iO'

J//J ,o.

S
BG + 2 WEEKS VFO + 6 HOURS

FIGURE 1.--The BG and VFO flux maps used in the cal-
culations. Numbers are omnidirectional fluxes in elec-
trons per centimeter 2 second.

proportional to (B--Bm_), where B is the mag-

netic field for J and Bma_ is the field where J

becomes small. The equatorial omnidirectional

flux, J0, and Bma_ are then sufficient to determine
J along a field line. Equation 6 from Farley and

Sanders _1962_ has been used to determine the

equatorial directional flux from the omnidirec-
tional flux. Liouville's theorem and the equation

of motion of the electrons, sin20= (B/Bo) sin200,

1097
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have been used to give directional fluxes away
from the equator• 0 and B are pitch angles and

magnetic fields; the subscript zero refers to equa-

torial values. Figure 4 shows shapes of equatorial

directional fluxes as a function of pitch angle.

For later comparison with the width of syn-

chrotron radiation, the half-angle of electron

angular distributions at the equator has been

plotted in figure 5. The half-angle is the pitch

angle measured from the normal to the field line
to where the directional flux is one-half of the

direction flux at 90 ° to the field• Figure 6 shows

variations in equatorial angles with geomagnetic
latitude.

I I
90 80 70 60

00 EQUATORIAL ANGLE

FIGURE 4.--Relative shapes of directional fluxes for the
BG and VFO flux estimates.

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

The power radiated in the' nth harmonic of the

cyclotron frequency into a unit solid angle at

angle _b with the instantaneous orbital plane has

been given by Schwinger [-1949_. The C-depend-

5

15 V_O

FIGURE 3.--Comparison of relative omnidirectional fluxes
vs. B along a magnetic field line. Dots are experimental
values. Lines arc the assumed analytic forms used in
the calculations.

d

Q:
0

I]g

60 °

40 °

20 °

I I I I

i I I I
1,0 12 1,4 1.6 1.8

L

2.0

FIGURE5.--Half-width of equatorial directional fluxes.
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FIGURE 6.--Variation of pitch angle with geomagnetic
latitude.

ent part is given by

[g,,' (nf_ cos_b) _+ [-(tan2_b)/B2_. [J, (nB cos_b) j2

where J,' and J, are Bessel functions and f_ is

the ratio of the velocity of the electron to the

velocity of light. The angular distribution relative

to _k=0 has been evaluated. Angles at which the

power radiated is one-half of the _b= 0 values are

plotted in figure 7 for a number of electron ener-

gies. The abscissa is n/(1-/32) la, which is equal

'_'/225 v
20

15

I0 o

" ,i, "o "o ,_,o 2_,o
___x____
7 -28B4

I0 o

FIGURE 7.--Half-width of the synchrotron radiation pat-
tern. The abscissa is v/(2.8B sin0), where v is the fre-
quency in megacycles per second, B is the magnetic
field in gauss, and 0 is the pitch angle of an electron.

to ,/(2.8BsinO), where p is the frequency in

megacycles per second, B is the magnetic field in
gauss, and 0 is the pitch angle of the electron rela-
tive to B. These results show a rather small de-

pendence of the angular distribution on electron

energy for a given v/(B sin0). At 30 Mc/s for

B =0.2 gauss, a value that is near the earth, _bl/2

is about 7.8 °. At 50 Mc/s for the same B, ¢1/2 is

about 6.0 °. For smaller B sin0, _kl/2 is, of course,
narrower.

Thus, the angular distribution of the synchro-
tron radiation is usually narrower than that of

the electron angular distribution for frequencies

and magnetic fields of interest in this report.

CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURES

The brightness along a line of sight is given by

fee_d-aR

where dP/df_ is the power emitted per unit volume

along the line of sight per steradian. The integra-

tion is along the line of sight. Since the synchro-

tron radiation pattern is usually narrower than

that of the electrons, the following approximation

has been used for the brightness b:

b(v) =fP(,, B sin0)[-j(8)/_c-] dR (1)

P(_, B sin0) is the total power emitted per unit

frequency at frequency v for an electron moving
toward the observer. This electron has a pitch

angle 0 with the magnetic field B. j(O) is the di-

rectional flux of fission product decay electrons.

P(_, B sin0) is given by

B siu0)=fP(E, sinOJ)N(E) dE

where E is the electron energy, N(E) is the nor-

malized electron spectrum, and P(E, _,/B sin0) is

the total power emitted per unit frequency at v
and B sin0 for an electron with energy E.

Although equation 1 is an approximation,

errors introduced through its use are small for

electron and radiation pattern widths considered

in this report. To obtain an exact dP/df_, the

radiation pattern (slightly different at each angle

and electron energy) should be folded into the
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FmUR_. 8.---Comparison between relativistic and nonrela-

tivistic synchrotron radiation-power formula.

electron angular distribution, and the result of

this fold along the line of sight should be used. If

the electron and radiation distributions are as-

sumed to be Gaussian, the result of the fold will

give a pattern whose width is given by the square

root of the sum of the squares of the assumed

Gaussians. For most distributions considered in

this report, the resulting Gaussian is only a few

per cent broader than all appropriate electron

distribution Gaussian. Since both the electron

and radiation distributions fall off more rapidly

than appropriate Gaussians, the true fold should

be narrower than the result of folding the Gaus-

sians. To assess the effect of folded patterns that

are broader than the electron pattern, calculations

have been made by increasing the electron width

to exceed the result of the fold at all points. The

calculated temperatures indicate that errors in-

troduced through the use of equation 1 are small.

The relativistic formula for P(u, B sinO, E)

has been used _Westfold, 1959]

CP(v, B sin0, E) = CB sin0o_ K5/3(_) dn (2)

C is a eonstant equal to 2.34N10 -_2 erg/see

cycle/see,

_,(Me/s)

4.2_,2B sin0

"y = (1 - B2)-1/2

and Ks/a is a Bessel function. This formula gives

upper limit values.

_L_Ks/3 (_) d_

is plotted in figure 8. Corresponding values for

the nonrelativistic formula [-Schwinger, 1949,

formula III.28-] are also shown in figure 8. These

results indicate that, where radiation by electrons

is efficic/nt, the relativistic formula is a satis-

factory though upper-limit approximation.

Equation 1 with fl = 1 has been used to evaluate

sky brightness. The Rayleigh-Jeans approxima-

tion to the Planck radiation formula has been used

to convert brightness to temperatures, T; b=

2kT/X 2, where k is Boltzmann's constant and X is

the wavelength.

Figure 9 shows sky temperatures at 30 Mc/s

for the BG flux for an observer at 20°N geomag-

netic latitude.

Figure 10 shows temperatures as a function of

frequency for the BG and VFO fluxes for an ob-

server at the geomagnetic equator looking

I I

_/ 200 "_'_

I I I oo _ I o, ll (i o. )) !1 .o0
\\\ ',. \\_ /'/ '1 I//
X,.k / ./.,'/

6XlOS°K

S

SKY TEMPERATURES 30 Mc/i

FROM 20 ° N GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE

BG FLUX

FIOURE 9.---Sky brightness map due to the artificial radia-

tion belt. Solid lines are isophotos.
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vertically. At the geomagnetic equator, the tem-

peratures calculated for a narrow-beam antenna

and a cos2Z antenna are very nearly the same. Z

is the zenith angle.

Despite the time difference for the two flux

estimates (VFO at 6 hours and BG at 2 weeks

after the detonation), the results are very nearly

the same. The VFO values tend to be higher at

higher frequencies. This is to be expected, since

VFO fluxes are higher at lower altitudes and

higher frequencies show a greater decrease in

radiation with altitude [.Peterson and Hower,

1963-].

Experimental points are taken from measure-

ments of Ochs et al. [-1963-] with times after shot

adjacent. Their 0600 local time background tem-

perature at 50 Mc/s of 5200°K was obtained from

their sky survey [-Ochs et al., 1963]. The 30-
iVfc/s" background temperature of 15,000°K at
0600 local time was obtained from their ratio

of 30-Mc/s to 50-Mc/s temperatures before the
shot.

Temperatures have also been calculated at 30

i i i

P..,

o.

I-,-

J I0 4

rr

0
w

O+ 2 HOURS

"K
-- 2W-VFO • BG_URS

O÷Z HOURS

_.÷ I DAY

ZW-- VF_

I I I
30 40 50

v(M c/s)

FIGURE 10.--Comparison between calculated and ob-
served sky temperatures at the geomagnetic equator.
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0.5
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GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE

FmURE ll.--Dotted line shows predicted sky tempera-
tures for vertically directed antennas with cos_Z pattern
for the BG flux estimates at -{-2weeks at different geo-
magnetic latitudes. Solid curve is the experimental curve
of Dyce and Horowitz; this curve has been renormalized,
and a decay has been included.

and 50 Mc/s for an estimated flux for VFO at 2

weeks after the shot. The BG equatorial flux has

been used from L=1.16 to L=1.28; the VFO
flux has been used from L=1.28 to L=2.3. The

BG angular distribution has been used. Tempera-
tures for this flux estimate are labeled 2W-VFO

and are also plotted in figure 10.

The calculated changes in temperatures with

geomagnetic latitude at 30 Mc/s for observers

looking vertically with cos2Z antennas are plotted

in figures 11 and 12 for the BG and VFO flux

estimates. The experimental measurements from

Dyce and Horowitz [-1963] are temperatures nor-

malized to preshot diurnal minimum for an ap-

proximately cos2Z antenna. Dyce and Horowitz

[-19631 used 104 deg K for this minimum tempera-

ture. This seems rather low for their antennas,
since interpolation of Turtle et al.'s [.1963] results

at 26.3 and 38 Mc/s gives a minimum tempera-

ture of 104 deg K at 30 Mc/s for a 15 ° right ascen-

sion by 44 ° declination antenna. Estimates for a
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FIGURE 12.--Dotted line shows predicted sky tempera-
tures at +6 hours for vertically directcd antennas with
cos_Z pattern for the VFO flux estimate at different geo-
magnetic latitudes. Solid curve is the renormalized ex-
perimental curve of Dyce and Horowitz.

eos_Z antenna, using the absolute temperature

maps due to Turtle et al. [-1963-] and Stciger and
Warwick [-1961-}, indicate that the normalization

temperature at 30 Mc/s for the diurnal minimum

was probably near 1.5X104 deg K. A latitude

distribution using this estimated normalization

temperature is plotted in figures 11 and 12. For

thc BG comparison, a (l+t/T) -_ decay with

T=60 days has been used at all latitudes, al-

though +2 week measurements at the geomag-

netic equator are in agreement with calculated

temperatures (see figure 10).

DISCUSSION

The results of calculated equatorial tempera-

tures seem to indicate that the VFO flux may be

inadequate to explain measured temperatures at
+6 hours. The BG flux appears to give satis-

factory agreement with observations at 2 weeks.
The latitude distribution is more sensitive to

fluxes at larger L values. The VFO flux shows

greater temperature deviations from observations

at higher latitudes. Whether the BG flux estimate

is in agreement with observations will depend on
measurements of absolute temperatures for the

antennas that were used and on measurements at

+2 weeks.

The largest difference between the two flux
estimates is for L values greater than 1.28. If a

fission spectrum is assumed for the difference
between the two flux estimates (L>1.28), the

calculated equatorial temperature for this differ-
ence flux at 50 Mc/s is 941°K. The BG angular

distribution has been used in this calculation,
which is for a narrow-beam antenna pointed

vertically. This temperature may be compared

with the minimum detectable temperature of

about 40°K at 50 Mc/s [-Ochs et al., 19633 using

polarization techniques. Ochs et al. [-1963_ at-
tempted to observe synchrotron radiation from

the natural radiation belt immediately before the

detonation but detcctcd no positive signal. From

this it may be inferred that, if the difference

between the two flux estimates was natural, but

had a spectrum similar to that of fission product

decay electrons, it should have been dctcctable.
Electrons wi'th energy less than 2 Mev do not

contribute appreciably to 50-Mc/s radiation for

this difference flux.

BG are unable to distinguish any spectral differ-

ence between regions where the lission spectrum

was highly probable and the difference-flux

regions. However, their detector is not sensitive

enough to distinguish between spectrums in which

the grcater-than-2-Mev parts may be very
different.

VFO find from their ]njun I data that the

artificial belt spectrum is considerably 'harder'

than the natural one at L of about 4, but whether

this hardening extends to equatorial regions in

the same way is not known.

Although Explorer 12 traversed this region arid
had a detector sensitive to electrons with energy

grcater than 1.6 Mev, detailed studies have not

been published. Perhaps a study of Explorer 12

results and spectral and decay studies of Explorer
14 and 15 and Telstar results in conjunction with

the negative polarization results of synchrotron
radiation before the shot will shed light on what

fraction of the BG observations was natural.
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CONCLUSIONS

Angular distributions of electrons have been
used that are consistent with published omni-

directional flux maps of BG and VFO.

The angular distribution of synchrotron radia-
tion has been found to be considerably narrower

than that of electrons for most situations. The

fold of the synchrotron radiation pattern onto

the electron angular distribution should be slightly

wider than the electron pattern.

Since the electron distribution has been used to

represent the result of the folded radiation and

electron distribution, calculations have been made
with electron distributions that were broader

than the result of the fold at all locations. The

deviations due to this broadening were found to
be small.

Although the relativistic radiation formula

tends to give upper-limit results, evaluation of
the nonrelativistic formula shows that the rela-

tivistic approximation is quite adequate even at

frequencies lower than those considered here.

For the assumed magnetic field, electron spec-

trum, and fluxes, these calculations have been
estimated to have an uncertainty of about 10

percent.

The VFO flux estimate has been found inade-

quate to explain observed temperature at the

equator and at higher latitudes.

Conclusions about the adequacy of the BG

estimate will depend on absolute calibration of

antennas and on later results, although present

estimates of absolute temperatures for the an-

tennas indicate good agreement between meas-

ured and calculated temperatures.

Calculated temperatures for the difference be-

tween the BG and VFO fluxes for L greater than

1.28 set limits on electron spectrums in the natural

radiation belt before the shot. This result, in

conjunction with satellite measurements, may
determine what fraction of the BG flux estimate

was natural.
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VARIATIONS OF THE PROTON ENERGY
SPECTRUM WITH POSITION IN THE

INNER VAN ALLEN BELT

J. E. NAUGLE AND D. A. KNIFFEN

Goddard Space Flight Center

A cylindrical stack of nuclear emulsions was flown in the payload section of a research rocket

into the northern edge of the inner part of the Van Allen radiation region on September 19, 1960.

The emulsion stack was shiclded inside a tungsten cassette and was then exposed to the ambient

radiation by rotation bchind a window in the wall of the cassetts covered with a 0.4-g/cm _ aluminum

shield. In this way it was possible to make a detailed study of the energy specfrum of the trapped

particles at various positions in space. The rocket trajectory covercd L values ranging from about

1.45 to 1.85Rg. Five points along the trajectory were chosen for analysis, and the differential and

integral proton energy spectrums were obtained for each point. Above 30 Mev in all cases, and be-

low 30 Mev at the lower L values, the proton energy spectrums were in agreement with previous

experiments; howcver, therc was a sharp change in the slope of the spectrums with a stecper slope

[j(E) = KE -4.b] at the higher L(L _ 1.6RE) values than had been expected on the basis of previous

experiments and the galactic cosmic ray neutron albedo theory. The data for each of the points are

presented, and the results are discussed. No particles of mass greater than the proton were observed

in a particle composition study averaged over the trajectory. An upper limit is presented for heavier

particles in the trapped radiation,

INTRODUCTION

The work of Van Allen et al. [-1958_ and others
demonstrated the existence of the trapped radia-

tion region in the vicinity of the earth and showed
that there are large variations in intensity with

position. Fredcn and White _1960, 19(12_ and

Armstrong et al. /-1961_ have shown the presence
of penetrating protons in the inner zone and have

measured their energy spectrum averaged over

an ICBM trajectory from Cape Canaveral.

The emulsion experiments by Freden and White

and by Armstrong et al. were limited in the

amount of information that could be obtained,

because they were hitchhikes on military ve-

hicles. The lowest energy that could be detected

was determined by the thickness of the nose cone.
There was no mechanism to determine the flux

as a function of position in the belt. The early

satcllitc experiments could accurately measure

the flux as a function of position but could not

differentiate between electrons and protons or

measure their energy. The present experiment was
conceived to make use of the nuclear emulsion

properties to determine accurately not only the

fiumbcr of particles but also their velocity, mass,

and charge as a function of position. For this

purpose a special nose cone, the NERV (nuclear

emulsion recovery vehicle), was developed, flown,

and recovered successfully on the first attempt,

September 19, lq60. To measure the variation

of the flux over the greatest possible region of the

belt, the rocket was flown on a special traicctory

from the Pacific Missile Range which carried it

along a magnetic meridian into the inner bclt.

Preliminary results of the experiment have already

been published FNaugle and Kniffen, 1961J.

The spatial and temporal variations of j are

required to map out the radiation levels in the

belts adequately as well as to determine the

source or sourccs of the particles, their lifetimes

1104
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in the trapped region, the mechanism limiting
the intensities of the belts at higher altitudes,

and various other features of the belts.

Several authors [Singer, 1958; Vernov et al.,

1959; Hess, 19593 have suggested the decay pro-

tons of cosmic ray neutron albedo as at least a

partial source of the protons in the inner belt.

Lenchek and Singer [-19623 and Lenchek [-1962J
have also calculated the effect of a solar cosmic

ray neutron albedo source. An abundance of

more recent data [Freeman, 1962; Bame et al.,

1961; Davis, 1962; Pizella et al., 1962; Imhof

et al., 1962J indicates that there must be addi-
tional sources of intense numbers of protons

down to energies of a few kilo electron volts
in both the inner and the outer belts. Both direct

injection and local acceleration have been sug-

gested as possible sources, but as yet there is no

quantitative explanation of the observed spec-

trums in this energy region.
Several loss mechanisms have been presented

to explain the absence of trapped particles at

higher energies at greater distances from the earth.

Singer [1959_ and Lenchek and Singer [-1962J

have suggested that the adiabatic-invariance of

the magnetic moment will break down at a mo-

mentum such that the radius of gyration of the

"proton is comparable to the dimensions of the

inhomogeneities in the magnetic field. Welch and

Whitaker [1959], Dragt [1961], and Wcntzel

[1961J have suggested that hydromagnetic waves

scatter the more energetic particles magnetically,

causing them to mirror lower in a more dense

atmosphere and be removed. Othcr mechanisms,

such as an instability of the earth's magnetic

field [Gold, 1959], the effect of the large mag-

netic anomaly at Capetown [Dessler, 1959], and

absorption by interstellar dust ELenchek and

Singer, 1962], have also been suggested.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the

results of the NERV experiment more com-

pletely and to compare the predictions of the

various theories of the origin, acceleration, and

loss mechanisms of the trapped protons with
these results.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment consisted of a cylindrical stack
of 20-Ilford G-5 and G-2 nuclear emulsions. The

FILM POSITION AT APOGEE

ALUM. PORT COVER

.04 g ALUM. SUPPORT

TUBE

TUNGSTEN
SHIELD

3o.6 g/cm_

FIGURE 1.--Cutaway top view of the nuclear emulsion
container. Film position at apogee.

stack was encased in a tungsten emulsion con-

tainer with a wall at least 30.6 g/cm 2 thick every-

where except for a port, 1 cm 2 in area, on the

side of the container. The port was covered by

aluminum foil 0.04 g/cm 2 thick.

Figure 1 shows the arrangement. The emulsion

stack began rotating at liftoff of the rocket at a

constant rate of 0.221°±0.001°/sec. It rotated

for 1440 seconds, turning through 318 ° . Each

exposed point on the periphery of the stack was
behind the port for 79 seconds, and behind 30.6

g/cm 2 of tungsten for the remainder of the flight.
The regions labeled A, B, C, D, and E in figure 1

represent areas that were scanned to measure

the spectral intensity at a given time during the

flight. The track population in these regions is

made up of tracks of particles that came through

the port during the 79-second exposure and a

background of particles that passed through the

tungsten during the remaining time the payload
was in the radiation belt. The region of the

stack labeled BG, which did not pass behind the

port, has been used to measure this background.

This arrangement improved upon previous

emulsion experiments in two respects. The rotat-

ing emulsion made it possible to determine the

time, and hence the position, at which a given

particle had entered the emulsion. The very thin

window over the port, together with the arrange-

ment for extending the emulsion container out-

side the nose cone, lowercd the detection thresh-
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EMULSION CONTAINER IN EXTENDED POSITION 

FIGURE 2.-Cutnwny side view of the experiments1 nr- 
rnngement with emulsion container in extended posi- 
tion. 

FIQURE 3.-Cutawny view of the nuelcnr emulsion re- 
covery vehicle with the remainder of the nose cone 
(emulsion container cxtended) . 

old from the 70 Mev in previous experiments 
down to about 8 Mev in this experiment. Pro- 
tons of energy >8 Mev could penetrate the port 
and be detected in the emulsions, whereas only 
protons with energy 214.5 MeV could penetrate 
the tungsten and be detected. 

The emulsion container was an integral part 
of the special nuclear emulsion recovery 'vehicle 
(NERV). It was designed to permit the 4-inch 
cylindrical container to be extended through the 
front of the vehicle so that the emulsion con- 
tainer and its port could be exposed directly to 
the ambient radiation. Figure 2 is a side view of 

ARBITRARY TIME SCALE (SECONDS) 

FIGURE 4.-The energy a radial proton must havc to 
penetrate the shield and he detected in the emulsion as 
a function of time as the emulsion rotates hehind the 
port. 

experimental arrangement showing the emulsion 
container in its extended position. Figure 3 is a 
cutaway view showing the extended emulsion 
container and the remainder of the nose cone. 
The nose cone was covered with an ablation 
material which, together with the mass of the 
tungsten, kept thc emulsions a t  70& 10°F through- 
out the flight, including re-entry. 

Figure 4 is a plot of the energy a radial proton 
must have to penetrate the tungsten shield and 
be detected in the emulsion as a function of time 
during the passage of a point on the periphery 
of the emulsion behind the port. 

FLIGHT DETAILS 

The rocket was launched a t  1635 UT, Septem- 
ber 19, 19G0, from Point Arguello, California. 
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0_0 = a 90IOO MAGNETIC FIELD LINES ..J,
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FIGURE 5.--Meridian section containing the trajectory of

the NERV rocket. The dashed lines are magnetic lines

of force. The solid lines are contours of constant omni-

directional proton intensity based on data from the

Iowa group. The lettered points are the locations along

the trajectory at which the correspondingly lettered re-

gions of the emulsions in figure 1 were behind the port.

The launch azimuth of 193 ° was chosen so that

the flight path would parallel a magnetic meridian.
The nose cone was recovered at 1923 Ut at 15°N

latitude and 126°12'W longitude.

Figure 5 is a meridian section containing the

rocket trajectory. The dashed lines are the mag-
netic lines of force based on the Finch and Leaton

[1957] coefficients. The solid lines are the con-

tours of constant integral omnidirectional in-

tensity for protons of energy >30 Mev based

on data furnished by the Iowa Group (C. E.

McIlwain, private communication). The lettered

points are the locations along the trajectory at

which the correspondingly lettered regions of the

emulsion in figure 1 were behind the port.

Each of the lettered points has been analyzed.

Table 1 gives the altitude H, the geomagnetic

latitude X, the value of the scalar magnetic field

_ A 0EE---7 
r---EMULSION ROTATION _ C

B

I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 I000 I100 1200 I_O0 1400

TIME IN SECONDS FROM LIFTOFF

FIGURE 6.--Variation of the angle between the spin axis

of the rocket and the local magnetic field vector as a

function of time after rocket liftoff.

B, and L (the paramcter used by McIlwain

[1961] to specify a magnetic shell) at each of

these locations along the trajectory.

The payload was spin-stabilized after leaving

the atmosphere, the spin axis of the rocket re-

maining fixed in inertial space. NERV did not

contain sensors for the determination of the posi-

tion or orientation of the rocket, but the pay-

load was tracked by FPS-16 radar to determine

the rocket's trajectory. From the analysis of the

radar data it was also possible to determine the

direction of the spin axis during burning of the

fourth stage. With this orientation of the spin

axis and the assumption that the spin axis re-

mained fixed in inertial space it was possible to

reconstruct the angle _, between the spin axis of

the rocket and the local magnetic field vector.

The value of "_at each location is given in Table 1.

In general, the spin axis was initially nearly

parallel to the local magnetic field vector, but

TABLE 1.--Parameters of the Experiment

Location

B ......................

C .....................

D .....................

E .....................

Altitude,

km

1600

1884

1810

1600

1400

B,

gauss

0.231

0.198

0.196

0.209

0.223

oN

33.8

30.5

28.4

26.5

25.3

i_

radii

earth

1.79

1.72

1.64

1.54

1.47

deg

25

32

36

40

42

0ll Cs_

dog

67.2

59.7

61.0

65.2

71.8

Ol C_

deg

26.7

28.5

31.8

35.2

38.0

0/90%

deg

29.0

33.7

36.6

39.6

41.3
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PLANE OF

EMULSIONS

FIGURE7.--_chematic diagram showing the relation be-
twecn the dip angle of the track,/9; % the angle between
the spin axis of the rocket S and the magnetic field B;
and _, the pitch angle of tile particle.

as the payload traveled along its trajectory this

angle steadily increased to 40 ° at point E as

shown in figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the relations between the spin

axis of the rocket, the plane of the emulsions,

the dip angle of the track relative to the emulsion,

and the pitch angle a' of the particles with

respect to the local magnetic field vector B at
the location of the measurement. Viewed in a

coordinate system fixed in the spacecraft the

magnetic field B will appear to rotate about the

axis of the rocket. A particle with a given dip

angle _ in the emulsion will have had a pitch

angle a' between (90°--_) ±% depending on the

time during a roll period that it entered the
emulsion.

At a particular geomagnetic latitude, only a

limited range of pitch angles is available, ac'__

a'__90 °, where ac' is the pitch angle of a particle
at the location of the measurement which mirrors

at the lower edge of the belt on the particular shell
on which the measurement was made. Because

the measurements were made at geomagnetic lati-

tudes >25 °, only a limited range of equatorial
pitch angle distribution could be studied in this

experiment. The pitch angle at the cquator a is

related to the pitch angle a' measured at the gco-

magnetic latitude ), by the relation

[ eos6_k l 1/2

a=c°s-_L1-- (1--c°s_a') (4--,3 _os_h) I/2J
(1)

ac and ag0, the pitch angles at the equator cor-

responding to a'=ac' and to a'=90 °, respec-

tively, are given in Table 1.

Figure 8 shows how a particular pitch angle

distribution at the equator will appear at various

geomagnetic latitudes. The exact variation of j

with pitch angle and L for these energy ranges

has not yet been measured directly. Davis F19(i2]

has found that j is of the form j=k sin3a for

protons between 1 and 4 Mev. Using the relation

derived by Ray [-19()0-], it is found that j=k

sin_.Sa by analysis of thc omnidirectional intensity

J0. Therefore, figure 8 is a reasonable approxima-

tion to the expected pitch angles studied in this

experiment.

Figure 8 and Table 1 show that it is possible

to explore only a very limited part of the pitch

angle distribution at the equator on a flight like

this at a high geomagnetic latitude. As Table 1

shows, all the particles observed on this flight

have their pitch angles, at the equator, contained

in angular intervals that varied from 1.3 ° to 5 °

.5 -----...._:20" _ CUTOFF AT _.:

.I .2 .5 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

/U._= COS O_L

FIGURE 8.--Plot showing how a particular pitch angle dis-
tribution changes with geomagnetic latitude. The shaded
area under _=30 ° corresponds to the range of pitch
angles accessiblc in this experiment, and transforms at
the equator into the smaller stmded area at _=0.85.
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and centeredat pitch anglesthat variedfrom
27° to 40 ° at the geomagnetic equator.

In figure 8, j is plotted as a function of _' = cosa',

so that the independent variable _' runs from

0 to 1. Throughout this paper we will, for sim-

plicity, use tL' as the independent variable rather
than a'.

It follows from Liouville's theorem that the

unidirectional spectral intensity j remains con-

stant along a trajectory such that j(t_)=j(t_'),

where _ = cosa and p'= cosa', and a and a' satisfy
equation 1.

For large values of _ or B, there will be a

part of the roll period during which the corrc-

sponding value of _' is greater than _c'. Figure

9 shows the variation of _' during a roll period

for various values of/_ and for _,=25 ° and 42 °.
The horizontal dashed lines labeled 'cutoff' are

the values of pc'= cosac' at the particular loca-

tion. The shaded areas show the period when a

given angular interval, in _, was oriented in such

a way that the acceptance cone was within the

allowed cone of pitch angles. To correct for the

effect of the roll on j, the assumption was made
that

j(_) =K 0 _<#' _<tLc'

j(t_) =0 p' >ttc' (2)

iD

9

e

7

6

5

4

5

2

I

_o
I

2

3

4

FIGURE 9.--Variation of the pitch angle p'=cosa' for a
given value of dip angle t_with time during a roll period.
The variation is plotted for 3,=25 ° and ,=42 °, corre-
sponding to locations A and E, respectively. The cutoff
pc, =cosac, corresponds to an altitude (or B value) on a
particular L shell below which satellite data show no
particles mirroring.

That is, it was assumed that the pitch angle
distribution was isotropic in the allowed cone

and zero outside. It is clear from figure 8 that
this is a reasonable approximation. The tracks

were divided into various dip angle intervals,

and the fraction of a roll period f, such that an

angular interval was within the allowed cone,

was calculated. The flux was then calculated,

using an exposure time t =f Ark, where Ark is the

effective time the emulsion was behind the port.

SCANNING CRITERIA

Line scans were made at points A, B, C, D,

and E. They were made at 600, 1200, and 2400

microns from the edge of the emulsions; because

of blackening it was not possible to scan closer

than 600 microns to the edge, but they were

made as close to the edge as possible in order to

extend the spectrum to the lowest possible energy.

However, owing to excess background grains from

low-energy electrons, tracks of blob density b_< 30

blobs/100 microns ( _>175-Mev protons) could not

be detected at 600 microns from the edge. The

scanning efficienty for tracks with b > 20 (__ 360-

Mev protons) at 1200 microns from the edge
as checked by rescans was 100 percent. For a

particle at minimum ionization b was about. 14.

Because of the high background and the low

minimum blob density, we could not reliably de-

tect particles at minimum ionization. Therefore,
in all the results reported in this analysis, we have

used only tracks with blob densities > 20.
All tracks that at the scan line were within

i45 ° of the plane of the emulsion and within

=t=25° of a radius vector in the plane of the
emulsion were recorded and were used to evalu-

ate the integral fluxes. Then tracks that, on the

basis of dip measurement at the scan line alone,

would have traversed a track length of at least

2.5 mm before leaving the emulsion, independent

of energy considerations, were chosen to obtain
the energy measurements as described below.

The part of the emulsion labeled BG, which

was not exposed behind the port, was also scanned

with the same criteria to obtain a background cor-

rection for the exposed regions of the emulsions.

The scanning to study composition was made
in the G-2 emulsion. This allowed tracks to be

grain-counted within 200 microns of the end with
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goodresolutionbetweenprotons,deuterons,tri-
tons,and a particles down to energies of 14 Mev

for deuterons, 16 Mev for tritons, and 40 Mev for

particles.
More than 500 protons were used to establish

the grain-density ionization curves for the G-2

emulsions. The grain-density curve for protons

was established, and by means of this curve

theoretical grain-density versus range curves were

constructed for heavier particles by using the

value of the grain density of a proton of the
same ionization. The theoretical curves were then

checked by grain counts on heavy particles from

interaction stars. The measured grain densities

agreed with the theoretical curve well within the
statistical error.

The mass distribution was next determined by

selecting, on the basis of dip angle alone, 500

tracks having a possible track length of at least

1 ram. Each track was grain-counted at the scan
line and at a fixed distance from the end of the

track. Tracks that did not end were discarded,

so that a small bias was introduced in favor of

heavier particles, owing to the loss of lighter

particles by scattering. However, very few par-

tices were eliminated by this criterion, since most

of the particles were of low energy and had

short residual ranges. In addition, an upper

energy cutoff was iutrodu('cd in the form of a

4-mm residual range cutoff. Therefore, the mass

distribution covers protons in the 12- to 31-Mev

range, deuterons in the 14- to 42-Mev range,

and _ particles in the 40- to 125-Mev range.

DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY

The variation of blob density with energy was

determined primarily from scattering measure-

ments and blob counts on ending protons. The

assumption was made that the grain density

varied with energy according to the Fowler-

Perkins law FFowler and Perkins, 1955]. The

blob counts and scattering measurements were

made on long, flat tracks. Applying the relation

between grain density and blob density b =go -_,

where _ is an approximation to the grain size

and g in the grain density, a best lit was made to

the (_xperimcutal points taking the minimum blob

density as a paranmtcr. A value of b0= 14 was
obtained.

Figure 10 is a plot of energy versus blob den-

sity. The crosses are experimental points based

on protons that ended in the emulsion; the dots

are based on scattering data.

All particles in the scans that had a b>_20/100

microns and a possible path length in the emul-
sion at the scan line of at least 2.5 mm, on the

basis of dip angle alone, were followed at least

2.5 mm, and a preliminary blob count was made.
Black tracks and gray tracks with b>_40 were

followed until they either ended or interacted with

the emulsion. Their energy was determined from

their range in emulsion rAtkinson and Willis,

1957]. Approximately 70 percent of the tracks
ended in the emulsion at points A, B, and C,

and essentially all tracks with energies less than
about 70 Mev ended. In contrast, only about 30

percent of the tracks ended at points D and E,

emphasizing the relative dirth, at these points,

of particles with lower energies.

The energy of particles with 20<b<30 was

io4
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FmUaE 10.--Energy versus normalized I)lob density.
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determinedby scattering,andtheenergyofthose
with30<b < 40 by blob density.

It was not possible to obtain a direct cross

calibration of all three techniques for energy de-

termination by simultaneously measuring the scat-

tering and blob density as a function of range,

since protons with kinetic energies greatei than

170 Mev could not be stopped in the emulsion.
However, figure 10 shows that the three tech-

niques are self-consistent. If they were not, the

experimental points would not lie along the theo-

retical Curve. In the overlapping areas of the
three techniques cross checks were made and the

energies measured by different techniques were

all well within the experimental errors.

CALCULATIONS OF THE FLUX

The flux was determined from tile raw data as
follows:

Let 7' be the total time the emulsion container

was in the radiation belt (_1000 sec). Let ](E)

be the ambient unidirectional flux in space out-

side the container, at a position along the tra-
jectory specified by L_(t_), B_(t_), the MacIlwain

coordinates, at a time t_. The bar over j indicates
that it is an average over an energy interval AE
and a time At,.

Let AN(E', R, O) AE' be the number of

tracks in the emulsion, in a particular energy
interval AE', about the energy E', measured at
the scan line whose coordinates in the emulsion

are R, 0, and in the solid angle A_, observed in

an area _XA. The track density, Dtot(E t, R, O),
will be given by

Dtot(E', R, 0) AE'

hNtot(E', R, O) AE'

AA h_

k--1

= _ y,(Es, Li, B_) AE. ht_
i_l

k+l

+ E rid(E,, L,, B,) hE_ At,
'_k--I

+jk, (Ek, Lk, Bk) hEk(79)

N

+ _-_j,(E., L 6 B,) z_E_ z_t,
'_k+l

(3)

where the third term is the tracks that came

through the port during the 79 seconds the area

hA was behind the port; the first and fourth

terms give the tracks that came in through the

30.6 g/cm 2 of tungsten; and the second term

gives the tracks that came in during the time

the area hA was passing under the edges of the

port where E_ is the energy required of a proton
in free space to pass through the pertinent

thickness of shielding material at time t_ to reach

the scan line. Ek is the energy a proton in free

space must have in order to pass through the

aluminum port cover (0.04 g/cm2), travel through
the emulsion, and have an energy E' at the scan

line. E, is the energy a proton in free space must

have had in order to pass through 30.6 g/cm 2 of

tungsten and have an energy E' at the scan line.

The number of tracks in an area hA in the part

of the emulsion that did not pass behind the port,

the section labeled BG, is given by

DBG(E', RBG, OBa) hE'

=D_G(E', R, O) hE'

hN(E', RBc, O_G) hE'

hQ hA

N

= _] j,(E_, L,, B,) hE, )xt, (4)
i=1

Then

rDtot--DBa_ AE'=jk(Ek, Lk, Bk) hE,(79)

k+l

+ _ [-i,(E,, L,, B,) hE,
i=k-- l

i#k

-j,(E,, L,, B,) AE.] At,

Therefore

-jk(E,, Lk, Bk) hE.(79)

[ANtot--ANBGJ AE'

jk-- 79hA h_2 hEk

+jk(Ek, Lk, Bk) (AE_/AEk)

1 k+l

79AEk_ ] ht,[y,(E,, L,, B,) hE,
k--l

i#k

• - E L,, B,) AE:_-,7_( ,,

(5)

(6)
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FIGURE l l.--Diffcrential energy spectrums obtained at

the five locations.

In practice the first term of equation 6 was
calculated at the five points along the trajectory

to give the approximate value for ji(t_), and
then a series of iterations was made to give the

final value of j for each of the four points. For

Ek<<E, the background corrections arc small; for

E_>__E, the corrections are more important and

introduce larger uncertainties into ft.

RESULTS

The unidirectional-spectral intensity j is plotted

in figure 11 separately for each of the five points

along the trajectory. These curves represent the

absolute value of j for each value of energy and

for each position. The data have been corrected

for background and for the fraction of the time

the acceptance cone was outside the allowed

range of pitch angles. Therefore, these curves

represent the absolute values of the flux. Figure 12

is a plot of the integral energy spectrum at the

five points.
If we take the observed integral unidirectional

flux for 30 Mev from figure 12 and integrate the

_ooo • •

io 2o so _ _eo

i i il
J

PolN_

FIOURE 12.--Integral energy spectrums obtained at the

five points.

unidirectional flux over solid angle, then J0 (E >__30

Mev), the integral unidirectional flux of protons

of energy >__30 Mev, is obtained and can be corn-

pared directly with that observed by Van Allen

et al. rMcIlwain, 19()1] at the same point as

shown in Table 2. The agreement between the

two is quite good at points B, C, and D and not

quite so good at points A and E, although slight
errors in the location of the measurement and the

rapid variation of the flux with altitude could
account for the differences at A and E. For

instance, if B at point E were in error by 0.01

gauss, there would be a factor-of-3 variation iu

the expected integral flux.

TABLE 2.--Comparison of Counter and Emulsion Fluxes

Location

A ..........

B ..........

C ...........

n ..........

E ..........

J(>31 Mev),

cm 2 sr sec

90

180

220

230

250

d0(31 Mev),

am 2 Se, C

440

1160

1360

1230

1000

Jo*(31 Mcv),

CI_ 2 sec

220

1000

1600

1290

390

*Satellite data from C. E. McIlwain, private com-

munication.

The lack of particles below 24 Mev at points

D and E is real, since energies down to 12 Mev

were detectable within the scan criteria. How-

ever, the numbers of particles found were so few
that the intensity fell below the scale of the

graphs.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The most pronounced feature of the various

spectrums is the systematic variation in the shape

of the spectrum with position. This unexpected

result indicates that, in the energy region below

30 Mev, the galactic neutron albedo theory can-
not account for the shape of the spectrum or its

behavior with position. This theory [-Freden and

White, 1962] would predict a dip in the energy

spectrum below 30 Mev due to an increased

neutron absorption at these energies by the

nitrogen and oxygen in the upper atmosphere.

This absorption mechanism would account for
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themaximumin theenergyspectrumat 30Mev
at pointsD and E and the plateau in the spec-

trum at the same energy that is observed at

point B. However, although 'this theory can ex-

plain the paucity of protons below 30 Mev at

the low L values (points D and E), it cannot

explain the copious numbers of protons below

30 Mev observed at the higher L values (points

A, B, C) in this and other experiments [Bame

et al., 1961 ; Davis, 1962`].

There are several mechanisms by which such

a steep spectrum can be obtained at these energies;

however, the high intensities of particles require

a stronger source of protons than could be pro-

vided by the galactic cosmic ray neutron albedo

spectrum measured by Hess et al. [-i959-]. There

might be a serious dilemma in deciding among the

various possible explanations of the combined

steep spectrum and high intensities in the 8- to

30-Mev region were it not for the fortunate cir-

cumstance that the trajectory of the rocket passed

through the quasi-boundary between points C

and D where this component of the spectrum

disappeared.

This feature gives an additional criterion with

which to seek the source of protons giving rise

to this form of spectrum. From figure 12 it can

be seen that the slope of the proton spectrum

between 16 and 48 Mev changes rapidly begin-

ning at an L value of about 1.55 with relatively

few of the low-energy protons present below this
value of L and a great abundance of them above
it. Thus we must look for an intense source of

low-energy protons that has access only to higher

magnetic shells. This type of spectrum could

reasonably be expected from a source of protons

that come from the decay of neutrons arising from

the interaction of low-energy solar protons with

the earth's atmosphere over the polar regions. A

sufficiently intense source of such particles is

known to arrive at the earth after certain types

of solar flares [McDonald, 1962`].

Such an explanation of the spectral variations

at low energies was suggested in the preliminary

results of this experiment rNaugle and Kniffen,

1961; Lenchek and Singer, 1962`].

Subsequently, quantitative calculations to de-

termine the feasibility of such an explanation

were made by Lenchek [1962`]. He calculates

from a time-averaged solar cosmic ray spectrum

the neutron spectrum to be expected as the solar

corpuscular particles collide with the earth's upper

atmosphere. Assuming adiabatic trapping, he cal-

culates the injection coefficients for the various

locations, the pitch angles, and the lifetimes, and

he shows that this spectrum could be an essentially

time-invariant feature of the trapped proton spec-

trum in the allowed regions. His calculated spec-
trum and its variation with position are in fair

agreement with the spectrum observed at points

A, B, and C in this experiment, providing good
evidence in support of this type of source for the

steep low-energy component since it is the only

apparent explanation of the absence of low-energy

protons at the lower L values. Conclusive evi-

dence for this source, however, cannot be ob-

tained until there is a complete study of the varia-

tion of the trapped proton energy spectrum as a

function of the pitch angle at the equator, or

any of the alternative measurements that can

provide these data.

Bame et al. [-1961-] and Davis [-1962`] have

shown that, at high L values, the proton energy

spectrum continues to rise steeply down to about

0.1 Mev. Freeman E1962J has observed an ex-

tremely high flux of very-low-energy protons in

regions of L value from which solar protons are

excluded. The intensity of this low-energy com-

ponent is so high that it appears impossible,

with reasonable lifetimes, to account for it from

either the galactic or solar cosmic ray source.

Thus, it appears that there may be at least three

sources for trapped protons: galactic cosmic rays

for the high-energy protons at all L values;

solar cosmic rays for the low-energy (1- to 30-

Mev) protons at high L values; and some as yet

unknown accelerating mechanism for the very-

low-energy (0.1-to 1-Mev) protons.

Because there is such a large background cor-
rection to the data above about 100 Mev the

errors on the data points are quite large. This is

due to the collection over the entire periphery

of the emulsion of particles that penetrate the

tungsten shielding during the entire time of flight.

Thus it is only possible to say that at higher

energies the gross shape of the spectrum remains

essentially the same and there is evidence for a

decrease of intensity at the higher L value. How-
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ever, there are not sufficient data to give new

information about the loss mechanism for trapped

particles.

At comparable positions the data at the high

energies are in agreement within a factor of 2

with previous results [-Freden and White, 1962;

Armstrong and Iteckman, 1962J, which is as

good as should be expected in view of the differ-

ences ill trajectory and exposure technique.

In a study of 500 tracks to investigate particle

composition in the proton range interval corre-

sponding to 12 to 31 Mev, no particles of mass

greater than the proton were found. For a sample

of this size thcre is only a 5 percent probability

that the observer would expcct three heavier

particles and obtain none. Thus the heavier par-

ticlcs due both to primaries and to secondaries

from interaction in the tangsten make up less

than 0.6 percent of the entire population of ob-

served tracks, and so this can safely be taken as

an upper limit to the number expected from pri-

maries alone.

SUMMARY

1. At L values above about 1.6RE the slope

of the proton cncrgy spectrum below about 30

Mev is very steep compared with predictions of

the galactic cosmic ray neutron albcdo thcory

and is most probably duc to solar cosmic ray

neutron albcdo; howevcr, the flux of trapped

protons with energies greater than about 30 Mev

is in agreemcnt with the prediction of this theory.

2. The shape and flux of the spectrum vary

with latitude, points A and D being at the same

altitude.

3. At comparable positions in the radiation

region the results are in reasonable agreement

with previous measurements.

4. On the basis of these and subsequent data,

it appears that there must be at least three

sources of trapped protons.

5. The flux of geomagnetically trapped par-

titles heavier than protons in the t)roton energy

rangc of 12 to 30 Mev is less than 0.6 percent

of the total flux, on the date and at the locations

studied in this experiment.
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SOLAR PROTON SPECTRUMS IN THE EVENTS
OF NOVEMBER 12 AND 15, 1960

K. W. OGILVIE AND D. A. BRYANT

Goddard Space Flight Center

Freier and Webber have demonstrated that an exponential rigidity spectrum provides a good

empirical fit to solar proton data over a wide range of rigidity and during widely different events.

In this paper we discuss the conclusions they have drawn about the events of November 12 and

15, 1960, during which a series of rocket flights was made I)y the Goddard Space Flight Center.
We find that for the November 12 event an exponential rigidity spectrum does not fit the observa-

tions, owing to the presence of a relatively large number of low-energy protons, and that data ob-
tained late in the Novemt)er 15 event are consistent with an exponential rigidity spectrum. We

suggest that the difference in character of the spectrums observed in these two events is due to a

flux of low-energy protons arriving at the earth on November 12 with the solar plasma responsible

for concurrent geomagnetic disturbances. The flights made latc in the Novemhcr 15 event were

during a geomagnetically quiet time.

INTRODUCTION

Freier and Webber [1963] have proposed an

exponential rigidity form for the spectrums of

solar particles. In deriving this form they used

the results of balloon flights, neutron monitor

and riometer observations covering an energy

range from about 15 Mev to several bey.

The suggestion that high-energy particles from

the sun have a rigidity spectrum of the form

J=Jo exp (-P/P0), where J is the intensity

above rigidity P, J0 is the intensity above zero

rigidity, and P0 is the characteristic rigidity, which

is a function of time during a given event, has

led us to re-exanfine (and rework) the results

we obtained during the solar proton events of

November 12 and 15, 1960. The purpose of this

work is to test the fit of an exponential spectrum

at low energies by means of direct particle obser-

vations.

In our original analysis (Ogilvie et al., 1962;

Davies and Ogilvie, 1962] we assumed the spec-

trum to be a power law in kinetic energy; hence

we are interested in determining whether the

exponential form provides a better fit to our data,

and, if so, the extent to which the intensity values

are changed.

ANALYSIS

During the November 1960 solar proton events

several rockets were fired from Fort Churchill by

the Goddard Space Flight Center. These rockets

carried both particle counters and nuclear emul-

sions (characteristics of the particle counters are

listed in Table 1).

TABLE 1

Detector

Geiger counter .........
CsI Sc. counter .........

ZnS Sc. counter ........

Lower energy
limit

30 Mev

2 Mev

0.2 Mev

Upper energy
limit

160 Mev

4.5 Mev

We shall be concerned mainly with the obser-

vations obtained from the 0.25-g/cm 2 CsI scintil-

lator. An integral pulse height analysis was per-

formed on the pulses from this counter by altering

the collector impedance of the phototube using a

motor-driven switch followed by an amplificr with

a fixed trigger level. This system has been fully

1116
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describedbefore,butit isnecessarytore-emphasize
thatsuchasystemintroducesoverlappingenergy
intervalswith noneof the limits commonto all
levels.Anappropriatemethodof analysisis thus
to assumea spectralformandthento compute
theratiosoftheratesineachintervalasafunction
ofoneor twoparametersandto comparethecom-
putedandobservedratios.Theenergylevelsare
illustratedin figure 1. The solid curveshows
energylossasa functionof energyfor normally
incidentparticles.All anglesof incidenceare
takenintoaccountin theanalysis.Sincewehave
four levels,threeratiosaredefined,andto geta
meaningfulwecanuseonlytwo parameters.In
ourearlierpaperweusedn, the exponent in an

integral power-law spectrum N=NoE-', and a

low-energy cutoff Ec. The low-energy cutoff was

introduced to account for the observation that

the counting rates on the two lowest energy levels

were often almost equal, showing that there were

few particles in the energy region between their

lower limits. We obtained in this way satisfactory

fits for the three rocket shots into the November

12 event, and somewhat less satisfactory fits for

the four rocket shots fired into the November 15

event. This paper discusses the results we have

obtained by recalculating the ratios of the count-

ing rates of the various energy levels assuming

both a powerlaw spectrum and an exponential

rigidity spectrum. For the exponential rigidity

analysis we have used P0, the characteristic rigid-

NOVEMBER 1960

i2 113114115116 117 I is

:1 1015 1027
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FIGURE 2.--The events of November 12 and 15, 1960,

showing the times of NASA rocket flights, results ob-

tained by Frier and Webbcr and the present work, and
solar and terrestrial events.

ity parameter discussed by Freier and Webber,

and W_,, the proportion of a particles to protons in

a given rigidity interval. For the power-law tests

we have used separately two sets of two param-

eters: the exponent n and a low-energy cutoff Ec,

and the exponent n and the proportion W_ of a

particles to protons in a given energy per nucleon

interval.

100

.a

¢¢
w
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O.I
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ROCKET IO24
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:: 2...
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[ i10 I |1.0 I_ IOOO
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FIGURE 1.--Energy loss in 0.25-g/cm _ CsI as a function
of proton energy for normally incident particles. The

integral energy loss discrimination levels for each step

axe shown by horizontal lines.

RESULTS

Figure 2 illustrates several important features

of the events of November 12 and 15. It shows

the Ottawa neutron monitor and meson monitor

counting rates and the occurrence of solar flares

and magnetic storm sudden commencements. Also

shown are the times of firing of the NASA rockets

and the values of the parameters which best fit the

counter data, together with values of P0 deduced

by Freier and Webber.

November 12 Event

All the observations on November 12 took place

during the active part of this complicated event.

A class 3 flare at 1000 UT on November 10, which

had no type IV emission and gave rise to no detect-
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FmURE 3.--The analysis of the first rocket flight (NASA
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of exponent n (diagram A) and characteristic rigidity
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able particles, produced the sudden commence-

ment at 1844 UT on November 12. By coinci-

dence, this sudden comlnencement occurred dur-

ing the arrival at the earth of solar protons emitted

by the flare of 1320 UT on November 12.

The first rocket (NASA 1024) was fired at 1840

UT on November 12, four minutes before the

sudden commencclnent. The second (NASA 10l 5)

was fired approximately five hours later at 2332

UT, about 2_ hours after the second of two large
increases in the earth's field. The third rocket

(NASA 1016) was fired at 1603 UT on November

13 during the recovery from the 1500-7 negative
excursion that oc('.urred at 1023 UT on November

13. The disturbed magnetic conditions at the time

of these firings show that the magnetosphere was

at these times immersed in a solar plastna stream.
Good fits to the data from the first two rockets

were obtained using integral power-law spectrums

with exponent n= 1.74-0.1. The analysis of the

first of these flights (NASA 1024) is illustrated in

figure 3. We show the computed ratios of the rates

on the three steps, 1, 3, and 4 to the rate on step 5

for two spectral forms. In diagram A the assumed

spectrum is a power law in kinetic energy and in

diagram B an exponential law in rigidity. The

highest solid line in each diagram is the ratio of the

rate on step 4 to the rate on step 5, the middle

solid line is the ration of the rate on step 3 to that

on step 5, and the lowest line is the ratio of the

rate on step 1 to that on step 5. In general the

observed ratios, which are shown as horizontal

lines (with errors), cut the corresponding com-

puted curve twice. In diagram A an intersection
of the observed ratios with the corresponding

computed curves occurs for n=1.7:t:0.1, indi-

cating a fit to a power law with this integral

exponent. In diagram B a single value of charac-

teristic rigidity consistent with the observed and

computed ratios cannot be found. There is. a set of
intersections between 20 Mv and 40 Mv; we reject

this poor fit, since it is inconsistent with other
measuretnents. The results from the third rocket

can be fitted with a power-law spectrum of expo-

nent n=2.1:t:0.15 and Ec=6.0 Mev, and some-

what less satisfactorily by an exponential rigidity

spectrum with P0=65 Mv. These results are
essentially the same as those given in our first

paper [Ogilvic et al., 1962].
We have re-examined the evidence for the

low-energy protons (from 0.2 to 4.5 Mev) detected

by the ZnS scintillation counter and find that the

spectrum given in Figure 9 of our earlier paper

[Ogilvie et al., 1902] relnains unchanged.

The November 15 Event

The times of rocket firings into this event are

shown in figure 2. During the November 15 event

all firings were made during magnetically quiet

times, between 41 and 91 hours after thc flarc. An

exponential rigidity spectrum provides a good fit
to the data from these flights. The analysis of the

first of these flights (1951 UT, November 16) is

presented in figure 4 as an example. The arrange-

ment of figure 4 is similar to that of figure 3. The
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A _ B
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kh,

¢HAR_T[ H181_ (P_)

Fmua_ 4.--The analysis of the first rocket flight into the
November 15 event (NASA 1013, 1951 U.T., November
16, 1960). (For explanation see text.)
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fit to theexponentialrigidity spectrumis shown
in diagramC.Wefindthat,in orderto makethe
fit, it isnecessaryto postulateavalueof Wp close
to unity. This high proportion of _ particles is in

agreement with measurements made at higher

energies earlier in the same event [Freier, 1963].

Diagram A shows that a power-law spectrum with

a low-energy cutoff does not fit the data even when

the cutoff energy Ec is as high as 6 Mev. Diagram

B of figure 4 shows that a power-law spectrum
with a value of WE of 0.07 provides a fit as close

as that provided by the exponential rigidity spec-
trum. This value of WE is consistent with meas-

urements made on the same rocket by Biswas and

Fichtel (private communication).

In the three later flights into the November

15 event the fit given by the exponential rigidity

spectrum is decisively better than that given by

the power law for any proportion of a particles.

As can be seen from the data given in Figure 2,

direct comparison of the value of P0 obtained

from this experiment with the value of P0 ob-

tained by Freier and Webber can be made only

in one case. Although the disparity in this case

is outside that expected from statistical fluctua-

tions, we note that the values of P0 we observed

on November 17 and 18 are in agreement with

the values to be expected from the lowering of P0

with time on November 15 and 16 as observed by
Freier and Webber.

We now compare in Table 2 the intensity above

10 Mev deduced by means of the exponential

rigidity spectrum with that previously obtained

by means of a power law in kinetic energy. This

TABLE 2.--Comparison of Intensity Values in the November
15 Event Obtained by Two Different Analyses

Rocket

NASA 1013
NASA 1014
NASA 1026
NASA 1027

Time

1951, Nov. 16
0600, Nov. 17
0339, Nov. 18
2139, Nov. 18

Intensity: p/cm _ sec
ster > l0 Mev

Power-law Rigidity
analysis analysis

530:t:50 430±70
200 ±40 460 ± 100
150±20 140±30
45±5 25±5

I0 4

I°3
m

,-=
loz

Or)
LU
.--I

I---

I 1 I I

_) EnM_on; Biswos, et a1,19¢2

• Etl_Xe¢ _]'; Lm, IcJ61

ii\

\\ \\

I l 1 1 [
o 200 40O 600

RIGIDITY MV
FIGUaE 5.--A comparison of the emulsion and counter

results for the spectrum on flight NASA 1013, and an
intensity derived from counter measurements "on Ex-
plorer 7.

comparsion is made at 10 Mev, since particles of

this energy can produce counts on all steps(taking

into account particles whose trajectories are in-

clined to the axis of the crystal).

Table 2 shows that the rigidity analysis which

gives the better fit to the data yields intensity

values within a factor of 2 of those given by the
power-law analysis. As figure 5 shows, the rigidity

analysis provides a good fit to data obtained at

other energies.

In interpreting the counting rates of the ZnS

counter in the November 15 event, we now think

it possible that a large proportion of these counts

could have been caused by higher-energy particles

passing through the cathode of the phototube,
and this therefore throws some doubt on the

rising parts of the spectrums below 1 Mev indi-

cated in an earlier paper [Davis and Ogilvie, 1962].
It should be mentioned here that this is not the

case for the November 12 event, for which direct
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evidencefromtheabsorptioncurvesleavingand
enteringthe atmosphereconfirmsthe existence
of low-energyparticles.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Neither the exponential rigidity spectrum

nor any other functional form we have tried will

at all times represent the low-rigidity end of the

solar proton spectrum.

The fact that the exponential rigidity form does

not always fit does not conflict with any of the

observations used by Freicr and Webber since the

detectors from which they obtain low-energy

particle information were riometers for which the

differcntial sensitivity to protons falls rapidly with

decreasing energy below about 15 Mev (D. E.

Guss, private communication). A consequence of

this result is that an extrapolation of the spectrum

measured above 15 Mev down to zero rigidity

provides a value of J0 which, although it is a use-

ful parameter to describe the high-energy spec-

trum, is not necessarily the same as the intensity

above zero rigidity.

2. We suggest that-the low-energy protons
observed on November 12 were associated with

the arrival at the earth of the solar plasma re-

sponsible for the very disturbed geomagnetic
conditions at that time.
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ON THE MOTION OF CHARGED PARTICLES
IN THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD

ERNEST C. RAY*

Goddard Space Flight Center

We construct an approximate first integral of the equations of motion of a charged particle in
a static magnetic field. The integral is analogous to the StOrmer integral, but it is not required that
the field have axial symmetry in order for the integral to be exact. The integral reduces to that of
St_rmer when the field does possess axial symmetry. It is used to obtain results concerning trapped
particles and cosmic rays previously derived by various people using a variety of techniques. The
new technique can readily be extended to cover situations not previously tractable.

INTRODUCTION

H. Grad 1 has pointed out the utility of the

representation of a magnetic field by two scalar

functions a and _ where the vector potential is
given by

A =aVB. (1)

This vector potential satisfies the gauge condition
A. B = 0 rather than the usual V. A = 0. Whenever

any currents present flow at right angles to B,

we can also represent B with two other functions
and V where

B =uvv. (2)

We shall use the three functions a,/!/, and V as a

new set of coordinates with which to express the

equations of motion of a charged particle in a

static magnetic field, and assume that ¢/ is a

cyclic coordinate. This permits the construction

of a first integral analogous to that of St0rmer.

In practice, /_ is apparently not cyclic, although

in one ease of considerable geophysical interest it

is so approximately and with good accuracy. All

results obtained from this integral are conse-

quently also approximate, and this word will not
be tediously repeated for each.

*National Academy of Scienees fellow on leave from
the department of Physics and Astronomy, the State Uni-
versity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. Present address: Center
for Radiophysics and Space Research, Cornell University,
Ithaea, New York.

For trapped particles, a at the guiding center
is shown to be a constant of the motion. From its

definition, it is constant along a line of force. In

a dipole field it becomes cos2h/r where k is geo-
magnetic latitude and r is radial distance. These

three facts result in its identification with L -1,

where L is McIlwain's parameter. 2

For cosmic rays, the integral leads to a theory
of cutoffs in the StCrmer sense. It is shown that

previously obtained results in this direction at

high latitudes follow from the new theory? In

addition, it is shown that cutoffs along any par-

ticular line of force, in a particular cone of direc-

tions of half-angle 7r/2, are independent of posi-

tion along the line. This fact has ben previously

verified numerically for a selected set of lines of

force for particles traveling tangent to the line

of force at arrival? Webber's impact zone theory 4

is an evident consequence of this new first integral.

All of these results give reasonable confidence

in the good accuracy of the integral, in the case

where the magnetic field is the usual one obtained

by harmonic analyses of surface data, with or

without external sources which possess axial

symmetry. Under these circumstances one can

then use the integral to calculate St0rmer cutoffs

at all latitudes and to considerably simplify the

study of impact zones for latitudes too low for

Webber's method to apply. In addition, it is

reasonable to suppose that a main cone and

1121
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penumbraanalogousto thosein a dipolefield
exist.

('_An unexploredquestionofconsiderableinterest
is theextentto whichtheaccuracyis preserved
whenthemagneticfield at greatdistancesde-
partsstronglyfromaxialsymmetry.This ques-
tion is importantfor thecasewheretheearthis
in thepathofasolarwindwith thefieldat large
distancesbeingsweptbackin thedirectionaway
fromthesun.

THE MAGNETIC FIELD

We review the description of the magnetic field.*

Suppose that one adds the gradient of a scalar
function to the vector potential such that the

new vector potential satisfies the condition

A.B =0, i.e.,

A.VXA=0. (3)

This is the well known condition that the differ-

ential form A.dl possess an integrating factor, a.
Then it follows that

A = aV_. (4)

If the magnetic field possesses axial symmetry,

one can put

=r sin0A_(r, 0)

=_, (5)

where r, 0, _ are spherical coordinates with the
symmetry axis being the z-axis of the coordinate

system, and A_ the q_ component of the vector

potential, the only component which does not
vanish. In the dipole case, (5) becomes

= M sin20/r

_=_ (6)

where M is the dipole moment.

In the general case, we have

B = Va X V/_. (7)

From this it is obvious that both a and _ are solu-

tions of the partial differential equation for f,

B.Vf=0. (8)

Since the characteristic equations of (8) are

dl = (dl/B)B, (9)

it is evident that

= const.

_= const. (10)

are the equations of a line of force.
There is another representation of a magnetic

field which, in many situations, is available. As-

sume that throughout any region where it is

desired to compute the magnetic field, any cur-

rents present flow at right angles to the magnetic

field, so that if j is the current density,

j.B =0 (11)

Except for brief transients this is normally true

in plasmas. Then, by one of Maxwell's equations,
and assuming that the displacement current

vanishes, (11) becomes

B.VXB=O. (12)

Consequently there exist two scalar functions
and V such that

B =_VV. (13)

It is obvious that

VV- Va = VV- V_ =0, (14)

and while it appears that in general Va and V_

are not perpendicular to each other, a and _ arc

nevertheless independent functions, so that it is

possible to use a, _, V as a set of coordinates.

This possibility will be exploited in the next
section. In the event that one needs a name for

the vector VV, it is suggested that one put

H=VV. (15)

When j =0 in a region, we of course have _ = 1

there.

The following method of computing A when it

satisfies (3) is of interest.

Let A' denote the vector potential to such a

gauge that V.A'=0, and prcsume that A' is

known as a function of position. Choose a particu-
lar surface V= constant as a reference surface

and denote any quantity evaluated there with a

subscript 0, as A0 for example. Let A be the vector

potential to such a gauge that (3) is satisfied,

and define a function x so that

A=A'-Vx. (16)
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Then (3) becomes

B.A' =B- Vx. (17)

Multiply (17) through by dUB where dl is path

length along a line of force, and use (9) to obtain

dl.A' =dl. Vx. (18)

In another notation, this is

dl.A' =dx. (19)

Integrate this along a line of force from the

reference surface to the point at which it is desired

to compute A. The result is

x=x0+fdl'A', (20)

Where x0 is obviously a function only of position

on the reference surface, that is, if one uses a, 8,

V as the coordinates, x0 is a function only of a,/3.
But then

B. Vx0 = (0x0/0a) B. Va+ (0x0/0_)B. V/_=0

so that x0 satisfies (17) by itself, and we can set

it equal to zero if we wish. Then

x=fdl.A '. (21)

For computing A, we need the gradient of this

function, which we now obtain. Construct the

following closed curve. Take that segment of a

line of force which goes from the reference surface

to the point at which the vector potential is to

be computed. From this point proceed an in-
finitesimal distance in some direction. Denote

this displacement by _ls. Take that segment of a

line of force which begins at this new point and
ends on the reference surface. Close the curve

with the segment lying in the reference surface

and composed of points lying on lines of force

which pass through _ls. Call this new segment

_0s. This closed curve encloses no lines of force,

so that if s denotes path length along it,

'-ds =0. (22)

Let d/ds denote the directional derivative in the

direction _ls. Then from (22) and the definition

of a derivative it follows that

_s fA'.dl =A'. _ls (_s)-l- A0 '- (dso/ds)

where we define

dso/ds= lim (_0s/_is). (23)
81s-*.O

If we successively put _s in the r, _, and _ direc-
ti6ns, we obtain expressions for the spherical

components of Vx which, when substituted in (16)
yield

A r = A0" dso/dr

A" = r-lA0 '- dso/dv _

A_, = (r sinO)-iAo'.dso/d_. (24)

We have thus shown by construction that it is

possible to adjust the gauge of A so that (3) is
satisfied.

In order to use this result in computations it

would be necessary to construct lines of force

numerically.

CALCULATION OF a AND

We first show that any function which is con-

stant along every line of force may be chosen as
and that B is then determined.

It is obvious that there are exactly two inde-

pendent functions both constant along every line

of force. Clearly a and f_ are such a pair. Any other

function which is constant along every line of

force can be expressed as a function of a and

only. Suppose we have some arbitrarily given

function g (a, _) and another function h (a,/3) with

properties to be determined. We now show that

if h is defined in a certain way, g may be used in

place of _ provided h is used in place of _.

Any choice of a and f_ is appropriate provided

(7) is satisfied. Then calculate

VgX Vh = (glVaA-g_V_) X (hlVaA-h2V_) (25)

where the subscript denotes the obvious partial

differentiation. We can rewrite (25) as

Vg X Vh = (glh2- g2h_) Va X Vl_

or

VgX Vh = (glh2--g_h_)B (26)
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by (7). Now,g and h can be used in place of a

and # provided

glh2-- g2hx = 1. (27)

Since g is a known function, this is a partial

differential equation for h which evidently

possesses a solution. This therefore shows that a

can be chosen arbitrarily and that fl can then be

computed.

In order to construct a and fl, we consider the

following way of specifying functions constant

along lines of force.- Suppose that B, considered

as a function of position along a line of force,
has a single minimum on each line of force. Call

the surface composed of all the points at which

such minima occur the minimum surface and

denote quantities evaluated on it with a subscript
m. Let there be chosen some arbitrary function

g(Xm) of position on the surface. If the number

g(Xm) be assigned to every point lying oll the

line of force passing through Xm, the result is a

function defined at every point in space which is

constant along every line of force. We will denote

such functions simply by g(Xm).

We now suppose a to be defined, using this

method, and show how to compute ft. First,

define a second function _¢which is constant along
every line of force and independent of a. Put

B = wx v_(_) = _'(_) v_x vv.

But then

_'(_) =B/I WXV_I

so that

f B d,y= . (28)
lwx v_l

The practical evaluation of this expression is of

course quite tedious, requiring stepwise integra-

tions along a large number of lines of force in
order to evaluate the integrand at the same num-

ber of points along the path of integration. The

integration path is, of course, the one for which
a and V are both constant.

THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

We now obtain the equations of motion for a

charged particle moving in a magnetic field,

using the functions a, fl, and V as coordinates.

The Lagrangian for this problem is well known
to be

• £ = ½my_-4-(e/c) v. A (29)

where v is the particle velocity, e its charge, m its

mass, c the speed of light, and A the vector po-

tential to any desired gauge. It is also well known
that since v is a constant of the motion in the

correct relativistic ease, (29) is the correct rela-

tivistic Lagrangian provided m is taken to be a

constant numerically equal to mo(1-v2/c2) -in

with m0 the rest mass of the particle.
Let us first calculate v. A in our new coordinate

system. We can evidently put

v-A =A.ds/dt (30)

where ds is the vector displacement along a

trajectory. Throughout what follows, take A to

the gauge given by (3). Then

A. ds = ads. V#.

Assume that Ofl/Ot =0, then from this last,

A.ds = a dfl

so that (30) becomes

v.A :_b. (31)

Now we must transform _mv 2. In spherical

coordinates,

V2= r2-k-r2o 2+r 2 sin20_b 2. (32)

Regarding each of r, O, and ¢ as a function of a,

fl and V, carrying out the differentiations, re-

arranging the terms, and using (14) to drop those

proportional to &IY and f_Iy, (32) becomes

[[Or NL2 ,2[00, 2 . o3_p2 .. Or 2 O0 2 sin20(___)2 ]f12

[/Or_2 ./O0_'_ .... 0¢ 2 ". Or Or OOO,) .
(33)
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Uponcomputingthederivativesin thestraightforwardway,usingtheelementarytheoryof implicit
functions,andsubstitutingtheresultsin (33),weobtain

A2 IV'_P'2 1 • A'Va •
v2=-'a2B2a2+ --_/3 +_-_V2-2-_-&/3. (34)

The Langrangian is then

A 2
_3=½ml-_---_&2+k [ Va [2. 1 • A.Va..-I--_/32 q-_-_V_- 2-_a/3] + (e/c),_. (35)

The equations of motion are then simply

Lagrange's equations.

THE INTEGRAL

In the new coordinates, the part of the La-

grangian which depends on the magnetic field is

independent of both/3 and V. It is obvious that

the remaining part is strongly V dependent. For

the existence of an integral, it is necessary that

there be a group of transformations which leaves

the Lagrangian invariant. The simplest case is

when a particular coordinate is absent from the

Lagrangian.

Let us then try the _sumption that the La-

grangian is approximately independent of/3. We

have one of Lagrange's equations

(d/dt) (0£/08)- (0£/0/3) =0

and since 0£/0/3 =0, we have the integral

02/0¢_ = constant.

From (35) this becomes

mE(I v_ IVB2)3- (A. Va/aB 2) &3 + (e/c) a

= constant. (36)

Define the following angles.

v. Va=v I W l cosy

v. v/3 = v l V/3 [ cos_

vs. v/3= [ v_ I1v/31cos_.

Denote by • the dihedral angle between the

planes Va, V/3 and Va, v. Set

Then

cos¢ = siny cos_.

=v. v/3=vl v/31cos_

& = v-V,_ = v] Vc_ I cosy

A. V_ = A I Va I cosL

and (36) b'ecomes

my(AlVa [2laB2)(cosw-- cosy eos_')+(e/c)a

= constant. (37)

From the definitions and the spherical law of
cosines it follows that

coso_- cosy cos_ = siny sin_ cos_. (38)

Also,

so that

B= I WXV/31 = I V_ l[ V/31sin_

A I Va I sin_'=aB. (39)

Using (38) and (39) together with the definition

of _k in (37), we obtain

mv(I Vc_ [/B) cos_b+ (e/c)ol= constant. (40)

Assume that /3 is dimensionless. Then put (40)

into StCrmer units, that is, let (M/R) -1/2 be the

unit of length, where R is the particle rigidity

and M is some constant appropriate to the mag-

netic field in question which has the units of

dipole moment. We get

(t V(_ }/B) cos_b+a=23'

or

cos_b = (25"-a)B/I Va ] (41)

where our integration constant is now called

2% This is the result that we have been seeking.

The requirement that £ be approximately in-

dependent of/3 will not be investigated in detail

here. If, in pursuing such an investigation one

wished to compute 0£/0/3, it might be useful to

note that, by the same procedures used in ob-

taining (34) one can show that

4f/0/3 = B -2 (B X Va). Vf. (42)
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It isobviousfrom (35) that requiring£ to be
independentof/_ is equivalentto requiringthat
eachof A 2, B 2, I Va ]2, and A. Va be so.

AXIAL SYMMETRY

We now obtain (41) more explicitly for the

case where the magnetic field has axial symmetry.

This will show simply that this limiting case gives

back the usual theory.

We have, obviously,

Ar=Ao =0

= r sint_ A,

B = I v_ II v_l.

As a result,

" B/I v_ I = I v_l =A,_/a.

Using the value of a, this yields

B/[ Va [ = (r sinO) -1. (43)

Then (41) becomes

cos_b = [-2y/(r sinO) ]- A_. (44)

Finally, from the definition of _ and (38) to-

gether with the fact that now ¢ = 7r/2, we get

cos_b = COSt0,

SO (44) becomes

cosw = [2"y/(r sinO) ]- A_. (45)

It is clear from its definition that this o_ is the

usual one, and (45) is the usual result when the

magnetic field has axial symmetry.

TRAPPED RADIATION

Evidently, no trajectory can pass through any

point where

](27-,_)(B/1 w l) [ >1,

since it is then impossible to satisfy (41). Any

such point will be called fi_rbiddc_. Every other

point will be said to be allowed.
It is evident that the line of force a =2_, is con-

tained in an allowed region, and that for reason-

able magnetic fields there is some value of y

large enough that for all greater values of _ it is

impossible to go from this allowed region to any
point with r = _ along a path consisting entirely

of'allowed points. From this case we then study

trapped radiation.

Let us put (41) into a different form. First a

simple rearrangement gives

2v=_+(I w I/B) cos_. (46)

We now do a succession of rearrangements of the

right hand term. First, multiply its numerator
and denominator each by vB and use the fact

that B and Va are perpendicular to each other to
obtain

(I v_ I/B) cos¢--(v IB×w Icos¢)/vB=.

From the definition of ¢J it then follows from this
that

Iwl v. (BXVa) Va. (v×B)
cos¢- vB_ - vB _

where in the last step we simply take a cyclic

permutation of the terms in the triple scalar

product. With lengths in StCrmer units, the larmor
radius vector is

a : (bB2)-lvXB

where we take the vector to be directed from the

particle toward the guiding center. Thus we obtain

(I v_ I/B) cosC_=a. V_

so that (46) becomes

2_, =a+a. Vs. (47)

Up to this point the result is exactly equivalent

to (41). The right member of (47) is the sum of
the first two terms of a Taylor expansion of the

value of a at the guiding center about the posi-

tion of the particle. If we denote the value of a

at the guiding center by a_ and neglect terms of

second order and above in the Taylor expansion,

(47) becomes

27"_--_a¢. (48)

This result clearly is independent of units.
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Theimplicationof (48) is that whenever(41)
holdswith goodaccuracy,thereexistswith the
sameaccuracya functionof positionwhich is
constantalonga lineof forceandis alsoa con-
stantof themotionfor trappedparticles.These
arethetwopropertiesthat McIlwain'sparameter
L was constructed to possess approximately. 2 In

fact, L was constructed to be an adiabatic in-

variant and shown numerically to be constant

along lines of force to a percent or so. In our case,

ac is taken to be exactly constant along lines of

force and shown under appropriate assumptions

to be an approximate constant of the motion. We

shall not worry about this distinction. These two

functions have yet another important connection.

For magnetic fields that become dipole fields at

large distances, we have

a = sin_O/r

L-1 = sin_O/r

at large distances. On the basis of these shared

properties, we can put

ac = L -1 (49)

throughout the remainder of this paper.

It is instructive to attempt to obtain (48) in

another way, and to see why this attractive
method does not work.

We return to Lagrange's equation which, after

integrating with respect to time along a trajectory
becomes

02 ft 0£

_--Jo _-_ dr+ constant.

Carrying out the differentiation in the left mem-

ber, this evidently becomes

I-I v_ I", A.vo_ ,1

ft 0£

=Jo V dt+ constant,

where primes denote differentiation with respect

to path length along the trajectory. Using the

same transformations that led to (41) except the

conversion to StCrmer units, this becomes

my cosC_-_(e/c) a = dt+ constant.
o lJ

(50)

Consider now a sequence of trapped particles, all

having their mirror points at the same value of

B and all having the same value of I where

l being path length along the line of force and v_

being the component of v along B. As one passes

along the sequence, let the speed monotonically

decrease from some initial speed of interest down

to zero. Evidently all of the particles travel along

the same magnetic shell. One can attempt to com-

pute a label for that shell by taking the limit of

(50) as v goes to zero. Obviously, the left member

goes, in that limit, to (e/c)ac so that

(e/e) a¢ = lim/'/t 02 dt-k constant. (51)
_-*o"1o Off

Now, only the kinetic energy term of 2 contributes

to the integrand. We can then put

o r A s I va [2 , 1 , A. Va , ,] , .
= "''+ 2+- V

so that (51) becomes

(e/c) a_ = lim½mv2 f t
OF

_o - o "_ dt+ constant.
(52)
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Now,if everytrajectoryin thesequencewereto
berun for thesamelengthoftime T, this would
lead to the conclusion that ao was constant and

no assumption about the smallness of OF/OH

would be necessary. However, what is really

wanted is to use this result for a particle of

vanishing v to compute a magnetic shell, and then

use the fact that all of the particles in the sequence
travel on the same shell to describe the motion of

particles with nonvanishing v. Suppose there is a

particle with speed v which one wishes to follow

for a time T. Then it is necessary that the particle

with vanishing v be followed long enough that its

drift velocity carry it as far as the faster particle

goes in time T. It is evident that the length of

time for which a particle is followed must then

be inversely proportional to its drift velocity.

Then (52) becomes

(e/c) c_c= limlmv2 f _m12)"v2
OF

v_o J_o 0"-_dt + constant

or

ff OF(e/c)ac= lira dx+ constant
v_0 0

(53)

since drift velocity is proportional to ½my_ and
1 owhere we have put x = _mv-t. Since the integral is

now independent of v, we have

" OF(e/c)c_ = _ dx+ constant.
(54)

It is therefore evident that a condition on the

accuracy of (41) is that

OH dx<<(e/e)c_. (55)

This is independent of v, adding to our confidence

that (41) is not only good for low rigidities.

COSMIC RAY CUTOFFS

We now obtaiu some results concerning St0rmer

cutoffs in our magnetic field. Assume that we

have the usual qualit,_tivc features present in the

St0rmer plots, that is, inner and outer allowed

regions with a pass open between them provided

3' is less than a certain critical value. Then, from

(41), the curve c_=2y lies in the immr allowed

region. Let us suppose that at sufficiently large

distances the field becomes that of a dipole, and

that the line of force in question begins at the

earth at sufficiently high latitude that part of it

lies in this dipole region. Then from (44) we ob-
tain the usual critical value of 3' above which

particles cannot arrive at the earth as %=1.

Assuming that the latitude at which the particle

arrives at the earth is sufficiently high that the

approxin_ate form of (41) given by (48) is valid,
we then-have _=2. On converting this from

StCrmer units back to a set normally used in

treating data, this becomes R = 14.9a_ 2 Bv where
OQ -1 is in earth radii and is computed at the

guiding center. Using (49) this becomes

R=14.9L-2Bv. (56)

The value 14.9 is of course obtained using the

earth's dipole moment, and L must be computed

at the guiding center of the particle. This result

is the same as that obtained previously 8 using,

among othcr things, Alfv6n's description of the

trajectory when it is near the earth.

The result embodied in (56) is only good at

latitudes sufficiently high that the line of force

enters a dipole region of the magnetic field. We

now obtain a result which is good everywhere.

It is clear that in the general case the critical

value of 3' is a function only of rigidity. Call this

critical value %. Let us now suppose that a set

of observers are all stationed along the same line

of force and that each is looking in some direction

such that cos_b=0. For each of these observers,

from (41), a =2% The quantities in this equation

are, of course, in St0rmer units. All of these ob-
servers have the same value of a, when a-_ is

measured in earth radii. If they all observe at the

same value of R, they will then have the same
value of a in StCrmer units, and since a = 2y, they

will have the same value of _. If this value of R

is the cutoff rigidity for one of these observers, it
will then be so for all of them since the critical

value of "_ is a function only of R. We thus have

the result the cutoff at a_y poil_t on a partic,lar

line of force in at_y direction for which cos_b =0 is

the same as that at any other point on the same lim'_

in any direction satisfying the same condition.

In the particular case of the earth's field, we

can get, with reasonably good accuracy, an actual
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valuefor thecutoff in thisparticulardirection.
Supposethat thecutoffrigidiLyis lessthan14.9
By.Thenif thefieldwerethat of a dipole,the
passpointbetweentheouterandinnerallowed
regionswouldbe farther than two earth radii
fromthecenterof theearth.In fact, theFinch
andLeatonfield beyondtwo earthradii is not
verydifferentfromthatofadipole.Consequently,
for cutoffslessthan 14.9Bv, wecan takethe
criticalvalueof 3"to beunity,makingerrorsin
the cutoff valueof lessthan twentyor thirty
percent.[-See the discussion of errors inE] At

low latitudes we of course cannot use (48), but

must use (41) instead. For a general direction

this can be worked out in a straightforward way,

but is evidently tedious. In the direction cos_b = 0,

we have a=23". Then we have the result, using

(49), that when cos_b=0 and the cutoff so com-

puted is less than 14.9 Bv, the cutoff is given by (56)

with L computed at tbe observation point. This has

previously been verified 3 numerically for a set of
lines of force in the Finch and Leaton field. From

its definition, _ is the angle between v and BX Va.

Consequently cos_b=0 specifies the plane of
directions which contains both B and Va. In

particular, the direction along the line of force
satisfies the condition.

We can compute the cutoff in any other direc-

tion in the following way. By putting 3"= 1 into

(41) and then restoring cgs units, we obtain

cos¢ = E2- ,_(M/R)m_E (B/M)/I w 13(M/R)'/2.

On solving for R, this becomes

R=M{a-l:t=Ea-2-a-_(B/M)-']Va ] cos_bJl/2} -2.

Convert lengths to earth radii and rigidity to Bv.

We finally have

R =59.6{a-_+[-a -2- (aB/M) -_ I Va I c°s¢_/2} -2,

(57)

where, as usual, the positive sign is chosen for the

square root so that the observation point will lie

in the inner allowed region. As already noted, the

errors in this expression will become greater than

some twenty or thirty per cent for rigidities greater
than 15 Bv.

IMPACT ZONES

A complete theory of impact zones requires
the use of a computer already in the case of a

dipole field. Webber 4 has found a way to make the

i_fipact zone calculations, for latitudes greater
than some reasonable limit in a field which at

sufficiently great distances is that of a dipole,

depend on already known dipole results. He calls

attention to the trajectories which, in a dipole

field, pass through the dipole. There is one of

these for each value of % and StCrmer has calcu-
lated an extensive set of them. 5 Webber notices

the following fact. Consider a particle arriving

at the earth at reasonably high latitude. Then the

last part of its path will be accurately represented

by Alfv_n's description, and the particle will

pass through a large range of values of B while
this is so. Because of Alfv_n's relation

sin2a/B = constant

with _ the angle between v and B, this particle

will be travelling nearly along a line of force far
out from the earth where the field is that of a

dipole. But then it will there be nearly indis-

tinguishable from that trajectory through the

dipole which belongs to the value of 3"in question.

Since these are already calculated for a dipole

field, one can then simply calculate the value of

3" for the particle in question and look up from

StOrmer's work the direction from which the

particle is coming when it is at an infinite distance

from the earth. Webber uses a heuristic argument

based on the cutoff theory tha¢ 'he, _uenby, and

Wenk developed in order to calculate 3" for the

observation point and direction at the earth's
surface.

In the context of the present paper, working

out impact zones from first principles requires

the computation of trajectories, and (41) is of

use only in reducing the order of the equations by

2. However, one can also adopt all of Webber's

scheme for high latitudes and make the single

change of computing 3" using (41), or better, its

approximate version (48). Then

3' =_c/2.

This is, from (49),

3"= (2L) -_ (58)
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with L computed at the guiding center and both

ac and L in StCrmer units. Changing the units,

(58) becomes

_,2= 14.9/( RL 2) (59)

with R in Bv and L in earth radii, for the earth's

dipole moment. As before, L is computed at the

guiding center of the particle when it arrives at

the earth, and the resulting value of % following

Webber, is used to look up the appropriate

trajectory through the dipole as computed by
StCrmer.

CAVITY FIELDS

We have obtained contidence in the accuracy

of (41) by using it to obtain a variety of previ-

ously vcrilied results. McIlwain's L parameter
has played a central role in the argument, and

an essential point has been that L is both an

adiabatic invariant and nearly constant along

field lines. Now, L is defined to be an adiabatic

invariant, but it is known to be constant along

field lines only through McIlwain's indefatigable

use of an automatic computer and a particular

magnetic ticld model. We have no assura_me that

L delined in the same way would still be constant

along fields lines in such a greatly different field

as, for example, that in the cavity forlned by a

solar wind blowing past the earth. An alternative

delinition has been suggested by Stone 6 which is

on a different logical footing but in fields where

such parameters exist has the same practical

consequences. This proposed new definition has

the added advantage that if it is verified not to

have both properties to good accuracy, it is then
certain that there is no function which does.

The definition consists in narrowing the defini-

tion of a in the paragraphs preceding Eq. (28)
so that if there exists a choice of a which is an

adiabatic invariant, the one seh'cted will be so.

Recalling the notation of those paragraphs, it is

nmrcly necessary to choose a to be a function of
Bm only in order to insure this result, since the

particle drifting with its mirror point magnetic

field equal to B,, clearly drifts so that the nmgnetic

tield at its guiding center is constant. In any

magnetic tield where a function exists with I)oth

properti(,s and where B,, as a function of position

over its defining surface is that of a (lil)ole tieht,

by choosing a = (BIn�M)_/a where M is the dipole

moment, we then have L=a -_. If the accuracy
of the invariance so produced be marginal, it

can be somewhat improved by choosing the value

of I for suitably chosen mirror points as the

numerical value of a to assign to a given line of

force.

All of the results previously obtained by various
methods have been for fields with internal sources

only, and for fields which have only somewhat

small departures from axial symmetry except

very near the earth. At the same time it would

be very desirable to apply (41) to situations which
are nowhere close to axial symmetry, such as the

field inside a cavity produced by a solar wind of

plasma blowing by the earth. We have no general
discussion which demonstrates the validity of (41)

under such circmnstances, and for the time being

nmst be content with some qualitative considera-

tions that render reasonable a hope th'_t this

validity can bc dcmonstrated.
In the first place, let us see what we can dis-

cover about the features of the earth's internal

field which result in L being both conserved and

nearly constant along a line of force.
From Alfv(!n's work 7 we know that in a dipole

field the range of longitude through which a

trapped particle drifts while it is spiraling from
one mirror point to the next is nearly independent

of the latitude of the mirror point for latitudes all

the way frmn the e(luator to 60 °. This clearly

comes to be in the folh)wing way. The drift

velocity, when VXB =0, is given by

VD= _[-(2/B) --BR-_(B/B) X (B-_VB),

where K is some constant and BR is the magnetic

tield at the mirror point. At the equator, B and

VB are pcrpcndicular to each other, but as one

goes along the line of force away from the e(luator

B begins to rotate fairly rapidly in the meridian

plane while VB does not change its direction very

nmch, and the angle between B and VB decreases,

causing ] (B/B)X (rB-WB) f to decrease. At the
same time, B begins to increase, causing

(2-B/Bl_) to decrease. Th,'re renmins a factor

(rB) -_ which decreases. As a result, as one goes

away from the equator the drift velocity rapidly

decreases. Since most of the drifting occurs while

the particle is near the e(lu'_tor , the amount of
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drift in longitude during one so called bounce

period is nearly independent of the latitude range

of the bounce. If one now alters the field by the

addition of other terms which destroy the axial

symmetry but don't alter the general structure

of the field very much, so that each line of force

still has a greatest distance from the earth and

comes down to it on both ends, and so that,

furthermore, no extremely large change is made

in the rates at which VD varies as one goes along

a line of force, one can with reasonable con-

fidence conclude that the rate of drift per bounce

period should not depend importantly on the

length of the bounce. More than this one can

even expect that the average direction of drift may

not change very much as the mirror point moves

down the line of force. If it should turn out that

this is so, then clearly all the particles initially

spiraling about one line of force should travel

nearly along the same magnetm shell. This makes

it not unreasonable to hope that a function exists

which is both constant along a line of force and

approximately conserved during the motion of a

trapped particle. This is a necessary, but of

course not sufficient, condition for (41).
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THEOREMS
CO19E

CONCERNING THE ALLOWED
OF COSMIC RADIATION

ERNEST C. RAY*

Goddard Space Flight Center

A previous investigation of the cosmic ray shadow cone and low latitude main cone is extended
to include the main (:one at all higher latitudes. The results are embodied in two theorems which
specify the nature of a t)oundary of a (:lass of trajectories, none of which are forbidden. No numerical
results are included.

INTRODUCTION

The present paper extends previous work I on the

theorems underlying the work of Lemaitre and

Vallarta 2 oil cosmic ray cutoffs in a dipole mag-

netic field. In the previous paper, it was shown

that for particles with rigidity greater than that of

of Schremp's F0 cutoff, but sufficiently far below
that for which the earth's surface interects the

outer periodic orbit, trajectories asymptotic, to

this periodic orbit form the boundary of a con-

tinuous set of trajectories, all of which leave the

earth never to return. It was also shown that, for

the same range of rigidities, all trajectories which
leave the earth but are not in this allowed set

subsequently intersect the earth. Finally, it was

shown that Schremp's shadow trajectories bound

a set trajectories, all of which leave the earth only

to intersect it again.

The proofs of these theorems depend on the

representation of the trajectories by curves in a

certain three-dimensional phase space. There is a

three-dimensional subspace of this space, through

every interior point of which pass exactly two

trajectories and through every boundary point of

which passes exactly one trajectory. The comple-

ment of this subspace is devoid of real trajectories.

The process of formulating theorems in this

representation is somewhat conlplieated by the

*National Academy of Sci(,nccs fellow on lcaw_ from the
l)el)artment of Physics and Astr(momy, University of
Iowa, Iowa City, h)wa.

passage of two trajectories through each point.

In the present paper, we introduce a represen-
tation which aviods this inconvenience and which

still can be readily visualized. This new represen-

tation is then exploited in the formulation and

proof of certain theorems concerned with the main
cone of cosmic radiation.

THE REPRESENTATION OF TRAJECTORIES

As discussed in ref. 1, we are concerned with

properties of solutions of the system

dx/da= :t:Ja/2(x, h, _'; _) (1.a)

dh'/da= g(x, h) (1.b)

d_/da = _' (1.c)

where

f(x, x, x';_)

= (2_)-4e2_A_2c-__ e-2_ cos:X _ cos-2h _ h,2

and

g(x, _)= c-2_sin>, cos_- sin_ cos-3_.

All of the variables and constants are required to

be real, and

-_/2_____<_r/2, - _ _x_< _.

The details of the connection of these equations

with the motion of an electrically-charged par-

title in a dipole magnetic field are given in refer-
ence 1 and reference 2.
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It isevidentfrom(1.a)andtherealityofx and

a that trajectories occur only in that region of

space for which

f(x, _, _';_)__> 0. (2)

We will study sets of trajectories for all members
of each of which _, has one fixed value. We will be

interested only in cases where _* =<_ =<1. The limit-

ing _* is that value of _, below which the principle

periodic orbits do not exist. Godart 3has obtained

_*=0.788541. For any fixed value of 7, we will

call the surface f(x, _, _'; ,y)=0 the motion bound-

ary. As stated in (1), with 0__-__1, the motion

boundary has the shape of a "Y" constructed of

hollow tubing. It is evident that its intersection

with the plane )_'= 0 is the boundary of StCrmer's

forbidden region. When 0___<1, the StOrmer

boundaries have structure shown in Fig. 1. The
shaded regions are forbidden. As shown in refer-

ence 1, exactly two trajectories pass through

every allowed point not on the motion boundary,

and exactly one passes through each point on

that boundary. At every point not on the motion

boundary, for one of the trajectories dx/da>O,

while for the other dx/dz _0.

We now introduce a representation of the tra-

jectories which has the property that exactly one

trajectory passes through every allowed point.

Consider two separate three-dimensional phase

spaces, each being in the variables (x, h, h'). Call

one of these the positive space. Call the other the

negative one. In each of these, construct the motion

boundary f(x, _, h';_)=0. Discard from each the

entire forbidden region. Thus far, we have two

copies of the same thing. We will say that two

0

FXGURE1.--A St_rmer plot when 0_1. The shaded
regions are forbidden.

points correspond when one belongs to one of

these spaces and the other to the other, provided

that xj =x2, _= _2, and h'_= _'2 where (x_,_, _'1)

represents one of the points and (x2, _2, h'2) repre-

sents the other. Notice that we are not regarding
as identical the members of every such pair of

points. Now identify the two motion boundaries

in the obvious way. That is, consider to be a single

point any two corresponding points, each of which

lies in the motion boundary of its own space. The

result is a single new space. We will continue to

speak of the positive (or negative) space, by which

we will now mean that part of the new space which

was originally a subspace of the positive (or

negative) space.

The trajectories are now to be plotted in the

following way. Each trajectory is composed of

segments everywhere on each of which dx/da has

a constant sign. The segments are all bounded by

points at which dx/dz = 0. These bounding points

all lie in the lnotion boundary and the motion

boundary consists entirely of such points. Any

segment for which dx/da>O is now plotted in the

positive space, while any segment for which dx/d(r

<0 is plotted in the negative space. A trajectory

is clearly continuous in this representation, and it

moves back and forth from one space to the other

by passing through the motion boundary. It is

obvious that through every point in the space

passes exactly one trajectory.

Any fixed plane x=x_, where x_ is a constant,

will be called the eart/_'s surface. Any point for
which x<x_ will be said to lie below the earth's

surface.

Any half trajectory which begins at a point in

the earth's surface, has no points below the earth's

surface, is not asymptotic to an orbit other than

the outer periodic orbit, and is not periodic, will

be said to be allowed. A trajectory which begins at

the earth's surface in the positive space and subse-

quently enters the earth's surface in the negative

space will be said to be forbidden. An allowed half
trajectory may have any number of isolated points

lying in the earth's surface.

THE ALLOWED CONE

We now fornmlate and prove the theorem which

is fundamental to the theory of the allowed cone

of cosmic radiation in a dipole field.
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jM A POINT ON THE

OTION BOUNDARY _"""_',e

/ f //

c y ¢
INTERSECTION OF THE
EARTH AND MOTION BOUNDARY

FlauRI,: 2.--The initial curve when none of it lies ill the
motion boundary but part of it lies in the negative
space. The three dashed arcs terminated as arrows to-
gether constitute the trajectory which goes from d to a
minimum at c. (See the text.)

Consider a simple closed curve which lies partly
in that part of earth's surface which is in the

positive part of the space. It may or may not have

segments which lie in the motion boundary above
the earth's surface or in that part of the earth's

surface which is in the negative space. In the first

of these optional cases, every point of it which lies

in the motion boundary al_d every point of that

part of the motion boundary bounded partly by
it and partly by a curve in the earth's surface must

be such that Of/Ox>O. Itcre, f is the function de-

fined just after E( 1. (!). In second of the optional

cases, we assume the following rather special

structure (see Fig. 2). Assume there arc exactly
two intersections of the initial curve with the

motion boundary. Call one b and the other c.

Suppose there is a point d in the initial curve which

lies in the earth's surface in the positive space and
from which issues a trajectory which becomes

tangent to the earth's surface at c, having there a

minimum in x. Suppose that there is a segment in

the earth's surface from d to a point e in the motion
boundary where c lies between b and c in that

region bounded by the closed curve we started

with, and that this segment is such that every

trajectory which issues from it has a tangency
with the earth's surface at a point on the motion

boundary between e and e, where, as the initial

point moves from d to e, the tangency point moves

from c to e. Now, delete from the simple closed

curve mentioned at the beginning of this para-
graph the arc dbc and add the arc dec. The result

is again a simple closed curve, none of which lies

in the negative space. Call the resulting curve the
initial curve.

Constant the following surface, to be called the

trajectory surface. Take every half trajectory which

begins on any part of the initial curve other than

an arc of the type of dec. Take that segment of

each trajectory which begins on de and ends on

ec. If every trajectory which does not end on ec is

allowed, we will say that the trajectory surface is
allowed.

Call that part of the earth's surface which is

bounded (partly) by the initial curve (and partly

by a part of the motion boundary where Of/Ox > O)

the initial part of the earth's surface.

When part or all of the trajectories in the tra-

jectory surface area symptotic to the outer periodic

orbit, we also include all or an obvious part of

those trajectories which both have dx/da>O al-

most everywhere and are asymptotic to the same

trajectory in the infinite past.

THEOREM 1. Assume there is an initial curve

for which the associated trajectory surface is allowed.

No half trajectory which begins in the initial part
of the earth's surface is forbidden.

As shown in Appendix I, there are no curves of

intersection of the tr,_jectory surface and the

motion boundary which eanuot t)e shrunk in the

motion boundary to a point. Any such curve of
intersection which cal_ also be shrunk in the

trajectory surface to a point obviously makes
availahle to trajectories which start in the initial

part of the earth's surface no access route to that

part of the earth's surface which lies in the nega-

tive space. If there is a curve of intersection which

cannot be shrunk in the trajectory surfac.e to a

point, it nmst, since the trajectories arc allowed, bc

followed by another with the same property, and

again the negative part of the earth's surface does
not become accessable.

It is so that

d'_x/da: = ½0.f/Ox. (3)

Consequently, every trajectory which passes
through the motion boundary at a point where

Of/Ox>O has there a minimum in x, and is thus

going from the negative to the positive space.

Consequently, no trajectory which starts in the

initial part of the earth's surface can penetrate
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the motion boundary in those regions not shielded

by trajectories.

Finally, it is clear that the special structure
assumed in connection with the second optional

property of the initial curve supplies an impenetra-

ble cap which shields the initial part of the earth's
surface from that part of the earth's surface which

lies in the negative space.
The theorem is established.

We now consider the set of trajectories which

begin in initial part of the earth's surface and are

not allowed. By Theorem I and the definitions of

allowed and forbidden trajectories, the only tra-

jectories in this set are either both periodic and

tangent to the earth's surface, or asympto_'15 to a

trajectory other than the outer periodic orbit.

The first of these does not exist. A periodic orbit

which was tangent to the earth's surface would

have to pass through that part of the motion

boundary which is partly bounded by the initial

curve. At some preceding point, it would have

passed through a part of the motion boundary

where Of/Ox < 0. It is clear from the proof of Theo-

rem 1 that there is no path which lies in the nega-

tive space and joins two such regions of the motion

boundary, where the region with Of/Ox<O is

accessable to trajectories starting in the earth's
surface.

This leaves us only the trajectories asymptotic

to trajectories other than the outer periodic orbit.

It is an obvious corollary of a theorem of Hopf

that these trajectories are a set of zero measure on

the set of all trajectories which begin in the initial

part of the earth's surface. We quote Hopf's

Theorem I as given by Nemytskii and Stepanov4:

Let there be given a locally compact metric space

R of motions with a countable base. Let there be

defined in it an invariant measure t_ having the fol-

lowing properties: _R = + oo, but for any compact
set FCR the measure #F is finite. Then almost all

points pC R as t---_+ _ are eitlwr stable according
to Poisson or are departing.

We refer to reference 4 for a detailed discus-
sion of this theorem. It is obvious that all the

hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied. (See

Appendix II. The characteristic property of a

trajectory which is stable according to Poisson is

that infinitely often in the future it passes arbitrar-

ily near any initial point of itself. In our case,

such a trajectory is obviously forbidden, and by

our Theorem 1, above, there are no trajectories of

this sort which begin in the initial part of the

earth's surface. A departing point is one such that

the trajectory through it has no _ limit points.

The trajectory to which an asymptotic trajectory

is asymptotic consists, however, of _ limit points

of the asymptotic trajectory3 We then infer from

our own definitions, our Theorem 1, and Hopf's

Theorem, the following:

THEOREM 2. Zero is the measure of the set of

those trajectories which begin in the initial part of

the earth's surface and are not allowed.

Since, as is obvious every trajectory which is

allowed is either unbounded or asymptotic to the

outer periodic orbit, this pair of theorems estab-

lishes all the properties of trajectories desired for

the theory of the main cone cosmic radiation. This

is the case when allowed trajectories in the tra-

jectory surface are all asymptotic to the outer

periodic orbit.



Appendix I

Here we demonstrate that there are no curves

of intersection of the trajectory surface with the

motion boundary which cannot be shrunk, in the

motion boundary, to a point.

Suppose there were such a curve. Then it cannot

consist entirely of trajectory minima and inflection

points. We show this by considering the regions

on the motion boundary where dx'2/da 2 has a

particular sign. We have

d2x/d(_2_ x" = ae2x- c-_+e -2x cos2h (4)

where a----(2,) -4. The intersection of the motion

boundary with the plane h'=0 is given by

ac"-x-4-2e-_-c -°-_ cos2h - cos-2X=0. (5)

On solving (5) for cos'-'_, and subsituting in (4),
we obtain

x"+ = (3a/2)e2_-4-[(a2/4)c4x-4-ac_]'/'_ (6)

where, for the plus sign cos_-h> e_ and for the minus

sign cos'-'h<e _. The curve cos'-'h=c • is shown in

Fig. 1 as a dashed curve. Consequently, on the
StOrmer boundary, when cos'-'h>c _, x">0, and

trajectories have only minima. To investigate the

sign of x"_, we note that it evidently has the

sign as Q where

Q- a-lxP P+xPP_e-x.y.

Then

Q = r3- .y

where x----ln23/r and physically, r is the distance

from the dipole to the point in question. Con-

sequently, for that part of the StCrmer boundary

where cos 2 _ <c _, trajectories have minima when

r>-y _/8 and maxima when r<3 '_/3. This critical

value of r is large enough that the restricted main
cone theorem t rules out a curve of intersection

which cannot, in the motion boundary, be shrunk
to zero. From these considerations, it is clear that

no such curve can consist only of minima.

Next, we show that no such curve can consist

partly, _f minima and partly of maxima. Suppose

it consisted of one open seglnent of minima, one

open segment of maxima, and two inflection

points. Then just preceding each minimum, the

same trajectory must have a maximum. (We obvi-

ously exclude from consideration the case where

part of the curve consists of part of the motion

boundary.) It is obvious that these preceding

maxima, the two inflection points, and the locus of

minima make up a closed curve which can be

shrunk, both in the motion boundary and the

trajcctory surface. This case is then covered in

the main body of the proof.

Suppose, finally, there were such a curve con-

sisting entirely of maxima (and, perhaps, inflection

points). Since all of the trajectories are allowed,
there must bca later curve of intersection which

consists entirely of minima, and which conse-

quently can bc shrunk in the lnotion boundary to

a point. The segment of the trajectory surface

bounded by these two curves of intersection

would, by the uniqueness theorem, prevent the
curve h=0, h'=0 from being a trajectory. It is

clear from the equations of motion that this curve

is a trajectory. It is now clear that the trajectory

surface and lnotion boundary can have no curve

of intersection which cannot be shrunk, in the

motion boundary, to a point.
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Appendix II

We exhibit here the invariant measure required

by Hopf's theorem. It is the integral invariant

that is associated with Jacobi's multiplier. ]f and

only if

fM(x, dx dh dh'h, h')

is an integral invariant,

-4- (O/Ox) (Mf 1/2) -4- (O/Oh) (Mh') -f- (O/Oh') (Mg) = 0

Choose M=f -U2 and notice that g=½(O//Oh).

Then this last condition becomes

k'(0/c_h) (f-l/2) -_-½ (0/0X) • (c'_/0k') (f-'/e) = 0

Using the definition of f, the left member vanishes

so that this equation in an identity, as required.
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A cosmic ray cutoff in the St_/rmer sense is defined for sutticiently high latitudes when the mag-

netic field, while not axially symmetric, be(:omes approximately so at sufticiently great distances

from the earth. It is shown that the cutoff, when so defined, is given by a simple fum_tion of Mc-

Ilwain's L parameter. Numerical comp._risons are made with a previous computer study of cutoffs

defined in the same way. The expression for cutoff in terms of L suggests that the cutoff in the

direction of the magnetic field should he approximately (!()nstant ah)ng a line of force. This is shown

numerically to be so at latitudes too low for the derivation of the L expression to hold, for a par-
ticular field model.

INTRODUCTION

One of us I has conducted a numerical study of

cosmic ray cutoffs at latitudes above 45 ° geo-

magnetic field which beyond a certain distance is

approximately axially syinmetric. The compu-

tations were done by assuming that Alfvdn's 2

description of the motion of a charged particle in a

magnetic field is valid when the particle is near

the earth, and that it remains so until the particle

is so far from the earth that the field is approxi-

mately axially symmetric and a St0rmer integral

exists. The Alfv_n method describes the motion

as a spiral about a line of force with a pitch angle

which varies in a given way and with an instan-

taneous center which slowly drifts from one line to

force to another as the motion proc, eeds. This

drift was neglected. The cutoff computation

depended on a numerical quadrature to obtain

the phase in its spiraling of the particle at the

point where it was finally assumed to be traveling

in a field with axial symmetry. This phase made

*National Academy of Sciences fellow on leave from the

Department of Physics and Astronoiny, State University
of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. Present ad(|ress: Center for

Radiophysics and Space ]research, Cornell University,
Itha(:a, New York.

possible the calculation of its direction of motion

so that the St0rmcr integral could be uscd to see

whether or not it was forbidden by the StCrmer

criterion. It was also shown that the intuitively

appealing expression

R= 14.gL-_Bv (1)

agrees with the results obtained to a difference of

some 30_().

In the present paper, we show that (1) holds

with very small errors (a percent or so) provided

that L is calculated at the guiding center rather

than the observation point, and provided the

trajectory as described by the Alfv_n method goes

far enough from the earth to enter a region beyond

which the field is approximately axially symmetric.

However, only part of the previous difference

between (1) and the numerically computed values

arises from computing L in reference 1 at the

observation point. The rest is an error in the

numerically obtained result which arose from

applying the Stcrmer integral at a radius so small

that some of the nondipole terms, while con-

tributing less than onc per cent to the magnetic

field, significantly affected the motion.

It is one obvious consequence of (1) that the
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CUtOff in the direction of the magnetic field is

approximately constant alone a line of force. We

numerically verify that this remains so at latitudes
lower than those for which (1) holds, by in-

tegrating numerically the exact equations of
motion for the Finch and LeatOn field.3

It is, of course, natural tO conjecture that (1)
holds at all latitudes with good accuracy. We

have, as yet, no way of showing that, other than

by comparing it with numerical integrations, and
we have not done this.

THE STIZlRMER CONE

We will continue to speak of the St_rmer cone

when referring to (1).

We can lay a useful intuitive background in the

following way. Figure 1 shows a well known

StCrmer plot 4 for a dipole field when _ (StCrmer's

_) is below, but near, unity. In the shaded region,

motion is impossible because of the StOrmer

integral. The dashed curve is the only line of force

which is entirely contained in an allowed region.

Its equation is

r-lsin_0 = 2_ (2)

FIGURE I.--A St_rmer diagram.

y

FIGURE 2.--A StOrmer diagram when the field near the
earth is not axially symmetric.

where r is in units of M_/2R-1n (StOrmer units), M

being the dipole moment, R the particle rigidity,
and _ the colatitude. In the full three-dimensional

configuration space, (2) is a surface with axially

symmetry composed of lines of force. Since it is

the only such surface which is entirely allowed, it
is obvious that its lines of force are those about

which the particle spirals, if one adopts the Alfv_n

description.

Figure 2 is a schematic representation of a

different situation. Here, we suppose that outside

the dotted circle the field is nearly that of a dipole.

We then have allowed and forbidden regions as

before. Inside it, we can draw only the line of

force which, outside the dotted circle, is given

by (2).
Let there be a particle spiraling about this line

of force, and let it be such that when it moves in

the region outside the dotted circle, _ = 1. This is

just the critical value, since no particles with _ > 1
can reach the earth, by the well known analysis by

StCrmer. When _ = l, (2) tells us that the line of

force about which the particle spirals crosses the

equator at r= 1, in StCrmer units. On the other

hand, the point at which this line of force crosses
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the equator is a distance L earth radii from the

origin, where L is McIlwain's parameter? This is
so because the field in that region is that of a

dipole. Consequently, for the particle in question
we know that a particular distance is ½ StCrmer

unit and also L earth radii. Upon multiplying ½

by the conversion factor to earth radii, equating
the result to L, and squaring both sides, we obtain

(1). It is obvious from the arguments leading to
this result that L must be calculated at the

guiding center rather than a point on the tra-

jectory.
A completely analogous argument can be made

whencvcr the field at suitably large values of r is

axially symmetric, even when it is not that of a

dipole. Instead of ½ and L, one will then obtain

two other expressions for the distance in question

which lead in the same way to an analogue of (l).

One can perhaps doubt that the particle really

spirals about the line of force given by (2). The
rest of this section will demonstrate that result.

In the equatorial plane at distances large

enough that the field is that of a dipole, we have,

from StCrmer's integrM 6

cost0 = 23,r -1- r -2.

Oil solving this for _, we have

2_ = r-a(1 +r _ cosoJ). (3)

Let a be the larmor radius in StCrmer units and

a the pitch angle of the spiral trajectory. It is

then a simple algebraic result that

a/r = r2 sins. (4)

Let ¢ be azimuth about the guiding center line of

force. Then at the equator, making an error of

order a/r,

cos_0 = sins cos¢. (5)

Also, we have exactly

r = ro+a cos¢ (6)

where r0 is the radial distance to the guiding

center. From (4) and (6), we have

r= roTr 3 sins cos_p. (7)

From (3) and (5),

2_ = r-l(1 q-r _ sina cos¢). (s)

Now,

ro/r= 1 -- (r--ro)/r.

From (7) this becomes

ro/r = 1 --r 2 sins cos_b.

Then (8) becomes

27 = r0-1rl -- (r 2 sins cos_b)2-]. (9)

From (4) it is evident that, dropping a term of

order (a/r) 2, this becomes

2_=ro -1. (10)

Since the critical value of _ is unity, (10) shows

that r0 = ½, the desired result.
A simple numerical estimate for the case of a

dipole magnetic field shows that if the geo-
magnetic latitude is greater than 45 °, the neglected

term in (9) is less than 0.008. This result is devoid

of any great interest, since the trajectory is not

described to second order in (a/r).

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULT

There are three sources of the discrepancy

between (1) and the cutoffs computed inreferen(:e
1 by the machine method. (See figure 6 of ref. l.)

In the first place, L was previously computed at

the observation point rather than the guiding

center since the significance of (1) had not been

learned at that time. This procedure introduces

important errors only at the lower latitudes. In
the second place, the previous machine cah:ula-

tions contain an error which is significant at all

latitudes. This error arose from applying the

Stcrmer criterion at too small a radius. While the

nondipole terms in the expansion contribute one

per cent or less to the total magnetic field at the

place in question, they have a considerably more

significant effect than this on the particle motion.
Table I exhibits the effect of this error. The first

two columns of rigidity values give the values

obtained from Eq. (1) with L computed according

to the following scheme. The line of force was

computed numerically. For the first column it was
run to two earth radii from the center of the earth,

and L was set equal to 2/sin 2 0, where 0 is the
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TABLE I.--Rigidity Cutoffs at 70°N Geographic

Latitude (Bv)

East longitude
(deg)

0

40

80

120

160

200

240

280

320

Two carth

radii

0.210

0.453

0.628

0.708

0.635

0.329

0.062

0.006

0. O4O

Min. of

B

0.261

0.454

0.526

0.581

0.570

0.318

0.060

0.007

0.058

Machine

0.212

0.456

0.630

0.712

0.639

0.330

0.061

0.006

0.039

geomagnetic colatitude. For the second column
the line was run to the point where B passes

through its minimum value, and L was set equal

to r at that point. In the third column of the table

appear cutoffs obtained by the previous machine

method and with the St0rmer criterion applied at

two earth radii.

We claim that the first and third columns of

Table I, by their near identity, show that (1) and

reference 1 produce the same cutoffs when both

are used in the same (somewhat incorrect) way.

There is a third source of discrepancy between

values obtained by the two methods as reported

in reference 1. The machine calculated cutoffs

were obtained for the Finch and Leaton field,

while L was computed for the Jensen and

Whitaker field. 7 In Table II we give L values

computed by numerically integrating along the

field line to the point where the magnetic field

has its minimum and setting L equal to the dis-

tance from the origin to that point. The three

columns respectively give L for the Jensen and

Cain field, the Finch and Leaton field, and

the Jensen and Whitaker field, s It should be noted

that Jensen and Whitaker included a monopole

term in their expansion, which term cannot occur

in nature. The inclusion of this term of course

strongly changes all the high order terms from

what their values would be in its absence.

We can obtain some estimate of the error

arising from this source in the following way. In a

magnetic field consisting of a monopole plus

dipole only, the scalar potential is

V = (Q/r) + (Mcost_/r2).

By solving the differential equations of a line of

force, we obtain

L -1 = (sin20/r) + (Q/M)cosO.

The Jensen-Whitaker field has Q/M_6XIO -4.

Let 0= 15 °, r = 1 carth radius. Then L = 14.8. If

the monopole term is omitted, L--14.9. The

difference is less than lV/c. Thus, while the

presence of the monopole of course vitiates all of

the high order terms in the expansion, the error

introduced in our case is not important. Evi-

dently the differences in Table II arise from

changes in the location of the roots of lines of

force rather than in changes of their large scale

structure.

TABLE II.--L Values at 70°N Geographic Latitude

East longitude

(deg)

0

4O

8O

120

160

200

240

280

320

LI

Jensen

Cain

7.59

5.85

5.43

5.11

5.15

6.95

16.10

43.5

15.78

52

Finch

Leaton

7.55

5.73

5.32

5.06

5.11

6.85

15.80

45.0

16.01

L3
Jenscn

Whitaker

7.29

5.02

5.35

5.24

5.30

7.09

16.00

39.9

14.98

(L2-L,)/L_

(%)

--0.53

--2.1

--2.1

--1.0

--0.8

--1.5

--1.9

3.3

1.5

(L2-L3)/L2

(%)

3.5

1.9

--0.6

--3.6

--3.7

--3.5

--1.3

11.3

6.4
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TABLEIII.--MachineComputed Cutoffs

Location of field line at earth's

surface

Cutoff rigidity (Bv) in the magnetic field direction at geo-

centric distances of--
L-derived cutoff

Long. East

(deg)

100

2OO

300

Latitude r = re 1.5r, 2.0re 2.5re 3.0re 3.5re

(dcg)

66.0 0. 934 0.934

60.7

51.5 3.70

-12.7 12.40

-25.7 6.32

-33.7 3.62 3.63

-43.0 1.40 1.40

-47.5 0.812 0.813

62.5 0. 940 0. 942

57.5 1 . 65 1 . 66

47.5 3.83
19.3 12.25

-35.0 6.70
-44.8 3.54

-54.2 1.66 1.67

-60.1 0.915 0.916

0. 934 0. 933 0. 933

1.63 1.63 1.63

3.70

3.63
1.40 1.43

0.814 0.815 0.816

0.942 0.943 0.943

1.66 1.63

3.89

1.65 1.64

0.916 0.916 0.915

49.0 0.900 0.897 0.895 0.895 0.893

42.7 1.72 1.71 1.70 1.68
32.2 3.60 3.70 3.58

--70.8 1.72

--75.9 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.924

0.817

0.945

0.911

0.896

I .01

(Bv) RL

0.916

1.60

3.82

12.32

6.56

3.76

1.39

0.819

0.943

1.60

3.75

12.43

6.56

3.62

1.62

0.895

0.885

1.69

3.68

1.79

1.03

LOW LATITUDE CUTOFFS

Table III contains values of the cutoff rigidity

RB in the direction of the local Finch and Leaton

field, calculated by numerically integrating the

equations of motion. The results at low latitude

(R>3 By) are sparse because of the length and

complexity of the particle trajectories involved.

It will be seen, however, that where several values

of R, along a field line have been obtained, these

values are indeed approximately invariant. In

addition, all of the values of R. computcd are

consistent with (1).
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THE LOW FREQUENCY POWER SPECTRUM, OF
COSMIC-RAY VARIATIONS DURING IGY "

DAVID STERN*

Goddard Space Flight Center

The power spectra of cosmic-ray variations, as recorded by neutron monitors at various loca-

tions, is computed and analyzed herein. The frequency range of the variations covered (from 0.005

to 0.5 per day) is found to contain only one significant peak, contributed by the well known 27-day

variation. By use of the power spectrum, a quantitative estimate of the latitude dependence of tile

27-day variation may be made. From this, the average rigidity dependence of the modulation

amplitude is deduced, and is found to be e_entially the same as that of Forbush decreases. The

average was taken over the period July 1957 to December 195S, during which the peak decreased

significantly.

Irregular variations were also investigated, as was the correlation with inagnetic activity. It

is found that the irregular variations have approximately the same latitude dependence as the

27-day peak, decreasing roughly exponentially with increasing frequency. There was some correla-

tion between magnetic activity and cosmic-ray variations, but it showed no clear recurrence tend-
cncies.

A general review of power spectral analysis, with emphasis on points relevant to this work, is

included here, and the conclusions along with the connection between Forbush decreases and the

27-day variation arc discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Examination of the record of a high counting

rate cosmic-ray neutron monitor immediately

reveals its large variability. At least four definite

sources of variation can be traced: the l 1-year

cycle; the Forbush decreases accompanying

sudden commencement (SC) magnetic storms; the

27-day variation; and the daily variation. Of these,

three are periodic in character: (1) the ll-year

variat.ion, which is connected with the cycle of

solar activity and will not be discussed further;

(2) the 27-day variation, which is believed to be

associated with the period of solar rotation; and

(3) the daily variation, which reflects anisotropy

in the cosmic radiation reaching the earth. Both

the 27-day and the daily variation are often

observed to undergo large changes in amplitude

within a few cycIes. In addition, the 27-day

variation seems to vary in both phase and

*This work was performed under a National Academy of

Sciences postdoctoral scholarship.

frequency) -3 If the sources of the 27-day perio-

dicity are located upon the sun, such changes are

indeed expected since all features of the solar

surface have a transient nature. Thus, a source of

27-day variation may in time be superseded by

another, at a different latitude (which affects the

rotation period), and at a different longitude

(which affects the phase). Changes of this kind,

unfortunately, complicate the study of the

phenomenon.

Apart from these well-defined variations, the

counting rate undergoes various irregular fluctu-

ations. Comparison between stations confirms the

fact that these are genuine fluctuations, and not of

instrumental origin. Some of the questions

associated with these fluctuations are:

(1) What is their typical time scale?

(2) What is their energy dependence?

(3) Do there exist in the primary flux any

periodic variations other than those listed?

To answer these and silnilar questions, and to

1143
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analyze phase-unstable periodic variations quanti-

tatively, the method of power spectrum analysis is

very_tseful. This method will now be briefly
reviewed.

REVIEW OF POWER-SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Conventional Fourier analysis is not suitable

for the analysis of a time-dependent counting rate

x(t), which tends to be periodic with frequency f0,

but randomly changes its phase, now and again.

Indeed, it can be shown that as the length of the

given record tends to infinity, the corresponding
estimated Fourier transform of x(t) for any

frequency approaches zero. This is true even for

f0; over the long run, x(t) will have equal prob-

ability for being in or out of phase. Two main

approaches exist for frequency analysis in this
case.

One approach is based oil the fact that even

though the Fourier transform of x(t) approaches

zero in the limit, its mean square, under very

general assumptions, tends to a finite limit P(f):

P(f) = lim_ )e 2_/it
T-<o T/:(t dt

The function P(f) is called the power spectral

density, and will be strongly peaked at f=f,. It
differs only in minor details from the "Periodo-

gram" introduced by A. Schuster (reference 4;

also see, for instance, reference 5, Section 16.30).

It can be intuitively understood as follows: let

x(t) be regarded as a voltage signal, and let it be

passed through a filter network sharply tuned to

pass only a narrow band Af around the frequency
f. Let the output signal be fed into a resistance of

1 ohm. The mean power of the output signal,

which is proportional to the mean square of the

output voltage, will then be P(f) Af (hence the

name power spectrum). Power spectral analysis of a

time-varying quantity is, therefore, similar to

analysis of an unk_mwn voltage signal for its

frequency content by means of frequency filters.6

An alternative approach is the investigation of

recurrcncc tendencies. An early method attributed

to Chree 7 consists of selecting, according to a

predetermined criterion, times at which x(t) was

highest (or lowest), and then superimposing the

record upoIt itself so that all selected points over-

lap. If there is a tendency for a maximum (or

minimum) of x(t) to recur after a period r, this

will generally show up in the sum of the super-

imposed records. This method has clearly demon-

strated, among other things, the 27-day periodicity

in cosmic-ray variations (see, for example, refer-

ences 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, and ll). Unfortunately, it is

not suitable for quantitative evaluations.

A more satisfactory measure for recurrence is
the autocorrelation or autocovariance function,

defined as:

leT/2

= lira _| Ix(t)- _] Ix(t-T) - _]dtc(_-)
T--_ -J'T/2-

If we first normalize x(t) so that _=0, then C(r)

simplifies to

C(r) = x(t) x(t-r)

Assuming that the process is symmetric about its

mean, x(t) has equal probability to be of cithcr

sign. The same holds for x(t-r), provided it is

totally unrelated to x(t) ; in this case C(r) will, over

a long run, approach zero. On the othcr hand, if r

reprcsents a recurrence period, whatever the sign

of x(t), then x(t-r) will have more than even
probability of t)eing of the same sign, so that C(r)

tends to a positive limit.

Wiener and Khintchine (reference 12, footnote

16) showed that the two measures described here

contain equivalent information, and each can be
derived from the other by means of a Fourier

transformation:

(D

P(f) = _0o C('r)e-2_i fr d'r.

The ordinary method of estimating the power
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spectrum,thoughnot the only one (see,for
instance,reference13), thereforeinvolvesprior
estimationof the autocorrelationfunction by
meansof thefiniterecordonhand,fromwhichan
estimateof P(f) is obtained by transformation.

Though both functions contain equivalent in-

formation, it is useful to consider both for com-

plete understanding of the behavior of x(t). If

there is a recurrence tendency with period r0

lasting snore than one cycle, C(r) will have peaks

not only at r0 but also at 2r0, 3r0, etc. ; it will,

therefore, indicate the average number of oscil-

lations between phase jumps. On the other hand,

P(f) has the advantage of concentrating all the

information about the component with frequency f

at one point. This is especially important when

there is snore than one frequency ' involved, in

which case, C(r) is often rather irregular.

More details can be found in a number of books

and reviews dealing with the subject. 12,14-2° Of

these, the one by Blackman and Tukey TM is most

useful in dealing with the practical problems con-
nected with actual estinmtion of the power spec-

trum; the present computation, using SHARE
program 574 adapted for the 7090 computer,

essentially follows their method. Some relevant

points, quoted here without details, are the

following:

Frequency Resolution.--If the data are sampled
at intervals At, C(r) can only be estimated for

integral multiples of At. Furthermore, if rmax=

m At so that C(r) is estimated for m+l values of r,

the resulting estimates of P(f) will cover roW1

points, equally spaced in frequency, from zero to

fmax = 1At. Each estimate of P(J) will represent an

average of the power spectrum over a band of the

order fmin = ½m At around the frequency it repre-

sents; the exact width and shape of the band

depend on the relative weights given to the

estimates of C(r). "Hanning windows" were used

in this case. In the present computation, daily

averages of the cosmic-ray intensity were used and

usually 100 estimates were taken, covering the

spectrum for periods between 2 and 200 days.

Aliasing.--If the power spectrum does not

vanish above fm_x, higher frequencies will con-
tribute to the estimated spectrum in a way which

cannot be resolved (aliasing). The spectrum of

cosmic-ray variations has been found to fall off

with increasing frequency rapidly enough as to

snake this source of error negligible. Even if this

were not so, the fact that data points represent
daily averages, and not momentary samples taken

at daily intervals, strongly suppresses-contri-

butions from higher frequencies.

The Accuracy of Estimation.--The method here

described assumes that the process is stationary

in time--i.e., insensitive to a shift of time axis,

and this assmnption may be only an approxi-

mation. Indeed, the power spectral density of

cosmic-ray variations changes over the period

investigated, and therefore, any estimate of it

gives only a time-averaged result. 2' Secondly, the

question arises as to how closely the spectral

estimates drawn from a linfited sample approxi-

mate the actual values. Blackman and Tukey

show that the ratio between a sample obtained by

m estimates from n data points, and the actual

value, approximately follows a x_ distribution

with v=2n/m degrees of freedom. For analyses

covering the IGY period (July 1957 to December

1958), n=549, giving v= 11. Finally, it should be
remembered that because of the statistical

fluctuations in the counting rate, our record is not

limited in length, but also has not been sampled

with ideal accuracy. It can be shown, however,

(Appendix A) that at least in the present case,

this source of error is totally negligible.

Power spectrum analysis has been used in the

investigation of diverse processes, such as the free

oscillations of the earth, recurrence of magnetic

storms, frequency analysis of sea waves, turbu-

lence, and many others. Only in a few cases,

however, has it been used to analyze cosmic-ray

variations. Fonger 22 used the autocorrelation to

demonstrate a 27-day recurrence, but since his

data covered only a three month period, they are

not very significant statistically. Panofsky, Leth-

bridge and Neuberger 2_obtained power spectra of

neutron monitor rates, and cross correlated them

with various meteorological data. In the present

work, an attempt has been made to deduce

detailed properties of low frequency variations of

the cosmic-ray intensity (as measured by neutron

monitors during IGY), and especially of the

27-day variation.
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FmURE 1.--The low frequency power spectrum of cosmic-

ray variations during IG¥ as recorded by the Climax
neutron monitor.
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FIGURE 2._Th(_ pow(_r spectrum of cosmic-ray variations

as recorded by the Zugspitzc neutron monitor for differ-
ent parts of 1GY and for 1959.

THE POWER SPECTRUM AT LOW FREQUENCIES

As figure 1 shows, the power-spectral density

exhibits a marked peak between 27 and 28 days.

The location of the peak is not fixed (see figure 2),

and over the period July 1957-December 1959

its variation does not exhibit any marked trend

(cf. reference 2, table IlI). None of the other peaks

in the spectrum is believed to be significant; in

particular, the absence of a conspicuous second

harmonic is noted. Throughout the period

2OO

lOO

TIME LAG (days)

-3C0

.FmURE 3.--The autocorrclation function of cosmic-ray

variations during IGY as recor(h,d I)y the Climax
neutron monitor.

analyzed, the amplitude of the 27-day peak

rapidly decreases with time, as can be seen in

figure 2. The results described here arc averages

computed over the IGY period; during the tirst

half year of the I(IY, the amplitudes were about

twice this average magnitude.

The autocorrelation has been plotted at daily

intervals for 200 days (see figure 3), and it is

evident that the rccurrence tendency is relatively

stable.

The counting rate was also cross-corrclatcd with

the magnetic activity C indices, tabulated in the

reports of Solar-Geophysical data by the National

Bureau of Standards. A sharp negative peak is

observed in the cross-correlation fun('tion:

C¢('r) = X(t) Y(t-_),

where X(t) is the counting rate and Y(t) is the

magnetic activity index. It is located near t= l
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TIME SHIFT (days)
I -_0 -40 4O -20 I0 10 _0 3_ 40

FIGURE 4.--The cross correlation function between mag-

netic activity and cosmic-ray intensity. On the right-

hand side, cosmic-ray intensity precedes magnetic ac-

tivity; on the left, the order is reversed.

the whole, quite a difference between the 27-day

recurrence tendencies of cosmic radiation and that

of magnetic activity? TM While the spectrum of

cosmic-ray variations shows a single well defined

peak, that of magnetic activity not only has a

second harmonic often exceeding the fundamental,

but also shows higher harmonics, up to the sixth

(figure 5).

THE RIGIDITY DEPENDENCE OF THE 27-DAY

VARIATION

Regarding the counting rate as a voltage signal,

we can define the "power" contained in it, between

day (see figure 4), indicating that high geo-

magnetic activity is likely to be followed within

one day (on the average) by low cosmic-ray rates.

This agrees with known properties of SC magnetic

storms; a 27-day recurrence tendency was

not conspicuous in this case. There seems to be, on

PERIOD (days)

20 I0 8 5 4

0.25 I I I I I

0.20

0.05

0.05 0.1 O. 5 0.2 0.25 0.3

FREQUENCY (days -1)

FIGURE 5.--The power spectrum of magnetic activity

indices during IGY.

TABLE l.--Average Amplitudes of the 27-Day Variation for
a Number of 1GY Neutron Monitors

Station

Mawson

Sulphur Mtn.

Uppsala

Mt. Wellington
Climax

_ugspitze

Rome

Hermanus

Alma Ata

Mt. Norikura

Huancayo
Lae

Amplitude

(%)

1.59

2.05

1.58

1.62

1.84

1.71

1.20

1.21

0.94

0.88

0.73

0.53

Corrected

amplitude

(%)

1.59
1.66
1.58

1.50

1.305

1.26

1.20

1.21

0.85

0.66

0.52

0.53

Cutoff

rigidity

(Bcv/(')

0.2

1.1
1.3

2.0

3.0

3.3

4.7

7.0

7.3

10.3

13.2

13.5

Lhe frequencies fl and f2 as the area contained by

_he power-spectral density graph betwcen the two

!requencies:

f2¢,

Power = | P(f)df.
J fl

The power contained in the 27-day variation

will be proportional to the area enclosed by the

27-day peak. It should be noted however, that this

quantity will not be obtained by passing the data

through a filter which selects a limited band

around 27 days. In that case, the power would also
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Fmum.: 6.--L_titude dependence of 27-day amplitude,

averaged over IGY.

contain a major contribution from the "pedestal"

upon which the peak is superimposed, which

presumably is due to irregular variations. We now

define as the equivalent amplitude A of the

variation the amplitude of a pure sinusoidal

variation; containing the same power as is con-

tained in the peak: the method by which A is

calculated is described in Appendix B. The values

of A thus obtained are between 0.5 and 2 percent.

The equivalent amplitudes have still to be

corrected for altitude. Since the latitude dcpcnd-

dence of the variation strongly resembles that of

Forbush decreases, we adopt the correction

proposed for the latter case by McCracken and

Johns, 2_ amounting to 12 percent per 1000 meters.

This is further justified by the fact that corrected

amplitudes of some high altitude stations (e.g.,

Sulphur Mountain; Huancayo) fall close to those

of sea level stations (e.g., Uppsala; Lae), having

approxilnatcly the same cutoff. In all, 12 ampli-

tudes were found and plotted against cutoff

rigidities obtained from the eccentric dipole model

by Kodama, Kondo, and Wada26; they are given in

table 1 and in figure 6.

It will l)e seen that most of the points fall on a

smooth curve, with the exception of Hermanus.

This station is likely to have its cutoff lowered by

local anomalies in the geomagnetic field, and was

therefore not considered. It will also be noted that

there seems to be no flattening of the curve down

to a cutoff rigidity of about 1 Bev/c--this implies

that the primary radiation in the low energy

region undergoes very large variations.

From the latitude dependence of the counting

rate, it is possible to deduce the modulation

experienced by various portions of the primary

spectrum. Let

N(p)=the sea level counting rate at cutoff

rigidity p,

_N(p) = the 27-day equivalent amplitude,

S(p) = the primary differential proton spectrum,

_fS(p)=the amplitude of the 27-day variation

undergone by the primary spectrum at

rigidity p, and

Y(p) =the "gross" yield function at rigidity p

I-reference 27, equation (l 1)-].

The experimental data consist of the equivalent

amplitudes A(p)=_N/N, and the latitude de-

pendence N(p). Neglecting penumbral effects, we

can write

N(p) : f S(p')Y(p')dp' , (])
P

,_N(p) : _ SS(p')Y(p')dp' : N(p) A(p) (2)
P

Differentiating these expressions, and dividing

equation (2) by equation (1), we have

_S d
-_- = _ [N(p) A(p)]

We imw need two experimentally determined

functions of the cutoff rigidity--the equivalent

amplitude A (p), and the total counting rate N (p).

Unfortunately, not many sea level measurements

of the latitude dependence of N(p) exist for IGY.

We shall, therefore, base our calculations on the

quiet-time rates No(p) used by Quenby and

Webber27; they are arbitrarily lmrmalized to

N0(15 Bev)= 100.

Let us denote the ratio between the differential

primary spectra during I(_Y and during the solar
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TABLE2.--The Rigidity Dependence of the 27-Day Variations

p No dNo 102A(p ) dA
(Bev/c) dp a d-"p

2.5 172.5
3.5 168.0
4.5 161.3

5.5 153.4
6.5 145.2
7.5 137.5

"8.5 130.3

9.5 124.0
10.5 118.4

11.5 113.5
12.5 109.1

$S/S _S/S
uncorrected corrected

(%) (%)

3.2 0.58 1.38 0.135 8.79
5.8 0.68 1.26 0.110 4.44
7.6 0.76 1.15 0.115 3.57

8.2 0.81 1.045 0.105
8.1 0.84 0.935 0.I00
7.5 0.855 0.843 0.080

6.7 0.87 0.770 0.070
6.0 0.875 0.705 0.060
5.2 0.88 0.648 0.055

4.6 0.89 0.603 0.045
4.1 0.895 0.555 0.040

3.00
2.73
2.32

2.13
1.93
1.90

1.72
1.61

14.0
5.93
4.38

3.48
3.08
2.56

2.34
2.12
1.98

1.85
1.74

minimum (1954-5) by

S(p)Sp
a(p) = _ ;

values of _(p) are taken from the work of F.

McDonald. 2s The total counting rate N(p)

changes relatively little over the solar cycle;

therefore, no correction is applied to it. On the

other hand, dN/dp is proportional to S(p), and

receives a correction factor a. Substituting in

2o

o_
v

Z

o 10
I--
,,<
rr"

,,<
>
>-
< 5
a

(X,,l

LL.

o

C_

Z)

2
.._I
11.

_E
<

p-I "_

L

1 I l w I I J ill
2 5 10 2(]

PRIMARY RIGIDITY (Bey/c)

FIGURE 7.--Rigidity dependence of the 27-day modulation

undergone by the primary spectrum, averaged over IGY.

equation (3), we obtain

dA
_S dp
S - A(p) + No(P )--

The results are presented in table 2 and in figure 7.

The rigidity dependence obtained here may be

compared to other experimental results. It can be

seen from figure 7 that between 12.5 and 3.5

Bey/c, it roughly follows a p-1 relation; this

agrees with results found for Forbush events. 29 The

dependence does not seem to be a power-law one,

however, and it steepens at low rigidities. The

rigidity dependence should also be compared with

the large 27-day amplitudes found by other

workers, especially by the Russians _9-_3 at

moderate balloon altitudes and high latitudes.

Since balloon-borne instruments are relatively

more sensitive to low rigidities, their results are in

general agreement with the results obtained here.

We cannot very well extrapolate the rigidity

dependence to low energies; it seems, however,

quite possible that the low energy cutoff of

primary cosmic radiation undergoes a 27-day

modulation at solar maximum, and that this may

be a cause for experimental discrepancies.

IRREGULAR VARIATIONS

The 27-day peak is superimposed upon a con-

tinuum, representing the contribution of irregular
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TABLE3.--LatitudeDependence of Irregular Variations in Cosmic Ray Intensity During IGY

Station

_| a'*VSOll

Sulphur Mountain

Uppsal.t

Mt. Wellington

Clim'tx

Zugsl)itze

Rome

t [ernlallllS

Alma Ata

N()rikm':L

Huan(.ayo

Lae

Power spectral density/area of 27-day peak (arbitrary units)

Freq. =
0.005/day

1095

930

734

958

919

753

989

5(i35

9042

1495

18()8
2777

0.010/day

358

477
409

440

4(17

351

425

1357
1S_6

513

422

1309

0.015/day

272

305

341

327

358

314

281

4'2'2

1108

363

340

(179

0.020/day

277
219

292

282

316

247

232

333

810

334

362

696

O.055/day

10ti

S1

91

107

93

107

109

215

316

177
158

198

0.060/day

71

47

70

65

(16

73

75
133

3_1

98

66

214

0.065/day

48

37

55

48

53

49

52

51

89

70

53

175

variations to the power spectrum. This continuum

(plotted against frequency) is roughly exponential

in shape, reaching a relatively constant noise level

(see Appendix B) at a frequency of about 5/day.

The latitude dependence of the continuum

seems to t)e approximately the same, at first

glance, as that of the 27-day peak. This in itself is

not surprising, since it is 1)ound to contain a

major contrilmtion from Forbush events, whi(,h

have practically the same latitude dependence.

The comparison is complicated, however, by the

fact that the continuum also contains contribu-

tions from instrumental drifts, which are not

latitude dependent; this will tend to make the

latitude dependence less steep than that of the

27-day variation. Because of this effect, one should

discount stations in which the continuum is

almormally high.

Table 3 gives the ratio (in arbitrary units) of

the power-spectral density to the area of the 27-

day peak for various frequencies. If the con-

timmm has the same latitude dependence as the

27-day variation, this ratio at any given fre-

quency should bc constant for all stations. It can

readily I)e seen that for three stations (Lae,

Hermanus and Ahna Ata) the ratios arc un-

usually large; it is possible that these stations

experience considerable drifts. For the other

stations, there may be some increase towards the

equator, but generally, the ratio seems to bc fairly

constant. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume

that the latitude dependence of the continuum at

low frequencies is ch)se to that of the 27-day peak.

CONCLUSION

Several theories exist about the cause of the

27-day variation. One approach has been in-

vestigated in detail by Alfvn? 'L3_ Alvn assumes

that the interplanetary magnetic ticld near the

solar equatorial plane contains "l)eams" of high

plasma flux and magnetic field density, which

co-rotate with the sun. These beams last for

several rotations, and every time they intercept

the earth, magnetic and cosnfic-ray disturbances

occur.

Alternative approaches are discussed by I)or-

man, who exanfined and rejected various explana-

tions based on (1) a solar magnetic dipole non-

coincident with the solar rotation axis, (2)

atmospheric effects, and (3) high energy partMes

produced by solar flares. In reference 37, Section

32, paragraph q(d), he suggests that "the effect

of the decrease in cosmic-ray intensity during the
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timeof geomagneticdisturbances,is thebasisof
thephenomenonof27-dayvariationsofthecosmic
rays."TheForbushdecreases,to whichDorman
refers,areobviouslynonperiodicphenomena,as
theycangenerallybetracedbackto solarflares
occurringadayor twopreviously.However,flares
tendtobeassociatedwithcentersofsolaractivity,
and theseare not evenlydistributedin solar
longitude.Asisshownbythe27-dayvariationof
sunspotnumbers,therewill generallybe one
centermuchmoreactivethantherest.Everytime
this centerfacesthe earth,thereis a marked
tendencyfor suddencommencement-typemag-
netic stormsand their associatedForbushde-
creasesto occur,leadingto an apparent27-day
periodicity.

The resultsobtainedheresupportthis hy-
pothesis.Theenergydependenceof thevariation
approximatesthat obtainedfor the Forbush
effect.29,37The variationin periodlength (see
figure2) canbeexplainedby notingthat the
"favorableinterval"for anactiveareato causea
Forbushdecreaseis quitewide38;the cosmic-ray
recordfor thebeginningof ICY (figure8), when
the27-dayvariationwasveryhigh,showsthatthe
separationofthemainForbusheventswasindeed
oftheorderof 27days.

Examiningthispointmoreclosely,wefindthat
the mainForbusheventsalonecannotaccount
forthe27-day variation. For one thing, the second

harmonic of the variation would have been higher

in that case. We also note that the cosmic-ray

intensity (figure 8) often starts decreasing before

the main Forbush event. These "predecreases ''39

may be tentatively identified as Forbush de-

1957 JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

1957 OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

,_,,r_ , _ , _

FIGURE 8.--Cosmic-ray intensities during the first half of

IGY as recorded by the Climax neutron monitor.

creases, the main impact of which misses the earth;

they cause considerable smoothing of the 27-day

variation, especially at high altitudes (reference

30, figure 1).

When we take into account the rigidity de-

pendence of the 27-day variation obtained here,

its correlation with magnetic activity, and its

time dependence, it appears very likely that this

variation is associated with nonrecurrent magnetic

storms, showing spurious periodicity because of

their origin in solar activity centers. Perhaps

recurrent magnetic storms may be responsible for

a 27-day variation different from the one discussed

here, with presumably a smaller amplitude (pos-

sibly conforming with Alfv_n's model). This can

only be established by analyzing periods of low

solar activity when Forbush events are rare and

magnetic activity shows strong recurrence tend-

encies. 4o
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Appendix A

ESTIMATION OF THE FLUCTUATION NOISE

In practice, the cosmic-ray neutron rate x(t) is
estimated at fixed intervals At. Since the number

of counts in any interval is subject to statistical
fluctuation, this estimation is subject to error.
We now wish to find the extent to which this will

affect the estimation of power-spectral density

P(f).

Instead of dealing with an imperfectly sampled

signal x(t), it is found convenient to analyze a

signal x'(t)=x(t)+n(t) which is sampled without

error--where n(t) is the noise, duplicating the
effects of statistical fluctuations. Since the

measurements consist of averaging the counting

i f i f __ T

-lat I-

x(t)

lation function is:

(1 - t/At) for t < At.Cn(t) = for t > At.

The noise-power spectrum is then

Pn(f) = f e "2_'ift Cn(t ) dt,
,# --_o

At

-Io (')= 2n 2 cos 2rrft 1 -_ dt,

= n2ZXt [dif (fAt)] 2,

where

s in_x
dif.x = --

_X

Figure B1

N(t)

rate over time intervals At, we choose n(t) to be a

"histogram" function (see figure B1), each column
of which has the width AL We assume that the

heights of the columns are normally distributed

around the mean; actually, they obey a Poissonian

distribution, but it is only at very high sampling

rates, when the average number of counts per

interval is small, that the distinction is significant.

Henceforth, we shall assume that both x(t) and

n(t) have been normalized to average zero.

The noise is correlated with itself only for points

within the same column; hence, its autocorre-

is the well-known diffraction function.

Since the signal and noise are uncorrelated, the

autocorrelation of x'(t) will be the sum of those of

the signal and of the noise, and the power spectrum
will retain this additive property. The noise

spectrum P,(f) is thus superimposed upon the

desired spectrum. This in itself would cause no
trouble if we had an infinite run of data at hand,

since the true spectrum can then be obtained by

subtracting the calculated value of P,(f). In a

finite run, however, Pu(f) undergoes unpredictable

fluctuations, as derived from a x 2 distribution, TM

and it is this variability which constitutes the

noisiness introduced by statistical fluctuations.

For the low frequency end of the spectrum, we

may approximate dif(f At)_1. Let us assume that

the cosmic-ray rate shows no variation apart from

statistical fluctuations. Then, defining W, No,

1153
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and N, as in Appendix A, we have

and

_2 : (w - _)2

NO )2

For purely statistical fluctuations, however,

hence,

NI2 =NO,

n2 = 10_.._6.
NO

The noise level will then be

Pn(f) _ 105_t
NO

The result is evidently inversely proportionM to

the counting rate. In actual practice, it seems to

be somewhat larger than the above estimate

indicates, probably because of nonstatistical
fluctuations.

For daily averages of a typical neutron monitor

station, such as Rome, No=7.5>(10 _. ]f time is

measured ill days, the noise level turns out to be

of the order of unity. This is completely negligible

in comparison to the amplitude of the 27-day
peak, which on the same scale is close to 4500.



Appendix B

POWER SPECTRA OF LOGARITHMICALLY REDUCED DATA

/
//

t

The IGY data used in most of the present computation 41 do not give the counting rate N, but

instead give

w(t } : lOO0 log(_-.) : lO0O log N + constant ,

where N* is a conveniently chosen constant. If we regard the counting rate as the sum of a constant

rate No and a small fluctuation N1, averaging zero, we get (by expanding)

• N 1

W = 1000 N00.+ constant .

m

N_
No _2

= \1o00/ {w-W) 2

= \1000/ c{0) ,

= \1o00/ P(f) df ,

{ No _2 r_

: 2_1_] Jo P(f) df ,

where C(t) and P(f) are the autocorrelation and the spectral density obtained by analyzing W(t).

The power contained in any finite frequency band of N(t) is proportional to the integral of P over

the band, with the same proportionality factor as above.

Assume a frequency peak of area Q; if it were entirely due to a harmonic variation of frequency

f and amplitude a, its power would equal a2/2. Even if the peak is not infinitely sharp, we can

define an equivalent amplitude a containing the same power; then

(N-_)2 = 4 × 10-6 Q.

In the text, relative equivalent amplitudes A=a/No are usually given.
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With knowledge gained by satellite and space

probe measurements substantial progress has been

made in the understanding of geomagnetic dis-
turbanccs. Much of the advancement in this field

in the past three years probably results from our

recognition of the importance of the magneto-

sphere in the interpretation of geomagnetic dis-

turbances. In earlier years, energy sources of

geomagnetic disturbances supplied by the Sun

were thought to have their influences oll the geo-

magnetic field ahnost directly without inter-

mediate interactions in the magnetosphere.

The magnetic measurements made with in-
struments aboard Pioneer 1 [Sonnett et al., 1960],

Pioneer 5 [Coleman et al., 1960], Explorer 10

[-Heppner et al., 1!)63], and Explorer 12 [-Cahill

and Amazcen, 1.q(13] indicate that steady solar

wind causes the Earth's magnetic field to be

confined in a cavity carved in the streaming solar

plasma. At the sutlsolar point the interface

between the magnetosphere and the solar plasma

is situated at a geocentric distance of about 10

Earth radii. Within this interface the magnetic

field is relatively quiet. In the region of thickness

approximately 20,000 km outside the interface

the magnetic field is irregular. Beyond this dis-

turbed region the magnetic field is weak and less

irregular.

According to the observations made by Ex-

plorer 10, the magnetospheric boundary on the

dark side of the Earth appears to extend to 20

Earth radii or to even greater distances [Heppner

et al., 1963].

*N.Ltiomfl Aeronautics and Spa('(, Administration--
National Ac.t(h,my of Scienc('s--National l_(_s('arch Council
S,,nior R(,s(,ar,.h Ass,)ciatc on leave of al)scncc from the
(h,ophysical Institut(,, University of Alaska, College,
Alaska.

The plasma measurement made with Mariner

2 by Neugebauer and Snyder ['1962] established

the existence of a steady flow of plasma from the
Sun.

Coleman et al. [l(.)(iO] observed an inter-

planctary magnetic storm by Pioneer 5 and re-

lated it to a magnetic storm observed on the
Earth's surface.

Kellogg [-19627 examined possible consequences

of supersonic solar wind around the Earth and

interpreted the outer boundary of the disturbed

region outside the quiet magnetosphere as a shock
front.

Dessler rl9(il, 1(,)62] discussed the stable

features of the cavity surface and suggested that

the geomagnetic Kv index may reprcsent a meas-

ure of the time rate of (;hange of the combination

of plasma and magnctic pressure on the magneto-

sphere rather than the solar wind strength itself.
The shape of the magnetospherie boundary has

been the subject of intensive theoretical study by a

number of workers including Beard [1960, 19(i2a,

l(.)(i2b], Hurley [-1(,)61], Midgley and Davis

_-1962], Slutz [1962], Spreiter and Briggs r1962a,

1962b7, and Mead F19(i2_. But the idealizations

and approximations made in these studies prob-

ably limit their application to the e(luatorial to
moderate latitudes. The shape of the magneto-

spheric boundary in high latitudes and over the

poles remains unexplored both experimentally and

theoretically.

The sudden comlnencement of a magnetic storm

can be interpreted as the effect of the impact of a

solar plaslua stream upon the magnetosphere.

Dessler, Francis, and Parker [-1960] intel'pretcd

the relatively slow buildup of sudden commence-

ments, as indicated by their rise time of several

minutes, to be caused by the cumulative effect of
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hydromagneticwavesgeneratedby the abrupt
solarplasmaimpactarrivingwithvaryingtransit
timesfrom differentpositionson the magneto-
sphericboundarytoapointontheEarth'ssurface.

WilsonandSugiura[-1961] made an extensive

morphological study of the sudden commencement

of magnetic storms and presented a model for the
sudden commencement. According to their model,

the solar plasma impact on the magnetosphere

generates compressional hydromagnetic waves

which propagate to the Earth in low latitudes;

while traveling through the outer regions of the

magnetosphere the compressional hydromagnetie

waves generate transverse hydromagnetic waves

that propagate along the lines of magnetic force

to the lJolar regions in the northern and southern

hemispheres.

On the basis of the distribution of oppositely

polarized sudden commencements Wilson [-1962]

determined the streaming direction of the storm

producing solar plasma.

Akasofu and Chapman [-1960] reviewed the
studies made on the sudden commencement of

magnetic storms and suggested that part of the

sudden commencement field variations originates

in the polar regions.

Matsushita [-1960] analyzed the sudden com-

mencement of magnetic storms observed during

the IGY using data from the U.S. magnetic

stations. Matsushita [-1961_ investigated sudden

commencements, sudden impulses, and storm
durations.

Vestine and Kern [-1962_ attributed the pre-

liminary reverse impulse of the storm sudden
comnmncement to the effect of electric currents

driven in the ionosphere by a charge distribution

in the polar regions; they discussed how such a

charge distribution may be produced by dis-

tortions of the magnetosphere by a solar stream.

From investigations of a ring current that would

produce the decrease of the magnetic field during

the main phase of a magnetic storm, Akasofu

[-1960a] analyzed two large magnetic storms that

occurred during the IGY.

Akasofu and Chapman [-1961] proposed a model

radiation belt responsible for the ring current; in

their view protons of energies of the order of a few

hundred kev are intermittently captured between

5 and 8 Earth radii during a magnetic storm,

forming a transient belt. Akasofu, Cain, and

Chapman [-1961] computed the magnetic field

decrease due to the proposed ring current.

Beard [,1962b] and Akasofu [-1962] discussed

self-consistent calculations of the ring current.

Dessler, Hanson, and Parker [-1961] suggested

that hydr_magnetic waves generated by the

impact of solar plasma on the geomagnetic field

may form shock waves in the magnetosphere

which may heat the ambient protons to produce a

diamagnetic ring current.
The observations by satellites and space probes

have so far been limited to high-energy particles,

and direct observational verification of the ring

current has not yet been made.

Akasofu and Chapman [,1963] examined the

development of the main phase of magnetic storms

by studying individual storms and showed that

there are different types of magnetic storms. More

studies of individual storms are needed to supple-

ment studies of the average morphology of

magnetic storms, as made by Sugiura and Chap-

man [-1960].

Akasofu [,1960b_ studied large-scale auroral

motions and polar magnetic disturbances, referring

to the magnetic and auroral events of September

23, 1957.

Akasofu and Chapman [,1962] discussed the

ring current and the aurora on the basis of their

neutral line discharge theory.

Kern [-1961] discussed the distortion of the

geomagnetic field by a solar stream and suggested

that this distortion may produce auroral electro-

jets.

Investigation of geomagnetic micropulsations

has greatly expanded during the period covered

by this report. Workers at Lockheed Aircraft

Corporation, National Bureau of Standards,

University of Alaska, University of Texas, Air

Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, U.S.

Army Signal Research and Development Labora-

tory, California Institute of Technology, Lamont

Geological Observatory, and others have con-

tributed to progress in this field.

Campbell and his collaborators studied micro-

pulsation activity in Alaska in relation to other

disturbance phenomena [-Campbell and Leinbach,
1961; Campbell and Rees, 1961; Campbell,

1962 .
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Tepley EI961J and Tepley and Wentworth

F1962_ observed hydromagnetic emissions, and

Wentworth and Tepley [-1962] discussed a

possible mechanism for hydromagnetic emissions

by electron bunches.

Sugiura [-1961J presented examples of low-

frequency transverse hydromagnetic waves gen-

erated in the magnetosphere and transmitted to

tile auroral zones along the lines of magnetic force.

Phenomena observed simultaneously at mag-

netically conjugate areas have attracted much

attention in the past few years. Using the records

from Macquarie Island and the Alaskan IGY

stations, Wescot_ [1961] showed that in mag-

netically conjugate areas magnetic variations are

remarkably similar. Mather and Wescott 1-1962]

investigated Earth current records from a New

Zealand-Alaska conjugate pair and found that

major disturbances occur sinmltaneously.

Magnetic observations at a pair of conjugate

areas have also been conducted by the National

Bureau of Standards ; their stations were in Eights,

Antarctica, and in Quebec, Canada. Campbell and

his collaborators made simultaneous observatioz_s

of micropulsations at College and Macquarie

Island. Other experiments are now being con-

ducted.

In conclusion, the research activities in geo-

magnetic disturbances have considerably ex-

panded in scope during the past three years, and

many fruitful studies have been made with good

results.
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OSCILLATION OF THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD LINE 
AND ASSOCIATED MAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS

AT CONJUGATE POINTS

MASAHISA SUGIURA*

Goddard Space Flight Center

CHARLES R. WILSON

Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska

By means of an idealized elastic string model, the symmetry relations in the magnetic per-

turbation at a pair of conjugate points due to oscillation of the lines of force of the geomagnetic

field are studied. For oscill'_tions of odd modes the change in H(AH) is parallel, and that in the

east component tAD) is antiparallel, at the coniugate points, whereas for oscillations of even modes

AH is antiparalIel and AD is parallel at the conjugate points. Hence in the former case the polariza-

tinns (as viewed downward) at the conjugate points '_rc mirror images of each other with respect

to the meridian plane, and in the latter ease they are mirror images with respect to the equator.

Several examples i)_dieating these symmetry relations are presented.

l. INTRODUCTION

Resonant oscillations of the lines of force of the

geomagnetic field have been discussed by a num-

ber of authors to explain geomagnetic pulsations

[Dungey, 1954; Kato and Watanabe, 1956, 1957,

1958; Kato and Akasofu, 1956; Jacobs and Sinno,

1960]. If these pulsations are due to oscillations

of the lines of force, they must be observed simul-

taneously at magnetically conjugate points.

Sugiura [1961], Wilson and Sugiura [1961], Wilson

[1963], Nagata et al. [1963], and Wescott and

Mather [1963] have shown examples of simul-

taneous magnetic oscillations at conjugate points.

However, this simultaneity of the oscillation

alone does not prove the reality of the oscillation

of the lines of force involving their entire length.

In this paper wc present certain characteristics

that must be dclnonstrated by pulsations at a pair

*NASA--National Aca(h,my of Sci(,nees--National R,e=
st,arch Council Senior Pos(A.(_tora) ICesident Associate on

leave of absent(, from (h_ophysieal Institute, University of
Alaska.

of conjugate points if the pulsations are due to

oscillation of the lines of force. An idealized model

is used to derive the characteristics.

Observational data to which our discussions

can be applied are limited, and we merely present

here several examples to substantiate our idea.

2. ELASTIC STRING MODEL

Alfv6n [1950] showed an analogy between the

oscillation of a line of magnetic force and that of an

elastic string. We will first examine the oscillation

of au elastic string of uniform mass and uniform

tension. Let the z axis be taken along the string,

and let the string bc fixed at z= :t::a. The string

oscillates in the x-z plane, and the displacement of

the string from its equilibrium position (x= 0) at

time t is expressed by x(z, t).

Then the equation for the oscillation is given by

O_x/Ot_= V _O_x/Oz_ (1)

where V _ is the ratio of tension to the mass per

unit length.
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The solutions satisfying the boundary condi-
tions for the fixed ends can be divided into two

groups: in one group x is an even function of z: in

the other, x is an odd function of z. Namely, the
solution for the ruth mode is of the form

cosamz for m= l, 3, 5, ...

x(m)(z, t) = A,n sin(amVt-F_,_)

sinamz for m = 2, 4, 6, -.- (2)

where Am and _m are the amplitude and phase for

the ruth mode and where am=rn_/(2a).

We now apply the above discussion to infini-
tesimal oscillation of the lines of force of a uni-

form magnetic field bounded by perfect conductors

so that each line of force corresponds to the elastic

string in the above illustration. The displacement

x(z, t) of a line of force from its equilibrium posi-
tion can be described by (2), if V is taken to be the

Alfvdn velocity. The plasma between the con-
ductors is assumed to be uniform, and hence V is a
constant.

At any fixed t the equation of the line of force

is dx/b_ = dz/Bo, where B0 is the magnitude of the

unperturbed field and b_ is the x component of the

perturbation. Hence at time t

b_ = Bo Ox/Oz (3)

It is noted that the magnetic perturbation is pro-
portional to the derivative of the displacement and

not to the displacement itself. Thus bx varies with
Z as

sinamz for m= l, 3, 5, ...
bx cc

cosamz for m=2, 4, 6, ...

Now bx is an odd function of z for odd modes, and
an even function of z for even modes: the relation

is opposite to the case of the displacement x.

For odd modes the midpoint (z=O) is a nodal

point for b_, whereas the magnitude of the dis-

placement ([ x [) is a maximum there. For even

modes the situation is reversed. At the two ends,
i.e., z = :t=a, the sign of b_ is opposite for odd modes
modes and the same for even modes.

3. APPLICATION TO GEOMAGNETIC FIELD LINES

Although a straightforward application of the
foregoing discussion to the oscillation of the geo-

e .... -

H ; _RALLEL D : AN_q_RaLLEL

EVEN MCOE IBo

e

H ; ANTIPARALLEL O ; _RALLEL

; MAGNETIC PERTURBATION

H : HORIZONTAL COMPONENT

0 ; EaST DECLINATION

FIGURE 1.--The symmetry relations at magnetically

conjugate points for oscillation of the lincs of magnetic

force: H, horizontal component; D, east declination;

arrow, magnctic perturbation.

magnetic field lines may appear to be an over-

simplification, the above model may suffice to

obtain qualitative geometrical characteristics of
the oscillation of the lines of force.

The lines of force of the geomagnetic field are

curved, and the plasma in the magnetosphel _ is

not uniform. But as long as the distribution of the

electron density and the field configuration are

symmetric with respect to the equator we can

draw the following conclusions on the symmetry

relations at conjugate points.

There is a neutral atmosphere between the earth

and the ionosphere. However, since we deal with

waves whose wavelengths are much greater than

the thickness of neutral atmosphere, the exist-

ence of the insulator is ignored.
We assume that the decussions in section 2 are

valid even when the string is curved so that its

shape is that of a line of force of the geomagnetic

field. The two fixed ends of the string correspond

to a pair of conjugate points on the earth's surface.

We first take the x-z plane in the magnetic

meridian containing the line of force, the z axis

being along the line of force. Then the displace-
ment of the line of force due to an oscillation is

symmetric with respect to the equator for odd

modes and antisymmetric for even modes. The

magnitude of the magnetic perturbation in sym-

metric with respect to the equator for all modes.
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FIGUItE 2.--idealized symmetry relations in the pol_riza-
tiou of magnetic perturl).dion at conjug'd,e points due
to oscillation of the lines of magnetic force.

But the direction of the magnetic perturbation

(inward or outward) is opposite in the northern

and southern hemispheres for odd modes and the

same in both hemispheres for even modes. (See

figurc 1.)

Thus for oscillations of odd modes the perturb-

ation in H is parallel at the conjugate points,
whereas for oscillations of even modes it is anti-

parallel.

We now take the x-z plane in a curved surface

containing the line of force and perpendicular to

the meridian plane; then b=may be considered the

eastward component of the magnetic perturbation.

The changes in this component arc antiparallcl

at the conjugate points for odd modes and parallel
for even modes.

If we ('ombine the two eompom;nts, we reach the

following con(.lusion on the polarizations at (',on-

jugatc points for elliptically polarized oscillation.
Wc descril)e the polarization I)y the trace of the

end point of the magnetic perturbation vector as

viewed downward at ground level.

Then for oscillations of odd modc,_ the polar-

izatinm: at a pair of conjugate points are mirror

images of each other with respect to the meridian

plane, whereas for oscillations of even modes the

polarizations at a pair of conjugate points are
mirror images of each other with respect to the

equatorial plane. Figure 2 illustrates these re-
lations.

4. EXAMPLES OF TWO TYPES OF SYMMETRY

In our previous papers [Wilson and Sugiura,

1961, 1963: Wilson, 1963] we interpreted the

sudden conmmnccmcnt of magnetic storms (ssc's)

as a hydromagnetic phenomenon, and showed that

in high latitudes the magnctic perturbation asso-
ciated with an ssc can be considcred as due to

oscillation of the lines of force excited by the im-

pact of solar plasma upon the magnetosphere.

for the polarization analysis of ssc'c, rapid-run

magnetograms are needed. However, the mag-

netic stations at College and Macquarie Island

are the only conjugate pair operating rapid-run

magnetometers in high latitudes. The Macquaric

Island station bcgan such a recording olfly re-

cently, and at present rapid-run magnctograms

from this station are available only for the three
months from Dcccmber 1962 to Fel)ruary 1963.

During this period there were too few ssc's to

test the conjugate relations proposed above. Hence

wc included three sudden impulses (si's) in addi-

tion to one ssc as examples frum the Collegc-

Macquarie Island pair. We treated si's and ssc's
the same for our illustration, because the main

3

1......
4 OSt_0 T b__OCT_. Pt_ ('_ _ __ ,128 U• JO.t!_4, ......19_ • 4_22qa U• _*.S_ms_3'l_

I?I(;_IRE 3.--Examph's of two t,yl)cS of symmetry: the

tll)l)(w thr('(_ corrcsl)ond lo os(.illltli()n of (_v(,l_ mo(t¢'; tile

Iow(,r thr(.(', to os(.ilbd,ion of odd mo(h'.
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morphologicalcharacteristicsof si's aresimilar
to thoseof ssc's[Matsushita,1962;Nishidaand
Jacobs,1962](S.A.BowlingandC.R.Wilson,pri-
vatecommunication,1963).

Wewill nowshowexamplesof the twotypes
ofsymmetrydescribedin theprecedingsectionby
analyzingseveralssc'sandsi'sobservedat a pair
of conjugatestations,namelyCollegeandMac-
quarieIsland,andat a fewotherstationsin high
latitudes.

Thethreevectordiagramsin theupperhalfof
figure3 areexamplesof polarizationsin thetwo
hemispheresthat aremirrorimagesofeachother
with respectto the equator.Accordingto the
argumentin section3 theycorrespondto oscil-
lationof anevenmode.

Thefirst two pairs,i.e.,Byrd and Godhavn,
andCollegeandByrd,arenotconjugate,but the
pairslie in thesamelocal-timezonein whichthe
polarizationpattern is the same[Wilsonand
Sugiura,1961,1963].

Thethreediagramsin thelowerhalfof figure3
are examplesof polarizations that are mirror

images at the conjugate points with respect to

the meridian plane. They correspond to oscillation
of an odd mode.

Of the six examples in figure 3 the two cases

observed in 1958 and the one on February 9, 1963,

are ssc's, and the remaining three are si's.

Because of the complexity of the phenomenon
not all the ssc's and si's observed in high latitudes

show clear symmetry relations at conjugate points.
But the existence of such clear-cut cases as those

shown above gives strong support to our view

that ssc's and si's in high latitudes are mainly due

to the oscillation of the lines of magnetic force.

Nagata et al. [1963] showed two vector dia-

grams for giant pulsations observed simultane-
ously at Syowa Base and Reykjavik, a pair of

magnetically conjugate stations. It is interesting

to note that in the example in their figure 2 the
vector diagrams for the two stations in the hori-

zontal plane are mirror images of each other with

respect to the equator, and that the corresponding

pair in their figure 3 gives vector diagrams that

are mirror images with respect to the meridian

plane. This suggests that the first example is an
even harmonic and the second an odd harmonic.

The period of the wave in the former is about 4.5

minutes and that of the latter about 8 minutes.

(The latter period was determined from the

Reykjavik record not reproduced in the paper by

Nagata et al.) Thus these two cases may be

example of oscillations of the first two modes,

though the ration of the periods is not exactly 1 to
2.

Although much remains to be clarified as to

the nature of the oscillation of the lines of mag-

netic force, the examples presented here seem to

suggest that certain types of rapid geomagnetic
variations are due to oscillations of the lines of

force involving their entire length.

For any oscillation the displacement of a line

of force can be expanded in a Fourier series. Then

the magnetic perturbation at the end points of the

line of force behaves differently for odd and even
harmonics. The correlation coefficient taken for

the perturbation at the conjugate points may, in

idealized circumstances, be + 1 or -1 according

to the mode. Hence, in the study of magnetic

perturbations at conjugate points, taking correl-

ation coefficients in a straightforward manner

may not be as meaningful as it might appear with-

out due regard to the point expressed in this

paper.
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TRAPPED ELECTRON TIME HISTORIES FOR
L=1.18 TO L=1.30

J. A. WELCH, JR., AND R. L. KAUFMANN

Air Force Special Weapons Center

W. N. HESS

Goddard Space Flight Center

Numerical integration of a Fokkcr-Planck equation including atmospheric scattering and

energy loss has been used to predict the time decay of electrons injected into the geomagnetic field

by the July 9, 1962, nuclear explosion over Johnston Island. Calculations wcre performed for L =

1.18, 1.25, and 1.30 using an atmosphere characteristic of sunspot minimum and averaged over

longitude, keeping L and B fixed. Deviations of the calculated and observed spatial distribution at

one week after the injcction are attributed to the overly simplified initial conditions. The early

decay follows closely the form r/(t+r) and is followed by an exponential decay at later times. For

L=1.25, r varies from 104 sec at B=0.21 to 103 sec at B=0.16 (the equator). The exponential

decay for L= 1.25 has a mean life of 1.3X10 a seconds. Decay is accompanied by spectral harden-

ing. After any substantial decay the spectrum is peaked at about 1.5 Mev.

INTRODUCTION

The loss of geomagnetically trapped electrons

by atmospheric interactions has been studied for

some time [Christofilos, 1959; Welch and Whit-

aker, 1959]. Wentworth et al. [1959] suggested

that a Fokker-Planck formulation could be used

for this study. A complete Fokker-Planck formu-

lation including scattering and energy loss has

been derived [MacDonald and Walt, 19613 and

some results obtained [-Walt and MacDonald,

1961]. These results hold for regions not too

near the ends of the field lines and for steady

state in the presence of a source.

W.e have used a formulation that is identical

to that of Walt and MacDonald upon change

in variables. The present work differs from theirs

in that (1) it is valid for population changes

deep in the atmosphere, i.e., near the ends of

field lines, and (2) it follows the decay of an

initial electron population with no additional

source.

The atmospheric interaction is composed of

many electron-atom or electron-ion collisions.

Since, for the energy range of interest in arti-

ficial radiation belts from nuclear explosions

(one-half Mev to several Mev), large-angle

scattering leads to much longer lifetimes than

multiple small-angle scattering, the large-angle

scattering has been neglected. A small-angle

scattering event can take place anywhere along

the field line and will in general result in either

a raising or a lowering of the electron's mirror

point. At Mev energies a small energy loss ac-

companies scattering. The result of a large num-

ber of scattering events will be a diffusion of

an electron along a field line and a gradual loss

of energy from the electrons. The first step is

to approximate this transport phenomenon with

a Fokker-Planck expansion in powers of the

mean scattering angle, which is small. Terms

have been retained to the second power in this

angle, and the first terms neglected contain the

angle to the fourth power. To this approxima-

tion, terms involving scattering and terms in-

volving eflergy loss appear separately. Details of

1165
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the Fokker-Planck expansion and of the solu-

tion to this equation are presented in a later
section.

Results are presented for a simple initial dis-
tribution and are compared with recent observa-

tions [-0'Brien et al., 1962; Hess, 1963-] of trap-

ped electrons injected by the Starfish nuclear

explosion on July 9, 1962.

COORDINATE SYSTEM

In general we express the electron distribution
function in terms of

% the electron's total energy in rest mass units.

B, the scalar magnetic field in gauss at the
electron mirror point.

L, the Mcllwain shell parameter [-McIlwain,

1961 ] in earth radii.

_, the east longitude.

t, time in seconds.

In this paper we will treat explicitly only
conditions in which distributions are independent

of ¢ and we can use atmospheric properties

averaged over longitude.

Scattering sufficient to cause complete loss of

an electron by changes in mirror-point field B

will only cause a change in L on the order of a

gyroradius (_l kilometer). Since electron dis-

tributions of interest vary negligibly over such

dimensions in L, we will neglect any diffusion in

L. l'opulations in different L shells will of course

have different time histories, but these can be

cah.ulated independently.

Diffusion in B will keep the mirror points

within a shell of constant magnetic flux F, i.e.,

B X (area perpendicular to B)=constant. Conse-

quently, we have defined the distribution func-
tion as

U ( L, B, % t) dF dB d'_

=the number of electrons at time t (1)

in d"t at _, in dB at B, and in the clement of

magnetic flux dF assoeiated with the shell L.

By defining the distribution function U in this

way, we are dealing with the flux in a tube of

force rather than ahmg a line of force. For the

record, dF= (Bo/L :_)(d4_ L dL)(R_) '_ gauss em:,
where B0- 0.312 gauss, the surface dipole c(tua-

torial field, and R,=6.371 ×10 8 cm is the radius

of the earth. However, it is never necessary to

relate dF to dL, as we shall see.
To relate U to m, the number of mirror points

per cubic centimeter at any point, we set

U dB dF d'y=m dV d'y

where dV is an element of volume. Now we set

dF=B dA, where dA is an element of area

perpendicular to the field line, and further set

dV=dA ds, where ds is an element of arc length

along the field line. Thus we find

U = (re�B) (ds/dB)

The integral rclations between U and the

counting rate, and between an isotropic injection
source and the resultant U, are developed in

appendix I.

THE FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION

Under the assumption that changes in B and

-_ from individual collisions with atmospheric

ions and atoms arc small and uncorrelated, the

general integral representation of the transport
in B and _ can be expanded [-MacI)onald and

Walt, 1961-] to give

ouIot= - (o/OB) ( (_B }g) - (0/0v) ( (_v }g)

-t-½( O_/OB 2) [- ( ( 6B) 2)U-]+higher terms (2)

where the angle brackets denote the average

change per unit time of the enclosed quantities.
The evaluation of these angle brackets is out-

lined in appendix 2. Each term retained in (2)

contains the square of the average scattering

angle, and higher terms that have been neglected

contain this angle to the fourth power. The major

assumption is that changes in B and y are small

over a bounce period.

This equation is integrated numerically by an

electronic computer. A line is divided into a

number of cells of equal AB, the spectrum divided
into a numbcr of energy groups, and an initial

mirror-point distribution is selected. Next, coeffi-
cients of the Fokker-1)lanck equation are cal-

culated for each cell and for each energy group.

This cah,ulation involves an averaging of the

effects of scattcring events that take place at

various points along a field line. Averaging is
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doneovera bounceperiod,sothis calculation
is not accuratewhenthereis a largc change
duringa singlebounce.A modelof theatmos-
pheremustbe introducedat thispointin order
to calculatecoefficientsof the Fokke_Planck
equation.Themodelusedisbelievedto berepre-
sentativeofaverageconditionsnearsunspotmini-
mum,andis describedin appendix3. Air densi-
tieswereaveraged over longitude by following a

particle as it drifts around the earth.

This should provide a reasonable average of

the air density encountered by particles whose

lifetimes are much longer than the drift period,

but can lead to difficulties in the interpretation

of low-altitude experimental measurements, as
will be discussed later.

Once the coefficients of the Fokker-Planck

equation have been calculated, a time step is

selected so that l_he change in the mirror-point

distribution will be small during this time interval.

The mirror-point distribution is then calculated

for each energy group at the end of the time

interval using only scattering terms of the Fokker-

Planck equation. Next the energy loss part of the

equation is solved for this same time interval,

and the fraction of particles in each cell and in

each energy group that would have lost enough

energy to be transferred to the next lower-energy

group is determined. This process is continued,

alternating between scattering and energy loss.

Thc boundary condition at the equator was

OU/OB=O. The boundary condition at the bot-

tom of the field line (that is, deep in the atmos-

phere) has a conceptual difficulty in that the

assumption of small changes over a bounce period

breaks down while U is still finite. Consequently

we investigated the effects of several boundary

conditions. For simplicity we first neglected energy

loss and assumed the atmospheric density to be

exponential in B,

p (B) = p0 exp (B/AB) (3)

Then we define a lifetime as

cos 2Aa 2{1--[-B/(B+AB)]}

r(B) - ½(_2) - (_2) (4)

where (e2) is the time averaged scattering angle

factor from appendix 2, the factor ½ corrects

to projected angles, and ha is the pitch angle

at B of an electron whose mirror point is at

B+AB. From appendix 2 this lifetime is seen

to be given approximately by

r(B)_._AB/[ (_B ) l (5)

which was used in a previous paper [-Welch and

Whitaker, 19591.

For a uniform initial population [-U(B, t=0) =

constant1, and a sink at the bottom EU(B =Be, t)

=01, we obtained

U(B, t)p(B) --_constant (6)

for

t>>r(B), B'_Bc--_B

and B not too near the equator. Replacing the

sink at B =Be by the boundary condition,

(d/dB) (lnU) = 1lAB (7)

preserved the inverse density dependence right

up to B=Bo In another case we constructed
an atmosphere as a sum of two exponentials

with different scale heights,

p(B) =pi cxp(B/AB1) +p2 exp(B/AB2) (8)

In this case we again obtained the inverse density

dependence, even across the change in scale
heights from AB1 to ABe. Further runs showed

that these results are generally valid for any

fairly uniform initial distribution. Since all these

boundary conditions cause U to vary inversely

with air density at low altitudes, the results of

the calculation will not depend sensitively on

which is actually used. In the present calcula-

tions a sink was placed at an altitude of 100 km

over the South Atlantic in the region called the

Brazilian anomaly.

It was mentioned previously that the longitude
at which measurements are made becomes im-

portant at low altitudes. This effect has not
been studied in detail yet, but a few test problems

have been run to investigate the effect quali-

tatively. The results can be summarized by fol-

lowing a group of particles as they drift around

the earth starting from a longitude over the

Pacific Ocean. Initially there will be a fairly

sharp cutoff at some value of B owing to the

presence of the dense atmosphere. As the group

drifts to the Atlantic, mirror points dip closer

to the earth, and so the cutoff will move up
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L=1.18

Group 1 E=0.75 Mev

_ Hess Dota
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B
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marily by the air density over the South Atlantic;

experimental data taken near the anomaly should

therefore agree fairly well with the results pre-

sented in this paper. Experimental measurements

taken at other longitudes should show higher

count rates at high field strengths.

The longitude effect is also very important in

determining the actual place over the earth
where most electrons are lost. This will be some-

where to the west of the Brazilian anomaly in

the South Atlantic and will be a function of the

energy of the trapped electron, but its exact

position has not yet been determined.

RESULTS

The time history of electrons on the field lines

characterized by L=l.18, 1.25, and 1.30 has

been calculated starting with a fission _ spectrum

and a spatial distribution for U that is fiat in B.
This initial distribution was selected because it

is the simplest distribution suggested by the

satellite data, and a better estimate of the initial

FIGURE l.--Curves of the numbcr density of 0.75-Mev
electrons arc plotted as a function of B on the L = 1.18
field line. Each curve is labeled by the time after injec-
tion in seconds. Shown for comparison are data for one
week after Starfish (Hess, 1963).

along the field line to a smaller value of B.

As the group drifts back to the Pacific, particles
will be scattered back down the field line so

that the distribution will return approximately

to its original shape. The effect of a longitude

drift is, then, to cause the cutoff point to oscillate

up and down along the field line. Above some

altitude, only a small fraction of the particles

will scatter appreciably during one drift period,

so that the distribution will be nearly independent

of longitude. Large changes will be observed at

low altitudes, however, and it is important to

specify longitude in low-altitude experimental
measurements.

In comparing the rcsults presented in the
present work to experimental measurements, it

must bc recalled that averaged air densities are

used. This means that the cutoff" point and the

scale height at low altitudes arc determined pri-

i i i I

10 "1

1:3 x lo'S

10"2 _

+ "_O.t

10 "_

L
10.19 .210 .21 .2L2

8

/
.23

FIGURE 2.--Same as figure 1 for 2.25 Mev.
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F](;_aE 3.--Same as figure J for 3.75 Mev.
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\
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.$1 .23

FIGVRE 4.--Same as figure 1 for 0.75 Mev, L = 1.25. Shown

for comparison are data for ] week after Starfish (Hess,

1963).

L=I.25

Group 3 E= 2.25

z i I
10"-16 .17 .118 .19 .20 .21 .22 .23

B

Fmttr_ 5.---Same as figure 1 for 2.25 Mev, L = 1.25.

I°'1 t

I i i i i l l

lO" "I I "lI .,I I 0 I l .22 ,Z3

FIGURE 6.--Same as figure ] for 3.75 Mev, L = 1.25. Shown

for comparison are data for l week after Starfish

(O'Brien et al., 1962).
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distribution produced by Starfish was not readily

available.

The number density of electrons is plotted as

a function of the field strength at various times

for thrce energy groups and along three field

lines in figures 1 to 9. Energy spectrums are

plotted at various times at one particular point

I0 .i

10 "_

10 4

L=1.30

Group I E=0.75 Mev

_ Hess Data

10" I I I I I

.14 .16 .18 .20 .22 .24 iO-I

B

FIGURE 7.--Same as figure 1 for 0.75 Mev, L=l.30.

Shown for comparison arc data for 1 weck after Starfish

(Hess, 1963).

10-1

._+ o ,t

10 .A

10 -t

lo 4 L=l.30

Group 3 E= 2.25 Mev

.14 .1" .1: ._'o ' ._'_ ' ._',,
B

FIGURE 8.--Same as figure 1 for 2.25 Mev, L = 1.30.

10 -1

10"_

along each of the three field lines in figures l0

to 12. The particular point selected on each

field line is somewhat off the equator, but plots lo"

madc at a number of points along a field line all

show a similar behavior. For comparison put- I°-_

poses, figure 13 is the same as figure I I except

that energy loss has been omitted. Figure 14

illustrates small changes in the spectrum along io4

the L=1.25 field line better than figure l l by

showing the numl)er density in several energy

groups at a point somewhat off the C(lUator as a io-_

function of time.

Several important features of the time decay

't\
' .1'6 .1; ._'o ._ ' ._'_

B

FIGURE 9.----Name as figure 1 for 3.75 Mev, L = 1.30.
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of electrons are evident from the figures. The

first change that can be seen in figures 1 to 9

is a sharp drop in number dcnsities at low alti-

tudes (high B values). As time progresses, the

point at which the number density drops sharply

moves upward along the field line; the atmosphere

therefore appears to cut off the initial distribution

starting at low altitudes.

I0II

10 .2

10 -a

10 -4

I I I I I I

A= 1.3 x 10 -s sec

B=4.9 x 103

C= 1.1 x 10 s

D=2.7 x 10 s

E =7.6 x 10 s

F = 1.7 x 106

G=3.0 x 106

C

1 P I / I I I0 1 2 3 5 6 7

MEV

FIGURE 10.--Curves of tile number density ()f electrons
as a function of energy are plotted at several times for a
point on the L= 1.18 field line at which B =0.20.

Figures 10 to 12 show that the spectrum does

change, particularly at early times in the low-

energy region. It appears that the spectrum

eventually reaches a stationary shape and then

decays uniformly. Figure 14, however, illustrates

small changes taking place in the energy spectrum

more clearly, and it can bc seen that some changes

in the relative populations of the different energy

groups are still taking place on the L=1.25

field line at three years. Eventually an equi-

librium will bc reached both in the energy spec-

trum and in the distribution along field lines, and

10 !

10 -2

io -3

10_

I I I J I I

A= 1.3 x 10"Sse£

B = 5.5 x l0 s

C = 3.8 x 106

D = 1.4 x 10 ?

E = 3.1 • 10 7

F = 9.4 x 107

A

B

g
E

I.=i.25 B=.17

I I I I I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MEV

FIGURE ll.---_ame as figure i0 for L= 1.25, B=0.17.

lO-I

10 -_

10 -3

104

A:1.3 x 10"s sec

B:2.6 x 10 s

C:6.8 x 10 _

D:3.1 x 10 z

E;9.4 x 10 7

C A

L:1.30 B:.16

MEV

FIGURE 12.-_ame as figure l0 for L = 1.30, B =0.16.
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10 -i

10 -_

10 ":

IO -4

A-1.3 x 10 -s

B-6.19 x I0 s

A C-2.47 x 106

8_ D-7.36 x 106
E- 1.48 x 107

C F-2.68 x 107

D G-3.17 x 107

E

L:1.25

B=.17

d E/dx :0

1 2 3 4 6

MEV

FmORE 13.--Same as figure 11 exccpt that energy |oss

has been neglected.

quently at late times (t>>r2) we expect the first

eigenfunction to dominate:

U--+Ax fx exp ( - t/r])

When energy loss is included, we are dealing

with a two-dimensional diffusion problem involv-

ing diffusion along the field line and also in

energy. In this case, the part of the solution

depending only on time can still be separated,

but )lot the parts dcpcnding on B and 3". That is,

we obtain

U(B, % t)=H(B, 3')T(t)

= _C,h,(B, 3") exp(--t/r,)

where C_ are eonstants determined by the initial

distribution, and r, are the eigenvalues ordered

as before. They are not functions of 3" but do

depend on the range of % i.e., the boundary

conditions in 3". This coupling of the energy loss

and scattering implies that, even if only the

first eigenfunction is present, the spectral shape

will be a function of B. At late times (/>>r21

the decay will again be exponential with a fixed

then the number densities will decay exponen-

tially. This point will bc discussed in more detail

later.

One further general comment is important with

regard to comparisons of problems run with and

without energy loss. Without energy loss each

energy group decays independently and identically

except for a shift in the time scale. In this case

we have a one-dimensional diffusion problem

with mirror points moving only up and down

along the field lines. By standard separation of

variables we obtain the solution

U(B, % t)=E(B)T(t)G(3")

= _-_A ,(3")fi(B) exp(--t/r,)
i

where the A_ are determined by the initial dis-

tribution, f_ are the eigenfunctions, and r_ are

the eigenvalues ordered so that r,+]>T, and are

functions of 3".

For the assumed initial distrit)ution having U

constant in B, we find that A] is nonzero. Conse-

.....' :;?o
O.I - _

.01

NUMBER _

DENSITY 10"3 _

SUM

,o-" \ \ \_,.z5

,0-8 \ _,o._

_ "4.25

t I _5.75
10-6 I I

10 4 I0 5 tO 6 10 7 10 8 10 9

TIME IN SECONDS

FIGUI_r: 14.--Numller density is plotted as a function of

time for several energy groups at a point where B =0.20

gauss on the L = 1.25 fiehl line. The sum curve refers
to the sun1 of all electrons with energies greater than

0.37 Mcv.
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spectralshapeat any givenB. For early times

(t<rl) the decay is governed by higher eigen-

functions and is consequently faster. If many

eigenfunctions are needed to describe the dis-

tribution initially then that eigenfunction having

T____t will tend to govern the decay at time t.

Higher eigenfunctions will have already decayed

and lower ones arc not yet decaying.

Details of the Spectral Changes

The effects of the coupling between the changes

in energy spectrum and changes in the spatial

distribution can be investigated by comparing

figures ll and 13. In figure 13 energy loss is

neglected, and the decay is seen to be considerably

different in character. The decay is slower, and

an equilibrium energy spectrum is not ever pro-

duced. If this calculation had run long enough,

the low-energy groups would be completely de-

populated. It is clear that the lowest-energy group

in figure l l has an appreciable population only

because it is being fed by energy loss from the

next higher-encrgy group.

The extent of the spectral changes to be ex-

CHARACTERISTIC
LIFETIME IN

SECONDS,
l"

I0 6

10 5

104

103

I02

10

_ \
, \

0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24

FIGURE 15.--Characteristic lifetimes are plotted as a

function of B along the L = 1.25 field line. This is good

only for the total electron population, not for separate

groups.

2.0

|.0

L=1.25

B=O.16 (EQUATOR)

NUMBER

DENSITY 0.! ",

0.01 = l = I J l
0 I 2 3xlO 8

TIME, SEC

FIGURE 16.--Number density summed over all energies

at the equator of the L=1.25 line vs. time. Note the

exponential decay at late times.

pected can be determined at any point along a

field line for the 0.75-, 2.25-, and 3.75-Mev energy

groups from figures 1 to 9. All points along the

field line behave qualitatively the same, but the

time scales will vary along the line. The most

important general conclusion that can be drawn

from the present calculations about spectral

changes is that the spectrum will drop off rather

sharply below 1.5 Mev, but the relative spectral

change between higher energies is small.

Time Decay

A number of curves similar to figure 14 have

been made at various points along the L= 1.25

field line, and in all these the sum of electron

number densities for all electrons of energies above

0.5 Mev can be approximated by the expression

n(B, t)=n(B, O)[r/(t+r) _ r=r(B)

where t is time, and r is a characteristic lifetime.

The parameter r varies along the field line, and is

plotted in figure 15. This expression fits the

electron number density up to times of about

2X10 s seconds (seven years) within 30 percent.

As can be seen from figure 14, each individual

energy group does not follow this decay law

even though the sum over all energy groups does.
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At later times the entire population decays ex-

ponentially with a characteristic time of about

1.3 X l08 seconds (see figure 16). All groups decay

exponentially with the same characteristic time

at late times, as was discussed above. In some

cases a true exponential decay will never be ob-

served experimentally because changcs in atmos-

pheric density will produce changcs in the lifetime.

During the period from 19(i2 to 19(i5 (near sun-

spot minimum) the atmospheric density should

remain fairly near the distribution used in the

prcscnt work, but dc('ay at timcs greater than

about three years after the Starfish explosion will

be seriously influenced by changes in the e.omposi-

tion of the atmosphere.

Comparison with Experiment

The results of these calculations are compared

with what is known of thc spa('ial distribution of

flux resulting from the Starfish explosion. In

figure (i arc shown the Injun results _-()'Brien ct al.,

19(_2_, and in figures l, 4, and 7 are shown the

composite results of liess [-19_:/]. These results
have been normalized at the smallest valuc of B

for ca('h graph. The Injun results span some

period of time, but are probably rcprcscntative
of/_:{× 105 see. Sin(,c the Injuu detector ('ounts

ele('troz_s via the lu'emsstrahlur_g l)roecss, its
energy is not well defined but is a few 3,Icy

average. The (.omposite results iu figures 1, 4,

and 7 are for one week after Starfish, or about
(iX l0 '_scc. Since thcse results are for all fission

elcetrons, they are most easily compared with
the group 1 cle('trons centered at 0.75 Mcv.

Nearly half the fission elcctrous are in this

cnergy interval.

The eomparisoll of exp(,rimc_lt with (.alcula-

tions for the L=l.18 line is quite good. For the

L= 1.25 and L=I.;{0 lincs cxpcrimcutally there
are more ele('trons at large values of B than the

eah_ulations give. This could be due to a (.ombina-

tion of three cffe('ts: (1) in('orreet atmosphere,

(2) lollgitude effe('t, and (3) the assum(,d initial

mirror-pohlt distributiou b(,ing in('orrc(.t.

Although the atmosl)hcrc may bc in error, we

do not fc(,l this is the source of the dis('repaney.

As was mel,tioll('(l previously the eah'ulations

presented in this work arc CXl)(,,'tcd t,) undo.r-

estimate comlt rates at low altitudes (high field

str(mgths) at all longitudes exc'el)t near the

Brazilian anomaly. In particular, our calcula-
tions give zero count rate for B values beyond the

cutoff, whercas there will be some electrons

present everywhere except over the anomaly.

Since many Injun 1 data are based on measure-

ments takcu ovcr the United States (i.c., just

beforc mirror points dip into the anomaly) the

longitude cffe(:t would bc maximized here. We

have attempted to make numerical estimates of
this effect and do not believe it can accomlt for

all the dis('repaney noted bctween B=0.20 and
B=0.23 on the L= 1.25 field liue. A firm con-

clusion will have to await a more detailed cal-

culation of the effect of lougitude.

hi thc cvcut that the lougitude effect is not

sufti(,ient to account for the experimeutal results,
it must be e,oneluded that the assumed iuitial

mirror-point density was iueorrcct. It should bc

possible by trial and error to arrive at thc initial

mirror-point distribution required to fit experi-
mental data.

SUMMARY

(_eneral features of the dceay of an electron

flux have been described in the present work.

Both spcetral all(t temporal (dmugcs have becu

discussed, and graphs were presented to illustrate

this decay o,1 field lines ('haraetcrizcd by L = 1.18,

1.25, and 1.:_0. The results of these ealculatious

were then compared to experimental data taken

onc weck after the Starfish explosion, and the

observed discrcpaueics were discussed. To explain

thcse discrepancies and to test the (,alculations

in more detail, several further steps should be
taken :

I. The longitude effect must be investigated

in more detail before thc results of the prescl_t

eah'ulatious eau be comparcd to experimcutal
mcasurcments made at low altitudes. This work

is presently being carried out, and results should

be availablc presently.

2. Other initial distributions should be investi-

gated. It should he possible to fi:ld an initial dis-

tribution that will yield the experimentally meas-

ured distribution at one week aftcr the explosion.

;I. The ealeulatcd time decay should be ('ore-

pared to experiment. This will be possible as soon

as data taken scveral months after the (,xl)h)sion

have bccn collected and analyzed.



Appendix !

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Q, U, AND n

Initial values of U can be obtained for dis-

tributed isotropic injection as follows. Let Q be

the number of electrons per energy interval per

cubic centimeter injected isotropically at the point

defined by (L, By, _). where L, the McIlwain
[-19611 parameter, describes the radius vector to

the field line at the equator from the locally

fitted dipole; B v is the field strength, and ¢ is

longitude. Let ds be an element of arc _ength
along the local field line and dA be an element

of area perpendicular to the line. Then we have

(Q d'y ds dA d_/47r) (1)

as the number of particles injected in ds, in d%

in dA, and into tim solid angle d_. The element

d_2 is related to an element of mirror-point field

B. Remembering that the pitch angles a and

7r-a will result in the same mirror point, we
obtain

d_= (27r) [-2d (cosa) J 0<_<7r/2 (2)

But since we have

we obtain
sin2a = Bp/B (3)

d (cosa) = d[1 -- Bv/B-] it2

By dB
(4)

-- 2B2[- 1 --Bp/B_a/2

Noting that Bv dA =dF defines the flux tube

for injection points corresponding to the volume

element dB dF into which we are injecting mirror
points, we obtain

1 Jr.[ Q dsv(_, n, B, _)=_-_ _--B_/By_ (5)

where the integral is over all s between the point

(L, B, _) and its conjugate, and Q and B v are

functions of s. To obtain U averaged in longitude

we simply replace Q by Q

1 f2_

(_(_,, L, By) --Z-/ Q(% L, Bp, 6) dq_ (6)
ZTra 0

The number density can be obtained from the
values of U as follows. Consider the volume

ds dA of the flux tube dF= Bp dA. The particles
mirroring in dB dF below this volume number

dN= U dB dF= U dB(Bp dA) (7)

and spend a fraction of time g in the volume
(ds dA ), where

ds ds

g=v_'T_-2L[1 --Bv/B],I2 (8)

where T is the half-period of bounce and is given
closely by 2L/vtotal for all latitudes.

Thus the number density is given by

[g dN
n(% L, By)=j -d-V

[ ds U dB dABv,
= 2 (9)

B c

Bv [ U dB
n(% L, B,)=_JB EI_-_-B] '12, (I0)

where U=O for B>B_, the atmospheric cutoff.
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Appendix 2

EVALUATION OF THE FOKKER-PLANCK COEFFICIENTS

The conservation of the electron magnetic mo-

ment leads to the mirror equation,

B = Bv/sin2_ (1)

where B is the scalar field at the mirror point,

and a is the pitch angle between the local ve-

locity vector and the local magnetic field vector

whose magnitude is Bp. Scattering of the electron

by all atom will change a, and hence B, with

B, fixed. If e is the angle between the old and

new electron velocity vectors, and ,I, is the

azimuthal angle of the scattering, we have for

the new pitch angle a',

cosa'--cosa cose+sina sine sin,I' (2)

The corresponding change from B to B' is then
obtained:

_B/B = (B'--B)/B

= (sin_a/sin2a ') -- 1

= (eos_'-cos_)/(1-eos2_ ') (3)

Substituting (2) into (3), and collecting terms

in powers of sin_, we obtain

_B 2 sins cosa sine cose sinq,+ (sin2_ sin2qz--cos_a) sin_e

B -sin_a--2 sina cosa sine cose simI,+ (cos_a--sin2a sin2_) sin_e
(4)

Performing long division and anticipating that
is small wc obtain

averages of tim time rate of change of _tB and

(_B)2, we construct:

,IB/B = 1-2 cots eose simI, J sine

-I- [cot:a (4 sin2_I,- 1 ) -I-sin2_I,_ sin2e

+0 (sinCe sin_e)-4-0 (sin4e) (5)

Since physically all _ are equally probable and

uncorrelated with _, we obtain for an average
over xl,

<_B )/B= (cot_a+½) sin_eT0(sin4e) (6)

Bu squaring (5) and again averaging over xI,
we obtain

((,_B)_)/B_= (2 cot_) sin_e+0(sin'_) (7)

Averages over e are obtained by means of a

screened Coulomb scattering cross section from

Moliere [1948]. Remembering that we wish

_r<sin2e ) ----_'_N,(B)v sin_e(dz_/de) de
i 0

(s)

where N_(B) is the longitude-average (see ap-

pendix 3) number density of the ith atmospheric

component (e.g., oxygen, nitrogen, helium), v is

the total velocity, and (da/de) is the differential

cross section 1-Moliere, 1948]

87r sineZ_c4[ 0.10

0.55 0.35 ]z
+_2_4_0.3( i (_2/_) ÷ e2_4_0.022 (_/.y_) J

where e is the electronic charge, m0 is the elec-

tron rest mass, and _l=0.56Z_(2_re_/hv). In this

equation Z, the ttartree-Fock value of the atomic

number, equals 5.8 for oxygen and 1.4 for helium.
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For energiesabove500kevweobtain the ap-
proximatenumericalresult,

(sin2e)= F(1.2+0.2lny)/,y2]× lO-n

×[-No+0.0SNne] sec -1 (9)

for an atmosphere consisting of NHe (helium

atoms)/cc and No (oxygen and nitrogen

atoms)/cc.

After substituting (9) into (6) and (7), aver-

ages were taken over a bounce period. These

were performed numerically using the atmos-

phbric model of appendix 3 after weighing the

residence time at each value of B by (cosa) -1.

The energy loss coefficient (_,) was evaluated

for the region _,>2 by assuming minimum ioni-
zation

p-1 (d'y/dx) = (py)-i (d'r/dt) =4 per (g/cm 2) (10)

This results in

(_")=3.2X10-12(/Vo+0.25/Vne) sec -1 (11)

where P(o and 57He denote weighted averages

over the bounce period.



Appendix 3

THE ATMOSPHERIC MODEL

One of the largest uncertainties in this analysis

involves the values of the atmospheric densities.

The proper value to be uscd in this analysis is a

diurnal average density for the present part of

the solar cycle. Thcre are few good experimental

data on high-altitude densities.

The only complete theoretical study of the

solar cycle and diurnal atmospheric density and

composition is that of tlarris and Priester [1962J.

This study assumes that the intensity of the

ultraviolet upper atmosphere heat source is pro-

portional to the 10-cm solar radiation flux (de-

noted by S and given in units of 10 -52 watt/m s

cps). This has some theoretical basis [-Waldmeier

and Mfillcr, 19503 and it seems to be truc empiri-

cally, at least over a certain part of the solar

cyele, judging from a study of the 27-day varia-

tions [l'riester, 1959; .lacchia, 19593. llarris and

Priester also assumed a se('ond heat source with

a forenoon maximum in order to avoid a diurnal

maximum temperature at 5 p.m. local time, which

would otherwise occur. The observed diurnal maxi-

mum is at about 2 p.m. This second heat source

is assumed to vary in the same way with the

monthly averaged 10-cm solar flux as the ultra-

violet source. Since the position of the diurnal

maximum is not of importance to us here (we

are interested only in diurnal averaged densities),

the physical realness of this second heat source is

unimportant.

The IIarris and Pricstcr atmosphere also in-

cludes helium, which is known now to be a

major componeut at high altitudes. We will not

consider hydrogen here because it is a principle

atmospheric constituent only at very higb alti-

tudes, and also it is a very inetticient couloml)

scatterer because of its low Z.

According to (,urrent information on the solar

flux (S_100), the l[arris and l)riester diurnal

averaged atmosphere is as shown in table I.

We are neglecting ions in this atmosphere.

Although one ion is about twice as efficient as one

atom in scattering, because of the increased range

of its force, the percentage ionization is quite

small. Table 1 was used as the atmospheric model.

Let us see what checks there are on the ac-

curacy of this theoretical model atmosphere.

First, the presence of helium at high altitude,

which was predicted some time ago i-Nicolet,

1961J, has been demonstrated experimentally

TABLE 1

Altitude,
km

120

200
300

400

500
6OO

800

1000

1200

1500

2000

n(N)

1.2)<10 TM

7.2X101°

2.0XlO s

7.5)<10 6

3.2)<10 5

1.5)<10 4

40

n(O)

3.2)<10 u

3.7X10 g

3.7X108

5.5)< 107

9.0)<10 _
1.6)<106

5.6)<104

2.4)<10 s
120

2

n(tle)

2.5X107

5.9X106

3.2X10 e

2.0X 106

1.3X 106

8.2X10 _

3.5)<105

1.6X105

7.5)<104

2.6X104

5.3X10 a

[-ttansen, 1(.)(i2_. The experiment by Ilale [-1961-]

in October l l)(i0 that gave this information was

carried out at about 1500 local time. This gave,

at 2000 kin, a temperature of l(i00°K and _t (O) =

2X10 :_ cm -_ and n(lle)=l.5)<105 cm-L The

llarris and l)riester atmosphere for S = 200 would

give n(O) = 1.2)< 103 and n(lle) =8)< l0 a, in good

agreement. Their atmosphere here gives 7'=

1750°h:, somewhat higher than 1600°K but prob-

ably inside the limits of experimental error.

l_ourdeau et al. [1962] also found helium on the

Exl)lorer _ satellite. A Langmuir t)robe gave an
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electron temperature of 1750:i:200 ° at 0615 local ,o,

time at 1630 km on November 24, 1960. This was

a disturbed period. A retarding potential ion trap

gave a similar ion temperature and a ratio of ,o,
He+/O += l.:_ at 1630 km. An analysis of this

experiment showed rather good agreement with
the Hansen atmosphere.

Another experiment of Sharp et al. [19()2J '¢_

involving a microphone gage gave a density of

2.1 :t:0.4X10 -'5 g/cm 2 at 500 km during the day

and 2.6:t:1.3X10 -16 g/cm 2 at 550 km at night ;z io 5

on January 31, 1961. This agrees well with Harris
and Priester's data for S = 150.

Serbu et al. F19617 measured electron tempera- ,o*
tures on the Explorer 8 satellite in November 1960

and got a diurnal variation of from about ll00°K

to about 1800°K, in quite good agreement with
Harris and Priester for S = 200. More recent meas- ,0,

urements by L. H. Brace (private communication,
1962) gave temperatures of 1700°K at noon in

March 1961 and 1200°K at midnight in December

1961. These fit thc Harris and Priester atmosphere
for S = 150 moderately well.

In June 1962 an electron temperature measure-

ment on a Scout Rocket (J. L. Donley, private

communication, 1962) gave a temperature of T =

800°K at 0100 local time. Harris and Priester gave
T=720°K for S= 100 and T=940°K for S= 150.

According to recent measurements of the 10.7-

IbO0

IO00-

SO0-

1 I I i
100 200 300

longitude

FIGURE 17.--The variation of altitude with longitude of a
ring of constant B and L in both the northern and south-
ern hemispheres.

,02 I I I I I I
0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24

8 (gauss)

FIGURE 18.--The atmospheric helium density averaged in
longitude and local time near sunspot minimum.

cm solar flux (W. Covington, private communi-

cation, 1962), we actually are very nearly at
S = 100 now.

Another source of information about upper

atmosphere densities comes from studying satel-

lite drag. From the observations on the change of
period of a satellite, we can calculate the air

density p.

Jacchia and Slowey [-see Sharp et al., 1962_,

studying satellite 1958_2, found that in February
1961 the atmospheric density at 2300 local time

is p = 1.5 X 10-'7 g/cm 2 at 710 km and at 1400 LT

is p=SX10 -'7 at the same altitude. These agree
quite well with Harris and Priester for S= 150.

From studying the drag on the Echo satellite,

R. Bryant (private communication, 1962) has

found that for July 1961 _= 1 × 10 -'8 g/cm 3 and

for July 1962 _=0.5×10 -'8 at 1400 kin. This

corresponds for July 196l, from Harris and

Priestcr, to S= 150 and for July 1962 to S_110.

The Harris and Priester model atmosphere is
only good for low latitudes. Recent data from

the Ariel Satellite [-Bourdeau, li)62_ show that

above 20 ° latitude the exospheric temperatures
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103

1.18

1.25
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$0 = I [ I l I [
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FIGURE 19.--The atmospheric (oxygen-Fnitrogen) density

averaged in longitude and local time near sunspot
minimum.

increase a good deal. The agreement of Ariel data

with Harris and Priester's data at low altitude is

quite good. Since we are only interested here in

h<20 °, the IIarris and Priester atmosphere will

be adequate.

Oil the basis of reasonably good agreement

between experiments and tile l larris and Priester

model atmosphere, we will use the S=100 di-

urnal average atmosphere given in table 1. The

value of S= 100 seems quite good now. It should

decrease slowly for the next two years, but not

change very much in total during that time.

The Harris and Priester diurnal average atmos-

phere given in table 1 must be averaged ia longi-

tude to be used in the calculations. This is done

by selecting a value for B and L and calculating

the corresponding altitude. This is repeated at 5 °

intervals in longitude. One such longitude-altitude

graph is shown in figure 17. (The Jensen and Cain

[-19(;0_ coefficients of the magnetic field were used

in this calculation.) By interpolating in table l,

the values of the atmospheric densities n (He) and

n(O-FN) are obtained at all points in longitude

and are averaged. The process is then repeated for

a different B-L set. The result of this is the

longitudinally averaged densities of n(He) al_d

n(O-FN) shown in figure 18 and figure 19. These

are used in the calculations.
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DISCUSSION OF OUR EARLIER PAPER 'HYDRO-
MAGNETIC INTERPRETATION OF SUDDEN
COMMENCEMENTS OF MAGNETIC STORMS'

CHARLES R. WILS()N

Geophysical Institute, College, Alaska

MASAHISA SUGIURA*

Goddard Space Flight Center

On page 3771 of his recent paper in this Journal
Matsushita [1962] discussed the disagreemcHt of

his analysis with ours [Wilson and Sugiura, l(.)(H]

regardi]_g the polarization rules of the elliptically

polarized hydromagnetic waves in the magnetic

storm sudden commeuc, emeuts. The purpose of
this communication is to corre('t the misuuder-

standiug that may have resulted from Mat-

sushita's criticism, which appears to be based on

an analysis much less exteusive and complete than

ours. The discussiot_s giv(m below are based or, the

results of aualysis of about six huudred and fifty

vector diagrams of the SC horizoutal perturbation
All.

The material for this analysis was drawn from

virtually all the rapid-ruu magnetograms available

at the IGY World Data Center A; the analysis

concerns (,)3 SC's that occurred during the period

bcgimfil_g with the IGY arid ending September

1961. Though for a few of these SC's data from

only a few maguetic observatories were available,

records from seven statious, on the average, were

scaled for each SC. Iu addition, data were collected

from 18 to 30 magnetic observatories (out of the

38 observatories listed in table 2) for ten selected

SC's that are evenly distributed over the Green-

wich day.
The polarizatioll rules were derived and tested

in the following way. First, po]arizatiou ehar-

*N:di_mal A('aih,my of Seii,ni.(,s--N_d.iou.d lh's(,.'u'eh
(',otmcil fellow on lelLvo of ld)seni.e frc)m the (i('ophysiim]
Institute, College, Alask,'t.

acteristics were determined for 9 to 67 SC's for

14 ot)servatories (listed it, tahle 1) and the results

were all com/)ined to derive rules by which the

polarizations are governed. Secondly, polarization
characteristics were examined for 18 to 30 ob-

servatories (table 2) for each of 10 SC's to test

whether or not the rules obtained by the first

method arc obeyed by individual SC's.

These analyses eol_firmcd our previous findings

aud gave further support to our interpretation of

SC's. The getteval picture of out" iriterpretation of
SC's cat, be summarized as follows.

The primary effect of the impact of a solar gas

cloud on the surface of the magnetosphere is to

create a longitudinal hydromagnctic shock wave.

Since near the equatorial plane the magnetic, field

is nearly perpendicular to the equatorial plane, the

longitudinal hydromagnetic wave propagates to-

ward the earth essentially in this mode. Because of
the curvature of the li/_es of maglletie force, the

longitudinal hydromagnetic wave generates traus-

verse hydromaguetic waves by coupliug. These

transverse hydromagnetic waves are transmitted

to the earth essentially along the lines of magnetic

force. The couplit_g is most effective in the outer

regions of the magnetosphe.re where the magnetic

field is weak; from these regions the transverse

hydromagnetic waves propagate to the earth iu

high latitudes.

The above picture is greatly idealized; in reality

the magnetic perturbation created by the impact

of the solar plasma will propagate in a more

1182
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TABLE 1.--Percentage of SC's That are Elliptically Polarized, and Percentage of SC's (Among these Elliptically Polarized

SC's) Obeying the Polarization Rules

Magnetic

observatory

iurchison Bay___

!ollege ...........

[ealy ............

itka ............

OV(} .............

redericksburg ....

_UCSOn ...........

[onolulu .........

luam ............

Apia .............

[ermanus ........

Catheroo ........

Byrd Station .....

¢ilkes Station ....

Total ......

Geomag-

netic

latitude

(°)
75.25N

64.7N

63.6N

60. ON

58.2N

49.6N

40.4N

21 .ON

3.9N

16.0S

33.3S

41.7S

7O. 6S

77.8S

Re_

earth

radiit

15.5

5.4

5.0

4.0

3.6

2.4

1.7

1.14

1.005

1.08

1.45

1.78

9.0

22.5

Total num-

ber of

SC's, N

20

55

31

67

30

62

36

37

9

9

33

34

31

47

501

5

Elliptically polarized SC's

Number,

N,

15

32

22

52

14

23

ll

8

0

2

16

16

2O

36

267

(N,/N) X 100%

%
75

58

71

78

47

37

30

21

0

22

48

47

65

77

6

SC's obeying polarization rules

7

26

21

50

12

21

10

6

1

13

11

18

24

220

(N,*/N,) X 100%

%
47

81

96

96

86

91

91

75

5O

81

69

9O

66

tR, is the geocentric distance of the point at which the magnetic field line (of the unperturbed dipole) through the

station crosses the equatorial plane.

complex manner. However, we believe that the

above mechanism gives the essential structure of

the sudden commencement of a magnetic storm.
The basis of this belief is the fact that this mech-

anism explains some of the major features of SC's
observed oil the earth's surface.

If an SC magnetic perturbation observed at an

observatory were a pure transverse hydromag-

netic wave, its polarization would be circular,

whereas if it were a pure longitudinal hydro-
magnetic wave, its polarization would be linear.

The polarization of a magnetic perturbation can

be studied by tracing the end point of the magnetic

perturbation vector. Only the projection of the

magnetic vector onto the horizontal plane is
investigated here.

The analysis of the characteristics of 650 such

vector diagrams for the first few minutes of SC's

has shown that the earth Call be divided roughly

into three zones according to the polarization of

SC's. The polarization characteristics, the ranges

in geomagnetic latitude _ of these zones, and the

ranges in geocentric distance Re (ill units of earth

radius) of the regions in the magnetosphere which

are the projections of the three zones onto the

equatorial plane along the lines of magnetic force

are:

(a) linear polarization for 0o<+<40 ° and

1.0_<Re_< 1.7.

(b) mixture of elliptical and linear polarizations

for 40°<4<55 ° and 1.7<Re_<3.0.

(c) elliptical polarization for 55°<+_90 ° and

R_>3.0.

We interpret this result as follows: The SC

magnetic perturbation primarily consists of longi-

tudinal hydromagnetic waves in zone (a), and of

transverse hydromagnetic waves in zone (c). Be-
tween these two zones there is a transitional zone

where either one of these two modes or a mixed

mode may be observed.

Table I summarizes the results of analysis
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regarding (1) percentage of SC's that are ellipti-

cally polarized, and (2) among these elliptically

polarized SC's, percentage of SC's that obey the

polarization rules. It is clearly seen that the

percentage of elliptically polarized SC's increases

with increasing latitude. For the southern hemi-

sphere rapid-run magnetic data are scarce; how-

ever, the results for the five observatories used do

indicate the same trend.

The sense of rotation, either clockwise of

counterclockwise when viewed downward on the

earth's surface, of the circularly polarized SC's
obeys the following two rules:

1. In each of the northern and southern henri-

spheres the sense of rotation is opposite in two
quadrants separated by the meridian plane
through 10 hours and 22 hours.

2. In each meridian plane the sense of rotation
of magnetic vector is opposite in the northern and
southern hemispheres.

In the northern hemisphere the rotation is

TABLE 2.--Results of Analysis of Ten SC's

UT

0042
0315
0S43

0930
1050

1300
1529

1652

1821
1920

1

Time of SC

Date

July 5,1957

Oct. 22,1958

Sept, 3,1958

Sept. 16,195_

J'm. 25,195_

Sept. 4, 1957

July 31,195_

May 31,195_

Nov. 6,1957

Aug. 29,1957

2

Stations for which data

were available

Number, S

23

26

26

29

27

18

30

22

22

24

Total 247

3

Stations at which SC was elliptically polarized

Number, S,

17

23

18

24

22

16
26

17

21

18

Total 202

(&/s) x lO0%

74%

88

09

83

81

89

87

77
95

75

Mean 82

1. Thule (N 89?0)

2. Godhavn (N 79?8)

3. Murchison Bay (N 75?3)

4. Reykjavik (N 70?2)

5. Point Barrow (N 68?6)

6. Troms6 (N 67?2)

7. Kiruna (N 65?3)
8. College (N 64?7)

9. Big l)_,]t,_ (N 64?4)

10. th,aly (N 63?6)

11. L(,rwick (N 62?5)

12. Sitk:_ (N 60?0)

13. Eskdah,muir (N 58?4)

14. Lov6 (N 5,_72)

15. Vah,ntia (N 56?7)

16. Rlnh! Skov (N 55?9)

17. llarthmd (N 54?6)

18. Manhay (N 52?0)

19. l)ourbcs iN 52?0)

Stations (Geomagnetic Latitude)

20. Fredericksburg (N 49?6)

21. Ponta I)elgada (N 45?6)
22. Toledo (N 43?9)

23. Tucson (N 40?4)

24. Memaml)etsu (N 3471)

25. Kakioka (N 26?0)

26. Honohflu (N 2170)

27. Paramaribo (N 1770)

28. Guam (N 3?9)

29. Koror (S 3?3)

30. Hollandi.t (S 1275)

31. Apia (S 1670)

32. Hermanus (S 33?3)

33. Watheroo (S 41 ?7)

34. Byrd Station (S 71176)

:{5. Little Amerie'_ (S 74?0)

31i. 1)umont d'Urville (S 75?5)

37. Wilkes (S 77?8)

38. Scott Base (S 79?0)
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TABLE 2.---Continued
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UT

0042

0315

0843
0930

1050

1300

1529
1652

1821

1920

1

Time of SC

Date

July 5,1957
Oct. 22,1958

Sept. 3,1958

Sept. 16,1958

Jan. 25,1958
Sept. 4,1957

July 31,1958

May 31,1958

Nov. 6,1957

Aug. 29,1957

4

Stations at which elliptically polar-

ized SC obeyed the rules

Number, St* (so*/s.)XlOO%

70%
83

72

96

73

81

56

82

62

95

5

Same as columns 3 and 4, excluding stations with

' iS, (Sew th

_>72 °)

12

18

14

18

16

11

20

13

17

13

_>72°(Re>10.5)

10

17

11

17

11

10

15

13

11
12

12

19

13

23

16

13

17

14

13

17

Se t*
t* t

(s. /s_ )xioo%

s3%
95

99

95

69

91

75

ioo

65

92

Total 157 * Mean 77 Total 152 Total 127 Mean 84

clockwise from 10 hours to 22 hours; this specifies

the sense of rotation in the remaining three

quadrants according to the two rules given above.

The two rules can be combined into one: the

SC hydromagnetic perturbation is transmitted to

the earth in the ordinary mode in the morning

hemisphere (22 hours to 10 hours) and in the

extraordinary mode in the afternoon hemisphere

(10 hours to 22 hours). However, in our earlier

paper we represented the mode by the sense of

rotation of the magnetic vector; hence, for the

sake of uniformity of representation this same way

of expressing the mode of hydromagnetic waves is

used here.

In the group of elliptically polarized SC's the

percentage of cases in which the two rules are

obeyed ranges from 91% to 69%, with a mean of

86% (column 6, table 1), excluding the very high

latitude stations (Murchison Bay and Wilkes) and

Apia (for which there were too few cases); the

percentage of agreement with the polarization

rules is independent of latitude. It is noteworthy

that even for stations at which circularly polarized

SC's are not very frequent, e.g., Fredericksburg,

Tucson, and Honolulu, the majority of circularly

polarized SC's follow the pattern set by the rules.

In the foregoing discussions the rules were

derived statistically treating the time variable,

'local time,' at each station as being equivalent

to the spatial variable, 'longitude with respect to

the sun,' at a fixed moment of time. It is desirable,

therefore, to test to what extent individual SC's

follow the rules. For this purpose analysis was

made on ten SC's (listed in table 2). The stations

used are listed in table 2; the number of stations

for which it was possible to analyze the data with

an acceptable accuracy is shown in column 2.

For the ten SC's, the percentage of stations at

which SC's were elliptically polarized ranges from

69% to 95% (colmnn 3), indicating a high rate of

occurrence of elliptically polarized SC's. Taking

the cases in which SC is observed to be elliptically

polarized, the number and the percentage of

stations at which the polarization of SC was in

agreement with that expected from the polari-

zation rules are given in column 4. The agreement

between the observed and the predicted pattern

of SC polarization can be considered good. The

average of the above percentage (S_*/S_)X 100%

(colunm 4, table 2) is 77%; the corresponding

percentage in the statistical analysis discussed

earlier is 84% (column 6, table 1).

Recent plasma measurements by Mariner 2

indicate that steady solar wind exists in inter-
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planetary space [-Neugebauer and Snyder, 1962J,

and because of this continuous flow of solar plasma

the magnetosphere is confined in a 'cavity.'

Observational evidence for the 'cavity surface'
has been provided by magnetic measurements

made with instruments aboard Pioneer i [Sonnett

et al., 19601, Pioneer 5 [-Coleman et al., 19601,

Explorer 10 r-Heppner et al., 19621, and Explorer

12 [-Cahill and Amazeen, 19631. The measure-

ment by Explorer 10 indicated that the cavity
surface extends to distances greater than 20 earth

radii on the dark side of the earth. On the day
side of the earth the cavity surface is near 10
earth radii.

For all unperturbed centered dipole the mag-

netic field lines crossing the equator at a geo-
centric distance of 10 earth radii intersect the

earth's surface at 72 ° latitude. Because of the

magnetic field produced by the electric current on

the boundary surface, the field lines will be

distorted. Theoretical studies of the shape of the

cavity surface have been made by a number of

workers [-Dungey, 1961, 1962; Hurley, 1961;

Midgley and Davis, 1962; Slutz, 1962; Spreiter

and Briggs, 1962; Mead, 1962]. However, the

idealizations and approxilnations used in these
studies make it difficult to determine the distor-

tions of the magnetic field lines that arc anchored

in the earth near the magnetic poles. Magnetic

measurement in the magnetosphere over the

polar regions has not been made.

Thus it is not certain whether the magnetic
field lines intersecting the earth's surface near the

magnetic poles are all crossing the equator on the

dark side of the earth, as has been suggested by
Johnsoll [1960], or some of these lines of force are

connected to those of interplanetary magnetic
fields or to the disordered lines of forcc of the

irregular magnetic field that has been observed by

])ionecr 1, Pioneer 5, Explorer 10, Explorer 12, alid
Explorer 14 and has been discussed by Dessler

[1962]. If the magnetic field lines originating near

the magnetic poles are not intcrhenfispheri('ally

commctcd, the modes, i.e., ordinary or extraor-

dinary, of the transverse SC wavcs may not agree

between high-latitude stations in the adjacent

northern and southern quadrants. Even if these

lines of force are connected on the dark side of the

earth at distances greater than l0 earth radii, the

magnetic field may be too weak for an efficient

coupling of longitudinal and transverse hydro-
magnetic waves. The dipole field at 10 earth radii

is about 30 % and the SC amplitudes are about

100 -y or even greater in high latitudes. Even if

the focusing of the wave energy in the propagation
toward the earth is taken into account, the

amplitude of the SC perturbation is of the same

order of magnitude as, or greater than, the

unperturbed field. Then the coupling and trans-

mission of hydromagnetic waves may be much

more complicated than those expected from the

linearized theory.

In any event there is reason to suppose that the

SC polarization rules may riot be satisfied in the

regions near the magnetic poles. How large is the

extent of these regions is as yet a matter of

speculation. However, it is of interest to set some

upper boundaries in latitude, one in each hemi-

i t01

0315 U.T.OCTOBER 22, 1958

FIGURE 1._Map of the horizontal perturbation vector
(all) diagrams for the sudden commencement of 0315
U.T. October 22, 1958, for 20 magnetic observatories
in the northern hemisphere. The vector diagrams are
drawn at the projected positions of the stations on the
equatorial plane. The numbers hy each vector diagrltm
refcr to the station identification list in table 2. The
meridian plaxm separating the two zones of opposite
polarization (cxtraordiimry mode 1020 to 2220 hours
and ordinary mode from 2220 to 1020 hours) is shown.
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sphere, above which the mode of transverse SC

waves is at random.

If we set these boundaries at geomagnetic

latitudes :t:72 ° (as was indicated earlier, the lines

of force crossing the earth's surface at 72 ° latitude

intersect the equatorial plane at a geocentric

distance of 10 carth radii) then, for the stations

with latitude greater than 72 °, on the average

only 53% of the SC's obey the polarization rules,

indicating that such boundaries as defined above

appear to exist near 72 °. In column 5 of table 2 the

percentage of stations with latitude less than 72 °

for which elliptically polarized SC's obey the

polarization rules is given; the average percentage

is now increased to 84% from 77%, which is the

corresponding percentage when all the stations are

included (column 4). Though the difference is very

slight, the percentage does increase by excluding

the stations in the polar cap.

The vector diagrams for the first few minutes

of the SC of November 22, 1958, at 0315 UT, for

20 stations in the northern hemisphere are shown

"in figure 1. The position of each station is projected

onto the equatorial plane along the line per-

pendicular to this plane, and the vector diagram

for the station is placed at the projected position

of the station. The vector diagram is drawn as if

the plane of the projection were the horizontal

plane at the station, and the vector diagram is so

oriented that the direction of the magnetic north

for the vector diagram is pointed toward the

center. The scales are not uniform for all the

stations. The number by each vector diagram

identifies the station according to the list of

stations in table 2.

The SC is elliptically polarized and satisfies the

polarization rules at 14 of the 20 stations. The

meridian by which two modes are separated is

approximately through 10 h 20 m and 22 h 20 m

[-Wilson, 1962_.

At station 3, Murchison Bay, the sense of

rotation is opposite to that expected from the

TABLE 3.--Analysis of SC Vector Diagrams of Looped or Hooked Form

Station

_Ionolulu

tucson

Srederieksburg

Lerwick

Lov6
Rude Skov

Hartland

2

Geomagnetic
latitude

(deg)

21.0 Feb.

Aug.
Oct.

July

July

Sept.

40.4 July
June

Sept.
Dec.

Aug.

49.6 Sept.

July
Jan.

May
Dec.

Jan.

62.5 July

58.2 July

55.9 July

54.6 July

3

Time of SC

Date UT LT

Rotation

expected
from

rules

11,1958 0125 1425 C

6,1957 0508 1808 C

28,1958 0650 1950 C

8,1958 0748 2048 C

2,1957 0857 2157 C

22,1957 1345 0245 CC

5,1957 0042 1742 C

7,1958 0046 1746 C

16,1958 0930 0230 CC

19,1957 0937 0237 CC

29,1957 1920 1220 C

29,1957 0016 1916 C

7,1957 0042 1942 C

5,1959 0137 2037 C

24,1959 0540 0040 CC

19,1957 0937 0437 CC

29,1960 1937 1437 C

31,1958 1529 1529 C

31,1958 1529 1629 C

31,1958 1529 1629 C

31,1958 1529 1529 C

Rotation

in loop

or hook,
observed

CC

C

C

C

C

CC

C

C

CC

CC

C

C

C

C

C

CC

C

C

C

C

C

Form of

vector

diagram
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rules;however,the line of magnet'icforce(of
the unperturbeddipole) through this station

crosses the equator at 15.5 earth radii.

At station 26, Honolulu, and at station 27,

Paramaribo, the vector diagram exhibits a

hooked form that can be interpreted as an

indication of the initial arrival of a predominantly

longitudinal wave followed by the arrival of a

transverse wave. The sense of rotation of the

magnetic vector in the hooks for stations 26 and

27 agrees with that expected from the polarization

rules for higher latitudes.

These hooked forms frequently occur at middle

to low latitudes on the side of the earth away from

the sun. There is often a counterpart on the day

side of the earth where the vector diagram has an

initial loop followed by a linear increase in H.

However, such a feature is not apparent in the

example shown in figure 1.

To demonstrate that the polarization rules are

obeyed by those SC's that exhibit a hook or an

inverted hook in their vector diagrams, the sense

of rotation of the magnetic vector for the hooked

part is shown in table 3. Column 4 of table 3

indicates for each observatory SC the sense of

rotation, clockwise (C) or counterclockwise (CC),

expected from the quadrant polarization rules.

The se,se of rotation actually observed in the

hooked part of each SC is shown in column 5.

Agreement between columns 4 and 5 is good;

80% of the 17 observatory SC's listed in table 3

for Honolulu, Tucson, and Fredericksburg show

agrecment.

For the SC of July 21, 1958, at 1529 UT the

four stations, Lerwick, LovS, Rude Skov, and

Hartland, were all on the day side of the earth.

The vector diagrams for these stations showed a

loop or inverted hook form, and the polarization

characteristics were in agreement with those

expected from the rules.

In cohmm 6 of table 3 the form of the vector

diagram in each SC is indicated; here 1 and h

signify loop and hook forms, respectively.

With the data presented in this communication

we believe that the polarization rules for the

magnetic storm commencements are well founded.

More detailed discussions of our analysis will be

presented later.
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TEST
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Magnetic effects of the July 9, 1962, high-altitude nuclear weapons test near Johnston Island

arc studied by means of thc record obtained with a rubidium v'_por magnetometer at College,

Alaska, and the records taken by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey at College and Sitka, Alaska.

The first event recorded by the rubidium magnetometer was a sudden increase in the total field 2.1

sec after the detonation; this was followed by a large-amplitude oscillation of period 2.5 to 3 scc,

which drove the recordcr off scale for several eycles. The first impulse is intcrprcted as a predom-

inantly longitudinal hydromagnetic wave generated by the detonation. The second event, which

commenced 52 sec after the detonation, was recorded by the rubidium magnetometer as a 3 w nega-

tive impulse lasting about 8 sec. The third phase of the bomb effect was a large-amplitude magnetic

perturbation of much longcr period than the first event, beginning 66 sec after the detonation. This

event is interpreted as the arrival of a transverse hydromagnetic wave generated in the magneto-

sphere at several earth radii and transmitted along the lines of magnetic forcc to the earth; the

transverse wave was generated in the magnctosphcre by coupling with the compressional hydro-

magnetic wave that propagated outward near the equatorial plane from the detonation point.

Magnetic effects of the United States July 9,

1962, high-altitude nuclear weapons test at
Johnston Island were observed in Alaska by the

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey magnetic ob-

servatories at College and Sitka with their Ruska

rapid-run component magnetometers and by the

Geophysical Institute at College with a Varian

rubidium vapor total field magnetometer.

The sensitivities and chart speeds of the two

instruments at College are: 0.0195 y/ram and

2032 mm/min (8 inches/rain) for the rubidium

vapor magnetometer; and for the Ruska com-

ponent magnetometers 4.6 _/mm for H, 0.92

rain (of arc)/mm for D, 5.0 y/mm for Z, with a

uniform chart speed of 4 mm/min for all three

components. Time signals with 1-minute intervals

*National Academy of Sciences--National Researeh

Council fellow on leave of at)sence from the Geophysical

Institute, College, Alaska.

received from the Minitrack Satellite Tracking

Station at College were recorded on the rubidium

vapor magnetometer record so that the absolute

time of sharp magnetic impulses could be deter-
mined to within =t=0.06 sec.

Although the magnetic field was moderately

disturbed during the night of the test, three dis-

tinct groups of hydromagnetic waves were identi-

fied as bomb effects at College.

The first event, as recorded by the rubidium

vapor magnetometer at College, was a sudden
increase in the total field at 0900 ll.ll=t=0.06

sec UT; this was followed by a large-amplitude

oscillation, of period 2.5 to 3 sec, which drove the

recorder off scale for several cycles. Since the

fluctuations were too rapid to be resolved in the

records of the Coast and Geodetic Survey mag-

netometers, the polarization of these waves could

not be deternfined. Because of its very large total

1189
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field variations, this first event is interpreted as the '

arrival of a predominantly longitudinal hydro-*

magnetic wave generated by the explosion; _
general, longitudinal waves are expected to arrive
earlier than transverse waves l-Dungey, 1958_.

The arrival of the second event at 09 h 01 m

01 s:t:0.5 sec UT was recorded by the rubidium

magnetometer as a 3 7 negative impulse lasting
about 8 seconds. On the basis of the characteristics

of the H, D, and Z rapid-run records, this pulse

is interpreted as a predominantly transverse

hydromagnetic wave.

Bomke et al. [-1960J investigated the magnetic

effects from the Argus nuclear bomb tests and

proposed that the two signals observed were the

longitudinal and transverse hydromagnetic waves

generated by the detonations and that these waves

were transmitted essentially in ducts concentric
with the earth. The travel time for the fast mode

along the duct proposed by Bomke et al. from the

point directly above Johnston Island to the point

directly above College becomes 1.5 sec if values

adopted by these authors are used for the height

of the duct and the ion density in the duct. The
observed travel time was 2.08+0.06 scc. However,

there is considerable uncertainty in the ion density

at the altitude of the duct, namely 2500 kin for the

fast mode. Also, the surface distance along the

great ciralc from Johnston Island to Collcge is
5000 kin, and the height of the duct is 2500 kin;

thus it is questionable whether the travel time

computed in the above manner for the ducted

propagation is meaningful.

The obscrved travel time can be accounted for

at least in order of magnitude as follows: the

sudden expansion of the hot plasma created by the

detonation generated a longitudinal hydromag-

netic wave that subsequently propagated in all

directions. Part of the wave energy that was

transmitted to a direction obliquely upward was

reflected back to the earth's surface by continuous

bending downward duc to the increasing Alfv(,n

wave velocity with height below the level at which

this velocity is a n_aximum.

Since the wavelength of the longitudinal wave in

question is of the same order of magnitude as the

dimensions conccrncd, the straightforward ap-

plication of ray path theory is probably not valid;

hence the propagation path is not analyzed in
detail here.

If the second duct for the transverse mode is

assumed to be at the height of 1750 kin, as in the

model proposed by Bomke et al., the travel time

for this mode along the duct from the point di-

rectly above Johnston Island to the point directly

above College is about 8 sec. There was no
distinct pulse corresponding to the arrival of this
mode.

The third phase of the bomb effect is of con-
siderable interest. This third event was a magnetic

perturbation of large amplitude, but the variation
was much slower than the first event. Whereas the

first event consisted of several oscillations with

periods of a few seconds, the time scale involved
in the third event was about three minutes. The
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variations in the three components for the third

event are shown in Figure 1.

The horizontal projection of the locus of the end

point of the total magnetic perturbation vector is

shown in Figure 2. This vector diagram resembles
those constructed in a similar manner for the

magnetic perturbation at College in the sudden

commencement of magnetic storms [-Wilson and

Sugiura, 1961]. Figure 2 indicates a clockwise

rotation of the magnetic perturbation vector.

The variation in declination appears to consist

of a quasi-sinusoidal variation and a slow eastward

drift. If we assume that this latter change was a
slow variation of the field on which the former was

superimposed, and if we subtract the slow vari-

ation which is represented by broken lines in

Figure 1, the vector diagram for the resultant

variation becomes more elliptical (Figure 3).
It is of some interest to examine the Z com-

ponent. If the earth were a perfect conductor/an
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FIGURE2.--Vector diagram of the transverse wave showing
the locus of the end point of the total horizontal dis-
turbance vector AH as a function of time.

, E
507 GM

FIGURE 3.--Vector diagram of the transverse wave in
figure 2 with the background variation in D subtracted
to show the clockwise elliptical polarization more
clearly.

electromagnetic signal propagating downward

from the ionosphere to the earth would be com-

pletely reflected at ground so that the Z compo-

nent of the signal would be zero. Such complete

reflection at ground has been assumed by various

authors. However, there is some evidence indi-

cating that the ground reflection is not so com-

plete as is usually supposed. (This subject will be

discussed in a separate paper.) Even for waves of

periods of a few seconds, ground reflection appears

to be very incomplete (Dawson and Sugiura, pri-

vate communication).

Consider an idealized case of an elliptically

polarized transverse wave propagating down a

field line with a perturbation vector b that varies

in magnitude as b0 sin wt. The arrival of such a

wave at College where the dip is 77 ° would pro-

duce the variations in H, D, and Z shown in

Figure 4B and a polarization diagram as in
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H

@.\,, 1"

/

FIGURE 4.--A: Vector diagram for the idealized case in

whieh the disturb'mcc vector b in(!reases as b0 sill@

where ¢=o_t. B: The eorresl)onding variations in H, D,

and Z when the dill is 77 °. C: Oblique view of the loeus

of b showing the relati(in lietween AH and Z. When

AH is south, Z is downw._rd ,rod in phase with H. K is

tit(, prol)ag:ttion vector of the inconling wave.

Figure 4A. Referring to the oblique view of the

polarization diagram in Figure 4C, we can see
that when t) is directed southward, producing a

decrease in H, the change in Z will be an increase.

The change in Z with time will bc in phase with
that of H as shown in Figure 4B. The shapes of

the H, D, and Z traces in Figure l resemble
those in Figure 4B, which are drawn on the basis

that the wave is polarized in the plane perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field line. Thus it appears
that the wave observed was indeed an elliptically

polarized transverse hydromagnetic wave trans-

mitted along the field line.
We arc thus led to speculate that the third

event may have t)ccn produced in the following

way. The longitudinal hydromagnetic wave

created by the explosion propagated radially out-

ward away from the earth, and as the wave went

out to regions of distane(,s of several earth radii

froin the earth, it blew out the nlagnetic field

lines sulticielltly to generate transverse hydro-

magnetic waves, which then propagated along the

field lines; these transverse waves should bear the

characteristics of circular polarization. The cir-

cumstance is quite similar to the mechanism which

we have proposed for the sudden commencement

of a magnetic storm I-Wilson and Sugiura, 1961].
In the storm conlnmncemcnt, longitudinal hydro-

magnetic waves are generated by the encounter of

a solar gas cloud with the earth's magnetic field at
the outer surface of the magnetosphere and travel

toward the earth, whereas in the present case

longitudinal hydromagnetic waves were created

by the nuclear bomb and propagated outward.

The third phase t)egan about 66 sec after the
detonation. We now estimate the transit time of

the hydromaglmti(: perturt)ation according to our
model. We first estimate the time for a hydro-

magnctic wave to travel from the altitude of the
bolnb detonation, which is taken to be 400 kin,

to the point at which the magnetic field line

crossing the earth's surface at College intcrsects

the equatorial plane. Since the latitude of Johnston

Island is low (19°), we take a path on thc equa-

torial plane out to 5.4 earth radii, and then follow
thc field line to the earth's surface.

The travel time from 400-kin height to 5.4

earth radii was estimated by a numerical inte-

gration using the. Alfv_n wave velocity distribu-
tion given by Dessler et al. [-1960_; this gives 45

sec.

NGM

l

.[_M

SITKA

\\-090°
0902",,_

I I .._._ EGM
257'

FIGURE 5.--V('etor diagram for the transverse wave at
Sit,klt showing elo('kwise l)olarization.
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According to our observation of the oscillation

of the magnetic field lines at College, the period of

oscillation for the fundamental mode is about

114 sec. Taking one quarter of this period to be the

travel time of a hydromagnetic wave from the

equatorial plane at 5.4 earth radii to College

along the field line, this travel time becomes 28.5

see.

Thus the total travel time for the propagation

proposed here is about 74 sec. Considering un-

certainties in the distribution of Alfv_n velocity

in the magnetosphere and the crudeness of our

estimate, the time of arrival of the third phase can

be regarded as being in agreement, in order of

magnitude, with the expectation.

If our hypothesis is correct, we might expect

to see a similar transverse wave at Sitka where

the storm sudden commencement field often shows

circular polarization. Figure 5 shows the vector

diagram for Sitka, which can be taken to indicate

some tendency for the magnetic vector to rotate

clockwise.
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ELASTIC MODELS
CORRESPONDING

THE EXTERNAL

OF THE MANTLE
TO VARIATIONS IN

GRAVITY FIELD

WILLIAM M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flight Center

Static earth-tide theory was modified to include interior loads expressible as spherical har-
monics, and elastic moduli were assumed to be functions of radius only. Variations of density from
this model and the corresponding stress distributions in the crust and mantle were calculated to
correspond to observed variations in the gravitational field plus the surface topography up to 4th-
degree spherical harmonics. These solutions were made determinate by imposing the condition of
minimization of strain energy. For the elastic parameters derived from seismology, the maximum
stress difference obtained from the discrepancy between the observed and equilibrium flattenings
of the earth was 163 bars. The maximum stress difference found for the sum of all other terms was
97 bars in the lower mantle and 300 bars in the crust. Displacements were always less than 70
meters. Modifications of the solution which take into account finite strain, creep, and viscous de-
formation are discussed. A model consisting of a fluid layer 35 to 400 km deep and a rigidity ½
seismic in the rest of the mantle results in a reduction of the maximum stress difference in the
mantle to 54 bars and an increase of the maxinmm displacement to 1500 meters.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the earth's gravity field has been

significantly improved in recent years, principally

because of the perturbations of close satellite

orbits, but also because of the extension of gravi-

metric coverage and the application of large com-

puters to its analysis. In particular, the long-term

perturbations of orbits have yielded very accurate

determinations of the low-degree zonal harmonics;
the most recent summary and analysis were made

by Kozai [1963_. These zonal harmonics are in-

corporated in the analysis of satellite orbits for

tesseral harmonics by Kaula F1963J. The order
of magnitude of satellite results has been con-

firmed by some recent analyses of terrestrial
gravimctry: least-squares determination of har-

monic coefficients by Uotila [-1962_ and autoco-

variance analysis determination of degree vari-

ances by Kaula [-1959-]. The principal features of

variations in the earth's gravitational potential
indicated by these studies are:

1. Zonal harmonics (normalized) up to degree
4 of the order 10 -6 times the central term.

2. Zonal harmonics of degrees 5 through 9 of
the order 10 -7 .

3. Tesseral harmonics up to degree 4 of com-

parable magnitude to the zonal harmonics.

4. Negligible correlation with the corresponding

harmonics in the topography for all degrees.

STRESSES IN THE MANTLE

Although there remain some statistically ques-

tionable aspects of all these results except the low-

degree zonal harmonics, it seems appropriate now

to explore their implications with regard to stresses

in the mantle. The subject has been discussed

generally by O'Keefe [-1959_, Munk and Mac-

Donald [-1960bJ, and MacDonald [-1963J. Licht

[-1960_ has applied the linear viscous model of

Vening-Meinesz [-Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz,

19581 to the explanation of the third-degree zonal

harmonic. We start at the opposite extreme of an
elastic model.

The elastic model is assumed to have elastic

moduli which are functions of the radius only. We

seek solutions for variations in density which are

1197
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functions

_p(r, O, _), to account for the observed variations_,
in the external gravity field and the surface load _"

constituted by the topography, while at the same

time entailing a minimum of shear stress in the

elastic_nodel.
The g_plicable equations in the earth are the

equations of equilibrium for a continuous medium :

O=p(OW/Ox,)-+-__,(Op,JOx_) (1)
J

and Poisson's equation :

( 02W /Ox, _) = - 4_Gp (2)
i

where p is density, W is the gravitational potential,

xl, x2, and x_ are cartesian coordinates, p_ is the
stress tensor, and G is the gravitational constant.

The potential can be considered as consisting

of a potential existing in a reference state plus a

perturbation :

W =Wo+_ (3)

The corresponding equation for the density is

p=pO-- fo_'-x°' _-_ dui--poA+($p (3a)
OX_

where h is the dilation and _p is a density per-

turbation from outside the problem: a chemical,

structural, or thernml inhomogeneity. In (3a),
the rule of sumnmtion over the repeated subscript

applies, and it will apply in all subsequent

equations.

Wc make the assumptions that: (1) the refer-

ence state is one of fluid equilibrium, (2) the

stress-strain relationship is elastic, and (3) the

displacements u_=x_-xo_ are small enough so

that only linear terms must be considered.

These assumptions enable us to write the con-

stitutive equation as

p,_ = _i,jkA-q-i_[(Ou,/Ox,) + (Ouj/Ox,) ] (4)

_,= k- 2_/3, (4a)

where _ is the Kroneckcr delta, _ is the modulus

of rigidity, X is the Lain5 constant, and k is the
bulk modulus.

The problem thus far is identical with that of

earth tides, which has been treated by Takeuehi

[1950], Molodcnskii [1953-], and Alternum et al.
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of latitude and longitude as well, [-1959-], with one exception: the term _p in the

expression for the density, (3a). Substituting the

expressions from (3) and (3a) into (1) and (2)

and neglecting the products of small quantities,
we obtain terms additional to those of the earth

tide problem of

_pOWo/OX _ ( 1a)

on the right of (1) and

- 47rG _p (2a)

on the right of (2).

If the hydrostatic reference state is subtracted

out, and the equations converted to spherical co-

ordinates, as in equations 7 through l0 of Alter-

man et al. [-1959J, the density perturbation will

appear only in the radial equation of equilibrium

(7) as

-- _pgo ( 1b)

where go is the negative of the radial gradient of

the reference potential. Following Alterman et al.

[-1959] further, we express the displacement as a

spheroidal vector spherical harmonic:

I os.(o, _)/oo

+V(r)t [OS_(O, _)/0_]/sin0 (5)
/
[ 0

where S,(O, _) is a surface spherical harmonic,

and we express the perturbation of the potential as

¢ =P(r) S_(O, _) (6)

Furthermore, we express _p as

_p =D(r) S_(O, _) (7)

Substituting (5) and (6) into equations 7

through 10 of Alterman et al. 1-1959], and sub-
stituting (7) for our extra terms (lb) and (2a)

we get the additional term -Dgo on the left side

of their equation 23 and the additional term
-47rGD on the right of their equation 25.
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Finally,followingtheir conversionofvariables,
wegetthesixfirst-orderequations:

2by1 ___ Y2 . hn(n-_-l)
Yl' (XT2t_)r (X+2t_) _(h+2tL)r y3

=[ 4t_(3h+2_) _yl 4t_Y2' [--4p0g0r+ ( +2")ry2

+[n(n+l)p_,.qor-- 2t_(3)_+2/_)n(n-{-1) 1_(X+2") 3r 2

n(n-_-l)
-t y4-- poy_ Dgo

r

r r D

=[gopor-- 2_(3_+2_) -_ h Y2Y4'
l Jr 2 (h_-2_) r

-_-_[-h (2n2-_-2n-- 1)

+2_ (n 2_-n-- 1) _ (y3/r 2) -- ( 3y4/r) -- (poys/r)

Ys' = 4_Gpoyl +y6

4_Gpon(n-)-l) n(n_-l) 2y6
Y6' = - y3-_ y_- --

r r2 r

- 4_rGD (8)

where the y_'s are the radial factors, respectively,

of the radial displacement, the radial stress, the

tangential displacement, the tangential stress,

the potential perturbation, and the gradient of
the potential perturbation less the radial dis-

placement contribution thereto. Primes denote

derivatives with respect to r.

We abbreviate (8) as

Yi' = Q_3yj+wiD (9)

At least one Q_j is of the order of 1/r for all j, so

all yj's must be zero at the origin. Furthermore,

some Qi_, Qi3, and Q_5are 0(l/r2), so yl I(0), yJ (0),

and yJ (0) must all be zero, leaving three constants

of integration, y2'(0), y4'(O), and y61(0), for a

solid core. For a fluid core, there are only two

independent equations (cf. Longman F1963J):

yJ = y6. (10)

y6 '= {[-n(n_-l) /r2-] - (47rp_/X) }y_-- (2/r)y_

For a fluid core with radius c, we took as con-

stants of integration y_'(0), yl(c), and y3(c). The

conditions at the surface r =a with a layer of

surface density z_ are

y2(a) = --go(a) _

y4(a) =0

[(n+l)/a-]y_(a) +y6(a) =4_rG_ (11)

If we consider the external gravitational field

as known, with coefficient C_ for the spherical

harmonic component of the poter_tial, there is a

fourth surface condition,

y_(a) = C_ (11 I)

If it is also assumed that D(r) is known

throughout, the problem is overdetermined. The

simplest assumption is that D (r) is known except
for a constant multiplier
fourth unknown in addition

of integration. If a_ is zero
potential due to D(r) in a

the load Love number k_"

K, which becomes a
to the three constants

and C_ is the exterior

perfectly rigid earth,
for the internal load

D (r) comparable to the k_' calculated for surface

loads by Takeuchi et al. [-19623, and Longman

[1963_ is

k_"= (1-- _)/K (12)

_, like k_ '1, is thus a measure of the response of

the earth to the internal load _p; the exterior

potential perturbation C_ will be a combination

of the potential due to _p itself and that due to

the deformation of the earth by the load _p.

If D(r) is assumed to involve two or more

unknown parameters, further assumptions are

required in order to make the problem determi-

nate. The most logical assumption is that the

shear strain energy is minimized; i.e.,

f _ (r) e_'e_ ' dV = minimum (13)

where _ is the rigidity, the integration is over the

volume of the earth, and e_-' is the deviatoric
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straintensor[-Jeffreys, 1959 p. 12J

, _ 1 (14)eii -- eli-- _ijekk

TO connect e_ with the y_'s, we use the equations

for the strain in spherical coordinates [-Love,

1927, p. 561, (applying a factor ½ to the off-

diagonal components of strain to be consistent
with tensor convention) and eliminate dyl/dr

and dy3/dr by (8)

eoo= 2 (Shin�r) Yx+ ( 2/r) (02 Shin�dO 2) y3

Snm 2 [ 1 O2Snm OSnm_

.-o + eoso )y r r Slnff\Slll{] O@

4X S_m . 2n(n+l)h S.- 2S

function D(r) at levels k-l, k-½, and k:

yk = Tkyk-1 + wkD_ +w2kDk-1/2 + WzkDk--1 (18)

If the density function D(r) is expressed as a

function of a few parameters d, (18) can be

simplified to the form

yk = Tkyk-1-[-Wkd (19)

By repeated substitution of the k- 1, k-2, etc.,

equations into (19) we obtain

y_ = Ukcq-Vkd (20)

where e is a vector of the constants of integration,

y6'(O), y_(c), and y3(c),

k

Uk = IXTi
iffil

2/0 '2Snm 0 Snm_

e8_ --|

r sin0\ 000¢ e°tOo_]Yz--_

e_ = (_ sin0)-1(0 S,_/O_) Y4

e,o = _-_ (0 S_,ffOO) y4 (15)

We express (15) in matrix form

e(O, _, r) =M(O, _)y(r) (16)

The shear strain energy per unit volume can

then be expressed as

s(O, _,, r) =u(r)y'M'JMy (17)

where the r superscript denotes the transpose arid

_

2 1 1 0 0 O'

1 2 1 0 0 0

1 1 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 0

0 0 0 0 0 2

The Runge-Kutta or other numerical method

of solution of (9) (see, e.g., Kopal [-19557) can

be adapted to express the v'_riables yi at level k
in terms of the y_ at hwel k-1 and the density

and

k k

V_ = Z IITjWi -1 +Wk
i_2 j=i

and T_ is appropriately modified to fit the initial
conditions.

The surface conditions (equations 11 and 11')

for m levels of integration are expressible as

a =Cym =CU,,c+CV_d (21)

The system of equations (17), (20), and (21),

along with the condition expressed by (13), is

mathematically identical to that of generalized

lcast squares (see, e.g., Arley and Buch [-1950,

pp. 196-198_) with the vector of corrections to
observations

x= (c!d)" (22)

condition equation coefficient matrix

Y = (CU_iCV_) (23)

and covariance matrix

k

(24)

where the integration is over the surface of the

sphere. The solution of the system of equations

(21) through (24), subject to (13), by the

method of Lagrangian multipliers is

x =WY"(YWF")-_a (25)

L
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TABLE 1.--Mantle Model Corresponding to the External Gravitational Field Minimum Shear Strain Energy, Gutenberg Model

of Elastic Parameters

Coefficient

AC2 o

(-_22

$22

C3o

C32

$32

C33

$33

C4o

C41

S41

C42

$42

C43

_43

C44

$44

External

potential,
earth units

5.0X10-6

Topography
surface

density,

equivalent
earth units

4.65X10 -6

Crustal

density

anomaly,

g/cm 3

0.012

1.84 -3.9

-1.71 -0.34

0.98 -2.50

1.77 -1.52

-0.11 1.16

0.34 -4.45

0.08 3.94

-0.31 0.72

0.74 4.47

-0.41 2.68

-0.21 -1.68

0.46 -2.46

-0.03 -4.0

0.32 0.6

0.50 3.0

0.16 -1.8

-0.24 -0.19

0.55 4.25

0.021
-0.002

0.014

0.012

-0.006

0.022

-0.018
-0.004

-0.019

-0.014

0.007

0.013

0.018

-0.002
--0.012

0.009

0.000

--0.018

Maximum

mantle

density

anomaly,

g/cm 3

Maximum mantle

stress difference

various radii

Ap, R,
bar_ earth radii

5.7X10 -4 163 0.56

-1.2 70 0.56

-1.3 65 0.56

-1.4 32 0,56

-2.2 60 0.56

1.2 5 0.87

--2.9 15 0.56

2.7 3 0.56

0.3 ll 0.56

3.3 55 0.56

2.1 18 0.78
--1.2 8 0.87
-1.8 19 0.77

-2.9 9 0.98

0.5 12 0.56

2.2 15 0.86

-1.3 7 0.98

-0.2 9 0.56

3.1 20 0.56

Total shear

strain energy,*

ergs

22.4 X 10 _2
4.6

2.4

2.4

5.4

0.1

2.3

1.6

0.2

2.8

0.6

0.4

1.2

1.6

0.1

1.4

0.4

0.2

2.5

* Neglecting interactions between different harmonics.

Solutions were made for density distributions

corresponding to spherical harlnonics of the ex-

ternal gravitational field up to the harmonic Y4.4

given by Kaula [-1963] and the Gutenberg model

density and elasticity parameters as given by

Takeuchi et al. [:1959.]. The surface layer co-

efficients were derived from the harmonic analysis

of the topography by G. J. Bruins, as described

by Vening-Meinesz [1959-]. In these solutions the

density parameters for the mantle and the crust

were kept separate. Two different types of param-

eters d were used to reprcscnt the density anoma-

lies in the mantle: layers and polynomial coeffi-

cients. About the same answers were obtained by

the two methods, but those from the polynomial

coefficients varied more smoothly. In general, no

appreciable reduction in the summation of strain

energy was obtained by using more than four

parameters to represent the density variations

for each harmonic in the mantle. One parameter

was used to represent the density anomaly in the

crust.

As a test of the program, tidal and surface-load

Love numbers were also calculated by fixing

D(r) =0 and appropriately modifying the surface

conditions. The answers agreed more closely with

those of Longman [-1963] than with those of

Takcuchi et al. [1962].

The results for the polynomial density-variation

solution are summarized in Table 1. The potential

and surface density coefficients are in units such

that the radius of the earth, the mass of the earth,

and the gravitational constant arc all unity, and

all coefficients apply to normalized spherical

harmonics S,,: so that the integral of S,,n"- over

thc unit sphere is 4_r. The AC20 is the discrepancy

betwcen the observed value and that correspond-

ing to fluid equilibrium [-O'Keefe, 1959]. The
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I?IGURE 1.--Principal stress differences in bars, rigidity
and bulk modulus assumed from seismology (Guten-

berg model).

maximum shear stress obtained for A(_20 is con-

sistent with the 100 bars strength cstimatcd by

Munk and MacDonald F1960a, p. 2801.

Figures 1 and 2 sum up the effects of all co-

cfficicnts except A(_20 in the form of maps of the

maximum stress differcnce and the radial compo-

nent of displacement at three selected levels

within the mantle. The displacements have, in

general, a negative correlation with the variations

in the external field [-Kaula, 19(i3, figure l_. The

stress differences, which are quadratic functions

of the displacement gradients, do not show such

a clear pattern, although maximums generally

occur in areas where the correlation between the

topography and the gravitational field is most

negative. The appreciable variability of the

stress differences suggests that a significantly

different solution might be obtaiHed by applying

a yield stress limit. Also calculated were strain

energy densities; the maximum shear strain

energy density found in th(_ mantle was l l00

ergs/cm '_.

As might be expected under the criterion of

strain energy minimization, for most terms the

density anomaly in the crust accomplished almost

complete isostatic compensation of the surface

topography. However, in satisfying the condition

of the known external gravitational field the com-

pensation is never exact: generally, for terms in

which the surface layer has a sign opposite to

that of the gravitational field term, there is an

overcompensation, and if it has the same sign,

there is an undcrcompcnsation. The maximum

density anomaly in the mantle nearly always fcll

immediately below the crust.

A manifestly oversimplified physical model has

two possible values: to give a notion of thc quan-

tities involved and to suggest how a more realistic

(and hence probably more complicated) model

might be developed. The stresses and energies

found for the elastic model are probably a crude

approximation to those in the actual carth, hut

the deformations obviously fall far short of ex-

plaining what occurs. We therefore want to
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FIGURE 2.--Radial displacements in moors, rigidity and

I)ulk modulus assumed from seismology (Gutenberg

model).
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examinein turn the possible modifications of the

model in the categories of (1) finite strain elas-

ticity: the strain is constant, but the stress is

significantly affected by higher-order terms than

those in equation 4; (2) creep: the strain rate is

appreciable, but the stress remains a function of

only the strain; and (3) viscous deformation:

the stress is a function of the strain rate.

FINITE STRAIN ELASTICITY

Finite strain is significant within the earth in
two respects: first, the density and elastic moduli
for small superimposed loads, such as seismic
waves, must vary with pressure and temperature
in a way consistent with actual materials; second,
the higher-order terms may contribute appre-
ciably to the stress: i.e., products of displacement
gradients may bc significant in calculating strain,
and products of strain components may be
significant in calculating stress.

f
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FIGURE 3.--Principal stress differences in bars, bulk

modulus assumed from seismology throughout fluid

layer 35 to 400 km deep; and ½ seismic rigidity 400 to
2900 km deep.
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FIGURE 4.--Radial displacements in meters, bulk modulus

assumed from seismology throughout; fluid layer 35 to

400 km deep; and _ seismic rigidity 400 to 2900 km deep.

The first aspect of the finite strain theory has
been applied most extensively by Birch [-1952,
1961J to the problem of deducing composition or
phase changes in the mantle from seismic veloci-
ties. It is of concern in our present problem only
to the extent that the density and elasticity
parameters assumed should be materially
plausible.

The second aspect of finite strain theory seems
of dubious applicability to the earth's mantle,
since the strains involved in the minimum energy
described above are less tLan 10-4. If higher-order
terms were taken into account, the initial state
of stress would no longer be simply additive;
hence the solution according to strain energy
minimization or other criterion would be a func-

tion of the initial state of stress. This problem
was investigated by Jeffreys [1943_, who as-
sumed an implicit nonlinear constitutive equation
in the form of a stress matrix with one higher-
order term of the form x_.rkS,. The model was a
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homogeneous shell with density layers at the

upper and lower boundaries. The radial factors of

the displacements were expressed in terms of

four functions of the form A,+BS. The eight

parameters A_ and B8 were adjusted to minimize

the strain energy or stress difference while

satisfying the boundary conditions separately
for each harmonic. The reduction in stress ob-

tained was moderate, even though interactions

between different harmonics were neglected and
it was not made clear whether the constitutive

equation implied by the solution was realistic.

In our formulation of the problem, it seems

very probable that considerations of nonelasticity

are of much greater co_mern than nonlinear

elasticity terms.

CREEP

There have been several recent discussions of

the geophysical application of experimental evi-

deuce and theoretical models of creep: Orowan

[-1960], Griggs and Handin [1960], Jeffreys

[-1958, 1959], Jeffreys and Crampin [-1960],

MacDonald [-1961], Lonmitz [-1962], Weertman

[-1962], Scheidegger [1963], Stacey [-1963], and

Don'_th and Fail1 [1963J. There appear to be

appreciable differences of terminology, interpreta-

tion, and opinion in these discussions, so we

attempt to sunmmrize the principal conclusions
in order to decide how our mathematical model
should be modified.

1. Transient creep, or elastic afterworking.

Consideration of the phase lags and dampings in

the response of the earth to periodic disturbances

leads to creep models of the form [-Jeffreys, 1958;

Jeffreys and Crampin, 1960; MacDonald, 1961;

Lomnitz, 1962]

e(t) =pu-'[-I +¢(t) ] (26)

for the strain e at a time t>0 due to a constant

stress p applied at t-0. "Creep functions" ,I,(t)

which appear to fit phenomena having periods
up to the 430 days of the free nutation are

$ (t) = q log(1 +at) (27)

aIl_

_b(t) =[-(l+,_t)"-l-]q/a (28)

The time scale of these phenomena falls far

short of that in our problem, but Jeffreys and

Crampin [-1960-] find that their numerical values

in (28) would permit an appreciable part of a

second-degree harmonic to survive for more than

109 years. MacDonald [-1961] objects to the rules

(27) and (28) because they imply an infinite

population of relaxation times in a linear super-

position model and because they do not lead to

frequency independence of dissipation, as ob-

served for fre(tuencies above 1 cps, but these

considerations have no apparent bearing on the

long term problem.

2. Delayed elasticity. Glasses at low tempera-

ture can be regarded as elastic, but their full

resporlse to loads is appreciably delayed. If the

irregularities of grain boundaries, etc., are such

that the material of the mantle can be regarded

as amorphous, there 1nay be a significant amount
of delayed elasticity. Orowan [1960-] suggests

that delayed elasticity nmy account for the post-

glacial rise. In this case, elasticity would have to

prevail to a considerable depth in the mantle,

rather than only in the crust, as considered by

Vening-Meinesz [-Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz,

1958-].

3. Steady-state creep, or elastoviscosity. Crys-
talline substances at low shear stresses above a

"creep strength" deform very slowly. This steady-

state creep can usually be expressed as [-Weert-

man, 1962; Stacey, 1963-]

= C (p) exp ( - ()tic T) (29)

Where _is the strain rate, Q is an activation

energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, 7' is the

absolute temperature, and C is an exponential or,

near melting, a power of the she,w stress p.

Jeffreys [-1958] considers steady-state creep to be

of no importance in the earth; Stacey [-1963-]

suggests that it is the dominant rheological mode
in the xnantle.

4. Uniform flow. If the shear stress in a crystal-

line substance exceeds a certain yield point, rapid

plastic deformation or uniform flow takes place.

At confining pressures above 1000 bars, the zone

of failure widens, but cohesion is retained after

failure [-(lriggs and Handin, 1960; l)onath and

Faill, 1963-].

Instability of creep in metals has been observed

to result ill the rapid propagation of intense shear
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bands, or faulting without fracture [Orowan,

1960]. This "shear melting" is suggestive of a

mechanism for earthquakes or magma formation.

Estimates of the creep strength or yield point

at the temperatures and pressures prevailing in

the mantle seem to be rather speculative. 0rowan

]-1960] states that the creep strengths of crystal-

line materials close to the melting point are of the

order of 100 or 10 bars, or even less. Stacey ]-1963],

on the other hand, obtains creep strengths (de-

fined as the "stress at which creep reaches [a]

just observable value") in excess of 500 bars,

mainly, it seems, from the observation of Scheideg-

ger ]-1963, p. 159] that departures from isostasy

which result in stresses smaller than about 4000

bars can exist "almost indefinitely." Weertman

]-1962] does not give a creep strength, but he

does say that a steady-state creep law of the form

of (29) breaks down at stresses above 100 to 1000

bars, which presumably defines the yield point.

Griggs and Handin 1-1960] make no sharp dis-

tinction between creep and uniform flow but sug-

gest that shear melting could occur in the mantle

at shear stresses as low as 100 bars.

We seem to have authority for a wide range of

hypotheses as to creep strengths and yield points

in the mantle. In particular, ill comparing the

stress differences in figure 1 with the values sug-

gested for the strengths, it appears entirely pos-

sible that the mantle can be assumed to be in a

state in which creep is taking place, but in which

stress is a function of the strain, not of the strain

rate. Such a state would occur if the density ir-

regularities 5p were not removed by the creep in

the 108 or 109 years time scale of our problem.

Taking the situation at any instant r=0 as a

reference state, we find that the rigidity # in (4)

would be replaced by a pseudo-rigidity

_,(t) =_/[-l+_b(t) ] (30)

TABLE 2.--Mantle Model Corresponding to the External Gravitational Field Minimum Shear Strain Energy, Fluid Layer

35 to 400 km Deep, ½Gutenberg Model Rigidity in Lower Mantle

Coefficient

_C2o

C22

$22

C3o

(_31
_-_31

C32

_32

C33

(_4o

(_41

_41

$42

C43

J._43

(_44

_44

External

potential,
earth units

Topography
surface

density,

equivalent
earth units

4.65X10-_

--3.9

Crustal

density

anomaly,

g/cm 3

0.0146

0.0019
--1.71

0.98

1.77

--0.11
0.34

0.08

--0.31
0.74

--0.41

--0.21

0.46

--0.03
0.32

0.50

0.16

--0.24

0.55

--0.34
--2.50
--1.52

1.16

--4.45

3.94

0.72

4.47

2.68

--1.68

--2.46

--4.0
0.6

3.0

--1.8

--0.19

4.25

--0.0042

0.0034
0.0080

0.0O02
0.0010
0.0028

--0.0011
0.0065

--0.0013
--0.0O24

0.0017

--0.0025

0.0025

0.O052

0.0006

-0.0018

0.0062

Maximum

mantle

density

anomaly,

g/cm 3

Maximum mantle

stress difference

at various radii

Ap: R,
bar_ earth radii

--2.0X10 -4 31 0.56

--1.0 13 0.56

0.7 12 0.56

--3.5 22 O.937

--6.1 35 0.937

0.4 2 0.937

--1.4 7 0.937

0.03 1 0.56

1.1 6 0.937

--2.3 13 0.937

2.7 16 0.937

1.2 7 O.937

--3.0 16 0.937

--0.09 5 0.82

--1.9 9 0.937

--2.9 13 0.937

--1.1 5 0.937

1.5 7 0.937

--3.1 16 0.937

Total shear

strain energy,*

ergs

1.84 X 1023
0.19

0.19

0.40

1.39

0.05

0.06

0.03

0.04

0.32

0.14

0.05

0.08

0.03

0.10

0.26

0.02

0.05

0.34

* Neglecting intcractions between different harmonics.
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where

_b(t) = A(t--r)p(T) dr>0

which is formally similar to the transient creep

function of MacDonald [1961-]. Equation 30

makes up(t) a function of latitude and longitude,

which in turn would not pcrmit development of

the solution in the form of (8). To see how the

stresses and displacements might be modified in

an extreme case, however, a solution of the sys-

tem of equations 21 to 24 subject to (13) was

made for a model in which up(t) was zero in the

low-velocity zone 35 to 400 km deep, arrd equal

to ½ the Gutenberg model rigidity throughout
the rest of the mantle. This solution is sununarized

in Table 2. The principal result was that the in-

compressibility of the fluid layer, in addition to

that of the core, reduced the shear stresses re-

quired by supporting much of the load. Spe-

cifically, there was (1) an irmrease in the radial

displacements of the crust by a factor of about

30, (2) a decrease in the shear stresses in the crust

to about _, (3) a reduction of the stresses in the

mantle to about _ for the second degree, ½ for

the third degree, and _ for the fourth degree, (4)
a concentrt_ti(m of stresses in the mantle near tire

solid-liquid t>oundttries, and (5) a density-

anomaly maximum at the top of the elastic part
of the mantle. The reduction of the A(_0 stress

to a value compar'd)le to that for (_:_, suggests

that reduction of rigidity similar to that of the

hypothesized model could take place in the 107

years indicated by the lag in adjustment of the

rotational bulge. The relatively small reduction

in stresses for the fourth-degree terms suggests

that higher-degree variations could not bc

reasom_bly supported by such a model, and it is
consistent with the indications from satellite

zonal harmonics arrd autocov:Lriance .malysis of

gravimetry th'_t there is an appreciai)le drop-off
in the magnitude of variations of the gravitational

[ield the fourth degree.

VISCOUS DEFORMATION

We may ask two questions: Is l'_rge-scale con-

vective moti(m now taking pl'tee in the 0m,rtle?

If convection is i,aking l)laee, is the stress wllich

supports the density irregularities prinlarily a

function of the strain rate--i.e., is it viscous

(Newtonian or otherwise)? Answers to the first

question appear to depend on the background of

the answerer, the two extremes being the geo-

thermists [-Lubimova, 1960; MacDonald, 1963],
who consider that convection nmst be limited in

time arid place (of the nature of shear melting)

in order that the observed heat flow not be greatly

exceeded, arrd the paleomagnetists [-Runcorn,

1962; Stacey, 1963J, who need to cxplain evidence
of corrtincntal drift of the order of 3 cm/year.

Answers to the second question are even vaguer
because of the lack of experimental data, the un-

certainty as to the appropriate rheological theory,

and the lack of ari adequate mathenmtical solu-

tion for corrvection with significant variation of

parameters and a finite yield stress, as discussed

by MacI)onald [-1963J. If it is assumed that stress

is a function of strain rate d_j with constitutive

equation p_j=pdkk6,j+2_dii, where _/ is the

viscosity, a solution for the displacement rate

field analogous to (4) to (25) for the displacenierit

field would be soinewhat niorc cornplic'lted,

since the external gravitational field would still

be a function of the displacelriellt field. We

should expect, however, that. the order of irragni-
tudc of the rates v could be estilnated from the

displacemelrts u by

v_uu/,/ (:_1)

The pseudo-viscosity n most corumonly quoted

is 102`2poises, deduced by Vening-Meinesz [Ileis-

kanen arrd Vening-]\leinesz, 1958, pp. 365 370]

and others from a decay time of about 5300 years
arrd a linear dimension of about 1200 km for

postglacial uplift. The Newtonian viscous model

requires that the decay tirne vary inversely as

the diameter of the lo'_d; however, Crittenden

[19(13] recently obtained a decay time of .d)out

4000 years for the 180-kin-diameter Bomwville

Lake area uplift, or a pseudo-viscosity _/ of l0 '-'_

poises.

Taking u=10 v-', u=3X103, and _=I(F u cgs in

(31), we obtain velocities of the order of 10

cm/year. Licht [-19(10] objected to such a high

rate because it re(luircd improbably high (,tti-

ciency of heat transport from core to surface;

however, his discussion seems to be based on the

implicit assumption that the radiogenic heat in
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themantleis lessthan10-2of the 1.6ergs/g/yr
estimatedfor chondritic compositionEMac-
Donald,1959].Runcorn[-1962] also appears to

neglect radiogenic heating iu the mantle in show-

ing that convective velocities of the order of 10

cm/yr are obtaincd with temperature differences

of only 0.2 degree centigrade, thus yielding a
surface heat flow much less than observed. A

more fundamental weakness of mantle-wide

convection models is the assmuption that the

pseudo-viscosity of 10_-2poises can be applied to

organized convection with a characteristic length

of 2900 kin; Crittenden's result emphasizes the

danger of such an extrapolation.

To reconcile the gravitational and thermal

evidence with a Newtonian viscous model ap-

pears to require either a mantle-wide system with

viscosity coefficient in excess of 1023 poises or a

system with a characteristic length of 180 km

or less and a viscosity of 102_ poises or less. The

first model leaves unexplained many surface

evidences of large-scale motion; the second,model
has not been worked out. Therefore, further de-

velopment of convective models seems worth

while, as well as critical re-examination of the

evidences of continental drift rS, Iunk and Mac-

Donald, 1960a, pp. 251-262, 282-285] and study

of the problem of distribution of radiogenic

heating.

CONCLUSIONS

The indications we have found as to the state

of stress in the earth's interior from the low-

degree, or long-wave, variations in the external

gravitational field are minimal in two respects.

First, the condition of strain energy minimization

has bccn imposed; the actual density distribution

could conceivably be quitc different. Second,

superimposed on the low-degree variations may

be higher-degree variations of sufficient magnitude

to increase appreciably the stress differences
above those here calculated. If the scale of

significa_t change in the earth is appreciably

smaller than the wave-lengths of the low-degree

harmonics--as suggested by the narrowness of
the belts of surface manifestation of tectonic

activity and the relatively shallow origin of seismic

activity--then the long-wave variations in the

gravity field supply evidence of only the passive

background for the processes currently important.

The development of models lnore realistic than

the elastic cannot be purely mechanical because

of the rhcological uncertainties. To provide some

limitation to the possible solutions, we should

include energy flows and distribution of heat

sources in the problem. The desirability of in-

corporating the thermal aspects, as well as shorter-

wave variations in the gravitational field, suggests

a more statistical approach to keep the problem

manageable. The inputs would be the spectrums

of gravity, topography, heat flow, etc., variations

in the form of degree variances

n

ry/=0

together with some measure of the correlation

between the different observed quantities. The

solutions sought would be the spectrums of

density, displacement, displacement rate, heat

sources, etc., at various levels within the earth

under specified conditions such as the strain

energy minimization.
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TIDAL DISSIPATION IN THE MOON

WILLIAM M. KAULA

Goddard Space Flighl Center

Dissipation of tidal energy in the moon was calculated under the assumption that it can be
represented as due to imperfect elasticity. If the factor 1/Q for dissipation per cycle is assumed to
be 1/100 for distortional strain energy and 1/1000 for dilatational strain energy, the heat now
being generated in the moon by tides is less than 0.010 erg/g/yr.; i.e., negligible compared to radio-
active heating by a chondritic composition. Tidal heating would be compared to radioactive heat-
ing, however, if the semimajor axis of the moon's orbit was one-third as great, so the mechanism does
limit the possible history of the moon's orbit. Also, appreciable tidal dissipation would cause thermal
stresses and be conducive to convection, since it is much greater in the center than near the surface
of the moon, and has a non-uniform distribution in latitude (and longitude as well, if rotation is
synchronous with revolution).

Urey et al. r1959_ suggested that tidal dissi-

pation may have significantly contributed to

heating of the moon's interior in the past. Kopal
[-1963J has calculated the tidal dissipation in a
moon assumed to be a fluid with Newtonian vis-

cosity. However, since tidal distortion is a rela-

tively high frequency phenomenon, it seems a

more reasonable extrapolation from experience
to assume that tidal dissipation in the moon

occurs as a result of imperfect elasticity with a

factor 1/Q for dissipation per cycle comparable
to those estimated for the earth's mantle from

polar tides, free oscillations, and latitude varia-
tion.

The tidal disturbing function W is

co

W= (GM*/r*) _(r/r*)zPz (eosS) (1)
l=2

Where Pz is a Legendre polynomial; r, _, _ are
radius, latitude, and longitude in a moon-fixed

coordinate system; the asterisked quantities refer

to the disturbing body; GM* is the product

of the gravitational constant and the mass;

and S is the arc from (_*, _*) to (_, _). We
apply the addition theorem to (1) :

GM*_ (ryk (/--m)'(2__0=)
W---_z=_2 \7] m=0 (l+m)_W.

• Pt_ (sin4)) Pz= (sin4)*)

• I-eosmX cosmX*q-sinmX sinmX*J (2)

Where Pzm is the Legendre associated function

and _0mis the Kronecker delta.

To obtain the variation in time of r*, _*, _*,
we must express them in terms of the earth's

orbit referred to the moon. For the present orbit
this is most simply done by using the numerical

values of coefficients as given by Brown's theory

of lunar motion, as recently described by Harri-

son [-1963J. Because we wish to investigate the

effects of changing the orbital parameters, and
because the necessary computer subroutines had

already been written for another purpose (to a

degree of detail superfluous to the present prob-

lem), we used a different development [-Kaula,
1961-] based on the assumption that the orbit

can be considered a Keplerian ellipse at a fixed

inclination to the moon's equator with secularly

moving node and perigee. For the tidal problem,

the most significant omissions under this as-

sumption are short-period perturbations of the

semimajor axis and the longitude by the sun.

For the present orbit, the largest of these terms

(those containing h in the arguments of equa-

tions 6 to 8 of Harrison E1963]) have a ratio of

about 0.2 to the terms arising from the elliptic-

ity of the orbit. This ratio would vary directly

with variation in the semimajor axis of the lunar

orbit but would stay about the same with varia-

tion in the inclination or eccentricity. It is con-

sistent, then, _vith the unavoidable crudeness of

1209
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our estimatesof the dissipationfactors1/Q to
assumeapurelyellipticorbit.

Weapplythetransformationof equations7to
2*8in Kaula[-19611 to r*l-_P_r, (sine*)[-cosmX*,

sinmX*J ill (2) :

GM* JL. [ r V Z.-k.(l-m)!

r [cos] l_m even
• F_F,.,,(i*)a,,q(e*)|,;osmXi.

p,q L (SUlJ/--m odd

{ (/--2p)_*+ (l--2p+q) M*+m (_*--0) }

+sinmX{ sin It ......-- eosJ z.... d,l [ (1--2p) o_*

+ (l--2p+q)M*+m(fl*--O) }] (a)

where a*, e*, i*, _2", ¢o*, and M* are ttle Kep-

lerian elements of the earth's orbit referred to

the moon's equator and a ceparture point thereon

fixed with respect to inertial space; Fz,,p(i*) and

G_vq(e*) arc polynomials of the sine and cosine

of the inclination and of the eccentricity, respec-

tively, and 0 is the 'hmar sidereal time': the angle

between the inertially fixed departure point and

the point on the moon from which selcnographie

longitudes are measured. We assume the rate 0

to be constant, which is equivalent to neglecting

the physical libration.

We abbreviate (3) as

co l

W= _7_r' _7.fl',,. (sinq_)
l=2 m_0

[ [cos] t-,. ew_
•Za,.,0/eos.,x _ . _ (,,,...t-t,..,)

u L ( SlllJ t-m odd

script pair p and q; the amplitude

GM*[ r _z (l-m)!

a,mo =---_k_-_] _ (2-- _o,_)Ftm_,(i*)V,_,q(e*)

(._)

and the rate

aZmo= (l--2p)&*+ (l--2p-_q)_l*q-m(_*--O) (6)

The strain energy per unit volume, divided

into shear (or distortional) and compressive (or

dilatational) terms EJeffreys, 195(.}, p. 12_ is

E = tae_'eii'q- (k/6)em,.e,., (7)

where summation is taken over repeated sub-

scripts. In (7), _ is the rigidity, k is the bulk

modulus, e_,- is the strain tensor and e_i' is the

part of the strain tensor expressing departures

from symmetry:

ell =eii-- -_-(Sijek_. (8)

where _;j is the Kronecker delta.

If the tidal disturbing function is expressed

as a sum of spherical harmonics,

m. l

W= _r'_l',,_ (sinqb)
l=2 ra=O

• [Az.,(t) cosmX+Bl.,(t) sinmXJ (9)

the strain tensor e_j at any point (r, 4_, X) can

be expressed as

e_j= _-'_[A..(t)_qtmdr, 4', X)+Bt..(t)_i_m.(r, oh,X)3
l,ra

(lO)

where *o'_.... is the response of a planetary model

of specified shear modulus, bulk modulus, and

density to a unit coefficient in the tidal dis-

turbing function.

Comparing (4) and (9), we have

_cos / _.......
Al,.(t) = Y]a,,.. I . _ (_,,..t-tl,.o) (1 l)

o (slnJ/--m odd

f Sill ]/--rneven ]+sinmX_ _ (a_mot--t,..,) (4)
I --COSJ l--m odd

sin [/--rneven
Bl,.(t) = Y'_at..ol f (at,.ot--tl,.o) (12)

U (--cos) l--m odd

where the single subscript g replaces the sub- Substituting (10), (11), and (12), into (7)
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andsortingout thealgebrawhichresultsyields

_eos/b....
E= _ [.(81lm_u_h-_-_1tm_h)_inIb_d_{(azm_-_-_uvh)_-(lzma-}-tuv_)_-_.(82_m_u-h-_-C2_m_u_h)

l,m,g,u,v,h

_sin]b .... /cos/b ....
• ]COS_boda { ('_Z,.o+_.._)t-- (tZ,.o+t._h) } + (S3z,.o._h+ C3_,.o._h) t Simbodd { (a,,.o--a._h)t-- (fi,.o--t..h) }

+ (s_z,_o_h+ C4z,_) { (_zm_- _..h)t- (t_mo-t_._) } (13)
( COS Jbodd

where b=l+u--m--v; (u, _) summations start at (l, m) ; and

Cllmouvh = az._oa,,_h(k/12) (e.z=_eij_-- _.z.._e_j'._) (2- 6,,_)

SZlraouvh= atr_oa=_h(#/2) (eiit_'e_iu_.'-}-eiCtm.'eii._') (2-- 6=_z_) 1[-( __1) _--.+ ( __1) Z--_]

C2z,.g_,_n= atmoa_.h(k/12) (e.t,._ejj,,_,-k- e,_t,.,e3"_) (2-- _,, "z,.)½[-( _ 1 ) "-"-k- ( -- 1) t-''-]

C3zr_g_h= azr.oa._h(k/12) (e_iz_e¢¢=._+eiiz._.¢¢¢_.) (2-- _._") ( -- 1 ) "-"

For any particular term of subscripts l, m, u, v, g, and h, the energy dissipated in one cycle of dura-

tion 2_r/(ztao+a_) will be

AEtmouvh+ = 2_r[-[ Sitmauvh/Qs-_- Citmouvh/Qc [-_[ S2tmouvh/Qs-_- C2tmouvh/Qc 13 (15)

and in one cycle of duration 2w/(qtmo--a.vh)

AE,_,..__ = 2_r[I S_mo._/Q.+ C_,_.u_/Q_ I+l S,,r_o_/Q.+ C,,..o_/Q_ 13 (16)

To obtain the contributions to energy dissipation per unit time, we multiply (15) and (16) by
the absolute values of the rates per unit time, I a_a_+a._ [ and I a_,--a._ ]. We sum over all subscripts

to obtain the mean dissipation rate at a particular point fixed in the moon:

l,m,g,u,v,h

If the rotation synchronous with revolution,
as it is at present,

&*-+-215/*-+-_2"-- 0 = 0 (18)

there are terms that will contribute only through

their amplitude a_m, but not through their rate

zt,,_. In the synchronous case, a reference longi-

tude must be fixed. If this reference longitude is

the mean direction of the earth, all terms con-

taining sin{m(oa*+M*+_*--O) } are zero and all

terms containing cos{m(oo*+M*+_*-O) } are

unity; i.e., in (10) the contribution to A_m(t)

will be a_, for l--m even and 0 for 1-m odd,

and to Bzm(t) it will be 0 for l-m even and

-a_0 for 1-m odd. Practically the only term

from which this effect is significant is (1, m, p, q) =

(2, 2, O, 0).
Also, there will be degeneracies for m = 0 in all
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casesandfor m_0 in the synchronous case, re-

quiring the combination of terms before pro-

ceeding as in equations 13 to 16. In these cases,
the rate for the term of subscripts (l, m, p, q)

will be the negative of the rate for the term of

subscript (l, m, l-m-p, -q). If the rate is

taken as that of the (l, m, p, q) term, the ampli-
tude for the cosine coefficient will be

azmo =al,_h + ( -- 1 ) l-maz,,i (19)

and for the sine coefficient

bt.,o =atmh- ( - 1 ) z-"azmi (20)

where the subscript correspondence is h with

(p, q) and i with (1-m-p, -q), and azmh and
a_mi are computed by (5). Then (14) must be

modified so that bt_g and bush coefficients appear

in front of the _j_ma, _¢ .... etc., terms in place

of atma and auvh.

Another set of degeneracies occurring in the

synchronous case arises because terms of sub=

script (l, m, p, q) will have rates equal to terms

of subscript (l, m+2i, p-i, q), where i is any

integer.
Including terms for which the disturbing func-

tion rate is zero in effect makes the energy dis-

sipation rate a function of the constant value of

the strain, which raises the question of whether
strains from other than tidal causes should also

be considered. Since we are interested in the

dissipation over geological durations of time,

these terms should perhaps be omitted because

in such time we would expect nonoscillating

strains to be removed by an elastic processes.

But the dissipation rate obtained would then be

an absolute minimum for the assumed Q. The
moments of inertia of the moon indicate that

it now contains strains larger than tidal, so

leaving in the nonoscillating tidal terms should

yield a dissipation rate unlikely to be too high.

The quantities a_mo, at,,o, l=2, and m=0, 1,

2 were calculated from (5) and (6), for a variety

of lunar orbits, using subroutines for Fl,_,(i*)

and Gtpq(e*) originally devised for analysis of

close satellite orbits, and computing the rates

d_*, M*, and _* by the methods described by

Kaula [-1961 _].

The strain tensors +_¢z.,' and _,z, were calcu-

lated using the formulation of the earth-tide

problem of Alterman et al. [-1959_, which has

also been used by Takeuchi et al. [-1962J and

Longman [-1963-]. In this formulation, the basic
variables arc the radial factors of vector spheri-

cal harmonic expressions of the displacements,

stresses, and potential terms: y_, of the radial

displacement; y2, of the compressive stress; y3,

of the tangential displacement; y4, of the shear

stress; ys, of the potential; and y6, of the po-

tential gradient less the contribution thereto of

the radial displacement. The equations of equi-

librium then become a system of six-first-order

equations :

dyi/dr = Pi_yi (21 )

The P_.'s are functions of r, k, g, g, and p. Three

columns of Pij have terms of O(r-2), so that the

requirement of regularity at the origin eliminates

three constants of integration. The threo sur=

face conditions of zero tangential stress, zero

radial stress, and the potential gradient being

related to the potential as a spherical harmonic

in free space make the problem determinate.
After solving (21) numerically for the yi's cor-

responding to a particular harmonic Yz,_=rZStm,
the contribution to the strain matrix ++i is cal-

culated by (here 0 is colatitudc, _ is longitude,

and X is k---_g) :

_oo= 2 (Stm/r) y_4- (2/r) (02St,,/O02) y3

e++ = 2 (St,a/r) y_A- (2/r sin0)

1 02Sz,, OSl,,'_"sine +cos0- );j 

err

4h S_ , 2/(/+l)X S_ 2S_

r r

2 [O2S_,, .OS_,,_
_0_= _ _-77-7_,- c°tq--TU-,/Y2

r sln(_k ooo_p o_ /

++r= (it sinO)-_( OS_m/Oq_)Y4

+ro= tt-_ (0 S t,,/O0 ) y4 (22)

Equation 22 can be derived using the equations

of Love r1937, p. 5(i_, applying a factor of

to the off diagonal components to be consistent
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with tensor convention. The ei_zm's from the Yzm's

were used in (14).

The pole tide suggests a Q of more than 100
for the earth at a 14-month period [Munk and

MacDonald, 1960, p. l(i2], while the latitude
variations indicate a Q of about 40 at the same

period EMunk and MacDonald, 1960, p. 148;

Jeffreys, 1959, pp. 255-2591. The free oscilla-
tions of the earth indicate Q's of 170 to 400 for

periods less than an hour [-Benioff etal., 1961;

Ness et al., 1961], except for a Q of 7500 for

the S0 °, the only mode which is purely compres-

sive I-Ness ct al., 1961_. Models for rock creep

proposed by Jeffreys and Crampin [1960], J. R.

MacDonald 19[-61], and Lomnitz [-19621 suggest

Q's between 40 and 100 for semimonthly and

monthly periods. A shear Q= of 100 thus seems a

reasonable compromise. Considering that excita-

tion from the atmosphere and oceans may main-

tain the So ° free oscillation [Ness et al., 1961], we

assume a compressive Qc of 1000.

The strain energies were calculated for several

lunar models proposed by Harrison [-1963]. How-

ever, since the uncertainty in Q reduces this

problem to one of estimating order of magnitude,

this discussion will be limited to a homogeneous

moon of density ;}.34 gcm -3, rigidity 7.38X 10"

dyne cm -_, and bulk modulus 1.23X1012 dyne
cm -2. The Love numbers obtained for this model

°240 I
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FmuR_, 1.--Present tidal energy dissipation in the moon,
assuming a shear Q of 100 and a compressive Q of 1000.
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by the numerical solution of (15) were 0.0344

for h, 0.0195 for k, and 0.0095 for l.
The thermal histories of lunar models with

chondritic composition have been calculated by

G. J. F. MacDonald [1959]. Even with a cold

origin, these models come very close to melting

at depths in the moon exceeding 500 km. The

chondritic composition used had radioactive con-

tents of 8.0X10 -4, 1.1X10 -8, and 4.4X10 -s g/g

for potassium, urnaium, and thorium, respec-

tively, which yield a thermal energy output of

1.59 ergs/g/year at present and 12.8 ergs/g/year

4.5X109 years ago. Hence for tidal dissipation'

to be significant, it should contribute of the order

of 5 ergs/g/year, or 0.04 erg/cmS/day.

The results for the present orbit of the moon

are shown in figure 1 in the form of maps of

the energy dissipation at four levels within the

moon. Since the dissipation is symmetric about

the equator and two meridians at right angles,

we need to show only one octant for each level.

The evident features are, first, that the tidal

dissipation is at present a negligible source of

heat and, second, that the distribution of the

heating is extremely nonuniform both radially

and laterally. This variability of distribution sug-

gests that, if the moon's orbit had ever been

such that the over-all hcating was appreciable,

large thermal stresses would have resulted, lead-

ing to convection or some other form of mass
motion.

The amplitudes and rates were therefore cal-

culated for different orbital specifications. Each

element was varied in turn, the others being
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held fixed at the present values: (1) the semi-

major axis (holding the rotation synchronous

with revolution about the earth); (2)the eccen-

tricity; (3) the inclination; and (4) the rotation

rate. The results are displayed in figure 2, in the

form of curves showing variation in the average

ratio to the present dissipation with variation in

the orbital elements. The variation is particularly

marked with variation in the semimajor axis.

If the semimajor axis were only one-third as

great as it is now, the criterion of 0.04 erg/cm_/day

would be exceeded for most of the moon. At the

secular acceleration calculated t>y Munk and Mac-

Donald 1-1960_, the moon would have been at

this distance about 109 years ago.

The pattern of energy dissipation shown in

Figure l is composed of even-degree harmonics

symmetric about the equator: (4, 4), (4, 2),

(4, 0), (2, 2), and (2, 0). In a moon close enough

so that heating by tidal dissipation was large

enough to cause convection, the second-degree

terms in its mass distribution would be deter-

mined mainly by the gravitational attraction of

the earth. However, the fourth-degree terms would

be determined by the convective pattern. It will

therefore be interesting, when variations in the

gravitational field and external form of the moon

are better determim_d, to find out whether these

fourth-degree terms are markedly larger than

other terms, su,'h as the third-degree terms. If

they are, it will be a strong indication that the

moon was once <,.lose enough for heating by tidal

dissipation to cause convection, and hence it

would lend further evidence as to the moon's

origin.

In conclusion we can say that heating by tidal

dissipation is currently insignificant (unless Q

factors estimated from the earth's mantle are

wrong by a factor of about lO0) but that this

study confirms the suggestion of Urey ct al. [-1959_

that it would have been important in the past if

the moon were much closer to the earth.
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TABLE I.--Melting Points of Ultrabasic Rocks

1217

Material

Stoney meteorites (average of 6; mainly chondrites) _ _ _

Peridotite (synthetic mixture similar to Nockolds'

average peridotite (1954).

Serpentine ......................................

Initial melting point

(°c)

1180°_

1250 °

1300 ° atPH2o=500-1000 bars

Source

Alexeyeva (1958).

Harris (personal communication).

Clark and Fyfe (1961).

_It is interesting to compare the temperature of complete melting of these meteorites (1350 °) with the melting point
of diopside (1390°C).

system at a temperature lower than the melting

points of the individual phases. Ringwood (1962a)

has explained this, with reference to the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation (dT/dP=AV/AS), as due to

the fact that the entropy of melting will be in-

creased by the entropy of mixing, while the volume

change should be essentially additi¢ce. The exam-

ples of this behavior cited by Ringwood, namely

the values of dT/dP for the MgO-AI2Q-SiO2

systems and for basalt, are about half the values

for related individual minerals. It is clear, then,

that the use of single mineral fusion curves is an

oversimplification which will probably give upper

limits for the slope of the fusion curve of rocks.
The initial part of the lunar fusion curve is the

melting point at zero pressure of material of chon-

dritic composition. Values for related melting
points available in the literature are listed in
Table I.

On the basis of these data, we shall assume an
initial value of 1250°C for the fusion curve of the

lunar material. No specific allowance has been

made for the possible lowering of the fusion curve

by water pressure; the results reported by Clarke

and Fyfe indicate that this would not be very
great.

There have unfortunately been no experimental
determinations of dT/dP for chondrites nor for

ultrabasic rocks. However, fusion curves are

available for some of the minerals of such rocks,
and are listed in Table II.

In view of the nature of melting in multi-

component systems, discussed previosuly, a value

5°/1000 bars seems a reasonable figure for the

slope of the chondritic fusion curve; 10°/100 bars
is probably a safe upper limit. These values will be

considered constant, although, as Verhoogen
points out (1956), they probably decrease some-

what at depth because of the greater compress-
ibility of liquids. (As will be seen, the actual fusion

curves will flatten slightly at depth because of the

decrease in gravity.)

The effect of phase changes on melting behavior

is difficult to evaluate. However, diopside melts

congruently out to 50 kb, and Ringwood's (1962)

data indicate that the olivine-spinel transition at

high temperatures does not occur under about 40

kb. It seems safe to neglect the probable phase

TABLE II.--Fusion Curves of Potential Lunar Minerals

Mineral

_nstatite ...........................

)iopsidc ...........................

'orsterite ..........................
Olivine"_ .........................
ron ...............................

dT/dP

(°C/kb)

9.5

9.2 (avg.)

4.7

3.5

2.2

Range

(kb)

0-30
0-30

"Initial"
Average in earth's mantle

0-96

Source

Boyd and England (1961).

Boyd and England (1961).

Bowen and Schairer (1935).

Vcrhoogen (1956).

Strong (1959).
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TABLE III.--Pressure-Depth Values

Depth (kin) ........................................
Pressure (bars) ......................................

50
2680

100 200
5270 10,200

300
14,800

400
19,200

500
23,200

600
26,900

changes in the lunar interior at pressures under 30

kb, corresponding to depths shallower than about
650 kin.

Lunar Pressure Gradient

We must now estimate the lunar pressure gradi-

ent. Since the strength of the interior of the Moon

is probably on the order of 10 to 1000 bars (Mac-

Donald, 1961), which is much smaller than the

probable pressures at the dcpths under discussion,
hydrostatic behavior will be assumed. The relation

of pressure to depth in a body under hydrostatic

conditions is usually found from

P = pgh,

where P = pressure at depth h in material of density

p, and g = the acceleration of gravity, which is

usually considered constant for small values of h.

In view of the levels under consideration, however,

it seems better to allow for the variation of gravity

with dcpth, which is given by

gx--- go(r/ro),

where gx is the a('('cleration of gravity at a point

r/ro from the center of the body, and go is the

acceleration at thc surface. The relation of pres-

surc to depth is then

dP/dr = - gop(r/ro),

which can be integrated to give

P = (- gop/ro)f_rdr

= (gop/2ro) (ro_- r').

Using this equation, with a value of 3.34 gin/end

for p, the pressure-depth values given in Table III
can be calculated.

Depth of Magma Generation

Two fusion curves have been (,alculatcd, using

the above prcssurcs and values of dT/dP of 5°C
and 10°(_/l()()0 bars, and superimposed on Mac-

Donald's (1959) diagram showing the present

lunar thermal gradients for the "hot" and "cold"

Moons (Fig. 1). The "hot" Moon gradient is inter-

sected at about 300 km by both curves, as it is by

the diopside curve used by MacDonald. Of more

interest, however, is the fact that whereas the

diopside curve just misses the "cold" Moon gradi-

ent (by a margin which is probably not signifi-

cant), the fusion curve with the 10°/kb slope inter-
sects it at about 540 km and that with 5°/kb

slope at about 440 kin.

It is apparent, then, that even in the most con-

servative case (cold Moon and fusion curve with

the highest slope), there should be partial fusion,

that is, magma generation, at about 540 kin. In

the other situations considered, magma will be

formed at shallower depths at the prcscnt time.

In view of the implications of these results, it

seems worthwhile to discuss thcm further: in par-

ticular, to inquire as to whethcr the actual hmar

thermal gradient is more closely approximated by
the "hot" or the "cold" curves.

There is, of course, one major factor favoring

the "cold" Moon, referring in this case to the prob-

able accuracy of this calculated gradient, and

T,°c /

2000

T, = 1500
1250°C

I000

10.2 19.2 PIkb5.314.8 25.2
I II I I ! I

HOTMOON

RVE

'_o_;_ CHONDRITECURVE

Itlll I l I

I00:500 500 I000 1.500 I"/38

20040O
DEPTH,km

Fm_m._ l.--Dcpth of lunar magma g(m(wation. Thern)a]
gradients from MacDomdd (1959).



THE RELATION OF TEKTITES TO LUNAR
IGNEOUS ACTIVITY

PAUL D. LOWMAN, JR.

Goddard Space Flight Center

The theory that tektites are of lunar origin has frequently been criticized on the grounds that

rocks of this chemical composition could not have been formed on the Moon. The purpose of this

paper is to show that tektites may have been derived from silicis igneous rocks, specifically rhyolitic

tufts, forming the upper layers of the maria. The essentially igneous nature of tektites is indicated

by their bulk composition, their restricted compositional range, and the high probability that they

have not been derived from sedimentary rocks by random processes such as meteoritic impact. The

differences between tektites and normal igneous rocks probably reflect their formation by extremely

high temperature fusion of previously solid igneous rock.

It is shown that if the Moon originally had a chondritic composition, the fusion curve of the

lunar material should intersect the thermal gradients computed by G. J. F. MacDonald at the

present time at 400 to 500 km depth, depending on the slope of the fusion curve, even if the Moon

had originally been at 0°C. Additional heat sources such as the kinetic energy of accretion and

capture-induced internal friction would probably have raised the temperature well above the "cold"

Moon gradient. Magmas generated by partial fusion of the assumed chondritic material should be

basaltic.

It is proposed that the maria are thc lunar equivalents of terrestrial h)poliths such as the Bush-

veld and Sudbury complexes, which are large basins filled mainly with basaltic rock overlain by

tufts, rhyolitcs, and granophyres. Tektites may have been derived from these silicic rocks by some

process involving meteoritic impact.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the great amount of information on

the compositions and physical properties of

tektites which has been gathered in recent years,

the origin of these indisputably real objects is as

controversial as ever. A number of facts, such as

the absence of cosmogenic isotopes from even the

youngest tektites (Viste and Anders, 1962), sug-

gest that if tektites are extraterrestrial, they have
probably come from the Moon. A lunar origin is

rejected, however, by authorities such as Urey

(1958, 1962). One of the chief reasons for this

rejection is the belief that there is little if any

material on the Moon having a suitable chemical

composition for tektite formation, or in more

general terms, the belief that the Moon is es-

sentially undifferentiated. [-See, for example, dis-

cussions by Barnes (1958) and Hawkins (1963)._

The purpose of this paper is to reconcile a

lunar origin for tektites with what can reasonably

be inferred about lunar geology. The theory will

be proposed that igneous processes in the Moon

have produced magmas which, after differen-

tiation and extrusion, have formed rocks from

which tektites were derived by some process in-

volving meteoritic impact. The actual source

areas of the tektite parent materials are suggested

to be the maria, which will be shown to be possibly

analogous to terrestrial lopoliths.

The general question of terrestrial vs. extra-

terrestrial origin for tektites will not be discussed

here; arguments for each theory are given by the
authors cited.

THE IGNEOUS NATURE OF TEKTITES

The theory that tektites are fused sedimentary

rocks or soils, as proposed by Barnes (1940),

Schwarcz (1962), and others, was necessitated by

1215
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the fact that tektites are in many characteristics

strikingly different from igneous rocks. Properties

peculiar to tektites include the virtually complete
absence of crystals, the flow structure, the flanges

(of australites), the highly reduced state of the

iron, the low water content, and the high (MgO+

FeO)/(Na_O+K20) ratio.

Although these characteristics seem to set

tektites off from the igneous rocks, numerous

others point to an ultimately igneous derivation.

Lovering (1960) demonstrated that tektites might
be produced from acidic igneous rock such as

granophyre by extremely high temperature fusion,
which could, by selective volatilization, produce

some of the chemi(,al peculiarities referred to

above. Lowman (1962) suggested that the func-
tional variation of the various oxides in tektites

with silica content resclnbled lines of magmatic

evolution. In a more direct approach, Cuttitta,

Carton, Fletcher, and Chao (1962) found the

major and minor element COlnpositions of 9 ana-

lyzed philippiuites and bediasites to resemble

most closely rhyolites and granophyres.

Indirect evidence of the igneous nature of

tektites is to be found in the high probability

that they arc not fused sediments. All of the

mechanisms proposed thus far for such fusion,

such as the impact of comets or lnctcorites, are

essentially random selection processes which must

operate on the wide variety of materials exposed

on the Earth's surface. However, tektites show

relnarkable restriction in several chelnieal prop-

erties, such as the isotopic ratios of strontium

(Schnetzler, 1961) and oxygen (Taylor and

Epstein, 1962), and bulk composition (Schnetzler,

1961; Lowman, 1962). None of the authors cited

feels that these properties can be explained as the
result of random fusion of terrestrial sediments.

The peculiar physical characteristics of tektites,
frequently considered evidence against an igneous

origin, have been explained as the result of tektite

formation as ablation droplets from satellite mete-

orites (Baker, 1959; O'Keefe, 1960) or as impac-

tites (Chao and Littler, 1962).

In summary, it seems likely that, although

tektites, as they arc, have not been formed by

solidification of magma, they have I)cen derived

from igneous rocks I)y some process involving

extremely high temperature fusion. The question

will now be discussed of whether suitable igneous

rocks have been formed on the Moon.

LUNAR MAGMA GENERATION

The first step in this discussion must be to

investigate the probability that magma generation

has occurred in the Moon, and if so, to estimate

its depth. This problem is generally considered

that of finding where the geothermal gradient is

intersected by the fusion curve of the material in

question, in this case, the rock composing the
interior of the Moon. It will be assumed that the

Moon was formed by the accretion of solid mate-

rial rather than by condensation and solidification.

The composition of the primordial Moon will be

assumed to be essentially that of chondritic
meteorites.

Lunar Thermal Gradients

We shall use the lunar thermal gradients cal-

culated by MacDonald (ll)5(.), 1961) as a basis for

the present treatment. He derived gradients for a

chondritic Moon with bStial temperatures (-4.5

aeons) of 0°C and 600°C. MacDonald's values are

similar to those computed by Urey (1960) using

slightly different assumptions..It is interesting, in

view of the formerly popular concept of the Moon

as a cold, rigid body, to note that both he and

Urey consider it likely that some partial melting
would occur at great depths even in an initially

cold (0°C) Moon.

Lunar Fusion Curve

The next step in estimating the depth of lunar

magma generation is to find a reasonably likely
fusion curve for the interior of the Moon. This

problem under terrestrial conditions is compli-

cated by the fact that pressures at even a few
hundred kilometers are far beyond the range of

experimentally determined fusion curves, forcing

the use of approximations such as the Simon
equation. The relatively low pressure in the Moon,

however, permits the application of available

experimental data.

Both MacDonald and Urey used the fusion

curves of individual minerals, in particular diop-

side and olivine. However, as MacDonald points

out, melting would begin in a nmiticomponent
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not the initial temperature,whichwouldbeonly
slightlyaffectedby the long-livedisotopesdis-
cussed.This is the possibilitythat the assumed
valuesfor theconcentrationsof themajorheat-
producingisotopesof potassium,uranium,and
thoriumaretoo high.Thismayresultfromour
incompleteknowledgeof theseconcentrationsin
meteorites,or in a moregeneralsense,fromthe
degreeto whichthechondritesrepresentthecom-
positionof the Moon.Evidencefor a chondritic
compositionis givenby MacDonald(1959)and
againstit by Urey(1960).A usefuldisscusionof
thevalidityof thechondriticEarthmodelispre-
sentedby Ringwood(1962);however,hissugges-
tion that the carbonaceouschondritesrepresent
primordialmaterial (and hencepossiblythe
Moon---P.D.L.)seemscontradictedbythestudies
of DuFresne and Anders (1962) indicating that

these meteorites are alteration products of normal

chondrites. Further discussion of this problem

would be beyond the scope of this paper.

The situation in regard to the probability of the

"hot" Moon (initial temperature of 600°C) is
somewhat clearer in that there are a number of

factors which would tend to increase the initial

temperature or to add heat at a later time. These

will be discussed in order of their possible impor-
tance.

The kinetic energy of accretion will add heat to

the primitive Moon. Fish, Goles, and Anders

(1959) estimate that the temperature rise from

this source would be about 2000°K for objects of

lunar size, although they suggest that the tempera-

ture would not actually get this high because of

radiation cooling. It should be pointed out, how-

ever, that they were concerned primarily with

temperatures high enough to produce the observed

characteristics of meteorites, or around 2000-

3000°K. It seems unlikely that, if the Moon ac-

creted in less than 10s years, it would cool enough

by radiation to bring the temperature down to
273°K (the "cold" Moon). The rate of heat loss is

proportional to the fourth power of the absolute

temperature, and is therefore relatively low at

temperatures of a few hundred degrees; the rate

of radiation cooling at 873°K (the "hot" Moon)

would be less than 3_ the rate of 2000°K.

A second heat source of possible importance in

determining the initial temperature is adiabatic

compression. MacDonald (1959) suggests a tem-

perature increase of several hundred degrees for
the Earth due to this cause. The contribution to

an accreting Moon cannot be estimated reliably.
However, because of the extreme temperature de-

pendence of radiation cooling, it is unlikely that
the accretion of the Moon was isothermal.

Another factor tending to increase the tempera-
ture of the Moon's interior would be frictional

heat generated by body tides. There would be

some heat contributed from this source under any

hypothesis of the Moon's origin. If the Moon was

formed independently near the Earth, the heat

would have been generated by the body tides
which have slowed the rotation until the lunar

day equals the month. The contribution from this

mechanism is negligible: approximately 10 -5 of the

heat generated by long-lived isotopes. However,
if the Moon was captured by the Earth at about

its present distance, the situation might be radi-

cally different. Most of the energy loss involved

in going from an escape to an orbital trajectory

should be dissipated by internal friction in the

Moon. Assuming that all the kinetic energy is

changed into heat in the Moon, it can be easily

calculated that for a velocity change of 1 km/sec,

about 8.6><1027 cal (or 120 cal/gm) would be

produced. This value is of the same order as the

heats of fusion of chondritic minerals; for example,

AH fusion for enstatite is 147 cal/gm (Rossini

et al., 1952). The many uncertainties as to the

depth of body tides and other factors make more

precise calculations unwarranted, but it is clear

that if the Moon was captured, the heat so gener-

ated might have dominated all other sources, at

least temporarily, possibly raising internal temper-

atures some hundreds of degrees.

Green (1961) has also pointed out that the

difference between the Moon's apogee and perigee

distances from the Earth should promote magma

generation by pressure release due to body tides.

He estimates the present monthly tide to be about

1½ meters; the tides in the past should have been

higher and more frequent. In view of the previous

discussion, the actual heat contribution from this

source would probably be small, but the effects of

pressure release and fracture formation could be
substantial.

Anotlaer source of heat may have been the decay
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of short-lived isotopes such as A1_6,Be I°, Ca 135,and
V 23_. If the Moon was formed within l0 s years

after the formation of the elements themselves, as

seems possible (see discussions by Kopal, 1962 and

Anders, 1962), the heat contributed may have
been substantial. MacDonald (1959) estimates a

temperature rise, for the Earth, of about 3000°C
if there was no heat loss. This would not be the

situation, of course, but again the temperature

dependence of radiation cooling would probably

prevent the temperature from going down to 0°C.

Urey and Donn (1956) have suggested that
exothcrmic reactions between various compounds

and free radicals during the accretion process of

meteorites and the planets may have caused

substantial heating if the accretion occurred when
the Sun was still relatively cool. They estimate

that a lunar-size primary object might have at-

tained a temperature of 500°C throughout.

In summary, it is clear that a number of sources

may have contributed substantial heat to the

Moon during its early history, suggesting that the

"cold" thermal gradient is probably too low since

none of the sources listed here were specifically
allowed for in MacDonald's calculations. Before

leaving the subject of magma generation, how-

ever, it is necessary to note another factor. Partial

melting of the deep interior of the Moon can take

place either by the simple addition of heat until

the initial melting point is reached or by the

lowering of the melting point by pressure release

so that the thermal gradient is intersected, as

Green (1961) has pointed out. Yoder (1952) and

Uffen (1959) have suggested that such pressure

release can occur during tensile or compressive
fracture. There is abundant evidence of faulting

on the Moon. Magma generation by pressure re-

lease might be expected along such faults, regard-

less of whether they were formed by tension,

compression, or shearing, and the faults them-

selves could provide vents for the magma.

Time of Magma Generation

It is possible, with the use of diagrams presented
by Macl)onald (1961) showing the variation of

temperature with time for various depths in the

Moon, to estimate when magma would form. The

following times are for a depth of 500 kin. For the

"hot" Moon, melting should I)egin at approxi-

mately 1.0 aeons (after the origin of the Moon) if

the fusion curve had a 10°/kb slope, and at 1.2

aeons for a 5°/kb slope. For the "cold" Moon,

melting should begin at 4.0-4.5 aeons for a 10°/kb

slope and at 2.7 aeons for a 5°/kb slope.

These ages are essentially a by-product of the

present discussion and of course depend on the
correctness of the thermal calculations. However,

the possibility that magma generation may have

begun relatively late in the Moon's history, if it

was initially "cold," tends to remove the difficulty

Schnetzler (1961) finds in explaining the Srs_/Sr s6
ratios in tektites. Schnetzler suggests that the

North American and Southeast Asia tektites were

chemically differentiated from a common source

about 175 million years ago, which would require

relatively recent differentiation of the Moon if
tektites are of lunar origin. This would be consist-

ent with the low age indicated above for magma

generation in a "cold" Moon.

Magma Movement

The problem of whether lunar magma could
reach the surface requires attention for two rea-

sons. First, it is obvious that lunar igneous rocks

proposed as tektite sourec material nmst be extru-

sive, because plutonic rock is unlikely to be ex-

posed over large arcas. Second, the depth of poten-

tial magma generation indicated by this study

(400-500 km) is considerably greater than thought

likely in the Earth; for example, Turner and

Verhoogen (1960) suggest 100 km as the approxi-

mate depth of formation of basaltic magma.

(It should be noted, however, that this figure was
based on thermal considerations, such as lava

temperatures, and hence should not be extrap-

olated directly to the Moon.)
Wahlstrom (1950) lists several major causes of

magma motion, such as gravitative pressure on the

magma reservoir, tectonic movements, and gas

pressure, and a minor cause, tidal kneading. It is

likely that these would all be about as effective
in the Moon as in the Earth (assuming them to bc

operative at all, which may not be the situation

for some types of tectonic movement); in fact,
tidal kneading nfight be more effective because the
Moon is much smaller than thc Earth.

It would seem at first glance that gravitative

pressure would be less effective in the Moon (see,
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for example,the discussionby Barnes,1958).
However,TurnerandVerhoogen(1960)pointout
that thegoverningconditionfor equilibriumin a
liquidcolumnis

dlh = d2H,

where d, and d2 are densities of the liquid and

mantle respectively, h, the depth of origin of the

magma, and H the total height of the magma

column. This means that the governing factor is

relative density of the magma; the factor of -_ for

the lower lunar gravity will cancel out. Fish, Goles,

and Anders (1959) reached a similar conclusion

regarding the separation of phases in asteroid-size

bodies. (An additional interesting result of their
calculations was the conclusion that fractional

crystallization and crystal settling would also

take place even in weak gravitation fields.) There

seems to be no a priori reasons, then, why magma
formed in the Moon would not reach the surface if

suitable pathways are available. A remaining ques-

tion is whether such pathways actually extend to

the probable depth of magma generation.

Deep-focus earthquakes show that failure by

fracture occurs, in the Earth, to a depth of about

700 km, or well below the depth where most

magma is believed to originate. (Wilson, 1957,

suggests that andesitic magmas form at these

depths, on the basis of their association with deep-

focus earthquakes.) This fact by itself suggests
that fractures could extend to a similar level in the

Moon, since temperatures probably do not rise as

rapidly. However, there is objective evidence

indicating the possible existence of deep fractures.
This is found in the numerous faults visible on

the lunar surface, such as the Straight Wall (over

100 km long) and the Altai Scarp (over 300 km

long), as well as the fracture system radiating from
Mare Imbrium for a distance of over 1100 kin.

The depth to which these fractures extend is of

course unknown, but it seems reasonable to expect
them to reach the depth of magma generation.

For example, the well-known dark areas at bends

in the Alphonsus rille system suggest that some

form of vulcanism has occurred along these frac-

tures, imp]ying that they have tapped a magmatic
zone.

Nature of Lunar Primary Magma

Considering the uncertainty about the origin

of terrestrial magmas whose products have been

exhaustively studied at first hand, it might seem

that any inquiry as to the nature of lunar magmas

would be baseless speculation. However, since

this study is intended to answer a primarily chenl-

ical question on the basis of an assumed chemical

composition; such an attempt is both necessary

and possible.

A major factor governing the composition of the

magmas formed by partial melting is the com-

position of the parent rock, assumed to be chon-

dritic in the case of the Moon. There is no experi-

mental data on the fusion products of chondrites,

so that the following discussion must rest on the

similarity of chondrites to peridotites, which is
illustrated by the following comparison (Table

IV).

In chondrites the silicate phase is about 81%

(by weight) of the total, with metal (iron and

nickel) and sulfides comprising most of the re-

mainder. A comparison of melting points at 1 atm

suggests that the sulfides would melt first, silicates

next, and iron last. The textures of meteorites

show that these three phases would be nmtually

insoluble, and judging from the calculations of

Fish, Goles, and Anders (1959), the iron and sul-
fides would sink toward the center. It seems safe

TABLE IV.--Chemical Compositions of Chondrites and Peridotites

Wt. % of

SiO2 Mg0 FeO A12()3 CaO Na20 K_.O

Peridotites(Nockolds, 1954) ...................... I 43.0 I 34.3 I 12.4 I 4.0 I 3.5 I 0.6 I 0.2

Silicate phase of chondrites (Urey and Craig, 1953) 47.0 29.5 15.4 3.1 2.4 1.2 0.2
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to assumethat at depthsof a fewhundredkilo-
metersin theMoonthenonsilicatephaseswould
haverelativelylittle effectonthemeltingof the
silicates.

Thereis considerablefield and experimental
evidenceindicatingthat the first-formedliquid
fromfusionofperidotiteisbasalticincomposition
(HarrisandRowell,1960andpersonalcommuni-
cation;TurnerandVerhoogen,1960),andthat
ovcrsaturatedbasaltshave beengeneratedat
depthsof around100kin in theEarth'smantle.
Theconditionspeculiarto theMoonmaycause
magmasto evolvealongdifferentlinesthantheir
terrestrialcounterparts,aspointedoutbyWalter
(l(.)(i2).However,to the extentthat the upper
mantleof the Earth,the interiorof the Moon,
and(.hondritcsaresimilar,lunarprimarymagmas
will bebasaltic.A discussionof this similarity
wouldbet)eyondthescopeofthispaper.

Beforeleavingthe sul)jectof hmar magma
generation,an interestingpossibilityshouldbe
pointedout. Theexperimentalworkcitedprevi-
ously,in particularthat of Harris andRowell
(personalcommunication)andAlexeyeva(1958)
showsthat thetemperatureintervalbetweenthe
initial andcompletemeltingof ultral)asicrocksis
relativelyshort, apparentlyIictween100° and
200°. Asshownin l:ig.I,the thermal gradient for
the "cold" Moon ex(,ecds the 5°/kt) fusion curve

by 200 ° at al>out 650 kin. This condition, together

with the prot)able suppression I)y pressurc of

incongruent melting in minerals such as enstatitc

(Boyd and England, 196l), might pernfit the

generation of ultrabasic magmas. However, such

magmas arc rarely, if ever, formed in the Earth,

and it seems unlikely that conditions in the Moon

would be different enough to permit their forma-

tion there. Moreover, several independent lines of

evidence, such as the luminescence of the Aris-

tarchus rays (Kozyrev, 195(i), the polarization of

moonlight (Wright, 1927), and the dielectric,
constant of the surface as calculated from radar

returns (Scnios and Siegel, 1960) in(ticate that

the surface material is mainly siliceous powdcr,
rather than ultrabasic rock.

TEKTITE SOURCE AREAS

It has I)cen shown that tektites h'_ve igne(ms

affinities, and that there have proliably I)ccn

substantial quantities of basaltic magma gener-

ated in the Moon and erupted on the surface.

However, tektites can hardly have been formed

from basalt by any of the fusion mechanisms so

far suggested; it is apparent that a clear connec-
tion between tektites and the Moon has not yet

been demonstrated.

The hypothesis is therefore proposed (see also

Lowman, 1962) that the lunar maria are lopoliths,
and that tektites have been derived by some

process involving meteoritic impact from the

silicic igneous rocks overlying these lopoliths. In

support of this hypothesis, a comparison of

terrestrial lopoliths and the maria will be pre-
sented.

The term "lopolith" was originally coined by

Grout (1918) for large lenticular intrusions with

depressed floors, and consisting mainly of t)asaltic
rocks with subordinate volumes of ultramafic and

granitic rocks. The best examples arc the I)uhith,

Bushveld, and Stillwater lopoliths. The Sudbury

I)asin may also I)e a lopolith, although the sug-

gestion has rcsently been made (Thomson, 1(.)57)

that it is actually a ring-dike. An important

characteristic of the large lopoliths is their location

in essentially nonorogenie regions; although they

have all been deforlned after their formation, they
are not associated with folded mountain 1)elts, as

are batholiths, l)aly (1928) suggested that the

Bushveld lopolith was largely extrusive; Hamilton

(1960) presented evidence that the Sudbury and

Wichita lopoliths are also extrusive, or at least
are roofed with silicic extrusives such as tufts and

rhyolites.

The lunar maria have been generally con-

sidered to be plateau basalts. However, Shoe-

maker and Hackman (l!)(il) suggest that either

basalt sheets or igniml)rite could produc, e the
flatness and slnoothness of the maria. ()'Keefe

and Cameron (1962) propose that the maria are
sut)sidence structures which arc pl'obal)ly ovcr-

lain by welded tuff (ignim/)rite) and filled with
sufficient denser rock to induce isostatic sul)-

sidence. Although O'Keefc and Cameron did not

specifically suggest that the maria were lopoliths,

it is apparent that their description in general fits

the lopoliths fairly well. This similarity is elnpha-

sized by the comparison of major characteristics of

these structures presented in Tal)le V.
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Lopoliths* Maria

Size (kin) ...............

Shape ..................

Rock types ..............

Bushveld complex, 2O0X50O ..............

Sudbury basin, 60X25 ...................

Duluth lopolith, 230 km exposed along
strike.

Elliptical; essentially closed synclincs.

Thickness ranges from several km to 15(?)

for the Bushveld complex.

Basalt, diabase, and gabbro dominant. Sub-

ordinate quantities of ultramafic and

granitic rocks, including rhyolites, grano-

phyres, and tufts. Silicid rock layer a fcw

thousand meters thick in places, although

generally removed by erosion or covered.

M. Imbrium, 1100.

M. Crisium, 500)<400.

(O. Procellarum omitted because of probable

composite nature.)

Grimaldi, 130 (Large crater filled with mare-

type material).

Circular or elliptical; outcrop of mare material

frequently irregular. Structure and topogra-
phy syclinal. Maximum thickness unknown,

but average thickness of Procellarian System

estimated at l .l km by Marsilall (1961).

Exposed portions light-colored, porous mate-

rial, possibly welded tufts; underlain by rocks

heavy enough to induce isostatic subsidence.

*Descriptions of lopoliths from papers by Daly (1928), Hess (1960), and Hamilton (1956, 1960).

A further comparison between the maria and

lopoliths is illustrated in Fig. 2, in which the

approximate outline of the Bushveld Complex is

superimposed on Mare Crisium. It is apparent

from this diagram and the tabulated characteris-

tics that although there is wide overlap in size,

the large maria, such as M. Imbrium and M.

M.Crisium

/P Bushveld Complex j

mare j

terra

FIGURE 2.--Comparison of M. Crisium and Bushveld

Complex. Bushveld outline from Daly (1928).

Serenitatis, are considerably bigger than the

lopoliths. This can be explained, in reference to the

O'Keefe-Cameron theory as follows. The ter-

restrial lopoliths are all Precambrian, and have

been exteltsively eroded; their former silicic caps

in particular have been largely removed. On the

Moon, however, the absence of erosion in the

usual sense has probably preserved the original

shape and extent of the maria. In addition, as

O'Keefe and Cameron point out, the ash flows

which deposited the welded tufts supposed to

comprise the upper parts of the maria would have

been much more mobile on the Moon than they

would have been on the Earth, because the lower

gravity would greatly increase the effectiveness of

fluidization. The result of these two effects has

probably been the extension of the silicic dif-

ferentiates of the maria (the welded tufts) well

beyond the limits of the marie central portions,

which would correspond to the existing terrestrial

lopoliths. The size of the central mare basins is

probably fairly close to that of the lopoliths; there

is at any rate no such scaling problem as that

encountered in explaning the large lunar craters

as calderas (Green, 1961; Shoemaker, 1962).

Another characteristic which may link tektites

to the silicic differentiates of the maria is the

(FeO+MgO)/(K20+lNa20) ratio. As shown in
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Fig. 3, the average ratios for the lopolith rocks

bridge the gap between the common igneous
rocks and tektites. If there were substantial loss

of alkalis from lopolith differentiates by volatili-

zation, they would move into the tektite field. A

similar conclusion was reached by Lovering (1960)

on the basis of experimental studies, although it

is not known if he worked with lopolith rocks.

It should be stressed, in basing any comparison

on the supposed characteristics of terrestrial

lopoliths, that the nature and evolution of these

struc, tures is far from being fully understood. In

addition to the doubts as to the lopoliths structure
of the Sudbury Basin raised by Thomson (l!)57),

there is considerable controversy about the origin

of the granitic igneous rocks overlying the lopo-

liths. Hamilton (19{;0) suggest that they were

formcd by differentiation of the basaltic magmas
which formcd the main bodies of the lopoliths.

Hess (1960), on the other hand, argues that the

relative abundance of the granitic rocks is better

explained as the result of partial fusion of the

continental crust (above the M discontinuity) by

the rising isogeotherms responsible for the entirc

series of igneous events involvcd in lopolith forma-

tion. An additional note of controversy has re-

cently been injected into the lopolith literature by

])ietz (1962), who suggests that both the ter-

restrial lopoliths and the maria were triggered by
the impac, t of extremely large meteorites.

Which, if any, of these viewpoints is more

nearly correct cannot t)c decided by the writer. In

view of thc relative rates of progress of geology and

astronautics, however, it is possible that the origin

of tcrrestrial lot)oliths will bc elucidated by field

studies of the maria before the converse can be

accomplished.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that tektites are probably

altered igneous rocks, and that suitable igneous

rocks may cover large areas of the visible face of

the Moon. The theory that tektites have been

derived from the maria by some process involving

meteoritic impact is supported by the existence of

several large craters, such as Copernicus, which

are convincingly demonstrated (Shoemaker, 1962)

to have been formed by the impact of meteorites
on the maria.

The picturc of lunar evolution presented here

has some obviously controversial features. For

example, if the more conservative "cold" Moon

is assumed, it follows that the maria (including
the smaller bodies such as Grimaldi and Mare

Undarum) represel_t practically all of the dif-
ferentiation which has occurred in the Moon.

This in turn implies that the lighter-colored terrae

are largely chondritie and the maria silicic, at

least superficially, or precisely the reverse of the

generally accepted concept of silicic terrae and
basaltic maria. However, O'h:eefe and Calneron

(19(12) have presented cviden('e that the Moon is

largely in isostatic equilibrium and that the terrae

are therefore probably granitic. If their conclusion

is correct, there has t)ecn more differentiation
than that involved in maria formation.

On the other hand, the mechanism of dif-

ferentiation proposed here, namely partial melting

by largely radiogenic heat along dcep fractures,

is analogous t6 processes whi(.h probably take

place in the Earth, and requires no radic, al as-

sumptions, su(.h as the impact of extremely large
meteorites relatively late in the Moon's develop-

ment. In addition, to the extent that the melting

was partial and local, this theory tends to answer

the problem raised by Macl)onald (1962) of "how
differentiation can proceed without the Moon's

passing through a molten stage."

An advantage of the theory that the maria are

lopoliths is that, if Hamilton's concepts of lopo-
lithis structure and development are correct, a

mechanism is available by which the Moon may
have been differentiated without the intervention

of sedimentary processes. The processes I)y
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which the Earth's granitic crust was formed are

probably dependent in considerable degree on the

accumulation of great quantities of sediment in

geosynclines, even though most granites may be

magmatic (see discussions by Turtle and Bowen,

1958: and Walton, 1960). However, terrestrial

lopoliths are clearly not part of the usual calc-

alkaline igneous association of orogenic regions,

and are therefore not tied firmly to sedimentation.

A question unresolved by this discussion is

whether the maria are in any way related to

impact, as suggested by several authors (Baldwin,

1949; Urey, 1952). Dietz (1962) also holds this

opinion, and further suggests that the terrestrial

lopoliths, such as the Sudbury basin, are the result

of the impact of extremely large meteorites. A

detailed discussion of Dietz's theory would be

beyond the scope of this paper. However, it

should be pointed out that the petrographic as-

sociation typical of lopoliths is also found in the

Great Dike of Rhodesia, whose shape (about 300

by 5 miles) virtually excludes an impact origin.

It seems safe to say that if impact was involved in

lopolith evolution, it role was limmited to initi-

ating a complex series of tectonic and igneous

events, perhaps by fracturing the target rock to

great depths.

In summary, it is suggested that the concept of

the maria as lunar lopoliths correlates a number of

previously unconnected data, provides a basis for

a new engineering model of possible lunar surface

conditions, and is specific enough to be tested by

observational and field studies.
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THE STRUCTURE AND STRENGTH OF
THE INNER PLANETS

GORDON J. F. MACDONALD

C-,oddard Space Flight Center*

Recent developments in seismology and geodesy provide data for an improved model of the

earth's interior. This report examines the internal structures of the moon, Mars, Venus, and Mer-

cury in the light of wh'_t is known almut ttm internal constitution of tire earth.
A review of the seismic determination of the elastic constitution of the earth's mantle, based

on new results oil the stability of silicates at high pressures, leads to the following interpretation

that the rapid increase of elastic wave velocity beginning at a depth of 200 km depends on the

olivine-spinel transition and the hreakdown of silicates to oxides. Preliminary calculations of the

stability field of periclase (MgO) and stishovite (very dense SiO_) relative to olivine (MgSiO4) indi-
cate that the oxides are stable at pressures greater than 100,000 to 150,000 bars. The oxide transition

produces a change in volume of about 20 percent.

The earth's gravitational figure, as obtained from satellite orbits, is used to estimate the pos-
sible deviations from hydrostatic equilibrium in other planets. The earth's response to tidal excita-

tion provides information regarding the deviations of elasticity within the earth. The near coinci-

dcnce of the present rate of heat production of a chondritic earth and the present surface heat flow

is discussed as a limiting condition on the earth's internal thermal structure.
Observations of the moon's orbital and rotational motions provide data on its gravitational

figure. The calculation of its thermal structure shows that a model moon with uniform radioactivity
and chondritic composition is inconsistent with the present figure. The inferred strength of the

moon requires either that the radioactivity be sul)st.mtially less than that of chondrites or that
heat sources are concentrated in the outer layers. The prol)lem of differentiation without melting is

noted. The average lunar m._terial has a radioactivity perhaps one-half or less that of chondritic

materials.

The astronomical information on the nman density and gravitational figure of Mars is critically

examined. If the mean radius of Mars is taken to be 3310 km, the planet must have a surface density

of 3.8-3.9 gm/cm a and t)e nearly homogeneous. If Mars were homogeneous and had a radioactivity

equal to that of chondrites, the interior would be molten and large scale gravitational differentiation
would be expected. Since this differentiation is not apparent in the gravitational data, it is con-

eluded that the radioactive composition of Mars differs from that of chondrites.
The internal structures of Mercury and Venus are examined in terms of their inferred rotational

history.

It is finally concluded that the inner planets differ in their ahundances both of the heavy ele-

ments and of potassium, uranium, and thorium. Chondritic meteorites may provide a satisfactory

chemical model for the earth, but not for the other inner phmets, with the possible exception of

Venus. This qualification is due to our ignorance of the internal constitution of Venus.

Section 1

INTRODUCTION

A number of developments in the past few

years have stimulated intexest in the nature and

*This work was done whih; the author was on leave

from the Institute of Geophysics and Phmetary Physics,

University of California.

origin of the planets. In the nineteenth and the

early twentieth centuries, investigation of the

phmetary system utilized the concepts and

methods of celestial mechanics. The past 20 years

have seen several major breaks with this tradition.

Urcy emphasized the chemical aspects of the

problem of planetary origins and, using thcrmo-

chemical considerations, provided powerful re-

1228
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straints on speculation.* Alfv_n insisted that the

magnetic fields play a role comparable in im-

portance with that of the gravitational fields?
Alfvdn's considerations have been extended and

deepened, particularly by Ltist and Schlfiter 3 and

by Hoyle. 4 CaIneron 5 and Fowler, Greenstein,

and Hoyle, 6 after the discovery of xenon-129 in

meteorites by Reynolds, v-9 demonstrated the con-

straints placed by nuclear physics oll the early

history of the solar system. But by far the greatest

impetus to further study of the planets has been

the promise of direct exploration of the moon,

Mars, and Venus. The advent of planetary probes

also provides numerous new tools for this study.

Knowledge of the earth and its interior has

grown in the past few years. The determination

of the constitution of the earth provides a frame-

work within which the observations of the moon

and terrestrial planets can be interpreted. Jeffreys

first examined the constitution of the earth-like

planets in the light of geophysical knowledge. 1°

During the past ten ycars the understanding of
the internal constitution of the earth has in-

creased. The study of the earth's gravitational

field with artificial satellites and the investigation

of its interior by means of observations of low

frequency seismic waves have added a new dimen-

sion to this understanding. Although major prob-

lems still abound in the theory of the earth's

interior, its internal distribution of mass and

elasticity are relatively well determined. The

question of its thermal regime remains a major

problem. The origin of its surface features is

closely tied to its anelastic behavior, and little
progress has been made in this field. The origin

of the geomagnetic field remains a mystery,

though magnetohydrodynamic theories developed

by Bullard and by Elsasser indicate a promising
approach to the answer. This report will review

those areas of the study of the earth that have

contributed most heavily to the understanding
of its internal constitution. The methods, con-

cepts, and techniques applicable to the earth

should also apply to the study of the moon and

the other iimer planets. Therefore, after consider-

ing the state of knowledge about the earth, we

will discuss the current state of knowledge of the

internal constitution of the moon, Mars, Venus,

and Mercury. Particular attention will be paid

to those problems about which a great deal will

be discovered in the early stages of planetary

-exploration.

The determination of the earth's fifiure--is the
principal concern of geodesy. Since flhe external

figure of the earth is the result of the internal

mass distribution, a detailed knowledge of the

earth's gravitational field sets limits on the pos-

sible internal mass distributions. The departure

of the earth's gravitational field from that of a

homogeneous sphere results in observable per-
turbations in the motions of the moon and of

artificial satellites. The study of the orbits of

artificial satellites has been particularly vahmble

in providing additional information regarding
the earth's external potential. The deviations of

the earth's figure from that which would be as-

sumed by a fluid body rotating at the same

angular velocity provide some mcasure either of

the earth's strength in resisting long-period small-

amplitude stress differences or of this strength

and the internal dynamic processes that support

the figure inequalities.

Gravitational forces of the moon and sun raise

tides in the solid body of the earth; and these tidal

forces are precisely known. Accurate observation

of the earth's response to these forces yields in-
formation on the distribution of both elasticity

and density within the earth and on anelasticity
of the earth at the frequencies of the tidal forces.

The variation of the earth's rotation--both in

terms of the variation of position of the in-

stantaneous axis of rotation and in terms of the

length of day--also yields information regarding

the internal elasticity and anelasticity.

The most powerful tool in the investigation of
the earth's interior has been a determination of

the time needed for elastic waves to travel through

the earth. The source of such elastic waves is, for

the most part, earthquakes, though in recent

years artificial sources have become increasingly

important. The determination of the travel time

of these waves permits an estimation of their

velocity variations, and this can be combined

with geodetic data to obtain the distribution of

elasticity and density within the earth. In recent

years an additional powerful investigational tool
has been the observation of the earth's free oscilla-

tions. Because free oscillations involve the planet
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asa whole,this methodreducesthe difficulties
associatedwithanalyzingmanyeventsondiffer-
entseismographsfor severalearthquakes.

The variationof elasticwavevelocitywith
depth,whencolnbinedwith laboratoryinvestiga-
tions,permitsa firstguessasto thetemperature
distributionin the interiorof theearth.A more
directmethodinvolvesmeasurementsof theheat
flowingfrom the interior throughthe surface.
Locally,this surfaceheat flux dependson the
verticaltemperaturegradientandthermalcon-
ductivity.The total surface heat flux is fixed by
the iuternal distribution of radioactive heat

sources and of thermal conductivity, aud on

thermal conditions during the early stages of the

earth's formation. Models of the earth involving

the distribution of radioactivity and initial

thermal conditions can be constructed, leading
to the observed total he'_t flux. These models also

giw_' some indication of possible intern'd tempera-

ture distributions. However, the actual distribu-
tion remains most uncertain.

A very important aspect of the investigation of
the earth:s interior concerns the behavior of ma-

terials •tt high pressures and temperatures. In

the last few years great progress has been made

in simulating deep-earth conditions in the labo-

ratory. Materials that are st'tl)le at the earth's

surface undergo a wLst variety of changes when
sut>jected to the conditions that prevail in the

upper lO0 km of the earth. It is likely tlmt further

etmnges in the structure of matter will occur in

the laboratory experiments as they more closely

approach conditions existing in the dccp interior,
where pressures are on the order of 10" bars at

temperatures on the order of a few thousand

degrees. Laboratory data can be combined with

seismically derived velocity-depth variation data

to collstruet chemical-physical models of the

earth's interior. But the lat)oratory data do not

yet cover a sufficient range, "rod most models
depend heavily on untested theories of the be-

havior of matter at high temperatures and

pressures.

After reviewiag the state of knowledge of the

earth in the fhqds considered al)ove, we will ex-

amine the present state of ignorance reg'u'(ling

the moon and the other planets. Though it is I>y

fin' the I)est known of the nearby bodies, the

moon's internal character remains a mystery.

The two small Martian satellites provide data on

the gravitational figure of the Red Planet. These
data are consistent with a number of possible

models for the internal constitution of Mars, but a

combination of arguments permits some further

limits to be placed on the planet's internal char-

acter. The natures of Mercury and Venus are
even more uucertaiu. Almost nothing is known
about Venus hecause of its continuous cloud cover.

Mercury remains anomalous with its much higher

density than the other members of the solar

system.

Section 2

THE EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

The earth's geometrical figure and its gravita-

tiomd field are closely related, since the figure is
detilwd i,t terlllS of the mean sea level and the

mean sea level is fixed by the ocearl surface,

which is everywhere perpendicular to the direc-

tion of gravity. The dimensions of the earth can

be estimated by geodetic surveys. Latitudes arid

longitudes are found by astronomical observation,

and surveys along 't meridi.m (h,t<,rnfine a length.

A comparison of the length with the differences

in latitude and hmgitude fixes the h)cal figure.

In recent years hu'ge "n'cs have been surveyed <)n

land and geodetic measurements across oceans

have been attempted.

A second way of determining the earth's figure

involves the measurement of the gravitatiomd

field at various places on the surface, l)rior to the

advent of satellites this was the principal method
of determination. It suffers fi'om the fact that the

earth's gravitatiomd field contains power in all

harmonics. Field irregularities, which can be

described as high-wave-number gravitational

noise, make it difficult to estimate the field from

scattered surface observations. In recent years

statistical methods have been applied to the

reduction of the gravitational data. These lead to a

far superior description of the field, yet they are

still inadequate for the low-wave-number compo-

nents in comparison with the deterlnim_tion made

by using satellites.

()n account of the flattening of the earth, the
attraction of the earth ,rod moon produces a
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couplewhichinducesmotionof theearth'srota-
tionaxisaboutthepoleof theecliptic.Thismo-
tion is knownasprecessionandtheprecessional
constantH is given by

H=(C-A)/C,

where C is the principal moment of inertia about
the axis of rotation and A is the moment of inertia

about an axis in the equatorial plane. H can be

determined from the period of precession. The ob-

served precession of the equinoxes yields a value

of 1/305.3; the principal uncertainty in this value

is due to the uncertainty in the mass of the moon.

Artificial satellites offer a powerful method for

determining the earth's gravitational field. The

orbit of a satellite about an isolated homogeneous

spherical earth devoid of an atmosphere would be

an exact ellipse. The size and shape of the ellipse

would remain constant; the plane of the ellipse
would be fixed relative to the stars and the orienta-

tion of the ellipse ill its own plane would not

change. But the earth does have an atmosphere,
the sun and moon perturb the motion of a satel-

lite, and, most importantly, the deviations of

earth from a homogeneous sphere perturb the
ellipse.

The two most important perturbations of the

satellite's orbit which are due to the earth's in-

ternal density field arc the steady rotation of the
orbital plane about the earth's axis and the rota-

tion of the major axis of the orbit in its own plane.
These rotations are determined by the even order

harmonics of the earth's gravitational field. Care-

ful observations of many satellites have fixed the

lower order even harmonics. In addition to the

secular variation of the satellite orbit, there are
long period oscillations due to the odd order
harmonics.

Satellite orbits are also perturbed by the atmos-
phere and the tidal actions of the sun and moon.

Fortunately, these effects can be removed for

the most part. The main effect of the atmosphere

is to make the orbit contract and become more

circular; its effect on the rotation of the orbital

plane is negligible.

Description of the Exterior Potentialic

The earth's potential at a distance r from the

centcr of mass of the earth can be expressed as a

sum of spherical harmonics:

U : _'- - Pn 0 sin: t + Jn m cos m;k + K m sin rn)_ pm sin (1)n n '

n=2 m=l

where G is the gravitational constant, M the mass, and a_ the equatorial radius of the earth (a_ = 6378.14-

0.1 km and GM/a_=62.494±O.O1 km2/sec2), 0 is the geocentric latitude, which differs only negligibly

from the geodetic latitude in terms other than J2, and h is the longitude. The values P_ are the as-

sociated Legendre functions defined by

k

COSta 0 _ (2m - 21 )! sinn_m_2!P_ sint) : 2"n! (n - m - 2/)! (-l)t t) , (2)
I=o

where

n m }
k : _ (n - m even) ,

(3)
n - m - I

k : 2 (n - m odd) .

Prior to artificial satellites only J2 ° was known
and the value used at that time has been found

to be inaccurate by 1 part in 300.

The equation of motion of a satellite can be

written in terms of the earth's potential U. A

principal problem of celestial mechanics is to
determine the cffect that the various J=_ and

K=" values have on the orbital elements. Six

orbital elements are required to dcscribe the

Kepler ellipse with one focus at the origin: a, the

semimajor axis; e, the eccentricity; i, the inclina-

tion of the orbit to the equator; _2, the angular
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TABLE 1.--Estimates of Zonal Harmonics

Source

O'Keefe, Eckels, and
Squires (Reference 11)

Kozai (Reference 12)

King-Hele (Reference 13)

Kaula (Reference 14)

King-Hele (Reference 15)

J2° x 106

1082.49 ± 0.06

1082.19 ± 0.02

1082.79 ± 0.15

1082.3 ± 0.2

1082.7 ± 0.3

J30 x 106

-2.39 ± 0.26

-2.29 ± 0.02

m

-2.3 ± 0.1

-2.4 ± 0.1

jo x 106

- 1.70 ± 0.06

-2.13 ± 0.04

-1.4 ± 0.2

-!.8 ± 0.2

-I.7 ± 0.3

Js° x 10 6

-0.30 ± 0.53

-0.23 ± 0.02

-0.3 ± 0.2

-0.1 _+0.2

jo x 10 6

0.950.8

0.850.1

J¢ x 106

D

w

-0.4 ± 0.2

coordinate of the node, or intersection of the orbit

and the equatorial plane; o_, the argument of

perigee or the angle from the ascending node to

the point (perigee) of closest approach on the

ellipse to the origin; and f, the true anomaly, the

angle from perigee to the satellite.

In writing the disturbing potential in terms of

the elements of a Keplerian orbit it is apparent

that J,?, n even, will give rise to secular changes

in o_ and _ but have no effect on a, e, or i. j,o,

n odd, will cause periodic variations with fre-

quency o_ in e, i, ¢0, and 12.

Since the first satellite launching, a large num-

ber of papers have been devoted to the reduction

of orbital data to obtain estimates of J. Table 1

lists estimates of the zonal harmonics derived

froln studies of satellite motion. The tesseral and

scctorial harmonics give rise to daily and senti-

daily oscillations in the orbit. Using observations

of the satellite Transit IV-A (1961ol), R. R.

Newton obtained J22 =2.2)< 10 -6 and J41 = 1.25>(

10-6.16

The errors caused by neglecting higher order

terms in the expansion arc not yet known, and

there is no proof that the accumulated effect of

these terms is negligible. Since the series must

converge the coefficients must decrease, but the

rat(; at which they decrease is unknown. The high

order harmonics may be of more or less the same

magnitude. It seems unlikely that any given

harmonic would bc much larger than those already

found, since this would denmnd an unexpected

asymmetrical concentration of nmss.

A major result of satellite studies is the dis-

covery that the earth's gravitatiomd potential is

irregular. This reduces the value of the concept

of flattening, since the earth's geometrical tigurc

cannot be expressed in terms of a single quantity

as earlier theories presumed. The surprisingly

large magnitude of the low order harmonics

clearly shows that the earth's figure is complex.

Figure of a Fluid Earth

A rotating fluid develops a bulge represented

in the gravitational potential by finite values of

j o, n even. The difference between observed j0

values for the earth and the j0 value_ for an

equivalent rotating fuid indicates the deviation

of the earth from a perfect fluid. The moment of

inertia of a fluid is related to the hydrostatic

flattening f by :

to first order in the flattening, where m is the

ratio of the centrifugal to the gravitational ac-

celeration at the equator. With the observed value

of C/Ma+ 2 the hydrostatic value of the flattening

follows from the equation. HenrikserW and

O'Keefe TM noted that J2 ° determines a much-

improved estimate of the polar moment of inertia,

since

C-A

. : c - ^ - (5)
C Ma_

The hydrostatic flattening can then be used to

obtain a value for the hydrostatic J2°:

3 2 f/jo = @(. (1 _ .._- f)_lm (1 _ _m __ I

/

(6)

This theory carried to higher orders, provides
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TABLE 2.--Comparison of Observed and Equilibrium Values of J o in parts per million

Method jo j30 j2 jsg jag

Observed 1082.7 -2.4 -1.7 -0.1 0.8

Hydrostatic 1071.0 0 -2.9 0 0.00

Nonhydrostatic I 1.7 -2.4 1.2 -0.1 0.8

Topographyand
Perfect Isostasy - 0.20 -0.33 0.69 -0.23

J7 °

-0.4

0

-0.4

improved estimates of the hydrostatic values for

J2 °, J4°, and J6°. TM Thus the observed value of J2 °

can be used to obtain a description of what

would be the gravitational potential of the earth

if the earth behaved as a perfect fluid in hydro-

static equilibrium. Table 2 lists the hydrostatic
values of Jn °. It should be noted that the values

of j0, n odd, vanish for a fluid earth, as do the
sectorial and tesseral harmonics.

The observed and hydrostatic values for the

gravitational potential are compared in the first

two lines of table 2. The third line gives the non-

hydrostatic component of the potential computed
as the difference between the observed Jn ° and

the Jn ° for an equivalent rotating fluid. The non-

hydrostatic j o represents density anomalies
within the earth. The last line of the table lists

values of Jn ° arising from the continent-ocean
structure provided the continents and oceans are

in perfect isostatic equilibrium. The observed

deviations from equilibrium are larger than and

opposite in sign to those expected from the near-
surface structure. These anomalies caimot be ex-

plained by near-surface or crustal variations in

density? 4-_9 The negative correlation between the

continent-ocean structure and the gravitational

figure was anticipated by Jeffreys on the basis of

the surface observation of gravity. 2° But the mag-

nitude of the deviations is surprisingly large. This

negative correlation may have significance since

it possibly reflects the process of formation of the

continent-ocean system.

Strength of the Earth

The interpretation of the deviation of the

earth's potential from that expected for an equiva-

lent rotating fluid raises the problem of the

anelastic response of the deep earth to small

stresses. The question of the earth's response to

large-scale small-amplitude stress differences im-

posed for long periods has plagued geophysicists

for a century. Kelvin assumed that the earth can

be treated as an elastic body even for long period

deformations, whereas Darwin proposed that the

earth behaves plastically. Today, proponents for

both points of view can be found; the gravitational
field as determined from the satellite orbits has

yielded important information on this problem
but no decision is yet possible.

The simplest interpretation of the density

mmlnalies within the earth supposes that the

anomalies are supported by the finite strength of

the rocks making up the mantle. The anomalies

lead to stress differences, the magnitude of these

differences depending on the radial distances over
which the stress differences are supported. If

the entire nmntle is involved, the differences

between the observed and hydrostatic j,o values

imply maximum stress differences of the order of
tens of bars. If only the upper mantle supports

the density anomalies then higher stress differ-

ences are implied.
An alternative to the finite-strength interpreta-

tion for the density anomalies is that the values

of j0 indirectly result from convection currents;

the density variations are directly associated with

temperature inhomogeneities, the anomalies being

supported by viscous stresses developed in the
convective motion. Many geologists and geo-

physicists argue that the large scale structure of

the earth can be interpreted only in terms of

convective Inotion. 2' Perhaps the most striking

evidence is that presented by Vacquier, Raft, and

Warren who showed that great blocks of the

Pacific Ocean floor off the California coast have
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movedasmuchas1000kmrelativetoeachother32
Thisrelativemotionmaybeinterpretedin terms
of a crust beingdraggedalongby subcrustal
convectivesystems.

Priorto theacquisitionof geodeticdatafrom
the analysisof satelliteorbitstheprincipalevi-
deucesfor a mantleof zerostrengthwere:(1)
Thefigureof theearthcloselyapproximatesthat
of an equivalentrotatingfluid; (2) Formerly
glaciatedareasinScandinaviaandNorthAmerica
have beenrising--this was interpretedas a
viscousreboundfollowingtheremovalof ice.

Thepresatellitevalueusedfor the flattening
of theearth,about1/297.2,agreescloselywith
Bullard'scalculationoftheflatteningofarotating
fluidhavingthee,stimttteddensitydistributionof
the earth.23Thiscloseagreementindicatedthat
theearthbehavesasafluidforlongtermdeforma-
tions.Thenewdataobtainedfi'omsatellitesindi-
eate,that the actualbulgeof theearthis about
½percentlarger than the surface of an equivalent

rotating fluid. Munk and MacDonald show that

the bulge is to bc expected, in a sense, for a rota-

tionally decelerating earth. _9,24At the present rate

of deceleration, the bulge implies an e(luilibrium

figure about l0 7 years ago. The adjustment of the
bulge to the changing rotation rate can result

from continuous creep of the mantle at the stress

difference tixed by the creep strength, or fi'om

intermittent flow or fracture as the strength is

exceeded locally. If the entire mantle is under-

going more or less continuous adjustment, the
discrepancy between the actual and e(tuilibrium

bulge of the earth gives a good estimate of the

creep strength of the mantle, about ten bars.

The classical estim'tte of the viscosity of the

mantle depends on tit(, interpretation of uplift in

certain l)re-Cambrian shield areas. During the

last glacial epoch, the Baltic and Canadian shields

were depressed by the weight of ice; and isostatie

uplift followed the removal of this glacial ice.

Haskell solved the prohlem of loading "rod un-

loading of a layer of viscous fluid and determined

the viscosity of the malltle from the rat(' of

uplift. '-'b,'-'nllis v.due of 3× 10_' in cgs units de-

pen(is critically on the assumption that the ul)lift

is due to the viscous r('sl)o,ise of a material

possessil,g zero strength. This assumption has

t)ee,_ sev('rely ('a'iticize(l, l)articularly hy Russian

investigatorsY Gravity studies on the formerly

glaciated regions reveal a close correlation of

negative anomalies with uplift, in agreement with

the hypothesis that the area is undergoing iso-

static uplift. But there are large areas in Norway

where positive anomalies are found in regions

undergoing uplift. Furthermore, the uplift in

Scandinavia is of approximately the Satne mag-

nitude as the uplift in other shield areas that have

not undergone glaciation. Lyustikh suggests that

the uplift is of a general character and that the

association with glaciation is accidental. A further

difficulty in accepting a viscosity of the order

proposed by ltaskell is the short time scale im-

plied for vertical motion. Large scale gravity

anomalies should pe.rsist for longer than 10 4 10 '_

years if the crust rested on a fuid with a viscosity

of 10 '-'2in cgs units. This is in direct contradiction

to the existence of ancient geologic features as-

sociated with large gravity anomalies.

Section 3

BODILY TIDES AND THE ROTATION OF

THE EARTH

The earth's gravitatiomfl potential provides in-

form'ttion regarding its intermfl density distrilm-

tion; and the difference between the ol)served po-

tential and the potential calculated for an e(luiva-

lent rotating fluid yields data on the earth's
anelastic behavior. Because of the large scales

involved, it is assumed that the hmg term anelastic

responses are associated with the gravitational
anomalies. As we shall see in the next section,

data from seismology provide information on the

anelastic response of the earth to oscillations with

periods on the order of hours to seconds. The

earth also yields to other distorting forces having

periods intermediate between the very long

secular changes and the high frequency seismic
deformations.

The attraction of the moon and the sun pro-

duces deformations in the body of the earth

analogous to the tides in the oceans. The attrac-
tion of an external body on a spherical earth m'W

be considered to be of two parts. First, there is a

net force attracting the earth toward the extermd

I)ody in (luestion which is of such a magnitude
th'tt it would seem that :111the earth's nvtss were
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concentratedat its centerof gravity.This force
is responsiblefor keepingthe earthin its orbit
aroundthesunor aroundthe centerof gravity
of the earth-moonsystem.Second,there is a
differentialforceon the variousparts of the
earth'svolumebecausetheyareatslightlydiffer-
entangularpositionsfromthecenterof thesun
or moon.Thesedifferentialor tide-raisingforces
producethe oceantides.They alsodeformthe
solidearth,tendingto elongateit intoanellipsoid
whosemajoraxisisdirectedtowardthedisturbing
body.Theoceantidesarelargeandmoreobvious,
but thedeformationof thesolidearthalsopro-
ducesobservableeffectswhichcanbemeasured.
Therefore,theseeffectsyieldinformationoll the
interiorof the earth.The "earth tides" yield
readilyto amathematicaltreatment,whereasthe
oceantidesdo not. The freeperiodsof elastic
vibrationsin the earthareon the orderof an
hourandanequilibriumtheoryis thereforeap-
plicableto theslowlyvaryingtidal deformations.
In theoceansthefreeperiodsareprobablyonthe
orderofdays,sotheycannotbetreatedasequilib-
rium phenomena.As weshallsee,oceantides
complicatetheanalysisofbodytides.

In additionto the forcedmotioninducedby
theactionof the sunandmoon,thereis a free
nutationof the earth'saxisof rotation.Euler
showedthat abodysymmetricalaboutits axisof
rotation would rotate permanentlyabout the
axisof greatestmoment.A smalldisturbance
makestheaxisof rotationmovein a coneabout
theaxisof greatestmomentandit completesits
revolution within the body in a period of
A/(C-A) times the period of rotation. The

ratio A/(C--A) is well known, from the preces-

sion of the equinoxes, to be 305. The wobble in

the pole of rotation should show up in astro-

nomical observations as a change in latitude with

about a 10 month period. During the nineteenth

century a number of astronomers searched for

changes in latitude with a 10 month period. The
results were inconclusive. Chandler 2s announced

a term in the latitude variation with a period of

428 days, 40 percent longer than Euler's classic

value; in addition, Chandler detected a 12 month

term. The discovery of the 428 day term was

entirely unexpected and raised doubts concerning

the validity of the observations. But only a year

later Newcomb was able to demonstrate that the

yielding of the earth and its oceans could bring

about an increase in the period from 10 to 14

months. He attributed _ of the increase to the

mobility of the oceans, the remainder to the

earth's anelasticity. The lengthening of the period
can be understood to occur as follows: The rota-

tion of the earth produces an elastic strain which

is symmetrical about the instantaneous axis and

does nothing to displace it. This is superimposed

on a permanent flattening, the two together

making up the total flattening. The permanent

part affects the axis of rotation just as such a

condition would affect a rigid body, and it is this

part that determines the period; but both parts

are attracted by the sun and moon and contribute
to the precession. The lengthening of the period

from 10 months to 14 months thus gives a meas-

ure of the elastic yielding of the earth. In addition,
the Chandler nutation or wobble is not constant

in time but decays. If a source is given, the rate

of decay provides inforlnation regarding the

anclasticity of the earth.

Love Numbers

A description of the deformation of the earth

due both to the tide-raising forces of the sun and

moon and to the 14 month wobble is best given in

terms of certain numbcrs introduced by Love.

Consider the earth's response to a disturbing po-

tential U(r) described in terms of a spherical

harmonic of degree 2 ; the tidal forces of the moon

and the sun and centrifugal forces arising from

the earth's rotation can be written as gradients of

such a potential U. The resulting defornmtion
defines the Love numbers h and k as follows:

The ground is lifted by an amount hU/g, where

g is the surface value for the gravitational ac-

celeration. The additional gravitational potential

at the displaced surface arising solely from this
redistribution of mass is kU. The numbers h and

k arc the Love numbers of degree 2. Thus l+k is

a factor allowing for the attraction of the bulge

by itself and the response of hU/g takes this self-

attraction into account. A fluid surface covering

the globe would remain equipotential and be lifted

by (l+k) (;/g relative to the center of the earth

and by (1+k-h)(rig relative to the sea bottom.
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In additionto the verticaldisplacementof the
solidsurfaceby h U/g there is horizontal displace-

ment with the components

g 88 '

g cos _ _x

(7)

where the third Love number 1 describes the

horizontal yielding of the surface.

The Love numbers are dimensionless param-

eters which neatly summarize some of the earth's

elastic properties. Evaluation of them is some-

what difficult, and we will consider several sources
of information in our discussion of them.

Secular Love Numbers

Consider the distortion of the earth due to any

potential U of degree 2. The distortion gives rise

to an exterior gravitational potential

a S

kTVU (8)

The gravitational potential near the boundary of

a nearly spherical body is given by MacCullagh's

formula. _9 In the present case, the deformation is a

spherical harmonic of degree 2 and the pertinent

terms in MacCullagh's fornmla can be written as:

u : -T-+v .

(9)

G r(.[ a _ ] aS
2r s 1

where C..,, are the components of the moment of inertia tensor. The dots in Equations 9 indicate two

additional terms that are obtained by the cyclic rotation of subscripts.

Now consider the special case of centrifugal potential,

1
5 [_3 r 2- (-,, x,) _] , (10)

where _ =_io_¢ and r2=xixi. Expression 10 can be organized into terms of the form

1
(11)

where

1 7
[o,,,(,,,,+ ,,; - ,,,,') + .... ,,1,,, .... j (12)

is a spherical harmonic of degree 2. The term

_2r2 leads to a purely radial deformation which
consists of a contraction near the center of the

earth and extension fit the outer parts. Com-

bining equation 12 with equations 9 yields

ka 5

Ci I : I51j + _ c,, c,)j + constant , (13)

where

1 (C, * C_2 _ C3a) (14)

is the inertia of the sphere in the absence of rota-

tional deformation; and _o vanishes except for

i=j, when it is unity. This determines the con-

stant so that, finally,

kaS (o" 1 ' ) (15)Cij : I 8ij + _ i coi - _- .,2 _ij

The Love number k in equation 15 can be inter-

preted as a measure of the earth's yield to centrif-

ugal deformation during the last 5 million years.
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Without loss of generality, the x3 axis can be

placed along the rotation vector. Then C01_0,

o_2=0, _3=12, and

Tidal Variation of Gravity

Consider an external disturbing function U2.

The total external gravitational potential is

ksaS

C11 = C22 = A = I - _ fl_

2ksaS
Caa = C = I _ _ _2

3GHC
k s =

aS_ 2

(16)

ga 2 ka s

U = r + U 2 _ rS U 2 (18)

The tidal deformation displaces the surface arid

to first order the acceleration at r =a is

I2u2( 3g 1 ----ag 1 - _ k + h . (19)

For a homogeneous sphere, C =_Ma2; then with

M=5.98X1027 gm for the mass of the earth,

k_=l.14. In reducing the value of C from the

satellite observations, the value for k_ becomes

k, =0.96. (17)

The foregoing calculation of k. involves the

observed rate of precession and the gravitational

potential of the earth derived from the observa-

tions of satellites. No assumptions were made

concerning the stress-strain relations within the

earth.

The secular Love number measuring the re-

sponse of the earth to very-long-period stresses is

far different from the Love numbers obtained

from studying the earth tides and the Chandler

wobble. There can be no doubt that the earth

responds far differently to tidal forces than it

does to diurnal rotation.

Thus, gravity measured at the surface of the earth

will show a tidal variation. The effect of the

yielding of the earth is to cause a larger variation

of gravity than would otherwise be anticipated.

The tidal periods are very much longer than

the longest free period of oscillation (see the next

chapter), so the yielding should be nearly in

phase with the tidal driving forces. The departure

from perfectly elastic behavior, such as might

result from energy dissipation due to frictional

processes within the earth, produces a phase lag

in the yielding and, hence, in its contribution to

the total gravity variation.

Observations of the variation of gravity with a

sensitive gravity meter provide data on the

amplification factor (1-_k+h) and thus on the

possible values of the Love numbers h and k.

Tidal variations in gravity have been determined

at a number of stations distributed over the

earth's surface. Of particular interest are meas-

urements carried out by the Institute of Geo-

TABLE 3.--Amplification of Diurnal and Semidiurnal Tides by

Elastic Yielding of the Earth (front unpublished data of Harrison,

Ness, and Slichter)

Tidal Period

Component (hours)

01 25.84

P1 K1 23.92

M 2 12.42

S2 K2 12.00

3 Phase Lag
1- _ k + h (degrees)

1.177 ± 0.018

1.140 ± 0.012

1.1821 ± 0.007

1.1849 ±0.0072

+0.64 ± 1.07

+0.26 ± 1.85

+0.86 ± 0.74

+0.12 -+0.72
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physics of the University of California with the

use of a LaCoste-Romberg gravimeter. The

principal tides for which observations have been

made are those having a period near 12 and 24
hours. Table 3 lists results obtained by the I'n-

stitutc during the International Geophysical
Year from the measurements of twelve stations

distributed around the earth. The determinations

are based on observations of about 6 weeks dura-

tion at each station. Uncertainties are due pri-

marily to the perturbing influence of ocean tides.
Ocean tides, unlike body tides, are not an equilib-

rium phenomenon, and since they differ in plmse

from the disturbing potential the local value of

acceleration is perturbed.

Chandler Wobble

()bservations of the latitude of stations be-

longing to the International Latitude Service
determine the wobble of the instantaneous axis

of rotation. A spectral analysis of the variation of

latitude shows two principal peaks, one with a

period of a year and another with a period of 429

days? 9 The lengthening of the period over that

of a Eulerian rigid body is due both to the elastic

yield of the earth and to the fluid of the core and

oeeall.

Tlw period of wobbh' can be interpreted in
terms of a tid'd effective Love mm_ber k =0.29±

0.01. In interpreting this value it is important to

realize that the earth as a whole is involved, in-

cluding both the oceans and the fluid imwr core.

The oscillations excited by the wobble are only

in pm't COlnmunicated to a liquid core so that the

inertia of the core plays only a minor role in

determining the period. Indeed, if the core were a

perfect fluid occupying a spherical cavity in a

rigid shell, the core would not partake in the
w()t)ble at all. The fraction of the core involw'd

in the wotfl)le depends on the ellipti('.ity, density
distribution, and viscosity of the core, and on

tile (qectrom'tgnetic forces acting on the cor(_ al|(t

mantle. Only the wu'iations in ellil)ticity and

density due to tile tinite elasticity of tim shell

have been investigated. The sut)traction of the

inertia of th(, eor(, r(,(hwes the period of tim
Chandh,r wot)bh,, as (!Olil])ared to a static model

in which tlw (,m'th is taken to I)e :m (,lastie body.

The reduction is in the ratio of the inertia of the

core to the inertia of the core plus the shell. For

a rigid outer earth the ratio is _o and the reduc-

tion in the period is 30 days.

In quite the same way an inviscid ocean cover-

ing the whole earth would shorten the period,

though only by a very small amount since the
ocean's moment of inertia would be minute. If,

on the other hand, this ocean renmined always

aligned with respect to the wobbling axis, then

the ocean would lengthen the period. The length-

ening due to such an equilit)rium tide would be 33

days. If, without any real evidence, we assumed

an e(luilibrium pole tide, then the value of the

effective Love nulnber would change from 0.29

to 0.23. Jeffrcys and Vincent(, showed that the

effects of the core increased k by about 0.08? 0The
Love number due to the elastic deformation of

the earth would then be k =0.31.

The observed (_handler wobble frequency of

0.85 cycles per year (cpy) can be interpreted as

the earth's Eulerian frequency of nutation (1.20

cpy) diminished by about 0.25 cpy because of the

elastic yield of the earth and by about 0.1 cpy

because of the fluid yMd of the oceans. The last

value is very uncertain since it is (luestiomd)le

whether the response of the ocean is an e(luilib-

rium respons( _ at these low frequencies.

In addition to the fre(luen(:y of the (?han(lhw

wobble and its interpretation in terms of th('

elastic properties, it is of interest to examine the

problem of dissipation and generation of the

wobl)le. Dissipation is import'rot since the

anclastic response of the elastic mantle to a 14

month excitation is involved, though the inter-

pretation involves subtracting the eontritmtions
of the core and oceans to the dissipation. The

(_h'm(|ler wobl)le may be regm'(h'd as a resonance

aml)liiication of some unknown (,xcitation. In

this sense, it is like playing a r(,latively 1)road-

band noise through a [ilt(,r with "t fairly narrow

p-tssl)an(l. The relative bandwidth of tim filter,

Q-I, Call be ol)tained from the latitude obs(wva-

tions. The resulting value d(,pen,.ls on what series
of data are used and the value ranges from 18

to 60.

First we need to estimate tim rate of energy

dissil)ation. The kinetic energy of a rigid body
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freelywobblingaboutameanaxis,x3, is

K : 7 +A +C% 2) (20)

The kinetic energy of the rigid body in steady
rotation having the same angular moinentum is

1
K0 2-_ [A2(c', 2 + _22) + C2_'_] " (21)

The time variance of the kinetic energy is then

AK K - Ko

where

1
- "_ HAl) 2 (m12+ m22) , (22)

m, _ (23)

For a root-mean-square amplitude of 0.14 seconds

of arc for the Chandler wobble,

P-AK Q × 1021 ergs

4 × 10 -is K (24)

is the mean kinetic energy of the Chandler wobble;
and

2&KCroQ_1 = 101SQ_ a ergssee (25)

(where a0 is the frequency of the wobble) is the

mean rate of energy dissipation. This rate is very
small compared to the energy dissipated by tides

and to the energy loss due to radioactivity.

Interpretation of the damping of the wobble

has had a long and complex history. It was first

attributed by Jeffreys to tidal friction in the
oceans. Bondi and Gold dismissed the core and

oceans as a possible sink, since neither has a
sufficient moment of inertia to affect the mantle? _

However, Munk and MacDonald argue that
either the core or mantle is sufficient to account

for the damping and that the low Q observed for a

Chandler wobble does not represent the anelastic
response of the mantle.

The excitation of the Chandler wobble remains

a problem. Early researchers thought that the
wobble was due to variations in mass distribution

on the earth's surface. These variations would

produce time-dependent products of inertia which

in turn would result in a shift of position of the

a*xis of rotation. However, a detailed study by

Munk and Hassan shows that the computed

spectral density of the atmospheric variation at

the Chandler frequency falls short of the energy

required in the wobble by one or two orders of

magnitude 3_ MacDonald (unpublished data) has

repeated the analysis of the meteorological forcing
function, using somewhat improved methods of
data reduction. The results of Munk and Hassan

have been confirmed. However, a bispectral

analysis shows that the energy at one cycle per

year interacts nonlinearly with energy at 0.15
cycle per year. The excitation of the Chandler

wobble is due to nonlinear coupling. Deviations

from perfect elasticity or magnetohydrodynamic

coupling of the core and mantle can provide the

nonlinearity. The latter possibility is consistent

with present theories regarding the core-mantle
interaction. 4-°

Values for the Elastic Love Numbers

The calculation of the Love numbers for an

elastic earth is a straightforward problem in

elastic theory. The methods are similar to those

used in treating the earth's free oscillations and

will be considered in the following chapter.

Takeuchi, Saito, and Kobayashi _3 have deter-
mined the Love numbers for a model of the earth

having a velocity distribution given by Gutenberg
(table 4).

The Love number k calculated for an elastic

earth can be compared with k for the Chandler

wobble. They are in close agreement, but this

agreement is fictitious since the Love number for

the Chandler wobble involves the response of the

oceans and fluid core, neither of which are con-
sidered in the calculation of the elastic Love

number. The gravitational amplification (1-

_k+h) for an elastic earth is 1.172. This value

can be compared with the values listed in table 3.

The differences do not imply uncertainties in the

elastic constitution of the earth, but rather, the

nonequilibrium response of the ocean tides com-

plicates the interpretation of the semidiurnal and
diurnal tides.

From the study of earth tides and the Chandler
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TABLE 4.--Love Numbers for an ElasEc Earth for the Gutenberg
Model

n k h l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

12

14

16

0.280

0.083

O.035

0.020

0.013

0.009

0.007

0.005

0.003

0.003

0.002

0.592

0.274

0.161

0.116

0.094

0.081

0.073

0.063

0.055

0.051

0.048

0.076

0.010

0.007

0.006

0.005

0.004

0.003

0.002

0.002

0.001

0.081

wobble, we find h=0.59 and k=0.29. These are

in marked contrast with the values of the secular

Love numbers h_=1.96, k,=0.96 obtained from

the figure of the earth. A number of hypotheses

have been suggested to explain the difference

and it is not known which, if any, is correct. One

hypothesis is based on the relative nmgnitude of

stresses, with the secular Love numbers referring

to strcss differences above the critical strength,

and tidal effective Love numbers to stress differ-

ences below the critical strength. A second hy-

pothesis is based on the relative duration of

stresses. In this case the secular Love numbers

refer to stresses nmch more prolonged than some

critical duration and the tidal effective Love num-

bers refer to stresses much less prolonged than

this critical duratio,l. Still another possibility is

that the earth was originally molten and now has

the hydrostatic figure appropriate at the time of

congealment. This last hypothesis is extremely

unlikely, both on the grounds of the thermal

history of the earth and also because of the ob-

served deceleration of the earth due to the lunar

tide.

Load Love Numbers

In many geophysical probh, ms it is convenient

to express the effect of surface load in terms of

dimensionless numbers analogous to the Love

numbers. Consider the effect of a variable surface

slope, q(t) gm/cm 2. We are concerned with the

term q. of degree n in the surface spherical

harmonic expansion of q. The interior potential

resulting from a gravitating layer q. is

u : _7 i "

TABLE 5.--Load Love Numbers

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

]0

12

14

16

h i kn I
n

- 1.034 -0.312

- 1.078 -0.191

- i.083 -0.126

- 1.121 -0.096

- 1.185 -0.081

- 1.260 -0.072

- 1.338 -0.066

- 1.486 -0.058

- 1.622 -0.052

- 1.750 -0.048

- 1.872 -0.045
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Deformation is due to two opposing effects: a

normal stress due to the load, which will depress

the surface; and a gravitational attraction of the

earth on the load, which will raise the ground.

The combined effect of pressure and attraction

raises the surface by hn'U,,/g and the gravita-

tional potential arising from the distortion is

k_'un'. This defines hn' and k,'. The depression is

found to be somewhat larger than the gravita-

tional uplift and the load Love numbers are

negative. The calculated values for the load Love
numbers are shown in table 5.

Section 4

ELASTICITY OF THE EARTH AT HIGH

FREQUENCIES

In modern analysis the variation, with depth,

of the two seismic body waves (compressional

and shear) is used to determine the internal con-

stitution of the earth. Velocity-depth curves may

be derived from distance-time curves; the latter

are constructed by identifying, intcrpreting, and

analyzing the various phases of the seismogram. 34

The variable quality of the records, the local

effects, and the regional grouping of stations all

complicate the analysis. Moreover, the conversion

of a distance-time curve to a velocity-depth curve

depends upon the mathematical methods applied.

The observation analysis of the earth's free

oscillations provides another method for deter-

mining the general features of the velocity-depth
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FmURE l .--Variation of the compressional wave velocity
Cp, the shear wave velocity C_, and the density p within
the earth (reference 35).

curves. Since the oscillations involve the earth

as a whole, difficulties associated with analyzing
many events on different seismographs for several

earthquakes should vanish. The results from the

Chilean earthquake of May 22, 1960, show that

Gutenberg's solution for the variation of velocity
with depth in thc mantle fits the observations

very well (figure 1). Before discussing the earth's

free oscillations, it would be well to consider the

features of the velocity-depth curves on which

most seismologists agree.

Under continental areas the velocity in the

upper few tenths of a kilometer varies markedly

with depth and location. The velocities, Cp, of

the compressional wave range from 5 to 7 km/sec.

At a depth averaging some 30-35 km there is a

discontinuity in the seismic velocity, and below

this discontinuity the velocity is usually above

about 8 l_m/sec. The material above this dis-

continuity, first recognized by Mohovovicic, is
termed the crust. The crust is much thinner

under oceans, with some 6 km of water underlain

by some 4 km of rock. At this depth (10 kin) the

velocities undergo a transition. The region below

the crust, termed the mantle, extends to a depth

of 2898 kin. In the Gutenberg solutio_ for the

variation of velocity with depth, the velocity

initially decreases, reaching a mininlum at a

depth of 150 kin; then it rapidly increases, to a

depth of 900 kin. Below this it increases more

gradually. The existence of two velocities through-

out the mantle is significant and suggests a

normal type of elasticity. The absence of shear

waves below the mantle is the principal reason

for believing this region to bc liquid. The absence

of this velocity and the drastic decrease of the

compressional wave velocity are the outstanding

seismic features which distinguish the core from

the mantle. The surface of separation of the core

and mantle is usually considered to be sharp and

is the best located, as well as the largest, discon-
tinuity in the earth's interior. At a depth of 5121

km another discontinuity is encountered. The

velocity distribution within the inner core is not
known.

The Earth's Free Oscillations

During the great Chilean earthquake of May

22, 1960, the earth's free modes of vibration were
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observedforthefirsttime.Theirdetectionbroad-
enedthe spectrumoverwhicha geophysicist
maystudytheearth'sinterior.Priorto 1960al-
mostall informationregardingtheearth'sinterior
hadbeenderivedfromdetailedinvestigationsof
thearrivalof theelasticbodywavesasrecorded
by seismographs.Thesewavestravel different
pathsthroughtheearthandcontainmostof the
energyiI_thehighfrequencypartof thespectrum
(10-0.1cps).Theinterpretationof arrivaltimes
is basedoil a ray theorysimilarto that of geo-
metricaloptics24Theuseoflowfrequencynormal
modesas a tool for investigatingthe earth is
somewhatanalogousto theastronomers'useof
radiofrequenciesasasupplementto observations
in thevisualrange.In thefollowingsectionswe
will considerthe generalfeaturesof theearth's
free oscillations.The detailedcalculationsare
containedin AppendixA.

The Free Vibrations of an Elastic Sphere

A small-amplitude disturbance ill an elastic

solid is carried outward by two traveling waves.

The fast (compressional) wave carries the com-

pression and rarefaction of ordinary sound at a
pb,_se velocity of

X+2_
2 :

Cp p ' (27)

where X and _ are the Lam(_ constants and o is

again the density. The slow (shear) wave trans-

mits particle motion at right angles to the direc-

tion of propagation with a phase velocity of

-_ (28)
C, 2 : p

The adiabatic bulk modulus k is given hy

: c:- c 2 (2:))

If an elastic solid is sufficiently isolated from its

surroundings, reflections froln boundaries may

set up standing waves. Land) showed tlmt the

vibr'_tiol_s of an elastic sphere can be classified
into two groups: In the toroidal or torsion,fl oscilla-

tions, a parih'h, executes motion on tilt, spherical
surface; th(,re is no radial component of motion.
The toroi(lal ()scillations unite to form the familiar

horiz(mtally polarized shear waves of classical

seismology. The spheroidal oscillations combine

both radial and tangential motions to produce

compression and rarefaction. A degenerate sphe-
roidal oscillation involves only radial motion;

the entire sphere expands or contracts.

The notation adopted to describe the earth's
free oscillations is similar in many ways to the

notation used in spectroscopy. This reflects the
common mathematical structure of these two

fields. The solution to the e(luations of motion of

an elastic sphere can be separated into a function

dependent upon the angular coordinates and a

function dependent upon radius. The angular
function is written as a sum of spherical

harmonics,

X l, : Pt m(sin())e imh , (30)

where ])t _ is the associated Legendre function, 0

is the latitude, X is the longitude, and m and l
are the magnetic and azimuthal quantum num-

bers, respectively. The time dependence can be

included in the exponential:

exp [i (_ - wt}] , (3|)

where _0 is the ,'mgul,Lr frequency. This represents

a wave traveling with a speed of m/_ radians per

second. If m is positive the wave tr'_vels from

west to east; if m is negative it travels from east

to west. The two signs of m are symmetrical in a

stationary sphere; however, rotation destroys

this symmetry and creates importa_t diffore_mes

between waves traveling from west to east and

those traveling from east to west. The values m

atzd l must assume integral values t)ecause of the

conditions on the outer boundary and the condi-

tions for regularity at the ceatcr of the sphere.
These integral values determine the surface

pattern of (teform'ttion associated with a p'trticu-
lar free oscillation. The numt)er of lines of vanish-

ing displacement associated with the angul'tr co-

ordin'tte 0 is l-m; the number of nodal lines

associated with the angular coordinate X is m.

There will "flso be surfaces of zero partich, dis-
pl'mement associated with the radi.fl function.

The description of the radial function is in terms

of n, the radial (luantmn number.
The free oscillations c:m thus be characterized

by three values: 1 and m determine the t)attern

of (lisplac, enmnt on the spherical surface and _
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determines the number of internal nodal surfaces.

The notation that has been adopted is ,,Sz m and

,Td _, for spheroidal and toroidal oscillations,

respectively. The expression ,Tz m denotes a

toroidal oscillation with n radial nodal surfaces

and a displacement pattern on the surface of the

sphere fixed by the spherical harmonic with

ordinal numbers l and m. In the 0S2 oscillation a

sphere alternately assumes a prolate and oblate

form; this is sometimes termed the "football"

mode. In the 0T2 oscillation one hemisphere differ-

entially rotates or twists relative to the other.

The eigen frequencies for an inhomogeneous

spherical shell can be determined by numerical

computation (Appendix A). The distribution of

elasticity and density is taken to be that of the

Gutenberg model of the earth (figure 1). The

effects of the inhomogeneous elasticity and density

on the earth's free oscillations are illustrated in

figures 2 and 3 where the Gutenberg earth model

is contrasted to a homogeneous model in which
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FIGURE 3.--Comparison of the resonant frequencies for

the toroidal oscillations (0Tz) in the Gutenberg and
homogeneous models.

the elasticity equals the average elasticity of the

Gutenberg model. The energy levels shown in

figure 2 are normalized to provide a 1 centimeter

displacement at the surface (the observed dis-

placement is much less, on the order of 10 -6 cm).

About 3X102_ ergs are required to produce this

displacement with a 0T2 surface pattern in both

the homogeneous and inhomogeneous models.

At higher modes and frequencies (figure 3) it

takes more energy to form the complicated sur-

face pattern of displacement and still maintmn

this maximum surface amplitude of 1 centimeter.

The needed energy is greater in the homogeneous

model since the near-surface rigidity is larger.

The difference increases with greater values of the

mode number 1.

The elastic energy is more or less evenly dis-

tributed over the entire mantlc at low mode

numbers (figure 4). At higher mode numbers it

is eoneentrated in the outer layers of the mantle.
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FmuaE 4.--Elastic energy per unit radius in the toroidal
oscillations for the Gutenberg earth model.

The 0T2 oscillation involves the mantle, but the

07'_s oscillation is confined to the upper few
hundred kin.

spectral analysis of the background noise in the
strain seismometer and measurement of the

changes of the local gravitational field. The results

were negative.

Several instrumental developments during 1958

and 1960 made possible the observation of the

free oscillations excited by the Chilean earth-

quake of May 22, 1960. Benioff modified the

circuitry associated with the seismometer so that

the effect of the finite amplitude of the earth

tides was reduced and a greater magnification
achieved. A lower noise level was achieved on the

LaCoste-Romberg gravimeter at the University

of California. In addition, the Lamont Geological

Observatory installed a strain gauge of the

Benioff type in a mine shaft near Ogdensburg,

Observations of the Earth's Free Oscillations

Despite considerable theoretical efforts the

first attempt to observe the earth's oscillations

was made only recently. Benioff constructed a

strain-measuring seismometer, a silica glass rod

24 meters long, to investigate the low frequency

spectrum. He suggested that an apparent 57
minute periodicity visible on the strain records

of the Kamchatka earthquake of 1952 was the

0S_ mode. This suggestion prompted extensive

computational work. A second attempt at de-

tecting the free oscillations was made in 1958 by

rREQUEN_ '¢ph)

II"

Ft(_URF 5.--Power spectrum of the gravity record after
thv Chilean earthquake of May 22, 1960, mad[: with the
University of C.difornia (Los Angeh,s) earth tide
gravimeter; recording period, l l0 Imurs, May 23-27;
interwd, l mimfl.e; sensitivity, 0.1 microgal.
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FIGURE 6.--Power spectrum of a quiet period 1 month
after the Chilean earthquake made with the University
of California (Los Angeles) earth tide gravimeter; re-
cording period, 116 hours, June 23-28; interval, 1
minute; sensitivity, 0.1 microgal.

New Jersey. The strain seismometer and the

gravimcter complement each other. The strain
seismomctcr is sensitive to strain produced by

both vertical and horizontal motion; it, therefore,

records both spheroidal and toroidal oscillations.

On the other hand, the gravimeter records only

vertical accelerations and spheroidal oscillations.
A combination of observations from the two in-

struments permits a separation and identification
of vertical and horizontal motion. The free oscilla-

tions excited by the Chil(:an earthquake were
detected on both instruments.
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The power spectrum of the gravity variations

in Los Angeles for 4 days following the Chilean

earthquake is shown in figure 5. This figure

should be compared with figure 6, a record of a

quiet interval of 116 hours, 1 mouth after the

earthquake, which is almost structureless except

for a significant peak at 20.5 minutes.

Thus the spectrum of a seismic disturbance is

characterized by well-defined short peaks for

periods between about 8 minutes and 1 hour. At

higher frequencies the isolated peaks begin to

merge into a continuum as a result of the finite

width of the individual peaks and the increased

number of peaks. Similar analyses were carried

out on the records of strain by Benioff, Press,

and Smith _6 and by Alsop, Sutton, and Ewing27

TABLE 6.--Comparison of Observed and Calculated Toroidal

Frequencies (reference 40)

Order

) .............

) .............

L0............

L1............

[2 ............

Bullen B

44.2

28.6

21.9

18.1

15.6

13.7

12.3

11.2

10.3

9.59

8.95

Gutenberg

43.6

28.2

21.6

17.9
15.4

13.6

12.2

11.2

10.3

9.66

8.94

Observed

42.9

28.6

21.9

18.0

15.5

13.6

12.3

11.2

10.3

9.61

9.06

Comparison between Theory and Observation

A comparison between the spheroidal modes

calculated by Pekeris, Alterman, and Jarosch 3s

and those measured by Ness, Harrison, and

Slichter 89 is shown in figure 7. At low frequencies

the observations favor neither model, since only

the average properties of the earth are involved;

ll.O
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u
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FIGURE 7.--Comparison of the calculated and observed

frequencies of the spheroidal oscillations 0Sl°.

but at higher frequencies the observations closely

fit the Gutenberg model. A similar comparison

can be made with the toroidal oscillations, and

again (Table 6) the fit is better with the Guten-

berg model.

Line Structure

The detailed reduction of the Chilean earth-

quake records shows that the low frequency

spectral peaks appear as multiples instead of as

the single lines that would be expected for a

stationary elastic sphere. Rotation destroys the

symmetry with respect to the integer m, and a

degeneracy associated with the symmetry is re-

moved. The effect of rotation on the oscillations

can be qualitatively understood by recalling that

a free oscillation is composed of a number of

running waves. Waves traveling in the direction

of the earth's rotation are carried forward relative

to waves traveling in the opposite direction. The

net effect is that the total pattern of surface

deformation rotates relative to the earth. The

local effect is to cause the vibrating particles to

precess much in the manner of the Foucault

pendulum. The rotational splitting is analogous

to the Zeeman effect of spectroscopy, where a

magnetic field removes the degeneracy with re-

spect to the quantum number m. Detailed calcu-

lations of the splitting in the spheroidal oscilla-

tions have been made by Backus and Gilbert, 4_

Pekeris, Alterman, and Jarosch, 38 and MacDonald

and Ness. t'-' Calculated splitting is in agreement
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with the splitting observed in the low order

spheroidal oscillations, an oscillation of order l

being split into 2/+1 peaks. The fine structure
of the lowest order toroidal oscillations is in

doubt and the line 0T: presents a number of

problems.
If the earth were a perfectly elastic body, then

the spectral peaks should show up as individual

lines broadened only by the data reduction tech-

niques (instrumental broadening). The devia-

tions from perfect elasticity and fluidity result

in a natural broadening of the lines. The degree

to which a given line is broadened, or alterna-

tively the rate at which a given peak decays,

provides, in time, a measure of the anelastic
properties of the earth at the frequencies of the
free oscillations. The distribution of the anelastic

properties can be obtained by comparing the

decay rate at various frequencies, since different

frequencies are affected by different portions of
the earth. Furthermore, several mechanisms of

dissipation will be prominent in the various oscil-

lations. The spheroidal oscillation of order 2 in-
volves the entire earth, including the core, and

the motion contains components of compression
and shear. The radial oscillation 0S0 involves only

compressional motion; this oscillation provides a

measure of the earth's dissipation in compression.

The broadening of the toroidal lines is due pri-

marily to dissipative processes within the mantle.
The interaction of the core and mantle provides

an additional sink of energy. But a detailed study

of possible viscous and hydromagnctic effects
rules out the core-mantle boundary as a major

contributor to the energy lossY

The half-width of the lines, Q, or the rate of

energy dissipated per peak elastic energy, is

found to be about 350 for spheroidal oscillations.

Thus, in spheroidal oscillation the earth rings as

a rather poor bell. The estimates of the Q for
toroidal oscillations are not as good, somewhat

lower figures being indicated, and the Q for 07'2

is very uncertain. The highest Q of all is shown

by the radial oscillatiom As may bc noted by

comt)ariug figures 5 and 6, the earth appears to

be ringing in this mode of oscillation a month

after the earth(luak(,. The indicated Q is greater

than 5000. Thus the dissipation due to compres-

siomd motion is much less titan i_, shear.

The Problem of the Interaction of the Core

and Mantle

The period of the fundamental toroidal oscilla-
tion is 42.9 minutes. This is more than a minute

less than the period predicted for a theoretical

model which gives a good fit to the other oscilla-
tion. The deviation is in the direction that one

would expect if the core-nmntle boundary were

partly rigid; the resonant period for a mantle

with a rigid immr surface is 32.1 minutes. A

possible explanation for the apparent stiffness

involves the earth's magnetic ticld. A component

of the magnetic field tangential to the core-

mantle boundary leaks out of the core into the

conducting lower mantle. This component com-

bines with the dipole component to give a Maxwell
stress. The lower mantle is then partially glued

to the core and this leads to an apparent stiffness.

If this interpretation is correct, an estimate can
be made of the conductivity of the lower mantle

and the strength of the magnetic field. Thus de-
tailed studies of the low frequency toroidal oscil-

lations may lead to fundamental information re-

garding the electromagnetic properties of the
core and mantle.

Section 5

THERMAL CONSTITUTION OF THE EARTH

The earth is a thermal engine. Any theory of

the origin of the principal surface features of the
earth must include assumptions or deductions

for its thermal history. Since Kelvin's classic in-

vestigation, several important studies have been
devoted to the determination of the earth's

thermal character. Despite advances on many

fronts, the distribution of temperature with depth

remains uncertain, as does the principal mecha-

nism by which heat is transported. At low tem-

peratures, solids transport heat by ordinary

thermal conduction. At high temperatures, large

amounts of heat may bc transported by radiation

in optically transparent silicates. However, the
combined effects of ordinary conduction plus

radiation may be far exceeded by convection pro-
vided that the material making up the mantle

can undergo mass motion. The problems of he'_t

transport within the earth are thus closely tied to

the question of the anelastic character of the
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earth's material (see Section 2). If the earth be-

haves as an elastic solid with a certain critical

stress, up to which only elastic deformations are

possible, then thermal transport probably takes

place solely by conduction and radiation. If, oil

the other hand, the material of the mantle, sub-

jected to small stresses for a long time, undergoes

creep, then convection is the dominant mechanism

by which heat is transported. The ratio of heat

transported by radiation and conduction to that

transported by convection is K/LpCV,, where K

is the total conductivity including radiation, L is

the scale length, p is the density, C is the heat

capacity, and V, is the radial velocity. Sub-

stituting numerical values we see that velocities

oil the order of 10 -9 cm/sec are required for con-

vection to dominate radiation and conduction.

Because of the uncertainly in the mechanical

behavior of the material, the nature of the,thermal

conditions in the earth remains most uncertain.

In the present chapter we consider the major

factors which influence the internal distribution

of tcmperatures. It is useful to base the discus-

sion in terms of the problem of the development

of the temperature distribution within the earth.

Knowledge of the initial conditions are then re-

quired as well as the distribution of the heat

sources in the earth and the radial variation of

thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and density.

The calculations then predict the present-day

thermal distribution and surface heat flux.

A number of observations serve to limit the

possible models of the earth's thermal history.

The flow of heat from the interior of the earth

averages about 50 ergs/cm2-sec over both oceans

and continents. Large regional variations exist

but the impressive feature is the apparent equality

of the average continental and oceanic heat flows.

Seismology has established that the outer 2900

km of the earth is solid and that the material im-

mediately underlying this mantle is fluid. A more

accurate estimate of the melting points within

the earth is now possible because of laboratory

studies of the melting relations of geologically

important materials at high pressures. The solid

nature of the mantle thus limits the possible

hypotheses of thermal distributions. In addition,

the details of the variation of elastic velocity with

depth and, in particular, the existence of a region

TABLE 7.--Half-Life and Heat Generation of Important

Heat-Producing Isotopes

Isotope

U 235 ..........

U 235 ..........

_h 2s2 .........

K 40 ...........

Half-life

(years)

4.51 )< 1Og

0.71X1O 9

13.9X109

1.25X10 g

Heat genera-

tion (joules/

gm-year)

2.97

18.0

0.82

0.92

Percentage
of element's

abundance

99.27

0.72

100.0
0.0119 '

of low velocity immediately under the crust, may

provide a further indication of the thermal condi-

tions within the earth.

Age of the Earth

The age of the oldest rock provides a lower

limit to the age of the earth. Gerling and Polkanov

report a Pre-Cambrian rock evincing an age of

3.4)<109 years. 43 The ratios of the stable lead

isotopes have been used in numerous attempts to

estimate the earth's age. 44 It has been established

that the isotopic compositions of primordial lead

in the earth appears to be identical to that in

meteorites. 4_ Patterson obtained the value of

4.5X109 years for the earth's age on the basis of

lead isotopes. +6

The age of chondritic meteorites has been deter-

mined by a number of workers by using both the

strontium-rubidium method and the potassium-

argon method. The ages scatter somewhat but

are clustered around 4.0><109 to 4.4)<109 years.

For purposes of considering the earth's thermal

history, the value of 4.5 X 109 years is here adopted

as the age. This age is taken to be the time from

the initial formation.

Heat Generation by Long-Life Radioactive

Isotopes

Radioactive isotopes that have produced signifi-

cant amounts of heat throughout the earth's

history arc distinguished by two characteristics:

(1) The product of the abundance of the isotope

and the rate of heat generation is relatively large;

(2) The half-life of the isotope is of the same order

as the age of the earth. The known isotopes that
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T_=BLE8.--HeatProduction and Surface Heat Flux for a Chondritic Earth

Measurement

Heat Production

(ergs/sec)
"Equilibrium" Surface

Heat Flow

(ergs/cm 2-sec)

Chondritic Earth

t

Today

3.01 × 1020

59.0

Initially

24.3 × 1020

476

Chondritic Mantle

Today

2.04 * 1020

40.2

Initially

16.5 × 1020

324

meet these requirements are U 23s, U 23_, Th 232, and

K 4°. Table 7 lists the half-lives and heat genera-

tion of the important isotopes. Isotopes with

shorter half-lives may have played an important

role in the initial stages of the development of

the earth.

Radioactive Composition of the Earth

In accordance with a suggestion by Urcy, most

discussions of the earth's thermal history assume

that the earth and the chondrites have the same

abundances of the radioactive elements. Strong

supporting evidence for such an assumption

follows a comparison of the present heat flow and

production of heat that would exist in an earth

of chondritic composition (K = 8.0 X 10 -4 gm/gm,

U=I.IX10 -s gm/gm, Th=4.0X10 -s gin/gin).

If all the heat produced by radioactivity in-

stantaneously reached the surface, then the pres-

ent heat flow in a chondritic earth would be

59.0 ergs/cm_-sec (table 8). If only the mantle

were chondritic then the present rate of heat

production would be equivalent to a heat flux of

40.2 ergs/cm2-sec. The average of the observed

heat flow is about 50 ergs/cm2-sec.

The relative production of heat, by the various

TABLE 9.--Heat Production by Isotopes

Isotope

U238

U 235

Th 232

K 40

Today
(ergs/gm-year)

0.32

0.014

0.36

0.90

4.5 x 109 Years Ago

(ergs/gm-year)

0.64

i.14

0.45

10.6

isotopes, for a chondritic model of the earth is

shown in table 9. At present, about 60 percent of

the heat is due to K 4°, U _Ss, and Th 2a2, each con-

tributing about 20 percent. The relative heat

production of K 4° was much greater in the early

stages of the earth's history.

Surface Heat Flow Measurements

A most important quantity in any discussion

of the thermal character of the earth is the amount

of heat that is presently escaping from the earth's

interior. The outward flux of heat by conduction

per unit area per unit time is equal to the product

of the thermal conductivity and the temperature

gradient:

d--'_ = - K • (32)

The observation of heat flow requires separate

measurements of thermal conductivity and of the

temperature gradient.

Systematic studies of thermal conductivitics

and temperature gradients have been carried out

only since 1939. Birch reviewed the measurements

on heat flowY At that time (1954) about 40

determinations had been made on land areas and

25 at sea. The land areas showed a variation,

roughly, of 20 to 120 ergs/cm2-sec. The variation

in ocean measurements was somewhat greater,

ranging from 15 to 140 ergs/cm2-sec. The mean

of these measurements indicated an average heat

flow of about 50 ergs/cm2-sec. Since that time the

number of measurements at sea has more than

doubled; and new measurements have also been

made in continental areas. The new sea measure-

mcnts indicate that the mean heat flow through

the Pacific Ocean is about 50 ergs/cm'-'-scc 4s but
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there is a far wider range in individual values, 10
to 370 ergs/cm2-sec. A partial explanation of this

greater range in oceanic values may be that it is

far easier to avoid thermally active regions on

land than it is at sea. However, there is no simple

explanation of the rather widespread lower values
that have been found.

Thermal Conductivity of Silicate Materials

Birch and Clark demonstrated that the thermal

conductivities of a wide variety of rocks show

surprisingly small variation with composition. 49

Recent measurements at room temperature fur-
ther establish the small variation. 5°,_' Birch and

Clark measured thermal conductivities up to

400°C and found that the conductivities of poor
concluctors such as feldspar and quartz increase

with temperature, whereas the thermal conduc-

tivities of most materials decrease as the tempera-
ture increases. Studies of dielectric solids at some-

what higher temperatures show that thermal

conductivity decreases approximately inversely

with temperature, in accordance with phonon

theory. No experimental studies have been carried

out on the variation of thermal conductivity with

pressure.

At high temperatures energy may be transferred

within the solid by radiation rather than by
lattice vibrations. Clark 52shows that the contribu-

tion of radiation to thermal conductivity is

approximately

sT 3

Ks = 16n2 3_ (33)

where n is the effective index of refraction of the

material, s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T

is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, and e is the

sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients

averaged over all wavelengths. The striking
feature of the contribution of radiation to con-

ductivity is the strong temperature dependence.

The higher the temperature the greater will be the

amount of energy transferred by radiation, pro-
vided that the variation of the index of refraction

and opacity do not overwhelm the T a dependence.

The opacity e and the index of refraction are

determined by the properties of the material,

and in general they will be functions of tempera-
ture and pressure. The variation of the index of

refraction of a given material with pressure has
"not been investigated experimentally. An estimate

can be obtained by noting that, for materials of

different compositions, the index varies linearly

with density. If a law of corresponding states

holds, then the index should vary linearly with

pressure. Within the mantle the density varies

from about 3.3 to 5.7, so that over the earth's

mantle variation by a factor of 2 would be ex-

pected, with material at a depth having a higher
index of refraction than that near the surface.

The rate at which radiation is transferred

through a solid depends on the frequency of the

radiation. Various mechanisms are known by

which solids can absorb radiation, and these be-

bome important at different frequencies. Ab-

sorption due to excitation of lattice vibrations

by radiation is strong in the infrared. This lattice

absorption is relatively unimportant since at high

temperatures the energy density is low at these

long wavelengths. Intrinsic absorption is due to
the excitation of valence electrons to the conduc-

tion band across the fundamental energy gap.

Intrinsic absorption is important in the ultra-

violet for wavelengths less than about 0.4 microns.

The transparency of silicates to radiation is thus

limited at long wavelengths by the infrared ab-

sorption due to lattice vibrations, and at short

wavelengths by the absorption in the ultraviolet
due to the excitation of electrons to the conduc-

tion band.

The region of high transparency in silicates lies
in the visible to near infrared. This is not true for

some of the conductors such as silicon and germa-

nium which are opaque in the visible. Because of

a lower energy gap the absorption edge in these

materials lies in a much longer wavelength than
in silicates. Within the visible and near infrared

region of transparency, two processes can lead
to absorption. Characteristic absorption peaks are

associated with the presence of transition ele-

ments. The energy levels of the unfilled electron

shells are split by the crystalline field and certain

transitions between these split levels are allowed.

These transitions lead to characteristic absorption
bands of the transition elements. In silicates the

most important transition element is iron, which

has a strong absorption peak about one micron.

Titanium, manganese, and other elements will
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TABLElO.--RadiativeConductivities Calculated from Absorption Spectra

Mineral

Olivine, (Mg, Fe)2SiO4.....................................
Diopside, CaMgSi_O6......................................
Pyrope, Mg3A12Si3Ol:......................................
Almandine, Fe3Al:Si3012....................................

1000°K

0.297
0.067
0.004
0.004

KR (j oules/cm-sec-deg)

1500°K 2000°K

0.86 1.45
0.238 0.44
0.021 0.075
0.017 0.042

2500°K

2.02
0.725
0.184
0.212

also give rise to absorption bands. It is these

bands that give color to the crystals.
The absorption between the peaks determines

the contribution of radiatiou to thermal con-

ductivity. If there is one perfectly transparent

region, then the material has an infinite thernml
conductivity. The general lcvel of absorption

between absorption bands limits the energy

transported by radiation. This general absorption

is primarily due to free clcctrons. In the classical

theory, frec electrons will absorb at all wave-

lengths. Thc depcndence of the opacity on elec-

trical conductivity is given by

(i0r_/t_, (34)

where both the electrical conductivity a and the

index bf refraction _ vary with fre(tuency. If we

assume that the dc electrical conductivity is a

sufficiently good approximation, the variation

with opacity can be written as

= e0q- [-607ra0 exp( - E/k T)/n_, (35)

where _0 is the opacity at low temperatures and

the second term on the right-hand sidc takes into

account the temperature dependence of the con-

ductivity; E is a characteristic excitation encrgy.

From the preceding discussion, it is appare,,t
that the region of transparency in the ncar infra-

red and in the visible (between the ultraviolet

absorption and the infrared lattice absorption)

can be closed by: (1) the presence of absorption

pe,tks due to transition elements; or (2) a high

level of general absorption due to free carriers,

and, in particular, free electrons. Furthermore,

it must t)e expected that changes in temperature

and presstm, will affect the w_ture of the region
of transmissioH.

A few direct measurements of thermal con-

ductivities at high temperatures suggest the im-

portance of radiation. Most estimates of the con-
tribution of radiation are bascd on determination

of the absorption spectra rather than on actual
measurements. In a few cases the measurements

of spectra can be made as a function of tcmpcra-

turcs; these indicate the closing, at high tempera-

lures, of the region of transparency for glasses

containing transition elements. Clark measured

the room temperature absorption spectra of
several silicates ia the visible and nc'tr iwffrared?'-'

Radiative conductivities calculated from the

absorption spectra arc shown in table 10. It should
be noted that the ordiuary c(mductivities at room

temperature are on the ordcr of 0.02-0.03 joules/

cm-sec-dcg.

The absorption spectra of olivilm and diopside
arc similar. Each has a peak at about one micron

due to the ferric ion. The ultraviolet absorption

edge lies at about 0.35 microns. Clark concluded

that ferromagnesium silicates are sufficiently

transparent for radiation to make an important
col_tribution to the radioactivity. The results

suggest a vahm of about l0 cm -_ or less "_s appro-

priate for the opacity of silicates at room

temperature.
Data on the shift of absorption with an increase

in temperature and pressure are still incomplete.

It seems probable that increases both in tempera-

turc and pressure will tend to move the absorp-
tion edge toward longer wavelengths and reduce

the region of transparency. An additiomd effect
is the marked increase of electrical conductivity

with an increase in tcmperature. If this increasc
is iaterpreted in terms of iHtrillsic coHductiou by

free elcctrolls, titan the ot)acity will ilmrease with
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an increasein temperature.Equation35 illus-
tratestheexponentialdependenceof theopacity
and temperaturethroughthe mechanismof
electricalconductivity.

ternthat canbetreatedasa singlecomponent.
Naturallyoccurringsilicatematerialsformmulti-
componentsystems,andthe meltingpointsare
lowered.

Melting Relations at High Pressure

The fact that the mantle is solid can bc used

to limit the possible temperature distribution if

the dependence of the melting point on pressure

is known. Data on the increase of the melting

point with pressure arc still scanty. Boyd and

England 53have determined the melting curves of

diopside and albite (NaA1Si:_Os). The measure-

ments on diopsidc extend from 5 to 50 kilobars
and those on albite from l0 to 32 kilobars. The

melting curve of albite is intersected by the transi-

tion of albite to jadeite plus quartz at a pressure

slightly in excess of 32 kilobars.

It is customary to represent the melting rela-

tions in terms of the Simon semiempirieal equa-

tion. The pressure and temperature along a fusion

curve are given by

"k0;1]P : -ff - , (36)

where a and B are empirical constants. 7'0 is the

lnelting temperature at 1 bar pressure. The initial

slope of the melting curve can be used to deter-

mine a, and B is determined by the initial curva-
ture. Values for the coefficients in the Simon

equation are given in table 11 for diopside and
albite.

If the diopside melting curve is extrapolated

to a pressure of 1.3 X 106 bars, the pressure of the

core-mantle boundary, the melting point is

3900°C. It should be noted that the melting

points give estimates of the possible maximum

temperatures. The melting points refer to a sys-

TABLE ll.--Coefficients for the Simon Equation (see
reference 53)

Mineral

Albite

Diopside

T0(° K)

1391

1665

Calculated

Initial Slope
(deg/kil obar)

a B

14 19.3 5.1

15 25.2 4.4

Calculation of Internal Thermal Conditions

The internal thermal state of the earth can be

investigated by assuming an initial temperature

distribution, a distribution of heat sources, and a

distribution, with depth, of the parameters deter-

mining density, heat capacity, and thermal con-

ductivity. The temperature at the surface of the
earth will be assmncd to be known and taken as

constant in time. The problem is then to deter-
mine the distribution at later times. If volume

changes associated with the changes in tempera-

turc are neglected, the equation governing the

temperature distribution in a spherical sym-

metrical body is

OT
pep _ (r, t) - r 2 _r r2K _ + h(r, t) .

(37)

The rate of heat production per unit volume, A,

is a function of time as well as radius, since if a

radioactive element is producing heat at a rate

dQ/dt today, it produced heat at a rate
exp_t(dQ/dt)] at a time t years ago; _, is the dis-

integration constant of the radioactive element.
Analytical solutions to this equation can be ob-

tained for special problems if the thermal con-

ductivity is assumed to be independent of tem-

perature) 4 If radiative transfer of heat is im-

portant, the conductivity depends on tempera-

turc and the equation becomes a nonlinear partial

differential equation. In this case there are no

known solutions for the general problem and
numerical methods have been used.

Lubimova 55and MacDonald 56have carried out

detailed calculations on the development of tem-

perature within the earth. Several general features
of the calculation are important. The principal

effect of radiative transfer of energy on the dis-

tribution of temperature in the earth is the

flattening of the tempcrature gradient with depth.

Near the surface the temperature gradient is de-

pendent only on the lattice conductivity of the

solids, and a near-surface gradient on the order
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TABLE 12.--Present Surface Heat Flow in Differentiated

Earth (reference 57)

Heat source depth of burial
(uniform distrib.) in km

100 ...............................

200 ...............................

300 ...............................

400 ...............................

500 ...............................

600 ...............................

Surface heat flow

(ergs/cm_-sec)

69.4

79.4

83.2

85.7

87.8

89.7

of 10-20°C per km results in a wide variety of

distributions of heat sources and thermal param-

eters. Because of the contribution from radiation

the temperature required to remove heat from

the deep interior decreases as the effect of con-

ductivity increases with temperature. As a result

the melting temperatures are most closely ap-

proached in the outer few hundred km of the

earth. If the heat sources are distributed through-

out the mantle the melting temperature is most

closely approached or exceeded at depths on the

order of 400-800 kin. If the radioactivity is con-

ccntrated in the upper luantle (upper few hundred

kin) the melting point is approached or exceeded

in the range 200 600 kin.

The increase of opacity due to the increase of

the number of free electrons at high tempera-

tures does not influence the temperature distribu-

tion in a major way. Therefore the temperature

distribution is relatively insensitive to the param-

eters that determine the electrical conductivity in

the earth. The rapid increase of temperature in

the outer few hundred km may contribute to a

rapid rise of electrical conductivity in this region.

The prediction of today's heat flow for a num-

ber of earth models having a chondritic radioactive

composition, and vastly different initial conditions

and distributions of heat sourcos, falls within a

factor of') of 50 / °. ergs/cm--see. The contribution of

initial heat to the present heat flow is sufficiently

great that the heat flow in any model in which the

earth has passed through a molten stage is

greater than the observed heat ttow. The concen-

tration of heat s<)urces near the surfac(' further

incre'ts('s tim heat flow. A diff(,rentiat('d earth in

which the differentiation is the by-product of

melting is inconsistent with the hypothesis of an

earth with a total radioactivity equal to that of

chondritic meteorites. This is illustrated in table

12 where the heat flow for various models of the

earth is shown as a function of the depth to which

the radioactive heat sources are concentrated.

The parameters describing the models are shown

in table 13.

A differentiated once-molten earth could con-

tain a radioactivity of, at most, half that of the

chondritic radioactivity and remain solid. This

conclusion is independent of the mode of the trans-

port of heat, unless substantial amounts of heat

can be transported by convection at tempera-

tures well below the melting point of the solids.

The coincidence of the present surface heat flow

with the prcsent rate of heat production in chon-

dritic materials may be explained in a nuinber of

ways. Radioactivity corresponding to a chondritic

earth is entirely concentrated within the upper

few hundred kin. The initial temperature of the

earth must have been less than some 1000°C; and

heat is transported both by convection and con-

duction-radiation. Alternatively, chondritic radio-

activity is distributed so that an appreciable

proportion of the heat sources lie well below 600

kin. The average initial temperature must be low.

The contribution of initial heat and the higher

rate of heat production in the past compensate

for the heat produced but not rcaching the sur-

TABLE 13.--Parameters for Models Listed in Table 12

Opacity _0..................... 10 cm -1

Surface temperature ............ 0°C
Index of refraction ............. 1.7

Heat capacity ................. 1.3 joules/gm-deg

L,Lttice conductivity ........... 0.025 joulcs/cm-scc-deg

l)epth

(kin)

100 ...........................

200 ...........................
300 ...........................

500 ...........................

1000 ..........................

1500 ..........................

2000 ..........................

Initial temperature

(oc)

18S0

1970

2050

21_0

2490

2640

2930
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face. Still another possibility is that the radio-

activity is, at most, half that of the chondrites.
Heat sources can then be near the surface and the

initial temperature relatively high.
A further feature of the thermal calculations is

the shallow depth from which heat call be reaching

the surface. Even with a high contribution of the

radiation to the conductivity, heat produced at

depths greater than about 1000 km does not reach

the surface. The earth has a large thermal inertia
and the time scale associated with the diffusion

of heat within the carth is long compared with

the time scale for the earth's history.

Section 6

INTERPRETATION OF THE VARIATIONS OF

SEISMIC VELOCITIES IN THE MANTLE

Several features of the variation of seismic

velocity with depth require explanation. First,
there is the discontinuity between crustal material

and material underlying the crust. This discon-

tinuity can be interpreted either in terms of a

relatively sharp change in the chemical composi-

tion of the material or in terms of a phase transi-

tion in which materials of low density transform

to high density compounds.

Below the crust the velocity decreases with
depth, reaching a minimum at a depth of 150 kin.

The decrease of velocity with depth can result
either from the effect of changing temperature

and pressure or from a change of chemical com-
position. Between 200 and 900 km the rate of the

rise of velocity is much larger than below 900 kin.

The rapid rise of velocity again indicates a gradual

change of composition, phase, or both. The dis-
continuity between the elastic mantle and the

fluid core can also be interpreted in terms of

phase transitions or a sharp break in chemical

compositions. The present chapter discusses the

laboratory evidence that bears on the problem of

interpreting the variation of seismic velocities.

It should be emphasized that the velocities shown

in figure 1 are only average velocities and there

is no reason to expect that material in the upper

regions of the mantle is homogeneous. Indeed,

the inhomogeneity of the near-surface material

strongly suggests that the upper mantle, at least,

will show major inhomogeneities.

The Crust-Mantle Boundary

Seismic investigations on crustal structure have

shown that the average thickness of the normal

continental crust is approximately 35 kin. The

compressional and shear wave velocities are about

6.2 and 3.6 km/sec, respectively, near the surface,

and increase with depth to approximately 7.0

and 3.8 km/sec. The seismic velocities for the sub-
crustal mantle inaterial center about 8.1 and 4.7

km/sec. The seismic results for the oceanic re-

gions indicate that the discontinuities separating

the crustal material from the mantle lie at depths

approximately 10 to 12 km below the surface of

the sea. In general, the oceanic crust is somewhat
less than 5 km thick with seismic velocities for

compressional waves of 6.3 to 7.0 km/sec. The

rocks below the discontinuity have compressional

wave velocities centering around 8.1 kln/sec,

although a larger variation in these velocities is
observed in the oceanic mantle than in the con-

tinental mantle.

The interpretation of the seismic data in terlns

of chemical composition cannot be unique. The
seismic data must be combined with other inde-

pendent sources of data in order to obtain an

interpretation of the composition of the crust

and upper mantle. At present, the hypothesis of

an oceanic crust of basaltic composition is com-

patible with both gravity and seismic results.

Oceanic islands give no evidence for large amounts

of any other material and hence it is generally

assumed that the crust is predominantly basaltic.
The continental crust is inferred to be of a far

more complicated character. Surface outcrops in-

dicate a wide variety of compositions and the ob-
served variations of seismic velocities indicate a

variation with depth. Subcrustal material in

both oceanic and continental regions is generally

assumed to be periodotite or similar rock. In this

interpretation the crust-mantle boundary is the

result of a sharp change in chemical composition,

the crustal material having a greater proportion

of Na, K, Ca, A1, and Si than the subcrustal
material.

An alternative hypothesis about the nature of the

seismic discontinuity between crustal and mantle

material is that of phase transition. The phase
transition would involve the breakdown of the

feldspar to a denser form such as j adeitic pyroxene.
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TABLE 14.--Constants for Solid-Solid Transitions at High Pressures

Constants

T =bp-c

b (° C,/bar)
c(°c)

5V (cm3/gm)

A S (joules/grn-deg)

NaAISi308 + NaAISIO 4

(albite) (nepheline)

---_2NaAISi20 6

(jadeite)

0.054
54

- 0.083

-0.17

NaAISi308

(albite)

--_NaAISi206 + SiO 2

(jadeite) (quartz)

0.049
273

- 0.075

-0.15

sio2
(quartz)

---_ SiO 2

(coesite)

0.089
1740

-0.046

-0.051

AI2SiO s

(sillimanlte)

-_-AI2 SiO s

(kyanlte)

0.11
1020

-0.035

-0.031

Sapphirine +
Enstatite

(+ Silllmanite ?)

-_,_Pyrope

0.11
780

The principal rearrangement involved in such

transitions is the change in the local coordination

of aluminum. In phases stable at high tempera-

ture aluminum is found in four coordination (four

nearest neighbors) ; in phases stable at high pres-

sure, aluminum takes on six coordination. As-

sociated with the structural rearrangement is a

10 15 percent change in density. The laboratory

results shown in table 14 and figure 8 indicate

that the low density albite and nepheline will

transform to higher density jad('ite at a pressure

equivalent to a depth of 30 km in the crust, pro-

vid('d the temperature is on th(, order of 400°C.

Other materials undergo transitions at nearly

the same conditions.

The laboratory results are only suggestive since

the exact thermal conditions at the crust-mantle

boundary are not known, and since the experi-

mental work has been c.trried out on chemically

idealized systems. The effect of other compo-

nents on the transition is still uncertain.

The simple suggestion that the seismic discon-

tinuities represent a phase transition from a

has'tit-like material into a high pressure form

faces serious difficulties. Since hasalts form a

multi-component systeln, a transition wouhl be

anticipated to occur over a wide rang(' of tem-

peratures and l)ressures rather th'm along a single

curve on the temperature-l)r('ssur(' plan('. Al-

though the width of the transition zone is un-

certain, it might I)e on the order of a few thousand

bars; in this cas(' the transition zone wouhl be

spread over several km (n' tens of kin. The seismic

evidence on the sharl)m'ss of the tr'msition is still

unclear, but most investigators would assume

that the transition from crust to mantle takes

place over a relatively sharp interval, a few km

at most.

TEMPERATURE (°C)

i000 I000 2000 3000

2" _-.-"

o- 40 °

f_,_,_" .6_0 ¢o °' °

3.o. eN ....-
20 ."

10) ,

I00 200 300

DEPTH(km)

]"mIJaE S.--Stability relations I)etwcen sillimanite and

kyanite (AI2Si()b), quartz and cocsite (Si()2), and all)ite

(NaAlSi3()8), ja'Jeit(, (NaAlSi2()6), and quartz.
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An additional difficulty for a phase transition
in oceanic areas follows from recent studies of the

heat flow in the Pacific Ocean. Large regional varia-

tions in the surface heat flow correspond to varia-

tions in temperature of several hundred degrees

at a depth of a few tens of kin. Initial seismic

studies over the same region show no comparable

variation in the depth of the seismic discontinuity.

Indeed the experimental data and assumed ther-

mal gradients cannot be reconciled with the

hypothesis of identical phase transitions under

both oceans and continents. The depths of the

seismic discontinuity can be explained in terms

of a phase transition only if the crust and mantle

have different compositions under oceans and
continents.

Interpretation of the Low Velocity Layer

The physical conditions which give rise to the

anomalous decrease in velocity below the crust

are of great interest. Laboratory measurements
show that in silicates the velocity increases with

pressure; pressure stiffens a rock. An increase in

temperature has the opposite effect, a decrease

in the wave velocity. In the outer regions of the

earth both pressure and temperature increase;
thus velocity decreases if the increase in tempera-

ture is more effective than the increase in pressure.

An extrapolation of laboratory data indicates

that a gradient of 6° to 7°C per km is sufficient

to produce a decrease ill velocity.

If the low velocity zone is indeed due to the

greater effect of the increase of temperature,

then the existence of this zone indicates the mag-

nitude of the temperature gradient in the upper

regions of the mantle. The gradient between 30

and 150 km must be at least 6 ° to 7°C per km;

and below 150 km the gradient must be less.

The low velocity zone might be due to large

scale chemical inhomogeneity in the upper

mantle. Presently available methods are in-

sufficient to resolve the problem.

Structure of the Mantle between 200 and 900

Kilometers

Understanding the variation of velocity be-

tween 200 and 900 km is important in any discus-

sion of the internal make-up of the inner planets.

The terrestrial pressure at 200 km is 0.65X10 _

bars and this pressure is reached within Venus,
Mars, and Mercury.

The present interpretation of seismic results

proposes a gradual increase in velocity over the

region of 200 to 900 km. Earlier, Jeffreys pre-

sented a solution with the discontinuity in velocity

at the depth of 480 km? 8 Bernal proposed that

the 480 km discontinuity was due to a phase
change in which silicates transform from a lower

density olivine structure to a higher density
spinel structure. This suggestion was based on

the similarity in chemical properties of silicon

and germanium. The compound Mg2Ge04 was

thought by Bernal to exist both in the olivine and

in a higher density spinel structure. If silicon and

germanium behave similarly, then olivine should

also show a transition to spinel structure. The

reality of the transition in Mg_GeO4 remained an

open question until 1954 when Roy and Roy

synthesized the high pressure, high density spinel

phase? 9 In addition, recent results of high pres-

sure experiments indicate other transitions.

Olivine and Spinel Structures

Olivine, (Mg,Fe)2SiO4, has a zero-pressure

density ranging from 3.2 gm/em 3 for the pure

magnesium end member to 4;.3 gm/em 3 for the

pure iron end member. The main features of the
olivine structure are6°:

1. The volume is largely determined by the

arrangement of the oxygen. The oxygen atoms are

in approximate hexagonal closest packing. They
lie on sheets.

2. The silicon atoms are in tetrahedral

coordination.

3. The magnesium or iron atoms are in oeta-
hedral coordination.

In spinel structure the oxygen atoms are ap-

proximately in cubic closest packing. In the inter-

stiees of the oxygen atoms are positions for metal
atoms in four coordination between a tetrahedral

group of oxygen atoms, and two sets of positions

with an oetahedral arrangement of nearest oxygen

neighbors.

hi the spinel structure one oetahedron shares

four edges with oetahedra of the same kind and
two with the tetrahedra. The other oetahedron
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sharesoneedgewitha tetrahedronandtwowith
otheroctahedra.Thespinelthusdiffersfromthe
olivine structure,in which eachtetrahedron
sharesthreeedgeswith anoctahedronanddoes
notsharetheotherthree.

In thespinelformof Mg2SiO4 the magnesium

atoms fill the octahedral positions and the silicon

atoms fill the tetrahedral positions. 61Each oxygen
atom is linked to one silicon atom and to three

magnesium atoms. The structure of the silicate

spinel differs from the germanate, since in

Mg2GcO4 the germanium occupies the six co-

ordinated position and the magnesiums are split

between the tetrahedral and octahcdral positions.

Stability Relations for the Olivine-Spinel Transition

The stability relations between the olivine and

spinel forms of Mg2SiO4 have been extensively

studied by Dachille and Roy 6_-6s and by Ring-

wood 64,6_They studied the temperature and pres-

sure stability of solid solutions of Mg2(Si,Ge)04.

The transition of the pure iron end member has

been similarly examined. Dachille and Roy found

that the maximum silicate content of the spinel

solid solution increased steadily with pressure

from about l0 nmle percent at 700 bars to 50

mole percent at 60,000 bars and 540°C. 6_ They

extrapolated these data to obtain the transition

of the pure end member Mg2SiO4 at 100,000 bars,

with an uncertai_ty of at least 15,000 bars. Ring-

wood synthcsized the spinel form of Fe2SiO+ at

38,000 bars and 600°C. 66

The volume change in the olivine-spinel transi-

tion is a matter of some uncertainty. It may be

appreciably lower than the 8.2 percent volume

change for the transition in Mg2GcO4. Dachille

and Roy 6_ estimate that the change in volume is

2.0 cm3/mole or 4.6 percent, whereas Ringwood

uses 4 cm3/mole for the change in volume.

Dachille and Roy estimate that the slope of
the transitiol_ curve is on the order of 13 ° per

kilobar. 6_The presence of iron in the olivine will

lower the transition pressure so that at tempera-
tures on the order of 1000-2000°C an olivine

with Mg/Fe =9 wouhl tr'msform from the olivine

form to tim spinel form at depths on the order of
200-300 kin.

Decomposition of Silicates to Oxides Under Pressure

A further possible transition involves the con-

version of olivine or spinel forms of magnesium-

iron silicate to oxide phases. Birch considered

this possibility while noting that the ratio of the

incompressibility to density (K,/p) for a close-

packed metal oxide such as MgO approaches the
observed ratio of K,/p within the earth at depths
on the order of several hundred kin. 67 At room

pressure, the stable oxides chemically equivalent

to Mg2SiO4 are quartz, SiO2, and periclase, MgO.

In periclase, the oxygen atoms are in approximate
cubic closest packing with the magnesium and

oxygen atoms at alternate corners of a set of
cubes (NaC1 structure). In quartz, each silicon

atom is surrounded by four oxygc,l atoms. The

tctrahedra of oxygen atoms, each with a central

silicon atom, are joined together to form groups

which combine in a low density, open framework.

The opcn framework of quartz is unstable at

moderate pressures. At a temperature of 930°C,

30,000 atmospheres are required to convert

quartz to coesitc; coesite has a density of 3.02

gm/cnP. 6s,_° In coesite, each silicon atom has as

its neighbors four oxygen atoms in tetrahedral

arrangement, as in (luartz. TM The structure of

coesite differs from that of quartz in h'_ving a

more compact arrangement of the silica tetra-

hedra. Birch suggested still another possible forlu

for SiO2, the rutile structure assumed by TiO2. 67
In this structure each silicon atom has as its

nearest neighbors six oxygen atoms, approxi-

mately in the corners of a regular octahedron,

and each oxygen atom is next to three silicon

atoms, approximately at the corners of an equi-

lateral triangle. The oxygen atoms are in approxi-

mate closest packing. The rutile structure thus

assumes the general structure for AB2 compounds,
in which the A atom has six coordinatiom TiO2

is also found in two other structures in which Ti

is in six coordination but the oxygen atoms show

slightly different arrangements. MacDonald, con-

sidcring the transition of quartz to coesitc, esti-
mated the density of the rutile form of SiO2 to

be about 4.5-5.0 gm/cma. 6s Stishov and Popova

synthesized the high pressure rutile forln of

SiO2. 71 The density of the new compound was
found to be 4.35 gm/cm a. Cbao, Fahey, et al.
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later discovered the new high pressure form of

SiO2 in coesite-bearing rocks near Meteor Crater,

Arizona, where the high pressure form, stishovite,

formed during the impact of the meteor. 7_

The combination of SiO2 and MgO is 21 per-

cent denser than Mg2SiO4 in the olivine structure.

The difference in density results from the fact

that oxygen atoms in the two oxides are very

nearly in closest packing with the largest change

in density associated with the change in the co-

ordination of silicon from four to six. The in-

stability of the rutile form of SiO2 at low tempera-

ture may be associated with the distance of near-

est approach of the silicon atoms, each carrying a

nominal charge of +4. In the quartz and coesite

structures the silica tetrahedra are joined in such

a way that each oxygen is shared by two silicon

atoms. A pair of silicon atoms are shielded from

each other by the presence of the intervening

oxygen atom. In the rutile structure the octa-

hedra surrounding the silicon atoms are joined

together by shared edges. This results in the much

closer approach of the silicon atoms without

direct shielding of an oxygen atom. Silicon and

titanium differ in behavior because titanium is a

transition group element and the larger titanium

ion forms bands that are less localized than those

of silicon. Further, it may be noted that the

anatase and brookite structures may be much less

stable for SiO2 than for TiO:. In the anatase

structure three edges are sharcd, and in both

forms there is greater opportunity for the cations

to interact directly with each other. Moreover,

these other possible arrangements of octahedrally

coordinated silicon lead to no saving in volume.

Stability Relations for the Oxide Transitions

Estimates of the possible conditions under

which the breakdown of Mg2SiO4 to the oxides

takes place depend upon recent, fragmentary data.

Stishov and Popova synthesized the rutile

form of SiO2 at a quoted pressure of 1.6X 105 bars

and a temperature between 1200 and 1400°C. 71

The estimate of pressure is probably high because

friction in the apparatus was undervalued. 73 Let

us assume that the coesite-stishovite transi-

tion pressure is 1.12X105 bars (30 percent

less than the published value) and that the tem-

perature is 1300°C. These values, and the thermo-

chemical properties for the various phases listed

in table 15, give a rough estimate of the equilib-

rium conditions for the reaction

MgESi404--+2MgO +Si502, (38)

where the superscripts 4 and 6 on Si denote the

coordination number. The change in internal

energy in the transition of coesite to stishovite

TABLE 15.--Thermochemical Properties for MgO, SiO2, and Mg2SiO4*

Entropy
Material Volume (cmS/mole)Density (gm/cm 3) (joules/deg-mole)

MgO

Si 402 (quartz)

Si 40 2 (coesite)

Si 60 2 (stishovlte)

Mg2SiO4 (olivine)

Mg2SiO4 (spinel)

11.2

22.6

19.9

13.8t

43.8

39.8

3.59

2.65

3.02

4.35

3.22

3.37

27.2

41.8

38.9

28.0* - 33.0 I'

95.2

*Reference 74.

t Reference 71.

$Estimated on the basis of the "law of corresponding states" for quartz-coesite-stishovite.

{I lgstimated on the basis of = 2.4 joules/deg-cm 3 found for many close-packed oxides at tempera-
-tures above the Debye temperature.
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for a heat of formation of Mg2SiO4, from the

oxides, of 6.3X104 joules/mole; the change in

internal energy for Reaction 38 is ll.2X104

joules/mole. The pressure required for the work

term in equation 39 to equal TAS--AE is then

1.7X10 _ bars at 1300°C. It should be noted that

TAN for the transition is small compared to/'AV.

Estimated phase tr,msition curves for the

coesitc-stishovite, olivine-spinel, and olivine-ox-

ides transitions are shown in figures 9 and 10.

In the breakdown of the iron end member,

Fe:SiO4, to the oxides, there is a volume change

of 17.7 percent (table 16). Using thermochemical

data listed for fayalite, 75 we find that the olivine

to oxides transition pressure is about 105 bars. A

summary of the volume changes associated with

the various re'rations is presented in table 16.

TABLE 16.--Surnmary of Volume Changes for High Pressure Transitions in Mg2SiO, an¢l Fe_SiO,

Matcrial

Mg_Si()4 (olivinc)--_Mg_SiO, (spinel) ...............................

Fe_Si()4 (olivine)--_Fe:SiO4 (spinel) .................................

Mg2Si40,---,2MgO q-Si602 .........................................

Fe2Si*O,_2FeO -FSi_O_ ...........................................

Density of

low pressure

assemblage

(gm/cm 8)

3.22

4.3

3.22

4.3

Density of

high pressure

asseml)htge

(gin/era s)

3.54*

4.85

3.89
5.06

])ercentl_ge

change in
v()lnl1_e

11.0
12.0

21.0

17.7

*The wdues used are those given by Ringwood (reference 66). Dachille and Roy obtained a 4.6 percent volume change
(reference 61). The origin of the discrepancy is not clear.
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The tcmperature-pressure conditions under

which high pressure transitions take place are

still very uncertain. However, it is clear that

under conditions existing at depths on the order

of 200-500 kin, the common silicate phases

undergo transitions to new phases with structures

in which the oxygen atoms lie in closest packing.

Since the oxygen atoms occupy almost the entire

volume within silicates, it is unlikely that the

silicates will undergo further structural rear-

rangcments. Any further decrease in volume can

only result through a distortion of the outer elec-

tron orbits, i.e., pressure ionization. The prcssure

required for such transitions is on the order of 106

bars or greater, reached only within the cores of

the larger planets. The density changes in these

transitions are likely to be small compared to

density shifts in the geometric rearrangements.

The collapse of the silicatc structures at a pres-

sure of about 105 bars, however, can happen in

Mars, Venus, and Mercury, since a pressure of

this order is reached at moderate depths within
the planets.

Chemical Composition of the Earth's Core

The discovery of the earth's core by Oldham

in 1906 has provoked much speculation on its

physical and chemical properties. The difficulty

in determining the physical and chemical nature

of the earth's core with any degree of certainty is

connected with the difficulty of compressing ma-

terials to the pressure within the core. The pres-

sure at the core-mantle boundary is 1.3 X 106 bars.

This pressure is much greater than the highest

pressure that can be obtained in static experi-

ments at the earth's surface. However, it is pos-

sible to reach these pressures for short periods of

time during the shock wave experiments, and

data on the compressibility of solids obtained by

using shock waves is of importance in establishing

an equation of state for the core.

The core of the earth is generally assumed to

be liquid iron-nickel alloy. Evidence advanced

in support of this view includes: (1) the existence

of iron meteorites; (2) the fact that the density

of iron is in general agreement with the density

of the core as estimated from seismology and from

the theory of the figure of the earth; and (3) the

fact that iron would probably be liquid at the

temperatures and pressures of the core, whereas

silicate materials would be solid. In addition, a
recent investigation of the abundance of elements

in the solar system suggests that iron is an

abundant heavy clement and a planet with au

iron core would have the proper heavy clement
abundances.

The hypothesis of an iron core has not gone un-

challenged. Kuhn and Rittmaml propose a core

of undifferentiated solar matter, arguing that an
iron core is inconsistent with the relative abun-

dances of the elements. TM Ramsey suggests that

the seismic discontinuity at 2900 km represents a

change in phase from (Mg, Fe) 2SiO4 in the olivine

form in the mantle to the metallic phase in the

core. 77-79Birch critically reviews these suggestions

and concludes that the core is principally iron-

nickel with minor amounts of silicon and carbons,

since the apparent density of the core is somewhat

less than the (_xpected density of pure iron. 67The
vicw that the 2900 km discontinuity is a phase

change has many attractive features. However, a

phase change in a multicomponent system will

ahnost certainly be spread out over a range of

pressures. The sharpness of the 2900 km discon-

tinuity plus the large change in density at the
core-mantle boundary favor a compositional dis-

continuity rather than a change of phase.
Estimates for the mean density of the core and

for the density of the core at the core-mantle

boundary follow from the estimates of the in-

compressibility, obtained from seismic velocities

in the mantle (Section 4) and from the moment

of inertia (Section 2). The satellite determination

of J2 ° leads to a much improved estinmte of the

mean moment of inertia, about 0.9 percent less

than the value previously accepted. The new

value of the moment of inertia implies a somewhat

greater central concentration of mass. Table 17
lists the masses and moments of inertia of the

principal structural units of the earth. The con-
tinental crust is taken to have a thickness of 35

km with a mean density of 2.8 gm/cm a. The

oceanic crust consists of a layer of 6 km of water

underlain by 4 km of rock of a density of 3.0

gm/em a. The continent-ocean boundary is taken

to be the 1000 fathom line. TM The layer under-

neath the oceanic region extending to 35 km is

assumed to have a density of 3.3 gm/cm 3.
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TABLE 17.--Masses and Moments of Inertia of the Major Structural Units of the Earth

Mass × 10 -25 Moment of Inertia × 10-43

Structural Unit (gm) (gm cm2)

2.45 0.616Crust
Continental
Oceanic

Layer Above 35 km

Mantle and Core

Mantle (below 35 km)

Core

Earth

1.88
0.570

5.07

593
398

194

597.7

1.35

79.3

80.68

0.453
0.163

70.3

8.99

The mass and moment of inertia of the mantle

plus core follow by subtraction. Estimates of the

individual moments of the core and mantle call

be obtained from the Gutenberg velocity distribu-

tion (figure 1). The resulting mean density of

the core is 11.28 gm/cm 3 and the density of the

core-mantle boundary is 10.17 gm/cm 3.

Shock wave measurements on the equations of

state of iron, s°'s' indicate that the density of iron

at 1.3 megabars and about 2000°C is 11.2 gm/cm 3.

Compare this value with the core-mantle bound-

ary density of 10.17 gm/cm '_. The core material is

about l0 percent less dense than iron. Nickel

would raise the mean density whereas lighter

elements, in particular silicon and carbon, would

lower it. MacDonald and Knopoff suggest that

perhaps silicon is the principal alloying element

in the core. s2

Section 7

INTERNAL CONSTITUTION OF THE MOON

Almost all inferences regarding the internal con-

stitution of the moon follow from the data on its

orbital and rotational motion. A possible addi-

tional limitation to the thermal constitution is

derivcd from a comparison of the radio emission

temperatures of the hmar surfac(, at several

wavelengths, s3

The mean density is well established as 3.34

gin/era a. The density at 1 bar pressure and 25°(?

is uncert.fin because of the unknown thermal

conditions and phase transformations within the

moon. Urey estimates that the density is about

3.4 g n/cm3, s4 significantly less than the density

of chondrites (3.57-3.76). He has pointed out

that the moon's density is consistent with a ma-

terial having about half the total iron content of

the chondritic meteorites and has considered

several chemical modcls. In particular, the

abundance of the elements in the moon may be

similar to the heavy element abundance in the

sun's atmosphere. This possibility is illustrated

in table 18 where the ratios of the chondritic to

solar abundances are given. Note that iron is

about 6 times, and potassium _, as abundant in

chondritcs as in the solar atmosphere.

The moon's density is almost equal to that of

the upper part of the earth's mantle. The density

TABLE 18.--Ratio of Chondrilic to Solar Abundances for the

Heavy Elements. Chondritic Abundances are the Averages

of High and Low Iron Groups from Reference 85. Solar

Abundances are from Reference 86.

Element Ratio Element

Na

Mg

AI

Si

P

S

K

0.77

1.59

1.18

1.00

0.66

0.17

3.72

Co

Ti

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Ratio

1.23

1.52

1.07

2.24

6.03

1.59

1.02
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of the upper mantle is usually interpreted in

terms of a periodotitic or eclogitic composition,

the chemical composition of which is almost

identical to the composition of the silicate phase

of chondrites. The maximum pressure within the

moon is about 46,000 bars; the pressure is too low

for either the olivine-spinel or olivine-oxides

transition.

The Moon's Gravitational Field

Urey emphasized that the figure of the moon

sets limits on the internal constitution. 1 The basic

argument is that the present gravitational figure

of the moon is not in hydrostatic equilibrium.

The inequalities in figure must be supported by

internal strength. If the moon were partially

molten or if a large part of it were nearly at the

melting stage, then the figure should be close to

hydrostatic. But the possible inferences about the

internal thermal state are complicated by the

fact that the stress differences may be supported

in a sufficiently thick and cold outer shell, and

the interior may be molten or nearly so. However,

it is difficult to suggest a distribution of radio-

activity that would lead to such a thermal con-

figuration in a body the size of the moon. This

point will be discussed in detail later.

We denote the moment of inertia about the

axis of rotation by C. The least moment of inertia,

A, is the moment about the axis pointing toward

the earth. The moment B is along the tangent to

the orbit. The ratios

C-B
A

C-A
B

B-A
C

(40)

are determined from data on the moon's rota-

tional and physical libration. The value for f_

depends on the angle of inclination between the

mean axis of rotation and the pole of the orbit.

Since the direction of the axis of rotation has

been well observed, this ratio is accurately deter-

mined. A recent discussion by Jeffreys s7 gives

f_ = 0.0006270-4-0.0000015. (41)

The value of a depends oll observations of the

libration in longitude. Difficulties in observation

have led to a wide scattering of results. Table 19

lists the relevant values, sT,ss Table 19 also lists

the values for a and/3, under the assumption that

the moon is in hydrostatic equilibrium. The

moon's equatorial bulge is much too large to be

accounted for by its present rate of rotation and

TABLE 19.--Data on the Moon's Figure (Reference 87)

Computat ion

C-B
C

C-A

C

C-A

Ma 2

B-A

Ma 2

C

Ma 2

Observed Value

0.0004

Theoretical Value

Hydrostatic Uniform
Equilibrium Density

0.0000094

0.0006279 0.0000375

- 0.000251

- 0.000084

- 0.4

0.000364

Ratio of
Observed to
Theoretical

42

0.000071

0.56

16.7

1.45

0.84

1.4
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the bulge toward and away groin the earth is much

greater than would be expected from tidal theory.

If the moon is supposed to be an elastic body

supporting the inequalities in figure, the maximuln
stress differences at its center are on the order of

20 bars, provided the inequalities are supported

by the whole body. Urey, Elsasser, arid Rochester

suggest that near-surface density inhomogeneities

can lead to the observed figure, s9The stress differ-
etlces associated with these near-surface inhomo-

geneities will be larger thtm the 20 bars calculated

for a hoinogem_ous moon. It might be supposed

timt the outer layers of the moon are cold and

could support the required stress differences.

IIowever, calculations of the possible tempera-

ture distribution within the moon bring the,

temperature close to the melting point at depths

on the order of 300 to 400 kin. The density in-

homogeneities would then have to be concen-
trated in the outer 300 or 400 kin.

Jeffreys proposed that the departure of the

tigure from equilibriuIn is due to the solidi@a-
tion of the moon at a. time when it was much

nearer to the earth.'-'" The present tigure then

would represent a frozen tidal wave. llowever,

on the tidal wave tlypothesis the ratio _/_ is in-

depend(_nt of distance of the nlOO,_ fi'om the earth
and Ires a the(lr(,tical value of 0.25. The obseI'ved

ratio is 0.64. s7 Thus, the present tigure catmot be

explained solely by supposing th'_t the moon
soliditied wlicn it was much closer to the earth. A

further difficulty follows from its thermal history.

If the moon were initially molten, a uniformly

distributed radioactivity only one-fourth th'Lt of

chondrites would keep the moon near or at the

Inciting point. The frozen tidal wave could not
be ilmintailmd.

The ratios of the differences in moment of

inertia to Ma"- are determined by tile orbital mo-

tion of tim moon and in particular by the mean

motion of perigee and node. The observed vahws
are listed in table 19. Also listed are theoretical

values obtained from a and f_ by assuming that

the moon is of imiform density, s7 (:oml)ining the

observed valiws of (C- A )/Ma"- with f_ results in

th(, ratio of the princip.d moment of inertia to

tim l)roduct of tlie mass and the square of the
radius. For 't uniform moon this ratio should I)(,

0.4. Th(' ol)s('rved value is 0.,56..l(,lTreys consi(h'rs

the uncertainties in the observational material

to be sufficiently large that the discrepancy with

the theory for a homogeneous moon is not

significant.

The data on rotation, libration, and orbital

motion suggest a model which supports stress
differences on the order of l0 bars, and in which

the density distribution is either uniform or

slightly increasing toward the surface. The pres-

ently available dynamical data are not consistent

with a moon in which gravity-controlled density

stratification on a large scale has taken place.

Lunar Tides

Both the earth and the sun produce significant

tides oil the moon. If the moon were spherical,
the effect of these tides would bc to distort the

sphere into an ellipsoid whose long axis would

be toward the tide-raising body. The moon rotates

once per month relative to the line joining the

centers of the sun and moon. Therefore, the long

axis of the solar tidal ellipsoid rotates once per

month relative to a system of axes fixed within

the moon, giving rise to a predominantly fort-

nightly tide similar to the semi(liurmfl tides on

the eai'th. The moon, however, does not rotate

rel'ttive to the line joining th(, centers of the earth
and the moon but wol)bh,s about this line in a

range of about 7 degrees. Tim tides due to the

earth have, therefore, two causes: the changing
distance of the earth which causes the ellipticity

of the tidal ellipsoid to increase as the earth
comes closer to tim moon and decrease as the

earth recedes, and the moon's wobble about the

line of centers. The relative importance of these

effects varies with the position of the moon's

surface. Close to points of intersection of the line

of centers with the moon's surface, the distance

variation is the more important. The monthly
variation of the earth-moon distance is the most

important factor leading to large monthly tides.

The response of the moon to tide-raising po-

tential can be calculated by using the Love mml-
bers b and k. These Love numbers are determined

by the distribution of density and rigidity in the

nlO()II_S interior.

The moon's density of 3.34 gm/cm 3 is ch)se to

that of the upper parts of the earth's mantle and

suggests th'tt the Inoon is mad(' out of silicate
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materialssimilartothosein themantle.A possible
modelof the moon,and the one usuallycon-
sidered,is amoonwith ahomogeneouscomposi-
tion.Forahomogeneousincompressiblespherical
bodytheLovenumbersare

h - 2f ÷ 1
(42)

3f
k = 2f +--'-'---'_'

where f=gpa/19_, with g the surface gravity, a

the outer radius, and z the rigidity. If the density

is taken as 3.34 gm/cm 3 and the rigidity as

7.38X10 n dynes/era 2 (the rigidity of the upper

mantle), we obtain h =0.0331 and k =0.0199, and

the tidal gravity variation (l+ll-_k) is in-

creased by 3.3 parts per thousand as compared

with the variation on a perfectly rigid moon. If

the moon were perfectly fluid, then h would equal
2.5 and k would be 1.5. If the moon has a fluid

inner core with a core radius equal to half the

outer radius then h=0.0639, k=0.0384, and

there is a change in the moon's gravitational

yielding of 6 parts in 1000.

The investigation of the elasticity of the moon

by observations of the change of the tidal gravi-

metric acceleration is a possible experiment, but

it is of marginal value because of the small effect.

Lunar Seismology

Seismic exploration of the moon will yield

valuable information regarding its internal con-

stitution. Prior to the actual landing of seismom-

eters on the moon there are two important areas

of investigation to consider. One is concerned

with obtaining an estimate of eigen frequencies

for the spheroidal oscillations. These long period

oscillations can be detected by long period vertical

seismometers, and they are an especially valuable
source for information on the internal distribution

of elasticity. A second investigation concerns

elastic energy built up through differential heating

and cooling associated with the internal release
of radioactive heat and with the surface heat

flow. The object in this case would be to estimate

the magnitude of release of this elastic energy.

Computations of the expected spheroidal oscil-

lations of the moon have been made by Bolt, °°

TABLE 20.--Computed Periods of Spheroidal Oscillation of
the Moon (Reference 91)

Order

2 .....................................

3 ....................................

4 .....................................

5 .....................................

6 .....................................

7 .....................................

8 .....................................

9 .....................................

10 ....................................

Period
(min.)

14.7
9.9
7.7
6.4
5.5
4.8
4.3
3.9
3.6

and by Takeuchi, Saito, and Kobayashi2 _ The
results from reference 91 are listed in t-tble 20

where the model of the moon is taken to be

homogeneous, the elasticity being that of the

upper mantle of the earth.

MacDonald determined the average rate of

increase of the principal stress differences for
several thermal models of the moonY This in-

crease was on the order of l0 bars per million

years. Using this figure we can estimate the aver-

age rate of release of strain energy, provided some

assumption is made on the strength of the lunar

materials. The rate of increase of strain energy
will be a maximum when the stress differences

are of the order of the strength. For a strength of

100 bars the maximum strain energy per unit

volume is on the order of 1.4X103 ergs/cm _. The

rate of release of strain energy by failure at 100

bars maximum stress difference will be approxi-

mately 4X1024 ergs/year. At present, the moon

should have a high degree of seismic activity,

unless the radioactivity of the moon is concen-

trated in a thin layer near the surface or is far
less than that of chondritic materials.

The degree of seismic activity varies among
various models of the distribution of heat sources

with depth. In the models considered in Reference

92 the greatest release of strain energy is at depths

of 100 to 700 kin. The assumption of deeply

buried radioactivity implies deep foci for lunar
seismic disturbances.

A determination of the average rate of seismic

activity on the moon can be used to estimate
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the amountof radioactivityon the moonand
possiblyits distribution.

Thermal Constitution of the Moon

Thermal Radiation from the Moon

Baldwin has made a study of the thermal

radiation of the moon at radio wavelengths, in

order to place a limit oil the possible heat flow

at the moon's surfaccN High frequency radio

al,_d infrared emission determines the temperature
at and within a few cm of the surface. Baldwin

has carried out observations at 178 Mc (168 cm),

where the depth of penetration is greater than

for the shorter wavelength emission. He estimates

that the depth of penetration is greater than 25

meters and may be on the order of 200 meters.

The uncertainty is due to the sensitive dependence

of tim penetration depth on the unknown dielec-
tric constant of the lunar surface material.

Baldwin obtains a temperature of 233=i=8°K at

178 Mc. This temperature is within 25°K of

various estimates of the surface temperature. The

indicated temperature gradient, when combined

with various estinmtes of therlnal conductivity,

gives upper limits to the heat flow ranging from

1 to l0 ergs/cm'-'-sec. Any limit in this range can
be compared with the surface heat flow for a

moon of chondritic composition. The present

rate of heat production in a chondritic moon

would be 3.7)<10 TM ergs/sec which is equivalent

to an "equilibrium" surface heat flow of 9.6

ergs/cn:-sec. The extreme upper limit of the

heat flow obtained from the study of the radio

wave emission is then barely consistent with the

assumptiol_ of a chondritic moon; on the whole a
lower heat flow is indicated.

Calculations on the Thermal Structure of the Moon

The present thermal state of the moon is deter-

mined by the distribution of: (1) radioactive

elements; (2) thernml conductivity; "rod (3)

initial temperature. Of these parameters, the

expected variations of the thermtfl conductivity

exercise the least influence on the present tempera-

ture distribution; the distribution of radioactivity
and of the initial temperature are much more

important.

A number of calculations on the internal tem-

perature distribution within the moon have

been made with methods developed for the study

of the thermal history of the earth2 :_,93 If the

inoon were initially at a uniform temperature of

0°C, then the present temperature distribution

(after 4.5X109 years) would be as shown in

figure 11. The radioactivity is taken to be equal
to that oi" chondritic meteorites and assumed to

be unifornfly distributed throughout the moon.

For comparison, figure i I also shows the melting

point curves of diopside (CaMgSi206) and iron.

The melting point of a multicomponent silicate

material will be lower than that of diopsidc. The

close approach of the diopside melting point

curve and the calculated temperature indicates

that much, if not all, of the moon would be near

or at the melting point. A uniform chondritic

composition results in temperatures above the

estimated lnelting temperatures of silicates even

if the assumed initial temperature is low.

A large number of other lnodels have been

constructed in which the radioactivity is uni-

formly distributed and different thermal param-

eters have been assumed, s8,92 The outstanding

feature of the temperature-depth curves for

models of the moon is the shallow depth at which

the melting points are reached or exceeded. Since

the moon is a relatively small body the central

pressure is low, on the order of 4(i,000 bars. This

low central pressure does not markedly raise the

melting point of the possible constituents. The

thermal conductivity is sufficiently low that only

the outer portions of the moon are cooling to
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any extent. The combination of these two cir-

cumstances results in the close approach of the

melting point curve to the calculated tempera-

ture distribution illustrated in figure 11. In the

earth the rate of increase of pressure with depth

is much larger and raises the melting point, with

the result that the earth's mantle is solid.

In a homogeneous moon, the melting tempera-

ture of silicates is approached or exceeded, pro-

vided that the moon has the composition of chon-

dritic meteorites. The assumptions of chondritic

radioactivity and of homogeneity are, then, in-

consistent with the astronomical data oil the

figure of the moon, if these data are interpreted

in terms of internal strength. There arc two pos-

sible solutions: (1) The total radioactivity of the

moon is less than that of chondritic meteorites.

(2) The moon is a differentiated body whose

radioactivity is concentrated toward the surface.

In the latter case the suggestion of homogeneity

in the orbital data must be disregarded. Both of

these alternatives have been noticed by Urey; 9a

he has carried out calculations on the effect of a

lower radioactivity.

In investigating the two alternatives to a

homogeneous chondritic moon, we will first con-

sider the temperature distribution in a differ-

entiated moon with the radioactivity concentrated

toward the surface. Figure 12 shows the maximum

1300
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FIGURE 12.--Maximum temperature within the moon as

a function of the depth of burial of heat sources. The
depth at which the maximum temperature is reached is

shown for the various depths of burial. The initial tem-
perature is 600°C and the total radioactivity equals that

of chondrites.
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FIGURE 13.--Maxinmm temperature within the moon as a

function of depth of burial of heat sources. This figure is

similar to figure 12, but the initial temperature is
1200°C.

temperature and the depth at which this tempera-

ture is reached, for a moon in which the radio-

activity is equal to that of chondritic meteorites

but concentrated near surface layers. The initial

temperature is taken to be 600°C. in the upper

curve, the opacity is 1000 cm -1 and corresponds

to a case whcre the radiative transport heat is

unimportant. In the lower curve, the opacity is

10 cm -1 and radiation begins to dominate ordi-

nary thermal conduction at temperatures on the

order of 700°C. If the radioactivity is concen-

trated in the outer 100 km, then the maximum

temperature is the initial 600°C since the central

regions do not lose heat. These calculations illus-

trate that in a differentiated moon the melting

point is not reached. The assumption of a differ-

entiated moon removes the difficulty of a present-

day partially molten moon, but raises the problem

of how differentiation could proceed without the

moon's passing through a molten stage. If the

actual accretion of the moon is such as to permit

a differentiated body, then the thermal diffi-

culties are removed. However, there is no indica-

tion of density stratification in the orbital data.

In figure 13 the temperature is a function of the

depth of burial of the heat sources, with an initial

temperature of 1200°C. Even for this high initial

temperature the maximum temperatures lie well

below the melting temperatures at the depths

involved.

Figurc 14 shows the effect upon the maximum
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FmURE 14.--The maximum temperature within the moon
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Radioactivity is uniformly distributed.

temperature of lowering the total radioactivity.
The radioactivity is assumed to be uniformly dis-
tributed. In this case the maximum temperature
is reached at the center of the moon. The central

temperature is plotted as a function of the frac-
tion of chondritic radioactivity maintaining the
chondritic ratio among the heat-producing ele-
ments. It is to be noted that the solar abundance

of potassium corresponds to about _ of the chon-
dritic radioactivity_ If the initial temperature is 0,
the central temperature lies below the melting
temperature for a total radioactivity equal to
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FIGURE 15.--The dependence of surface heat flow on the

depth of burial of heat sources. Total radioactivity

equals that of chondrites. The initial tenq)erature is
600°C.

that of chondritic meteorites. If the initial tem-

perature is 600°C, then the moon remains solid

throughout if the radioactivity is 0.75 that of

chondrites or less. An initial temperature of

1200°C requires that the radioactivity be less

than 0.4 that of chondritic meteorites for the pres-

ent temperature to lie below the melting point of

diopside. If the radioactivity were as low as that

indicated by the potassium content of the solar

atmosphere, then the initial temperature could

have been rather high, greater than 1200°C, and

the lunar material would still have remained solid.
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F](_um,z 16.--])ependence of the surface heat flow on the

depth of burial of heat sources. Total radio,_ctivity

equals that of chondrils_s. The initial temperature is
1200°C.

A differentiated moon removes the problem of
the conflict between the inferred strength of the
moon and the high temperatures within a uniform
chondritic moon. ])ifficulties with the thermal

emission may be raised in tlmt the heat flow in a

partially differentiated moon will be greater
than in a uniform moon. Figure 15 shows the
surface heat flow as a function of the depth of

burial of heat sources, by assuming a chondritic
radioactivity and an initial temperature of (100°C.
Two values for the opacity are shown and these
indicate that the detailed assumptions regarding
thermal conductivity are not important in the
determination of the surface heat flow. If the

heat sources extend to a depth of somc 500 kin,
then the surface hc'_t flow is twice that of the
model in which the heat sources arc located within

the ut)per 70 kin. The ne._r-surface concentration
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of heat sources permits heat produced during the

early stages of the history of the moon to escape

rather than be trapped. If the heat sources are

buried to a depth of some 500 km most of the

heat is reaching the surface. This high heat flow

may be in conflict with the results of radio emis=

sion at long wavelengths, but the point should

not be held too strongly since the radio result

involves rather arbitrary assumptions regarding

the electrical properties of the near-surface lunar

materials.

Figure 16 illustrates the dependence of the

surface heat flow upon the depth of burial of

sources when the initial temperature is at 1200°C.

If the moon were initially molten, then the heat

flow would be considerably higher, as in figure 17.

The alternative to concentration of heat

sources near the surface is that the radioactivity

of the moon is substantially less than that of

chondritic meteorites. The dependence of surface

heat flow on the amount of radioactivity is

shown in figure 18 for two initial temperature

distributions. In these models the radioactivity

is assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout

the moon.

The hypothesis that the moon is differentiated

provides a solution to the discrepancy between

its figure and the inferred high temperature of a

moon of chondritic composition. There is no evi-

dence in the astronomical data that the moon is

indeed differentiated but the orbital data are not
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conclusive. The alternative supposition is that
the radioactive element composition of the moon
differs from that of meteorites. This hypothesis
is strengthened by the fact that the density of the
moon is appreciably less than the density of
chondritic materials. The data on the moon can

perhaps best be interpreted in terms of a heavy
element composition like that of the solar atmos-
phere. This would explain the present density of
the moon. s4 Further, the potassium content in
the solar atmosphere is about a quarter that of
the chondritic meteorites through this value is
very uncertain. If the potassium content were
indeed so low, and if the uranium and thorium
were similarly reduced, then the radioactivity
would be low enough to permit a chemically
uniform moon without melting.

Section 8

INTERNAL STRUCTUREOF MARS

The mass of Mars is well determined from the
orbital constants of the satellites Phobos and

Deimos. Its density is uncertain because the
diameter is disputed. The orbital constants for
Phobos and Deimos also provide an accurate
value of (C-A)/Ma 2. This ratio can be used to

estimate the moment of inertia C, if hydrostatic
equilibrium is assumed. One problem is then to
construct such a model of the density distribution

withiH the planet that the variation of density
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Tt_BL_ 21.--Radius and Mean Density of Mars

Source

Rabe(Reference94)

Trumpler (Reference95)

Dollfus (Reference 96)

Radius
(kin)

3415

3310

3335

Mean Density (gm/cm3)

3.84

4.21

4.12

yields the observed mass and moment of inertia.

Since there is no definitive value for the radius,

the problem is unsolved and there are a number

of possible models of the density distribution
within Mars.

The Gravitational Potential of Mars

Urey has discussed the difficult problem of ob-

taining the radius of the solid surface of Mars. 1

Rabc obtained a value of 3415 km ;94this value is

usually accepted as the correct visual radius.
Later workers have shown that Mars exhibits a

different radius for light at different wavelengths.

Trumpler found that the radius in yellow light

is 3310 km and obtained a value agreeing with

that of Rabe for white light25 Dollfus arrived at a

value 25 km greater. 96 Camichel, in a detailed

study, obtained results which appear to confirm

Trumph'r's value. 9v Table 21 lists values for the

radius and mean density of Mars obtained by

the principal investigators. Though it appears

that Trumpler's smaller radius value has been

confirmed and is now generally accepted, we will

show that it leads to difficulties in constructing a

density-thermal model for Mars.

From Trumpler's value for the radius and

Woolard's study of the motion of Phobos, 95 we
obtain

c-k 0.00203 •
J2 Ma2

This value is obtained from observed quantitie_

and does not depend on any assumptions regard-

ing the attainment of hydrostatic equilibrium

within the pltmet. By assuming the pranet is in

hydrostatic equilibrium it is possible to arrive

at a value for the flattening, f (see equation 6),

and, from the flattening, a value f()r C/Ma"-

(see equation 4). The hydrostatic flattening for

Mars is 0.0052. It should be enq)hasized that this

value is not the observed flattening, but rather

the flattening calculated from J_ with the assump-
tion that the interior of Mars is in hydrostatic

equilibrium.

In the earth the difference, A J2, between the

observed value of 1.0823X10 -3 and the hydro-

static value of 1.0711X10 -3 requires that stress

differences on the order of ten bars or greater are

supported within the interior of the planet. The
difference between the moon's radii as found from

its dynamical effects is about 1.8 km aud hardly

any of it is explained by the hydrostatic hypothe-

sis; it must be supported by the strength of the
interior. The true value of the flattening of Mars

may also differ from the hydrostatic value. In
the earth the fractional difference between the

observed and the theoretical flattening is

Af
f o. oo53 . (43)

Similar or even somewhat larger differences might

be expected on Mars. On the earth the actual

flattening is greater than the hydrostatic value

and this has been interpreted to result from the
secular deceleration of the earth (see Section 2

and references 19 and 24). For Mars the rate of

rotational deceleration due to tidal interaction

with Phobos is far less than for the earth. None-

thcless, wc would expect the hydrostatic flattening
on Mars to be less than the observed flattening.

Percentage deviation can be larger on Mars since
the maximum stress differences are proportional

to gravity and gravity on Mars is about 0.38
that on the earth. On Mars Af/f might be on the

order of 0.01 to 0.03 but probably is not nmch

larger. The range of acceptable values of f is then
about 0.005 to 0.0055. A nmch larger or much

smaller value would lead to stress differences on

the order of hundreds of bars rather than tens of

bars and it is unlikely that any silicate material
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can support these stress differences for long

periods of time.

Density Distribution Within Mars

The construction of a density model for Mars

requires the assumption of a surface density and

a law of variation of density with pressure. To

meet the requirements due to the total mass and

J2, an additional degree of freedom is necessary.

Jeffreys suggested a chemically distinct core. '°

The free parameter to be determined for a given

surface density is the core radius. In addition,

the laboratory data and the interpretation of the

structure of the earth's mantle suggest that phase

transitions and major changes in density take

place in silicates at pressures oil the order of

1..0 X 10 _- 1.5 X 10 _ bars.

MacDonald has carried out detailed calcula-

tions on possible density distributions for Mars,

assuming that the equation of state for the ma-

terial is that for the material in the earth's

mantle29 If a lower value for the radius of Mars

is adopted, it would appear that the only model

consistent with the dynamically obtained value

of J2 is one in which the surface density is large,

about 3.8-4.0, and in which there is no large

scale chemical inhomogeneity in the form of an

8.5
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,,,.j..I,, 8.0
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II I I I
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FIGURE 19.--Density models for Mars with an outer

radius of 3345 km and a flattening of 5X10 -3. In one

model phase transition takes place at a pressure of 105

bars and there is a relative change in volume of 15%.
In the other model no phase transition is assumed. The

mass of the chemically distinct core is 0.01 of the total
mass in the phase transition model and 0.093 of the

total mass in the other model.
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FIGURE 20.--Density models for Mars with _n outer radius

of 3345 km and a flattening of 4.70X10 -3. In one model

phase transition takes place at a pressure of l05 bars

and there is a relative change in volume of 15%. In the

other model no phase transition is assumed. The mass

of the core is 0.117 of the total mass in the phase transi-
tion model and 0.20 of the total mass in the other model.

inner metallic core. The indicated density is large

compared with the density of the moon and chon-

drites. If the Trumpler value for the radius of

Mars is adopted then the chemical composition

of Mars must differ significantly from the chemical

composition of the moon. An alternative pos-

sibility is that the outer radius is somewhat

larger. In this case, the surface density of about

3.5 coupled with phase transitions would lead to

an acceptable value of J2. In such a model there

could be a small core although its mass would be

1 percent or less that of the total body. The com-

position of Mars would then differ from the pre-

sumed chondritic composition of the earth in

which the core contains 31 percent of the total

mass of the earth. Possible density models arc

shown in figures 19 and 20. An additional restric-

tion is introduced by the fact that Mars has an

observable atmosphere. The atmosphere implies

that the planet has undergone some sort of

differentiation.

Thermal Constitution of Mars

Detailed calculations have been carried out on

the possible temperature distribution within

Mars under the assumption that the composition
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is chondritic. These calculations are illustrated

in figures 21-24 for the parameters listed in

tables 22 and 23. The outstanding fe'tture of the

temperature distribution is that if a chondritic
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radioactivity is assum('d then the temperature

exce(,ds the melting t(;mperatur(; of iron at slmlh)w

depths. Chondrites are about 12 t)erc('nt metallic

iron. If M'u's were inde(,d of chondritic composi-

tion, the radioactivity would lead to the melting

of the iron, and the, iron would gravitationally

differentiate to form a core composed of "lbout l0

percent of the total mass of the planet. Such a
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FmurtE 24.--Caleulated thermal distrihution in Mars IV,

the model for the thernud paranwters listed in tahle 23.
The nmdel is similar to lh.tt shown in figure 23 hut the

initial teml)erature is twi('e as high.
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coreis too largefor theobservedvalueof J2, if

the outer radius is 33.13 kin.

The solution to the problem of the internal

constitution of Mars awaits a definitive value

for the radius of the solid body. From considera-

tion of the mass and ,]2 it would appear that the

heavy element composition of Mars differs

significantly from that of the moon "rod of the

earth. The thermal calculations suggest a radio-

activity substantially lower than that in

chondrites.

TABLE 22.--Thermal Parameters for Mars Models I and 1II

(Figures 21 and 23, Respectively)

TAtlLE 23.--Thermal Parameters for Mars Models II and IV

(Figures 22 and 24, Respectively)

Depth

(kin)
Initial temperaturc

(°C)

0 ........................

330 ....................... ,

1040 .......................
1750 ......................

2000 ......................

2300 .......................

Radius (kin) .............

Surface temperature (con-

stant in time), °C

-39

200

800

1400

1600

1820

3313

--39

Depth
(km)

0 ........................

330 .....................

1040 ......................

1750 ......................

2000 .....................

2300 .....................

Radius (km) ...............

Surfacc temperature (con-

stant in time), °C .........

Initial temperature

(°C)

--39

100

400

7O0

80O

910

3313

--39

Radioactive element con-

centration (gm/gm)

Uranium ..................

Thorium ..................

Potassium .................

Mars II

1.1X10 -s

4.4X10 -s

8.0X10 -4

Mars IV

1.35X10 -s

5.40X10 -s

9.80)<10 -4

Time of integration .........

Lattice conductivity ........ I

Density (uniform) .......... I

Heat capacity ..............

4.51X10 y yr.

2.5 X 105 (ergs/em see dcg).

3.9 (gm/cm3).

1.46 X 107 (ergs/gm deg).

Radioactive element con-

centration (gin/gin)

Uranium ..................

Thorium ..................

Potassium .................

Mars I

1.1X10-s

4.4X10-s
8.0X10 -4

Mars III

1.35 X 10 -s

5.40 X 10 -s

9.8X10-4

Final surface heat flow

(ergs/cm _ see)

eo= 10 cm -x

eo= 100 cm -1

_o= 1000 em -_

Mars II

19.3

14.2

13.3

Mars IV

23.5

17.6

16.1

Time of integration ......... 4.51 X I(P yr.

Lattice conductivity ........ [ 2.5 X 105 (ergs/cm deg).

Density (uniform) .......... ] 3.9 (gm/cm3).

Heat capacity .............. 1.46X107 (ergs/gm deg).

Final surface heat flow

(ergs/cm 2 sec)

eo= 10 em

eo= 100 em

eo= 1000 cm

Mars I

17.0

12.5

12.0

Mars III

19.7

16.0

15.0

Section 9

ROTATION OF THE PLANETS AND THE THERMAL

STRUCTURE OF VENUS AND MERCURY

The rates of rotation of Mercury and Venus in-

directly provide information about the thermal

conditions within these planets. The argument is

based on the observations that the rates of rota-

tion of six of the planets are renmrkably similar

despite nmjor differences in their orbital char-

acteristics, masses, and moments of inertia (see

table 24). Mercury, V(mus, trod Pluto have ex-
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TABLE 24.--Rotation of the Planets

Planet

Mercury (reference 100) ..........................................

_en US ..........................................................

Earth..........................................................

Mars (reference 102) .............................................

Jupiter (reference 103) ............................................

Saturn (reference 104) ............................................

Uranus (reference 100) ............................................

Neptune (reference 105) ..........................................

Pluto (reference 106) .............................................

Period (see)

7.6X106

8.616409 X l04

8. 86427 X l04

3.54 X 104-3.57 )< 10 4
3.68 X 104-3.83 X 104

3.85 X 104

4.58X104

5.5X10 a

Mean angular

velocity

(radians/sec)

8.3>(10 -7

7.292115X 10 -5

7.088 X 10 -5

1.77 X 10 -4

1.67 X l0 -4

1.63X10 -4

1.37 X 10 -4

1.14X10 -5

ceptionally low rates of rotation. Little is known

of the possible dynamical history of Pluto and,

since it may have been a satellite of Neptune at

one time, it will not be considered further. Mer-

cury's rate of rotation is uncertain but available

evidence indicates a period equal to the orbital

period} °° The angular velocity of Venus is not

known, but both spectroscopic and preliminary

radar studies suggest that the rotational period

is much longer than that of the earth. TM

Rotation of Venus and Mercury

Wc will suppose that the initial angular velocity

of rotation of Mercury and Ve,ms equaled the

present angular velocity of the major planets (a

period in the order of 10 hours). On this hypothesis

Mercury and Vemls attained their present angular

velocities through tidal interaction with the sun.

Jefl'reys has shown that the rate of change of the

angular velocity of rotation should be propor-

tional to the product of the sixth power of the

planet's apparent diameter (seen from the sun)

and sin_, where _ is the phase lag of the solar tide. `'°

The rate of change of angular velocity of V(,mls

due to solar tidal interaction is '_bout 7 times as

great as t|mt of the earth, provided the phase lag

on Venus equals the phase lax on th(' earth. With

equal phase lass, the present rat(, of decoleration

of Venus would nearly equal that of the earth

under the combined influences of the moon and

the sun. The tidal dec(,l(,ration of th(' earth du('

to the moon was greater in th(' t)ast b(,eause of

the closer approach of the moon. If the initial

angular velocity of Venus were of the same order

as that of the earth and if the internal properties

of the two planets were similar, then the present

angular velocity of Ve_ms should be greater than

that of the earth.

The apparent discrepancy can be resolved if it

is assumed that the tidal dissipation takes place

within the body of the planet and if anelastic dis-

sipation in Venus is suhstantially greater than in

the earth. In the (,arth, an(,lastie dissipation within

tit(, mantle is mainly due to solid friction. 2'_,s" At

temperatures near or at the melting temperature

other mechanisms (e.g., creep, elastoviscosity)

may become dominant. If there were large regions

within the interior of Venus at or near the melting

point, then tidal dissipation would be greater

than in the earth. A mixture of molten and solid

silicates would be p._rticularly effoctive in dis-

sipation since the energy loss would be through

dir('ct viscous interaction.

The observed angular v(,locity of Venus may

be explained by supposing that temperatures

within the depths of the planet surt)ass the melting

point over considerable regions. It appears likely

that in the earth the temperature comes closest

to the melting temperature at a depth on the order

of 100 to 200 kin, but below this the temperatures

may well b(, b(qow the fusion temperature. Pres-

sure at a given del)th in V(qms is probably only a

few perc(,nt h'ss than the pressure at the same

depth within the earth. The melting temperature

of silicat('s ._t a given depth in Vemls will be ap-
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proximately equal to the corresponding melting

temperature within the earth.

If the concentration of heat-producing radio-

activ_e elements in Venus is silnilar to that in the

earth, the actual temperature at a given depth in

Venus should be higher than in the earth. Exten-
sive observations show that the microwave emis-

sion spectrum of Venus is fiat between 3 and 21

cm, corresponding to a brightness temperature of

600°K. 1°7 If this high surface temperature has

been maintained for an appreciable fraction of the

history of the planet, then the internal thermal

conditions have been affected in a major way.

The higher surface tempcrature on Venus implies

that the temperature in Venus would be higher

than at the same depth in the earth.

A possible thermal structure within Venus is

illustrated in figures 25 and 26. The basic data

for these models are given in table 25. In Venus I

the initial temperature (4.51X 109 years ago) is

taken as 1000°C, in Venus II it is 500°C. Three

values of the opacity have been investigated. The

range of e9 of 10 to 1000 cm -1 covers the values

observed in silicates (see Section 5). The tem-

perature at a depth of some 200 km is about

200°C higher than the temperature at the same

depth for a similar thermal model of the earth.

The variation of the melting temperature in

silicates at these depths is uncertain, but the indi-

cated temperatures are undoubtedly well above

3000
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FIGURE 25.--Calculated tcmpcrature distribution in the
Venus I model (initial temperature of 1000°C). Chon-
dritic radioactivity is assumed to bc uniformly dis-
tributed. The detailed thermal parameters are listed in
table 25.
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FIGURE 26.--Calculated temperature distribution in the

Venus II model (initial temperature of 500°C). Chon-

dritic radioactivity is assumed to he uniformly dis-

trit)utcd. The detailed thermal parameters are listed in

table 25.

the melting temperature of common silicate
materials.

The inferred low rate of rotation of Venus is

compatible with a model in which a substantial

fraction of the planet is at or ncar the melting

point. The high surface temperature combined

with a radioactive composition equal to that of

chondritic meteorites would provide a consistent

model. Although evidence is sketchy, present

data are consistent with the hypothesis that the

radioactive chemical composition of Venus and

the earth are similar but that the high surface

temperature of Venus has raised the temperature

within the planet above the melting point of the
silicates.

Inferences regarding the internal structure of

Mercury are even more uncertain. The solar tide

acting on Mercury is about 50 times more effec-

tive than the combined lunar and solar tides acting

on the earth, provided that the phase lag is the

same. If Mercury had an initial angular velocity

similar to that of the present-day earth, then the

time required to reduce its rate of rotation to the

present value is much too long if its anelasticity

is equal to that of the earth. On the hypothesis of

an initial angular velocity equal to that of the

earth, we would require either: (1) that Mercury

was initially molten and during this early time
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TABLE 25.--Thermal Parameters for Venus Models I and II

(Figures 25 and 26, Respectively)

Initial temperature (uni-

(form).

Surface temperature (con-

stant in time).

Radioactive element concen-

tration (uniform, gm/gm):

Uranium ..............
Thorium ..............

Potassium .............

Venus 1--1000°C; Venus
II--500°C.

300°C.

1.1X10 -s

4.4X10 -s
8.0X10 -_

Time of integration ......... 4 51X109 yr.

Lattice conductivity ........ I 2"5×10_ (crgs/cm sec deg).

Density (mfiforn0 .......... 4.0 (gm/cmS).
1.3 X 107

Heat capacity .............. (ergs/gm dog).

Final surface heat flow

(crgs/cm _ sec)

co= 10 cm -t

e0= 100 eln -1

_0= 1000 cm -l

Venus I

17.2

17.7

16.7

Venus II

14.4

14.6

14.0

its periods of rotation and revolution were

equalized by solar tidal friction; or (2) th'Lt tile

present thermM state of Mercury is such that it

allows much greater dissipation of energy in it

than in the earth. The therlnal conditions within

Mercury are most uncertain. The mean density

makes it unlikely that the radioactive composition

of Mercury is similar to that of chondrites. Indeed,

it would seem that Mercury is largely metallic,

and if this is the case then a lower concentration

of radioactive elements is indicated. Since the

effect of pressure on the melting point is far less

in a planet the size of Mercury than in larger

bodies such as Vcmls and the earth, a lower con-

centration of r'tdioactivc elements (one half to

one third) would still melt the small body or

nmke it largely molten.
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Appendix A

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE FREE OSCILLATIONS

ELASTIC VIBRATIONS OF A SPHERE

At frequencies for which the spectrum is recog-

nizably discrete, the normal modes involve a

major part of the earth. The characteristic length

associated with these vibrations is largc compared

with the inhomogencities of the continent-ocean

system. Hence, it is customary to assume spherical

symmetry for the earth. The earth is then dcfincd

by the radial functions determining thc initial

distribution of unperturbed density, p(r), and

the Lain6 constants, _(r) and h(r).
In the analysis of the fi'ee vibrations of the

solid earth we first describe the equilibrium state

and then superimpose on the static solution a

perturbation velocity field vi controlled by the

elastic gravitatiomfl and rotational restoring

forces. As we shall see, the rotational restoring

forces can be treated as a perturbation, but for
th(, low fr(,qu('ncy vibrations the effect of gravity

luust bc explicitly taken into account.

(:onsider a rot'_ting isotropic solid. The equilib-

rium conditions, referred to a coordinate axis

rotating at angular velocity _-, are

)grad U _ grad p ,

(All
1

U : tlg(r) - _ r _ _2 cos2 8 ,

where p is the hydrostatic pressure and p is the

density. The potential l ; is made up of two p'_rts.

U,_(r) is the spherically symmetrical potential of

the gravitational forces satisfying Poisson's
equation,

_7 2 U, = 4_p , (A2)

The second .'._erm in the equation for the total po-

tenti'd (_ is proportional to the S(luare of the

angular veh)city _, and represents the cylindrically

symmetric'd centrifugal forces; r is the (tist'mce

from the earth's center; 0 is the latitu(h,.

The surfaces, U= constant, arc ellipsoids of
revolution with the maximum cllipticity at the

surfacc. An approximate representation of the

equilibrium surface is

where _, is the hydrostatie value for the flattening

of the ellipsoid. The theoretical value for the

flattening of a body rotating at the angular w_loe-

ity of the _,art, h and also having the intermfl
density distribution of the earth is 1/299.8. The

observed v'due is 1/298.2 (Scction 2). Thus the

actual surface approximates the surface of hydro-

static equilibrium to within 2 parts in 300, and

the surfaces of equilibrium deviate from spherical

surfaces by only one part in 300 throughout the
earth.

The free oscillations are studied by superim-

posing a small stress on the hydrostatic configura-

tion described by equation AI. _,2 The tot'fl stress

tensor, p_j, at any point within the earth is the

sum of a hydrostatic pressure p_j and T_j, an

elastic stress tensor measured from the initially

colnpressed equilibrium st'_tc:

Pij = - P_ii + 'rii (A4)

It is assulned that ro is line._rly related to the

straiu tensor e_j through the local elastic param-

eters. At any point the divcrgence of the elastic
stress tensor is

• --a+uJ + _--°+ui , (AS)
O'riJ'bxj- (k + _) "bxi"bxj _x 2j

where h and U are the Lain6 constants. The ele-

m(,nt u_ is the displacement vector measured

fr<)m the initial cquilil)rium stress state.
The equations of motion referred to a coordinate
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systemfixedto themeanbodyare

b2ui _Uk _U

p--÷Ot 2 2# £ijk _j--ot = - P_-_-i ÷ --

bPi i

I

(A6)

frequency of vibration, assumes only discrete

"values. In terms of the COlnplex amplitude the
equations of motion are

OU _Pki
- c_2pqk÷ 2i/X_kts _r qs = -- P_X k +_Xj

provided that the ellipticity and the quadratic

terms in the displacement are neglected. Neg-

lecting the cllipticity implies that the initial pres-

sure distribution, po, and initial density distribu-

tion, p0, are spherically symmetrical functions of

the radius. In addition, wc will assume that the
elastic constants are radial functions. The as-

sumed spherical symmetry of the earth neglects
the near-surface continent-ocean structure. The

supposition is that the inhomogcneities of the

near-surface material do not extend to great

depths. The low frequency vibrations involve the

earth as a whole and are not affected in any

major way by surface inhomogeneities.

The equations of motion referred to a rotating

system differ from the nonrotating case because

of two terms involving the angular velocity. The

total potential U includes a term varying as the

square of the angular velocity. The smallness of

the cylindrically symmetrical centrifugal force
terms follows from

(A9)

The gyroscopic forces couple the motion along

the coordinate axes and, in spherical coordinates,

equation A9 is not separable. However, the

strength of the coupling depends upon the ratio

of the angular velocity to the frequency of oscilla-

tion. A rough estimate of the period of the funda-

mental oscillation is provided by the ratio of the

circumference to the average elastic wave velocity,

2_a = 2v(6.3 × 108) 4 × 10_ sec- (A10)
8 × l0 s

Thus the lowest order oscillation should have a

period on the order of an hour. This frequency is

an order of magnitude greater than 2ft and we

may suppose that the effect of the earth's rotation

can be treated as a perturbation of the solution

for a nonrotating earth. Let

32_U : 4.cp- 2f) 2 "_

_x i 2

21_2 1
4ve,o _ 300 •

(A7)

= _o (All)

where c00 is the frequency of oscillation in the

absence of rotation. The perturbation expansions

are

The term involving the angular velocity of the

left-hand side of equation A6 is the Coriolos or

gyroscopic force. Its effect is to couple motion

along the various coordinate axes since the rota-

tion deflects the oscillating particles. The rota-

tional coupling introduces a complexity in the

motion that is important in interpreting the de-
tailed observations of the earth's free vibrations.

Assume a time variation of the displacement of

i_t

Uk = qke (A8)

where qk is a complex amplitude and _o, the angular

qk : qk 0 + 8qkl + **"

a_ : coo (1 + a8 + "'') ,

(A12)

where qk° is the complex amplitude in the absence

of rotation. Introducing equations A12 into equa-

tion A9 we note that the gyroscopic terms are of

order _ whereas the centrifugal terms are of order

W-. The term a in equations A12 determines the

magnitude of the frequency shift resulting from
rotation. The equations of motion to zero and
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first order in _ are:

_U° 5Pk j0

- P (0-;0)2 qk0 + P _ _X - 0 ,
J

3UI _Pk j

- /9 (co 0)2 qkl ¢ p _XXk _ 3xi
2p (wO) 2 aq: + 2pi(wO) 2 ekrs Zr q: '

J J

(A13)

The motion to zero order in _ is governed by elasticity, by the gravitational forces arising from the

alteration of the density field by the motion, and by the attraction of the deformed interfaces. Equa-

tions A13 and A2 determine the displacement and the gravitational potential. Thcse solutions are

subject to the conditions that: (l) The solution is regular at the origin. (2) The stresses vanish on the

deformed surface of the earth. (3) The internal and external gravitational potentials and their gradients

are equal at the deformed external surface. In addition, the stress components must be continuous at

any internal surface of discontinuity, as must the gradient of the gravitational potential.

The equations of motion arc separable in spherical coordinates if rotation is neglected. A solution

with spherical symmetry is:

qj

I

1 =0 m=-I

)Q(/ +l)Cim.t(0, k) nTl(r)

+ Pi ,t(O,k) .Wt(r) + _Q(l= + I) Bmj.t(0' k) .Vt(r)l '

!

U(r) : _ _-_ x/m(0, _-) n_/(r) ,

I :0 m=-I

(A14)

where the vector spherical harmonics C_, B_, and P_ are defined by a

C _ (0, k) :
i ,_ _/l(t +1) EiJk_Xk (xk xlm) '

X i

pm (0, k) : --i ,I r Xl m ,

B m (0, _,.)
i ,1 + X'_i X/ m •

(Al.5)

X, m denotes the complex spherical harmonies.

T, W, V, _b are radial functions and the subscript

n d('aotes the overtone or the number of radial

zeros. It shouh| be melltioned th'tt in the nota-

tion adopt('d the letters l and m are reserved for

the angular order of the spherical harmonies and

arc associated with the latitude 0 and longitude

_,, res,oectively. The coordinate subscripts are

separated from the order subscripts by commas.

The vectors C_, P_, and B_ arc mutually orthog;-
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onal. Motions described by

2?qi 0 : lt'l(l +1) C = (0, 4) nTl(r)i ,l

1:0 m:-I

(A16)

involve no radial component; the particles remain

on a spherical surface throughout an oscillation.

The density remains constant since

_qi°

_x i - 0. (A17)

These oscillations are termed the toroidal oscilla-

tions. They are particularly simple since they do

not involve coupling with the density field, and,

as a result, the gravitational field remains
constant.

The motions described by P/and B_ are char-

acterized by the vanishing of the radial compo-

nent of the curl of the displacement. They are

labeled spheroidal oscillations. They involve both

radial and horizontal components of the displace-

ment; therefore the gravitational forces come into
play.

NUMERICAL METHODS FOR OBTAINING THE

EIGEN FREQUENCIES

Two methods have been used to obtain the

eigen frequencies for an earth with a radial varia-

tion of its elastic properties. In an approach

taken from Pekeris the equations are reduced to a

set of first-order ordinary differential equations

which are integrated by the Runge-Kutta

method. In an alternate scheme, matrix methods

are used to join up solutions valid in homogeneous

layers.
In order to illustrate the methods that have

been applied, we will consider the simpler case of

toroidal oscillations. The equation of motion for
toroidal oscillation is

_drr 2 + r dr/ dr _rr - r + (°J°)2 p0 _ =r2 _ T 0, (A18)

where the subscripts of the radial function T have been omitted. The boundary conditions require that

the stress should vanish at the outer surface of the elastic mantle and, since the core is fluid, should also
vanish at the inner surface.

Alterman, Jarosch, and Pekeris 4 formally obviated the need to evaluate the empirically obtained
derivative of rigidity by introducing the variables

Yl : T , "_

Y2 : /_ - "

(A19)

Equation A18 is then equivalent to the system

dy 1

dy 2 Vtz( l 2 + l

dr - L r2
11 I: r-Yl +-_Y2 '

2)- (oJ°)2 p°ly 1 - r3---y 2 ,

(A20)

where the boundary conditions are that y2 must vanish at the outer and inner boundaries of the earth's

mantle. Equations A20 can be integrated by the Runge-Kutta method and the eigen frequencies deter-

mined as a function of the integer 1. The analysis of the spheroidal oscillations is similar, but it involves

the simultaneous solution of six first-order equations.

An alternative method, used by Gilbert and MacDonald, 5 employs the known solution for a homo-

geneous spherical shell. The earth is assumed to be a number of concentric spherical elastic shells. The

solution for each shell is continued to the next shell by use of the appropriate boundary condition.
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Thedisplacementin atoroidaloscillationfor ahomogeneouselasticshellis

gi ° : _ _ l/l(/ + 1) Cmi ,l (0, _)[at m jt(kr)+ bt= yl(kr)] ,

1 =1 m=-I

(A21)

where

a) o
k : -- (A22)

v

is the wave number. The values jz and yz are spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind.

The coefficients a and b are determined by the boundary conditions that the radial traction vanish, i.e.,

+ 1)C m (0, k).
i .I

• {_zka/m [-it' (kr) - (kr)-' Jl(kr)_ + /_kb/_ [yt'(kr) - (kr) -1 j/(kr)]} - o , (A23)

at the inner and outer surfaces. If we denote the bracketed terms in equations A21 and A23 by R and

S respectively, than

LpJ_[iI (kr) - (kr) -1 jt(kr)] /_k[yt (kr) - (kr) -1 yt(kr)] • (A24)

Let s denote the s spherical shell; r_+l identify

the bottom and top radii of the s spherical shell,

respectively. Equations A24 take the form

l-R'( : (_(r) , (A25)
LS,(,

where (_ is a 2,2 matrix. _ is a function of the

density and rigidity of the layer whose inner

radius is r,. Equation A25 can be written

provided 6. is not singular. By combining equa-
tions A25 and A26 we relate the stress and dis-

placement at the level r, to the same quantities

at r8+1:

R (r)_
S (r,)]

r +,)] .(A27)
:: ¢1.(,.)_.-'(,..,>[_:((,...,)j

In terms of th(' imwr, r_, and outer, r0, radii of

the mantle,

Rl(rl) : cVRN(r0)I ,

l(ri)J LS.(ro)J
(A28)

where

(A29):_ = ff (r) (_-1(r +I) ,

The stress must vanish at both the inner and outer

surfaces. Therefore equations A28 become

(A30)

The roots of equations A30 are, then, resonant

frequencies for the toroidal oscillations.

Spheroidal oscillations may be treated similarly.
The matrices arc 6X6 and the roots are deter-
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TABLE Al.--Rotational Splitting of Toroidal and Spheroidal

Oscillations (l=2)

m

2

1

0

-I

-2

Period (rain.)

Toroidal

41.9

42.1

42.3

42.5

42.7

Spheroidal

52.1

52.9

53.7

54.5

55.3
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toroidal oscillations _ is i_

1
_(t) = t(t + 1) ' (A32)

whereas in the case of spheroidal oscillations,

o-(l ) =

_o0 pr2(2_ _ + V2)d r

Io0 pr_[W2 + I(l +l)V2]dr

, (A33)

where r0 is the outer radius. W and V are the

radial functions in equations A14. Table A1 illus-

trates the splitting of the spheroidal and toroidal

oscillations for the Gutenberg model earth.

mined by the vaifishing of a partition of the

matrix. In this method the elements of the

matrices and the inversions are evaluated

numerically.

EFFECT OF ROTATION ON THE EIGEN

FREQUENCIES

The numerical calculations of the previous

section can be used to obtain the eigen frequencies

for the nonrotating earth. For this case the solu-

tion is degenerate with respect to the ordinal

number m (see equations A14); the two possible

signs of m are symmetrical for a stationary sphere.

Rotation removes the degeneracy with respect

to the azimuthal number m. Each line in the

spectrum is split into a multiplet of 21+1 lines

where the frequencies are given by

_t" : _t° + _(t)fl . (A31)

A perturbation calculation 6-s shows that for
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EVIDENCE FROM THE MOON'S SURFACE
FEATURES FOR THE PRODUCTION

OF LUNAR GRANITES

JOHN A. O'KEEFE

AND

WINIFREI) SAWTELL CAMERON

Goddard Space Flight Center

If tektites come from the moon, they indicate a granitic constitution for a considerable portion

of its outcr crust, especially if allowance is made for the chemical effects of volatization (loss of

alkalies). The evidence for granitic rocks from the morphohlgy of the moon's surface is considered
in this paper. The displacement of the center of the moon's visible surface with respect to the center

of mass is considered evidence of isostasy oil the moon. It is shown here that this displacement

is not merely a limb phenomenon, and is probably not explicable in terms of the kind of umpy

interior proposed by Urey to explain the difi'crcnccs of thc moments of inertia. Evidence for charac-

teristic granite topographic features, including tholoids and laccoliths, is summarized. The possi-

bility that the maria were produced t)y the fluidization of volcanic ash is considered. The trans-

porting fluid is considered to he the contained gases as in a terrestrial ash flow. Ash flows on the

earth arc responsiblc for the cmplaccmcnt of a largc fraction of all wflcanic ash. From a study of
the physics of ash flows, it, is deternfincd that the fluidization should hc cvcn more cffcctivc on the

moon. It is (.on(:ludcd that thc morl)hoh)gy of the moon's surface docs net contradict the notion

lhat large 'mmunt.s of acid rock '_rc t)rcsent on its surf.tee.

INTRODUCTION

Evidence has been adduced from the writing of

Nininger, Dietz, O'Keefe, Varsavsky, Gold, and

Chapman _-6 in support of the hypothesis, orig-

inally enunciated by Verheck, 7 that tektites come

from the moon. Chapman's work in particular has

shown that the external features of the australites

indicate a velocity of entry into the earth's

atmosphere between l0 and 13 km per second.

Taken in conjunction with the observed surface

distribution, this figure excludes direct origin

from the earth, and it likewise excludes normal

meteoric orbits. It is, on the other hand, entirely

consistent with the theory of origin from the

moon. Since particles coming from the moon as a

result of meteorite impacts are to be cxpcc, tcd a

priori, and sim.c these ought to be different from

meteorites, it is highly likely that at least some of

these particles arc tektites.

Is the hypothesis of a lunar origin for tektites

consistent with what is known about the structure

of the moon's surface?

In the present paper we will attempt to relate

the observable features of the moon's surface with

the kind of rocks which would be expected to

yield tektites. First an effort will be made to

deduce the type of rock which formed the parent

of the tektites; then the common surface features

of the earth associated with rock of this kind will

be noted;and finally we shall attempt to identify

these features on the moon.

THE ROCK WHICH YIELDS TEKTITES

In the first place, it is clear that, if they are

lunar, the tektites are related to the igneous rocks

since sedimentary processes in the ordinary sense

do _lot occur on the moon--unless Gilvarry's

radical hypothesis of lunar oceans is correct. 8 In

the second plat, e, tektites belong with the acid

igneous rocks of the earth (those with a silica

1284
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content of 65 percent or more) rather than with
the intermediate rocks (55 to 65 percent silica) or

the basic rocks (55 percent or less silica). No
known tektite has less than 65 percent silica;

nearly all have more than 68 percent. 9
Tuttle and Bowen showed that the majority of

the acid igneous rocks can be thought of as

consisting principally of three minerals--quartz,

orthoclase, and albite--in roughly equal pro-

portions. I0
Petrologists express such a relation with a

triangular diagram, such as that in figure 1, in
which each corner is labeled with the name of one

of the three constitutents. The relative pro-

portions of the three constituents are expressed by

the position of a point on the diagram; its distance

from any side of the triangle is proportional to the
abundance of the mineral marked on the opposite

vertex. The normative composition is the theoret-

ical equilibrium mineral composition as computed

from chemical analysis of the rock.

It can be seen that granites and their volcanic

equivalents, rhyolites, cluster around the center

of the triangular diagram (figure 1). There is

experimental evidence for this behavior and it can

be explained theoretically. If the composition of

the first fraction of liquid produced by melting in

this system--in the first instance, at atmospheric

QUARTZ

(S,02)

__T EKTITES

?
F '-" OR

(" //

v v v ,J V V V \

ALBITE ORTHOCLASE

(NaAIS_308) (KA151308)

FIGURE 1.--Normative compositions of granites and
tektites, weight percentage (modified from reference 10;
tektite norms from reference 11).

pressure--is projected onto this diagram, it is

found that the granites occupy the locus of lowest

melting point, near the center of the diagram. At

higher water pressures there is some migration of

the low-melting-point trough, but it remains near

the center. The granites therefore are believed to

be formed either as the last portion of a nmgma to

solidify (magmatic differentiation) or the first

portion of a solid rock to liquefy. In the first case,

they might represent the last remaining liquid in a

large underground reservoir of magma; in the
latter case they might represent a liquid sweated

out of a solid mass at high temperature. These

possibilities are further discussed elsewhere by
Lown!an.12

The important point to see here is that tektites

as they are found do not fit the picture. As is

shown in figure 1, tektites are on the quartz side of

the granite field (and the low-melting-point

trough), in a region where very few igneous rocks
are located. If the tektites fell below the central

region (i.e., on the orthoclase-albite side), it

would be possible to explain their composition as

due to incompleteness of one of the igneous

processes mentioned. There are sound reasons for

thinking that, either on the earth or on the moon,

many acid igneous rocks have been derived from

basaltic magma or from some rock of lower silica
content. Terrestrial rocks that would be above

the trough in figure 1 can be explained as remelted

sandstones, since sand is mostly silica; but this

explanation is not available for lunar materials.

The problem is so serious that many students of

tektites, including Urey, reject the theory of a

lunar origin of tektites, for just this reason,

emphasizing that the chemistry of silicates ought
to be the same on the moon as on the earth.

A possible solution of the problem has been

provided by Cohen l_ and Taylor, TM who have

pointed out the significance of volatilization in

altering the composition of tektites. Taylor showed

that the flanges of australites, which have been

exposed to two meltings, are about 20 percent

poorer in soda and potash than the cores, which

have been exposed to only one melting. Cohen

showed that the ratio of the volatile element

germanium to the less volatile gallium was lower

in the flanges than in the cores. Taylor applied his

work only to the australite problem, but Cohen
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madethe interestingsuggestionthat the same
processhadbeenat workin theformationof the
taktitesin general.

Cohen'shypothesisisin goodaccordwithmany
otherphysicalandchemicalpropertiesoftektites,
namely:

1. The remarkablelack of waterand other
volatiles;,6

2. Thepresenceof FeOratherthanFe203;
3. Theahnosttotal lackofmagnetization;:6
4. Theglassynatureof thetektitesthemselves.

Thesecharacteristicsby themselvessuggesta
thoroughheatingat atemperatureabovethatof
ordinarylavas.At hightemperatures,theescape
ofalkaliesiscommonlyobservedin thelaboratory
(reference10,p. 6).

It is thereforeplausibleto supportthat the
tektitesarederivedfroma matcrialnmchlike a
graniteor otheracidigneousrock,providedthat
weaccepttheideaof aperiodof heatingat very
hightemperatures,lastingseveralminutes,during
somepartof thehistoryof thetektites.Perhaps
the heatingoccurredduringa hypotheticalfor-
mationof the tektitesasablationdropsill the
atmosphere.2"hemechanismof ablationheating
is known,froln the exampleof the australite
flanges,to be competentto accountfor the
volatilization.Analternativepossibility,that the
heatingresultedfromimpactonasurfacesuchas
that of the moon,encountersthe difficultythat
thetimedurationof impactheatingappearsto be
short,asjudgedfromthelackof holnogeneityof
terrestrialimpactglasses.

Thusthe first part of this discussionis com-
pleted;welind that thetektitesbelongwith the
granitickindred.It shouldbementionedthatthe
term"granite"isusedhereprimarilyinachemical
sense;strictlyspeaking,graniteisacoarse-grained
rock,usuallyformedat agreatdepthandexposed
later I)yerosion.Althoughtheremaybesome
granitein the moonwhichhas1)ee,lexposedin
craters,it shouldbe uncommon;the granitie
magmaswill typicallyhaveformedfine-grained
volcanicrockssuchasrhyoliteandtuff.

SURFACE FEATURES ASSOCIATED WITH

GRANITIC ROCKS

The second part of this dis,'nssion is the listing

of land forms that are associated with granitic

rocks, especially those which might be visible on

the moon. They are:

1. Isostasy--continental blocks of crust sup-

ported in a more or less hydrostatic fashion by
flotation above a heavier substratum. The con-

tinents of the earth are made essentially of granite

or its derivatives. The ocean basins, however, are

apparently underlain by basaltic rock with a

density about 10 pereent higher.

2. Batholiths--large masses of granitic rock

typically found in the cores of large folded
mountain belts such as the Appalachians. Since

there are no folded mountains of this type

(consisting of thick accumulations of sedimentary
rock) on the moon, we do not expect evidence

that typical batholiths exist there.
3. Laccoliths--lnushroom-shaped bodies, usu-

ally composed of acid igneous rock, intruded

between the layers of a stratified country rock and

causing the overlying strata to t)ecome dome-

shaped.
4. l'eleean voh'anism, characterized by:

a. Extrusion of lava in the form of spines and

ridges, owing to high vciseosity.
b. Production of ash, both as ordinary ash falls

and especially as ash flows, in which the solid
material is fluidized .and transported by the

containcd gases.

EVIDENCE FOR THE EXISTENCE OF ISOSTASY,

LACCOLITHS, AND PELEEAN VOLCANISM

ON THE MOON

Isostasy

The fundamental evidence for isostasy on the

moon is the difference of position I>etween the

moon's center of gravity and its center of figure.

The difference is well established; for example, it

has been regularly employed for the calculation

of the eclipses of the sun (see the American

Ephemeris and Nautical A lmanac.for 1962, p. 2(,)1).

It amounts to approximately 1 kin, in the sense

that the ('enter of fgure is south of the center of

gravity. The basi(' principle is that ol)servations of

the moon give the position of the center of the

moon's visible face, whereas theory refers to the

center of gravity. A discrepancy appears between
theory and observation, by which the observed

position is persistently south of the calculated one.
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Thediscrepancycannotberemovedbyamending
the lunar theory,sincethis doesnot contain
constantterms in the celestiallatitude.It is
thereforeattributedto a differencebetweenthe
centers.Similardifferencesmight ill principle
existin the east-westdirectionor in theradial
direction;but thereis noeasyobservationalway
to findthem.

Therealityof theeffecthasbeenquestionedoil
the groundthat the moon'ssouthernlimb is
conspicuouslyrougherthan the northernlimb
(privatecommunicationwith H. C.Urey).Hence
theeffectmightbeduemerelyto thefactthat at
the limb weare lookingat the ridgelines.In
roughcountrytheiraverageheightishigherthan
thegroundasawhole.

It ispossible,however,to verify that thesame
displacementexiststo anevengreaterextentfor
pointswellawayfromthelimb.Thereadermay
examinethemapsof Baldwin'7or therecentU.S.
Army Map ServiceTopographicMap of the
Moon,producedunderthesupervisionof A. L.
Nowicki. Both give elevationsreferredto a
centerwhichfitsthelimbobservations,andhence
liessouthofthecenterofgravity.Nevertheless,it
canbeseenat oncethattheaverageheightof the
groundin thesouthernportionisgreater,onthese
charts,then in the northernpart. This means
that thecenterof figureasderivedfromthemaps
fallsevenfurthersouthof thecenterof gravity
thanthecenterasderivedfrolnlimbobservations.

Forobtaining a quantitative estimate, use was

made of the catalog of 150 points, on the surface

of the moon, established by G. Sehrutka-Rechten-

stature. TM His catalog gives rectangular coordinates

in the usual system, the unit being the radius of

the moon, referred to the following coordinates for

the center of the crater MSsting A:

}= -0.08992 (_ positive to west),

,1= -0.05551 (n positive to north),

= +0.99521 (_ positive toward the earth).

These coordinates refer to a center derived from

limb observations which is, as usual, about one

km south of the center of gravity.

At lcast squares solution was made for the

center of that sphere which most nearly fits the

coordinates given by Schrutka-RechtenstamIn.

Since the solution is almost independent of the

correction ill the radial (_) direction, the _ cor-

rection was arbitrarily fixed at zero. The derived

corrections to the } and ,7 coordinates are A}=

--0.4!0.4 (m.e.) and A_=+1.4_:0.4 (m.e.),

from which it follows that the center of figure
should be a kilometer or so farther south. The

correction in the east-west direction is small and

uncertain. This result tends to confirm what is

seen on the maps, as would be expected, since the

maps are based on the coordinates of Schrutka-

Rechtenstamm and his predecessors. The result is

not, of itself, as decisive as it might appear, since
the coordinates available omit the outer rim of the

moon's disk. Owing to foreshortening, the outer

rim forms only a small fraction of the visible dist',

although it makes up nearly half of the visible

hemisphere. A significant point is that the rough

continental areas are found to be, in fact, higher

than the smooth maria, both in the coordinate

calculations and on the maps.

On the whole, however, it appears impossible to

doubt the reality of the displacement of the

centers. Urey's contrary statement (reference 19,

pp. 22-25) is due to the fact that the occultation
data which he used were calculated from the center
of the moon's face rather than from the center of

gravity.

Two explanations might exist for the displace-

ment of the center of figure.

1. It might be due to isostasy. On the earth the

center of mass is at the center of figure of the

gcoid (sea level surface) _ccording to a theorem in

potential theory. Since the Pacific hemisphere,

which is centered near 180 ° longitude and 30°S

latitude, is nearly all water, whereas the other

hemisphere is nearly all land, it is clear that for

the earth there is also a displacement of the center

of figure with respect to the center of mass. It is

well known that this displacement exists because

the continents are essentially granite, whereas

the ocean bottoms are essentially basalt, so that

there is an excess of density in the ocean hemi-

sphere. The displacement of the moon's center of

figure may be due to a similar structure. A
division of the moon into roughly two physio-

graphic parts is apparent to the eye and telcscope
from coloration and comparative elevation; the

lower elevation is associated usually with darker

colored material than the higher elevation. This

suggests an excess of density in the maria.
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2. Asecondpossibility,towhichUrey,Elsasser,
and Rochester 2° have drawn attention, is that the

moon is inhomogeneous in a more or less random

way, and consists of a finite number of lumps of

unequal density.

To distinguish between these two hypotheses,
we make use of the evidence from the second

harmonics of the moon's gravitational field which

indicates density inhomogeneities. If the ir-

regularities in density are at the surface, and are

supported in a more or less hydrostatic way, then
the net effect on the external gravitational field

will be small, since, by Archimedes' principle, the

floating continental blocks will displace their own

weight of basic rock, leaving the gravitational

field approximately the same, at least at great

distances. If, on the other hand, the inhomo-

geneities are irregularly distributed through the
mass of the moon, then nmch larger gravitational

effects are to be expected.

The external gravitational potential (_*of any

planet can be expressed as a series of spherical

harmonics, of the form

u = _ S{b,l) ,
nmO

(1)

where r is the radius, b the latitude, 1 the longitude;

the values of Sn(b, l) are surface spherical har-

inonics, and the A n's are coefficients of the
harmonics. In this expression, the harmonic of

zero order represents the field which the body
would have if the mass were concentrated at one

point. If the origin of coordinates is taken at the

center of mass, then by a theorem in potential

theory, the three first harmonics in the potential

vanish; this is equivalent to the above remark

about the center of figure of the gcoid coinciding
with the center of mass of the earth.

Since the effect of irregularities in the moon's

gravitational field must be measured from the

action of the irregularities on the earth or the sun
(together with the reaction on the moon), it follows

that the effects will die out rapidly as we use higher

and higher harmonics. The second harmonics are
the lowest harmonics whose effects can be expected

to reflect the irregularities of the moon; they are

also the highest harmonics which can now be
detected.

We wish to compare the observed variations in
the second harInonics over the moon's surface

with the variations to be expected from a theory

of lumps. We shall first obtain an expression for

the moment of inertia, I, in an arbitrary direction,

in terxns of quantities determined in libration

theory. Next we shall find the deviation of I from

its average value I °, square the deviation, and

integrate it over the sphere, to find the mean

squared value. This we shall compare with the

mean squared deviation to be expected from a

statistical analysis like that of Urey, Elsasser, and

Rochester, _-°but more rigorous. Finally, we shall

compare the lumpiness needed to produce these
effects in the second harmonic with those re-

(luired to produce the observed effect in the dis-

placement of the centers, and thus see whether

the gravitational field is notably smoothed, as

would be expected in the case of isostasy.

It is also a general result of potential theory that

the coefficients of the spherical harmonics of

order n are proportional to linear combinations of
the nth moments of the mass distribution. Second

harmonics in particular are functions of the
molnents of inertia. The theory is given in

standard texts--in reference 21, for example. If

the moments of inertia around the _, 7/, and _ axes

are respectively denoted by B', C', and A', then

the theory of the moon's figure gives the quantities

3 C' - A'
L' =

2 M,a,2

3 B' - A'
K' = _ M,a,2

- + 0.0003734;

= + 0.000070,

(2)
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where, as in reference 21, primes refer to the moon. Also,

e

C' 1 k'" 13 --_ T B'
=

2 M,a'2

1
= L' - _-g' = + 0.0003384. (3)

The general expression for the moment of inertia I around an axis with direction cosines _, p, and _,

referred to the axes of A', B', and C', respectively, is

I = k'k 2 + B'/_ 2 + C'v 2 • (4)

Setting

h = cosbcos l ,

/_ = cosbsinl ,

v = sinb ,

where b is the selenographic latitude, and 1 the selenographie longitude, we have

I = A'cos 2bcos = I + B' cos 2bsin 2 I + C' sin 2b . (5)

Following Jeffreys' treatment of a similar problem (reference 21, p. 133), we look for a linear ex-

pression for I in terms of both the mean value

A' + B' + C'
Io -- a . (6)

and the spherical harmonics (in Jeffreys' notation)

3 1
pO = Tsin2b -T,

and

'3 2
p22cos2/ = _'cos bcos2/ ,

(7)

(8)

with J' and K' in the coefficients of the spherical harmonics. We find

I = Io ÷ .'a'2 (4]'p: -_K°P22CO. 21) (9)

as may be verified by evaluation at the moon's poles (b= :k90 °, I=CP), at the center of its visible face

(b =0,/=0, I=A'), and at the east and west limbs (b=0, l= ±90 °, I=B'). These three conditions suffice

to fix the three coefficients of the linear form.

The mean squared value of (I-I0) over the sphere f_ is then

AI 2 = (I - Io) 2 : _ (AI)'dw , (10)

where d_ is the surface element of the sphere.
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In the integration, the surface integral of the cross products of the spherical harmonics vanishes,

since spherical harmonics are orthogonal: hence

tAI,' = 4_jJL81 j,_(pO)2 _ _ x,2(p_¢os2Z)2 d_ . (11)
fl

The surface integral of any zonal harmonic is

#n
2n+l '

and for a tesseral harmonic it is

2n (n - s)! (n + s)!

2n + f (n!)2 '

where n is the degree of the harmonic, and s is the
order.'-'1

Substituting these values into equation ll and

integrating, we find

4-_5 [J '2 3 '2]= -Tx J ,

= 0.000 000 004 38 . (12)

This estimate was made with only two degrees

of freedom ; it depends on J' and K'. In effect, we

forced the mean value of AA, AB, and AC to be

zero. The expected rtmdom variations if we do not

make this requirement, i.e., with three degrees of

freedom, are greater hy the ratio :]; hence, the

standard deviation of I, as judged from J' and K'

is given by

4-- I0 ooo000004381,

crI = 0.000081.

To compare this with the theory, we imagine

the body of the moon constituted of n lumps of

equal volume v. '-'°If the lumps were of equal mass

m, the moment of inertia I would be given by

I = L m pi 2 , (13)

i=l

where m is the distmwe of the ith lump from the
axis around which the moment is taken.

Assume, however, that there is a variation Am

in the mass of any individual wflume. If the stand-

ard deviation of m is _,,,, then it can be shown, by

dividing the iilass into cylindrical shells of

constant m, that the expected standard deviation

of I will be given by

: L
iIl

%2 L p: ' (14)
i=l

where we neglect a factor of n/(n-1) which
arises from the fact that the deviations of m are

referred to the mean.

To evaluate the sum, which we denote by S, we

convert it to a triple integral, noting that

v
: -- , (15)

n

where V is the total volume. Then

n n

i=l

v
(16)

over the moon. The triple integral may be ob-

tained from elementary me_hods by using tri-

onometric functions (Peirce's tables, Integral

No. 273) ; it is found that

8
s = 3"-S na4 " (17)

Therefore

o, : o..).

The moment of inertia I of a homogeneous sphere

around an axis is

2 2
I = "g-M a 2 = "-g- nma'_ ;
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therefore

_ lO5 o._

i2 : --?- \-5 -_-] • (18)

The comparable equation

a : + A fh , (19)

in Urey's notation _° then requires a Correction

factor of (10/7) 1/2. We now apply the same method
to the calculation of the x-coordinate of the center

of mass, defined as

mix I + m2x 2 + m3x 3 •..

= M (20)

where M is the total mass of the moon. Since the

square of the standard deviation of 2 is the sum of

the squares of the standard deviations of the terms

which make it up,

O.2 : + + + • • .p

or

o._ = m2m 2 xi2 (21)
i= 1

As before we convert the summation to an

integral over the volume, setting

x = acos¢ , (22)

where _ is colatitude, and using the Peirce tables,

Integral Number 273, we obtain

.-7: s\. m2/ (23)

Dividing this equation by equation 18, we find
the ratio

a 2

0"12

12

7 .

: -_. (24)

therefore

a - 0.374.
o.I

I

(25)

The actual numerical values are:

(7_ = 1 km t o.i
a

a = 1735
0. 00058 ,

" lMa-'-"_ = 0. 000081

I
- O.40 /

Ma:l J

(7 I

-i- = O.00020 ,

a

_2.9 .
o.T

I

The value of the last ratio is 7.8 times larger
than the theoretical one (equation 25). It indicates

that the gravitational field is smoother than would

have been expected on the basis of the displace-
ment of the centers. Whether the difference is

significant will be examined below; for the

moment, the important point is that the expected

ratio is a pure number, dependent neither on the

number of lumps assumed nor on their dispersion
in mass.

Urey, Elsasser, and Rochester .'° estimate the

value of n, the number of separate lumps, from

their e(luivalent of equation 18, in which

o.l

-- : 0.00020 ;I

and they have assumed

(7 m

-- : 0.042 .
m

They find n = 29,000. Substituting in our equation,

we find 63,000 separate lumps. With either Urey's

or our estimate of the effect of Urey's hypothesis

the probability is of the order of 10 -_ that the

same set of lumps could give a displacement of the
centers which is over seven times the theoretical

value.

If we calculate n from equation 23, we get
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about1100lumps,correspondingto a sevenfold
largervalueof ax/I. The probability of getting
an observed value of _/I which is k of the

expected one is about 0.1; it is thus far greater

than that of getting a deviation 7 times the

expected one. On the other hand, there are two
determinations of the deviation of the moments of

inertia from regularity, so that the overall prob-

ability is about 0.01.

Obviously the most probable situation is that

the true number n is between 1100 and 63,000, but

it must be nearer to ll00 than to 63,000. A situ-

ation of this kind is conveniently handled by the

F-ratio test. To apply this F-ratio test, the ratio F

of the two variances (i.e., the squares of the dis-

pcrsions) is formed ; and the probability that these
two variances are siguificantly different is taken

from a triple entry table, whose entries are F, n_

(the uumber of degrees of freedom in the numer-

ator), and n2 (the number of degrees of freedom in

the denominator).

The term "number of degrees of freedom" is a
number of different measurements which have

made on the quantity whose dispersion is to be

determined. The number of degrees of freedom
is one less than the number of measurements

made; clearly, if we have only one measurement of

a given quantity to work with, we have no idea of

the dispersion; if we have two measurements, we

have ouly one difference to work with, and so on.

Itere we are estimating the (luantity

t o2

fl m2 '

in the first place, on the basis of the difference in

position between the center of figure and the

center of gravity. This amounts to two mcasure-

inents or one difference, and hence one degree of
freedom. We have

1 a- 2 7 [ax\2

n m2 - 10 _-i-) = 0.000 000 028 .

In the second plac, c, wc are estimatiug the same

quantity on the basis of two differem'es, J' and

K', among three quantities, A', B', aud ('; hence
wc arc estimating with two degrees of freedom.
We find

The ratio F of the two determinations of a,,2 is

therefore 58.0. Considering the F test table, with

one degree of freedom for the greater variance, and

two degrees of freedom for the smaller, we find

that the probability of such an occurrence by

chance is between 1 and 5 percent.

It is thus clear that the displacement between

the center of the moon's figure and its center of

gravity does actually suggest the existence of

isostasy.
The differences of the moments of inertia imply

stress differences deep in the moon which are of

the same order of magnitude (about 2×10 7

dynes/era'-') as those implied hy the nonhydrostatic

components of the earth's gravitational field.

These were worked out by .leffreys '-'_who started

with gravimetric determinatio,ls of the harmonies;

but his estimates of the general size of the har-
monics arc so close to those found from satellite

observations that his conclusions can be applied

without change.
Some miuor features of the moon's surface

likewise suggest isostatie readjustment. In par-

ticular, many maria are surrounded by evidence of

tectonic readjustment along their shores; specifi-

cally :

I. More or less circular systems of rilles

surround Mare Crisium, Marc hubrium, Mare

Serenitatis, and Mare Tranquillitatis;

2. Fault scarps are visible on the shores of Mare
lhlmorum aud Mare Nuhium, the downthrow

sides being toward the maria;

3. Most of the maria have craters along their

shores which dip downward toward them. In the

case of Mare IIumorum, two of these craters have

actually hecn sliced in two by a fault; the same is

suspected of the Straight Wall.

The evidence of tectonic instability and, es-

pecially, of sinking, means that the maria are more
than just holes blasted by impacts iu au essentially

homogeneous moon. For in the latter ease, hydro-
static forces would bc pushing the maria upwards

to scck the same level as the coutiueuts. The fa('t

that, although lower than the contiuents, they
tend to sink, suggests that they are underlai,_ by

heavier material than are the continents.

A possibh; alternative reason for sinkiug lnight
be that the maria are enormous calderas of

collapse ; if the dark material of the maria has been
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withdrawnfrom the interior in any manner,
certainlycollapsewouldbeexpectedoverlarge
areas.Thiscannot,however,bethewholestory
of theoriginof the maria,sincein this casethe
materialwithdrawnwouldbesufficienttofill them
up. Moreover,the liquefaction,or therendering
plastic,ofsolargeabodyofrockprobablyimplies
a degreeof weakness,in the crustasa whole,
whichis hardto reconcilewith the mechanical
strengthnecessaryto supportthe differenceof
levelbetweenthecontinentsandmaria.

Laccoliths

The second manifestation of granitic rock which

ought to produce observable effects on the moon

is the production of laccoliths. Laccoliths are

moderate-sized intrusions; oil the earth they are

usually found in sedimentary rocks, where a

weaker layer permits the magma to spread

laterally more easily than by forcing its way

vertically upward. Laccoliths tend to produce

surface bulges which are generally round in plan,

with a diameter of the order of 10 kin, and gentle

external slopes. Basaltic magmas do not ordinarily

produce laccoliths because of their low viscosity;

instead of accumulating around the pipe through

which they came, the basaltic magmas usually

spread laterally forming the sills. Thus the

presence of laccoliths indicates viscous, and hence

silicic, magmas.

On the moon the structures called domes by

Spurr 2-_and others correspond in many respects to

terrestrial laccoliths. They are normally found in

the maria, though observational selection may

play a part here, since it is hard to detect a gentle

gradation in a rough area; their sizes, up to a

diameter of l0 kin, are similar to those of ter-

restrial laccoliths; the slopes are also similar.

About -_ of the domes have summit craters, as do

certain terrestrial laccoliths described by Daly. 23

Many authorities, including Salisbury, Spurt,

Kuiper, Shoemaker and Hackman, and Gold, do
not consider the domes to be laccoliths. 22.24-27A

principal objection is the requirement for a layered

rock, which on earth usually means a sedimentary

rock. If the maria consist of basaltic flows, then

weak strata are not to be expected. If they are

composed, as Gold has suggested, 27 of dus_

derived from high ground, then they ought not to

contain especially strong layers. If, however, they

consist of ash flows laid down episodically, then

strata of varying strength may be expected

because of the welding of the central portions of

ash flows. This point will be considered further in

the discussion of ash flows. It may be concluded

that lunar evidence is consistent with the presence

of laccoliths, but does not unambiguously indicate

that they are prcseut.

Surface flows of acid rocks tend to have irregular

upper surfaces because of their higher viscosity. 28

A possible example of a rough surface on a recent

flow is west of Copernicus (about 8°E, 4°N). This

dark area seems to interrupt some of the rays from

Copernicus; it may therefore be one of the very
latest events ill the moon's evolution.

Peleean Volcanism

At the surface the principal effects of the

extrusion of granitic rock may be classified under

the head of Peleean volcanism, named after

Mont PeMe in Martinique. (The Hawaiian fire

goddess Pele has also had at least one phe-

nomenon, Pele's hair, named after her; this is

confusing because the Hawaiian volcanoes are

typical of the basaltic group.) Peleean volcanism 29

is characterized by at least three phenomena

which might be distinguished on the surface of
the moon. These arc:

1. The extrusion of lava in the form of ridges,

spines, and tholoids (small, steep-sided domes).

These appear to consist of very viscous lavas

extruded under pressure, through cracks and holes
in the crust. The most relnarkable case is that of a

spine extruded to a height of 300 meters from the

crater of Mont Pel6e within a period of a few
months.

2. The production of ash: this is divided into:

a. Ash falls, like the famous eruption of A.D. 79

which covered Pompeii.

b. The remarkable--but by no means un-

common-phenomenon of ash flows.

These effects will be considered in order. Under

the extrusion of lava would be included some small

swellings very common on the moon, a kilometer

or two in diameter, which may be compared with

the terrestrial spines and tholoids. On the moon,

such swellings are common in the area surrounding

Mare Imbrium; Urey considers them rubble
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thrownoutof the craterat the timeof its for-
mationbycollision.19If theyarerubble,however,
it is difficultto seewhy this materialfailedto
producethecharacteristicelongatedcraterswhich
arefoundinsuchnumbersassociatedwithTycho
andCopernicus.In theselatter,relativelycertain
cases,thereliefproducedis negative;it is hard
to seewhy the Imbrianejectashouldproduce
positiverelief, especiallywhenthe pieceshad
fartherto goandhencepossessedmoreenergyper
gram.

Shalercomparedtheridgeswhichareacommon
featureof thecentralbelt of themoon,southof
Mare]lnbrium,with the ridgesformedon the
earthby theextrusionof viscous(hementioned
trachytic) lavas.3° Thesestructuresare most
clearlyseenon the moonnearBoscovichand
JuliusCaesar,and in the [laenmsmountains.
Theyrunparallelto a systemof narrowvalleys
foundin thesameareas,whichdivergefromthe
centerof Marehnbrium.Thesefeatureshave
beellattrihutcd, by (-;ill)ert3_and Urey,_9to
scoringby massesfired from Mare hnbrium.
Onceagai_the parallelwith largecratersis
missing.Thelonggroove-likevalleysareentirely
unlikethe shortellipticalcraters,for examph_,
thoseasso('iatedwithCopernicus.

Thecentralpeaks<)fcertaincratersconstitutea
specialgroupof hills associatedwith the afore-
mentiolmdridges.Thesepeakswereregardedas
extrusionshy Shaler3°and Kuiper.'-,5This view
doesnotnecessarilyconflictwith impacttheories
of the origblof the craters;on the earthsuch
tholoidsarccommonalongcracksof anentirely
independentorigin.29It is interestingto notethat
the centralpeakof Alphonsus,like severalother
peaks,is alignedtowardthe centerof Marc
hubrium,althoughit is mechanicallyimpossible
that it couldhavebeenshapedbyfragmentsfrom
the Imbriancenter.Thetectonicsignificanceof
thedirectiontowardthecenterof MareImbriunl
isfurthcremphasizedbytheStraightWall,which
isa clearlydeiinedfaultnot far fromAlphonsus.
It is, ill fact, clearthat suchridgesare mani-
festatiollsof oneof the hmartectonicgridson
whichFielderhaslaid emphasis.3'-'This grid is
clearlyrelatedto Marelmt)riumina sul)tlerway
thanI>yme('hani('alscoring.

Withreferczweto theej(,ctionof volcanicash,

thereisa little evidencefor ashfalls on the moon.

A few craters, notably several inside Alphonsus,

are surrounded by darkened areas which may

represent ash falls. One small crater, approxi-

mately 2 diameters of the crater Mairan east of it,

appears to be a typical ash cone, with slopes of

about 38 degrees (E. A. Whitaker, verbal com-
munication).

Terrestrial ash flows (which are quite different
from ash falls) consist of avalanches of volcanic

ash which are fluidized by contained gases. 33

Several features of an ash flow are of especial

importance:

1. The total emplacement, which may be

comprised of one or more individual ash flows, is

very extensive, so that on the earth the area

covered by ash flows may be fully as great as that

covered by basaltic flows.* Individual units
cover tells of thousands of square miles ;34

2. The surface is level and remarkably smooth ;35

3. The edges, unlike the edges of basaltic flows,

feather out against the surrounding topography;

4. The top surface is composed of loose ash;3_
5. The ash bed is welded into a solid obsidian

in the middle, where the heat has stayed longest
in the ash--not at the I)ottom where it escapes

into the ground, nor at the top where it es('apes

into the air. The welding is such that it converts
loose ash into a rock of tmusual strength and

toughuess;

6. The collapse of the porous structure is

greatest where the ash is deepest. Ilence the
surface of an ash flow teHds to show the same

features as the underlyiHg original surface, al-

though much diminished in height alld depth ;_s
7. The chemical behavior of the interior

depends in part on the gases which pass up through

it; hence the chemistry at any point depends on

the depth (verbal conununication from Mi(.hael

Bickerman, student at Arizona State University).

These features strengthen the suggestion tenta-

*It is only rather recently that geologists in general have
recognized the extent and importance on earth of ash flows
that produce welded tufts (ignimbrite). According to Ross
and Smith (reference 33), "Many ash flow tufts have not
been mapped as such in the past because they were not
recognized and many areas previously mapped as htwt
flows arc now known to be ash flow tufts. Other areas will
doul)tless be found after more detailed laboratory study
and areal mapping."
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tivelyput forwardbyShoemakerandHackman26
that themariamightpossiblyberegardedasash
flows(ignimbrite).Thisideaisverycloseto Gold's
hypothesisthat themariaarefluidizeddusty In
supportof his idea,Goldpointedout radarevi-
dencethatthesurfaceisquitelevelollthescaleof
the radarwavelength,i.e., around10cin.This
evidencehas beenfurther supportedby the
studiesof SeniorandSiegelonthesignificanceof
polarizationinradarreturns26It disagreesentirely
withtheexpectedsurfaceofabasalticfow,which
is likely to beblockyonascaleofa meteror so.
Wherecomparativelysmoothsurfacesarefound
on lava flows,they are the resultof aqucous
erosionwhichhaseither removedthe blocky
crustor filledthecrackswithsilt.

Goldfurtherpointedout thesignificanceofthe
absenceof scarpsattheedgesofthemaria,andof
the thermalindicationsof a looselycompacted
surface.

Ontheotherhand,theweldingoftheashflows
in horizontalstratais not predictedby Gold's
mechanismof dust fluidization;and an effect
suchasthisisnecessaryif wearetoundcrstandthe
domesaslaccoliths.Thealternationof looseash
andweldedtuff whichwouldbeexpectedfromthe
ashflowhypothesisdoesprovidethe necessary
stratification;but if thedustmovescontinuously
into thc maria,thenit ishardto seewhythere
shouldbethe pronouncedstratificationwhichis
required.

The tendencyof ashflowsto reproducethe
underlyingtopographyontheirsurfacesrecallsthe
phenomenonof ghostcraters.Oncertainmaria,
it is possibleto tracetheoutlinesof cratersthat
apparentlyaremostlybelowthesurface.Some-
timesacratercanbetracedfromthemareborder
inward,sothatwecanbesurethatwhatweseeon
the mareis really the outlineof a crater.The
crateris revealedbothby itseffectonthesurface
elevationsandby its effecton thecolorationof
thesurface.Thelatter is apparentlydueto the
effectpointedoutbyBickerman--thedependence
of the chemicalstateof the tuff on its depth.

Sinceash flowsare supportedby gas,it is
necessaryto askwhethersucheruptionscould
travelveryfar in thenear-vacuumatthemoon's
surface.It mightseematfirst thattheflowwould
collapserapidlybecauseof theescapeof gasinto

space.This possibilityis stronglyimplied by
McTaggart,37whosuggestedthatthemobilityof
ashflowsisdueprimarilyto air entrappedbythe
advancingfront. If McTaggartis correct,we
cannotappealto ashflowsasa meansofcovering
largeareasof themoon'ssurface;weshallthere-
forediscusshistreatmentinsomedetail.

McTaggart'sanalysisconsidersa largeblock
supportedby gasesflowingfrom beneath;it is
basedonTorricelli'sformulafor thelaminarflow
ofaninviscidfluidthroughanorifice.Theinertial
termsintheflowequationsaretakenintoaccount.
Thisanalysisis believedto restona misappre-
hensionof the problem.The fundamentaldif-
ferentialequationforflowinthex direction, at the

velocity u, is

O__p= du
P-di" + pX + t,V2u ' (26)Ox

where p is the pressure, p the density, du/dt the

time rate of change of velocity (since we are

following the flow, i.e., for a chosen element

moving with the fluid), X the body force in the x

direction per unit mass, and _ the viscosity.

McTaggart has neglected the second and third

terms on the right-hand side, and has, by his use of

Torricelli's equation, in effect equated the left-

hand side to the first term on the right. Physically,

this means that he assumed the particles are

suspended by the inertial reaction of the gases as

they speed up in passing through the passages

around the particles. McTaggart correctly shows

that this force is entirely inadequate to support
the materials.

If, however, the materials are finely divided,
then a different and more effective mechanism

comes into play, namely the viscous resistance of

the air. Since the passages between the particles

are narrow and the layer next to the particles is at

rest with respect to them, there are steep velocity

gradients and the viscosity effects are large.
Numerical estimates show that in this case it is

correct to regard the first two terms on the right-

hand side of this equation ag negligible, by com-

parison with the third, and write

0p
- g%. (27)

0x

From this equation, Lamb derived the Poiseuille
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lawfortheflux_ throughacapillarytube(refer-
erenee38,p. 585,equation4):

.34 _ (28)¢ - 8_ L ,

where a is the radius and L the length. If we

consider instead the average velocity u °, so that

¢ : "a2Uo , (29)

then

32#uoL
ap : (30)

Dt2

where D, is the tube diameter. It is in this form

that Leva quotes the 1)oiscuillc equation (refer-

ence 39, p. 44).
The weight of the column of material which the

pressure must support is

L(p. - p,)(l - e)g =np , (31)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Here

the quantity (ps-p_) represents the density of the

solid particles minus the t)uoyancy effect (neg-

ligible for gases) ; and e represents the fraction of a

given volume of the aggregate which is occupied

by voids, so that p,(1 -_) is the average density of

the aggregate. Equating the two expressions for

Ap and replacing plu0 by the rate of flow G in

grams per second per cm 2, we have

1 - • o2p,(p, - p,)_
G = T p. (32)

In practice we can only hope to find a law of the

above form. We are not given the tube diameter

Dr, but only the related particle diameter D_. The

passages are crooked, and thus the length L in

equation 30 is not really the same as in equa-

tion 28. The effect of particle roughness will be

felt both directly and through its effect on the

voidage e.
Leva has demonstrated the remarkable and

fortunate fact that over a wide range of densities,

flow rates, particle sizes, and fluid viscosities of

both gases and liquids, the minimum flow G,,I

required to fluidizc an aggregate is

G., = c D_ P'(P" - p,)g , (33)

where C is not quite constant, but a slowly varying

function of the Reynolds number R:

C (I R-O. 063 ,

where

GDp

R "= _ (34)

as usual. The resulting empirical equation in cgs

TABLE 1.--Values of parameters for application of equation 35

Parameter Terrestrial Case Lunar Case

Bed thickness

Temperature

Percentage water in rock

Particle diameter

Gravity

Gas (steam) density

100 m

850°C

0.1 percent

0.01 cm

980 gal

1.7 × 10 -2 gm/cm s

100 m

850°C

0.1 percent

0.01 cm

162 gal

2.5 × 10 -_ gin/era s

Viscosity

Solid density

Minimum gas flow

Duration of flow

Extent of flow

4.2 x 10 -4 po

2.5 gm/cm _

7.6 x 10 -3 gm/cm_-sec

0.8 hr

80 km

4.2 × 10 -4 po

2.5 gm/cm s

2.3 × 10 -4 gm/cm2-sec

27 hr

2700 km
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units, if we neglect buoyancy, is

G , = 1.09x 10 -3 D_'s2 (p,p.g)O.,4
_0.88

(35)

We will now apply this equation to two cases, a
terrestrial and a lunar case. The results are

summarized in table 1. The assumed bed thickness

is 100 meters, in agreement with typical terrestrial

ash flows. The temperature of 850°C is that deter-

mined by Boyd. 2s The percentage of water in the

rock (0.1 percent) is near the minimum for

terrestrial granites. Most granites have values

nearer 1 percent; tektites, however, probably

owing to the heating to which they have been

subjected, often have as little as 0.002 percent,

though Friedman 15 has measured values as high

as 0.014 percent in philippinites.

The particle diameter is toward the lower end of
the size distribution observed. The reason is that

the size of the passages between the particles is

controlled, not by the large particles, but by the

small ones. The pressure, not listed in table 1, is
calculated for the midpoint of the bed from equa-

tion 31, by assuming a atmosphere pressure at
the surface in the terrestrial case, and 0 at-

mosphere in the lunar case. From the pressure and

temperature, the density and viscosity are found
with the usual tables. The solid density cor-

responds to an acid rock.

The minimum gas flow required for fluidization
can be calculated front Leva's equation. The

duration of flow is estimated by comparing the
rate of flow for minimum fluidization with the

available amount of water. The extent of flow is

calculated on the assumption that it moves at the

rate observed on earth, about 100 kin/hr.

The greater duration and extent of the lunar

flows are the result of the lower gravity, which acts

in two ways: (1) Directly, by reducing the weight

of the layers to be supported; (2) Indirectly, by

reducing the pressure at every depth, and hence

the density, and thus the mass of fluid required.

(The supporting power of a gas flow depends on

its volume and its viscosity; since the viscosity is

independent of the density, a flow of low density

gives the same support as one of high density and

is more economical in regard to material.) The

combination of these two effects produces a factor

of about 32 in favor of the greater duration and

extent of lunar ash flows.

The absence of an atmosphere on the moon is

almost irrelevant, since all the equations for the

support of the layer involve only a pressure

difference. However, in calculating density at a

given temperature, the absolute value of the

pressure must be used; and here it is clear that the

lunar flows will require less gas than terrestrial

flows, since they will have lower pressures and
densities near the surface. Surprisingly, lunar

conditions are actually more favorable to de-

position of extensive tufts front ash flows than are
terrestrial conditions.

CONCLUSION

It appears that it is quite possible to furnish

explanations of the observed lunar land forms on

the assumption that the moon's surface has a

high proportion of granitic rocks. The explanations

are not always the accepted ones; but they are
well within the boundaries of physical plausibility.

They do not appear to conflict with Dollfus'

polarization observations of the moon, or with his
conclusions as to the volcanic nature of the lunar

surface. 40
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ORIGIN OF TEKTITES

JOHN A. O'KEEFE

AND

BARBARA E. SHUTE

Goddard Space Flight Center

A comet of the size recently postulated by H. C. Urcy would leave a large crater. It is shown,
from aerodynamic theory, from observations of distribution around terrestrial impact craters,
and from experimental nuclear explosions, that the obscrvcd distribution of tektites cannot be the
result of impact on the earth, whether cometary or meteoritic. It is further shown, from aerodynamic
theory, from observation of a meteor showcr, and from study of the breakup of artificial satcllitcs,
that the distribution of tektites can be accounted for as a result of fusion stripping of a satellite, as
originally suggested by Sucss.

Urey 1 has recently rediscussed the problem of
the origin of tektites in the light of new evidence.
He shows that it is not reasonable to think of

tektites as formed individually by impact at the
moon's surface, since in this case the tektites

would undoubtedly be scattered more or less

uniformly over the surface of the earth, and

through at least the Cenozoic strata, which is

not observed We agree with this argument, and
we further agree with his opinion that the whole

Far Eastern strewnfield, from China to Tas-
mania, is to be regarded as a single event.

Unfortunately, it appears that his hypothesis
of the origin of tektites by cometary impact on

the earth contains contradictory elements. On

the one hand, it is asserted that the atmosphere

arrests the cometary head as it descends, so that

the primary effects are not a shock-produced

crater in the solid ground, but a mass of heated

gas. Oil the other hand, it is supposed that the

tektites produced on the ground by this heated

air are not arrested, but rise to the top of the

atmosphere with ballistic velocity sufficient to
carry them thousands of kilometers.

The laws of aerodynamics do not work this

way. It is the small bodies which are stopped by

the atmosphere, and the big bodies which get

through. The drag pressure is given by

p = Ce½pV _

where p is the density of the air, V the velocity

of the body relative to the air, and Ca the drag
coefficient. The drag coefficient is of the order

of l, and will be omitted from the rest of the

discussion, since we are aiming at the order

of magnitude. If the area of the body is A,

and the increment of distance traversed is ds,
thcn the increment of work, dW, is

dW=pA ds= ½oA V 2 ds

When the work done becomes of the order of

magnitude of the initial kinetic energy, ½:IlV _-,

(M being the mass of the body), then the body

is essentially stopped. Neglecting the variation
in velocity, this means

,s2 _I_p A V 2½MV2=j_ dW=½ ds
1

that is,

$2f

M =A]s _ p ds

that is, when the mass of the air encountered is

1299
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equal to the mass of the bod,y. This principle,
though not this derivation, was stated to us by

F. L. Whipple.

Since a vertical atmospheric column has about

1 kg of mass per square centimeter, it is to be

expected that bodies with less than this mass

per square centimeter of frontal area will be

arrested. In practice, this means that bodies

with a diameter less than something like 5 m

will be stopped by the atmosphere, and will

reach the ground with terminal velocity. Larger

bodies will penetrate and will make craters. This

expectation is approximately satisfied by the
facts about the largest meteorites and the smallest

craters.

The general principle at work here can also
be derived from Newton's Third Law of the con-

servation of momentum. Alternatively, from

purely dimensional considerations, it is clear

that the total drag must increase with the square

of the lincar dimensions, while the mass, and

hence the energy, increase with the cube; hence

once more we see that the larger bodies must be

the ones which will penetrate, while the smaller

bodies will be stopped.

Evcn if the density of the cometary head is as

little as 0.01 g/cm:', and the diameter is 10 km,

as ITrey _ has previously suggested, the mass l)er

S(luare centimeter of frontal area will be nmch

greater than that of the atmosphere, and the

body will be stopped, not by the atmosphere, but

by the earth. The comet postulated by Urey

would have an energy of 5 X l028 ergs.

On the other hand, Shoemaker finds 3 that an

energy only a little more than the above, namely,

7.5×1028 ergs, was required for the formation of

the hmar crater Copernicus, 80 km in diameter,
with walls 4 km above the floor. Hence we would

expect that a conspicuous terrestrial crater would

have been formed by the impact which, on

Urcy's theory, produced the Far Eastern strewn-

field. The crater would presumably be nearer the

northern end of the field, since the tektites are
much more numerous there. It would be marked

by a large cir,'ular lake. No such lake can be

found, however, either in Laos, or in Thailand,

or Burma, or Ymman Province, China. It hap-

pens that Yummn I'rovin('e is ('overcd i)y a

1:50,000 map series which one of us personally

e[amined during World War II and compared
with Army Air Force astronomical positions. The

series is adequate to show a lake of this size,

which would, in fact, cover a dozen sheets of the

map. The lake is not there.

Urey also considered a comet 70 kilometers

in diameter, which would produce a lake 7 times
wider. This is excluded afortiori.

In any case, why a comet? There are nickel-

iron spherulcs in tektites, but no volatiles; hence,
one's first guess would be a meteorite. The

spherules make it reasonably sure that the im-

pacting body did mix physically with the ground
which it struck; thcn why thc mechanism of

compressed hot gases to keep the two apart?

Consider next tile second postulate of the

cometary theory, which it shares with all theories

of terrestrial origin, namely, that tekitites were

melted by impact and then ejected through the

atmosphere. The very small mass per square
centimeter of frontal area, which never exceeds

about 25 g, is far from meeting aerodynamic re-

quirements. Adams and lluffaker 4 have pointed

out that a typical tektite would suffer an ac-

celeration of 96,000 times terrestrial gravity. It
would be arrested in a very short distance.

To meet this problem Urey suggests that a

portion of the atmosphere may t)e bh)wn outward

by the explosion, carrying the tektites with it.
Calculation based on the theory of Taylor '_ shows

that such a thing can only happen for an ex-

plosion of about the size postulated in Urey's

first paper, namely about 5 X 10_s ergs. It is neces-

sary that the blast wave carry the tektite with
ballistic velocity up to a level of 70 km or so,

where further atmospheric resistance can t)e neg-

lected. Ballistic velocity is here taken as 4.5

km se(< _, the velocity required to span the radius
of the Far Eastern strewnfield. It turns out that

weaker explosions would decay before reaching
the effective limit of the atmosphere.

We have already seen that an iml)a('t of this

kind is to big to escape notice if produced in the

relatively recent past.

The external form of the tektites presents a

serious difficulty for all theories which imply that
tektites were melted by the impact and then

ejected through the atmosphere. They appear

to have been large liquid drops whose form is
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dueto surfacetension.In rarecases,they have
containedlargebubbleswithinthem.Liquiddrops
of this sizeare extremelydelicate--farmore
delicatethan an egg,for instance--andto find
thememergingintact and at ballisticvelocity
froma greatimpact,in whichrocksarereduced
to afinebreccia,wouldbeparadoxical.

In actual fact, the impureglassfrom the
RiesKesselis foundnomorethan l0 km from
therim. Largerblocksarefoundat distancesup
to 70kin. Theejectaat Wabar,Henbury,and
the Arizonacratersare likewisewithin 10km
of thecraterrim.

Ontheexperimentalside,Glasstone6givesdata
on velocitiesanddistributionof particlesfrom
atomicexplosions.It turns out that particles
over300u in diameteraredistributedwithin
a very limitedradiusof the impact.Thewide
distributionof smallerparticlesisa consequence
of air currentsand not of ballistictrajectories.
Pebblesand flying solidobjectsin atomicex-
plosionsaremostlytheresultof theair blaston
bodiesin the immediatevicinity.A limit on the
orderof 1 or 2 km appearsto bereasonablefor
materialthrownout fromthecenterof eventhe
greatestatomicexplosions.

Thus,thereis neithertheoreticalnorobserva-
tionalnorexperimentalevidencethattektitescan
bedistributedin theobservedmannerfromany
reasonablegroundimpact.

Wehavesuggestedthat theimpacttookplace
on the moon,and that amongthe ejectawere
largesolidblocks.Urey inquireswhetherlarge
blockscould be impelledat velocitiesof 2.4
km sect' by impact.Let usnotethe secondary
cratersaroundCopernicus3whichareapparently
producedby muchlargerblocksthan thesewe
havesupposed,moving,it is true, with some-
what lowervelocities,on the orderof ½to 1
km sec -1.

Urey has suggested that the probability of

arrival at the earth in a grazing orbit from the

moon is very small. If we consider those bodies

which leave the moon with velocities greater than

2.3 km sec -1, and which therefore do not fall

back at once, they can be divided into two

classes, depending on whether they escape at

once from the earth-moon system, or are tem-

porarily trapped. Theoretically there is a third

class, which is permanently trapped, at least in

the realm of validity of the restricted problem of
three bodies; but Kopal has shown 7 that this

class corresponds to a negligibly small range
of velocities.

Let us define the residual energy as the energy

of the body, after subtraction of the energy of
escape; and let us further define the residual

velocity as the velocity corresponding to the
residual energy. The vector sum of the residual

velocity and the moon's orbital velocity is the
geocentric velocity; if this exceeds 1.4 km sec-'

in absolute value, the body will escape the earth-

moon system at once, and will go into orbit

around the sun. After a very long time it will

probably strike the earth. The encounter is not

likely to be at grazing incidence, and hence such
bodies will not form tektites.

If the absolute value of the geocentric velocity

is less than 1.4 km sec -1, then the body will

temporarily describe an eccentric orbit around

the earth, more or less perturbed by the sun and

the moon. A few numerical integrations of this

problem are now available; they indicate that
under some circumstances bodies in such orbits

will be perturbed by the moon in such a way

as to produce large, long-term oscillations in the

eccentricity. The consequent variation in perigee

height is to large, in some cases which have been

studied, as to bring the perigee below the surface

of the earth. Because of the gradual nature of

these perturbations, it is clear that the likeli-

hood of encounter with the atmosphere is much

greater than would be expected from purely

geometrical considerations. Once the atmosphere

is touched, the eccentricity and the semimajor

axis of the orbit will be rapidly reduced, the

perigee height remaining approximately the same,
so that the further influence of lunisolar perturba-

tions can be disregarded. The body will eventually
enter the atmosphere along a grazing orbit.

From general considerations, as well as the

few numerical integrations now available, it ap-

pears that in such orbits, the quantity

Jr= (l-e2) 1/2cos/

where i is the inclination of the orbit to the

plane of the moon's orbit, will be nearly constant

up to the time when the atmosphere is en-
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countered.In orderto reachsufficientlylarge
valuesof theeccentrivity,andhencesufficiently
smallvaluesof (l--e2)1/2it is necessarythat Jr

be small ; and this is certain to occur if the inclina-

tion is large. Numerically, it appears that an

inclination to the plane of the moon's orbit

greater than 60 ° is sufficient.

Further work along this line is needed and is

being done; but these results show that the situa-

tion is not a simple one, and that Urey's geometric,

approximation is not adequate to give even a

rough estimate.
Adams and lluffaker 4 have worked out the

mechanics of Suess's suggestion s that tektites

were formed in the skipping entry (if a large

parent body in the earth's atmosphere. They

find that fusion stripping will work, l)rovided
that allowance is made for the heating of the

parent body by radiation from the very strong

shock which is produ(',ed. The parent body must

be reasonably transparent to the radiation.

Convective heating will not penetrate sulti('iently

deep.

As noted in Urey;s paper, we have managed

to show how 1)odies which are breaking Ul) in

orl)it around the earth may he distriliuted (iver a

hroad area on the ground. The mechanisnl whi('h

we have l)roposed is indepelldent (if the mamwr

of hreakup, provide(l that it is within the atmos-

phere. At the present time, we feel that the stage

of melting and dripl)ing discussed by Adams and

l lufl'aker 4 may have folh)wcd an earlier stage of

mechalfical breakup, and that the dripping may
account both for the indomalaysianites and f(ir

the australites as suc('.cssive stages in the drip-

ping of a single group of bodies. The geometrical

situation is not, however greatly altered /ly this

fact. The signiticant point is that the fragments

of a body which hreaks up while moving in a

moderately ellit)ti('al orbit will prohal/ly t)e dis-
tril)ut('d over one or several areas whi('h have an

cxtensi(/n ill longitude as well as ahing the path.

()n th(' observational side we have drawn at-

tention 9 t(i the existence of at least one mete(ir

show('v whose (ll)s(,rved properties are (lUi((' su[Ii-

('i('nt to explain the h,ng(h (if a tektite strewnfiehl.

This is th(, ('.yrillid sh()wer (the gr('at mete(ir

train of !) February 1913). Although the region
over whi('h this sh(iwer was ol)served was very

narrow, it is nevertheless helpful in understand-

ing tektite strewnfields, first because the moldavite

strewnfield is just about as narrow and secondly

because the slight amount of broadening which
was observed in this field conforms to the theo-

retical mechanism of our paper as mentioned

above and in fa('t suggested our mechanism. We
find that a satellite which ends its trajectory in

an orbit of low e(.centricity will be distributed

over a long and narrow strewnfield, in contrast
to the broadened distribution that is expected in

the orbits of high e(,centricity.

The comparison which Urey makes between

the Cyrillids and the l¢ochester meteorite is in-
vlid. The l_o('hester procession was seen over a
distance of about I(iO0 km and was ahout (; km

in lengthX°; it might, easily have resulted from

the breakup of a normal meteorite) _ The Cyrillid

stream was seen over 10,000 kin, and was 1500 km

in length; it (_ould only have resulted from the

breakup of a natural earth satellite5 °"

()n the experimental side, there is now evidence

fr,)m the distribution of fragments of the MA-(I

sustainer (Lieutenant Colonel John (_leml's sus-
taim,r) that distrihutiou over large fields is pos-

sible, l'ieces were found in South Africa ()V(,l" a

belt some 850 km hing hy It)0 km wide; and other

pieces were f(iund in Brazil along the same (irhital

path.

In discussing the prohlem of distrit)ution, Urey
raises what we feel t(I l)c a most fundamental and

interesting (luestion, namely, what happens to

the lunar eje('ta which does not graze the earth's

atmosphere and is not in large blo('ks? lie points
out that such material should be far c,ommouer

than ordinary tektites. While we do not agree

that the l)r(Ibability of a grazing impa('t is as

hiw as he suggests, for reasons (if ceh,stial me-
('hani('s which one of us (B. E. S.) has ()utliued. _:_

l;rey's main t)oint is undoubtedly (_(irrect, namely,

that n(ingrazing encounters shouhl greatly out-

numh(,r the grazing encounters. Why, then, do we
[ind tektites l)ut not the other material?

It is risky to try to answer the (luestion, t)e-

cause hi do so means a guess at the nature of the

tektite parent bodies. Up to this point our argu-

ment has heen solidly founded on physical prin-

('iph,s; hut here we must speculate. It seems to

us likely, h(iwever, from the glassy inclusions
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seen in some tektites that the parent bodies are

also glassy and possibly slaggy. If so, they might

resemble Darwin Glass, a slaggy material found

in large quantities over a very limited area in

Tasmania. It was accepted as tektite by Suess _4

and others. It may be an impactite, since nickel-

iron spherules were reported by Spencer 15 and

coesite by Reid and Cohen .6. It resembles Wabar

glass in its physical form. _7 No crater has yet

been found in its vicinity.

Another possibility is the Igast object, TM a slaggy

body with a tektite composition which was re-

ported by reliable witnesses to have fallen with

the usual meteoritic accompaniments of sound

and flash. Igast was generally discredited after

Michel l'q attacked it; but O. Schiener has allowed

us to examine the hand specimen from which

Michel worked. Lowman and O'Keefe 2° found

evidence that Michel's hand specimen is unrelated

to the witnessed fall; in particular it weighs

10 g more than all the material collected from

the fall, so that the possibility of hmar origin

remains open.

The fate of the Igast object is perhaps one clue

to the fate of the directly falling bodies; nobody

believes they are meteorites because their chemi-

stry is wrong.

A second clue is also afforded by Igast; it

appears to have contained larger than usual

amounts of chlorides. Combined with a porous

structure, this would guarantee rapid dissolution.

Tektites, on the other hand, have little chloride,

perhaps because it escaped in the fusion-stripping

stage; and they constitute a solid glas.s, low in

alkali and high in silica, of remarkable durability.

Hence the finds are likely to be weighted in favor

of tektites. A further point is that solid glass

attracts attention as a semiprecious stone; slag
does not.

Thus it is possible that among the hundreds

of slaggy objects which arc annually offered to

museum curators around the world as meteorites,

a few are genuinely from the sky. We urge that

museum curators test these objects with a blow-

pipe before rejecting them; objects with high

melting points, which do not froth when they

melt, and do not give off hydrogen sulfide when

broken, should be studied for density in the

p_vdered form and index of regraetion. If the

density is between 2.30 and 2".50 and the index

of refraction between 1.47 _nd 1.52, the objects

should be chemically analyzed.

Against the theory of lunar origin the strongest

argument is that it makes the source of the

tektites remarkably like the earth in its chemical

properties. Perhaps, however, the moon really

is much like the earth in its chemistry.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON BOWEN'S DECAR-
BONATION SERIES, II. P-T UNIVARIANT

EQUILIBRIA OF THE REACTION:

Forsterite+Calcite=Monticellite+Periclase+CO2

L. S. WALTER

Goddard Space Flight Center

The P-T univariant equilibrium curve for reaction A, calcite+forsterite=monticellite+

periclase+CO=, has been experimentally determined to pass through the points: 725°C, 1300

psi(CO=); 850°C, 4400 psi(CO2) and 925°C, 10,000 psi(CO2). The curve is coincident, within the

limits of experimental error, with curves for rcacti(ms B and C: 2 calcite+forsterite+diopside =3

monticellitc+2CO2, and cah_itc+deopside=akcrmaniteq-CO2, respectively. The Pco=-T field

of stability of the assemblage monticellite-forsteritc-calcite-(X)2 which lies between the curves

for reactions A and B is thus very small. The forsterite-calcite asscml)lage is usually produced

t)y contact met-tmorphism by granitic rock types. Equilibrium pressure curves for reaction A are

derived.

INTRODUCTION

This is the second paper in a series presenting the results of experimental investigation of decarbon-

ation reactions. Considering the effect of rising temperature at constant CO2 pressure on the phases in the

CaO-MgO-Si02-CO2 system, Bowen I proposed that, after the formation of monticellite and akermantie

by the reactions:

and

2CaCOa+CaMgSi2Oc+Mg2Si04 = 3CaMgSi04+2C02

(calcite + diopside +forsterite = monticellite + C02)

CaC( )a + CaM gSi206 = Ca2M gSi=O 7+ C02

(calcite + diopside = akermanite +CO_)

the next logical step in decarbonation was represented by the reaction:

Mg2SiO4+CaC()a = CaMgSiO4+MgO +C02

(forsteritc +calcite = monticellite +periclase + C02).

1304
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Many of the experimental techniques were

described in the first paper of this series. 2 Reagent-

grade CaCO3 and MgO were used as sources of

calcite and periclase; monticellite and forsterite

were prepared by heating appropriate oxide
mixes to 1400°C.

The samples were run in cold-seal pressure

vessels using CO2 as pressure medium and were

contained in gold-foil envelopes which were

pervious to the gas. In each run both the low and

the high temperature assemblages, contained in

separate envelopes, were used as starting mixtures.

Reaction rates were too slow to permit complete
reaction at all times, except when runs were

purposely placed at some distance from the

univariant pressure-temperature (P-T) curve for

this reaction. Therefore determination of the

curve was dependent on recognition of the
reaction's beginning. The addition of a small

amount of distilled water (about 15-30 mg) to the
pressure vessel before the runs increased the rate

of reaction considerably. This water represented

approximately 3 mole percent of the vapor in the

pressure vessel, which has a capacity of 5 cmE
Determination of small amounts of monticellite

produced by the reaction of forsterite and calcite

was made on the basis of the presence of the

strong x-ray diffraction line of monticellite at

TO
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o
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la.

2

1
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I I I I I 1 I I I I ] I ] I I I I I I ] I f I
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FIGURE 1.--Experimentally determined univariant pres-
sure-temperature curve for the reaction: forsterite+
calcite = monticellite +periclase +CO_.

50.4 ° 20 (CuKa, d= 1.8105A). The small amount

of periclase produced by reaction could not be

detected, probably because it reacted with the

vapor to produce magnesite upon quenching.

Even when run in the P-T stability in which the

monticellite-periclase assemblage was compatible

with CO2, this assemblage yielded a small amount

of carbonate upon quenching. When this assem-

blage reacted, however, a large quantity of calcite

was produced. With the use of a petrographic

microscope, this was easily distinguishable from
quench carbonate by its greater abundance. In

most cases, forsterite could be identified as a

product of a run by x-ray diffraction techniques.

RESULTS

The univariant P-T curve determined for the

"monticellite-periclase" reaction is shown in

figure 1, and the data for the critical runs are
listed in table 1.

The triangles shown in figure 1 indicate the

positions of some of the phases in the compo-
sitional tetrahedron CaO-MgO-SiO2-CO2. Carbon

dioxide is envisioned at the apex of the tetra-

hedron, which is above the plane of the paper.

Those phases which can coexist with the vapor

are on, or projected onto, the base and are

connected by solid lines. Calcite thus appears at

the lower left-hand corner. Three crystalline

phases which are mutually stable with CO2 are

shown at the corners of compatibility triangels.

This method of projection is more fully described

by Bowen.'

The experimental error is considered to be

:t:7°C and :t:5 percent of the total pressure. The

P-T curve shown in figure 1 is coincident, within

the limits of experimental error, with the curves
for the formation of monticellite and akermanite

reported in the first paper. No explanation can be

offered for this relationship.

Because they are located so close together, there

is a possibility of the intersection of the P-T

curves for the reactions Fo+Cc=Mo+Pe+CO2

and 2Cc+Fo+Di=3M0+2CO2.* The intersec-

tion would necessitate an invariant point which is

*The following abbreviations will be emploYed: Cc =
calcite, Fo=forsterite, Pe=periclase, Mo=monticellite,
Di=diopside, Q=quartz, and Wo=wollastonite.
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TABLE 1.--Data Used to Determine the Location of the

Univariant Pressure-Temperature Curve for the Reaction:

Cc+Fo =Mo+Pe+C02

Temperature Pressure Duration

(°C) (psi) (hr)

'10 .......... 1400 149

'54 .......... 2000 144

'72 .......... 1200 114

T74.......... 1450 90

774 .......... 1800 117

_77 .......... 2200 67

787 .......... 2600 187
_87 .......... 2500 162

_90 .......... 2500 95

790 .......... 2500 95
790 .......... 2100 119

790 .......... 26(}0 144

790 .......... 2300 87

797 .......... 2800 163

800 .......... 2450 239

800 .......... 3100 114

822 .......... 2500 118

823 .......... 3800 163

829 .......... 3000 64

830 .......... 3600 89

837 .......... 4000 40

838 .......... 3700 I 17

843 .......... 4900 69

854 .......... 56{)0 71

857 .......... 4_00 42

858 .......... 5200 114

859 .......... 5600 47

880 ......... 6800 65

888 .......... 6900 47

898 .......... 6900 114

900 .......... 7200 96

905 .......... 6100 67

910 .......... 8700 45

910 .......... 9200 48

917 .......... 9100 70

920 .......... 10,000 46

Starting Products
material identified

Mo, Pe Cc

Mo, Pc Cc

Fo, Cc Mo

Fo, Cc Mo

Fo, Cc Mo

Mo, Pc Ce

Mo, Pc Cc

Mo, Pc Cc

Fo, Cc Mo

Mo, Pe Cc

Fo, Cc Mo

Mo, Pe Cc, Fo

Fo, Ce Mo

Mo, Pe Cc

Fo, Cc Mo

Mo, Pc Cc

Fo, Cc Mo

Mo, Pe Cc

Fo, Cc Mo

Mo, Pc Cc

Mo, Pc Cc

Fo, Cc Mo

Mo, Pe Co

Mo, Pe Cc

Fo, Ce Mo

Mo, 1)e Ce
Mo, Pe Cc

Mo, Pe Cc, Fo

Mo, Pe Cc
Fo, Cc Mo

Fo, Cc Mo

Fo, Cc Mo
Mo, Pe Cc

Mo, Pe Cc

Mo, Pe Cc
Mo, Pe Cc

illustrated, diagramatically, in figure 2. The

spatial relationship among the 1'-7' curves is

determined by the compositional relations among

the phases involved in the reactions according to

principles developed by Schrcincmakcrs. 3 ()no of

the six 1'-7' curvcs which meet at the invariant

point represents the reactions of monticcllitc and

fi)rsterite to form perielasc and diopside with

dccrcasing tempcraturc. Several runs at tem-

peratures as low as 4(;50( ', and 3000 psi (ll2())

(water did not enter the reaction) showed that

monticellite-forsterite was the stable assemblage

since it formed by reaction of periclase and

diopside. This indicates that the invariant point,

if it occurs, will be below 465°C and that at higher

temperatures the curve for the reaction Fo+Cc =

Mo+Pe+C()2 lies at (slightly) higher tem-

peratures than the curve for the reaction 2Cc+

Fo+Di= 3Mo+2CO2.

DISCUSSION

Critical Assemblages

Assemblages indicative of temperatures below

the curve for the reaction Cc+ Fo = Mo+l)e+CO2

are monticellite-forsterite-calcitc-CO2 and for-

sterite-periclase-calcite-CO2. These assemblages

are replaced, at temperatures above the curve,

by forsterite-monticellite-periclase-CO2 and monti-

cellite-periclase-cah'itc-CO2.

Forsterite can coexist with calcite, periclase,

and CO2 at temperatures above the curve for the

reaction dolomite+calcite=periclase+CO2, 4 and

I
I

I+

elo

+

Q

o

Wo

Fo

Cc Pe

TEMPERATURE(°C)

FmURE 2.--Possible quartcrnary invariant point involving

the phases monticellite, periclase, forsterite, calcite,

diopside, and C()2.
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at temperaturesbelowthecurvefor thereaction
Cc+Fo= Mo +Pc +CO2.

The assemblage monticellite-forsterite-calcite-

C02 is stable only at temperatures above the curve

for the reaction 2Cc +I"o +Di = 3Mo +2CO_. As

previously states, the P-T curve for this reaction

lies at temperatures slightly below that of the

curve for the reaction Cc+Fo=Mo+Pe+CO2.

The P-T field of stability of the mouticellite-

forsterite-calcite-CO2 assemblage is therefore ex-

ceedingly small. Solid solution of fayalite in the

olivine, however, may cause the limit of this field

to be increased by raising the temperature of the

reaction, calcite +olivine = Fe-monticellite +peri-

clase+CO_.

Equilibrium Pressure Curves

The above results apply only to the condition in

which the pressure on the solid phases is equal to

that pressure on a pure fluid phase. If, however,

three variables, PI (pressure on the fluid phase),

P_ (pressure on the solid phase), and T (tem-

perature) are considered, the univariant P-T

curve becomes a divariaut surface. This surface

may be contoured by curves of constant equilib-

rium pressure (PE(o). The equilibrium pressure of

component i of the fluid is defined by Greenwood 5

as "the pressure of the pure component which is at

the same temperature of the system and which

has the same chemical potential as the component

i
o
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ua
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/
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FIGURE 3.--Equilibrium pressure (Pnco_) curves for reac-

tion Cc +Fo = MoTPeTCO_.

in the system." This concept was developed by

Thompson 6 and Greenwood, 7 and was applied to

components of impure fluid phases by Barnes

and Ernst, s and Walter. 9 It was applied to de-

carbonation reactions in the first paper. 2

Curves of constant equilibrium pressure are

presented (figure 3) for the reaction Cc+Fo=

Mo+Pe+CO2. Steps in the calculation of values

for the slope of these curves are given in table 2.

TABLE 2.--Steps in the Calculation of ( OP ,/ OT )P gco v

Temperature

(oc)

725 .............

750 .............

775 .............

800 .............

825 .............

850 .............

875 .............

900 .............

925 .............

Pressure

(psi)

1300

1600

2200

2600

3400

4400

5800

7400

10000

oP/OT

(psi/°C)

10

14
18.5
3O
37

49

58

78

147

A Vco2*

(cm_/mde)

960

796

598

524

414

332
263

217

170

(cm3/rcaction)

942

778
580

506

396

314
245

199

152

A_total

(psi-cm3/°C)

9420

10892

10730

15180

14652

15386

14210

15522

22344

( OP,/OT)PBco,

(psi/°C)

--516

--597

--588

--832

--803

--842

--779

--851

--1225

* Reference 10.

t Values for the specific volumes of the condensed phases used in this step were as follows: forsterite, 43.73; calcite,
36.92; monticellitc, 51.18; periclase, 11.23 (craB-gin-mole).
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TABLE 3.--Natural Occurrence of Assemblages Pertinent to the Determined Curve

Area

Organ Batholith, New Mexico ...................
Franklin Mountains, Texas .....................

Skye, Scotland ................................

Vesuvius, Italy ................................

Carlingford, Ireland ...........................

Camus Mor, Scotland ..........................

Reported

assemblage

Fo-Pe-Cc

Cc-Fo-Di

Fo-Cc

Mo-Cc-Fo

Cc-Fo-M o

Fo-Pe-Cc

Mo-Pe

Igneous rock

causing metamorphism

Quartz monzonite
Granite

Granite

Extrusive

(Not given)

Olivine gal)bro

Source

Dunham, reference 11

Lonsdale, reference 12

Tillcy, reference 13

Tilley, reference 14
Osborne, reference 15

Tilley, refcrence 16

Natural Occurrence of Pertinent Curves

Naturally occurring assemblages involving the

reaction Cc+Fo=Mo-t-Pe-{-CO2, as well as the

type of igneous rock associated with the meta-

morphism, are given ill table 3. Note that the

intrusion of silicic magma generally fails to cause

reaction to the high temperature assemblage. On

the other hand, metamorphism by an olivine

gabbro, in one instance, resulted in the formation

of the monticellite-periclase assemblage.

In the reference to the Carlingford district,

Osbornc _5 states that the igneous rock type which

caused metamorphism is obscure. The assemblages

he described occur at a locality in which either a

basic igncous serics or an acidic magma type could

have been responsible for metamorphism. In view

of its limited P-T stability field, the occurrence of

the calcite-monticellite-forsterite assemblage may

help to clarify the petrologic relationships in this

district.
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PERCENTAGE CLOUD COVER FROM
TIROS PHOTOGRAPHS

ALBERT ARKING

Goddard Space Flight Center

The analysis of approximately 1500 Tiros pictures, on a digital computer, has yielded statistical
data on the global distribution of cloud cover from 12 July to 30 September 1961, bctwccn 60°S
and 60°N. The latitudinal distribution of percentage cloud covcr for that period is compared with
a fifty-year mean based upon ground observations; the broad features of the two distributions
arc in agrcement.

INTRODUCTION

There is presently a program to study the heat

balance of the earth's atmosphere, using the

observational data now available on a global

scale from the Tiros meteorological satellites.

To understand the dynamical processes in the

atmosphere, it is now clear that we must first

understand the large scale, global patterns of

motion, which serve as the underlying base upon

which weather phenomena arc superimposed. The

large scale patterns are detcrmined by the energy

balance--an important aspect being the vari-

ations in incoming and outgoing radiation around

the globe. The uneven heating of the earth and

atmosphere by solar radiation, supplies the

primary driving force behind the general circu-
lation.

The net input of radiant energy at any point on

the globe is determined by:

1. The solar flux incident at the top of the at-

mosphere. This is determined purely by geo-

metrical considerations, viz., the angle of the sun
with respect to the zenith. Aside from seasonal

variations, this leads to a cosine law in the
latitudinal distribution of solar flux.

2. The fraction of the solar flux reflected back

into space, i.e., the reflective albedo. This is deter-

mined to a very large extent by the cloud cover.

The reflectivity of a cloud-covered region can

range up to 80%, depending_ upon the thickness of
the cloud. On the other ha'nd, the reflectivity of
water and most land terrain varies from about 3

to 15%, the exceptions being desert areas, which

may have reflectivities as high as 25%, and snow,

which has reflectivities comparable to thick cloudS.

The average albedo of the earth is 35%, the main

contribution coming from the approximately 50%

cloud cover which prevails over the earth. The

global cloud cover, therefore, causes a significant

departure from the simple cosine law in the

latitudinal distribution of solar heating and has

an important effect on thc general atmospheric
circulation.

3. Emission of infrared radiation from the earth

and atmosphere. The infrared emission is deter-

mined by the amount and distribution of the

infrared absorbing constituents of the atmosphere.

In the so-called "window region," 8 to 12 t_, a

cloudless atmosphere is essentially transparent,

but even a relatively thin layer of clouds is opaque.

Hence, the radiation that emanates from the earth

1313
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in the 8 to 12 /.L region is characteristic of the 
temperature of the cloud top, or the ground, if 
there are no clouds. Since the temperature of the 
cloud top depends upon its height, there is a 
strong relationship between the energy radiated in 
the 8 to 12 region and the extent arid height of 
the cloud cover. 

Although the window contains only a fraction 
of the total infrared energy, nevertheless, the 
variations of the total infrared energy from time to 
time and point to point on the globe, are due 
almost entirely to variations in the 8 to 12 p 

region. Therefore, thr cloud cover is an extreiiiely 
iniportatit factor in the loss of energy through 
infrared radiation, in addition to its direct control 
over the solar energy admitted into the lower 
atmosphere. 

The Tiros meteorologid satellites contain 
equipment for monitoring both the radiation arid 
the cloud cover. Radiometers measure the out- 
going radiation from the earth in the infrared and 
visible regions of the spectrum, while two tele- 
vision cariirras photograph the cloud cover. 

The analysis arid interpretation of the radiation 
data is presently being pursued a t  Goddard 

Space Flight Center, the U. S. Weather Bureau, 
and a t  the University of Chicago. A preliminary 
report of the work a t  the Goddard Institute for 
Space Studies was presented last year by Prabha- 
kara and Rasool.' 

Until now, the cloud cover photographs have 
been used priiiiarily for the purposes of day-to-day 
forecasting arid for tracking stornis arid hurricanes. 
These were the purposes in mind when the caniera 
arid television systcnis werr designed. 

However, we have been primarily interested in 
the large scale energy halmcc of the atniosphere. 
In view of thr important role that cloud cover 
plays in this prohleni, we hnvr set out to prorcss 
the Tiros photographs to obtain statistical data 
on the global cloud cover distribution. We have 
analyzed 1437 Tiros I11 photographs for this 
purpose, using an IRM 7090 computer. The elid 
product of the analysis is a magnetic. tape con- 
taining a synopsis of each of the 1447 pictures. 
By means of a c*omputer program, the tape can be 
interrogated to give the iiicati cloud cover over any 
geographicd region during any interval of time. 

The Tiros TIT photographs wrre taken durhg 
daytime from 12 July to 30 Srptember 1961. 

I 
PIGURN l.-ICfTwt of digitization on the quality of a Tiros TV image. (a) A Tiros 111 photograph taken over the Pacific 

Ocran southwcst of Japan August 21, 1961, is shown as it appears on a video screen. ( I ) )  Thc samr picturc is displayed 
using 10 grry I(vrls on m i  SC-4020 digital cathode ray plotter aftrr digitization into a nomin:dly 500x500 matrix. 
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Theinclinationof thesatelliteorbitrestrictedthe
photographyto theregionbetweenlatitudes60°S
and60°N.

Theuseof satellitephotographsto determine
meancloudcoverpercentageis baseduponthe
assumptionthat eachpictureis an independent
randomsampleof thecloudcoversituation.It is

FIGURE2.--Geometryof Tirosphotography.Thetwo
televisioncameraspointalongtheprincipalorspinaxis
ofthesatellite,whichis fixedinspace.Theanglebe-
tweentheprincipalaxisandthenormalto theearth,
thenadirangle,changesasthesatelliteorbitstheearth.
Theintersectionofthcprincipalaxiswiththeearthis
calledtheprincipalpoint,denotedbyP, and thc point
immediately below the satellite, called the subsatellite
point, is denoted by S. As the satellite rotates, the image
on the vidicon tube appears to rotate about the point P.
The angle between PS and a fixed reference line on the
vidicon tube defines the roll angle _/, the value of which
is required, in addition to the gcographic positions of
P and S, to transform from picture coordinates to geo-
graphic coordinates.

therefore necessary to take cognizance of the

distribution of photographs with respect to

geographic location and time, when interpreting

the results. The fact that pictures within a

sequence overlap and are therefore correlated

should not invalidate the results, which are based

upon treating each picture as an independent

sample. The overlapping simply means that

regions photographed twice are given twice as

much weight in computing averages; this pro-

cedure is reasonable because the uncertainty in

determining the extent of cloud cover in any
region decreases with the number of available

photographs of that region.

PROCESSING THE PICTURES

The cloud cover pictures are transmitted from

the satellite to the ground station by means of a

video system. The image consists of 500 scan lines

forming a square pattern on a cathode ray tele-

vision screen. Photographs of the television image

are recorded on film. In addition to the film record,

the video signal is recorded on magnetic tape.

To convert the pictures into digital form for

insertion into the computer, the taped video

signal is sampled at 500 points along each scan

line. The results is a 500×500 array of numbers

representing the brightness levels in the picture.

Brightness is represented by a six-bit code,

allowing 64 different brightness levels.

That the quality of the picture is retained after

the digitization process, can be seen in figure 1,

which compares the original TV image (figure la)

with the digitized image which is displayed on the

SC-4020 digital cathode ray plotter, (figure lb).

Only ten different grey levels were available on

the 4020 plotter.

The cameras are oriented with the optical axes

parallel to the spin axis of the satellite. Since the

satellite is spin-oriented, the direction of the

cameras is fixed with respect to space. When the

camera is pointed along the normal to the earth,

the area viewed is approximately 1000 km square.

In general, the camera axis forms an angle with

respect to the normal to the earth, called the
nadir angle (figure 2). Distortions due to the

perspective view of the camera and the earth's
curvature are properly corrected, taking into

account the satellite's position, the spin axis

orientation, and the roll angle.

DETERMINATION OF CLOUD BOUNDARIES

The main problem in the analysis of cloud

pictures on a computer is the choice of a criterion

for distinguishing clouds from clear areas. Re-
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TV IMAGE 

17 19 21 23 25 

FIGURE 3.-Brightness criteria used in discriminating clouds from clear areas. A series of two-level images, in which in- 
tensities greater than a given threshold appear white and all others black, is shown in the bottom row for five different 
thrcsholds. The number underneath each two-level image is the brightness level used as the threshold for the discrimina- 
tion. The origind half-tone picture, on top, is compared with each two-level imagc to find the threshold that most 
closely reproduces the cloud boundaries that the human observer finds in the half-tone image. 

flcctivity would he a suitable criterioii, for clear 
areas will have lower reflectivities thaii clouds 
except in snow covered rcgions. l’hc relation 
between rcflcctivity and brightness, however, 
depends upon several factors: the relative angles 
of thc sun and caiiiera with respect to the surfarc 
appcaring iri  the photograph, the structure arid 
thickness of clouds, arid the nature of the uridcr- 
lying tcw-airi. I n  addition, thcrc may 1 ) ~  variations 
i i i  thr rharactc.ristics of the television systciii 
duriiig thc lifctiiiie of‘ th(. satellite. ‘I’hc. rc- 
flwtivities ot clouds, honcvrr,  are so liiuch highcr 
than thosc. of the underlying terraiii, that the 
brightness of rvgioris as t1ic.y appear i i i  a photo- 
graph is foilrid to hc a wlia1)lr critcviori. I:or aiiy 
oii(1 picture it is possiblr to c*lioosc a brightiicss 
thrcbshold w1iic.h distinguishcis c~louds fronr other 
fcaturcs; furthcmiiorc, thr thrwhold is found to 
vary only slightly froiir pic.turc. to picaturcb withiii 
the sc.t, of pic*trirvs traiisiiiittcd duriiig any one 
pass of the satcllitc. ovrr thcb rcad-out1 station. I t  is 

therefore necessary to determine a threshold for 
each read-out orbit. The intcrit is to choose a 
threshold which will reproduce the saiiir cloud 
boundaries that would appear to a human ob- 
server studying the picture. 

The technique for finding the proper threshold 
involved use of the SC-4020 cathode ray digital 
plotter. b’or a given threshold, a two-level iiiiagc 
is produced on th(1 SC-4020, in whivh grey lcvcls 
abovc the threshold are white and other Icvcls 
are black. I;or a nuiiiher of difrcrmt thresholds, the 
SC-4020 produccs a series of such two-level 
iiiiagcs-for exaiiiplc, the five iiiiagcs in  the 
bottoiii row of figure 3. The original picture 
(figurr la  is reproduced in the upper portion of 
figure 3 )  is then coiiipared by the observcr ~ i t h  
each of the two-love1 iiiiagcs, and the observer 
selects thc two-levc4 iiiiage iii whivh the boundary 
iiiost closely reseiiiblrs his iiiipressioii of t h  (-loud 
houndarics as secw i i i  thc origiiial picturc. This 
cstal)lishrs thc threshold for that pirturc. mid the 
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samethresholdis appliedto all otherpictures
transmittedduringthe sameorbit. The list of
thresholdvaluesfor the variousorbitsformsa
thresholdtablewhichis usedin estimatingthe
cloudcover.

CLOUD COVER PERCENTAGE

Each picture is divided into 121 equal square

blocks after eliminating portions of the picture

along each border where distortion and noise tend

to be excessive. The geographical coordinates of

each picture block and the total earth area covered

by the block are calculated using the data oil the

satellite's position, attitude, and roll angle. The

distribution of brightness levels--i.e., the fraction

of area versus brightness--is determined for each

block and entered onto a final magnetic tape
along with the geographical data and the time the

picture was taken. For each block of every picture

that was processed, the final nmgnetic tape con-

tains latitude, longitude, earth area, time and the
brightness level distribution.

Given any geographical region and period of

time, the mean percentage cloud cover is deter-

mined by scanning the final magnetic tape with a

computer program containing the threshold table.

All picture blocks that fall into the given geo-

graphical region and time interval are used in the

analysis. The brightness distribution of each

block is summed over all brightness levels above

the threshold; the product of this sum with the

180" 160" 140" 120" I00° 80" 60" 40" 20° O" 20" 40' 600 80' I00° 120° 140° 160° 180°

60"

80°

_ __...fi'

FIGURE 4.--The geographical distribution of the 1447 Tiros III pictures used in the analysis.
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total earthareagivesthe cloudarea.Thecloud
areaandthe total areaof eachblockarethen
summedto givethepercentagecloudcover.

RESULTS

There were 1447 TIROS III photographs

available on video tape which were free from
excessive noise and for which we were able to

obtain all the data required for the transformation

to geographical coordinates. All the pictures were

processed on the 7090 computer and are the basis

of the results presented here.

The geographical distribution of the pictures is

shown in figure 4; each asterisk on the map

represents a single photograph. All were taken in

the daytime between 12 July and 30 Septeml)er,
1961 between latitudes 60°S and 60°N. The

number of pictures in the Southern IIemisphere is

appreciably less than in the Northern IIemisphere

and, consequently, errors due to statistical

sampling will be greater for southern latitudes.

There may also be some statistical bias in northern

latitudes due to the sparseness of photographs
over Asia.

The average latitudinal distril)utiou of cloud

cover is shown in figure 5 for the period 12 July

to 30 Septeml>er 1(.)61. The solid horizontal bars

give thc mean percentage of earth area covered by
clouds i_ l0 ° latitude intervals as determined from

the TIROS ]II photographs. The vertical lines

passing through the bars indicate the uncertainty
estimated to arise in the threshold determination.

Possible errors due to statistical sampling are not
shown.

The results in figure 5 show that the cloud cover
in middle latitudes is the same in the northern

and southern hemispheres, tIowever, in tropical

latitudcs there is an asymmetry, with a local

maximum of the cloud (.,over i, the tropics

centered at 10°N latitude. This is the average

positio_l of the "thermal equator" during the

period 12 Jul:v to 30 September.
The broad features of the latitudimfl distri-

bution of cloud cover obtained from the TIR()S

photographs are consistent with the known

pattern of the general circulation (see, for example,
refercm'.e 2). Air rising at the thermal equator

produces condensation and a relative maximum
in the cloud cover, while on the average there is

downward motion of cool, dry air at 30 °, which

explains the relative nfinimum of cloudiness. The

relationship between cloud cover distribution and

vertical air currents suggests that the TIROS

cloud cover statistics may have an important

application in the determination of vertical

motions in the atlnosphere.

It is of considerable interest to compare the
TIROS observations for the summer of 1961 with

the climatological distributions of cloudiness found
in the literature for the same season. Such dis-

tributions have been published by Haurwitz and

Austin," Landsberg a and others for the globe;

and, based on more extellsive data, by Telegadas

and London 4 for the Northern Ilemisphere. The

climatological results for the summer season are

shown by the dashed histogram in figure 5. The

Northern Ilemisphere data are taken from

Telcgadas and London ;4 the Southern Hemisphere

data are taken from Landsberg. a
The TIROS results for 1961 are seen to be in

_ ;1_5 m ..... CLI_;_CAL M[AN

-a0 .tO -4O -20 0 20 40 eO

_tltUDe _dog,o°,)

SOUTHERN t_emlspne_e (WlNttR_ nOetHe_n _EmlS_E _[ (SO_'_)

FIGURE 5.--The latitudinal distribution of eh)ud cover.
The solid horizontal bars are the results from Tiros III
photographs from July 12 to September 30, 1961; the
vertical lines show the estim_tted errors due to threshold
determination. The dashed histogram represents the
_;limatological mean cloud cover b:med ill)on ground
observations, taken from Telegadas and London
(reference 2) for the Northern Hemisphere and from
Laudsberg (reference 3) for ttm Southern Hemisl)her('.
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good agreement with the long-term mean of cloud

cover distribution obtained from ground obser-

vations. The degree of correspondence between

our results and the ground based data gives us

confidence in this method of analysis of satellite

photographs. The availability of more data from

subsequent satellites will permit the determination

of the geographical distribution of cloud cover over

short intervals of time. An increase in the density

of observations, coupled with improvements in the

techniques for picture analysis presently being

developed, should eventually lead to the use of

cloud cover pictures automatically analyzed on a

computer, to provide the cloud cover distribution

as a function of time for use in studies of at-

mospheric dynamics and long-term changes in

climate.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION FROM THE
TIROS VII METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE OF
THE THEORETICALLY CALCULATED RADI-
ANCE OF THE EARTH WITHIN THE 15-MICRON
BAND OF CARBON DIOXIDE

W. R. BANI)EEN, B. J. CONRATH AND R. A. HANEL

Goddard Space Flight Center

One of the five channels of the medium reso-

lution scanning radiometer (Bandeen et al., 1961)

on the TIROS VII Meteorological Satellite,

launched on 19 June 1963, is sensitive within the
15 micron C02 band. This measurement was

stimulated by the general interest ill the infrared
horizon of the Earth and was carried out to test

earlier theoretical calculations (Hanel et al.,

1963). Preliminary data reduction shows good

agreement between experimental results and our
calculations. The theoretical radiance values of

the Earth and their independence of cloudiness,

the predicted seasonal effects, and a small amount

of limb brightening have been confirmed.
All of the aforementioned effects are of im-

portance in a consideration of the horizon sensing

problem. However, a determination of the de-

tailed structure of the horizon, also important to

horizon sensing, cannot be made from the ex-

perimental data; a much smaller field of view than

the 5 deg of the TIROS radiometer would be

necessary to resolve its true shape. Of even

greater importance, perhaps, is the geophysical

implication of the measurements, comprising a

global map of the temperatures in the lower

stratosphere.

The spectral response of the instrument is shown

in Fig. 1. The absorptivity of the thermistor
bolometer and the reflectivities of the chopper and

prismatically shaped reflector are taken into

account, as well as the transmission character-
istics of the interference filter and the KRS-5 lens.

The effective aperture of the instrument is 0.5

cm 2. The peak transmission of the filter is rela-

tively low and the bandwidth narrower than

WAVE LENGTH (MICRONS)

16.5 16,0 15.5 '$.0 '4.5 '4.O
u u I I

o 620 640 660 680 700 720

WAVE NUMBER (CM "1)

Fmum,: l.--Effectivc spectral responsc of the TIROS VII
15-micron channel.

necessary; both factors contribute to the lower

signal-to-noise ratio in this channel compared to
the other channels. The average generalized

absorption coefficient for carbon dioxide within

1320
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the filter function (logL_0.25) is only slightly

higher than the average generalized absorption
coefficient used in our calculations. Computed

and experimental data are therefore not exactly

comparable, but the difference is insignificant for

most purposes.
Analog traces of signals from all five channels of

the TIROS radiometer are shown in Fig. 2. Six

individual scans corresponding to six rotations of

the satellite can be identified. Between scans, both

sides of the radiometer view outer space, which
serves as a zero radiation calibration reference.

The calibration of the three channels sensitive to

infrared radiation is given in terms of the tem-

perature, TBB(deg K), of a black body filling the
field of view of the radiometer. The effective

radiant emittance of the target, 1_ (watts per

meter2), is calculated by integrating the Planck

function at the temperature TBB over the effective

spectral response of the channel. The calibration
of the two channels sensitive to solar radiation is

given in terms of the effective radiant emittance

2.5-

$

280 _:

-260 __i
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I - 22O
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FIGURE 2.---Oscillogram showing six scans off the east

coast of Africa by the TIROS VII radiometer. The ap-

proximate wave length intervals of the channels from

top to bottom are: 14.8-15.5 it, 8-12 tt, 0.2-5 #, 8-30/_,

and 0.55-0.75/_. The effects of high clouds are illustrated.
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FIGURE 3.--Oscillogram showing sLx scans over the tropical

Pacific Ocean at night. The channels are in the same

order as in figure 2. Limb effects are illustrated.

from a diffuse reflector illuminated by the sun.

Actually, the 5 deg field of view more nearly

measures the effective specific intensity or radi-

ance, f (watts per meter s per sterad) in the direc-

tion of the satellite. Of course, for an ideally
diffuse source, the relationship I47= +f holds. The

low temperatures in the 8- to 12-micron and 8- to

30-micron channels, visible in the middle of each

swath, and simultaneous maxima in the channels

sensitive to reflected solar radiation, identify

clearly • an extensive area of high cloudiness. The
15-micron channel shows no correlation with the

other channels; the radiance of the earth in this

wavelength region is virtually independent of the

state of cloudiness. The fine structure on top of

the 15 micron trace is mostly detector and

amplifier noise and not real, as can be seen from

the appearance of the space reference level.
A case of limb-darkening in the 8- to 12-micron

and 8- to 30-micron regions, and limb-brightening
in the 15-micron band can be observed over an

apparently clo.ud-free area in Fig. 3. Again most of
the fine structure must be attributed to noise.
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FIGURE 4.--Average radiation levels throughout six orbits

vs. the subsatellite latitude. Measurements (made

through tlm satellite b.lseplate (floor) and side (wall)

are separately identified.

In Fig. 4, I_ values averaged over swaths from

horizon to horizon, without regard to viewing

angle, are plotted versus subsatellite latitude. The

values were taken about every fortieth swath

(approximately every 4_ rain) which is deemed to

be sufficient since radiance values change only

slowly over the period of one orbit• Data were

plotted for the wall and floor sides of the radiom-

eter for six orbits (1, 4, 5, 14, 18 and 19). The

lowest values appear over the high latitudes in the
southern hemisphere (antarctic winter) and the

maxima occur at high latitudes in the northern

hemisphere (arctic summer). Data obtained over

mid-latitudes and tropical zones exhibit minor

variations, but temperatures are generally be-

tween 225K and 240K.

The physical meaning of these blackbody tem-

peratures can be judged from Fig. 5, which shows

the relative contributions of atmospheric layers
to the radiance measured by the radiometer;

curves are shown for the 14- to 16-micron region,

and the actual filter function of TIROS VII for a

zenith angle of zero. Atmospheric emission in the

vicinity of 15 to 25 km contributes most, and the
regions below 10 and above 40 km contribute only

very little, to the radiance at normal incidence.

When regions near the horizon are within the

field of view of the scnsor, the center of mass of the

emission function shifts to higher (and warmer)

altitudes; hence, limb-brightening occurs• The

temperatures shown in Fig. 4 can therefore be

interpreted to be average atmospheric tem-

peratures weighted over varying altitudes, de-

pending upon atmospheric structure and sensor

viewing angle• The weighting function for the
particular case of vertical incidence over a

standard atmosphere is indicated by the 14.8-

15.5 u curve in Fig. 5. In theory, using the method

proposed by King (1956), the actual temperature

profile can be derived from these data. However,

the low signal-to-noise ratio will make this a
rather difficult task for TIROS VII.

In summary, data from the 15-micron channel
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FIGURE 5.--The relative contributions of layers of the

AII])C 1959 model atmosphere to the vertical outgoing

radiance in the interval 14-16 u and within the effective

spectral resl)onse of the TIROS VII 15 _ channel. Since

the transmission, T, from the surface to the top of the

atmosphere within these wavelength intervals is essen-

tially zero, the area boun(ied by each curve is unity.
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of the TIROS VII scanning radiometer have con-

firmed expectations. The minimum and maximum

blackbody temperatures observed agree well with

theoretically predicted values. Lowest temper-

atures occur in the Antarctic winter and highest in

the Arctic summer. A small but definite amount of

limbbrightening is observed. Except for seasonal

effects, which presumably can be predicted, the

radiance within the 15-micron band is very uni-

form and virtually independent of cloudiness, a

fact most desirable for the purpose of horizon

sensing. The observation of the temperature of

the lower stratosphere on a global basis may

become a valuable tool for the study of the

general circulation of the atmosphere. One

possible application would be the detection of the

"explosive" warming associated with the break-

down of the wintertime polar vortex in the

stratosphere.
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A RADIATION VIEW OF HURRICANE ANNA
FROM THE TIROS III METEOROLOGICAL

SATELLITE

W. R. BANDFEN, B. J. CONRATH, W. NOPd)BER(; aND H. P. THOMPSON

Goddard Space Flight Center

The Tiros III meteorological satellite (1961 ol), containing two television eamer'_s and a

family of electromagnetic r'uliatinn experiments, was launched (m July 12, 1961. Nine d.Lys later,
the satellite l)assed directly over Hurricane Anna, the first hurricane of the 1961 Atlantic season.

])att_ gathered I)y a five-channel medium resolution radiometer during one pass over the Hurrictmc

are presented in the form of m:_ps; .rod certain implications of the data are discussed. Supporting

television pictures are also given.

The design trod calil)ration of the medium resolution radiometer "tre t)riefly descrit)ed.

INTRODUCTION

The Tiros III meteorological satellite (1961 ol),

launched on July 12, 1961, was the first of the

Tiros series whose active lifetime extended over

the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season. Two

quasi-operational television camera systems car-

ried by Tiros III observed every hurricane of the

1961 season. An experimental medium-resolution

radiometer, scanning the earth and its atmosphere

in five regions of the electromagnetic spectrum,

also gathered data from the same storms from an

orbital height of about 780 kin.

The design of the radiometers, their calibration,

the information flow, and the data reduction

techniques have been discussed previously? ,2,8

Also, the physical signifiance of the experiment

and its potential synoptic use have been investi-

gated?. 5

In this paper, we shall discuss a sample of auto-

matically processed radiation data gathered by

Tiros I I I over the lirst tropical cyclone of the 1961

Atlantic season, Hurricane Anna.

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

To aid in understanding the radiation maps

shown, the design and calit)ration of the radiation

experiment should bc discussed briefly here. The

medium-resolution radiometer flown in Tiros III is

practically identical to the first of its kind flown

in Tiros lI (1960 _rl). There are five channels in the

radiometer, each made sensitive to a different

part of the electromagnetic spectrum by means

TABLE 1.--Channel Bandwidths of the Tiros I,'ive-Channel

Medium Resolution I_adiometer

Chanilel

1 .............

2 .............

3 .............

4 .............

Nnmin'd

bandwidth

(microns)

5.9-6.7

7.5-13.5

0.2-7.0

7.0-32.0

0.5-0.75

Nature of I).md

Water vapor ahsorl)tion

Atmospheric window
Reflected solar r.Ldiatinn

Terrestrial radiation

l/esl)onse of the TV

system

of filters and other optical elements. The nomi-

nal bandwidths of the five chamwls are given in

table I.

The radiometer employs a chopper which causes

each sensor to view alternately, and at a rapid

rate, in two directions 180 degrees apart. The

response from each channel is proportional to the

1324
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difference in the irradiation of the sensor bolometer

from the two directions. The bidirectional axes of

the channels are parallel to one another and in-

clined to the spin (camera) axis by 45 degrees.

The satellite spins at about 9.3 rpm, causing the

5 degree instantaneous field of view to scan over

the earth and space. The satellite's orbital motion
advances the individual scan lines.

When viewing directly downward from a height

of 780 km, the radiometer views a "spot" on earth
with a diameter of about 68 km. As the nadir

angle increases, the scan spot becomes increasingly

elongated in the direction viewed. The satellite is

spin stabilized, and as it revolves in orbit the

radiometer scan geometry over the earth passes

through a sequence of rather complicated pat-

terns; however, in any configuration at least one

direction of the sensors must always view outer

space, which is essentially a zero reference for all

five spectral regions. This zero reference is impor-
tant in calibrating the instrument.

CALIBRATION

The preflight calibration of the three infrared

channels is carried out by simulating the space-

referenced earth signal in the laboratory. The
radiometer's field of view is filled in one direction

by a blackbody target at liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture (80°K)--which is essentially equivalent to the

space reference--while the field of view in the

other direction is filled with a blackbody target

whose temperature is varied over the range

expected when viewing the earth and its atmos-
phere. Thus, the measurements shown on the

infrared maps are in terms of an "equivalent

temperature, T,_" of a blackbody filling the
field of view which would cause the same re-

sponse from the radiometer.
In calibrating the solar channels, one direction

of the channels is merely masked with black tape
to simulate space. To simulate reflected solar radi-

ation from the earth and its atmosphere, a white

diffuse reflector of known spectral reflectivity is
illuminated at normal incidence from a standard

lamp of known spectral intensity at a measured

distance away, thus determining the spectral radi-
ant emittance from the reflector. With the illumi-

nated reflector filling the field of view, the out-

put signal from each channel is measured. The

spectral radiant emittance from the reflector is

integrated over the spectral response curves of the

solar channels to yield that portion of the radiation

viewed to which each channel responds. The

result of such integration is the "effective radiant

emittance, H-T.'' Thus, the measurements shown

on the reflectcd solar radiation maps are in tcrms

of that portion of diffuse radiation from a target

filling the field of view to which each channel

responds, l['. In order to interpret these measure-

ments in terms of reflectance of insolation (or,

loosely, "albedo"), we must know the effective

radiant emittance, l¢r*, which would be measured

by each ('.hamml if thc field of view were filled by a

perfectly diffuse surface of unit reflectivity when

illuminated by one solar constant at normal
incidence. The values of II_* for chammls 3 and 5

have been calculated to be, respectively, 763.8

w/m 2and 108.6 w/m 2.

Obviously, any uncertainties in the spectral

response eurves of the solar channels will cause un-

certainties in the subsequent calculations of 14r and

Ifr* values. Because of the broad spectral response

of channel 3, uncertainties have a much larger
effect on this channel than on channel 5. There-

fore, we have less confidence in the absolute meas-

urements of channel 3 than of channel 5, although
the relative measurements for both channels are

accurate to within about 3 pereent.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAPS

The maps shown in figure 1 through 5 were pro-

duced by automatic data processing techniques;

the shading between contours was done manually

to enhance the display. Figure 2b was specially

produced at a scale twice as large as in the other
maps and the isotherms were hand-traced and

labeled to increase resolution in displaying the

data.

In producing the maps (except figure 2b), a

computer program distributed all data having a
sensor nadir angle of 58 degrees or less during the

period from 1545 to 1602 GMT, July 21, 1961,
over a grid field with a mesh interval between

points of 2.5 degrees of longitude (about 278 km

square at the equator). Figure 2b was produced in
the same way, except that data from 1545 to 1557
GMT were used and the mesh interval between

grid points was 1.25 degrees of longitude, thus
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TIROS III SCANNING RADIOMETER

CHANNEL _ (5.9-6.7FQ

o*

FIGURE I.--Radiation map from the, TIROS III scanning

radionmter: channel I (5.9 to 6.7 microns), orbit 132

1545-]602 GMT, July 21, ]961. Hurricane Anna is

(_entcred at latitude 13.8°N, longitude 72.3°W. Original

grid scah_: 2.5 ° of earth longitude per mesh interval.

The, sul)sat(4Iitr, track is shown with sul)satellite points

indicated by dots for each minut(_ of time.

increasing the resolution by about a factor of four.

The population of measurements within a mesh

interval varied from 1 along the southwestern

edge to more than 60 (or about one-fourth of this

number for figure 2b) along the northeastern edge

of the data area. This large variance results from

the complicated nature of the scan. The minimum

spin axis (TV camera axis) nadir angle was 16.0

degrees and occurred at 1558:30 GMT. The sub-

satellite track is shown on all maps, with sub-

satellite points indicated by dots for each minute

minute of time. The displacement of the data

"center of mass" with respect to the subsatel-

lite track is evidence that the camera priIwipal

point track lay southwest of the subsatcllite

track. The computer averages the individual

measurements within each mesh interval, accom-

plishes the contouring of the grid point averages

with filler numbers, and prints the maps on a high

speed printer. A Mercator latitude-longitude

overlay completes the grid print map and locates

the data geographically. The maps shown in figure

1 through 5 have been produced by replacing the

filler numbers by shading between contour inter-

vals (or tracing the isotherms in figure 2b).

Two limitations of this form data display are

re-emphasized: (1) the direction from which a

TIROS III SCANNING RADIOMETER

i

1602 GMT

:FIGURE 2a. Radiation map: channel 2 (7..5-13.5 microns).

Original grid scale 2.5 ° per mesh intcrval.

TIROS []] SCANNING RADIOMETER

_o,_.l_ CHANNEL 2 (75"13 5p.)

\l_0. _ .,_=_.,. _, ,o%t,_._o,,_u_Y_,_,
[-- ._ ) T..I°K)

....._ 2i :
Ml_ce_ _ i MT

:FmU_E 2h.--Detailed map of section of figure 2a. Original

grid scale 1.25 ° per mesh interval.

Fmur_._ 3.--Radiation map: ehamml 3 (0.2-7.0 microns).

()riginal grid scale 2.5 ° per mesh interval.
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FIGURE &-Radiation map: channel 4 (5.0-32.0 microns). 
Original grid scale 2.5" per mesh interval. 

1 CHANNEL 5 (0 5-0 75p) , 3 
..e-....- ... .... ".̂ ,. 

i / -  
UrataPnf.ma, ~ * " $ $ ~ , I  ' 

1 L -- - ._____J+- 

FIGURE %-Radiation map: channel 5 (0.5-0.75 microns). 

q *  <- 7v / *  ,~ P -  

Original grid scale 2.5" per mesh interval. 

I I I ~ ~ S U I W I I ~ ,  ;s $c., czc!i: c\r I venith ____ .. pnd 

azimuth angles) is not readily apparent, and (2 )  
the number of individual measurements niaking 
up each grid point average (or the amount of data 
smoothing) is not readily apparent. These liniita- 
tions must be kept in mind when attempting to  
interpret such maps. 

RESULTS 

Hurricane Anna moved from a point just north 
of Yenezuela to the coast of British Honduras 
during the period July zu-i+, i96i. A i  i S 0  G X T  
on July 21, Anna was centered at  latitude 13.8"N1 

longitude 72.3"W1 and still growing in intensity. 
Orbit 132 of Tiros I11 passed almost directly over 
the hurricane at that time, and the satellite's 
attitude was such that all radiometer measure- 
ments over Anna were made under sensor nadir 
angles of less than 15 degrees. Figures 1 through 5 
show the stark reiief in which the iiurr-icane &mda 
out from its surroundings in all five regions. 
Three television pictures (figure 6,7, and 8) taken 
by Tiros I11 at about this time show Anna, the 

FIGURE B.-Television picturr taken by TIROS I11 on 
orlnt 132, July 21, 1961, a t  l549:50 GAIT. Hurricane 
Anne is thc upper cloud mass, centered about '70 milrs 
north of the Guajira Peninsula of Columliia. The 
Colombian coast runs horizontally to the n e s t  and 
joins Panama (ncar the upper left fiduc+il mark). 
Lake Maracaibo i.; cradled in thr  upper right-hand 
quadrant of thr central fiducial cross 

extensive cloudness just to the south of it, and the 
scattered-to-clear regions over equatorial South 
America. 

Figure 6 shows Anna centered about 70 i d e s  
riorth of the Guajira Peninsula, with the Colom- 
bian coastline running laterally to the west arid 
joiniiig Panama. Lake Maracaibo is cradled in the 
upper right-hand quadrant of the central fiducial 
cross. -1 second extensive cloud system is seen 
south of :hna over Venezuela. The temperatures 
SEX;:: i:: fgcrcs 2 pnd 1 clearly outline this second 
system and indicate that its mean top is at a lesser 
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FIGURE 7.-Trlevision picture taken by TIROS 111, 
orbit 132, July 21, 1961, at 1550:50 GMT. Thc central 
cloud mass is ovcr Vcnrzuela with Hurricane Anna t o  
thc north. Thp Colombia coast running westward to 
Panama is secn at the top of thc picture. 

FIGURE 8.-Tclcvision picture taken by TIItOS 111, orhit 
132, July 21, 1961, at 1552:20 GM'I'. The cloud mass 
which is south of Hurricane Anna is scrn at thc top of 
the pirturr. The wntr:Ll fidwinl cross is nvar thc  head- 
w:itors of thc Orinoco 1iivc.r in southcwi Vc~nczucln. The 
lowrr portion of tlw photograph rcvrals the scnttiwd- 
to-clcar (Bondition over thr Am:izon region of Brazil. 

height than that of the hurricane. Also, the in- 
creased temperatures of these maps over the region 
stretching from Venezuela to Peru indicate that 
the band of clouds shown here on the solar maps 
is at a still lower height, or is thinner, or both. 

The hurricane stands out clearly in chariiiels 3 
and 5. The actual rnaxiinum 1i' measurement 
over Anna from channel 3 was 240 w/mz arid from 
channel 5 was 40 w/nC. The subsolar point a t  13.50 
GMT was at latitude 20.4"N, longitude 55.9" W, 
some 18 degrees from the storm ccnter. Taking the 
solar radiation incident upon the hurricane as IT* 
cos IS", the iiiaxiiiiuin reflcctancc r of sunlight in 
thc direction of the satellite is 

for channel 3:  

r = 240/(763.8 cos 18") = 33.0 percent; 

for channel 5: 

r=40/(108.6 cos 18") =38.7 percent; 

The maximum r measured by channel 3 is 5.7 
percent lower than at measured by channel 5. AS 
was tiientioncd earlier, measuremetits by channel 
3 might he somewhat in error because of the lack of 
an acwrate rneasuremcnt of its spectral response. 
This fact might very well he responsible for the 
observed difference in r .  Of course, this discrcp- 
ancy does riot affect the validity of the relative ra- 
diation levels and, therefore, the ability of the 
data to map cloud systems. 

The patterns in the maps of the solar channels 
are very similar. The large cloud system south 
of the hurricane ovcr Vrnezuela arid the band of 
cloudiness stretching froni it southwest across 
Coliimhia iiito Noitlic,rii I ) (wI statid out vlcarly in 
figuws 3 atid 5, atid (mi I)( ,  idviitifi(d i i i  t l iv tt.lc- 
vision pictures in figurcs 7 and 8. 'I'hc high re- 
flectance region around latitude 22"s and lorigi- 
tudc 63"W iniplies thr  presence of clouds, but the 
relatively high teniperaturcs nieasured by channel 
2 indicate that the cloud tops werc not very high. 
The broad barid of high channel 2 temperatures 
running from the Amazon basin across Brazil to 
the Atlantic Ocean conipares well with the low 
solar chaiiriel ineasurcments, implying that there 
arc few clouds aiid that thc effective height of 
radiation of the window chaiiricl is near the sur- 
face. The chariricl 4 and rhaiiriel 1 maps also 
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showa similarpattern,andthe photographin
figure8 revealsthe scattered-to-clearcondition
overtheAmazonregionof Brazil.

Theregionnorthof latitude30°NoffFloridais
mappedonlyby channel2, wherevaluesof TB8
below 240°K are shown. Widespread cumulonim-

bus clouds with anvil tops were reported in this re-

gion at the time, and undoubtedly contributed to

the low temperatures observed. However, a com-

plication in interpreting measurements in this

region is that they were all made at nadir angles of

nearly 58 degrees. The comparable zenith angles at

the top of the atmosphere were about 72 degrees,

meaning that the radiometer was viewing through

more than three atmospheres. Under these con-

ditions, limb darkening effects become appreciable,

even in the window chamml, and caution must be

used in interpreting the data.

Actually, each infrared channel "sees" many
different layers in the atmosphere. The contri-

bution of each atmosphreic layer to the integrated

response of a particular channel depends upon the
vertical distributions of temperature, pressure,

and the various infrared absorbers (primarily

H20, CO2 and 05); and upon the positions and

strengths of the various absorption bands with
respect to the spectral response curve of the par-

ticular channel. Because of strong absorption by

water vapor in the 6.3 micron band/ generally

(in the absence of clouds) a broad region through-

out the middle and upper troposphere predomi-

nates in contributing to the response of channel

1, with little or no contribution from the surface
of the earth.

Because of only weak absorption by ozone and

water vapor in the atmospheric window, radiation
from the surface of the earth or from clouds

predominates in the response of channel 2, with
small contributions from the atmosphere. Because

channel 4 includes the window as well as strong

water vapor and carbon dioxide absorption bands,

it receives important contributions irom both

earth and atmosphere. The air temperature gen-

erally decreases with height in the troposphere

where a preponderance of the important absorbers

is found; hence, it follows that usually the equiv-

alent blackbody temperatures TBB measured by

channel 1 should be lowest, those measured by

channel 2 highest, and those measured by channel
4 somewhere between the first two. This pattern

generally prevails throughout figures 1, 2, and 4,

with T,B highest in channel 2, 20 degrees lower in

channel 4, and 20 to 40 degrees lower in channel 1.
The one exception to this pattern is over the

hurricane, where the Tn_ values for all channels
are indicated as 200 to 230°K.

If we define a fictitious level, called the "effec-

tive height of radiation," as the height at which

the T_B measured by the satellite corresponds to

the real atmospheric temperature, it follows from

the previous paragraph that the effective height
of radiation for chamlel 1 should be highest and

that for channel 2 lowest, with the channel 4

height falling in between. Fritz and Winston 5

have shown that the effective height of radiation
from the window channel of Tiros II affords a

good estimate of the heights of the tops of large-
scale overcast clouds, although cirrus are not

clearly defined because they are partially trans-

parent.
From radiosonde data taken near the hurricane,

the ambient air temperature ranged from 230 to

220°K in the height interval from about 11,000 to

12,100 meters implying that the smoothed mean

height of the hurricane clouds as mapped in figure

2 lay within this layer. However, the smoothing

contained in the grid point averages and the 10°K
contour intervals used in the maps obscure much

of the fine structure which is possible within the

5 degree field of view.
For example, a computer listing of the indi-

vidual data points making up the maps revealed

three individual spots (a spot diameter on earth is

about 68 kin) over the hurricane where there was
a dramatic reversal of the usual order of TBB

measurements from the infrared channels coinci-

dent with the minimum observed channel 2

temperatures. These three spots, each from a

different swath, yielded the values of T88 shown in

table 2. The temperature and height of the tropo-

pause averaged from 12G0 GMT radiosonde runs

made at Kingston, Jamaica, Trinidad, and Swan

Island were about 199.5°K and 16,000 meters, re-

spectively. The estimated absolute accuracy of

channel 2 is :t:5°K. Thcrefore, the minimum TBB

for channel 2 was probably between 19.().5° and
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TABLE 2.--Reversal of the Usual Order of Infrared Channel

Temperatures in Three S )ots Over Hurricane Anna

Channel

1 ............

4 ............

2 ............

Nominal

bandwidth

(microns)

5.9-6.7

7.0-32.0

7.5-13.5

TBB (°K)

Spot 1

225

219

205

Spot 2

228

212

207

Spot 3

228

215

201

20firK (i.e., 201°+5°K), and its effective radi-

ating height was probably within 1500 meters of

the tropopause. It can therefore bc inferred that

the highest overcast clouds were within about 2000

b-
"I"

-r

5O

WATERVAPORMIXING RATIO(g/kg)

0.01 0.1 0.5

[.......' ' '"'": "E

40

TEMPERATURE

3O

20

I0

o
200

/
/

/
/ MIXING RATIO

/
/

/

240 280
TEMPERATURE(°K)

FiGure," 9.--Tenq,t_raturc and water wtpor mixing ratio

l,rofiles assumed in the theoretical calcuhttions attempt-
ing to explain the "rew,rscd" relative la,havior of

channels I and 2 over tropical storm systems.

meters of the tropopause. The reversal of the usual

pattern of TBB measurements can be explained

qualitatively by considering an upward translation

of the usual effective radiation height sequence

(i.e., that for channel l highest and for chan-

nel 2 lowest) such that the effective radiation

height for the window channel is at or near the

220

202

196

190

0 5 I0

&TBB('K)

FIGURE 10.--Results of the theoretical calculations. Cloud

top temperature, which is assumed to I)c that seen by

channel 2, is shown as the ordinate (channel 2 T_u).

Tim abscissa, _?'_, is tim diffcrcnc(_ I>ctw(_('n the ef-

fective I)l.w.kbody temp(,raturc seen in the window

region and that seen in the water vapor 'd)sorl)tion

region.

tropopause, with the others located above the

inversion where temperature increases with height.

The estimated absolute accuracy of channel 1

is -4-5°K. Therefore, the observed channel 1 T..

corresponding to the minimum observed chamml

2 7'_,n might have been as low as 228 °- 5 ° = 223°K.

It seems difficult to justify sufficient water vapor

in the stratosphere to account for a difference in

channel 1 and chamml 2 7'1_1_ measurements of
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even 17°K (i.e., 223O-206”). However, the follow- 
ing preliminary calculations, assuming plausible 
temperature and water vapor profiles for the 
tropical stratosphere (figure 9), do indicate that 
differences of at least lO.5”K may indeed be possi- 
ble, indicating the state of the atmosphere above 
tropical storms. Reasonable variations about the 
temperature and water vapor profiles choseti and 
in the theoretical assumptions regarding absorp 
tion could probably yield differences of as much 
as 17°K. 

The specific intensity emerging from the “top” 
of the atmosphere I is given by the solution of the 
radiative transfer equation, which may be written 
in the form 

where I ,  is the specific intensity a t  the bounding 
surface (ground or cloud as the case may be), B is 
the Planck function, and T is atniospheric trans- 
niission above a level at which the optical depth 
is 21. If T and the temperature are known as func- 
tions of 71, then this calculation can be carried out. 

In practice, the integral can be evaluated by 
nieans of radiation diagrams. A diagram of the 
Miiller type was employed in this particular work 

TARIS :3.-Reuersrd Data Points in Two Spots Over a Cloud 
system Shawn in Figure 11 

Spot 1 Spot 2 i 

This diagram mas for a spectral interval of from 
approximately 8.33 to 8.85 microns. while the 
chatinel 1 spectral range of the radioiiieter was 
about 6.0 to 6.6 microns. However, the calcu- 
lations based 011 the 6.33 to 6.8.7 micron range 
should serve to indicate whether the differences 
observed between channels 1 and 2 are of the 
right order or not. 

Calculations were carried out, for cloud tops a t  
and slightly below the trapopause height. The re- 
sults are shown in figure 10 in which the cloud top 
temperature as seen by the window channel is 
plotted against, the difference between the teni- 
perature seen in the window and that seen in the 
water vapor absorption region. 

Only one other case of a channel 1-rhaniiel 2 
teiiiperature reversal has been noted in all of the 
Tiros I11 radiation data analyzed to date, although 
it has not been possible yet to survey coinpreheii- 
sively all data and rule out still other occurreiices 
of this phenomenon. This case was associated 
with a storin system shoii 11 in figure 11 which is a 
picture taken over northwest -1frica on July 17, 
1961. The African coast l i w  ~ n r 1  t h o  _i-t!~!:ti~ 
Occaii rail be seen in the upper left corner. 

\f*heii the cloud systeiii just above the central 
fiducial cross in the photograph n as scariiied by 
the radiometer, the “reversed” data points 
shoiv~i in table 3 taken froiii tn-o different swaths 
were found. Khile the temperature differelices 
seeii i i i  these data points are smaller than those 
associated 11 ith the hurricaiie. they are still proh- 
ably real and serve to further substaiitiate the 
phenoiiieiioii of reverscd relative behavior of 
(*Iiairii(~l~ 1 aiid 2. C )hvioiisly~ much niow I\ ork is 

i i o p c x  TO iw at ) iv  to 
report additioiral inforination at a later time. 

r l l~ -~ .  r t l l d  
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CONCLUSIONS

The radiation maps of Hurricane Anna show

that a severe storm of this type stands out clearly

in all three infrared channels, and, in the daytime,

also in the two solar channels of the Tiros medium

resolution radiometer. The synoptic use potential

of such radiation data in future meteorological

satellites seems clear for complementing and

augmenting television cameras in the identifi-

cation and tracking of severe weather systems.

The extraordinary reversal of the usual order of

equivalent blackbody temperatures over the hur-

ricane, together with the low chamJel 2 measure-

ment, suggest that the cloud tops over Hurricane

Anna were very high--probably near the height of

the tropopause. The maglfitude of the difference

between the equivalent blackbody temperatures

measured by channel 1 and channel 2 infer a very

wet stratosphere with a sharp temperature in-

version above the cloud tops. llowever, much

more work in this area remains to be done before

definite conclusions can be drawn.
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NOTE ON THE THICKNESS OF THE
HELIUM ION LAYER* ..

S. J. BAUER

Goddard Space Flight Center

On the basis of recent experimental results as well as theoretical considerations of the tem-
perature dependence of the light constituents (hydrogen and helium) in the upper atmosphere, a
model of the helium ion belt--the "heliosphere"-- is constructed. The thickness of the helium ion
layer varies significantly with at,nospheric temperature: about 2000 km at 1600°K and only about
200 km at 600°K. Correspondingly, charged particle profiles in the topside ionosphere may show
a slope corresponding to He + at high temperature, but not at low temperatures when the thickness
of the helium ion layer is comparable to or less than the scale hSight of helium ions.

ExperimentM evidence, in accordance with

Nicolet's suggestion,' for the presence of helium

ions in the upper atmosphere, is now available

from ion and electron density profiles 2,3 ion probe

retarding potential experiments 4,5 and direct

measurements with an RF ion spectrometer. 6

Hanson, = who first inferred the presence of He +

from an experimentM ion-density profile obtained

by Hale, 7 has called the layer of ionized helium

the "heliosphere". In his analysis of Hale's data,
Hanson concluded that the thickness of the

helium ion layer, extending from 1200 km to
about 3400 kin, is of the order of 2000 km and

that the measured scale height for helium ions
corresponded to an atmospheric temperature of
1600°K.

Because of the presence of He +, the upper

ionosphere has to be considered a ternary ion

mixture (O +, He + and H+). Although the diffusive

equilibrium distribution of a minor ion species in

an ion mixture is influenced by the other con-

stituents--unlike neutral ones, because of the

electric field resulting from the slight charge

separation between electrons and positive ions, 8-n

the relative concentrations of ionic species behave
like neutral constituents. '2 The boundaries of a

* The material contained in this report also appeared
in Nature, January 5, 1963, under the title, "Helium Ion
Belt in the Upper Atmosphere."

region where an ionic species predominates can be

defined by the transition or equal-concentration

levels, i.e. the levels where the concentration of

this species is equal to that of the neighboring

ionic species.

The equM-concentration level ho can be ex-

pressed in terms of the geopotential height

parameter :_2

zii' = Hi1 ln_ij, (1)

where z_/=h_/-ho' is the geopotential distance

between the equal-concentration level and the

reference level h0' at which [Xi+_/[X_ +-] = nij, and

Hij=kT/(m_-m_)go with k the Boltzmann con-

stant, T the absolute temperature, m_ and mi the

masses of the ionic species X_ and Xj and go the

acceleration of gravity at the earth's surface. The

geopotential altitude h' is related to the geo-

metric altitude h by

h' fh g(h)
= Jo_ dh.

In this discussion the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 will

refer to 0 +, He + and H +, respectively.

The actual situation is complicated by the fact
that the relative ion concentrations at the refer-

ence level n_j are also functions of temperature.

This is particularly true for the ratio y3_ since the

neutral hydrogen concentration at a constant
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FI(IIIRE l .--EquM concentration levels I-He+_ = I-O +] and
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mosl)heri(_ teml)erature, r rel)resents the t,hi(_kness of

the ]mlium ion l'tyer; the h)caI s('ale height for He + is

in(tic.tt('d I)3" the distance betw(,(,n the dashed curve

and the EH(,+J=E()+3 ('re'v('. The e(lu_tl-c()llc(!lflirai,ion

levels "tre I)Itse(I on the t(!in|)erztture-(lepend('Ifl, ion (.oi_-

(,enh'ation ratios ms "tt 500 km given in the lexl.

altitude depends upon its escape rate from the

upper atmosphere. Since this rate increases with

temperature, the concentration of hydrogen at a
constant level increases with decreasing tem-

perature. The ratio rH-]/rO_ at an altitude of
500 km (which we shall adopt as reference level h0)

increases by a factor of 100 for a temperatm'e
decrease from 2000 to 1000°K. _J4 If the proton

concentration is governed by the charge exchange

e(luilil)rium condition, _'_'1_the ratio v:u varies with

temperature in the same proportion as the ratio of
the neutral constituents. The same argument

applies if the protons are a result of photo-
ionization rather than ('barge exchange. Silnilarly,

a proportional variati(m of rlleJ/[-()_ and n_

with temt)erature (,an I)e assmne(l. The helium
concentration at 500 km vm'ics only slightly with

temperature _4 so that the ratio _21 will not vary

as strongly as va, with temperature.

For the present model the following values have

been adopted: The concentration ratio [H+-]/VO +-]
at 500 km varies from _x= 10 4 at 1600°K to

_._,= 10 2 at (i00°K: and the ratio I-He+_/[O+_ at
500 km varies from _2,=5X10 -a at 1600°K to

_21=5X10 -2 at 600°K. The temperature range

corresponds to the extremes at the present level of

solar activity. The chosen variation with tem-

perature of _3, is in good agreement with Bates

and l)atterson, _3and that for u2_ is consistent with
the variation of the helium concentration of

Nicolet and Kockarts/4

Figure 1 shows that h_2 and h2._transition levels,

where I-He+_ =[-O+7 and rH+_ = rHe+_ respec-

tively, as a function of atmospheric temperature
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centr'_tion level [Hc+-]=[O +-] and tim open arrows
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for the assumed variation of _ii at 500 kin, the

reference level. The altitude difference h23-h12

between the two equal-concentration levels may

be called the thickness T of the helium ion layer.

It is obvious that this thickness is drastically

reduced as the temperature decreases. This

possibility has previously been pointed out for the

case where _ij is constant (references 12 and 16).*

If the thickness T is less than the local scale

height for helium ions, r <H(He+); i.e., if the two

equal-concentration levels hi2 and h2a occur within

one scale height, no distinct slope corresponding

to He + will be distinguishable in an ion or electron

density profile. This is the case for temperatures

of the order of 1000°K or less. Figure 2 which

presents normalized charged particle density

profiles based on a ternary ion mixture for 800,

1000 and 1300°K and the corresponding d_j versus

the geopotential distance z' above the reference

level, illustrates the fact that identification of

helium ions from profiles is virtually impossible

for low temperatures. The profiles shown in

figure 2 were computed from the following

formula :12

N(z') -- N O exp - In 1 + _21 exp + _axeXp + In (I+_21+7131 , (2)

where N and No are the electron (or total ion)

density at z' and at the reference level z'=O

respectively and all other symbols have their

previously defined meaning.

A recent nighttime electron density profile

reported by Ulwiek and Pfister, 17 failed to show

evidence for the presence of He + . In the light of

the foregoing discussion, failure to detect He +

from a profile does not prove the absence of He +

but can be explained by the fact that the thickness

of the helimn ion layer at that time was com-

parable in magnitude to the scale height of He + .

In fact, with an ion trap, Donley 5 recently

obtained a nighttime ion density profile from

which the presence of helium ions is not obvious.

However, a preliminary retarding potential anal-

ysis of the same data indicates the prescnce of all

three ionic constituents (O +, He + and H+). The

combined ion density and composition data are

consistent with the concept of a thin helium ion

layer at low atmospheric temperatures.

Most recently, measurements of ion compo-

sition and temperature on the Ariel satellite

(1962ol) provide additional evidence for the

* From the final analysis of a recent ion density profile
(reference 5) it appears, that the equal-concentration levels

at the corresponding temperature of S00°K are about 200

km lower th-m indicated in figure 1, while the thickness

of the helium ion layer is in good agreement with the

present model. This fact seems to imply an even stronger
tcnlI)erature-dependen(.e of the ion cImcentr'_tion ratios

_j. than was assumed here.

variation of thickness in the helium ion layer, is It

is expected that these experimental data will allow

further refinements of the model concept presented

Acre.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE ATMOSPHERESOF"
VENUS AND THE EARTH

!f

A. G. W. CAMERON

Goddard Space Flight Center

Evidence regarding the E'_rth's atmosphere is reviewed and it is concluded that there are no
detecttd)le traces of the primitive sol._r nebula surviving in it. Evidence concerning the Venus
atmosl)hcrc is analyzed :tnd it is concluded that it probat)ly contMns of the order of 100 times the
•imount of nitrogen in the Earth's atmosphere and negligible amounts of w:tter vapor. It is very
difficult to see how the two atmospheres can have had a common origin, and it is proposed that the
bulk of the Venus "ztmosphere is a remnant of the primitive solar nebula. In order to ,_ccount for the
_d)sence of primitive gases from the E,_rth's atmosphere, a modified form of the l)_rwin-Wise
hypothesis is proposed, according to which the Moon is formed as a result of the Earth's rot:_tional
instability induced by formation of the iron core. During such rotational inst'd)ility the primitive
gases would bc entirely lost. A discussion is given of the circumstances surrounding the period of
rot_tion:d instability.

INTRODUCTION

It has been evident for some time that the

large fractionation between the rare gases and

the common constituents in the atmosphere

relative to solar composition implies that the

bulk of the Earth's atmosphere has been outgassed

from the Earth (Brown, 1952). If the Earth as a

whole is of chondritic composition, then the

amount of A 4° in the atmosphere represents a

degassing of about 10% of the K 4° that would

have decayed by now in the interior (Turekian,

1963). The main degassing appears to take place

from volcanos, and the oceans appear to have

been produced by the same degassing process as

the atmosphere (Rubey, 1951).

The writer has recently examined the problems

raised by the fact that the isotopic composition of

atmospheric xenon is totally different from that

of the meteoritic xenon which was probably

entrapped from the primordial solar nebula from

which the planets were formed (Cameron, 1962,

1963a). The atmosphere lacks the large excess of
Xe _ that would exist if the Earth were formed

at the same time as the meteorite parent bodies

and were fully outgassed, and which would arise

from the decay of 1129. The atmosphere contains

much xenon of fission origin, probably resulting

from the decay of Pu 244. The nonfissionogenic

xenon in the atmosphere has been altered in

isotopic composition in a pattern which the

writer attributes to the effects of neutron capture

in the Sun during the deuterium-burning phase

of its original contraction. A quantitative ex-

amination of this point indicates that the majority

of the nonfissionogenic xenon in the atmosphere
would be required to have once been in the Sun

and subsequently captured by the Earth

(Cameron, 1963a). In a recent compilation of

meteoritic abundances between which krypton

and xenon can be interpolated, the writer has

found that the atmospheric ratio of krypton to
xenon is about twice the ratio that can be ex-

pected to result from nucleosynthesis (Cameron,

1963b). The most straightforward interpretation

of this result is that the outgassing of the non-

fissionogenic xenon from the interior of the Earth

is much less efficient than that of krypton and

presumably the other rare gases. In particular it

should be noted that there is no evidence whatever

that any gas from the primitive solar nebula was

captured by the Earth and now survives in the

atmosphere.
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A straightforward attempt to predict the

composition of the atmosphere of Venus would

utilize the similarity of the mass and mean

density of that p!anet to those of the Earth. One

might expect that volcanos on Venus would

outgas the same substances in essentially the

same proportion as on the Earth. The water

vapor in the Earth's atmosphere produces a

greenhouse effect which raises the temperature at
the surface of the Earth significantly above that
which would exist without it. If the Earth were

closer to the Sun the greenhouse effect would be

substantially increased owing to the greatly

enhanced evaporation from the oceans, and it is

possible that this could cause the surface tem-

perature to "run away" until most or all of the
water from the oceans existed as steam in the

atmosphere ((]old, 1963). Oil this picture the

high surface temperature of Venus (600°K on the

dark side, probably 700-800°K on the bright side)

requires that the ground be at an optical depth of
at least 60 in the infrared (Jastrow and Rasool,

1963), which should easily be provided by the 100
or more atmospheres of steam that would exist
under these conditions.

THE ATMOSPHERE OF VENUS

The above straightforward speculation re-

garding the Venus atmosphcrc is not in ac(,ordan(.e
with various mcasurcments.

The only constituent of the atmosphere of
Venus which has been unambiguously determined

by spectroscopic methods is CO2, which is present
to the extent of 4% by mass (Spinrad, 1962a).

Spinrad (1962b) has carefully examined a high-

dispersion spectrogram of Venus taken by Adams
and Dunham at a time when there were evidently

breaks in the clouds, and he has concluded that the

mixing ratio of water vapor down to a pressure of
8 atm was less than one part in l05. This makes it

unlikely that the clouds can be composed of

water. Urey (1959) has noted that there cannot be
more than 80 meter-arm of oxygen above the

clouds, and CH_, NH3, and oxides of nitrogen

cannot be important constituents of the Venus

atmosphere. It is likely that the bulk of the

atmosphere is composed of nitrogen.
Further information al)out the possihle water

vapor content of the atmosphere can be deduced

from radar observations of Venus. Reflections

from the solid surface of Venus have been observed

at 12.5 cm and at 68 cm, and their characteristics

have been analyzed by Muhleman (1963). At
12.5 cm a total of 11.2:i:2.8% of the power that

would be reflected from an equivalent con-

ducting sphere in vacuum was actually returned,

and at 68 cm approximately 10% of the power was
returned under the same assumptions.

The microwave absorption coefficient in gases

is experimentally observed and theoretically

expected to vary as the square of the frequency.
Hence the above radar results indicate that 12.5

cm waves are not attenuated by more than 10%

in a double traversal of the Venus atmosphere.

Steam is particularly effective in absorbing micro-

waves owing to the nonlinearity of its molecule.

P. Thaddeus (private communication) has cal-

culated that 3 gm/cm 2 of steam would produce a

10% attenuation of a 12.5-cm signal traversing a
double thickness of an isothermal atmosphere with

a pressure at the ground _-_100 atm and a tem-

perature of 675°K. Hence this becomes an upper
limit to the amount of water vapor in the Venus

atmosphere. It is consistent with Spinrad's
determination of the upper limit to the water

vapor mixing ratio. It is half the mean water
vapor content of the Earth's atmosphere and

immensely less than our naive expectation for the

Venus atmosphere.

This leads us to consider how the high surfacc.

temperature of Venus can be maintained if there

is no appreciable water vapor content in the

atmosphere. Opik (1(.)(31) has suggested that the

dry atmosphere is rendered opaque by clouds of

dust and that the high surface temperature is

created by wind friction. However, this model

predicts that there should be no variation in the

observed microwave brightness temperature of

Venus as a function of its phase, which appears to
contradict thc recent measurements (Drake,

19(33). It appears most probable that the high

surface temperature is an extreme greenhouse

effect (Sagan, 1(.)(30).

Jastrow and Rasool (19(33) have shown that if

the atmosphere of Venus is in radiative equilib-

rium, its infrared optical depth must bc at least

60. Non-gray effects wouhl tend to in(,rease the
amount of atmosphere required. The statement of
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theopticaldepthdoesnotspecifythemassofthe
atmosphere:this requiresadditionalrelations
betweenpressure,density,andopacity.If any
part of the atmosphereis in convectiveequilib-
rium, then the temperaturegradientwill be
loweredrelativeto an atmospherein radiative
equilibrium,and hencea specifiedgroundtem-
peraturewouldonly be reachedat still higher
valuesoftheopticaldepth.

Plassand Stull (1963)havecalculatedthe
transmissionthroughseveralthicknessesof CO2
atvariouspressures:foranatmosphereofnitrogen
and CO2with approximatelySpinrad'smixing
ratio they find that the opticaldepthbecomes
about4near30armpressure.Evidentlythis isa
muchtoosmalllowerlimit totheprobableground
pressureonVenus.However,theopacityshould
increaserapidlywithadditionalpressure.

P. Thaddeus(private communication)has
obtainednewlaboratorymeasurementsof the
microwaveabsorptionin N2-CO2mixtures,and
hehasextrapolatedtheresultsinsuchawaythat
theycangiveanupperlimit to the massof the
Venusatmosphere.Hispreliminaryvaluefor the
microwaveabsorptioncoefficientwith5%CO2by
volumeis

a= (l.4X10-7)(v2P2/V3.7), (cm -1)

where v is in cm -1, P in atmospheres, and T in
units of 100°K. If one assumes an isothermal

atmosphere with a scale height H= kT/mg, then

the optical depth for a double traversal of the

atmosphere is

r = (1.4 X 10-_) (kv2po2/mgT27),

where P0 is the ground pressure in atmospheres.

With r=0.1, ,=0.080 cm -_ (for the highest

frequency radar observation), T= 675°K, g= 877

cm/sec 2, and m= 29/N0= 4.8X 10-23 gin, we have

P0 = 240 arm. Hence this is an upper limit to the

Venus atmosphere imposed by the radar measure-
ments.

Thus it appears that an atmosphere of N2-CO2

with a ground pressure of the order of 100 atm is
consistent with the various measurements dis-

cussed above. Sagan (1962) has presented addi-

tional evidence which points toward a very

massive atmosphere.

It is very difficult to see how this atmosphere

can have an origin similar to that of the Earth.

There is very little nitrogen in the surface rocks of

the Earth, and if the Earth were fully outgassed

one would not expect to get more than one order

of magnitude greater amount of nitrogen into the
atmosphere.

Accordingly, I wish to put forward the hy-

pothesis that most of the Venus atmosphere was
captured from the primitive solar nebula and has

been retained throughout the subsequent history
of the planet.

There are a number of problems that require

discussion in connection with this hypothesis. The

writer has published arguments in favor of an

extremely massive solar nebula from which the

planets are formed before the Sun and represent a

very inefficient collection of condensable material

(Cameron, 1962, 1963c). It has been very difficult
to understand how the solar nebula could be

dissipated without significant amounts of it being

captured by the planets. According to this new

hypothesis, such capture appears to have hap-

pened in the case of Venus and presumably also in

the cases of all the other planets except the Earth.
Thus to account for the differences between the

atmospheres of Venus and the Earth it is necessary

to find a mechanism whereby the Earth can have

lost its primitive atmosphere. Such a mechanism

is suggested in the following section.

In the primitive solar nebula carbon, nitrogen,

and oxygen would have relative abundances of

16.6:3.0:29 (Cameron, 1963b). These elements

would be captured into the primitive Venus

atmosphere mostly in the form of CH2, NH2, and

H20. As time goes on, photodissociation and a high

exospheric temperaturc will lead to the escape of

hydrogen, and the composition will be changed to

N2 and CO2, with a slight excess of carbon. How-

ever, we note that we would have much more CO2

than N2, the reverse of the present situation. Thus

it appears necessary to find a way to remove

the great bulk of the CO2 once in the Venus

atmosphere.

On the Earth CO2 is slowly removed from the

atmosphere by interaction with the magnesium

and calcium silicates (Urey, 1952). Magnesium

and calcium carbonates and quartz are formed.

The reactions require continued weathering of

rock surfaces and the presence of liquid water as a
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catalyst.Sagan(1962)hasshownthat thereis
muchmoreCO2in the Venusatmospherethan
wouldexistif theabovereactionswereinequilib-
rium.However,thereisnoliquidwateronVenus
andhencethereactionscannotprocecdastheydo
ontheEarth.Evidentlyit isnecessaryto enquir'e
whetherother catalystsexist or whetherthe
reactionscanproceeddirectlyat thehightem-
peraturescharacteristicof the surfaceof Venus.
In this connectionit shouldbc notedthat the
early N2-CO2atmospherewouldbe far more
opaquethanthe presentone, and consequently

it is likely that the surface temperature of Venus

was once much higher than at present.

The validity of the hypothesis also requires that

whatever water is outgassed from Venus volcanos

should be destroyed. Much of this destruction can

probably bc done by the excess carbon resulting
from the reduction of the primitive atmospheric

composition. Actually, much of the oxygen
mentioned above in the solar nebula is tied up in

the form of metal oxides and silicates. Taking into
account the relative abundances of the metals and

silicon in the solar nebula (Cameron, 1963b), the

amounts of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen left over

for the atmospheric composition are approxi-

mately in the ratios 16.6:3.0 : 24. On this basis 4.6

parts of carbon arc in cxcess of CO2 and are

available to form additional C()2 with outgassed

water. If the present amount of nitrogen in the

Venus atmosphere approaches the upper limit

derived above, then this excess carbon would be
sufficient to combine with all the water in the

terrestrial oceans.

It is also worth enquiring whether we should

expect as nmch water to be outgassed on Venus as

on the Earth. In the Earth the curly radioactive

heating first melted iron at a depth of a few

hundred kilometers (MacDonald, 195(.)). In the
case of Venus with its much higher ground tem-

perature, iron would first be melted much nearer

the surface. It seems likely that this would give

additional opportunity for the iron to come in

contact with water at depth in Venus, thus

producing iron oxides with the evolution of

hydrogen. MacDonald (1963) has pointed out

that the extra plasticity of the surface rocks asso-

ciated with the higher temperature has probat>ly

been responsil)le for the enhanced solar tidal drag

that would be required to slow down the rotation

Venus from a rate comparable to that of the

other planets.

Many of these considerations regarding com-

position should also apply to the atmosphere of

Mars, which also appears to be a N2-CO2 mixture.

Thus the atmosphere of Mars could be derived

from the solar nebula. However, the much smaller

mass of the Martian atmosphere relative to the

terrestrial atmosphere does not serve as an

argument against outgassing as in the case for
Venus. There is some indication that outgassing

may be of nmch reduced importance on Mars

relative to the Earth, since Mars has no detectable

mountains (de Vaucouleurs, 1954).

LOSS OF THE PRIMITIVE TERRESTRIAL

ATMOSPHERE

In seeking a mechanism by which the Earth

can have lost its primitive atmosphere, we should

seek to satisfy two prin(,iples:

(a) The process must have been complete; it

is evident that the primitive atmosphere cannot

have mcrged smoothly into the present outgassed

atmosphere.

(b) The process must be one that either should

not or clearly did not also operate in the case of
Venus.

Apart from the fact that Venus is closer to the

Sun than is the Earth, the most striking difference

between the two planets is the fact that the Earth

possesscs a satellite. Moreover, it is a particularly

anomalous satellite, since it is much more massive

relative to its primary than is the ease for any
other satellite in the solar system, and its mean

density is much less than those of the inner planets

of the solar system or that of chondritic meteoritic

matcrial. Furthcrmore, therc are serious problems
connected with thc previous dynamical history

of the Earth-Moon systcm.
Munk and Macl)oimld (1960) have found that

dissipative processes are removing kinetic encrgy
from the Earth-Moon system at about three

times the ratc previously obtained by Jeffrcys

(1959). Tidal friction in the seas appears in-

adequate to account for this, and it seems likely
that the bulk of the dissipation occurs within the

solid Earth. This renders it unlikely that the
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efficiencyof thedissipativemechanismcanhave
changedrapidlywith time,andextrapolationsof
the dynamicalmotionstowardthe pastcanbe
madewithsomedegreeofconfidence.MacDonald
(1961)hasfoundthat the Moonwouldrecede
from105km to its presentdistancein only1.3X
102years,andthis timewouldbe considerably
reducedif nonlinearinteractionsweretakeninto
account.Thereappearto be someconditions
underwhichthetimefor recessionof the Moon
canbesignificantlylengthened(Slichter,1963),
but it seemsextremelydifficultto lengthenthe
timeto thefull age of the Earth, 4.5 × 109 years.

There has been much speculation regarding the

origin of the Moon. Darwin (1898) postulated that

the Moon was once part of the Earth, but that
when the solar tide came into resonance with the

free oscillations of the Earth, enormous tidal

bulges were raised, one of which broke off to
become the Moon. This idea was abandoned when

it was realized that friction would severely limit

the height of any such tidal bulge (Jeffreys, 1930).

Since that time most authors have variously

thought that the Moon was formed independently

of the Earth, and perhaps was captured by it,

despite all the difficulties in any such capture

hypothesis.

The idea that the Moon could have arisen from

rotational instability of the Earth has recently

been revived by Wise (1963), who pointed out
that the formation of the Earth's core would have

reduced the moment of inertia, and thus perhaps

the threshold for rotational instability could be
exceeded.

The basic relevance of these ideas to the general

subject of the present paper is the following: If

the Earth was ever rotationally unstable at the

equator then any primitive atmosphere would be

entirely lost. Hence the rotational instability

hypothesis satisfies our two criteria; it provides a

complete loss of the primitive atmosphere, and

the process has not occurred for Venus if the lack

of a satellite revolving about that planet can be
taken as an indication. We shall therefore examine

the rotational instability hypothesis in more
detail.

Wise (1963) assumed that as the spin of the

Earth increased, the figure deformed from an

oblate Maclaurin spheroid to a cigar-shaped

Jacobian triaxial ellipsoid. After this had reached

limiting axial ratios of 8:10:23 it would deform

into a pear-shaped Poincare figure spinning with

the long axis in the plane of rotation. However,

this great elongation of the Earth would appear to

involve a progressive increase in its moment of

inertia, rather than the decrease which would be

provided by the formation of the iron core. Fur-

thermore, Elsasser (1963) has argued that the
formation of the Earth's core must have been a

very catastrophic process, since the viscosity of

silicate materials should greatly increase with

increasing pressure towards the interior. Since

iron must first melt near the surface of the Earth,

large pools of it must cqllect before the silicate

materials will be fractured, thus allowing the

pools to spill towards the center. If this is correct,
then rotational instability would suddenly set in

at the equator, and there would be no opportunity

for the slow plastic deformation discussed by Wise.

Let us make some simple calculations designed

to be illustrative of the problem rather than

precise. Assume that the masses of the Earth and

the Moon are combined in one body with con-

servation of total volume and uniform density.

The radius of this body would be R = 6.41 X 10 s cm.

If the total angular momentum now residing in

the Earth-Moon system were given to this body,

it would spin with an angular velocity of 3.47 X

10-4 radians/sec. For comparison, the Kepler

orbital angular velocity at which the equator

would become rotationally unstable is 1.23 X 10-a

radians/sec. However, let us put aside for the

moment the discrepancy in these two numbers and

consider our combined body to be rotating at the

verge of rotational instability.
Now suppose a core to form of radius 3473 km

and mean density (assumed uniform) of 11.3

gm/cm 3. Conservation of angular momentum

requires

I:_:= Ii_i,

where the subscripts f and i refer to final and

initial conditions respectively, I is a moment of

inertia, and _ is an angular velocity. With the

numbers given above we find wi=l.45X10-_

radians/sec, which significantly exceeds the limit

of rotational instability.

As stated above, it seems likely that the
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formationof thecorewill beanextremelycatas-
trophic processwhich will lead to extensive
shatteringthroughouttheEarthandparticularly
at the surface.Thuswe mayassumethat ro-
tationalinstabilityat theequatorwill leadto the
departureof largenumbersof smallbodiesfrom
theEarth.TheEarthwill reformasphericalshape
behindthem.Supposethat the net effectis to
removeasurfacelayerof thicknessa and mass m

and let it revolve at a distance R equal to the

original equatorial radius. The remainder of the

Earth will be left on the verge of rotational

instability, which for convenience we shall assume

to be the initial angular velocity wl. The mass loss

is

m = -_rp,,[-R _-- (R -- a) 37,

where pm is the density of the mantle from which

the core material has been removed. The equation

for conservation of angular momentum is

i , 2,_ " E(R-a)5-RcSl 2
co_i-l-_Uvl ,,-- m)-- _i +mR _ol= I _¢oi

[(R-a)3-K,:3A

where L and Rc are the moment of inertia and

radius of the core and Mm is the mass of the total
mantle after removal of the core material.

The above two equations must be solved for m
and a. The results arc

a=3.59X107 cm,

m = 7.58 X 102_ gin.

This mass loss is 10.3 times the mass of the Moon.

The Moon cannot immediately be accumulated

from the pieces of matter thrown off at the equator

since they are all well inside the Roche limit at

2.89 Earth radii. The dimensions of the ejected

bodies will depend on the strength of their

materials and upon the amount of shattering that

accompanies the violent events at the time of core
formation. If dimensions of as nmch as some tens

of kilometers are possible, then the fragments may
be able to raise sufficient tides in the body of the

Earth to be dispersed to larger distanccs at which

accunmlation is possible. Collisions among the

bodies can in principle also result in a dispersion

toward larger distances, but at the expense of

returning the majority of the material to the

Earth, in order to conserve the total angular
monlentunl.

Let us determine a limit on the mass that could

be placed at the Roche limit, R, = 2.89 R, owing to

such a scattering process. We replace mR2w_ in

the angular momentum equation by mR_2¢o,,
where ¢o_ is the Kepler angular velocity at the

Roche distance (8.05 X 10-4 radians/sec). We then
obtain

a = 3.49 X 10 Gcm,

m = 7.73 X l025 gm.

This mass loss is 1.05 times the mass of the Moon.

It is evident that, while the scattering process
may make an important contribution to the

amount of matter outside the Roche limit, the

above calculation does not give enough margin

for the inefficiencies of the problem, particularly

the intrinsic spread in radial distances that would

be involved and the unlikely probability of having

the initial angular velocity of the Earth so close

to the value for rotational instability. Hence it is

likely that the tidal effects of the individual

fragments must play an important role in causing
the recession of nluch of the mass to the Roche

limit if the Moon has originated by this general
mechanism.

Let us now assume that the tidal recession of the

fragments has been the only operating process and

calculate the mininmm initial angular momentum
needed to throw off a hmar mass at the surface of

the Earth. We return to the initial angular

momentuln equation and replace the term I_0_ by

Iiw0, where ¢00 is the desired angular velocity.

Then, with m=7.35X1025 gm and a=3.33X106

cm, we obtain

¢00= 1.05 X 10 -1_ radians/sec.

This is 86% of rotational instability.
One additional point that favors a considerable

tidal re(:ession of the individual fragments con-

cerns a possible explanation of the discrepancy

between the present angular momentum of the

Earth-Moon system and that required to produce
rotational instability. Thcre will have been some

slowing of the Earth's rotation due to solar tides,
but these are so nmch less than the present lunar

tides that it appears unlikely that they can

account for this discrepancy. However, it should

be noted that perturbations of the motion of a

small third body in a two-body system can easily
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resultin theejectionof thethirdbodyfromthe
system.Hencethe accumulationof theMoonis
likely to havebeena ratherinefficientprocess,
with theejectionfromtheEarth-Moonsystemof
a largenumberof thesmallbodieswhichmake
closeapproachesto thegrowingMoon.Eventhe
bodieswhichcollidewith thegrowingMoonare
unlikely to be fully retainedif the collision
involvesan appreciablerelativevelocity,since
manyof thefragmentsformedin suchcollisions
willhavemorethantheescapevelocity.Theloss
ofsuchmaterialfromtheEarth-Moonsystemwill
beaccompaniedby aconsiderabledecreasein the
angularmomentumof thesystem.

Wecaneasilyplacelimits on the amountof
masslossthat wouldbe requiredto reducethe
angularmomentumto thepresentvalue.Let us
supposethatthereissomeprincipalaccumulation
distanceRa at which a total mass m is transferred

from a circular to a parabolic orbit. The total

angular momentum carried away by this mass is

21/2mRa2o:a, where _a= (GM/Ra3) 1/2 is the Kepler

angular velocity at Ra and M is the mass of the

Earth. This may be set equal to the angular
momentum deficit of the system, I_(o:i-_z,

where I_o_i is the angular momentum of the

homogeneous (Earth+Moon) on the verge of

rotational instability, and _0j= 3.47 X 10-4 radians/

sec is the angular velocity which, as we have seen,

the homogeneous (Earth+Moon) would have if

the present angular momentum of the system were

given to it. Hence we obtain

taRa 1/2= I _(_-- o_j/ (2GM) z/2

=3.12)<10 _1.

If Ra = Rr, the Roche limit, then

m = 7.28 X 102_ gm

= 9.90 times the mass of the Moon.

If Ra = 3.84X 101° cm, the present lunar distance,

m = 1.59 X 1026 gm

=2.17 times the mass of the Moon.

Since the accumulation is much more likely to

have taken place near the Roche distance than

near the present lunar distance, the present

proposals require that tidal recession should be

more important than scattering in removing the

mass from the immediate vicinity of the Earth

following the core formation catastrophe.

Thus we have arrived at a picture in which the

amount of matter lost by the Earth-Moon system
is considerably larger than the mass of the Moon

and very greatly larger than the total mass of the

asteroid belt. Owing to the fact that this material

will continue to cross the orbital path of the Earth,

it cannot have a stability comparable to that of

the asteroids. In a time comparable to the cosmic

ray exposure ages of the meteorites, the majority
of the material will either collide with the Earth

or be perturbed sufficiently in its motion so that its

orbital path will cross that of Jupiter, thus

leading either to collision with that giant planet

or to ejection from the solar system. It is possible
that some of the asteroidal bodies crossing the

orbits of the inner planets are remnants of the

material ejected from the Earth-Moon system.

Because of the extremely disruptive char-

acter of the events postulated above, it is unlikely

that any surface features of the Earth would

survive in recognizable form. Thus it is unlikely
the events can have occurred less than three

billion years ago, the age of the oldest rocks.

Elsasser (1963) has argued that the crust of the
Earth would form more slowly than the core.

MacDonald (private communication) has sug-

gested that the principal tidal friction occurs at
the boundaries between the continental blocks.

Thus it seems that tidal friction would be di-

minished relative to the present rate after for-

mation of the Moon, so that it may be possible to
reconcile the present dynamics of the Earth-Moon

system with an age of three billion years.

It should be recalled that iron will first melt in

the Earth at a depth of several hundred kilometers

(MacDonald, 1959). If the Moon were formed
from the material at the surface of the Earth, it

would presumably not represent differentiated

material. Urey (1960) has pointed out that the

low density of the Moon requires an abnormal

composition; a possible composition would be
chondritic material which had lost about half of

its iron. It seems likely that such a composition
would be attained as a result of the very deep

disruption of the Earth discussed above, taken

together with a random selection of the material
assembled to make the Moon.
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From experimental aerodynamic evidence

Chapman and Larson (1963) have argued that

many tektites, particularly australites, must have

come from the Moon. The chemical composition

of the tektites then demands that they be pro-

duced from highly differentiated rocks such as

granites. O'Keefe and W. S. Cameron (1962) have

suggested mechanisms for producing granites on

the Moon. It may be that the preliminary dif-

ferentiation of rocks discussed in the present paper

and assumed to precede formation of the Moon

would assist in the subsequent differentiation

discussed by O'Keefe and Cameron.

DISCUSSION

The evidence regarding the differences between

the compositions of the atmospheres of Venus and

the Earth discussed in this paper suggests that a

planet will ordinarily acquire its atmosphere from

the primitive solar nebula. However, the Earth

is an exception to this rule, and hence it seems

necessary to link this new cosmogonic hypothesis

to the old cosmogonic hypothesis of Darwin

regarding the origin of the Moon which Wise has

revived in new form. Upon developing Darwin's

hypothesis in a manner somewhat different from

that of Wise, we see that it is apparently possible

to reconcile many puzzling features of the Moon

and the Earth-Moon system.

It is evident that this new set of cosmogonic

hypotheses has profound philosophical impli-

cations, particularly when we try to extrapolate

conditions on the Earth to determine conditions on

other planets. It has been found that highly

complex molecules are formed in "primitive"

atmospheres of both the kind that would be

accreted from the solar nebula and that would be

outgassed from thc Earth (Miller, 1953; Abelson,

1956). Probably life could originate in either

atmosphere, but it would probably develop very

differently. We do not know how likely a planet is

to be formed with the possibility of reaching

rotational instability and developing a massive

satellite. If this is a very rare occurrence, then the

arguments of similarity usually used in an attempt

to deduce the chara(,ter of life near other stars

(Cameron, 1963d) need revision.
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THE ORIGIN OF ATMOSPHERIC XENON

A. G. W. CAMER()N

Goddard Space Flight Center

Some of the differences in the isotopic composition of atmospheric and meteoritic xenon eun be
attributed to irr_diation of sol,'_r xenon by neutrons during the deuterium burning phase of solar
contraction, which was follow(,d by accretion of the irradiated xenon into t|m ,'ttmost)here. This
problem is ex_uniued h('re more ('_refully in view of a new me:_surement which has been m,_de of
the reaction rate for the capture of protons by deuterium. It is concluded tluLt, _l)'_rt from the
xenon t)rodueed by tim (te(,Ly of extinct radio,'_ctiviti(% most of the atmosl)h(wic xenon was in the
sun during tim (]eut('rium burning l)hase.

INTRODUCTION NEUTRON PRODUCTION IN THE SUN

In a recent article by the author the differences

between the isotopic composition of atmospheric

and meteoritic xenon were analyzed? The dif-

ferences were attributed to three causes: (1) the

Xe 129decay product of the extinct radioactivity

Ia29; (2) the fission products of the extinct radio-

activity I)u244; and (3) the composition changes

produ('ed by neutron capture in one of the sources

of atmospheric xenon. A crude quantitative anal-

ysis of the third cause led to the conclusion that

the neutron capture had occurred during the

deuterium burning phase of solar contraction, and

that about 1 of the atmospheric xenon had once

resided in the post-deuterium-burning sun.

Recently, Griffiths, Lal, and Scorfe (private

communication from G. M. Grifliths to H. Reeves)
have redetermined the reaction rate at low

energies for the D2(p, -r)He '_ reaction. This com-

petes with the I)_(d, n)He _ and D2(d, p)H 3

reactions in the deuterium burning process. They

have found that the l)_(p, _)He 3 reaction rate is

greater than that given by Salpeter 2 by a factor
2.4. Dr. (;riffiths states that the error in the new

value may be as large as 50 percent, but is
probably somewhat smaller.

In view of this change, the question of the solar

origin of some atmospheric xenon has been

examined more carefully, and this paper reports
the results.

Equation 1 of reference 1 gives the ratio of

probabilities for the reaction of a deuteron with a
deuteron relative to that of a deuteron with a

proton. Let us divide this ratio by the factor 2 in

order to count only those deuteron-deuteron

reactions that produce neutrons, and also let us

utilize the new reaction rate of Griftiths, Lal, and
Scorfe. The modified ratio then becomes:

= 1.24 × l0 s exp
Pp T_ ]

, (1)

where P, and Pp are the reaction rates for pro-

ducing neutrons and absorbing protons, XD and xH

are the concentrations by weight of deuterium and

hydrogen, and T6 is the temperature in units of

10 6 °K (T6= TX10 6 °K).

It has been pointed out recently by Hayashi

that the contracting sun must have been fully

convective until it approached quite near the

main sequence configuration. 3 This has been

confirmed by Ezer and Cameron, who found that

deuterium burning took place during the fully

convective phase and lasted only about 3XI0 5

years because of the relatively high luminosity of
the sun at the time? Thus we can be assured that

all the material in the sun was subjected to the

neutron flux associated with deuterium burning,

1346
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andthat thisoccurredearlyin thehistoryof the
solarsystem.

With the previousassumptionsof Cameron
that XD/XH = 3 X 10-4 initially and that T6 = 0.8,1

it follows from equation 1 of this paper that

P,_/Pp = 0.111. Hence, allowing for the fact that

this is twice the average rate of neutron pro-

duction, we find that there will be 0.046 neutron

produced per initial deuteron present in the sun.

NEUTRON CAPTURE IN THE SUN

The neutrons produced during deuterium

burning become thermalized and then are cap-

tured by surrounding nuclei in proportion to the

capture cross sections. We are particularly

interested in finding the number of neutrons

captured by 1127 to form, after beta decay, an
excess abundance of Xe 12s.

The capture cross section in I n7 must be com-

puted by summing the contributions from all

effective resonances of the compound nucleus.
Each resonance makes a contribution to the

average cross section of

g F F_ /-0.01161 Er_
<_(E r)> : sss _F exp\ T, / ,(2)

where Er is the resonance energy in ev; g=

(2J-F1)/2(2I-F1) is a statistical factor, J and I

being the compound and initial spins of the

nucleus under consideration; and F_, F_, and F are

the neutron, radiation, and total widths of the

resonance in ev. The most complete data for the

resonances in the compound nucleus 112s appear

to be those of Desjardins, et al., 5 as quoted in the

Nuclear Data Tables. The average cross section

was computed from these data with the assump-

tions g = 0.5 and F_ = 0.1 if not directly measured.

The result is (z}=25 barns. This is probably
correct to about ten percent. Most of the neutrons

produced will react with hydrogen and He 3. The

capture in any other nucleus can be computed as a

small perturbation on the neutron elimination by

these two nuclei. The situation is slightly com-

plicated by the fact that Hc 3 is produced by the

deuterium burning process.
Both H _ and He 3have ncutron elimination cross

sections varying as l/v, where v is the neutron

velocity. At T6=0.8, the cross section averaged
over the Maxwell distribution of velocities is

equal to the actual cross section at 87.6 ev. Hence

for H 1, (_)=0.0056 barns, and for He 3, (_)=91

barns. Neutron capture in H I produces additional

deuterium, but we shall neglect the second order

production of additional neutrons arising from
this fact. The neutron interaction with He 3

gives the reaction He3(n, p)H 3, but the tritium

decays back to He 3 rapidly, compared to the

deuterium burning time of the contracting sun.

Hence we can neglect any depletion of He _ due

to neutron capture.

There appears to be remarkably little variation

in the ratio He3/He 4 in primordial gases extracted

from meteorites (private commmfication from

P. Signer). The average nmnber ratio of these

nuclei is approximately.3X 10-4. If we assume a

number ratio of these nuclei is approximateJy

3 X10 -t. If we assume a number ratio of He4/H _

equal to 0.156, then we obtain a primordial

number ratio of He3/H 1 equal to 4.7X10 -5.

Multiplying this ratio by 91/0.0056, the ratio of

neutron cross sections, we see that the primordial

He 3 is 0.76 times as effective as H _ for eliminating

neutrons. During deuterium burning 0.954 of the

deuterium was converted to He 3, and hence, with

an assumed number ratio D2/H _ equal to 1.5X

l0 -4, the He 3 produced is 2.32 times as effective

as H _ in eliminating neutrons.

The number of neutrons produced per hydrogen
atom is 0.046X1.5X10-4=6.9X10 6. Hence the

number of neutrons captured by any other

nucleus with average capture cross section (_) is

approximately

' dx1 + 0.76 + 2.32 x = 4.5 × 10-4 <(7> (3)
6.9 x I0-6 <o'>

f = O.0056
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In the case of particular interest here, 11_, f=

0.0113.

DISCUSSION

In reference 1 the conclusions regarding the

solar origin of some atmospheric xenon were

based on table 3 of that paper, in which it was

found that, relative to Xe 124and X _26,which should

be only negligibly depleted by neutron capture,

Xe _2s was overabundant in the atmosphere by

15-t-2 percent. This is to be attributed to neutron

capture in 1127in the sun.

In the preceding section, we have found that

about 0.0113 of the I _27should be destroyed by

neutron capture in the sun. Relative to the
normalization used in table 3 of reference l, the

abundance of I t27 is approximately 8. Hence the

excess Xe 12s that should be formed during deute-

rium burning in solar material is 8)<0.0113, or

9 percent.

A comparison of these two numbers seems to

indicate that atmospheric xenon contains more

excess Xe 12sthan (:an be accounted for by neutron

capture in pure solar material. However, if we

take the full 50 percent error allowable in the new

determination of the D2(p, _)He '_ rcaction rate,

then it appears that the two numbers barely agree

within the overlap of their errors.

Thus, this interpretation of the xenon isotopic
anomalies leads to the conclusion that the

majority of all xenon in the atmosphere that does

not result from the decay of extinct radioactivities

was once part of the sun during the deuterium

burning phase. There is no evidence for any

xenon surviving in the atmosphere from a primi-

tive protoplanet in which the earth may be

thought to have formed; such residual xenon
could be at most a small fraction of the atmos-

pheric xenon. Hence the majority of the noble

gases in the atmosphere, except for helium and

A 4°, have probably accreted from the solar wind. _

Although it was argued in reference 1 that the

data of Krummenacher, Merrihue, et al. 6 on the

isotopic composition of krypton were slightly in-
consistent with this conclusion, the uncertainty in

the solar abundance ratio of bromine and krypton

renders the argument inconclusive. Further work

krypton would be desirable.

If the noble gases can accrete from the solar

wind, what about hydrogen? Could the deuterium

to hydrogen ratio in terrestrial waters have been

changed relative to the primordial ratio? Boato
measured this ratio for several carbonaceous

chondrites, and found D2/H 1 ratios as high as

2X10-4. _ Thus it is quite possible that the

primordial sun may have had considerably more
deuterium than has so far been assumed in this

paper.
If the calculations of this paper are repeated

with XD=XH=4XIO -4, then we obtain f=0.0125
for 1127.Hence on the normalization of table 3 of

reference 1 we would expect a 10 percent excess
Xe 12s abundance in solar material. This gives a

slight improvement in the agreement of the

predictcd and observed values. Clearly it is
desirable to investigate the deuterium content of

carbonaceous chondrites more thoroughly. The

major source of error in the predicted value

remains the D2(p, _)He _ reaction rate, and it is

particularly desirable to improve that measure-
ment further.
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THE INFRARED HORIZON OF THE PLANET EARTH

R. A. HANEL, W. R. BANDEEN AND B. J. CONRATH

Goddard Space Flight Center

Horizon sensors are essential elements in the orientation systems of many space vehicles and
satellites. Their design and an cvaluation of their capabilities and limitations requires a knowledge
of the spectral radiance emitted by the Earth. This report investigates thc discontinuity between
the surface, the atmosphere, and outer space for various latitudinal, seasonal, climatic, and mete-
orological conditions. Calculations are carried out for the following five spcctral intervals--thc
water vapor band from 6.33 to 6.85 microns, the ozone band from 8.9 to 10.1 microns, tile at-
mospheric window from 10.75 to 11.75 microns, the carbon dioxide band from 14 to 16 microns,
and finally the rotational water vapor band from 21 to 125 microns. The superior properties of the
carbon dioxide band and the rotational water vapor region for horizon sensor purposes are shown.

INTRODUCTION

A knowledge of the direction toward the center

of the Earth is required for the proper orientation

of many scientific satellites and manned space

capsules. Moreover, the required accuracy in de-
termining the direction of the local vertical is

constantly increasing with the growing sophistica-

tion and complexity of experiments.

Normally, a horizon sensor system determines

the center of the apparent disk of the Earth,

which is very close to the center of gravity. In

order to make the system independent of sun-

light, it has become customary to restrict the
spectral response of the horizon sensor to the

infrared part of the spectrum or, more specifically,

to wavelengths longer than 2 microns. For the

sake of simplicity and engineering convenience
the spectral response has seldom been extended

much beyond 15 microns (e.g., Wormser and
Arck, lq62). This utilizes about one-half the

energy of a 270°K blackbody, which is very ira-

portant for normally energy-limited systems.

This approach is entirely justified as long as

one is satisfied with an uncertainty in the horizon

on the order of 50 km (about 1 deg for a 600-kin

orbit) and as long as the system is able to ac-

commodate the changes in signal strength caused

by varying meteorological conditions (C0nrath,
1962). Only recently have horizon sensors been

considered which are more selective spectrally2

ttowever, for the design of advanced stabiliza-

tion systems, a better understanding of the in-

frared structure of the horizon is required.

This report investigates the discontinuity be-

tween the Earth, the atmosphere, and outer

space. The apparent horizon was computed for

several wavelength regions and under a variety

of atmospheric conditions. Latitudinal, seasonal,

and climatic effects were considered, as well as
the effect of clouds for several altitudes. Calcula-

tions are given in detail to benefit the reader who

is interested in the problcm of horizon sensing

but who may not be familiar with the problems

in the radiative transfer of energy.

While writing this paper it came to our at-

tention that a similar investigation, although for

somewhat different spectral intervals and model

atmospheres, had been carried out recently by

K. Y. Kondratiev and K. E. Yakushcvaskaya

(1962) at the University of Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

For ease in comparing the two papers; we have

plotted our results in Figs. l0 through 14 in a

format similar to that used by Kondratiev and

Yakushevskaya.

OUTLINE OF PROBLEM

In the spectral range of infrared emission, the

sharpness of thc horizon depends on the vertical

1349
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TABLE i.--Wavelength intervals considered

Wavelength

in microns

Maj or
absorber

H20
03
H_O continuum
C()2
H20

Secondary

absorbers

None
H20 continuum

Dust

03, H._,O
None

6.33-6.85

8.9-10.1

10.75-11.75

14-16

21-125

tcmperature and pressure proliles and on the

distribution of absorbing (and therefore emitting)

matter ill the atmosphere. Water vapor, carbon

dioxide, and ozone have strong absorption bands

in this range, which must be considered. In ad-

dition, droplets and ice crystals in clouds, and

perhaps dust and aerosols must also be included.

We have made an attempt to compute the
fraction of the radiance N (w m J" ster -a) of the

Earth and the atmosphere within particular wave-

length regions where only one of the atmospheric

constituents dominates absorption. Less im-

portant constituents have been considered only

qualitatively, with the exception of the 8.9- to
10.1-nficron region, where emission by both ozone

and th(' water vapor continuum is taken into
a('com_t. The wavelength intervals considered are
listed in table 1.

Th(, intervals between the quoted wavelength

regions, su('h as between 12-14 mi(',rons and 16-21

microns, are characterized by overlapping bands

and somi-transparent gaps. The radiance of these
intervals is somewhere between that of the strong

absorption regions of the gases discussed and that

of the window chosen for our investigation. The

ranges less than (i microns and greater than 125
microns are of minor interest since the fraction

of th(,rmal energy available in these spectral
ranges is small.

Th,' fraction of the radiance emitted by the

Earth and the atmosphere, whi<'h can be detected

by a horizon sensor with a spectral response +x,

is given by

No=- -f f,[,VxBx(T) du* dX. (1)
_" X_o e')ll *

(For a discussion of radiative transfer equations

see, e.g., MSllcr, 1951). In our calculation, the

spectral response _bxof a possiblc detection system

has been taken as unity within the quoted wave-

length ranges and as zero outside. For this

specific form of _bxwe redefine N_=NAx in (1).

The integration of Nax was done graphically with

the aid of radiation charts. The problem can be

divided into the following tasks:

I. The formulation of an expression for the

reduced optical path u*, for a (.urved atmosphere

as a function of height, and for various gas pres-

sures, temperatures and (.oncentrations;

2. The section of atmospheres of extreme but

realistic properties to show the limits which can

reasonably be expected in the apparent horizon;
3. Numerical computation of u* for each gas

and atmosphere selected;
4. Construction of a radiation chart for each

spectral range under consideration;
5. The plotting and graphical cvahmtion of the

radiation charts for all spectral ranges and

atmospheres.

The results of the integrations are summarized

in diagrams and the probh'm is discussed below

in the sequence_ previously listed.

THE REDUCED OPTICAL PATH

The redu('ed optical path du* of an absorber

has been taken from Elsasser (l(.)(10), and its

relation to the true optical path du is expressed by

du*= (P/P,,)(T0/T) TM du. (2)

The factors P/l'o and (T0/T) _/2 take into a('-

count the pressure and temperature dependen(,e

of line width. In our computations this expression

for u* was us(_d for all gases, except for ozone

when the pressure (,x('eeded l0 ('m [[g, after

which a constant fa(.tor 1'_/!'o replaced P/Po.

As pointed out by Elsasser (1960), the results

obtained by this replacement ar_ in better agree-
ment with the experimental results on ozone

absorption given by Walshaw (1957) than are
those which retain the P/Po fa('tor.

For all gases at high altitudes, where the
absorber concentration is low, most of the lines
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whichform an absorptionbandhavenot yet
reachedtotal absorptionin the centerof the
linesandabsorptionis linearlyproportionalto
theamountof gasandindependentof pressure.
Therefore,the pressureand temperaturecor-
rectionappliedat theseheightsintroducesa
smallerror.Theeffectof Dopplerbroadeningon
lineswasalsoneglected,butshouldbeconsidered
for heightsgreaterthanabout50km (Plassand
Fivel,1953:seealsoGoody,1954).Webelieve,
however,that theseeffectsarerelativelyunim-
portant comparedto the uncertaintiesin the
temperatureprofilesand distributionsof water
vapor and ozonein the higher atmosphere.

Thecomputationswereperformedfor a con-
centricallystratifiedatmosphere(seeFig.1), the
distributionsof absorbinggases,clouds,tempera-
tt_res,andpressuresthenbeingfunctionsofheight
only.

Sincedu=qds, the reduced optical path, u*,

corrected for pressure and temperature is given by

, f_ P(s)[ To _112

u*= ±j=_ --_o _,-_s) ) q,sj ds

f" P(r)[ To \112 ..

r2_ro ) 1/2
dr. (3)

The integration along the path s has to be per-

formed from the "top" of the atmosphere to a

level r but not farther than to thc point where
the particular ray comes closest to the surface

(e.g., for ro<R, to the surface, and for ro>R,
to Point A in Fig. 1).

The refraction of rays in the density gradient

has been neglected. Although the refraction of

FIGURE 1.--Geometry for the calculations.

individual rays in the density gradient may not

Be entirely negligible, in the problem of horizon

sensing this effect would to the first approximation

cancel because of symmetry about the local

vertical. For this reason, we neglected refraction
in this investigation. For r0=0 we obtain the

value of u* required for the calculation of the

radiance leaving the atmosphere in the direction

of the radius vector. Equation (3) can be used

also to investigate thc limb darkening effect as a

function of the zenith angle 0, since ro=r sin0.

The radiation (;hart used easily permits the second

symmetrical half of the atmosphere (to the right

of A in Fig. 1) to be taken into account. The

radiation chart also deals in a simple manner with

clouds and the surface of the Earth, and therefore

these parameters do not have to he considered

here in the computation u*.

The pressure P(h) chosen for a particular

model atmosphere was computed separately by

numerically integrating the hydrostatic equation

fh g(h)

P(h) = Po exp--J0 -R_Th) dh. (4)

The gas constant for dry air Rd, has been taken

as 2.8704X106 cm 2 sec -2 (°K) -1. (The effect of

atmospheric water vapor on the mean molecular

weight of air has been neglected; altitude cor-

rections for g(h), although small, have been

made.) The function q(r) in (3) gives the distri-

bution of the absorbing gas. For CO2 we assumed

a homogeneous distribution of 0.00031 fractional

parts by volume. Consequently du along the
radius vector dr becomes

du (cm NTP)=qco2(r) dr=31(p_ir/po) dr (km).

But since Pair = P/RaT

du (cm NTP)=31(P/Po)(To�T) dr (km)

and

u*co_ (cm NTP)=--31f_ (P(r)_ 2\_7o /

X To _3/2 r
_-_] (r2_r0_)l/: _dr (km).

(_)
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Similar considerations for water vapor and ozone

yield

f_(P(r)yu*H2o (cm prec H20) = -0.1292 \ P0 ]

/ _ k3/2

X T--_r) qH2o r dr (km), (7)()) (r) (r2-r22)l/2

f- P(r)
U*o, (cm NTI )) =--/

P0Jo_

rp _,1/2

r× qo,(r) (r2_r02)l/2 dr (km). (8)

For 03, where (P/Po)>0.132, a constant pres-

sure ratio (P1/P0)=0.132 was used. The water

vapor mixing ratio qH2o is expressed in grams per

kg and qo8 is given in cm NTP per km. (The dis-

tinction between specific humidity and mixing

ratio of water vapor was neglected in these calcu-

lations.) Itowever, before the numerical calcula-

tions of u* could be carried out, a number of

model atmospheres had to be selected, and this
is discussed next.

THE SELECTION OF MODEL ATMOSPHERES

The model atmospheres were designed to il-

lustrate the range of radiation characteristics

which might reasonably be expected ill the various

spectral ranges considered. Accordingly, emphasis

has been placed for the most part on the extremes

likely to be found in various atmospheric param-

eters, l[owevcr, in all cases an effort has been

made to keep the models plausible and internally
consistent.

Fivc different temperature profiles were used

(Fig. 2). These are intended to cover the latitude

variations and, in the case of the arctic atmos-

phere, the seasonal variations. The protilcs are:

I. Tropical atmosphere. The tropical profile
given in the Handbook of Geophysics (l!)(i0) was

used up to approximately 22 km. Above this

level the low-latitude standard profile proposed

by Nordl>erg and Stroud (1961) was used (de-

termined by sounding rocket measurements on

the island of (hmm).

2. Desert atmosphere. A linearized average of

two desert soundings was used up to 30 km,
with the Norberg-Stroud (1961) low latitude

standard being incorporated above 30 km. This

profile is typical of low-latitude desert regions.

3. ARDC standard atmosphere (1959). This

profile (Handbook of Geophysics, 1960) is typical

of the mid-latitude regions.

4. Arctic summer atmosphere. The arctic sum-
mer profile given by the Handbook of Geophysics

(1960) was used up to 30 km. Above 30 km the

high-latitude summer profile given by Nordberg

and Stroud (1961) was adopted. This combina-

tion was chosen to give the warmest arctic

stratosphere.

5. Arctic winter atmosphere. The arctic winter

profile as given in the Handbook of Geophysics

(1960) was used up to 24 km. Above 24 kin,
the high latitude winter profile given by Nordberg

and Stroud (lq61) was chosen. This combination

was adopted to show the influence of a cold

arctic stratosphere.

The distributions of the optically active gases

were chosen, as were the temperature profiles, to

illustrate the range of conditions that might be

expected. The proportion of carbon dioxide in

the atmosphere was taken constant with respect

7O
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to altitudeandlatitude,andequalto 0.031per-
centby volume.Thewatervapormixingratios
adoptedareshownin Fig.3anddescribedbelow:

1. Tropical model. Up to 8 km, mixing ratios

based on a linearization of a Trinidad, West
Indies, sounding (1200 UT, 20 July 1961) were

used. This sounding was chosen as representative

of a very moist tropical troposphere. From 8 to

20 km a constant relative humidity was assumed.

From 20 to 31 km a constant frost point was

used, and above 31 km a constant mixing ratio
of 0.11 g per kg. This combination results in a

total of about 5.07 cm of precipitable water.

Temperature profile (1) was incorporated in this
model.

2. Desert model. A linearized average of two

Aoulef, Algeria, soundings (1200 UT, 16 August

1960, and 1200 UT, 25 August 1960) was used
up to 17.5 km. From 17.5 km to 21 km a constant

frost point was assumed, and above 31 km the

i I
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FmURE 3.--Model atmosphere water vapor mixing ratios.
Above about 15 kin, the ARI)C and arctic winter mix-
ing ratios are coincident with those of the arctic summer.
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FIGURE 4.--Model atmosphere ozone distribution.

.o3

mixing ratio was held constant at 0.06 g per kg.

This results in a total of 0.9 cm precipitable water.

3. Arctic summer model. The water vapor mix-
ing ratios were taken from the altitude and lati-

tude distributions of water vapor given by Manabe

and MSller. (1961).

4. Arctic winter model. The mixing ratios for

this atmosphere were taken from Manabe and

MSller (196l).

5. A RDC standard atmosphere (1959). A repre-

sentative mixing ratio profilc was adopted, result-
ing in a total of 1.16 cm of precipitable water.

The four ozone models chosen are shown in

Fig. 4 and described below:

1. Tropical model. Temperature profile (1) was

employed along with the ozone distribution for

5N latitude used by Manabc and MSller (1961).
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2. Mid-latitude model ( Arosa normal). An ozone

distribution based on a three-year mean (11,)56 -

1958) of measurements made at Arosa, Switzer-

land 147N), (Dtitsch, 1959), was chosen along

with temperature profile (3).

3. Disturbed mid-latitude model (Arosa high).

This model was constructed as an illustration of

the rapid changes that might bc encountered at

at any given point as the result of the passage

of frontal systems. The ozone distribution used is

that given by Dfitsch (1959) based on measure-

ments taken after the passage of a pronounced

(:old front. As in the Arosa normal case, tempera-

ture profile (3) was used.

4. Arctic winter model. Temperature profile (5)

was used in this model along with the Manabe

and MSller (19(il) distribution of ozone for

January at 85N.

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF u*

A large number of values of u* had to be

calculated for each ('ase to allow curves of u*

versus r to be plotted on the radiation diagrams.

For these calculations ((_), (7) and (8) were

solved for (,arbon dioxide, water vapor and ozone,

resp(,('tively, on an IBM 70(.)0 Coniputer. The

integration over r was ('arried out by a straight

summation using intervals of 0.05 km and initiated

at h ..... = 70 km.

CONSTRUCTION OF RADIATION CHARTS

A radiation diagram was constructed for each

of the five spectral regions chosen. The various

types (MSller, Elsasser, Yamamoto, etc.) are

similar in their basic concept and can be trans-

formed into each other by conformal mapping.

We adopted MOller's (1951) version of the dia-

gram and Elsasser's (1960) generalized absorp-

tion coefficients. For our computations, we divided

each region into a numl)er of spectral intervals

for which we assum('d a constant absorpti(m

coefli('ient. The values adopted are summarized

it, tahlc 2.

The radiation diagrams for the carl)on dioxide

band, the window, the ozone hand and the (k3-

micron water vat)or band are conll)aratively siml)le

to (,oustruct sine(, the wavelength regions are so

small that the distribution of blackl)ody (mergy,

TABLE 2.--A bsorption coefficients adopted for the calculations

Ho.O

M aj or

absorber

Window (Hal)

continuum)

C()2

H20

Wavelength

(microns)

6.33-6.5

6.5-6.67

6.67-6.85

8.9-9.35

9.35-9.9

9.9-10.1

10.75-11.75

14-14.5

14.5-15.5
15.5-16

21-25

25-30

30-40

40-125

Band

absorption

r =T(Lu*)

logL

+2

0.4+2
+2

0.8--2

0.2

0.6--1

0.7--5

0.6--1

0.3
0.6--1

+1

0.6+1

0.2+2

0.6+2

Absorption by
continuum

= exp( -- ku*)

logk

0._5--2

i

relative to the sp('ctral intervals into which each

region has been divided (table 2), remains ap-

proximately constant over the teml)erature range

of interest. Therefore, lines of constant tempera-

ture are horizontal.

This simplification, however, does not hold for

the broad wavelength region being considered

within the rotational band of water vapor. For

the computation of this radiation diagram, the

integral

Bx (T) au_ _ Au---_ , (9)

whi('h is m'cessary in the construction of the

ordinate, was al)proximated by a sumn_tion over

fouf wavelength intervals shown in t'_bh, 2.

lh,re Ba_, indi(.atcs that the actual fra('tion of

the l)lanck function bounded by the somewhat

broad limits of ea('h of the four wav(,length in-

tervals is us(,d, rather than the produ(.t of the

spectra lilackl,ody radiant emittance at th(, central

wavelength all(t the waveh, ngtll interval which

was used it, the numerical cal(;ulations for all of

tim ()thor regions.
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In the window region, the absorption is mainly

determined by the absorption coefficient _:. The

numerical value used in our computation is a

factor of l0 higher than the one given by Elsasser

(1960) which apparently should be used with

l0 u*. In all computations, the generalized absorp-

tion coefficient was considered to be independent

of temperature. The scales in all diagrams, were

calculated with the aid of the radiation slide rule

from the Admiralty Research Laboratory, Ted-

dington, England.
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J
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II I I
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o
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FIGURE 5.--Radiation chart for the ]5-micron CO._ band.

Radiance values correspond to the. area under each

curve. The right hand portion of each curve is an image

of the plot to the left of point A. The lower arctic winter

radiance is caused by lower temperatures and lower air

densities in the upper atmosphere.

EVALUATION OF THE RADIATION CHARTS

The atmospheric models were plotted on the

radiation charts and the integrations performed

graphically using a planimeter. In the plotting

procedure, the part of the atmosphere beyond the

closest approach to the Earth (to the right of

point A in Fig. l) was taken into account by

imagining the temperature profile in the radiation

diagram at the u* value corresponding to r=ro

(Fig. 5). In cases where the atmosphere was

transparent enough to make the surfaces con-

tribute to the outgoing radiation, the surface was

assumed to radiate as a blackbody at the tem-

perature indicated by the lowest point of the

particular temperature profile. This effect occurs,

for example, in the window case for the arctic

winter atmosphere (Fig. 6).

T

300 l _ _ _ .........
t V I [ _ I 952

290 80
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270 =

260 FACE ....
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FIGURE 6.--Radiation chart for the atmospheric window.

When the atmosphere is not opaque, two solutions exist

for ho=O, viz., when the ray is terminated at the sur-

face and when the ray extends past the rim of the earth.

In addition to the clear-sky states of the model

atmospheres, high cloud overcasts were intro-

duced into all except the desert atmosphere. The

clouds, too, were assmned to radiate as black-

bodies at the ambient temperatures associated

with the heights of cloud tops. To illustrate

extreme cases, the cloud-top heights have been

considered to be at the tropopause (and, there-

fore, at the lowest temperature) for the tropical

atmosphere (16.8 km), as shown in Fig. 7, and

for the arctic summer atmosphere (9.0 kin). For

the standard atmosphere, the cloud-top height

has been placed in the minimum temperature

isothermal region at 12.0 km, a representative

level considering the variation in the height of

T

• 7 e s 4 s z ,

280 I I I I I I I I I 2,01

1.80

1.60

270

1.40

CLEAR ATMO! 7. I.O01"20E=
TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE Fo = 0

3 t _o_
25C ( CLOUDS 8km / , Z

/ m,sCLOUDSATIS.BWm / - .ZO

_ , ,,hr, ...-...n_._..':rT rrrr_,-.-.-.,r..,-.,r._._,z.r,TJ_._._r..:r_l o

I0"s 10-_ I0-_ lO-S IO-Z I0-'

U,_ ( PRECIP. cm H20 )

FIGURE 7.--Radiation chart for the 6.3-micron H_O band.

Thc cffcct of clouds acting as blackbody radiators at

various heights in the tropical '_tmosphere is ilhlstr-_ted.
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FIaURE 8.--Radiation chart for the rotational H20 band.
Curves are plotted on the desert atmosphere for various
values of h0.

the tropopause over middle latitudes. Considering

the often ill-defined tropopause at high latitudes

in the winter, the (;loud top height has been

placed at 8.5 km for the arctic winter atmosphere.

This level is near the mean winter tropopause

height at high latitudes according to Kochanski

(J;)._._).
The radiation chart of the rotational water

vapor band (Fig. 8) shows samples of the desert

atmosphere. The decrease of N (area under each

curve) with rising values of h0 is caused by a

rapid reduction in the absort)ing gas. This rapid

decrease is partially compensated by a simul-

taneous increase in radiance per unit AT as a

result of the positive, vertical temperature gra-

dient in the stratosphere and the shape of the

isothermal lines in the radiation chart. The point

A, for example, rises 20 deg from the curve cor-

responding to h,= 25 to the one corresponding to

35 kin. The high transparency of the zone above

25 km shifts the weight of the emitted radiation

towards the range which possesses the highest

absorption COCfficiellt, i.e., towards the long wave-
length end of the 21- to 125-mieron interval (see

table 2). There the l)lanck function is less sensi-

tive to small temperature changes, which is the

physi('al reason for the rise of the isothermal lines
at the left side of the radiation chart.

Special attention must be given to the second

important al)sorber within eacll wav(,length re-

gion. Only in th(, range I)(,tween 8.9 and 10.1

microns was it nc(,(,ssary to eonsid(,r two _aseous

ahsorl)ers quantitatively, nanwly, ozone and the

water vapor continuum. This was done, as shown

in Fig. 9, by plotting thc calculatcd transmissivity

curve r=ro,'r_,2o and integrating over it. The

absorption coefficients for the window (10.75 to

I 1.75 microns) were used to compute ru2o.
The influence of water vapor on the 14-16

micron CO2 emission band can be neglected be-

cause of the opaqueness of CO2 (rco_<__0.02) at

a level where water vapor is still transparent
(ru_o>_0.98). A similar consideration for the
effect of the 14-micron ozone band within the

14-1(i micron range is not as favorable. In the

case of the standard atmosphere, for an h0 of

zero, the ozone diagram for 14-16 microns shows
a transmissivity from the surfac, e of only about

0.8. l Iowever, the emission originates mostly from
the 10-25 km low temperature range which also

dominates the carbon dioxide diagram. The net
effect of the residual ozone emission is then the

same as the CO2 emission and it was therefore

neglected.
Thc window from 10.75 to 11.75 is so trans-

parent that small amounts of solid particles or

droplets in the air affect transmissivity. For

example cirrus clouds, often invisible from the

surface, or dust trapped near the tropopause
seem to have more influence on the outgoing radia-

tion in the window than commonly thought. 2'a

3O0

290

280

2zo

,-'26o

25c

24c

23c

2tc

2o(

r

9 8 6 S _ 3 2 I

i
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................... -/ /
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FmURE 9.--Radiation chart for the 9.6-micron 02 h.md.
Three curves are illustrated: (1) where the tr,'msmission
is due to ()_ ()nly; (2) where the first curve is termin'tted
at the e(luivah'nt hl:wkbody temp(,r-ttur(, of the window
(considering the entire atmosphere); and (3) where
the tr'msmission is t'tken "ts the 1)roduct of the trans-
missions due to I)oth (h and H_(). It is seen that radiance
vahws eah'ulah'd from the latter two eurw,s are al)-
l)roxinmh'ly e(lual.
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We have neglected this issue since very little is

known about the altitude distribution of aerosols

and dust. Its effect would be a reduction in the

radiance emitted from the Earth reaching satel-

lite altitudes and a possible increase of radiance

in the clear atmosphere for h0 values between

5 and 20 km.

RESULTS OF THE INTEGRATION

The results of the integration are summarized,

for each wavelength interval, in Figs. 10 through

14. In the diagrams, the radiancc N (wm -2 ster -_)

within the spectral band and the corresponding

blackbody temperature (°K) are plotted versus

altitude h0 above or below the geometrical horizon

(h0=0). Included at the left side of each figure

is the radiance value for r0 = 0, which is the radi-

ance emerging from the Earth in the direction

of the radius vector.

A comparison of the radiance for r0 = 0 (center

of disc) and h0=0 (horizon) shows a small but

definite limb brightening effect for all atmos-

pheres in the 14-1(3 micron band (Fig. 10). Almost

all calculated model atmospheres show a maximum

in the vicinity of +20 kin, and an almost identical

behavior above 30 km. The arctic winter atmos-

phere has the same general appearance, but

deviates somewhat in the absolute levels. The

reasons for this are the low temperatures of the

upper atmosphere and the associated low densities,

which are consistent with the low temperatures

i4 '_

i

i2

FIGURE 10.--Curves of radiance in the 15-micron CO_

band vs. h0 (r0) for the five model atmospheres. Solid

lincs represent clear sky and dashed lines reprcsent high
cloudiness conditions.

TROPICAL _

i •

I

I

I I

FIGURE l l.--Curves of radiance in the atmospheric
window vs. h0 (r0) for the five model atmospheres.

Solid lines represent clear sky and dashed lines repre-

sent high cloudiness conditions.

in the troposphere. Both effects can be observed

in Fig. 5. Clouds have a noticeable influence on

the radiance in the tropics only, and there just

near the center of the disk. In the strong CO2

band, the Earth appears very uniform with the

near the center of the disk. In the strong CO2

band, the Earth appears very uniform with the

maximum radiance near the rim and with a

generally warmer summer and cooler winter pole.

The appearance of the Earth in the atmospheric

window (see Fig. 11) is quite different from that

seen in the CO2 region; l_he slope of thc horizon

is generally much steeper. Only in the arctic

winter case does the geometrical horizon become

visible. In practice, this will occur rather rarely,

since, for the most part, clouds will obscure the

view, making the disc of the Earth appear rather

irregular. Enormous changes in the radiance levels

from one point of the horizon to an adjacent one

must be expected, e.g., deserts emitting about

10 w m -2 ster -I may be next to high clouds

emitting only 0.9 w m -2 ster -_. The meteorological

situation has a great influence on this wavclength

region and the threshold of a horizon detector

system must be set low enough that high cloudi-

ness will not be mistaken for outer space.

The 6.3-micron water vapor band shows less

contrast than the window at the center of the

disc (r0=0) (MSller 1961) and even less near the

horizon (Fig. 12). The low temperatures at the

tropical tropopause and an increase in the water

vapor mixing ratio in the stratosphere give rise
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i IO _ 20 _ 30 _ 40 i 50 (kml

FIGURE 12.--Curvcs of r_tdiance, ill the 6.3-micron H20
I).'md vs. h0 (r0) for four model atnmspheres. Solid lines
represent clear sky ttnd dashed lines represent high
cloudiness conditions.

to a warm zone at 25 km above a partial minimum
near 15 km. The same effect creates a small

plateau in the desert atmosphere between 20

and 30 kin. Tropical clouds, however, are still
visible near the horizon.

The general shape of the horizon in the rota-

tional water vapor band, shown in Fig. 13, ap-

pears much more favorable, although the ab-

sorption cocfficieilts are of the same order of

magnitude as in the 6.:_-mieron baud. The reason

for this lies in the e.nergy distribution of the

I)lanck function; the radiance in the _i.:_-miero.'_

band is proportional almost to the 10th power

of temperature, withi_l the temperature limits of

200 ° and 250°K, whereas the rotational water

! I

i
220 _...................

ARCTIC WINTER _ ........

21Oj I i._........_.........L........._......
200 -"

,,,o! I i I
18o

i

"0! I
160:

oi
I 3

ru 0 hn --_0 IO { I0 _ _0 130 140 150 (kml 0

FI(IURI,: 13.--Curves of radi_Lnee in the rot'_tion'fl
band vs. ho (ro) for four model atmospheres. Solid
relm'Sent cle,_r sky and dashed lines represent
ehmdim,ss comlifions.

15T

H20
lines
high

vapor band in this same region is proportional to

a power of only two or three. The contrast be-
tween radiance values across the disc of the

Earth is therefore much less than in the 6.3-

micron band. In the water vapor band, all atmos-

pheres show a steep decline at about a 10-kin

altitude. Tropical clouds again are visible and

minor humps occur similar to those in the other

water vapor band at 6.3 microns.

t90

0

I

h o = --2o --10

FIGURE 14.--Curves of rsdi_nce in the 9.6-micron (h
band vs. h0 (r0) for the tropical, "Arosa normal,"
"Aros_ high," and arctic winter _tmospheres. Solid
lines represent ('le.'u' sky _nd dashed lines represent high
eloudin(,ss conditions.

In the ozone absorption region, shown in Vig.

14, the clear atmosphere, exhibits a very pro-
nounced limb-darkening effect. Similar to the

window region, strong contrasts between clear

and cloudy areas exist. The stratitication of ozone

yields a fiat mininmm or a small plateau between

l0 and 30 km, which is analogous to the situation

for tropical water vapor. One can even speak of

a double horizon, one near 40 km and the second

one near 5 kin, the latter one appearing only

under (',lear sky ('onditions. A comparison of the
"Arosa" ozone distributions shows a small but

interesting phenomenon. An increase of about

50 percent in the ozone content in the upper

atmosphere decreases the radiance of the dis(',

(only by a small amount, perhaps 8 percent),
but causes a rise in radiance for h0 values above,

5 kin. The arctic winter atmosphere is also ex-

c,eptionally low in ::_diance. Again in the ozone

region clouds contrast stroagly against e,lear skies.
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COMPARISON OF CALCULATED VALUES

TO TIROS RADIATION DATA

The TIROS meteorological satellite radiation

experiment provides observational data for com-

parison with some of the above calculations. One
channel of the radiometer was sensitive to radia-

tion in the 8-13 micron region, and it is therefore

possible to make a rough comparison with this

observed region by combining the calculations
for the 10.75-11.75 micron and 8.9-10.1 micron

bands. While the five degree field-of-view of the

TIROS radiometer does not permit sufficiently

high resolution of the horizon, it is possible to

compare data taken with the sensor axis nadir

angle near zero with the calculations made for

r0_0.

It is assumed that the radiance per wavelength

increment seen in the 8 13 micron region would
be the same as that seen in thc 10.75-11.75

micron region, with the exception of the 8.9-10.1

micron ozone baud, where the calculated radiance

for that region was used. In this way the total

blackbody temperature was derived. The tem-
perature thus calculated for the standard atmos-

phere and clear skies was 280°K compared, for

example, to an average of 289°K for clear areas

over the eastern United States (Nordberg et al.,

1962). The calculated temperature for thc tropical

atmosphere and clouds near the tropopause of

201°K compares favorably with the observed
temperature over tiurricanc Anna of about 204°K

(Bandcen et al., 1962).

The above comparisons show reasonable agree-

mcnt, considering the strong dependence of the

radiance on the tempcrature profile and gas dis-

tributions. A more thorough comparison of ob-

servation and theory would necessitate soundings

of temperature and gas distributions at the times

the satellite data were acquired. Calculations

could then be made, using the sounding data,

and could be compared with the radiation ob-
servations.

CONCLUSIONS

For the purpose of horizon sensing, the choice

of a spectral region is governed by a number of

considerations. One important design parameter

is the lowest value of radiance, Nm_., within the

disk of the Earth. A horizon sensor must identify

this level as Earth in contrast to space. Since, in

certain design concepts, the detector receives

radiation only from a small region near the horizon

and never from the central part of the disk, the

minimum radiance for h0-0 is important. In

table ;3, a value No slightly below the minimum
radiance is listed which could serve as a conserva-

tive cstimate of this threshold value. The dif-

ference, Ah, between the highest and lowest hori-

zon, quoted for the threshold level No, is important

only for sensors which are capable of resolving

the true shape of the horizon.

The curves in Figs. l0 through 14 may also be

interpreted as time functions obtained from an

ideal detector of zero time constant, without noise,

and with an infinitely narrow field of view scan-

ning across the horizon. A more realistic timc-

constant-to-scan spccd ratio and a finite field of
view can be considered to be bandwidth restric-

tions (electrical filters) applied to the Fourier

spectrum of the horizon functions. The influence
of detector noise on horizon determinations was

discussed rece_ltly by Goetze (1962).

For many instrument designers the ratio be-
tween the maximum and the minimum value of

N becomes very significant; these ratios are listed

for the ccnter of the disk (r0=0) and for the

horizon (h0 = 0).

The great advantages of the long-wavelength,

high-absorption regions between 14 and 16 and

beyond 21 microns are apparent. The radiance

values arc higher, uncertainties in the horizon

(Ah) caused by meteorological and seasonal effects

are lower, and the contrast across the disk of the

Earth is low in comparison with the values in the

shorter wavelength regions including the window.

Ulffortunately, instrumental techniques for wave-
length longer than ;30 or 40 microns are not as

highly developcd as those at shorter wavelengths.
Itowever, the 15-micron CO2 band is well within

the convenient operating range of thermal de-

tectors, and filters are commercially available.

The comparison of speetral regions in table 3
includes seasonal effects as well as local meteoro-

logical phenomeua. It can be expected that the

two effects enter accuracy considerations in a

different manner. For example, the low arctic
winter radiance in the 15-mieron CO2 band is
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TABLE3.--Comparisonof radiance of spectral regions

Wavelength
microns)

6.33- 6.85 .............
8.9 -10.! .............

10.75-11.75 .............
14 -16 ................
21 -125 ...............

Nmin (r0 = 0)
(wm -2 ster -1)

0.102
1.09
0.86
3.54

13.3

Nmin (h0 = 0)
(w m-2 ster -1)

0.201
1.57
0.86
3.69

14.7

N0

(w m-2 ster -1)

0.08
0.9
0.7
3.0

12

_h
(kin)

29.2
14.7
13.4
13.3
7.8

Nmax/Nmin

(ro = O)

5.69
8.95

14.3
1.61
1.74

Nmaz/Nmin

(ho = O)

2.05
2.79

10.9
1.68
1.37

semistationary and c,ould, at least theoretically,
be compensated for in the same manner as one

could compensate for the equatorial bulge of the
Earth. Meteorological effects on the other hand
are more or less random and cannot be com-

pensated for, other than by integration over time

and space. From these considerations, the 15-
micron band becomes even more attractive.

Considering both the theoretical and instru-

mentational aspects of the problem, it is con-
cluded that a scanner sensitive in the interval

of approximately 14 to l (i microns is most promis-

ing for minimal erros in the determination of the

local vertical from a satellite t)y means of a hori-

zon sensing system.

It is plammd to include a 14- to I(i-microu
seamier on one of the TIR()S satellites in the

near future in order to compare theoretical with

observed results in this spectral interval.
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS

Bx(T) Spectral radiant emittance (l'lanck func-

tion) for a blackl)ody of teml)erature_ 7'
(watts m -2 micron -_)

g
h

h0

L

N

NTP

I)

P0

])I

R

Rd

r

ro

8

T

r]_B B

7'o

U

U*

Pair

po

acceleration due to gravity

height above the surface of the earth

height of line s (along radius vector normal
to s)

generalized absorption coefficient

infrared radiance (watts m -_ ster -_)

conditions of normal temperature (To)
and pressure (P0)

atmospheric pressure

normal pressure (760 mm Hg, 1013.25 mb)
pressure of 10 cm Hg, above which the

pressure correction factor P/Po for cal-

culating the u* for ozone remains con-

staut at P_/Po =0.132

radius of assumed spherical earth (6370

km)

gas constant for dry air (2.8704 X106

cnl 2 see -2 deg--1)

geocentric distance

geocentric distance to line s (length of

radius vector normal to s)

straight line path along which the inte-

gration of u* is carried out

kinetic temperature

equivalent blackbody temperature corre-

sponding to integrated radiance within a

given spectral interval

normal temperature (0°C, 273.1(i°K)

actual optical thickness of an absorbing

(and radiating) gas

reduced optical thickness, corrected for

pressure and temperature

zenith angle of s

wavelength (microns),

distribution function of an optically active

gas

density of air

density of air at NTI )
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T transmissivity for straight-line beam radi-
ation

spectral response of a sensor
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RELATION BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND
OBSERVATIONAL MODELS OF THE

UPPER ATMOSPHERE

I. HAPGHS

Goddard Space Flight Center

AND

W. PRIESTER*

Bonn University Observatory

In a recent paper [-Harris and Priester, 1962-]

we published theoretical working models for the

solar-cycle variation of the upper atmosphere

that were based on a working hypothesis con-

cerncd with the dependence of the heat sources

on the solar activity. Ill that paper we assumed

that the fluxes of both heat sources (extreme

ultraviolet flux and 'corpuscular' heat flux)

vary ii_ proportion to the monthly averages of the

solar 10.7-cm flux, which is generally used as

all indicator of solar activity. Consequently

the model parameters S of tim theoretical models

were taken to lie c(tual to the monthly averages

of the 10.7-cm flux.

In addition to the comparison made earlier

with data for high solar activity, it is now possible

to compare those models with observational data

obtained during times of medium and low solar

activity. This leads to an improvement of the

working hypothesis. The ot)servational results

used are the models by King-tlele [-19(i3-] for the

years 1958-1959, 1(36(), 1_361, and 19()2. All

appreciably good agreement is fomld for all

levels of solar activity if we take into account

how large the density ('hanges arc during the

solar cycle. Toward the lowest level of solar

activity, however, a systematic deviation ap-

pears that yields an empirical relation between

the moilthly averages of the solar 10.7-cm flux 17'

* Now at Goddard Institute for Sl)_ce Studies, New
Y()rk, as a NAS-NI{C Senior l{esearch Associate.

and the model parameters S which is shown in

figure 1. This relation now replaces the working

hypothesis used previously, and any user of our

theoretical models should take the appropriate

model according to this relation. The data

given by King-Hele [-1963-] are yearly averages

not corrected for the semiannual and annual

$

250 -'
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/
_l

f'l
t,_f/ I

,oo,";,'"1 I
70 l

50 I00 150 200 250

FIGURE l.--Empirical relation I)etween model numbers'

(Harris and Pricster) S and the monthly averages of

the solar 10.7-cm flux /_ as obtained from comp'_rison

with obserwLtional data: open (fircles, models by King-

Hele for 1958-59, 1960, 1961, 1962; square, first dat.t

by Explorer 17, latmched April 2, 1963; solid circle,
Bonn model for P =200. The dotted straight line repre-

sents the prelimim_ry working hypothesis used in the

l)al)er I)y llarris and Privst('r [1962].
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variation FPaetzold, 1963]. Our theoretical

models, on the other hand, are generally applicable

to average values for the months September

through December, because the observational

models by Martin et al. [-1961], on which the

theoretical models are based, apply to the average

densities of the months given above. Therefore we

can consider the curve in figure 1 as a lower limit.

In particular, the open circles for F = 150 and 100

g. cm-3

-12

S=200 08S.F=200 KING-HELE

FALL 1959 1958/59

MAX DAY -0---------0-58

_ • --MIN. NIGHT -_ • --D'-59

-14

-18
200 400 600 krn

Z

FmURE 2.--Maximum daytime and minimum nighttime

densities obtained by King-Hcle from a large number

of satellites are compared with the corresponding theo-

retical models by Harris and Priester. The observational

curves are dashed at those altitudes where only a few

data were available.

might be placed slightly too low. A more refined

analysis is presently being carried out by Roemer
F1963a,b].

Figures 2 to 5 show a comparison between

the observational and theoretical models using the

new relationship. The observational daytime

maximum curve in figure 2 is for the year 1958
when the average of the solar 10.7-cm flux was

230. This accounts for the deviation from the

theoretical model for an average flux of 200.

In figure 3 the merging of the observational

-14

Logp

t-mE

-18
200 400 600 km

-- Z
FmURE 3.---Same as figure 2.

g ,crn-3

-121"--"_'-'--" s=,oo T o.

L F= /KING"ELE
_._ I FALL 1962 1 1962

F_X -- -- MAX. DAY

I _ ----- MIN. NIGHT-O-.-O-

EXPLxv.A\Q '

-'4 zlh" \',_'_X:"" __
,%

\\

-18 J L . i I
200 400 600 km

_- Z

FIGURE 4.--Same as figure 2. The density measured on

April 3, 1963, at 2100 local time by Explorer 17 is also

given.
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(:J= C m -3

- 21 I I s=loo r OBS
/ I / F=85 /KING-HELE
| I [ :ALL 1962 [ 1962

FN I ,ncr.I
/ "\\1 I .-- .Ax. oAY-o-----o-

Expl. (VII +'_, / --.--MIN.NIGHT -I_---0-

2,h2:_,'_¢ 1 .,.

Log 9

-18

200 400 600 km

FmURE 5.--Comparison between King-Hele's observed
densities for 1962 and a new theoretical model contain-

ing an amount of helium increased by a factor 2.5 over
that of the previous models. As in figure 4, the density

obtained by Explorer 17 is also given.

curves for daytime and nighttime at 300 km is

believed to be influenced by the method of ex-

trapolation to lower altitudes. Theoretical con-

siderations [Harris and Priester, 19623 make a

crossover between day and night curve very un-

likely at an altitude as high as 300 kin. Further-

more, Jacchia and Slowey [1962-] found an

appreciably larger diurnal amplitude at 350 km

from Explorer 1 for the year 1960.

In figure 4 it is seen that toward low solar

activity the diurnal amplitude increases at low

altitudes (300 km). The theory shows that this

phenomenon follows from the lowering of the

atomic oxygen layer during the decreasing phase

of solar activity.

The pronounced increase (figure 4) of the

scale height at higher altitudes (above 600 kin)

call be explained by the lowering of the helium

layer. The smaller diurnal amplitude in the ob-

servational curves above 600 km indicates that

a greater amount of helium must be present than

was assumed in the theoretical models. Roemer

[1963a,b-] finds better agreement with data
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obtained from Echo 1 when using a theoretical

model which has a 2.5 times greater amount

of helium (I. Harris, unpublished calculations,

1963) than the theoretical models mentioned

above. In figure 5 densities of this new model for

S= 100 are compared with the appropriate data

by King-Hele. The agreement between theory and

observations is obviously even better than in

figure 4. In the models for higher levels of solar

activities (S>150), no noticeable increas_ of

densities for heights up to 700 km occurs because

of the increase of the number density N of helium

by a factor of 2.5 at the boundary IN(He)=

6.25.107 cm -3 at an altitude of 120 kmJ. For this

reason, figures 2 and 3 are also applicable for the

new models.

Also shown in figures 4 and 5 is a result ob-

tained by Explorer 17 [Horowitz et al., 1963-]

which fills a gap in our knowledge at low altitudes

(below 300 km) for times of low solar activity.

At 2100 local time, April 3, 1963, at 260-km

altitude and temperate latitudes, the measured

density was 2.7.10 -14 gcm -3. The average solar

10.7-cm flux was about 75 in the usual units. Thus,

if wc use the relation shown in figure 1, a theo-

retical model with parameter S = 100 is applicable.

2500j l , - "St
T 2000 j ss../

(oK) '5°°I

,oooe . j'r
SOO ..,e_ ]

50 I O0 150 200 250

_" F

FIGURE 6.--Relation between exospheric temp(,raturc and

the monthly averages of the solar 10.7ocm flux F. The

dots and small circles represent sa_llite drag data by

Jacchia [1963] for nighttime and daytime, respectively.

The temperatures arc derived by means of Nicolet's

model. The large circles give the temperatures of Harris-
Priester models for 4 and ]4 hours local time based on

the empirical relation (figure 1).
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If weplot the nighttimeand daytimetem-
peraturesof thetheoreticalmodelsusingthenew
empiricalrelation(figure1), weobtainan ex-
cellent agreementwith the nighttime tem-
peraturesderivedby Jacchia1-1963-] who used

Nicolet's [1961] models for the conversion of

observed densities into temperatures (figure 6).

The daytime temperatures show a systematic

difference of about 100 ° to 150°K. This could

be explained by two reasons: (1) For a given

density at any height Nicolet's models furnish

one value for the temperature independently of

local time, contrary to the Harris-Priester models,

where the relation between density and tem-

perature at a given height depends on local time

g-cm-5

-12

 O0 rn
• 24°

_1. 600

/ // oo

/'d). ' ..i._14h H.-P. Me¢

/ -- Nicolet Mod

_ T

Fmu_ 7.--Relation between density and temperature

for eight different heights from 200 to 1000 km accord-
ing to the Harris-Priester models for 0400 and 1400

local time (thick lines) and according to Nicolet's

model (thin lines).
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(figure 7). This is because the Harris-Priester

models are solutions of the time-dependent

heat conduction equation. Therefore the use of

Nicolet's models for conversion of density into

temperature would lead to a diurnal temperature

amplitude that is too small. The difference depends

on the altitude and the level of solar activity. For

the data used by Jacchia, the difference can be

estimated to be about 50 ° to 100°K. (2) The

theoretical models of Harris and Priester are

based on the observational model of Bonn

Observatory [Martin et al., 1961]. There are

indications that the diurnal amplitude in this

model is slightly too large, which again can

account for a difference of 50 ° to 100°K.

CONCLUSIONS

The comparison with air densities observed

within the period from 1958 to 1963 has shown

that the theoretical models give a good represen-

tation of the atmospheric properties and their

changes during the decreasing phase of solar

activity if the relation given in figure ] is used. A

still better agreement is obtained if in the theo-

Tetical models the amount of helium is increased by

a factor of 2.5 at the boundary of 120 km. This,

however, is important for periods of very low solar

activity only. Further comparisons with forth-

coming data for the years 1965 through 1968

will reveal whether the same empirical relation

also holds for the increasing phase of the ll-year

solar cycle.
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INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEMS IN
THERMAL CONVECTION lk

J. R. HERRING

Goddard Space Flight Center

The thermal convection equations for a thin layer of fluid are solved numerically as an initial
value problem. The calculations include only those nonlinear terms which have the form of an
interaction of a fluctuation in the velocity and temperature with the mean temperature field. In the
present calculations, the velocity and temperature fluctuations have one horizontal wave number,
and satisfy free boundary conditions on two conducting horizontal surfaces.

The computed steady state velocity and temperature amplitudes show many of the observed
qualitative features. In particular, the experimentally observed boundary layering of the mean
temperature field is correctly reproduced, and, at large Rayleigh number, the total heat transport
is found to be proportional to the cube root of the Rayleigh number, provided the fluctuating tem-
perature and velocity amplitudes have that horizontal wave number which maximizes the total
heat transport. However, the heat transport found here for free boundaries is about three times the
experimental value for rigid boundaries. The mean temperature gradient can become negative hear
the boundaries for large Rayleigh numbers and large horizontal scale motions.

The linear stability of the system is also investigated, and it is concluded that the stable
solutions for all Rayleigh numbers investigated (R<10 _) have horizontal wave numbers which very
nearly maximize the total heat transport. The stability study also indicates regions in which two or
more horizontal wave numbers are required to support convection.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the results of a numerical

investigation of the thermal convection equations
for a thin layer of fluid confined between two

plates on which free boundary conditions are

employed. Our theoretical procedure is to include
only those nonlinear terms which describe the

interaction_ of the mean temperature with velocity

and temperature fluctuations. That is, those terms

responsible for eddy viscosity and eddy conduc-
tivity effects on the turbulence itself are omitted.

The above eddy terms (hereafter referred to as

fluctuating self-interactions) are discarded in a

physically consistent manner, so that no un-
relistic behavior results from their omission.

The motivation for this research is to discover

quantitatively to what extent the turbulent con-

vection problem can be comprehended without

the fluctuating self-interactions. The system of

equations obtained by deleting these terms cor-

responds to closing the hierarchy of moment equa-

tions at the first nontrivial level by discarding
third order cumulants. The resulting system of

equations is complete and involves no empirical

parameters. Moreover, the gross energetics of the

flow are preserved.
The method of numerical solution consists in

integrating the Fourier amplitudes of the velocity

and temperature fields forward in time until the

steady state is achieved. This procedure has the

advantage of assuring the stability of the final

state provided a sufficient range of initial data is

sampled. The present calculations, carried out

on an IBM 7090 computer, contain one horizontal

wave number and enough Vertical wave numbers

to ensure the elimination of truncation errors.

In the numerical analysis, we have set the Prandtl

number equal to unity. However, inspection of

the equations which omit the fluctuating self-

interactions shows that the heat transport is not

1367
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a function of Prandtl number, if the system is

steady.*

v The calculated velocity and temperature fields

show many of the qualitative features of the ex-

,_perimentally determined fields. In particular, at
large Rayleigh number, R, the total heat trans-

port is found to be proportional to R 1/3, provided
the velocity and temperature fluctuation fields
have that horizontal wave number which maxi-

mizes the heat transport. Itowever, the heat

transport found here for free-boundary conditions
is three times the experimcntal value for rigid-

boundary conditions. Preliminary numerical stud-

ies of the rigid-boundary problem indicate that

for largc Rayleigh numbers (R_10 _) the heat

transport is about a factor of 2.3 smaller than
that for free-boundaries and therefore approxi-

mately 50 percent higher than the experiment.

Thus, it appears that the boundary conditions

are quite important in producing the experimental

heat transport. The system has two additional

• failings: it turns out that the fluctuating ampli-

tudes are steady in time and the horizontal plan
form of the motions is indeterminate.

The mean tcmpera turc gradient at low R

closely resembles the experimental temperature

profiles. At large Rayleigh numbers (R_10_),

the gross features of the tempcraturc profiles are

correctly predicted by our system. The computed

mean temperature gradients are large in a thin

layer adjacent to the boundary and are quite
small in the body of the fluid. The gradients near

the boundary can become negative for motions

of large horizontal scale, but remain positive for
motions of a sui_iciently small horizontal scale.

The stability of the steady state solutions

against infinitesimal perturbation at other hori-
zontal wave numbers is also investigated and the

regions of instability are delineated. These results

closely parallel perturbation results at low Ray=

leigh number and support the idea that the most
stable solution is near the one transporting the

most heat flux (Malkus and Veronis, 1058).

A finite amplitude stability study, and the asso-
ciated development of a several-horizontal-wave-

* For a discussion of the Prandtl number <leI_,ndenee of
the heat transport for the c(>ml)h'te system, see Kraich-
nan (1962a).

number system to steady state will be the topic

of a future investigation.

The idea that the important features of the

convection problem are contained in the system
which omits the fluctuating self-interactions is

implicit in the theory of convcction advanced by

Malkus (1954). In the original formulation of his

theory, Malkus sought a maximum for the heat

transport subject to the constraint that the tem-

perature gradicnt bc positive, and that there be
a smallest scale of motion participating in the

advectivc heat transport. The smallest scale is

supposed to be determined by the requirement

that it be marginally stat)lc in the presence of the

mean temperature gradient o(,curring in the fluid.
The smallest scalc so detcrmined furnished a cut-

off in the cosine representation of the mean tem-

perature gradient. The assumption that the heat

transport was maximum under the above con-
straints then led to an explicit form for the tem-

perature gradient.
A more recent formulation of the Malkus theory

by Spiegel (1962) replaces the cosine representa-
tion of the temperature gradient by an expansion

in terms of the set of eigenfunctious, which are

marginally stable on the mean temperature gra-
dient. This version of the Malkus theory is exactly

equivalent to the systcm considered here, pro-
vided the horizontal scale of the motions is such

that the mean temperature gradient is every-

where positive. In this sense, our numerical results

contain, as a spccial case, the exact solutions to
the Malkus theory for one horizontal wave num-

ber and free boundaries.

In this connection, a comparison of our com-

puted temperature gradients with the predictions
of the Malkus theory is relevant. In making this

comparison, we must keep in mind that the system
considered here is explicitly confined to only one

horizontal wave number, whereas Malkus makes

no explicit references to the nature of the hori-

zontal-wave-number spectrum. Wc do not con-

firm the z-2 law for the gradient outside the

boundary layer as predicted by Malkus, nor do

wc find a sharp cutoff in the cosine spectrum of

the temperature gradients.

At low Rayleigh numl)ers (R<2()()0) our nu-

merical results are in agreement with the cal-

culations of Malkus and Veronis (1958) and Kuo
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(1961),who haveobtainedperturbationsolu-
tions to the convectionequations.A procedure
similarto ourshasbeenusedbySaltzman(1961)
instudyingthecompleteconvectionequationsfor
R <6000.Ourapproachdiffersfromhis in that
weareableto allowvery manyverticalmodes
to beexcited,whereashis resultsarelimitedto
oneverticalmode.Ourresultsindicatethat it is
essentialto allowmanymoreverticalmodesthan
horizontalmodes,if largetruncationerrorsare
to be avoided.Thus,at R=4000,10 vertical
modesmustbeincludedto obtainrealistictem-
peratureprofiles.

THEORY

The Equation of Motion and Boundary Conditions

We consider a thin layer of fluid confined be-

tween two infinitely conducting plates located at

z = 0 and z = d. The lower plate is maintained at

zero degrees, and the top plate at a temperature

- To, on an arbitrary temperature scale. The di-

rection of gravity is specified by the unit vector

--k. The equations appropriate for our system

are the Boussinesq approximations to the Navier-

Stokes equations (Chandrasekhar, 1961, p. 16).

We shall write these equations in a form in which

the velocity and temperature (v and T) as well

as the coordinate and time (r and t) are non-

dimensional. The only parameters entering the

equations are then the Rayleigh number, R, and

the Prandtl number, a. The equations are

V.v=0, (1)

E0--'(olot) - v2_v2v = 0--,v × (v × (v. vv))

+RVX(VXkT), (2)

[(O/Ot) -- V2-]T= -- V. (vT). (3)

Equation (2) is actually the double curl of the

momentum equation, and hence the pressure vari-
able is absent. The nondimensional variables are

related to the dimensional ones (denoted by

primes) in the following way:

v= (d/K)v',

T= T'/d,

r = r'/d,

t = (_/d 2) t'.

Here _ is the thermometric diffusivity of the fluid.

The boundary conditions on the velocity field

are derived from the requirement that the fluid

exert no shear on the confining plates. This, to-

gether with the continuity equation, implies that

all even derivatives of the vertical velocity, w,
vanish on the boundary. In the nondimensional

notation the boundary conditions are

(o"/Oz_)w( O, t) = (o"/Ozm)w(1, t) =0,

m=0,2,4,... (4)

and

T(0, t) =0; T(1, t)=--1. (5)

Discard of the Fluctuating Self-Interactions

It is convenient to resolve the temperature field

into a horizontal mean plus a fluctuating part;

T=--z-t-_(z, t)T0(r, t). (6)

Here, _(z, t) is a horizontally averaged distortion

of the conduction state and 8(r, t) is the fluctua-

tion of the temperature from its distorted value.

In view of the boundary condition (5), and the

interpretation of 0 as a fluctuation from the

horizontal mean, we may write

¢(0, t)=_(1, t)=0 (7)

O(x, y, O, t)=O(x, y, 1, t) =0=0. (8)

The bar on (8) indicates an average over the

horizontal. We now introduce (6) into (1), (2),

and (3) and subtract from each of the resulting

equations their respective horizontal mean. We
find

E0--_ (o/at) - v_-]v2w = R v,:e

+0"--1{ VX VX (V • VV) }z,

[-(o/ot) - v2J0 = [1 - (o¢//Oz) lw- v

• (vO-kwO),

[ (O/Ot) - (O_/Oz_)_ = -- (O/Oz) wO,

where

Vl 2 = (02//0X 2) + (Oe/Oy2).

There are two more equations, for the x- and y-

components of the velocity field, but these are

not necessary for our problem. The last terms in

the equations above for w and 8 have the form of

a deviation of a bilinear fluctuating quantity from
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its horizontalmean(fluctuatingself-interaction).
By discardingthesetermsweobtainthesystem
to beinvestigated;

[a-' (O/Ot)--V2JY_w=RV120, (9)

E (O/Ot) -- 75-]0 = [3w, (10)

[-(O/Ot) -- (0_/0z2)-]¢/= (O/Oz)w8, (11)

where

_ (z) = 1- (o¢_/Oz)= - (O/Oz)_.

The significance of omitting fluctuating self-

interaction can be expressed formally by examin-

ing the hierarchy of moment equations obtained

from (1)-(3). By multiplying equations (2) and

(3) by v(t') and T(t') and ensemble-averaging

the appropriate sums of the resulting equations,

we obtain the time evolution equations for the

correlation coefficients (viv/), and (viT'), and
(TT'). These equations couple the above second

order moments to the transfer terms, which are
cubic in v and T.

Since the system contains a non-vanishing first-

order moment, _, the transfer terms contain both

correlated third-order moments (cumulants) and
products of first order moments with second-order

moments. The discarding of the fluctuating self-

interaction then corresponds to closing the system

of moment equations by discarding the third
order cumu]ants.t In the absence of mean fields

this procedure would be empty.

We must now verify that our procedure of
deleting third-order cumulants does not lead to

physically unrealistic results. For our procedure

to be acceptable, the system of (9), (10) and (11 )
must obey the conservation laws associated with

the complete set of convection equations, and

they must be free from unpbysical consequences

of the sort recently discussed by Ogura (1962),

for a similar problem in isotropic turbulence.

Ogura has demonstrated that the assumption of
zero fourth-order cumulants and nonzero third-

order cumulants is incompatible with a positive

energy spectrum for all wave numbers.

"f l)iscarding third order eumulants is quite different
from discarding third order moments. The latter procedure
has as a c(msequence that no steady stat'_ m)ntrivial
amplitudes exist. For an investigation of the dynamics of
decay for zero third-order moments see l)eissler (1962).

:_For a cOral>fetediscussion of the cumulant discard ap-
proximations, see Kraiehnan (1962a).

With regard to the last point, it should be

noted that the positive definite character of the

kinetic energy wave number spectrum and the

spectrum for the square of the temperature field

follows directly from the fact that it is possible

to write the equations which delete third order

cumulants in terms of amplitudes rather than

moments. We observe that the amplitude (9),

(10) and (11) all have real coefficients; hence,

the square of any amplitude will remain positive

for all time if the amplitude is initially a real
number.

The conservation of entropy and kinetic energy

are also preserved without the fluctuating self-

interactions. By multiplying (10) by0, (11) by,b,

and adding, we obtain after integrating over the

entire volume of the fluid, the equation of con-

servation of entropy,

½(O/Ot) {I 0 [+] ,/, 12}_+{I V_, 15+1 VO Is}o= {wO}:.

(12)

Here the y subscript indicates an integration over

the entire volume of the system.

We observe that equation (12), with a corre-

sponding one for the conservation of the kinetic

energy (Malkus and Veronis, 1958, p. 228) of

the flow are exactly the same as those with the

fluctuating self-interaction included. Contribu-

tions from the latter may be reduced to surface

integrals which vanish.

Fourier Decomposition of the Equations

It is convenient to work with the Fourier com-

ponents of (9)-(11) rather than their space-

variable form. The free boundary conditions make

the sine series appropriate. We therefore write:

w(r, t) = _"=f=(x, y)w," sinnlrz,

0(r, t) = _=f:(x, y)O," sinn_rz,
n_t

¢(z, t) = _-'_=_b,sinnTrz.
n

Here f=(x, y) is an arbitrary set of orthonormal

functions generated by the operator V_2, and
obeying appropriate periodic boundary conditions
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in the horizontal:

V12f_(x, y)=--_r2a2f.(x, y)

and

IAL, P= _,.

Introducing the above representation into (9),

(10) and (11) gives the following set of equations

for the amplitudes w., 0., and ¢_:

['O'--1 (0//0T) -_ n 2 "Jf- o12 760na = [_O_2//(n2-{-O/2) -]On a, (]3)

[(o/or) +n_+,_-]o.°

=_J'--½r __,pJ/p(w,+p"-_a(n--p)_"l.__O , (14)

E(O'/Or) -4-n2-]¢/,_

½1rn _-_ _.,wp"(O,,+r_'-4-o-(p--n)O,_ln_pl), (15)
p_l a

where

and

X= R/r _,

T _ 7F2_,

60 n _ Wn//Tl "2,

_(x) =1, x>0

=0, x=0

= --1, x<0.

Manipulation of the convolution terms in (14)
and (15) is aided by the following identities:

__,A r( B_+_Ta(n--p) Bl__pj)
p

= __,Bp(A,,__l-A.+_) '
P

and

_-_A p(B.+p+ a (p-- n) B,__,I)
P

= ___,Bp(A,+p-ka(p--n) Al_.t ).
P

There are two conservation equations derivable
from (14) and (15). The first is the Fourier

representation of (12) for conservation of entropy.
The other is the equation that partitions the
total heat flux between conduction and convec-

tion; it is derived by multiplying (15) by 1/n

and summing over n. We find

_-_f(1/n 2) (O/Ot)-kl-]B_=½r2_'.,w,"O_ _, (16)
n n,a

where

t_.= - _._..

Here the _'s are the cosine transform of the

mean temperature gradient. In the statistically
steady state, (16) is the equation for the total
heat flux, which is a constant of motion for the

system. We now introduce a quantity N(t), the

total heat flux at the lower boundary:

.co

N(t) =1+ _]O,(t). (17)
1

If the mean amplitudes are constant,

N-- lq--½r 2_--]_,"0.".

In our units, the conduction state transports
unit heat flux and this equation is the nondi-

mensional form for the familiar equation for the
total heat flux.

Structure of the Equation

Before proceeding to the numerical results, we

give a brief resum6 of the pertinent qualitative

features of the system defined by (13), (14)
and (15). First of all, we note that the horizontal

wave numbers, a, are coupled only in their effect

on the mean temperature field _b. This interaction

occurs diagonally in the sense that each a inter-

acts only with itself. As a consequence there is a
degeneracy in the horizontal plan form of the

motion; the system is insensitive to the par-

ticular cell shape. Moreover, the number of a's

is also indeterminant. The simplest situation is
to have a single a support the motion and we

investigate only this case here.

A single a will give nontrivial answers for the

amplitudes w and 0 only if it lies within a certain

range. The range of a which will not support con-

vection is obtained by assuming w and 0 to be

small, and demanding that they subsequently

decay. If w and 0 are small, _b will be small to

second order and our question is equivalent to

that of marginal stability (See Chandrasekhar,

1961, p. 35). The system then will not support
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convection if

( 1+a S) Va _> (R/_r4). (18)

Conversely, we assume that the steady state
values of w and 0 will be nonzero if a lies in the

range complementary to (18).

The time behavior of the system is compli-
cated by nonlinear effects. In the approach to the

steady state, our numerical results indicate that

the system executes overdamped oscillations with

an ever increasing period of oscillation. This last
remark is understandable since w and 0 become

marginally stable as t > oo.

If the mean field, _b, is statistically steady as

t---_oo, we may use a theorem of Spiegel (1962,
p. 196) to show that w and 8 are independent of

time. Spiegel has shown that the principle of ex-
change of stability is valid (for free boundaries)

in the presence of the mean gradient correspond-

ing to the steady state solution to the mean tem-

perature field given by (15). This implies that

the growth rates for the appropriate eigen-function

expansion for w and 0 must all be zero in order

for there to be a statistically steady state.

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

In performing the numerical integration, we
discard from the onset those Fourier amplitudes

which will be zero in the steady state. We assume

that the steady state amplitudes ¢0,O and _ have

even parity about the mid-point z = ½. This means

that the even sine modes of _ and 0, and the odd

cosine modes of 2 will have zero amplitude in the

steady state. We therefore put their initial values

equal to zero. The equations of motion (13),

(14) and (15) then imply that the odd parity
modes will remain zero for all subsequent time.

Defining _,,=B_,, we may rewrite (14) and (15)
in a more convenient form:

E(a/0r) +n_+,_lo.

co
- t

=_,,-4-½ _-'_p(_n+2p'4-a(n--2P)_l,,-_,l) , (14')
p--1

[ (0/0r) A-4n2-]_,

co

= --27r2u2__,o_v(O2,,-pWa(p--2n)Oi2,,_pj). (15')
p--1

ttere, we have dropped the a superscript since

we are interested in the system containing only

one a. Equation (13) remains unchanged and the

total heat flux is computed from (17).

Our procedure for integrating these equations

is to assign an initial set of amplitudes to _n,

#,, _,, and allow the system to evolve to the steady

state. In doing so, we must truncate the infinite

set of equations. Our procedure in this matter is

to set all amplitudes _, 0,, _n of index greater

than a certain integer, no, equal to zero. This

method of truncation guarantees exact con-

servation of heat flux and entropy for the ab-

breviated system. Since _1 is generally large and

the O,'s decrease rather slowly, we see from (15')

that amplitudes for _n above no�2 will have sig-
nificant truncation errors. Truncation errors are

assumed to be negligible if increasing no does not

appreciably alter the value of total heat trans-
port. The total number of _ modes included in

these calculations ranged from 20 modes at R =
4000 to 80 modes at R=106. The errors in the

total heat transport due to the above are esti-

mated to be less than one part in 103.

The integration forward in time was continued

until constancy of heat flux (16) and entropy

(12) was achieved to one part in 10E The time,

in r units necessary to achieve this ran from

[8 --_-- i i i i i | i

16 /_ O_ = 1.5

14 _ -- R = I0 5
12

N(v)
l0

S

N = 4xlO 3

2 2 -_
1

._ l 1 1 _ i 1 1 __1

0 .2 g .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 I.S

T

FIGURE 1.--Time development of the total heat flux,

N(_) for R=4X10 a, !0 4, 10 5 and t_ = 1.5. The system is

in the conduction state at r=0, with all fluctuating

amplitudes except w_ equal to zero.
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--_1.4 at R=4><103 to 0.3 at R=106. At high

Rayleigh numbers, this criterion was not too

satisfactory, since constancy of heat flux and

entropy were achieved long before the amplitudes

w and 0 became steady. For these cases, it was

necessary to check the time derivatives of the

slowest evolving amplitudes, w_ and 01. The system

was observed to be steady if the derivative of

Wl was less than 2 percent of Wl.

Examples of the time evolution for the total

heat transport N(r) are given in Fig. 1, for

R=4X103, 104, 105 and a=l.5. The system was

started in the conduction state at r =0, with all

fluctuating amplitudes _, and 0, equal to zero,

T J r I

R=4xlO3,a= 0.8
1.0

04

l I I t

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Z

FIGURE 2.--4.22X10-_W and 4.070 for R=4XI0 a and
a =0.8.

0.8

0.6

0.2

z

o.8

0.7

a4

02

oo
_ -08 -O.6 -0_ -O2

J
02 04 06 08 Z

FIGURE 3.--(a) Mean temperature, _'(z), for R=4X10'
and a=0.8. (b) Mean gradient, fl(z), for R=4X10'
and a=0.8. B(z) is normalized by the total heat trans-
port, N = 3.92.

w and e is given in the captions, while T(z) re-

quires no normalization. The graphs of T(z) are

in a reflected coordinate system to conform with

an accepted procedure. The values of a in Figs. 2-9

were chosen so that the heat transport is very
near its maximum. We now discuss in some detail

the physical features of the steady state ampli-

tudes o_,0, `8 and T.

The Mean Temperature T, and mean gradient ,8 (z)

The mean fields, T and `8 in Figs. 3, 5, 7, 9,

11 and 13 have an interesting behavior near the

boundaries. At low Rayleigh number, these fields

I.O

0.8

except _], which has an initial value of unity. 0.6

The convection is seen to develop initially by

way of large oscillations, and to decay to the

steady state with overdamped oscillations, whose o.4

period becomes increasingly larger. The time scale
of the initial oscillations in these curves is of the

order of the growth rate time in the conduction 02
state.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The computed steady state amplitudes are

shown in Figs. 2-13. The normalization for `8,

L I 1 I t IR=IO a=l

i I I I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 z

FIGURE 4.--2.05 X 10-_Wand 5.160 for R = 104 and a = 1.0.
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R=10*.a=l R=105,a =15

OBF

0Z

/
J

oe z
, L i _ , :

-o8 -o6 -o4 -02 04 06

FIGURE &--Mean temperature, _'(z), for R=104 and

a = 1.0. (b) Mean gradient, fl (z), for R = l04 and _ = 1.0.

fl (z) is normalized by the total heat transport, N = 5.82.

o? F

o_ P

0.2P

R - I0 _ ,a = 15

OB

L .j

7

FIGURE 7.--(a) Mean temperature, T(z), for R = 106 and

a = 1.5. (b) Mean gradient,/9 (z) for R = 105 and _ = 1.5.

t_(z) is normalizcd by the total hcat transport, N = 13.82.

closely resemble the perturbation results of

Markus and Veronis (1958), but the temperature

gradient is slightly negative in the central region.

As the Rayleigh number is increased, the negative

temperature region collects closer to the boundary

while in the central region, the temperature

gradient becomes extremely small but positive.

The negative temperature gradient boundary

region is apparently produced by an overshoot

phenomenon. These .occur typically for motions

of large horizontal scale (small a) and disappear
for motion of small horizontal scale. (See Figs.

9, 11 and 13). If the motion has a large horizontal

scale, an element of fluid close to the lower plate

moves in a region of high temperature for a

IOL R = 105' ct = 1"5 -

• W

0.8-

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.2 0..4 0.6 0.8 Z

relatively long time. When it eventually turns

upward, it moves unchecked by eddy processes

and penetrates the body of the fluid with an
excessive heat flux. The mean gradient accom-

modates this motion by turning negative. The

negative fl region then checks the velocity field,
so that the advective heat transport dccreases

toward the middle of the fluid. We see here

evidence for the nonlocal property of the flow;

if the Rayleigh criteria for convection were ap-

plicable locally, a negative fl region would not

persist in the steady state.
For motions of small horizontal scale (Figs.

l l and 13) the situation is somewhat different.

, I I • I l

R = I0;, a = 1.51.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

O.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Z

FIGURI_ 6.--4.33X10 -a and 9.420 for R=I06 and a=l.5. FIGURE 8.--8.98X10-tW and 19.40 for R=106 and a--1.5.
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r _ Pi •

R _ I01 . _1= 15 R= I01 ,a - 1.5
Oe

06

04

02_

O0
{

-018 -016 _ 0'2 o_-- -o_ -o2

FIGURE 9.--(a) Mean temperature, T(z), for R= 106 and

a =1.5. (b) Mean gradient, _(z), for R=IO 6 and _ =1.5.

B (z) is normalized by the total heat transport, N =31.48.

R = to*, _ - 60 R - fO*, = -- 6.0

oe

06

0.4

02

0.0

oo --__ iT -0.2 -o., -o.s -0.8 0.2 o" 0'.6 o'.8--

FIGURE ll.--(a) Mean temperature T(z), for R=106 and

_=6.0. (b) Mean gradient, _(z), for R=106 and _=6.0.

(z) is normalized by the total heat transport, N = 22.3.

In this case, an element absorbs little heat from

the lower boundary region and loses it quickly

by conduction because it belongs to a vertically

elongated cell pattern. It also loses momentum

by viscous drag, and attains its terminal velocity

before reaching the central region of the fluid

(see Figs. l0 and 12). To maintain constancy of

heat flux the central region must conduct rather

strongly, so that the mean gradient becomes large
there.

Velocity and Temperature Fluctuations

The velocity and temperature fluctuation fields

are shown in Figs. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12. We

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

I I

R=IO s,u= 6.0

W

I I r I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Z

FIGU_ 10.--3.22 X 10-aw and 8.570 for R = 106 and a = 6.0.

observe that the velocity fields, for all Rayleigh

numbers, have an extremely large first mode. For

example, at R=4000 (Fig. 2) wi represents 99

percent of the total velocity amplitude, while at

R=106 (Fig. 8) wl is 95 percent of the total.

On the other hand, the O, modes decrease rather

slowly as n increases.

The above behavior of the o_, and ON spectra

displays the character of the nonlinear coupling

in our system. Thus, the term _02,,_1 tends to

be the dominant contributor to _7, [-see equation

(15')J for reasonable small n. Conversely, terms

of the form/_,_] and _,-i_ tend to be the dominant

contributors to 8_ [-equation (14')1. The nonlinear

coupling scheme in the equations of motion is

therefore highly nondiagonal, as opposed to the

case of isotropic turbulence.

1.0 [ i j

T R=IO s,u=9.0

o.8 [-

/
/
L/r._

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0 J. i
0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 z

t

W

®

I i

FIGURE 12.--1.06 X 10-'-w and 12.90 for R = 106 and a = 9.0.
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FIOURE 13.--(a) Mean temperature, T(z), for R= 10oand
_ =9.0. (b) Mean gradient, fl(z), for R = 108and a =9.0.
fl (z) is normalized by the total heat transport, N = 5.40.

\ /

o 2 o4 06 o8

The strong nondiagonal eoupling in the system
of Fourier modes is a result of the distortion of

the mean temperature profile combined with the

pressure and dissipative forces for incompressible
flow. The above forces are directly responsible
for the occurrence of sixth-order derivatives in

the marginal stability problem, of which the

steady state amplitudes o_ and 0 are solutions in

the presence of the mean field/3. If we solve for

the velocity modes o:,,, in the presence of the

mean gradient fl, by using the iteration technique

of Section 5, we see that the higher modes of con

are suppressed by a factor _n -6. For a reasonable

fl, this factor results ill the higher _,, modes making

only a small eontribution to ¢0.

Temperature Gradient Spectrum

The cosine spectrum of the mean temperature

gradient, _, is given in Fig. 14 for R=104, l05,

106 and a=1.5. We have connected the points

with a smooth curve for the sake of clarity. We

notice a tendency for the lower modes to saturate

at _,_= 2, which corresponds to the small gradient

outside the boundary layer. In fact, if ft, =2 for

all n, fl(z) is a a fune, tion, and the gradient van-

ishes everywhere except at the boundary, where

it becomes singular. At large Raylcigh numbers,

the fl,, spectrum is nearly Gaussian for small n,

but decreases more rapidly at large n.

The tendency for the t_,/s (for small n) to

approach 2 as an upper I)ound is closely connected
with the fa('t that the velocity field is marginally

stal)le on the mean temperature gradient, ft. This

feature is I)rought out more eh'arly t)y examining

the relation connecting the mean gradient field,

t_, and the Rayleigh number R. Using the itera-

tion method of Section V, we find

1/4 ¢,
1 -- _fll-{-lz__ )._ ____a 2 R -½/_ _'L(2n+l)2+a273

(19)

This series for R -_ converges rather rapidly for

all the /_ which have been computed, and the

terms explicitly written in (19) give R to an

accuracy of <20 percent at R=106. We note

that for this equation to balance at large R, /_

must approach 2, and the remaining lower modes

must decrease rather slowly as n increases.

The computed spectra (Fig. 14) are qualita-

tively quite different from the one derived by

Markus (1954, p. 200). His spectrum is given by

/_,,= 2 {1--[n/(2no+l)-]}.

Here 2no+l is a cut-off in the t_, spectrum, and

it is the total heat flux in our units. Marginal

stability is achieved at a much lower Rayleigh

number for this spectrum than for the ones

computed here.
With regard to the Malkus theory, Figs. 10

and 11 are relevant. For this case (R=I0 6,

a=6.0) the temperature gradient is everywhere

positive except near the boundaries where it ap-

proaches zero. The fields in Figs. l0 and 1 l there-

fore fulfill all the requirements of the Malkus

2.0 I ! 1 T------

)' R-to' RoLo'

I

IO 20 30 40 50
n

FIGURE 14.--Cosine spectrum of the mean temperature
gradient for R= 10_, 10b, l0 8and a =1.5.
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theory as formulated by Spiegel (1962). We note

for this case that the total heat flux is ,_,22,
whereas Malkus obtains a heat transport of _11

for free boundaries. In making this comparison,

one should remember that these computations

were made for a single horizontal wave number,
whereas Malkus presumably allowed for a full

spectrum of a's. However, if we interpret the

computed heat transport as an upper bound to

the heat transport as the Malkus theory pre-
scribes, we conclude that for free boundaries the

actual upper bound is at least a factor of two
larger than that obtained by Malkus.

The Total Heat Transport as a Function of o_and R

The total heat transport, as a function of R

and _ is given in Fig. 15. The Rayleigh numbers

are indicated in the figure. These curves closely

resemble the perturbation calculations at small

R, but become increasingly broadened as the

Rayleigh number increases. For a given R, the
heat transport is entirely conductive (N= 1) if

lies outside the bounds prescribed by (18).
The value of a which maximizcs the heat trans-

port is 1/_/2 at the critical Rayleigh number

(R=657), and apparently increases linearly in

R _/3, at large R. It is well represented at high

Rayleigh numbers by the formula:

_ma_0.7-_-0.0l R 1/3. (20)

The data on this point is not entirely conclusive

because of the large breadth of the curves. It

N , , , ,

10e

3O

25

15

I '2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 O_

Fmvm_ 15.--The total heat transport N as a function of
for R=4X 10s, 104, 105, 5X105 and 106.

J i j T i

E
z

i° I _ \o_

I 810 I
, 20 40 60 I00 R

R_

FIOURE 16.--Maximum total heat transport, N=,= as a
function of R _la

should be pointed out that (20) cannot be a

correct asymptotic formula since amax is pro-

portional to R _/3and the value of a beyond which

a single cz cannot support convection is propor-
tional to R 1/4 (equation 18).§ An estimate of the

Rayleigh number beyond which (20) is incorrect

is not warranted by the accuracy of the curves,

but according to (18) and (20), it is R_10 TM.

The maximum heat transport as a function of
R is given in Fig. 16. For R>__3000 the data are

accurately represented by the following R i/a law:

N_0.31 tU/3. (21)

Experimentally, the Nusselt number N is

_0.085 R 1/3, for large R, and rigid boundaries
(Jakob, 1959). We see no evidence for an inter-

mediate R I/4 law, but such a law may only be

obtained in the rigid boundary problem. Below

R_10 _, the data fits smoothly to the perturba-

tion calculation of Malkus and Veronis (1958).

The discrepancy between (21) and the experi-

ment is p_ 'tly a result of eddy processes which

our procedure omits. The use of rigid boundary

conditions may improve the agreement, but if

(21) is corrected for boundary effects as done by

Malkus (_ !}60) by decreasing N by (657/1107) 2/3,
there remains a discrepancy of a factor of 2.
If we choose horizontal wave numbers such that

mean gradient is everywhere positive (Figs. 10
and 11) the discrepancy is reduced to 1.8. The

§ R. H. Kraichnan has pointed out to the writer that
the heat transport, N=_, is then asymptotically propor-
tional to R_1_°.
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latter fields,however,have the unattractive
feature'of havinga largetemperaturegradient
in thecentralregionofthefluid.

LINEAR STABILITY OF THE FIELDS

The velocity and temperature fields we have

so far discussed are stable against the introduc-
tion of a disturbance of the same horizontal wave

number for which the fields were computed. This

stability is inherent in the method of integrating

the equations. The stability of the steady state

amplitudes against disturbances at wave numbers

a' other than that a which supports the con-

vection process has not yet been assured in our

calculations. The question of stability of the
solutions against disturbances of finite amplitudes

leads directly back to the multi-a system of

equations (13), (14) and (15). We should assume

a whole spectrum of a's are initially excited, let

them evolve to steady state, and repeat the cal-
culation for an ensemble of initial conditions. We

shall be content here with an investigation of

linear stability of the system. This problem has

some intrinsic interest, but our main purpose is
to lay the framework for an investigation of the

multi-a system.

It is convenient to pose the linear stability

problem in terms of the Fourier amplitudes

[equations (13), (14) and (15)J. We suppose

that the system w,, "1, 0,,__ and /_. have their

steady state values, introduce disturbances ito_n",

t_,," and _/_n and ask whether the latter grow or

decay. Since o_1and a are not coupled, _,_ must

decay initially. The problem then is reduced to

determining the growth rates for 6w_" and _i0n"

in the presence of the mean gradient /3n. Since

exchange of stabilities has been proved for this

system (Spiegel, 1962) we know that the system
w,% #,",, and _ will be stable if the smallest

critical Rayleigh number R_ for the perturbation

system, _", _#." is larger than the Rayleigh

number for which w" and 0"_ were computed.

The marginally stable amplitude _w,,", and $0_"

satisfy (13) and (15) at a Rayleigh number R_,

with the time derivatives put equal to zero.

Since the smallest R_ takes an eigen function

even about z- J, we may abbreviate, the perturba-

tion system by eliminating the even sine modes

from the velocity and temperature fluctuations.

Defining

_n _ _W2n--1,

_Pn= 6W2n-1,

we may eliminate _0_ by using the steady state

form of (13) and write the marginally stability

problem in the following matrix form:

A (/]) ¢ = _¢, (22)
where

A (_) = {_V[ (2n- 1)_+ _,_]_}

x {_,,,,,+½(,_,,,_,,,_-,_.+,,,-,)},

= _'/R_, _0= 0.

In writing the matrix A, we have used the alter-

native form for the convolution term in (14).

The largest eigen value, /_ (smallest R_), of

(22) may be obtained by the matrix iteration

technique (Hildebrand, 1952). Since the first sine

mode of the velocity will be largest, we may con-

veniently begin the iteration on a vector con-

taining only this mode. Defining

[1}--(1,0,0, ..., 0, ...)

we may write

I-_'VR_ (,,,) -I = #,,,_

= lim( (1 I A" [ 1 )/(1 I A"-' I 1)). (23)

The convergence of the iteration scheme is quite

3

R - 5 x 10 a

2

I

02 -

ol . ,
a

• FmuRE 17._Critieal Rayleigh number R. for R=5X10 6
as a function of a. The value of _ which supports the
mean temperature fields labels the various eurw_s.
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rapidbecauseof the structure of the A matrix.

At the highest Rayleigh number considered,

R--106, the llth iteration gives Rc to one part
in 106 .

The calculated Rc(a)'s are shown in Fig. 17

for R=5X 10_. The particular a which supports

the mean field, fl, labels the various curves. At

low Rayleigh numbers (R<5.]08) these curves

closely resemble those produced by perturbation
calculations. Above R_105 they become in-

creasingly distorted; steady state amplitudes of
small horizontal wave numbers are enormously

unstable with respect to an introduction of a

disturbance at large a.

In Figs. 18 and 19 we give the zones of insta-

bility for the computed amplitudes for R=10*

and R=5X 105. In these graphs, a_ is the wave

number that supports the convective process, and

a2 is the wave number of the perturbation ampli-

tudes. The regions of instability are indicated

by the shaded areas, whose outer boundaries are

lines of marginal stability. The line a_=a2 is a

trivial case of marginal stability. The value of a

at which the two curves cross represents a solution

which is infinitesimally stable against all other a's.

This value of a begins at l/q2 at the critical

Rayleigh number and increases slowly with in-

Q2

R= 104

0 I 2
(_I

FIGURE18.--Stability diagram for R--104. al is the wave
number that supports convection, and _ is the wave
number at which a small perturbation is introduced.
The shaded region indicates instability.
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I

R=5xlO 5

0 I 2
QI

FIGURE 19.---Stability diagram for R=5Xl0 b, _ is the
wave number that supports convection, and _2 is the
wave number at which a small perturbation is intro-
duced. The shaded regions indicate instability.

creasing R. The rate of increase is seen to be
slower than that a which maximizes the total

heat transport. Referring to Fig. 15 we see that
the use of the most stable a instead of O_maxwill

not appreciably change the total heat transport.

The zones which linear stability theory pre-

dicts must have two or more a's supporting con-

vection are indicated by the cross-hatched regions

shown in Figs. 18 and 19. These regions are ob-

tained by perturbing the al fields at a2, assuming
that the a2 field subsequently dominates the con-

vection, and then demanding that the a2 fields

be unstable with respect to a perturbation at a_.

The cross-hatched region is then bounded by the

descending marginally stable curve and its re-

flection about the 45 deg line. At small Rayleigh

number, R<4×103, this are vanishes but it

gradually increases with Rayleigh number.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The temperature and velocity fields computed

here with the fluctuating self-interactions absent

show qualitatively reasonable behavior. The

boundary-layering of the temperature field, which

is found experimentally, is faithfully reproduced

by the system, and the heat transpol't has the
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experimentally determined dependence on Ray-

leigh number. In this respect, our results for the

velocity and temperature amplitudes, as well as

the stability analysis of the fields, confirm the

original ideas of Malkus. However, our result

for the heat transport for free boundary condi-

tions does not agree quantitatively with Malkus.

The only disquieting features of the results are

the negative temperature gradients which can

occur near the boundary for small a, and the

rather large amount of heat transported by the

system. Aside from eddy processes, there are two

other modifications in the system which must be

explored before its quantitative accuracy call be

properly accessed.

First, the use of the more realistic rigid bound-

ary conditions will enable one to examine quanti-

tatively the role of the eddy processes in pro-

dueing the experimental temperature profile and

the total heat flux. The presence of shear forces

at the boundary will decrease the computed heat

flux, and in checking the development of large

scale horizontal motions there, it will rcduce the

negative temperature gradient. Preliminary in-

dications arc that the use of rigid-boundary con-

ditions decrease the total heat transport by a

factor of 2.3. Secondly, the introduction of several

horizontal wave numbers will make the system

more realisti(', particularly at large Rayleigh num-

bers. It will also permit a study of finite amplitude

stability of the system. The above modifications

arc currently under investigation and will be

reported on in the near future.
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HYDROGEN DIFFUSION IN THE THERMOSPHERE
BY MONTE CARLO METHOD

.j

S. O. KASTNER

Goddard Space Flight Center

The diffusion-limited flow of hydrogen in the thermosphere is obtained by a Monte Carlo calcu-
lation. The resulting density distribution has a steeper gradient than current theories predict, even
taking omission of gravity into account. The departure is ascribed to increasing non-validity of the
Chapman-Enskog diffusion coefficient as density changes over a mean free path become significant.

INTRODUCTION

The altitude distribution of minor nonperma-

nent constituents of the atmosphere and their

rate of escape has been treated by several authors,

among them Spitzer, (1952), Nicolet, (1960),

Mange, (1961), and others. These authors in

general base their analysis on the hypothesis that

a minor constituent exists in hydrostatic equilib-

rium under its own partial pressure. Mange,

(1961) and Bates and Patterson (1961) have

taken flow into account to arrive at a steeper

density gradient for hydrogen than would exist

without flow, but hydrostatic equilibrium is still

assumed. An earlier study which was not based

on this hypothesis was carried out by Helge-

Petersen (1928), who concluded that flowing

helium did not attain hydrostatic equilibrium

and therefore would decrease in density more

rapidly with height than if such equilibrium were

attained [see also Mitra (1952), p. 241.
Recently some indirect evidence has been ob-

tained for the hypothesis that the hydrogen den-

sity gradient may be steeper than the current

literature predicts. The intensity of night sky

Lyman-a radiation was found in a rocket flight

(J. M. Coogan, private communication) to de-

crease quite rapidly above 200 km, by 30% in

50 kin. Such a decrease may reflect a steep density

gradient, though the radiative transfer process is
a complicated one.

Donahue and Thomas (1963), also, suggest

that the Lyman-a radiation appears in part to

originate by single scattering from an extensive

hydrogen envelope which is denser than expected

on the basis of current estimates of the escaping
flux.

This motivated the present work in which the

Monte Carlo method is applied to the problem of

hydrogen diffusion in the thermosphere, the object

being to avoid hypotheses such as that of hydro-

static equilibrium and to simulate actual col-

lisions as closely as possible.

The physical model dealt with here is proba-

bly best described by a comparison with the

analytic treatments of Nicolet (1960) and others.

In such treatments the vertical transport (flow)

velocity of a minor constituent of the atmosphere

is given by

w = -Din -_ (dni/dz) + (m_g/k T)

-[-(l+aT) (dT/dz)-l" (1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, nl the number

density of minor constituent, ml the mass of

minor constituent, and aT the thermal diffusion
coefficient.

The first term on the RHS, represents usual

diffusion due to concentration gradient. It is the

major term and is the one essentially calculated

here. The second and third represent the effect

of gravity, while the fourth represents thermal
diffusiofi; the latter is a relatively minor term.

In the present calculation we do not include

1381
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4,

the effect of gravity, i.e., between collisions tno

force is assumed to act on the H atoms. The

flow is therefore diffusion-limited only. The effect
of this admittedly severe simplification will be

discussed below.

The thermal diffusion term is believed to be

automatically present in the calculation, since it

results from exchange of momenta between the
H atoms and N2 molecules during elastic col-

lisions.

APPLICATION OF MONTE CARLO METHOD

We assume for simplicity that the major atmos-

pheri(' constituent is nitrogen, whose density and

temperature depend on altitude as in the Cospar

Atmosphere. The region dealt with lies between

100 km, and 500 km; this region is divided into

100 zones, each 4 km thick, each zone having the

appropriate Cospar dcnsity and temperature.

Hydrogen atoms are introduced at levels of
interest and made to undergo collisions with suc-

cessive nitrogen molecules produced from ap-

propriate Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribu-
tions. In each collision, scattering is assumed to

be isotropic in the center-of-mass system. The
cross-section for It-N2 collisions is not available

either experimentally or theoretically, so that one
must make an assumption concerning the inter-

action potential. A Lcnnard-Jones (6--12) poten-
tial was assumed here, as discussed below. Con-

venicntly, the possibility of formation of an H-N2

complex may be ruled out because of the high

stability of N2.
Ill somewhat more detail, the process con-

structed is as follows. Each zone z has an MB

distribution of N2 molecules determined by its

temperature T. A hydrogen atom is injected into

zone z= l, with velocity chosen at random from
the MB distribution of this zone. An N2 molecule

is produced with velocity also chosen at random
from the MB distribution. The collision cross-

section, which depends on the relative velocities,

is computed and leads to an actual path tra-

versed. The collision then occurs, and the result-

ing velocity of the It atom is obtained. A new

N2 molecule is produecd, and the process is re-

peated. Transitions from one zone to the next are

handled much as in reference 8. l lowev(,r, in the

upper zones, which have low density, a collision-

free path may pass through many zones, so that

a procedure was incorporated to add traversal

times to the intervening zones.

THE HYDROGEN-NITROGEN COLLISION

PROCESS

(a) As mentioned above, scattering is assumed

to be isotropic in the center-of-mass system. The
collision formulas of Cashwell and Everett, (1959)

pp. 56-60, were used in their general form, i.e.,

as applied to collisions with a moving target

particle rather than a fixed target.

(b) A cross-section for collisions between H
atoms and N2 molecules was obtained by means

of "combining "rules", which are discussed by

Hirschfelder, Curtis and Bird (1954) (hereafter

HCB), p. 567. The intcrmolecular potential as-
sumed was the Lennard-Jones "6-12" potential.

_p(r) = 4e[ (a/r)_2_ (a/r)6-] (2)

where _ is the distance at which potential is zero

and e the depth of potential minimum. For two

dissimilar molecules, the parameters a and e ac-

cording to the combining rules are to be taken as

_12= ½(_,+_)

where a_, _1, a2, e2 arc the parameters which hold
for like-molecular collisions of molecules 1 and 2,

respectively.
The collision cross section for this intermolecular

potential is (in the notation of HCB) :

Q(_) : 7ra122Q(1)*

where the reduced cross section Q(_)* is a function

only of the reduced kinetic energy of relative

motion g.2:

g*2 = ½_g_/_12

g being the initial relative speed of the colliding

molecules and t_ the reduced mass.

The quantity Q(_)* is plotted on page 558 of

HCB: values were taken directly off this curve

for the purpose of the calculation.

The parameters a_zH, {!l_{iH, O'2_ffN2, e2----eN2

are thus needed, aN2 and _s.2 are given in table

I-A of ttCB., p. llll, as 3.75X10 -s cm and
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1.10Xl0-14erg, respectively.For hydrogen,the
Lennard-Jonesparametersarenotgiven,but the
H2potentialis wellknownandis givenfor ex-
ampleby Herzberg(1950).On the assumption
that this actualpotentialcloselyresemblesa
Lennard-Jonespotential,the effectivevaluesof
an and _H are 0.39X10 -s cm and 7.16X10 -1_ erg,

respectively. The latter value is large because

H2 is a tightly bound molecule; this means that

_12= (EN2._H)1/2 is correspondingly large, implying

a very large cross section, indeed, for small rela-

tive velocities. This is felt to be reasonable, how-

ever, and in any case the above combining rules

seem to he the only ones available for obtaining

intermolecular potentials for such dissimilar
molecules.

(c) The effect of ignoring atomic oxygen may

be briefly discussed at this point. The cross

section for H-O collisions must be large, since the
OH radical can be formed in three-body col-

lisions. Thus the presence of O will hinder dif-

fusion of H, decreasing the density gradient some-

what. It would be feasible to actually include a

given proportion of O atom in the Monte Carlo

calculation, to verify this qualitative statement,
though this was not done here. Bates and Nicolet

(1950) estimate that the density of O may be as

high as 1012 atoms/cc at 95 km, with the O/N2
ratio increasing with altitude, so that such a re-

finement might be worthwhile.

Formation and dissociation of OH can probably

be neglected above 100 km, since according to
Bates and Nicolet (1950) its density is only 104

atoms/cc at 90 km and drops rapidly.

CALCULATION OF TkANSMISSIONS AND

FLUXES

If the density distribution of particles diffusing

through an extended dense inhomogencous me-
dium is desired, the Monte Carlo method can be

used but runs into the difficulty that insufficient
numbers of particles penetrate the full extent of

the medium• Kahn (1956) and others have de-

vised methods of weighting ("splitting", etc.)

to circumvent this difficulty.
An alternative method is used here which de-

scribes the diffusion problem in terms of a trans-

mission and reflection problem, making use of
the fact that transmission coefficients of finite

Nv I

t
• "'i:'-:'-'_;':'_

:..:._!::::..::...;..-:::.:..-:::::--'!-:.:._

---_ TiTaNvI

i=l i=2 i=3

FIGURE1.---Steady state fluxes in two regions.

regions of the medium are easily obtainable by
the Monte Carlo method. The transmission rela-

tions used have been essentially derived (in more
complex form) in such fields as multilayer Optics

(Heavens, 1955).

Consider two "slab" media in contact, whose

transmission coefficients separately are T_, T2;

i.e., out of a flux of Nv_ particles/cm2/sec injected
into the first slab, a flux TINy1 will be transmitted.

Of this, in turn, a fraction T2 will be further

transmitted through the second slab.

As shown in figure 1 there are multiply re-

flected and transmitted fluxes, and if the system

is in a steady state (as much flux leaving the

system as entering) one can add up all these
partial fluxes, finding that:

(a) The transmitted flux at plane i = 3 is given

by

Nv_T_T2/(1--RIR2) (R_= 1-- T1; R2= 1-- T2)

so that the over-all transmission is given by

TI T2/ (1-- RIR2) .

(b) The forward flux at plane i=2 is

Nv_ T_/( 1 -- RIR2)

The backward flux at plane i = 2 is

Nvl TI T2/ ( 1 -- R1R2)

so that the flux difference at this plane is

Nvi TI T_/ ( 1 -- R_R_)

in agreement with equation (1).
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FIGURE2.--Medium consisting of n regions.

Now consider a slab medium of thickness 1

in the z direction. Divide it by planes into n

regions, as in figure 2, with the planes labelled

by the index i. The transmission coefficients TI,

T2, -", T,, of the regions are assumed to be
known (by injecting particles into one such

region at a time).
The combined transmission of the last two

regions is

T1 = Tn_ITn/(I -R,,_IR,)

The combined transmission of the last three

regions is then

T_= Tn_2T,/(1 --R,,_2RI) (RI = 1 -- T1)

By continuing this iteration process the over-all
transmission is obtained:

7' -=T,,-1

The forward and backward fluxes at any given

plane i can also be obtained by computing the

combined transmissions of the regions to the left

of the plane and those to the right of the plane,

and applying the two-region formulas above.

Let these fluxes at the plane i be denoted by

ni+_i and ni-_i, respectively. The total density

at the plane i is (n_+-t-n_-); thus the total flux

Oi(ni++n_ -) must be divided by the mean particle

velocity _, which is not obtainable from the
transmission measurements alone. To find _ one

must relate the transmission description of the

system to its description as a diffusing process.

A given atom, moving in a random walk, under-

goes a displacement _ along the z axis in a time

At. _2, the mean square of such displacements for

all atoms originating in a volume AV, is related

(Kennard, 1938) to the diffusion coefficient D_ by

D, = lira (_2/At) (3)
Ate0

The mean displacement _,. at the plane i also

gives the velocity 9_ required above, i.e.,

_= lim(_,/At) (4)
ht_o

The total density at plane i is then given by

(n_+-k-n_-)O_ f_(N_, T1, T_, ..., T,)
hi+q-hi- _

(5)

where fi is constructed as described above (com-

bining transmissions to right and to left of the

given plane, etc., to arrive at the sum of forward

and backward fluxes).

The mean time t_= 1/Ol spent per atom in a

unit volume at plane i is more directly gotten

in practice than _, so that (5) is used in the form

ni = _(n_ ++n#) _ if)a)

In the actual computer program, atoms in-

jected at each plane are always picked from an

isotropic and Maxwcllian distribution, a distri-

bution which cannot strictly hold in the actual

diffusion process. The error resulting from this

approximation should be small, however.

RESULTS

Transmissions and Fluxes

Several thousand II atoms were successively

injected at altitudes of 140, 152, 168, 184, 200,

296, 496 km, corresponding respectively to planes

i= l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. The transmissions resulting

are given in table 1.
From these, the values shown in table 2 were

found for forward and backward fluxes, and sums
and differences of these fluxes.

The over-all transmission of the atmosphere

TABLE 1

Region (kin)

140-152 ............................
152-168 ...........................
16_-1S4 ...........................
184-200 ...........................
2(NJ-296...........................
296-496 ...........................

Transmission

0. 0040-4-0. 0015

0. 0074 4.0. 0026

0.01164.0.0034

0.01 g3 ±0. 0037

O. 0095 4-0. 0037

0.0231 4-0.0051
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TABLE 2
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Altitude (kin)

_0 ......................................

)2 ......................................

38 ......................................

34 ......................................

)0 ......................................

96 ......................................

F_ +

1.0000

0.6281

0.4278

0.3005

0.2204

0.06466

0.0015

F_-

0.9985

0.6266

0.4263

0.2990

0.2189

0.06316

0.0

S_ _ (F_+-i-F_ -)

1.9985
1.255

0.854

0.600

0.439

0.128

0.0015

M_=-- (F_+--F_ -)

0.0015

0.0015
0.0015

0.0015

0.0015
0.0015
0.0015

from 140 km to 500 km is therefore 0.0015, which

is also the net upward flux when unit flux is

injected at 140 km. (Extra significant figures

included in the table entries are retained for

calculational purposes, and are not intended to

represent unwarranted precision.)

Diffusion Times and Relative Densities

At each of the planes i, H atoms were succes-

sively injected and timed as they diffused through

a 4 kin distance. The mean times and resulting

relative densities are shown in table 3.

It is to be noted that tT>t6. This appears to

be a real effect, explainable physically as due to

freedom of the atoms to travel horizontally for

long distances without collisions.

These relative densities are plotted in figure 3,

together with the main nitrogen atmosphere

and the Bates-Patterson hydrogen atmosphere

(Bates-Patterson, 1961). The latter, constructed

for an exosphere temperature of 1500°K, is repre-

sentative of the hydrogen distributions obtained

TABLE 3

Altitude

(kin)

140 ..............

[52 ..............

[68 ..............

184 ..............

_00 ..............

296 ..............

i96 ..............

time t_ to
diffuse 4 km

(see)

68.1

25.5

16.4

l1.5

9.0

2.1

4.4

Relative

density

t_S_

136

32

14

6.9

3.95

0.27

0.0066

by use of equation (1). The exponent k of the

density scale is not specified because the absolute

densities are not necessary here; k takes a dif-

ferent value for each curve.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Applicability of Net Flow Relation

The density curve obtained here has a much

steeper slope than that of Bates and Patterson.

One then asks whether the net flow relation

f= ni (dn (H)/dz) _ (6)

is satisfied for this curve, where D_ is the diffusion

coefficient at plane i, computed from the applic-

, ' i t i i r _ I i i I ' , I i ;
i,c ,_0 ,*o _oo _2o _°o 2_o 2co _oo _o _ _0 _o _oo ,z0 .4° _o ._0 ,oo

FIGURE 3.--Density distributions of assumed main nitro-

gen atmosphere (dashed), Bates-Patterson hydrogen

atmosphere (dash-dot), hydrogen atmosphere derived

here (solid); k is a different (unspecified) parameter
for each curve.
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TABLE 4

2 .....

3 .....

4 .....

5 .....

6 .....

7 .....

(dn(H)/dz)_

(No./cm4)

48.7

17.8

6.54

2.8

1.3

0.059

0.0Oll

nl

(cm2/sec)

1.54 X 109

3.11X109

5.35X109

8.22X109

1.26XI01°

1.10X10 n

2.40X1012

D_(dn(H)/dz)i

7.5X1010

5.5X1010

3.5X1010

2.3X1010

1.65X 10 l°

0.65X101°

0.26 X 101°

able formula on page 539 of HCB:

D12=0.00268 .[-T3(M_-i-M2) /M1M2-]jI_ (7)
p(7122_120']) * T12"

where p : pressure in atmospheres; T12" = k,T/el2;

a12, _2/1c are potential parameters in ,_ and °K,

respectively; _2,2(1,')* is an integral given in table

I-M, page 1126 of HCB's appendix, as a func-

tion of T.

The product

D,. (dn (H)/dz),

is given ill table 4. The product is seen to de-

creasc more and more rapidly with altitude,

instead of remaining constant as one would

normally expect.

The explanation for this nonconstancy is be-

lieved to be the fact that the Chapman-Enskog

kinetic theory, from whi(,h the diffusion coeffÉ-

cient is derived, becomes invalid when density

and temperature changes are appreciable over a

mean free path (HCB, pp. 18-20). An effe(,tivc

diffusion coefficient is such a case does not ap-

pear to have been derived in the literature. The

situation has been dealt with to some extent in

the field of gas dynamics (Schaaf and Chambrc,

1961), which we may qualitatively discuss to

show its bearing on the atmospheric problem.

The three main flow regimes of gas dynamics

are the continuum flow regime, the free molecular

flow regime, and the transition regime lying be-

tween these. The regimes are based on the range

of values of a Knudsen number K whi('h is de-

fined as the ratio of mean free path to some sig-

niii('ant dim(msion of the flow field. Very roughly,

the continuum regime corresponds to K<<I, the

free molecule regime to K>__ l, and the transition

regime to intermediate values of K. Though this

division of gas dynamics pertains actually to

flow past solid surfaces, it appears relevant in the

present case to consider density scale height as a

significant dimension. Knudsen numbers Ki = li/h

are listed in table 5, using mean free paths li

taken from the computer calculation. K becomes

appreciable compared to unity as altitude in-

creases, so that conditions depart from those of

the continuum regime and become those of the

transition regime. The diffusion coefficient of the

continuum regime will not then be valid.

The above does not consitute a proof of the

suggested explanation, of course, but only an

argument for its plausibility.

A direct measure of the departure of the dif-

fusion coefficient formula from validity is afforded

by the entries of table 4; since the product

D_.(dn (H)/dz)i decreases by a factor of 11.5

between the altitudes of 140 km and 296 km, D

at 296 km is too small by this factor.

Effects of Approximations

Two important approximations have been made

in arriving at this density curve which could be

examined at this point. As noted earlier, gravity

has been neglectcd. Its inclusion would decrease

net flow because molecular es('ape from the critical

level near 500 km would then be an important

factor in controlling the over-all escape rate. The

relative importance of molecularly limited escape

and diffusion-limited escape is reviewed by Urey

(1959). At lower temperatures (--q 500°K) of the

TABLE 5

2 ........

a ....... !
4 .......

5 .......

7 .......

Mean free path
[_ (km)

0.036

0.10

0.12

0.21

0.35

2.0

25.5

Scale height

hi (kin)

25

33

38

39

41

53

83

K_ = ii/h_

0.0014

0. 0030

0.0031

0.0054

0.00S5

0.038

0.31
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critical level, the former predominates so that the

curve obtained in the present work, which assumes

completely diffusion-limited escape, is somewhat

too steep (net flow being too high gives an in-

creased density gradient). Correcting for gravity

would not however bring the curve up to the

values of Bates and Patterson, for example, since

their values were obtained using the usual dif-

fusion coefficient.

A lesser approximation was made in setting

density of the main atmosphere equal to zero

above 500 km. Collisions above this altitude would

probably have a negligible effect on the diffusion

process.

Noninclusion of Hydrostatic Equilibrium

The assumption, adopted at the start, that the

diffusing hydrogen is not in hydrostatic equilib-

rium appears to play a lesser role in steepening

the density curve than does the nonvalidity of

the diffusion coefficient, though it is difficult to

separate out its effect on the final result.

CONCLUSIONS

The Monte Carlo calculation of diffusion of

hydrogen through a nitrogen atmosphere results

in a higher gradient of hydrogen density than

current theories predict, even allowing for the

fact that gravity was not included. The departure

is ascribed to increasing nonvalidity of the usual

diffusion coefficient with altitude, because the

mean free path becomes significantly large com-

pared to density scale height. The usual (cal-

culated) diffusion coefficient is estimated to be

an order of magnitude too low at 300 km altitude.

The density curve obtained is somewhat too

steep, because of the omission of gravity. The true

curve will have a gradient which is less steep

though steeper than hydrogen distributions cal-

culated on the basis of the usual diffusion coef-

ficient.

Since the diffusion-limited flow is found to be

higher than in other calculations, the over-all

escape flux of hydrogen will also be higher. This

could account for the denser hydrogen envelope

hypothesized by Donahue and Thomas.
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ACOUSTIC HEATING OF THE POLAR
NIGHT MESOSPHERE

KAICHI MAEDA

Goddard Space Flight Center

As a part of the dynamical heating of the upper atmosphere, which has been emphasized by
Hines, the acoustic heating of the upper air is reinvestigated, particularly the warming of the
polar night mcsosphere.

It is shown that because of the relatively small transmissivity of the thermosphere for long
period sound waves, most acoustic heating does not take place above the 200 km level, but rather
beh)w 100 km or around the mesopause, and that although the acoustic output power from the
polar jet stream is more than 10_ times larger in winter than in summer, acoustic heating is not
sufficient to compensate for the cooling rate around the mesopause in winter, unless the wind
velocity of the polar night jet stream continually exceeds 200 m/see.

INTRODUCTION

An effective heating mechanism for the polar

mesosphcre, which is warmer in winter than in

summer, is Kellogg's chemical heating through

the recombination of atomic oxygen, x-3 Although

the velocity of subsidence required for this process

is significantly less than that required for adiabatic

heating alone, it nmst still be of the order of 0.1

cm/sec near the 60-90 km level.

On the other hand, theoretical calculations by

Haurwitz 4 indicate an upward rather than a down-

ward flow in this region. And although Sawada

(1961) has questioned Haurwitz's omission of

certain inertia terms in his basic equations, a

recent analysis by Kochanski 5 of rocket data

relating to mesospheric circulation shows good

agreement with Haurwitz's results.

Rocket soundings by Nordberg and Smith e

have occasionally measured very warm winter-

time mesosphcre temperatures even in the middle

latitudes, where subsidences are unlikely but very

strong westerlies in the 40-80 km region appear
to be associated.

IIincs 7,s has suggested that the increase of tem-

perature in the polar night mcsosphere could be
explained by dynamical heating. Gassard + and

Blamont and Jage 1° have found evidence of up-

ward propagation of tropospheric disturbances

into the ionosphere.

The possibility of acoustic heating of the

ionosphere was discussed by Daniel, ix who con-

sidered the noise produced by the sea surface as

an energy source. However, Eckart _ showed that

pressure waves from this source are completely

ineffective in transferring energy up to such high
altitudes. This has recently been confirmed by

Cook and Young. ia The amount of acoustic

heating of the ionosphere is also estimated by

Golitsyn, _4 using tropospheric sources. He arrives

at an upward energy flux of the order of 10 -2

erg/cm 2 sec, which is insufficient to cause the ob-

served heating. Moreover, Golitsyn did not con-

sider the reflection of acoustic energy due to the

vertical temperature distribution in the at-

mosphere.

In this paper, the contribution of aerody-

namically produced atmospheric acoustic waves

to the warming of the polar night mesosphcre is

rcexanfined, with the polar night jet stream in the

stratosphere as the source, and with the thermal

structure of the polar upper atmosphere, playing

a part in propagation and absorption.

It should be noticed that the largest portion of

the kinetic energy of the atmosphere is in the

1388
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troposphere, where the air density is greatest,

and is of the order of l03 ergs/cm 3. If this tropo-

spheric kinetic energy is not trapped effectively

within the troposphere, the earth's atmosphere

at ionospheric heights should reach very high

temperatures of the order of 105°K. However,

Charney and Drazin 15 have shown that the escape

of large amounts of planetary wave energy from

the tropospheric layer into the upper atmosphere

is prevented throughout most of the year by the

large westerly zonal wind systems above the

tropopause, except for short periods in the spring

and autumn.

KINETIC ENERGY DENSITY OF THE POLAR

STRATOSPHERE

Owing to the development of the polar night

vortex and jet stream, the kinetic energy of the

polar stratosphere increases remarkably during

the polar nights. As nmy be the case for the solar

corona, some part of this kinetic energy may be

transferred upward by means of internal pressure

waves.

According to Boville, Wilson and Hare, 16 the

kinetic energy density of zonal wind systems be-

tween 60°N and 80°N at 25 and 500 mb increases

significantly during the wintertime (from Decem-

ber until March). The kinetic energy density cor-

responding to the winter peak of the basic zonal

flow is of the order of 200 and 103 ergs/cm 3 at the

25 and 500 mb levels, respectively.

Figure 1 shows monthly averages 17 of kinetic

energy densities during the period from July 1957

to July 1958 at 30 mb (solid lines) and at 50 mb

(dashed lines) above Ft. Churchill (59°N geo-

graphic). This increase of kinetic energy in the

upper stratosphere in wintertime is mainly due

to the development of the polar night jet stream. TM

The dissipation of the energy of jet streams, as

well as any strong wind system in the atmosphere,

is mainly due to friction in the boundary layers,

which cause the turbulent motion to decay into

small eddies in the surrounding mediums. These

eddies decay further into thermal motion and

cause local heating. However, some part of the

kinetic energy in turbulent motion in jet flow can

propagate into the upper atmosphere in the form

of pressure waves. Owing to the exponential de-
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FIGURE 1.--Monthly averages of kinetic energy density

above Ft. Churchill (59°N geographic latitude) at 30

mb (solid lines) and at 50 mb (dashed lines) during the
period from July 1957 to July 1958.

crease of air density with height, the amplitudes

of those propagating pressure waves grow rapidly

at high altitudes and approach shock-wave mag-

nitudes, i.e. dissipation becomes non-linear.

THE EQUATION OF INTERNAL ATMOSPHERIC

WAVES

Fundamental Equations

The equation of internal atmospheric waves is

derived from the following three fundamental

equations: the equation of motion

' -- (1)D-_ + ---Vp + _ : i';
P

the equation of continuity

D (1/ = 1_. _ ;
\p/ p (2)
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and the equation of thermodynamics

__ c_D7Dt : Dt " (3)

Since the source of disturbance is extended

along a certain latitude, we can treat the problem

in two dimensions and specify the coordinates

within a meridional plane. Let x be the horizontal

(southward) and z the vertical (upward).

In the first approximation, the Coriolis force

and external forces, except gravity, are neglected.

The equation of motion (equation 1) then

becomes

au _ op
Po _ : ax

and

awPo_ : - - _o .

The equation of continuity (equation 2) for the

first order approximation is

op aPo
at + w_ = -Po× ' (4)

where x=x(x, z, t) is the velocity divergence as

defined in the previous section. Using equation 4,

the equation of thermodynamics (equation 3)

can be written as

ap
+ (c_x-'_)Po = o

The waves travelling in the flat atmosphere

can be found by assuming that u, w, p and p are

proportional to expEi(o_t-kx)]. Then, the equa-

tion for vertical change of x(00, z) is given by

eliminating u, w, p and p:

d2x + 1 / de2 ) dx w[_2 g2k2 (de2 )]dz'---2c-2_'-d_-Tg _ + - k2 + w-_c2 \-'-d_+(y- l)g X : 0 .

Since c2=_gH, this can be written as

dz 2 ]_I-(H'-I) _- + _ -k2+ -- If' + I- )¢ : 0w2 H

where H' =dH/dz.

(5)

The Diagnostic Diagram

The wave equation (equation 5) can be written

dx Ms :d2"-"'-_X- ?AN_- + X 0 (6)
dz 2

where

1
N = _(l-H') , (7)

M2 _ _2 k2+ k2g(tr 1)c2 _ _ + I - _ (8)

The solution of the differential equation (equation 6) is given approximately by

x(+, z) = e.. (^e-o,+s++..), (9)

where A and B are constant and can be determined by boundary conditions.

It should be noted that the solution (equation 9) of equations 5 or 6 can be classified into cellular
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andnon-cellulartypes*,dependingupontherelativemagnitudesof N and M, i.e.,

(i) cellular solution

(iX) non-cellular solution

- = iv , v2 = M2- N2 for M2 >N2 (10)

n2 : s2 _ Ms for N2 < Ms. (11)

The cellular waves have propagation vectors in both the horizontal (k) and vertical (7) directions,

but non-cellular wave has no propagation vector in the vertical direction and simply propagates in the

horizontal direction.

Since M is a function of the horizontal wave number, k, equation 10 gives the relation between two

wave numbers in the vertical (7) and the horizontal direction (k) : equation 10 is written as

j_----_ + _2__ 2 : 1 . (12)

where

co_ _2c2 / _-_-- or _A : _ (I-H') , (13)

wa 2 = -_2 \dz + (3' - 1)g or w B = + _ - ; (14)

_0_ and cob are called the critical acoustic angular

frequency and the Brunt-V/iisfilii angular fre-

quency. These are both functions of the atmos-

pheric temperature distribution in the vertical

direction and are related to the stability of layers

in the atmosphere.

Since wA > O_Bwe can see from equation 12 that,

if co>con, the propagation surface is an ellipsoid

while if co<coB, it is an hyperboloid. In both cases,

the rotation axis (z-axis) is vertical (figure 2).

The waves corresponding to co>_A are called

sonic or acoustic waves and the ones for _ <co,

are called thermobaric waves 19 or internal gravity

waves 2° respectively.

Since 7/2 becomes negative for _os<co<coA, no

cellular wave exists for this frequency range.

This situation can be seen from figure 3, in which

are plotted as a function of k the two curves of co,

corresponding to _/2-n2-0. Similar curves are

shown in figure 4, where the wave period (r in

sec) is plotted against the horizontal wave length

* The nomenclature of cellular and non-cellular is taken

from Martyn's paper (reference 21) and this corresponds

to internal and external waves discussed by Charney and

Drazin (reference 20).

instead of co and k, respectively, rA and rB corre-

spond to _0A and coB, respectively.

Figures 3 and 4 are called diagnostic diagrams

of atmospheric waves, 2_ in which a domain indi-

cated by n:>0 corresponds to the non-cellular

LILT= 1,200se¢ /// / / /

0,B_ / T:6OO,ec THERMOBARIC 7WAVES

I / _,/ /_
/ /_RAY DIRECTION / 7"= 360se¢

/ _ /z _THERM06ARIC_//

_--. / / /X _-"
'E / / I \ i-I"

_.¢.. / . \ .--_._oo,,o
=- ,, -..>_ ./ \ J

OZ I //_ /.RAY DIRECTION_ -*_"

! / / /-'Xr-_,._/ _ so.,c .Aws

\,.- /
0 I'_ I I I J I I I I

02 04 06 0.8 1.0

k (Am-')

FIGURE 2.--Propagation surfaces (lines) of internal at-

mospheric waves in the isothermal atmosphere with

scale height 8 km (T=0°K), given by equation 12; the

solid and dashed lines correspond to sonic waves (acous-

tic waves) and thermobaric waves (internal gravity

waves) ,' respectively.
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FIGURE &--Diagnostic diagram of internal atmospheric

waves in the isothermal atmosphere with scale height

8 km (T=0°K).

mode while two domains n 2<0 correspond to the
cellular modes.

APPROXIMATE TRANSMISSIVITY OF THE

POLAR ATMOSPHERE

Since the non-cellular (or external) waves, the

period of which is limited between rA and rB, have

no vertical propagation vector, these waves

neither contribute to the vertical energy transfer

6OO
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FmUHE 4.--l)iagnostic diagram of internal atmospheric

waves in tile isothermal atmosl)here with scale height

8 km (T=0°K).
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FIGURE &--Critical acoustic period, TA, and Brunt-

V/iis/il/t period, rB, as a function of altitude for the

summer polar atmosphere.

nor exist locally in free atmosphere. Among two

kinds of cellular (or internal) waves, on the

other hand, the thermobaric (or internal gravity)

mode can propagate with larger periods than the
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FIGURE &--Critical acoustic period, vA, and Brnnt-

VitisiLli£ period, r,, as a flmction of altitude for the

winter polar atmosphere.
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Brunt period rB, while the sonic (or acoustic)

modes can exist only below a period rA.

As can be seen from equations 13 and 14, these

two critical periods are a function of temperature

and vertical temperature gradients in the atmos-

pheric temperature). Therefore, these values

differ not only with height but also with season.

In figures 5 and 6, rA and rB are plotted against

altitude for polar atmospheres above Fort Church-

ill in summer and in winter, respectively.

The atmospheric models of the two seasons are

essentially the same as the ones reported by

Stroud et al. (reference 22; see also figure 13,

reference 23 and figure 1, reference 2). In a do-

main between two critical periods, i.e., rA (solid

curves) and rB (dashed curves), only the non-

cellular mode can exist. In other words, this is a

forbidden region for both acoustic and thermo-
baric modes of internal atmospheric waves.

Therefore, we can see that no thermobaric waves

with periods shorter than 370 sec can propagate
across the 50-kin level and that no sonic waves

with periods longer than 250 sec can propagate

through the layer around 80 km in summertime.

But in winter both waves are able to propagate

through these layers and the critical period for

each approaches 320 sec for thermobaric waves

and 290 sec for sonic waves, respectively.
To see the transparency (or transmissivity) of

the atmosphere for internal atmospheric waves

more quantitatively, the wave equation (equation
5 or 6) should be transformed into a more simple

form. By substituting

and

×(z) : cy/2¢(y) ,

the term dx/dz in the wave equation can be elimi-

nated; then equation 6 call be written as

d 2 _b(y_____)) : _ K2 qS(y) (15)
dy2

where

K2 : _2 . H2 .

As can be seen from equations 7, 8, and 10, ,12 is a

function of _, k, H, and H'(=dH/dz).

140
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_ 80

7- 6O

40

20

0
-12 -I0 8 -6 4 -2

K 2

120

k

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

K 2

FIGURE 7.--Square of the index of refraction, k, for at-
mospheric acoustic waves with period r in the summer-
time polar atmosphere as a function of height, where
the parameter X is the horizontal wave length in km.

The one-dimensional wave equation (equation

15) indicates that, if K2>O, the solution ¢(y) has

a wave nature and the corresponding waves can

propagate along the y-axis (z-axis vertical direc-

tion) within the domain, where this condition is

satisfied. On the other hand, if K2_<0 (K is

imaginary) i.e., no internal wave exists and verti-

cal propagation of waves is inhibited by the

barrier, where K 2 becomes negative. Thus, the

propagation of internal waves is limited within

regions where K is real.

For the acoustic mode of atmospheric waves

with periods 100 sec and 10 sec, K 2 is plotted

against z in figures 7a and 7b for summertime and

in figures 8a and 8b for wintertime, respectively.
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FIGURE 8.--Curves similar to figure 7 for wintertime polar

atmosphere.

In these figures, the horizontal wavelength is

taken as a parameter.

Since X =27r/k, where k is a wave number in

the horizontal direction, there is a shortest

(critical) horizontal wavelength Xc for a given

period of the waves, corresponding to a largest

horizontal wave number kc. From figures 7 and

8, we can see that the waves propagating close to

the vertical axis can propagate upwards as far as

r<ra, while the waves propagating in an oblique

direction meet a barrier where K 2 becomes nega-

tive even if the condition r<ra is satisfied. If

there are more than two barriers, those obliquely

propagating waves are trapped between these

barriers, fornfing the "duct" in the horizontal

direction. It should be noted from figure 2 that

k =0 (i.e. X = _ ) represents the wave propagation

in the vertical direction.

Using the diagram shown in figure 2 for the

conditions at each level, the critical angle 0_ can

be drawn as a function of altitude for a given

period, r, of the waves, provided that r<rA. The

angle 0c is defined such that the waves propagating

obliquely with zenith angle larger than 0_ cannot

enter into the above layer, simply because K _

becomes negative beyond this angle. In other

words, 0_ can be regarded as the aperture of the

allowed cone around the vertical axis at each level

in the atmosphere. Therefore, the relative trans-

missivity, ft(r, z), of each layer for vertical propa-

gation of the atmospheric acoustic wave is ap-

proximately given by (0_/_/2) 2, provided that 0_

is expressed in radians. In figure 9, ft(r, z) is

shown for the wave with a 100 sec period nor-

malized to the condition at 25 kin. Similar curves

are obtainable for any waves with r<ra. From

figure 9, we can see that the atmosphere above

v

b-
in
b-

150

100

5O

_\_\ \./ SU.MMMER

///)

I I I I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

RELATIVETRANSMISSIVITY

FIQURE 9.--Relative transmissivity of the polar atmos-

phere, ft(r, z) for atmospheric acoustic waves with a

period v = 100 sec. The solid and dashed lines correspond

to wintertime and summertime, respectively.
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mesopause, which is nearly 80 km in polar regions,

is always opaque for atmospheric acoustic waves.

It should be noted that the wind system in the

higher layers does not affect f_(r, z) very much,

because an oblique axis tilted windward direction

can be regarded as the direction of maximum

propagation.

UPWARD ENERGY TRANSFER BY PRESSURE

WAVES

Acoustic Waves Generated Aerodynamically in

the Atmosphere

Sound waves g_nerated aerodynamically are

distinct from sound produced by the vibration of

solids. A strong jet flow in the free atmosphere

produces sound waves due to turbulent motions

in the boundary layers between the core of the

jet and the surrounding air. Lighthil124,25 investi-

gated this problem and derived a theoretical ex-

pression of the power of sound waves as a func-

tion of the jet stream velocity. His theory was

further extended by Proudman 26 to the generation

of sonic waves by isotropic turbulence.

Although the acoustic heating of the solar

corona is discussed by Schatzman 27 similar calcu-

lations cannot be applied to the earth's atmos-

phere, because the situation there is entirely

different from that of solar atmosphere. In the

earth's upper atmosphere, the effect of magnetic

fields on the generation of sound noise by isotropic

turbulence 2s is important as well as their effect on

the dissipation processes as in the case of solar
corona.

Since the aerodynamical production of acoustic

waves has been developed in detail by Lighthill

and Proudman, only their results will be given,

and, in turn, applied to the present problem in

the earth's upper atmosphere.

The acoustic power output per unit mass of air

P, in ergs/gm-sec, is given by

P=aeM 5 for M<<I (16)

where a is a nondimensional constant, M is Mach

number e is the mean rate of energy dissipation

per unit mass.

According to Batchelor (reference 29, p. 103),

e is given by

u,e _ : A-[

where A is a nondimensional constant, which is of

the order of unity--about 1.8, l a characteristic

length which can be taken as the reciprocal of the
wave number at which the maximum of the

energy spectrum occurs, and u the root mean

square velocity of the turbulence.

If the "double correlation function" given by

Heisenberg 3°is correct, the constant a in equation

16 has the value 38. Therefore equation 16 is

_3
e = 70--i- " (M)s

where M = u/c, u and c are the mean velocity of

jet flow and the sound velocity respectively.

In the upper atmosphere, where the Reynolds

number is very large, the spectrum of turbulence

consists generally of the following ranges:

1. The energy-producing range, which contains

large eddies.

2. The inertial subrange in which energy is

neither created nor destroyed.

3. The energy-dissipating range, which contains
small eddies.

As pointed out by Proudman, 26 the turbulence

which makes an appreciable contribution to the

generation of sonic waves at large Reynolds num-

bers belongs to the eddies that do not dissipate

energy. In other words, the main source of aero-

dynamically produccd sonic waves is turbulent

motion around the jet flow; this turbulence

belongs to (1) energy producing range, and to (2)

inertial sub-range. Therefore, following Batchelor

(reference 29, Chap. 7), we can assume

and

I0a £ l _ 104

1 u 1

Distribution of turbulence along the jet stream

can be assumed uniform, then the acoustic output

per unit area along the jet (in erg/cm2-sec) will be

7 • 10 -6u aM sp0 _< I(u) < 3 " 10 -au aM sp0 '

(17)
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FIGURE 10.--Acoustic output power of the polar strato-
sphere, 1 (u), plotted against the mean wind velocity
of the jet stream, u.

where p0 is the mean density of air around the

source. In equation 17, u is in cm/sec. The acoustic

output I(u) is shown in figure 10, assuming the

height of the source to be 25 kin.

From this figure we can see that the production

of sonic waves decreases drastically below a wind

velocity of the order of 50 m/sec. Since the deriva-

tion of equation 17 is based on the assumption

that Mach number is small, 25 the output power

beyond u = 150 m/see might be incorrect.

Attenuation of Atmospheric Waves

Any atmosl)hcric wave is attenuated in air by

the following etTects:

1. friction due to the viscosity of air.

2. thermal conduction of air.

3. radiation through the atmosphere.
4. dispersion due to the inhomogeneity of air

in the atmosphere.

As was shown by Rayleigh, ai effects of radiation

and dispersion are generally small for the acoustic

waves as compared with the effects of friction
and thermal conduction.

Consideration of these effects leads to the so-

called classical Stokes-Kirchhoff formula for the

attenuation coefficient a(T),3_ which is given by

_(_) - _2c 3 _u ,

where a 2 and, are the coefficients of thermal con-

ductivity and kinematic viscosity of air:

K
_2 -

Cpp

and

/z

p

The heat conductivity of air, K, is the order of

6X10 -6 cal/cm-sec°K at NTP; and the specific

A

ca

1.0 _ _

01
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o0o/i
0.00005 ..... J

IO0
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200 300 41313

ALTITUDE ( km )

_IGURE l].--Attenuation factor, f,(T, z), of atmospheric
ac.oustie wave vs. altitude, z for v= 1, 10, 30, and 100
see. The solid lines are calcuhLtcd I)y the classical
formula and the dashed lines arc given by Golitsyn,
with the Joule loss in the ionosphere taken into account.
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heatC_ is nearly 0.27 cal/gm°K below the meso-

pause and increases with height to 0.3 cal/gm°K

above 350 km approximately. 32

The viscosity of air, _, is of the order of 1.7X

10-4 poise at NTP. Using these numerical values,

the attenuation coefficient (equation 18) becomes

2.4. x 10"1_
_(_)

pT2

integral in equation 20 can be taken as follows:

(i) summer

_A = oJ^(z) for 0_< z<20 kin,

0.023 for 20 < z < 70 kin,

_^(z) for 70<z<85 kin,

0.025 for z >85 km;

As was shown by Golitsyn, 33 thc long period

pressure wave undergoes an additional dissipation

owing to the Joule-loss of the current induced by

fluctuations of the conducting medium of iono-

sphere in the earth's magnetic field.

In figure 11, the attenuation factor

fa(_'.z) = expl-f_a('r,z')dzI (19)

is shown for four different periods of waves (1, 10,

30 and 100 see). The dashed lines in figure 11

are taken from Golitsyn's results, which took
account of the Joule loss. 33

An estimate of the rate of energy dissipation

per unit time per unit thickness per unit cross

section in the upper atmosphere, dEt/dz in

erg/cm3-sec, is made by the following approxi-
mation :

dEt I ® dd---_ = i(_) ft (_, z) _zz f. (w, z)d_ , (20)
a_a (z)

where fa(c0, z), the attenuation factor, is given by

equation 19 and shown in figure ll;ft(co, z) is the

relative transmissivity of atmosphere for the

wave with angular frequency w at the altitude z,

which is shown, for example, in figure 9 for

I"= (2_-/_)=100 sec; and i(o_) is the differential

frequency spectrum of the wave, which will be
assumed to be

i(_) = io_'" m> I • (21)

From figures 5 and 6, the lower limit c0Aof the

(ii) winter

_a = _o^(z) for 0 _<z <30 kin,

0.024 for z _>30 krn.

From this figure, we can see that the change of C0A

with height is small. Thus, wA is taken as a con-

stant value (0.024) for both seasons.

Strictly speaking, the right hand side of equa-

tion 20 should be multiplied by a geometrical

factor, which is inversely proportional to the
distance from the source. The width of the source

--the polar night jet stream--is more than several

hundred kilometers TM and the boundary is widely

diffused horizontally. In this respect, the geo-

metric attenuation factor is not important and

can be neglected in the preseT_t approximation.
Since the waves are propagating upwards,

ft(co, Z) in the integrand of equation 20 may be
taken as a constant value above the minimum

transmissivity level. However, the formation of

wave-ducts is highly probable above this or be-

tween those levels of minimum transmissivity,

for example, between 30 and 70 km in summer (see

figure 5). As can be seen from the result, the choice

of ft(_, z) above the minimum transmissivity
level (if it is constant or variable as shown in

figure 9, for example), does not affect the present

calculation very much.

A constant i0 in equation 21 is given by

O jAm- 1
Io : io_"_ : io m-I (22)

^('o)

where Io =Io(u) is the output power of the acous-

tic wave at the level of the source, zo, given by

equation 17 and shown in figure 10.

In figure 12, the relative dissipation rate of

energy (dE,/dz)/Io is plotted against altitude z
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m=5

_m-2

20O
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__:c:__ : -5 zw,NTER

0.ool ool o I 1 lo _oo

1 OEt (percent/kin}
Io dz

FIGURE 12.--Relative dissipation rate of energy flux
transferred by atmospheric acoustic waves, where
I0=10 (u) is the output at the source as shown in
figure 10. Solid and dashed lines correspond to winter-
time and summertime polar atmospheres, respectively;
heavy and light lines stand for the hard spectrum
(m=2) and soft spectrum (m=5) of the waves, re-
spectively.

for two cases of the spectrum, m =2 (heavy lines)

and m=5 (light lines). The solid and dashed

lines correspond to the wintertime and the sum-

mertime polar atmosphere, respectively. The two

curves in the upper portion of figure 12 are calcu-

lated by neglecting the transmissivity of the

atmosphere, i.e. ft(w, z) is assumed to be unity.
The latter corresponds to the estimation made

by GolitsynJ 4
If all those dissipated energies of acoustic

pressure waves are assumed to be converted into
thermal energy of the air, the rate of heating at

each level, dT(z)/dt in °C/see, is given by

dT 1 1 dEt
d"_ = Cp p(z) " J0 dz ' (23)

where J0 is Joule's mechanical equivalent of heat,

4.2)<107 ergs/cal; C_ is the specific heat of air at

constant pressure, _0.3 cal/gm °C; and p(z) is

the mean atmospheric density at the altitude z.

The results are shown in figure 13, which cor-

responds to figure 12 for a unit output power

source. Since the latter is shown in figure 10, the

following points may be obserw,d:

If the wind velocity "tround 25 km level is of

the order of 30 m/see, as in the usual summertinm

polar stratosphere, we can see that the acoustic

power at the source is less than the order of 10 -5

erg/cmLsec (from figure 10). Then rate of maxi-

mum heating, dT/dz is, from figure 13, of the

order of 10-sX10 -5 °C/sec or 10 -8 °C/day at the

maximum, which height is around 75 km if the

wave spectrum is hard (m=2), or 100 km if the

spectrum is soft (m =5), respectively.

On the other hand, if the wind velocity around

25 km exceeds 100 m/sec, which is steadily ob-

• served in the polar night jet stream, m34 the out-

put power I0 is somewhere between 103 and 1

erg/cm 2 sec (figure 10). The corresponding maxi-

mum warming rate is, then 2X (10 -5 to 10 -8) °C/
sec or 2X(1 to 10-3)°C/day at the altitude of

75 km for m=2, or around 100 km for m=5.
If the transmissivity of the atmosphere is dis-

regarded, as in Golitsyn's estimation, then from
the two upper curves shown in figure 13, the rate

of maximum heating is of the order of 10 -_° °C/sec

(10 -5 °C/day) in summer, and 10 -2 to 10 -5

(103 to 1°C/day) in winter. The height of maxi-

mum heating is around 260 to 300 km which

corresponds to m =2 to 5.

CONCLUSION

Although the estimated acoustic energy flux

available for upper air heating has a wide range
as shown in fi_ure 10--due to ambiguities of

3O0

_0_
W-

_ ///

100 "xx'_ \ Ij WINTER

I _11 i i iiiiill i I iiillli i i lllllll I i fill

10-1o lO-O lO-'a 10-7 10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3

ZdT/ "C

FI(iIJRE 13.--The rate of atmospheric heating in each
layer due to the dissipation of acoustic energy flux I0
(erg/cm 2sec) vs. altitude z. The lines _tre defined as in
figure 12.
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several parameters such as the mean velocity of

turbulent motion around the jet stream, _; the

effective size of eddy in this turbulence, l; and

the frequency spectrum of the turbulence, the

following remarks can be made from the present

calculation.

Because of the temperature gradient, the

atmosphere above the 100 km level is not trans-

parent for atmospheric acoustic waves--especially

for long waves. Therefore, acoustic heating is

most effective for warming around the 100 km

level rather than the 200 to 300 km levels (figure

13).

On the other hand, if the transmissivity of

sound waves due to thermal gradient in the

atmosphere is disregarded, most heating takes

place around the 300 km level and its rate exceeds

10°C/day in winter.

Although acoustic power from the polar night

jet stream is more than two orders of magnitude

larger than that of the tropospheric disturbance,

which is of the order of 10 -2 ergs/cm 2 sec, 14

acoustic heating around the menopause is not

sufficient to compensate for the cooling rate

(about 10°C/day) of these levels in winter.

In this respect, another mechanism of dynami-

cal heating such as energy transfer by means of

internal gravity waves s might be effective for the

warming of the mesosphere observed by Nordberg

and Smith. 6

If the wind velocity of the jet stream exceeds

200 m/see for several days, the layer around the

menopause can be warmed significantly even by

acoustic waves.
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Appendix A

NOTATION

Acceleration of gravity, g = 98 cm/sec 2. P, _,

Ratio of specific heats of air, C_/Cv =

1.4, where Cp and C. are the specific

heat of air at constant pressure and
that at constant volume, respectively. K

Gas constant of air, 2.87X106 ergs/
mol °C. ),

Joule's mechanical equivalent of heat,

4.185X 107 ergs/cal.
T

Resultant of all external forces (dyne/

gm). k

Velocity vector, where u is horizontal

(southward) and w is vertical (up- oJ
ward) component of air motion in

cm/sec.

The divergence of velocity per sec, i.e., c

x : _+_-7-. H

where x and z are horizontal (south-

ward) and vertical (upward) co- D/Dt
ordinate, respectively.

Small departure from static value of

pressure, density and temperature,
function of x and z.

p

Static pressure, density and absolute

temperature, which are the functions

of z only in dyne/cm 2, gm/cm 3, and a2

°K, respectively.

Total pressure, density and absolute

temperature, P = Po+P, _ =po+p and
T= T0+T.

Heat conductivity of air (cal/cm
sec°K).

Horizontal wave length of pressure
wave (km).

Period of pressure wave (see).

Horizontal wave number, correspond-

ing to ),, k =2_'/2 per km.

Angular frequency of pressure wave,
corresponding to r, 2_r/2 per sec.

Velocity of sound wave in the atmos-

phere (cm/sec).

Scale height of isothermal atmosphere,
H = R To/g.

The Eulerian derivative, "y/'ytd-_. 5.

Viscosity of air, in dyne-see/cm 2 i.e.

poise (gm/cm-sec).

Kinematic viscosity of air, v=u/po

(cm2/sec).

Thermal conductivity of air, a2= K/Cpp

(cm2/sec).
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AURORAL DISSOCIATION OF MOLECULAR
OXYGEN IN THE POLAR MESOSPHERE

KAICHI MAEI)A

Goddard Space Flight Center

As had been shown by Kellogg, one of the most effective mechanisms for heating of the polar
mesosphere during polar night is the exothcrmic association of atomic oxygen intensified by the
large-scale subsidence of the upper polar atmosphere in winter. Since photodissociation is no longer
predominant in the polar regions in winter, the contribution of auroral particles to the dissociation
of molecular oxygen is estimated, assuming the atmospheric composition given by Johnson. It is
shown that the maximum rate coefficient is of the order of 10-8 (cm sscc)-1 for protons and electrons
of energy spectrum E-"dE, where n >_3, and that the height of maximum dissociation is around
90 kin. Consequently, the rate of corpuscular dissociation of oxygen molecules in the upper meso-
sphere during strong auroral activities is comparable with that of photodissoeiations, which is mostly
due to the Schunmnn-Runge continuum of solar ultraviolet radiations.

INTRODUCTION

The polar night mesosphere is warmer than

any other season and any other latitude even

though the heating due to solar radiation is

smaller [-Sheppard, 1959; Stroud et al., 1960;

Kellogg, 1961; Nordberg and Stroud, 1961]. Net

cooling around the mcsopause, which is mostly

duc to thermal emission by carbon dioxide, is of

the order of 10°C per day, i.e., of the order of

103 ergs/g-air scc. To compensate for this cool-
ing by adiabatic heating of subsiding air, quite

strong, steady, downward flow--at least 1 km

per day, or roughly 2 em per second--would be

necessary.

A better explanation, however, has been given

by Kellogg [-1961J, who showed that the energy

release from the recombination of atomic oxygen
is one of the most effective heat sources in the

mcsosphcre. He called this process chemical heat-

ing. By this process, the subsiding velocity re-

quired for the compensation of radiative cooling
mentioned above can be reduced to one tenth

or less.

The main purpose of this paper is to show the

contril)ution of auroral parti(,lcs to the heating

of the polar mesosphere, a contribution that was

ruled out by Kellogg [1961J. It can be shown

that direct corpuscular heating of the upper atmos-

phere by auroral particles is only significant in
high altitudes above 100 km, as shown by the

estimations given by Krassovsky [-1959], Jastrow

[-1(.)59J, and Ishikawa _!95(.)J. Consequently, the
effect of direct corpuscular heating on the polar

mesosphere is practically negligible.

On the other hand, the dissociation of oxygen

molecules in the upper atmosphere, normally

caused primarily by solar ultraviolet radiations,
can also be caused by auroral particles. Since

the photodissociation of polar upper air is no

longer predominant during the polar night, the
contribution by auroral particles to the cor-

puscular dissociation of polar upper air cannot

be disregarded for mesospheric warming in winter.

])art of the energy brought into the polar upper

atmosphere by auroral particles can be trans-
ferred into the lower atmosphere in the following

manner.

As a result of bombardments by auroral par-

ticles, molecular oxygen in high altitudes is

endothermically dissociated into atomic oxygen.

(Nitrogen molecules also are dissociated by elec-

trons and photons. ]lowevcr, the rate of these

1402
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processesisverysmallascomparedwith that of
oxygen[-Mitra, 1952].) After the subsidences,

which predominate in the polar night mesosphere,

the atomic oxygen produced by auroral activities

recombines into molecular oxygen at lower alti-

tudes, releasing the association energies.

It should be noted that, since the association

(or recombination) is mostly due to three-body

collisions in which the remaining particles carry

away the excess recombination energy, the rate

of this process is roughly proportional to the cube

of the pressure. Consequently, atomic oxygen

produced at high altitudes does not produce any

significant effect on the warming of the lower

mesosphere until it is advected into lower alti-

tudes. In other words, part of the energy brought

into the polar upper atmosphere by auroral par-

ticles as well as by the leakage particles from the
radiation belts around the earth call be stored in

the lower thermospherc in the form of dissociated

oxygen. This energy is released in warming the

upper mesosphere with prevailing subsidences in
winter.

ENERGY FLUX OF AURORAL PARTICLES
IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

The magnetic field in the polar regions may

be regarded as uniform and perpendicular to the

earth's surface. In these regions charged particles

impinging upon the atmosphere follow a spiral

orbit along magnetic lines of force. The direct

evidence for spiral motion of auroral protons is

shown by Meinel [-1951].

Since the rate of energy loss of these particles

is the samc in all directions, the pitch angle of

a particle is constant throughout its range. In

other words, incident particles maintain spiral

motion with constant pitch angles, while the

radius of gyration decreases as the particle loses

energy at increasing atmospheric depths [-Rhodes,

1955]. With regard to the constancy of pitch

angle of the spiraling particles through the atmos-

phere, Singer r1958] has suggested an extension

of Liouville's thcorem to estimate the intensity of

the nonrelativistic particles in the upper atmos-
phere. However, the application of Liouvillc's

theorem can be extended only to the constant

ionization loss, but not to the particles whose

z

dE =236 -0.78

, , ,.,.,.I , , .,,,.I , , ,,, ,,I , , ,,.,,I , I ,....,

0.1 1.0 I0 I00 |,000

ENERGY IN MIrv

FIGURE 1.--Rate of energy loss of protons in air (below
the minimum ionization loss) as a function of energy.

rates of energy loss change with their energy

[Maeda, 1962].

The intensity of auroral protons whose energies
are less than that of minimum ionization loss

can be estimated by means of the so-called gross

transformation [.Rossi, 1952-], which is, however,

modified as shown in the following sections. On

the other hand, the same method cannot be used

for auroral electrons because scattering is pre-

dominant for low-energy electrons.

Low-Energy Protons

As can be seen in figure 1, the rate of energy
loss E of protons per unit depth of air R can

be approximated, below a certain energy value

E_, by the equation

--dE/dR=AE -m Mev/(g cm -2) (1.1)

with the experimental data given by Segre [.1953],
where A and m are given in table 1 [.Maeda and

Singer, 19(ill for E in Mev. There is also a lower

limit of energy, Ez, for (l.1) to be valid, but the

contribution below this limit to the total range is

negligible.

TABLE 1.--Energy Loss Coe_cients in Air

Particle A m

Proton* .......... 236 0.78

Electront ......... 0.38 0.96

E_ Ez

300Mev 400 kev

100 key 4 key

* Based on Segre's [1953] data.
t Based on Katz and Penfold [1952].
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Several direct observations show that the energy

spectrum of auroral protons can be expressed by

j(E) dE=aE -n dE n>0 (3.2)

where n_5.5 according to direct measurements

by rocket-borne detector [-McIlwain, 1960_.

Since a simple relationship exists between the

range of a particle at an atmospheric depth x

(in g cm-_), and the energy of the particle at

another depth x', it is convenient to convert the

energy spectrum into a range spectrum. It follows

from (l.l) that

dl,:, (1.3)
_=Jo AE '-m

Combining (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3),

where

and

j(R) dR=kR -_ dR (1.4)

k = aA -(_-l/m+l) (m+ 1 )-L

l= (n+m)/(m+l)

Total Intensity of Spkaling Protons

If the total flux of auroral protons at the top

of the atmosphere can be assumed to be isotropic,

then it is given by

where Rm is the residual range corresponding to

the maximum energy of incident protons, and

R0 is the threshold range set by the detector.

We can assume that Rm= oo for l>l, so that

(1.5) becomes

Io = (27rk/l-- 1 ) R0 -(*-') (1.6)

The directional intensity of the flux at a depth

x and at a pitch angle a is

Rm

j(x, a) = fno+_)kR -z dR (1.7)

where y = x/cosa, the actual I)ath length traversed

by the protons in reaching the depth x.

The total [lux, or the total integral intensity

I (x), at the depth x is

[,_/2

I(x) =2_-Jo j(x, a) sina da

=27rx y) (dy/f) (1.8)

From (1.5), (1.7), and (1.8), we finally obtain

I (x)/Io = 1 -- F,_, (_) (1.9)

where _/= x/Ro

ln(1+_)+_ ln(1+_ 1)
F0(//) - for l = 1

lnR,,/ Ro

and

l--1

Fz-l(_) = (/- 1)_ In(l+_ _) -_[-(- 1)'/(r--2)-]
r_2

×(/-_C_)[1-(1-+-¢-_)-('-')_ for />1

220

20O

180

160

E
J¢

Z

120

8O

6O Rm=0.36, Ro=3.6 x I0 -3

4O

0 O. 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FIGURE 2.--Reh_tive total intensity of spiraling protons

l(z)/lo vs. altitude z for the case /=l, where the

residual ranges 0.36, 3.6 X l0 -2, 3.6 X 10 -a, and l0 -4 (in
g/cm -2) correspond to the energies 12, 5, 1.2, and 0.065

(in Mcv), respectively.
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In the last expression, Rm is taken as _, and

1--,Cr= r(/--1)!/(/--1--r) !r!_

In figure 2, the relative total intensity, given

by (1.9) with l=l, is plotted against altitude z,

and in figure 3 similar curves for l= 1, 2, and 3

are shown. From figure 2 we can see that the

spiraling flux becomes zero below a certain depth

which corresponds to the upper limit of the range

spectrum Rm for vertical incidence. On the other

hand, as is shown in figure 3, there is no sharp
decrease of total flux for Rm= _. It should be

noted that even for the same cutoff and upper

limit of speCtrums, the rate of decrease of total

intensity with atmospheric depth becomes steeper

for the steeper spectrum.

In these figures, the expression I (x)/Io is trans-

formed into I(z)/Io (where z is the altitude of

the level of atmospheric depth x) by making

220

200 -

180

160

_ 140

_ =3

,_ izo
.=

ioo

6o

60 I RO=5.6 xI0 -3

40 _ Rm=3.6 x I0-2

/
o

I I I I
0.=, 0.4 0.6 o.s ,.0

,-FL_,9E)

FIGURE 3.--Relative total intensity of spiraling protons
l(z)/Io as a function of altitude z for the cases/=1, 2,
and 3.

use of the relation between the atmospheric depth

x (g/cm 2) and the altitude z (in kilometers). For

this purpose, the following atmospheric model was
used:

z_ 100 km, Rocket l)anel 1-1952J data.

l10<z_400 km, Kallmann's [-1959] table.

z >400 km, King-Hele's F1962_ graph.

Omnidirectionol Differentiol Speclrums

Since thc rate of energy loss of protons pene-

trating into the atmosphere is larger for protons

of lower energy (below minimum ionization), the

flux of low-energy protons decreases faster than

that of high-energy protons. Therefore, the form

of the differential energy spectrum changes with

the atmospheric depth. To illustrate this, the

change of range spectrum of low-energy protons

penetrating the atmosphere is computed.

The omnidirectional differential range spectrum

at the top of the atmosphere is given by

io(R) dR=2_j(R) dR

and, at the depth x,

f,/2 / x \

ix(.)d,:2 /o do
For the case of j(R) dR=kR -z dR, setting

cosa=_, and x/R=y,

i_(R) dR=27rkR-z dR [l+(,7/,)7 -_ d, (_.10)

Using the range-energy relation for protons and

the x-z curves, the omnidirectional differential

energy spectrums i_(E) are shown for the ease

of 1= 2 in figure 4. From this, the effective power

of the spectrum is seen to decrease with the

atmospheric depth, i.e., with the altitude z.

Auroral Electrons

Although incoming protons with energies around
several hundred key are indicated by the observa-

tion of Doppler-shifted Balmer lines in the auroral

spectrum, it is found that the major fraction of

auroral particles in weak auroras consist of elec-

trons with energies below 50 key [-McIlwain,

1960]. The integral energy spectrum is about
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FIGURE 4.--Omnidirectional differential energy spectrum
of spir'fling protons i,(E) at several altitudes z in
kilomct(,rs.

4XIO ]° E-'J/cm '2 s('e ster, where E is expressed

in key. [Originally, the observed data were ap-

proximated by 2.5X l0 '_ exp(-E/5), (E in kev)

for the energy range between 3 and 30 key. In

this energy interval, both expressions agree within

the accuracy of the measurements.]

Partkle Range of Electrons in Air

The rate of energy loss, -dE�dR, is given

theoretically by Bcthe I-1!)33], and the residual

rang(, is obtained by

R = [E dE
.Io ( -- dE�dR)

l]e('ausc of multiple Coulomb scattering and

straggling (,ff(,cts, both of which arc predominant
for low-(,n(,rgy ch_ctrons trav(,ling through tim

air, tim rate of energy loss given by Bcth(_'s

formula is inadequate for calculating the residual

range of low-energy electrons.

On the other hand, the practical range Rv,
which is the projected depth of the incident

electrons in the initial direction, has been defined

and is experimentally measurable [Katz and

Pcnfold, 1952J. Since the theoretical range R is

the total length measured along the tortuous

path of an electron in the air, the practical

range Rp is always shorter than R. A comparison

of the rate of energy loss in terms of Rp and of R

is shown in figure 5. From this figure, it is ap-

parent that the difference between dE/dRp and

dE�dR increases with decreasing electron energy,

because multiple scattering increases at low

energies. (The dE�dR curve in figure 5 is taken

from Fermi's text I-Orear, Ros('nfeld, and Schlutcr,

lt)50J.) The coei]icients A and m in table l

indieate an empirical approximation of --dE�dRy

by (1.1), E being given in Mev.

The angular distrit)ution of the scattered elec-

trons in multiph, Coulomb scattering is known to

be approximately Gaussian. ]lowcvcr, if the pene-

tration depth of electrons is far larger than the

mean free path of Coulomb scattering of electrons

in the air, ;_,, the distribution is no longer Gaussiau,

but is of the form cos'-'0, where 0 is the scattering

angle I-Wu, 19(i0_.

|_ ioool %
r,

moo

= dE (Knit stPenfoldo,

g_

/ | i

/I i,,md I ,,,,q,I I , ill.
io-5 io-2 o.i i.o

Energy In Mev

FIGURE5.--Rate of energy loss of electrons in air in terms
of the true range R ,m(t of the practical rang_, Rv as a
fun(qiolt of (,Icctron (,ncrgy.
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The corresponding mean angle of scattering
is around 35 ° and remains the same with further

increase of thickness. In other words, the pene-

tration of electron flux deeper than ;xc in the air

can almost be regarded as diffusion. In the

diffusion of electrons in the atmosphere, there is

another factor called 'back diffusion thickness,'

x_, beyond which the backscattered electron is

saturated. If the penetration depth of electrons

exceeds x_, complete diffusion of electrons starts.

However, in air the ratio of the number of back-

scattered electrons to that of incident primary

electrons at saturation, i.e., the back diffusion

coefficient, is less than 0.2.

In figure 6, he, xd, and Rp are given as func-

tions of the incident electron energy. _,c is com-

puted by

X_= A a/qcN

where A_ is the effective atomic weight of air

nuclei, 14.78; N is Avogadro's number, 6.024)<

1023; and a_ is the total cross section for Coulomb

scattering, x_ is cstimated from experimental data

on aluminum, multiplied by a reducing factor 0.34,

which is approximately the ratio of the total cross

1.0

:,o-2= /A
" '7/,. I"_ io-3.

'._ I0 -4

:g

I0 6____J
I0 -7

I0 I00 200
Energy in Key

FmuaE 6.--Practical range Rv, back diffusion thickness
xa, and the mean free path for Coulomb scattering X,,
of electrons in air as functions of electron energy E in
Key.

section of Coulomb scattering in air to that in
aluminum.

Absorption of Electrons in Air

As shown in the previous section, the penetra-

tion of electrons in air beyond the depth of

several times X,, can be regarded approximately
as diffusion. This is due to multiple Coulomb

scattering and the straggling effect caused by

frequent large fractional energy transfers in the

air. Thus, even if the incident electron flux is

monoenergetic, the energy of the electrons at a

ccrtain depth is no longer monochromatic but

spread widely toward the lower energies; and the

electrons of lowest energy are captured by air

nuclei. Consequcntly, the intensity of auroral

electrons in the atmosphere decreases gradually

with atmospheric depth.

The rate of decrease of electron flux per unit

atmospheric depth is a function of the energy
of the incident electrons. This has been observed

in several laboratory experiments FLenard, 1903;

Becker, 1.()05; Crowther, 1906; Sehmidt, lq09;

Mayer, 1914; and Friman, 1916_. According to

these measurements, the differential intensity of

electrons with initial energy E, at the depth x

(in grams per centimeter -_) is approximately

j(E, x) dE=jo(E) exp[--x/X(E)-] dE

where jo(E)=j(E, 0), the initial differential in-

tensity of electrons with a kinetic energy of E,
and X(E), which can bc called the 'attenuation

mean free path of electrons in the air,' is the

inverse of the mass absorption coefficient of

electrons with initial energy E.
Figure 7 shows X(E) as a function of the

initial electron energy, derived from the experi-

mental results mentioned above, which are also

summarized in a table by Bcthc [-1933_. It is

quite evident from figure 7 that the attenuation

mean free path of electrons with initial energy E

can be expressed empirically by

X(E) =bE" g/cm 2 (1.11)

where the numerical values of the constants b

and m' are given in table 2.

Although the power m' decreases significantly

above about 300 kcv, from 2.2 to 1.33, rn'=2.2

can be used for all energy ranges above 5 kev.
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FIGURE 7.--Attenuation mean free path of electrons in

air as a function of incident electron energy.

Since the intensity-of high-energy electrons is
very small, owing to the sharp drop of the energy

spectrum on the high-energy side, the use of

m'=2.2 in (1.11) beyond 300 key does not intro-

duce any serious errors in the present calculation.

TABLE 2.--Constants of Attenuation Mean Free Path of

Electron in Air, E

3.15X10 -7, Ein kev /
(

1.26, E in Mev J

2.94 X l0 -a, E in kev l

J0.29, E in Mcv

?n t

2.2

1.33

Energy Range

5 kev <E<300 kev

0.3 Mev<E<3 Mev

Total Intensity of Auroral Electrons

The differential intensity of electrons entering

the atmosphere having pitch angle a with respect

to the vertical magnetic field at the atmospheric

depth x can be written

j(E, x, a) dE=jo(E) exp(--x/h(E) cosa) (1.12)

where fi(E) is the differential energy spectrum
of incident electrons and ),(E), the attenuation

mean free path of electrons, is given by the

empirical formula 1.11. Thus, the total flux of

electrons at the atmospheric depth x is

• exp[ h(E)Xcosajl"sina da dE (1.13)

The initial differential energy spectrum jo(E)

is assumed to be given by (1.2), where n_4,

according to the direct measurements by Mc-

Ilwain [1!)60]. Using the substitutions, y=x/cosa

and t=l/h(E), (1.13) becomes

l(x) =2_rx 3o(P_) exp[---y/h(E) ]y -2 dy dE
_EO X

t'l/h0
"n-o__ / _-I "

=w/,b.Jo t (;(tx) dt

where

_= (n--1)/m' _o=h(Eo) =bEo -m'

and G(u) is the so-called Gold integral [Rossi,

1952], which is defined by

= f oo e-____, f_ e-___"G(u) JI s 2 ds=u s 2 ds

The initial total intensity of auroral electrons

is given by letting x=0 in (1.13)

I0 = (2_ra/m')bO(),o-O/_)

Therefore, the relative total intensity at the
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depthx is

I(x) :'_° .
-_,o _] t_-IG(tx) dt (1.14)

Io Jo

The two curves in Figure 8 represent I(x)/Io

for n=4(/3:1.4) and n=3.2(_=1) with E0=10

key. By comparing figures 8 and 2, it can be

seen that the decrease of electron flux in the

upper atmosphere is not as steep as that of the

protons in both cases for the value of n.

Om.idireceio.ol Digereneiol Spectrums

Since the attenuation of the electron flux is

larger for electrons of lower energies, the energy

spectrum of electrons changes with atmospheric

depth. To see this variation, the omnidirectional

Z60

240

220

2O0

E 180

F-

14o

120

I00

i

/
n=4

80

eo 6
I I I I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

I(X)
Relative Total Intansity -_.

'0

FmUR_ 8.--Relative total intensities of spiraling electrons

for two differential energy spectrums as functions of
altitude.
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i (E)Z
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Z=lOOkm

103
0.01 0.1
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FIGURE 9.--Omnidirectional differential spectrums of

auroral electrons with power spectrum n =4.

differential energy spectrums of electrons at the

atmospheric depth x can be calculated by

f_12

ix(E) dE=27rJo J(E)

• exp _ E) eos_ sins d_ dE

=,_r_E-nx y-2 exp[--y/X(E)-} dy dE
x

Since the omnidirectional differential intensity

at the top of the atmosphere is given by

io( E) dE= 2_rjo( E) dE

The omnidirectional differential intensity of elec-

trons at the atmospheric depth x is given by

i_(E) =io(E)g[x/X(E)_ (1.15)

where G(u) is Gold integral as in the previous

section.
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By making use of the x-z curve, i_(E)'s are

easily transformed into the iz(E)'s shown in

figure 9, from which the intensity of the low-

energy side of the spectrum is seen to decrease
very rapidly. ()wing to this rapid decrease, tl_e

low-energy spectrum becomes a round peak with

increasing atmospheric depth, and the position

of this peak shifts toward the high-energy side

with increasing atmospheric depth.

RATE OF DISSOCIATION OF MOLECULAR

OXYGEN BY AURORAL PARTICLES

According to the l,'rank-Condon principle,

oxygen molecules will dissociate upon the impact

of charged particles or photons having kinetic

cnergies higher than 5.08 cv. This value corre-

sponds to the transition energy threshold from

the ground level 3Zo- to the lowest repulsive
level :_,-.

The total cross section for the dissociation of

molecular oxygen by electrons was measured by
Glockcr and Wilson 1-1932J and estimated by

Masscy [-1938] and Mott and Massey F194(.)]. By

combining these results, the total cross section
is obtained as a function of the energy of impact
electrons. This cross section in(.reases to a maxi-

mum of 8 ev, and dc(,liues at about 30 ev as the

inverse of E (figure 10). (The finite cross section
below 5 ev can be explained by the dissociation

through excitations of oxygen molecules by elec-

tron impacts.) The maximum value of this (:ross
section is of the order of l0 -as cm 2, which is of

the same order as the molecular cross section

estimated from the absorption coefficient of the

Sehumann-Runge band (1750-1400 A; 6.7-9.7

ev). It is interesting to note that the elficiencies

of 02 dissociation by electrons and photons around

the energy levels of l0 ev arc both of the same
order.

On the other hand, the dissociation of molecular

osygcn by the direct impact of primary protons

is not important unless their energy is of the order

of l0 cv, since the effective energy for dissociation

is below 30 cv. Thus, the effective particles for ()2

dissociation arc not composcd of primary par-

ticles, but mainly of secondary and tertiary

particles l)roduced in the air by the incoming

primary protons and electrons.

In this rest)cot the total specific ionization

jr(E) is a most convenient quantity since it is

the total number of ion pairs per g/cm 2 produced

by primary particles of energy E (in ev) and by

all secondary electrons [Rossi, 1952, p. 45]. The

total specific ionization is

jr(E) =lc( E) /Vo (2.1)

where k(E) corresponds to the primary ioniza-

tion given by --dE/dx (or --dE�dR) and V0,

the average energy expended per ion pair pro-

duced, is determined experimentally, i.e., 32 ev
for electrons in air and 36 ev for protons in air.

The rate of 02 dissociation rp(z) dz at the

altitude z, by auroral protons is

]r,(z) dz=_,N(z) f(W)jt.,,(W, E, z) dW

•ip(E, z) dE dz (2.2)

where

N(z) is the number density (cm -3) of molecular

oxygen.
o(W) is the differential cross section (cm _') for

()2 dissociation by electrons of energy iV, as

shown in figure 10.

jt.p( W, E, z) is the number (g/cm 2)-' of second-

ary electrons of energy W produced by pro-

tons of energy E per unit thickness of air
at the altitude z.

ip(E, z) is the omnidirectional differential in-

tensity of auroral protons at the altitude z

(in kilometers), which corresponds to the

atmospheric depth x (in g/cm:). This is

given by (1.10) and shown in figure 4.

[ (l. 10) shows the differential range spectrum

at the atmospheric depth x, is(R), which is,

however, easily transformed into iz(E) by

making use of x-z curve, i.e.,

i,(E) =i_(R) (dR�dE)=i_(R) (dR�dE)

where dR�dE is shown in figure 1.]

W0 is the threshold energy for ()2 dissociation.

E_ is the lowest energy of primary protons.

The numl)er density of molecular oxygen is

N(z) =2.1C,×lO_2p(z)C(z) (2.:0

where p(z) is air density at the altitude z in

g/cm 3, C(z) is the fractional composition of O_

by weight.
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FIGURE 10.--Total cross section of 02 dissociation by elec-

trons as a function of kinetic energy of impact electrons.

In the integrand of (2.2), the terms inside the
brackets can be written as

B

a(W)j,p(W, E, z) ai,,t k,_(E) ,
o We

where

coai._= (W) dW_'_6X10 -1_ cm _ ev
W0

is the integral cross section for 02 dissociation by

electrons (see figure 10). W_ is the effective

energy for 02 dissociation, about 20 ev, p(z) is

the air density at the altitude z, (g/cm3), and

kp(E)/Vo.p is the total specific ionization of a

proton with energy E in the air, i.e., the number

180

160 _tlo n

140

i non -- photodieeo¢lat ion

120

I00 _q_80

60

•o ,,,,,,,,I , ,,,,,,,I ,,,,,,,,I ,,,,,,,I , ,l,,,,,
-IE 41 -I0 -9 -8

ro {Z):Rate Coefficient of 02-dissociation by protons (cm3sec) -I

FIGURE 11.--Rate coefficient for 02 dissociation by auroral

protons with differential spectrum E-_.SdE, as a function
of altitude.
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FIGURE 12.--Rate coefficients for O2 dissociation by

auroral electrons with differential spectrum E-4dE, as a
function of altitude.

of secondary electrons per unit depth of air in

(g/cm_) -_, where V0.,= 36 ev.

Evaluating the foregoing equation, we have

.E

/ a(W)j,.p(W, E, z) dW
*' WO

_--8.33XlO-Z° p(z)kp(E) (2.4)

Substituting (2.3) and (2.4) into (2.2), we finally
obtain

rp(z) dz_l.8X103 p_(z) C(z)

f_kp(E)ip(E, z) dE dz (2.5)

where kp(E) is shown in figure 1.

Similarly, the rate of 02 dissociation due to

auroral electrons at the level z is given by

r,(z) dz_-2.0X 10 _ p:(z) C(z)

f_k_(E)i_(E,
• z) dE dz (2.6)

where k_(E) is shown in figure 5 by --dE/dRp,

and i_(E, z) is shown in figure 9 for the case of

the incident energy spectrum aE -4 dE.

It should be noted that the square of the

atmospheric density in (2.5) and (2.6) is due,

first, to the target distribution (the O2 distribu-

tion) in the atmosphere given by (2.3) and,

second, to the reduction of the rate of ionization

loss of primary particles from ev/(g/cm 2) to

ev/cm.
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FIGURE 13.--Rates of 02 dissociation by monoenergetic

electrons (10 kev) and protons (10 Mev) in the upper

atmosI)here, normtflized for initi'fl total intensity, i.e.,
rate coefficients as functions of altitude.

The values rp(z) and re(z), normalized to the

incident total intensity, arc shown in figures l l

and 12, respectively.

For these numerical calculations the two ex-

treme cases of C(z) are assumed: (1) The mini-

mum distribution of O5, where some part of the

atmospheric molecular oxygen is dissociated by

vertical insolation. Specifically, the fractional

composition given by Johnson [1(,)62J is used. (2)

The maximum distribution of 05, where no photo-

dissociation of oxygen is assumed and simply c,on-

stant relative con('eutration of molecular oxygcn,

C=0.23, is extended to the top of atmosphere.

The effect of photodissociation on the auroral

dissociation is clearly negligible below the meso-

pause (about 86 km), where the dissociation by

auroral particles is most effective.

CONCLUSIONS

To calculate the final atomic oxygen distribu-

tion duc to O5 dissociation by auroral particles

we must assume the duration of aurora, total flux

of incident particles or total energy flux, and the

rate of association at different altitudes. Instead

of presenting cases with several combinations of

these factors, we make the following points:

1. The rate coefticient of 05 dissociation due to

auroral protons and eh_ctrons is almost the same

as that due to the solar ultraviolet radiation, which

is known as the Schumann-Runge continuum

(1400-1750 A) ; i.e., it is of the order of 10-_S/cm _

sec at the maximum.

2. Although the profile of the atomic oxygen

production rate in the atmosphere due to auroral

particles depends on the energy spectrum, it is

quite similar to that of photodissociation due to

solar ultraviolet radiation. The maximum height

of 05 dissociation is roughly around 90 km in

both cases l-Friedman, 1960; Hinteregger, 1961_.

If the incident particles arc monoenergetic, the

lower boundary of the profile becomes very steep,

as it is shown in figure 13, where the dissociation

rates for 10-key electrons and for 10-Mev protons

arc plotted. These lower boundaries, given in

terms of the penetration depth of spiraling par-

ticles, are drawn in figure 14 by using the atmos-

pheric depth-altitude relation (x-z curve) and the

the range-energy relation for protons in the air

rSegre, 1953J.

According to direct measuremcnts by rocket-

borne instruments, the energy flux of auroral

particles is roughly 20 ergs/cm 5 sec at weak

II0

I00 04Mev

IOMev
90

i60

< 5o
SOMev

40
IOOMcv

30 -
300 Mcv
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IO

o
(P I0 ° 20° 30 ° 40 ° SO° 60 ° 70 ° 80 ° 90 °

9, Pitch Angle

FmuaE 14.--Penetration depth of spiraling monoener-

gctic protons in the atmosphere as a function of the

pitch angle.
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auroras and exceeds 103 ergs/cm _ sec at severe

bright auroras [.McIlwain, 1960-]. These values

are also consistent with the estimation made by

Chamberlain [-1961-] based on auroral luminosities.

On the other hand, the average energy flux of

solar ultraviolet around the Schumann-Runge

continumn is approximately 300 ergs/cm: sec or

less [-Friedman, 1960; Hinteregger, 1961-].

Since the rate of association of atomic oxygens

is smaller at higher altitudes, the maximum con-

centration of atomic oxygen is at a higher altitude

than the production peak of oxygen atoms. Ac-

cording to Nicolet E1960-] the maximum concen-

tration of oxygen atoms under equilibrium con-

ditions for the dissociation rate of 104/cm 3 sec

is of the order of 1011 atoms/cm 3 at the ll0-km

level. It should be noted that during severe

aurora, in which the flux of electrons is of the

order of 10n/cm 2 sec [.McIlwain, 1960-], the rate

of production of oxygen atoms due to auroral

electrons is of the order of 104 atoms/cm _ sec

at the level of maximum production (around

85 km).

It has been shown that if there is no strong

downward advectiou above the mesosphere, the

lifetime of atomic oxygen around the height of

maximum concentration (>100 km) is more

than 4 months, but at the altitude of the produc-

tion peak (about 85 km), it is less than one

month [-Nicolet and Mange, 1954]. Furthermore,

if there is a strong subsidence as in the case of

polar mesosphere in winter, this lifetime of

oxygen atoms should be shortened drastically.

In this respect, the production of oxygen atoms

by auroral particles in the polar upper atmos-

phere during the winter might be one of the

most important processes in supplying atomic

oxygen which in turn would provide the largest

contribution to the heating of the polar night

mesosphere as well as the cooling of the thermo-

sphere [-Maeda, 19627.

Finally, it should be emphasized that direct

measurement of atomic oxygen in the upper

atmosphere, which has not been possible so far

because of experimental difficulties, is very de-

sirable ill order to clarify the mysterious warm

polar night mesosphere and the irregular warm-

ings of middle-latitude mesospheres.
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MASS SPECTROMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
ATMOSPHERE BETWEEN 100 AND 227 KM

ABOVE WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA

EDITH MEADOWS-REED AND CHARLES R. SMITH

Goddard Space Flight Center

The diffusive separation of argon and nitrogen was measured by means of a Bennett radio
frequency mass spectrometer carried on an Aerobee-150A rocket, NASA 4.14, launched at 1141
EST, November 15, 1960. The primary purpose of the spectrometer measurements was to obtain
temperate latitude diffusive separation data to compare with those measurements obtained in the
arctic (Fort Churchill, Canada) during the International Geophysical Year. The results indicated
that diffusive separation occurred above about 111 km and that the altitude profile of the A/N2
ratio is somewhat similar to that obtained during the two night flights in the arctic atmosphere.

INTRODUCTION

The flight of Aerobee-150A NASA 4.14 marked
the 17th time that American scientists have flown

the Bennett radio frequency mass spectrometer

for the purpose of measuring the composition of

the neutral particles of the upper atmosphere.

The first two flights of this instrument were

carried out, using Aerobee rockets, by the Applied

Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University
in 1950 and 1951.1 The next 13 flights were made

by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) from

1952 through 1959. In five of the NRL flights,

rocket and instrumentation both performed as

intended. However, the first of these five 2 was

contaminated to a great extent by rocket gas; the

designs of the experiment and the vehicle were

modified accordingly. Four successful firings,

during the period 1956-1958, were made in

connection with the International Geophysical

Year (IGY) program2

All these experiments excepting the last one

(in 1958) were designed to scan a mass range of

about 8 to 48 atomic mass units (AMU) and were

conducted primarily for the purpose of detecting

diffusive separation of argon and molecular

nitrogen. The last experiment, in 1958, scanned a

mass range of 0.7 to 5 AMU and was an ex-

ploratory flight for the detection of hydrogen and
helium.

Finally, as one of the initial efforts in the NASA

program for studying the structure of planetary

atmospheres, the Aerobee-150A rockets desig-
nated NASA 4.09 and 4.14 were instrumented

with Bennett mass spectrometers patterned after

those used by NRL in the IGY. Satisfactory data

about the neutral composition were not obtained

from the flight of NASA 4.09. The data obtained

from NASA 4.14 are the principal subject of this

report.
Scientists of the USSR have conducted four

successful flights in which neutral composition was

measured with the radio frequency mass spectrom-
eter. 4,5 Their Model MX-6401 instrument had

higher resolving power (1 part in 45) and a longer

mass range (1 to 4 and 12 to 56 AMU) than did

the American instruments. The Model-6403, an

improved, lighter version of the MX-6401, is

more sensitive by a factor of 10. The MX-6401

was flown twice in the daytime ill July 1959 and

also in the late afternoon in November 1961. The

MX-6403 was flown at midnight in September

1960. In the 1959 and 1960 flights the mass

spectrometer was housed in a cannister which was

ejected from the vehicle. In the 1961 flight, the

1415
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massspectrometerwasnot separatedfrom the
rocket,but washousedin a specialcontainerin
the payload.

With the exception of the fourth USSR flight

(November 1961) which reached an altitude of

430 km, all of the above mentioned flights,
American and USSR, reached altitudes of less

than 250 km.

Several other groups have flown other types of

mass spectrometers to study the neutral gases.

The first was a magnetic mass spectrometer

prepared by t{. C. Edwards and J. V. Fay, Jr.,*
and flown on a V-2 in 1949. _,e Others include

magnetic mass spectrometers (C. Y. Johnson,

private communication), time-of-flight spectrom-

eter (R. Narcissi, private communication), and

the quadrupole "massenfilter"t (E. J. Schaefer,

private communication). Rocket and instrumental
difficulties have resulted in less than optimum

performance of these experiments.

INSTRUMENTATION

Rockets NASA 4.09 and 4.14 were instrumented

at Goddard Space Flight Center to measure, from,

100 km to the peak of flight, the pressure, tem-

perature, density, and composition of the neutral

particles and positive ions in the earth's atmos-

phere. The instruments used were Bennett radio
frequency mass spectrometers for neutral particles,

similar mass spectrometers for atmospheric ions,

and Bayard-Alpert ionization pressure gages. The

mass spectrometers were patterned after those

used by NRL during the IGY. 3,7 Although the

technique of using ion gages was the same as that

used by NRL during the IGY, 8 the first flight of

the Westinghouse No. 4250 version of the Bayard-

Alpert gage was aboard NASA 4.14. The locations
of the various sensors are shown in figure 1. This

* This work is described in the Consolidated Final Re-
port on Subcontract No. 1 under Government Contract
No. W 33-038 ac-14050, "Mass Spectrometer" by J.
Robert Downing, Cook Research Laboratories, Chicago,
Illinois, January 13, 1950. The Government contract was
to the University of Michigan, College of Engineering,
Department of Engineering Research, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.

t Note added in proof: First successful firing, May 18-
1962, preliminary data: Schaefer, Edward J., "The Dis-
soeiation of Oxygen Measured by a Rocket-Borne Mass
Spectrometer" J. Geophys. Res. 68(4) 1175-6, Feb. 15, 1963.

instrumentation was not adequate to give all the

aforementioned parameters with constant ac-

curacy over the entire altitude range from 100 km

to almost 250 km; but over certain portions of

this range, it could provide very good data.

The NASA 4.09 flight was made at 1047 EST

on 29 April, 1960, at Wallops Island, Virginia

(latitude 37°50'06 '' N, longitude 75°29'11 '' W)
to an altitude of 248 km. Only the ion mass

spectrometer performed properly. The NASA

4.14 flight was made at 1141 EST, 15 November

1960, to 227.3 km, also from Wallops Island.

Preliminary inspection of the telemetry records
indicated all instruments functioned satisfactorily

A preliminary report of the ion mass spectrometer

data has already been published? Analysis of the

pressure gage data is not yet complete.

The mass spectrometer for measuring the

neutral particle composition of the atmosphere

differed from those used during the IGY, 3 in that

a 7-5 cycle three-stage analyzer was used, with

a resolution of about 1 part in 25. This con-

figuration was selected instead of the four-stage

IGY version to obtain greater sensitivity as well

as linear operation at higher pressures. The

electronic units were substantially the same as

used during the IGY, and included: an emission

regulator for the filament; an RF oscillator, from

which the bias and stopping potentials for the

analyzer were derived; a motor driven potentiom-

eter for the voltage sweep; a 100 percent negative

feedback dc amplifier to measure the ion current;

and suitable regulated power supplies. The mass

range of 8 to 48 AMU was swept once each 1.4

NEUTRAL GAS

• MASS SPECTROMETER /
ION MASS J

SA ARO-ALPER,! \
PRESSURE GAGE i

i _ 5.12 METERS
5.43 METERS

7.33 METERS

i
FIGURE1.--The locations of the three principal sensors on

NASA 4.14. These positions were chosen to obtain
maximum isolation of the experiments from each other.
The sun and earth sensors for aspect determination are
on the hidden side.
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seconds. The ion source used 45-volt electrons at a

nominal current of 10 ma. Other operating
potentials were: RF potential, 7.7 vrms at 4.2
Mc; bias, 15.4 v; and stopping, 44.8 v.

Laboratory calibrations of the mass spectrom-
eter included the admission of dry air through a
molecular-flow type variable leak. Four calibration
runs on different days with various settings of
operating potentials were plotted as Ar+/N2 +
versus pressure over the pressure range from 10 -6

to almost 10 -8 mm Hg: the points had a scatter of

d:15 percent about the curve drawn in figure 2.

Also plotted in figure 2 is the ratio of the argon

and molecular nitrogen currents as a function of

the total pressure in the mass spectrometer. This

ratio was found to be independent of stopping

potential and of electron emission over the range

of these potentials expected in flight. The ratio

was independent of pressure below about 5 _< 10 -5

mm Hg, but increased slowly at higher pressures

as a consequence of the relatively greater prob-

ability for collisions of N2 + with neutral particles.

The total ion current, which is the sum of the

individual ion currents at the various mass

Ixi0-7 _q%_

Ixi09 /

lxlO'l° /
5x10 U

r i i iiiiiJ i L i rLIIll I , t I Ill

2x10 biO 6 lO-S 10 4 10-3

PRESSURE (MM Hg)

FmUR_ 2.--Calibration data for the mass spectrometer

flown in NASA 4.14. The curves have been adjusted so
that the sensitivity corresponds to the operating condi-
tions used in flight.

O

z
0.03

m

0.02 Z

0.01

TABLE 1.--Summary of Trajectory and Aspect Data for NASA 4.14

Altitude

(km above sea level)

100 .........................................

110 .........................................

120 .........................................

130

140 .........................................

150 .........................................

160 .........................................

170 .........................................

180 .........................................

190..........................................

200 ..........................................

210 .........................................

220 .........................................

225 .........................................

227.3.......................................

Rocket

total

velocity

(km/sec)

1. 545

1.484

1.418

1.350

1.280

1.202

1.123

1.036

0.942

0.838

0.722

0.580

0.393

0.251

0.145

Ascent

Time Angle of Time
attack*

(deg)

6.3

9.6

11.7

12.1

10.7

7.0

3.1

5.3

10.3

12.3

8.8
6.5

20.5

26.4

82.0

(see)

420.4

414.0

407.0

399.7

392.0

384.2

375.2

365.7

355.7

344.2

331.3

315.6

294.1

276.4
253.75

(see)

87.5

94.0

101.0

108.2

115.8

124.4

132.8

142.0

152.5

163.5

176.8

192.5

214.1

231.6

253.75

Descent

Angle of
attack*

(deg)

160.8

159.9

160.9

163.8

166.9

168.0

164.9

159.9

157.2

159.0

163.1
158.2

145.3

139.3

82.0

* The angle of attack is the angle between the total velocity vector of the rocket and the longitudinal axis of the
spectrometer.
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numbers, was used as a monitor of the total

pressure within the tube. The pressure calibration
was obtained by means of a VG-1A ionization

pressure gage located adjacent to the mass

spectrometer on the vacuum system. Total

spectrometer ion current was linear with respect

to pressure up to 4X10 -5 mm Hg and had its
maximum value at 4.3 X 10-4 mm Hg.

After calibration of the spectrometer was

completed the tube was baked in an evacuated

ALTITUDE ABOVE SEA LEVEL(KM)

90 120140 160 180 200 220 227.3 220 200 lRO 160 14012010080

2x10 ; i , , i ! ,

Ix10 ;

28 AML

14 AMU

TOTAL ION CURRENT

4O
• AMU

lxl0 -n

ool ' "" oo ....SxlO 80 I I 0 140 160 1BO 2 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440

TIME (SECONDS)

IxlO'

i
z lx10'

z
- Ixlo io

FIGURE 3.--The major atmospheric gases: molecular
nitrogen at 28 AMU and argon at 40 AMU; and the
total ion current which is a measure of the total pres-
sure within the mass spectrometer.

condition and scaled. A gcttcr, confined to the

removeable tip, was flashed. The tube was then

scaled with O-ring gaskets to a bulkhead at the

forward end of of the rocket, about 19 inches back

from the nose tip. After the top 19 inches of the

rocket and the tip of the spectrometer were

removed during flight at an altitude of 100 km,

the opening of the spectrometer extended slightly

above the bulkhead. The opening did not "see"

any part of the surface of the vehicle.

DATA

The basic data concerning the flight of the

rocket are given in table 1. Tile angle of attack is
the angle between the total velocity vector of the

rocket and the longitudinal axis of thc spectrom-

eter. Up to 172.4 seconds the position and velocity

data were obtained from tracking radars, and the

subsequent positions and velocities were computed

IxlO _

Z

lxlO n

ALTITUDE ABOVE SEA LEVEL (KM)

90 120140160 IR0 200 220 227.3 220 200 180 160 14012010080

,llllllll i i i i _ i i i i llllLiIi

I xl0s I I I I I I I _ 1 1 I I I I I T I

T6AMU

32 AMU

32 AM

N26 AMU

I "'"_ 34 AMU I . I / I I I I I I I I / I
SxlO

R0 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440

TIME (SECONDS)

FmURE 4.--Molecular and atomic oxygen, unidentified
peaks of 26 and 34 AMU, and the nitric oxide ion pro-
dueed within the mass spectrometer by an ion-molecule
reaction.

for free-fall conditions. The peak altitude is known
with an error of ±0.5 km. The direction of the

rocket axis was determined from two rocket-

mounted magnetometers and a sun-earth sensor

with an accuracy of ±3 degrees. After thrust

termination, the rocket's horizontal velocity was

constant at 0.145 km/sec in a direction 152 degrees

east of north, until the vehicle re-entered at about

85 km. The vehicle spun about its longitudinal

axis at a rate of 2.69 rps and preccssed in a cone of

4.6 degrees half angle; the colic axis was tipped

10.8 degrees from zenith in a direction 15.5 degrees
west of north.

The basic data obtained from the spectrometer

arc given in figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. The output from
the electrometer was telemetered on three channels

each of which covered about one order of magni-
tude.

Figure 3 shows the spectrometer collector

current due to nitrogen at 28 and 14 AMU,

argon at 40 AMU, and the total ion current for

these and the remaining species sensed by :the

spcctro_otcr. The total does riot include the

ALTITUDE ABOVE SEA LEVEL (KM)

90 120140 160 180 2OO 220 227.3 220 200 180 160 1401201O080

Ixl0 s

44 AMU

_lx io 17AMU IRAMU

• RO Io0 li0 li0 _io lio 20o 210 240 26O 2BO 3OO ]20 340 3i0 3aO 400 420 440

rIME (SECONDS)

FmURE 5.--Rocket gas: carbon dioxide and water vapor.
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current due to atmospheric ions. In figure 3 the

actual data points for molecular nitrogen and for

argon are shown to indicate the scatter present

in the various current and altitude ranges; the
scatter is similar for the other constituents.

In figure 4 are plotted the ion currents for

oxygen at 32 and 16 AMU, nitric oxide at 30

AMU, and some very small unidentified peaks at

26 and 34 AMU. In figure 5 are plotted carbon

dioxide appearing as currents at 44 and 12 AMU,

and water vapor at 18 and 17 AMU.

The ambient atmospheric ions also enter the

analyzer. Because the rocket acquires a negative

potential of a few volts with respect to the

ionosphere, the ions and their harmonics appear

and both are displaced on the mass scale. Thus, the

atomic oxygen ion appears at 15.3 AMU, the

molecular oxygen ion at 31.2 AMU, and the
nitric oxide ion at 29.4 AMU. The lower har-

monics appear in the spectra at the following
positions: 32 + at 23.2 AMU, 30 + at 21.7 AMU,

28 + at 20.2 AMU, and 16+ at 11.4 AMU. The

fundamental peak for ambient 28+ is obscured by

the very large peak due to neutral nitrogen. The

variations of these peaks with time and altitude

are shown in figure 6.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Certain constituents of the atmosphere--

nitrogen, argon, and the other noble gases--exist
in fixed ratios at the earth's surface. Winds and

turbulence preserve these ratios up to a high

altitude. With diminishing density the speed of

molecular diffusion increases, and the density

profile of each permanent gas above some altitude

is controlled principally by temperature and

gravity. This results in a decreasing ratio of the

ALTITUDE ABOVE SEA LEVEL (KM)
90 120140 160 180 200 220 227.3 220 200 180 160 14012010080

,, i : i ; i i i i i i i i i ,ll_ll i

2x10 9

}xlo I°

' \\3o._,-_.32÷ I
-- lx10 " / _28+1h 32+1h_" ..... _" 1

S xlO i I I i i i I , i , ; : '
100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 28o 3o0 320 340 360 380 400 420 440

TIME (SECONDS)

FmURE 6.--Ambient ions and their harmonics. The funda-
mental peak of the 28+ ion was hidden by the ions
formed from the neutral nitrogen.

concentration of heavy gases to that of lighter

gases above the altitude at which mixing is no

longer effective.

The effect of diffusive separation is noted in the

mass spectra that were obtained by considering

the data for argon and molecular nitrogen. The

following relation between the pressure within the

spectrometer Pg and the ambient density of the
constituent pa is used :10

Pm

Vg

F(s)R (T T ) '/2

where R = the gas constant k/m, k = Boltzmann's

constant; m=mass of each gas particle; Ta=

ambient temperature of the atmosphere; Tg=

temperature of the gas within the spectrometer;

and F(s)=s_[l+erf(s)-]+exp(--s2), in which

s= V/V,, V is the velocity vector of the vehicle

along the spectrometer tube axis, and Va is the

most probable speed of the atmospheric con-

stituent considered. For s > 1, the velocity function

F(s) is approximately equal to 2s_. With this

and using the expression for the most probable

velocity, V,= (2RTa) I/2, the ambient density is

given by

P P
g g

Pl = -- _-

where Vg is the most probable velocity of the

particles inside the spectrometer tube.

The foregoing discussion is valid for a chamber

open to the atmosphere through an orifice. When
there is a tube between the chamber and the

atmosphere, as is true in this experiment, Pg must

be multiplied by a function C which depends on

the angle of attack, the geometry of the opening,

the total velocity of the vehicle, and the ac-

commodation coefficient of the impinging particles

on the surface of the tube. For the geometry used

in this experiment, C has a lower limit of ½ when

the angle of attack is 0 and a value of 1 when the

angle of attack is 90 degrees. The value of C may

be greater than 1 for intermediate angles of

attack. It is assumed that C is the same for argon

and nitrogen and will cancel when the ratio of
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their densities is taken; thus

{P^,_ _ P^, f28_'/2

\pN 2]flight PN2 /4--O/ '

where p is the density of the atmosphere, P is the

pressure within the spectrometer, and the sub-

scripts Ar and N2 refer to argon and molecular

nitrogen, respectively.

Of principal interest is the comparison of the

values of this ratio PAr/pN2 in the upper atmosphere

to that for ground level air. In terms of ion

current, IAr at 40 AMU and IN2 at 28 AMU, the

ratio of the pressures in the mass spectrometer

during calihration is given by

_ : A I^'

PN2 \#N2]i .... d N2 | .... d *

where the subscript ground indicates the calibra-

tion with ground level air, and where A is the ratio

of the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer for ar-

gon to its sensitivity for nitrogen. The variation of

A with the total pressure within the mass spec-

trometer can be noted in figure 2 where the argon/

nitrogen curve represents I)A_/PN2A. For this type

of mass Sl)ectrometer A has been found to be

independent of the relative abundances of

nitrogen and argon when PAr/PNe <0.02. Thus A
i

o:7

0.6

_0.5
0.4

0.3

_ 0.2

01/ t I I I
100 110 120 130 140 150

ALTITUDE ABOVE SEA LEVEL(KM)

FI(]UItE 7.--The separation ratio r is the value of the

ratio of the argon and molecular nitrogen densities

measured in tli_ht compared to the value for the santo

ratio measured for ground level air. This curve is for

NASA 4.14, November 15, 1960, 1141 EST.

will cancel in the following, which defines the

separation ratio r:

//ON 2/ll .... d _,' N 2/it .... d

where the current ratios for flight data and

ground data are taken at the same total pressure

in the mass spectrometer. The total pressure in

the mass spectrometer during flight was measured

by the total ion current observed and the cali-

bration curve of figure 2.

The data used to calculate the separation ratio

are given in figures 2 and 3. During the period of

interest, from 96 to 155 seconds, the emission

current from the filament in the ion source ranged

from 10.0 to 10.8 ma; however, all the plotted

data have been normalized to a current of 10.0

ma. l)uring the first few seconds of operation of

the spectrometer tube in flight, that is, from 8(,)

to 95 seconds, a glow discharge apparently

occurre(l in the ion source, with the result that the

values of ion currents were not proportional to

emission current and resolution of the Sl)(:ctrom-

eter was impaired during th'_t interval of time.

The data from these spe(_tra were not used in the

computations.

The result, the separation ratio, is shown in

figure 7. The t)oints are derived from the values of

the smooth curves in figure 3, read at the altitudes

in question. The error in this curve (figure 7) is

judged to be no more than =1=20 percent from

systematic and reading errors. Tim reading

errors rise rapidly with altitude above 150 kin; the

extension of the separation ratio is shown in

figure 9 only to indicate the trend.

DISCUSSION

Ambient' Ions

Atmospheric ions also enter the spectrometer

and appear in the spectra, displaced about one

half a mass unit from ions of the sam(: mass pro-

duced in the ion source. The displacement is due

to the initial energy tim ions acquire from the

negative i)ot('ntial that the vehi(q(, has with

r('sl)v(,t to the ionosl)her('. The (lata for th('s(' ions
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are shown in figure 6. The experimental data for

atomic oxygen ions are given to show the cyclic

variation of 15 to 20 percent with time. This

correlates well with the phase of the roll angle. The

reason for this pattern is not clear, for the experi-

ment was intended to be symmetrical about the

roll axis, and no similar variation was noted for

the neutral particles. One possible explanation is

that a trace of foreign material on one side of the

interior of the spectrometer tube entrance

yielded photoelectrons copiously, reducing the

number of ions which successfully reached the

analyzer. Such a phenomenon was noted in the

data from the ion spectrometer flown in Viking 10

(May 7, 1954), in which the ion current was

correlated with the angle of the sun. n Another

possible explanation assumes a nonsymmetrical

distribution of magnetically permeable material

near the entrance such that the resultant field, as

modified by the material's interaction with the

250
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I.M
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<

100

NASA 4.14, 15 NOV 60

--REED AND SMITH

J_ ----TAYLOR AND BRINTON

_\_

\ \

- _', 30AM_U_

32 AMU _ \

/ \

/
/

RELATIVE ABUNDANCE

FIGURE 8.--Ion composition measured by NASA 4.14.
The relative width of the horizontal space allotted to
each species indicates its relative abundance. Not in-
cluded is the trace of the 28 AMU ion noted between
132 and 142 kin.

earth's magnetic field, depended on the phase of

the roll angle. Hence, the mean free path and

density of the electrons in the entrance tube may

have changed in response to the varying magnetic

field altering the probability of ambient ions

reaching the analyzer.
The relative altitude distribution of the ambient

ions measured by the neutral gas spectrometer is

shown in figure 8. These data support the measure-

ment of ion composition by the ion spectrometer

on this vehicle as reported earlier by Taylor and

Brinton, 9 and as indicated in figure 8.

Other Gases

Little useful information about the upper

atmosphere was obtained from the remaining ion

current peaks. Mass number 14 (N +) appears

(figure 3) as the result of dissociative ionization of

molecular nitrogen within the spectrometer's ion
source as well as from ionization of atomic nitro-

gen. All the mass 14 ion current in these spectra is

attributed to molecular nitrogen. Any atmospheric

atomic nitrogen either disappeared on the surfaces

of the spectrometer, or its abundance is less than

4 percent of that of molecular nitrogen.

No completely plausible explanation has been

found for the shape of the altitude profiles of mass

numbers of 16(0 +) and 32(02 + ) in figure 4. It may

be that immediately after the spectrometer was

opened to the atmosphere both atomic and
molecular oxygen were adsorbed on the surface

of the spectrometer. After 120 seconds, the

principal source of molecular oxygen within the

spectrometer may be the gas released from these

surfaces, the supply to the surface being con-

stantly replenished by the oxygen atoms and

molecules from the atmosphcre. It does not seem
possible to deduce from these data the relative

abundance of atomic and molecular oxygen either
with respect to each other or to the total atmos-

phere. The nitric oxide peak (30 AMU) comes

from charge exchange phenomena within the ion

source of the mass spectrometer. 12

Carbon dioxide and water vapor, represented by

44 (C()2 +) and 18 (H_O +) in figure 5, have been

consistently obscrved in the spectra from the

various rocket flights of the mass spcctrometer,
and are presumed to come from the vehicle. There

is also in the spectra the secondary peak due to
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FIGURE 9.---Summary of data concerning the relative
abundance of argon and nitrogen at various altitudes.

water vapor (OH + at 17 AN[U) with an ampltiude

of about 0.3 that of the 18 AMU ion current peak,

and a small peak at mass 12, probably due to C +

from the carbon dioxide. Other small peaks

occurred at mass numbers 34 and 26 (figure 4).

Their chemical composition and origin have not

yet been explained.

Diffusive Separation

A summary of data concerning the distribution

of argon and nitrogea is shown in figure 9. All the
data hclow 110 km were obtained from the

laboratory analysis of gas samples collected by

rocket borne samph_ bottles flown at temperate

latitudes. The first American samples were ob-
tained from bottles flown ou Aerol)ee rockets by

Jones et al., of the Department of Aerollautical

Engineering at the Urliversity of Michigan. The

data shown in figure 9 arc from samples ot>taincd
from four Aerobce rockets and a V-2 rocket

flown between li)5() arid 195(i at White Sands

Proving (_round in New Mexico. The samples,
collected in steel bottles, were divided arrd

arralyzed by the group at the University of

Michigan and by Professor Palmth of Mailrz l)y
separation of the various constituents. A com-

l)rehcllsive series of articles describing these

experiments appears in the literature; TM _+ a

summary article of the program was written by

Wellz(,I, l,oh, et al. _
Sei(_lltists (if the IISSII eolh,(',ted a nunll)er (if

air' samlrh's olr rocket, flights from 1951 through

1956. Their techniques of collection and analysis

were quitc different from those employed in the

United States. The containers were of glass and

the analyses were carried out by studying the

emission lines of the gas whea subjected to a high

frequency discharge. Their results, as presented in

the summary article by Mirtov, TM are also plotted

in figure 9.

Of the flights of the radio frequency mass

spectrometer prior to the IGY program only one,

Aerobce NRL-13, yielded acceptable spectra.
There was no evidence of diffusive separation of

argon and molecular' nitrogea in these data, at a
maximum altitude of 137 kin. 2 However, the

nitrogen pressure in the spectrometer was about a

factor of 10 greater thaa that which would be

predicted from the various model atmospheres. It

is now believed by the authors that the data
obtairmd c(mstitutcd a better measure of the

composition of the air' escaping from the illterior
of the rocket's nose cone than of the ambient

atmosphere.

The iaformatiort concerning the distributio_l of

argorl and aitrogcn obtained with radio frequency

mass spectrometers flowa by the USSll seielltists
has |)cell summarized by PokhuHkov. TM tie found

that 1)oth iu the day alld night atmospheres the.re

is gravitati(mal SCl)aration of argon and nitrogen.
At night (midnight, Septeml)er 9, 19(i()) _his

scp'_rati(m begins ill tire 105 to I I0 km altitude

region. The definition of this level ilr the day
atmosphere was difficult: ill the first two flights

(mornil_g, .July 14 and 22, 1959) there was a
limited number of data poi_ts near 100 kin; in

the last flight (late afterrloo_r, November 15, 1961 )

the experiment was placed in operation arid began
to record spectra at 130 km. However, the data

observed were in agreement for all three experi-

ments and show appreciat)le SCl)aratiorl of argon

and nitrogen.

The data above ll0 km shown in figure 9

include the results from the mass spectrometers

mounted on the prc-I(_Y rocket NN3.17 alrd the
two ]GY rockets NN3.18F and NN3.19F flown

at Fort ('hurchill, ('mrada.

The pre-I(_Y flight occurred at 2321 CST on

Novcml)er 20, 1956. Although auroral activity was

observed during the, evening and gl'Ourrd magneto-
gr'tms ilr(lieated a disturbed magtmtie eoll(lition,
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an overcast sky prevented visual auroral ob-

servations at the time of firing. Though there may

have been some auroral activity then, there was

no evidence of a major display in progress. Care

should be taken in extrapolating the curve of

NN3.17 toward lower altitudes: Since the tem-

peratures in this region are low (200 ° to 250°K),

it is expected that the separation ratio would

attain a value of 1 somewhat above 100 km. The

second firing, NN3.18F, was at 2002 CST on

February 21, 1958. An auroral display observed

visually was too weak and diffuse for ground

camera recording; it is not known whether the

vehicle entered the aurora.

It is believed that these two flights (NN3.17

and NN3.18F) can be considered typical of the

arctic nighttime atmosphere.

The third flight, NN3.19F, was carried out at

1207 CST on March 22, 1958, during a polar black-

out. An additional influx of energy, in the form of

l0 to 100 Mev particles of x rays or both, is

associated with polar blackout. The absorption of

this energy results in heating and turbulence,

possibly changing both the extent of mixing and

the temperature profile of the atmosphere.

The last flight, NASA 4.14, at ll41 EST, was

made at a temperate latitude; ionograms indicated

that the ionosphere was becoming quiet after a

period of moderate disturbance. However, the

Fredericksburg Magnetic Observatory at Corbin,

Virginia, recorded a moderately severe magnetic

storm from 0804 to 1221 EST 2° and the _unspot

number was high, 1337 I

Both Nicolet 22 and Mange _3 have considered the

distribution of argon as modified by the process of

diffusion. Mange computed the altitude de-

pendence of various atmospheric constituent

concentrations in diffusive equilibrium above an

arbitrary altitude of 110 km, with a temperature

of 318°K at 120 km, and a temperature increase

with height of 6 deg/km. The curve labeled

Mange in figure 9, shown for comparison with the

experimentM data, is obtained from the com-

putation by Mange presented in figure 1 of his

paper.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it may be said that the level at

which diffusive separation of argon and molecular

nitrogen becomes effective has been measured and

found to vary from about 100 to 119 km, with

typical values between 110 and 112 km.
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RESEARCH WITH TIROS RADIATION
MEASUREMENTS

t

WILLIAM NORDBERG

Goddard Space Flight Center

The advantages of viewing the earth and its

atmosphere from an orbiting meteorological

satellite have been thoroughly expounded by now
and are well known. The Tiros series has demon-

strated the usefulness to the meteorologist of

observations of large-scale cloud cover and similar

features with television cameras. TV observations,

while providing a maximum resolution of the areas

viewed, nevertheless have two distinct disadvan-

tages: Their response is limited to a rather small

portion of the visible spectrum (0.5-0.7 microns)
and the absolute intensities of the radiation re-

ceived by the camera cannot be measured. The
greatest asset of TV observations therefore lies in

the ability of the cameras to map meteorological

features with relatively high resolution.

Much more can be learned, however, about the

physical structure of the atmosphere and its

meteorological implications by extending obser-

vations to other portions of the spectrum, par-

ticularly to the infrared, and by obtaining a more
precise measurement of intensities of radiation

emanating from various regions of the globe.

This makes it highly desirable to supplement
TV photographs with radiometric observations.

A radiometer generally consists of a photo-

detector (the nature of which will largely depend

on the desired spectral response), an optical

filter and, possibly, light gathering lenses or
mirrors. It has to be well calibrated in terms of its

irradiance, but a variety of spectral regions may

be chosen by selecting the proper components,

such as transmission filters, reflective coating, etc.
All measurements discussed here resulted from

rather simple instruments which reflect the state

of satellite radiometry of several years ago, when

the idea of this type of experiment was first
realized.

Today, one might conceive of considerably

more advanced, high-resolution radiometric sen-

sors, some operating in the extremes of the electro-

magnetic spectrum such as microwave radiom-

eters, but their concepts are described elsewhere in

this issue [This work, Vol. II (Space Technology),

p. 563]. To some extent, the design of such future

devices will undoubtedly be based on the results

reported here.

Radiometrie experiments have been generally

performed by meteorological satellites for one or

a combination of the following three reasons:

1. To map the distribution of cloud patterns

both day and night and determine heights of cloud

tops. The simplest device to accomplish this is

a radiometer operating in a narrow portion of

the infrared spectrum where the transmission

through clear atmosphere is a maximum (that is,
an atmospheric "window"). One of the most

effective windows for this purpose lies in the 10-11
micron region. The radiation received at the
instrument is assumed to be a known function

of the effective temperature only of the emitting

surface (ground or cloud top). Since temperature
distribution with height in the troposphere is as-

sumed to be known from balloon or climatological
data, radiation measurements can not only detect

the presence or absence of clouds, but also deter-

mine the heights of the cloud tops. Two require-

ments must be fulfilled by the radiometer: The

field of view of the instrument must be reasonably

small to provide sufficiently high spectral reso-

lution (0.5 and 3.0 deg are used in present high-

1425
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anc_ medium-resolution instruments), and the
field_f view must scan the earth continuously to

give adequate coverage.
2. T'd determine the structure of the atmosphere.

Here again, the radiometer must operate within a

narrow spectral region near the center of a strong

absorption band of one of the atmospheric constit-

uents (6.7 microns for H20 or 15 microns for CO2).
The radiation received is a function of both the

temperature and the concentration of the constit-

uent with height. By measuring radiation in the

absorption band and comparing it with meas-

urements in a window channel, the temperature
structure of the lower atmosphere can be derived

if the concentration of the absorbing gas is known

(as in the case of COs), or the total content of the
absorber in the viewed column can be determined

if the temperature structure is known. Total

amounts of water vapor in the column may be

determined by this last method. Because of the

high spectral resolution necessary, it has not been

possible so far to use the former method. Such an

instrument is now under development.
3. To determine the balance between solar

energy absorbed and thermal energy emitted by

the earth and the atmosphere. This balance is a

major factor in determining the energy stored in

the atmosphere arid available to be transformed

into dynamic processes. Measurements for this

purpose may be performed by two extremely

simple sensors. One must operate in the solar

spe(.trum (0.2 4 microns) to detect reflected solar

energy from the earth, and the other in the

infrared (5-30 microns) to receive emitted thermal

radiation. Spatial resolution in this case is not of

the essence, and the field of view may be one

order of magnitude larger than for a medium-

resolution scanning radiometer.

Each of these three areas holds great importance

for meteorology. A complete mapping of ch)ud

distribution and heights is of immense importance

to the synoptic meteorologist: a knowledge of
global height distributions of temperature and

water vapor could eventually find its way into

schemes for numerical weather forecasting, and

the measurement of radiative energy 1)alance

might provide a powerful tool to explore tbc for-

marion of storm systems.

Of the three areas, the first has been most

extensively satisfied by measurements from all

meteorological satellites in the past '-3 and will

also be strongly pursued in the near-future with

Nimbus experiments. 4 Measurements from Ti-

ros _-8 and Explorer VII have been highly en-

couraging with respect to measurement of total

energy fluxes, and some results were obtained from

Tiros III and IV water vapor in the atmosphere. 9

In addition, these experiments have produced a

wealth of secondary results, such as background
information for the better use of horizon scan-

ners, _° the durability of optical components in the

space environments, u the development of useful

infrared calibration techniques in the laboratory, 12

and the development and use of a magnetic
attitude-control device. '3 The experiments and
their basle results are reviewed below.

EXPERIMENTS TO DATE

The first meteorological satellite, Vanguard II,

carried as its only payload two PbS photocells

with appropriate optical systems, electronics, tape

recorder, and telemetering. The photocells were to

scan the earth to map cloud cover. The scanning

motion was to be produced by the regular spin of

the satellite. .4 Unfortunately, the satellite tumbled

and no systematic maps could be generated. How-

ever, the experiment was successful inasmueh as it

demonstrated the capability of this technique and

paved the way for the subsequently successful

Tiros radiation experiments.

The sensors flown in Tiros II, III, and IV have

been fully described elsewhere. 15 Each satellite
contains two instruments. On is a nonscanning

radiometer with broad response in both the visible

and infrared regions and a rather low spatial reso-

lution. Its field of view is approximately 55 deg.

The other is a scanning radiometer which scans as

the satellite spins. It is of medium spatial resolu-

tion, has a 5-deg field ()f view, and responds to

radiation in five different spectral regions d('tcr-

mined by optical filters. Three of these regions arc

in the infrared between 5.9 and 6.7 microns, 8 and

12 microns, and 8 and 30 microns. The other

two lie mainly in the visible portion of the spec-
trum l)etwcen 0.50 and 0.75 microns and 0.2 and

7.0 microns. These spectral regions are purely

nominal since the response of the instrument

within these regions is far from uniforln. There-
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fore,theexactspectralresponsecurvesmustbe
usedwhentheenergydistributionineachchannel
is calculated.Typicalcurvesfor TirosIII have
beengivenelsewhere.'6

In the5.9to 6.7micronchannel,amaximumof
absorptiondueto watervaporis encountered.
Energyin thischannelisthereforereceivedmainly
fromthehighestaltitudeswherewatervapormay
be foundin the atmosphere.In contrast,the
opticaldepthis a maximumin the 7.5to 13.5
channel,sinceabsorptiondueto anyoftheatmos-
phericconstituents--exceptozone,whichcovers
only a minor portionof this channel--isvery
small.The7.0to32.0channelcoversalmost80%
of the total black-bodyenergyemittedby the
earth,whilethetotal solarenergyreflectedfrom
theearthis containedin the0.20to 7.0channel.
The0.50to 0.75channelisof interestbecauseit
coversonlyanarrowspectralregionverynearthe
maxinmmofsolar-energydistribution,andissimi-
lar in its spectralresponseto the TV cameras
carriedonthesamesatellite.

Oneof thebasicdifferencesbetweenthewide-
fieldandfive-channelinstruflaentsis thatthefive-
channelradiometerscanstheearthduringallpor-
tionsof theorbit,whilethewide-fieldradiometer
fully viewsthe earthduringlessthan1 of the
orbit. The wide-fieldinstrumentmeasuresthe
radiantemittanceofatargetbymeansofatherm-
istorwhoseresistanceisafunctionoftheabsorbed
energyflux.Thisis accomplishedoverthewhole
spectrumwith twodetectors:ablackoneequally
sensitiveto radiationemittedandreflectedfrom
theearth,anda whiteonepredominantlysensi-
tive to emittedradiation.Theportionof solar
energyreflectedfromtheearth(theearth'salbedo)
and the apparentblack-bodytemperaturefor
earthcanbedeterminedbycomparingtheenergies
receivedby the black and white detectors.A
completedescriptionof this instrumenthasbeen
givenby Hanel.17

Verymuchin contrastto thewide-fieldradiom-
eter,the sensorsin the five-channelinstrument
are alternately,and in rapid succession,illu-
minaeedwith twodiametricallyopposedfieldsof
view,onescanningtheearthandtheotherpoint-
ingintoouterspace.Thesensorsthereforemeas-
urethedifferenceof theenergyfluxesin thetwo

directions.Sincethe flux from outer space is

essentially zero, this serves as a reliable reference.

A detailed description of this instrument and

its scanning mechanism is contained in. _5Further

instrumental details, such as recording, transmit-

ting, and electrical conversion of the measure-
ments have been described. TM

In addition, Tiros III and IV each carried

radiation sensors of the type used in Explorer
VII and described below. 2'

On Explorer VII, incident radiation from the

sun, reflected solar radiation from the earth, and
emitted radiation from the earth are measured

with simple bolometers in the form of hollow

silver hemispheres. The hemispheres are thermally

isolated from, but in close proximity to, specially

aluminized mirrors. The image of the hemisphere

which appears in the mirror makes the sensor

look like a full sphere. The mirror is made large

enough so that no part of the hemisphere bolom-

eter "sees" the satellite itself. The temperatures

of the thin silver hemispherical bolometers are

measured by glass-coated bead thermistors,

mounted so as to provide good thermal contact to

the hemisphere. In addition, provision is made to
measure the temperature of the mirrors. 2_

It is possible to show that a mirror-backed

hemisphere by virtue of the satellite spin acts, as

far as the radiation fluxes are concerned, very
similar to an isolated sphere in space. Two hemi-

spheres are coated black, which makes them
respond about equally to solar and terrestrial

radiation. Another hemisphere, coated white, is
more sensitive to terrestrial radiation than to

solar radiation. A fourth, with a gold surface, is
also more sensitive to solar radiation. A black

sphere, mounted on the axis of the satellite at

the top, is used to determine any deterioration in

the mirror surfaces by comparison with the

blackened hemispheres. Finally, a small Tabor-

surfaced hemisphere equipped with a shade to

protect it from direct sunlight can be used to

measure reflected sunlight when _ the axis of the

satellite points to the earth's surface.

The information telemetered to the earth's

surface is sensor temperatures. The radiation fluxes

are obtained by using these temperatures in heat-

balance equations.

Two scanning radiometers similar in concept to
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the Tirosexperimentswill be flownin Nimbus.
Theradiometershavenowreachedtheprototype
stage.One,a highresolutionradiometerwith a
½-degfieldof view,will mapthermalradiationin
an atmosphericwindowbetween3.5 and 4.2
microns.

The other,a medium-resolutionradiometer,
is a continuationof the Tirosfive-channelradi-
ationexperiment.Earlyversionswill haveabout
the samewavelengthrangesasthe Tirosradi-
ometerbut will beimproved.Thespectralrange
of the8-12micronchannelwill benarrowedto a
1-micronband from approximatelyl0 to ll
microns,wherethewindowis mosttransparent.
Spectralresponseof otherchannelshasalsobeen
improved.

Themajoradvance,however,is in thecheckof
calibrationduringoperationin space.Bothmedi-
um-andhigh-resolutionradiometerswill scanthe
radiometerstructure,whichhasbeenconverted
intoablackbodyby deepgroovesanda proper
coating,andwhichhasa separatetelemetering
channelto monitorits temperature.Now two
pointsouthecalibrationcurveareavailableforall
thermal(infrared)channels--zero(outerspace)
andapointcloseto themaximumofthedynamic
range.However,somechannelswhich are in-
sensitiveto infrared,suchasthe0.25-to 4-micron
channelof the medium-resolutionradiometer,
needothermeansofcheckingthecalibration.Here
thesunprovidesthecalibrationsignal.

Twiceeachorbit, thelowersurfaceof Nimbus
is exposedto sunlight,just before and just after

spacecraft enters and leaves the earth's penumbra.

A metal reflector and a sapphire bead then channel

sunlight into the view of the radiometer.

In contrast to Tiros, where scanning motion is

provided by satellite spin, Nimbus radiometers

generate the scan internally, by a rotating mirror.

Scan lines are perpendicular to the velocity vector
of the satellite and provide complete coverage of
the earth from horizon to horizon without over-

laps or gaps in the scan pattern at the subsatellite

point. Use of the atmospheric window from 3.5 to

4.2 microns made the application of fast semi-

conductive detectors possible without going to

excessive cooling requirements. In the satellite, a

radiative cooling system maintains a detector

temperature of approximately +80°C, sufficient
for the lead selenide detector cell used in the high-
resolution radiometer. The cooler is a surface of

high emissivity, 2_ by 4 cm in size. It is thermally

in contact with the cell but isolated from the

spacecraft, exposed to outer space but never to the

sun. This is possible on Nimbus since the orien-

tation of the spacecraft is actively controlled with

respect to earth and sun.

Aside from engineering the instruments, there

are two major challenges common to all radio-

metric experiments: Calibration of the sensors and

handling the vast amounts of information contin-

ually accumulated by the satellite. These chal-

lenges are particularly pronounced in the Tiros

five-channel radiometer experiment, where each

channel must not only be calibrated in terms of
its total irradiance but the precise spectral re-

ponse must also be known since in one orbit the
instrument feeds over one million data bits to a

digital computer.
The calibration for total irradiancc is accom-

plished with specially constructed black bodies in
vacuum for the thermal channels and with pre-

cision calibrated tungsten sources for the solar-

radiation channels. Calibration for spectral irradi-

ance becomes a major difficulty in the long wave
end of the 8 30 micron channel. In the visible

channels, this calibration must be performed with
great precision because the tungsten calibration

target and the reflecting earth have vastly dif-

ferent temperatures (2800 and 6000°K).

Data are recorded on a magnetic tape con-

taining the radiation intensities in digital form as

a function of geographic location, viewing geo-

metry and time. This record, called FMRT (Final

Meteorological Radiation Tape), is produced by

a highly complex program in an IBM 7090 com-

puter from digitized telemetry records and a

knowledge of the calibration of the sensors and the
satellite's location and attitude. The latter is

especially cumbersome to incorporate since none
of the satellites flown so far has been earth-

oriented. In utilizing the data that is, in plotting

cloud cover maps, deriving energy budgets, or

performing other research on radiation data, it is

most advantageous to program the prol)lem and

operate directly on the FMR tape without in-

termediate printouts.
For those who do not have easy access to large

digital computers data catalogs were published on
Tiros II _9and III 2° which contain a representative

sample of data collected, and are intended to

show the potential of the radiation measurements.

The map (Fig. 1) is a typical example of such data

display. Its significance will be discussed below.
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REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The wide-field radiometers on Explorer VII 3

have already given an indication that patterns of
emitted radiation fluxes from the earth can be

well correlated with cloud patterns. It was the

Tiros five-channel instrument, with its much

greater resolution, however, which demonstrated

most convincingly its ability to map cloud cover:

To date, innumerable cases have been analyzed
where radiation in the 8-12 micron window chan-

nel was compared with cloud photographs and

other synoptic data and the agreement was found
to be excellent.

A typical example is depicted in the illustra-

tions figure 2. The map shown in the top illustra-

tion was drawn automatically by the computer

directly from the FMR tape, and is typical for the

results presented in the Radiation Data Cata-

logs. 19,2° In the other illustration, the same map

has been contoured manually for better clarity,
with regions of different black-body temperature

ranges shown in different shades of grey, and the
path of the satellite subpoint from northwest to

southeast also indicated. The region of minimum

temperature (200-230°K) near 13°N, 72°W indi-
cates a circular cloud system which, because of its

very low temperature, must extend to extreme

altitudes• Indeed, this system coincides with

hurricane Anna, identified through cloud photo-

graphs and aircraft reconnaissance• In a series of

similar radiation maps, the storm can be tracked

over its entire path almost 4000 km.

Because of the small scale of plotting, the

temperatures shown on the maps generally rep-
resent averages over several scan spots withon

one grid element. Therefore the maps do not

necessarily show the true minimum tempera-

ture measured in the storm center. In fact,
careful examination of each scan spot reveals

that this temperature ranged between 200

and 210°K. From a climatological temperature

profile, shown in Fig. 5, one finds the height of

the cloud top for the hurricane at approximately

15 km, while the cloud system just to the southeast

of the storm shows minimum temperatures near

230°K and therefore a cloud top height of approxi-
mately 11 to 12 km.

Such height determinations can only be made
from radiometer data and are not at all evident

from cloud photographs such as the one shown at

left here. Figure 3 shows a Tiros photograph over
hurricane Anna taken at the time of the radiation

measurements of the two illustrations on page
77. In addition, manually reduced contour lines of

radiation values in the 8-12 micron channel pre-

pared from the analog telemetering records are

superimposed on the photograph• The analysis of

these analog radiation data and the contouring of

FzGUR_ 1.--Tiros III radiation maps, 8-12 micron channel--top, produced by computer; bottom, reduced manually.
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MercatorProiection ,,v',,,,

TIROS III SCANNING RADIOMETER

CHANNEL 2 (7.5-13.5_}

ORBIT 132, 21 JULY 1961

154S GMT to 1602 GMT

i
1602 GMT

l 2o_

Io_

2o_

F](_um,: 2.--I)ata arc from orbit 132, with r,_diation v.tlucs from FMRT and contours drawn manually. Numl)crs identify-
ing gr'_y sh._(h,s (,orr(,spond to equiv.d(,nt bl:wk-body tcmp(,raturcs in °K. Satellite l)ath is indic:_t('d by d:tsh(,d line,
with white (qr(qes marking it.s position every full minute.

the photograph shown adjacent was carried out

by Prof. T. Fujita and his siaff at the Univ. of

Chicago. His kind permission to reprodu('e his

results in this article is gratefully acknowledged.

'l'hc, perfe(',t match t)etwee_ radiation and cloud

patterns is striking. It is lhis lype of presenlatio_h

given o, an incomparably larger s(,ale lhan in |he

two maps, which demonstrates the full cloud-

mappi_,g ability of the radiation sensors. Unfortu-
nately, in l,ho illustration at the left, tile radiation

intensi(ies w('re t)loiied on a rclalivc s(,ah, only

and the contour numbers shown arc arbitrary and

not well suited for cloud height determinatio_s.

Additional fealurcs appar(,nt in the map on
page 1129 al'(, llw hug( _ ch'ar area (290 ;{0()°h:)

ov(,r ('(,nlral South Am('ri('a (',orresl)onding to the
high-pressure system one wouht expc(:t to (i=_(i in

this sut)tropical belt in the winter hemisphere,

and the large cloud mass off the coast of l:lorida.

Comparisons such as the one shown in lhe map on

page 1431 and the ability of ('_olnputers I;o (.reate

meaningful maps from the digitized data clearly
demonstrate that radiometric ol)scrvati<>_s in an

infrared "window" region may well be us('d for

synoptic analysis in future real-time meteoro-

logical satellite systems..

It must l)e strohgly emphasized, however, that

such systems are still very much in the fulure. The

example given for lhe determination of cloud-top
heights illustrates the principle only and a_)y cloud

h(fight measureme,t wilh l)res('at Tiros instru-

ments is v(,ry appl'oximat('. _[any di(ti('uliies of a
th('()r(_ii(:al nat.ur(, must siill b(, over('om('. Vor

example, no true atmospheric window really
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1 FIGURE 3.-Hurricane Anna as seen by Tiros 111 (orbit 132) near 13"5, W W .  Contour lines represent relative radiation 
intensities from 8-12 micron channel. Radiation contours drawn from raw analog data. 

exists where the transmission even in clear atnioe- and 'ITamamoto.2 Even after applying these cor- 
phew is 100Cl;. Black-body temperature meas- rections, investigations show that, especially 
ureinents in the 8-12 inicrnn channel by Tiro. when cloud tops are near the earth's surface, 
must therefore be corrected for absorption t)v radiation measureinents vieltf temperatures 5- 
water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone. A theory 10°K too Ion-. 
to apply such corrections was developed hy V*ark There r*ou!d be severs! remons to esplair, this: 
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severalsituationsobservedsofar overextensive
cloudsystemsin thetropicsandis indicativeof
someof themoresubtleinformationcontainedin
theseresults.

Attemptsto deriveestimatesof theglobalheat
budgetfromradiationdatahavebeenmadeand
investigationsby Winstonand Rao,s Bandeen
and Nordberg,5 Prabhakaraand Rasool,6 and
House7 haveshownthat on a largescalethe
satelliteresultsconfirmtheoreticalestimatesby
London24andotherson the globaldistribution
of total emittedlong-waveradiation.Thesatel-
lite investigatioils are based on Explorer VII
measurenmnts 26 and on the 8-30 micron channel

from Tiros II and III. 5,_,s An example is shown

in the graph on page 1432. Tiros II data shown in

this figure have been corrected for the deteriora-

tion of the sensor response with time and for

total outgoing flux by the method of Wark
and Yamamoto. 22

The Tiros results show clearly, although not to

the extent predicted by theory, a minimum of

outgoing radiation near the equator. This mini-
mum is due to the extensive cloud cover in the

equatorial zone, while the maxima near the two

tropics reflect the clear skies and warm tempera-

tures of these regions. The more rapid decrease of

outgoing radiation with latitude in the winter

hemisphere, due to colder temperatures and in-

tenser cloudiness, as well as the higher maxinmm

near the summcr tropic, can be clearly found on

the satellite data. Investigation of outgoing radi-
ation on a shorter time scale based on Tiros II

FIGURE 6.--Map of average reflected radiation in 0.55-
0.75 micron channel. Numbers are in percent of in-
coming radiation, averaged over grid elements and time
period shown.

measurements, and comparisons with dyriamic

considerations of the atmosphere, have shown

that in some cases minima in outgoing flux go
hand in hand with an increase in the zonal kinetic

energy which is derived from, and is a measure of,

the energy carried by winds along a latitude
circle, s This first indication of a connection be-

tween the gross outgoing radiation measured by
satellites on a planetary or continental scale and

energy parameters relating to the dynamics of the

atmosphere will be further pursued, and is of major

importance to an understanding of the forces

which create circulation in the atmosphere.

A complete planetary heat budget, however,

must include a measure of incoming solar radiation

in addition to outgoing long-wave radiation.
Measurements from one of the Tiros III solar

radiation channels (0.55-0.75 microns) of regional

average of reflected energy over a period of nine

days are shown in figure 6. The numbers express

the total energy reflected in percent of incoming

solar radiation within the spectral range of the

instrument. This incoming radiation was taken to

be (108.(i w/sq meter) sine, where c is the eleva-

vation angle of the sun at the location and time
of measurement. The value of 108.6 is derived

from a total solar constant of 1395 w/sq meter
and the spectral response for this channel26

The illustraiiou shows that radiolnetric mcas-

urelnents in the visible spectrum again reflect very

well the distribution of cloud cover--nalnely,

high average reflectivities near the equator and

low ones in the subtropics, except for India, where
during this time of the monsoon the highest aver-

age reflectances (49_) were observed. The dif-
ferences in average reflectances between land and

water at moderate latitudes only may also bc seen
in this illustration. Reflectances over the sub-

tropical North and South Atlantic, the Indian

Ocean, and the Mediterranean are appreciably

lower than over land masses at comparable lati-

tudes. Apparently, in these regions and differences

in the reflectances of land and water surfaces are

noticeable because of the predominantly clear

weather. At higher latitudes, like the North

l)acific, no difference in reflectance can be de-

tected, apparently because cloud cover is more

fre(tuent over water than over ]and.

In addition to supplementing the cloud cover

patterns observed during daytime in the infrared
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window,whichis not wellsuitedto detectlow-
altitudeclouds,the solarradiationchannelson
Tiroscanbeusedto deriverelative measurements

of the absorption of solar energy and aid in inter-

pretation of long-wave outgoing flux measure-

ments.
The illustration also shows that measured

reflectances cannot be interpreted as measure-

ments of planetary albedo, and are therefore not

useful to include in quantitative heat budget
considerations at this time. Since the solar con-

slant is known quite accurately and the outgoing

flux is given in the graph on page 1432, we know

that, for the sake of equilibrium, the sum of the

average phmetary albedo and the outgoing radia-

tion lnust equal the incoming solar radiation.
This results in a value of 32 to ;t6_)_) for the

average albedo. The avcrage found from the
illustration is 17 to 18_>

This disagreement by a factor of 2 is difficult to

explain, particularly since the deterioration in the

response of the sensors '6 ha._ already been taken
into account. The fact that Tiros nmasurcments

for this period cover only a limited region of a
zone between 55°N and 25°S may influence the

results somewhat, but certainly not to such a

large extent.
A more likely explanation may lie in the fact

that the values in the illustration are based on

isotropy and uniformity with regard to both the

angle and wavelength of the backscattered sun-

light. There are indications from theoretical

investigations '-'6 that the reflectance toward the
direction of the incoming sunlight may be ap-

preciably larger than in other dircctions. Since in
most of the observations used in the illustration,

the angle formed by the sun, the target, and the
satellite was near 45 deg, it is possible that this

might account for the low observed reflcctances.
A variation in the reflectance with wavelength

may also contrii)ute to make the satellite observa-

tions appear too low.
These factors are now being investigated both

theoretically and by supplementary laboratory

and free atmosphere balloon measurements.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, maps of cloud patterns revealing mc-

teornlogical features such as frontal systems,

tropical storms, etc., have been produced with

adequate resolution and in large quantities from
the Tiros radiometric experiments to demon-

strate their value to both day and night synoptic

analysis. With appropriate, empirically derived,

correction factors, one can also obtain approxi-
mate measurements of cloud heights, especially

over large, uniform, and intense cloud systems.
Successful determinations of the global distribu-

tion of total emitted long-wave radiation over

limited periods of time have been lnade and agree
well with theoretical predictions. Some pre-

liminary correlations were found between out-

going fluxes and dynamic parameters in the

atmosphere.

Reflected solar radiation, measured to permit

an evaluation of the entire planetary heat budget,

follows very closely, as one might expect, the pat-

terns of cloudiness, as well as the distribution of
land and water--at least over those regions of the

globe covered by Tiros. Quantitative measure-

ments of the earth's albedo, however, have not

been possible as yet.

The difficulties which now prevent us from

interpreting solar-energy reflectance measure-
nmnts in terms of albedo and the disagreement

found between calculated and measured emitted

radiation in the window channel will certainly

force us to subject measurements to further inter-

pretations. From these we may tind further en-

lightenment regarding the large scale scattering,

emission, and transmission properties of elouds,

the earth's surface, and the atmosphere--param-

eters which allay still lic dormant in a vast amount
of data. We believe that, with the successful inter-

prctations of the radiometer measurements men-

tioned earlier, we have only exploited a small,

more obvious portion of the data.
It has also been shown that under certain

circumstances the presence of substantial amounts

of water vapor in the stratosphere can be implied
from simultaneous radiation measurements in

two spectral channels. Again, rcsolution of some
of the outstanding theoretical questions will

produce more information on water-vapor dis-
tribution both in the tropospherc and strato-

sphere.
Tiros radiation measurements have also pointed

up the need for an improvement in the stability

of optical sensors under prolonged flight environ-
ment. Deterioration in sensor responsc during
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orbital flight has not been fully explained. This

further emphasizes the need for reliable inflight

calibration on future instruments. And, finally,

support of satellite experiments with coordinated

ground-based or balloon measurements have be-

come even more important.
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS OF TEMPERATURES
AND WINDS ABOVE 50 KM OVER WALLOPS

ISLAND, VIRGINIA

WILLIAM NORDBERG AND WENDELL SMITH

Goddard Space Flight Center

Seventeen successful rocket grenade experiments were conducted at Walh)ps Island, Va.

(38°N lat.), during the period July 1960 to June 1962. The purpose of these soundings w'm to de-

scribe further the "ttmospherc above 40 km within the framework of a previous analysis I)as(!d on

the I(;Y results at high and low latitudes. The soundings were distributed through all scasons;

and some were conducted in conjunction with sodium rele._se ('d)ovc S0 kin) and small mcteoroh)g-

ica] rocket (_xpi;rinmnts (below 50 kin). Preliminary results from the first ten gren,_de soundings

are presented here.

Coinparison of grenade with sodium results shows "m abrupt change in the physic.fl n.tture of

the circulation pattern between 70 and 80 km. Below this "altitude, the previously described season,d

circulation pattern exists while "d)ovc it no regular seasonal variations can bc dc_tectcd. The most

characteristic l)henomenon for this region is the very ni_rrow jet-stream-like band of wind at the

100 km level cond)incd with extri'mely high wind shears.

Tim t('Inl)(_r'_ture structure at Wallops Island indicates the same mesospheric heating in

wint('rtime as h.ts been observed at Churchill. During periods of undisturbed ('astcrly circulation,

summer t(,mp(_t_d, ur(_ l)rofil('s at, Wallops [sland exhibit the s:tmc features 'is typical low l:l.titude

protiles pri,viously obs('rved. When the (,asl(,rly circul,tti(,n b(_coln(,s disturbed, the tenqn,r'ttur(_

profile becom(,s very similar to pr(,viously ol)serv(,d summ('rtime l)rotih's 1_t Churchill. We lind that

during winl('rtimc the atmosphere over Wallops Isl,md still lies within the region of a strong (.y('lonic
vortex.

INTRODUCTION

As a result of several series of rocket grenade

experiments, the majority of which were con-

ducted during IGY, attempts were made to

describe the seasonal and geographic variability of

the structure of the atlnosphere between 30 and
90 kln. _,2,3 Some of these results were confirmed

during IGY by other rocket soundings using

falling sphere 4 and prcssure gage techniques. 5,6

The description of the structure of the upper

stratosphere and the mesophere given in Reference

1 was primarily based upon characteristic dif-

ferences, derived from relatively few soundings,
between IGY experiments at Churchill, Canada

59°N and prc-IGY experiments at White Sands,
New Mexico 33°N. In addition, results from a

small number of soundings at Woomera, Australia

31°S, 7 Johnston Island 18°N, 8 arid Guam 12°N, a

confirmed the picture. The salient features of this

rather rudimentary picture were:

1. The large variation of the temperature

profile in the 60 to 90 km region between high and
low latitudes or between summer and winter at

Churchill (figure 1) with large and multiple

temperature maxima in the winter-mesosphere at

Churchill (figure 2).
2. The existence of an extremely strong cyclonic

circulation system up to 80 km over the entire

winter hemisphere, which still prevails, much

more weakly, in the equatorial zones. This vortex

is replaced by anti-cyclonic circulation of lesser

intensity for the summer hemisphere, again

reaching far into the tropics (figure 3).
3. The observed breakdown of the wintertime

1436
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circulation up to 70 km at Churchill where

meridional circulation in the stratosphere and

mesosphere preceded the occurrence of a typical

explosive warming at lower levels (figure 3,

reference 2).

4. The systematic summer-winter variation of

pressure, temperature, and density at high

latitudes as opposed to low latitudes where

individual variations in these parameters appear
to be random.

The most surprising and least explicable of

these features was the wintertime heating at the
60 to 90 km level observed at Churchill. Recent

attempts by Kellogg, 9 Haurwitz, x° and Maeda I1

to explain this phenomenon were based on these

high latitude observations and on the existence of

other events, such as strong subsistence at higher

altitudes, events which are not susceptible to

grenade measurements alone.

To substantiate this picture developed during

IGY and to provide further experimental results

for the analysis of the features mentioned above,
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we started in summer 1960 a series of rocket

soundings at Wallops Island, Virginia 38°N. The

idea was to concentrate as many soundings as

possible at one single launch site and to obtain

results distributed evenly over at least one full

seasonal cycle. The major experiment in these

soundings was again the rocket grenade experi-

ment, but many launchings were closely coordi-

nated with sodium releases--overlapping with

and above the useful altitude range of the grenade

experiment--yielding additional wind data from

60 to 200 kin, and with launchings of small

meteorological rockets covering the range from

25 to 50 km. Thus, by simultaneously launching

sodium releases, grenade experiments, meteor-

ological rocket dropsondes, and balloon radio-

sondes, a continuous wind profile was obtained

from the ground up to 200 km. We intend to

describe the scope of these soundings and present

the preliminary results available at this time.
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THE ROCKET EXPERIMENTS

Balloon soundiltgs provide measurements of the

atmospheric structure parameters (pressure, den-

sity, temperature, and winds) up to about 30 km.

Small, and relatively low cost, meteorological

rockets of the Loki and Arcas type have the

capability to carry dropsondes to 30 or 40 km

above the ceiling of balloon flights. Reliable
instrumentation for these rockets is limited in

general, although not in principle, to the measure-

ment of wind up to about 65 km and temperature

to about 50 kin. The nature of these techniques

and their limitatiotls have been reported by aufm
iKaInpe, t: Generally, for measurements above the

mesopeak (about 50 kin), more complex tech-

ni(lues , requiring larger and more expensive

]am_ch vehicles, must be used. The rocket grenade

technique is ideally suited for the altitude range

from 50 to 90 kin, since it provides an accurate,

simultaneous measurement of temperature and

wind, and since pressure and density profiles may

be derived mathematically with a high degree of

precision. Detailed descriptions of the different

versions of the technique have been given in

references 2 and 13. Basically, it involves the

determination of a temperature and wind profile
from the exact measurement of the direction of

sound waves arriving at the ground from a series of

grenade explosions, the time and location of which

must be known precisely.

At Wallops Island 12 explosive charges with

their associated ejection timer, flash detectors and

telemetry, plus a DOVAI' tracking beacon, were

carried by the Nike-Cajun vehicle, a medium

range, solid propellant, two-stage sounding
rocket. _4

We found that the F]'S-I(; high precision

tracking radar at the NASA launching site at

Wallops Island can adequately skin-track the

second stage Cajun rocket and determine the

position of the explosions with sufficient accuracy.

This system elimi_ates the need to carry a
tracking transponder aboard the rocket. How-

ever, in the firings discussed, a traT_sponder was

carried iu order to use a single station ])OVAl'

(Doppler Velocity and ['ositiot0 system to

determbm grenade positions as a backup to a_td

for comparison with the [,'I)S-I(; radar tracking.
The sillgle statio_l 1)()VA1 _ detertnitms the
distatme to the rocket as a functiot_ of tithe from

one single ground transmitter-receiver station

much in the same way as described previously. 2

In addition, an interferometer array of receiving
antcut_as serves to determine the directiort to the

rocket. This tracking station was developed by

J. Carl Seddon t_ especially for such experime_ts as

the grenade experiment, requiring high precision

tracking. Because of its simplicity, relative low

cost, and high mobility it can be used in remote

areas.

Aside from the availability of these tracking

systems and other support facilities at Wallops

Island, this launch site on the Eastern Shore of

Virginia was also a good choice from a geo-

graphical point of view. The site represents a

typical mid-latitude north of the subtropical

(White Sands) and tropical (Guam) stations and

considerably south of the subarctic (Churchill)

station where the experiment had previously been

performed. This series was the first opportu_ity
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to obtain atmospheric structure data in this

altitude range at mid-latitudes of the American

continent.

Since the useful range of the grenade experiment

is limited to altitudes of less than about 95 km, _

many grenade firings were scheduled to coincide

with sodium release experiments also conducted

from Wallops Island, used the Nike-Cajun or

similar launch vehicle. The method of determining -

wind vectors from luminescent sodium trails

released by sounding rockets in the upper at-

mosphere had been successfully employed by

Manring and Bedinger '6m for many years. The

trails of vaporized sodium are released while the

solar depression angle is near 8 degrees, so that

the wind drift of the trail, still illuminated by

sunlight, can be clearly photographed by three or

more special tracking cameras located about

TABLE 1.--Sodium Release and Grenade Experiments

Rocket

Nike Asp ..............................

Nike Asp ..............................

Nike Asp ..............................

Nikc Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Experiment

Sodium release

Sodium release

Sodium release

Sodium release

Grenade

Launching time and date

(EST)

Morning twilight, 17 Aug. 1959

Evening twilight, 18 Nov. 1959

Evening twilight, 24 May 1960

Morning twilight, 9 dee. 1960

2259 8 July 1960
Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun .............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Asp .............................

Nike Asp ..............................

Nike Asp ..............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Asp .............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Asp ..............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

krcas ................................

__rcas .................................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

N_ike Cajun .............................

_ike Cajun ............................

_ike Cajun ............................

_ike Asp ..............................

_qike Cajun* ...........................

_ike Asp* .............................

_rcas* ...............................

_-rcas* ................................

_ike C-_jun ............................

Grenade

Grenade

Grenade

Sodium release

Sodium release

Sodium release

Grenade

Grenade

Grenade

Grc, nade

Grenade

Sodium release

( i ren ade

Sodium release

Sodium release

Grenade

Sodium release

Grenade

Rot)in sphere

Radiosonde

Sodium release

Grenade

Sodium release

Grenade

Grenade

Sodium release

Grenade

Sodium release

Radiosonde

Robin sphere

Grenade

18;50 14 Feb. 1961

2126 16 Feb. 1961

0757 5 April 1961

0436 19 April 1961

1812 20 April 1961

1439 21 April 1961

1800 5 May 1961

2354 5 May 1961

1707 13 July 1961

1102 14 July 1961

0530 20 July 1961

1639 16 Sept. 1961

1855 16 Sept. 1961

0503 17 Sept. 1961

1823 1 March 1962

1901 1 March 1962

0554 2 March 1962

0615 2 March 1962

1625 23 March 1962

1755 23 March 1962

1844 23 March 1962

1854 23 M._reh 1962

1848 27 March 1962

1904 27 March 1962

0428 17 April 1962

0443 17 April 1962

2005 6 June 1962

2056 6 June 1962

2141 6 June 1962

2229 6 June 1962

2053 7 June 1962

Altitude range of

successful data

(km)

140-210

95-205

85-180

90-140

40-82

40-77

32-83

42-77

80-164

80-180

80-163

39-83

41-88

40-92

36-77

34-87

80-208

"31-63

80-175

70-134

31-83

65-128

38-87

28-48

28-55

58-140

40-90

78-118

40-93

40-92

77-200

40-93

60-161

28-50

28-55

40-92

* Fired in conjunction with a pitot static tube at 1940 EST, 6 June 1962. Also, a inflatable sphere was carried by

grenade vehicle :rod ejected at 109 kin.
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50-100 miles apart on the ground. Because of these
severe time and weather restrictions (e.g., a clear

sky is required) for the sodium experiment and

because of operational difficulties at the launch

site, as well as occasional rocket and payload

malfunctions, it was not always possible to launch

the grenade and sodium experiments simul-
taneously. Nevertheless, table 1 shows that in the

period March 1, 1962 to June 6, 1962, there were
six successful grenade soundings each launched
within less than one hour of a successful sodium

experiment.

For all grenade soundings, a radiosonde balloon
was released withi_ less thaH six hours of each

grctlade rocket launch. Since the number of

temperature or wind measurements in each

grenade firil_g is otto lcss than the number of

grenades exploded (for a 100 percent successful

rocket, this nulllbel' is 12) and silw.e each point

represents an average measurement in a layer
between two explosiolls, it is desirable to dis-

tribute the explosions over as small an altitude

range as possit)lc, l:or this reason, as well as for

desired comparisons, the firitlg of at least one
small meteorolo_i('al ro('ket, measuring winds by

recalls of a (tropsotlde, was sch(,dulcd with each

gretlade firi_lg. The dropsondes, usually a metal-

lized parachute or a high drag, inflated sphere

drifting with the wimt, are tra('ked by radar and
thus furnish wi,ld ilfformatiol_. Sometimes, the

dropsol_dcs (,arried therlnistor temperature
scllsors. These dropsondcs were intellded to (,over

the altitude range from 25 to 55 kin. To provide

suffi(4ent overlap, the grelmdc explosiolls were

timed to go off' between 40 and (,)5 kin, leaving a

layer of about 5 km betwcetl two adjacent ex-

plosions. Unfortunately, only four of the small

meteorological rockets (Arras) yielded useable

data in (,onjunction with grenade and sodium

smmdings (table 1). In all other cases, either the
Arras ro('kct or the dropso_de payload had failed

or the surfa('e wind conditions were mlsafe for the

Arcas ro('kct to lie fired.

RESULTS

All soundings listed in "Fable 1 were successful

and pr(>duced useable data. At this time, however,

results are available only from the first series of

ten grenade soundings conduc, ted during the

NORTH

_ ME_[RS SEC
w_sT lo _(ffRS, SEC

_OUTH

1CX_

90

SO /

70 _ _ _ 14 FEB(IB_ (ST)

I .........
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1_1 TEMPERATURE ('K)

F[e.va_ 4.--Temperatures and winds at Wallops Island,

Va., Fcl)ruary 1961.

period July 8, 1960 to September 16, 1961. Data
from the remaining seven grenade sou_Jdings

between March 1 and June 7, 1962 are in the

process of reduction.
The results of the first ten soundings are

presented in figures 4, 5 and 6. Temperature data

shown in these figures arc given as Slnooth profiles
derived frolu up to eleven individually measured

data poi_ts for each firing. Except for February

19(il, the individual data points are not shown or
tabulated I)ccause the intent of this paper is to
demonstrate the basic characteristics of the

measured temperature profiles and their relation

to the previously discussed IGY results. An ex-

ception was made for thc two February firings
because the film structure of the profile (due to

Ico I
l
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Fmuan 5.--Temperatures and winds, Wallops Island,

Va., July 1960, July 1961.
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the individually measured points) is so significant

that it warrants presentation even in this general
study. A full tabulation of all data, including a
detailed error analysis, is now in progress and will
be published at a later date.

The wind data in fgures 4, 5 and 6 represent
measured average values for the altitude interval
between two grenade explosions. In general, the
altitude of the explosion lies in the middle between
two data points shown. Wind data from the 14
sodium releases prior to April 17, 1962 have been
reduced and reported by Manring. 16,17Two typical
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4 \g "--
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FIGURE 6.--Temperatures and winds, Wallops Island,
Va., spring and fall 1961.
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FIGURE 7.--Wind speeds and directions from the sodium

release experiment, Wallops Island, Va., sunrise March

2, 1962.

95 and 105 km. Immediately below and above
the wind velocities diminish almost to zero. Above

110 km, there is again a region of strong winds
which may extend to altitudes as high as 200 kin;
however, as can be seen from table 1, very few
soundings reached above 170 kin. So far, we have
been unable to derive any clear cut patterns for
the wind directions from these 14 firings. There is

wind profiles are reproduced in figures 7 and 8;
the two releases were conducted during the night
of 1/2 March 1962, one at twilight, the other at
dawn. A series of significant features is common
to most of the 14 profiles studied--between about

80 to 90 km there is a sharp and rapid transition
in the wind regime. Below this altitude, the
commonly known pattern of generally uniform
zonal flow, regularly reversing with season, exists.
Above, there is a region where strong but highly
variable winds are sandwiched between zones of

relative calm. This region is characterized by the
existence of remarkable wind shears. Thus far,
every sounding conducted has evidenced these
wind shears between 90 and 110 kin. A typical
case is shown in figure 8 where, within an interval
of less than 5 kin, the wind speed increases by more
than 100 m/see. This jet-stream-like band of
maximum wind velocity is usually located between
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FIGURE 8.--Wind speeds and directions from the sodium

relcase experiment, Wallops Island, Va., sunset March
1, 1962.
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no definite variation either with season or between

evening and morning soundings. In some but not

all soundings, the southerly wind component

(winds from the south) seems to prevail for the

wind speed maximum between 95 and 105 kin.

Above 110 kin, a strong component from the

north is usually found.

Ill figUrE 7, the winds derived from the sodium

release are compared with preliminary wind

results from a nearly simultaneous grenade

sounding. Considering that the grenade winds

represent averages over a relatively wide altitude

range (6-8 kin) and that the wind speed is

rapidly changing with altitude, we find the

agreement betwEEn the two methods quite satis-

factory.

Below 80 kin, the grenade, wind results from
Wallops Island show a pattern which ('onfirms the

previous descriptions of circulation at these

altitudes. Both Fe.bruary 1!)61 soundings indicate

very strong winds from the west. There are no

significant mEridional wind components at any

altitude. A region of lnaximum wind speeds
seems to exist between 50 and 60 km where west

winds of 125 and 165 m/see were observed on

February 16 and February 14, respectively. These
values are in accord with those observed at the

same altitude at Churchill on November 12, 19563

The four summer soundings shown in figure 5

exhibit a very interesting pattern. Two wind pro-

files for July 8, l(.)(10 and July 14, 196l again

confirnl the easterly circulation previously found
over the summer hemisphere. Generally uniform

flow from the east prevails up to 70 kin. Wind

speeds are much Iower than in wintEr, with
maxima not over 75 m/see. This and the fact

that the prevailing easterly flow ceases at about

70 kin, are again in agreement with the Churchill

observations for July and August 1(,)577 The two

soundings on July 13 and July 20, 196l, however,

depart markedly from this pattern. Both show

ve.ry strong meridional components. In fact, on
July 13 strong winds from almost duc north

prevail between 45 and 60 kin. ()n July 20, again

there is a significant meridional component, al-

though the zonal component is always from the
east. Up to 55 kin, the meridional component is

from the south, while betwee,, 55 and 65 kin, it

shifts to the north. On t)oth (lays, the wind speeds

are unusually high (maxima between 100 and 150

m/see) for sununer conditions. In all four cases,

the winds above 70 km are quite strong and ir-

regular in direction.

Results from April 5, 1961 indicate generally a

westerly component of the zonal flow, although

the wind speeds have diminished appreciably

when colnpared to the February soundings, and a

meridional compo,_ent from the south of ahnost

the same strength as the. westerly component is

noticeable (figure 6). An exception can be found

around 60 kin, where a strong south-cast wind

(65 m/see) was measured. On May 5, as evi-

denced by [)oth soundings on that date., the

westerly flow has broken down c.ompletely. Very

strong wind shears exist at all altitudes, and,

although at some. interspersed levels an eastedy

component prevails, there is no indication of the

easterly summer circulation. In fact, o,ly o,_e out

of the five soundings conducted between May 5

and July 20, 1961 showed the typical summertilue

flow (figure 5).

Much in contrast to the breakdown of the

westerly circulation in springtime where winds

werE. still very strong, but not uniform in direction,

the results from the. sounding on September 16,

1961 indicate extremely weak winds over the

whole altitude range sampled (figure 6). Again,

this is in agreement with the (?hur('hill data, _

where relatively strong meridional flow was

observed during the breakdown of the winter

circulation on January 27, 1958, but very weak

winds existed late in August 1957 during the
transition from summer to winter flow.

Several features of the temperature results are

most interesting. The extremely high temperatures

above 50 km in the two 1,'ebruary soumliz_gs, with

positive and negative lapse rates rapidly alter-

hating, is very reminiscent of the Churchill winter

mesosphere. _ This heating, now observed at

Wallops Island, was previously believed to Exist

only at high latitudes. The very high temperatures

(300 ° and 280°K) observed on l!'ebruary 14 at

about 55 and 75 kin, respectively, seem to have

penetrated to somewhat lower le.vels (48 and 68

kin) and diminished substantially (275 ° and 257 °

K) by February l(i (figUrE 4).

The four tEmpErature, profiles measured during

summer should t)e considered in ('onjunctio,l with
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the wind profiles. The two cases for which a

uniform easterly flow prevailed (July 8, 1960 and

July 14, 1961) show a typical "low latitude"

temperature profile. 1The maximum ranges around

275°K and lies just below 50 km. At 80 kin, a

relatively shallow temperature nlinimuin of about

200°K to 21O°K is indicated. ]n contrast, the two

soundings on July 13 and 20, 1961, where strong

meridional wind components were observed, show

entirely different temperature profiles. They are

characterized by a high temperature n_axinmln

(about 280°-290°K) just above 50 km and a very

steep temperature minilnum of about 160°K at

80 km (figure 5).

On May 5, 1961, in both soundings we again

have a very similar situation. A rather disturbed

wind flow is accompanied by a high mesopeak

(285°K) and a low mesopause telnperature

(160°K at 85 kin). hi contrast, the sounding of

April 5 indicates a mesopcak of only about 265°K.
The high temperatures above 50 km observed in

February have disappeared.
The temperature profile for September 16

exhibits the same structure as the April sounding.
Unfortunately, both the April 5 and the Septem-

ber 16 soundings did not yield any data above 70
kill.

CONCLUSIONS

The wind pattern observed over Wallops

Island agrees, in principle, with our previous

analysis based on the Churchill, White Sands,

Guanl, and other, low latitude soundings, and

with the circulation schemes derived by Mur-
gatroyd '8 and Batten. _9 From the coordination

between sodiuln and grenade soundings, one may

definitely concludc that these circulation patterns,

most likely based upon the distribution of tem-

perature and reflecting the meteorological be-

havior of this portion of the atmosphere, cease to

exist above 70 or 80 kin. Above this level, othcr

factors, probably tidal forces, become increasingly

prevalent in determining the circulation which

does not follow the established seasonal pattern

which exist at lower altitudes. Since only few of the

ten grenade soundings reportcd here have reached

above 80 km and since the sodium technique is

restricted to twilight periods only, it is impossible
on this basis to reach a definite conclusion in

regard to this driving force behind the strong and

variable wind systems above 80 kin. In explaining

the remarkably persisting E-region jet-stream

between 95 and 105 kin with its associated high

shears, wc will probably have to abandon the

meteorologist's methods dealing with the neutral

atmosphere of constant composition at lower

altitudes and use those peculiar to the electrically

charged ionosphere.

We conclude that, at least on February 14 and

16, 1961, the circulnpolar vortex characteristic

from wintertime high latitudes reached as far

south as Wallops Island 38°N without any

appreciable loss in strength. From these, as well

as from the Decelnber 1957 results at Churchill, we

conclude that the large and sporadic temperature

peaks between 50 and 80 kin in winter are not

necessarily commcted with breakdowns of the

wind pattern, but are found when the established

westerly circulation is very strong. The February

temperature results also indicate that previous

theories, explaining tile high temperatures be-
tween 50 and 80 kin only for high latitudes, nmst
be revised.

The July results offer the very interesting con-

clusion that in sunmlcr at mid-latitudes, we may

find two types of temperature distributions in

rapid succession: When the circulation is uni-

formly from the east, the temperatures up to 80

km are in accord with those prevailing at low

latitudes. During periods of severe disturbances in

the easterly flow, the temperature profile changes

to one typical for high latitude sununers. The

transition between the two types of profiles can

take place within 18 hours, as cvidenced by the

two soundings on July 13 and 14. The con-

clusion that high temperatures at about 50 km

and below and very cold temperatures at the

mesopause are associated with a strongly merid-
ional circulation may also be drawn from the

Spring 1961 results. The September 1961 sounding

seems to suggest that the change from the low

latitude to the high latitude temperature profile is

related to the presence of a strong meridional flow

rather than to the absence of easterly circulation.

The previous conclusion that this strong merid-

ional flow is inore likely to exist during the spring

rather than the autunm transition period is also

confirmed.
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ROCKET MEASURMENT OF THE STRUCTURE
OF THE UPPER STRATOSPHERE

AND MESOSPHERE-

W. NORDBERG AND W. SMITH

Goddard Space Flight Center

INTRODUCTION

The region between 30 and 200 km is often
referred to as the forgotten region of the at-

mosphere or the "ignosphere" and our ignorance

of the detailed physical processes in this region is

attributed to the fact that it lies beyond the reach

of routine balloon experiments and is not well

suited for exploration by orbiting spacecraft. One

might consider, however, that even less infor-

mation exists about the "satellite" regions above
200 km and that the few measurements made so

far in that region provide convenient "anchor

points" for a crude understanding of the very

basic atmospheric properties. At the lower

altitudes, especially in the 30 to 100 km region we

have already passed this first step of under-

standing the basic properties and have entered

the next and perhaps much more difficult phase of

describing and explaining the "synoptic" of

behaviour of these properties. Probing this portion
of the atmosphere with various types of rocket

sondes over the past decade has produced a

sufficient amount of data to permit at least an
attempt to describe the variation of the tem-

perature structure and the circulation in this

region on a global scale. Such descriptions may
form the basis for further analyses of the physical

processes governing the observed patterns of

atmospheric structure and provide answers to

the question of interaction between solar energy

and the state of the atmosphere. It should be the

primary object of theory and experimentation to

explore this question and to obtain an under-

standing of the dynamics of this region which lies

between the directly solar influenced thermosphere

and the troposphere where meterological processes

often seem to occur randomly. In other words our
aim should be to establish the foundations of a

"meteorology" of the upper stratosphere and

mesopherc.

REVIEW OF ROCKET RESULTS THROUGH IGY

As a result of several series of rocket grenade

experiments, the majority of which were con-

ducted during IGY, attempts were made to

describe the seasonal and geographic variability

of the structure of the atmosphere between 30 and
90 km. 1-3 Some of these results were confirmed

during IGY by other soundings using falling

sphere 4 and pressure gage techniques. 5,_ The

description of the structure of the upper stratos-

phere and mesophere given in reference 1 was

primarily based upon characteristic differences,

derived from relatively few soundings, between

IGY experiments at Churchill, Canada, 59°N and

pre-IGY experiments at White Sands, New

Mexico, 33°N. In addition, results from a small

number of soundings at Woomera, Australia,

3t°S, 7 Johnston Island, 18°N, 9 and Guam, 12°N, 3

confirmed the picture. The salient features of

this rather rudimentary picture are:

1. The large variation of the temperature

profile in the 60 to 90 km region between high and
low latitudes or between summer and winter at

Churchill with large and multiple temperature

maxima in the winter mesosphere at Churchill.

2. The existence of an extremely strong cyclonic

circulation system up to 80 km over the entire

winter hemisphere, which still prevails, much

1445
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more weakly', in the equatorial zone.'Phis vortex

is replaced by anti-cyclonic circulation"0_,_._

intensity for the summer hemisphere, again

reaching far into the tropics.
3. The ohserved breakdown of the wintertime

circulation up to 70 km at Churchill where

meridioual circulation in the stratosphere and

mesosphere preceded the occurrence of a typical

explosive warming at lower levels.

4. Tire sys,tematic seasonal variation of pres-
sure, temperature, and dcnsity at high latitudes

where variations by a factor of two in density were
observed t)etwecn summer and winter at 60 kin.

The most surprising and least explicable of these

features was the wintertime heating at the 60 to
90 km level observed at Churchill. Recent

attempts by Kellogg, 9 Haurwitz TM and Maeda n to

explain this phenomenon were based on these high
altitude observations and on the existence of

other events, such as strong subsidence at higher

altitudes, which events arc not susceptible to

measurements by present rocket probes.

PRESENT ROCKET PROGRAMS

To substantiate this picture developed during

IGY and to provide further experimental results

for the almlysis of the features mentioned above,

wc started, in summer 1960, a series of rocket

soundings at Wallops Island, Virginia, 38°N.

This lauHeh site ou the Eastern Shore of Virginia

provides I)oth excellent support and tracking

facilities arrd is also a good choice from a gco-

graphi(,al point of view. The site represents a

typical mid-latitude north of the subtropical

(White Sands) and tropical (Guam) stations and

consideral)ly south of tire subarctic (Churchill)

station were the experiment had previously been

performed. This series was tire first opportuuity to

obtain atmospheric structure data in this altitude

range at mid-latitudes of the American continent.

The idea was to con('entratc as many soun(ti,lgs

as possible at one single launch site and to obtain

temt)erature and wind profiles distributed evenly

over at, least one full seasonal ey(_le. The major

experiment in these soundings was again the

rocket grenade experiment, but many launehings

were closely coordinated with sodium releases--

overlapping with and 'd)ove the useful altitude

/ange of the grenade experiment--yielding addi-
tional wind data from 60 to 200 km, and with

launchings of small meteorological rockets cover-

ing the range from 25 to 50 kin. Thus, by simul-

taneously launching sodium releases, grenade

experiments, meteorological rocket dropsondes,
and balloon radiosondes, a continuous wind

profile was obtained from the ground up to 200 km.

In addition to this series of soundings the results

of which will be described below, there exists a

U.S. Meteorological Rocket Network using small

(5 to 10 lb payload) and inexpensive (S 2,000)

meteorological rockets. This network performs

regular' soundings (several times per month) from
six or more stations over the North American

continent. The soundi,lgs provide good wind

profiles and occasional temperature measurements

throughout the stratosl)hcrc. TM

There are dcfiz_itc plans to conduct the grellade

and the sodium experiments, whiel_ require larger

(50-80 lb) payloads and more exl)ensivc (S 10,000-

25,000) rockets simultaneously at Churchill,

Canada and at Wallops Island, Virginia. It is

hoped that these and similar experiments can be

extended to other geographic regions and that

together with soundings already m progress in

Australia and .lapan a truly global exploration of

the stratosphere and mesosl)her(_ can be a(;com-

plished. Such all accomplishm(,nt duriug the

forthcoming IQSY would provi(te an appropriate

climax to an effort so successfully initial, ed during
IGY.

RESULTS OF RECENT ROCKET SOUNDINGS

AT WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA

All successful soundings are listed in tat)le 1.

The resulting preliminary data arc presented in

figures 1 through ll. Each wind and temI)crature

point resulting from the grenade experiment and

presented in figures l through II coHstitutes a

measured average value for the altitude illterval

between two grenade explosions. In general, the

altitude of an explosion lies in the middle t)ctween

two data points shown. The winds measured by

the Grenade Experiment arc supplemented, in

many cases, by wind measurements with the

sodium release technique, and by meteorological

rocket dropsondcs to study the transition of the

circulation from the mesosphcre to the ionosphere,
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TABLE 1.--Sodium Release and Grenade Experiments
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Rocket

Nike Asp ..............................

Nike Asp ..............................

Nikc Asp ............................

Nike Cajun ..........................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike (_'ajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Asp .............................

Nike Asp .............................. i
Nike Asp .............................

Areas ................................

Nike Cajun ...........................

Nike C:tjun ...........................

Nike C'tjun ...........................

Nike Cajun ...........................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Asp ..............................

Nike Cajun ...........................

Nike Asp ..............................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike C'_jun ...........................

Nike Cajun ...........................

Nike Cajun .........................

Areas ................................

Arc.ts ................................
I

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun ...........................

Areas ................................

Nike Cajun ............................

Nike Cajun .............................

Nike Cajun ..........................

Nike Asp .............................

Nike Cajun_ ...........................

Nike Asp+; .............................

Areas] ................................

Nike Cajun ............................

Experiment Launching time and date

(EST)

Sodium release

Sodium release

Sodium release

Sodium release

Grenade

Grcn'_de

Gren'_de

Grenade

Sodium release

Sodium release

Sodium release

Radiosonde

( ;renade

Gren'tde

Grenade

Grenade

Grenade

Sodium release

Grenade

Sodium release

Sodium release

Grenade

Sodium release

Grenade

Robin sphere

Radiosonde

Sodium release

Grenade

Radiosonde

Sodium release

Grenade

Grenade

Sodium release

Grenade

Sodium release

Radiosonde

Grenade

M<)rning twilight, 17 Aug. 1959

Evening twilight, 18 Nov. 1959

Evening twilighl, 24 May 1960

Morning twilight, 9 Dec. 1960

2259 _ July 1960

1850 14 Fet>. 1961

2126 16 Feb. 1961

0757 5 April 1961

0436 19 April 1961

1S12 20 April 1961

1439 21 April 1961

0953 5 M'_y 1961

1800 5 May 1961

2354 5 M'_y 1961

1707 13 July 1961

1102 14 July 1961

0530 20 July 1961

1639 16 Sept. 1961

1855 16 Sept. 1961

0503 17 Sept. 1961

1823 1 M'_rch 1962

1901 1 M'_rch 1962

0554 2 March 1962

0615 2 March 1962

1625 23March 1962

1755 23 March 1962

1844 23 M.Lrch 1962

1854 23 March 1962

1800 27 March 1962

1848 27 M'_rch 1962

1904 27 March 1962

0428 17 April 1962

0443 17 April 1962
2005 6 June 1962

2056 6 June 1962

2141 6 June 1962

2053 7 June 1962

Altitude range of

successful data

(km)

140-210

95-205

S5-180

90-140

40-82

40-77

32-83

42-77

80-164

S()-180

80 163

21.5-44.5

39-83

41-88

4(I-92

36 77

34-87

80-208

31-63

80-175

70-134

31-83

65-128

38-87

28-48

28-55

58-140

40-90

28-55

78-118

40-93

40-92

77-200

40-93

60-161

28-50

40-92

"_Fired in conjunction with a pitot static tube at 1940 EST, 6 June 1962. Also, an inflatable sphere was carried by

grenade vehicle and ejected at 109 kin.

and to provide comparisons in the regions of

overlap respectively.

In three cases, grenade temperature measure-

ments are compared to nearly simultaneous

meteorological dropsoundings. Temperature com-

parisons, are shown in figures 10 and 11 and wind

comparisons between the small meteorological

rocket dropsondes and the grenade techniques are

shown in figure 6. The wind data from the

meteorological soundings were obtained with

both Arcas Robin (small inflated falling sphere),

and Arcas parachute dropsondes, (reference 13).

There is good agreement in the winds in all cases.

The temperatures resulting from Arcas thermistor

dropsondcs _2 seem to compare with the grenade

temperatures only at altitudes below 4 km and
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FIGURE 1.--1961--62 winter winds up to 95 km at Wallops

Island, Va. (38°N). Wind vectors shown with arrows

were obtained from grenade experiment. Wind vectors

without arrows stem from Arcas-sondes (below 60 km)

or from sodium release (above 70 km).

there, only in the case of 5 May 196 I. Above 40 km

the dropsonde temperatures are about 5 to 10°K

higher than the grenade temperatures. This

discrepancy could possibly still be within the error

limit of the two experiments, or could be due to

the relatively long time interval between the

Arcas and grenade soundings. However, oil 23 and

27 March 1962, the disagreement is considerably

worse (figure 10). At 45 km temperatures from the

small meteorological rockets (Arcsondes) are 15

to 20°K higher than grenade temperatures, and

at 60 km where this difference has increased to

45°K, the Arcsonde temperatures are apparently

meani],gless; we have learned that the two

Arcsondes in March 1962 carried thermistor

temperature sensors, which were particularly

sensitive to heating by RF radiation from the

telemetering transmitt(,r of the sonde. The pro-

duction of this type of sensor has since then t)een

discontimmd. Unfortunat(,ly only three tem-

peratures comparisons were possihle because in all

all other attempts the Areas rocket or the tem-

perature sensors failed or high surface wind made

the launching of the Arcas unsafe.

Figures 1 through 3 demonstrate well the

seasonal nature of the circulation above Wallops

Island, Virginia (38°N) between the altitudes of

30 and 80 km. The flow is primarily zonal with

prevailing westerly winds during the winter and

prevailing easterly winds during the summer

season. These results support substantially the

pattern derived previously; _ namely, the pre-

dominance throughout the winter mesosphere and

stratosphere of an intense circumpolar vortex

whose strength decreases toward the equator and

a similar, somewhat weaker anticyclonic circu-

lation in the same region in summer.

Figures 1 through 3 clearly exhibit the transition

from the highly uniform and strong westerly

flow in winter to the easterly flow in summertime.

The winds in late March (figure l) and early

April (figure 3) show a somewhat lower velocity
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FIGURE 2.--1960, 1961, 1962 summer winds up to 95 km

at Wallops Island, Va. (38°N). Wind vectors shown

with arrows were obtained from grenade experiment.
Wind vectors without arrows stem from Arcas-sondes

(below 60 kin) or from sodium release (above 70 kin).
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and increasing variability as the year progresses.
The flow on 5 May shows practically no zonal
component in the stratosphere. In this region the
winds are predominantly from the north while in
the mesosphere the circulation already seems to
have reversed to an easterly flow. It is interesting
to observe that on this day the easterly windsin
the 75 to 80 km region are stronger than in any
sounding during the summer. Throughout the 40
to 70 km region the 5 May soundings exhibit more
variability in the wind structure than any ob-
servations on other days of the year. It is also
interesting to note that the wind vectors in the
55 to 60 km and 70 to 75 km regions have under-
gone tremendous changes in the less than 6 hours
between the two soundings. As will be discussed
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FIGURE 3.--Winter to summer--transition period winds

up to 95 km at Wallops Island, Va. (38°N), April 1962,
May 1961--wind vectors shown with arrows were ob-

tained from grenade experiment. Wind vectors without

arrows stem from Arcas-sondes (below 60 kin) or from

sodium release (above 70 km).
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with season (below 80 km), a better basis exists
for comparing the average grenade measurements
with the instantaneous sodium wind track. Such

8s _/ comparison between the two methods can be seen
ao -_

in figure 5. In most eases the agreement is fair.

A sharp and remarkable boundary seems to

7o --11111 separate the circulation in the mesosphere from
the circulation in the lower ionosphere. This

_- J_ boundary lies near S0 km and seems to suggest

that the physical causes which drive tile at-

• mosphere are quite different in the two regions.

As deseril>ed above, the winds below 80 km
eonform to the pattern of uniform zonal flow

regularly, reversing with season, interrupted only

by occasional breakdowns during the spring
transition. Above this altitude the flow is no

! longer uniform and exhil>its no regular seasonal
i pattern. Some features are common, nevertheless,

2s to most of the wind profiles taken above 80 km;
20

,s i -- - 95 , i , i, I I l , I , I I I i 1 I 1 I 1 I l '

--------r------'---

tiN0$_g0

__sw, _ 90- -:.='2
__ I0 M/$ Ninth

s L_ ,_.,s W 85 :'::.;.............
o _ _ uJ ......... _............ -

2" MAR IgQ2 ElJUNE Ig62 80 ..._...."_-_ ..

I"IGUItE 6.--Compi_rison of winds at Wallops Island 75 <...... ""7"_"/"/", --
'".4,./-:"

(3g_'N) measured I)y Areas and gren'_de techniques. 70 _ ....')_.:'5
March ,rod June 1962. 65 (._ '_N. --

below the st,'atopause teml)erature has also _ 55

reached a maximum on this day. _ 50 [. _./

Weak winds were again ol)served in mid- _ 45 ]_%_ --
September (figure 4). This is in good agreement 7--
with 1957 Fort (!hurehill soundings, which _ 40 [.. ....

indicated the I)egi,ming of the transition to winter 35 - --'+
LEGEND

circulation during late August. 2 30 -- IJi.I /-- 14FEBRUARY1961
Most of the wind nmasurements al)ove SO km 25 - ¢'1 #t .... 16FEBRUARY1961-

Z t_[ ....... 1 MARCH1962
were obtained t)y use of the s()(lium release expe,'i- 20 O ,iil ..... 2 MARCH1962
merit and preliminary results have been rel)orted Ln _;'-_1 ............ 23MARCH1962
by lXlam'ing. TM The grenade teehni(lue, w}fieh 15 O 27MARCH1962

yields average win(Is in layers of a few kilometers 10 '_¢_ _'_thickness Ul) to 95 kin, ah'ea(ly indicates the 5--
variability of the wind above S0 kill. The so(limn 0 _ , I L I L I _ I, I, I, I _'tC<',_l, I, I,

measurements, yiehling a c(mti,mous wind t)l'ofilc, 110130 150 170190 210230 250 270 290 310 330 350
give a nmre :tde<luate deseril)tion of the re- TEMPERATURE('K)

ml_rkable sh('Itl'S, ehara('teristic, of the S0 lo 120 l,'mum.: 7.--1961, 1962 winter temperatures up to 95 km
km r(,gi(m (|igure 5). _Vher(' 1}11'winds arc uniform at Walh,ps lsl:md, Va. (3S°N).
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the stratosphere near 42 km. This fact is also

brought out by the meteorological dropsonde

observations on this day (figure 11). Since these

high temperatures are again accompanied by

meridional circulation (from the north) this case

is very reminiscent of the stratospheric warming

observed in January 1958 at Churchill. 2,4

At this point it is of value to consider the wind

and temperature structure together. In figures

1 and 7 the winds and temperatures are shown for

all "winter" soundings, whereby "winter" is

defined as that period where the winds are

predominantly from the West. While the tem-

peratures throughout this period are rather high

and fluctuating in the mesosphere, the wind

pattern throughout is uniformly zonal and un-

perturbed. During the transition period, however,

where the high stratospheric temperatures are

observed, a change in the wind pattern from zonal

westerlies to meridional northerlies goes hand in

hand with the high temperatures. This suggests

that the causes of the sudden stratospheric

warmings which seem to be connected very

strongly with changes in the circulation from

zonal to meridional are different from the causes

which heat the mesosphere during most of the

period of the uniform westerlies.

6O

FmuaE 10.--Comparison of temperatures at Wallops 55
Island (38°N) measured by Arcas and grenade tech-
nique, March 1962.

The temperature profiles during the transition 40
from a winter regime to a summer regime are also

of interest (figure 9). By April the source of heat- _" 35

ing at the 80 km region has disappeared resulting "_ 30
in a steeper mesodecline, characteristic of a

25
summertime condition.

,-J

The midnight sounding on 5 May 1961, how- _

ever, exhibits the fluctuations of a typical winter- 15

time profile, much in contrast to the soundings 10

six hours before as well as to the two April 1962

soundings. The validity of the data shown for the 5

near midnight sounding on 5 May above the

mesopause is still under investigation as our

analysis is yet very preliminaI T.

Another imteworthy feature in both 5 May

soundings is the remarkably high temperature in

:, I
) _..-----GRENADE
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FIGURE ll.--Comparison of temperatures at Wallops
Island (38°N) measured by Areas and grenade tech-

nique, May 1961.
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namely, the strong, but highly variable winds
sandwiched between zones of relative calm

resulting in extreme wind shears. Thus far, every
sounding conducted has shown these wind shears
between 90 and ll0 kin. Above 120 km greater
uniformity seems to return but samples at these
altitudes are too few to derive a_y defi_lite circu-
lation patterns Cfigure 5).

In figures 7 through i) the individual tem-
perature soundings are presented iv. seasonal
groups. The winter atmosphere ovcr Wallops
Islaml is seerl to lie colder than the summer

atmosphere below about 60 km. t[owever, the
warmer stratopause in summer comlects to a very
steep mcsodecline resulting in a layer t)etwee,l 65
and 85 km which is coldcr in summer than in

winter. This effect with appreciably greater
magnitude was also obscrvcd at Churchill, Ca.ada
(59°N) by the I(IY souHdings. 2 Again, as in the
Churchill observations, the mcsospheric tem-
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perature structure exhibits a great deal more
variability i_l winter tha_l i_2summ(_r and multiple
temperature peaks betwec. 50 and 90 km occur in
every winter soundi_gs, (figure 7). Because the
temperature minimum at the trol)ol)ausc is very
shallow i_ wiggler alld at tim mesopausc it is almost
nonexistent, and because the teml)eratnre maxima
at the ground and at the stratollaUSe are much
lower, the whole winter atmosph(_rc up to 90 km
appr(lach(,s a mor(_ nearly isotherm'tl average than
the summ(_r atmosl)hcr('.

While large scale vertical tt_mpcrature gradicnts
are of much lesser mag_litude in winter t,h_tn in
summer extremely large gradients ()n a smaller
scale (5-10 kin) ca. I)e found in wi_lter. In fact,
the smo()thncss and st('(,l).(,ss (if tile summ('r
lal)SC _'ate Ilctwce. 50 and _() km is striking wlle_
corollated to the l)(,rtm'l)(,d but on tim averagc
very weak lal)s(, rat(, i_ the same region i_l winter.
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The temperature and wind profiles shown in

figure 4 are the results of the only successful

sounding during the summer to winter transition

period. Although this small data sample con-

stitutes very poor statistics, one may infer, by

referring once again to the Churchill IGY results, 2

that the rather turbulent transition observed both

at Wallops Island (5 May 1961) and a Churchill

(27-29 January 1958) in spring cannot be seen in

autumn. Figure 4 shows that the winds are

extremely weak and that the temperature at 50

km lies near 260°K, typical for a wintertime

stratopause, but without the typical wintertime

temperature excursions in the mesosphere.

An interesting change in both the temperature

and wind structure occurs in the 18 hour period

between the two soundings on 13 and 14 July

1961. Although both soundings show typical

summertime situations, the temperature at 50

km dropped by nearly 20°K during this period.

The temperature decrease is accompanied by a

change in the wind vector which exhibits the

introduction of an appreciable southerly com-

ponent on 14 July. Thus the temperature decrease

may very well be attributed to advection of colder

air from latitudes south of Wallops Island, a

phenomenon previously observed at other lati-

tudes? ,15 Above 60 km temperatures from the

two soundings agree well.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, then, one finds that the at-

mosphere over Wallops Island (38°N) exhibits

very similar features as those observed at

Churchill (59°N) during IGY. Previously we had

attributed these features to a "high latitude"

atmosphere. 1 There are indications that the

temperature differences between summer and

winter at 50 km and 80 km which were in the

average 17°K and 80°K respectively at Churchill

are appreciably less at Wallops Island, (10°K

and 25°K respectively. Nevertheless at both sites

we find a warm winter mesosphere with a highly

variable temperature structure, a feature not

revealed in soundings at latitudes lower than

Wallops Island. A striking result can be derived

from all soundings conducted so far at any

latitude. There seems to be a layer between 60

and 65 km where the temperature at all points at

all seasons remains constant at about 235-240°K;

this is surprising since immediately below and

above, large temperature excursions take place

both with latitude and season.

At this time one cannot reach a definite con-

clusion whether the differences found between the

Churchill and Wallops Island soundings reflect

a true latitudinal behaviour or whether they are

due to the differences in time between these

soundings; the Churchill soundings were per-

formed during IGY at the height of the sunspot

cycle while the Wallops Island results were ob-

tained 4 to 5 years later. Simultaneous launchings

at both locations now in progress will provide more

information on this matter, although the assump-

tion of a true latitudinal variation seems to be

more likely.
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SOME ASPECTS OF STRATOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

DERIVED FROM METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET
FIRINGS OVER THE UNITED STATES DURING
THE WINTER OF 1961

MOHAMMAD RAHMATULLAH*

Goddard Space Flight Center

Data from six rocket launching sites in North America obtained from a series of meteorological

rocket firings conducted between January 16 and February 23, 1961, werc analyzed. Time cross-

sections of winds at Wallops Island, Virgini% and Cap(' Can'tvcral, Florida, are presented and

discussed ill the light of synoptically significant situations as determined by the 10 mb chart.

Temperature soundings in the lnwer stratnsphere relevant to the typical situations are also con-

sidered. TIROS II (19607rl) radiation d-Lta for orbits S27 and 957 have |)een analyzed in order that

the effect of ozone on str._tospheric disturb.races might b(, studied. It was found that the l)cnctration

of the mcs()sphcric westerly jet to lower levels was associ.tted with the formation of a marked trough
of low pressure over the eastern United States and coin('.ided with th(' occurrence of a severe cold

t)eriod. N_) final str'ttosphcric warming was observed and by mid-February the wcst(_rlics were

b-_ck to full strength. A microstructurc of the mesodc(.linc at 63 km was nbscrvcd 'It Wallops Island

and at White Sands, New Mexico. The an'_lysis of TIROS II r'_diation (t'tta t)nintcd out that the

effect of oh.rages in the ozone layer is (..ompletely masked by the varying cloud pattern.

INTRODUCTION

Th_s paper is primarily concerned with the

study of stratospheric circulation over North

America in the light of wind and temperature

measurements from a series of meteorological

rocket firings conducted between January 16 and

February 23, 1961. The rocket results were

reported by the Interrange Instrumentation

Group (IRIG) in their quarterly report for the

winter firings of 1961 and were prepared by the

U.S. Army Signal Missile Support Agency, White

Sands, New Mexico3 Data from six meteorological

rocket launching sites in North America were

studied: Cape Canaveral, Florida; Fort Churchill,

Manitoba, Canada; Point Mugu, California;

Tonapah Range, Nevada; Wallops Island, Vir-

ginia; and White Sands, New Mexico. The rockets

* This paper was written while Mr. Rahmatullah, regu-

larly of the Pakistan Meteorological Department, was in

residence at Goddard Space Flight Ccnter under an inter-
national cooperation program.

fired include Arcas-Loki I and II and Hasp

systems. The payloads were Robin spheres,

parachute sondes, and Chaff. These rocket systems

are supposed to provide wind measurements from

15 to 75 kin, and the parachute sonde system, in

addition, takes temperature measurements.

The operational problems involved in firing

rockets, such as weather conditions, range

safety, etc., make a synoptic firing schedule

difficult. Therefore, the time interval chosen has

to be based on the coincidence of the following

factors: (1) the occurrence of a synoptically

significant situation, as determined by the 10 mb

charts; and (2) the availability of rocket data and

other relevant information such as the radiation

data from TIROS II (1960 .,rl). The primary ob-

jective in the present case was to study the polar

vortex as related to the changes in temperature

and wind pattern recorded by the various rocket

firing ranges. It was also conceived that both the

TIROS II radiation data collected during this

1455
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period, and also temperature and wind data from

a rocket grenade experiment fired on February 16,

1961, at Wallops Island might contribute to the

analysis.

4,

UPPER AIR CIRCULATION OVER NORTH

AMER_.A DURING JANUARY AND
FEBRUARY OF 1961

The wind circulation in the stratosphere is

generally governed by the polar-night vortex. The

breakdown of the polar vortex is accompanied by

some remarkable changes, of which the most

important is perhaps the explosive stratospheric

warming, first observed by Scherhag in 1952. 2

Rocket grenade nieasurements of temperature
and winds over Fort Churchill, Canada, in

January 1958 have shown that stratospheric

ml 3056 _

'¢
/_ l,_,_1¢ 1 _/_------_/-._, ,_ . _

FIGURE 1.--Cireulation at the 10 mb level, January 17,
1961.

circulation breakdown and associated warming

were preceded by a breakdown of circulation

throughout the stratosphere and lower meso-

sphere. 3 Teweles and Finger have also studied

this phenomenon thoroughly for January 1958

and have found that the temperature south of
Greenland rose from -70 ° to -39°C in a period

of 4 days and that this rise was associated with

major changes in the upper air circulation. 4

Generally, it has been observed that the polar

vortex is not fully restored after a breakdown in

the stratospheric circulation.

During January 1961 the upper air circulation
at 10 mb over North America was greatly affected

by the eastward movement of an anticyclone from

30so 3048 3O32

3oso _/ • .V< \-_.-,,,,_7"_ i/_'_,o,
iiii ,%11 _ol 6

FIGURE2.--Circulation at the 10 mb level, January 26,
1961.

the Alaskan region to the Hudson Bay area on
January 9. The intensity of this antiyclone was

weak compared to that of one in the previous year

in which the height of the 10 mb surface over the

Bering Strait reached values as high as 3192

geopotential decameters between January 7 and

11. 5 The anticyclone of 1961 retreated to the

Aleutian region and it finally disappeared by the

end of January. Circulation at the 10 mb level
over most of Canada and the United States on

January 17, 1961, was dominated by the re-

treating anticyclone (figure 1).
The wcakening of the Aleutian high resulted in

the migration of the cold vortex from Siberia to
the Canadian sector of the Arctic during the last

10 days of January 1961. Initially a trough of low

pressure developed which extended from Green-

land to Labrador; later it formed into a separate

'-.-:._,_____"

FmuRE 3.--Circulation at the 10 mb level, February 16,
1961.
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cyclonic cell. Labitzke-Behr et al. pointed out

that this cell, contrary to the main vortex, showed

a warm core with temperatures up to -40°C,

reached on January 25. 5 The synoptic pattern at

the 10 mb surface for January 26, 1961, is illus-

trated in figure 2. On this date the eastern half of

the United States was clearly under the influence

of the cyclonic vortex. Circulation over the

Pacific Coast and the adjoining Rockies was

anticyclonic. By the end of January the wind

circulation over the United States at the 10 mb

level had become strongly zonal. Gradually the

zonal flow weakened and by the first week of

February a weak shear which had been over the

Great Lakes region was moving eastward over the

Atlantic seaboard. Then the anticyclonic circu-

lation again developed over most of the western

United States under the influence of a new

Aleutian high which had been established on

February 12. A typical example, illustrating this

regime for February 16, is given in figure 3.

TIME CROSS-SECTION OF WIND AT WALLOPS

ISLAND, VIRGINIA

Wallops Island is the only rocket firing range

representative of the middle latitudes in the

eastern United States. Rocket wind data from

Fort Churchill, Canada, were available for 1 day

in January and 6 days in February 1961. Since

most of the latter firings did not exceed the

height of 30 km, they were of limited use in this

study. The time cross-section of zonal winds over

Wallops Island is given in figure 4. It is obvious

that the wind structure as revealed by this time

cross-section is quite different from the mean

zonal cross-section as computed by Murgatroyd. 6

Recently Batten, in the light of the discovery of

the phenomenon of explosive warming observed

in the months of January and February, tried to

compute separate mean cross-sections for Novem-

ber to December and January to February. He

also incorporated all available rocket data in his

computation. The winter cross-section for Wallops

Island for 1961 shows fair agreement with Batten's

zonal cross section in that the tropospheric wester-

lies are bounded by a region of weak easterlies or

zones of cahn wind. However, two points stand

out strikingly in contrast to Batten's model of

mean zonal flow. The first is the penetration of

the westerly maximum in the stratosphere to a

level of about 35 km on or about January 25,

1961, and the second is the predominance of

strong easterly flow during the last days of

January. The highest velocity of the easterly wind

recorded for the last days of January was 100

knots near 45 km on January 31, 1961. During
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February the flow, though variable from day to

day, generally corresponded to the standard

winter pattern in which the westerlies arc strong

and increase with height. Apparently in this

case, contrary to the previously observed break-

downs of the polar vortex, the polar westerlies
returned to full strength. It is noteworthy that

during the period of study no explosive warming
in the stratosphere was observed. The penetration

of strong wcsterlies to lower altitudes, near the

stratosphere, about January 25, was associated

with the presence of a deep trough over the
eastern United States and Labrador at the 10 mb

level. It is interesting that the severe cold and
blizzardous period observed in the winter of 1961

coincided with the penetration of strong westerlies

to the low stratospheric levels.
Ill considering the zonal maximum of the

easterlics at about 45 km on January 31, 1961, it

appears that the development of the warm core
cyclonic cell near Labrador may have been

influential in changing the flow pattern, since the'

presence of warm air to the north of Wallops

]sland would have given rise to thermal wind

effects tending to can(',el the westerly zonal flow.

Ilowevex, in the al)scn(',e of temperature data over

Wallops Island for that date, this interpretation

may be taken as purely tentative.
The timc cross-section for mcri(lional winds at

Wallops Island is given in figure 5. It indicates

that southerly winds predominate in the upper

stratosphere. The lower stratosphere is marked by
weak variable winds. Meridional flow is not as

strong as zonal flow. It can be inferred that the

wind circulation in the upper stratosphere is

predominantly a zonal flow over which the

meridional component has been superimposed in

association with upper air wave circulation.

TIME CROSS-SECTION OF WIND AT CAPE

CANAVERAL, FLORIDA

The data from Cape Canaveral are limited to

the period from January 16 to 25. The time cross-
sections of zonal and meridional winds are given

in figures 6 and 7, respectively. These tigures

show that strong westerly flow was well estal)lished

at Cape Canaveral during the epoch of westerly

wind penetration at Wallops Island. Westerly

wind velocity as high as 100 knots was reported

from Cape Canaveral on January 25 at, at)out 33

kin. The mean wind velocity in Batten's computed

cross-section at the latitude of Cape Canaveral is

only of the order of 15 to 20 knots. It demonstrates

that the stratospheric disturbance is large and its

influence on the wind pattern extends at least
from 38 ° to 28°N. As in the case of Wallops

Island the predominant meridional wind coin-
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poncnt in January is from the south. The lower

stratosphere is marked by weak variable merid-
ional wind components.

ZONAL WINDS AT WHITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO

The zonal wind pattern for White Sands, New

Mexico, has been studied by Keegan, 8 who ob-

served that in mid-January strong westerly winds

were reported at approximately 60 km. The

zonal westerlies decreased after January 18 and

reached a minimum between January 20 and 23.

By January 26 the zonal westerlies were re-
established at White Sands with 100 knot winds at

about 36 km. Thus, the stratospheric disturbances
which affected Wallops Island also caused the

strengthening of westerly wind at White Sands.

The influence of the stratospheric disturbances

was only lightly felt at Point Mugu.

TEMPERATURE SOUNDINGS

Rocket temperature data for the period in

consideration were available only from Cape

Canaveral, Fort Churchill, Point Mugu, and,
occasionally, White Sands. Temperature data

from one rocket grenade firing on February 16

were available, from Wallops Island? Therefore,
it was difficult to find suitable dates for which

data from more than two or three stations could

be used to correspond to the synoptic situation as

illustrated in figures 1-3. The close agreement

between temperature data obtained from rocket

firings and from radiosondes inspired confidence

in analyzing at least one cross-section, for Jan-

uary 17-18, for which temperature data from

Cape Canaveral, Point Mugu, and White Sands

were available. For January 26 and February 16

rocket temperature data from two stations, as
available, were plotted in order to compare the

stations in regard to the temperature field in the

stratosphere and lower mesosphere.

The temperature cross-section for January 17-

18 is given in figure 8. The time of the rocket

firing for Cape Canaveral was in the evening,

whereas the firings for White Sands and Point

Mugu were in the morning. In general, tem-

peratures at White Sands were lower than at

Cape Canaveral above about 36 kin. These two

ranges used the same sensors. There were no
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significant temperature differences between 15
and 36 kin. The temperatures between 18 and 32

km were consistently higher at ])oint Mugu than

at White Sands, possibly due to the fact that the

two ranges used different sensors. The tem-

perature recorded at 44 kin, near the mesopeak,
at _,Yhite Sands was 4°C. Thereafter, the tem-

peraturc decreased to about 50 kin, when it

started rising again. Thispeculiarity has been
found in the winter soundings of higher latitudes.

However, data should be interpreted with the

understanding that these temperature sensors are,

very elosc to their limit of reliability at altitudes
above 50 kin.

Temperature data from rockets tired on

,lamuLry 2(_, l!)(il, are plotted in figure 9. ITpl)er air

temperature data from White Sands are not

avail'fl)h, for this date, but it ('an I)e assumed tlu_t
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the temperature pattern there would not be

substantially different from that at Point Mugu.
It can be inferred that the disturbance which

affected the United States in the fourth week of

January caused appreciable temperature dif-
ferences from east to west between 25 and 33.5

km in the lower latitudes.

The temperature soundings for White Sands and

Wallops Island (rocket grenade data) for Feb-

ruary 16 and 17 (figure 10) can be considered a

example of a synoptic pattern with no strong
cyclonic or anticyclonic patterns over the United

States. On the 10 mb chart (figure 3) a weak

trough of low pressure lies over the central United

States and a weak anticyclonic pattern prevails
over most of the western United States. The

temperature data obtained from rocket firings
agree so well with RAOB data that no doubt is

lcit regarding their accuracy at the lower altitudes.

The temperature in the stratosphere up to 30 km

is generally about 5°C higher at Wallops Island
than at White Sands. But at about 30 km this

trend reverses. All of this can be explained on the

basis of latitudinal differences between the two

places and also is reflected in the mean wind cross-
section.

The mesopeak level at White Sands is reached

at 46 km; the difference in the mesopeak tem-

perature between White Sands and Wallops

Island is 12°C. In the mesosphere the temperature

sounding computed from the grenade firing at

Wallops Island shows the same trend previously
observed at very high latitudes) At 63 km the

temperature lapse rate reverses and a rise is

experienced to 67 kin. The temperature falls

again after 67 km until the lowest value, -47°C,
is reached at 70 km; it rises thereafter. It is dif-

ficult to evaluate the significance of this peculiar

behavior of the wintertime temperature structure

in the mesophere. Recently Nordberg published

results of rocket grenade firings at Wallops Island

which definitely confirm the existence of this

secondary temperature maxiinum at these rel-
atively low latitudes. 9

RADIATION DATA FROM CHANNEL 2

OF TIROS II
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FmVRE 10.--Temperature soundings at Wallops Island
and White Sands.

In order to study the gross features of cloudiness
and temperature conditions over the United

States in the different regimes discussed earlier,
radiation data obtained from chaTmel 2 of TIROS

II for orbits 827 and 957 were studied. Radiation

registered by channel 2(8-12 _) comes mostly

from the ground or from cloud tops. The radiation

data of January 18, 1961, obtained for orbit 827

are illustrated in figure 11. Thc analysis indicates

very low values of radiant emittance, on the order

of 14 to 16 watts/m _, were measured over the
north central United States. The thick black

lines show the position of the surface front at

2100Z on January 18, which is fairly close to the

time of the passage of the satellite over the
United States. Scattered and broken cloud cover

prevailed over the eastern states with surface

temperatures from about 10°C to 15°C. But over

much of the Middle West and Northwest the sky

was practically overcast. Cloudiness decreased

north of the front, from Wisconsin to the Dakotas,

but surface temperatures were still well below

freezing. It had been hoped that the TIROS II

channel 2 data, which represent radiation re-

ceived in the 8 to 12 micron region, might reflect
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FIGURE l_.--Isolines of radiation (watts/m_), light black
lines, for Tiros II orbit 827, 2110 Z, January 18, 1961,
for channel 2 (8-12 u). The heavy black lines indicate
surface fronts at 2100 Z.

some variation in ozone content and distribution

which would be related to the circulation phe-

nomena described ill the third, fourth, and fifth

sections of this report. Ilowever, the synoptic
situation described above causes such large

]+'IGURE 12.--Isolincs of radiation (watts/m2), light [)lack
lines, for Tiros II orbit 957, 1755 Z, January 27, 1061,
for ehann(_q 2 (8-12 _). Tim heavy [_]ack lines indicat_
surface fronts at IS00 Z.

variations in the temperatures of the emitting

levels in the troposphere and at the earth's

surface that any changes in the radiative transfer

in the stratosphere would be completely masked

by these lower level variations. Thus in this study

the channel 2 data can be used only to describe

the synoptic situation in the troposphere.
The same conclusion holds for orbit 957 on

January 27, 1961, although in this case the
radiation pattern is much more uniform (figure

12). Radiant emit[antes of 20 watts/m 2 cover

practically all of the area from the Great Lakes to

New England. The sky was overcast over the

eastern states at 1800Z, the closest synoptic hour
to the TIROS pass time. Over New England,

cloud cover was broken to scattered, with tem-

peratures ranging i_ear -7°C. Around the Great
Lakes, cloud cover was scattered to broken with

increasing cloudincss toward the Northwest. Sur-
face temperatures varied from -20 ° to -25°C
over most of the Middle West and Northwest.

This is the period characterized by the trough on

the 10 mb chart over the eastern United States,
but it must bc concluded that the low radiation

values scanned I)y chamml 2 are indicative of the

cloudiness and the bitter cold spell whi(:h gripped
most of the eastern United States in the fourth

week of .January. It would have been desirable,
of course, to study further the day to day vari-

ation ill the radiation pattern, but it was not

possible in this case t)ecause of the change in the

orbital positio_ of the satellite.

CONCLUSION

The study of the wind and temperature data

from rocket firings during the winter of 196l
brings out the following importaut facts:

I. The upper stratosphere was subject to wind

eirculation, reflected ou the 10 ml) chart, which

influenced the upper air circulation over cxt(,usive
areas in I)oth the north-south and cast-west

directions. The penetration of the mesospheric

westerly jet to lower levels was assoeiatcd with

the formatiou of a marked trough of low prcssure

over the eastern United States. This penetration
coincided with the oceuri'encc of a severe cold and

I)lizzar(lous period in that area during the fourth

week of ,lamlary.
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2. The weakening of the polar vortex and the

associated 10 mb trough ushered in a strong east-

erly flow which was later replaced by strong zonal

westerlies. No final stratospheric warming was

observed during the period of study and the

westerlies had returned to full strength by the

middle of February. This is contrary to the case

where stratospheric warming had previously been

observed in association with a breakdown of the

polar vortex and the westerlies were not fully
restored. 4

3. Circulation changes in the stratosphere and

the lower mesosphere affect the ozone content of

the atmosphere. This phenomenon has been

studied in detail by Wexler. '° It was thought that

the changes in the ozone layer might be re-

flected in the radiation data obtained for channel

2 of TIROS II for the typical regimes under

study. But the radiation data were so greatly

influenced by cloud cover that the effects due to

changes in the ozone layer were completely

masked by it.
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STRUCTURE OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

S. I. RASOOL

Goddard Space Flight Center

NOMENCLATURE

A albedo, fraction of solar radiation reflected

by the planet; total integrated albedo cor-

responds to the albedo over the whole solar

spe(.trum (ultraviolet, visible, and infrared),
whereas visual albedo applies only to the
visible radiatiou

C root mean square velocity of escaping par-
ticles

Cp specific heat of a gas at constant pressure
G universal gravitational constant

g acceleration due to gravity
H kT/',_g, scale height
k Boltzmann constant

M mass of the planet

m mass per particle

mb l0 -3 bar= 10:' dyne/em _

N, cleetrou density, electrons/cm '_

n_ number density of the atmosphere which

would exist at the surface if the atmosphere

at all heights were isothermal at the tem-

perature of the exosphere

no number density of the atmosphere at the

surface, mole/cm :_

R radius of the planet

r distance of the planet from the sun

_' mean temperature, °K

To temperature at reference level, °K

Tc temperature at the level of escape or exo-

sphere, °K
Te effective blackbody temperature of a planet

¢¢r 1/2 (1_A)1/4

T_ temperature of the surface of planet

T, temperature at level z

t_ time in which the atmospheric density of a

planetary atmosphere will fall to l/e--_l/2.7

of its original value due to tile gravitational

escape of gases

z altitude, km

B adiabatic temperature gradient

K mass absorption coefficient, cmVg

p density of the atmosphere at any given level,

g/cm 3

p0 density of the atmosphere at reference level,

g/cm 3

r0 total optical thickncss of the atmosphere =

f_p dz
r, optical thickness of the atmosphere above

the level z = fFKp dz

INTRODUCTION

Intensified research activity in the field of

planetary atmospheres during the last fcw years
has led to a number of new results that have

forced a revision of our previous understanding

of the stru(:turc of the atmospheres of Venus

and Jupiter.
Recent mcasurements of the intensity of the

radiation emitted by the planet Venus in the

centimeter wavelength show that it corresponds
to thermal radiation of temperature of _600°K. '

Since radiation in the decimeter region probably

passes unattenuated through the atmosphere and

clouds of Venus, it generally is assumed that the

measured temperature refers to the surface of

the planet. Also, there is evidence that the atmos-

phere of Vetms may not be composed predomi-

nantly of CO2, as previously estimated, 2 but is

present only as a minor constituent in a mixing

ratio of 5%. The interpretation of these measure-
ments has turned out to be one of the most inter-

esting problems in planetary science at the

present time.

It has been shown that Jupiter is the source of

yet another type of intense radiation recently
observed in the decimetric wavelength region.'
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There is also an indication that the Jovian atmos-

phere may be predominantly helium and not

hydrogen, as so far has been believed2 In the

case of Mars, renewed interest, both theoretical

and observational, has led to revised atmospheric

models. 4-6 The purpose of this article is to review

the properties of the atmospheres of Mars, Venus,

and Jupiter in the light of the most recent ob-

servational results.

General Considerations

Temperature, density, and composition are the

three essential parameters that determine the

structure of a planetary atmosphere. Of these,

temperature is the most significant because it

directly reflects the processes of energy absorption

in the atmosphere and at the ground. The vertical

temperature structure of the Earth's atmosphere

is fairly well known, 7 and, therefore, before enter-

ing into a detailed discussion of the structure of

the atmospheres of other planets, it perhaps will

be desirable to understand the factors that de-

termine Earth's observed temperature profile

shown in Fig. 1.

Temperature

The solar radiation flux, with an effective black-

body temperature _-_6000°K, reaching the top

of Earth's atmosphere, has a value of _-_l.4X l06

erg/cm2/sec. Part of this radiation immediately

is "reflected" back to space by clouds and the
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FmuPm 1.--Temperature profile of Earth's atmosphere

(after Jastrow and Kyle, 1961_).

atmosphere and does not play any role in the

energy balance of the planet. The fraction of the

solar radiation thus reflected back to space is

known as the albedo of the planet, and, in the

case of Earth, it has been estimated to be 0.39

(e.g., see Ref. 8). Most of the remaining 61% of

the solar radiation, composed mainly of the visible

part of the spectrum, penetrates down to the

ground and ]]eats the surface to a certain tem-

perature denoted as Te or the effective tempera-

ture of the planet. In the case of fast rotating

planets (e.g., Earth, Mars, Jupiter),

T2,_ (SC/4). (l--A)

where SC is the solar constant or the radiation

flux received at the top of the atmosphere and A

is the albedo of the planet over the whole solar

spectrum. For the values of SC and A just given,

the T_ for Earth is 245°K.

The surface radiating at this relatively low

temperature emits primarily in the far infrared.

A large fraction of the radiation emitted by the

surface is absorbed immediately by molecules of

CO2 and H20 present in the lower layers of

Earth's atmosphere due to the excitation of in-

tense vibration-rotation and pure rotation bands.

A part of this absorbed energy in the infrared is

returned to the surface and provides extensive

heating of the ground, raising the surface tem-

perature to the observed value of _290°K.

This additional heating of the surface by the

return of infrared from the atmosphere is referred

to as the "greenhouse effect" and is an essential

element in understanding the radiation budget

of the planet in general and of the lower atmos-

phere in particular.

The lower atmosphere of Earth is in radiative

and convective equilibrium, and the temperature

decreases with height at a rate of _6.5°K/km.

The adiabatic temperature gradient is given by

fla = --g/Cp, where C, is the specific heat of air

at constant pressure. For Earth's atmospheric

composition, /3= -9.6°K/kin, but because of the

eventual condensation of atmospheric water vapor

in the form of clouds, the latent heat released in

the atmosphere reduces the actual temperature

gradient to the observed value of -6.5°K/kin.

This region of negative temperature gradient

extends up to an altitude of _12 km and is
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referred to as the troposphere. The top of the

troposphere is denoted as the tropopause, and the
temperature at this level is of the order of

_+200°K. Above the tropopause, however, the

atmosphere is mainly in radiative equilibrium.

Because the water vapor precipitates out at the

low temperature of the tropopause, there is a

very small amount of water vapor in the atmos-

phere above to provide any significant infrared

opacity. The temperature therefore remains in

the neighborhood of _200°K and then rises sub-

sequently because of the direct absorption of the
solar ultraviolet radiation by the traces of ozone

present at _-+50 km.

The atmospheric region between the tropo-

pause and the level of the secondary temperature

maximum (at 50 km) therefore has a positive

temperature gradient and is stable against con-
vection. It is referred to as the stratosphere.

Above the ozone layer, the temperature de-

creases again with altitude to a minimum value
of _180°K at _80 km (mesopause).

Above 100 km, a region of strong heating sets

in which results from the photodissociation of, ()_

and the photoionization of N2 and O by the solar
radiation in the far ultraviolet. This is the region

of the thermosphere. At the top of the thermos-

phcrc, the temperature approaches a constant
value of _lS00°K.

The exosphcre is defincd as the region where the

atmospheric density and the probability of col-
lisions is so small that the particles execute bal-

listic trajectories in the gravitational field of the

planet. The base of the cxosphcre is a level above
which there is only one collision for a particle

moving vertically away from the planet. In the
case of Earth, the base of the exosphcre is located

at all altitude of _700 kin, where the density

is of the order of _-+10_ parti('les/cm 2. The exo-

spheric region extends up to the distance where

the atmospheric density falls to the value of
--+100 particles/cm +-,thc average density of the

interplanetary medium. On this criterion, the

outer boundary of the exosphere lies near ._)00
kin. This can be considered as the limit of Earth's

neutral atmosphere.

Charged particles trapped in Earth's magnetic

fiehl, however, populate a r(,gion beyond this,

called tim mag_wtosphcrc, whicb has been found

to extend to several Earth radii and is known

more commonly as Van Allen radiation belt.

The structure of Earth's atmosphere, as out-

lined in the foregoing, may serve as a guide for

understanding and describing the atmospheres

of other planets. The different circumstances

under which other atmospheres may have evolved,

however, no doubt will lead to substantially dif-
ferent structures with new regions and layers

whose relationships bare only slight resemblance

to Earth's atmosphere. Nevertheless, if one can

understanit the basic physics of our own atmos-

phere, it is possible to go quite far in inferring

the elemental properties of the atmospheres of

other planets, taking into a('count differences iu

composition, planetary mass and radius, and dis-

tance from the sun, whose radiation spectrum

plays a very important role in atmosphere
structure.

Composition

The condensation of planets from a gaseous

mixture of solar composition initially would have

given a planet an atmosphere composed pre-

dominantly of hydrogen and helium with rela-

tively small amounts of CH4, Nit3, II_(), CO,

09, N2, CO2, etc. Being the lightcst of all ele-

ments, hydrogen and helium diffuse out to the

fringes of the atmosphere and, depending on the

size, mass, and temperature of the planet, event-

ually escape into the interplanetary medium. At

any one time, therefore, the gross composition

of a planetary atmosphere depends upo_ the

steady state established as a result of the "escape

velocity" of the planet and the mean thermal

velocity of the atoms and molecules in the outer

regions of the atmosphere. The atmospheric con-
stituents arc replenished by the exhalation of

gases from the crust, and to some extent its

composition is also moditied by the solar ultra-
violet radiation through the photodissociativc and

ionizing processes usually prevalent iu the upper

atmosphere. Factors like the chemical reactions

of the gases in the atmosphere with the solid
material of the crust, the capture of gaseous

constituents from the interplanetary medium, and

the radioactive processes in the interior of the

planet also may contribute to the composition

of the atm<)sphere.
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From the considerations of Jean's theory of

gravitational escape of gases, one can grossly

estimate the present composition structure of

Earth's atmosphere. According to Spitzer, 9 the

time te in which the density of an atmospheric

constituent of molccular or atomic weight m will

fall to e-' of its original value is given by

te = [-B ((i_) u2C/3gJ (eU/y) (1)

where B=noTo/ncT_ and y=GmM/kT,:R; no and

To are the particle number density and tempera-

ture, respectively, at the ground level, whereas

nc and T, are the same parameters at the escape

level, which, as described before, is the base of

the exosphere; R is the radius of the planet, and

C is the root mean square velocity of the escaping

particles.

For an exospheric temperature of _1500°K,

hydrogen would have escaped from Earth in

_-_105 yrs. As the age of the planets is _'-_3 X l09 yr,

the absence of hydrogen in the atmosphere of

Earth is comprehensible. Hydrogenated gases like

Ctl4 and NH3, which are susceptible to dissocia-

tion by the solar ultraviolet radiation, also would

lose their hydrogen, and the carbon and nitrogen

thus liberated probably will remain in the at-

mosphere as C02 and N2.1°

The ease of water is different. Because of the

low temperature of the tropopause, almost all of

the terrestrial water vapor remains confined to

the troposphere. An extremely minute amount,

corresponding to the saturated vapor pressure

of 200°K, will traverse the tropopause and will

will bc susceptible to dissociation in the uppcr

atmosphere. This special circumstance, according

to Urey '°, preserves the water on our planet.

Urey also has argued that the present amount of

free oxygen can be accounted for by the amount

of water vapor so far dissociated in the upper

atmosphere.

In the case of He, the time of escape from Earth

is of the order of l0 s yr, which, because of the

possible uncertainty in the assumed escape level

temperature, cannot be interpreted as a definite

indication of complete absence of He in Earth's

atmosphere. In fact, a layer of helium at an alti-

tude of _1600 km recently has been detected

by satellite investigations, n

Fr_)m Eq. (1), it can be concluded that exo-

TABLE 1.--Sea Level Composition of Earth's Atmosphere

Constituent

N2

O_
A

(H20)_

% volume

78.09

20.95

0.93

0 to 2.0

Molecular wt

(O = 16.00)

28.016

32.000

39.944

18.016

CO2

Ne

He

Kn

H2

N20

CO

Xe

CH4

(0_) b

0.03

1.8X10 -3

5.24 X 10 -4

1.0X10 -4

5 X 10 -5

2.5X10 -5

2.0X10 -5

8.0X10-_

5X10-G

0 to 7X10 -_

44.010

20.183

4.003

83.7

2.016

44.032

28.010

131.3

16.035

48.O0O

Above the troposphere, the amount of H:O is always

very small.

d O3 reaches a maximum of 1 to 3X10-4% between 20
and 30 km.

spheric constituents of molecular or atomie weight

> 6 probably will be retained by Earth up to the

present time. These considerations indicate that

He has escaped, and hence the present atmosphere

of Earth should be oxidized state. Table 1 shows

the observed composition of Earth's atmosphere.

Nitrogen, oxygen, and argon make up more

than 99.9_/v of Earth's atmosphere. Though the

almost complete absence of hydrogen and helium

perhaps can be explained by the gravitational

escape of gases, the presence of free oxygen and

the relativc absence of C()2 in the terrestrial

atmosphcre are problems related to the presence

of life on Earth and the possible reactions of

atmospheric gases with the crust. This subject

very recently has been discussed comprehensively

by Urey 1° and therefore will not be treated here

in any detail.

The mean molecular weight for the atmospheric

composition given in table 1 is _29. Earth's

atmosphere is supposed to be mixed up to an

altitude of _80 km, and the composition remains

nearly constant except for H20 and 03, as indi-

cated in the table.

The total pressure at the surface due to this

atmosphere is _106 dyne/era 2 (1000 rob) and
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

HYDROGEN

HELIUM

FmURE 2.---Composition of the upper atmosphere of
Earth (after Jastrow, 1962).

the number density at the ground _--_2X10 '9

mole/cm _. In a nearly isothermal atmosphere,

the variation of density with height is given by

the formula expressing hydrostatic balance:

p=po exp{--[(h--ho)/kT_g} (2)

in which p and p0 are the densities at height h

and h0, _ is the average molecular weight per

particle, 7' the average temperature between h

and h0, g the acceleration of gravity, and k the
Boltzmann constant.

The quantity k'['/_g is known as the scale

height H of the atmosphere; at an altitude of one

scale height, the density being reduced by a factor

of e. For a mean temperature of 250°K in the

first 80 km of the atmosphere, the atmospheric

scale height is _-_8 km.

Above 120 km, diffusive separation sets in

and the pressure of each constituent varies in

accordance with a scale height calculated for its

own molecular weight. At the boundary of this

domain, at a height of 120 km, nitrogen and

oxygen are the major constituents, with N2

dominating the ratio 4:1, as on the surface. At

higher altitudes the relative concentration of

oxygen rapidly increases, and by 300 km the

surface proportions are reversed, with oxygen now

dominating in the ratio of 3:1.
The reason for this circumstance is that 02

can bc dissociated by absorption of solar ultra-

violet, with relatiw4y high probability, yielding

atomic oxygen with half the weight per particle

and, therefore, with twice the scale height and a
correspondingly smaller rate of decrease of eon-

centration with increasing altitude. Molecular

nitrogen also undergoes photodissociation, but

with a much smaller probability than for oxygen;

hence it remains in primarily molecular form up

to greater altitudes. Thus, again the twice-as-

heavy nitrogen settles out of the atmosphere with

relative rapidity. At 300 km, for example, less

than 1% of the N2 is in atomic form, whereas

99.5% of the oxygen is atomic.

For this reason, atomic oxygen becomes the
principal atmospheric constituent above 200 km

and continues to dominate the composition of

the upper atmosphere up to about 1000 km.
Above that level, the lighter gases, hydrogen and

helium, emerge as the principal constituents be-

cause of their very large scale heights, although

they are present only in trace amounts at lower

altitudes. At the greatest altitudes, all gases

except hydrogen have settled out of the atmos-

phere, and this lightcst gas dominates, until
finally the hydrogen atmosphere merges into the

interplanetary medium at a distance of some 2

to l0 Earth radii. Figure 2 shows the variation

of atmospheric composition with altitude.

Other Planets

It is interesting to use one's knowledge of the

physical properties of Earth's atmosphere to in-

terpret the observational results obtained for the

other planets. In a detailed analysis of the prob-

lem, Urey TM has surveyed the properties of the

atmospheres of the other planets in the light of
observational evidence available until 1958 and

has arrived at many interesting conclusions re-

garding the origin of planetary atmospheres.

Using improved techniques of optical and radio

astronomy, many new observational results have
been obtained in the past four years. In order to

fit the observed data, new model atmospheres

for Venus, Mars, and Jupiter have been derived.

The properties of the atmospheres of these planets
therefore will be discussed in more detail.

MARS

Composition and Pressure

Table 2 summarized r(,liable physical data for

Mars. From the considerations of the cosmi('
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abundanceof elements,thegravitationalescape
of gases,and the temperatureenvironmentsof
Mars,Kuiper12hasgivena list of gaseswhich
probablycouldbepresentin the atmosphere of

Mars; they are given as follows in order of pre-

dicted relative abundance: CO2-[-C0; (NO);

N2(N20) ; (COS) ; (SO2) ; H20; 02+03.

These gases shown within parentheses may have
been dissociated photochemieally and hence their

abundances reduced greatly. The rare gases like

argon, xenon, and neon also would be present,

but their abundances are very uncertain, espec-

ially that of argon, because it is generated con-

tinuously by radioactive decay of K40. Keeping

in mind these possible atmospheric constituents,
the observational evidence of the composition

of Martian atmosphere will now be discussed.

The only gas that has been detected spectro-

scopically up to now in the atmosphere of Mars
is carbon dioxide. 12 Its abundance has been esti-

mated by Goody and Grandjean 13 as 35 m-arm

(where m-atm is the thickness of a homogeneous

atmosphere in meters at 0°C and 760 ram).

Thorough search for water vapor has failed to

give a positive result, and recent spectroscopic

observations by Kiess et a124 set an upper limit

of 8 × 10-3 g/cm 2. From estimates of the thickness

and dimensions of the polar caps, de Vaucouleurs 15

estimates the amount of water vapor at any time

in the atmosphere of Mars to be _-_10 a g/cm s,

which is below the amount observable from Earth,

even from high altitude ballons. KuipeW has

looked for SOs, 03, NsO, CH4, and NH3 but has

failed to detect them, giving the following upper

limits to the possible abundances of these gases

TABLE 2.--Astronomical Data for Mars

Mean distance from sun .......
Mean equatorial diameter ......
Length of day ................
Length of year ...............
Mass ........................
Mean density ................
Gravity ......................
Total integrated albedo ........
Effective blackbody tempera-

ture .......................

1.52 a.u.
6790 km
1.0012 Earth day
1.8808 Earth yr
0.1078 (Earth 1)
3.90 g/cm a
377 cm/sec *
0.26_-0.02 (Ref. 81)

209°K

TABLE3.--Probable Composition of the Martian
Atmosphere

Gas

N2

A
CO2
o
H20

Amount,
m-atm

_1675
_50
_35
<2.4
< 2X 10-Sg/cm 2

%
volume

95.0
2.5
2.0

<0.15

in the Martian atmosphere:

NsO 2.0 m-atm

NH3 0.2 m-atm

CH4 0.1 m-arm

O3 5 X 10-4 m-atm

SOs 3 X 10-5 m-atm

Dunham 16estimates the amount of Os on Mars

to be less than 0.15% of the amount on Earth,

which gives an upper limit of 2.4 m-atm. Recently

Sinton _7 has studied the absorption spectra of

Mars in the 3 t_ region and has given an upper
limit to the amount of NOs and NsO4 as 2.2

m-atm in the atmosphere of Mars.

De Vaucouleurs 15 observed the brightness of

Martian features at various angles and, from the

amount of light scattered, estimated the surface

pressure of Mars to be 80±13 rob. Dollfus, TM by

polarization measurements, finds the surface pres-

sure to be approximately 85 rob. The most likely

value, according to Urey, _° is 85±10 mb which

amounts to an atmospheric mass per unit area

of 230 g/cm s, corresponding to a total atmosphere
of 1760 m-atm.

If one assumes 35 m-atm of COs, then the re-
maining unidentified constituents of the atmos-

phere are probably mostly nitrogen with traces

of argon. These gases lack absorption spectra in

the observable part of the solar spectrum but

are abundant cosmically.

The probable composition of the Martian at-

mosphere is shown in table 3. This atmosphere

has a mean molecular weight of 28.5. With a
surface pressure of 85 mb and an approximate

temperature of 210°K, the surface density would
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(after (;oody, 195719).

I)e appr()ximately 2×10 Is parti('les/(:nV, which,

for all isothermal atmosl)here , should decrease

exl)onentially with altitude with a scale height

of <_20 kin. Th(, verti('al distribution of pressure

for this model has been calculated by Goody 19

and is shown in Fig. 3. ]{(:suits of a similar com-

putation for Earth, assuming an isothermal at-

mosphere at 250°K, also are shown in Fig. 3

and are in accord with recent rocket measure-

ments. It is interesting to note that, although the

pressure at the surface of Mars is about _ of

that of Earth, at all altitude of 31 km the two

atmospheres have the same pressure, and above

this height the l)ressure in the Martian atmos-

phere is greater than the pressure at the corre-

sponding height in Earth's atmosphere. Be(:aus(;

the dc(',rease of density with height in the atmos-

phere of Mars is almost 2._ times slower than in

Earth, the levels of the ionosl)here and thermos-

pherc on Mars would be much higher than on

Earth. In Fig. 3, (;oody has in(li('ated the (:of

resl)onding h,vels at which t)hoto('henfi('al re-

actions take l)la('e.

Temperature

Planetary temperatures usually arc estimated

by measuring the infrared radiation emitted by

the planet. A large part of the infrared spectrum,

however, is absorbed by the water vapor and CO2

present in Earth's atmosphere. Ground-based

observations of thc planets in the infrared are

therefore confined in the 8 to 12 _ region where

Earth's atmosphere is relatively transparent. This

spectral region in the infrared is therefore known

as the atmospheri(_ "window."

Extensive temperature measurements of Mars

by infrared radiometry in this "window" of

Earth's atmosphere have been made Sill(',(: 1(.)26,

and the results to date are quite consisteut.

Since the Martian atmost)here also should be

largely transparent in the 8 to 12 _ "window,"

ex(,ept for the weak al)sorption by C()2 at 9.4

and 10.4 #, it is assumed that the radiation in-

tensity measurements in this wavelength region

refer to the surface of the planet. Ader -'° and

recently l less, _ however, have poillted out that

the presence of relatively large amounts of C()_

in th(, Martian atmosphere makes all measure-

ments of temperature on Mars doubtful, espe(.ially

those near the limh of the planet. The argum(,nt

is that, as the atmosl)h('r(_ l)rot)ahly will I)c ('ooler

than the surface, (,mission from the (',()_ t)al|(|s

in the "window" will make the measured tem-

peratures lower than the surface teml)('ratur('.

l:rom the known intensities of C(h I)ands at

(.).4 and 10.4 u, _'-'one can estimate the (.ontrit)ution

of C()2 in the absence of water and other absorb-

ing gases. Assuming a surfa(',e teml)erature of

300°K, the (:orre('.tinn due to 35 m-arm of C()=

at an average pressure of _50 mb and at a mean

teml)erature of 240°h: is less than 3°l(. One

therefore ('an assume that, ex('.ept for m(,asure-

ments mad(, at limt), the teInl)eratures measured

in the 8 to 12 u window refer to the surface of

the planet.

I)e Vau(_ouleurs '':_ has summarized all the

available temperature measurements made until

1952, and they appear to t)e (_onsistent within

th(' possihh, observational error. Sinton and

Sl,r()ng '-'_ re('ently have r('l)eated tli('se ()l)s(,rva-

(,ions ()l)taining similar values. Sinton and Strong

alid soln(, ()f th(' earli('r investigat()rs also w(,re
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able to scan the planetary disk latitudinally and
longitudinally so as to obtain the diurnal and

seasonal variation of temperature as a function

of latitude. The up-to-date information can be
summarized as follows:

Maximum temperature at equator

Mean amplitude of diurnal variation
Noon to sunset

On earth in desert

Night side temperature cannot be meas-

ured but probably can be estimated

at the equator

Day side temperature at poles

Mean temperature of day side

Mean temperature of whole planet

_-,300°K

-,_60°K

,_30°K

_._200OK

,-..220OK

_260OK

_._230OK

The mean temperature of the day side of the

planet should be compared with the temperature
values obtained by radio measurements at 3-cm

wavelength. Mayer, McCullough and Sloanaker s5

found an apparent blackbody disk temperature
for Mars of 218°:t:50°K. Later Giordmaine et al.

using Maser techniques, 2_ made a more precise

measurement of 211 °:t: 20°K. According to Mayer,1

the radiation at radio frequencies probably is
emitted from a few centimeters beneath the sur-

face of the planet. As these measurements refer

to the day side of the planet, t,he region just
below the surface will be cooler than the surface

itself, which will explain the discrepancy between
the infrared and radio measurement.

Sinton and Strong s4 also have confirmed the

earlier results regarding the difference in tempera-

tures between the dark and bright regions on

Mars, the dark region being warmer by _-_8°K.

Vertical Distribution of Temperature

The atmosphere of Mars is optically thin in

the infrared, and the probable absorbing gases

are COs and HsO, which also are present in Earth's

atmosphere. The vertical temperature profile in

the atmosphere of Mars, therefore, cannot be
determined by observation from the surface of

Earth. The measurement is feasible from space

vehicles by observing at the center of the strong

COs bands, and such experiments may be expected

in the future. Only theoretical estimates, there-

fore, exist regarding the vertical temperature
structure of Mars, but the models thus far derived

vary considerably from author to author. Urey 10
has summarized and commented upon the earlier

results of IIess -_7and Goody TM and has given his

own estimate of the height of the tropopause on
Mars, _30 km.

For the composition of Martian atmosphere,
as given in Table 2, the adiabatic temperature

gradient will be _-,--3.7°K/km. For an equatorial

ground temperature of 300°K, irrey therefore

ok)rains a tropopause temperature of 187°K.

Goody _9 had previously treated two model at-

mospheres for Mars, the first in which only COs

is the infrared absorber, and the second where

l0 -s g/cm 2 of water vapor is responsible for the

infrared opacity. The ground temperature was

assumed to be 270°K. The tropopause in the two

cases was estimated to be at 8.5 and 25 km,
respectively. It is not known which of the two

models is closer to the real Martian atmosphere.

In fact, Jastrow and Rasool 2srecently have shown
that, in order to explain the observed mean sur-

face temperature of 230°K by a greenhouse effect,

the infrared absorption by the atmosphere must
be greater than what can be accounted for even

by the inclusion of the specified amounts of both

COs and water vapor. If both of these gases are

present, the Martian tropopause may lie at an
intermediate level between 9 and 25 km.

Arking 4 recently has calculated a model at-

mosphere for Mars, allowing for convection and

using the exact equation of radiative transfer

for frequency independent absorption. A total

optical thickness of 0.5 was chosen to obtain a

surface temperature of 235°K, consistent with

the observed mean surface temperature. Assuming

an effective blackbody temperature of 217°K,

an adiabatic gradient of -3.7°K/km in the

convection zone, and an exponential dependence

of absorption on altitude with a scale height of

17 km, the temperature profile shown in Fig. 4

(insert) is obtained. The convection zone is

found to extend up to 8 km.

Ohring 6 also has investigated recently the verti-

cal temperature profile for a model Martian at-

mosphere containing 2% COs, 98% N2, and no

water vapor. The ground temperature was as-
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FIGUl_E 4.--Probable vertical temperature structure of
the Martian atmosphere (after Arking, 1962_ and
Chamberlain, 19625).

sumed to be 230°K, and the transfer of radiation

in the atmosphere was calculated for frequency-

dependent absorption by the C02. The tropopause

in this case was found to be at 9 km at a tempera-

ture of 19(i°K. Ill the stratosphere, the tempera-

ture keeps on decreasing and reaches a value of

as low as 90°K at an altitude of 42 kin, where

the total pressure is 2.5 rob. As pointed out by

Ohring himself, at such low stratospheric tem-

peratures the atmospheric CO2 will freeze out.
The author attributes CO2 cloud layer thus formed

to the observed phenomenon of "blue haze" in

the Martian atmosphere.

On the basis of arguments developed in a

later section, this explanation seems unacceptable,
and the stratospheric temperatures in Mars are

probably higher than the frost points of CO2 at
the c,orrcsponding pressure levels. At 42 km

altitude, carbon dioxide will condense at a tem-

perature of 140°K.
The forem(mtioned calculations of the tem-

perature distril)utions in the Martian atmos-

phere do not take into account possible heating

of the lower atmosphe, re by direct absorption of
solar radiation in the ultraviolet. In the case of

the terrestrial atmosphere, the ozone heating pro-

duees a teml)erature maximum at 50 km, but

in Mars, with much less oxygen as eoml)ared to

Earth, ozone would be confined to lower layers

of the atmosphere. 2s-3° The solar radiation in the

region of 2500 _& responsible for ozone dissocia-

tion and atmospheric heating will penetrate to

a much lower depth in the Martian atmosphere.

Because of a higher atmospheric density at this

level (compared to the density in Earth's at-

mosphere at 50 km) and because of the lower
intensity of the solar radiation at the distance

of Mars, the heating rates probably will not be

as important as in the ozonosphere on Earth.

}{owevcr, they may affect the temperature gra-

dients substantially and limit the extent of the
convection zone.

Surface Features of Mars

As seen by telescope, the outstanding features

of Mars are l) the dark areas (maria), 2) the

general reddish-orange background ("deserts"),

and 3) the polar caps.

The nature of the dark maria is not very well

understood because, apart from showing fairly

regular seasonal changes, they also are subject

to erratic variations that make the hypothesis

of Earth-type vegetation somewhat doubtful.

Moreover, the infrared spectrum does not have

characteristic absorption bands of chlorophyll. 1_

The presence of organic material in these regions,

however, has been reported by Siuton, 31 who ob-

served C-I[ vibration absorptions in the 3.5

region which wcrc absent in the reflection spec-
trum of the desert areas.

Another factor requiring explanation regarding

the dark areas is the higher temperature observed

by Sinton and Strong 24 which indicates that on

an average they are 8°K warmer than the bright
areas. If the "maria" were areas of Earth-type

vegetation, one would expect a higher water

vapor content than in the desert regions at the
same temperature. This in turn would mean that

the measurements from Earth in the 8 to 12

window would be contaminated by water vapor

emission from the atmosphere, and one would

expect to see a lower temperature in the darker

regions (of., observations by Tiros in the 8 to
12 _ region of central Africa and the Sahara). 32

The observed higher temperature in the dark

areas of Mars is, however, in agreement with
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the loweralbedoof theseregionsif interpreted
asastrictlysurfacephenomena.

TheprobabilityoftheexistenceoflifeonMars
isextremelycontroversialandisbeyondthescope
of this reviewonplanetaryatmospheres,but it
will bedesirableto seeSinton'sobservationsof
C-H bandsonMarsrepeatedandprobablysub-
stantiatedby infaredspectroscopicmeasurements
of the terrestrial"dark andbright" areasfrom
anEarthsatellite.

Thelargeorangeareasof Marsareresponsible
for the reddishcolorof the planetseenby the
nakedeye.Accordingto Kuiped_theyarecom-
posedof felsiterhyolite.Dollfus,TM from polariza-

tion studies, concludes that these areas are pre-

dominately limolite, which is pure dehydrated
iron oxide. The exact nature is therefore still in

debate. De Vaucouleurs 23has treated this subject

in great detail, and no later observational results

have been obtained which would modify this
discussion.

The polar caps are rather reliably known to

be a thin layer of H20 frost deposited on the

surface. Both Kuiper _ and Dollfus '8 agree on
their nature and estimate their thickness as

varying between 1 and 5 cm. These caps are ob-

served to expand to lower latitudes during fall

and winter and to recede to high latitudes during

spring and summer. The evaporation of the polar
caps in summer and the almost immediate trans-

port of the water vapor towards the winter pole
across the equator are difficult to understand in

view of the fact that in Earth's atmosphere the

hemisphere to hemisphere mixing is extremely
small. De Vaucouleurs '5 has estimated the aver-

age speed of this humidity wave across the planet

to be _45 kin/day. This pole-to-pole circula-

tion has no parallel on Earth and perhaps can

be understood only by the greater length of the

Martian year and the increased temperature

difference between the cold and warm poles. '5

Blue Haze Layer

Photographs of Mars taken through filters at
wavelengths less than 4500 __ indicate no surface

features, and it is therefore believed to be covered

with a haze layer known as "blue haze," absorbing

at these wavelengths. Sometimes during the op-

position, however, it clears over certain regions,
and surface features become observable in the

blue. These "blue clearings" last usually a few

days. SlipheV 3 has reported a clearing during the

opposition of 1954 lasting for two months. Con-

flicting arguments have been extended to explain

the nature of the blue haze, but an explanation

that satisfies all the observed features is yet to
come.

Kuiper has suggested that the haze is made of

ice crystals of size 0.3 to 0.4 _ located at a height

of 6 to 10 km. But, because of the fact that the

albedo of Mars decreases very sharply in the blue,

the presence of material that absorbs radiation

of wavelength less than 4500 __ is required. As

water drops or ice crystals are both transparent

in the blue, Goody TM suggests that the particles

may be composed of dust of the desired absorbing
properties. However, if the particles are non-

volatile, then the explanation of the blue clearing

becomes still more difficult. Sharanov/4 on the
other hand, proposes that the blue haze is an

optical phenomenon readily explainable by par-
ticle and Raylcigh scattering in the lower atmos-

phere of Mars.

Urcy and BrcwcV 5 have pointed out that

CO2 +, N2 +, and CO + ions absorb ill the blue and

ultraviolet but fluoresce in the longer wavelengths.

The clearings at the opposition then can bc ex-

plained by the diminution of the solar particle

radiation arriving at Mars due to the deviating

effect of Earth's magnetic field. Sagan, 36however,

recently has given estimates of the solar particle
flux at the distance of Mars and its variation due

to Earth's magnetic field and concludes that such
mechanism is infeasible.

As mentioned in the previous section, Ohring 6

has sugges_.cd that a frozen C02 cloud layer at

an altitude of _30 km in the Martian atmosphere

may account for the "blue haze" phenomenon.

If such were the case, the haze layer would ob-

scure the surface at all visual wavelengths, 37 and

the absorption would not be confined only in
the blue.

Also, if the haze layer were situated at a high

level in the Martian atmosphere as suggested by
the hypothesis of ions absorption or stratospheric

"dry ice" layer, then the apparent diameter of

the planet in the blue and in the red should be
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considerablydifferent.Theveryrecentmeasure-
mentsof Dollfus3sindicatea differenceof less
than0.1%in thetwo diameters,thus implying
that thelevelof thehazelayeronMarsmaynot
beat analtitudehigherthan10km.Asinteresting
explanationof the"bluehaze"recentlyhasbeen
proposedbyWarneckandMarmo._9It hasbeen
shownthata traceamountof NO2in theatmos-
phereof Marscanprovidetheobservedopacity
in the bluewavelengthregion.A moredetailed
andcarefulexaminationof thispossibility,how-
ever,isdesirable.

Clouds

Several types of thhl clouds frequently have

been observed on Mars. They can be divided into

three types :

(1) Blue clouds are visible only in the blue.

They are in patches and are seen near the poles
and near the terminator. Polarization measure-

ments indicate their particle size to be approxi-

mately 0.1 _,s and they oc(:ur probably at alti-

tudes less than 100 km (see discussion of blue

haze). According to (;oody, TM they may be com-

posed of ice crystals formed oil the nuclei fed

by the haze layer, wher(,as others belie_ve them
to t)e of the same material as ttm blue haze.

(2) White clouds are visible in both the blue

and yellow light. The polarization studies of these

clouds suggest their nature to be the same as

ice crystal clouds of a size of approximately

1 _._s Being composed of bigger particles, they

probably lie at altitudes less than that of blue
clouds.

(3) Yellow clouds, visible only in yellow, are

very rare and variable in size. They have been

seen drifting several hundred miles across the

planet at a velocity of 60 km/hr. _ According to

Goody, TM they are composed of the same blue

absorbing material as the blue haze. The reason

why they are not visible in the blue is that they

lie above the hlue haze, and as the haze is optically
thick in the blue and thin in the yellow and red,

an overlying cloud of the same material will be

seen only in the yellow and red. Sinton and

Strong 24 haw_ measured the temperature at the

top of these ycllow clouds and lind a value _25°K

less than the probabh, ground tempcratur(,.

Hess, 21 assuming an adiabatic temperature gra-

dient of --3.7°K/km, estimates the height of

yellow clouds to bc _6 to 7 km.

Upper Atmosphere and Ionosphere of Mars

Assuming an atmospheric composition of 98%

N2 and 2% CO2 and a Martian stratospheric

temperature of 134°K, _9 Chamberlain 5 recently

has computed the mesospherie cooling and ther-

mospheric heating for Mars. With the assumed

model atmosphere and from the considerations of
CO2 dissociation into CO and O and the conse-

quent CO cooling at the mesopause, Chamberlain

deduces the height of the mesopause as _130 km

at a temperature of 76°I(. The considerable CO
cooling at the mesopause level acts as "an effective

thermostat, keeping the temperature at the

exospheric or escape level (1500 km) from exceed-

ing l l00°K. ''5 The lifetime of oxygen on Mars

according to Eq. (1) turns out to be l09 yr, _

implying its probablc retention by the planet.

Urey TM previously had argued that, because of

the greater height of the escape level (m Mars,
thermal conduction to lower layers must bc less

effective, giving the exosi)heric teml)(_rature of
the order of 2000°K. This meant that all gases

with atomic or molecular weight <20 certainly

would escape from the planet in time < 10 '_ yr.

In this exospheric model, however, C() cooling

at the mesopause was neglected.
It is difficult to say now rigidly the l l00°K

figure applics to Mars in actuality. In the case

of Earth's exospherc, it recently has beets shown

that, though the mean temperature is of the

order of 1400°K, the diurnal variations have an

amplitude of as much as 500°K2 ° Moreover, short-

and long-period variations in the temperature

value, highly correlated with the solar activity,
also have been observed. 4°.4_ The daytime exo-

spheric temperature, at solar cycle maximum,

may attain a value as high as --+2200°K. 4°
For the considerations of the gravitational

escape of gases, the maximum temperature is

more relevant. I Ience, in the case of Mars, even

if one assumes the average exospheric tempera-

ture to tie I IO0°K, the escape (if gases will be

governed IIy the day-side maximum temperatures

attained during periods of high solar activity.

Certainly more oxygen would escape if the
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exospheric temperature of Mars occasionally rose

to 1500°K (even for a total time of _-_ of planetary

history) than if it remained steady at 1100°K.

The retention of oxygen by Mars is less probable

than estimated by Chamberlain.

Figure 4 gives a rough picture of the vertical

temperature profile of the Martian atmosphere.

The temperatures up to an altitude of 100 km

are based on the results obtained by Arking, 4

whereas for above this altitude thc upper at-

mospheric model developed by Chamberlain has

becn used.

Danilov, 42 Yanow, 43 and Chamberlain _ have

computed the probable electron densities in the

ionosphere of Mars, shown in Fig. 5. Danilov

has considered an atmosphere composed of N2 +,

NO +, 0 +, and 02 +. Thc curve drawn after Cham-

bcrlain in Fig. 5 is an upper limit to the possible

electron densities but is extremely uscful, because

it shows the possibility of a secondary maximum

to be as low as 130 km. As pointed out by Kellogg

and Sagany Yanow has not considered the im-

portance of electron attachment, and his curve

given here shows only 0 + density as derived for

98_ N2 and 2_c. C02 atmosphere, considcring a

three-body recombination of 0 with CO or N.

The forementioned ionospheric models are

based on the assumption that only the solar

ultraviolet and x rays are the ionizing agents m

the upper atmospherc. If Mars has a weak mag-

netic field, the ionization by solar proton flux

could be very significant. Also, as the orbit of

Mars is near the astcroid belt, a heavier stream

of meteoric dust particles is expected to be enter-

ing thc planet. There is some evidence that

Earth's E region is partly maintained by the

energy supplied by such meteor streams," and,

if the accretion rate of interplanetary dust at

600 [ I I I
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FIGURE 5.--Ionospheric models for Mars

density vs. altitude).

io'

(electron

Mars is really higher than at Earth, a more

important effect on the ionosphere of Mars can

be expected. These possibilities are, however,

highly hypothetical and have been mentioned

only to emphasize the tentative nature of the

curves in Fig. 5.

VENUS

Venus is our nearest planetary neighbor and,

after the sun and moon, the brightest object in

the sky. It therefore has attracted the attention

of man since the beginning of civilization. Despite

the great interest, very little is known about the

atmosphere of this planet, expecially when com-

pared with the information available about Mars.

The main reason for this deficiency is that Venus

is covered with a layer of white clouds, and the

TABLE 4.--Astronomical Data for Venus

]arth ..............

renus ..............

I

Mass

1

0.81

Rad.

1

0.97

J

1

0.72

Density

5.5

4.8

Albedo

0.39

O. 73 _

Ve_

oK

245

235

980

842

This new value of albedo (cf., 0.76 given by Kuiper (reference 12) and hitherto generally accepted) takes into account

the lower albedo of Venus in the infrared rcccntly rcportcd by Sinton (reference 45).
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surface remains permanently invisible. Observa-

tions have been made, however, in the infrared

and radio-frequency regions, and new information

regarding the composition and temperature dis-
tribution in the Venus atmosphere has been ob-

tained in the past few years. These new results

of temperature and pressure at the various levels
in the Venus atmosphere have forced a complete

revision of ideas regarding the atmospheric struc-

ture of this planet. The author will try to sum-

marize the present-day knowledge rega,'ding the

Venus atmosphere by giving the physical con-

stants of the planet (table 4) and reviewing the

various hypotheses relative to the structure of

the VChUS atmosphere.

Composition

From the analysis of reflected solar spectrum,

the only atmospheric constituent so far detected
in Venus is CO2. 46 Its abundance above the ef-

fective "reflecting level" of the 8000-A photon

has been estimated by several workers. *_,4s Until

rccently, the amount of CO2 above the cloud level

was accepted to be 1000 m-arm, TM which made up

95% of the total atmosphere above the clouds.

Recent reinterpretations of the old spectra of

Venus by Spinrad, _ howevcr, give a CO2/atmos-

pherc ratio by volume of only 5%, which for a

cloud top pressure of 90 mb (see discussion on

pressure) will correspond to only 40 m-atm of

CO2 above the clouds.

Attempts also have been made to detect water

vapor in the atmosphere of Venus. From high

altitude balloon measurements, Strong 49 in 1960

obtained a value of 2 X 10-3 g/cm 2 for water vapor

above the cloud. The interpretation of these

measurements, however, must be questioned in

the light of subsequent observations, 5° which in-

dicate a comparable amount of water vapor ill

Earth's stratosphere. If, however, the clouds of

Venus are composed of water drops or of ice

crystals, a1,_2 a large abundance of water vapor

call be expected below the clouds. The amount of

water vapor above will be limited by the satu-

rated vapor pressure at the temperature of the

cloud tops. Recently Spinrad 2 also has looked for

water vapor bands but has failed to detect any.
No other constituent in the Venus atmosphere

has been observed spectroscopically, except that

recent high resolution measurements of Sinton 45

give a value of 4 cm-atm for CO above the relevant

reflecting level of the 2.0 u photon, but Kuiper, 63

by similar measurements, has not been able to

observe any CO bands. Upper limits have been

placed on the abundance of other gases that

could be expected in the planet's atmosphere. 1:

Interpreting the results of Dunham, 16Urey 1° esti-

mates the amount of oxygen above the clouds to

be _80 m-atm. Again, according to Urey, _° be-

cause of the" presence of carbon dioxide, CH4

and NH3 cannot be expected to be important

constituents of the Venus atmosphere. Also, since

all the oxides of nitrogen are unstable with respect

to oxygen and nitrogen, they cannot be present

in large quantities in any planetary atmosphere2 °

Because it lacks absorption bands in the visible

and in the near infrared, nitrogen cannot be de-

tected by Earth-bound observations. Because of

its cosmic abundance, however, the presence of

N2 in Venus is most likely, and, in order to ac-

count for the pressure, it is generally assumed

that the rest of the atmosphere is composed of

nitrogen.

Based on Spinrad's estimate of COs mixing ratio,

the following composition will be adopted for the

Venus atmosphere: N2 _95%, CO, _-_5%, H20 _-_

indefinite, and O, <80 m-atm above the clouds.

Pressure

There are two rather reliably determined pres-

sure points in the Venus atmosphere:

(1) Dollfus 54 has observed a difference in

polarization in the red and green and has inter-

preted this observation as the result of molecular

scattering in an 800-m-thick atmosphere the

cloud top. For the slightly lower gravity of Venus,

this corresponds to a pressure of 90 mb at the

cloud top.

(2) Dc Vaucouleurs and Menzel, 55 by their
observations of the occultation of Regulus by

Venus, estimate a pressure of 2.6X10 -3 mb at an
altitude of _-_70 km above the top of the clouds.

Temperature

The temperature measurements are more nu-

merous, but the altitudes in the atmosphere to
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whichtheyreferareveryuncertain.Sintonand
Strong56haveconfirmedthe initial 8 to 13
radiometrictemperaturemeasurements57 and
founda valueof 235±10°K.This temperature
shouldoriginatefrom a levelwherethe CO2,
if it istheprincipalradiatorinthisspectralregion,
wouldbecomeopticallythick as seenfrom the
top of the atmosphere.The9.4and 10.4_ ab-
sorptionbandsof CO2areextremelyweak,and,
to makeCO2radiateeffectivelyin this regionof
the spectrumat relevantpressureandtempera-
ture,onemusthaveadepthofatleast400m-atm.
If thereareonly40m-armofC02abovethecloud,
the origin of the temperature235°K is then
probablyat thecloudtop.

Fromananalysisof the intensitydistribution
within the CO2-8000°K-vibration-rotationband
levels,ChamberlainandKuipePsestimateatem-
peratureof 285±9°K. The samephotographic
platesof the Venusspectraobtainedin 1932at
Mr. Wilsonwererecentlyre-analyzedbySpinrad,
andheobtaineda rotationaltemperaturevarying
between250° and440°Kfromplateto plate,i.e.,
fromdayto day,whichalsocorrespondedto dif-
ferentvaluesof pressure--thelowtemperatures
correspondingto lowerpressures,andhighertem-
peraturepresumablyoriginatingfroma pressure
levelup to 6arm.Spinradhasinterpretedthese
resultsasprobablebreaksin the cloudandsug-
gestedthatthehighertemperaturesandpressures
probablyrefer to levelsfar belowthe visible
cloudlayer.

DeVaucouleursandMenzel,55whileobserving
theoccultationof RegulusandVenus,havede-
ducedfadingratedueto differentialrefraction
in theupperatmosphereof Venusandhaveob-
taineda scaleheightH=kT/mg=6.8 km and
for its first derivative(l/H)X (_H/_z),a value
of 1%/kin.Theauthors,assumingameanmolar
massof 42.5,estimateda temperatureof 297°K
and a temperaturegradientof 3°K/kin at a
heightof 70km abovethe cloudlayer.If, how-
ever,the assumedatmosphereis 95%N2,then
this assumptionof M=42.5 is too high. For

M=29 (for an N2-CO2 atmosphere as proposed

by Spinrad), one obtains a temperature of

_203°K and a positive temperature gradient of

2°K/km, indicating that the minimum tempera-

ture at the mesopause by Venus is probably

_200°K. From the consideration of the change

in pressure from 90 mb at cloud level to 2.6X 10-3

mb at 70 km above the clouds, one derives a

mean scale height of 6.7 kin. For a mean molecular

weight of 29, this will correspond to a mean

temperature of 207°K. This will imply that the

temperature in the stratosphere of Venus, for

for the most part, remains _200°K. If the cloud

top pressure is _ 90 mb and if 40 m-atm of

CO, is the only absorbing gas above it, the

problem is very similar to that of the atmosphere

of Mars, the cloud level here corresponding to

the surface of Mars. The vertical temperature

profile in an atmosphere in radiative equilibrium

and having a given optical thickness can be esti-

mated approximately from the following simple
relation:

T(z)4 Te 4 1 3= (_+zrz)

where T<:) is the temperature at the level z,

Te is the effective blackbody temperature of the
planet, and r: is the optical thickness of the

atmosphere above the level z:

fz c°
r_ = Kpdz

Knowing the temperature at the cloud level

T(_=0), one can estimate the optical thickness of

the atmosphere above the clouds. For Venus,

Te_-_235°K and T(_=0) at cloud level also (by

pure accident) -,_235°K; r(_=0) then is _0.7. This

implies that the mean transmission in the in-

frared of the atmosphere above the clouds is

e-°.7_50%. Now rz, at any other altitudc above,
varies as

r_ =r(_=0)exp[-f_ 0 (dz/H)]

where H is the scale height _7 km, and so one

can compute the temperature profile for the at-

mosphere above the cloud level. The temperature

attains an asymptotic value of 197°K at _20 km

above the cloud and, because of photodissociative

and photoionizing reactions, probably starts in-

creasing again at _60 kin. Figure 6 shows the

probable temperature profile of the atmosphere

of Venus above the clouds if it is in purely radia-

tive equilibrium.
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FmURE 6.--Radiative temperature profile of the Venus
atmosphere above the clouds.

It is interesting to compare this result with

thai, obtained I)y Mintz, 5_ who assumed a nmeh

greater amount of C()2 above the clouds and there-

by obtained a different temperature profile. The

extent of increase ill temperature in the iono=

spher(' is not very well known and requires a

careful treatment, because cooling processes due

to CO, CO_, and Oe largely control the tempera-

ture at the mesopausc. _

The structure of the lower atmosphere of Venus

is very poorly understood. Urey _° in 1959 had

estimated a ground temperature for Venus of

the order of 320°K, but recent measurements of

the intensity of the radiation emitted by the

planet in the centimeter wavelength show that

it corresponds to thermal radiation of tempera-

ture of _ (i00°K! Since radiation in the decimeter

region probably passes through the atmosphere

and clouds of Venus, it generally is assumed that

the measured temperature refers to the surface

of Venus. Also, Sagan 5'2 has shown that the ob-

served temperature spectrum (Fig. 7) ('annot be

interpreted as synchrotron or cyclotron radiation.

The interpretation of these measurements is as

yet one of the most important problems in the

physics of planetary atmospheres.

Though the observational points are still very

few and some of the results are fraught with

uncertainties (e.g., variation of measured radio

temperatures with phase angle, period of rotation

of the planet, tilt of the axis, etc.), several at-

mospheric models already have been derived in

order to explain the high radio-brightness tem-

peratures. Kellogg and Sagan a7 recently have

published an excellent review of the proposed

model atmospheres for Venus, and therefore they

will be described only very briefly, with special

emphasis on more recent results.

The temperature measurements shown in Fig. (i

have been made mostly at inferior conjunction of

Venus. The high temperature of _-_580°K there-

fore refers to the night side of the planet. As the

phase angle decreases, the radio measurements be-

come more and more difficult, i.e., the signal to

noise ratio becomes smaller and smaller, making

the measurements very uncertain. Mayer _ has

recently summarized the measured temperatures

as a function of phase angle. There is some indica-

tion of higher than (i00°K temperatures tor smaller

phase angles, but because of the uncertainty of

_-_-4-100°K in each temperature value, the exis-

tence of a phase effeet cammt be established. More

recently, from the 1961 inferior conjunction meas-

urements, Mayer et al. _° and Kuzmm and Salo-

monovich 6_ report different magnitudes of the

phase effect for different wavelengths, which has

VENUS MICROWAVE TEMPERATURES

.........

i

6°°I

m_
2_[_a I i ILLLlJ l I I I111t[

0.1 10 I0
WAVELENGTH ICMI

-1

l i I I till

I00

FIGURE 7.---Observed microwave brightness _mperature

of Venus at different wavelengths (after Mayer, 19611).
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made the whole problem still more confusing. The

best estimates 6° at present put the dayside tem-

perature at _750°K, but unless more observa-

tions confirm he phase effect, this value should

be taken as highly tentative.

Radar Observations

Because of the complete cloud cover, no sharp

fe._tures are distinguishable to determine the rota-

tion period of Venus by optical measurements.

Radar techniques recently have been employed,

but the results are very controversial. Victor _nd

Stevens 62 report a period of rotation of 225 days,

which is also the period of orbital revolution of

Venus, thereby indicating a synchronous rotation

of the planet. According to Kotelnikov, 63 how-

ever. Venus is rotating much faster, and the

period has been estimated to be between 9 and

11 days.
There is also some indication 8° that the mini-

mum radio brightness temperature is not observed

at the maximum phase angle, and instead there

is a time lag of several days; Kuzmin 61and Opik 3

therefore argue that the planet may not have a

synchronous rotation. If, however, the high radio-

brightness temperatures refer to the surface of

the planet and the phase effect on the temperature

is finally established, a "considerably" slower rota-

tion of the planet is probable.
Despite these uncertainties and lack of com-

prehensive observational data, the following at-

mospheric models have been proposed.

Models for Venus Atmosphere

I Greenhouse Model

In this model, it is assumed that the 600°K

radio-brightness temperature actually exists at

the surface of the planet and is maintained by a

very effective "greenhouse effect." The solar

radiation (minus albedo) in the visible pene-

trates up to the surface; the planet, thereby being

heated up to a temperature To, emits in the in-

frared, but because of the presence of triatomic

molecules like CO2 and possibly H20, which have

strong absorption bands in the infrared region,

most of the radiation remains trapped in the at-

mosphere and heats up the surface.

Sagan 52 has estimated the required degree of

absorption as 99.5%, which, according to him,

will be obtained by an atmosphere composed of

18 km-atm of CO2 and 10 g/cm 2 of H20. From a

more elaborate treatment of the problem of

radiative transfer in a planetary atmosphere,

Jastrow and Rasool 2s recently have pointed out

that much higher atmospheric opacity will be

required in order to obtain a Venus ground tem-

perature of 600°K. As described prcviously, TG

(ground temperature) can be obtained from the
relation

To4= T,4(1 +_)

Inserting the value of 600°K for T_ and 235°K

for T_, one finds r0=42.5, which corresponds to a

transmission of only e-42.5 or 10-'s.t An absorption

of .()9.5_, which corresponds to r0 of approxL

mately 5, would raise the ground temperature

to only 340°K. Thus, if the surface temperature

has to be raised to (i00°K by a greenhouse effect,

the absorption by the atmosphere must be ex-

tremely high. Although the model atmosphere

proposcd by Sagan becomes considerably opaque

at high temperatures and pressures, yet even at

600°K and 2 atm pressure the optical thickness

in the infrared (r0) does not exceed 12 2s If,

therefore, the 600°K surface temperature is at-

taincd by a greenhouse effect, then apparently

the actual atmosphere of Venus is much different

from the model adopted here. Also, recent findings

of Spinrad indicate that much less CO2 is present
in the Venus atmosphere than was believed so far.

Water vapor is one of the most effective ab-

sorbers of infrared radiation, and large amounts

(>100 g/cm:) at high temperatures certainly

can provide infinite optical thickness. Martynov _4

also has proposed a model atmosphere containing

large amounts of water vapor, but the absence

of water vapor absorption bands in the spectra

analyzed by Spinrad 2 (which probably refer to

atmosphere below the clouds) makes this model

difficult to accept.

if, however, extremely high pressures (_50

atm or more) are prevalent, the pressure broaden-

ing of individual absorption lines and induced

dipole absorption probably will produce the re-

quired opacity even for relatively small amounts
of C0_ and H20. 2s
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2 Aeolosphere Model

Opik 65 contends that the radiative greenhouse
effect cannot account for the surface temperature

of 600°K and suggests that the blanketing must

be due to dust, wind friction at the surface being
the main source of energy for the high tempera-

ture. The dust probably is made of calcium and

magnesium carbonates, and the atmosphere is

composed mainly of CO2 and N:. No water vapor

is necessarily present in the atmosphere. Because

of the blanket of dust, there is no sunlight pene-

trating to the surface. According to this model,

therefore, the radio temperatures, if they refer

to the surface, should not show any dependence

on the phase angle. The reality of higher tempera-

tures at low phase angles as described previously

is still controversial, and more measurements

near the superior conjunction of Venus are needed

to clarify the situation.

3 Ionosphere Model

Lastly, there is a possibility that the high ap-

parent temperature measured in the centimeter

wavelengths region may refer to the ionosphere. _6

Ill this case, the surface would be at a tempera-

ture of _-_300°K, whereas the ionosphere would
c,ontain a large concentration of free electrons up

to a considerable depth, which would lead to a
free-free transition and will a(,(,ount for this high

temperature. The electron density for the iono-

spheri(', thickness of about :500 km (comparable
to Earth) for such a model is about 10_/cm a.

This is about 1000 times greater than the maxi-

mum density in Earth's ionosphere. It is vcry

difficult to envisage such high ele(',tron conc, entra-
tion unless an ionization mechanism is found which

is many orders of magnitude more effective than

the solar ultraviolet and x rays. The solar proton

flux has heen suggested 66as the other source, but,
from its value as known at the distance of Earth

and assuming that Venus has a very wcak magni-
tude field, this would provide an ionization mecha-

nism at the maximum of only _-_30 times more
cffectiw_ than the ultraviolet radiation, a7

At the moment, m) known mechanism can

provide such high el(.c,tron densities as 10'a/cm a

in the Venus ionosphere, and, moreover, there is

another fact observed which argues against the

ionospheric model. If the ionosphere is optically

thick at k = 3 cm, it certainly will be opaque at

12.5 cm, which is the wavelength used for the

radar measurements. Now, as the ionosphere can-

not be opaque and reflect at the same time, the

electron density should be still higher (_10_2/cm a)

in order for the ionosphere to reflect at 12.5-cm

wavelength. It also has been suggested that there

is an ionospheric hole at the midnight point (or

antisolar point) of Venus, a7 and, as the radar
measurements have been made only at the inferior

conjunction, this may account for the radar

reflections. These suggestions arc, however, highly

speculative, and an ionosphere of such high elec-
tron density in the first place and its failure to
account for the radar reflectivities make the

ionospheric model for the explanation of (100°K

temperature very improbable.

Apart from the high tempcrature observed at

wavclengths >3 ('m, there is another aspect of

the measured temperature values (Fig. 7) which

requires explanation: the apparent decrease in the

brightness temperatures at wavelengths < l cm.

The forementioned atmospheric models give a

tentative explanation of the low temperature ob-
tained at 8 mm. In the case of the greenh<)use and

aeolospheric models, the radiation corrcsl)onding
to 350°K as observed at 8 mm is emitted from

the middle of the troposphere, whereas the iono-

spheric model, in which the ionosphere is emitting

at (i00°K, the lower temperature refers to the

surface of the planet.

Barrett 67 has shown that self-absorption of an

atmosphere composed of C()2 and 1t20 at a total

pressure of _20 atm and surface temperature of

(100°K will ac(,ount for the ohserved tempcrature

st)ectrum, l(asool, '-'_on the other hand, attributes

this sudden decrease of teml)erature at 8 mm to

50()_ att(muation of microwaw, radiation at this

waveh,ngth by a 2-kin-thick chmd layer, assuming
that the clouds of V(mus were of the terrestrial

type made of water with a drop size of less than

50 _. These models were conceived t)efore the

4-mm temperature measurem(,,lts had t)ee,, made,
and, except for the ionosl)here model, these ex-

planations r('(lUil'ed a still h)wer temperature at

4-ram waveh'ngth.
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Accordingto Fig.7,however,thetemperatures
measuredat 4mmareofthesameorderofmagni-
tudeasat8mm.If theleveloforiginoftheradia-
tionat thetwowavelengthsis thesame,thenthe
forementionedinterpretationsbecomequestion-
able.Theaccuracyof temperaturemeasurements
at 4 and8 mmis, however,solow that, before
drawinganydefiniteconclusions,moreobserva-
tionalpointshaveto beobtainedwhichwould
givea definite shape to the temperature spectrum.

More measurements in the wavelength interval

0.1 to 3.0 cm will be extremely rewarding.

The confused state of knowledge regarding the

atmosphere of Venus as outlined previously prob-

ably will not last very long. The data relayed

back by Mariner I168 may contain useful clues

regarding the physical conditions prevalent at

the surface and in the atmosphere of Earth's

"sister" planet, which appears to be so different.

JUPITER

Because of their considerable distances from

Earth and the probable presence of a thick at-

mosphere, relatively little is known about the

structure of the atmospheres of the major planets.

Jupiter is the biggest of all the planets, with a

mass _300 times greater than Earth. As its

volume exceeds Earth's by a factor of 1000, the

mean density is comparatively small (1.33 g/cm _,

Earth=5.5 g/cm3). Being 5 times farther re-

moved from the sun than Earth but having a

comparable albedo of 0.47, purely physical con-

siderations indicate that the temperature of the

planet should be very low. With a large surface

gravity (2.(3 times that of Earth) and a lower

temperature, one would expect the chemical com-

position of the atmosphere to be still primitive,

containing large quantities of hydrogen and

helium. An estimate on the basis of Eq. (l) gives

the time of escape of hydrogen from Jupiter of

the order of l0 ''6 yr. This excludes the possibility

of the gravitational escape of any atmospheric

gas from the planet and indicates a predominantly

hydrogen atmosphere. Recent theoretical and ex-

perimental evidence is, however, against this

composition of the Jovian atmosphere, and the
author will therefore consider the most recent

observational results in more detail and attempt

to understand the structure of the atmosphere of

Jupiter.

Composition

The only gases spectroscopically detected are

CH4 and NH3. Their abundances, according to

Kuiper, 12 are CH4=IS0 m-atm and NH3=7 m-

arm above the cloud surface. As both hydrogen

and helium are undetectable by spectroscopic

measurements in the visible, no direct evidence

of their presence in Jupiter's atmosphere was

available until very recently, when Kiess, Corliss,

and Kiess 69 detected the quadrupole rotation-

vibration lines of molecular hydrogen in the

Jovian spectra. Zabriskie 7° analyzed these spectra

to obtain a total hydrogen amount of 5.5 km-atm

of molecular hydrogen above the cloud level. This,

however, is in complete disagreement with the
hitherto accepted atmospheric composition of

Jupiter which, according to Urey, '° is as follows:

Gas km-atm

H_ 270
He 56
CH4 0.15
NHa 0.007

The hydrogen and helium abundances had been

derived on the assumption that they are present

in solar proportions. In that case, neon and nitro-

gen also will be present in small quantities. The

mean molecular weight of this atmosphere would

be 3.25 and the pressure at the clo.ud layer
--_8 bars.

Very recently Opik 3 has questioned this com-

position because of the following reasons: Baum
and Code 71 observed the occultation of _ Arietis

by Jupiter. From the rate of fading of the oc-

culatcd star, they calculated the density scale

height H= lct/rng_8.3 km for the atmosphere of

a planet, and, from this observed value of scale

height and the polychromatie radiative equilib-

rium temperature value of l12°K, Opik 65 esti-

mates the mean molecular weight of the atmos-

phere of Jupiter above the clouds to be 4.3±0.5,

which is considerably different from the value

obtained for the previously quoted abundances.

Opik therefore accepts the measured hydrogen

abundance of 5.5 km-atm TM and proposes the fol-
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lowing composition for Jupiter:

Gas Percentage

He 97.2000

H2 2.3000

Ne 0.3900

CH4 0.0630
Ar 0.0642

NH3 0.0029

which will give a mean molecular weight of 4.02,

in good agreement with the occultation value.

Opik also argues against the presence of free

nitrogen in thc atmosphere whi(;h will combine

immediately with hydrogen to form Nll:_. CO

also will t)e absent, having been rcduced to CII4

and I14). Water would remain t)cncath the clouds

and th(,rcforc would bc undetectable from Earth.

If this composition is accepted the fractionation

of hydrogen in the earlier history of the planet

has yet to bc explained.

Temperature

The effective bla(.kl)ody temperature of ,lupiter

for a visual albcdo of 0.-17 is 105°I(. _leasurc-

mcnts have been mad(, in the 8 to 12 _ window by

Mcnzel ct al. 7_ which indicate a value of _--,l;10°l(.

This measm'cm('nt may not rcfi,r to the cloud

top Icv(,l of ,lupitcl, as both NII:_ and (',114 emit

in the far infrar(,d, and the mcasurcd radiati(m

prot)ably may t)c weighted heavily with "_tmos-

phcric (,missionY The measurements at radio fre-

quencics_ however, give a very difl'crcnt result.

Table 5 summarizes the up-to-date ol)scrvational

results at diflerent trcquencies _

It is believed that the radiation ol)served at

_--3 cm wavel(;ngth is thermal, but the h,vcl to

TABLE 5.--Observed Radio Brightness Temperatures

of Jupiter

Wavelength, cm Temperature, °K

3.03........................... 171

3.17 ............................ 173

3.36 ........................... 1_9
3.75 ........................... 210

10.20 ........................... 640

68.00 .......................... 70,1)110

which it refers is not known because it is probably

heavily weighted by the pressures broadened

1.28-cm line of NH3. n The highly intense radiata-

tion observed at wavelength > 10 cm is probably

nonthermal originating from the Van Allen-type

belts around Jupiter. TM A brief discussion of these

radiation belts will be given in a later section.

Clouds

Telescopic view of Jupiter shows t)anded cloud

stru('turc. The period of rotation t)eing very smal

(9 h 55 _ 28_), the banded (',loud layers can be ex-

plained casily. Thc nature of these clouds and

the (;olor eft'cots obscrved in these cloud belts

are, howcvcr, still controversial and recently have

bcen discussed in detail by Ncwl)urnY _ The ch)uds

probably arc made of NII:_, which is quite eom-

l)rchensible in view of the prevalent low tempera-

turcs and high pressure. Thc observed motion of

the clouds, however, poscs an interesting prot)lcm

of mct('orology. The equatorial ch)uds havc a

pcriod of rotation --,5 rain less than those at

highcr latitudes. Kuipcr _ has given a tentative

explanation ¢1t' this di fferencc in rotation l)eriod I)y

assuming a gaseous ring around the tllanct whi('h

would a('('ch,ratc the equatorial ('louds. Thc prob-

h,m is far fl'om being rcsolvcd and ln'obably is

related t,o the l)ossit)h, (liffcren('es in the trot)o-

pause heights at. the equator and at the poh,sY'

Red Spot

Another problem of interest in the atmosphere

of Jupiter is the great, rcd spot, whi(,h is --,40,000

km in length, _13,000 km in width, and was first

observed in 1831. This spot, reachcd its highest

intensity in 1880, when its color be(.amc pink.

Since thcn, both visibility and coh)r haw, waxed

and waned. Moreover, it is not attached rigidly

to the surface, as it has I)cen ol)servcd t() os(.illatc

at ralldom. The most ('ommon Cxl)lanat,i(m is

that of a large meteorite floating on liquid or fit

a heavy atmost)herc , lint the changes in ('(ih)r

and intcusity (;annot be at'counted for adequately

by this hyp<>thcsis, llccently, I lid( a6 has advanced

an cxplan'ition in whi('h the surface of the t)lanct

in that region would t)c a plateau only a fi'w

kih)mctcrs high. The hydrodynami(: theory of

cir('ulation suggcsts th'_t, be('ause Jupiter rotates

so ral)idly ' the cffc('t of a shalh)w tol)ogl'al)hic'fl

feature (m the gclwral circulation of the atmos-
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pherewillbeattenuatedveryslowlywithheight.
Thus,thefeaturewill makeits presencemanifest
at the levelof thecloud.Thisexplanationseems
quiteplausible,exceptthat it is difficultto en-
visagethe presenceof only onetopographical
featureof this sizeand the absenceof other
shallowtopographicalfeaturescreatingotherspots
that havenot beenobserved.Moreoverwhy
shouldit haveappearedsuddenlyin 1831?

Radiation Belts

Considerable interest has developed in the origin

of centimetric radiation from Jupiter (table 5)

which corresponds to extremely high tempera-

tures. Earlier investigations by Field TM led to the

possibility that the observed decimetrie radiation

was cyclotron and was originating from electrons

trapped in a 1200-gauss polar magnetic field.

Recently Roberts and Huguenin 77 have observed

variation of percentage polarization with solar

activity, thus eliminating cyclotron radiation as

the mechanism responsible for the Jovian decK-

metric emissions. These measurements are more

consistent with synchrotron radiation originating

from highly relativistic electrons trapped in the

Van Allen-type belts of Jupiter. These radiation

belts presumably are highly populated with

energetic particles to a distance of 3 Jupiter

radii, 77 and the surface magnetic field is of the

order of 50 gauss.

Another source of radiation has been observed

in the decameter wavelength region and has been

found to be very erratic. The spectrum of this

radiation extends from 10 to 21 m, with a maxi-

mum around 15.8 m. 7s It has been suggested that

this radiation may be coming from the atmos-

phere or from the surface but is modified by the

ionosphere in the presence of magnetic field of

about 7 gauss. 79 Warwick, s° however, explains this

radiation in terms of precipitation of fast electrons

out of Jupiter's radiation belts and down to the

surface of the planet along dipole lines of force.

This explanation also will be consistent with the

synchrotron model of the decimeter radiation.
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THE ATMOSPHERES OF MARS, VENUS, AND JUPITER

S. I. RASOOL AN]) R. JASTROW

Goddard Space Flight Center

The general properties of the atmospheres of Mars, Venus, and Jupiter are reviewed. The

evolutionary processes of planetary atmospheres are outlined as an introduction to a detailed

discussion of the structure of the atmospheres of other plantes.
The most recent observational results indicate that the surface pressure on Mars may be about

20 rob, and the abundance of CO2 in the atmosphere of Mars about 25% by volunm. For Venus

there are indic._tions th:lt the surface pressure is :_bout 100 arm., with the atmosphere mainly

composed of N2. In tile e'_se of Jupiter, recent theoretical investigations of the atmosphere below

the chmds suggest that therc may be regions in the atmosphere of very high density and pressure

bug at relatively low temperature, creating conditions possibly favorable to the oecurrence of

complex organic rcactions.

THE STRUCTURE OF A PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE

Composition, temperature and pressure are the

three paralneters which determine the structure

of a planetary atmosphere.

Composition

In order to discuss the colnposition of a plane-

tary atmosphere, we shall go quite far back into

the history of our subject and deal first with the

processes by which we believe the planetary

atmospheres have evolved. By this approach wc

can hope to gain an understanding of the condi-

tions which limit the structure and composition

of the atlnospheres of differcnt planets.

If we assume that the planets condensed from

a contracting solar nebula, then the initial com-

position of the planetary atmospheres would be,

in general, governed by the relative abundances

of elements in the sun. These are now fairly well

known and the abundances compiled by Allcr _ arc

plotted in figure 1.

The peaks in the curve reflect the stat)ility

of the respective nuclear species, as is expected

for equilibriuln (:oncentrations produced l)y nuclc-

synthesis. In addition to H and He, the C, N, O

group is strong; the Mg, AI, Si group is also strong,

with Si the strongest, and Fe is very high. The

heavier-than-iron elements fall off rapidly by 3

or more orders of magnitude, with fractional

concentrations running about l0 -9 or 10 -_°.

These abundances give an indication of the

composition to be expected in the contracting

cloud which formed the primitive sun. Apart

from hydrogen and helium, which should be the

most abundant constituents, H20, perhaps NH3
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and CH4, oxides of C, N, Mg, Si, and Fe, all

loosely joined in complex and irregular chains,
are expected to form macromolecules and dust

particles. It is presumably aggregates such as

these which provided the original material of the

planets. On this basis, it is understandable that

the composition of the earth should be dominated

by silcon oxides plus oxides and carbonates of

Mg and Ca.
From these considerations it also seems very

probable that the initial composition of the

planetary atmospheres will be dominated by H2,

He, CH4, NH3, H20, C02, N2, etc.
Given this primitive composition, the atmos-

pheres will then have evolved through four pri-

mary processes:

1. The gravitational escape of gases into the

interplanetary space.
2. The exhalation of gases from the interior

of the planets.
3. Chemical reactions of gases in the atmosphere

with the solid material of the planet.

4. The photodissociation and ionization of gases

by the solar radiation.

Also contributing secondarily are the radioactive

decay products and the capture of gaseous con-

stituents from the interplanetary medium.

At any level in an atmosphere a number of

atoms and molecules will be moving upward with

speeds in excess of that required for escape from

the gravitational attraction of this planner. The

critical escape velocity, vc, from a planet is

Vc= (2MG/R) 1/2,

where M is the mass of planet, R its radius, and G
the universal gravitational constant. For the

earth,

vc = 11.3 km/sec;

and for other planets,

vc= 11.3(M/R) 1/_ km/sec

where M and R are in units of the earth's mass and

radius. For the moon, Mars, Venus, and Jupiter

the values of v_ are 2.3, 5.0, 10.4, and 61.0 km/sec,
respectively.

The escape of gases can only take place effec-

tively at high altitudes where the density and the
probability of collisions are small. These re-

quirements define the region of the atmosphere

known as the exosphere, a region in which the

mean free path for collisions is very large--for a

particle moving outward the probability of colli-

sion is only one-half. Atmospheric particles in the

exosphere therefore execute ballistic trajectories

in the" gravitational field of the planet.

Knowing the temperature and density at the

base of the exosphere, the number of particles

can be calculated which will be escaping from the

planet per unit time. The classical formula (e.g.,

reference 2) for the time of escape te in which the

density of an atmospheric constituent of molec-

ular or atomic weight 'm' will fall to e-_ of its

original value is given by

t e = [B(6_-)l/20/3g-](eY/y), (1)

where B = noTo/ncTc, y = mvc2/2]cT_, no and To are
the particle number density and temperature

respectively at the ground level, n_ the hypothet-

ical number density at ground if the whole atmos-

phere was isothermal at the escape level tempera-

ture Tc, _ the root mean square velocity of the
escaping particles, and v_ the velocity of escape.

In the case of the earth, the average tempera-

ture of the exosphere has recently been deter-
mined to be about 1650°K. For this value of the

exospheric temperature, the time of escapc of

hydrogen from earth is approximately 1000 years.

As the age of the planets is about 5 billion years,

the absence of hydrogen in the atmosphere of

the earth is comprehensible. Gases like CH4

and NH3, which are readily dissociated by solar

ultraviolet radiation, would also lose their hydro-

gen and their relative scarcity in the atmosphere
is therefore understandable.

However water is still present on the Earth.

Due to the low temperature of the tropopause, al-

most all the terrestrial water vapor remains con-

fined to the troposphere. The extreme ultraviolet

which can dissociate water vapor does not reach

the troposphere because it is being attenuated by

ionizing and dissociative processes at the top of

the atmosphere. An extremely minute amount of

water vapor, corresponding to the saturated vapor

pressure of water at 200°K, will traverse the

tropopause and will be susceptible to dissociation

in the upper atmosphere. This special circum-

stance preserves the water on the earth.
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For helium the time of escape from the earth

calculated from equation 1 will be of the order

of 10_ years. The equilibrium amount of helium

in the atmosphere at any time will, however, de-

pend both on the rate of outgassing of helium

from the crust and the rate of its escape from the

exosphere. Such calculations indicate that the

amount of helium in the earth's atmosphere

should be higher than observed. This discrep-

ancy is not for the present very well understood2
From the above discussion it is clear that

atmospheric constituents of molecular or atomic

weight greater than 6 have probably been retained

by the earth up to the present time, but, as al-

most all hydrogen must have escaped, the present

atmosphere of the earth should be in a highly
oxidized state.

In figure 2, the times of escape of elements for

Earth, Mars and Venus are plotted as a func-
tion of their atomic weights. 3s These calculations

have been made on the assumption that the exos-

pheric temperature of Mars is ll00°K, 4 and that
of Venus is 2600°K. 5

Venus, according to these considerations, must

have also lost its hydrogen, while still retaining
all the heavier elcmcnts. Mars loses its lighter

elements at a still faster rate but the escape

calculations suggest, however, that some atomic

oxygen may have been retained on Mars till

present time.

The curve for Jupiter is not shown in figure 2,

because the time of escape, even for hydrogen, is

of the order of 102°° years. We therefore expect

that the atmosphere of Jupiter and of other giant

planets would still have a composition similar

to that of the solar atmosphere.

The atmosphere of the earth is composed of

78% nitrogen and 21% oxygen, with only traces

of CO2, H20 and argon. However, in the atmos-

phere of another planet, which may have a similar

molecular composition, the relative abundances

of these molecules may be entirely different. On

the earth the presence of free oxygen is probably

a special circumstance which is connected with

the presencc of life. The CO2 abundance in the

atmosphere is limited by the reaction of the gas

with the crust and the formation of carbonates,

while the amount of water vapor is extremely

sensitive to the temperature environment of the

planet.

Therefore, although from the considerations

of gravitational escape of gases we may expect

the same moleculer composition for Mars and

Venus, no predictions can be made regarding the
relative abundanees of these gases in the atmos-

pheres of these planets.
The earth's atmosphere is "mixed" up to the

altitude of 90 kin, and therefore on an average

the composition does not vary as a function of

height. The mean molecular weight in approxi-

mately 29, and the total pressure at the surface

is 106 dynes/cm 2. The number density at the

ground is 2 X 10 '9 molecules/cm 3.
For an isothermal atmosphere in hydrostatic

equilibrium, the variation of density with height

HYDROGEN

HELIUM

ATOMIC OXYGEN

_ _ OXYGEN -_

FIOURE 3.---Composition of the upper atmosphere of
earth.
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isgivenbytheformula

p = po exp[--- (h-- ho)mg/kT-],

where p and p0 are the densities at height h and

ho, m is the average molecular weight per particle,
T the temperature between h and h0, g the acc_era-

tion of gravity, and k Boltzmann's constant.

The quantity kT/mg is the scale height H of

the isothermal atmosphere; at an altitude of one

scale height the density is reduced by a factor of

e. For a mean temperature of 250°K in the first

80 km of the atmosphere, the atmospheric scale

height is approximately 8 kin.

Above 120 km the diffusive separation sets in

and the pressure of each constituent varies in

accordance with the scale height calculated for

its own molecular weight. Figure 3 shows the

change in composition in the earth's atmosphere

with altitude as deduced from the recent experi-
mental results obtained by means of satellites.

For Mars, Venus, and Jupiter, we expect the
lower atmospheres to be mixed also while the

upper atmospheres of these planets will be in

diffusive equilibrium; the major constituent of

the atmosphere at the extremity will, in each
case, be hydrogen.

Temperature

The temperature of a planet depends on its

distance from the sun. In the case of the earth,
the solar radiation flux, reaching the top of the

earth's atmosphere has a value of about 1.4 X 106

ergs/cm2-sec. Part of this radiation (39_) is

immediately "reflected" back to space by clouds

and the atmosphere and does not play any role

in the energy balance of the planet. Most of the

remaining 61cfo of the solar radiations, mainly

composed of the visible part of the spectrum,
penetrates down to the ground and heats the

surface to a certain temperature denoted as Te,
the effective temperature of the planet. In the

case of rapidly rotating planets (e.g., Earth,
Mars, Jupiter),

T_.4= (SC/4_) (1 - A ),

where SC is the solar constant or the radiation

flux received at the top of the atmosphere, and A
is the albedo of the planet over the whole solar

TABLE 1.--Greenhouse Effect on Planets

Planet

Mars
Earth
Venus

Jupiter

(°K: ( :

209 230
245 3O0
235 600
105 130

T
(Greenhouse

(°K)

21
55

365
25

Optical thickness
of atmosphere
in the infrared

0.6
1.7

55.4
2.4

spectrum. For the values of sc and albedo given

above, the Te for earth is 245°K.

The surface radiating at this relatively low

temperature emits primarily in the far infrared.

A large fraction of the radiation emitted by the

surface is immediately absorbed by molecules of

COs and H20 present in the lower layers of the

earth's atmosphere. A part of this absorbed

energy in the infrared is returned to the surface

and provides extensive heating of the ground,

raising the surface temperature to the observed

value of approximately 290°K.

This additional heating of the surfac_e (about

45°K) by the return of infrared radiation from

the atmosphere is referred to as the "greenhouse
effect" and is an essential element in under-

standing the radiation budget of the planet.

The magnitude of the "greenhouse effect"

caused by a planetary atmosphere can be esti-

mated by approximating the solution to the radi-

ative transfer equation. The ground temperature

Ta is then given by the equation

To _= Te4(1 +_r) (2)

where Te is the effective black body temperature

of the planet and r is the total optical thickness

of the atmosphere in the infrared. This solution

is based on the assumption that the atmosphere is

in radiative equilibrium. In the case of earth for

the observed value of average ground temperature

of 300°K, the total optical thickness of the atmos-

phere from equation 2 is about 1.7 which corre-

sponds to the infrared absorption of about 82_.

It is fairly well known that the amount of water

vapor and the COs in the earth's atmosphere do

actually have an average opacity of about 80%

over the entire infrared spectrum.

In table ] the values of the effective black body
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temperaturesare givenfor other planetsand
alsothemostreliablevaluesof theobservedsur-
facetemperatures.In the caseof Jupiter,TG

is the cloud top temperature and for that reason

the factor (1 +_T) in equation 2 becomes (I+_T).

The differences give the magnitude of the green-

house effcct for each planet which in turn provide

all estimate of the optical thickness of the atmos-

phere in the infrared.

On Mars the greenhouse effect is very small

which gives an optical thickness of thc atmos-

phere of only 0.6, indicating that the atmosphere

is optically thin: therefore, we do not expect

excessively large amounts of polyatomic gases

like It2(), C()2, etc., which have intense absorp-
tion hands in the far infrared. On the other hand,

for Venus, the magnitude of the greenhouse

ettcct is cxtrcmcly large compared to the earth or

Mars, and the atmosphere must be almost com-

pletely opaque to the far infrared radiation from

the planel. Large amounts of polyatomic gases
should be abundant on Venus.

The atmosphere of Jupiter above the chmds

should have an optical thickness of approximately

2.4 in order to explain the cloud top temperature

of 13()°I(. Therefore wc expect polyatomic gases,

which absorb in the far infrared, at wavelengths
greater than 20 u where most of the planetary
radiation will be confined.

With these considerations in mind, we now
turn to the observed properties of the atmospheres

of these planets.

MARS

The reliable physical data for Mars can be
summarized as follows:

Mean distance from sun

Mean equatorial diameter

Length of day

I_ength of year
Mass

Mean density

( ;ravity

Total integrated albedo

l,31'cctivc black hody

telllpcratllrc

1.52 AU

6790 km

1.0012 earth day

1.8808 earth year

0.1078 (earth = 1)

3.90 gm/cnV

377 cm/se<., 2
0.26

2()9°K

Composition and SurFace Pressure

The only gases that have been, up to now,

spectroscopically detected in the atmosphere of

Mars are carbon dioxide and water vapor. Their

abundances have been estimated by several

authors, but generally accepted values of the

amounts of these gases in the atmosphere of Mars

are not yet available. The best estimates, at the

present time, vary within the following ranges:

CO2 = 70+30 m-atm. 39

Precipitable water vapor =10-3--10 -2 gin/

cm2, 6.7 where m-atm is the thickness of a homo-

genous atmosphere in metcrs at normal

telnpcrature and pressure, 0°C and 760 into.

The search for the presence of other gases

in the atmosphere of Mars has failcd to give posi-

tive results. The upper lilnits on their possible

abundances arc prcscnted in table 2.

Earlier photometric studies by de Vaucoulcurs s

and polarimetric measurements by Dollfus 9 had

given consistcnt estimates of the surface pressure
on Mars as 854-10 rob. Recently, however, from

the analysis of the pressure-dependent absorption
bands of CO2 ohscrvcd in the Martian atmos-

phere/ ° it has I)een suggcsled that the total

pressure at tile surface of Mars may be as low as
20±10 ml). If this value is taken to be correct,

then CO2 will make up for about 25_+ of the total

atmosphere.
The probable composition of thc Martian

atmosphere is presented in table 3. This atmos-

phere has a mean molecular weight of 32. With

a surface pressure of 20 mb and an approximate

temperature of 210°K, the surface density would

TABLE 2.--Trace Constituents on M_rs

(las

O2
N2(), NO2 or N204
NH3
CH4
O3
SO_

Ul)l)er limit of
abundance (m-atm)

<2.4

<2.0

<0.2

<0.1

<5)<10 4

<3 )< 10 -_
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TABLE 3.--Probable Composition of Martian Atmosphere

Gas

N2

CO_
A
O_
H20

Volume

(percentage)

72
25
2

<0.5
very small

be approximately 5X1017 particles/cm a which,

for an isothermal atmosphere, should decrease

exponentially with altitude with a scale height of

14.5 km The vertical distribution of pressure

for this model is shown in figure 4. Results of a

similar computation for earth, assuming an

isothermal atmosphere at 250°K, are also shown in

figure 4. It is interesting to note that although

the pressure at the surface of Mars is about _o

of the earth's at an altitude of approximately

50 km the two atmospheres have the same pres-

sure, and above this height the pressure in the

I',
_)0- \

\
\
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160
\

k
\

14o "_._e,. \\.

,20100

40 \_20

o , I i 1 , : l\ i x`,̀
10.6 10-4 10-2 1 10 102 103

PRESSURE(rnb)

FIauRE 4.--Pressure vs. altitude for Earth and Mars.
(Martian surface pressure about 20 mb, atmospheric
scale height= 14.5 km.)

Martian atmosphere is greater than the pressure at

the corresponding height in the earth's atmos-

phere. Because the decrease of density with height
of Mars is almost two times slower than in the

earth, the levels of the ionosphere and thermo-

sphere on Mars would be much higher than on
the earth.

Temperature

Planetary temperatures are usually estimated

by measuring the infrared radiation emitted by

the planet. A large part of the infrared spectrum

is, however, absorbed by the water vapor and COs

present in the earth's atmosphere. Ground based

observations of the planets in the infrared are

therefore confined to the 8-12 tt region where the

earth's atmosphere is relatively transparent. This

spectral region in the infrared is known as the

atmospheric "window".

Extensive temperature measurements of Mars

by infrared radiometry in this window of the

terrestrial atmosphere have been made since

1926, and the results to date are quite consistent.

Since the Martian atmosphere should also be

largely transparent in the 8-12 _ window, it is

assumed that the radiation intensity measure-

ments in this wavelength region refer to the

surface of the planet.

Some of the earlier investigators were also

able to scan the planetary disc latitudinally and

longitudinally so as to obtain the diurnal and
seasonal variation of temperature as a function of

latitude. The up-to-date information can be
summarized as follows:

Maximum temperature at equator _300°K
Mean amplitude of diurnal variation

Noon to sunset _ 60°K

On earth in desert _ 30°K

Night side temperature cannot be

measured but can probably be

estimated at the equator _200°K

Day side temperature at poles _-_220°K
Mean temperature of day side _--260°K

Mean temperature of whole planet _-_230°K

Surface Features

As seen by telescope the outstanding features

of Mars are (1) the dark areas (maria), (2) the
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generalreddish-orangebackground("deserts"),
and(3)thepolarcaps.

Thenatureof thedarkmariais notverywell
understoodbecause,apart from showingfairly
regularseasonalchanges,theyarealsosubjectto
erratic variationswhich make the hypothesis
of earth-typevegetationsomewhatdoubtful.
Moreover,the infraredspectrumdoesnot have
characteristicabsorptionbandsof chlorophyll.
Thepresenceof organicmaterialin theseregions
has,however,beenreportedby Sinton1°who
detectedC-H vibrationabsorptionsin the3.5
regionwhichwereabsentin thereflectionspec-
trumofthedesertareas.

Theprobabilityof theexistenceof lifeonMars
is controversialand beyondthe scopeof this
review;but it will bedesirableto seetheobserva-
tionsofC-H bandsoll Marsrepeatedandproba-
bly substantiatedby infraredspectroscopicmeas-
urementof the terrestrial"dark and bright"
areasfromanearthsatellite.

Thelargeorangeareasof Marsareresponsible
for thereddishcolorof the planetseenby the
nakedeye.Accordingto Kuipcrn theyarccom-
posedoffelsiticrhyolite.

Thepolarcapsarerather reliablyknownto
l)ea layerof II_Ofros(,a few('eniimetersthick
depositedonthesurfa('c.Thesecapsareobserved
to expand1o lower laiitudes(luril_gfall and
win(erand to recedeto high laiitudesduring
springandsummer.Thcobservedevaporationof
thepolarcapsinsummerandtheahnostimmedi-
ate transportof the watervapor towardsthe
winterpoleacrosstheequatorisaspecialmeteoro-
logicalphenomenonpeculiarto Mars. In the
earth'satmospherethehenfisphercto hemisphere
mixingis extremelysmall.Theaveragespeedof
this "humiditywave"acrosstheplanethasbeen
estimaiedtobeabout45kin/day.Thispoletopole
circula(,ioncanperhapsonlybeunderstoodbythe
greaterlengthof the Martianyearandthe in-
creasedtemperaturediffercncesbetweenthe(;old
andwarnl poles. In the summer the pole is the

warmest region on the planet.

Blue Haze Layer

l)hotographs of Mars taken through blue filters

indicate no surface features, and it is there-
fore believed to I)e covered wil,h a haze layer

known as "blue haze", absorbing at these wave

lengths. Sometimes during the opposition, how-

ever, it clears over certain regions, and surface
features become observable in the blue. These

"blue clearings" last usually a few days. Con-

flicting arguments have been advanced to explain

the nature of the blue haze, but an explanation
which satisfies all the observed features is yet to

be found.

Clouds

Several types of thiH clouds have been fre-

quently ol)scrved on Mars. They can be divided

into three types:

Blue clouds are visible only in blue light. They

appear in patches near the poles and the termi-
nator. Polarization measurements indicate their

particle size to be approximately 0.1 _. They

probably occur at altitudes less than 100 kin.

According to Goody, _2 they may be composcd of

ice crystals formed oa the nuclei fed by the haze

layer, while others believe them to be of the same
material as the blue haze.

White clouds are visible both in blue and yellow

light. The polarization studies of these clouds

suggest their nature to be the same as ice crystal

clouds of a particle size of about I v. Being com-

posed of larger particles, they probably lic at
lowcr altitudes than the blue clouds.

Yell,w clouds visible only in yellow, are very

rare and variable in size. They have tieen seen

drifting several hundred miles across the planet

at a velocity of 60 kin/hr. According to (h)ody, _2

they are composed of the same t)lue absorbing
material as the blue haze. Hess TM estimates their

height to be approximately 5 or (i kin.

Vertical Distribution of Temperature

The atmosphere of Mars is optically thin in the

infrared, and the probable absorbing gases arc

C()2 and H2(), which arc also present in the

earth's atmosphere. The vertical temperature

protile in the atmosphere of Mars, therefore,

cannot be determined t>y observation from the sur-

face of the earth. Only theoretical estimates exist

for the vertical temperature structure of Mars.

The mosl recent computations of this nature are
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by Arking,Ohring,andChamberlain(references
14,15,and4,respectively).

Arkinghascalculateda modelatmospherefor
Mars, allowingfor convectionand usingthe
exactequationofradiativetransferfor frequency
independentabsorption.A total opticalthick-
nessof0.5waschosentoobtainasurfacetempera-
lure of 235°K,consistentwith the observed
meansurfacetemperature.Assuminganeffective
blackbodytemperatureof 217°K,anadiabatic
gradientof --3.7°K/kin in the convectionzone
andanexponentialdependenceof absorptionon
altitudewithascaleheightof 17km,thetempera-
tureprofileshownin figure4 (insert)isobtained.
Theconvectionzoneis foundto extendup to
8kin.

Ohringalsohasrecentlyinvestigatedthever-
tical temperatureprofilefor a modelMartian
atmospherecontaining2%CO2,98%N2andno
watervapor.The groundtemperaturewasas-
sumedto be230°Kandthetransferof radiation
ill the atmospherewascalculatedfor frequency
dependentabsorptionby the CO2.The tropo-
pausein thiscasewasfoundto beat 9 km at a
temperatm'eof 196°K.In the stratospherethe
temperaturekcepsondecreasingto a valueof as
low as90°Kat analtitudeof 42km,wherethe
totalpressureis2.5rob.

NowthatthcmixingratioofCO2in theMartian
atmosphereis knownto be muchhigher,new
calculationsfor a "non-grey"atmosphereare
desirable.

Theabovementionedresultsof thetempera-
lure distributionsin theMartianatmospheredo
nottakeintoaccountpossibleheatingofthelower
atmosphereby directabsorptionof solarradi-
ationin theultraviolet.In thecaseoftheterrestial
atmosphere,the ozoneheatingproducesa tem-
peraturemaxiumat 50kin, but on Mars,with
much lessoxygencomparedto earth,ozone
wouldbeconfinedto lowerlayersof theatmos-
phere.Thesolarradiationin theregionof2500A,
responsiblefor ozonedissociationand atmos-
phericheating,will thereforepenetrateto amuch
lowerdepthill theMartianatmosphere.Dueto a
higheratmosphericdensityat this level (com-
paredto thedensityin theearth'satmosphereat
50kin) andbecauseof thelowerintensityof the
solarradiationat thedistanceof Mars,theheat-

4O(

3oc

MARS

/
_ _ESOPAUSE

eXOSeHFeE

T_Mec_,ru_E ( -K )

FmURE 5.--Vertical temperature structure of the Martian

atmosphere (from references 4 and 14).

ing rates will probably not be as important as in

the ozonosphere on earth. Still they may affect

the temperature gradients substantially and limit
the extent of the convection zone.

Assuming an atmospheric composition of 98%
N_ and 2% CO2, and a Martian stratospheric

temperature of 134°K, _2 Chambcrlain* recently

computed the mesospherie cooling and thermo-
spheric heating for Mars. With the assumed model

atmosphere and from the considerations of CO2

dissociation into CO and O and the consequent

CO cooling at the mesopause, Chamberlain

deduces the height of the mesopause as about

130 km at a temperature of 76°K. The considerable

CO cooling at the mesopause level acts as "an

effective thermostat, keeping the temperature
at the exospheric or escape level (1500 kin) from

exceeding 1100°K. ''

Figure 5 shows the vertical distribution of

temperature in the Martian atmosphere. The tem-

peratures up to an altitude of 100 km are based

on the results obtained by Arking. Above this alti-

tude, the upper atmospheric model developed by
Chamberlain has been used.

VENUS

Venus is our nearest planetary neighbor and,

after the sun and moon, the brightest object in
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TABLE 4.--Physical Constants of Venus and Earth

Planet

Earth ............................
Venus ...........................

Mass

1

0.81

Radius

1

0.97

Distance

(AU)

1
0.72

Density

(gin/era 2)

5.5

5.0

Albedo

0.39
0.73

Te

(°K)

245

235

g
(cm/sec _)

980

842

the sky. It has therefore attracted the attention

of man since the beginning of civilization. Despite

the great interest, however, very little is known

about the atmosphere of this planet, especially

when compared with the information we have

about Mars. The main reason for this dcficicncy is

that Venus is covered with a layer of white clouds,

and the surface remains permanently invisible.

Observations have, however, been made in the

infrared and radio frequency regions, and new in-

formation regarding the composition and tempera-

ture distribution in the Venus atmosphere has

been obtained in the last few years. These new

data on the temperature and pressure at the

various levels in the Venus atmosphere have

forced a complete revision of ideas regarding the

atmospheric structure of this planet. We shall

try to summarize our present-day knowledge re-

garding the Venus atmosphere by first giving the

physical constants of the planet (table 4) and

then reviewing the current hypotheses regarding

its structure.

Composition

From the analysis of the reflected solar spec-

trum, the only constituent of Venus atmosphere

established beyond question in C()2. Its abundance

above the effective "reflecting level" of the

sunlight has been estimated by several workers.

Recent reintcrprctations of the old spectra of

Venus by Spinrad TM give a CO_/atmosphere ratio

of only 5_._ by mass.

The scattering and polarizing properties of the

clouds correspond to fine droplets of about 2

in diameter with the refractive index of water.

However, Spinrad has carefully examined a high

dispersion spectrogram of Venus taken by Adams

and Dunham _7 at a _ime when there were ap-

parently "breaks" in the (,louds, and he has

concluded that the mixing ratio of water vapor

down to a pressure of 8 atmospheres was less than

one part in 105.

At the same time, Dollfus _s has identified

water vapor absorption in the upper atmosphere

of Venus, and obtains a mixing ratio of 10 -4 or

10 -5 by mass, depending upon the cloud top

pressure.

From the observed equality in the radar re-

flectivity of Venus at 68 and 12.5 cm, 19 Thaddeus 41

has recently calculated an upper limit of 3 gm/cm 2

to the total amount of water vapor which could be

present in the atmosphere of Venus. From these

results the atmosphere of Venus seems to be

extremely dry, but a generally accepted value for

the amount of water vapor present is not yet

available.

Sinto1_ 2° has presented evidence for the exist-

encc of CO above the reflecting level of two

micron photons. However, Kuiper 2_ has not de-

tected this gas in his rcccnt analysis of high

resolution spectra of Venus.

Urey _2 has noted that as much as 80 m-atm of

oxygen could exist above the clouds without

having been detected. Also according to Urey,

CH4 and NH3 cannot be important constituents

of the atmosphere in the presence of CO2, and the

oxides of nitrogen cannot be expected in any

planetary atmosphere because they are unstable

against decomposition into N2 and O2. It seems

likely that the bulk of the atmosphere is composed

of N2. Rare gases may also be present as minor

constituents.

The likely composition of the atmosphere of

Venus is therefore as follows: N_, 95%; CO2,

5%; and H20 less than 10-3% by mass.

Pressure

There is conflicting evidence concerning the

pressure at the cloud top level. A difference in

the polarization of red and green light rcflceted
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from the cloud top has been interpreted by

Dollfus _3 as the result of molecular scattering

in an atmosphere 800 m. thick at STP, which

corresponds to a cloud top pressure of 90 rob.
Sagan 24 has analyzed Spinrad's results on the

temperature-pressure combinations indicated by

COs lines on different plates, and he concludes
that the cloud top pressure on the illuminated

side lies between 0.53 and 0.83 arm. This is con-

sistent with Kaplan's 25discussion of the pressure
broadening of the 1.6 tL CO2 bands.

From other considerations Sagan also derives a

cloud top pressure of 90 mb for the night side

of venus with an uncertainty of a factor of 3.

Estimates for the pressure at the surface of
Venus range from 7 to 200 atm. These will be

discussed in more detail in a later section.

Temperature

Cloud Top

Sinton and Strong _ have repeatedly measured

the planetary emission from the cloud top in the

8-12 _ region and find a temperature value of

235:l:10°K. This temperature probably refers to

the cloud top level of the Venus atmosphere.
Recent results from Mariner II seem to confirm
this conclusion. 27

From this value of temperature it is possible to

construct a model for the atmosphere of Venus

above the clouds. Figure 6 shows a temperature

profile computed by Rasool 2s on the assumption

that the atmosphere is in radiative equilbrium
above the clouds.

The temperature should reach an asymptotic
value of 197°K above an altitude of about 20 km.

The mesopause will probably occur above 60 kin,
and then the temperature will rise in the thermo-

sphere because of heating by photodissociation

and photoionization reactions. Lack of knowl-

edge of the composition prevents predicting
whether heating should occur below the meso-

pause by such mechanisms as ultraviolet absorp-
tion by ozone.

Surface

8O

70 A MESOPAUSE

60

50

v

_ 40
i,-.-

3O

?0

IO-

CLOU

19 200 210 220 230 240 250

TEMPERATURE( °K)

FmURE 6.--Temperature profile in the Venus atmosphere
above the clouds (from reference 28).

Determinations of the surface temperature of

Venus by optical astronomy have been prevented

by the cloud cover. However, the small amount

of thermal radiation emitted by the planet in'the

centimeter wavelength region should penetrate

through the clouds without significant attenua-

tion, and therefore it can be used to determine the

temperature of the surface of the planet.

First attempts to measure radiation from

Venus in the microwave region were made in 1956

by the radiotelescope of the Naval Research

Laboratory. The temperature inferred from the

measured radiation intensity, was, however,

unexpectedly high---of the order of 600°K, which is

certainly too hot to support any imaginable form

of life. Repeated measurements in following

years have confirmed this result? 9

The observed temperatures are plotted as a

function of wavelength in figure 7. At longer

wavelengths the brightness temperature is ob-

served to increase when the Venus-sun-earth angle

becomes appreciable, indicating that the illumi-

nated hemisphere is significantly hotter than the

dark side. (The 10 cm. brightness temperature

may exceed 700°K on the bright side.) Three
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FIGURE7.--Observed microwave brightness temperatures
of Venus at clifferent wavelengths.

models of Venus have been considerably discussed
in connection with these measurements.

Greenhouse Model

First is the greenhouse model originally dis-

cussed by Sagan 3° in which it is assumed that the

600°K radio-brightness temperature actually ex-
ists at the surface of the planet and is maintained

by a very effective greenhouse effect. The solar

radiation in the visible penetrates up to the

surface; the planet, thereby being heated up to a

temperature T_, emits in the infrared; but due to

the presence of triatomic molecules like CO_ and

H_O, which have strong absorption bands in the

infrared region, most of the radiation remains

trapped in the atmosphere and heats up the
surface.

Jastrow and Rasoo181 have recently pointed

out that in such a model an extremely high

infrared opacity of the atmosphere (optical

thickness of 42, meaning a transmission of only

10 -Is) will be required in order to obtain a Venus

ground temperature of 600°K.

It is very difficult to understand how the lower

Venus atmosphere can be so opaque in the

infrared and still be transparent in the visible.

Tri-atomic molecules are good infrared absorbers,

but they have "windows" at certain wavelengths

which must be blocked by other molecules if the

opacity is to be significant. Jastrow and Rasool
have also shown that the combination of CO_ and

small amounts of H20 at pressure of the order of

3 arm. still contains significant windows.

However, the situation alters if the atmospheric

pressure at ground level is many tens or hundreds

of atmospheres. Then pressure broadening may
close all the windows. Plass and Stull 3_have shown

that the optical thickness approaches 5 if the

ground pressure is about 30 atms. and the pres-

sure broadening of CO_ alone is considered. At

the high temperatures on Venus there may be

many trace constituents in the atmosphere that

significantly increase the opacity.

Aeolosphere

The seoond model, called the aeolosphere
model, is due to 0pik 3a who suggests that the

blanketing must be due to dust, wind friction of

the surface being the main source of energy for

the high temperature. The dust is probably made

of calcium and magnesium carbonates and the

atmosphere is mainly composed of CO_ and N_.

No water vapor is necessarily present in the atmos-

phere. Due to the blanket of dust there is no sun-

light penetrating to the surface. This model

predicts that the microwave brightness tempera-

tures of Venus should not change with the phase

of Venus, which is apparently contradicted by the
observations.

Io.ospheric Emission

A third model invokes a dense ionsphere of
Venus which is assumed to emit the observed

microwave radiation. This model predicts that

the radio observations should show a "brighten-

ing" at the limb of Venus, whereas the observa-

tions made by Mariner II have recently indicated

"limb darkening"? 4

JUPITER

Relatively little is known about the structure

of the atmosphere of Jupiter.

Being five times farther removed from the

sun than the earth, but having a comparable al-

bedo of 0.47, the effective temperature of the

planet is only 105°K. The high surface gravity

and low temperature together suggest that the

gravitational escape of gases from the planet

should be extremely inefficient and the chemical

composition of the atmosphere should still be

primitive, containing large quantities of hydrogen
and helium.
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TABLE 5.--The Approximate Composition of the

Gas

H2

He

Ne

CH4 and NHa

Jovian Atmos __here

Volume

(Percent)

60

36

3

Composition

The only gases detected spectroscopically in

the atmosphere of Jupiter are NH3, CH4 and

hydrogen. The abundances of these gases have

been estimated by various authors, and table 5

gives the approximate composition of the atmos-

phere of Jupiter25

Helium is spectroscopically not observable from

the earth and has been added due to its cosmic

abundance and to account for the estimates of

the cloud top pressure of 3 atms.

Table 5 indicates that the Jovian atmosphere

may not be as rich in hydrogen, as expected from

the discussion of gravitational escape.

Measurements of the scale height of the atmos-

phere of Jupiter have been made by observing

the occulatation of a-Arietis by Jupiter. These ob-

servations yield a scale height of about 8 kin. For

a mean atmospheric temperature of 120°K, the

corresponding molecular weight would be approxi-

mately 4. This requires more helium than table 5

indicates. However, according to Gallet 36 the

relative abundance of H and He given in table 5

could also account for a mean molecular weight

of 4 if the Jovian atmosphere had a substantial

amount of neon.

Temperature

The calculated black body temperature of

Jupiter for a visual albedo of 0.47 is 105°K. Spec-

troscopic measurements in the infrared indicate

a temperature of 130°K (reference 37) which

probably refers to the cloud top level.

Gallet 36 has made extensive theoretical analyses

of the atmospheric structure of Jupiter below the

clouds. The visible clouds have been assumed to

be made of NHa crystals, which condense at the

temperature and density of the cloud top. With

allowance for the heat released in this condensa-

tion, Gallet calculates a relatively slow increase

of temperature going down from the clouds to the

surface and thus arrives at high densities and

pressures at low temperatures. Gallet has also

suggested that the observed cloud layer may be

NH3 of thickness 50 km, below which there is

another deck of clouds composed of H20, Between

these two clouds is a region where NH3 rain storms

can occur. In such a model the surface of Jupiter

would be a few hundred km below the clouds, at

a temperature of about 1000°K and a pressure

of several thousand atmospheres.
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RESULTS OF MICROMETEORITE PENETRATION
EXPERIMENT ON THE EXPLORER VII ..,

SATELLITE (19 5 9 IOTA)

H. E. LAGOW ANn L. SECRETAN

Goddard Space Flight Center

The results of a micrometeoroid penetration experiment aboard satellite 1959 IOTA (Ex-
plorer VII) are presented. The sensors and their arrangement aboard the satellite are described,
and the telemetry record obtained during flight is analyzed critically. It is concluded that one
penetration through one cell occurred on the 16th day, and that it was caused by a particle ap-
proximately 10 microns in diameter.

INTRODUCTION

Explorer VII (19590 was launched oil October

13, 1959 by a Juno II rocket from the Atlantic

Missile Range, Cape Canaveral, Florida. A part
of the instrumentation of this satellite was

designed to measure micrometeorite penetration

or molecular sputtering by utilizing photo-

4 r' •
M[RRORIZED

FROSTED GLASS_ ,--MILA R FILM

MIRRO_IZED

FICVaE 1.--Cross section of a CdS cell such as the ones
used on Explorer VII.

conducting CdS cells. This publication presents a

description of these experiments and of the results
obtained from them.

Figure 1 shows a cross section of a CdS cell,
which has been described elsewhere) On 1959

Iota, three CdS cells were mounted on a mag-

nesium plate located on the satellite's equator in

thermal contact with the battery brackets through

solid copper bars. The three CdS cells, facing

outward perpendicular to the satellite's spin axis,

were identical in design and in effective area

(18 ram2), but had covers differing from each

other in the following manner:

Cell 1 was covered with ¼-rail Mylar film coated

with an opaque layer of aluminum, approxi-

mately 1000 angstroms thick, on the front side

only. This cell would be sensitive to both sput-

tering and penetration.
Cell 2 was covered in the same mamler on both

sides. This cell would be sensitive primarily to

penetration.
Cell 3 had a 1-mil aluminum cap with a per-

foration 0.0075 mm 2 in area for calibration

purposes.

Cell 2 was in addition, equipped with a 5-
kilohm bead thermistor for temperature measure-
ments of these sensors.

The resistances of these three sensors, the

thermistor, and two calibration resistors were

multiplexed into a resistance-controlled oscillator

whose nominal frequency range was from 680 to

780 cps. The subcarrier frequency phase-modu-
lated a 108.5-Mc tracking transmitter?- The
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multiplexed

Channel

1

2

3

4

channels were allocated as follows:

Sensor

Calibration 700 _ resistor

CdS Cell 1

CdS Cell 2

CdS Cell 3 (perforated cap for cali-

bration)

Temperature sensor
Calibration 20K resistor

CALIBRATION

The CdS cells were calibrated in terms of their

response to the sun or to a xenon arc for various
amounts of light input as regulated by calibrated

holes through opaque <',overs. Rotating the CdS

cells at 360 rpm in the light beam simulated the

effect of the rotating satellite. Photometric meas-
urements were taken in correlation with micro-

scopic measurements of the area of the hole.

The accuracy of these measurements was an

order of magnitude bqtter than the resolution

expected from the CdS cells in their response to

light stimuli. The change of response to sunlight

as a function of the sun's angle with the normal

to the cells was also determined. Finally, the

CdS (;ells were calibrated for temperature changes

withit_ the expected temperature range (-1O ° to

+(i0°C; see reference 3).

RESULTS

The three CdS sensors and the thermistor

performed norlnally and the data obtained from
them are presented in the following paragraphs.

Cell 1, with a single aluminum coating, indi-

cated a perforation of its cover before termination

of the coasting period (between first and second=

stage powered flight). The cause of this per-

foration, which occurred 540 seconds after lift-off
and several telemetry frames after the ejection of

the protective shroud, could not be determined.
The hole is estimated to have been 0.16-+-.04 mm

in dialneter; its size (approximately 0.l percent
of the cell's total area) remailmd cirtually con-

strait through the lifetime of the experiment.

The calibratiou cell ((+'ell 3) respollded as

expec, ted to smdight until the end of battery life,

and was used in the computation of the e<)rrection

applied to the results obtained from Cell 2.

Cell 2 registered darkness from the launching on

October 13 until October 26, 1959 (see figure 2 for

a selected daylight pass on October 24). On

October 29 the telemetering record (figure 3)

suggests that sunlight is entering the cell. Records

for October 27 and 28 were not sufficiently clear to

distinguish a deviation as small as that seen in

figure 3. When this record is compared with

figure 4, a nighttime record made on November 7,

1959, it is evident that the Cell 2 (Chamml 3)

scale reading is about 3 percent (of the 100-cps

interval plotted) lower in daylight than in
darkness for all times after October 29.

Further evidence of light penetration can be
seen froln the Cell 1 and Cell 3 records (Chammls

2 and 4) in figure 3. They show characteristic

sawtooth patterns corresponding to the spin rate

of the satellite; the steeper slope in the sawtooth

corresponds to the beginning of the light input to

the cell, and the lesser slope to the dark phase of

the spin cycle. The amplitude and shape of the

OCT 29-59 BP906A)26 OAY TIME

770

• 2 " 740

, 720
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FIc,ul+.l.:3.--A daytime pass on Octol)er 29, 1959.
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FIGURE4.--A nighttime pass on November 7, 1959.

100K dark reading to 60-70K, which on a ro-

tating satellite and at normal light incidence,

corresponds to an opening having an area of 10 -4

mm 2. This apparent area of the opening must be
corrected for the sun angle. Direct analysis of the

signal from the calibration cell (Cell 3) shows that

the actual area is twice the apparent area. Thus,

the area of the opening in Cell 2 is 2 X 10-4 mm _,
corresponding to a hole diameter of 16 microns.

Further corrections for temperature were not

necessary because the temperature at this time

was near room temperature (figure 5).

sawtooth signal are functions of the amount of

light entering the cell.

In the case of Cell 2 which was located phys-

ically and connected electrically in sequence

between Cells 1 and 3, it is expected that the

sawtooth pattern of Cell 2 should follow the

pattern of Cell 1 and blend into the pattern of

Cell 3, since the switching time from cell to cell is

extremely short. Careful observation of the

October 29 record (figure 3) shows that a very

small pattern does indeed seem to be present
(Channel 3), marked by a repetition of ticks

that fall in cycle with the sawtooth discussed
above.

It is concluded that the 3 percent change in

frequency, while being approximately at the limit
of detectability, is definitely readable. In terms of

ohmic resistance, it indicates a change from the

EXPLORER_J_ 1959 IOTA

]loo60 • TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT ON CDS CELL -

...... "/
20 • • • •

Io

°/ I I I I d I 2[z 219 I I r I _ I I d I I I |
13 15 17 _9 21 2_ 25 i 3 5 7 ii 13 _5 17 19 21

OCT _959 NOV 1959 L SECRETAN
L_UNCH

FIGURE &--Measured CdS cell temperatures and calcu-
lated percent times in sunlight for Explorer VII from
October 13 (launch) to November 21, 1959.

DISCUSSION

Satellite 1959_ exposed the three CdS cells to

the space environment of micrometeorites, trapped

radiation, and sputtering for 38 days of active

life. Cell 1 was perforated during the launching

and Cell 3 was relatively insensitive because its

primary function was calibration. The telemetry

signals from Cell 2 show:

1. That for the first 13 days, neither sunlight

nor energetic particles caused a readable response.

2. That on the 16th day sunlight was entering

the cell, causing a response that corresponded to a

hole size of 2X10 -4 mm 2 (about 16 microns in

diameter).

3. That after the 16th day recordings made
when the satellite was in darkness showed normal

dark response.

4. That the hole size did not change by a

readable amount from the 16th day to the 38th.

it is concluded that the response on Cell 2 after

the 16th day was due to a mierometeorite penetra-

tion of the {-mil Mylar and opaque aluminum

coatings on both faces.

The relation of the hole size to the pentrating

particle has been defined in the recent work with

the hypervelocity accelerator at Space Tech-

nology Laboratories, showing that a hole in l-rail

Mylar is about 3 times the size of the penetrating

projectile. 4 In the present case, then, the per-

forating particle would be 10 microns in diameter.

Assuming a density of 1 to 3 gm/cm 3, the mass is

between 5 and 15X 10-_° gram. From the satellite

microphone data 5 the influx rate for particles of

mass 5 to 15X10 -_° gram is between 6X10 -2

and 8X10 -3 impacts/m 2 per second. In this case
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the area is 18 mm 2, the time 38 days, and the

probability of one hit lies between 0.9 and 0.27.

It should be noted that there is a finite possi-

bility that the hole was produced by molecular

sputtering; however, this is improbable because

it requires a latent hole in the inner coating.
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DUST BOMBARDMENT ON THE LUNAR SURFACE

CURTIS W. McCRACKEN

Goddard Space Flight Center

AND

MAURICE DUBIN

NASA Headquarters

Various types of observational data which are available for the vicinity of the earth and for
interplanetary space are reviewed and evaluated in an attempt to establish a good estimate of the
flux of small interplanetary dust particles impacting on the moon. A porous, low-density surface
layer consistent with photometric and radiometric observations is assumed to exist on the moon,
and the effects of the impacting dust particles are considered.

The interplanetary particulate material aecreted by the moon amounts to approximately
1 gm/cm 2 for dust particles with masses less than 104gm if the flux has remained constant during
the past 4.5)<109 yr. This value for the accretion rate represents a lower limit if the flux has de-
creased appreciably since the time of formation of the major lunar surface features.

The porous surface layer acts as a protective covering against hypervelocity impacts of small
dust particles and inhibits the production of high speed spray particles which could escape from
the moon. The surface layer therefore consists of a mixture of lunar and interplanetary material.
The hypervelocity impacts of dust particles constitute an effective mechanism for development
and maintenance of a dendroid surface layer of high porosity and low density.

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE

PROBLEM

The moon, like the earth, is sublected to a

continuing bombardment by interplanetary dust

particles having a wide range of sizes. The dust

particles impacting on the moon produce markedly

different effects, however, than those impacting

on the earth. This difference arises because any

atmosphere which may be present on the moon is

not of sufficiently high density to destroy the

particles by vaporization, ablation, or fragmenta-

tion (or to decelerate the particles) before they

strike the lunar surface. The dust particles

impact on the moon at speeds undiminished from

their original speeds (relative to the moon). In

fact, the speed of a particle at impact is slightly

higher than the original speed, as a result of the

gravitational acceleration produced by both the
moon and the earth.

Dust particles having different origins and

different orbital distributions are involved; there-

fore, the average speed at impact depends (to

some extent) on the size of the particle. Typical

average speeds are l0 km/sec for dust particles

with dimensions of microns, 30 km/sec for par-

ticles with dimensions of millimeters, and 15

km/sec for bodies with dimensions of meters.

These high speeds lead to hypervelocity impacts,

events of explosive violence that result in destruc-

tion of both the particle and a portion of the

target. The impacting particle and the target

material ui_dergo vaporization and fragmentation

(or spallation). Most of the fragments and vapors

are expelled from the site of the impact. The

speeds and ejection angles depend (to a large

extent) on the physical structure of the target

material and possibly on the structure of the

impacting dust particle.

Some of the vaporized and fragmented material

may be ejected at speeds greater than the lunar

escape speed and, hence, will escape from the

moon. The question arises as to whether the

1505
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moonis gainingor losingmassas a resultof
"_b_m_ardment by dust particles. Negative accre-

tion (net loss of mass) requires that the outer

layer of the moon is continually being eroded and

removed, thereby exposing new surface material.

Positive accretion (net gain of mass) could occur

through accretion of interplanetary material but

does not necessarily require that no material

escapes from the moon. An important con-

sequence of positive accretion would be the for-

mation of a layer of dust and rubble on the lunar

surface. If this layer were dendroidal, it could

(for certain sizes of impacting dust particles)

effectively inhibit the ejection from the moon of

fragments and vapors created in a hypervelocity

impact.
There are several external mechanisms besides

bombardment by interplanetary dust particles

whi('h possibly affect the lunar surface in various
manners. These mechanisms include bombard-

ment by solar ultraviolet and x-ray radiation, by

solar particles (principally protons and electrons),

and by cosmic rays. The effects possibly produced

by these mechanisms, as well as the nature of the

lunar surface, have been discussed by various
investigators, including ()pik, Whipple, and

(;ohl.' '_

The relatiw; iml)ortanc+' of dust boml)ardment

in affecting tile microstructure of the lunar

surf'w.e depends on several aspects of tile prohlc_m.

The fluxes of dust i)articles of various sizes, the

physical structure of the dust particles, the nature
of the lunar surface, and the type of hypervelocity

impact which applies are important in an in-
vestigation of the effects of dust bombardment.

The topics of fluxes of dust particles, probable
nature of the lunar surface, and possible effects
of dust bombardment on the lunar surface are

reviewed in subsequent sections, by using pres-

ently available data.

FLUXES OF INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES

ON THE MOON

Widely different estimates of the accretion rate

of interplanetary dust particles have appeared in
the literature. It is well to investigate in detail the

ohservation'd data on fluxes of (lust particles,

because of the possil)le importance (if dust in
determining the hmar surface characteristics.

Information concerning tile accretion rates of

interplanetary particulate aggregates for the moon

is directly available only for those bodies that are

sufficiently large to produce visible craters on the

moon. The limit on telescopic resolution cor-

responds to a crater diameter of approximately

750 m (0.4 mi.) for photographic observations and

200 m (0.1 m'i.) for visual observations, according

to Kuiper? Formation of such a crater requires a

particulate aggregate having a radius and a mass

of about l0 m and l0 '° gm, respectively, based on

the computations of 0pik?

Statistical studies of the frequencies and size

distrihutions of craters on the moon have been

made by several investigators, notably (_pik;

Shoemaker, Hackman, and Eggleton; McGillem

and Miller;* Pahn and Strom; and Kreitcr. 6-'°

This paper is concerned primarily with the fluxes

and effects of particles having masses considerably
smaller than those rcsponsit)lc for visible lunar

craters, so the subject of crater statistics will not

be pursued.

Attention is directed, in general, to bodies

having masses less than 10 t° gm and, in particular,

to particles having masses less than 104 gin.

Indirect approaches must be emph>yed in es-

tal)lishing the fluxes for particles with masses less
than about I() _° gin. l)ata which ean t)e used in

these indirect approaches are available for two

regions of space--the vicinity of the earth and

interplanetary space. These regions are sufficiently
far from the moon to make the necessary inter-

polation sullject to some uncertainty. Inter-

polation toward the moon from the two regions
for which data are available does, however, permit

fairly realistic limits to be set on the fluxes of

interplanetary dust particles impacting ()n the

moon.

The approach in establishing the fluxes of dust

particles for the moon follows, l_elevant data on
the fluxes of dust particles in the vicinity of the

earth are compiled to give a cumulative mass
distribution that is valid for the vicinity of the

earth. Portions of this mass distribution arc then

considered to be valid also for the vicinity of the

moon, and the results from studies of the zodiacal

light are used to replace the portion of the dis-

* See also References 11 and 12.
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tribution which probably is valid only near the
earth.

It is felt that this procedure leads to a cumu-

lative mass distribution which applies in the

vicinity of the moon and is valid for dust particles

ranging in size from the smallest particles per-
mitted by solar radiation pressure to remain in

closed heliocentric orbits up to particles large
enough to produce telescopically visible craters

on the moon. Of course, the accuracy of this

cumulative mass distribution is order-of-magni-
tude, because'of the uncertainties in the obser-
vational data used as a basis for the distribution.

The data from which the fluxes are derived are

considerably more accurate and extend over a

much larger range of particle mass for the vicinity

of the earth than for interplanetary space. An
attempt has been made to select some of the most

reliable data for use in establishing the fluxes for
dust particles of different sizes. The choice of data

to be included in the compilation has been

influenced by the desire to cover as completely as

possible the range of particle mass extending from

l0 '° gm down to 10 -14 gm. It is believed that the

selected data is quite representative of most of the
data available in the literature.

Data on the fluxes of dust particles in the
vicinity of the earth are obtained with a number of

observational techniques. The most suitable data

come from studies of the frequency of meteorite

falls, observations of meteors with photographic,

visual, and radar techniques, and direct measure-
ments made with rockets and satellites. These data

are the most reliable for use in establishing a mass
distribution that can be considered valid for the

vicinity of the earth.

Information about the spatial density of dust

particles in interplanetary space has been ob-
tained from photometric studies of the zodiacal

light. Reasonable assumptions regarding the mass

density and average speed for these particles lead
directly to estimates of the flux of small inter-

planetary dust particles impacting on the moon.
Also available is a direct measurement of the flux

of dust particles in interplanetary space obtained

recently by Alexander 13 with the probe Mariner
II (1962 apl).

A cumulative mass distribution for the vicinity
of the earth (derived on the basis of the selected
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FIGURE 1.--Cumulativemass distributionfor inter-

planetarydust particlesin the vicinityofthe e_rth,
derivedfrom studiesof the frequencyof meteorite
falls,from observationsof meteors,and from direct
measurementsobtainedwithrocketsand satellites.

data) is shown in figure 1. The data used and the

assumptions made in constructing the mass

distribution are discussed later. In figure 1 the

cumulative flux of particles with mass m and

larger is plotted as a function of particle mass.
The data obtained from the direct measurements

and the studies of meteorite falls are plotted

directly in terms of particle mass. The data from

meteor observations are plotted in terms of visual

magnitude, which is related to the mass of a

particle in a manner to be described later. A

scale of radius of the particles (computed on the

basis of a mass density of 1 gm/cm 3) is included

for convenience in referring to the approximate

size of a particle.
The results obtained with different obser-

vational techniques are generally expressed in

terms of different parameters of the dust par-

ticles or in terms of different phenomena produced

when the dust particles encounter the atmosphere

of the earth. Only the studies of meteorites (and

micrometeorites, which are not considered here)

directly yield information about the masses of the

particles. This information is subject to some

uncertainty because of the difficulty in estimating
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the amount of material lost through ablation and

vaporization as the particles enter the atmosphere.

Brown 21 and Hawkins 22 recently analyzed the

frequency of meteorite falls as a function of both
the mass of tile meteorite and the type of mete-

orite. The results obtained in these two investi-

gations are in good agreement regarding the rate

of infall of large meteorites but are in disagreement
about both the fluxes of the small meteorites and

the mass distributions of iron and stone meteorites.

Only the results of Brown will be considered.

Brown gave cumulative mass distributions (in

tabular form) for iron and stone meteorites. If the
results are combined and the fluxes revised up-

ward by the factor of 3.4 later suggested by

Brown, TM a cumulative mass distribution can be
derived for all meteorites incident on the earth.

The range of validity is considered here to be

10 ' and 10 'L gm, although Brown considered the

range to be 1 to 10" gm.
The results from direct measurements of fluxes

of dust particles with rockets and satellites

probahly constitute the most reliable data about
the fluxes of small dust particles in the vici,fity Of

the earth. These measurements are subject to

only small uncertainties (_<2)" arising from the

fact that a value for the average speed of the

particles presently must be assumed. Most of the
dete(:tors flown have been sensitive to the mo-

mentum of an impacting dust particle; hence, an

average speed (relative to the detector) must be
assumed in order to express the results in terms of

particle mass. The available direct measurements
have been collected, reviewed, and evaluated in

several recent papers3 TM The results most

probably are not applicable to the moon because
of the existence of an enhancement of the fluxes

of small dust particles in the vicinity of the earth? 4

The literature contains a lot of data on the

fluxes of dust particles of meteoroidal size. The
results come from radar, visual, and photographic

observations of both shower and sporadic meteors.

Only the data on sporadic meteors need t)e con-
sidered in regard to average fluxes over time

intervals longer than l yr.

The mass of a particle is not a directly ob-

servable parameter in meteor observations; it

must I)(_ computed on the basis of meteor theory.

The observahle parameters include electron line

density, luminous intensity, and photographic

intensity for radar, visual, and photographic

meteors, respectively. The observed fluxes for

both radar and photographic meteors (for con-

venience in comparing the results with the visual

observations) usually are expressed also in terms

of visual magnitude, which is a logarithmic
measure of the luminous intensity. These con-

versions involve some uncertainties, but the

major uncertainty is encountered upon trying to

express the results from meteor observations in

terms of the mass of a particle. The mass-to-

magnitude relation is subject to revision as better

values for the parameters used in meteor theory

become available.

Watson summarizes the results of early visual

and telescopic observations of meteors with visual

magnitudes extending from -3 to -}-10.16 The

results arc given as an incremental magnitude

distribution (presented in tabular form) from

which a cumulative magnitude distribution can be

readily derived.

Millman and Burland reported the results of

radar, visual, and photographic meteor obser-
vations in Canada) 9 These results indicate that as

the brightness increases the number of meteors

progressively becomes smaller than would be

expected on the basis of the results given I)y

Watson. McKinley has reviewed the Canadian

results and given cumulative magnitude dis-

tributions (in cquati(m form) derived from the
observations? _ The distributions were extrapo-

lated slightly to cover the range of visual magni-

tude extending from - l0 to + 10.

Hawkins and Upton _7analyzed a sample of the
observations made in the Harvard Photographic

Meteor Program. The results were expressed as

cumulative magnitude distributions for both

photograplfie and visual magnitudes. The dis-

tril)ution expressed in terms of visual maglfitudc

will be used here, and the range of validity (as

read from the plotted observational data) will be
considered to extend from 0 to +4.1 in visual

magnitude. The cumulative mass distrit)ution

given 1)y tlawkins and Upton cannot be used

here, l)ec_'_use it is based on a different mass-to-

magnitude relation than the one adopted for use

in this paper.

tIawkbls "malyzed the awfilable data on fireballs
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and bright meteors in an attempt to establish the
influx rates 15 and concluded that the number of

asteroidal and cometary meteoroids were equal

somewhere within the range 0 to -5 in visual

magnitude. Hawkins adopted a visual magnitude

of - 3 as a fiducial point and then used a constant-

mass - per - magnitude extrapolation toward

brighter meteors (extending to -10 in visual

magnitude) as a cumulative magnitude distri-

bution for the fireballs. This same procedure has

been followed here by using the cumulative

magnitude distribution (expressed in terms of vis-

ual magnitude) that was given by Hawkins and

UptonY Hawkins also converted the cumulative

magnitude distribution to a cumulative mass

distribution, but this conversion was based on a

mass-to-magnitude relation different from the one

adopted here.

Kaiser gave a cumulative flux for radar meteors

with radar magnitudes of +10.8 and lower, is

The gradient of the magnitude distribution was

given for meteors with radar magnitudes between

+8 and +10.8; a cumulative magnitude dis-
tribution can be derived.

The foregoing results from the meteorite studies

by Brown, from the meteor observations by

Watson, Millman and Burland, Kaiser, Hawkins

and Upton, and Hawkins, and from the direct
measurements with rockets and satellites were

used in constructing the cumulative mass distri-
bution shown in figure 1. All the results from

meteor observations were plotted in terms of
visual magnitude. (It was assumed that radar and

visual magnitude are approximately equal.)

Visual magnitude was then related to the particle

mass by assuming that a meteoroid with a mass of

1 gm and a speed of 30 km/sec will, on the average,

produce a meteor with a visual magnitude of zero.

This relation between visual magnitude and

particle mass was used recently by Whipple in a

revision of the mass-to-magnitude relationship. 26

It is particularly convenient, because it matches

the zero point of the visual magnitude with the

zero point of the logarithmic mass scale.

The cumulative mass distribution shown in

figure 1 is specifically valid for the vicinity of the
earth. The segments of the curve which were

derived from the studies of meteors and meteorites

can be applied readily to the vicinity of the moon,

as can be demonstrated by the following argument.

The average speed observed for meteors is

approximately 30 km/sec. The average speed for
the meteorite-producing meteoroids is about 17

km/sec, according to Whipple and Hughes? _
Such speeds could not have been changed much

from the original values by the gravitational
effects of the earth. The fluxes of meteoroid-size

particles are, therefore, essentially the same for

the moon as for the earth. 0pik suggests that the

flux at the moon is about 80 percent of that for the

earth. 6 Brown comes to a similar conclusion by

considering the flux near the earth to be 1.3

times that for the moon. 21 The value given by
0pik is adopted for use here.

Determination of the fluxes of small dust

particles presents a problem. As was pointed out,
the fluxes measured near the earth with satellites

and rockets probably do not apply for the vicinity
of the moon. Since no reliable direct measure-

ments have been obtained for the vicinity of the

moon, other data must be used for establishing
the impact rates of small dust particles on the

moon. Data for this purpose are available from

studies of the zodiacal light by Allen, van de Hulst,

Els/£sser, and Ingham? s-31 Also available is a

direct measurement made with the spacecraf_

Mariner II as reported by Alexander. 13The results

of Els_sser and Ingham are used here in computing

the flux of small dust particles on the moon. The

direct measurement is in fair agreement with
either of these sets of data.

The results from the photometric studies of the

zodiacal light were given as incremental size
distributions valid within certain limits on the

size of the dust particle. These distributions are

integrated between the appropriate limits to yield

a cumulative size distribution. A mass density of

1 gm/cm _ and an average speed of 10 km/sec in

interplanetary space are applied for conversion

from spatial density of particles of a given size

and larger to a flux of particles of a given mass

and larger which can be used for the vicinity of
the moon.

Portions of the cumulative mass distribution

shown in figure 1 are applied to the vicinity of the

moon and merged with the distributions derived

from the results of zodiacal light studies to yield

the distribution shown in figures 2 and 3. (The
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planetary dust particles in the vicinity of the moon,
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flux is expressed in various units in figures 1, 2,

and 3 for convenience in making calculations for

different intervals of time.) The distribution

derived from measurements made near the earth

with satellites is shown as a dot-dash curve in

figures 2 and 3 for the purpose of comparison. The

geocentric distance to which the high fluxes

measured near the earth apply is not known; the

fluxes of small dust particles on the moon probably

fall between the values indicated by the zodiacal

light studies and the values indicated by the

direct measurements obtained in the vicinity of

the earth. The fluxes are, however, thought to be

close to those indicated by the zodiacal light

studies.

/ i

FmuR_ 4.--Incremental mass influx distribution for

interplanetary dust particles imp'rating on the moon,
derived from the cumulative mass distribution shown

in figure 2.

A useful distribution curve (which seems to

show some signifieant trends) can be derived from

the cumulative distribution shown in figure 3.

Since the derivation involves differentiation, the
uncertainties which can occur when a not-too-

well-known function is differentiated must 1)e

rcmenfi)ered. The cunmlativc mass distribution is

first differentiated with respect to the particle

mass to give an im;remcntal mass distribution. The

flux of partich,s imving masses within an incre-

mental range of particlc mass is then multiplied by

the particle mass. This operation results in the

incremental mass influx distribution shown in

figure -I. The unit range of particle m,_ss is taken

to be unit magnitude, because of the extensive use

of nmgnitude (visual) in the meteor literature. An

increase of I magnitude corresponds to a decrease
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of 0.4 in the logarithm of the particle mass and to

a decrease by a factor of 100 _/5= 2.5 in the mass of

the particle. Magnitude has no physical meaning
outside the meteoroidal range of particle mass,

but it can be used as a convenient logarithmic
measure of the mass.

An incremental mass influx curve (similar to the

one shown in figure 4) for the vicinity of the
earth shows that the process of accretion of

material by the earth is dominated by particles of
micron size. The incremental mass influx curve

for the moon (figure 4) shows that the particles of

meteoroid size most probably represent the major

contribution in the accretion of interplanetary

material by the moon. This conclusion would be

affected if the mass of a particle which produces a

meteor of zero visual magnitude were reduced

appreciably. According to Lcvin, 32 the value of 1

gm used by Whipple 26for the mass of a zero visual

magnitucd meteor should be reduced by 10 to 100
times.

The incremental mass influx curve shown in

figure 4 also can be transformed into an energy

flux or a momentum flux distribution if an average

speed is assumed to hold over most of the range of

particle size shown. A value of about 25 km/sec

would be appropriate for particles having masses

less than about 104 gm.

The amounts of interplanetary dust accreted by

the moon during a given interval of time can be
computed on the basis of the mass distributions

shown in figures 2, 3, and 4. The accretion rate can

be read directly from figure 4 with an accuracy

that is well within the limits of uncertainty in the
observational data from which the distributions

were derived. (It should be remembered, for con-

venience in using figure 4, that an increase of 5

in the magnitude corresponds to a decrease }-y a

factor of 100 in the mass of the particle.) Use of

the distributions derived from the results given by

Hawkins, Hawkins and Upton, Kaiser, ElsSsser,

and Ingham leads to an accretion rate of approxi-

mately 0.5 gm/cm 2 for particles with masses less

than 104 gm incident on the moon during the past

4.5X l09 yr. Use of the distributions of Millman

and Burland, Els_isser, and Ingham leads to an

accretion rate of approximately 3 gm/cm 2 for the

same range of particle mass and the same interval
of time.

An accretion rate of 1 gm/cm 2for particles with

masses less than 104 gm impacting on the moon

during the past 4.5X109 yr is adopted here as

consistent with the available data. According to
(_pik 6 the lifetime of interplanetary bodies near

the orbit of the earth is about 2X106 yr, which

means that the flux has probably remained fairly
constant during most of the past 4.5X109 yr.

If the flux were lower at the present time than

during the past, the accretion rate would need to

be revised upward by an unknown amount.

According to the distribution shown ill figure 4,
the major contribution to the accreted material

comes from particles which would produce radar,
visual, and photographic meteors if they were to

encounter the atmosphere of the earth. Such

particles have masses between about 10 -5 and

1 gm. Their dimensions are measured in milli-
meters and tenths of millimeters. Studies con-

ducted at Harvard have shown that these par-

ticles are primarily of cometary origin and are

very fragile. The mass densities of the particles
are of the order of 0.5 gm/cm 3.

A comparison may now be made between the

accretion rate derived here (for particles with

masses less than about 10_ gm) and the accretion

rates previously suggested by various investi-

gators. Gold and Warner used an accretion rate

of 10 -7 cm3/cm2/yr in considering tlle role of large

scale dust erosion on the moon. 33,34 Whipple

suggested that the accretion rate was approxi-

mately 1 gm/cm2/2X l06 yr. 2 0pik used an accre-

tion rate of 10 -2 gm/cm2/106 yr in a discussiou of

the nature of the lunar surface. 6 A significantly

lower rate of 10 -9 gm/cm2/yr was used by

Sharanov. 35 For purposes of comparison with the

foregoing estimates note that the accretion rate

of 1 gm/cm2/4.5)< l09 yr may be expressed also as

2)<10 -'° gm/cm2/yr, 2X10 -a gm/cm2/106 yr,

4X10 -4 gm/cm:/2X106 yr, and (for a mass

density of 0.5 gm/cm 3) 4X l0 -1° cm3/cm2/yr. The

value used here is significantly lower than the

values given by Gold, Whipple, and 0pik, but is

comparable with the value used by Sharanov.

THE NATURE OF THE LUNAR SURFACE

An investigation of the effects of dust bombard-

ment on the moon rcquires that adequate con-

sideration bc given to the physical characteristics
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of the lunarsurface,especiallyona smallscale.
Someparameterswhichareimportantin deter-
mining the effectsof bombardmentby dust
particlesare the compositionand physical
natureof theoutermostlunarsurfacelayer,the
sizeofthesurfacefeaturesrelativeto thesizeof
an impactingdust particle,andthe interstitial
natureofthegraindistribution(ortheporosityof
the surfacelayer). Theseparametersspecify
thebulkdensityandothercharacteristicsof the
surfacematerial.Thedensityand structureof
the impactingdust particlesarealsorelevant
in theinteraction.

Somephysicalpropertiesof the lunarsurface
have beendeterminedby using information
obtainedfromradar,visual,infrared,microwave,
photometric,andpolarimetricohscrvationsofthe
moon.Theknownproperties(suchasthealbedo,
theheatconductivity,thedielectricconstant,the
degreeof roughness,the color,andthe photo-
metricand polarimetricproperties)imposere-
strictionson the physicalnatureof tile lunar
surfacelayer.Thesurfacecanl)eneithersmooth
rocknor compactedrubblebut rathermusthe
composedof small particlesarrangedto have
propertiesconsistentwith the ot)servational
information.

Thelunarsurfacecharacteristicsmaybesimu-
latedbyadendriformmaterialoflowhulkdensity,
highporosity,anda depthrangingfromcenti-
metersto severalmeters.Thesurfacestructure
hasl)robahlydevelopedhecauseof the adhesive
propertiesof micron-diameterdustparticlesand
gascondensationin anultrahighva('uum.Solar
radiationin the extremeultravioletand soft
x-rayregionandprotonbomt)ardmentmayhave
contril)utedto theadhesiveproperties.

The resultsof manyof the studiesof lunar
surfa('ccharactcristi('_shavel)(;cnreviewedand
evaluatedby Fessenkov,I)ollfus,Sinton,and
Evans.a6a,a(}pik, Whil)t)le,(Inhl, Sharannv,

Sytinskaya, Troitskii, Salisl)ury, and others
have considered the sm'face structure of the

nloo 11.1- :|, 3 a, ;_5, ,10 42

l{'t(|ar obs(,rvations of the moon :tt metric and

decimetric wavel(,ngl.hs give information about
the strll(;ture of the Slllqtt(',e Oli a slna]hw s(qtle than

is l)ossibh' with teles(_ol)iC obserwd.ions. Evans
has recently reviewed th(' hmm' radar results, a'a

Important conclusions based on radar studies are
that the lunar surface is smooth and undulating

with gradients of less than 1 in 10 at meter wave-
lengths and that less than 10 percent of the sur-

face is covered by outcroppings with dimensions
of the order of a meter. The surface is smooth

down to dimensions of approximately 10 cm. Also

important are the low values for the dielectric
constant obtained from radar studies. These

values (ranging between 1.1 and 2.7) are lower
than those for ordinary terrestrial rocks, indicating

a surfacc material of low bulk density and of a

depth between a few cm and 10 m.

Results from photometric and polarimetric
studies of the moon and terrestrial materials have

been discussed by Minnaert, Fessenkov, and

Dollfus. a<aT,4a,44 Some general conclusions about
the lunar surface model reached on the basis of the

photometric and polarimetric studies, which are
important in considerations of the effects of dust

bombardment, arc as follows: The photometric

function is nearly the same for all regions of the

lunar surface, even over the range in albedo

existing t)ctwcen the highlands and maria. Color
differences on the moon are small. The moon shows

no limb darkening--all points on the lunar surface
reach maximum radiance n(;ar the time of a full

moon. The polarization is nearly constant in

magnitude and dir(,ction for the highlands hut

varies irregularly over th(; maria. The polarization

varies al)t)roximately inversely with ali)edo. Tile

photometric t)roperties suggest a porous surface

layer, existing even on the steepest sh)l)es. The

polarimetric results are, interpreted t)y l)ollfus
and Minnaert to imply that the porous layer is

covered with dust. Fessenkov is more eXl)licit,

suggesting that the surface layer may consist of

aggh)merations of grains.

Sinton and Zel'tser h:we reviewed the results of

infrared measurement of the hmm" surface tem-

perature, a_._ Analyses of the temperature vari-
ation of the hmar sm'faee le_td to th(, conclusion

that most of the surface is covered with a dust

layer with a thickness greater than 5 cm.

Atteml)ts have been mad(' to find ordinary
terrestrial nmterials having photometri('_ and

polarimctric prot)erties similar to those of the

moon. The attcml)ts met with little or no success

until recently. Acco,'ding to Mimmert, *:_ van
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Diggelenfoundthatthephotometricfunctionofa
lichencloselyresembledthephotometricfunction
ofthemoon.Anexaminationofthefairycastleor
dendriformnatureof the lichengivesan im-
pressionofhowreallycomplexthemicrostructure
onthesurfaceofthemoonmaypossiblybe.

Theprobablecomplexityof the lunarsurface
hasI_eendemonstratedmorevividly in therecent
successfulattemptsof Hapketo constructsur-
facesby sifting variouspowderedminerals.46
UsingcommonterrestrialmaterialsHapkecreated
surfaceswhich show photometricproperties
similarto thoseof thelunarsurface.Themineral
grainstendto buildhighlycomplexstructuresof
dendroidalform. The surfaceshave irregular
interstices.Theseexperimentsare the first to
succeedin givingan arrangementof materials
whichhave photometricpropertiessimilar to
thoseofthe lunarsurfaceandwhicharelikelyto
bepresentonthemoon.Thestructuresmayalso
havethermalconductionpropertieswhichwould
explainthe lagincoolingduringthelunarnight.
Radiationdamageto the mineralcrystalsby
solarproteushasbeensuggestedasanagentfor
discoloringthe crystalsto the requiredopacity.

In summary,theresultsfromthemicrowave,
infrared,andphotometricstudiesof the moon
indicatethat the surfacelayeris everywherea
low densityporousmaterial.The polarimetric
studiesindicatethatathinlayerofdustexists,or
(moreprobably)that smallstructuresor ag-
glomerationsof particles(dendroids)coverthe
lunar surface.A surfacelayerof the complex
dendriformstructurescreatedin the laboratory
by Hapkewill thereforebeadoptedin thispaper
asa workingmodelfor usein investigatingthe
effectsof dustbombardmentonthelunarsurface.
It is assumedthat thegrainsizeis microscopic
(of the orderof 10_) andthat the grainsare
agglomeratedinto a dendroidstructure.The
dendroidnature of the agglomeratesof dust
particlesresultsin a materialof very low bulk
density,probablyl0 timeslessthanthedensity
oftheparentmaterial.Thestructureiseffectively
veryopenwith interstitialspacesof varioussizes
andshapes.A depthofafewcmforthelayerwill
serveasastartingpointin theinvestigation.

Yet remaining,however,is thehypothesisof a
mechanismon the lunar surfaceto act as the

-analogofthesiftingprocessusedinthelaboratory
to distributethe grains.The processmust be
capableof developingandmaintainingthecom-
plexstructuresat a ratewhichwouldkeepthe
lunarsurfacein a stateof goodrepairfrom a
photometricstandpoint.Yetthemechanismmust
notbesodominantthat it erasesall photometric
andpolarimetricdifferenceson themoonduring
atimescaleofseveralbillionyears.

HYPERVELOCITY IMPACTS ON THE LUNAR

SURFACE

The dendroid model of the lunar surface

(described in the previous section) may have

evolved during the early history of the moon at

the time of formation of the maria and large

craters. Following this period, dust particle
bombardment could have affected the structure

of the lunar surface. This is a process similar to

that required to build the lunar surface. Very

likely a quasi-equilibrium microstructure on the

lunar surface has developed and been maintained

up to the present time, if a single generation

process is responsible. Although mechanisms such
as volcanism and lava flows have been considered

as the source of a number of lunar surface char-

acteristics, impacts from large bodies are clearly
the source of most of the craters on the moon. On

a smaller scale, hypervelocity impacts by dust

particles have had an effect on the surface char-
acteristics of the moon.

The speeds (from 2.4 to 70 kin/see) for impacts

of extralunar particles are catastrophically high--

impacts at these velocities are called hypervelocity

impacts. Speeds at the lower end of this range

may be simulated experimentally by using special

light-gas guns and chemical and electrical means

for particle acceleration. The upper limit of speeds

which have been obtained experimentally in

studies of cratering is about 8 to 10 km/scc,

although higher speeds can be obtained in some
circumstances.

_[ost of the experimental data on hypervelocity
impacts apply for metal targets and dense pro-

jectiles. These data are inadequate for deter-

mining the effects of impacts on the moon because

great differences may be expected between hyper-

velocity cratering on a metal target and on a
surface with the characteristics of the lunar
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surface.Thehypervelocityinteractionalsode-
pendson the densityandpropertiesof the im-
pactingprojectile.Experimentalsimulationof
projectilescorrespondingto interplanetarydust
particleshasnot beenachieved.Themodelfor
theseparticlesisnotadequatelyknown,andthe
requiredfragility of the projectilecannotbe
simulatedand maintainedduringacceleration.
Someexperimentaldata for hypervelocityim-
pactsoil rocksurfaceshavebeenobtained.The
resultsfrom crateringonbasalttargetsaredif-
ferentfromcrateringeffectsobservedfor metals.
Thecffectsof hyperveh)cityimpactsoll sandor
dust targets (and l)articularly oll lunar-like
surfaces)mightbe expectedto differmarkedly
fromtimeffectsofimpactonmetalorbasalt.The
possibledifferencesarediscussedbeh)w.

A hypcrvelocityimpactonasurfaceofmetalor
basaltformsa craterandgenerateshighspeed
ejectaduringthe crateringprocess.The crater
formedinametaltargetisgenerallyhemispherical;
it hasanedgeor lip extendingabovethelevelof
thetargetsurface,andthediameterof thec.rater
isseveraltimesgreaterthantile diameterof the
projectile.A crateris formedin abasalttargetin
the sainemanneras itl a metal target, I)ut the

effect of spalling or fracturing (resulting from

shock propagation in the target m-_teri'tl) is

much more pronounced. SI)all'_tion in basalt

greatly increases the amount of ejecta (com-

pared with metal targets) and accordingly in-
creases the volume of the crater. The volume of the

crater formed in sand has I)een found by Gault,

Shoemaker, and Moore to be still larger than that
formed in basalt. 47

Opik, Bjork, and Stanyukovich and Bronshten

have made theoretical studies of hyperveh)city

impacts in metals and rocks. '_,,''.4"_ Bjork h'Ls

probably gone furthest in solving the theory of

hyl)ervch)eity cratering in metals by using a

hydrodynamic model. The mechanism of crater

formation is essentially one of cavitation, re-

suiting from an intense plastic deform._tion wave

formed during the iml)act. The size and shal)e of

the crater are deterndned I)y the I)rOl)erties of the

wave and the t'trget m'tterial. The initial con-

ditions al)l)lying during the early stages of the

impact deteJ'mine the aml)litu(h' and shal)e of the

deform.ttion wave. The initi'd si'tge of the irnl)a(q,

or primary penetration is characterized by a very

rapid plastic deformation of the target and

impacting projectile. If the speed at impact is very

high, the surface pressure so far exceeds the yield

strength of the material that a hydrodynamic

treatment is quite accurate. The deformation

wave propagates into the target, displacing

material as it disperses. The effects produced in

the target depend upon the propcrties of the target

material as described by the (quation of statc of
the material. The crater dimensions are deter-

mined by the distance traveled by the deformation

wave while its intensity is greater than the

strength of the target material. The model

descrit)ed is essentially the same as that used by

Bjork in his theoretical treatment of cratering.

The hydrodynamic model for hypervelocity

impacts represents a fairly accurate approxi-

mation for impacts on metal targets. Experi-
mental data show agreement with this model for

speeds up to 11 km/sec. For the case for iml)acts

on inelastic or/)rittle surface materials, the effect

of shock propagation through the material results

in a degree of sl)allation that depends (m the

frangibility of the t;u'get nmterial, l_]xl)erimental

data for hyt)ervelocity inll)acts on l)asalt have
been obtained I)y ( ;ault, Shoemaker, and Moore. t7

Craters formed by hyl)erveh)city imlIacts of

projectiles at velocities of 6.4 kin/see on 1)'_salt
were studied in detail. The volume (If the crater,

exl)ressed in t(,rms of the cumulative Inass of the
material ejected from the surface, was about 200

times the projectile mass. The ejected mass was

inore than l0 times greater then that observed for

high speed impacts in metals and represents the

effects of spallation in a t)rittle material. The

size and velocity distributions of the ejected

l)artMes were ineasured.

In addition to iml)aets on basalt, hyl)ervelocity

iml)acts were made on weakly bonded quartz

sand. It. was found that for a given expended

en(,rgy, the mass ejected from the bonded sand

target was at least a factor of 3 greater than the

mass ejected from the basalt target. The velocity

distril)utions of the ejected partMes did not

differ very much from those for I)asalt. For im-

pacts on sand targets the ejected I)artMes in-

elu(l(,d grains of sand, agglomerations of sand

gr'dns, "rod finely cxushed quartz.
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Reasonsexistfor believingthat theeffectsof
hypervelocityimpactsona surfaceof dendroidal
structurewouldbe considerablydifferentfrom
thoseofimpactsonmetals,rocks,sand,anddust.
The major differencefor the dendroidmodel
arisesfromthe fact that thismodelhasa com-
pressibility.Thebulk densityof thedendroidal
structurescreatedby Hapkeisafactorof l0 less
thantheactualdensityof thegrains.An analogy
forimpactsintoacompressiblestructurewouldbe
theimpactsof meteoroidsintoa gassuchasthe
atmosphereof theearth.In thisextremecaseno
ejectaresult,becauseall of the momentumis
absorbedin this essentiallyinelasticmedium.
Similareffectshavebeenobservedexperimentally
for hypervelocityimpactsinto materialssuchas
styrofoam.Projectileswith speedsof a fewkm
perseccanbecompletelystoppedandrecovered
intact.At higherspeedstheprojectilemayfrac-
ture,butthepiecesaretrappedinthecompressible
porousmatrix.Verylittle materialis ejectedby
such impacts.Hypervelocityimpactsand the
resultingcratersin metal,basalt,and a den-
droidalstructurearedepictedin figure5. In the
first two casesa considerablevolumeis ejected
fromthesurfaceandthecraterretainstheshape
formedat impact.Forimpactsintoadendroidal
structuretheprojectilecanpenetratedeepbelow
the surfaceand,whilefracturing,candisperse
laterally into the medium.The energyand
momentumabsorbedtendto expandor blowout
themedium.It appearsreasonableto believethat
theimpactwill resultin theraisingof thesurface
in thevicinity of the impactwithoutnecessarily

\_x _IL,/._4Y

IMPACT iN METAL

CRATER IN METAL

• -. ,[,,_r_• .:

IMPACT IN BASALT

CRATER IN BASALT

_ _.4._.,
IMPACT IN DENOROID

STRUCTURE

CRATER IN DENDROID

STRUCTURE

FmvaE 5.--Hypcrvelocity impacts on vurious surfaces.

forming a crater. The hypervelocity impact would

thereby lead to the generation of more small

particles for building the dendroidal structure.

CONCLUSIONS

The nature of the lunar surface layer as related

to the impacts of interplanetary dust particles

has been an enigma. The dendroidal surface

model created by Hapke successfully reproduces

many of the properties of the lunar surface. It

incorporates the adhesive or cemented qualities of

the weak, porous matrix discussed by Whipple.

It protects the underlying surface against erosion

by dust particle bombardment as was suggested

by 0pik for a dust layer which was not removed.

Hapke has pointed out that removal of surface

material by a hypervelocity impact into a den-

droid layer would be inhibited.

The available data on the fluxes of inter-

planetary dust particles with masses less than

about l04 gm show that the material accreted by

the moon during the past 4.5X l09 yr amounts to

approximately 1 gm/cm 2 if the flux has remained

fairly constant. This value for the accretion rate

is significantly lower than several previous esti-

mates. The relative importance of atomic sputter-

ing should be further investigated, because of this
low value for the accretion rate.

The hypervelocity impacts of small dust par-
ticles constitute an effective mechanism for de-

veloping and maintaining a dendroid layer that
is consistent with observational data for the lunar

surface. The dendroid surface is probably rough

on a scale that is comparable with the dimensions

of the particles which dominate the accretion

process. The ejectra from hypervelocity impacts

on such a low density porous structure would be

largely captured and retained by the surface

layer, leading to positive accretion for the moon.

The lunar surface layer thus formed would
consist of a mixture of lunar material and inter-

planetary material (primarily of cometary origin)
from 10 cm to 1 m thick. The low value for the

accretion rate for the small particles is not ade-

quate to produce large scale dust erosion or to
form deep layers of dust on the moon, for the

flux has probably remained fairly constant

during the past several billion years.
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REARRANGEMENT COLLISIONS. III. ELECTRON
TRANSFER FROM ATOMS TO FAST PROTONS*

M. H. MITTLEMANt

Goddard Space Flight Center

The high energy rearrangement collision, in which a fast proton incident upon an atom picks up
an electron, is considered. It is found that with the present understanding of rearrangemcnt colli-
sions the cross section can be given for any atom in a restricted energy region with some theoretical
uncertainty due to higher order collisions.

INTRODUCTION

The collision in which a fast proton hits a

neutral atom in its ground state and picks up an

electron to form hydrogen and a residual ion is
considered here.

Previous theoretical trgatments of this problem

have yielded cross sections the energy depcndeuce

of which is E -1114 (Thomas 1927) and E -'_ (Bohr

1940). Both of these workers considered a model

in which the colh,ctive effects in the atom played

an important role. Brinkmal_ and Kramers (1930)
have obtained a result for this cross sectiou with

a high energy behavior of E -_ from a single-

particle model. This is essentially the result we

obtains; however, wc shall show that this depend-

cnce obtains in a very restricted high cncrgy

region where no cxperiments are available.

The present state of the theory of rearraHge-

mcnt collisions is so poor that even the proper

startillg point for the formulation of the thcory is

in doubt. That is, there are many cxprcssions for

the transition amplitude describing the collision,
all of which are exact. These all contain some

quantity (a wave function or propagator) which

presupposes a knowledge of the exact solution of

the problem so that approximations are necessary.

* Supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission.

t Perman(mt address: Lawrence Radiation Lal)oratory,
Livermore, C8lifornit_, and University of Cldifornia,
Berkeley, California.

Practical considerations usually limit the approxi-

mations to a Born approximation or a distorted

wavc Born approximation for the wave functions.

When these approximations are applied to the

various expressions for the T matrix differel_t

results arc obtained. It is one of the purposes of

this paper to investigate the dit'fereHce in the
various forinulations.

In the next section wc prcscnt the various
formal formulations of the 7' matrix. In Section

3 we shall see that thc first Born approximation
to the various formulations leads to different

results but that the leading term in -m (,xpansiou

in energy -1 in each result yields a cross section
which varies as E -_ with the same coefficient for

each one. The coefficient of the next term (E -v)

depends upon the starting formulation. I_ Section

4 we briefly discuss the secor_d Born approxima-
tion. The discussion will be based on previous

work where it was shown that the second Boru

approximation contributes a term in the cross

section with energy dependence E -nr2 but with a

small coefficient. Moreover, ther(_ "_re terms in
E -6 from the second Born approximation and

there are even some indications that the third

Born approximation will contribute terms of

order E -". Therefore, even the leading term which

seems to be predicted unambiguously from the

first Born approximation is in doubt. The net

result is that we can only make an approximate

prediction of the cross section in a very restricted

energy region.
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FORMAL STARTING POINTS

There are many expressions for the transition

amplitude for the process:

H+-FA (O)---_H(n) -FA+(m). (1)

Here the symbols in parentheses indicate the

state of the body. The difficulties all seem to arise

from the fact that the non-interacting initial and

final states are described by different Hamil-

tonians, so that these states are not orthogonal.

This lack of orthogonality has led to much mis-

understanding of the role of the distortion po-
tential in a distorted wave calculation of such

process.

For instance, in the case of electron transfer

from hydrogen to protons the role of the proton-
proton interaction has been much discussed. In

the original high energy first Born approximation

calculation (Brinkman and Kramers 1930) the

interaction was completely omitted. Subsequent

calculations (Jackson and Schiff 1953, Bates and

Dalgarno 1952) have included it as part of the

interaction in the first Born approximation. A

second Born approximation calculation (Drisko
1955t) shows that the second-order contributions

of this potential cancel the first-order ones.

Indeed, one can show (Mittleman 1961 a) that
in the limit m/M--_O it makes no contribution at
all.

Historically, the first formal difficulty in the

theory of rearrangement collisions was the so-

called "post prior" discrepancy. This resulted

from the two forms obtained by considering the

transition to be caused either by the initial or

final perturbation (Lippmann 1956) :

T1 = (_I,:(-)V_q_i) (2)

T2 = (+:V:'_i (+) ). (3)

Our notation is the following: H is the total Ham-

iltonian. It may be broken up into two forms, ap-

propriate to the initial or final states

H=HI-F V_ =H:-F V: (4)

where HI(H:) is the initial (final) non-interacting
Hamiltonian and Vi(V:) is the interaction in the

initial (final) state. _ and ¢: are the initial and

t Unpublished thesis, Carnegie Institute of Technology.

final non-interacting states respectively. They

satisfy

(E-H,)¢i =0 (5a)

(E-H:)¢:=O (5b)

where E is the total energy. The state _I,-_(+)is the

solution to the full scattering problem with _bi as
the initial state:

_i (+) =#_i-F (ai)-lVi¢2i (+) (6)

where ai=E--Hi-Fi_ and _I,:(-) is the solution to

the full time reversed scattering problem with ¢:

as the initial state (Gell-Mann and Goldbcrger

1953) :

¢_1(-) = d_:-4-(a/+) -1V flt:(-) (7)

where a/= E- HI-Fly.

The forms T1 and T2 are formally equal but

when approximations are made for the total wave

functions the results for T: and T2 are no longer

equal. If the correct first Born approximations

for _i (+) and _:(-) are substituted in each then it

can be shown that the results are still equal

(Schiff 1949). Higher Born approximations lose

this property. This is not surprising in that differ-

ent potentials are assumed to be small in each

case. There is no reason to expect an expansion

in which the proton-atom interaction (initial) is
considered small to be the same as one in which

the hydrogen-ion interaction (final) is taken to
be small.

T2 and T3 can be modified by replacing _ and

q_: by distorted wave states. If we define the dis-

torted wave states xi (+) and x: (-) by

(E-Fi_- Hi- vi) xi (+) = i*l_i (8a)

(E-in-H:--_:)×:(-) = -iych: (8b)

then the transition amplitudes may be written

T = (_:(-) (V_- _) xi(+)) = (xs(-)(V:- _s)_,_(+>)

(9)

where v_ and v/ are almost arbitrary potentials.

If they are chosen to be potentials defined by the

property that they give the exact elastic scatter-

ing, then (9) can be written (Mittleman 1961b)

Ta = (W:(-) ] I-V,, Hi-] ] 6_,(+)) (10)

T, = 0I':(-)I [Hs, V:] [ _Iq(+)). (11)
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HereII_isa projectionoperatorontotheground
stateof the atom,or any collectionof bound
statescontainingthe groundstate.HI projects
on to them state of the ion and the n state of

hydrogen or any collection of such bound states
containing the product (n, m) (Mittleman 1962).

The re-ordering which changes the pair T:'and

T2 into T_ and T4 is accomplished at the expense

of losing the equality of the first Born approxima-

tions in the post and prior forms. This is not a

great loss in that there does not seem to be any

physical reason to expect such a symmetry in the

first distorted wave Born approximation. On the

other hand, Ta and T4 have the appealing prop-

erty of having transitions only between orthogonal

states (Mittleman 1961b).

Another form of T has been obtained by

Greider (1959). This is accomplished by singling

out the interaction between the proton and the

electron which is stripped to form hydrogen. The

remaining part of Vi is absorbing as a generalized

distortion potential. This potential can cause

excitations and even ionizations of the atom, but

no rearrangement into hydrogen.t If we now

define the wave function _,i(+) by

[E+in-Hi- (Vi- V_) ]M (+) =ivchi (12)

where V1 is the electron-proton interaction men-

tioned above, then Greider has shown that an

equivalent form for T is

T_ = (,I_f(-) VaM (+)). (13)

where now II: is the extremely complicated projec-

tion operator which projects onto _(+).

We also mention the variational technique as

used by Bates (1959) in which the wave function

is assumed to be a linear superposition of the
initial and final states with unknown coefficients.

These are determined from a variational principle.

The remarks concerning the results of Section 3

apply to this method also.

Finally, we should point out that there is an
extensive literature dealing with this problem

(mostly for atomic hydrogen). No attempt has

hteen made here to provide a complete list of such
references. The reader is referred to the review

article by Bates and McCarroll (1962) for the

latest compilation of these. The most recent

calculation of this sort (Bransden and Cheshire

1962t) is an impulse approximation calculation.

It contains second-order effects and essentially
confirms the results of Drisko.

FIRST BORN APPROXIMATIONS

We now turn to the evaluation of thc_e forms

in first Born approximations. We mean by this

that any wave function such as 'I'i (+), ,I,f(-) or

M(+) is replaced by its first Born approximation.

The approach will be to describe the relative mo-

tion of the nuclei classically and to lnake the

further approximation that the motion is un-

accelerated (Frame 1931, Mittleman 1961a).
First we consider the form T_. The first Born ap-

proximation is (the limit where the electron proton
mass ratio is zero is taken)

We could go one step further by including another

arbitrary potential in (12) and choosing it to be

the generalized distortion potential for h_(+)

(Mittleman and Pu 1962). We would then obtain

the form

T6 = (_I,f(-) I [-VI, lI1-] ] _,(+)) (14)

t The only requirement on the distortion potentials
here and in (8) is that they be unable to support _ binding
in the rearranged chanel. A sufficient condition is theft
there be no proton-stripped electron attraction in this
potential.

T5 =if dt dSyl, ..., d_y,_,* (yl - R) u,_(+)* (y2 "'" )

X ___

--2

[yl--R [
u0(y_, y2"'" ) exp( - _iy_. l_+i_,_,t).

(15)

Here we have used units in which length is meas-

ured in Bohr radii a, energy in units of the ioniza-

tion energy of hydrogen I W01 and time in units

t Preprint.
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of h/I W0 I. Equation (15) is written in the rest

frame of the atom. The wave functions _bn, u,_ (+)

and u0 are those of hydrogen in the nth state, the

ion in the ruth state, and the atom in the ground

state respectively. The internuclear coordinate

R is given by R=b+_zVt, where b is the impact

parameter, V is the proton laboratory velocity

in units of e2/2h and 6,_n is the change of energy
between initial and final states:

6,_. = _m++W_- _o+_V 2. (16)

We shall make the approximation that the atom

and ion are both describable by Hartree-Fock

wave functions and that the orbitals are derived

from the same Hamiltonian in each case. This

approximation is better the heavier the atom. It is

poor in the outer regions but we shall see that the

main contribution to our result comes from the

inner regions. With this approximation and the

definition

xn(k) = f d3yChn(y---_)exp(zk.y) (17)
Y

we obtain

-2

rs=iz1,ff dtd'ych.*(y-R) __R _g,_(y)

X exp ( - iiy. R +i&,_t)

= - (¢/v)z-,,ff
d3k

(-_) 3exp (-ik'b) x_* (k) _

×(k,- _)f d3yg,,(y) exp[i(k-½iC).y] (18)

where gm is the ruth Hartree-Fock orbital of the

ground state. Our assumptions concerning the

atomic wave functions allow only ionic states

which are the ground state with the ruth orbital

missing, i.e. single-particle excitations. This gives

the amplitude for the capture of a particular

electron. The proton may capture any one of the

electrons and the Pauli principle gives the proper

phases for combining these amplitudes. The result
in this approximation is a simple addition of the

amplitudes so that (18) must be multiplied by Z.

In order to find the total cross section (18) must

then be squared and integrated over all impact
parameters. The result is

a 2 -Tr2V _ V ] d3y exp[i(k- 1_() .y-]g_(y) (19)

We now consider the high energy limit, V---_ _. Then V will set the scale in the k integration so that

we are interested in k,_V. For large k, and s states we obtain

tf expE,( _½R) =[ (0) 1 -t- O_k_)J.'_[Z_'] (20)

For higher angular momentum states the leading term is at most k -1° which we drop. We may replace

6._./V in (19) by ¼V by dropping terms of order Z2/V 2 as in (20). Then (19) becomes

a,.. 64Z 3 f daka2 V2 Ig_(O)12 ik_½P, l_l×.(k)I_(k,-_v). (21)

Again for large k the hydrogenic s states dominate and

I x_ (k) [2= [-47r_ (0)/k212[-1 + 0 (k2n 2)-x]. (22)

The error here is less than in (20). The integration in (21) may now be performed and we may sum

over all possible final states of the ion and hydrogen. The result is

a/a 2= (2 _s/5) ( 1.201 ) 7r2(Za/E 6) nA (0) [1 + 0 (Z2/E) ] (23)

where E is the proton laboratory energy in units of ½M (e2/h)2 = 25 keV and uA (0) is the electron density
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at theoriginin theatom.Thefactor1.201arisesfromthesumoverall hydrogenicstates
co

( _n -3 = 1.201).
1

The coefficient of the E -7 term depends upon further details of the atomic structure.

If we had used the form T1, then in first Born approximation we should have obtained an additional
term

Vl- T6 = A15= -- 2i(Z- 1) f dt d3yl ... d3yzchn * (y_- R) um (+)* (y2" • • )

X l y2-R I-luo(y_ .. .) exp(--½iy_.l_+i_mnt). (24)

We estimate the contribution of this term to the cross section in the high energy limit. We use

/ d_Y3" "" d3yzu,,, (+) (Y2" " ") uo (Yl"" )"_gr* (Y2) l-g,, (YI) gb (Y2) -- ga (Y2) gb(Y,) J (25)

where now the state [m-] of the ion is the same as

the ground state with a and b deleted and r
added. The calculation will show that the con-

tribution from A_5can l_e dropped, so for simplicity

we ke(:p only the first term of (25). Wc define

F,b(R)_-,f d3 (.tr*(Y2)g,,(y2)l • (26)

Then the contribution from A_5 is similar to the

first form of 7'_ in (18) except that the potential
-2/lye-R[ is replaced by -F,b(R) which

may Ilc considered to be a distortion potential in

the sense of (9). It has the important property
that it is finite at R =0.

If we had used 7':_and the Born approximation,

then we should obtain a result differing from 7'5

by another distortion potential. It would have
the form

,(R) =Zf d%... d_xz I_,0(x_'" ") I_
--2

Ixl--RI

£ I
=-2Z J ,t,x,, Ix-R i (27)

wh(:rc the sum ext('nds over all orl)itals of the

ground state. As with the previous distortion po-

tenti:d ,(0) is finite.
If w(' used 7'6 w(, should also h'_v(' to m'lk(, :m

al)l)roximation for th(' ('Oml)licat('d proj('ctio)l

Ol)('r'ttor al)l)('aring th(,r(,. Th(' siml)h'st :qll)roxi-

mation wouhl l)e (,(1 r('l)hw(_ it l)y th(' l)r()j('cti()n

on to the ground state. T6 in this approximation

(and the usual Born approximation) would then

become identical with the Born approximation

for Ts. In the Appendix we show that the fact

that tile distortion potentials in these forms are

all bounded at the origin is sufficient to reduce

their contribution to the cross section by at least

E -1 relative to (23). Then they give no contribu-

tion larger than E -7 f(lr high energies, lnde(,d it

would appear that they contribute in the sam(,

order as the terms dropped in (24).

It is worth pointing out here that there are

previous calculations of high energy charge ex-

change in proton-hydrogen collisions (Jackson

and Schiff 1953, Bates and l)algarno 1952) which

included tile proton proton interaction in the

first Born approximation. They obtained a cross

section with high energy dependence E -" but
with a coettici(,nt smalh,r than the r(,sult obtained

by omitting this int(,raction. In our langu'tg(', the
distortion IIot('nti'fl which th(:y inclu(h,d was

(in(:orreetly) singular at R=0. This gives the

additiomd E r, d(,pcnd('tme.

Thus, of th(' forms considcr(,d, tim tirst Born

approximation to each gives a high energy cross
section Ii(,having like E _ with each form giving
the same r(,sul(,. The co(,ttici(,nt of the next t(,rm

(E -7) wouhl app(,ar to dcp('nd upon th(' d(,tails
of the atomic structure and on tim form of 7'

which is us('d.

W(' h'tv(' c()),lin(,d our att(,ntions to th(, "l)rior"

forms of 7'. Evaluation of the "post" forms (7'_
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andT4) would yield a cross section with the same

energy dependence as (23) but with a different
coefficient. It has been proved that Vi and T2 are

equal in the first Born approximation provided
that the exact bound states are used. Thus the

difference in results between TI and 7'2 is merely
a reflection of our ignorance of the cxact bound
states. This is not of interest here.

SECOND BORN APPROXIMATION

A classical calculation of this process has been

published by Thomas (1927). He treated the
problem as two successive close collisions. In the

first, the slowly moving electron is struck by the
proton and deflected toward the nucleus whcre it
suffers another close collision and is deflected

with essentiMly the same velocity as the proton.

Then the relative velocity of the electron and

proton must be small enough for the capture to

take place. The speed of the electron does not

change in the second collision so that it must

acquire the proton speed in the first collision. The

geometry of this situation demands two succes-

sive deflections of about 60 ° in the respective

centrc-of-m_s frames. The impact parameter for

such a collision between electron and proton is of

the order of (e2/hV) 2. Thus during the collision,

the ratio of the electron-proton potential to the

electron-nucleus potential is Vpe/Vze,_(liV/Ze2) 2

(the electron is assumed to be a distance a/Z from

the nucleus) which is assumed large. So the ap-

proximation of a two-body collision is good in the

first instance. Similar reasoning shows it to be
better in the second collision. The second collision

could also involve all electron instead of the

nucleus.

Thomas derives the following classical results.
For the first process he obtains a cross scction

__x/27ra2Z3r - _12(2/V) 11 ( 28 )

where we have inserted a factor of Z to allow for

capture of any electron. Here r is the original

radial position of the electron relative to the

nucleus. For the second process he obtains

(4_r/3) a"-Z2r-712(2/V)u. (29)

Recently Drisko has carried out the second Born

approximation calculation for the first process

for the case of hydrogen. Ite treats the high energy

limit and allows the electron to propagate freely

in the intermediate state. From the square of the
second Born approximation for T he obtains a

result similar to (28) but larger by a factor
3_r/V2 if r=l in (28). The interference between

the second and the first Born approximation

reduces the result of the first Born approximation
(23) by a factor of about 0.3. Drisko has also
estimated the contribution of third-order terms.

He finds that there may be an E -8 contribution

to the cross section. He points out that this may

be all indication of a lack of convergence of the

Born approximation series. Indeed there are strong

indications (Aaron, Amado and Lee 1961) that

the Born series for a rearrangement collision

diverges at all energies.

If we translate Drisko's results to our problem

then (23) should be multiplied by

1-4- (5_r/2 _°) (E'I2/Z).

We have not included the result analogous to
(29) since the numerical coefficient is small and

it has one less power of Z than (28). The modifica-

tion is the result of the square of the second-order
matrix element. The interfercnce between first

and second order reduces the first term in this

bracket but we have seen that higher order terms

contribute in this order. We shall ignore these
corrections.

The coefficient of the E -n/2 term is small here

so that it is important at only extremely high

energies. (It is a 10% correction at 1 meV for

Z = 1.) It is to be hoped that the correction terms

in (20) which arise from overlap of atomic wave

functions will have coefficients of order unity so

that our calculation of an energy dependence

may be expected to apply to the restricted energy

region

10< (E/Z 2) <42.

This allows for a 10% correction on both ends of

the energy range. For neon, Z=10, this is from
250 mcv to about 100 mev.
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APPENDIX

In Section 3 the statement was made that the contribution to the cross section from the distortion

potentials was higher order in E -x than (23). We demonstrate this with the interference term between

this distortion potential and the leading term (18). The square of the distortion potential gives an even
smaller term. The interference term is

z f Xb f dt dt' exp[i_,..(t-t') J d3y d3y'¢_* (Y-R)¢_(Y'- R')y-_(R ')

Xg,,(y)g,,*(y') exp[½iR. (y--y')7. (A1)

If we use the transforms

M(k) = f d3y exp(-zk.y)¢, (y)

_(l)= f _exp(-il.R)_(R)

f

"y,,(k) = g d3y exp(-ik.y)gm(y)

then (A1) may be written

Z_ [ d3k d_lx,, , (k)7,,, (1- k) v (1) _m (k- _l_)-ym (1- k + 11_) _[kz- (_,,,/V) 7. (A2)
27r2V2J

We do ,lot know the precise form of v(l) but we do know that v(R) is finite at R =0, and vanishes at

R-_ oo. Then we may take

(l) = -- (Z/Tr2l 2) [_2/ (l 2_4__) -p (A3)

where j_> 1. Silnilarly, for order-of-magnitude calculation we may approximate _,,_ by

_m(k) 87rZgm (0) (A4)

where _ is the order of the inverse of the atolnic radius and _= is a similar number.

If we now let 5m,,/V = }V and scale the integration variables in terms of V and let V -1 vanish where

possible, the integral becomes

132q_(0) !_ f d_k d_Zall=
_ Z 4

Y _3+'-'j _2ij (k2+})3[l'_--kl_"_l"+l_2+_2/V2_ _

1 1
(A5)

X [(l_k)2+ (l,-- ¼)2+1/V2]"- [(l-k)2+ (1,+})_+0_2/V232"

Wc have specialized to the ground state of hydrogen. The integral has three well separated peaks at

l=l,=O and 1=k, lz= :t:_ and we may evaluate their contributions separately in the limit of large V.

At the first point the entire (,xpression is of the order of E -7 which we drop. At the last pair of points

it is E -(_+j). Since j_> 1 this is also negligible.
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ELECTRON IMPACT 2s AND 2p EXCITATIONS
OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN

KAZEM OMIDVAR

Goddard Space Flight Center

A numerical calculation has been carried out to evaluate the 3X3 cross-section matrix in-

volved in the electron impact excitation of the ground state of H atom to the 2s and the 2p levels.
The mcthod of solution is that of atomic eigenstatcs expansion. Similar calculation has bcen carried

out by Burke, Schey, and Smith. In this paper, however, the definite integral terms in tile coupled

radial differential equations are eliminated through some linct_r transformation of the radial func-

tinns, thus avoiding iteration of these equations. As a result, the equation of reciprocity and the

equation of continuity of currents are numerically satisfied with an error to value ratio less than

1 per 1000 on the average, arid thc maximum of this ratio, except for a few cases, has been kept
below 1%. A simple i)erturbation theory has been developed to evaluate the effect of the long range

and the ccntrifugal potentials. The five cross scetions, ls-2s, ls-2p, ls-ls, 2s-2s, arid 2p-2p, are

tabulated.

The agreement of the ls-2s cross sections with the expcrimental results are satisfactory while the

calculated ls-2p cross sections arc higher than the c,orresponding cxpcrimental values. The 2s-2s

and the 2p-2p cross sections have large wtlues, specially at the thresholds. A Ramsauer effect

in the partial cross sections of the 2s-2s elastic scattering is ot)served. By coml)arison with the

eigenstatc exl)ansion calculation it is found that the Born approximation, despite its simplicity,

gives meaningful results for low and elose to threshold energies of the I)ombarding electrons. In

this paper the effect of the electron spin and the exchange potentials arc also investigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent experimental results of Lichten and

Schultz _ on one hand, and Stebbing ct al. + on the

other, of the ls-_2s transition cross section in

the hydrogen atom by electron impact and the

apparent discrepalmy in these measuremetlts,

and the measurement of ls--_2s tral_sition by File

ct al. 3 also in hydrogel_, necessitate accurate

calculation for these cross sections.

Calculatiotl of the excitation cross sections in

atomic hydrogen by electron impact corresponds

to the solution of the problem of three i,lteracting

bodies, (me prototl alld two electrons. By taking

the position of the proton as the center of mass,

the prol)lem will reduce to the task of tindil_g the

nonseparable wave ftmctiorl of the system of the

two electro,is with 'm attractive center of force.

Such solution has ,mr I)('('ll fotmd yet. l lowev(,r,

if this wave fulmti(m is (,xl)allded in terms of the

eigcnstates of the hydrogen atom, it is showll ix_

this paper that through ,mmerical integration

the coefficients of the expansio,l, which arc func-

tions of the positio,l vector of the free electron,

can be found exactly. Wh(m an blfinite number of

terms are included in the cxpa,lsion the solution

to the problem is exact. Furthermore, the ex-

pansion has the advantage that the asymptotic

form of its cocfiicients are automatically the

asymptotic form of the free electron wave func-

tion scattered from different atomic states, which

are simply related to the excitation cross sections.

In this paper atomic states is, 2s, 2p arc in-

cluded in the expansion, and by antisymmetrizing

the two electron wave functions according to the

exclusion principle, some contribution from the

continuum in the expansion is also taken into

account. The first calculation of this type was

performed by Marriot 4 whose expansion consisted

of the ls and the 2s states in order to calculate

the ls-*2s transition cross sectio,,. This calcula-
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tion was extended by Smith 5 to higher total

orbital angular momenta of the system. Percival

and Seaton 6 have formulated the eigen state ex-

pansion technique in general, and have tabulated

the coefficients of the integro-differential equa-

tions for s, p, and d atomic electrons. While this

paper was in preparation, Burke, Smith, and

Shey, m2 using the tables of reference 6 for three

states ls, 2s, 2p, have integrated the resulting

integro-differential equations. Their technique of

solution is substantially different from that of

this paper in more than one respect, and it is

believed that the results presented here are more
accurate.

The degeneracy of the 2s and the 2p levels of

the hydrogen atom makes it necessary, as pointed

out by Massey, s that any calculation concerning

ls---_2s or ls----_2p transitions contain these two

states simultaneously. In this respect the present
calculation and that of reference 7 is superior to

that of reference 4, where ls and 2s states are
included to calculate ls----_2s transition, or that of

Khashaba and Massey, 9 where ls and 2p states

are included to calculate ls-+2p transition.

We treat the present problem in the following
manner. In Sec. IIA we derive the integro-differ-

ential equations of the problem independent of
reference 6. Sec. IIB is the derivation of the

transmission matrix and the cross sections. In

Sec. IIC we derive a useful relationship for nu-

merical integration based on the symmetry of the

interacting potentials. Sec. IID is the derivation

of the partial wave Born approximation trans-

mission matrix. Different parts in Sec. III deal

with techniques of numerical integration and the

effects of the long range potentials. The trans-

formation of the radial wave functions presented

here avoid the need for iteration of the coupled

integro-differential equations, as is the case in

reference 7. Finally, Sec. IV gives the results of

numerical integration and their interpretation.

The numerical integrations were carried out

for all partial waves, where in higher partial
waves Born approximation were used. The transi-

tion between the eigenstate expansion calculation

and Born approximation takes place when the

results of the two calculations agree closely.

II. FORMULATION

A. Derivation of the Differential Equations

Since spin orbit interaction of the electrons are

neglected, the total orbital angular momentum L,
and the total spin angular momentum S, are

separately conserved. We can_then divide the
interactions into antiparallel spin states where

S=O, and parallel spin states where S=1. We

then deal with spatial wave functions of the elec-

trons only and for brevity we call the orbital

angular momentum the angular momentum.

Neglecting the motion of the proton of the

hydrogen atom and taking its position as the

origin of the coordinate system, the Schroedinger

equation for the system can be written

['U- E-l¢(r_, r2) =O, (2.1)

where r, and r: are the position vectors of the

bound and free electrons, and in atomic units

_V2 r-1 r-_r -_ EH--E=--½V12--_ _ - 1 - 2 7- 12 -- , (2.2)

where E is the total energy of the system and r_2
is the distance between the two electrons. We

expand the total wave function _b(r,, r2) in terms

of the eigenfunctions of the total angular mo-

mentum L,

c_

_b(r,, re) = __,_l'n(rl, r2). (2.3)
L=0

Since these eigenfunctions are orthogonal and

distinct, substitution of Eq. (2.3) in Eq. (2.1)

gives,

[H- EJ_bL (r,, r2) =0. (2.4)

The explicit form of CL(r_, r2) is given by

¢_L(r,, r2) = (l+_P,2) _ _ C,.,m_M_L_(n,llml, r,)r2-*u(k_,12, r2) Y_m_(_:), (2.5)
nl/ll2 mlm2

_(nlllm,, rl) =rl-ip(n,l,, r,) Yz_m_(_,). (2.6)

Here _(nll,rnl, r_) is the hydrogen atom wave function with radial part r,-_P(n_l_, r,) and angular part

Y_._(_2_) and quantum numbers nlim,; r2-_u(k_l_, r_) is the radial part and Y_(_2:) is the angular
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part of the free electron wave function with quantum numbers knll_m2. The relationship between the
wave number knl and nl is given by

kn, 2= 2J-E+ (1/2nl 2) -]. (2.7)

Finally the constants Cmlm2M lll2L= (lll2mlm21LM) are vector coupling coefficients which m_ke the
linear combination of the products of the one electron wave functions in Eq. (2.5) the eigenfunction of

L. In the problem under consideration nl=l, 2; 11=0, 1; 12= I L-ll [, ..., [ LWll ]; m_=--l_, ..., ll,

and m2-- --12, -" ", l_. To make the total wave function symmetric for antiparallcl spins or antisymmetric

for parallel spins, the operator P_2 interchanges rl and r2 while _ is W1 for the first case and is -1 for
the second.

By taking L along the z-axis, M=O and m2=-m_. Equation (2.5) can then be written

_bL(rl, r2) = (1 +_P,2) _ _-_Cm,-m_ol'Z_L¢(n,llml, r,)r2-1u(kn,12, r2) Y_2,2(122).
nllll2 ml

(2.8)

In order that _bL(rl, r2) closely approximates the exact wave function, we minimize the expectation

value of the energy operator with respect to the radial parts of the free electron wave functions,

_f CL* (rl, r2) [H-- E_bL(rl, r2) d3rl dar2 =0. (2.9)

It has been shown by Kohn TM that the differences between the scattering amplitudes obtained from these

equations and the exact scattering amplitudes are quadratic in the difference between ¢L(rl, r_) and the
exact wave function. When the variation is carried out inside the integral we obtain

f _*(nllffnl, rl) Y12,,2" (_2) ['H-E-]_bL(rl, r2) darl d_2 =0.
(2.10)

By means of Eqs. (2.2), (2.8), the Schroedinger equation for the hydrogen atom,

[- V12-_ (2/rl)_,p(nlll_nl, rl) = (nl:)-l_(nlllml, rO, (2.11)

and Eq. (2.7), Eq. (2.10) reduces to

_"_E_ lll2L C , , ll'12 pL f ._*

ml nlllltl21 _1 !

1 '_l '±1 _ ]X V_2_- _e _ 2 T / +k,,;+2(r2___r_2_l) _(_'l_'m_', r_)r_-_u(k,,,,12 ', r2) Y_,m_,(122) darl dfl2=O, (2.12)
r2 2

where Y,__ is the radial part of V:2. By orthogonality of the hydrogen atom and spherical harmonics wave

functions, the relation H

_-_.EC,,,_m,o"_2L-I_= l, (2.13)
m I

the integration by parts of the exchange terms, and the relation 1_

C 12ILL -- __ )L--l_--12eml_rnlolll2L '• --_'_ Im 10 -- ( (2.14)
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Eq. (2.12) leads to

[V, 2_/2(/_+1) 2 lu(k,,12, r2)+k.,2+-/ - -25: E ''''''L
r22 r2J r2 ml hit/it/2 ! ml !

x f ¢*(nlllm,,rl) Y*z_m2(_2)[ , ,1,_, urk "' r2)
L¢(nl _1 ,,_1, rl) _ ,1 _2, Yz_,,_2, (_2) +_¢(nl'll'ml', r2)J r12 r2

xU(k,l'12 ',
rl)

Y_,,m2, (_) 1 d3rl d_2+_ _ ( -- )L-Zi-t2_(ll'12', 121_)[(n12)-1+k,r21
rl _J nl/llll2 !

!
X P(nlll, rl)r2-1P(nl'll ', r_)u(k_l,12, rl) drl=O. (2.1, j

If 1/r12 is expanded in terms of the Legendre polynomiMs and use is made of the addition theorem _3 we

obtain

co

1/r12 = _ (r<X/r> x+l) Px (cos012)
X=0

+h

= _ _ E4r/(2h-_l)](r<X/r> x+l) Yx,(_l) Y*x,(_t2). (2.16)

_0 _),

In this expression 012 is the angle between the position vectors rl and r2 at the origin, and r< is the smaller

and r> is the larger of [ rl [ and ] r2 [. We also introduce

r /°yx(nln'l', r2) =r2 -(x+l) P(nl, rl)P(nT, rl)rl x drl+r2 x P(nl, rl)P(nT, rl)rl -(x+l_ drl. (2.17)
_0 2

Then it follows that

fo
r12 _=0 _

By means of Eq. (2.18), the relation 14

111_f Y*,,m,Y,,._Y,,_,da= (21,-l-l)(212+l) j Cml.,_,,,,,;Cooo,l,,,,, (2.19)
4_ (2/_-t-1)

and the definition

(nl [ k,l/') = P(nl, r)u(k,_l', r) dr, (2.20)

Eq. (2.15) when multiplied by r2 gives

d 2 /_(/_+I) _-k.,'+; u(k.iI2,.,,-_k21----_l) .,ni,,,,.,m,, _-_.ffi-,drr22 r22

[[2l_'+1_1/2 ,l '
r_)u(k,, 2, r_)

• ff212'+1'_ _/2 }
_$tmZ'ml t'O00 _tu_2ml _{E0 _ \,_1 -I

-t-_ _ (--)L--"-t_$(/_'12', l_l_) [(n12)-'+k,,, 2) P(n,'l_', r_) (nll_ [ k,,,12') =0. (2.21)
nltllll2 _
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In the exchange integrals above we have defined

P(knll2, r) as u(k, ll2, r).

The vectorial equations

L =/1+/2, (2.22)

where L is constant but 11and 12 take the values

given before, can be divided into two groups,
one with L--ll-12 even and the other with

L-11-12 odd. Since the total spaeial wave func-

tion has the parity of ll+12, in the first group the

wave function has the parity of L and in the

second a parity opposite to L. By conservation

of parity we have two distinct groups of inter-

actions. In this problem, where ls, 2s and 2p

states of atomic hydrogen are taken into account,

it is easy to see that when L-ll-12 is even, the

set of quantum numbers k,,l12 has 4 values; one
for each of the ls and 2s states and two for the

2p state. When L-l_-12 is odd, knll2 has one

value which corresponds to the elastic scattering

of electrons by the 2p state of the hydrogen atom.

Equation (2.21) is evaluated for these cases and

the resulting differential equations arc listed in

Appendix I. In evaluating Eq. (2.21) it should

be noted that the C_m_m/.2z3 coefficients are

subject to the condition that l_12l,,_form a closed

triangle and m:_=m_+rn2, is This limits the sum-

mation over _ and _ considerably to few terms

only. Sumnmtion over ml, nq', h and u are carried

out using the numerical values of the C coeffi-

cients given by Condon and Shortley. le
Percival and Seaton 6 have derived the same

differential equations for the scattering of free

electrons by atomic s, p, and d electrons in hydro-

gen atom using the theory of irreducible tensor

operators to evaluate the interaction terms be-
tween the two electrons in the differential equa-

tions. The calculation became considerably sim-

pler in this way. The results of the two methods
are identical.

In the rest of the paper except Sec. IIE we

discuss the solutions to the four coupled differ-

ential equations given in Appendix I and which
arise when L-l_-12 is even. The single differ-

ential equations for L-l_-12 odd is derived in

Sec. IIE. Its numerical integration can be treated

as a special case of the four coupled differential

equations.

When the integrals representing the direct po-

tentials in the four differential equations are
evaluated and some change is made in the limits

of the exchange potential integrals, these equa-

tions can be written in the following matrix form

[_+k, 2- l_(l_i)]u(k,l_,r)=2Vu(k_l_,r).

(2.23)

The four components of u are the four radial
functions of the free electron. V is a 4X4 sym-

metric matrix that is the sum of three matrices,

V_i=Di_+E_j,

Ei_ = Fi_+ g_/ hi/dr, (2.24)

where D_¢ is the direct and Ei_ is the exchange

potentials and both are functions of r. The lnatrix

E_i contains in addition integrals with respect to

r and for the purpose of numerical integration it
can be written as the sum of two matrices. The

explicit forms of Dij, Fii, g_/ and h_/ are given

in Appendix II. The value of a is 2 for i=j=3

and i =j =4, and is 1 for all other values of i and j.
It is understood that for the exchange terms the

components of u on the right-hand side of Eq.

(2.23) are inside the integrals of the exchange
terms.

B. Derivation of the Transmission Matrix from

Solutions of the Differential Equations

The method is similar to that used by Bransden

and McKee, _7 and by Marriot. 4 Equation (2.23)
constitutes a set of four coupled, second-order,

differential equations. Three components of u
can be eliminated from these equations, resulting

in an eighth-order differential equation for the

remaining component. Therefore, there are eight

sets of solutions to Eq. (2.23). However, only
half of these solutions are regular at the origin.

Each of the four regular solutions corresponds to
a definite vector u. The four vectors can properly

be represented by a 4X4 matrix u,_, n, j = 1, 2, 3,

4, where n corresponds to the particular compo-

nent and j corresponds to the particular solution
of u. The four solutions are carried out numer-

ically in the next section.
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Fromtheexplicitformof V it canbeseenthat
V vanishesat infinity.Theasymptoticsolutions
of u asgivenby Eq. (2.23)is, therefore,

u.`4(r)_a.j sinEk.r- ½(l._) + _.`4_

n,j=l, 2,3,4, (2.25)
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where a_`4 is the amplitude and _nj is the phase

shift of the jth solution of the nth component of u.

Corresponding to the four components of u

there are four channels open to the reaction. If

the incident wave be in the mth channel (m=l,

2, 3, 4), the travelling wave in the n channel will
be given by

u,(r)_-_ exp[-i(k,r-½l, Tr)_6(m, n) - S,,, expEi(k,r-½1,Tr)3 n=l, 2, 3, 4. (2.26)

The constants S.,, are the amplitudes of the scattered waves. Since Eqs. (2.26) are also the asymptotic
solutions of Eqs. (2.23), they must be equal to linear combinations of Eqs. (2.25). If we call the coeffi-
cients of the linear combinations Pj we must have

4

_Pja,_ sinEk,r - ½(l,Tr) -1-6._-] = (kn) -_1_{exp[- -- i (k,r-- ½1,Tr)16 (m, n) -- Sin. exp[-i (k,r- ½1._r)3 }

n, m = 1, 2, 3, 4. (2.27)

Oil the right-hand side, we have used the normalization of Blatt and Weisskopf. TM If we equate the co-
efficients of

and

in Eqs. (2.27) we obtain

exp[--- i (k,r- }l, Tr)3

exp[-i (k.r- ½l._r) J

4

_-_I)¢a.`4 exp-- Ei_.j3= E-2i/(k.)_12_6 (m, n)
`4=1

4

_-_Pja,_ exp[-i6.i3 = [-- 2i/(k.)'12_S,,,
.4=1

Separation of Eqs. (2.28) into real and imaginary parts gives

4

'1

_-_J-(6tP`4) eOS_n`4-t-(_Pj) sin_`4_a_j=0
3"----1

4

}--_[-(6lP`4) sin_,_`4+ (gP_) eos_._-]a.i = [-- 2/(k_)112-]6tSm.

(2.28)

4

E (6_P_) cos_,`4- (_pj) sin_t,`4-]a,i = E2/(k,)1/2]_ Smt, (2.29)

In the above _ or _ represent the real or the imaginary part of the quantity that follows then. Equa-

tions (2.29) are a set of 16 linear equations for 16 unknowns 6_P`4, _P`4, 6_S_ and 9Sm_. Once these un-

knowns are found, TMthe magnitude of Sin,, will be given by

[ Sin. Is= (_S_,)2+(_S_,) 2. (2.30)
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Thecrosssectionisobtainedbyasymptoticexpansioninsphericalharmonicsof theincidentplane
wave 20

co

exp[ikz]_-_Orl12/kr) _-_(21+l)112i_+t{exp[-i(kr-½1Tr) ] - exp[i(kr-½br) ]} Yz,o. (2.31)

The magnitude of the ingoing wave on the

right-hand side of Eqs. (2.27) for n=m is

[k,n/_r(21m+l)] 112 times the magnitude of the
partial wave of the expansion of r exp[ikmz]. The

plane wave has a flux of v which, in atomic units,

is equal to k. The ignoing flux of the right-hand
side of Eqs. (2.27) is, therefore, k,,2/[Tr(21,,+l)].

The outgoing flux ill the channel n#m is I Sin, ]2.

The cross section is obtained when we average

the ratio of the outgoing flux to the ingoing flux

over the initial states, and sum over the final

final states. For a particular spin state of the two

electrons, unpolarized electron beam and un-

oriented atoms, the multiplicity of the initial

states is (2/_+1) (2/2+1), where l_ and 12 are the

angular momentum of the bound and free elec-

trons. For a polarized beam, m2=O, where m2 is

the magnetic quantum number of the free elec-

tron. Then ml=M, where mt arrd M are the

bound electron "rod the total magnetic quantum

numbers. Since M is constant, there is only one

irritial state for a polarized t)eam. The multi-

plicity of the final states is 2L+I, where L is the

total orbital angular lUOllmntuln. Sirrcc l,,, =12, the
cross section for m # n is

7r(2L+l)
Q,.,- I S .... [2, m#n. (2.32)

k,,_(2ll+l)

The outgoing partial wave in the incident charmel

m consists of the scattered wave plus the outgoing

wave given in the expansion of the plane wave.

Then, according to Eqs. (2.27), for n=m the

magnitude of the amplitude of the scattered wave

is ] 1-S ..... I. The elastic scattering cross section

is therefore given by

7r(2L+l)
q_., I1-_ .... I-' (2.33)

k,,'-' (2/1 + 1 )

If we define a matrix 7' by the relation

T= 1 -- _, (2.34)

Ells. (2.32) and (2.33) can then I)(' comllitwd

into a single equation,

Q,_,, _r(2L+l) ] Tm_ 12. (2.35)
km2(2/1+1)

T_, is the transmitted amplitude in the n channel
due to an incident wave in the m channel. The

elements of T_,, constitute the transmission
nlatrix.

The matrix S has two properties that are useful

as tests on the accuracy of numerical integration.

From Eq. (2.26) it carl bc seen that S transforms

the ingoing waw_ into the outgoing waves. The

continuity of the electronic current requires that

S be a unitary matrix

4

_-_l S--,r'=l, m=1,2,3,4. (2.36)
_'t=l

Furthermore, since the Hamiltonian is Hermetian,

S must be symmetric, TM

S_,= S .... (2.37)

Equations (2.36) arid (2.37) are used as tests on

the accuracy of numerical integration.

C. A Useful Relationship

A relationship based on tile symmetry of the

irrtcraction potentials can be derived which serves

as another test on the accuracy of the solutions.
The /th and the kth solutions of the ith compo-

nent of u by Eq. (2.23) are given by

{ (d"-/dr") +k, 2- li[ (li+ 1 )/r 2-]}u, = __.V,?t_l
J

{(d"-/dr '_)+k;- - l,[ (l, + 1)/r"-] }",k = ___V,_7*_k
J

(2.38)

Multiplying the first by 'ulk and the second by u.,

su/)traeting the two expressions, and summing



overi gives

_'_[-u_k (d2/ dr 2) ua _ ua (d2/ dr 2) ulk']
i

= _'_Vifu_kujruaujk-] (2.39)
i,j

Since V_j = Vii, the interchange of the summation

indices changes the sign on the right-hand side

of the equation, the right-hand side must there-

fore be zero. Integrating the left-hand side from

zero to infinity, we obtain

_ fo°_Eu_k ( d2/ dr 2)ua- ua (d2/ dr _) u_k_ dr =0.

(2.40)

Integrating the above equation by parts, and

applying Eq. (2.25) we obtain

4

_-'_k_aikaa sin ((Ilk-- 6a) = 0
i=I

k,l=1,2,3,4, k#l. (2.41)

Although the terms containing the exchange po-

tentials, do not cancel out on the right-hand side

of Eq. (2.39), the cancellation does take place
after the integration is carried out in Eq. (2.40).

D. Transmission Matrix According to Born

Approximation

The Born approximation consists of neglecting

the exchange potential terms appearing in the V

matrix of Eq. (2.23), and also of neglecting all

the direct potential terms in this matrix except
those terms that connect the incident channel to

all other channels. 2_ Equation (2.23), when the

incident wave is in the ruth channel, reduces to

{ (d2/dr 2) + k_2- [l_ (l_ + 1 )/r 2-]}u, = 2D,,mum,

n=1,2,3,4, (2.42)

um and u, are given asymptotically by

'H_m'_"km--l/2sin[k,,r--½(lmTc) ] (2.43)

u,_k_-_12B,,_ cos_k_r- ½(l_r) 2. (2.44)

We have chosen the constants of proportionality
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of u_ and u_ such that B,m is the Born approxima-

tion of the reactance matrix R. _,23 Equation

(2.43) shows that u_ must have the following
form _4

Um= k,Y2rjz. ( k,_r ) . (2.45)

where jz_(k,_r) are spherical Bessel functions.

Furthermore, if y_ represents the homogeneous

solution of Eq. (2.42), it must have the following
• forms

y_ =a_k_rjz_(k_r), (2.46)

y._a. sinEk,r- ½(/,,_/2) -I, (2.47)

with a. some unknown constant. Multiplying

Eq. (2.42) on the left by y. and integrating the
result from zero to infinity we obtain by partial

integration

f_ f_ [ dr /.(/.+1)]2.] o y.D.mumdr=Jo y.[_r2+k. 2- r2 _u"dr

= [-y, (d/dr) u,- u, (d/dr) y,_o =

= _ k._r2a.B,,,..

The last equality has been obtained by noticing

that y_ and u_ vanish at the origin, and by using

their asymptotic forms as given by Eqs. (2.44)

and (2.47). We therefore have

B,,_= -2(k,,km) tl2 z_(k_r)D,,njlm(kmr)r 2dr.

(2.48)

This is identical to the expression given for B by

Seaton. 25
The transmission and the reactance matrices

are related by T=-2iR/(1-iR). Since BK<I,

the transmission matrix according to the Born

approximation is given by

T,,_B=4i(k,k,_)u2 _,dk,_r)D,_jzm(kmr)r _ dr.

(2.49)

Substitution of Eq. (2.49) in Eq. (2.35) would

give the cross section aeeording to the Born
approximation. It should be hoted that the sym-
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metry of T insures Eq. (2.37) to be satisfied,

while Eq. (2.36) is not satisfied anymore. If we

define

then

T= -2iB/(1--iB),

S= (l+iB)/(1--iB)

and the symmetry of B makes S unitary. Equa-

tion (2.36), the continuity of current, is then

satisfied. This is the definition of approximation

II of the Born approximation according to

Seaton, _3which will be discussed later.

E. Elastic Scattering of Electrons by the 2p

States of the Hydrogen Atom

The angular momentum of the free electron, 12,

in the 2p channel has the values L-1, L, L-t-l,

where L is the total angular momentum of the

system. The first and the last values were con-
sidered in previous sections. The case 12=L cor-

responds to a wave function in the 2p channel
with a parity different from all channel wave

functions considered previously. It therefore

corresponds to elastic scattering. The wave func-

tion in this case is given by

+1 _ 1LL . . u(k2L, r)
rilL(r1, r_) = (1-}-_P12) _ C'mx-,_x0 ¢2pm,(.rl) YL-m,(_2). (2.50)

rnl_--I r2

When Eq. (2.9) is formed with this wave function, and minimized with respect to u(k2L, r), treatment
which led to the derivation of the four differential equations will give the following differential equation

{ (d2/dr 2) -}-k:2--[L(LT1)/r2-]T(2/r) }UL(r)--B(_-}-k22)5(L, 1)rR2_(r) (2p [ k2L)

[ 3yL_l(2pk2L, r) 3yL+,(2pk2L, r)] (2.51)+2[-yo(2p2p, r) -_y_(2p2p, r)-]uL(r) +2_rR2,(r) -- (2L+l) (2L--l) } (2L+I) (2L+3) "

The asymptotic solution of this equation is given

by

_tL"_aL sin[k2r-- ½(L_') -JI'-_L]. (2.52)

If the scattering alnplitude is designated by T55,

it can easily be shown from Sec. IIB that for a

particular L

Ts_=l- exp(2i_)=-2i exp(iS) sinS, (2.53)

where, for simplicity, we have suppressed the

subscript L. The cross section, according to Eq.

(2.35), is given by

Q55- 47r (2L+ 1)- sin'_ (2.54)
3k22

The total elastic scattering cross section by the

2p states is the sum of this cross section and the
cross section corresponding to 12=L-1 and

12= L+I, which were considered previously.

The Born amplitude, Eq. (2.48), in this case

is given by

Bs5 =-2k2 .]L(k:r)D66j1_(k2r)r 2 dr, (2.55)

where by Eq. (2.51),

D65= -r-_+yo(2p2p, r) -_y2(2p2p, r). (2.56)

IIh NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

A. Decomposition of the Differential Equations

If it were not for the delinite integrals appearing

in the potential matrix V, the set of the four

coupled differential equations (2.23) could be

integrated by any standard technique..The pres-
ence of these unknown constants whose integrand

involve the unknown functions makes it necessary

to solve these equations by iteration or by trans-
formation of u into other vectors, whose differ-

ential equations do not contain definite integrals.

Since the terms containing definite integrals are

small as compared to the direct potentials, the
iteration method can bc used by assuming that

the values of these integrals are zero. The differ-

ential equations arc then integrated, the wflues

of the detinite integrals that are subsequently
obt.fincd are substituted in the dilt'ercntial equ't-

ti(ms, and tim integration is repeat('d. The process
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is repeateduntil sufficientlyconsistentvaluesof
theseintegralsareobtained.Thismethodisuseful
if the convergencesof the constantsare fast
enough,andthecrosssectionisnotverysensitive
to thevaluesof theseconstants.

In thesecondmethod,thetransformationof u
fixesthevaluesof theconstantsandthusavoids
iteration,wherebythe computationis reduced
considerably.Thedescriptionof themethodwill
givenhere.26,27

By makinguseof Eq. (2.24),Eq. (2.23)can

bewritten

{(d2/dr2)-4-k,2- [1,(1,+1)/r2]}u,
4 a

= 2 _'_f (D,i+ F,j) uiA- _g,fC,f ]
j_l _i

where

(3.1)

_0 c°
C,f= hi/*(r)ui(r) dr. (3.2)

We introduce the functions v_ and u, _z that are

solutions of the following differential equations

4

{ (d2/dr 2) A- k ,2_ [l_ (l, A- 1 )/r 2] }v, = 2 _ [D ,j-4- F,j]vi (3.3)
j=l

4

{ (d2/dr 2) +k,2-[l,(l_+l)/r2_}u_kZ=2_-_[D,_+F,j_ujkZ+2_(i, k)gkz _. (3.4)
j=l

Then, u, is given by the following expression

ui=viA- _ _ _-_Ckvu, kz. (3.5)
k_l l=1 t,=l

Equation (3.5) can be verified by multiplying Eq. (3.4) by CE__, summing over k, l, and u, and adding

to Eq. (3.3), whereupon Eq. (3.1) results. Substitution of Eq. (3.5) in Eq. (3.2) gives

_ _[_(ij,,kl,)-A,i"k_?Ck,'=B,j _, i,j=1,2,3,4;
k_l l=l _=I

u=l,2 for i=j=3 and i=j=4; t_=l otherwise, (3.6)

where Aij, kl and Bii _ are defined by

A _i.kz= f _h_i.ui kt dr
_0

Bii" = dr (3.7)
_0

The numerical integration is carried out by

integrating Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) by any standard

method, calculating A,i, kl and B,_, by Eqs. (3.7)

and, finally, solving the system of 18 algebraic
equations given by Eqs. (3.6) to find Ckzv. With

the known values of these constants the integra-

tion of Eqs. (3.2) is straightforward.
The determinant of Eqs. (3.6) becomes

singular for L =0 and 1. This is shown in Appendix

III. To remove the singularity, some of the Ckt _

are chosen arbitrarily, and the rest of the CkV are
found in terms of the chosen ones.

B. Solution at the Origin

In order that the four solutions of u be inde-

pendent of each other we must have

4

_-_C¢u,3_O, i=1, 2, 3, 4, (3.8)
j'=l

where C_- are some constants. A necessary condi-
tion for this to be satisfied is that the determinant

of Eq. (3.8) be nonzero,

IIu. II (3.9)

It is not difficult to see that this also is a sufficient

condition. At the origin the solution u_j can be
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expressedaspowerseriesin r,

co

u_ = ___a_i"r"+', (3.10)

where a_f are the coefficients of expansion, and s_

are given integers for each component of u and

are fixed by the behavior of Eq. (2.23) at the

origin. We can satisfy Eq. (3.9) at the origin by

having

II a,_ ° I[ _0. (3.11)

By choosing suitable values of alj °, subject to the

restriction (3.11), four independent solutions are
obtained.

C. Solution at Large r

With given initial values the solution of Eq.

(2.23) can be extended from origin to any desired

value of r. In order to obtain the asymptotic

amplitudes and the phase shifts, the presence of

the centrifugal and long range potentials make

it necessary to extend the solutions to infinity.

This is undesirable because of the time consump-

tion on the computer, and the accumulated error

due to the long range integration. Seaton 28 has

solved the problem of r-" long range potentials

occurring in the off diagonal terms of the potential

matrix V by diagonalizing the asymptotic form

of the differential e(luations (2.23) and the corre-

sponding S nmtrix. By an inverse transformation,

the elements of the original S matrix are found.

Instead, we develop here a perturbation theory

which is based on the method described by Mort

and Massey. 28The error in the resulting solution

is inversely proportional to the square of the

distance from the origin.

Equation (2.23) for large distances of r can be
written

[-(d2/dr 2) +k_2-]u(k,l_, r) =2Uu(k_l,,, r), (3.12)

where U is the sum of the centrifugal potential

matrix and the asymptotic form of the V matrix.

The elements of U are given in Appendix IV. A

component of Eq. (3.12) is of the following form:

[ (d2/dr 2) +k2]u(r) =g(r)

g(r)<<k2u(r), g(r)---_O as r---*_

(3.13)

The perturbation theory is applicd between some

large distance R and infinity. Suppose u vanishes

at R, then we have the following boundary
condition

u(R) =0. (3.14)

If we represent the solution of the homogeneous

equation by y (r) at infinity we must have

y (r) = a sin (kr- kR)

u(r) = (anUAa) sin(kr--kR-[-_), (3.15)

where AA and _ are generated by g(r). Since g(r)

is small, we can write

u=y(1-t-f), (3.16)

where f is a small function. Substitution of Eq.

(3.16) in Eq. (3.13) gives

(d/dr)[-y2(df/dr) ]=g(r)y, (3.17)

where, upon double integration, we obtain

¢=fdr [
jR y2 jn g(r')y

dr'. (3.18)

The constants of integrations are fixed by the

condition (3.14) and the fact that u'(R) =y'(R).

We now integrate Eq. (3.18) by parts,

" "dr " r .
_=[f,o(r)ydr_f,_]-fRg(r)yarf. d:y_

(3.19)

When the integration with respect to y is carried

out, and the result is substituted in Eq. (3.17),
we obtain

u(r)

= sin(kr-kR) a+k -1 g(r) cos(kr-kR) dr

[ £ ]4-cos(kr-kR) -k -_ g(r) sin(kr-kR) dr .

(3.20)

Comparison of the second of Eqs. (3.15) and Eq.

(3.20) shows that

_a--k -_ g(r) eos(kr-kR) dr

g_=-(ak) -_ g(r) sin(kr-kR) dr (3.21)

These equations are exact. The functions g(r) in
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thefourdifferentialequations(3.12)aregivenby

g_ (r) = 2 _ U_ju_. (3.22)
Y

To first order this can be written by

g_(r) =2_,ajUil sin(kjr-kjRj). (3.23)
Y

where R_ is the last zero of u3 with positive slope.

Substitution of this equation in Eq. (3.21) gives

= _ as__/RiAa_ _ cos(k_r-kiRi) U_i

X sin(kcr-kiRj) dr

• aik_ J "7, = _/ as fR, sin(k,r-k,R,)U,_

X sin(kir-kiRi) dr. (3.24)

Aai and _ can easily be.calculated by substituting

the values of Uij from Appendix IV, integrating

the resulting integrals by parts and retaining the

leading terms.

The asymptotic amplitudes and phase shifts

are given by

a_( _ ) =ai( R,) _-Aal

8,( _ ) = _,(R_) -_-_,+[L-_(i, 3) -_(i, 4) ]_r/2

(3.25)

where a_(Ri) and _i(R_) are the amplitudes and

total phase shifts calculated at R_ by the machine,

and where _(i, 3) and _(i, 4) are the _ functions.

D. Details of the Numerical Integration

Milne's 29 method with variable mesh size and

Simpson's 3° rule were used for the integration of

the differential equations and evaluations of the

integrals respectively. As the solution advances

from the origin, the differential equations become

less sensitive to the size of the increment, and the

error of integration falls below certain small
number e. At each value of r the value of the

function is found, first with the given value of

the increment, and second with the value of

increment divided in half. The error of integration
is defined as the difference between these two

solutions. When the error becomes small the in-

crement is doubled until a maximum value is

reached. At some distance R1, all the exchange

potentials and, similarly, all the direct potentials

except those representing optically allowed transi-
tions and the 2p-2p elastic scattering potential

became vanishingly small (see Appendix IV). At

this distance the set of differential equations is

replaced by the simpler set containing only these

potentials. The integration is continued until

some distance R2, where the first order solution

of the rest of the range of integration is obtained

by the method developed in Sec. IIIC. No attempt

was made to solve any set of linear equations or

any matrix equations, as these equations are

solvable by the computer in their original form.
The values of the constants of the numerical

integration are given below, h_ and hf are the
'initial and the final increment of integration. In

some exceptional cases, different values were used.

hl 1X10 -5

hi 0.05
1 X10 -4

R1 30

R2 200

All quantities are in units of Bohr radius except
which is dimensionless.

IV. RESULTS

The four differential equations listed in Ap-

pendix I were integrated by the methods described

in Sec. III. Based on Eqs. (2.41), (2.37), and

(2.36) we define the three relationships,

4 4

i=l i=l

D_J=IS_-S_I/[S_I+IS_I) m,n=l,2,3,4, m#n,

4 4

D,,"=[__,IS,_I2--1I/__,ISm_I2-t-1, m=1,2, 3,4.

m, n=l, 2, 3, 4, m#n, (4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)
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In an exact solution of the four differential equations the right-hand side of these equations should

vanish, they can therefore be used to test the accuracy of the numerical integration. As an illustration,

the numerical values of Dr,,, D,_,', and Din" for the case of ls-2s-2p eigenstates coupling, 6 = A-l, kl =

2.0, and L=3 will be given below

D,2 = lAX 10 -3,

D23 = 5.1 )< 10-4,

D12' =7.6)< 10 -4,

D23' = 5.4 )< 10 -3,

DI"= 1.8X 10 -4,

D13 =2.6X 10 -4,

D24 = 2.2 X 10 -3,

Dis' =5.1 X 10 -3,

D24' = 5.7 X 10 -3,

D2" =7.6X 10 -5,

D14 = 1.3 X 10 -3

D34 = 1.8 X 10 -3

D14' =5.6X 10 -3

Da4' = 1.3 X 10 -3

D3" =2.5X 10-4, D4"=4.4X10 -6 .

When L is large, particularly at the threshold,

the cross sections are small and the values of

these cross sections are more sensitive to the

errors in the numerical integration. As a result

the D values become large. In the tables that

follow, except for a few cases, the cross sections

_'o
o
J_

o

SYM.

2p

Is-2s-2p

_Is-2I

-Exp, (Lichten a Schultz)

Exp,(Sterbings Et. AI.)

I I I i [ . --

O0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

ELECTRON ENERY (EV)

FIGURE 1.--ls-2s Excitation cross section. The experi-

mental curves are given in references 1 and 2. The
ls-2s curve corresponds to a wave function which con-

tains the ls and the 2s atomic states. The ls-2s-2p

curve corresponds to the addition of the 2p states to
the above wave function. The B=0 curve is the case

when the exchange potentials are neglected. ]n ls-2s-2p

sym it is assumed that electrons arc spinless particles

whose total wavc function is symmetric.

that are listed have maximum D values less than

1%. In the exccptional cases by combining differ-

ent independent sets of solutions and different

mesh sizes it has been assured that the cross sec-

tions listed are accurate to within a few units in

their last significant figures.

The cross sections listed in the tables are ob-

SYM.

;p. (Fite.Et. AL)

I I I I I I
0 0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 55 40 45 50 55

ELECTRON ENERGY (EV)

FIGURE 2.--ls-2p Excitation cross section. The experi-

mental curve is given in reference 3. The ls-2p curve

corresponds to a wave function which contains the ls

and the 2p atomic states. The rest of the curves have

the saine meaning as in figure 1.
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tained by averaging the values of cross sections 4so f

from two independent sets of solutions of the I
four differential equations. These independent

solutions are obtained by choosing two different

values for the determinant (3.11). For small

values of kl a maximum mesh size of 0.1 in Bohr 3s(
radius is used while for large values of kl this
mesh size is 0.05. It is believed that within the

framework of the present formalism the cross 3oo
sections are accurate within one or two units in

their last significant figures.
250

z

Corresponding to the three channels ls, 2s o_
and 2p, the cross-section matrix is a 3X3 matrix.

o_

¢o 200

By Eqs. (2.32) and (2.37) the excitation cross
sections 2s-*ls, 2p--*ls and 2p--*2s can easily be

found in terms of the excitation cross sections _5o
ls--*2s, ls-*2p and 2s--_2p. The excitation cross

section 2s--_2p is quite large and should be calcu-

lated by taking into account the energy difference _oo

between the levels 2S1/2, 2P1/2 and 2P3/2. The

summation over partial cross sections does not
_o

converge for this transition and the method of
partial wave is not useful. The Born calculation

6.0

6.0

5.5

5.0

4.5

_o4D

3.5

3.0

c> 2.5

2,0

1.5

hO

Is-2s

Is-2s-2p

B=O

BORN

Is-2s-2p

SYM.

0 I I I I [ I

0 5 I0 15 20 _5 30 35 40 45 50 55

ELECTRON ENERGY (EV)

FIGURE 3.--ls--ls Elastic cross section. The curves have
the same meaning as in figures 1 and 2.

SYM.

0 I I

O 5 I0 15 2Q

ELECTRON ENERGY (EV)

FmuRE 4.--2s-2s Elastic cross section. The curves have
the same meaning as in figures 1 and 2.

of this cross section is given by Seaton2 _ In the
5 tables that follow the excitation cross sections

ls-2s, ls--2p, and the elastic scattering cross

sections ls-ls, 2s-2s and 2p-2p are given.

The 2s-2s, ls-2p, and ls-2s- 2p eigenstates

coupling approximations correspond respectively

to the inclusion of the ls, 2s; ls, 2p and ls, 2s, 2p

hydrogen eigenstates in the total wave function.

The case /_ =0 corresponds to the neglect of the

exchange terms in the ls-2s-2p eigenstates

coupling.

To find the contribution of the higher partial
waves whose cross sections are difficult to calcu-

late by the method of eigenstate expansion, we

use the regular partial wave Born approximation.

Although the partial wave Born approximation

as defined by Seaton, 2s in which the continuity of

current is satisfied, agrees better with eigenstate

expansion calculation, this is not true in general.

As a result, for the sake of consistency, we calcu-
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600

500

400

_oo

0

i

200

Is-2s-2p

9=0

BO Is-2s-2p

,oo
Is 2p -_-__

I I I I
O0 2 4 6 8 I0

ELECTRON ENERGY (EV)

Fmun_ 5.--2p-2p Elastic cross section. The curves have

the same meaning as in figure 2.

latcd the contribution of higher partial waves
through regular Born approximation.

The cross sectioI_s corresponding to the five

tables are plotted in the five figures.

V. DISCUSSION

(i) The results of numerical integration using

noniterative method agrees with the iterative

numerical integration of Burke, Smith and
Schey, TM although the two results arc different

sometimes by as much as 10%. The difference

between the two methods is large when the cross
section is small.

(ii) ls-2s excitation cross section. As is seen

from Fig. 1, the ls 2s and the ls-2s-2p cigcn-

states calculations are in good agreement with
the experimental results of Lichten and Schultz 1

although the calculations do not give the sharp
peak in the cross section at the threshold as is

observed experimentally. The shape of the ex-

change neglected ]s-2s-2p eigenstates calcula-

tion curve is in excellent agreement with the

shape of the experimental curve. The two curves

coincide beyond 25 ev. We notice that the Born

approximation agrees with the eigenstate ex-

pansion calculations for values of bombarding

energies close to the threshold. The normalization

of the experimental results in reference 1 to the

Born approximation at 45 ev appears, therefore,

to be justified.

(iii) ls-2p excitation cross section. The experi-

mental curve 3 agrees in shape with the calculated

curves but it is lower than all of them (cf. Fig. 2).
It should be noted that the inclusion of the 2s

state in the ls-2p excitation cross section calcula-
tion increases this cross section.

Since the experimental curve of Stebbings et al.

in Fig. 1 is normalized according to the experi-

mental curve in Fig. 2, if in a new measurement

of the ls 2p transition cross section higher values

for the cross section is found, the two experi-

mental curves in Fig. 1 will be brought into better

agreement.

(iv) 2s-2s elastic cross section. The cross section

at the threshold is large. A P_amsauer effect is

evident irl the L =0 case (cf. Table IV).

(v) 2p-2p elastic cross section. The cross section
at the threshold is coilsiderably larger than 2s-2s

elastic cross section. The Born approximation

agrees with the eigenstatc expansion calculations
at higher energies. This cross section is not calcu-
lated in reference 32.

(vi) Although we have neglected the spin orbit

interaction we have investigated the role that

spin plays in electron atom collision. Assuming

that electrons are identical but spinless particles,

the total wave function should be symmetric

with respect to the coordinate interchange of the

two electrons. The curves ls-2s-2p symmetric in

the five figures correspond to such a wave function.

The disagreement between theory and experi-

ment is an indication of the important role the

antisymmetry property of the total electron wave

function plays in the free bound eh,ctron collisions.

(vii) A study of the five figures shows that the

Born approximation, despite its simplicity, agrees

with eigcnstate expansion calculations for low and

close to the thresholds bombarding electron

energies. Of particular interest is the fact, yet
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unexplained, that the Born approximation under-
estimates some cross sections and overestimates

others.

Vh CONCLUSION

The hydrogen eigenstate expansion of the total

wave function of the system of a free electron in

collision with a hydrogen atom seems to be the

most natural expansion in any partial wave calcu-

lation. The formalism can easily be extended to

the electron impact atomic hydrogen excitation

cross section calculation higher than n=2, and
to the electron impact excitation cross section of

any hydrogenic atom whose central potential
field is given by a potential such as Hartree or

Hartree-Fock potentials. Where the Born ap-

proximation does not give accurate results the

eigenstate expansion seems at present to be the
most suitable method.

In addition the treatment of the angular mo-

mentum as described here is the same for any

system of one free and two bound particles with

radial interacting forces, and the formalism de-

veloped here can be applied to such problems.

We conclude that the Born approximation can

be used with more reliability in electron impact
atomic excitation cross sections.

Finally, it is believed that the noniterative

technique employed here to solve the radial

differential equations will find more applications

in problems containing exchange integrals.
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Appendix I

THE FOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

r2 _- U(klL, r) =2yo(lsls, r)u(klL, r) -4-2yo(ls2s, r)u(k:L, r)

r L -]1/2 [ L4-1 -I1/2+213(2_-A_1). j yl(lS2p, r)u(k2L--1, r)--2 3(2L+1)] yl(lS2p, r)u(k2LA-1, r)

+ 2_ rRlo(r)yL(lsklL, r) 2f_ rR2o r
2L+l -}-2--_ ( )yL(lsk2L, r)

[ "]1/2

3L 1)_ rR2,(r)yL_l(lSk2L_l,r)_2_[ 3(L+1 _) .211/2rR21(r)yL+1(18k2L_lt_l,r)_-2_t_ (2L+l) (2L-- [_(2LT1) (2L+3) J

-_(L, O)(1 _-kl 2) (ls I k_L)rR_o(r) -_(L, O) (l+k22) (Is I k2L)rR2o(r)

-_(L--1, O) (1+k2:) (ls I k2L-1)rR2_(r). (hl)

_t_k22_ L(L-I-1) Fr u(k2L, r) =2yo(ls2s, r)u(k_L, r) -t-2yo(282s, r)u(k2L, r)
T 2

r L -p/2 _r L+I -Iin

+213(2C+1) j y,(2s2p, r)u(k2L-l,r)--2[3(-_l) ] yl(2s2p, r)u(k,L-4-1, r)

+_rRlo(r)yL(2SklL, r)-4-_rR2o(r)yL(2sk2L, r)zL_-_

3L ]1/_ [ 3(L+l) ]ll2rR2_(r)yL+_(2sk2LA-1 , r)-t-2_ (2LA-1) (2L-1)eJ rR21(r)yL_l(2sk2L-1, r)-2f_ (2L-4-1) (2L+3)2J

-f_5( L, 0) (41A-k12) (2s [ k,L)rR_o(r) -/95(L, 0)(-_+k22) (2s [ k2L)rR.,o(r)

--B$(L-l,O)(_A-k22)( 2s I k2L-l)rR21(r). (A2)
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(L-1)L 2 ]1/2

[_&-{-k,2 -_ -Fr]U(k2L-l,r)=2[3(2LF1) r)u(klL, r)yl(ls2p,

+213 (2L1) ]1/2 +2[yo(2p2p, r)-_ 5 (2-L--F 1)Y_(2p2p' r)] yl(2s2p, r)u(kgL, r) L--1 ]u(kgL--1, r)

6 [L(L+I)-] 1/2 [ 3L ]_125 2L+l y2(2p2p, r)u(k2L+l, r) +2_ (2L-}-_L- 1)2J rR_o(r)yL_l(2pk, L, r)

[ 3L ]119

-{-2f_[ (2L-{-1)_L-- 1)'J rR,o(r)yL_l(2pk2L, r)

6_ n , _[yL(2pkgL-1, r) L-1 6_[L(L_-I)_I/9

2-L_--lrn21(r)[ (2-_ +_yL-2(2pk2L-- 1, r)]-- (2L___l) 9 yL(2pkgL+l, r)rRg,(r)

-_5(L, 1) ([_-kl 9) (2p I k_L)rRlO(r) -[35(L, l) (¼-t-k29) (2p I kgL)rRgo(r)

-f_5(L, 2) (1+k92) (2p ] k2L- ])rR_l(r). (A3)

2

[_+k2 - (L+l)(L+2)_Fr]U(k2LZrl ,r)=_213 L+I ]1/2(2L+I)J yl(ls2p, r)u(k,L, r)r 9

[ L+I -I'n 6 EL( L+ ] )-]'I9

-213,(2_-1) j yl(2s2p, r)u(kgL, r) 5 2L_-l yg(2p2p, r)u(k:L--1, r)

[ (L+2)yg(2p2p, r) 1 _2_[ 3(L+l) ],/9
r) +

ju(kgL+l, r) rR]o(r)yL+l(2pk_L, r)+2Ly°(2p2p' 5(2L+1) _[ (2L T-]_ (2L-+3)gJ

3(L+1) ]_/9 ...... 6_[L(L+l)_,/2rR91(r)yL(2pk_L_-2_ (2L+])(-_-+3)_J rn_o(r)yn+,(zp/c2_, r)-- (2L+l) 9 1, r)

6_ n , ,[yL(2pk2L-F1, r) . (L--}-2)yL+2(2pkgL-F1,

2--JL-+-3r ng' t r ) [ _ * _ r)]

]

--_(L, 0) (_+k29) (2p ] k:L+l)rR21(r). (A4)



Elements of D_i:

Appendix II

ELEMENTS OF THE POTENTIAL MATRIX

/ 3 r r2\

Dn=-(1Wr-1)e -2", D22=-_r-1+_+_+_)e -"

[ ,,3 , r, r2] .,6(L-I)[1 [1 1 1 1 r r2\ ]
Daa =- r-'t-t-t-- e-'t--I 4 4 24J 2L+I

D [ 3 r r21 , 6(LH-2)[-1 [1 1 1 1 r r2\ -[

,, = --Jr -1-{-_ +_-{-_]e- +_[_ --_rSWr-2 +2r +-_-t- 2--_+ 14"-_4)e-'J

2V2 2
D12 =D2, =-_- (r+_) exp( - _r)

128v2 [ L \1/2[-1 [1 3 9 27r\ 3
Dla=D31=-_X_2--_) [_-_k_H-2rH-SH--6-4-) exp(-_r) ]

12892(L-k-1 _'/211 [1 3 9 27r\ -]r)]

L u2 1
D23=Da2=-3[2--_ l\_k) [1 1 r r2\ ]

D / LH-1 \'/:[-1 /1 1 r r2\ -]

D3,=D,._=-18 FL(L-I-1)-I'/TI[_,/ [ [1 1 1 1 r r'\-I(2-_-_T]-)_j i -_ - [T_+-_ + _r+[ +_ + _)e-" j

Elements of F_i:

F - # [R,,,[" "R ]11---- -- L+I lvlO2L+l[_ r t" Jo R'°r'L+l dr'-- Rlor for 'L dr'
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F44=2L+3 k _ "0

rl_- 2L+IL r

F34 _-_ F4?,
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Elements of g_j and h_-:

gll = _ RlorL+ l / 2 L -t- 1,

g22 = _ R2orL+l /2 L-t- 1,

3_ R21r TM

g331 :
(2L-- 1) (2L-_1) 2'

2 3_ (L- 1) R21r L-1

g33 = (2L-l)(2L-3) '

3_RRlr TM

g44_- (2L+3) (2L+l) 2'

2 3{3(L+2)R21rL+3

g44 = (2L+3) (2L+5) '

g_2 = El3� (2 L + 1 ) -]R2or L+I,

g21 = g12ER2o--* Rlo],

g_._= v_j_ [ L T/_R21rL,
(2L+l) (2L-- 1)2J

g31 = gl:_ER21--' R,o],

g,4 [(2L+l) (2L'+3) ]

g41= g14ER2w-* R,o],

L ],/2g23=V3_ (2L_l) (2L-1)2J R2ffL'

g3_ = g23[ R2w_ R2o],

V3 [ L + I -_ll2
g24 =- /_[(2L__l)(2LW3)2J R21rL+',

g_2 = g24[ R21--' R2o ],
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hn = R_oE (r L)-I- ½ (1 +k_ 2) _ ( L, O) r-]

1 1 2h22=R2o[(rL)-l-_(_+k2 )_(L, 0)r]

R21

h331 =

r L

1 1 2
h33_ = R21[ (r L-2)-1- _ (z-l-k2 ) _ ( L, 2) r]

h44' = R2f(rL) -1- ½ (_ _-k22) _ (L, 0) r]

h442 = R21/r L+2

h,2 = R_o[ (r L)-'- ½ (1 +k22) _ (L, O) r-]

h2, = k12[ Rjo---_ R_o-]

kin = R,o[ (r L-l) -1 _ ½ ( 1 _-k2 _) _ ( L, 1) r]

h31= hl:_[-R,o--_R_]

_14=R,o/rL+l

h41 = h14[-Rlo---_' R2,-_

h2,_= R20[ (r n-')-' - ½ ([ +k2 _) _ (L, 1) r]

h2,=R20/rL+'
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_f L(L-}-I) I'/_ L 1

g_4 = -- ;_[ _ ] R21r +, h34-- R21/r L

g43= g34

In F_j matrix the interchange of the functions R10, R20 and R21 accompanies the interchange of their

arguments, too.



Appendix III

SINGULARITY OF THE DETERMINANT OF EQUATION (3.6) FOR L-" 0 AND 1

(1) L =0 Case. By making use of the definition of Dij and Fij and Eq. (3.7), the following relation-

ship can be derived from Eq. (3.3)

fo_°{rR2o[- (d2/dr 2) --I-k12]v1-t3rRlo[- (d2/dr 2) -}-k22]v2 } dr= - (2/Y_)['a13B24--13a2,sBx4], (A5)

where

f0 °v
al3 = RloR21r 3 dr = [-215X3-91112

/;a23= R2oR21r 3 dr = - 3¢g

Integrating the left-hand side of Eq. (A5) by parts, and making use of Eqs. (2.11) and (3.7) we obtain

fo_ {r R2o[-( d2/ dr 2) + k12]vl - f_rRlo[ ( d2/ dr 2) -_-k227_)2} dr = - 2 [ B:I - BiBxz-]. (A6)

We conclude

B2_ -/_B12 = (1/g3) [-a13B24- _a23B_47. (A7)

Therefore, all the elements on the right-hand side of Eqs. (3.6) are not independent. In order that

these equations be consistent, one of them should be a linear combination of others. By making use of

the iirst of Eqs. (3.7), it can be shown directly that equations similar to Eq. (A7) hold among the

elements of each row of the determinant of Eqs. (3.6).

(11) L=I Case. Similar to the previous case, the following relationship can be derived from

Eqs. (3.3)

o_°{rR21[ (d2/ dr 2) -F k_2- (2/r 2) -]vl - 13rRloE (d2/ dr 2) _-k22-]v3 } dr

= - _[f_a_.sB_wF_a23B_2--a_:_B331-FC2(a13B34 - _a33B_4) 7, (A8)

where

f0 x)
a33= R212r*dr = 30.

Integrating the left-hand side of Eq. (A8) by parts, and making use of Eqs. (2.11) and (3.7) we obtain

fo_{rR2_[- (d2/dr _) -_kl 2- (2/r2) _v_-BrR_o[ (d2/dr 2) -_-k22-]y:_}dr = - 2_B._j-i3B13-]. (A9)

Combining Eqs. (A8) al_d (A9) wc get

B3,- OB_3= _ [Ba_aB,_-_-_a23B12- a13f_:,}_-_f_ (alaB34-- a_a33B14) _ (A10)
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Finally,Eqs.(3.3)givethefollowingrelationship

_0¢_{rR21[-( d2/ dr 2) -4-k22- (2/r2 ) -Iv2- _r R20[-( d2/ dr 2) Jl-k22-]/)3} dr

= -- _]3a23B22-_-_a13B21-a23Ba31-_-V_(a23B3, - 3_a33B24) J (All)

Integration by parts of the left-hand side, as before, gives

fo_{rR21[(d2/dr 2) -4-k2 2- (2/r 2) -]v2-_rR2o[(d2/dr 2) -31-k22-]_)3} dr = - 2[-B32-/3B23_, (A12)

whereupon we get

B32 -/_B2_ = 1[fla23B,2 A-/_alaB2_ - a2aB331-i-V2 (a_34- _/_a3,B24) ] (A 13)

To remove the singularity in L =0 case one of the Ckz" is chosen arbitrary, and a degenerate equa-

tion is removed from Eqs. (3.6). Similarly in L = 1 case, two of the Ck," are chosen arbitrary and two

degenerate equations are removed from Eqs. (3.6).



Appendix IV

ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX OF THE SUM OF THE ASYMPTOTIC COULOMB AND

CENTRIFUGAL POTENTIALS

U11= L( L-{-1)r -2,

U33 = (L- 1) Lr-2-{-12(L - 1) (2L-I- 1)-ir -3,

UI_ = U2_ =0,

UI_ = U41 = - [-256V2/243-][- ( L _- 1 ) / (2L-[- 1) -]1/2r-2,

U24= U42 =6E ( L-{-1) / (2L-{-1)-]I/2r -2,

U22= L( L-}-1)r -2

U44 = (L-l- 1) (L-{-2)r-2-l-12(L-{-2) (2L-[-1)-Ir -3

U13 = U31 = [-25692/243-] EL� (2 L + 1) -]1/2r-2

U23 : U32 = -- 6_L/(25-[- 1 ) -]'/2r-2

U34 = U43 = -- 36[ L ( L-i-1) -]'/2 (2L W1)-1r -a
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TABLES OF CROSS SECTIONS

In the following five tables the partial and the total cross sections for the processes ls-2s, ls-2p,

ls-ls, 2s-2s and 2p-2p in different approximations are listed. Each partial cross section corresponds
to a given total orbital angular momentum L which appears at the head of each column. _-_s is the

sum of the singlet and _-_T is the sum of the triplet partial cross sections within certain approximation

and for a given electron energy. QT is the total cross section, and in the case of the eigenstates coupling,

Born approximation is used to add the contribution of the partial waves beyond the maximum L which

has been computed within the given eigenstates coupling approximation. This contribution can easily

be obtained by using the given table of the Born approximation of the partial and the total cross sec-
tions, k_ is the wave number of the electron beam incident on the ground state of the atom and k2 is

the wave number of the samc beam when the atom is in its first excited state. The energy of the beam is

given in electron volt through

E = 13.6k 2,

where k can be kl or k2. In Table V, ll and 12are the quantum numbers of the orbital angular momenta

of the bound and the free electrons respectively.
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Ta.BL_ I.--ls-2s Excitation Cross Sections

A. Born approximation

kl L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 Y:_ Qr

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

0.16376 0.00981 0.00021 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.17378 0.17379

0.19578 0.04795 0.00428 0.00026 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.24827 0.24827

0.16272 0.07073 0.01141 0.00125 0.00011 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.24622 0.24623

0.12704 0.07896 0.01858 0.00299 0.00039 0.00004 0.00000 0.00000 0.22800 0.22800

0.05872 0.06606 0.02979 0.00939 0.00242 0.00053 0.00010 0.00002 0.16703 0.16706

0.01946 0.03363 0.02521 0.01365 0.00614 0.00236 0.00081 0.00025 0.10151 0.10187

0.00388 0.00909 0.01019 0.00866 0.00628 0.00394 0.00226 0.00116 0.04546 0.04758

0.00123 0.00320 0.00420 0.00431 0.00385 0.00301 0.00216 0.00141 0.02337 0.02720

B. Exchan_neglectedls-2s-2peigensta_scouplmg_proximation

kl L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _ Qr

0.9 0.2202 0.0749 0.3535 0.6486 0.6486

1.0 0.1685 0.1427 0.1598 0.0507 0.5227 0.5227

1.1 0.0951 0.1142 0.0298 0.0616 0.0231 0.3238 0.3238

1.2 0.0594 0.1137 0.0032 0.0360 0.0244 0.0135 0.2502 0.2502

1.5 0.0249 0.0861 0.0201 0.0068 0.0112 0.0118 0.0074 0.1683 0.1683

2.0 0.0101 0.0373 0.0255 0.0107 0.0046 0.0034 0.0033 0.0949 0.0953

C. ls-2p eigenstates coupling approximation

Singlet

kl L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 ___s

0.9 0.0375 0.0017 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0392

1.0 0.0725 0.0583 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1310

1.1 0.0701 0.0525 0.0023 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1249

1.2 0.0547 0.0534 0.0054 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1137

1.5 0.0241 0.0384 0.0110 0.0022 0.0004 0.0001 0.0000 0.0762

2.0 0.0072 0.0157 0.0093 0.0041 0.0015 0.0005 0.0002 0.0385

Triplet

k_ L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 Y'_r

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

0.0004 0.1686 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

0.0021 0.1528 0.0446 0.0021 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

0.0044 0.1052 0.0568 0.0068 0.0005 O._DO 0.0000

0.0061 0.0737 0.0576 0.0114 0.0015 0.0002 0.0000

0.0073 0.0355 0.0406 0.0174 0.0050 0.0012 0.0002

0.0049 0.0162 0.0205 0.0143 0.0074 0.0032 0.0012

0.1750 0.2142 0.2142

0.2017 0.3327 0.3327

0.1737 0.2987 0.2987

0.1505 0.2642 0.2642

0.1072 0.1833 0.1833

0.0677 0.1062 0.1068
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TABLEI.--Continued
D. ls-2s-2peigenstatescouplingapproximation
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Smg_t

kl L=O L=l L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _s

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

0.0523 0.0048 0.0620 0.1191

0.0768 0.0147 0.0833 0.0092 0.1840

0.0585 0.0245 0.0647 0.0236 0.0055 0.1768

0.0382 0.0251 0.0246 0.0252 0.0081 0.0028 0.1240

0.0123 0.0308 0.0015 0.0041 0.0051 0.0034 0.0023 0.0026 0.0621

0.0049 0.0152 0.0068 0.0021 0.0010 0.0010 0.0011 0.0008 0.0329

0.0010 0.0031 0.0031 0.0023 0.0015 0.0009 0.0005 0.0006 0.0130

0.0003 0.0010 0.0012 0.0012 0.0010 0.0008 0.0055

Triplet

kl L=0 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _r

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

0.0013 0.0748 0.0019 0.0780 0.1971 0.1971

0.0040 0.1224 0.0195 0.0214 0.1673 0.3513 0.3513

0.0050 0.1013 0.0326 0.0077 0.0131 0.1597 0.3366 0.3366

0.0055 0.0724 0.0359 0.0036 0.0105 0.0076 0.1355 0.2596 0.2596

0.0045 0.0333 0.0309 0.0072 0.0046 0.0054 0.0049 0.0043 0.0951 0.1573 0.1573

0.003t 0.0155 0.0176 0.0101 0.0044 0.0025 0.0023 0.0019 0.0574 0.0903 0.0907

0.0013 0.0048 0.0065 0.0059 0.0044 0.0029 0.0018 0.0012 0.0288 0.0418 0.0439

0.0006 0.0019 0.0028 0.0030 0.0027 0.0022 0.0132 0.0187 0.0261
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TABLEII.--ls-2pExcitation Cross Sections

A. Born approximation

kl L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _ Qr

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

0.00107 0.46700 0.09607 0.01025 0.00087 0.00007 0.00001 0.00000 0.56534 0.57535

0.00499 0.48867 0.35645 0.13467 0.03964 0.01032 0.00254 0.00059 1.03787 1.03851

0.00702 0.36207 0.41698 0.24992 0.11533 0.04649 0.01753 0.00624 1.22158 1.22859

0.00747 0.25540 0.38137 0.29903 0.17908 0.09269 0.04453 0.02004 1.27961 1.30741

0.00550 0.09184 0.19(.)86 0.23775 0.21386 0.16292 0.11291 0.07232 1.09696 1.28101

0.00234 0.02222 0.05(.)38 0.09386 0.11287 0.11376 0.10248 0.08374 0.59065 1.04055

0.00048 0.00285 0.00806 0.01537 0.02309 0.02920 0.03271 0.03273 0.14449 0.66256

0.00013 0.00066 0.00179 0.00359 0.00586 0.00816 0.01009 0.01114 0.04142 0.45252

B. Exchangeneglcctcdls-2s-2peigenstatescouplingapproximation

k_ L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _ QT

0.9 0.1600 0.3985 0.6497 1.2082 1.2194

1.0 0.1007 0.2917 0.8190 0.2190 0.0476 0.0224 1.5004 1.5041

1.1 0.0!}80 0.2008 0.6201 0.3696 0.1380 0.0586 0.0166 1.5017 1.5150

1.2 0.0822 0.1251 0.4481 0.3922 0.2044 0.1014 0.0403 1.3937 1.4416

1.5 0.0;372 0.0334 0.1671 0.2568 0.2295 0.1706 0.1136 1.0082 1.2645

2.0 0.0105 0.0068 0.0394 0.0837 0.1089 0.1165 0.1042 0.4700 1.0036

C. ls-2s cigcnstatcs coupling approximation

Singlct

k, L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _'_s

0.9 0.0044 0.1216 0.1422 0.2682

1.0 0.0168 0.0655 0.3011 0.0206 0.0057 0.0059 0.4156

i.l 0.0299 0.0366 0.3948 0.0851 0.0260 0.00(.)9 0.0060 0.5883

1.2 0.0296 0.0169 0.3088 0.1421 0.0517 0.0236 0.0103 0.5330

1.5 0.0059 0.0037 0.0821 0.0989 0.0718 0.0458 0.0304 0.3386

2.0 0.0010 0.0006 0.0131 0.0271 0.0327 0.0335 0.0296 0.1376

Triplet

]¢, L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _-_T

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

0.0002 0. 2066 0.0005

0.0016 0.1078 0.0020 0. 1651 0.0363 0.0187

0.0037 0.0540 0.0060 0. 1599 0. 1002 0.0365 0.0217

0.0055 0.024!} 0.00!)8 0.1446 0. 1336 0.0695 0.0341

0.005(.) 0.0027 0.0133 0.0868 0.12;31 0. 1100 0.0849

0.0028 0.0002 0.0073 0.0311 0.0559 0.0700 0.0772

0.2073 0.4755 0.4867

0.3315 0.7471 0.7508

0.3820 0.9703 0.9836

0.4220 1.0050 1.0529

0.4267 0.7652 1.0215

0.2445 0.3820 0.9156
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TABLEII.--Continued
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Singlet

kl L=0 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _--_.s

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

0.0390 0.0745 0.1027 0.2162

0.0360 0.1123 0.2575 0.0317 0.4375

0.0358 0.1094 0.3405 0.0886 0.0308 0.0113 0.0075 0.6239

0.0345 0.0806 0.2912 0.1278 0.0506 0.0237 0.0105 0.6189

0.0172 0.0175 0.0953 0.1003 0.0693 0.0440 0.0290 0.0238 0.3964

0.0036 0.0023 0.0170 0.0303 0.0344 0.0333 0.0293 0.0229 0.1731

0.0004 0.0002 0.0015 0.0037 0.0060 0.0078 0.0094 0.0106 0.0396

0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.0008 0.(D14 0.0020 0.0047

Triplet

k, L=0 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _--_._-

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

0.0007 0.0682 0.0112 0.0801 0.2963 0.3075

0.0033 0.0801 0.0500 0.1730 0.3064 0.7439 0.7976

0.0070 0.0626 0.0567 0.1841 0.1082 0.0404 0.0209 0.4799 1.1039 1.1172

0.0096 0.0418 0.0537 0.1761 0.1409 0.0729 0.0332 0.5282 1.1471 1.1950

0.0107 0.0131 0.0351 0.1081 0.1343 0.1157 0.0842 0.0596 0.5608 0.9570 1.1410

0.0053 0.0038 0.0143 0.0393 0.0625 0.0731 0.0738 0.0642 0.3363 0.5094 0.9593

0.0010 0.0006 0.0025 0.0066 0.0122 0.0175 0.0220 0.0246 0.0870 0.1266 0.6095

0.0002 0.0002 0.0006 0.0016 0.0031 0.0048 0.0105 0.0152 0.4475
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TABLE III.--ls-ls Elastic Cross Sections

A. Born approximation

k, L=0 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _ Qr

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

1.65113 0.09722 0.00379 0.00013 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.75227 1.75233

1.42354 0.11192 0.00587 0.00027 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.54161 1.54167

1.22728 0.12348 0.00835 0.00049 0.00003 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.35963 1.35968

1.05936 0.13181 0.01109 0.00082 0.00006 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.20314 1.20318

0.69140 0.14017 0.01955 0.00241 0.00028 0.00003 0.00000 0.00000 0.85384 0.85389

0.36283 0.12285 0.02924 0.00621 0.00124 0.00023 0.00004 0.00001 0.52265 0.52267

0.12662 0.07286 0.03013 0.01131 0.00402 0.00133 0.00042 0.00012 0.24681 0.24700

0.05565 0.04195 0.02291 0.01145 0.00546 0.00243 0.00104 0.00042 0.14131 0.14194

B. Exchangeneglectedl_2s-2peigensta_scouplingapproximation

kl L=O Lffil L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _ Qr

0.9 2.632 0.3300 0.1916 0.0157 3.169 3.169

1.0 2.091 0.2518 0.0890 0.0309 0.0078 0.0028 2.473 2.473

1.1 1.694 0.2302 0.0483 0.0299 0.0105 0.0038 0.0016 2.018 2.018

1.2 1.390 0.2228 0.0346 0.0248 0.0113 0.0045 0.0019 1.690 1.690

1.5 0.8181 0.2032 0.0310 0.0135 0.0091 0.0048 0.0027 1.082 1.082

2.0 0.4053 0.1742 0.0494 0.0181 0.0108 0.0036 0.0027 0.6641 0.6641

C. ls-2s eigenstates coupling approximation

Singlet

kl " Lffi0 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _s

0.9 0.4324 0.0382 0.0015. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4721

1.0 0.2824 0.0338 0.0014 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3177

1.1 0.1865 0.0199 0.0011 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2076

1.2 0.1397 0.0111 0.0006 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1515

1.5 0.0905 0.0012 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0918

2.0 0.0608 0.0083 0.0016 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0711

Triplet -_sT_r Qr

kl L=0 L=I Lffi2 L=3 L=4 L=5 Lffi6 L=7 _r

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.684 1.394 0.0477 0.0016 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000

2.903 1.162 0.0579 0.0023 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001

2.297 0.9654 0.0651 0.0036 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000

1.829 0.8085 0.0696 0.0050 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000

0.9716 0.4857 0.0727 0.0092 0.0011 0.0001 0.0000

0. 4042 0.2366 0.0627 0.0142 0.0031 0. (}006 0.0001

5.127 5.599 5.599

4.125 4.443 4.443

3.331 3.539 3.539

2.713 2.864 2.864

1.5404 1.632 1.632

0.7215 0.7926 0.7926
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Smglet

k, L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _s

0.9 0.4230 0.0186 0.0442 0.0043 0.4901

1.0 0.2984 0.0167 0.0635 0.0073 0.0017 0.0006 0.0005 0.3887

1.1 0.2148 0.0108 0.0578 0.0104 0.0026 0.0008 0.0003 0. 2975

1.2 0.1569 0.0048 0.0338 0.0105 0.0030 0.0011 0.0005 0.2106

1.5 0.1040 0.0008 0.0035 0.0038 0.0025 0.0012 0.0007 0.1165

2.0 0.0698 0.0138 0.0030 0.0018 0.0018 0.0008 0.0006 0.0916

Triplet

_:s+Y;=T QT
kl L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _-_T

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3. 689 1. 421 0. 0682 0. 0136

2. 914 1. 236 0.0758 0. 0152 0. 0054 0.0019 0.0015

2.309 1.036 0.0814 0. 0142 0. 0066 0.0025 0. 0011

1.840 0.8702 0.0850 0.0139 0.0069 0.0031 0.0015

0.9806 0.5249 0.0863 0.0152 0.0063 0.0031 0.0019

0.4184 0.2702 0.0828 0.0256 0.0111 0.0030 0.0019

5.192 5.682 5.682

4.250 4.638 4.638

3.451 3.749 3.749

2.821 3.031 3.031

1.618 1.735 1.735

0.8130 0.9045 0.9045

E. ls-2s-2p eigenstates coupling approximation

Singlet

kl L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L7 __

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

0.4503 0.0133 0.0457 0.0058 0.0000 0.5151

O. 2649 O. 0100 O. 0660 O. 0076 O. 0019 O. 0007 O. 0007 O. 3518

O. 1736 0.0131 0.0582 0.0104 0.0028 0.0009 0.0004 0.2594

0.1283 0.0102 0.0351 0.0104 0.0030 0.0012 0.0005 0.1887

0.0854 O. 0021 0.0049 O. 0042 O. 0025 O. 0012 0.0007 0.0010 O. 1020

O. 0591 O. 0093 O. 0016 O. 0009 O. 0007 O. 0006 O. 0004 O. 0002 O. 0728

O. 0266 0.0138 0.0052 0.0019 0.0008 O. 0003 0.0002 0.0005 O. 0493

O. 0133 O. 0106 O. 0061 O. 0034 O. 0020 O. 0012 O. 0366

Triplet

k, L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 ")_,

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

3.687 1.726 0.0875 0.0166 0.0055 5.523 6.037 6.037

2.902 1.372 0.0938 0.0174 0.0062 0.0021 0.0016 4.401 4.753 4.753

2.299 1.090 0.0949 0.0166 0.0075 0.0028 0.0012 3.512 3.772 3.772

1.828 0.8884 0.0956 0.0162 0.0076 0.0033 0.0015 2.841 3.029 3.029

0.9697 0.5228 0.0911 0.0166 0.0069 0.0033 0.0021 0.0020 1.615 1.716 1.716

0.4006 0.2433 0.0657 0.0154 0.0044 0.0020 0.0011 0.0008 0.7333 0.8061 0.8061

0.1127 0.0854 0.0388 0.0156 0.0062 0.0022 0.0009 0.0007 0.2625 0.3118 0.3120

0.0475 0.0444 0.0276 0.0160 0.0093 0.0053 0.1501 0.1867 0.1888
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TABLEIV.--2S-2SElastic Cross Sections

A. Born approximation

k2 L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _ Qr

0.24 389.97 15.910 0.27680 0.00319 0.00003 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 406.16 406.17

0.50 105.52 32.129 5.0152 0.55306 0.04846 0.00347 0.00022 0.00001 143.269 143.276

0.68 47.381 24.746 7.4981 1.7023 0.31602 0.04869 0.00658 0.00078 81,700 81.703

0.83 26.562 17.895 7.5601 2.5080 0.69820 0.16365 0.03393 0.00621 55.427 55.440

1.23 8.2461 7.6846 4.9702 2.7483 1.3500 0.57745 0.22452 0.07803 25.879 25.990

1.80 2.4331 2.7773 2.2763 1.6805 1.1541 0.71994 0.41776 0.22120 11.680 12.105

2.87 0.5245 0.71381 0.68,903 0.61123 0.51876 0.41048 0.31076 0.21860 4.0011 4.8280

3.91 0.18794 0.27611 0.28658 0.27339 0.25098 0.21580 0.17946 0.14029 1.8106 2.7417

B. Exchangeneglec_dls-_-2peigenstatcscouplingapproximation

k2 L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _ Qr

0.24 32.02 8.489 42.26

0.50 2.041 7.710 23.35 9.004 9.368 7.702 5.870

0.68 2.255 8.247 15.16 5.547 4.373 3.755 2.975

0.83 1.861 8.206 10.67 4.637 2.792 2.223 1.818

1.23 1.716 4.987 5.030 3.321 1.797 1.058 0.7179

1.80 1.020 2.134 2.150 1.750 1.275 0.8320 0.5457

82.77 82.78

65.045 65.052

42.312 42.316

32.207 32.226

18.537 18.726

9.707 10.352

C. ls-2s eigenstatcs coupling approximation

Singlet

k2 L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _--_s

0.24 0.3303 8.196 0.2628 0.0028 8.792

0.50 1.532 10.38 0.0275 0.0048 0.0008 0.0002 0.0249 11.97

0.68 1.115 5.536 1.502 0.1150 0.0087 0.0010 0.0017 8.279

0.83 0.8980 3.512 1,997 0.4303 0.0747 0.0129 0.0032 6.928

1.23 0.5702 1.413 1.236 0.7010 0.3129 0.1228 0.0450 4,401

1.80 0.2825 0.5370 0.5285 0.4193 0.2931 0.1863 0.1110 2.358

Triplct

_sT_v QT

k2 L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _r

0.24 45.94 118.8 7.713 0.0540

0.50 0.2102 34.44 21.05 2.776 0.2521 0.0316 0.0994

0.68 1.366 18.13 12.74 4.05(,} 0. 8282 0.1463 0.0442

0.83 2.112 11.65 8.725 3.887 1.230 0.3225 0.0850

1.23 1. 811 4.6(,}1 4. 008 2. 585 1. 399 0.6(137 0. 2862

1.80 0.8:}89 l • 735 1. 652 1. 316 0. 9510 0. 6359 0. 4008

172.51 181.30 181.31

58.86 70.83 70.84

37.31 45.60 45.60

28.01 34.94 34.96

15.44 19.84 20.03

7.590 9.947 10.592
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TABLEIV.--Continued

D. ls-2s--2p eigenstates coupling approximation

1559

Smglet

ks L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _s

0.24

0.50

0.68

0.83

1.23

1.80

2.87

3.91

7.800 14.79 22.42 45.01

0. 2858 0. 6960 3.139 4. 447 2. 925 2. 063 1.491 15.057

0. 0661 1. 044 2.455 1. 884 1.480 1.098 0. 7928 8. 820

0.1675 1. 088 2.105 0. 9905 0. 8282 0. 6606 0.5071 6.347

0. 3739 1.075 1.196 0. 7196 0.3940 0. 2496 0.1827 0.1409 4. 332

0. 2416 0. 4974 0. 5133 0.4133 0. 2923 0.1928 0.1247 0.0799 2. 3553

0.0847 0.1489 0.1574 0.1466 0.1280 0.1057 0.0852 0.0658 0.9223

0.0365 0.0635 0.0702 0.0698 0.0660 0.0599 0.3659

Triplet

k_ L=0 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _-_r

0.24 16.52 _ 1. 236 89.65 _

0.50

0.68

0.83

1.23

1.80

2.87

3.91

107.41 152.42 152.43

6.172 17.19 30.69 12.90 5.559 5.373 4.257 82.14 97.206 97.213

2.346 12.88 14.52 7.937 3.046 2.459 2.090 45.28 54.099 54.103

1.709 9.166 8.976 5.367 2.365 1.514 1.246 30.343 36.686 36.705

1.391 4.199 3.880 2.681 1.585 0.9110 0.5658 0.4094 15.622 19.955 20.066

0.7898 1.656 1.603 1.291 0.9466 0.6520 0.4305 0.2786 7.648 10.002 10.427

0.2622 0.4652 0.4857 0.4479 0.3901 0.3234 0.2623 0.2045 2.8413 3.7636 4.5905

0.1113 0.1945 0.2146 0.2122 0.2000 0.1812 1.1138 1.4797 2.7306
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TABLE V.--2p-2p Elastic Cross Sections

A. L-ll-12 odd, Born approximation

k2 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _":_o

0.24 26.562 6.1961 2.1260 0.92680 0.44497 0.22694 0.08105 36.56

0.50 14.210 5.2190 2.1768 1.0526 0.55433 0.31476 0.18383 23.71

0.68 8.8346 4.0761 1.9476 1.0100 0.54983 0.31728 0.18718 16.923

0.83 6.0065 3.2062 1.6993 0.94122 0.53204 0.31331 0.18680 12.8854

1.23 2.5053 1.7048 1.1013 0.70920 0.44518 0.28212 0.17577 6.9237

1.80 0.91169 0.74615 0.56949 0.42475 0.30158 0.21122 0.14245 3.30733

2.87 0.23647 0.22647 0.20035 0.17178 0.13878 0.10926 0.08177 1.16488

B._l_odd, exchangeneglected2peigenstatcscouplingapproximations

k2 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _o

0.24 61.12 8.444 2.5808 1.1408 0.6200 0.3720 0.2516 74.52

0.50 15.292 6.884 2.5436 1.1580 0.6216 0.3640 0.2352 27.10

0.68 8.008 4.940 2.2548 1.1160 0.6160 0.3640 0.2352 17.54

0.83 5.108 3.6364 1.9292 1.0380 0.5968 0.3592 0.2340 12.90

1.23 2.0484 1.7392 1.1812 0.7652 0.4972 0.3236 0.2208 6.776

1.80 0.7640 0.7220 0.5816 0.4436 0.3312 0.2400 0.1784 3.261

2.87 0.2132 0.2180 0.2004 0.1776 0.1520 0.1272 0.1064 1.195

C. L-ll-l_ odd, 2p eigcnstatcs coupling approximation

Singlet

k2 L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _os

0.24 2.963 4.161 0.6725 0.2861 0.1552 0.0930 0.0629 8.394

0.50 3.735 3.182 0.7915 0.3066 0.1576 0.0913 0.0589 8.323

0.68 2.165 1.728 0.6851 0.3025 0.1587 0.0920 0.0590 5.190

0.83 1.371 1.107 0.5562 0.2799 0.1547 0.0913 0.0589 3.619

1.23 0.5280 0.4603 0.3115 0.1991 0.1277 0.0823 0.0558 1.7647

1.80 0.1928 0.1831 0.1475 0.1124 0.0837 0.0605 0.0449 0.8249

2.87 0.0534 0.0547 0.0503 0.0445 0.0381 0.0319 0.0267 0.2996

Triplet

k_ L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _oT

0.24 49.22 3.265 1.850 0.8528 0.4650 0.2788 0.1886 56.12

0.50 7.791 1.851 1.504 0.8193 0.4598 0.2722 0.1764 12.87

0.68 4.720 2.219 1.361 0.7700 0.4481 0.2700 0.1756 9.964

0.83 3.373 2.099 1.237 0.7198 0.4318 0.2652 0.1744 8.300

1.23 1.484 1.225 0.8376 0.5509 0.3630 0.2384 0.1639 4.863

1.80 0.5674 0.5337 0.4295 0.3283 0.2456 0.1784 0.1330 2.4159

2.87 0.1596 0.1632 0.1500 0.1328 0.1136 0.0951 0.0797 0.8940
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TABLEV--Continued
D. L-ll-12 even, Born approximation
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k2 L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _-_B QT

0.24 12.488 230.42 4.0427 1.9014 0.30797 0.57480 0.29675 0.06128 250.09 290.69

0.50 0.1758 74.475 7.0963 0.92172 0.48094 0.45745 0.30098 0.05695 83.965 109.714

0.68 0.07386 36.478 6.5573 1.0156 0.29902 0.27895 0.23113 0.04364 44.978 63.742

0.83 0.22032 21.559 5.4143 1.1653 0.26124 0.15835 0.15225 0.02533 28.596 43.572

1.23 0.25024 7.3349 2.9703 1.1453 0.37750 0.11091 0.04377 0.03572 12.269 20.571

1.80 0.13477 2.3518 1.3155 0.74676 0.39290 0.18754 0.07731 0.02824 5.2348 9.6066

2.87 0.04395 0.55809 0.40443 0.30267 0.21866 0.15188 0.09753 0.05832 1.8355 3.8272

3.91 0.01868 0.20876 0.17048 0.14307 0.11656 0.09255 0.06896 0.04864 0.8677 2.1455

E. L-ll-ls even, exchange neglected ls-2s-2p eigenstates coupling approximation

ks L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 __B QT

0.24 31.96 91.21 154.6 92.86 55.86 36.79 24.37 487.7 566.32

0.50 9.371 12.65 30.88 20.53 12.99 8.451 5.695 100.6 129.8

0.68 4.156 5.953 13.19 9.528 6.563 4.508 3.130 47.13 66.56

0.83 2.542 4.560 7.424 5.249 3.811 2.793 2.032 28.41 43.07

1.23 1.208 2.879 2.906 1.734 1.106 0.8438 0.6912 11.37 19.56

1.80 0.5612 1.385 1.238 0.8299 0.5109 0.3005 0.2022 5.028 9.382

F. L-l_-12 even, ls-2p eigenstates coupling approximation

Singlet

k2 L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _'_.E_

0.24 1.964 5.238 17.34 1.260 0.4896 0.2460 26.54

0.50 0.5131 3.159 1.544 1.439 0.4063 0.1906 0.1133 7.365

0.68 0.2346 2.091 1.039 0.4944 0.2539 0.1520 0.0984 4.363

0.83 0.1227 1.252 0.9930 0.1532 0.1191 0.0990 0.0766 2.816

1.23 0.1071 0.6796 0.6167 0.2249 0.0635 0.0249 0.0217 1.7384

1.80 0.0571 0.3366 0.2926 0.1818 0.0954 0.0426 0.0172 1.0233

Triplet

QT

ks L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _-'.Er

0.24 15.62 26.72 32.44 6.674 1.252 0.7359 83.44 178.89

0.50 4.844 3.384 19.97 12.52 0.8285 0.3266 0.2754 42.15 72.80

0.68 2.247 3.886 10.33 5.922 1.035 0.2270 0.1764 23.82 45.22

0.83 1.293 3.650 6.287 3.476 0.9248 0.2097 0.1162 15.957 32.45

1.23 0.4842 2.287 2.424 1.418 0.6072 0.2079 0.0717 7.500 17.28

1.80 0.1909 1.063 0.9673 0.6659 0.4001 0.2024 0.0962 3.586 8.943
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TABLEV.--Continued

G.L-11-12 even, ls-2s-2p eigenstates coupling approximation

Singlet

k2 L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _-_ Es

0.24 7.852 13.45 38.56 21.41 15.44 8.610 6.432 111.75

0.50 2.470 5.026 7.433 4.900 3.201 2.101 1.417 26.548

0.68 1.344 2.283 3.025 2.683 1.756 1.166 0.7903 13.047

0.83 0.7424 1.316 1.579 1.518 1.079 0.7580 0.5313 7.524

1.23 0.2813 0.6752 0.6254 0.3663 0.2726 0.2289 0.1916 2.641

1.80 0.1357 0.3339 0.2862 0.1816 0.1065 0.0659 0.0471 0.0383 1.1952

2.87 0.0513 0.1053 0.0930 0.0739 0.0553 0.0391 0.0268 0.0181 0.4628

3.91 0.0267 0.0451 0.0422 0.0373 0.0318 0.0261 0.0212 0.0166 0.2470

Triplet

k2 L=O L=I L=2 L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 L=7 _-'_ET Qr

0.24 27.90 75.79 63.10 87.21 41.31 26.12 17.13 338.56 518.92

0.50 4.337 4.540 20.66 21.112 10.38 6.373 4.255 72.17 122.01

0.68 2.823 4.018 10.75 8.986 5.149 3.337 2.302 37.37 67.46

0.83 2.032 3. (174 6. 400 4.796 2. !)50 2.013 1. 468 23.333 44.54

1.23 0.9741 2.2!}0 2.4(15 1.5!}!} 0.9568 0.6421 0.4924 9.419 20.11

1.80 0.42!}1 1.055 0.9303 0.6614 0.4150 0.2540 0.1(139 0. 1180 4.027 9.531

2.87 0. 1564 0.3217 0.2!}07 0.2;330 0. 1780 0. 1291 0.0907 0.0623 1.4619 3.945

3.91 0.0805 0.1366 0.1285 0.1143 0.0!}82 0.0810 0.0655 0.0524 0.7570
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ON THE BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES OF SOME
ELECTRONEGATIVE GASES AT LOW

PRESSURES*

STEFAN SCHREIERt

Goddard Space Flight Center

The breakdown voltages of five Frcon gases and SF6 were measured at low pressures between

parallel plates to determine their insulating properties under these conditions, and especially

to find their minimum breakdown voltages. It was found that the advantages of these gases over

air are much less at low pressures than at atmospheric pressure or higher and that the use of these

gases as insulators at low pressures is therefore limited. Preliminary investigations revealed, how-

ever, that the vapors of compounds that are liquid at normal temperature and pressure, such as

FC-75, maintain their dielectric strength much better than do electroncgative gases as the pressure

is reduced, and thus seem to be promising for use as insulators at low pressures.

INTRODUCTION

Certain artificial earth satellites, with direct-

current power supplies irt the range of 1600 to

2000 volts, have difficulties caused by corona-type

discharges at altitudes of about 100,000 feet.

These difficulties occur because the equivalent pd
(p is the pressure, and d the distance between

electrodes) in the satellites passes through the

range of minimum breakdown voltage, which in
air is about 350 volts. No difficulties occur at

either higher or lower altitudes, as might be
expected from Paschen's Law, which states that

the breakdown voltage between two electrodes is

a function of the pressure times the distance
between the electrodes and decreases with this

product down to a certain minimum, after which
it rises again as pd decreases further.

The exact shape and location of the curve of pd

versus breakdown voltage will depend on the
shape of the elcctrodes, the material of which

they are made, and the nature of the dielectric
between them.

Various suggestions for preventing corona-type

* Work performed at Goddard Space Flight Center as

part of the 1962 Smmner Workshop Program.

t Now at University of Maryland as Phl) candidate in

Aeronautical Engineering.

discharges in the satellites have been made. The

solution presently in use consists of imbedding all

electrodes (charged conductors) in a solid dielectric

so that gaseous discharges are impossible. This is

disadvantageous in that conductors, once im-

bedded, are difficult to remove. Other possibilities

include using electronegative gases as insulators

(the subject of the present investigation), pres-

surizing high voltage components, immersing
these components in oil, evacuating the entire

system, keeping the power off until the critical

values of pd have been passed (delayed switching),
and artificially suppressing the free electrons in

the gas. Some of these suggestions may well bear
further investigation. Other possible avenucs of

investigation are the seeking of improved design
criteria to delay corona and the further study of

the effects of electrode materials and configurati-

ons, not only to prevent, if possible, the onset of
corona but also to provide the designer with im-

proved methods of predicting when corona may

occur.

To solve the satellite problem, it was proposed

to enclose the high voltage components in an

electronegative gas that would be allowed to leak

out as the satellite rose, so that the pressure inside

the satellite would remain about the same as the

1564
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pressure outside. This would eliminate the need

for pressurization and the danger of unintentional

leaks, and would prevent corona-type discharges

as long as the minimum breakdown voltage of the

gas was higher than the maximum voltage ex-

pected in the satellite. For this reason, a study
was Undertaken to find the minimum breakdown

voltages of certain electronegative gases.

PREVIOUS WORK ON ELECTRONEGATIVE GASES

It is well known that electronegative gases

obtain their dielectric strength from the fact that

their molecules have a tendency to absorb loose
electrons and thus inhibit the electron avalanches

necessary for breakdown. This already has been

discussed briefly by Meek and Craggs in reference

1. A somewhat longer summary is given by
Devins and Sharbaugh in reference 2. The effect

of pressure on the positive point-to-plane dis-

charge for some electronegative gases was in-

vestigated in 1939 by Pollack and Cooper. _ After

the war, further investigations were undertaken

by Camilli and Chapman 4 and Wilson et al. 5

Further work was done on fluorine-containing

gases by Camilli and Plump in 1952. 6 Additional

theoretical considerations were published by
Geballe and Reeves in 1953. 7 The electric break-

down on perfluorocarbon vapors and their

mixtures with nitrogen was investigated by

Berberich et al. in 1955 ;s the dielectric behavior of
some fluorogases and their mixtures was also

discussed in the same year by Camilli et al. s

Further study of factors controlling electric

strength of gaseous insulation was done by

Narbut et al. in 1959.10 The advantages of gas-

insulated power transformers were presented by

Camilli in 1959.11 In the same year Blodgett

evaluated some of the dielectric properties of
octafluorocyclobutane? 2 A further discussion of

fluorocarbons as electrical insulators was given
by Reuther in 1951.18

The above is by no means a complete listing

but is given merely as an illustration of some of
the work that has been done in this field. Further

references may be found in AIEE Special Publi-

cation S-97.14 The difficulty with most of the

previous work is that it was concerned chiefly

with the insulating properties of gases at at-

mosphere or higher pressures; very little has been

said about breakdown at lower pressures and

especially about minimum breakdown voltages.

GASES CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENT STUDY

The gases considered in the present study were

Freons 14, 114, 115, 116, C318, and SF6. Sulfur-
hexafluoride (SF6) was chosen because it is

perhaps the best known and most used of the

electronegative gases. The newer Freons were

evaluated because little is as yet known about

their properties and it was hoped that they would

prove superior to their older "relatives."

Freon 14 is tetrafluoromethane, CF4. It has a

molecular weight of 88.01, boils at -128°C, and
freezes at -184°C at 1 atmosphere pressure. Its

dielectric strength at 1 atmosphere and 23°C

relative to nitrogen is 1, and its dielectric constant

is 1.0006 at 24.5°C and 1 atmosphere.

Freon 114 is dichlorotetrafluoroethane CC1F2--

CC1F2. It has a molecular weight of 170.93, boils

at 3.55°C, and freezes at -94°C at 1 atmosphere

pressure. Its dielectric strength relative to

nitrogen is 2.8 at 1 atmosphere and 23°C, and its
dielectric constant is 1.0021 at 26.8°C and 1

atmosphere.

Freon 115 is chloropentafluoroethane, CC1F2--

CF4. It has a molecular weight of 154.48, boils at

-38°C, and freezes at -106°C at 1 atmosphere

pressure. Its dielectric strength relative to

nitrogen is 2.8 at 1 atmosphere and 23°C, and its
dielectric constant is 1.0018 at 27.4°C and 1

atmosphere.

Freon 116 is hexafluoroethane, C2F6. It has a

molecular weight of 138.0, boils at -78.2°C and

freezes at -100.6°C at 1 atmosphere pressure. Its

dielectric strength relative to nitrogen is 1.96 at

1 atmosphere, and its dielectric constant is 1.00197

at 23°C and 711 mm Hg.

Freon C318 is octafluorocyclobutane, C4F s

(cyclic). It has a molecular weight of 200, boils at

--6.0°C, and freezes at -41.4°C at 1 atmosphere

pressure. Its dielectric strength relative to

nitrogen is 2.63 at 1 atmosphere, and its dielectric

constant is 1.0034 at 10°C and 760 mm Hg.

The properties of sulfurhexafluoride, SF6, are

well known. Its molecular weight is 146, it boils

at -63.8°C at 1 atmosphere pressure, and its

dielectric strength relative to nitrogen is 2.5 at

1 atmosphere.
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FIGURE 1 .-Experimental equipment for determining 
breakdown voltage of electronegative gases. Total 
setup showing scope, variacs, vacuum gage, voltmeter, 
bell jar, and pressure gage. 

THE EQUIPMENT USED 

The equipment used was a variant of that used 
by Dakin and Lim15 of Westinghouse and that of 
E. L. Brancato of the Naval Research Laboratory 
(figures 1 and 2). Two parallel circular brass 
plates, 4 inches in diameter and 4 inch thick with 
rounded edges of & inch radius, mounted on a 
Teflon base, were used as electrodes. These were 
connected to a 3000 volt transformer connected 
to an ordinary 60 cycle, 110 volt power supply. 
The 60 cycle alternating current, while yielding 
the same type of corona as direct current, has the 
advantage over direct current that, because of its 
relatively slow oscillations, it triggers corona a t  
each peak of the cycle on a regular basis a t  the 
proper voltage-and thus makes it much easier to 
study the phenomenon (figure 3). Filters were 
used both to suppress high frequency noise from 
the power supply before i t  reached the electrodes 
arid to filter out, the 60 cycle sine wave before 
feeding the signal to the oscilloscope. The pres- 

FIQURE 2.-Experimental equipment. 

1' 

ence of corona was determined by observing the 
signal from the electrodes on a Tektronix type 
5458 oscilloscope, using a type L plug-in unit 
preamplifier with a fast rise time. The electrodes 
themselves were placed in a bell jar that was 

FIGURE 3.-Phenomenon of corona discharge. (a) Corona 
discharges being triggered by 60 cycle sine wave. (b) 
Single corona pulse, showing initial spike (double ex- 
posure) followed by reverberation. (c) Detail of re- 
verberation following corona pulse (about 1 millisecond). 

evacuated by means of a mechanical pump 
capable of reducing the pressure in the bell jar to 
45 microns Hg. Voltages across the electrodes 
were read from a carefully calibrated Simpson 
vacuum-tube voltmeter. The pressure inside the 
bell jar was read from a Wallace and Tierney 
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absolute-pressuregagecalibratedto read NACA

1956 standard atmosphere to 200,000 feet; from

1 mm Hg down, the pressure was also read from a

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation thermocouple

vacuum gage to give a double check in the range

of equivalent altitude from about 150,000 to

200,000 feet. The filters were immersed in trans-

former oil to prevent the possibility of local

discharges occurring in the circuit.

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The equipment was first tested in air (figure 4)

to make certain that it was operating properly and

to provide a basis for comparison with subsequent

readings, as it is well known that the exact shape

of the Paschen curve tends to depend on the

particular configuration and equipment being

used. To test othergases, the bell jar was first

evacuated to a pressure of 60 milcrons Hg; and

enough gas was introduced to raise the pressure

to 60 mm Hg or more---thus guaranteeing a

purity of 99.9 percent in the gas being tested. After

the pressure was recorded, the voltage was raised,
across the electrodes until breakdown was ob-

served on the oscilloscope. The voltage was then

backed off until the discharge ceased and was

raised again in small increments until corona was

again observed. This procedure was followed to

prevent errors due to time-lag effects. For cach

reading the entire procedure was followed twice

to make sure the reading was correct. Once the

reading was obtained for a given pressure, enough

gas was pumped out to lower the pressure by

7oo

FIGURE 4.--Paschen curve for air test.

about 10,000 feet equivalent altitude (around

5000 feet near the minimum voltage), and the

next breakdown voltage was obtained. Three runs

were made for each gas, with a gapwidth between

the electrodes of 1 ram, _ ram, and -_ ram.

CONCLUSIONS

The results show that the electronegative gases

tested lose most of their advantage over air as

insulators at lower pressures. Freon 114, which
has one of the highest dielectric strengths of any

of the Freons at atmospheric pressure, had the

lowest minimum breakdown voltage of any of the

gases tested (about 435 volts). The gas SF6 had

the highest minimum breakdown voltage (520

volts), as compared with a minimum for air of
353 volts, in the present configuration. Note that

the relation between breakdown voltage and

molecular weight mentioned by Camilli H ceases to
hold for the minimum breakdown voltage.

The results of these tests, shown in figure 5,

indicate that gases of the type tested are not too

promising as insulators at lower pressures in

satellites. On the other hand, preliminary tests

indicate that vapors of such liquids as FC-75

seem to keep their dielectric properties much

better than gases at lower pressures. Two new

Freon compounds currently under development,

which are liquid at normal temperature and

pressure, also hold promise; they are 1,1,1,3-

tetrachlorofluoropropane, and 1,1,1-trichloro-

pentafluoropropane. The former especially is

claimed by the manufacturer to have a dielectric

strength in vapor form 4.7 times that of FC-75.

These vapors would seem to merit further in-

vestigation.
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THE STRUCTURE OF ZINC OXIDE NUCLEI

G. W. SEARS

Research Division, General Dynamics�Electronics

AND

R. POWELL XSD B. DONN

Goddard Space Flight Center

INTRODUCTION

A common morphology of zinc oxide particles

formed by oxidation of zinc vapor consists of four
acicular crystals united at a common juncture.

Such particles are called fourlings. Fuller 1 has

made a crystallographic study of fourlings with
the aid of stereo-electron microscopy. He has

determined that the crystallographic c-axis coin-

cides with the axis of each leg. The four crystals

are twinned-on planes of type (112).

In the classical analysis 2'3 of the nucleation of a

crystalline phase from a parent fluid phase it is
assumed that the nuclei are tiny perfect crystals

of the forming phase. This analytical assumption
has become so identified with the structure of real

nuclei that the idea of imperfect nuclei has been

seriously discussed 4 in terms of empirical ob-

servations only recently. One of the past difficulties

has been in ascertai|fing the structure of the

nucleus.

It is the purpose of the present paper to demon-
strate that the fourfold twin structure of zinc

oxide fourlings are representative of the structure

of the original nuclei. In brief the fourlings nu-

cleate as fourfold twins, a poly-crystalline struc-

ture as opposed to the assumption of classical

nucleation of a single crystal nucleus. Although it

is possible to establish growth conditions shortly

after nucleation on the basis of growth features, it

is not possible to deduce the degree of super-
saturation at the time of nucleation. Alternative

rationalizations of the nucleation event are

presented.

EXPERIMENTAL

The zinc oxide particles were grown by passing

a mixture of oxygen and a diluent gas over a
container of molten zinc heated to about 900°C

with an electrical resistance furnace. The furnace

and container were an integral unit supported

>

.... _'_:_ _.. l_,,[_Aa_.__

. .... .

' x • •

FIGURE 1.--ZnO nuclei.

inside a quartz reaction vessel. The ratio of

oxygen to diluent gas was established by monitor-

ing the flow rates independently prior to mixing.

The smoke particles were deposited from the

gas stream upon a thin carbon film. The film with

particles was mounted on an electron microscope

grid and examined. Fig. 1 shows a typical field at

40,000 X magnifications.

1570
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Threemain featurespertinentto our inter-
pretationsareevident.(1) Fourlingshavebeen
observedin whichthe centraljunctionranges
froma diameterof aslargeas1000._ to as small

as 30 ._. The total diameter of the tiniest fourlings

including the legs was as small as 300 A. (2) In

many cases the legs grew at uniform cross-sections

as crystalline whiskers. (3) The number density of

fourlings in a typical smoke was many orders of

magnitude higher than the concentration of

foreign dust particles in the input gas. _Frequently

very thin platelets bounded by c-surfaces are

observed in the same field as fourlings. There is

some evidence that the shape of the particle

depended upon the carrier gas, i.e., a larger
proportion of fourlings appeared to be obtained

with N2 compared with He or Ar as carrier.

DISCUSSION

Formation of Fourlings

In a study of the nucleation of alumina at high
supersaturations Sears and DeVries 5 have de-

scribed the necessary conditions for deducing the
structure of a nucleus from observations on a

crystallite grown therefrom. A given nuclei should

form from a limited volume of sufficiently super-

saturated parent phase. The supersaturation

should rapidly decrease so that subsequent growth

occurs at a relatively low supersaturation.

In the present experiments the supersaturation
required for three-dimensional nucleation is not

known. However the final morphology shows that

in may cases subsequent growth took place at a

relatively low supersaturation. Many fourlings
have arms of quite uniform cross-section and

morphologically' can be described as whiskers. In

principle they could have grown if the local
supersaturation was insufficient to cause two-

dimensional nucleation on columnar surfaces and

was supercritical for two-dimensional nucleation

on the c:surfaces. However, the existence of thin

platelets bounded by c-surfaces strongly indicates
that the local supersaturation after nucleation

was insufficient to cause two-dimensional nu-

cleation of the c-surfaces. If true, the c-whiskers

must have grown by defect mechanism, 6 most
probably by a screw dislocation.

In summary the model of a fourling is a fourfold

twin structure with (112) twinning planes and
with a screw dislocation in the c-direction of each
twin. The existence of the dislocations is com-

patible with Fuller's observation _ that a dis-

tortion must exist at the juncture of each pair of
legs of the fourling.

From the preceding discussion it has been

established that, after nucleation had occurred at

some undetermined supersaturation, subsequent

growth occurred at a relatively low supersatur-

ation. These are the conditions _ that justify
identifying a crystallite structure with that of

the parent nucleus. The additional argument can

be made that the fourling structure is invarient
over a range of central junction diameter from

1000 A to _30_.. It might be suspected that the

nucleus diameter might not be a great deal
smaller, if it is to contain four twins and their

twinning boundaries.

The initiation of fourlings must occur by homo-

geneous nucleation. The ratio of fourling particles

in a fixed volume of smoke is many powers of ten

greater than the number of foreign particles, or

potential nucleation heterogeneities, in a like

volume of input gas.

APPROPRIATE NUCLEATION THEORY

Classical nucleation theory 2,3 has been derived

from Gibb's theory 7 of phase stability. Gibbs

recognized that a small particle of bulk phase

might be completely inhomogeneous in com-

position. However, he developed a self-consistent

description of a crystalline particle by treating it

as though it was homogeneous up to a sharp

interface with its environmental phase. Nucleation

theory adopted Gibb's homogeneous particle

description. The volume free energy was equated

to a value characteristic of the bulk phase and the

specific interracial free energy was equated to that

of a large fiat interface. In some manner the model

has become identified with reality as far as the

homogeneity of the nucleus is concerned.

TurnbulP recognized certain inadequacies in

classical theory and stated, "The free energy of a

cluster may be a minimum for a molecular arrange-

ment quite different from that Of the bulk phase at

equilibrium." However, it remained for Cahn

and Hilliard 9 to develop a satisfactory analysis of

nucleation energetics based upon their thermo-
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dynamictreatmentof non-uniformsystems.I°
Theywereableto evaluatetheexcessfreeenergy
associatedwith the formationof a new phase
withoutan arbitraryassignmentof surfaceand
volumefree energyterms.The compositional
variationacrossa nucleusis theoneyieldingthe
lowestfreeenergybarrier to nucleationwhile
maintainingthe averagecompositionof the
systeminvariant. By includinggradientfree
energyterms, the interfacialfree energyis
automaticallyincluded.In summary,anyassump-
tionsasto themorphologyandhomogeneityof
thenucleusareavoided.

The Cahn-Hilliard treatment agreeswith
classicaltheory at low supersaturations.With
increasingsupersaturationtheradiusof a critical
nucleusreachesa minimumandincreaseswithout
boundthereafter.Withincreasingsupersaturation
a nucleusbecomeslessand less homogeneous.
Nucleation in the regieme of inhomogeneous
nuclei is called non-classical nucleation.

Sears 4has discussed the conditions under which

non-classical nucleation of crystalline soIids should

be expected. It was concluded that the conditions
for non-classical nucleation can be attained. These

conditions are normally associated with either

sphcrulite or glass formation. It was proposed that

inhomogcneity of a nucleus corresponds to either a

polycrystalline or spherulitic nucleus, or to a rigid

glass.

One possible dcscription of the nucleation of

zinc oxide fourlings is that the event occurs at high

supersaturations in the non-classical regieme.

However an analysis by Fullman _1 of the

equilibrium form of crystalline bodies indicates a
second alternative. He concluded that the lowest

free energy form of a given mass of crystalline

phase might be as a polycrystalline body. It was

required that the crystal have an anisotropic

surface energy. Under this condition it is possible
that the total interracial and surface free of a

polycrystalline body is less than the minimal free

energy of bounding the same material as a single

crystal.

Although Ful]man could show no demonstrable

examples, it is entirely possible that a fourfold

twin of zinc oxide bounded by c-surfaces and

containing twin planes might be more stable than

a single crystal in its equilibrium form. A final
condition must be the maintenance of relative

stability of the four-fold twin as its dimensions

approach those of a nucleus.

The Fullman analysis provides a second alter-

native for fourling nucleation. This possibility can

be distinguished in principle from the non-

classical model since it requires a relatively low

supersaturation.

CONCLUSION

Zinc oxide fourlings are shown to originate in a

single homogeneous nucleation event. Alternative

descriptions of the nucleation process are outlined.

The appropriate description requires knowledge

of the critical supersaturation during nucleation.

The experimental procedures used for examination

of zinc oxide smoke should provide a quite general

method of deducing the structure of a variety of
nuclei.
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ELECTRON-HYDROGEN PHASE SHIFTS JUST
BELOW THE INELASTIC THRESHOLD

AARON TEMKIN

Goddard Space Flight Center

The singlet S-wave phase shifts for the scattering of electrons by atomic hydrogen just below

the inelastic threshold (10.2 ev) are calculated by using a recently developed nonadiabatic theory.

Previous calculations of Burke and Schey based on the much more restricted close-coupling ap-

proximation yielded a resonance characterized by the phase shift going through _ radians. In view

of a theorem of Wigner and a calculation of Hol¢ien this result is indicative of a bound state of the

compound system near the energy 9.4 ev. It is argued on the basis of a previous calculation that this
resonance must be distinct from another resonance near 10.1 ev. And on this basis it is concluded that

this partial cross-section must exhibit two resonances below threshold.

INTRODUCTION

Burke and Schey 1 have recently calculated a resonance in the elastic scattering of electrons by atomic

hydrogen just below the threshold for inelastic scattering (10.203 ev). The basis of their calculation was

the close-coupling approximation with ls-2s-2p states. The nomenclature refers to hydrogenic states,

each of which is multiplied by an initially undetermined function. For S-waver scattering, their wave

function can be written:

r, r,*oc= In(r,),,, (r,)+ v(r,)R,,(r,) + (1:2)]"0 (co,e,2)

+_[,,(,,) R_,{,,) +(_-2)],', (co,_,,), (1)

where Rn_(r) is r times the nl radial wave function of hydrogen. It is clear from equation 1 that this

function is approximate in two ways. First, it contains only 2 of an infinite number of relative angular

momenta Pz(eosOl2). Second, the "coefficients" of the included Pl have a comparatively restricted form

(which, however, is manifestly symmetric with respect to the interchange of 1 and 2 corresponding to the

necessary symmetry of singlet scattering, with which we shall here be concerned).

Clearly the most general function containing P0 and P1 can be written:

r, ,',_ : _,o(r,,',)P o (_o,e,,) +_,, (r, ,-,)r, C¢o,e,,) , (2)

where the two-dimensional functions _0 and ¢_ are required to have the correct symmetry. Substitution of

equation 2 into the variational principle, 8S_*(H-E)xV dr = 0, yields the following coupled set of partial

t Letters referring to angular momentum states are capitalized when the total angular momentum state

(partial wave) is being considered. Lower ease l refers to the relative angular momentum within a given total
an_qllar momentum state.
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TABLE 1.--Zeroth Order Phases Shifts Below Thresholds

k (ryd !/2) (radlons)

0.85
0.855
0.860
0.861
0.862
0.863
0.864
O.8645

0.865
0.8656
0.866

k2

(impacting $o
energy in ev)

9.830
9.944
10.061
10.085
10.108
10.132
10.155
10.169
10.180
10.194
10.203

0.721
0.729

0.7545
0.768
0.793
0.853
1.25
3.14

3.628
3.738
3.781

differential equations* in the region rl>__r2 with appropriate boundary conditions: 2'3

5 2 ) 2r 2 (3a)- 2 _1 '12 + r'_2 + E fPO _r_ rl

E - 2(_I-- r-_) 2 4r' ] 2r2_12 + +--- +E _I : ¢o (3b)12 r 2 Sr 1= _ r12 "

It is the object of the present nonadiabatic theory _'3 to identify and directly attack these partial

differential equations, and thus avoid the second category of approximation implicit in the close-coupling

method. The purpose of this note is to report on results of calculations on the lowest order approximation

of the equations and to give some speculations concerning the next higher correction.

The lowest order approximation is the so-called zeroth order problem and is given by the equation:

/ 2)As', +7_2 +z _o (o) : 0 . (4)

For future reference note that this basic relation can be derived:

m r! r 2

$0)= f r .,,kcaJo % , (5)

where Go is the phase shift of equation 4, and 6(_) is the phase shift of equations 3.

In practice, equation 4 has been solved by expanding in exact separable solutions, 3 the program for

which has been extended to double precision arithmetic (16 significant figures). For this discussion the

resultant values for _0 (°) and 60 can be considered correct to the significance given in table 1. A close-

coupling approximation of equation 4 gives results in good accord with 60. 4

* Energy is in rydbergs (1 ryd ffi13.605 ev) and length is in Bohr radii.
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CONJECTURES ON THE SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS 3*

An obvious first step in an iterative attempt to solve equations 3 would be to use the _0 (°) in the

right-hand side of equation 3b to get an approximate _ which we can call _i ¢°):

- 2 ' 1 + + q_z(O) : ,i_o(O)

This neglects the coupling of ¢0 to _i (but not the reverse). Figure 1 gives the close-coupling results,

labeled 6_, as well as the results for 60. A possible explanation for the shift in energy at which the reso-

nance in 6¢c occurs as compared with 60 is that it is due to the coupling of _0 to ¢1, which is included in

some approximate way in the close-coupling approximation. However, the previous calculation 5 was based

on the assumption that all resonances arise directly from the resonance in _0 ¢°). The calculated results

give absolutely no indication of such a shift. The reason for taking the close coupling seriously is ex-

plained below. If it is assumed that there must be a resonance at or below the energy corresponding to the

FIGURE 1.--The ls-2s-2p
(_oo) and $o as a function of k.

close-coupling phase shift

4.0

3.5

3.0

7
2.5

2

2.0

_ 1.5

1.0

O.S

0 1 I I I I I
0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0,84 0.85 0.86 o.aee

k (o,d½)

close-coupling resonance, a more plausible explanation of the lower resonance would seem to be that it

is due to a resonance (change in sign) of _1 in equation 3b which is fairly independent of the right-hand

side.t If this is so then a resonance very close to k= 0.84 should also come from equation 6. Hopefully,

solutions of this equation will be obtained by using a noniterative numerical technique for solving

partial differential equations. _ As another test of this hypothesis a close-coupling expansion with only

ls-2p states would also be expected to show a resonance near the lower energy.$

Mathematically a resonance in _1 (°) manifests itself in _1(°), the first approximation of _(1), whereby

the expression

= _ dr dr 2 _o (°) _ @t(°) (7)

* The quantitative speculations of this section are quite different from what was calculated in reference 5. The

author is particularly indebted to Dr. T. F. O'Malley for pointing out the usual increase of v of phase shifts at
resonances and the analytical derivation of this behavior for some simple nonlocal potentials. This discussion led,

directly, to a re-examination of $0 (reference 5) and the discovery that it does indeed go through _. Dr. O'Malley

also brought reference 6 to the author's attention.

t Mr. John Cooper pointed out the importance of the energy shift of the lower resonance.

Schey and Burke are now examining this point.
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Fmu_ 2.--Conjecture of the first order (equations 3)

phase shifts according to the arguments in the text.

a change in sign of q_,(o) would mean a change in

sign of the integral, since q)0(°) is varying very

slowly at the lower energy. This could (see below)
mean an increase of 61(0) by _ which would be the
mathematical statement of the resonance.

Along this mathematical line, it might be

expected that as the energy increases toward
k=0.8645, _0 (°) would undergo a change of sign

and that there the integral would again change

sign, corresponding to an increase of 60 into the

same quadrant as _,(0). This would be in accord

with _tl(°) exhibiting only one increase of z corre-

sponding precisely to what Burke and Schey calcu-

lated. However, here equation 6 must be considered

more carefully; it has been presumed to have a
resonance due to the structure of the left-hand side

at the lower energy. At the higher energy, how-

ever, the right-hand side has been shown here to
exhibit a resonance and this could cause a second

resonance in q_(0). Mathematically, this would

mean that at the same energy at which _0 (°) under-

goes a change of sign _(o) undergoes a second
change in sign. Thus, th_ integral on the right-

hand side of equation 7 undergoes no change of

sign because of the simultaneous changes in sign of

• 0(°) and q_(0). This could correspond to a second

increase of 6_(°) by 7r. It is problematical whether or

not this second phenomenon will correspond, in

fact, to a second increase of the phase shift by 7r

(see below). However, it is quite likely that the

phase shift will have a sufficiently uneven behavior

to appear in the cross-section as a resonance. (It is

only a matter of definition whether a resonance is

called a sudden increase of the phase shift by r or a

sudden up and down behavior in the cross-section.)

In figure 2 the conjectured behavior of 6, (°)

showing two increases of 7r is given. The actual

values were gotten by superposing the 60 resonance

(modulo _r) on 6°¢ at the second resonant energy.
In figure 2 it has been assumed that resonances

correspond to increases of the phase shifts by 7r

(in the case of 60 this has been calculated to be the

case). This is based on a theorem of Wigner and

Eisenbud 6 which says

d6/dk> --R.

This statement is derived from the fact that

2(d6/dk) is the delay time of a particle striking a

target. Although there is no upper limit on this

quantity, its negative value, which is the time
advancement of the scattered wave, is optimal if

there is a hard core in the region of interaction.

Thus, any reasonable process of the formation of

the compound state corresponding to a sticking

of the incoming particle to the atom, the phase
shift must exhibit a sharp rise. A calculation by

Hol¢ien gives an upper limit of E = 9.4 ev on such

a state of the compound H- ion. s A more direct

argument that there must be a resonance at or

below the close-coupling resonance is afforded by
theorems on bounds for phase shifts which have

recently been proved. °* As it applies in the present

case it says that 6_>60 up to the inelastic thresh-

old.t

• Burke and Schey have obtained very narrow reso-

nances (private communication) at low energies (_ 1 eV),

whereas careful calculations by Schwartz (private com-

munication) show no resonances. This is not necessarily a

contradiction to the theorem of Hahn, O'Malley, and

Spruch (reference 9), since the numerical method of Burke

and Schey may occasionally show some aberrations. How-

ever, other logical possibilities, including a contradiction

to the theorem in reference 3, cannot be dismissed at this

point.

Private conmmnication from T. F. O'Malley.
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FIGURE 3.---Singlet S-wave cross-section corresponding

to the phase shifts in figure 2. The value a0 is the Bohr
radius.

Figure 3 shows the plot of the cross-section

corresponding to the phase shift curve in figure 2.

This is meant to apply only to the S-wave part of

the singlet scattering. In view of the fact that the

cross-section contains two resonances, it is felt

that the physical reasons for such a behavior

which were included in reference 5 still apply.

That argument assumes a correspondence of each

state of the target with a state of the compound

system (with possible shifts in energy). The main

reason for thinking that this correspondence does

hold in this case is the large energy difference of

the lower resonance from the upper one. The

previous calculation 5 indicates that otherwise this

energy shift would be much smaller.

However, the present heuristic considerations

give a more explicit indication of what the

physical argument means in terms of the non-

adiabatic formalism. The _0 (°) equation (4) is the

two-dimensional analogue of the one-particle 2s

equation. To say that the one-particle 2s equation

corresponds to a resonance in the compound

system means that the _0 (°) inherently contains

a spontaneous resonance near the 2s energy. The

present calculation for 60 explicitly yields this

resonance. By the same token the left-hand side

of equation 3b or equation 6 is a two-particle

analogue of the single particle 2p equation i there-

fore, by the same kind of correspondence, this

left-hand side is expected also to contain a

spontaneous resonance. It should ,be emphasized

that this latter resonance has n_t as yet been found

in the author's calculations. I_owever, the author

believes that Burke and Schey have found it, l but

that they misinterpreted it to be the shifted _0 (°)

resonance. The author further believes that if the

ls-2s-2p close-coupling calculation is extended

even closer to the 2s threshold, it will reveal the

second resonance.

It may be inquired whether or not the higher

L equations, of which equations 3 are the first

two, might also reveal spontaneous resonances.

They probably do; however, the one-particle

target state energies to which they correspond are

higher than p states. Therefore, their principal

quantum number is n>_3 and, thus, their energies

should be significantly above the n = 2 threshold.
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POSITRON-HYDROGEN SCATTERING

AARON TEMKIN

Goddard Space Flight Center

The nonadiabatic theory of electron-hydrogen scattering is applied to the s-wave scattering
of positrons by atomic hydrogen. This zeroth order problem is considerably more difficult than

the corresponding one for electron-hydrogen scattering. If we assume that the most extensive

of Rotenberg's calculation relating strictly to the zeroth order problem is an adequate approxima-
tion, then the present calculations support the conclusion that his final phase shifts are more cor-
rect than those of Schwartz. The nonadiabatic theory is also developed for higher partial wave

scattering. The portion of the coupled set of equations which gives the major contribution to the

phase shifts can readily be isolated. A first approximation of the truncated p-wave equations

is obtained; the corresponding phase shifts are found to be positive, but much smaller than those
of Bransden.

INTRODUCTION

The obtaining of reliable positron-hydrogen Potential 6
(rydbergs)

phase shifts has proven to be a very elusive task 5

in spite of the fact that rigorous upper bounds

exist for the scattering length z,2 and in spite of 4

the fact that in the latter reference as many as

50 variational parameters were used in obtaining 3

the scattering length and phase shifts. The un-
2

certainty in Schwartz's work has resulted from

a recent calculation of Rotenberg 3 using a novel I

expansion in terms of Sturmian functions. His

phasc shifts are considerably larger than those of 0

Schwartz. Further discussion of these differing

results will be given later in this paper. -I

It should be noted, however, the conflicting
-2

results notwithstanding, that the phenomeno-

logical aspects of this problem are clear (sketched -3

in figure 1). At close distances the positron feels

the repulsion of the positive nucleus and at far

distances the attraction of the induced dipole

moment of the hydrogen atom. These two ex-

tremes must bc connected in some way. In

figure 1 the overall potential (solid curve) is

taken to be the sum of the two dashed curves,

one representing the repulsive Hartree potential

vH -- 2e'2'(1*r-')

VH

f
f

//Yp

I [ I .._.
I 2 5

r (_r rodii)

Fmum_ 1.--Phenomenological potentials describing the

scattering of positions from hydrogen.

and the other representing a phenomenological

polarization potential

1578
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T._z_ 1.--s-Wave Phase Shifts in Various Calculations

1579

k

(ryd 1/2)
d =ao

O* 0.58

O.1 - O.0580

0.2 -0.1145

0.3 - 0.168

0.4 -0.2181

0.5 - 0.2636

0.6 - 0.3043

0.7 - 0.340

"The k = 0 entries are scatceriag leo4 ths.

?Including relative s- and p-waves only.

Phase Shift (radians)

d = 1.225 Reference 2 Reference 3 Nonadiabatic t

-2.10 <-2.7

0.21

0.29

0.31

0.29

0.26

0.23

0.19

0.151

0.188

0.168

0.120

0.062

0.007

- 0.054

0.180

0.232

0.179

0.129

0.068

0.010

-0.04

0.22

where a=4.5d03 is the well-known polarizability

of the hydrogen atom, and d is an adjustable

parameter. In Table 1 we have given the phase

shifts as a function of k for two values of d,

together with the phase shifts of Schwartz 2 and

Rotenberg. 3 At k=0.2 we have included the

result of the present calculation. The column for

d = _o corresponds to the absence of polarization

potential. The phase shifts of this static approxi-

mation have been computed before 4 and are nega-

tive in accord with the repulsive nature of

Hartree potential. The next column, d=1.225,

has a special significance for the positron-hydrogen

problem. The fact that these phase shifts are

closer to and larger than Rotenberg's may be

of significance.

The argument from which the value d_1.225

is derived is surely very old. 6 It is based on the

observation that the potential which the positron

sees (exclusive of its interaction with the nucleus)

is idcntical to the energy of the electron in the

combined field of the positron and the nucleus.

However this energy is trivially calculable in the

limit that the positron approaches the nucleus.

In that case the electron sees simply a coulomb

field of charge Z = 2. In other words we must have

,-oklim 2e-'r(l+ r-') - 2r -l] (r _;d,) 2 n _

where n is the principal quantum member of the electron in its ground state (if we are dealing with

the scattering by hydrogen in its ground state). Therefore using the value n = 1, Z = 2, and a--_,9 the

known polarizability of hydrogen, we can solve for d: d= (_)1/4_1.225.

The remainder of this paper will be concerned with nonadiabatic theory of positron-hydrogen

scattering. The quantitative results of this investigation are restricted to k = 0.2, since we are mainly

concerned with establishing whether Schwartz's or Rotenberg's phase shifts are more correct. The

calculations herein support the latter's results and, to that extent, agree with the phenomenological

result previously stated.
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THE NONADIABATIC THEORY

The nonadiabatic theory starts with the decomposition of the s-wave function,*

1 0a

Crl, r2, UI2) - rlr2 _. (2l+ I) '/2_ L(r t r2)Pl (cos (_12)' (I)
_0

which is complete in view of the fact that the Hamiltonian

depends only upon the three coordinates rl, r2, 01_. As in electron-hydrogen problems these coordinates
refer to the distance from the nucleus of the incoming particle (positron in this case) and the bound

electron, and the angle between the respective radius vectors. One of the two salient differences between
this and the electron-hydrogen problem is the changed signs of 2/rl and --2/r1_ potentials. Here they

are repulsive and attractive respectively. Thus the Hamiltonian is manifestly unsymmetrical with

respect to rl and r2, which implies that _I,(rl, r2, 012) cannot be symmetrical--the second difference. Both
these differences have profound consequences on the present problem as compared with the electron-

hydrogen problem.

Substitution of equation 1 into the SchrSdinger equation

._ : E_ (2)

gives rise to the coupled set of equations

-- + -- - l(l + I) r1-2 + r2-2 + E + -- ---
c)rl 2 c)r2 2

Q r] + M_, eL : - U_¢- '
m(,_)

(3)

where

Mzm = _/(2/+ l)(2m+I) _ r>n+! CLrnn

n=O

with

C_m n = f:Pl(cos_)P m(cosO)P (cos_) sin_dO

the integral of three Legendre polynomials3 The dependence of the Mu, on r<_/r> "+_ means that there

are two different equations depending on whether r_ or r2 is the larger. The equation for _0, for example,

is more explicitly:

r2/ o - 2(2m+ I) -I/2 --r I q): ,

A,2+E - r-_-+ % 2(2m+1) -'/2- _ . (4)
m=l

* See Appendix A for list of symbols.
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=/¢_ rl<r2

The boundary conditions are _l(rl0)=O=(_l(O, r2) as long as we are below the threshold for in-
elastic scattering. Also, we have

and

li.., : ,i. (k,,+_)R,.(.,)_o
r i_c°

li_ ¢l(_i_i)__ : o.
r 2_

The latter condition corresponds to the statement that below the inelastic threshold there are no states

of a bound positron and a free electron; thus the wave function must vanish in the proper limit.

:FIGURE2.--The domains of integration in obtaining the
basic relation (equation 7) for positron-hydrogen
scattering.

Sl

rl.._ oo r!

Since we have, in effect, two equations in two continuous regions, appropriate matching conditions
are required. Obviously they are

and

¢:I : ¢?
Irl=r2 r iffir2

[£ (I)_] r l=r 2 [£ (_?1 r I=r 2 (5)

The zeroth order problem is defined by neglecting the right side of equation 4:

(6a)

( 2 4)A,2 + E - r_ + ¢o¢°)< : O. _'< r2 (6b)
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The boundary conditions for _0 (°) are in complete analogy to those for ¢0. In particular the zeroth order

phase shift _0 comes from the requirement that

lira ,0(°) : sin (kr, + (r2) •
rl_m

The zeroth order problem corresponds to a hydrogen atom and an incoming positron which sees

no charge at all as long as it is outside the orbital electron, but which sees a repulsive (nuclear) po-

tential when it is inside the electron. For this configuration the electron sees a doubly charged nucleus.

The basic relation between _t and _0 is obtained by the usual procedure of premultiplication and

integration of the _o (°) equation by 4% and vice-versa (see reference 6). In this case the domain inte-

gration is shown in figure 2. The area integrals involving AI_ are converted to line integrals, and we use

the diagonal boundary conditions (equation 5) for % and the counterpart for %(0),

ego)< ',_', = cjo)> _,"_

0 .Jrl=r 2 rl_r 2

to show that the line integrals along sa and s4 cancel each other. The only contribution comes from s2,

and we obtain

co

2 for:° °sin (,_ - '_0) k" 2(:_ l)-'_: ,it, ,%,0(0> -:--_o+, ¢o (7)
m:l

CALCULATIONS INVOLVING THE NONADIABATIC THEORY

From the verbal intepretation of the zeroth order problem we sec clearly that it is a much cruder

approximation of the complete positron-hydrogen scattering problem than the corresponding zeroth

order problem for electron-hydrogen scattering. In particular it neglects the attraction of the positron

Probobili.ty
of finding
electron of

rCand
positron
atrz

-_T/" "n"

8,2

FIGURE 3.--The probability of finding a positron and a
hydrogenic electron at distances n and r2 from the

origin as a function of the angle between the radii and
vectors.
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to the electron and thus gives rise to negative phase shifts (for &), whereas the work of Spruch and

Rosenberg 1 shows that the final _ must be positive as k approaches 0. The inadequacy in the description

of the region rv._r2 has a further consequence which can be demonstrated pictorially.

In figure 3 we have sketched the probability of finding the electron at rl and the positron at r2 as

a function of 012. As a result of the electron-positron attraction this probability must rise sharply for

012_0. Remembering that the basic decomposition (equation 1) is in terms of Legendre polynomials,

imagine that figure 1 refers to an angular distribution curve for a differential scattering process• Such

a process would be described as having large forward angle scattering, and this in turn would mean

the contribution of many partial waves. In terms of the present formalism this corresponds to the

contribution of many relative partial waves, and this means that equation 2 cannot be expected to

converge as rapidly as in the electron-hydrogen problem•

In the electron-hydrogen calculation, we also assumed, in addition to the assumption that there is

a reasonably uniform convergence in _z for increasing l, that the contribution from the configuration

space r2_r_ was small• The above discussion shows that the latter approximation is not justified• We

shall therefore confine ourselves to solving the coupled set of equations;

(A 2 2 2)(} 2 r<,2 + E + r-2- r_ + > o : yt_r> _ (P, , (8a)

12 +E+ +

2 2 2 4 r(2_ 2 r<

+ r-2=- rU + 7-- + 5" 7_->3;+, : I/3 r>2 ¢0° ' (8b)

which were obtained by truncating equation 3 beyond +1 but without making any assumption about

r<n/r> n+l.

First it is necessary to solve the zeroth order problem defined by equation 6 and the boundary

conditions. Assuming that +0 (°) is known, we can consider a first approximation of d)x as the solution of

- <0) -2 r< +o(°> (9)'12 + + E + - - -- + -- + .8 _ (1) I = .

12 r 2 r 1 r> r 1/_ r>2

The following sum rules are useful in the subsequent development:

_f I_ (r2'1 1 ) r!t
¢0(0) + + ¢(o)? "sV- :Hr dr,dr 2 : "_ r-"_ (+°(°))2 dr1 dr2 ' (lOa)

I-2! 1 C7• r ?J (1)1
dr I dr 2 __ ..2_2 _f r.._< [(+o) 2 - (+1)2] drldr2 (105)1'3 r>2

From equations 8b and 9 we can also derive

(+:o>+o-+,+o<°') ¢ : o. (11)
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We can write

¢1 = ¢}0) + z_ 1'

¢o = ¢o(°) + A¢0 ;

Equation 11 now implies

r>_ ¢l(°)A¢odrldr2 = r>2

A sufficient condition for the satisfaction of equation 12 is

¢:o)_¢o : %(o) a¢ 1 .

This equality is almost certainly too strong to be exactly true, but it is difficult to see why it should

not be satisfactory as an approximation. Further, writing

A¢, : c ¢;0)g(r,. , (13)

we can put equation 10b into the form:

>

fo=f 2+ C2 ¢o(O) 1 + 1 - .8 ¢1(0) (rlr 2 drldr 2

- _ _ (_1(°)) 2 dr,

+ 2(3)-''2C , f. rI-_-_ [(¢o(°)) _ - (¢ (°)) 2] [g (r, r2)]2dr,dr, (14)
)

In writing a_ in the form of equation 13 we consider g(r_r_) a fixed function, and C a constant

determined by the solution of the quadratic equation (equation 14). We have chosen

r 2 r 2

This function vanishes at r_=O, r2=0; is continuous with continuous derivative across r_=r2; and

has a maximum at r] = r2.

In order to evaluate the integrals in equation 14, it is also necessary to know _<o3. This can be

handled just as in the electron-hydrogen problem, 6 viz., wc append a parameter D to the adiabatic

form of _(0):

where D is determined such that equation 8a is satistied. Thus we are left with the difficult problem

of evaluating +.(% The expansion used in the electron-hydrogen ease simply will not work here. In
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theregionrl<: r2 there is only one separable solution of equation 6b; in addition, it is difficult to formulate

a useful expression which will minimize the deviation from both boundary conditions simultaneously
(equation 5).

It should be noted, however, that as in the electron-hydrogen problem 6 any attack on the complete

problem with functions of rl and r2 can only approximate the zeroth order problem. At least three ap-

proximations have been carried out which fall into this category. One is the static approximation, the

second an (unsymmetrical) close-coupling approximation with ls-2s-3s hydrogenic states included, 4
and the third that part of Rotenberg's calculation s in which no 012 dependence is contained. It was

originally thought that the static approximation would be sufficient for quantitative purposes. The
supposition seemed to be confirmed by the fact that the inclusion of the 2s and 3s states 4 increased the

static phase shifts by less than 4 percent.

Therefore, in the first instance we used the ls-2s-3s approximation for _0(°):

3

•0(°) : (,,) R.. (r,) . (16)
nl|

The integrals in the above development could then be evaluated. In order to satisfy the dipole sum rule

(equation 10a) we found it necessary to augment _1(°). Let _ be the phase shift of the problem defined

by the coupled set (equation 8). The, according to the above development,

I:I I:I2 ® r.___< 2 ® ¢o(0) _>2 C¢ (o) g dr I dr2 (17)sin(_:_8o ) = _ @(o) r>_ ¢(O)drldr 2 +_-._

At k=0.2 we obtained the values 0.1414 and

0.0042 for the two terms on the right side of

equation 17. With 60= -- 0.1102 as given by the
above _0 C°),we obtained

"_" = 80 + sin -I (0.1456) = 0.0359 •

The value of 6 obtained by Spruch and Rosen-
berg 1 at k=0.2 is 0.150. This value can be taken

as a reliable (but not rigorous) lower bound on

the phase shift. As mentioned previously, the

multipole expansion cannot be expected to con-

verge as dramatically as in the electron-hydrogen
case; nevertheless the difference between these

two numbers seemed greater than could be at-

tributed to higher multipoles.

To check this, we computed several terms of

equation 7 using the appropriate projections of

the Spruch-Rosenberg wave function 1 to obtain

_z and using equation 16 for _0 (°). The results

for k=0.2 are given in table 2. The last row is

obtained from equation 7 using the first three

terms and the appropriate value of 60 (in the

/=0 row). This _ is reasonably close to 0.150

which Spruch and Rotenberg obtained from their

complete calculation. The results indicate that

the contribution of the higher multipoles is

fairly small--although not negligible--and that

the main discrepancy is in the dipole contri-
bution: 0.194 versus our 0.146. There could be

many causes for this discrepancy and for the

apparent consistency of the Spruch-Rosenberg

wave function with the Smith-Burke _0 (°). As

far as the present calculation was concerncd, it

was felt after much delibration that the approxi-

mation (equation 16) for _o (°) must somehow

be inadequate.

This supposition has very recently been mark-

edly supported by the work of Rotenberg? In-

sofar as it bears on the zeroth order problem, his

TABLE2.--Results of Spruch-Rosenberg Wave Function
for k = 0.2

/ Multipole
(radlans) IntegraI

-0.1102

0.194

0.0377

O.00947

0.131
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T_L_ 3.--Effect of Adding Terms

Type
of Function

1

Sturmian - 0.067
(row b)

Hydrogenic - 0.1145
(row c)

"Takensuccessively as (n, L)

2 3

- 0.041 - 0.022

-0.1109 -0.1102

Total Number of Terms*

4 5 6 7

0.057 0.093 0.195 0.212

(1, 0), (2, 0), (3, 0), (2, 1), (3, 1), (4, 1), (3, 2), (4, 2).

8

0.232

expansion is of the form of equation 16 with the

hydrogenic functions Rn,(r2) replaced by the

Sturmian functions Sno(r2). In this approximation

3

*0 (0) : _, Un(rl) Sno (r2) • (18)

nil

Slo(r2) is identical to RI,, and the remaining
sturmian functions (with our normalization) arc:

S20(r) - 2'1_ e -r (r - r 2) ,

S3o(r) : 2(3) -I/2 e-r(3r -6r 2 + 2r s) .

The chief property of the Sturmian function is

that they are a complete set without a continuous

spectrum. 3 The effect of this expansion on the

zeroth order phase shift can be gleaned from the

first three columns of row b, table 3 (taken from

table II of reference 3) for k=0.2. The first

three columns refer to the zeroth order problem,

and are to be compared to successive augmenta-

tion of the hydrogenic wave functions ls, 2s, 3s

in the close coupling expansion row c. 4 Then,

according to Rotenberg's results, the convergence

of the close-coupling expansion is spuriours, and

the correct zeroth order phase shift is much less

negative than had hitherto been thought.* Using

* Nevertheless, as long as the phase shifts are negative,
we can find a physical rationalization for the result; the
part of the positron's wave function inside the orbital
electron makes the latter see effectively a more positively
charged nucleus. This makes the electron more tightly
bound; thus the part of the positron's wave function outside
of the electron sees a repulsive but much smaller structure,
giving rise to neg_tive but smaller (in absolute value)
phase shifts. It is evident that such a picture corresponds
to a highly nonadiabatic situation.

equation 18 for _0 (°), we obtain from the non-

adiabatic theory, as outlined above, the contri-
butions 0.227 and 0.0169 for the two terms of

equation 17. This in turn yields a _=0.224.

The calculation was repeated using the Ansatz

- e r2 + ,

where ul(rl) is first function in equation 18. In
this case we obtained the values 0.222 and 0.0172

and a final _=0.219. These results agree to two

figures and are compared with the entry in
column 6 (_=0.195) of table 3. Up to this point

only relative s- and p-states have been included;

so that, through column 6, Rotenberg approxi-
mates the solution of the coupled set (equations

8). The comparison shows that with the inclusion

of three (n, l) terms he has almost obtained con-

vergence, relative to having _0 described by three

(n, 0) terms. The subsequent addition of d-wave

terms gives an additional contribution 0.037 to

this phase shift. This agrees identically to the
/=2 contribution (table 2) of the Spruch-

Rosenberg wave function. The exact agreement

is undoubtedly coincidental, but it adds con-
fidence that this contribution, too, is well repre-

sented by the Sturmian expansion.

It follows that, if the Sturmian expansion

(equation 18) for _0 (°) is essentially correct, then

Rotenberg's phase shifts are more correct than

those of Schwartz (referen('e 2; see also table 1)

and that the former are very likely a lower bound.

Two questions immediately present themselves.

First, how adequate is the Sturmian expansion
of _0(°)? The lack of convergence of Rotenberg's

results is most noticeable in this zeroth order
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results.Indeed,naivelyextrapolatingthe first
threecolumnsof table3 mightleadto apositive
zerothorderphaseshift--aconclusionwhich,in
viewof thephysicalinterpretationof thezeroth
orderproblem,isalmostinconceivable.Wesuspect
that theconvergenceof theSturmianexpansion
is exceedinglyrapid,sothat withintheaddition
of thefirstcoupleoftermsthephaseshiftrapidly
approachesthe convergedvalueand that the
change,afteracoupleof termshavebeenadded,
is verysmall.If this is thecase,thenwemust
sincerelyapplaudthisremarkableexpansion.For
the present,however,the possibilitycannotbe
excludedthat the inclusionof more (n, 0)
Sturmianfunctionswill makethe phaseshift
retreattowardstheclose-couplingvalue.

Thesecondquestionis,if Rotenberg'sresults3
arebasicallycorrect,howcanSchwartz'sresults
(with manyparameters)be soincorrect?This
is a difficult questionto answer.However,it
shouldbenotedthat thenumberof termsin his
wavefunctionrelatingexclusivelyto the zeroth
orderproblemis notoverlygreat.Thereforehis
calculationmaybeinadequatepreciselybecause
it doesnot describesufficientlythe correlations
of thezerothorderproblem.If this is the case,
it providesan additionalreasonfor considering
the zerothorderproblemseparatelyfrom the
remainderof the scatteringproblem--whichis
theessenceof thenonadiabatictheory.

In therecentworkof reference8,anadiabatic
polarizationpotentiala(r)/r 4, where

9 _2,[2r s 9)
a{r) : _'- e k--- _- + 3r 4 + 6r a + 9r 2 + 9r + ,

is used in place of the phenomenological potential

./(r2+d2) 2. The latter was derived 9. specifically

for the problem of electron-hydrogen scattering 1°

as a prototype of electron-atom scattering. 11 In

that case it was shown 6 that, beyond the spheri-

cally symmetric zeroth-order approximation, the

phase shift is dominated by the dipole correction.

Now the c_(r)/r 4 potential goes to zero at r=0

whereas the c_/(r_-Fd_) 2 potential does not (see

figure 1). Thus the effect of the attraction in the

former is suppressed for small r and phenomeno-

logically simulates the contribution of only the

dipole (/= 1) term in the nonadiabatic description.

However, from table 2 it is clear that in positron-

hydrogen scattering a significant contribution

comes from the higher relative partial waves.

The stronger dependence of the e_/(r_-d2) 2 po-

tential near the origin appears better suited to
simulate this contribution.

NONADAIABATIC THEORY OF HIGHER

PARTIAL WAVE SCATTERING

Let XIIL be the wave function of the partial

wave angular momentum L. For the elastic

scattering problem,

lira _L =
ri_ rl

sin (kr I 1-'_rl + _(t))
Rl, (r2)y

YLo (_1) r 2 O0(f_2) "

We can expand this wave function

V1
/ , _ (L)_L : r l r 2 _ 11 12

II, _2

(r! r2) E ( Ll 12ml - ml 1, LO) Yt,., (_)l) Y_2-II11(_'_2) ,

m!

(19)

where (lll2mlm_ [ LM) are the Clebsh-Gordon coefficients in the notation of Condon and Shortley. 7

* The potential c_(r)/r_ was derived by multiplying the adiabatic dipole term in the wave function by a step function.
This function has a discontinuity in value and an infinite discontinuity in slope at r_=r2. Both these features are removed
in the e--H problem by (anti) symmetrizing the total wave function. However, in the e+-H problem, the ansatz for
the wave function retains these unpleasant features, since there is no symmetrization.
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WiththisexpansiontheSchrSdingerequationcanbereducedto

t,(z,+l) 2 2

where

m,- L Y,:., t=, (ill) Yh2_=,(_2) d_, d_ 2 .

The quantities l_, l_, and L must satisfy the usual triangular equality. In addition 11+12 and L

must have the same parity. From equation 20 it is clear that the effective centrifugal barrier which

a given _l_z: (L) sees is determined by l_+12. For a given L (L#0) there are two functions which are

associated with the lowest centifugal barrier (/_+/2 = L), cbLo(L) and _OL(L). The rule of parity then says

that the next functions which enter the expansion (equation 19) must have a centrifugal barrier two

units greater than L. Thus we have a powerful argument that the higher partial wave scattering is

determined mainly by the coupled set of equations for the lowest two functions.

Applying this approximation to p-wave scattering (and suppressing the superscript 1), we get:

( 2 2 2 2 E) -- (2)( ,_2 r<.,+;;+T:+ ,,o

2 2 2 2 E) 2 r<

where the boundary conditions are

lira

rl_®

@to = sin(kt I

lira Oot : 0 , (22)

plus the vanishing of these functions in all othcr asymptotic regions.

Now since both (b_(,and _0_ are asso('iated with the sam(; amount of centifugal barrier, we expect

a reliable solution will be reasonably simultaneous. As a very first approximation, however, we may

note that therc is a great asymmetry in the boundary conditions, equation 22, and between q_0 and _01,

leading to the qualitative expectation that the former function is dominant over the lattcr. Within this

approximation w(' could consider a zcroth order problem:

(A 2222 )o-- -- + = 0 (23)r>12 r? rl + r2 + F_ _IO '
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with the asymptotic solution

' ( ° )1i. % = si. k,. - _ + _.(.>_,.(r2)
rl_m

We can then readily derive

: ,OrT*o,dr,ar,. (24)

from equations 21 and 23. Equation 24 is exact; the approximation comes in when we replace ¢01 by
0

the approximation _0_, which is governed by

IA 2 2 2 2 _o 2 r< o;12 r_ rl + --r2 + --r> + E Oot = --3-r>2*Io

From this equation and equation 23, we obtain

ioiO4_10 - rl'-"2_01 dr2 dr2  ;oY r

The following approximations

solving for _(_):
0

*,O = krl Jl (kr,)

are used in

where j_ (kr) is the spherical Bessel function and.,
by implication, _0(_)-- 0; and

o 2 krl Jt (krl)-,2(r_3 + r_)@ol : 3 r 2 + D e

which is the adiabatic form of _0_. In principal

D is to be determined by the satisfaction of

equation 25. Actually we were unable to satisfy
0

the sum rule with _o, in the above form. There-
o

fore we had to change _0_ to _01:

o( ))_o_ = _o_ 1 + Cg(rlr 2 ,

where g(rlr2) is given in equation 15, D was

chosen as unity, and C was varied to give equality.
We can now determine _(_ by using

_(l) _ _- q_10r>2 q)01drldr2 "

In obtaining these resultswe have thus made

two approximations. The firstisthe replacement

of the exact p-wave equation by the truncated

set (equation 21), which isequivMent to neglect-

ing the difference between 8(') and _('). We would

expect that this would not introduce an error of

more than 25 percent---erring on small side. We

have also approximated the solution of equation

21. However, in this case _o(_) is an over-estimate

of the exact _0(_), which must surely be negative.

On the whole therefore the final phase shifts in

table 4 can reasonably be expected to be within a

factor 2 of the exact p-wave phase shifts. The

discrepancy with Bransden's phase shifts (refer-

ence 12, and also table 4) is generally greater
than this amount.

The phase shifts are essentially negligible as

TABLE 4.---p-Wave Phase Shifts

k
(ryd xt2)

0.1 ...................

0.2 ...................
0.3 ...................

0.4...................
0.5 ...................
0.6...................
0.7 ...................

Phase Shift (radians)

Nonadiabatic

0.00219
0.00931
0.0181
0.0277
0.0371
0.04565
0.0531

Reference 12

0.016

0.104

0.167
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30
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20-

o
I= 15-
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I0-
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BRANSDEN

®

0 I 1
0 4 5 6

ENERGY (e.v.)

FmURE 4.--The s-wave scattering cross section of posi-
trons by hydrogen in two approximations. The non-

adiabatic p-wave contribution is negligible on this scale

whereas Bransden's p-wave (indicated by the point at

5 ev) is not.

far as the total cross section is concerned. The

s-wave cross sections are presented in figure 4.

It can be seen that it will be very difficult to dis-

tinguish experimentally between the results of

Schwartz and Rotenberg. (There is a remote pos-

sibility at 0.5 ev.) On the other hand, in the

region of the minimum (5 ev) the p-wave will

yield a cross section of less than 0.5 7ra0_ whereas,

according to Bransden, the cross sectihn should

be about _a02. This second case should be experi-

mentally distinguishable.
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Appendix A

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Legendre polynomials of order l of cos012.

The distance of positron from the nucleus.

The distance of electron from the nucleus.

The s-eigenstates of hydrogen; in particular Ria (ru) = 2r2-_2 is the ground state.

Exact s-wave phase shift.

Phase shift of the zeroth order problem; that is,

lim Co (°) (rl, r2) : sin(kr, + 8o)Rls (r_)
rl_

The angle between the lines connecting electron and positron to the nucleus.

Functions in the basic expansion of

_(r,, r2,c912 ) rir, (2l+l)'/aO,(r,, r,) PZ (c°sO,a)
/=0

Solution of the s-wave scattering problem.

The Sturmian functions of order nO.
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RELATIVE PARTIAL WAVE THEORY OF
MOLECULES

DIATOMIC

A. TEMKIN

Goddard Space Flight Center

The method of expanding the Hamiltonian in (relative) partial waves and introducing similarly
expanded but truncated series as approximate solutions is utilized in the case of (H_)+ as a proto-
type of diatomic molecules. Thirteen states have been examined at four internuclear separations
and results compared to exact results. In particular, oscillator strengths have been computed, and
various properties of the approximate solutions are exhibited which make this method potentially
very useful especially for some astrophysical applications. A simple modification of the theory can
be made which ensures that the oscillator strengths satisfy the sum rules.

INTRODUCTION

The collisions of hydrogen and helium atoms
and ions can be described as virtual states of the

resulting molecular complexes. It is becoming in-

creasingly probable that emissions and absorp-

tions of these quasi-diatomic molecules is the
mechanism of much of the ultraviolet opacity of

tile sun and hotter stars. In the case of the sun,
it has been pointed out _ that transitions from the

aZ_ + to --_3Z0+ of Ii2 have many times the absorp-
tion coefficient as that due to H- at _ 2000. Thus,

these transitions are the main cause of opacity

at these shorter wavelengths, a fact which lends

support to the hypothesis that quasimolecules

of hydrogen and helium are responsible for the
opacity in the ultraviolet of hotter stars? Bates 2

has calculated that transitions of quasi (tl,) +

arc also important in the hot stars.

Steeher and Milligan 2 have singled out virtual

transitions of the molecule helium hydride singly

ionized, (HcIl)+, in view of the fact that [[c

and (ll) + have the largest densities in these hot
stars. This molecule has two orbital electrons and

as such it is tempting to attack this problem with

methods which have recently been applied in

atomic physics. Wc have in mind the method of

relative partial waves which was introduced some

time ago to explain an excited state of singly

ionized lithium2 We have recently generalized

this method to the s¢_attering problem (electrons

from atomic hydrogen).4 The effectiveness of the
method stems from the fact that it contains a

very straightforward method of successive ap-

proximations, and very powerful arguments cau

be invok(,d for their rapid couverg(_n('e. In addi-

tion, even in zeroth order the method gives enough

quantitative ac(:uracy for many applications.

In view of the complexity of the mole('ular

problem, however, it has seemed worthwhile to

apply the method to some simpler one-electron

molecules (I12) + and (IlelI) + + for which exact
results are available. 5,s

This paper reports on the results for (I12) +.

After most of these calculations were completed,
wc were informed that similar calculations have

been carried out by Cohen and Coulson 7,_ and

that the idea has been reintroduced many times. 7
Cohen and Coulsolt have concentrated on one

internuclear distance (RAB=2 in Bohr radii),

and on the convergence of the wavefunetions and

energies as one goes to higher-order approxi-

mations. Be.cause of our own rather more prag-

matic attitude toward this method, in terms of

the applications mentioned above, our present

('alculations arc restricted to lower order, but
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coverfour internuclearseparations(RA_=4,3,
2, 1) andmorestates.In particular,we have
worked toward the calculationof oscillator
strengths.

In Sec.II, weoutlinebrieflythemethodand
derivethe main equationsspecificallyfor the
hydrogenmolecularion.In Sec.III, wediscuss
thesolutionof theequationsandpresentresults,
mostlyin graphicalform,in comparisonwith the
exactresults,whereavailable.Althoughthesolu-
tionsandresultshavemanyattractiveproperties,
oneshortcomingof the usualapproachis that
thesumrulesfor oscillatorstrengthsarenotauto-
maticallysatisfied.In Sec.IV, we describea
modificationof the approachwhichguarantees
this feature.Actualnumericalresultsshowthat
the individualoscillatorstrengthsarealsoim-
proved.SectionIV containssomeconcludingre-
marks--specifically,the necessityof goingfrom
zerothto first orderin thecaseof heteronuclear
moleculesto get comparableaccuracyto zeroth
orderin the homonuclearmolecules.Somere-
markson two-electrondiatomicmoleculesare
alsomade.

NONADIABATIC THEORY

We consider the electronic states of (H2) +

within the confines of the Born-Opperheimer ap-

proximation. In that case, the Hamiltonian can

be written (our units throughout are lengths in

Bohr radii, energies in rydbergs) :

H= -- V2--2/rA--2/r_+2/RAB. (2.1)

We have explicitly included the repulsion 2/RAB

between the nuclei, so that our energies below

are potential energy curves for the various states.

The Hamiltonian can be expanded in the form

HE--V 2- __, VzPz (COS0)-t-2/RAB, (2.2a)
/(even)

where

[ r_/(RABId) 1+1
V_

[ (RA_/_) l/rZ+l

1Rr_ ab

1Rr_ ab.

(2.2b)

The starting point of the nonadiabatic theory

is an expansion in terms of spherical harmonics

of the wave-function. For gerade and ungerade
state we have

'ZIM(g)= _ (_o.(r)/r) Y,M(_), (2.3a)
n(even)

_M (")= _ (_o_(r)/r) Y,M(_). (2.3b)
n(odd)

There is a well known degeneracy with respect

to :i:M. Substituting into SchrSdinger equation,

we can develop an infinite coupled set of dif-

ferential equations for the _,(r) :

E 2

(_ )l/2(e_ven_nWmClmnMOM_n O--_ . (2.4)q- 2 1 _ )

The constants Clmn MOM are integrals over three

spherical harmonics which can be evaluated:

Cz,_,,M°M = f Y_M* (_) Y,no (_) Y,,M (_) d_

= [(2/+1) (2m+l)/4_r(2n+l) ]I/2

X (lmOO/nO) (lm-MO/n--M). (2.5)

The latter two factors are Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-

cients. The coefficients are automatically zero if

the parity of n is different from l+m.

The approximation consists of replacing the

infinite set of equations by a finite set by truncat-

ing the terms after a given l = l .... The converg-

ence of this procedure stems from the presence of

the centrifugal term -l (l+ 1)/r 2which guarantees

that as one goes to higher and higher l values, the

amplitude of the corresponding radial terms gets

more and more depressed in the region of inter-

action. This argument is the analog of the well-

known argument for the convergence of partial

waves in scattering problems.

The zeroth order approximation consists of re-

taining only the lowest radial term which enters

a given expansion. For comparison with the ap-

proximation in Sec. IV, we write down explicitly

the zeroth-order equations for the symmetry types
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Eg and _,, :

Eg:

[(d2/dr _) +6/RAB+EoJ_o (°)(r) = 0 r< ½RAn,

[ (d2/dr 2) +4/r-- 2/RAB + E0_¢0 (°)(r) = 0 r > ½RAn.

d22 6 64r2 )-77.---7+-_---_ _-Eo ¢,(°) =0 r<½RAB,
ar_ r. l_AB 5 RAB _

di 2 4 2 R,B _ -2 ,\ o
-_r_---_+r-} 5 r3 --_AB-_-LO)_I()=O r>½R,B.

We have appended the subscript (superscript)

zero to E(_) to emphasize that the respective

quantity is different in this approximation from

what one would get in any higher order approxi-
mation.

The equations are seen to have a different form

in the rcgion'r<½RAl_ and r>½RAm This is the

means by which the singularities at the two nuclei

arc here approximated. It should also be noted

that the zcroth-ordcr problems have simple

physical interpretations which also help clarify

the nature of the approximations. For instance,

in the Eg case, the orbital electron sees a uniform

potential while inside the sphere swept out by

the nuclei, and it sees a doubly charged nucleus

at the origin when it is outside of that sphere.

All this corresponds to replacing the nuclei by a

uniformly charged spherical shell as is well-

known from potential theory. The remaining

zeroth-order problems also correspond to simple

but not identical physical models of the interaction

(of. See. lV).

The different forms of the equation in the two

regions of configuration space motivate the

method of numerical solution. Specifically, the

outer equations were integrated from a point

r>>½R,l_ into r= ½R, m The timer equations were

integrated from 0 to ½R,m These integrations

were done as a function of E and the logarith-

mic derivatives at the point r=½RAB of the re-

spective functions were plotted. The equations

were integrated numerically on the IBM 7090

computer of the Theoretical Division of the

Goddard Space l,'light Center. (The inner part

of the E0 equation has a trivial analytic solution
which was used.)

Figure 1 is a facsimile of such plot. The points

of intersection correspond to the eigenvalues, and

the states were further identified by observing
the number of nodes of the associated radical

functions. The intersections on the right of Fig. 1

correspond to states which we did not bother

further to identify. The figure illustrates one of

the main practical advantages of the present

method: the same calculation which gives the lowest

state (of a given symmetry) can also be used to

give the excited states as well. Also, the different

eigenfunctions of a given symmetry will auto-

matically be orthogonal.

Among the intersections of the curves in Fig. 1,

none corresponds to any state that we could

legitimately identify as Eg(3d). This is not sur-

prising in view of the fact that the angular de-

pendence of such a state would be primarily

P2 (cos0) which is completely neglected in the

zeroth-order approximation, ttowever, when we

go to first order,

_roo) ¢¢_0(,)(r) Y00(12) +_2 °) (r) Y20(t2),

we do have provision for such a function and, on'

carrying through this calculation, we do find this

state in addition to improved energies of the

Zo(ns) states (cf. table II).

It should be noted that in any order the equa-

'÷ slat Is

_g

_-_ o _?,_',_,_'_

.........................

FIGURE 1.--Facsimile of inner (horizontal curve) and
outer (vertical curves) logarithmic derivatives as
functions of the energy E in rydbergs. Points of inter-
section correspond to bound states. The energies were
ultimately determined more precisely than is here
indicated.
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tions that one derives are equivalent to a varia-

tional principle, so that the associated energies

will always be upper bounds.

RESULTS

In Fig. 2, we give zeroth-order energies for

the first three _o (ns) states (dashed curves) and

exact energies (solid curves) as a function of

RAB. For the lowest _o(ls) state we also include

the first-order and LCAO results. The first-order

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

-0._

-0._

-0.6

-0.S

°1.0

-I.2

LC^_

FIGURE 2.--Energies vs internuclear separation (RAs)
of the 2_g+ states. In this and the remaining figures,

solid curves refer to exact results, dashed curves to

zeroth order results, and dot-dash curves to first-order

results. LCAO results are so labeled in the figures.

Lengths are in Bohr radii.

results indicate the expected improvement in

going to higher order. In table I, we have given

numerical values of the energy of this state at

RAB=2 to third order, the higher-order results

having been taken from the paper of Cohen and

Coulson. _ This inexorable convergence provides

the theoretical backbone of the nonadiabatic ap-

proach. Table II contains the first-order energies

of the Zg(3d) state.

It should be emphasized, however, that in the

limit of RAB--+_, the nonadiabatic energy ap-

proaches zero 9 whereas in general it should cor-

rectly approach a negative number, which limit

is correctly given by the LCAO result. In practice,

therefore, a quite satisfactory fit of the energy

should be obtainable by joining the zeroth order

results at smaller RAB to the LCAO results at

larger RAB.

TABLE L--The Convergence of the Nonadiabatic Approxima-

tions (Energy of the Zo(ls) State, RAB=2).

Order Zeroth First Second Third" Exact b

Energy --1.038 -1.174 --1.199 -1.205

Taken from Cohen and Coulson (reference 7).

b Bates, Ledsham, and Stewart (reference 5).

In Figs. 3-5, we have given the zeroth-order

energies for the remaining symmetry classes that

we have calculated. The exact excited state

energies of II_ and II o are not given by Bates

et al. 5 Judging by the agreement of the higher

states in the other cases, however, these values

should be virtually exact.

One of the most important applications of the

wavefunctions in astrophysics is the calculation

of dipole integrals, Q, for the purpose of evaluating

oscillator strengths. In the zeroth-order approxi-

mation this integral is (to within a proportionality

constant)

Q _ r_oli(min)(O)_oll(min) (0) dr. (3.1a)

Now, if we had used the complete wavefunction

this expression would become

Q _ _a_al r_,,_,_ dr, (3.1b)
l_ II 0

where ai and aj are constants. The zeroth-order

approximation for Q thus involves two approxi-

mations. One is the neglect of all but the first

term of Eq. (3.1b). The second is the use of the

functions _Z(m_) (°) in place of _O/(min) in that

TABLE II.--First-Order Energies" of the Eo(3d) State

Rub 4

'irst order --0.01814

_xactb --0.07145

3 2 1

0.1691 0.53105 1.54975
0.1517 0.5285 1.54963

These states do not exist in the zeroth-order approxi-
mation.

b Taken from reference 5.
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FIGURe. 3.--Z,(np) energies vs RAB.

integral. The difference between those two func-

tions stems from the fact that the latter includes

all the back coupling of the higher Cz on the first

one. However, these functions are practically

identical from the point of view of integration as

demonstrated in Fig. 6. Here the exact ¢0(r)

[-of thc 2;o(2s ) state] has been computed from
the exact wavefunction Zg(2s) of Bates et al. 5

by projection:

f2. f_

_0(r) =J0 Jo _I'zo(2s)(u, k, _)P0 (cos0) sin0d0d_.

The connection between the prolate spheroidal

coordinates p, _ and the spherical coordinates r,
P is well known, and quadrature can be carried

out numerically. The results show that the back

coupling has very little effect on the form of
the function.

\\_\\

\\ \,,.

- .... k\--:

FIGURE4.--H.(np) energies vs RAB.

E(,_)

2.o

i.e

1.2

i.o

o.s

0.4
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o

f0_8

0_6

I

FIGURE 5.--H o (nd) energies vs RAB.

Thus the most significant approximation in

using (3.la) is the neglect of the higher terms

which are present in (3.lb). The effect of this

approximation can be seen in Fig. 7 in which Q

vs RA_, is plotted for some of the dipole transitions
we have calculated.

In Table III, we give the oscillator strengths

from the ground, _ (ls), state. The partial sum

that is included is the n=2, 3, 4, states of Z_

and II_ symmetry. If all states were included

then to satisfy the Thomas-Kuhn sum rule, it

would be necessary to have:

fz_-z_ = _, (3.2a)

= (3.2[))

where f refers to the individual oscillator strengths.

In table HI, it is to be observed that as RAB

increases, the individual sum rules are more

poorly satisfied (which is to be expected) but

that the sum of 2;_-_ and 2;o-II_ oscillator

strengths gets closer to one. _° In the next section,

we show how the usual form of this approxima-

:i:fr ,i ........3

FIGURE 6.--Exact and zeroth-order radial functions vs
the distance r of electron from center.
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FIGURE 7.--Dipole integral Q vs Ran for various transi-
tions. QL refers to the LCAO results with the dipole

length form of the matrix element. QL and the exact

results are taken from reference (b) or (e) of Table III.

tion can be modified so that the satisfaction of

the sum rules is guaranteed.
Table IV gives the remaining independent

zeroth-order oscillator strengths in this approxi-
mation.

ALTERNATE APPROACH

The sum rules derived ultimately from the
fact that one has a unified description of the
interaction process for all states. We indicate in

Sec. II that the zeroth-order problems do corre-
spond to simple models of the interaction. The

difficulty here is that each symmetry class cor-
responds to a different model. This defect can

be remedied by truncating the Hamiltonian in-
stead of the previous approach of truncating the
expanded solutions. In zeroth-order, for example,
all states would be governed by the Hamiltonian
(2.2a) truncated after the first term H0 =- V2-

Vo_- 2/RAB. The associated Schr6dinger equations,
H0@0=E0_I,0,are now solved exactly by our ap-

proach and each symmetry now corresponds to
the same physical picture as previously described
only the Zg states. The latter radial equation thus
remains unaltered whereas the 2;_ equation (a
tilde over the symmetry indicates this modified
approximation) becomes:

['(d2/dr 2) -- (2/r 2) _- (6/RAB) + _'0-]_} °) = 0

r < ½RAB,

E(d_/dr _) -- (2/r _) + (4/r) -- (2/RAB) +E0_, (°) =0

r>½RAm

,Comparison with the zeroth-order _, equations

shows that this equation lacks terms which are

present there. One can also show that in this

T).BLE III.---OsciUator Strengths from the Ground State of (H2) +

Transition

:_o(ls)-2_u

2p_

3p_
4p_

Zg(ls)-II,

2p ¢

3po
4p ¢

Sum

RAB

Zeroth

order

0.120
0.0063
0.0017

0.754
0.053

0.014

0.95

Exact

0.238
0.016
O. 0046

0.46

Zeroth
order

O. 174

0.002
0.0007

0.675

0.0585

0.017

0.93

3

Exact

0.289

0.0041

0.0015

0.47

Zeroth

order

0.230

0.0007
0.00005

0. 574
0.062

0.019

0.89

Exact

0.319
O. 00082

O. 000055

0.46

...

Zeroth

order

0.239
0.019

0.005

0.434

0.062

0.022

0.78

Exact

0.269

0.02

0.006

0.39

.°.

° Exact values from D.

Exact values from D.

Exact values from D.

Bates, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 1122 (1951).

Bates, R. Darling, S. Hawe, and A. Stewart, Proc. Phys. Soe. (London) 67, 533 (1954).

Bates, R. Darling, S. Hawe, and A. Stewart, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 66, 1124 (1953).
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TABLEIV.--Zeroth-OrderOscillator ,Strengths of (H_)+

Transition

RAB

4 3 2 1

Zg(2S)-_(2p) --0.135 --0.135 --0.149 --0.146

(3p) 0. 334 0. 380 0.423 0. 361

(4p) 0.001 0.0002 0.008 0.039

H_(2p) --0.334 --0.320 --0.283 --0.186

(3p) 0.905 0.826 0.711 0.522

(4p) 0.095 0.096 0.096 0.091

zeroth-order results (cf. Fig. 3). The I], are also

below the exact results, which indicates that this

approach is no longer variational with respect

to the original Hamiltonian.

The identity of the radial Y-u and 1]_ equations

ensures that each Zg-l_= oscillator will be double

the corresponding 2;g-_ value. Thus (3.2b) will

automatically be satisfied if (3.2a) is. Table V

contains the relevant results for the _= and II_

transitions. Comparing this with table III, one

sees erratic improvement in the oscillator strengths

notwithstanding the worsening of the energies at

larger RAm

Zg(3s)-_(2p) --0.026 --0.021 --0.016 --0.002

(3p) --0.240 --0.249 --0.284 --0.275

(4p) 0.516 0.549 0.581 0.466

H_(2p) --0.003 --0.002 --0.0004 --0.002

(3p) --0.623 --0.595 --0.519 --0.344

(4p) 1.074 1.004 0.869 0.604

_,(2p)-II_(3d) 0.552 0.435 0.344 0.352

(4d) 0.105 0.095 0.083 0.076

(5d) 0.039 0.038 0.034 0.030

Z_(3p)-H_(3d) --0.0003 0.067 0.134 0.097

(4d) 0.424 0.320 0.232 0.261

(5d) 0.097 0.083 0.067 0.070

Z_(4p)-Ho(3d) --0.007 --0.017 --0.031 --0.027

(4d) --0.026 0.086 0.208 0.162

(Sd) 0.414 0.294 0.197 0.219

H_(2p)-Ho(3d) 0.252 0.260 0.252 0.227
(4d) 0.005 0.012 6.024 0.033

(5d) 0.0007 0.003 0.007 0.012

II,(3p)-IIg(3d) --0.106 -0.100 -0.072 --0.029

(4d) 0.368 0.350 0.297 0.227

(Sd) 0.016 0.028 0.040 0.043

Hu(4p)-Ho(3d) --0.005 --0.002 --0.00001 --0.001_

(4d) --0.195 --0.179 --0.131 --0.064

(Sd) 0.458 0.414 0.327 0.239

approximation the radial II_ equation (and thus

the energy) is identi(.al to Y,,. For these reasons,

the approach of truncating the Hamiltonian is

less precise than that of truncating the wave-

function. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 8

in which .the one _,(=l],,) energy is in worse

accord with the exact energies than the previous

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown in the case of (H2) + that

the relative partial wave expansion has many

attractive features as a method of successive

approximations. Most important is a strong

convergence in going from one order of approxima-

tion to the next. It also has the properties of the

orthogonality of the wavcfunctions and the upper-

boundedness of the energies; at the loss of the

latter property one can modify the theory to

guarantee the satisfaction of sum rules (equiv-

alence of dipole length and dipole velocity forms

of the transition integrals, etc.). In addition, the

coordinates of the nonadiabatic expansion es-

sentially eliminate the problem of evaluating

multiccnter integrals.

It is important to know which and to what

extent these various features will bc preserved

in other possible applications. We are not in a

position to answer all these questions at this

time, but some points which are clear are ap-

propriate to mention here. For instance, in apply-

ing this method to (Hell) ++ the convergence

will not be as rapid as in (H2) +. That is so t)e-

cause, in the expansion of the wavefunction cor-

responding to (2.3), all relative angular momen-

tum states must be included. (This in turn cor-

responds to the lack of symmetry about the origiu

and the loss of the quantum "numbers" geradc

and ungerade in that system.) Thus, whereas

in the (H2) + system, the omitted term of the _2g

wavefunction is depressed by a contrifugal barrier

term [---l(l+l)/r 2-] with l=2, in the (Hell) + +

system the omitted term has l= 1. This has the

effect, for example, of eliminating Z-Y. transitions
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FIGURE 8.--Some modified zeroth energies.

in zeroth order whereas we know that exactly
they are there.

In two electron diatomic molecules, which, as

was stated in the Introduction, is our main ob-

jective, it is the goal of this approach to project
a sequence of partial differential equations of

significantly lower dimension (hopefully two di-

mensions) than the original SchrSdinger equation

such that solutions could be effected in a relatively

precise and automatic way. We have in mind,

specifically, a numerical method of integrating

elliptic partial differential equations noniteratively
which has recently been used in calculating the

scattering of electrons from atomic hydrogen. I1

Let it be noted that applications of the present

idea to the ground state of H2 have already been

madeJ 2 Solutions in these cases were effected by

expansion in the usual form of sums of separable

TABLE V.--Modified Zeroth-Order Oscillator Strengths from the Ground State of (H_) +

RAB

4 3 2 1

Transition

Zeroth Zeroth Zeroth Zeroth

order Exact order Exact order Exact order Exact

2p
3p

4p

Sum

Zo(Is)-I].(2p)

0. 325

0.006

0.0011

0.3315

0.650

0.238

0.016

0.0046

0.259

0.46

0.314

0.0108

0.0025

0.328

0.628

0.289

0.004

0.0015

0.295

0.47

0.289

0.019

0.0052

0.313

0.479

0.319

0.0008

0.000055

0.320

0.46

0.226

0.028

0.009

O. 263

0.454

0.269

0.02

0.006

0.295

0.39
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functions. The restriction to lower order was in-

corporated by limiting the classes of functions

which the basic set included. As such the fact

that an equation simpler than the Schrbdinger

equation was being solved is hidden. When this

equation is made manifest, then one is in more

of a position to being the whole paraphernalia of

dealing with partial differential equations to bear

including numerical techniques. If accurate solu-

tions can be obtained, then the properties of

orthogonality upper-boundedness of the energies

and/or satisfaction of the sum rules will again

automatically be included.
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NONSEPARABLE THEORY OF ELECTRON-
HYDROGEN SCATTERING

A. TEMKIN AND D. E. HOOVER

Goddard Space Flight Center

INTRODUCTION*

The scattering of electrons from atomic hydro-

gen is a particularly appropriate subject for a

book on machine methods of computation in

physics. For--to our knowledge--it was on this

venerable topic that the first application was made

in physics of a large-scale computing machine.

We refer to the work of Morse and Allis (1933)

in which they used the Bush differential analyzer

of M.I.T. to solve the integro-differential equa-

tions which arose in their generalization of the

Hartree-Fock method to electron-atom scattering

problems, as applied among others to hydrogen.
This extension of the Hartree-Fock method was

formally carried through by others as well as

Morse and Allis. The unique aspect of the latter's

work was to solve the resulting equations by

"mechanical means" and obviate the necessity

of making dubious analytic approximations. The

important result of their calculations was found

to be that the zero energy phase shifts approached
rather than zero radians. This constitutes the

basis of the quantitative understanding of the

phase shifts. In addition it provides a framework
within which one can understand how the unin-

cluded part of atomic polarization (distortion)
can further reduce the electron-atom cross section.

(This, in fact, characterizes much of the physical

content of the present investigation.) The diffi-

culty with the analytic approximation methods

is that in one way or another they utilize a zero

phase shift to compute a first-order correction

* An outline of this method was given in Temkin (1960).
A more complete discussion together with results appears
in Temkin (1962).

which necessarily assumes that the final result is

small. Thus they are completely incapable of

dealing with the large phase shifts which usually

occur in the case of low energy electron-atom

scattering.

There may have been some querulousness at
the time of the Morse and Allis paper because

their results did not come out of some simple,

elegant analytical formula. However, at the pres-
ent time there can be no question of the validity

of their work. It is, in fact, fair to say that the

work of Morse and Allis inaugurates modern

computational theoretical physics.
From a more general point of view, the equa-

tions that Morse and Allis solved were ultimately

attempts to approximate solutions of the Schr6-

dinger equation, a not unusual situation in
atomic physics. Another of the important impli-

cations, then, of electronic computers for theoret-
ical atomic physics is the fact that it allows one

to think seriously of solving partial differential

equations of two and perhaps more dimensions.

(However, as we shall stress below, this is a task
which must be approached with extreme caution.)

The SchrSdinger equation for the S-wave scat-

tering of electrons from hydrogen, can be written

as (Morse and Feshbach, 1953)

02 O2 [1 1_ 1 O
- r1-l_--5_r21-- r2-1_-_2 2- I_22 -{-_221 "---7-

Or1 c_r2 \rl r2/sin012 0012

2 2 2 El_l(rl ' r2, 0,_) =0. (1)X sin0120_t2 _-rl r_ r12 J

The S-wavefunction _I,, which is the eigenfunc-

tion of total angular momentum zero, depends

16Ol
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onlyonthreeof thesixcoordinates,rl andr2,of
theproblem.Thesecanbechosen(asabove)as
thedistancesofthetwoelectronsfromthenucleus
(assumedinfinitelyheavyand hencefixed), rl
and r2,and the anglebetweenthem, 012.The
quantityr12 is

r12= ( r12-_r2 2- 2rlr2 cos012) 1/2 (2)

(Our units are lengths in Bohr radii, a0, a0 =

h2/me2=O.529X10-s cm and energy in rydbergs,

1 ry =h2/2rnao 2= 13.6 ev). The total energy con-

sists of the energy of the hydrogen atom in its

ground state (-1) plus the energy of the inci-

dent electron (k2), thus

E= - 1-{-k 2. (3)

Let us remark at this point--in reference to the

boundary conditions, which wc shall immediately
consider--that we shall restrict ourselves to

energies below the threshhold for inelastic scat-

tering,

E<--¼ or /d<¼.

In order to specify the boundary conditions suc-

cinctly, it is convenient to transform Eq. (1)

slightly by introducing the function ¢(rl, r2, 012)

defined by

_(rl, r2, 01_) _---rlr2"_(ri, r2, 012).

Equation (1) then becomes

02 02 [1 1\ 1 O 012-_ + 2--_21-- sin012--
Or12 Or22 \rl' r_ /sin012 0012 001_

2 2 2 /
k----E}d/(r_, r2, 012) =0. (4)

rl r2 r_2 j

The properties of ¢(rl, r2, 012) under the spatial

exchange rl_--_r2 are reflected by the condition

_b(r,, re, 012) = --[-_//(r2, rl, 012) (5)

corresponding to singlet (+) and triplet (-)

solutions. The existence of two solutions, sym-

metric and antisymmetric, is consistent with Eq.

(4) since rl and r2 enter symmetrically. In fact

this means that the solutions with symmetry de-

fined in Eq. (5) can be computed strictly in the

region r__>r2 with an appropriate boundary con-

dition. For the space symmetric solution (singlet)
it is clear

oil�on I,,_,, =0, (6a)

where O/On means the normal derivative (with

012 constant) and for the space antisymmetric
solution

_b l_=_2 =0. (6b)

The advantage of _b as opposed to _I, is related
to the fact that

_b(r_, O, 012) --0. (7)

In order to complete the mathematical state-

ment of the problem, we need the boundary

condition at infinity. This is given by

lim_b(rl, r2, 012) =sin(kr1-+-_)Rl,(r2). (8)
r 1--_ co

R],(r) is r times the ground-state wave function

of hydrogen,

Rl,(r) =2re -_.

The right hand side (rhs) of Eq. (8) then corre-

sponds to an S-scattered electron at infinity,

and the unperturbed hydrogen atom in its ground
state centered at the origin. The restriction that

E<-_ means that only the ground state R_,
fails to vanish in the asymptotic region defined

by Eq. (8), and this is obviously a considerable

simplilication.
We have thus succeeded in expressing the S-

wave scattering completely in terms of a partial

differential equation with suitable boundary con-

ditions. By introducing the function ¢ we are

able to give a well-detined boundary condition

along r2=0 in Eq. (7), and by considering the

region r_>_r2 only, we are able to convert the

symmetry requirement, Eq. (5), into a boundary

condition, .E(1. (6). In summary, wc are in prin-

ciple trying to find two solutions of Eq. (4) both

subject to the boundary conditions in Eq. (7)

and Eq. (8) with singlet solutions obeying Eq.

(6a) and the triplet obeying Eq. (6b).

The phase shifts _i are not at our disposal, but

are determined by the remaining boundary condi-

tions. This can be seen by supposing that one

were actually contemplating a numerical solution

of Eq. (4). In that case one would impose the

boundary condition in Eq. (8) by letting

I//(R, r2, 012) = CR_,(r2)

for some suitably large r_=R. This (l)irichle, t)

boundary condition Colubined with the oth('r

Diriehlet and/or Neumann t)oundary conditions
around the other boundaries completely specifies
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thesolutionof Eq. (4), whichisanellipticequa-
tion. Fordifferentvaluesof C, we would obtain
solutions that differ from each other only by the

values of the constant C, corresponding to the

homogeneity of Eq. (4). A value of _ deduced

from any solution will obviously be independent

of C. The uniqueness of _f then follows from the

(assumed) uniqueness of the solution for a given C.

In mentioning a numerical solution, we want

to emphasize that this is not what we have done

in solving the S-wave scattering problem. It may

be that computer capabilities are such that the

possibility of a numerical solution exists; however,

we doubt it. Before describing what we have done,

we should like to interject a word of philosophy

concerning the question of numerical solution.

And that is, one must exercise considerable cau-
tion before embarking on a vast program of direct

numerical solution of a complicated problem, even

if apparently well-defined. This is particularly

true of partial differential equations. Of course,

in any problem, a time does arrive when numerical

work is necessary. In our opinion, when the work

we shall describe was done, time was not ripe for
the direct numerical integration of this equation.

Specific reasons will be given subsequently. It is

our hope that as a result of this work, numerical

integration will become a more sensible project.

REDUCTION OF THE S-WAVE EQUATION

Having renounced attempts at direct numerical

solution of Eq. (4), we must proceed to simplify

it to manageable proportions. The basic step

in this program is the following expansion of

(n, r_,01_)

co

¢ (rl, r2, 012) = _ (21_- 1) 1/2_z (rl, r2) Pz (cos012).
/=0

(9)

Pl (cos012) are the Legendre polynomials of cos012,

and _l(rl, r2) are functions determined by sub-

stituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (4). This substitution

yields an infinite set of coupled two-dimensional

partial differential equations,

02 02 / 1 1 \ 2 2 ' r
-_-_r_ 2 --l(l+l)l-_2-_--_21+EW---_---krlr_ / r_ r2 --Mz_ _z(r_, r2) = _,_=oM_m_,_( _, r2),

(m)

where the/lI,_ are also functions of r_ and r2,

_, 2z+.--._ r2_ f_
Mzm=[(2l-{-1) (2re+l) J / 2., _ J0 Pz(cosO)Pm(cosO)P_(cosO) sin0 dO. (11)

n=0 1

The boundary conditions, Eqs. (6) to (8), in terms of the functions _z become

(O/On)_(r,, r2) I,,=_=0, singlet (12a)

• l(r,, r2) }_,=_=0, triplet (12b)

_l(rl, 0) =0 (13)

lira _z(r,, r2) = sin (krl-t- _) RI, (r2) _zo, (14)

where 5z0 is the Kronecker delta. The last equation says that all the _,, but _0, approach zero asymp-

totically. This condition is implicit in Eq. (8), the rhs of which is independent of 0_. However, for l >0

the _ approach zero slowly, as we shall now show. Let us consider the l>0 of Eqs. (10) in the adiabatic

This expansion as well as the technic of solution of the zeroth-order problem was first used in a bound state problem
by Luke et al. (1952). The idea was suggested by G. Breit. The original application was to calculate the energy of an
excited S-state of singly ionized lithium. The present method can be described as an extension of that approach to the
scattering problem. For the reason that the scattering wave function has a basically different and more important
adiabatic behavior which this method very naturally isolates and allows to be analytically determined, we feel that the
method applies better to the scattering problem.
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region(rl>>r2,rl_>_l). The equations reduce to

O(O___l2 02 /(/+l) _E.+_r_)(i)l(adiab ) 2 r21 sin(krl+_i) Ri,(r2).-_ 0r22 r22 (2/+1)1/2 rl 1+1

The solution of this equation, neglecting terms rl-", _ > l+ 1, is

_{adiab) = --2 sin(krl+ _) Jr2 z+2 r2Z+l\-- e-r2/--+--S-- (15)
(2l'Jrl) 112 rl 1+1 \l+l t )"

From the foregoing we see that 'I)r-d) as rl-_-1 which for small I is very much slower than the exponential

decay that occurs in bound state wave functions.

The actual form of _(adiab) will be necessary in Section IV, wherein we consider the higher order

corrections; but in connection with the problem of numerical integration, we remark that the slow

vanishing of _l provides a concrete example of a major difficulty in obtaining an adequate direct nu-

merical solution of the three-dimensional equation for these boundary conditions. Because of problems of

storage and time, one is forced to stop a numerical integration at a point r_ = R which cannot be too large

since the number of mesh points goes up as the cube of the linear dimension. However, unless R is very

large, the asymptotic form in Eq. (8) will be significantly altered by the slowly vanishing angular de-

pendent terms-implicit in Eq. (ll). In order practically to include them in a numerical calculation, one

would probably have to do so analytically.

This consideration also has a practical relevance to methods that are actually in use. Variational

techniques when applied to scattering problems must explicitly include the nonvanishing term contained

in Eq. (8). However, beyond that, it is customary to use terms that die out exponentially. The present
considerations show that such functions cannot completely take account of the long-range induced

polarization, which is manifested in the functions (b_(adi_b). Actual calculations show that the adiabatic
behavior gives direct contributions that are quantitatively important for low energies. (Temkin, 1961a).

To return to the formal development, let us write explicitly the l = 0 equation of the set of Eqs. (10) ;

(0 _ 0: , 2 \ 2
_r{.,+_r_2+ Ii +_)¢I,o(rl, Us) = _ r2'n,_-I (2m+ l ) we r-_l `I''_" (1O)

We define a zeroth-order problem by neglecting the rhs of Eq. (16)

2 02 • 2\ 0
_r12+_r22+ I'Sq-_),Po( ' (r,, r2) =0. (17)

The solution of this equation, _0 (°), of course, is different from _0. Nevertheless, we should like it to be

as much like if0 as possible. Such a solution can be obtained by imposing the boundary conditions

op0¢°)(r_, 0) =0 (18)

(cVcOn)cbo(°)(r_, r2) 1_-_2 =0, singlet (19a)

,I)0(°)(rl, r_) Ir___2=0, triplet (19b)

lim,I_0(°)(r_, r2) = sin (lcrl+ _0) R1, (r_). (20)
rl_oo

By virtue of the other boundary conditions, _0, like _ is not arbitrary. In fact, the determination of

$0 and _0(°), which together constitutes the zeroth-order problem, is the major numerical problem with

which the bulk of this report will be concerned. A significant feature of the zeroth-order problem stems
from the fact that one can derive an exact relation between _iand _0. In essence this relation contains

the epitome of the physic.s and mathematics involved in this S-wave scattering problem. We shall con-
elude this formal section with the derivation of that relation.
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Multiply Eq. (17) on the left by _o and Eq. (16) by _o(°); subtract and integrate over all rl and r2.

This gives

drl dr2( _oA12_o(O)--_po(O) Ale_o) = f f _o(O)_ 2
--Jo Jo ,_1 (2re+l) _12_'dr_dr2" (21)

The operator /x_ is the two-dimensional Laplacian

A12-_ (c32//0r12) + (02/0r22). (22)

Thus one can convert the lhs of Eq. (21) to a line integral using Green's theorem,

fo_ forl(_oA12_o(°)--_o(°lA12_o)drldr2=f(_o(O/On)_o(°l--dpo(°l(O/On)_o)ds.

The boundary s goes around the rl ___r2 triangle as shown in Fig. 1. Along s_, the integral is zero by virtue

of Eqs. (13) and (18) ; along s3 it is zero, in the singlet by Eqs. (12a) and (19a), in the triplet case by

FIGURE 1.---Significant regions and boundaries of the
rl _>r2 triangle.

r 2

/

Eqs. (12b) and (19b). We are left with

f E¢o (O/On) ¢o (°) -- _o (°) (O/On) _o-] ds = f,2E¢o (O/On) ¢o (°) -- _o (°, (O/On) ¢07 ds2.

Here we use the fact that s2=r2, O//an=O/Ori, and rl--_oo so that we can use Eqs. (14) and (20) for

• o and _o (°), respectively. We thus get

fE¢o (O/On) ¢o (°) -- ¢o (°) (O/On)¢ oJ ds2 = limf _°r_o,, (O/Orl) _o (°)-- _o (°) (0//0rl) ao-] dr_
rl_ 0

= k[-sin (krl-{- _) cos (kri+ _o)

-- cos(krl+_) sin(kr_+_o) R_,S(r2) dr2

=k sin(_- _o),
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where we have chosen Rl,(r) to be normalized. Combining the foregoing with the rhs of Eq. (21) we
obtain the basic equation

o_ _fodrlsin(_-- _0) = --k--lm_l 2 _ rl= (2m+ 1) 1/_ dr2¢°(°)_q_m'rD,, (23)

The corrections to the zeroth order 60 are given

by the terms on the rhs of Eq. (23), whose chief

property, mathematically speaking, is that they

are rapidly convergent. The arguments for this

convergence are for the present heuristic, but

nevertheless cogent. The triangular configuration

space of each double integral on the rhs of Eq.

(23) can be divided into four regions as shown

schematically in Fig. 1. Region D is the adiabatic

region where the function Cz becomes identical

with _{adi_b) of Eq. (15). The convergence of

that part of the integral as a function of I can be

explicitly demonstrated by using the known

forms of _,(_di_b) and ¢0 (°), the latter being given
there by Eq. (20). In region C all functions

vanish exponentially as exp[+ (t E ]/2)m (rx+r2) ],

so that this contribution is negligible in all cases.

In region A, we see on referring to Eq. (10) that
the effective centrifugal barrier

-l(l+l)(1/r_2+l/r20, for l>0

pushes the corresponding q'z out of that region.

This pushing out increases as a function of l,

so that region A gradually swallows up region

B, the latter however, giving an important quanti-
tative contribution for small l.

Equation (23) contains, implicitly, physical

statements concerning the electron-hydrogen scat-

tering problem. In particular, 80 is the phase shift

of a very 'rudimentary three-body problem,

namely, one in which the incoming electron is

completely shielded from the nucleus as long

as it is outside of the orbital electron, but sees

the complete nuclear charge when it is inside.

Although this shielding approximation may ap-

pear crude, it should be noted that correlations
between the electrons are still retained. Mathe-

matically, this situation is reflected in the fact

that although the zeroth-order equation is separa-

able, the boundary conditions (along r,=r2) are
not. It will turn out that the correlations of the

zeroth-order problem are the essential ones of

the problem as a whole. The terms on the rhs

of Eq. (23) correspond to induced multipole

distortions of the atom which are obviously not

taken into account in _0. Here too, however, in

the intermediate region of rl and r2 (region B)
there are nonadiabatic effects which mathe-

matically are reflected by the nonseparable nature

of the functions (I,= as well as q%(0) in that region.

These nonseparable effects can fully be taken

into account in this treatment by virtue of the

two dimensionality of the equations. The non-

adiabatic behavior of _,(l>0) is not as important

quantitatively as those associated with (_0(°),

since a large part of the integrals comes from the

adiabatic region (region D), at least for low

energies, where the functions q_z are mainly

separable. This means that function ¢o (°) should

be known more precisely than the functions 4_1.
In the next section we shall detail our rather

elaborate and somewhat novel attempt (in the

context of a scattering problem) to obtain _0 (°).
In Section IV we shall describe what we have

done for the higher q)v

SOLUTION OF THE ZEROTH-ORDER PROBLEM

The zeroth-order problem has been developed

and presented in the preceding Section. This sec-

tion deals with our attempt to solve that prob-

lem. See footnote, p. 1603.

Recapitulating, we seek two solutions of

2 0 _ 2 \ 0
_r12+_r_2+E+;)_o()(r', r')

under the constraints

=0 (17)

a,o(°)(r_,O) =0 (18)

lim¢o(°)(rl, r2) =sin(krl+fio)Rl,(r_), (20)
¢1_oo

and

(O/On)Oo(°)(rx, r_) lu=,,=O, singlet (19a)

¢0(°)(r_, r2) I,__,,=0, triplet (19b)
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where, as has been pointed out earlier, we are

investigating the region

r2<_rl.

Seeing that Eq. (17) is separable, we set about

to find solutions which are the sum of all possible

solutions having the form of a product f(rl) .g (r2).

By substituting into Eq. (17) and on using the

usual technique of separation of variables, one

gets two ordinary differential equations. The
first is

[g(r2)_-l[02g(r2)/0r22]_ -(2/r2) =constant. (24)

It will become clear that g(r2) must be bounded

at infinity and that g(0) =0. The second equation
is

Ef(rl) ]-lEO2f(rl) /Or_]+ E_-constant=O. (25)

The function f(rl)'needs only to be bounded at

infinity and regular at rl =0.
The equations

d 2 3\

_r22_-;-_)g(r,) =0

are the well-known equations for the discrete

s-states of the hydrogen atom. We begin therefore
by making 1/n 2 one choice for our constant.

We let g(r_) =Rns(r2) which is the usual nomen-

clature for r2 times the radial hydrogenic wave
function.

We can also choose a negative constant, -p_,
and get

[ (d2/dr22) -]-(2/r2) +p2"]u_(r2) =0. (25a)

These are the equations for the continuum" s-

states of hydrogen corresponding to the hyper-
bolic orbits of an electron in the field of a unit

charge, the solutions to which are also known.

These functions Rn,(r2) and up(r2) are zero

at the origin and bounded at infinity as required
by Eq. (24).

We next consider the equation

E f(rl) 7 -1[02f (rl)/0r123 + E-}- (1/n 2) = O,

and referring to Section I, we write

{ (02/Orl 2) - E1 -k 2- (1/n2) 3}f(rl) =0, k2<_.

By way of emphasis, k 2<-_ implies, when n = 1, that

(1--k2-1/n 2) <0. But when n>_2, (1-k2--1/n 2)

is positive. We treat these two cases separately.
If n = l,

E (d2/dr_ 2) +k2]f(rl) = 0

•". f(rl) = A sin (krw}-ifo).

If n> 1, letting (1--k S- l/n:) = K,2, we get

E (d2/drl 2) -- K,2]f(r_) = 0

•". f(rl) = C,1 exp(- _,lrl)+C.2 exp(K,2rl).

In order that f(rl) be bounded at infinity, C_2

must be set equal to zero.

For our constant, _p2,

Ef(rl) _-_02f(r_) /Or_2_+ E--p2 =0,

so that

[ (d2/dr, 2) - ( 1 - k2T p2) _ f(rl) = O,

where we define (1 - k 2+p2) = _p2. Then

E (d:/dr_ 2) -- Kr2J/(rl) =0

and

•". f(rl) = C_I exp ( - Kplrl) + C_ exp (Kp2rl).

The constant Cp2 must also be set equal to zero.
We can now write down our answer as

¢0 (°)= sin (krl + _0) R1, (r2)

+ _ C_ exp ( -- K,rl) R, (r2)
i

f

_-JpCp exp(-Kprl)u_(r2) dp, (26)

where the constant A has been set equal to 1

by Eq. (20). The integral sign indicates a sum
of solutions where solutions are dense. For com-

putational purposes, we make only finite samplings

of the continuum states, so that hereafter in

this section the integral sign will be replaced

by a summation sign. The constraining relations

imposed on R,,(r_) and u_(r2) plus the restric-

tion r2<_rl guarantees that the above expansion

of _0(°) automatically fulfills the boundary con-

ditions in Eqs. (18) and (20).

We satisfy the remaining constraints by stip-

ulating that the constants 60 and C_ assume the
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particularvaluessuchthat whereIT is a function of our C_'s and 60 and

(I)0(°)(rl, r2) I,,=_=0 (19b)

in the triplet case, and

(O/On) _o (°) (rl, r2) I,,=,_ =0 (19a)

in the singlet case are satisfied. As long as we
restrict ourselves to a discrete subset of the con-

tinuum of up(r2) states, Eqs. (19) can only be

satisfied approximately.
Let

Ir_ [_0 (°)(rl, r2) 1_,.,2] _ dr1 (27)

and

co
Is==- [(O/On)_o(°)(rl, r2) l,_ffi,-232dr1. (28)

The technique of solution, then, is to determine

the Ci's and 60by minimizing the IF and Is, when

Eq. (26) is formally inserted into them, for

the triplet and singlet results, respcctively. We

shall treat the derivation of the resulting triplet
formulas in some detail.

The substitution of Eq. (26) into Eq. (27)

gives

IF-- [sin(krlW$o) R,o(r2) q-_-_Ci exp(- K_r,)
i

X R_,(r2) -{-_-_Cp, exp( - _p,rl)u_, (r2) ]_,'lffi,'_dr1.
pi

The sum of terms made up of the product of the

first term by any element of the terms under

summation signs we group together as 2_iCiY_.

The sum of the squares of the elements of the

two sum terms, we call _-_jCi2(ME)ii. The cross

products with factors among the two sums we

group together and call 2_-_i>_C_C_.(ME)ji.

Using this symbolism we can write

j_0 c°
IF= sin_(kr_-_o)R_,2(r) dr_-2_'_CsYi

i

+ _-_C _2(ME)_q-2 _ _ C,C_(ME),i,

f0 _°
(ME)i_'= exp[--- (K_+Ki)r']Ri,(r)Ri,(r) dr.

This matrix element is written as if both states

were discrete states. Actually, this is one of three
types of matrix elements which can occur, the

other two being discrete-continuum and con-

tinuum-continuum types. The latter can be
written

(ME) r_a.rp, = f0C°exp _- (Kp,-b _) r3

Xup_(r)Ups(r) dr. (29)

This is perhaps the most involved of various inte-

grals containing continuum Coulomb wave func-
tions which are needed. The integration of Eq.

(29) is carried out in Appendix I. A compendium
of the nontrivial integrals is given in Temkin

(1962).

Numerically, we look for our minimizing con-
stants in the simultaneous solutions of the

equations

_OIT/OC_=O, i= 1,'",N3 (30)

OIr/O_o=O.

The first equations of this system are

2 Y,+2C,(ME) ,,+2 _-'_C_.(ME) ,; =0,

i=1,

or more simply

"°*,N3

Y_-_-_C_(ME)_=O. i=l, ." ", N3
i

This can be considered a system of N3 equations
for the N_ unknown C_'s which then lends itself

obviously to a solution by Cramer's rule. How-

cvcr, the Y_ are actually functions of &. For the

discrete case (and analogously for the con-

tinuum cases)

co
Y_= exp(-_r)R_,(r)R_,(r) sin(kr-t-_0) dr.
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Rewritten this becomes

Yi = cos_o exp ( - _,_) Ri, (r) R1, (r) sin (kr) dr

+sin_o exp(-_ir)Ri,(r)Rl,(r) cos(kr) dr,

(31)

which we write symbolically as

Y_ = _,i_o +_ol sin_o. (32)

Here _,i and _c_ are defined as inferred in Eq.

(31).

.'. C_ = ( - 1/DET) [_) (_) cos6o+_c(_) sin60], (33)

with DET being the determinant of the matrix
elements.

DET =

MEn MEx2 "" ME1N3

ME21 ME22 "" ME2N3

MEN31 MEN_2 "'" MEN3m

and _),(_) and _Dc(° are obtained from DET by

replacing the ith row by the row vectors 9L1, -. -,

_N3 and 9Z_t, --., 9Z_3, respectively.

The last equation of our simultaneous system

Eq. (30) is

f0 c°
2 sin(krq-_o) cos(kr-l-_o) R_,:(r) dr-t-2__,C_[-OL_ sin_0q-OL_ cos_o3=0,

i

wherein we have made use of Eq. (32). The familiar trigonometric identities and Eq. (33) allow this

equation to be written

9Z2, cos2_oq-OZ2_ sin2_oT2 cosmoS{ ( -- 1/DET) _:D, (_) cos_o+:D_ (_)(sin_o_gz, i}
i

_-_ (s)--2 sin6o_{ (--1/DET)ka_, " cos_o-t-a_'_ (o sin_o_gL_} =0,
i

with

and

f0 c°
OZ2,= sin(2kr)Ru2(r) dr

fO m
9Z2,= cos(2kr) R_,2(r) dr.

A regrouping yields

_2, cos2_oq-_ sin2_o-- (2/DET) sin_o cos_o _ (5)_(_)9Z,_-_)_)OZ,_)
i

X (-2/DET) _ (cos2_oa),(_)gL_ - sin_o_,(_)gL_) = 0.

The known symmetry of the determinant of our matrix elements now leads to the useful equality

ff'_:D,(_)OL,= _i9,(')9Z,,. (33a)
i i

Thus

9z2, cos2_oq-Oz2° sin2_0-- (sin2_o/DET) _ (:D,(_)OL_-_,(_)OZ,0 (--2/DET) cos2_o _5),(_)9L_ = 0.
i i
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The solving of this last equation for tan2_o yields the final result

--_2.+ (2/DET) _,_,<o_c,

tan28°=_2,-- (1/DET) _(:Dc(°_c,--D.(°_._)

for the triplet case.
For the singlet case, we define the total square value of the normal derivative of our function

C_o(°)as

Is = ['(O/On) ¢o (°) I,l=,2J 2dr1. (28)

In this context, the operator

O/On _ -- (O/Or,) + (O/Or2)

which is q2 times the normal derivative. The substitution of the finite expansion for ¢o (°) in Eq. (28)

yields

Is= [--/c cos(kr+_o)+ sin(kr+_o) (r-l--1)-]2R1.2(r) dr+2__,Cs['--Izscos_o-v_sin_o-]
1

+ _-"_C j2(SME) i_+2 _ __,C,Ci(SME),i,
i :>i

where

vj = ( SN),rj- (SN),;-- k (SN) ,r_

tLi = ( SN)._i-- ( SN),J+k (SN) _i

and

(SN)c,j= eos(krl)Rl.(rl) (O/On)[-exp(--,rl)g(r_)-] [..-..dr_

(SN).,i= sin(krl)R_.(rl) (O/On)[-exp(--,r_)g(r2)-] t._=.,drl

(SN)oi= r1-1 eos(lcrl)Rl.(rl) (O/On)['exp(--Krl)g(r2)-I l_,-_dr_

(SN),j= r1-1 sin(lcrl)Rl.(rl) (O/On)[-exp(--_rl)g(r2)-I I.,-.,dr_

The K and g(r2) are either Ki and Ri.(r2) or K_,.and u_i(r2), respectively, depending on whether the sub-

script j of the left members of the last four equations refers to a discrete or continuum state. Similarly,

(SME) ii= (O/On)Eexp(--,r_)g(r,)'],(O/On)[exp(--Krl)g(r2)-li [._=.,dr_.

which likewise can be a discrete-discrete state, discrete-continuum, or continuum-continuum state.

To determine the C_'s and 50 that minimize Is, we again differentiate with respect to these quan-

tities and solve the resulting system of equations simultaneously for them.

This yields

Ci= [-D_ (° cos_o+D, (1)sin_o/DETS-]
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and

½A, -- kB_-- 2/DETS _ jvi_ (j)
tan250 -

-- ½A o-- kB,-- 1/DETS )-_i (gj_ o')_ vj:D,(J)) "

The determinants involved have definitions analogous to those in the triplet results.
Also

A,=8 sin (2kr) [1 --2r+ (1 -k_)r2_e-2, dr,

f0 c°
Ac= 8 cos (2kr) [1 --2r+ (1 - k2) r2Je-2, dr,

f0 c°
B,=8 sin(2kr)r(1--r)e -2, dr,

The equality

Bc = 8f0 _ cos (2kr) r (1 -- r) e-_, dr.

Evi_D_(J) = E#i_)_,(i)
y J

plays an analogous role to Eq. (33a) in the derivation.

Because of the periodicity of the tangent, the above formulas determine 250 to within 7r. Examina-
tion of the 250's (modulo 2_) determines which value of 250 minimizes IT. This still leaves 50 undeter-
mined modulo _r.

It has been described by one of us (Temkin, 1961b) how 50 can be obtained modulo 27r. In brief,

the method consists of defining a one-particle scattered orbital which, in this case, would be

u (rl) = R1. (r2) _0 (°)(rl, r_) dr2. (34)

Phase shifts are to be found from u(r_) as in any one-body problem. In particular one requires that

_'(o) >0. (35)

This, then, is the condition from which 5ocan be found to modulo 2_. In fact, this can be used to define

an absolute value of the phase shift. This means that one has to evaluate u'(0) from Eq. (34) using the

two values of 50 (modulo 27r) and see which one satisfied the condition of Eq. (35).

Actual calculations show in both singlet and triplet cases that _0--_Tr from below as k--d). In per-

forming the integral in Eq. (34) one needs values of q_0(°) for r2>r_. This point has also been discussed

in the previously mentioned article wherein it is shown for the triplet case that

and for the singlet case

¢0(°)(r,, r_) [,,<,_=-¢0 (°)(r_, rl)

¢0 (°)(r,, r2) 1_1<,2 = +q%(o)(r2, rl).

These functions on the right-hand sides are the functions actually calculated in the region rl__r2, the

arguments r_ and r2 being interchanged.
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Wchavethusevolvedformulas-forourconstantsfor thetriplet and singlet cases. We now turn

to a discussion of the programming aspects of these formulas.
For a general idea as to how the programming steps proceed, we refer the reader to the flow chart

Fig. 2. Such a program could be modified by the use of sense switch settings to do the triplet part only

or the singlet part only. Arrays are properly dimensioned and functions defined when these steps are

begun.
That many of tile programming steps are trivial is readily implied by the simple algebraic nature

of tile formulas involved. The continuum states present our most involved nontrivial programming.

We describe here in some detail the determination of a singlct matrix element (SML)r_,_.1_,_. We can

use the formula in this form,

_p_--P2. ,P_--P_ P:_-P_tan_t___l/ _+ ( p:__
(SME) Ipl,Ip_: 2 exp[ p,p----_an- _ P,P_

P_)_

× {cos[ -1 (a_-- a_) lny_+i sin[½ (al- a_) lnyJl

X V[-2,p,,_,+ _,,'-t-p_+ (,,,l/X) (X_+p_--p_ ') 7[-X__{- (pl--p_) 2-]

(h_Wp,_--p_.).] [h_+(P,--P,)_J _ --1)}.
X

V is the hypergeometric series F(--ia_, ia]; l; x), where ai=pTk Ilence,

V= 1+ (--ia_) (ia_)xq (1--ia_) (--ia_) (1-_ial) (ia,)x _ [
l-l! 1.2-2!

W, likewise, is a hypcrgeometric series F(l --ia_, 1+ia_; 2;x).

W= 1+ (l -ia_) (l +ia_)x+ (1 -ia_) (2--ia_) (! +iat) (2 +ia_)x _ _. . ..
1.2 2!-2-3
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Weshallcalltheleadingterm( = 1) of both V and W the zeroth term of these respective series. Then,
any term n > 0 of V can be obtained by multiplying the preceding term by the factor

[(n-- 1 -- la2) (n-- 1+ial)xJ/n _,

and any term n of W can be obtained by multiplying the preceding term by

[ (n--ia2) (n+ial)x_/n(n+ l ).

The calculation of this matrix element involves many complex products (V and W are themselves

series of complex numbers), so that it was convenient to program a subroutine which would carry out

the procedure of complex multiplication, with the possibility of multiplying the complex product by an

additional factor EX and dividing by FOFR. The augmented complex product subroutine, which we
have named PRODUK, is

SUBROUTINE PRODUK (X1, Y1, X2, Y2,

AA = (XI*X2-Y1 *Y2) *EX/FOFR

BB = (X2*Y1 +XI*Y2) *EX/FOFR
RETURN

END (0, 1, 0, l, l)

EX, FOFR, AA, BB)

Calculation of successive terms were carried out for these series until a continuation resulted in no

effect to within the accuracy of the machine, that is, the first eight places of significance. Successive

terms together with the partial sums for these series up through convergence are presented in table I

for the V and W in (SME) i2, _3for k =0.3. We see that for series V convergence is reached after summing

15 terms and for series W, further computation was unnecessary after 20 terms. It was seldom neces-

sary to calculate more terlns than this for any case. The convergence is the result of the fact that 0 <

X<I for all values of pland p2 (see below for the definition of X). Also, the fact that the third argu-

ment (1 and 2 for V and W) is not a large negative noninteger avoids much convergence difficulty.

To aid in understanding our program of (SME)I_,_.I._ we present here a dictionary of symbols
used. The index I refers to pl and the index J refers to p2.

CAPPA = ( 1+ p2_ ks) 1/2

CN1, CNA= real part of factor to be multiplied by previous term of V, W to get current term of
V,W.

CN2, CNB = imaginary part of factor to be multiplied by previous term of V, W to get current
term of V, W.

EM = exp[ pl-- p2 tan_lPl--_ p:
[ pip2

EMALF = [-h_+ (p1+p2)2-]112.

EMGAM = [-X2-t- (pl-p2)2-]112,

EN =p.

Pl+P2 tan- P_hWP2].
pip2

_V
FVW1 +iFVW2 = [-2Kp_Kp,+ Kp,_+psX+ (Kp_/X) (X_+p_2--p22) -].,_. , , _

l_h -t- (Pl--P2) J

__l_2gplKp2__Kp2__p22___ (Kpi/_) .(X2+p12__ pe2) -].2y},_-h_+i(p_--p2)_ _ 1)W.
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TABLE I.--Successive Terms and Partial Sums for a Sample V and W _

0 IV

1 ..............................

2 ..............................

3 ..............................

4 ..............................

6 ..............................

7 ..............................

8 ..............................

9 ..............................

10 ..............................

11 ..............................

12 ..............................

13 ..............................

14 ..............................

15 ..............................

Term 1

0.74389441E-01

0.96841308E-02

0.19782332E-02

0.49964108E-03

0.14252618E-03

0.43987560E-04

0.14344715E-04

0.4S722723E-05

0.17075203E-05

0.61345270E-06

0.224S8260E-06

0.83S28040E-07

0.31691033E-07

0.12125610E-07

0.46879206E-08

- 0 IW Term A

1 ..............................

2 ..............................

3 ..............................

4 ..............................

5 ..............................

6 ..............................

7 ..............................

8 ..............................

9 ..............................

10 ..............................

11 ..............................

12 ..............................

13 ..............................

14 ..............................

15 ..............................

16 ..............................

17 ..............................

18 .............................

19 .............................

20 ..............................

0.26036304E-00

0.79778789E-01

0.26866236E-01

0.95797323E-02

0.35478874E-02

0.1349_2S7E-02

0.52397462E-03

0.20658420E-03

0.S2465024E-04

0.33253491E-04

0.13522571E-04

0.55381978E-05

0.22820247E-05

0.94527946E-06

0.39336933E-06

0.16436327E-06

0.68924932E-07

0.2S9967SlE-07

0.12234455E-07

0.51755988E-08

" These results arc for the matrix element (SME)l_.ra

the currcnt term of V, W.

Term 1, Term A =real parts of current ternl of V, W.

Term 2

0.0

0.13834473E-02

0.44596010E-03

0.14163055E-03

0.46825853E-04

0.16083276E-04

0.56991363E-05

0.20708837E-05

0.76801901E-06

0.28966723E-06

0.110S00()IE-06

0.42S90329E-07

0. 16773310E-07

0.66179627E-08

0. 2631435SE-08

VF1

0.10743894E 01

0.10840736E 01

0.10860518E 01

0.10865514E 01

0.10866939E 01

0.10867379E 01

0.10867522E 01

0.10867570E 01

0.10867587E 01

0.10867593E 01

0.10S67596E 01

0.10867596E 01

0.10S67597E 01

0.10_67597E 01

0.10S67597E 01

VF2

0.0

0.13834473E-02

0.18294074E-02

0.19710379E-02

0.20178637E-02

0.20339470E-02

0.20396461E-02

0.20417170E-02

0.20424850E-02

0.20427746E-02

0.2042SS54E-02

0.204292S3E-02

0.20429450E-02

0.20429517E-02

0.20429543E-02

Term B

0.37194721E-01

0.17984814E-01

0.76156262E-02

0.31473454E-02

0.12972225E-02

0.5362S516E-03

0.22270727E-03

0.9291S713E-04

0.3S939293E-04

0.163S404SE=-04

0.69187769E-05

0.29312362E-05

0.12454923E-05

0.53060671E-06

0.2265867SE-06

0.96968222E-07

0.41578845E-07

0.17860317E-07

0.76844777E-08

0.33112369E-08

WF1

0.12603630E 01

0.13401418E 01

0.13670080E 01

0.13765877E 01

0.13801356E 01

0.13814S55E 01

0.13_20094E 01

0.13822160E 01

0.13822985E 01

0.13S23317E 01

0.13S23452E 01

0.13823507E 01

0.13_23530E 01

0.13_23540E 01

0.13823543E 01

0.13_23545E 01

0.13S23546E 01

0.13823546E 01

0.13823546E 01

0.13823546E 01

WF2

0.37194721E-01

0.55179535E-01

0.62795161E-01

0.65942506E-01

0.67239729E-01

0.67776013E-01

0.67998720E-01

0.68091638E-01

0.68130577E-01

0.6SI46960E-01

0.6SI53S7SE-01

0.6S156809E-01

0.6S15S054E--01

0.6S158584E-01

0.6_15_811E-01

0.6S15S907E-01

0.6815S948E-01

0.6_158966E-01

0.6815S974E--01

0.6815S977E-01

with k=0.3. The. symbols IV, IW=the cardinal numl)ers of

Term 2, Term B =imaginary parts of current term of V, W.

VF1, WF1 =real parts of current partial sums for V, W.

VF2, WF2 =imaginary parts of current partial sums for V, W.

IV, 1W = the cardinal number of the current term of V, iV.

I,CAI)FC = 2K,,,r_,_-[-K,,.2:d-p22d - (K,,,/_) (_-_-p,_--p2"') -

PIII =_log,,y-_(a,--a,z); a,=p, -_.

SI 1 EI)A = _ = K_,lq- Kj,_.
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76 SHEDA-CAPPA(1)+CAP PA(J )

0EMALF-SQRTF(SHEDA**2÷(EN(1)+EN(J))'*

12)

0EMGAM=SQRTF(SHEDA**2+(EN(I)-EN(J))*"

12)

WHY= EMGAM**2/EMALF**2

PHI= LOGF(WHY)*(I./EN(I)- 1./EN(J))/2.

0EM=EXPF(((EN(1)- EN(J))*ATANF((EN(1)-

1 EN(J))/SHEDA)-(EN(I)+EN(J))'ATANF((E

2N(1)+EN(J))/SHEDA))/(EN(1)*EN(J)))

0PCAPFC_2.*CAPPA(1)*CAPPA(J)+CAPPA(J)

1 **2+EN(J)**2÷CAPPA(I)*(SHEDA**2÷EN(I

2)*'2- EN(J)**2)/SHEDA

X-4. *EN(1)*EN(J)/EMALF**2

VFI=I.

VF2=0.

TERMI=I.

TERM2=0.

IV=I.

1160CALL PRODUK(FLOATF(IV- I),(- I./EN(J))

I, F LOATF(IV- I),(I./EN(1)),X, F LOATF(IV

2**2),CNI,CN2)

{)CALL PRODU K(TERMI ,TERM2,CNI,CN2,1.,I

I. ,VTERM I,VTERM2)

TERMI=VTERMI

TENM2=VTERM2

VF)=VFI+TERMI

V F2= V F2+TERM2

01F((TERM I**2*TERM2**2)/(VFI**2+VF2**

12)-1.0E o16)112,114,114

114 IV=IV+I

GO TO 116

112 WFI=I.

WF2:0.

TERMA=I.

TERMLY0.

lW= I

1220CALL PRODUK(F LOATF(IW),(- I./EN(J)), F

I LOAT F(IW ),(1./E N(I)),X, FLOAT F (IW* (IW

2-,-I)),CNA,CNB)

0CALL PHODU K(TERMA.TERM B,CNA,CNB,1. ,I

1. ,WTERMA,WTERMB)

TERMA=WTERMA

TERMB=WTERMB

WFI=WFI+TERMA

WF2=WF2+TERMB

0[F((TERMA**2-,-TERM B**2)/(W FI *'2+WF2**

12)- 1.0E-16)I18,120,120

120 IW=IW+I

GO TO 122

1180CALL PRODUK(PCAPFC*2. *WHY*SHEDA**2/E

IMGAM**4- I., PCAPFC*2. *WHY*SHEDA* (EN(I

2)-E N(J))/EMGAM* *4,WFI,WF2,1. ,I. ,TYW0

3LI,TYWOL2)

0FVWI=V FI * PCAPFC*SHEDA/EMGAM'*2-TYWOL

11

0FVW2=V F2*I>CAPFC*SHEDA/EMGAM**2-TYWOL

12

0CALL PRODUK(COSF(PHI),SINF(PHI),FVWI

l,FVW2,2. *E M, EMALF**2,SMEI ,SME2)

SME(I,J)_SMEI

COMPUTE SHEDA,EMALF,EM- ]

GAM,WHY, PHI, EM, PCAPFC ,X J

k
lINi'riAuzzvsER_ESl

[INITIALIZE PREVIOUS TERM OF VJ

{INITIALIZE NUMERAL OF CURRENT V TERM]

COMPUTE FACTOR WHICH MULTIPLIES_=.__

PREVIOUS TERM OF V,I.E.,CNI+ICN2

ICOMPUTE CURRENT V TERMJ

IMAKE CURRENT V TERM=PREVIOUS V TERM I

,t
IAUGMENT V BY NEW PREVIOUS TERM[

I INITIALIZE W SERIES1

IINITIALIZE PREVIOUS TERM OF W J

4,
IINITIALIZE NUMERAL OF CURRENT W TERM I

COMPUTE FACTOR WHICH MULTIPLIES_==_,=_==

PREVIOUS TERM_F W.I.E.ICNA+ICNB J_

,/p

[COMPUTE CURRENT W TERM 1

IMAKE CURRENT W TERM=PREVIOUS W TERMJ

I AUGMENT W BY NEW PREVIOUS TERM I

TEST W ACCURACY--IS(ABSF(PREVIOUS TE-L==_

RM)/ABSF(W))**2 LESS THAN I0"*(-16)

, . _ IN°

LI AUGMENT NUMERAL OF W BY lJ,4_ =J
Yes

I COMPUTE LAST TERM OF (SME)IPI,

[P2 IN BRACE=TYWOLI÷ITYWOL2

COMPUTE (SME)IPI,IP2=2EM/EMALF*'2(CO

SPHI+ISIN PHI)(FVW I+IFVW2)'=SME 1+ISME2

[(SME) IPI,IP2ffiITS HEAL PART]

FIGURE 3.--Flow chart and program for (SME)z_z,lp2. See text for definitions of symbols.
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SME1 +iSME2 = (SME) t_1.Ip2.

TERM1, TERMA= real parts of previous term of V, W.

TERM2, TERMB= imaginary parts of previous term of V, W.

+iTYWOL2=  p:+p _ I)W.TYWOL1

VFI, WF1 = real parts of hypergeometric series V, W.

VF2, WF2= imaginary parts of hypergeometric series V, W.

VTERMI, WTERMA= real parts of current term of V, W.

VTERM2, WTERMB= imaginary parts of current term of V, W.

WIlY = Y = Ek2+ (p_- p2) 2]/[-k2+ (p_+p2) 2].

X = 4p,p2/[k2+ (p_+p2) 2-].

We present in Fig. 3 a faithful excerpt from our operational singlet program which calculates the
the matrix clement (SME)x,_.I,_. Included along side these Fortran steps is a schematic diagram of

the logic paths and decisions employed to serve as a reference for quicker understanding when reading
these statements.

The discrete-discrete states and discrete-continuum states are explicitly real in their analytic form.

The formulas for the continuum-continuum cases seem to be complex, but we hereby assert and show

by numerical example the reality of the matrix elements for these states also. (An analytic demonstra-

tion is given in the Appendix II.)

1. Example

The analytic form of the triplet continuum-continuum matrix element may be written as follows

' L pip2 pip2

X {cos[½(al--a2) lnyJ+i sin[½ (a,--a2) lnyT} {V-- 2YEXWi(p'--P2)JW}. (36)
k_'-t- (pl-- p2) 2

V and W are hypergeometrii_ series discussed above. This case we demonstrate is calculated for these

values of the parameters
Ipl = I2,

Ip2 = I3,

k=0.3.

_t1,_= (1 +p_2--k2) 1/2; K_2= 2.2158520; K13= 3.1480152.

k = Kit, l+ _17,_= 5.3638672.

ai = ( l/pi) ; al = 0.5; a2 = 0.33333333.

y = [),2-F (p_-- P2)'z-]/_k2"}- (Pl'-Fp2)2_ = 0.5536(_334.

V = 1.0867597-[-i0.0020429543.

W = I. 3823546 + i0.068158977.
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2y/EX2A - (pl-p2)2_ = 0.037194721.

{2yEX_-i (pl- p2) _/h2A - (pl- p2) 2} = 0.19950754 - i0.037194721.

{2y[h A-i (pl- p2) _/[h2A - (pl- p2) _J }W = 0.27832532-/0.037818064.

V- 2y[XA-i(pl-p_)X2-_ - (pi-- p2) 2 JW} = 0.80843438A-i0.039861018.

{COS[ -1 (ai-- a2) lnyJ A-i sin[½ (al-- a2) lny_ } = 0.99878665 --/0.049246611.

{cos[½ (a_--a2) lnyJA-i sin[½ (al-a2) lnyJ} IV-- 2y[hA-i(p_-p2) JW/= 0.80941649A-i0.
t h2-}- (p_--p2): ]

exp[ PI -- P2 tan-l(_-_--_) Pl_-P2ta n l[PI_-P2_l.t P,pe PIP2 - _k---_) j=u.55182012.

L plp2 \ ^ / p_p2

and finally,

(M E) ip 1.rp _= 0.0036979614 × 0.80941649 = 0.0029931909,

a real result, the imaginary part vanishing to all eight figures.

This complete cancellation is impressive but coincidental, for, in general, in computing where eight

significance figures are retained, the accuracy of the last place (s) is questionable. The singlet continuum-

continuum matrix element for the same parameters provides a more realistic example in that the im-

aginary part is zero only to the accuracy of the real part.

We present the analytic form of the singlet continuum-continuum matrix element in the following
form since we have already obtained the triplet numerical answer.

2. Example

(SME) rv,.rp2 = E2_plKp:+ _,_+W+ (_pl/_) (X_+P_2--P22)_ (ME)rp,.xp_

and here,

A-2 exp[Pl--P2 tan_1(pl--P2_
L pip2 \ h / Pl-_-P2 tan-l_) ]/ X2-4- (pl-4-p2)2

pip2

)< {cos[½ (al--a2) lny_A-i sin[½ (al--a2) lnyJ} W

[-2_p_Kp2A- Kp 22-4-p22-_ - (Kpl/X) (X2-_-p12 --p22) J (ME) xpl,tp, = 42.681072 X 0.0029931909 = 0.12775260.

2 exp[pl--p2 tan_l(___) pl-_-p2 tan_l___)]/h2A_(pl__p2)2=O.020524796"
k Pip2 PiP2

{COS[½(al--a2) iny_+i sin[½ (al--a2) lnyJ} W

= (0.99878665-- i0.049246611) × (1.3823546+/0.068158977)

= 1.3840339-/0.3 X 10-s.

2exp[Pl--P2tan__(p_--p2 _ p_q-p2 _an__(___)]/X2A_(pl+p2)2k PlP_ \ h ] pip2

X {cos[-½ (a_-- a2) lny7 +i sin[½ (al-- a2) lny-1 }W = 0.020524796 (1.3840339--/0.3 × 10 -8)

= 0.028407013 --/0.61574388 × 10-1°.
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(SME)xpl,rp2= 0.12775260+0.028407013 -/0.61574388 X 10 -I°

= 0.15615961 -- i0.61574388 × l0 -1°.

The first seven places of significance in the

imaginary part cancel in the complex product

{cos[-½ (al -- a:) lny-I +i sin [-½(al -- a2) lny-] }W,

above. 0nly the eighth place remained to give

the nonzero ilnaginary part ill the final answer,

the accuracy of which place we have already

laid open to question.
We could check the correctness of the analytic

expressions for integrals involving continuum
Coulomb wave functions by numerically inte-

grating some of the integrals. The numerical
determination of the continuum function up(r) is

required in thc next section. There one will find a
discussion of the method by which these func-

tions were obtained. The remaining factors in

each integral are trivially obtained. Table II

contains a comparison of values from numerical

integration with answers from evaluating explicit

formulas. The comparison shows rather cogently

that the analytic fornmla, as well as our tech-

nique for evahmting them, are correct.
To acquaint the reader with some of the

difficulties and limitations with which we were

plagued in our probes for numerical answers we
detail here the evaluation of two determinants.

We have chosen at random as one example a

third-order determinant composed of the triplet
matrix elements for the discrete states

and

3. I:xample

Evaluate the determinant

0.014932179 0.0075449045

0.0075449045 0.0038303733

0.0047813990 0.0024309322

We expand this determinant by summing the

products of the elements of the first row by their

respective cofactors,

0.0047813990

0.0024309322 .

0.0015434798

0.014932179(0.0038303733X0.0015434798--0.0024309322X0.0024309322)

=0.014932179(0.59121038X10-6--0.59094314X10 -5)

=0.014932179(0.26724X10 -8) =0.39904755X10 -_°.

--0.0075449045(0.0075449045X0.0015434798--0.0024309322X0.0047813990)

= --0.0075449045(0.11645408X 10-4--0.11623257X l0 -_)

=--O.O075449045(0.22151X10-7)=--O.16712718XlO -g

0.0047813990(0.0075449045X0.0024309322--0.0038303733X0.0047813990)

=0.0047813990(0.18341151X 10-4--0.18314543X 10-4)

=0.0047813990(0.26608X10 -7) =0.127223_6X10 -9

Then

0.39904755 X 10-1°- O.16712718 X 10-9 + 0.127223/t 6 X l 0 -9 = O. 1035 X 10 -14.
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TABLE II.--Numerical Evaluation of Analytic Formulas

Versus Numerical Integration of Integrals for Certain

Matrix Elements

DATA DATA Analytic formulas Numerical

(i) (j) evaluation integration

(ME)_j

3

4

/0

12

/0

12

13

18

0.94464160X10 -2

0.21539854X10 -2

0.45762914×10 -_

0.29639473X10 -2

0.94463 X10 -2

0.215391X10 -2

0.45760 X10 -2

0.29636 X10 -2

-To 0. 23023649 X 10 -2 0.230233 X 10 -2

I_ 0.37946834X 10 -2 0.37945 X10 -2

11 0.55343236 X 10 -1 0.66345 X10 -1

13 0.12038466×10 -1 0.12041 ×10 -1

We have italicized the figures that are not sig-

nificant as a result of subtraction. Thus one sees,

in this computation, that all 8 places were lost,

which is all the significance the machine affords.

When we check this result against the answer the

machine gives, we get agreement only in order of

magnitude and sign because what appears to be

remaining significant figures have no meaning.

The value of this determinant as given by the

machine is 0.37339169X 10 -14.

Our next example is _c (:) for the determinant

above, the second row having been replaced

by 9_cl.

4. Example

Evaluate the determinant

0.014932179 0.0075449045 0.0047813990

0.078255467 0.038279708 0.024017526

0.0047813990 0.0024309322 0.0015434798

Expanding as in the previous example we get

0.10437280 X 10 -7- 0.17334368 X 10 -8

- 0.87051106 X 10-s-0.12674i X 10 -11.

The loss in significant figures is not as complete

as in the first example. Two questionable places

were salvaged which compare surprisingly favor-

ably with the machine answer. The machine

gave - 0.12508288 X10 -11 for the value of this

determinant.

This tremendous loss of accuracy plus addition

of negative exponents in multiplication while

evaluating our determinants emphasized the fact

heretofore expressed of our being limited to finite

samplings of states. Regardless of terms chosen

and the k being investigated, determinants of

order 10 and above were usually given a value of

zero by the machine because of the small magni-

tude of the result. See the table III for a typical

illustration of how the value of these dcterminants

decrease in magnitude with increasing number of

terms soon vanishing to the accuracy of the ma-

chine.

As was pointed out earlier in numerical display,

TABLE III.--Vanishing of Determinants with Increasing Order (k = 0.05)

States

2

2, 3

2, 3, 4

2, 3, 4, 5

2, 3, 4, 5, Io

2, 3, 4, 5, Io, I_

2, 3, 4, 5, I0, I_, I2

2, 3, 4, 5, Io, I_, 12, 13

Determinants

0.14932180)<10 -1

0.27025105>(10 -s

0.37339169X10 -14

--0.25949299X10 -_4

--0.41640429X10 -.2

-0.15898579X10 -38

0

0

IT

0.25772093X10 -a

0.38947910X10 -5

0.24750829X10 -4

0.24039984X10 -1

0.24514973)<10 -1

0.22766215X10 -1

0.18691529X10 -2

0.18691529X10 -_

_0

0.30331454X10

0.30244533X10

0.30289188X10
0.27652040X10 -1

0.28817544X10 -I

0.25508314X10 -1

0.30666550X10

0.30666550X10
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we have lost all accuracy in the value of our

determinant by the time we reach the three

states 2, 3, 4. It is easy to see that if there were

no loss in accuracy the value of the integral IT

must decrease as you add terms to _0 (°) without

deleting what is already there. Referring to

table III, we see that this monotonic decrease

takes place only until 2, 3, 4. There and beyond

we can be sure that no significant figures remain

in IT. We do not wish to imply that there is any
one-to-one correspondence between the number

of significant figures in IT and the number of

significant figures ill the determinants. And

particularly we wish no such implication between

IT and the phase shift. In fact, we found the

greatest uniformity in the phase shifts from
several different expansions was obtained, when

all of these expansions gave a negative value for

Ir or Is (in which case one could be sure no

significant figures survived in IT or Is).

In our operational programs for the triplet

and singlet phase shifts and constants, the

FORTRAN subroutine, RWDET, SHARE* 635,
was used to evaluate our determinants.

We have already indicated that our formula

for tan 260 yields two values of 6o which we call

601.2. For each 6o there is an associated array of

C/s. Working then with these two sets of con-

stants, we obtain two answers for our square
deviation.

We examine next the results of a sample calcu-

lation (see table IV) of this quantity for the

triplet case,

IT = sin 2(kr-t- 6o) RI_2(r) dr

+2 E c, Y,+ E (ME),,
i i

q-2 Y_ _-_C,C i(ME) _j.
i>j

o_ sin_(kr+/}o) Rl,'(r) dr

= ½{ 1 --9_2_ cos26o+9_2_ sin26o},

* SHARE is a voluntary organization of IBM 704, 709,
and 7090 lessors and owners constituted to distril)ute
routines of general interest. It is assumed in various places
of this article that the reader is familiar with the
FORTRAN system of prograinming.

a function of 60 and k only. We present the two

resulting partial sums as the indices run through

their ranges of values. The result of smallest

magnitude given finally as the value of EMS: we

take as the value of I and the 60_ that gave the
result we designate as 60.

In this example IT equals -- 0.16530976 × 10-_.

And therefore _0=0.31182027X10. With the

correct _0 identified, the associated set of C/s

could be uniquely determined and arc the ones

given in table IV. One can also observe there that

all the significant figures in IT cancel. This, then,

is the source of the negative values of It, which
is theoretically positive definite. This implies

therefore that the result finally assigned to IT is

probably meaningful only in order of magnitude
of the absolute value.

In summary, the operational program used to

solve the zeroth order problem determines tan 2_0

from which is obtained a pair of _0's and their

associated sets of C/s. These two sets of con-

stants yield two values of the total square devia-

tion Ir or Is; the program chooses the _0 that

gives the smaller total square deviation as the

phase shift for the particular energy investigated.

Thc corresponding set of C_'s which complc_es

the specification of _0 (°) arc then printed out.

Determining a set of terms to yield a minimum

total is to a great extent a matter of trial and

error, but the ability to do so was greatly en-

hanced by practice. We found that for negative

totals, the 60's are usually about as corrcct as the

program can yield in that this is a zero value of

IT or Is to the accuracy of the machine, as pre-

viously illustrated. In the absence of a negative

total square deviation, wc looked for the smallest

values of IT or Is attainable, which, when these

values are suitably small, give rise to a nearly

constant set of 60's. In table V we have presented

_0 and the corresponding Is for various expan-

sions. The good expansions are on the left. All thc

I,_ for a given k are about the same order of

magnitude, and the _i0are essentially independent

of which good expansion we used. In each case

the good expansions were obtained from a much

larger sample of states th'm the number of poor

expansions given on the right. These samples,

nevertheless, show the wild variation in 60 when

the minimum Is was not obtained. Although the
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magnitude of the minimum Is is seen to go up

with increasing k, it probably represents almost a

maximum cancellation of significant figures in all

the terms which comprise Is. Thus, the rise in

magnitude of Is reflects a rise in the magnitude

of the individual terms with k.

Referring to Eq. (26), having evaluated a _0

and the associated C/s, we are enabled to evalu-

ate (P0(°) in the region r2__ r,. In Fig. 4 we present

results for two different expansions of (P0(°). The

topmost set of numbers were obtained by nu-

merical integration.*

Aside from the fact that the numerical solution

requires a finite mesh size (Ar=0.1 ill this case),

the numerical solution is not exact because the

outer boundary was taken at rl=10. We think

that this solution is nevertheless accurate to

within one or two in the third figures in the

region presented. (There may also be a slight

overall renormalization of the integrated results.)

The procedure we use thus seems to yield very

* The numerical integration was carried out by E. Sulli-

van in consultation with Mr. W. Cahill, head of the mathe-

matics branch of this division. The integration of Eq.

(17) is obviously a modest enterprise compared to Eq. (1),

nevertheless a high order of competence was required. In

particular the ordinary point-by-point relaxation tech-

nique would not converge because of the variability in

sign of E+2r_-*. Sullivan and Cahill worked very hard

on a block relaxation technique until they showed that

this too would not converge. Sullivan finally successfully

introduced a nonitcrative technique, in which in essence

each grid point is directly related to the boundary values.

This experience, it seems to us, constitutes a very good

example of the difficulty that even a two-dimensional

equation may present for numerical solution. In addition,

it indicates rather strongly that the full three-dimensional

equation will not be soluble by an iterative technique.

Note added in proof: The numerical integration men-

tioned above has now been complcted in the triplet case

(Temkin and Sullivan, to be published). In addition, the

zeroth order problem has been extended to double precision.

The main results of this investigation are: (1) the double

precision program affords greatly increased accuracy

(_2 more significant figures) over the single precision

program, and the resultant _0 (°) are believed to be more

reliable than the numerically integrated q)0(°) for the pur-

poses of integrating the higher order equations; (2) the

final results generally substantiate larger phase shifts than

Schwartz's, although they are closer to Schwartz's than
to the present results. Specifically, the triplet scattering

length is found to be at = 1.7683. If the numerical integra-

tions have the requisite accuracy, this can be taken as a
reliable upper bound on the scattering length.

satisfactory results. The numerical evaluation

(and accuracy)of _0 (°) is necessary in obtaining

the higher order corrections (Section IV).

The zcroth-order problem is a very simplified

type of many-body scattering problem. Neverthe-

less the results are very respectable approxima-

tions of the final answers (cf. Section V). In

addition, this idealized problem contains impli-

cations for the low energy scattering of electrons

from atoms in general (cf. Temkin, 1962) which

are perhaps more important than its specific

applicability to hydrogen.

The technique of expanding about exact

separate solutions and minimizing with respect

to the nonseparable boundary condition is new to

the electron scattering problem 2 as far as we

know. It has the virtue of preserving both the

physically meaningful and mathematically rigor-

ous aspects of the solution, the latter property

having heretofore largely been absent from

treatments of this type of problem. It also has a

practical advantage: on retaining only two terms

in the expansion, which leads to a comparatively

easy hand calculation, one gets ahnost as good

results (Temkin, 1960) as the much more difficult

exchange approximation (cf. Section V). The

carrying of the program ill full, however, has

been a distinctly nontrivial task of which, it is

hoped, this section has given some idea. It clearly

would have been impossible without the avail-

ability of large scale computing machines.

Nevertheless, the phenomenon of the cancella-

tion of significant figures in the determinants

cannot be classed as completely satisfactory.

We are fortunate, in fact, that quantities in which

we are interested are fairly insensitive to this

cancellation.

CALCULATION OF THE HIGHER ORDER TERMS

It is clear from the Eqs. (10) that the higher

order functions _z that enter in the iutegrands of

the integrals of the basic relation Eq. (23) can

only be calculated iteratively. We shall introduce

a perturbation theory that effectively formilizes

an iteration procedure. No claim ig made for the

uniqueness of this perturbation theory, and in

fact the character of the present treatment is

somewhat provisional.

In order to get an idea of what the perturba-
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FIGURE 4.--Numerical values of _0 (°) for k =0.5 triplet case.

tion theory consists, let us write the first several equation,_ (10) more explicitly:

{ 2} _ 2 r_"A12+_+1'_ _o(rl, r_) = (2m_k_l)l/2 rl_+1- _m(rl, r2)
m_l

(378)

{ (] l) 2 4r22}r1" r2" _¢._2r_2_12--2 -_--I--: -F -FE _l=-w. _o+( )(P2+'" (37b)
r2 ._ rl 3 1

{ (r_ +) 2 4r_ 2 4r2' } 2 r2'_A_2-6 + -_ -I-E _2= (37c)
r2 7rl _ 7 r] 6 (5) 1/2 r-_13(p°-P " """

The perturbation theory itself is based on the assumption that the dominant contribution to thc integrals

comes from the adiabatic region. As we shall see, this assumption is justified at the lowest energies. The

fact that the adiabatic form of _z, Eq. (15), is known is of paramount importance in this connection.

The quantity which enters the equations and whose size conveniently measures the adiabaticity

of a region of configuration space is r2"/rV'+L Wc shall associate with this quantity an order of magnitude

_,/2, corresponding to the fact that for all but an amount of measure zero of our configuration space

r2_r_, the larger n the smaller this quantity. Wc also expand _t in a somewhat arbitrary, but not un-

reasonable way,

• t = __._+W_l_{_) (38)

This says two things: (]) That in the adiabatic region higher multipoles gct successively smaller, and
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(2) that the behavior of any multipole in the nonadiabatic region can be expanded about its behavior

in the adiabatic region. In order to be useful, Eq. (38) should either converge rapidly as a function of

l, which means that the behavior in the nonadiabatic region should not differ greatly from the form

applicable to the adiabatic region, or the contribution from the nonadiabatic region itself should be

small compared to the contribution from the adiabatic region. In a generally overlapping fashion these
assumptions apply to the lower multipoles and energies.

The substitution of Eq. (38) into the set of Eqs. (37) with the use of the order of magnitude as-

sociated with r2n/rl n+l yields a set of equations characterized by different powers of hl/_. The ones that
we attempt to take account of in this calculation are

h0: ]- A12_- (2/r2) + E_0(°) = 0 (39a)

[ (1 1) 2 ] 2 r2_o(O ) (39b)_I/2: A12--2 _+ +--+E epl(°)=--
[_ krl r27 r2 3 _rl 2

( 2dp0(1) = _ rl 2_: A12+_2+ r2 ¢1(°) (39c)

[ (1 1_) 2 1 2 r22a_(°)
ZX12--6 _+:-_ +-+E _2 (°)= (5)1/_--_ol_ \rl r_ / r2 _i rl 3

(39d)

_k3/2 : I _12 -- 2 (_22 -_- _22_ _--- Ji-- E _ 4 r22(I)1 (°) = -- _122(I)0 (1) -_-(1_) 1/2
_1 (_)11 2 _ 2 r2 ¢2(°) (39e)

L \rl r2 / r2 _l 5 r_3 V3 r_2

The first equation (39a) is the zeroth-order equation (17), the physical significance and solution

of which we have discussed in Section III. Comparing the remaining equations of (39) with the Eqs.

(37), one sees that terms which are omitted in the former tend to vanish or becomes small, in com-

parison with the terms that are retained, in the adiabatic region. This, of course, is built into the per-

turbation theory.

The inserting of the same perturbation expansions into the basic relation, Eq. (23) yields an ex-

pansion in integral powers of h,

sin(_--_o) =--k-l_-_" 2 co "
•=1 tm+.=_ (2m+l) 1/2 ¢o(°)(r2m/rl"+')¢,_ (_) drldr2 . (40)

m>l__>0/

The quantity in curly brackets is expected to have the order of magnitude k', so that v characterizes

the order of our perturbation theory. (However, _ is to be set equal to one for numerical evaluation.)
The first-order correction is

A_° = -- k-13 fkV3Jocofo,t (_o(°)(r2/rl 2) _(o) drl dr2. (41 )

The second-order correction consists of two terms,

and

/_2_0(1)= _ ]_--L--_-2_0c° _0r 1V3 _°(°) (r_/rl2) (I)1(1)dr1 dr2 (42)

2 co

--k -_---- (43)A2_o(2)= (5)l/2fofo_¢o(°)(r22/r_3)¢I,s(°)drldr2.

The quantities A_o and A_to(2) are the obvious perturbation theoretic counterparts of the first two terms
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(dipoleand quadrupole) of the basic relation. But in perturbation theory there is a term additional to

the quadrupole term which is expected to be second order in magnitude, A260(1).This term includes the

first approximation of the contribution to _, of couplings in the nonadiabatic region [-cf. Eq. (39e)7.

Although this term is second order in size, it is dipole in character. That is to say that it comes from a

part of the wave function associated with the function P,(cos812) in the original expansion, Eq. (9).

In order to evaluate the integrals associated with the Eqs. (41) to (43), it is of course necessary to

know the functions @0(°), _(0), q)2(0), and @_(_). The zeroth-order function @0(°) is effectively evaluated

by methods of Section III. In obtaining this solution, we have used the separable nature of Eq. (39a).

Reference to the same set of equations shows that none of the others are separable, thus the method we

have used is inapplicable to them. We shall outline how, without solving the other equations outside of

the adiabatic region, one can nevertheless get reasonable estimates of the integrals in question. The

key idea here is the derivation of certain "sum rules," that is, the integral relationships between @0(°)

and the higher @l(i). The point is that one can append a reasonable cutoff factor depending on an ini-

tially undetermined parameter to @z(adiab) of Eq. (15). The parameter is determined by satisfying the

"sum rule." The (approximate) _,(i) call then be used to evaluate the desired multipole integrals of

Eqs. (41) to (43).
The derivation of the sum rules follows closely the derivation of the basic relation Eq. (23). In

this case, multiplying Eq. (390) by @1(0)and Eq. (39b) by @0(°), subtracting, integrating over all r2<_r_,

and using Green's theorem, one arrives at the dipole sum rule.

@0(°) -2 :-_-[- _1 (°) dr1 dr2 = z [ (@o(°))2(r2/rl 2) dr2 dr1. (44)
ao L \rl r2 1.] -_ ! "o

Similarly using Eqs. (3i)a) and (39d), multiplying on the left by @2(°) and _0 (°), one obtains a quad-

rupole sum rule:

f0 J0f @°(°)[--6(:-_2+---_]@2(°)L\rl r2"/J drldr2=(5)l/---_2 Jo

Now for the triplet case consider the functions

-2 sin (krl+ _to) ,2/r21+2 r__+l

,rl

j ) (@o(°))2(r22/rl a) dr1 dr2. (45)

{1-- exp[---Dl(r_--r2)-]}. (46)

Independent of the value of the constant D_>0,

the functions _")(rl =r_)=0 as has (tacitly)

been assumed for the triplet solution of the ap- o.m
propriate one of the equations (39). [-The tilde

emphasizes that the functions defined by Eq. o.m
(46) are not identical with the solutions of

Eq. (39)J. Let us additionally note that the
0,110

cutoff factor does not change any of the other

assumed boundary conditions of _,t0). The D,
are now determined by satisfying Eqs. (44) and oao,

(45) with @_(0) replaced by _,(0). The functions
0.108

(_(0) are only meant to simulate @_(0) in the

xmnadiabatic region; that they can reasonably be
0.107

expected to do so follows from the fact that they

too satisfy the nonscparable boundary condition

along rl=r2, and hence are nonscparablc func-

tions. In Fig. 5 wc have plottcd the results of a

dipole sum-rule calculation as explained in the

Exp. of @(0) : 2, 4, Io, I_,lto, I_o

'2 ,, (.(0)} 2r2 _ .... fJ--._00)_.2(r_. 1 ].(0}

• Exp. of ¢b _ : 2, 3, Io

---._]
t_

,I

II
I

--D I - 0,62

,_'_-'i DI = 0.05

Fmua_ 5.--Triplet dipole sum rule for k=0.1 and two
different expansions of @0(°). The values of A_i0using
the two expansions of _o (0)and the corresponding values
of D1 are 0.0303 and 0.0304, respectively.
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caption.The differencescomingfrom different
(approximate)expansionsof _0(°) are small
comparedto theintrinsicuncertaintyof thesum-
ruletechniqueitself.Therecanbelittle question
that thetechniquedoestakecareof a largepart
of the nonadiabaticas well as the adiabatic
contribution.

In thesingletcaseit wouldalsobenecessaryto
appenda nonseparablefunctionto _z(adiab)in
orderthat the singlet_{0)obeythe boundary
condition(O/an_,_(°)),l_2=O.Howeveronecan
readilyconvinceoneselfthat to derivesucha
truly one-parametercutofffunctionispractically
asdifficult as solvingthe _{0) equations.We
have thereforecontentedourselveswith the
Ansatz,in thesingletcase

_z(0) -2 sin(krl+_0) Jr2 z+2 r2_+1\
(2/_[-1-) 1/2 _ e-'2_/-_-{--7- )"

(47)

The motivation of the cutoff factor is that

_{°)-_rl_+l in the limit rs=rl---_O. This is the

expected behavior of _{o) if one neglects the

coupling terms on the rhs of the equations.

Figure 6 shows a typical quadrupole sum-rule

graph. The value of D2 was 8.65 practically

independent of what "good" (see Section III for
the definition of good) expansion of _o (°) was used.

0.5 ¸

0.4

0.3

0.2

¢(o) i i ¢(o)

J:o
rI r2

2 4 6 8 10 12 14
D 2

FIGURE 6.--Singlet quadrupole sum rule for k=0.5.
Different expansions of 4,o_o) give virtually indistin-
guishable curves on this scale. The value of A_Su(_)
is 0.0232.

The agreement, in fact, would tend to make

one believe that the third figure of A_a0(_) is sig-
nificant. We do not believe this to be the case.

To two figures, however, the answer is expected

to be reliably independent of the cutoff. (That is,

the result of using _2 (°) instead of _2_°) is expected

not to change the second significant figure.) Note
that the cutoff that we have used leaves _{0)

separable; this is not as unreasonable as it appears,

for the repulsion induced by the interaction is

not as absolute as that induced by the exclusion

principle. The-latter operates in the previously

discussed triplet case. Nevertheless because the

cutoff there is more unambiguous and truly

nonseparable, the third figure may have some

significance. In both cases the cutoffs do not

introduce any bending of the nodal lines in the

,l-r2 plane. Since the amount of bending is

expected to increase as the energy increases, the

argument concerning significance must again be

restricted to the lower energies.

In order to apply this kind of technique to the

evaluation of A2_0(1), one must know first the

asymptotic form of _(1). This latter may be

found trivially in the adiabatic region from the
realization that

2 sin (krl_-S0-{- AS0) r2. 1 3 2"(Ih(°)+_l (1) --* -e- (_r2 -{-r_ )
_/3 rl 2

rl_co

This immediately yields

2 . . cos(krl-{-/t0) 1 3 ' 2"
(I), (1)<adiab) r_co--_(a_0) 71 2 e-'2(_r2 +re ).

(48)

The functions _1 (1) were constructed from the rhs

of Eq. (48) by appending the same type of cutoff

factors as in the previous two cases. One can
derive sum rules for the determination of the

parameters; however, these depend on not only

the functions (IOl(0) , (I)0 (0), and _2 (°) but on _0 (_),

_1 (1) as well. It might be possible to derive addi-

tional sum rules for the latter such that one might

find as many equations as unknown parameters,

but the accumulation of cutoff factors quickly

arrives at a point of no return. Therefore we

chose the parameter as the mean between D1 and

D2 from the previous two calculations and as-

sociated a much larger proportional error with it
than with our calculation of A2_0(2) or A_0. The

uncertainty associated with AS0, however, because
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it isgenerallyanorderof magnitudelargerthan
the second-ordercorrectionsis expectedto be
largerthantheerrorassociatedwith thesecond-
orderterms.

Thenumericalintegrationmustobviouslybe
stoppedat a finite point rl =R and cannot be

carried to infinity as formally required. In this

connection we come again to difficulties of strictly

numerical procedure which we now explicitly show

must be augmented by an analytical device. The

difficulty has to do with the fact mentioned in

Section II that for the lowest energies the con-

tribution from large distances has a nonvanishing

effect on the phase shifts. Specifically there

are long-range induced polarization forces which
affect both the form and value of the effective

range paramcters. The changes in form have been
dealt with elsewhere (Spruch and Rosenberg,

1960). We shall here treat the quantitative effect

on the scattering length.

Our treatment will explicitly apply to the

present case where both the zeroth order and

exact phase shifts approach 7r from below; that is,

lim_ = 7r- ak
k_0

liraS0 = _r- aok.
ko0

On using this in Eq. (23), the basic relation

for the scattcring length becomes

1 2
a=ao+_

(2/+1)112l--I

c°_ rl
X dr1 dr2_Po(°)(r21/rl TM) (I),.

The perturbation theoretic version of this formula

has the sum of double integrals replaced by a

double sum exactly as in Eq. (40). Wc shall

concern ourselves only with first-order correction,

which alone is significant to the accuracy wc

have attained. The machine evaluated an ap-

proximation of Ago of Eq. (41)

A_( R) = -k -12 fR dr_ fo'_ dr2¢Po_°)(r2/r12)_l (°),
_0

(49)

where, as we have stated the upper limit had to

be replaced by a finite point r_ = R. Consider the

part of the integral beyond that point, that is,

_0- A_(R)

2fR°f['= -- k--l-_ dr1 dr2_o (°)(r2/rl 2) _1 (°).

Under the assumption that R is large enough for

the various functions to be replaced by their

asymptotic forms this reduces to

8 f_ sin2(krwF_0)A_0-- A_i(R) =k -1 _ rl 4
R

rl

N fo dr2e-2"2(½r25+r24) •

It is also assumed that R is large enough for the

upper limit of the r2 integral to be extendable to

infinity without loss of accuracy. This gives

9 [co sin_.(krl+_0) dr1. (50)
A_ 0- 5_(R) =_ JR rl--_

We are concerned with this expression in the

limit of zero energy. In order to find that limit,

we again use the fact that

limk---*0, _o---_'- aok.

This can be inserted in the foregoing to give

9 fff (ao--rl) 2drllimk-'[-A_o-- A_ (R) -]= _ rl 4
k_O

=][-R -_ - (ao/R 2) -]+O(R3) -_

If we call a(R) the scattering length associated

with the calculation including all terms (even

beyond the dipole) integrated to a point R, then

sin_(R)
a(R) = lim --

k_0 k

a_(R) A_(I)(R)
= ao + lim lim +..-,

_o k _-.o k

then the foregoing leads to the formula for the

true phase shift a =a( _ ) :

a=a(R)-c_[R -_- (ao/RO-l+"', (51)

where a = ] is the polarizability of atomic hydro-

gen. This formula is one of the most interesting
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analyticresultsofthepresentmethod.Originally
ourcalculationwascarriedout to R =20 and the

associated a(20) was found to be equal to 1.94, a

.quantity above the lower bound of Rosenberg et al.

(1960). The result presented no small paradox in

view of the inherent rigor of our method. When

account was taken of the long-range polarization

in the manner just described (Temkin 1961a),
it led to a value a= 1.74 which showed that the

Rosenberg et al., bound of 1.91 was much further

above the true scattering length than was pre-

viously thought to be the case.

At higher energies the integral on the rhs of

Eq. (50) can be carried out numerically to a

sufficiently large value of rl for convergence to

take place. Analytically one can make an expan-

sion in terms of (generally) transcendental func-

tions of k. The first term is proportional to k and
leads to an alteration of the usual form of effec-

tive range expansion to (Spruch et al. 1961).

k cot_t = -a-lA - (Tr_/3a_)kA-O(k 2 lnk).

The linear term in k is completely absent from

the effective range expansion for short-range

potentials. As far as the expansion of thc integral

in Eq. (50) is concerned, we found that the first

two terms contributed only 90_ to the integral

as numerically determined for k as low as 0.01.

This indicates that the series for k cot_t is slowly

convergent, if indeed it is convergent at all and

not asymptotic.

We now come to the numerical aspects of the

above calculations. It is clear that ultimately

one must integrate a set of double integrals.

This involves dividing the triangular region of

Fig. 1 into a suitably small lattice and evaluating

the integrands at each of the lattice points.

Specifically a square lattice of mesh size h was

introduced. Each column along ri was integrated

using the trapezoidal rule and the resulting row

of numbers was again integrated with the trape-

zoidal rule. For integrals that vanish along all

boundaries, this amounts to summing the inte-

grand at all interior mesh points and multiplying

by h2. (In spite of the crudeness of this integrating

scheme, doubling the mesh from h=0.05 to

h=0.1 generally affected only the fourth sig-

nificant figure.)

Now consider an integration to a maximum

rl =20 with a mesh size h =0.05. This amounts to

approximately 80000 points at which an inte-
grand must be evaluated. The most complicated

function, which enters all integrands, is q%(0),
the expansion of which we repeat here.

q%(0)=sin (krlA-_o) R18 (r2)

A- _-_ Cnj exp( - K,_jrl) R_i(r2)
$"

-4-_ Cpj exp ( - Kvirl) gvi (r2).
./

The quantities C=i, Cpi, and _0 are known from
the zeroth-order calculation. Let us estimate the

time necessary to calculate ¢0 (°) for an arbitrary

mesh point (rl, r2). Take on the average an ex-

pansion of 60 (°) consisting of four terms, each term

consisting of three factors. Confining ourselves to

a discrete state Rn,(r), so that

n

Rn,(r) =e-rln Y_c,,trt
t=l

with an average n =3, one can determine that it

takes 14 multiplications, 4 division, 2 additions, 1

square root, and 1 exponential to compute

R3s(r). The approximate IBM 7090 floating
arithmetic times are

Operation Time in microseconds = (g sec)

Addition 6.4
Multiplication 11
Division 13
Exponential 340
Square Root 212

This yields 758 g sec to compute R38(r). One can

similarly estimate that it takes 588 g sec to com-

pute exp(-K3rl), so that it takes approximately

1.3 msec to compute one term of q)0(°). If there are

on the average four terms in ¢0 (°), then it requires

5 msec to compute them: add an additional

millisecond to compute the remaining factors in a

typical integrand and one arrives at 6 mscc per

point. To compute a double integral of 80,000

points, therefore, it would take about 8.4 min.

We estimate that in the process of debugging,

trying different cutoff factors, searching for

equality in sum rules, and computing the higher

order terms themselves, that we computed of the

order of two thousand integrals. Had we used

the method we have just described to compute the
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745 DI _ 0.

750 DO 830 1 = 1, NS

755 RI _ FLOATF(I)*H

765 SUUM ffi 0.

770 DO 800 J ffi 1, I

775 RJ'= FLOATF(J)*H

778 SUM ffi F(I, I, l)*F(l, J, 2)

780 DO 790 K _ 2, NNII

790 SUM ffi F(K, 1, I)*F(K, J, 2)*C(K -- 1) + SUM

798 SUMM _ SUM*F(NNII + I, I, I)*F(NNI! 4- i, J, 2)*RJ

800 SUUM = SUMM + SUUM

803 SUUM = -SUMM*.5 + SUUM

830 DI = SUUM + DI

850 DBINT = (DI-.5*SUUM)*H** 2 * 4./(3.*CAY)

FIGURE 7.--Facsimile of program to compute AS0(R) of
Eq. (49). NS is the number of mesh points along r_
(same as along r_). NN11 is the number of terms in
• 0(°). H is the mesh size. C(K), Kffil,---, NN11-1 are
the coefficients which multiple the 2d through NN11st
terms of ¢0 (°). F(K, I, M) are the tabulated values
(1 = 1, ..-, NS of the k = 1, ..., NNll functions which
enter ¢0(0). For M= 1 they refer to the functions of r_;
for Mr2 they refer to the functions of r2. F(MMll+1,
I, M) are the functions sin(krl+_2)/(rl_+D)rl _ and
e-r2(-r23-_-r22) for M=I, 2, respectively. CAY=k, and
DBINTffiA$01(R) where R=H×NS.

intcgrands, we would have required over two
hundred forty hours of machine time. This is a

lot of machine time. It is possible with some

clever programming that one could cut this time

down by a factor of two or even three. However,
without any ingenuity, but with a little common

sense, one can easily save a factor of ten. The
idea is to construct tables of the various functions

at all the mesh points in one dimension and store

them. In the example above this would mean

computing eight functions of four hundred points
each. This takes, at most, a couple of seconds of

computer time. To construct each term of or0(°)

then requires two multiplications of the ap-

propriate terms in the various tables or eight

multiplications and three additions (that is,
108 _sec) in all to construct a point of q_0(°). The

remaining factors in any integrand when similarly
handled will bring the total time per point to

<500 usec which is less than a tenth of the

previous value. Of course, this latter method

requires more storage ceils than the former, but

this was readily available in our 32,000 magnetic

core storage.

We have gone into tiffs long discussion to

emphasize an obvious but important point: in

multiple integrals (or any multidimensional prob-

lem) it is essential to minimize the operating time

per point. As a corollary, the example also illu-

strates when storage is available it should be

completely subservient to time as a quantity to
be minimized.

In Fig. 7 we have given an excerpt for the

program evaluating the singlet A_(R) of Eq.

(49). The point there is that although it can take

a lot of computer time, the programming only
takes a few lines.

The remaining problem of numerical interest is
the determination of the continuum Coulomb

functions, up(r), which are also necessary to

evaluate _0 (°) at any given lattice point. The
construction of tables of Coulomb wave functions

has occupied both physicists and numerical

analysts for many years. The difficulty lies in the

fact that the various numerical techniques for

evaluating these functions do not yield sufficient

accuracy except for a small region of the relevant

parameters. Thus, in order to construct a table of

sufficient accuracy covering an adequate range of

the relevant parameters, one has had to use a

vertiable jigsaw puzzle of expansions, integral

representation, recursion relations, etc.

In our problem no great accuracy is required,

three or four places being entirely sufficient for the

purposes of double integration. Therefore the
main consideration was the utilization of one

technique applicable to all cases. After some

thought it was decided that direct numerical

integration of the differential equation for uv(r),

Eq. (25a) was the most convenient way of

achieving this. The differential equations contain

no second derivative which makes them admirably

suited to the numerical technique of Hartree

(1958). The method utilizes the fact that the

second difference of the solution u(r) of such an

equation is related to successively higher even
differences of the second derivative of the same

function,

_u0= (_x)_[u0"+_u0"-_r_'u0"+.. ._, (52)

where for any function f(r) and mesh size b

f.=--f(r+mh)
and

,W.-A+,- 2f. +f.+_.
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1 .................................

2 .................................

3 .................................

4 .................................

5 .................................

6 .................................

7 .................................

8 .................................

Exact °

0.282986

--0.0660433

--0.385239

--0.465153

--0.318969

--0.045650

-{-0.245234

-I-0.4692726

Uo(r) = (½r)½Jl(8r)_

Numerical

integration
h =0.05 c

0.282980

--0.0660439
--0.385239

--0.465150

--0.318964

--0.045648
0.245236

0.4692744

Numerical

integration
h=0.01

0.282975

--0.066058

--0.385245
--0.465127

--0.318905

--0.0455614

0.245325

0.469328

Exact b

0.2077802

--0.2352408

--0.3018270

0.0781332

0.362463

ul(r)

Numerical

integration
h =0.05

0.207800

--0.2352410

--0.3018265

0.0781344

0.362463

Calculated from Watson (1953).

b Calculated from Abramowitz (1952).

c h is the mesh size of the numerical integration.

If one knows it0, I1--1, ?Z--2, and _toH, u_l H, and u_2"

then the idea is to take a guess at _t2u0'' (say

_2u0"=_t'-'u_l", which is known) and calculate

52u0 and hence u_ =u(r+h) from the above equa-

tion. (One retains only two terms in Eq. (52).)

One can use the differential equation itself to

compute u_" and hence a new 5-_u0". If the differ-

ence between the old and new 52u0 '' is small

enough, then the Ul can be considered as a

satisfactory approximation of u(r+h), and, one

can go on to compute u(r+2h). If the difference

is not small enough, one can use the new (_u0"

to compute a new u_ and iterate the process until

5-_u0" does converge, before going on to the next

point. Fortunately this technique has been

programmed and is available in the SHARE

library 3 of subroutines (SDA 141, LAS 887). As

programlned, the integration routine does not

advance until the difference between successive

_u0" is less than 10 -6.

We found in actually using this subroutine

that loops tended to develop in which presumably

successive values of 52u0" were oscillating between

two values which were further apart than 10 -G.

We therefore altered the program so that a given

point was never iterated more than ten times.

The pragmatic justification of this modification

was that no matter how peculiar the behavior of

uv(r) at an isolated point r, this would not affect

the general behavior of up(r) to the low accuracy

we required, particularly for the purposes of

quadrature.

For small values of p, where one could readily

make a comparison table VI shows a comparison

of our results with essentially tabulated results.

For p =0 we used in column of "exact" entries the

formula

uo(r) = (r/2)l/eJl(Sr)l/2

and the tabulated values in Watson (1958) with

interpolation done via a Taylor series. The

superiority of the results for h =0.05 as comparcd

with h=0.01 is presumably associated with

round-off errors. For our best results the agree-

ment is so good that the technique of numerical

integration looks promising as a means of com-

puting tables of Coulomb wave functions. It

should be realized, however, that the usefulness of

tables is being constantly altered with the

emerging availability of high-speed 'computing

machines to a means of checking machine calcu-

latiorls of specific functions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Tables VII and VIII we present results of

the zeroth-order calculation. The results represent

ollly 'L small sample of those actually obtained.
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TABLE VII.--Triplet Results for _o (°) and _o

Exp a

0.01 _o (rad)

Ir

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.75

0.8

2, 3, Io

3.11820

-0.165)< 10 -7

2, 3, Io

3.0247

0.160)< 10 -6

2, 3, Io

2.9084

0. 283)< 10 -8

2, 3, I0

2.6806

0.153 X 10 -5

2, 3, I0

2.4634

0. 722 X 10 -5

2, 3, I0

2.2582

0.113XI0 -5

2, 4, 10

2.0715

0.477X10 -5

2, 4, 1o

1.6914

0. 355 × 10 -8

2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13

1.61664

--0.117X10 -4

2, 4, I0

3.11823

--0. 149X 10 -7

2, 4, I0

3.0255

0. 168 X 10 -6

2, 4, I0

2.9097

0.465 X 10 -B

2, 4, Io

2.6807

0 .173 )<10-5

2, 4, Io
2. 4629

0.433 X 10 -5

2, 4, Io, Is, 11o, 12o

2. 2588

0.201 X 10 -5

2, 4, Io, I_, 11o, 12o

2.0716

O. 398 )< 10 -5

2, 3, 4, I0, Ib 12, Is, 17

1.6830

0.497)<10 -4

2, 3, 4, Io, 11, 12, 13, 17

1.61665

--0.123 X 10 -4

2, 4, Io, 15, 11o, 12o

3.11821

--0. 424 )< 10 -8

2, 4, Io, 15, 11o, 12o
3.0257

O. 244 )< 10 -B

2, 4, Io, It, 11o, 1_o

2.9102

O. 699 )< 10 -_

2, 4

2.6809

0.283 )< 10 -_

2, 5, lo, L>, 11o, I_o
2.4632

O. 549 X 10 -5

2, 4, lo, 13, It., 17, 11o, 12o

2. 2589

0.169 X 10 -5

2, 4, Io, 13, Is, 17, 11o, I2o

2. 0721

O. 365 >( 10 -5

2, 3, 4, 1o, 11, Is, 13

1.6830

O. 474 X 10 -4

2, 4, lo, 13, I:,, 17, 11o, lio

1. 6220

0.18 X 10 -_

Exchange

3.118

3.024

2.907

2.679

2.461

2.257

2.070

1.679

1.614

The first line of each entry refers to the terms used in the expansion of _0 (°). The second line is _0 in radians. The

third line is the diagonal sum Iv.

Table IX contains tlie zero-order phase shifts

together with the higher order corr(,ctiolis. Th('

micertainty in the last figure (giveii by the

nuiiib(;r iii par(;ilth(,_e,_) wits (,stJlwtt(_d frolii the

ttgl'(,(;liwnt of the variotls _ll with each other frolii

Tal)les VII and VII1.

The ililliorl, ailt lirOlierty of the liulntwrs ill the

su(;c(,(,di.g (;ohmm._ is th(,ir obvious co_v('rl4('m',e.

First, we not,(, ASl, is Sliia]l Coliil)'tr('d to 5,,. (l"i'olii

the l)oiilt, of view (if lJle cross se(;tioli; IlOWlWlw,

the (*,orr(_ctioil ,_houhl lie (',Olnliar(,(l wilh r-5,>

for 50>r/2). Secondly, we not(; that the second-

order corre(;tion, A'-'5_)(_)-I-A'-'80 (_), is just about :m

order of magiiitude less than the first-order

corre(;tioil. This colistitutes an a poslc;'iori (IeliiOll-

str_dJoii (if the (',oliverg(,lic(; of the liitlltil)()l(' series

aiid of ollr l)erturt)atioli theory. Oil th(, I)'tsis of

this (',oiiv(q'g(,li(,,(, we feel that wo eltli nl(,iliiilit_fully

asci'il)(, all iq'l'or of ollr (_ froin the (,xa(;l, i'(,sillt.

This is 'tlso giV(ql as tho iltlnll)l,r in i)Itl'elithesl's ill

tile Iti)l)roliriat,(, COtlbllllllS. Tile C()llV(W_lqlC(' liI)-

i)(,:tl'S 1,o I)(, such that (ill(' (;ouhl (,,Olilidt,litiy
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TABLE IX.--Resume of Calculation for Singlei and Triplet Phase Shifts

k _o

0" 2.338 (3)

0.01 3.11821(2)

0.05 3.025 (1)

0.1 2.909 (1)

0.2 2.6810 (5)

0.3 2.4630 (5)

0.4 2.259 (1)

0.5 2.072 (1)

0.75 1.683 (2)

0.8 1.617 (2)

Triplet Singlet

A_0 A2_0 (I) A2_0 (2) _ _0 A_o A2_00) A_o (2)

0.00504

0.0193

0.0303

0.0379

0.0392

0.0379

0.0363

0.0328

0.0282

0.000295

0.0013
0.0021

0.0021

0.0017

0.0013

0.0011

0.0007

0.0005

0.000153
0.0008

0.0014

0.0023

0.0026

0.0028

0.0027

0.0024

0.0018

1.76 (3)

3.1237(4)

3.046 (5)

2.942 (10)

2.723 (10)

2.516 (10)

2.301 (10)

2.112 (10)

1.719 (10)

1.647 (10)

7.8 (1)

3.0640(5)

2.759 (1)

2.420 (3)

1.895 (2)

1.535 (10)

1.269 (1)

1.066 (2)

0.756 (2)

0.728 (2)

0.026

0.117

0.187

0.215

0.189

0.165

0.148

0.131

0.126

--0.008

--0.035

--0.045

--0.030

--0.016

--0.009

--0.007

--0.0025

--O.O02

0.004

0.019

0.030

0.034
0.030

0.026
0.023

0.021

0.020

5.6 (4)

3.086(4)

2.86 (2)

2.59 (3)

2.11 (5)

1.74 (6)

1.45 (6)

1.23 (6)

0.91 (6)

0.87 (6)

o The k = 0 entries arc scattering lengths.

expect that the higher order terms will not con-

tribute more than 5 to the fifth figure. The

errors we have indicated are greater than this

because they include the uncertainties in our

calculations of 50, AS0, and the second-order

corrections. The largest of these in m'_gnitudc is

that associated with A_0, as was stated in the

last section. In the triplet case wc h-tve compared

our result with some prclimimu'y results based on

numerical integration of tim partial differential

equations. The deviation near k=0 appears to

be less than 5 percent. As k increases, the par-

ticul'u" form of cutoff we have used is less reliable,

as we have also mentioned in the last section.

We have, therefore, taken the triplet error to

range fi'om 5 percent to 25 percent increasing

linearly with k. In the singlct case we have taken

the error in A60 to range from 10 percent to 40

percent. The final estimate of the error, wc feel,

is very liberal; however, the possibility of doing

better with the encouraging results of our recently

dcvclot)(_d program in mlmerical integration

persuad('s us not to push our present results

farther than we have. In addition, and nlost

important, th(' phase shifts that wc have ah'cady

computed should be quite adequate for experi-

mental purt)oscs.

There h'tvc been many calcul._tions of electron-

hydrogen scattering too numerous to discuss in

their entirety here. Of the earlier ones, the most

important is that of Morse and Allis (1933). As it

applies to S-wave scatteriug their method (which

nowadays is known as the exchange-approxima-

tion) is equivalent to a variational approximation

of our zeroth-ordcr problem, since it does not

include any dependence on the angle 0,2. It turns

out that the phase shifts so derived arc iz_ ex-

cellent agreement with 60 (cf. last colullm of

tables VII and VllI).

Very recently l{oseubcrg et al. (1960) have

computed siuglet -rod triplet scattering lengths of

6.22 and 1.97 (in units of Bohr radii), respec-

tively. These calculations are important because

they represent rigorous upper bounds on the

exact scattering lengths. This is the first time

that anything completely rigorous about the

electron-hydrogen problem was ever knowlingly

calculated. In fact, aside from the same authors'

positron-hydrogen calculation (Spruch and Rosen-

berg, 19(10) which again is based on their im-

portant proof that certain expressions do give

upper bounds for the scattering length, this is the

first time that anything rigorous has ever been

said concerning any many-body scattering prob-

lem. Their calculation, however, did not represent

any kiud of systematic search for a minimum.

Such a search has been carried out by Charles

Schwartz (1961), contempor'mcously with our
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TABLEX.--Comparisonof Schwartz' (1961) Phase Shifts
with Present Results

Triplet Singlet

k

).0
).1

}.2

).3

).4

).5

).8

Schwartz Non-

adiabatic

1.7686(2) 1.76 (3)

2.9388(4) 2.942(10)

2.7171(5) 2.723(10)

2.4996(8) 2.516(10)

2.2938(4) 2.301(10)

2.1046(4) 2.112(10)

1.643 (3) 1.647(10)

Schwartz Non-

adiabatic

5.965 (3) 5.6 (4)

2.553 (1) 2.59(3)

2.0673(9) 2.11(5)

1.6964(5) 1.74(6)

1.4146(4) 1.45(6)

1.202 (1) 1.23(6)

0.886 (1) 0.87(6)

own work, (cf. the article by C. Schwartz in this

volume). In table X we display his results against

our own. His search consisted of using a Hylleraas-

type wave function in Kohn's variational prin-

ciple and constantly increasing the number of

terms. His estimate of the error is based on the

convergence of his minimized results as a func-

tion of the number of terms. His calculations

include up to 50 terms.

First, it can clearly be seen that within our

(larger) estimated error the results agree. How-

cvcr, there is a tendency for our phase shifts to be

slightly larger than his. In an effort to under-

stand the discrepancy between our results, Dr.

Schwartz has done a calculation with only

P0(cos012) (functions involving rj and r2 only),

and another calculation with P0(cos012) and

Pl(cos0_2) terms only, both for k=0.4 in the

triplet case. Comparing P0 and Po+PI results

with his final answers, he concludes that dipole

makes a contribution 0.0340 to the phase shift.

All the remaining multipoles contribute 0.0015.

The dipole contributions in our calculation is

given by A_0"-_-A2_0(1) and can be taken from

the appropriate row of table IX; one gets 0.0392;

the quadrupole alone adds an additional 0.0028 to

our phase shift. Now as we have stated, the sum

rule technic itself could possibly account for the

difference in the dipole contributions; however, it

is difficult to imagine that our A2_0(2) could be

off by a factor of 2. If the error lies in our calcula-

tion, it could mean that the contributions from

successive multipoles do not converge as rapidly

as one thinks or that the contributions to a given

multipole coming from our perturbation theory,

do not converge well. We think that the first_ of

these possibilities is unlikely, but that the second

is not as unlikely. Therefore unless there is a more

fundamental theory it is possible that our con-

vergence is misleading. In the absence of this, one

must be guided by physical intuition. We think

that when our methods of numerical integration

are perfected, so that we can eliminate the

uncertainty in the contributions of the included

(I)z(_) to the phase shifts, that we can obtain an

additional figure of accuracy.

There is likewise a possibility that the apparent

convergence of Schwartz' results are misleading.

With a view to suggesting a morc definite method,

it is perhaps appropriate that we should mention

certain reservations concerning a Hylleraas-type

wave function in connection with a scattering

problem. First it should be noted that to the

Hylleraas form that is used in the bound-state

problem, one must append a nonvanishing

sinusoidal term whose coefficient determines the

scattering one is trying to calculate. Aside from

this term all terms vanish exponentially in all

asymptotic regions of configuration space. How-

ever, correctly we know that in the adiabatic

region there arc slowly vanishing sinusoida] com-

ponents of the true wave function (that is,

• z,/>0). The direct contribution of this region of

configuration space to the phase shifts above say,

0.5 ev can be shown to be very small. Nevertheless

one can imagine that the mere requirement of

this distorted boundary condition may impose

a form of the wave function in the region of

interaction which may not be well approximated

by a certain form of trial function. (This argu-

ment is not unrelated to the difficulties of nu-

merical integration mentioned in Section II.)

More specifically we have in mind the following:

a ground-state wave function can be considered a

surface in the space of the independent variables.

In a certain sense it is the "smoothest" allowable

surface. This accounts for the fact that one can

get reasonably accurate energies with a com-

paratively few parameters. On the other hand a
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wave function corresponding to a scattering

problem constitutes a relatively "bumpy" sur-

facc. If, therefore, one attempts to construct a

replica of this surface using the same type of

functions, one may require trcmendously more

parameters to do it. In other words, the con-

vergence may be slow indeed. It is precisely the
residue of this "bumpiness" which ebbs into both

the nonvanishing and slowly vanishing sinusoidal

components of the true wave function.
We therefore think that from the point of view

of prcscntly attainablc accuracy, a variational

calculation with, say, a Hylleraas-type wave
function for the interior and variational counter-

parts of the (Pz(_ai_b) to represent the adiab'ttic

boundary condition offers the most unassailable
techni(luc. The adiabatic terms should include at

least up to (luadrupole parts, and they should not

be confined to zero encrgy. In "_ddition they

should contain variational parameters of their

own to take care of any pcculiar interior behavior

of a scattering as opposed to a bound-state wave
function.

At zero energy the situation is different in that

the high(,r multipoles especially the dipole con-

tributc directly and signilicantly (--_10_) to

thc scattering length (Temkin 1961a). This was
discussed in conncetion with the derivation of

Eq. (51). The result was sut)s('(lucntly found by

Schw'u'tz ( 1961 ), who, when he added tim counter-

part of _1 (_di_b) to his wave function, obtained a

corresponding lowering of his scattering lengths.*
For this reason and for the reason that his zero-

energy results are absolute upper bounds, there

can be little question that his scattering lengths

are the most accurate yet calculated. At higher

energies, the comparative accuracy is more
uncertain.

The question of accuracy concerning phase

shifts should be tempered by the realization that

scattering parameters can Olfly be poorly experi-

mentally determined as compared to bound-

state energies. From the point of the cross-scction

measurcmcnts, differences between the results
in table X arc completely ncgligiblc. It is more

important, in fact, to have accurate values of the

higher partial wave phase shifts. The partial

differential equations whose solutions yield these

are, howcvcr, much more complicated than the

S-wave cquation to which we have here confined

ourselves.

* Refer to the abstracts by A. Temkin and C. Schwartz
in the Proceedings of the "2rid Intcrnation,_l Conference on
the Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions," (1961).
It will |)e noted that our final triplet scattering length in
table IX is slightly different (although within the st'ttcd
error) from the ,d)ove reference and Temkin (1961a). The
differ('nee (;on_es from the fact th'_t Eq. (44) is not strictly
wdid when integrating over a finite region. Since we did,
in fact, integrate over a finite region 't correction had to
bc ins_,rtcd. This turns out to be signific'mt only in the
above noted case.



Appendix I*

Evaluation of the matrix element

(ME) Ipl,lv_ = fo_e-Xrupl (r) u,,(r) dr.

The up(r) are the continuum Coulomb wave functions

up (r) = re-lPrF (1 -_ip-Z; 2; 2ipr)

= ia -z (e-'_r/2i) (O/Op) F (ia; 1 ; 2ipr),

where F is a confluent hypergeometrie function. In the second line we have used the derivative property

of F and have let B =p = 1/a in order to emphasize that the derivative operates only on the last argu-
ment. We now use the contour integral representation of F (Nordsieck, 1954)

F(ia; 1;z) = (27ri)-zf dt t_a-l(t--1)-iae_',

where the contour goes in the counterclockwise direction around the branch cut connecting the two

branch points at t=0 and t= 1 in the complex t plane. We therefore can use this in the integral and
perform the r integration to get

1 0 2 ff (t2-- 1) -ia2(ME) _p_,_p_- 16_r2(iai) (ia2) OpOp2 dt_ dt2ti_"'-_ +i3_+i_2_2ip_tz_2ip2t 2

The integrand now has a pole in the t2 plane at

t2 = (2ip2) -_ (_+i_-_i_2-- 2ipztl).

One can deform the contour around the branch line in the t2 plane to enclose this pole in the counter-

clockwise direction. This is a well-known trick used, for instance, to evaluate the photoeffect matrix

element (cf. Bethe and Salpeter, 1957, p. 304), and in this case allows us to pcrform the t2 integration.
The residue yields

i 02 f dt_ (1--tl-_)-ial{l--E2ip2/(h_-i_-_i_2--2ipltl)_} -i_'

The additional singularities in the remaining integral have an imaginary part --2h/p_< O, so that the

contour around t_=0, 1 can be made not to include them. We now make the transformation tz= 1/t;
the transformed contour in the t plane will not include the branch points at t2= 0, 1 but can include the

other two singularities. We thus get

i 0_ dt(1 -t)-_[t(h_-i_+i_2) -2ip_J -_+'_
(ME)_"z_-8_(ial_ (ia_) Op-_ f - [ (h-_-iB,+i_2-- 2ip_) l-- 2ip,J _a_

* We are greatly indebted to Dr. L. Maximon for the contents of both Appendix I and Appendix II.
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Letting.
a = _+i31+i32,

_=3=2ipl, (do not confuse with _1._=pl, p2)

"Y= _-{-i (_1"_-152-- 2p2),

_= (_t-_)/(_-_),

we can write the integral in the above expression

-\ _ /\ _ ! \ _, " (_'--(_)-_'* dr(1-r)-_'1(r-x)-x+_'*r-i'*'f

where

x=E (_'Y-,_) /,_('y-_) ].

The T integral is the integral representation of 2,riF (1- ia2, ial; l; x), so that we have

(ME) zPI'zP*-8T(ia_) (ia2) 02 [" "Y'("l-'f)a-l+"2(---_--_ 1;x)}Op-_p2l (2_-i) F(1--ia2, ia,; .

To perform the differentiation is a messy, but straightforward, task. One has to use the differential

equation satisfied by the hypergeometric function to get the resultant expression in a convenient form.

One gets finally

2h (a/_) "Ea/(_-- _) -]"'[ 2y -I
(ME) - v- --w,, (53)Ipl,lp2 [5,,,/*a ( ,,/-- _) ,y* J

where

and
y=l-x

V = F( --ia2, ial; 1 ; x)

W = F(1 --ia2, 1+ial; 2; x).

The substitution of the various quantities in terms of _, pl and p_ yields the expression given in Eq. (36).



Appendix II

Proof of the reality and symmetry of (ME) _p,.zp2.

We start with the matrix element in the form (53) of Appendix I. Taking the complex conjugate
we have

(ME) *zpt,,p2 .a*'Y'_*\7*] \-_] [_

Now one can show from the properties of the hypergeometric functions that

W* = yi(al--a_)W

and

V* =y_(al--a_)[V +i(al--a_)xW_

One therefore gets, using y = _*/(aa*),

2)_ [c_*\-_a_/_*\-i'u/_'y*\ic_-a2)r 2_*W]
(MU)*ipl,ip2 o£ol._-_.k_-_) t_ ) t-_.) [W-_-i(ai--a2)XW--olol--- _ j,

which can be reduced further to

i al-a2 2_,*]_ ]• 2x /_ VOl/__vo_r { ( )x___;.,/ _, ]V+

The quantity in parenthesis that is multiplied by W can be shown to be equal to --2_//aa*, such that

(ME)*zp,.zp, aa*'y'y*\a*] \'y] L ,_* J

= (ME) zp,,_p_. Q.E.D.

The proof of symmetry (S), that is, invarianee under the operation I_2, follows from the above proven

invariance under complex conjugation (C) and the manifest invariance under the combined operation

of S and C. EThis latter invariance may visually be ascertained from the matrix element in the form of

Eq. (36) J. Symbolically the latter property may be written

CS (ME) = SC (ME) = (ME).

But we have just proved C(ME) = ME. Thus it follows that

S (ME) = ME.

1639
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NONADIABATIC THEORY OF ELECTRON-
HYDROGEN SCATTERING, PART II

A. TEMKIN AND E. SULLIVAN

Goddard Space Flight Center

The triplet S-wave electron-atomic hydrogen elastic scattering phase shifts are recalculated
by a previously introduced nonadiabatic theory. The previous calculation has been improved

in a number of respects, the most important of which is the use of a noniterative technique fo_
numerically solving the partial differential equations. (This technique is expected to be useful
for a large class of linear second order elliptic partial differential equations.) Phase shifts are com-
puted to better than four significant figures. The results are quite close to the variational results
of Schwartz but on the whole somewhat larger. The deviations are considered significant, and the
various approaches are discussed: Specifically our triplet scattering length (in Bohr radii) is at = ¢
1.7683. ..

INTRODUCTION

The extension of the relative partial wave

treatment to the (electron-hydrogen) scattering
problem was introduced 1 to allow for the calcu-

lation of phase shifts of sufficient accuracy for

experimental purposcs and to allow for meaningful

comparison by approximate theories. The com-

pletion of the original prograln 2 has apparently

met the purposes for which it was intended. _

lleferenee 2 will be referred to here as Part I, and
equations in it which are referred to will be

prefixed by a I. This includes any minor vari-
ations in notation.

With regard to the original calculation, it was
clear from the first that the devices introduced to

elicit information about the higher corrections--

which, precisely speaking, involved the solutions

of two-dimensional partial differential equations--

limited the accuracy to significantly less than that

to which the method was intrinsically capable. In

addition, a variational calculation 4 has appeared

in which the estimated accuracy was much higher
than iIi reference 2.

The variational calculation employed (in

Kohn's variational principle) a Hylleraas-type

wave function with an increasingly large number

N of parameters. The estimate of the error was

based on the device, first exploited by Pekeris, 5

of observing the results as a function of N.

However, for at least two reasons, the variational

calculations pertaining to scattering are not

compelling to the accuracy claimed. First, the

variational results at nonzero energies show, as a

function of the nonlinear parameter, a kind of

wild behavior which has required a very intuitive

method of interpretation. 6 (For k>0 we do not

have the cushion of a guaranteed lower bound on

the phase shifts.) More important, however, is the
fact that a Hylleraas wave function does not

naturally describe the complete wave function

corresponding to a scattering problem. In fact, it
has been conclusively demonstrated 7 that at zero

energy the long-range adiabatic tail is essential

for highly quantitative purposes. Although the

variational calculation finally did include such a

term at zero energy, it did not include it for non-

zero energies; it is still very nmch in 'question to
what extent this term enters at small but finite

energies.

For these reasons it has seemed necessary to

carry out our intention of numerical integration

for the higher order correction. The calculation

has becn restricted to the triplet case as disc, ussed

in the next section. In the third section of this

1641
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paper we discuss the method of numerically integrating the Partial differential equations.

Finally in the fourth section of this paper we present results and discussion.

. REVIEW OF THE NONADIABATIC THEORY

It will be recalled that the nonadiabatic theory 2 starts with a decomposition of the S-wave function
%

'2(r I r_012 ) = rl r2 _f_ + 1 _(rlr2) P,(cos012) , (I-3)
Z©O

from which by substitution into the Schrodinger equation an infinite set of coupled two-dimensional

partial differential equations (equations I-4) results. We define a zeroth order problem by neglecting

the coupling terms of the 1= 0 equation; thus

( 2 ) $0(°) (I-11),i _ +E+_ (r_r_) o .

where

o 2 02

Al2 - 0r12 + Or---_

The zeroth order wave function _o _) is required to have the asymptotic boundary condition cor-

responding t_a scattered wave:

lim *(°)(r I r,) = sin(kr, + 50) Rh(r2) , (I-12)
r i_a_

where 50 is the zeroth-order phase shift, and _o can be interpreted as the phase shift of a rudimentary

type of thrce-I)ody problem, to which, it has been shown in reference 2, many previous approximations

were unknowingly addressed.

The basic relation of the nonadiabatic theory is given by

r|1 2
($-_o) = - ¥ _ dr, *o (°) ra- (_tdr2

sir)

L= 1 rl_+l '
0-13)

where _ is the exact S-wave phase shift. The integration domain is confined to the region rl>r_. The

convergence of the terms on the right-hand side was established by noting that the significant contri-

bution to each integral comes from two regions. One is the adiabatic region, r_>>r2 and r2 small. We

shall have much to say about this contribution in connection with the shortcomings of the Hylleraas

wave function variational approach; however, for the purposes of the present nonadiabatic theory these

contributions can readily be accounted for, and can be shown to diminish rapidly as a function of I.

The other region which must t>c considered is for intermediate vahms rl and r_; this gives the essential

contribution to the deviation of _ and _0. A powerful (but nonrigorous) argument for the convergence of

this c<)nlril)ution has t)een given in reference 2. Briefly it was noted there that each _ equation was a

ccnlrifugal barrier term --l(l+l)(rv2-+-r_ -2) which successively diminishes the amplitude of +1 in that

region. This argument is the analog of the well known argument that the contributions of successive

partial waves go down for low impacling energies in the complete description of the scattering process.

]t should be emphasized, however, lhat there is not a one-to-one correspondence in this analogy, for in

the e(lualions of I)artial waves lhere are no (',ouph_d terms, whereas in equation ]-4 the relative parlial

wave equations arc COul)led. Thus, whereas wc can assert rigorously that only l)artial S-waves contribute

to the zcro-(,nergy cross section, il is nol true lhat only the s-relalivc angular momentum slate con-
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tributesto theS-wavephaseshiftat zeroenergy.Whatisherebeingassertedis that thecontributions
fromhigherrelativeangular momentum states diminish in a usefully convergent manner.

There is an additional circumstance, which was not really emphasized in reference 2, which renders

the argument of convergence particularly cogent in the triplet case. In that case we have the boundary

conditions

% (r, :r21 : 0, Z : 0, 1, "'"

o0 (°) (r, : r21 : 0 • (I-6)

From inspection of equation 1-13 we can see, by virtue of the r_l/rl z+l factor, that the region r2_rl

would tend to become increasingly important for the higher relative partial waves. However, because of

the boundary condition, the contribution from this region must in fact be smM1; therefore the main

contribution to each integral must come from r2 significantly less than r_. But in that region r2l/rl _+_

certainly diminishes rapidly as a function of 1. Thus, we have every reason for believing the convergence

will be exceedingly rapid in the triplet case. The same arguments should also render our perturbation

theory

i =0

particularly effective.

These reasons plus the calculated values which are presented below give a strong expectation that

when the terms through quadratic order are included in the calculation, more than four-place accuracy

will be obtained in the phase shifts. This accuracy is required if the results are to be compared meaning-

fully with Schwartz's results.

The original calculation s has been improved in two main respects. Firstly we have generalized the

zeroth order technique of solution to double precision arithmetic on the IBM 7090 computer. In the

single precision program we were plagued with vanishing determinants which very rapidly used up all the

eight significant figures that the machine could store. In the double precision program, the 16 significant

figures were sufficient to yield zeroth order phase shifts from better than four to almost eight significant

figures.

To illustrate the gain in accuracy of our zeroth order results by making the program double precision,

table 1 presents a typical set of results for k = 0.2. The middle two columns refer to quantities labeled det

TABLE I.--Zeroth Order Double Precision Results for k=0.2

Expansion

2
2,3
2,3,4
2,3,4,5
2,3,4,5,Io

Determinant Diagonal Sum a0

0.154x10 -1
0.315x10 -6
0.541x10 -1_
0.418xl 0 -25
0.246x10 -36

0.358x10 -2
0.141x10 -_
0.231x10 -6
0.137x10 -B
0.553x10 -7

2.71098
2.679565
2.6794215
2.6794197
2.67962

2,3, o................. b.'6 ixl ...... b.'8 Jxlb:;..... b'6  i265
2,3,Io, 11 0.329xl O- t6 O.142xl 0 - z 2.6794192

2,4,I o O.123xl O- 12 0.773x I 0- B 2.6794191
2,.4,Io, I5,I lo,12o 0.638xl 0 -26 0.742x 10 -s 2.6794191
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and Ir in reference 2. From the first of these we can obtain an indication of the number of significant

figures lost in the evaluation of the determinant det. For example, in the row corresponding to the

expansion 2, 3, 4, and 5, the main diagonal of det, that is

4

I](ME),,,
i_l

is approximately 0.6 X 10-9, if we figure 0.5 X 10 -2 as the average value of a diagonal matrix element.

Comparing this value with 0.42 X 10-2°, the actual value of the determinant, we see that approximately 16

significant figures have been lost;* this is the maxinmm number of significant figures that the double

precision arithmetic affords, and the conclusion is reinforced by referring to the next row, 2, 3, 4, 5, I0.

Here almost 25 significant figures have been lost, and the corresponding diagonal sum increases! If the
elements of the calculation have sufficient (infinite) accuracy, it is clear that the addition of a term to an

expansion can only decrease the diagonal sum. Thus, the _0 for that expansion is very unreliable. In

each of the groups of rows separated by dotted lines each subsequent row augments the previous one by an
additional tcrm. It should bc noted that except for the above case the diagonal sums diminish. This

should be compared with table 3 of reference 8 in which a similar set of results based on a single precision

program was presented. There an increase in the diagonal sum occurred in third row! In the present case,
we could with some legitimacy claim _0= 2.6794194(3); however the value _0= 2.67942 is quite adequate

for our purposes.
The second and main advanceinent wc have achicvcd in the way of computing the complete S-wave

phase shifts is the numerical integration of the higher order equations. Thesc are elliptic equations, and it

is well known that the usual way of mmmrically solving an elliptic equation is by some sort of relaxation

of iteration technique. The novel feature of the technique we have used is that it is not itcrative. Because

it has worked where a relaxation technique has utterly failcd to converge, and because it is applicable to a

whole class of linear second-order equations, wc have givcn some detail in the next section to the nu-
merical solution.

SOLUTION OF THE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

The higher order effects in our expansion are given by the formula

m

- : - O. _) = _ dr t dra (I-43)

(For the purposes of the discussion in lhc fourth section of this paper we emphasize that this h-expansion

is a modiIication of the ordinary/-expansion in relative partial waves, which is expected to hasten the
convergence in the triplet case. It also has additional advantages discussed in reference 2.)

The partial differential equation for _0 (°) has been repeated in the last section. Wc repeat here the

* The formula for tan2_ involw,s, among other things, the wdue of the determinant. It does not follow, however, that
there is a one-to-one eorresponden('e between the number of significant figures in the determinant and in tan2/i. We have
inferred the numl)er of significant figures by the uniformity of the results for _as shown in tal)le 1. The details are discussed
further in reference 8.
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remaining equations:

Ia 2 2 El 2 r212 + r 2 + _22 + *10) = -- -- 0_) , (I-39)r12 _ r12

[512+ 2 El @1(¢ ' (I-40)
-- + @(1) - 2 r2
r 2 }F_ r12

IA 0 2 El 2r_12- - - +-* @_ -- @_
r12 + r 2 r 2 _r_ rl 3

(I-41)

IA 2 2 _ 4 r2 2 r2 4 r212 r 12+r 22+ --r2+EJ@1(1)- -S--r/ @1(0)= ]/3r12--@°(1)+ _ r12 @20)" (I-42)

In principle these equations are to be integrated over the infinite region 0_< r2_< rl < _. In practice,

of course, we can only integrate up to a finite point rl= R. If R is suitably large, we can perform the

quadratures in equation 1-43 from R to _ by replacing the functions by their adiabatic forms:

@0 (0) _ sin (kr I + _0) Rl,(r2) ' (_-]7)

2 sin (kr I + _o) [ r Z÷2 I,*1\

....@[o) _ r,,+ I _ (e"2) + , Z : 1,2 (I-47)

@1(1) _ 2 (A_o) c°s (k_r_l+_°) (e-'2)(r[__)" - _ r ? +r2 2 • (I-48)

(These functions are exact solutions in the limit rl---* _ .)

The 50 being known, these equations with rl = R then define the boundary conditions on the numerical

solution in the region O<_rE__rxK_R. It must be emphasized that as long as R is finite there is an approxi-

mation involved in these equations as boundary conditions. For these forms require not only R--* oo, but

also that rRKKR. However, for numerical purposes we must know the boundary conditions for all values of

r2_< R: the most natural thing to do is simply to use the above equations for all values of r2. If R is large

enough, we can be sure that the error thus incurred is very small, because in the region r2_R both the

above functions and the true functions will be negligibly small.

The important question concerning R is, how large is large enough? The time required for numerical

integration effectively limited us to an R = 10. It was our original intention to use the numerically

integrated _0 (°) in the quadratures (equation 1-43) together witi_ the remaining numerically integrated

functions. Our suspicion of the accuracy of the numerically integrated function was aroused when at

k = 0.4 we found that

r, r--_ (00(0))2 dr l dr2

was half the value that we had gotten using the analytic expansion of 4)o(°) that we had as a by-product

of the calculation of 50. We were therefore led to examine the deviation of our original _0 (°)

@oO, - sin (krl+_o/ RI. (r2)+(_+fdp) Cn e-_. r, R. (r2) (_-]9)
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TABLE2.--Comparisonof the Numerically Integrated Boundary Values at rl= 10 (k=0.4) with the Expansion of (I)0(°) in

Equation 1-19.

5
6
7
8
9

10

rz *0 (°) (10f2) sin(10k+ 80) Rls(r2)

-0.01913
-0.01363
- O.00685
-0.0O259
-0.00042

0.000486
0.000722
0.000612
0.000334

-0.000003

-0.01853
-0.01363
-0.00752
- O.00369
-0.00170
- O.000749
-0.000321
-0.000135
-0.00000_

0a

aThe expression on the left is not 0 at this point; however, for the purposes of numerical intesratioa

this point, being equal to rL at r2, it was aueomaticaily taken as 0 by our peogram.

from the boundary values imposed on the numerical solution by equation 1-17. The results are given

in table 2.

The important thing to notice is that the values obtained from the analytic _0 (°) along the line rl = l0

change sign at r_5 whereas those defined by equation I-l 7, being proportional to Rls = 2r2 exp(-r_),

do not. We concluded that this change of sign which was not taken care of in the boundary condition of

equation I-17 was responsible for the inaccuracy of the numerically integrated _0 (°).

The double integral in which we observed the discrepancy is of course part of the dipole "sum rule"

+ - -- dr I dr 2 • (I-51)

Jo o _ r_fJ ' dr' dr2 _r_ r,'

In the original calculation 2 we used this relation to find the nonadial)atic effects of _t (°). In the present

case, equation I-Sl together with its counterpart for _(o), plus additional sum rules that we can derive,

ser'_e as a check of the numerical integration. Now in the above noted k=0.4 case it was observed that

the _(0) found from equation 1-39 using the numeri('ally integrated (incorrect) _0 (°) gave approximate

equality in the sum rule. At work here was undoubtedly the phenomenon that the (incorrect) _0 (°) is an

important enough inhomogencous term in the differential equation to influence _(0) to be incorrect in

just such a way as to give equality in equation 1-51. This experience prevented any complacency on our

part that the satisfaction of sum rules of the numerical function was a foolproof guarantee that the

functions were correct.

The k=0.4 case is extreme in the sense that at no other energy have we observed the analytic q_o(°)

to change sign in such a prominent place along the boundary. (The change apparently stems from the

fact that _0 (°) has a node very close to r_= 10 at this energy.) Accordingly the differences between the

integrals on the right-hand side of equation I-Sl using the numerical versus the analytic q_o(°) at other

energies differed only in the second significant tigure. However, since we require practically three sig-

nificant figures in the integral

' )1 _o _) r 2 + ® r, _o _) r 2A80 = --_" -- q)l to) dr I dr 2 -- _1 (0) dr s dr 2 (l-44)
r 12 10 r

we could not use the immerically integrated 4,o (°).

We therefore decided to use the (Po(°) obtained from the best expansion (equation ]-19) wc had and

numerically integrate for the remaining functions. Our unfortunate experience with the dipole sum rule
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gave us some confidence that having a reliable _0 (°_ would make up for any deficiencies in the boundary

conditions for the other functions. The sum rules, of course, still are a necessary condition to be satisfied:

however, in view of the necessity of cutting off the numerical integrals at R, the sum rules did not afford

a critical test of the accuracy. We found that we did have to go a mesh size h=O.1 to get reasonable

results. The most natural further tests of accuracy--further halving the mesh size, integrating out to

double the value of R etc.--were precluded by machine storage and particularly time considerations.

As it was, it took 90 minutes to integrate a differential equation on the IBM 7090, so that at nine energies

and five equations per energy, we had already used a vast amount of time. As we have said, we are quite

confident that we have attained a requisite accuracy, but our present inability to carry out further checks

provides the most serious weakness in the present calculation. We hope to carry through some of these
checks as bigger and faster computers become available.

We now turn to the problem of numerically integrating the partial differential equations. In the most

general case, we have the following boundary value problem: 4)(x, y) satisfies equation 1 in a domain

a2_b + --02<P + g(x,y)_b -- f(x,y) , (1)
Ox2 #y2

where the values of _b on the boundary are known. If we replace the second order partial derivatives
in equation 1 with the second differences

ax 2 h2 _b(x+h,y)-2_(x,y) +qS(x-h,y) ,

aY2 h2 qb(x,y+h)-2_b(x,y)+qb(x,y-h) ,

then equation 1 can be written as

_b(x+h,y) + _b(x-h,y) + _b(x,y+h) + _b(x,y-h) + [h 2 g(x,y)-4]qb(x,y) = h 2 f(x,y) •

(The method we shall subsequently present is readily extendable to higher order difference formulas.)
When this is done we have reduced the problem to a solution of the matrix equation

A¢ : k, (2)

with A an N2 XN2 non-singular, real matrix of the coefficients of _ at the N2 internal mesh points and

lc a known column vector of the boundary values.

The N2 being on the order of the square of the number of mesh points along a boundary N, it appears
that a direct inversion of equation 2 would be almost impossible. For that reason an iterative solution

is usually attempted in which A is written

A = I -B,

where I isthe unit matrix.

The iterationprocedure isdefinedby

¢("+') = B¢('_ + k • (3)

The superscripts refer to the iteration number. The (b(°) is an initial arbitrary guess of the solution. If we

define _,_, i = 1, n to be the eigenvalues of matrix B, then

_ = max lxil.
l<i<n

A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of system of equation 3 is that Xm= < 1.9
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The iterative techniques used in the solution of matrix equations are applicable to a wide class of

boundary value problems, but it is sometimes very difficult to determine whether hmax is less than one.

If ),m_ is less than but close to one, the number of iterations required for a satisfactory solution becomes

quite large.

The following is an exact method of solving the matrix problem defined by equation 1. In essence we

are exploiting the fact that although A is of gigantic dimension, it is of a special form, and, most of its

its elements are zero.

The matrix A of equation 2 is of the form:

"AI, l AI. 2 0 ..............

A2.1 A2.2 A2.3 0 ..........

0 ha, 2 A3, a ha. 4 0 ......

A - J ....................

..... o AN2..-3 _2.2 _2.1 0

....... o h_l,n. 2 ^._.. _ A_,,

........... 0 A..N. ! AN, N

where for the particular triangular boundary of the zeroth order problem Axa is of dimension N XN:

Ax._ of NX(N-1); A_,x of (N-1) XN; A_.2 of (N-1)X(N-1); ... AN,N a of 1X2 and AN,N of 1X1.

We now factor matrix A into the product of two matrices

A -- LU +

which in terms of block matrices can be written:

I h A s 0 .............

h A_ _ AII 0 ..........i i

I

I 1) A, 2 hj _ /_ 4 0 .......

i ........ o An I u 2 Au I n I Au I /
I ........... 0 Ann, A,n_

I LI l

L2, I- 2

0 Lj 2 Lj i (_

0 Ln2nj LN2N2

0 LNn I

UI 2 o ...........

u_ i o ........

1 [)i ( o ......

..........

I UN _ n i o

I Un iI n

(4)

Performing the multiplication of L by U as defined by equation 4 we can express L_a, U_.i i,j = 1, N in

terms of the given matrix A.

I..1, 1 = AI, 1

= Ai, i = 2,NLi,i-I i=l

= L-l i = 2,NUi-l.i i-l,i-I Ai-l.i

Li. i : Ai, i -Li,i_ 1 Ui_l, i i = 2,N. (5)

The factorization of A ill the form of equation 4 is only possible if the matrices L_,_, i--1, N are

nonsingular, m
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With this factorization, we have from equation 2

A_ = LU_ =

We let U¢ = _, and this gives from equation 6

L_ = k,

k ,

1649

(6)

(7)

= L"lk .

Writing equation 7 more explicitly, we have in terms of the block matrices of L

Ll.x

L2,1 L2,2

0 L3.2 L3.3

0 LN_2.N_3

0

O

LN-2,N-2

LN- I,N-2 LN-I,N- 1

0 LN, N. 1 LN, N

_2

_3

_N

-- -"7

klJ

i k2

k 3

kN

(s)

(9)

where _:1,/_1 are vectors of N elements, _2,/_2 are vectors of (N--1) elements, ..., _:N, /_N are vectors of
1 element•

From equation 9:

-_1 = L-'I kl '1,1

_, = L:,., (_,-L,.,_, -C,_,)

We have

u_

and putting this in more explicit form, we have

Ux. 2

I

i : 2,N. (10)

©

: ¢' (11)

0 ..........

U2,a 0 ........

I U_,4 0 ......

I UN.2,N. 1 0

I UN-I,N

I

_2

_3

_x

_2

_3

_N

(12)
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From equation 12 we obtain

i = 2, _ . (13)

An examination of equations 10 and 13 indicates that the only inversions necessary in the entire

computation are the inversions of the matrices L_,_ i= 1, N. This is a result of our factorization which

places the identity matrix on the block diagonal matrices of U. It is of the essence that the matrices L_.I

are, in practice, of a much smaller dimension than the original matrix. For the particular boundary we are

considering (see also, figure 1 of reference 2) the dimension of L i,i decreases from L_,N (an N X N matrix)

to L1,1 (dimension 1 X 1).

o

//

_/¢s ¢6 ¢7

/
_(x, O) = 0

¢ {), y) = -y

FmVRE 1.--The domain of integration (2)) of the example

given in equation 14.

We now give an example of the numerical method discussed above. Suppose we wish to solve the

following boundary value problem in the domain _):

a 2 a2

_x_(x,y)+_ qb(x,y) +

(2-5x-I) _(x,y) xe-" (14)

We wish to determine the interior points _bl, _s, ¢3, • • •, _10 with the boundary values as specified in
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figure1.Theproblemisreducedtoasolutionofthefollowingsystemofequations:

135
3"-'6-_1 _ ¢'_

136
el - _6-¢2 + % + %

137
¢2- "_" % + ¢4 + %

138
¢3 - _- ¢4 + ¢7

142
¢2 36 _s + be

% + Cs - _6 _ ¢6 + ¢7

144
¢4 + be - _ %

¢6

145
36 Cs + ¢9

146
% + % - --3-6- ¢9 + ¢io

147
% - _ ¢|o

where ¢1, ¢_, ¢3, • •., ¢10 are values of the function at the interior points.

The preceding system of equations written in matrix form gives

1
= _ e -1/3 ,

2
= -- e-2/33

1 5

= _- + _e-S/6,0

2
: _- e-2/3 ,

1 5
: _] .-t _--e-S/6 ,O

2 e_2/3=
3

1 5
: _- + -6e-S/6,

2 5
= -_ + _e-S/e,U

135

--_- 1 o

136

137

o ] -_-

0 0 1

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 l 0

138'

- _, 0 0 1

*

142

0 1 0 0 -'_- 1 0

143

0 0 1 0 1 - _- 1

144

0 0 0 1 0 1 - _" 0 1 0

..................................

145

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ,-_'_ 1 0

' 146

0 0 0 0 0 0 I , I - _ 1

.............. c. .......... , ...... ..l_ _ _

0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 ' 0 I '- _j_

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

1 0 0

1

_)1 3 e-l/3

1

¢2 2 e-l/2

2

q_3 3 e-2/3

1 5

1

_s -_ e-_/2

---- 2

1 5

¢7 ] + B e-S/4

2

_Ps 3 e-a/3

I 5

2 5 e_S/s
¢'w ?i+_ -
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We now rewrite the matrix on the preceding page in terms of block matrices, and this gives

AI, I AI, 2 0 0

A2, I A2, 2 A2. 3 0

0 A3, 2 A3, 3 A_, 4

0 0 A4. 3 A4, 4

g51 k 1

% k2

% k3

i_. k,

where

%

%

A
1,1

A3o3

A3°2

e-I/3

e-,/2

2 e_2/3

1 5

I 135
136

1 35I

= I 0 1

I 0 0

t....

145

-a-g- 1

l -

1 0

137
36 1

Lo':]: A T =
2.3 0

m

0

p

e-,/2

2 -2/3
]e

1
+ _ e-s/6

138
1 --_-

A4.4

2.2

142
-3-6- 1 0

143
1 -_- 1

144
o 1 -3_-

.]: + _ e-5/ ,

: _, = [o l].A4,3 ' 3.4

=A T = 0 1A2. I 1,2

_ 0 0
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Outline below is the general form for carrying the computation to completion after the matrices

A _.1 with i,j = 1,4, and the vectors ]_i with i = 1,4 have been formed.

We first invert AI,, = L,., and multiply L1A -1 by the vector ]_x. This gives the vector _:1 (equations 10),

which we store because it is used later in the computation of the vectors 54. We now compute the product

LI.V' A1,2= U1.2, which is also stored because it is used in the computation of the vectors 5_. We now

multiply U1.2 by L2,1=A2,,, and subtracting the resulting matrix from A2,2, we have L_.2, which we

invert. The next computation necessary is the product L2,,_:, and the resulting vector is subtracted from

]_. We multiply the vector (]c2-L2.1_,) just evaluated by L2,2 -_, and this gives us the vector _:2. A repe-

tition of the above operations will finally give us the vectors i:,, _:2, _3, _4, and the matrices U,.2, Us._, U3,_.

This completes the first part of the computation. We are now in a position to compute the values of the

function _ from equations 13.

From equation 13, we have 54 = _t. We form the product U3.454, which we subtract from i:3 and obtain

the vector 53. Continuing in this manner, we compute finally all the vectors 5,, 52, 53, 54 which are the

solution of our boundary value problem.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In table 3 we have tabulated our results for the higher order corrections. The formula for A_0 has

been given in the previous section.

The remaining two integrals are

(If )2 " _ _ " _ (I-45)A28(2) = *o(o) r2 _)2(O)drldr2 + *o (°) --,2(O)dr dr 2 '
kN r? r? '

0 "0

A2 $1(1) = _ 2 h 0o(°) rA *1 (') dr, dr 2 + "t ¢o (°) rA ¢,(1)dr, dr 2 • (I-43)
k _ r,_ r?

'0

TABLE 3.--Resum_ of Higher Order Results*

A_° A2 _o(2) _2 _oo)
k* 0-I0 lO-oo 0-I0 I0 -oo 0-I0 10-c_

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

-.0.20256

0.01895

0.03136

0.03530

0.03373

0.03129

0.02939

0.02766

0.02605

-0.3526

0.01049

0.00510

0 o00166

0.00159

0.00188

0.00131

0.00085

0.00096

-0.012304

0.001168

0.002016

0.002418

0.0024685

0.002384

0.002263

0.002145

0.002047

-0.00322

0.000199

0.000119

0.000029

0.000026

0.000041

0.000028

0.000015

0.000019

-0.001032

0.000369

-0.000325

-0.00132

-0.00228

-0.00140

-0.00141

-0.00132

-0.00130

-0.00822

0.000129

-0.000052

-0.000021

+0.000019

0.0000049

o0.00000875

-0.0000003

-0.0000045

*Foc the purposes of the scattering length, the k = 0 entries are negative.
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TABLE 4.--The Convergence of the Nonadiabatic Series

0
0.I
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

h. o

5o

2.3482
2.907728
2.67942
2.46158
2.25800
2.07102
1.90189
1.75070
1.61666

A_o

-0.55516
0,02944
0.03646
0.03695
0.03532
0.03317
0,03070
0.02853
0.02701

-0.02477
0.001865
0.001758
0.00111
0.000235
0.00104
0.000872
0.00084
0.00076

1.7683
2.9390
2.7176
2.4996
2.2936
2.1052
1.9335
1.7801
1.6443

The significance of the break-up of the integrals at R = 10 has also been explained. In this connection it

can hardly be overstrcsscd that for small k a significant contribution comcs from the region R <r_< oo.

In table 4 we have collected results to show the convergence of the terms nmltiplying successive

powers of h in the nonadabiatic series (see also, equation 43 in refercnce 2). The convergence appears to

be even more rapid than an order of magnitude per power of h. In second order this is due to a partial

cancellation of the terms multiplying X2 a circumstance which may very well have an increasingly

important effect for high powers of h duc to tke increasing number of terms which enter. (It is also

possible that it might have the opposite effcct.) The final _ in each row is then the sum of the entires

to its left to the accuracy that we believe it is meaningful. As a simple extrapolation of the convergence,

we take this to mean an uncertainty of five units in the last figure given for the phase shifts. (The scatter-

ing lcngth will be discussed below.)

]t must bc re-emphasized that this h serics is not identical to the more traditional series strictly in

powers of 1. The latter may be thought of as having been derived by truncating the original set of equa-

tions (see also, equation 4 of reference 2) after l= L. That is,

t2_/(l+l ) 1 1 2 2+ + --rl + _ -M z (_ : M_=
mR0

l = 0,1, • • "+ i •

Assuming we could solve each of these problems exactly, we would obtain a sequence of phase shifts

_(r) which would approach the exact phase shift

lim _(L) = _ "

The _(0) is of course our _0. Beyond that Schwartz n has recently used his variational technique to solve

for _).

There is, however, a somewhat more fundamental, albeit more idealized, sequence _(_.) whi('h can

be detined. Assume we had the exact wave function _I,(r_, r_, 0_). Then we could obtain the exact _z(r_r:)

by suitably projecting Pl (cos0_2) on _I,. We could then obtain a sequence of _(r) from the basic relation

' :If r:sin (_(L) - 50) : - ]_ _ 2/_--7--1 00(0) r_ ¢I dr, dr 2 • (I-13)

Clearly the second of these sequences of _(r) calmot be worse than the tirst (although the first obviously

comes from a variational principle).
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TABLE5.--Comparisonof Schwartz's and Nonadiabatic Results

Schwartz

k A_

0 0.5670
0.1
0.2 0.0362

0.3 [
0.4 0.0340
0.5
0.6 0.0302
0.7
0.8 0.0250

Nonadlabatic

A_o + A2 _o(t)

0.5644
0.02986
0.03608
0.03561
0.03306
0.03178
0.03038
0.02721
0.02571

Schwartz

_, A(i)8

iffi2

0.0126

0.0015

0.0018

0.0008

0.0017

Nonadlabatic

A2 _o(2)

0.01552
0.001367
0.002135
0.002447
0.002495
0.002425
0.002291
0.002160
0.002066

Schwartz

1.7686
2.9388
2.7171
2.4996
2.2938
2.1046
1.9329
1.7797
1.643

Nonadiabatic

i .7683
2.9390
2.7176
2.4996
2.2936
2.1052
1.9335
1.7801
1.6444

In table 5 we have collated the results of Schwartz's and our calculations which bear on the latter

sequence of 5(L). The column marked A5 is the difference 5(1)- 50 in Schwartz's calculation.* The approxi-

mation here is the neglect of the back coupling of the higher _z which distinguishes between the first and

the second sequences of 5(L). The analog of A5 in our case is A250+A250 (]). Here the back-coupling is

consistently taken into account, but we have only included two terms of a (presumably rapidly con-

vergent) infinite series. In the column marked 5250(2) we have presented only the first term of the relevant

infinite series. The corresponding column of Schwartz has been obtained by subtracting his final phase

shifts from 5(1). If his ansatz for the wave function were exact, we could conclude that this was the

contribution of all remaining multipoles,

However, the ansatz for the complete wave function contains (presumably) about the salne number of

parameters as that used in obtaining 5(1). Therefore, it is by no means clear that projecting out _1 from

his _I, will give the same accuracy as his explicitly calculated 5(1).

For these reasons it can hardly be expected that there would be equality between the corresponding

entries in table 5. Nevertheless the rather wide deviation of the individual entries bespeaks of the pos-

sibility that the agreement to almost five significant figures in the final phase shifts may be somewhat

coincidental. For the purposes of later discussion it should be noted that our quadrupole contribution is

larger than all the remaining multipoles in Schwartz's calculation. (Thus, his results suggest a more rapid

rate of convergence of the/-expansion than our own!)

Schwartz has also commented n on the relative angular momentum expansion in these types of

problems. (The part of his scattering calculation which concerns the triplet phase shift has been given

in table 5.) The bulk of his calculation is concerned with the second order energy (for the singlet spin

state) :

( d.) rl,+ zo - zo (15)

* Some time ago we requested Dr. Schwartz to use his Hylleraas variational approach to calculate _0 by omitting all
terms depending on r_2. Dr. Schwartz kindly carried out these calculations which served as a check on our original zeroth

order results (reference 2). The calculations were subsequently expanded to comprise the contents of tables 2 and 3 of

reference 11.
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Usingthewellknownexpansionof 2/r1_in Legendrepolynomials,

r<_2 - 2 -- P_ (cos01z) ,
r12 r>_+I

Z=O

Schwartz can put equation 15 into the form

E_ = _E 2 (l)

l=0

where the E,2(l) can be well defined. 12 With each E2(l) there is associated a wave function _Iq(1) which,

aside from the angular dependence Pl(cos012), is a function of the two radial variable rl and r2. Reduced

to its bare essentials, Schwartz's argument runs as follows: if we treat each 1 problem variationally with

the usual type of smooth polynomial trial functions, then the l = 0 and l = 1 problems can be well approxi-

mated whereas the higher l problems become increasingly difficult. The reasons for the increasing

difficulty of approximation by conventional means is due to the fact that the functions _Iq(l) have dis-

continuities in their second derivates coming ultimately from different analytic forms of r <l/r < l+1 in

the regions r_ > r2 and r_ < r2. The discontinuities correspond to the _I,_(l) becoming more and more sharply

peaked about the line r_= r2. On the basis that the bump itself provides the dominant contribution to

the energy, Schwartz has derived the asymptotic fornmla for large l

4s 1
E 2(I) _ - _ _ (16)

This then, defines the convergence of this specific problem rather than any inaccurate calculations for

E_(l) for l> l, which in general will tend to give the idea of a much more rapid convergence.*

Equation 16 applies to the specific problem of the second order energy in the singlet (space-sym-

metric) state; however, it is not unreasonable to assume 1-" characterizes the complete energy (or other

physical property) in the/-expansion. Whether l-_ constitutes a rapidly convergent series depends on the

type of problem at hand. In bound state problems where nmch greater experimental accuracy is in general

available, it is necessary to be quite demanding in this regard. Even here, however, the convergence of

equation 16 is not in principlc uncompctitive with tradiiional techniques. Thus, if we associated the

inclusion of an additional 1 component with the inclusion of an additional parameter in conventional

expansions, in which the use of 100 (reference 5) and over 1000 parameters '3 has now been accomplished,

a competitive 8 to 12 significant figure accuracy would be achieved. The fact that a (presently) con-

ventional approach cannot be used in accomplishing this does not present an a priori objection to the

rate of convergence of the/-expansion.

* Reference 11 must be read very carefully here; otherwise it may give the erroneous impression that

._2 E21/) _ _ E2(/) '
Is2

which, if it were true,would be a more seriouscriticislnof the convergence. What in fact is being assertedis that
Schwartz'sconventionalcalculationof

_z 2 (1)
I=2

must he in errorin such a way as to givea spuriousrateof convergence.Neverthelesswe can be quitesurethatcorrectly

I"2 1"2
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In his discussion of the extension of the relative partial wave treatment to the scattering problem,

we find that Schwartz has insufficiently stressed the different physics involved. First it is clear that

because of the disparity in experimental accuracy not nearly the accuracy of a bound state problem is

required to correlate theory with experiment.
In order further to discuss the scattering case, it is necessary to clarify the following point. In

scattering calculations rlr2 times the wave function has a nonvanishing component
which must be included in order to make any kind of analysis. In discussing the aspects of rlr2_I' below, we

shall always disregard this nonvanishing component.

nm r, r2* -- ^ si. (kq. s) (r2) ,
rt-_.

The main difference between the bound state wave function (with any kind of forces) and scattering

wave functions (involving Coulomb forces) is that the bound-state wave function vanishes exponentially

in all asymptotic regions of configuration space whereas the scattering wave function does not. It has

been one of the primary points of the nonadiabatic theory in the decomposition of rlr2'I" in terms of

P,(cos0_=), equation I-3, that the associated ¢z can be shown to have slowly vanishing adiabatic forlns

lira _Z _ - e-'2 \TW-_ + "-T'--] "
r 1-_° _ r 1_+1

It has further been derived as one of the main results of this theory that the scattering length due to

the dipole term will be diminished by an amounff

a = a(R) - 2R2 + ....

where a(R) comes from a wave function which is more sharply cut off and hence more characteristic

of a problem in a finite "sphere" of radius R. This prediction (reference 7 and A. Temkin personal con>

munication to C. Schwartz) was tacitly confirmed by the calculation of Schwartz 4 in which, when the

variational counterpart of _1 was included, his scattering length was reduced by over 5 percent. Thus,

whereas the nonadiabatic theory incorporates both short-range correlations (via the convergent ex-

pansion in l) and long-range effects naturally, the Hylleraas type wave function by itself cannot prac-

tically deal with the latter, rTables 2 and 3 of Schwartz's paper n include ¢_ in the calculations of the k = 0

entries for h(s+p) as well as h (complete).J

That a Hylleraas type wave function does not naturally describe the long-range correlations can

be further brought home by reference to the paper of Ohmura and Ohmura34 In their clever deduction of

the singlet scattering length, these authors required the coefficient C(_) in the adiabatic form

lira _ = C(_)- e'", Rt. (ra) (17)
rl-_ rl r 2

of the H- wave function. Here y is the square root of the electron affinity and being small it makes the

term simulate the nonvanishing term in a scattering calculation. This form is not the analytic form of the

Pekeris or Hylleraas wave functions both of which have the exponential dependence

I_ IEIt/2 )1exp _ (r I + r 2

where E is the total energy of the H- ion. In order to evaluate C(oo), Ohmura and Ohmura used the 161

and 203 parameter Pekeris wave functions3 They concluded that, whereas the wave function reproduces
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the adiabatic form (equation 17) quite accurately in the region rl= 10 to 12 (r2=0), deviations in the

variational approximations for rl_ 12 were quite noticeable!

We shall now show that the inability of Schwartz's zero energy wave function to describe the

adiabatic part of the quadrupole term can explain the difference between his triplet scattering length

1.7686, and our own 1.7683. To repeat, at zero energy Schwartz's _I, is made to contain 4_1(_d_ib) but not

(I)2(_aib). Using the same type analysis that we made on the dipole effect, we can write the long-range

contribution of the quadrupole term as

aiR) - a = rllira 000) r2-_2 0 a dr I dr a ,
k-Ok 2 r 13

_e LkarlS"_®ja sin(kr +$0) sin(kr+8)drtr° '
k--O

(-*,o) 1

If we associate Schwartz's value with a(R), a very reasonable choice of R(R_,,,_25) will reproduce

our own value for a. Although from the experimental point of view the difference between the two

numbers is completely negligible, it is worth noting that the new scattering length is outside of Schwartz's

limit of error. 2 We are inclined to think that the unaccounted for higher multipole may contribute an

additional couple of units in the last place (see also, the k = 0 row of table 4). We would extrapolate the

triplet scattering length to be:

a t = 1.7675:1: .0005.

A question remains at non-zero energies as to the effect of the slowly vanishing nmltipolcs. The

answer obviously depends on the accuracy in question. Schwartz claims 4 that the effects are "washed out"

to his accuracy whereas our own calculation suggests that particularly the dipole contribution is not.

It may very well be that our inclusion of these effects plus Schwartz's inclusion of the higher nmltipolcs

balance each other out, and that both calculations give lower bounds for the phase shifts.
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